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A FAMILY in STORY."
BY HARUIET MARTIXKAU.

• HAITBU X. A DOWNWARD TENDENCY.

For some months nothuig came of the watch

kept on tho great wealth-making machine, and
on its movers. The accounts from tho Anti-

podes became more and more superb as new

regions were said to be laid open, till grave
and responsible gentlemen began to talk of

dividends of fifty per cent. Of course, all

who listened and believed invested trust-

moneys, when possible, in that stock
; and they

advised all their relatives and friends,
—all

widows and spinstera, and all possessors of tho

smallest jwrtion of an independence, to do the

same. Tlie new greatness seemed to grow
faster than the wealth. At tho Birthday there

was such a crowd at Court as had never been
known before ; and some who were wont to be
seen there went home as soon as they could

extricate themselves from tho "
mob," a.s they

called those they left behind. Others remained
to pay coiu-t to tho new people, and to recom-

mend them to his Majesty's good graces. The
South Sea gentry, as they were called, were
made to think themselves greater than anybody
there, except the King himself, and perhaps
the Prince and Princess. Those of the Minis-

ters who were unconnected with the South Sea
House were nobody : and the King himself

was greatest, because he was (iovernor of the

Company. Tho Craggs family were almost

worshipped by the prudent people. Esther
and her brother were declared the handsomest

young people present ; and their father wiis as

much sought as if he had been agreeable,—
which no one, even on that day, attempted to

suggest that ho was.

The ladies of his family had waited for the

Birthday before going down to Milbury ; as his

Majesty had waited for it Ix-foro going over to

Hanover. Nanny was to Ijo confine*.! at ^lil-

liury, and her .other and sister were to take
her there. Her husband had saileil for South

America, where a well-salariod post had been

a.4signed him at the most marvellous of the

mines, where ho had besides an opportunity
of creating wealth for himself in a rather re-

markable way. Ho had authentic information

that certain ores in that region liad the pro-

perty of turning into gold, or, it might be,

revealing the gold hidden in them, by being
touched with tho precious metal in a state of

purity. Harry had, by hook and by crook, got

together some pieces of gold, to l>egin with.

Her confinement over, Nanny was to be ready
to go to him, with her infant, as soon after

hearing of his arrival as she could obtain a

passage. It was agreed between the husband
and wife that Nanny should accumulate all the

gold she coiUd, in any shape that she could

carry out. If her father could be persuaded
to give her now an equivalent for a present

payment of whatever he might uiteml to leave

her at his death, and she could convey the

{vmount in guineas, so as to purchase bars of

tho Company on the spot, the fortune of the

Ives family was made. Such were the mining
and commerciid notions of Harry and his wife

after their life on their farm first, and their

training in 'Change Alley afterwivrds. \\ul

they were not at all more absurd than many
that were held by persons much less innocent

than themselves.

Milbury had never seemed so delightful as

this summer. Nanny's confinement over, .-dl

was repose and pleasure. The repose was

keenly enjoyed, because, to say the truth, Mr.

Craggs' temper and manners had been of Lite

very trying to hLs family. He ha*! always
been somewhat formidable in his home ; but

now he was much altereil,
—anxious and cross

anil rude at the very time when he was cuvie<l

as the most prosperous man in Euglaml. After

every projwr endeavour to p >rsu;ulo him to

come down to MiUniry to rest fmm his toils,

his wife and daiightcrs surrendered themselves

to the enjoyment of tho park and the dower
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gardens, the dairy aud the poultry yard. It

was a hot summer
;
and never had the deep

shade of woods, and the fresh grass beside the

ponds been so delicious as this blessed summer.

The infant throve in the open-air life it led
;

and mother and grandmother throve with it.

Mrs. Craggs now believed that Esther really

was sincere in saying that she refused to marry
because she did not wish it. Unless she was

so minded, she could not be so happy as she

was in the quiet life of Milbury ;
and yet what

alliances she had declined,
—to her father's

vexation and displeasure ! Her mother and

James had been very good, or she could hardly
have done it.

After a time, the quiet was no longer alto-

gether unbroken. Few London people appeared
so far west as Milbury ;

but there were some

who had gone up from Cornwall for the season,

and were returning ;
and they took a peep at

Milbury and its ladies on the way. The news

they brought was that, as soon as the King
was gone, the Directors of his great Company
had begun running down as illegal every
bubble but their own. Why were such specu-
lations called bubbles ? Nobody could tell why ;

but they were now called so by everybody.
And they well might ;

for almost every one had,
so far, burst at the mere touch of a prose-

cution. Those for making butter from beech-

trees, for insurance against divorce, for apply-

ing an air-pump to the brain, for dealing in

hops, and for teaching the casting of nativities,

collapsed first
;

those for establishing loan

offices and for furnishing funerals held their

groutid at present.
The next visitors reported that these had

also given way, and that it was said to be

doubtful whether the great Company would
not extinguish every rival it had.

As soon as the guests were out of sight,
their hostesses were glad to forget the money-
market, and every topic connected with it.

They had had enough of it in London. As if

to indulge their mood, their letters from Lon-
don said scarcely anything on the subject.
Mr. Craggs wrote seldom, briefly, and some-
what gruffly. James's letters were as affec-

tionate as ever
;
and the old family jests were

sprinkled through them : there was more fun
about the clumsy Germans

; but there was

annoyance mixed with it. Those people were

low-minded, rapacious, cowardly, and incon-
siderate to the friends they owed most to.

They had stolen away to Hanover, one after

another
;
and after they were gone, it came

out that every one of them had sold out, and
carried the vast profits of their speculations to

Germany. There was strong indignation at

this throughout London : the Jacobites made

the most of it
; and the consequences were

unpleasant, and might be very serious, to the

friends who had helped them to their gains.
The worst of it was that their way of abscond-

ing gave an air of discredit to their specula-

tions, which might operate very mischievously
on the Company's influence aud affairs. His
mother must not suppose him to mean any-

thing more than he had said. The market
was in a good state as yet. The stock was not

much down
;
and if the decline could be

stopped where it was, all might be as well as

it was a week ago, when the stock was quoted
at eleven hundred, if his mother understood
what that meant.

If she did not, Nanny could tell her
; but

none of the three cared to discuss such points.

They were longing for the next letter, which

was to arrive very soon. So it did
;
but it

was short and less legible than usual. James
owned that he had been hurried and harassed

for some days, and that he was feeling the

efl^ects. The excessive heat was enough to

make a naan
ill, if he was neither a Secretary

of State nor a South Sea Director.

Mrs. Craggs at once said that she should

return to London the next day. She would
take servants with her, but not her daughters.
A few hours after, an express brought a sum-
mons from Mr. Craggs. James was very ill.

It was bad for him that everything was going

wrong. Misfortunes were happening hourly.
It was not safe to explain, even by a special

messenger ;
for he might be intercepted. Sus-

picion was all abroad. Mrs. Craggs must
come immediately ;

and then she would hear

all. Esther must not come, however much she

might wish it ;
for the nature of James's illness

rendered it improper. It was fever of some
sort

;
and his sisters must not come in the

way of it.

" It is the smaU-pox !

"
thought Esther.

"It is the small-pox I

" exclaimed Nanny.

"Oh, Nanny! how can you say such a

thing ?
"

cried the terrified mother.
"
Well, mother

;
it may not be. We don't

know : but that was your own thought. I

know it by your face."
"
Pray Heaven it may not be the small-

pox !

" sobbed the poor mother. "
Yes,—

many do get through it. Yes, we have known
some who came well through it. But—God

forgive me for thinking of such a thing at such

a time !
—how different they always looked from

what they ever did before ! And who else ever

had such a face as my boy's ! If God ever

made such another, I never saw it. Oh, Mr.

Dryden best said what it is,
—what it was

when he saw it last,
—what he may never see

again. Mr. Dryden said it of the Duke of
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Monmouth ; but it was as if he was thiukiug

of my James wheu he wrote it ;

* And Para-

diao was opened iji his face.' 15ut I am talking

instead of going to him I

"

It was too true that tlio beauty of that face

would never bo Keen again.

Though the anxious mother travelled the

twenty-four hour^ through, it wjis three days
before she got home.

Her heart was in her mouth as the carriage

entered the Stjuare. There it was suddenly

stopped by a man who spoke to the driver.

The man was one of Mr. Craggs' servants,—
not in his livery. LIo delivered his message,
and disappeared before any (juostions could bo

asked. HLs master desired that Mrs. Craggs
would turn round, and alight at the stables,

in the next street. If slio drove up to tho

front door, she might be insulted.

There wore, in fact, some strange and dis-

agreeable cries heard in tho direction of tho

house. It could not bo said that there was a

mob in tho square ; but there were groups of

noisy people, and before the railings a company
that persisted in groaning when juiybody en-

tered or left the house, or appeared through
tho wiudow.s. One of tho physicians in attend-

ance spoko to the people from tlie doorsteps,

entreating them to be quiet for the sake of tho

gentleman who lay ill of the small-pox ; and

some went away : but others soon camo, and

took up the cry of llio hour. The Craggs,
father and son, were desired, on pain of popular

vengeance, to bring back the German women
and their English wealth. Young Mr. Craggs
had so favoured tho King's mistresses as to

make them as rich as queens ;
and he must

bring them back, with every guinea of their

EngUsh money, and make them pay those they
had rt)bbed, or take tho consequences. When
Mrs. Ci-aggs entered her house by the back

door, and passed into the hall through ser-

vants, some out of humour, some pitying, and
all alarmed, sho heard execrations and jests

outside, and groans for the dear son who had
been kind to everybody all his life long. It

was a bitterness which she coiUd feel even
amidst the agony of tho belief that sho must
lose him. It was a case of small-pox of tho

w^orst kind.

He knew his mother, and could show that

he had been longing for her presence. Tliero

were intervals when ho could speak, and prove
that his mind was clear. He had been carried

to the back of the house, as far as possible
from the noises in tho square : but ho had
hoard enough before his removal to know wjiat

it meant, and to perplex and grieve his attend-
ants by inquiries how things were going on,
and for persons who could not come to him.

For Mr. Gay he asked several times s-dAJ^
and complaine<l of liLs absence,—safu as he was
from Kinall-pox by having had it. The truth

was, Mr. (iay could n(jt come because ho was

perilously ill himself. Uy the fall in South
Sea stock from day to <lay, he was loning his

money faster than ho had gained it
;
and now,

tf>o plainly seeing that it miut all
'j;o, he took

to his bed in such real illne.ss that neither phy-
sician nor friend believed he would ever rise

from it. He aske<l aloud how he should erer

meet bis friend James again after having
scorned tho .-idvico which would have given
him an indopendenco for life

;
and ho touched

tho heart of his physician by imploring that

young Mr. Craggs might not bo admitted yet
to his bedside. Then, he was certain that

James was too angry with him to come near

him
;
and it was only when, after weeks of

balancing between life and death, ho slowly

revived, that he learned that his friend James
had been carried in tho very track of Mr.
Addison's funeral train, and laid beside that

worshipped man in the chapel in tho Abbey
where they, the two mourners, had wept to-

gether, 80 few months ago.
Before he died, James said some things

which his mother laid up in her heart, as

mothers do. Some of these few .sayings were

mysteries to her
;
some were keen pains ; and

some were taken as guidance and comfort.

What coidd he mean about having fatally

misunderstood Goody Gillow ? It might be

a wanileriug fancy ; but by his manner she

thought not.

It was no fancy, her husband told her. Ho
had fallen into the snares of a foreign lady
while avoiding what would have saved his life.

If he had secured himself in the new way
against small-pox The thought was in-

tolerable now ! intolerable l>ecause, but for

Goody Gillow's warnings, he would have done

as others did. But he read tho warning wrong,
and avoided Lady Mary and her boon, while

letting him.self be a mere tool in the hands of

tho Duchess of Kenilal. Mrs. Craggs learned

now what a season of anguish the last few

weeks had been to James. He was insulted

in tho streets, and followed by taunts about

the Duche.ss and her gains, till he Ixdieved,

and, if his father said truly, almost hoped that

tho bankrupt mob who cursed him would tear

him to pieces, if that would satisfy their ven-

geance, and leave a way oi>en for some settle-

ment of tho Company's affairs, liy his urgent
advice tho King was .sent for from H.-inover,

and Sir Kobort Walpole from his seat in Nor-

folk. Thero was no bitter pill which tho re-

sponsible parties must not be ready to swallow,
for any chance of repairing the havoc aroand
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them. James was willing to endure his share
;

but it was more than ho could sustain. He
toiled day and night ;

he could not eat nor

sleep, for he could not escape from ti-dings

which were enough to break such a heart.

Merchants of his acquaintance were failing

every day. The &hops of bankrupt tradesmen

were shut for the length of whole streets,

Begguig-letters came, or angry gentlemen

called, asking for subscriptions for widows or

single ladies who had sold their annuities, and

were now actually destitute. Worst of all, a

man of letters, whom he had seen treated with

deference at Mr. Addison's table, had applied

to him for a situation as valet, to himself or

any of his friends. Besides all this, there was

the dread of meeting Parliament, The whole

management of the case in the House of Com-

mons must have rested on him
;
and the wear

and tear of the first day showed what the

stress was. No man perhaps could have held

up ;
and James sank at once. Many who

saw him that day would probably disbelieve

that his Ulness was small-pox, or any disease

at all
;

and it was only by some accident

that it took that character ! He would still

have sunk, by whatever form of fever the end

came.

Such were the things that dropped, as by a

compulsion from within, from the lips of the

father who seemed to be incessantly resolving
on a silence which he could not keep. The
mother now understood what James had said

when they were alone of his desire that Lady
Di should know how thankful he was at the

last that she had steadily refused to marry
him. Unutterable things were conveyed under
those words. Mrs. Craggs was told that Lady
Di showed more feeling on receiving that mes-

sage than had been observed in her while pur-
sued with a homage for which all England
envied her.

Something was said in that bedside confi-

dence which made no great impression till

Mr. Craggs burned it in on the mother's heart

and brain. James had made a short reference

to the disappointment of the family ambition
if he should die, and in disgrace. Such dis-

appointment was nothing to his mother, while

he lay in his coffin
; but she was amazed, even

in the depth of her affliction, at the strength
of it in her husband. He was pacing the

room, as he did aU day long,—shrinking from

appearing in Iiis office, and actually afraid of

the streets,
—

listening gloomily to his wife's

weeping, and making no answer to her half-

questions, half-reflections, when she expressed
a sighing hope that they should now go back
to the country and the old way of life. Not
to be happy ; they could never be that again :

but to be out of harm's way,—to do no more

wrong, and sutler no more shame.
" Hold your tongue !

"
cried her husband,

passionately.
" My course is difficult enough,

without my having it crossed by you."
It was not an hour in which the mother of

such a son could be intimidated, as she might
have been in a brighter time. She would have

explained her wish, and the reasons of it, but
that her husband would not hear her.

He said that not he only, but all England,
had looked to his son as sure to be at the head
of afl'airs very soon, and likely to govern the

country for a quarter of a century. He had
been the counterpoise to Walpole in the eyes
of the wisest men in England ;

who now, if

they must see Walpole in power for half a

lifetime, would often regret the only man who
was really his rival. Such a promise, and such

a fame as James had achieved, was not to be
buried in his grave. The man who is buried

in Westminster Abbey leaves a trust to his

survivors,
—more solemn even to parents thau

to children. The plain duty of the family to

its best member
The momentary pause brought no contra-

diction of this estimate of his son ; and Mr.

Craggs went on, with increasing vehemence,
to insist that to immortalise James's name
must be now the great object in life to his

family. His father would make the name
illustrious in office

;
his 'mother must repi'ess

her grief, and exert herself to ally her daughter
in such a way as to secure the place in the

peerage which James would certainly have

had, and by which a family so unusually raised

from obscurity would take rank through future

generations among the nobility of England.
At the moment when this task was set them

by death itself

" But I do not see that it is," Mrs. Craggs

said, calmly,
" While you are talking of

honours and renown, I hear the people cursing
us before our own door, and I see you chafing
here like a lion in a cage, because you cannot

lift up your head anywhere but in our own
house."

"It is a lie !" shouted he. "You want
to drive me mad, I believe. You want "

" My dear husband, I wish to use the warn-

ing we have had to get out of the snares we
have fallen into. Our son has died of our

and his own ambition. Surely it would be

Avicked to persevere in it. Yes, I think, as

you do, that the name cannot be obscure

again. It will stand in history, as you say.

I could wish it did not, seeing the way in

which it will be set forth."
" Cannot you see that that is the very

reason 1
"
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"
I do Bee what you intend ;

but I cousiiler

that the past can never be retrieved, and that

nothinjj that wo can now do will bring ho little

further dirthouour ha rutiriuj^ to the way of life

we came out of."

Mr. Cru^'gs Uiiod no re.scr\'CB in hU pity of

hiuirtelf for liaviug now lost the only Hup[X)rt

and sympathy hu had in hin CJU-ter. Women
who liked household drudgery and green fieUls

bettor than anything ilso in life were no com-

panion.s for a man of high aium.
" That is true enough, my dear,'' saiJ his

wife.
" Wo must uach Hutler in our own way

under micli a stroke as tliis ; and I should not

bo a faithful wife,
—nor a true mother to the

dead and the hving,—if 1 hid my thoughts

from you. I will try to do my duty,
—and so,

I am sure, will E^lhor, if you determine to

attempt founding a family ; but I am bound

to say that 1 think you will not succeed. And
now you must forgive me, if you can."

" There is notliing to forgive, my love,"

naid he, stopping in his walk to kiss her fore-

head. " Yi>u iire too virtuous, too pure, too

kindly, to sympathise with a man's feelings.

I own I do wish you could imderstand what

it should bo to a mother that her son, bo

young, is, as of ooiurse, to be buried in West-

minster Abbey."
**

Perluips I do," was the reply.
(7p 6« conchtUtd in our next.)

JOSIAH WEDGWOOD AND HIS WARE.
Part I.

"It is a fine thing," observes Mr. Aggland
in " Phemie Keller," "to rise in the world

;

but it is a cursed thing to be patri>nised. My
opinion is that a man worth calling a man

onght to be able to say that ho owes all he

owns, all he has enjoyed, to no other man

livings >nly to God and liimself."

The sentiment is a true and noble one, and
one wliich a man like Josiah Wedgwood would
have rejoiced to make his own

;
for after

making every allowance for the "glories of

f)ur birth and state," and rating at their highest
value tlie ten or dozen qu-arterings on the

shields of "
all the Howard.s," or the Stanleys,

and whatever else is inclutled in the words

Et genas, et proavos, et quie non fecimus ipsi,

the reflecting minil is compelled after all to

own that the man who, working upwards from
a humble origin luus won his way, under God,
by his own energy and ability, .iiid by honest

industry, to independence and to wealth, though
looked down upon by Belgravi.in dames as a

nonw homo, holds in realitj- a still prouder
position than a peer, and that there is no
nobler motto that ho can write under liis

escutcheon than those words wliicii so well

epitomise the lewou tu be learnt from the

career of buch a man,—Faf>er furtuna nutt.

A iiistory of tlie art of the potter in England
WouM be out of place here, but we may be

pardoned for reminding our readers of some of

its i-arlit-r stiiges. In the East jiottery wa«

alread}' an art and a trade in timo-> long prior
iti the Clirifltiau era. Allu-sionM V> it are

frequent in tlie Old Testament ;• and there

can be no doubt that it was brought to a high
state of {Kjrfectiou in Egypt, and at Babylon
and Nineveh, to Bay nothing of the various

cities of ancient Greece and regal Rome. Bat
even in this country traces of iUi existence are

f>und at an earlier date than most perBons
Would 8upiX)8e. Even in the times when this

island was occupied by a Celtic and British

population, tiitro are plenty of actual remains

to prove to our eyes that thoy were skilled in

the production of sepulchral um.s, food vesselfl,

and drinking cup.s, rude in shape and orna-

mentation, but still evincing no small amount
of skill. Many such vessels have been found

beneath the soil in Staffordshire, Derbyshire,
and Worcestershire, as well as in other coun-

ties ; and, thanks to the zeal of local anti-

quaries now-a-days, there is scarcely a local

museum of any repute throughout the length
and breadth of the land in which some speci-

mens of the Celtic period of pottery are not

found. There are, as might be expected, even

more abundant remains of the Roman period,

which have been dug up wherever the legions

were quartered, as in London, at Chester, at

, Wroieter, Lincoln, York, Colchester, and 013

,

Verulam. Tiio R(jmano-British pottery was
. vastly superior both in body and form to that

,
of the Anglo-Saxon and Norman periods. But

In the latter a new type appeared as in the

}

case of pitcher-shaped vessels ;
and in the

I !Media3val tUe-work all good judges couxider

! that we have clearly an offshoot of Roman

workmanship under fresh modifications which

fitted it BO admirably to the architecture it

adorned. The illustrations of Mi<^ Meteyard's
book will servo to show tiie gradual improve-
ment from the rough and rude work of the

\

human hand to the elaWrato r suits of high

j

ceramic art, as evinced in the Dutch, German,
I and Frencli manufactures of china. And al-

I though it is far from being true that in England
' there were no really fin*! productions in ix)ttery

I

l)efore the birth of Josiah Wedgwood, yet it is

'

no less true, as we shall see, tlu-it the enter-

prising spirit of that great man wrought a

complete revolution in the art
;
and that by

bold experiments, guided by his knowlclgo of
'

nature and mineralogy and chemistry, he Uid

I a snre foundation for all those improvements

i

• Hoc Jorcmiah xrUL i, « ; laaUh xxlx. IC, xlv. ».
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•which have raised our productions in earthen-

ware to an eminence wliich our continental

neighbours find it difficult to rival in point of

cheapness or to surpass in taste.

A century and a half ago Burslem, which

now reckons its population by tens of thou-

sands, was a village from which all traces of

nu-al life had not yet disappeared. Its May-

pole stood where now stands the town hall.

The village lay in tlio centre of the busy
" Potteries

" of Stan'ordshire, and was suited

in many ways to manufacturing purposes ;

though small in comparison of its present ex-

tent, it was tolerably populous, and its master

potters appear to have been a thriving and

energetic set of men, and to have turned out

pottery excellent in form and in workmanship.

Among the local worthies of Burslem,

scarcely perhaps holding the rank of gentlemen

in the more restricted sense of the term, and

yet farming their own lands, and living "by the

joint fruits of the soil and of manufactures,

were the Wedgwoods, a respectable family of

yeomen, whose name was destined to become
so famous throughout the world before the end
(^f the eighteentli century. They originally
came from Wedgwood, in the township of

Wolstanton, a village on the high road be-

tween Burslem and Newcastle-under-Lyne,—
the same parish where Brindley, the engineer,
was married and lies buried. We find mention
of the family as of Wedgwood or Weggewood
in the reign of Edward IIT. ; and although it

is not known when they left their original

patrimony, it is clear that soon after the close

of the sixteentli century they became possessed
of a large portion of tlie broad acres of Burs-

lem by the marriage of one Gilbert Wedgwood
witli Margaret, daughter and sole heiress of

Thomas Burslem of that place. The Wedg-
woods intermaiTied during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries with the Hazleriggs,

Ardens, Egertons, Bromleys, Wolseleys, Fen-

tons, Addenbrooks, and other gentle families •

White-ware perforated Fruit-basket ; Batemaii. collection. Compotier ; Queen's vrare.

and in the reign of Charles 11. we find Thomas

Wedgwood owner of a large part of Burslem,
and residing in the Upper or Over House, a

goodly mansion of the old-fashioned style,

where he lived as a sort of country squire,

holding his lands in hand, but at the same

time doing his best to provide for a large

family out of the proceeds of the "
potworks

"

which adjoined his house, and over which it

is clear from his will that he exercised a per-
sonal supervision.

Josiah Wedgwood—the great Josiah, as he

afterwards came to be called—a descendant of

this marriage, was born at Burslem in 1730,
the youngest of the thirteen * children of

Thomas Wedgwood and Mary Stringer. Al-

ready the name of Wedgwood was well known
in connection with the art of pottery beyond
t'le borders of Staffordshire, for the heads of

t'.ie family seem to have had their quiver

* In tliis rrtij^'cct he resembled Sir Richard Arkwright,
rii'ii

'

,rr si'll'iiuidc man, who was only two years his junior.

pretty full for several generations, and most

of the Wedgwoods carried on the craft in the

difi"erent places where they settled. One branch

of them located themselves at Yearsley, in the

wolds of Yorkshire, where they became famed
in local verse for the excellency of their

wares, and the name is still not extinct in that

district.

But it is with the Potteries, the Stafford-

shire Potteries, that the name of Wedgwood
will ever be connected

;
and the " Life of

Josiah Wedgwood," by Miss Meteyard, re-

cently published by Messrs. Hurst and

Blackett, and from the pages of which we
borrow the illustrations which adorn these

columns, will go far towards rendering liis

name imperishable. The young Josiah was

born at the pot-works of his father adjoining
the churchyard of Burslem ;

but the house in

which the family resided has long since been

removed to make room for buildings of a more

modern date. Of the childhood and boyhood
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of tho man who waa destinod to work such a

chaugo ill the artistic protluctions of StatTord-

Hliire, and, a.H Mr. (Jladstone—no ba-l pniciicil

judge of .such matters—BayH, to rondcr Kiigli.4h

manufacture's :\a widely known for their beauty
and tasto as they are for chuapno.tH, we know
but little. That ho wa-s intollii^'eiit and

thoughtful, and fonder of rea<lin;^ and rolloc-

tion than of noisy gamos, wo may readily bo-

lievo ;
Miss Moteyard tells us that ho began

his letttTH at a dauio's school in his native vil-

lage, though, when ho was soven or eight, he

was sent daily to trudge with his brothers

and sisters to a school of more pretonsions
at Newcastle, ktpt by Mr. lilifiit, a man of

"sufK-rior education," where the boys were

taught reading, writitig, and arithinotic, on tho

grouml floor
;
while tho girls liariicd sewing,

knitting, and other useful accomplisliuients,
under the fair hands of Mrs. Blunt. The
schoolmaster and his wife were advanced in

years, and had inibibe 1 a strong tincturo of

Puritan opiuiomt from the fact of his father or

grandfather having served among Cromvrell's

Ironsides. Mi.sw Meteyard thus dvHcril)v« the

youthful iirtist at hchool :
—

Sprightly and yet KT%re, the little Jot'ith «m %

general favourite. Among hiji coni|tanioiu, hi wait

(lijitioKuiiihc«l {•It aDcoiuuiun vtvticity an<i humour.

Tlii-y wuro Hllachfil to him hy hii warm .inJ ;;eoer<iu«

tvrii|a-r; iiiiJ his ri.'|iutci| ii:i^-acity marki-<i him out tm

a K-ailcr in thvir b<>yiHh B|Mirt«. It is hamlvd down
that he thu« early bctrayeti his extraordinary eye (or

coiiHlruction liy Ins uite of tiiu aciiUMjni. Jiorr><Nrio)( a

pitir from hih HiuterM ur the other girlii, and with |.a|>er

t<jrn from a co|)ylio<jk, or hrou;,'hl liy the lalM (or the

I>ur|ii>H4.', he wuuld cut out the must Hurpriiiio;; things ;

as iin nriiiy at coml>at, a lleet at H«a, a houM and

garden, or a whole put-w-ork, and the blm[H:it of the

ware made in it. Theite cuttings when welted wcr
Hluck tho whole K-ngth of the (doping desks, to the"

exquisite delight of the scholars, but often to the

great wrath uf the .s<:vere pe<lagoguo.

The children's daily walk toschod and back

led across [deasant tields ami througli green

pastures, rich in wild llowers, which were not

Oip .".nd Covtr ; Wbcildon wai-o. Cream Dowln
; (juccn's wnrv.

lo.st upon the clever and observant cliild, who,
all unconscious of his future destiny, was

educating his eye in the true principles of art

and tjiste—which to bo trut! must be ba.sed on

nature au<l in harmony with her works—by

carefully marking the flowers, the leaves, and

the berries which decked tho hedgerows and

tho short tracts of moorland waste along which

ho triulgcd daily to and fro. It is almost

needless to add that he was a great favourite

at homo with his brothers and .sisters, in con-

junction with whi>m lie turned ono of his

father's work-sheds into a sort of museum of

natural history, and decorated it witli fossil

Bhells and other curiosities. So early in his

case did the cliild prove tlie father of tho man.
Miss Meteyard continues :

—
I

It is a remarkable fact in connection with this tra-

dition, that many of \Vcdj;woo<r.s Ix-st forms were
derived from natural objects, jaiticulnrly from shells.

In middle life he studied fosjiils scientifio.iUy ; he
bou.ht a collection of shells, and attended sales where

."ilieciinens of more than common Iwauty were likely to

be seen. He encouraged tbLs objective taat« ia his .

own children, of which we shall have a cl.arming in-

stance by and by. It is told that on one occasion,

when a boy aliout twelve, some lalnmrers whilst

di^'ging in a field near Newcastle, came, as often hap-

pened, ui'On various fragments of jtseudo .^:unian ware,
of which a fragment reached his hands. He w.-uj so

delighted with its colour, glaze, and impressed orna-

ments, that he carried it home, and carefully preserved
it on his mother's dresser shelves. At an earlier date,

he took pleasure in contni*ting the colours tf her

l)atchwork ; thus j.pn-ing how soon came into use the

p<mers of his artistic eye for coloar, and his tlasaio

taste for form.

At nine years old Josiah had the misfortune

to lose his father, and at finirteen wo find him
bfnind apprentice to his eldest brother Tlioni.is,

wlio succeeded to tiio family business,* ai:d

probably resided at the "Over House," cnrry-

ing on his trade in two places at onoe, both

*
>lr. Smiles, in Ui.s useful nud iwimir.ilile work ".S^f

-ir.ii>lo !•

• r tlin-e 111^-? ' . V

re. Ho ~

•'
ii jH-pi 1' iv nblo !•

.'iiid that the son \v.i.« eleven vciirn •<(

death. It I" '•!<'nr. from thr fnofi r»lmi

tliO foniicr
u» the rhe'

vantagva oi iimcMtv.
ad-
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there and 1)y the churchyard. But even had
his father's life been longer spared, in all pro-

bability he would not have continued much

longer at schooL As Miss INIeteyard re-

marks :
—

It was then customary to place boys apprentice at

an early age to almost every trade, more e.-^pecially to

that of a potter ; as, if "tbrowing" were to he one of

the liranchos taught, it necessitated that tlie learner

should be very young, in order that the touch should be

trained to an exquisite delicacy, and the muscles of

the wrists so formed and strengthened as to insure

altogether the utmost luanipulative skill. This was

beginning, in his own strong phrase, "at the lowest

round of the ladder." With such an exquisite eye for

proportion as he possessed, his skill in throwing or

forming the vessel upon the potter's wheel soon be-

came extraordinary, and rivalled that of the best

workmen in the neiKlibourhood. Though subsequently

disused, as we shall see, he always retained hiu mar-
vellous skill in this direction ; so that at the distance

of forty years he could still give a practical example to

his throwers, and by merely poising a newly-thrown
vessel in his left hand, he would tell at a glance its

defects or beauties. If it failed even minutely in its

geometrical proportions, he would, before his leg was
taken off, break it up with the stick which he then

always carried, remarking as he did so,
" This won't

do for Josiah Wedgwood."

At the age of twelve, two years before his

formal apprenticeship, he could " throw "

sufficiently well to take an active share in that

department of his brother's work
; and about

this time we find him suffering severely from
an illness which no doubt threw him sadly
back at the time, though, like a man of inborn,

genius, he turned it to good account. He was
struck down by a severe attack of small-pox,
from which he only recovered to find that

his right knee was so stiffened and numbed
that he had to walk on crutches

;
and though

he M'as able in coiu-.se of time to throw these

away, yet his limb was not, at all events for

many years, of the same use to him that it

had been before. Like Eyron, his lameness
threw him more upon himself and upon the

inward resources of his mind
;
and no doubt

the months during which he lay upon his sick

bed, and hobbled about upon his crutch, were
turned by him to good practical account, and
made subservient to his future artistic career.

Such a long illness would naturally tend to

drive liis mind inwards, and to lead him to

reflect on the laws and the secrets of his art,
on which perhaps he laid the firmer mental
hold from the fact that his hands were unem-
ployed. His sick bed-room became to him a
sacred chamber, where he could commune with
his own spirit, and indulge the most ambitious

aspirations of his searching, meditative, and
fruitful genius. The small-pox left behind a
humour which troubled his leg for some years ;

so that even after his apprenticeship he was-

obliged to sit at his work, with his leg on a

stool before him, and at times he suffered even
more severely. At last, when he was thirty-

eight years old, he had his leg amputated,* and
after that time enjoyed a tolerably good state

of bodily health and activity. Before his

apprenticeship expired, he had to abandon the
thrower's bench, and to turn his attention to

other branches of the trade, which required
more mental skill, though less manual dex-

terity. This led to important consequences in

his after career.

Had he remained stationary there during the larger

portion of his apprenticeship, he would not have ob-
tained that gra^ of details, and that practical know-
ledge, which gave him subsequently such a mastery in

his art. With the skill already acquired in throw-

ing, joined to a perfection of vision which ensured
to him at a glance the accuracy or inaccuracy of geo-
metrical proportions, he was master of enough in this

direction, of which the limits may be said to be

stationary ; and he was left free not only to pursue
discoveries in the channels where they were likely to

be made, but to turn his attention towards the im-

provement of minor points of detail. This may be said
to have been the turning point in his great career ; the
true beginning, environed as it seemed at the moment
with the sad shadows of physical disability and disap-

pointed hopes.

His apprenticeship having expired in 1749,
he remained at home, for some time acting as

a journeyman under his brother, who does not

appear to have been wUling or anxious to take

him into partnership. So finding perhaps that
" a prophet hath no honor in his own country,''
he began life at Stoke-on-Trent with a capital
of twenty pounds to start with. For two or

three years he appears to have been contented

with making knife handles of mottled earthen-

ware, which he sold to the hardwaremen of

Birmingham and Sheffield ;
but in 1752 he

entered into partnership with John Harrison of

Stoke, a potter of good capital, but apparently
not gifted with much taste or skill. The
alliance seemed to augur well for the jgint pros-

pects of the two, for the one found brains and
the other money. Their chief productions seem

to have been agate and other knife-hafts, and

the ordinary kinds of ware then in demand,
both "scratched" and "blue ;" and it is the

opinion of those who are most competent to

form a judgment on the matter, that if it

had not been for Harrison's cupidity, the

works at Stoke would have become as famous

as those of Etruria, Two years later, we find

the two entering into partnership with Thomas

Wheildon, the most eminent potter of the day,
with whom Josiah Wedgwood remained in

partnership for five years, Harrison having
soon retired.

* The limb was amputiited May 2S or 30, 768. Bentley
was by his side diu-ing the operation.
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]n conjunction with Mr. Whcildou, he now
Het himself Hteadily to work at Fenton Low,

The tirst production of his genius wjih a now

(frcen earthenware, which luid the smoothuuHt

and brilHancy of gla-ss, and w.'im hoou ex-

tensively used for dessert Hervicos. ThoHo

were generally admired, both for their in-

trinsic beauty and cheapnoss, and thu namo of

tho new firm HOon Htood high, not only in the

little world of StaJlordHhiro, but in tho chief

towns of the kingdom. The gixJtls maniifac-

ture<l by tho firm during the live years that

tho alliance lasted are remarkably good in

(juality and in form, and, being now very

scarce, ore highly i)rized by collectofH.

Mr. Wheildon, liowevor, being accustomed

to do a largo buniness in his own peculiar
wares and in his own peculiar ways, did not

care to embark in the "new-fangled" im-

provements of his active and enterprising

partner, who from childhood, or at all events

from wirly manhood had Ixjcn steadily work-

ing out in his brain tho manufacture of that

particular kind of improved ware which ob-

tiiined for him afterwards tho distinction of

"Tho Queen's Potter," and for his ware it-

self, that of " The Queen's Ware." So at tlio

end of the five years for which tho partnership
had been agreed, we find Josiah Woilgwood
returning to Burslem, resolved to prosecute
his favourite pursuits, and to brini^ to a prac-
tical test tho schemes and experiments which
ho had so long been contemplating. Here, at

the ago of twenty-nine, ho entered upon busi-

ness on his own account, and laid the solid

foundations alike of that high artistic reputa-
tion and that large and well-earned fortune

which ho l>e<|ueathed to Jiis family at his

death.

He now occupied
" Tho Ivy Hou.se," which

he renb'd for 1 0/. a year from his cousin.«,

John and Thom:vs WedgAvood, of " The liig

House," near the old "pot-work" at the

churchyard, whore ho was born and where ho
had worked a.s a thrower and an ai)prontico.

Here, untrammelled by partners witli views

ailverso to his owii, or at all events utterly

wanting in appreciation of his genius, and far

removed from the surrounding-, of watchful

anil jealous eyes, he set himself earnestly to

carry out those improvements for which he
ha<l longed with all his heart anil soul. Sua

miipic Drits Jit (lira rnpido : and now he re-

solved to carry out his giand design of raising
tho potter's art above its then standard <>f

excellence, and of .successfully rivalling in

earthenware not only the most costly produc-
tions of foreign countries of his own day, but
those of ages long since past. Here he was so

rapidly successful that he found it necessary

to extend hix operations, and ho entered on
another pot-work, nearer to tho centre of the

town, the ilrick- House works, afterward*

known as tho "
Hell- Works. " He now mar-

ried, and to the iiriok House worki* he brought
his bride, in whom he found—what all do not

tind—a com;iuiion and a friend for life.

In spite of far from tho l>est of hc.-dth, he

now made it a nilo t<« superintend per^mally
tho production of every article

; and, leaving
to others the manufacture of the ordinary
wares and tho tortoiscshcU and marble plates
which had alreiuly made i'urslem so famous,
he resolve(^ to devote his attention to a more
oniamcntal cbuss of pro<luctions, such as flower

and other vases, with gilt atid coloiire*! foliage,

mouldings and handles, white-ware medallions

and other goods of a himilar kind. He alio

made much green glazed earthenware, and de-

signed and prod>iceil some tea services in which

tho different vessels were fonned and coloured

to represent various fruits and vegetables, as

the apple, pine, melon, pear, cauliflower, <tc.,

and these novelties took so well that they had

an abundant .sale. Like all his other designs
and inventions, they were speedily caught up
by the other potters of the place, and so be-

came part and parcel of the general trade of

the district. Indeed his reputation an<l con-

nections now began to increase so rapidly that

he found it necessary to increase his establish-

ment.

He had many difliculties to contend against,

l^ut still his motto waa " forward and upward,"

Nil actum reputans dum quid saperess«t agCDdom.

He had to struggle hard against the pre-

judices of masters and the habits of workmen,
in order that he might lift his heart out of the

nits into which it was sinking tho deeper the

longer it plodded on. He had first to create

a want, and then to supply it
;
to place him-

self both in mental and material communica-

tion with the world at a distance from Staff'ord-

shire
;
to promote the general approciati ju of

form, by submitting to society at hirgo works

in advance of tho common taste, yet not

offensive to it
;
to make a market in Liver-

pool and London and abroad ;
to agitate for

tho Construction of roads and canals. He

succoeilod, when many able men would have

failed, in virtue of his energetic, practical,

and well-balanced nature. He knew what

was beautiful, and ho also knew well the stuff

of which hus fellow-men were made ;
his

artistic sense was not stronger tlian his shrewd-

ness ; ho ha 1 calmness, self-reliance, and inde-

pendence enough to make him feel equally at

homo in the society of noblemen and of w>>rk-

mou ; he was prudently economical, and wisely
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liberal. He ha<i no passionate absorbing de-

votion to his art like Palissy, thougb he

earnestly wished to promote it ; he clearly

meant to get on in the world ; and without

any meanness or unworthy trickery, but by
the force of a largo and powerful mind, which

could take a simple view of complicated sub-

jects, he accomplished the practical harmony
of good taste and enlightened self-interest.

But for the rest of Josiah Wedgwood's career

our readers must be content to be referred to

our next number. E. Walford.

DOCTOR HOLFORD'S PATIENT.

We had been great chums at college, John

Baring and I, and having both eaten our

terms at the Temple, we continued fast friends,

inhabited the same chambers, and waited to-

gether, with as much patience as might be,

for briefs. Briefs, however, were so long in

coming, that we had a great deal of spare time

on our hands, and we used to run down often

into the country for a breath of fresh air, and
to look up old friends and acquaintances. On
one of these occasions I took John down into

my own county, Suffolk, on a visit to my
father. He was glad enough to come, for if

the truth must be told, a pretty sister of mine
had made a deep impression on his susceptible
heart during the sea»son in London. We had
a merry time of it. The birds were plentiful,

and several balls and parties were given in the

neighbourhood, at which John and Emily en-

joyed themselves, I have reason to believe, to

their hearts' content. A very good fellow is

John Banrig, and I shall not object to him as

a brother-in-law some day, if but I must say
no more on this subject, lest this paper should
meet the governor's eye.

Among the neighbours whom we visited to-

gether was Dr. Holford, another old crony of

mine in college days, now an M.D. practis-

ing in a country town a few miles from my
homo.

" What a pretty woman Mrs. Holford is !

"

said John to me, as we lighted our cigars out-

side the doctor's door one night, previous to

starting on our walk home after a dinner

party.

"And yet there's something uncanny in
her look, too," he continued. " T can't make
it out. Is she wicked, 1 wonder

j or has she
a bee in her bonnet ?

"

" She's as good as she's pretty," I rejoined
warmly ; for Mrs. Holford was a great
friend of mine, and I did not like John's
criticisms.

" My dear fellow, I daresay she may be,
but you won't make me believe you don't see

what I mean. She has lovely eyes
"—John

was a bit of an artist—" but there is a queer
look that comes into them now and then—
looks as if she had seen a ghost once, and
never got over it."

'*
Perhaps she did," I said, a little stiffly.

John stopped, and stared at me. " I de-

clare you know all about it, old boy ! Here's

a lark ! A genuine ghost story in real life,

truth vouched for by the ghost himself, eh ?
"

"
Well, not quite that," I answered, laugh-

ing;
" but there is a story about Mrs. Holford

that may account for the look you noticed.

You certainly mistook your vocation. You
should offer your services to the spirit-rappers,

if you have such a knack of reading people's

faces.
"

" I always knew my talents were thrown

away," remarked John in an aside.

"However," I continued, "there's no secret

in this case, that I know of, so you shall hear

the story if you care about it.
"

" All right," said John, pufBng out a cloud

of smoke. "Fire away, Dick
;
I'm prepared to

believe in any number of ghosts after that

woman's eyes."
"It's too long to tell now," I said, "but

if you like—I jotted it down in the shape of

a story at the time,—when we get home
I'll give it you to read."

Accordingly, before going to bed, I added

a few lines to my old MS. for John's benefit,

and handed it to him, and, if he read it at all,—of which I have my suspicions, judging from

the total oblivion of it which he showed when

sitting by Emily at breakfast next morning,—
he read as follows :

—
" But what on earth am I to do ?

" asked

the doctor, in a tone half humorous, half sad,

as he walked up the High Street with his

friend Mr. Bailey.
" If I warn her she won't

stay wdth me a week
;

I've lost two governesses

akeady by listening to your advice."
"
Well," doubtfully rejoined Mr. Bailey,

"
perhaps you are right. He may be safe

enough, after all ;
but what a silly girl she

must be !

"

" On the contrary," interrupted the doctor,

warmly,
" she's a treasure ! As like her poor

father as can be—full of good sense and right

feeling. I can't think what possesses her not

to let that unfortunate man alone, and I can't

warn her. Nobody has managed my poor
brats the least like her since

" and the

doctor coughed away a sigh.

A somewhat whimsical expression passed

over his friend's face. Dr. Holford had lost

his wife six months before, and had been in a

peck of troubles ever since about liis three
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children, the youngest an infant of six months

old. The doctor knew no more of tho dotaiU

of houHohold oconomy than his b;il)y, iind it

had bfcome evident to ;ill hi» friciuls tli;it ho

could not exist long without :i wife ;
but whom

should ho marry i that was tho ([ucstion. To

coniplicato matters, Dr. Holford waa obliged

to oke out the profits of a not very romuiiera-

tivo practice, by receivini^ a patient at his own

housu, and rich patients were not always oa«y
to tind. At tho time wo write of ho had just

received iuh an inmate a soi diiant nervous in-

valid, Walter St jno by name, whom he watched

with sinL,Milar can>fulno.ss, for in his stjcrot soul

the doctor know tho man was insane, and al-

though in truth ho believed him to bo perfectly

harmles.'i, yet ho daily expected some mad
freak or folly to appear. None had aa yet,

and all things had gone smoothly for two or

three weeks, when, according to the usual ma-

lignity of circumntancos, a most inconvenient

and aggravating interest in Walter Stone began
to appear in the conduct of Miss Stuart, the

children's governess. 'It is tnie that IMr.

Stone was a handsome young man, with a

manner in which none but a professional eye
couKl detect any t-aint of madness, but that

made it all the more alarming ;
and feeling

himself as yet not thoroughly acquainted
with tho state of his patient's mind, tho doctor

was on tenterhooks. As he said, he dared give
no serious warning. A nervous patient might
be all very well, but no governe.ss would stay
with a live lunatic loose about the house. So

Dr. Holford was fain to lot matters take their

course, trusting to the cliapter of accidents,

and to Muss Stuart's good sense to set her

right in time. After all, ho thought, there

could be no great risk. Walter Stone had

come to him with an excellent character for

quietness, and might, for all he knew, be

curable. So ho lietermincd to hold his tongue,
and hope that no bad consequences would

ensue. What did ensue we shall presently
see.

A day or two after his conversation with

Mr. Biiiloy, the doctor happened to look out

from his surgery window on the little plot of

ground at the back of his house which ho was

pleascil to dignify with the name of a garden.
Dr. Holford worked in it a good deal himself,

and took great interest in the one or two

flower-beds, and the border rich with bright

colours, in the arrangement of which ho Mat-

tered himself Sir Joseph Paxton could not

hold a candle to him. The air was .scented

with the breath of lilacs and hyacinths, and

the perfume of two gnarled old hawthorns,

covered, one with wliite, and the other with

pink blossom, that stood on the grass-plat by i

the side of the path, and th;it were the pride
I of the doctor's heart. That garden was a king-
dom for bees an<i butt<rflie«, an I they hummed
and danced merrily in tho sunshine. Un this

I

particular Mny afternoon, a fresh little human
' Uowor movod quickly to and fro among th«

butterflies, clad in a soft grey stuff gown, with

pink ribbons at th<< thioat and wrist. It was
tho young governess, Lizzie Stuart. She was
a pretty girl of al>out twenty, with large grey

eyes and fair shiny hair. A sprig of pink

may was stuck in tho waistband that girded a
' small round waist, and they were very little

feet that tapped impatiently upon the gravel
walk. Tho doctor could not help watching
her from the window as he smoked his pipe ;

she ma<lo such a pretty foregroun<l to his fa-

vourite flowers a.s she went and came under
the hawthorns. Presently a young man came

out, and walked across the gra.ss-plat towards
her. She met him with an outstretched hand,
and they strolled along tho path together. It

was perfectly natural that they should do so,

anfl the doctor ought to have been glad that

his patient should be subjected to such sooth-

ing intlueuces, but somehow ho sighed a little

as he saw how earnestly they were talking,
her face raised up to him, and his bent down
to her. Certainly Lizzie did not .seem afraid

of Walter Stone. The doctor put his pipe in

the corner with anotlier sigh, and went up-
stairs to dress for dinner.

The pair in the garden did not remain long

together. Walter Stone sauntered back into

the house, and Lizzie went on walking, up
and down, up and down tho short gravel walk.

For fear of mistake, we had better let the

reader into a secret at once. Almost from

the first moment, three months ago, when Dr.

Holford had done her the immense honour of

confiding to her care his motherle.ss children,
Lizzie Stuart's tender little heart had boon in

the doctor's keeping. Indeed, she hail loved

him all her life, as her father's friend and her

own—but of late what was it that made Lizzie

blush, all to herself, in the solitude of her

own room, when she thought of tho gratitude
and affection she owed to the doctor ] Ah !

what a wealth of pity and devotion she poured
out upon him in secret, and what romantic

CJistles were built up in that graceful little

head of hers, as she sat of an orening looking
out upon the hawtliorns, of tho wonderful waj-s
in which nho was to bo a help and a comfort to

him, without his knowing who had done the

work ! lUit though her love w.as an *'

open
.secret," there was no one to find it out, except,

indee<l, the doctor himself, the last man on
whom the iilea was likely to dawn, and it is

doubtful if even Lizzie had more than an
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inkling of the truth. If sho had, she guarded
her secret jealously, and only let it appear in a

most tender and zealous performance of her

duty towards his children, as to which the

doctor said no words, but thanked and blessed

her in his heart.

But within the last fortnight it had occurred

to this young woman to set herself up in judg-
ment tipon the doctor's conduct, and after

mature deliberation, she had come to the con-

clusion that he had either made a great mistake,

or was doing very wrong. The idea troubled

her sorely. Miss Lizzie was a yoimg lady who
rather piqued herself upon the possession of

an independent judgment, and paid the youth-
ful penalty, of course, by sometimes too much

undervaluing the experience of her seniors.

Her early training had perhaps encouraged
this state of mind ;

for her father, dear as she

had been to him, had not been able to steer

altogether clear of that wretched system of
"

spoiling till five, trying experiments till fif-

teen, and contradicting up to twenty." Be-

sides all this. Miss Lizzie had lately been

studying Dr. Winslow's " Obscure Diseases,"
that most popular of scientific works, and had

rebelled against the theories therein propounded
with all her heart.

' '

Very Hard Cash " had
fallen in her way immediately afterwards, and
she had glowed with sympathy for Alfred's

\

wrongs and Julia's love, and for all the sup-

posed victims detained in a thousand lunatic

asylums by commissioners in lunacy like those

described by Mr, Read.
I

And now Walter Stone had crossed her

path, and lo ! her dreams were realised. He
|

was pleasant, handsome, and as gentle as Al-

fred ;
and more than all, he had appealed to

her compassion, and poured into her ear a
j

piteous story of the unnatural brother, who,
for the sake of obtaining the management of

his, Walter's, property, had condemned him
to lifelong captivity. Lizzie knew as a fact

I

that his brother had consigned him to Dr.

Holford's charge, and that in spite of all his
!

apparent liberty, he was narrowly watched,— '

in itself a suspicious circumstance, considering I

that nervous ailments only were the plea for
j

his incarceration. She had even heard Dr. ;

Holford chuckle over the story of the way in

which he and Edward Stone had managed to

entrap Walter into voluntarily giving his purse
into their care, so as to render his escape, by
train or other conveyance, impossible.
And this was a sane man ! Lizzie's brain

took fire at the thought. To dispose of the
certificate of lunacy was the work of a mo-
ment

; were they not all—those mad doctors,
and Dr. Winslow in particular—ready to swear
to any man's insanity at a moment's notice?

And then Walter had told her that he had
himself given opportunity to his enemies in

some moments of excitement consequent on
the loss of money. But the doctor ? there

was the rub. Could it be possible that Dr,

Holford, the upright and honourable, had de-

liberately lent himself to this vile plot ? Even
Lizzie's excited imagination could not lead her

to believe that. No, the man was not mad—
that was certain,

—but the doctor had been

deceived
;
his keen eye had been blinded by

Walter Stone's perfidious friends, who, though

they had cautiously avoided committing them-

selves by speaking of more than "
nerves," had

BO cunningly worded their artful testimony, that

the doctor had jumped to the conclusion without

much personal observation, that Walter must

be insane. That could not be a fault—at

least—well, hardly, or if it were, she, Lizzie

Stuart, would undeceive him, and enable him

to make atonement. And then she went off

into a day-dream, and was just in the middle

of a speech from the doctor, expressive of his

deep gratitude to her for having, by her

woman's keen-sightedness and quick judgment,
disabused him of the idea under which he had

been labouring, &c., <fec., when she looked up,
and behold the moon had risen, and was al-

ready lighting up the top branches of the haw-

thorns. She turned into the house, fully re-

solved to speak seriously to the doctor the very
next morning.

The moon was high in the heavens when
Lizzie Stuart went that evening, as her cus-

tom was, to sit in the nursery while nurse

went down to her supper. At these times

Lizzie always sat in a particular chair by the

window. Nurse's w^hite-curtained bed stood

in a recess at the back of the room
;
a little

to one side, but facing the fire—still necessary

at night
—was the baby's bassinet, of which

little but the hood was to be seen from where

Lizzie sat. The other two children slept in

what was, in fact, an adjoining room, though
the door of communication had long been re-

moved, to make the two nurseries as far as

possible into one. There was no light in the

room but the moonshine, and the glimmer of

the fire
;
Lizzie leant back in her chair, and

resumed her day-dream. By-and-by, a low

knock came at the door.
" Come in," said Lizzie, wondering that

nurse should have made such haste at her

supper.
The door opened softly, and Walter Stone

put his head into the room. " I want to

speak to you, 1 want to speak to you," he

whispered, excitedly ;

"
you must let me oome

in. It is most important."
There was something queer about his man-
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nor, but Lizzie, Btrong in her conviction, was

in no wise frightoned. Iie8ide><, ho hml talked

to her tliat day of escape, and sho lon^^ed to

repeat tho aij^uraonts aho hatl used u^ain.st any
such scheme, for ita success would be fatal to

tho doctor'H credit. While hIio hoHitatod, ho

stole silently up to her, closing tlie diwr be-

hind hiia. No other man living would Lizzie

have allowed to remain there, but her Kym-

pathy for Walter Stone was deep and strong,

all the more strong from her lovo for tho man
who w;i8 doing him such unwitting injury.

How grieved the doctor will be to-morrow !

sho tlioiight, and she lot Walter stay. He .sjvt

down by her side, and remained Bilent. After

a minute or two tho stillness grew oppressive,

and she opened her mouth to speak. As sho

did so, she looked in his face, gha-stly in the

moonlight. Ah ! how awful wa-s the change
j

thero ! Hu pleasant, careless look had dis-

appeared, and in its stead was a dreadful ex-
|

pressiou of tixed malignity, of insane cunning ;

and rage ; the glare of a maniac's cyo caught
and fixrd hers -.xs she looked. Horror-stricken

aho drew back, but ho bent forward, and 8<ud i

in a hissing whisjwr, !

" I've something to show you. I've locked
j

the door, and we can't be interrupted, no, no. ,

Look here !

" and he drew from his pocket an ,

ordinary dinner knife, on which the moonbeams '

glittered hideously.

"Beautiful, bm't it?" he muttcrel as ho

stroked and seemed to fondle it, turning it from

side to side.
" Tnie steel—tho real thing I

Not for you, though, not for you—for those little

devils ihat cling round you, and prevent your
]

coming with me. I'll set you free, I'll
"

'

and he lajwod into inarticulate murmurs, still !

stroking the knife. Never, in all hor life, did :

Lizzie Stuart forget the sensations of that mo- i

ment
; they come back to her often in dreams,

even now. She did not lose consciousness, .

but she could not move
;
her heart seemed to

stand still, and her brain to reel.

" Tho youngest first," he whispered at last,

and leaving hor suddenly, ho darted towards
[

the hearth. For one second the knife gleamed j

brightly in the moonlight as he brandished it
\

aloft, the next he ha<l plunged it deep into

the bassiuot. Oh God, there w;i3 no cry !

A wild shriek rose to Lizzie's lips. Re-

pressing it with a violent effort, she collected

hor senses and w.-dked to hLs nide.
**

I must kill tho others myself," sho said,

with an unfaltering voice
;

" lot me do it—
they would not be quiet otherwise."

The maniac turned towards her a horrible

face of triumph.
** You're one of tho right sort !

" he ex-

chiimed euthusLostically.
" The young May

moon Is beaming, lovo. The ylu« w.nu's laaip
is gleaming, love. How sweet to tore—No,
that's not it—So she kilted her gown o' green

wvtin, and tuckit it up to her knee—Lizzie

Lindsay—that's you—Lord Ronald Cliax Do-

nald—that's me. Won't we bo happy I Now
then?"

"
Yes, I am going," she said, still spciikiug

cjdmly ;

" wait hero till I come back."

Ho stooped to draw the knife out of the

bassinet.
"
No, don't do that," sho whispered, forcing

hcrsulf to lay her hand upon hi.s arm, and

turning away her eyes, lost tho sight that

might meet them should unnerve her,
"

I have

a fancy for doing it differently."

Ho stoo<l upright again, and motioii«d her

to go, and only a-s sho moved to wliero the

other children slept, she remembered with sick

horror that there was no door between the

rooms. Despair gave hor courage, she fpiick-

ened her pace ;
ho diil not follow her—ih-'ro

was a moment's respite. Softly and rapidly

sho threw a coverlet over the two fair sleepijig

heads, then sho flow to tho belL A violent

pull
—another—and tho bell-ropo broke in her

hand. Would anyone come ? The ma<inian

heard the twang of tho wires, and suspected

treachery. He sprang towards tlie room, but

Lizzie was too quick for him. She stood in

tho doorway, with dilated eyes and upraiscvl

hand.
" Walter Stone, go back," sho commanded

in a solemn voice. " It ia idl done. I forbid

you to enter here."

For a moment the lunatic cowered before

her, awed by the light in those gleaming eyes,

thou ho sprang at her throat like a wild beast.

An instant's struggle, an instant's agony like

unto death, and with a mighty crash tho door

burst open, and Dr. Holford, with the exer-

tion of his whole strength, dragged tho mad-

man from tho choking girl. To hold him

singly was impo.saible. Ho broke from the

doctor's grasp, threw up the window, and with

a loud laugh, leapt into the garden below,

where tho dull thud of his fall was heard just

as tho assiatiiut, whose carele.«sne,><s had jwr-

mitted him to secrete the knife, appeared u^xin

tho scene.

"Go down, go do\vn," cried the doctor,

pointing to the wimlow. The a>«Lstiint looked

out and h\irriedly disapp«'ared, and the doctor

gave all his attention to Lizzie. Sho had not

fidnteil—sho coidd not do so—not at all events

with the dreadful news untold, but she waa

gasping for breath.

The doctor bent over her.
"

liade, dear

Lizzie, look up. I see how it w.as. You were

defending my children. You have saved their
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lives. Try to look up, and tell me you are

not hurt.''

Bat Lizzie shrank from the tender words,
and cowered miserably iu her chair. She
strove to compel her parched tongue to speak,
and tell him that by her folly she had caused

the death of his baby, but a hissing gurgle
came instead of words, and ended in an hysteric

shriek. The servants, and nurse among them,
had come crowding in by this time, and a loud

exclamation from the latter startled them all.

"Gracious powers ! what is this ?" and she

drew forth the knife from the bassinet, and

held it up in view of the rest, its polished sur-

face still undimmed.
"
Well, the Lord be praised for his mercy !

it were his providence, that it were, that put
it into my head all of a sudden to-day, that

baby were a growing too big for a bassinet,

and I put her iu the old cot by my bedside,

and drawed my curtains round her, and there

she is, the precious lamb, awake and a smiling
at us all, as good as sugar."

Lizzie heard the words, or rather some dim
idea of their meaning penetrated to her brain,
but the relief was too sudden to be realised at

once. She understood that confession was not

needful, but remorse was as bitter as ever. She
stood up and held out her hands imploringly.

" Can—you—for—give ?
" she whispered

piteouf-ly, and fell forward in a dead faint upon
the doctor's shoulder.

For many, many months Dr. Holford tended
Lizzie through the nervous fever that followed

upon her swoon. At one time he almost de-

spaired of her recovery, but youth and a sound
constitution conquered, and she rose at last

from her sick bed, the shadow of what she had
been.

The doctor pronounced change of air and
scene to be absolutely necessary during her

convalescence, and simultaneously discovered

that he had been working too hard, and re-

quired a holiday and a month or two abroad.

Rumour states that he imparted these conclu-

sions to Lizzie Stuart, and made sundry other

confidences to her, during one very long and
earnest conversation which they had, walking
slowly up and down—her feeble steps tenderly
supported by his arm—under the old hawthorns,
brilliant by this time with autumnal berries.

You have seen Mrs. Holford. Do you won-
der now at the strange look in her eyes ?

Walter Stone fractured his skull in his fall.

He was insensible for many days, but at length
consciousness returned, and those who watched
around his bed thanked God to see that all

traces of insanity had disappeared. Theylooked
forward hopefully to the future, but his career

on earth was ended. He sank gradually, and
died in a few weeks. He lived long enough
to bo deeply thankful to have been spared
from the guilt of the awful crime he had so

nearly committed, and to send, through Doctor

Holford, a message of gratitude and blessing
to tlie woman, who, by her self-command and

courage, had saved him from going to the

grave with blood-stained hands.

WiNiFKEO Robinson.

FOUND DROWNED.
A Story in Four Chapters. By R. Arthur

Arnold.
chapter i. a game of croquet.

"Now, that's not fair, Harry; Edith is

nearer to you than I am."
" How can you talk such nonsense, Annie ?

Why, you're my sister, and Edith is
"

Whack !
—and away flew Annie's ball about

ten yards from the scene of action.
" Let me alone, please, Harry, there's a good

boy," said Edith; and Harry, with a glance
rather too warm to be brotherly, passed by on

the other side.

The players and the scene were worthy of

each other. Perhaps Edith was the most

striking of the three. She was rather tall for

a woman ; her shoulders would have seemed

broad but for their graceful slope, and the

supple ease of all her movements. A short

mantle, with strong resemblance to a jacket,

concealed the upper portion of her figure, and

led the eye down an even line to the ground,
where a small boot appeared occasionally,

the sight of which made, being croqueted,
rather a reward than a punishment. It is

wise to describe Edith's face last, because it

was most captivating, and also for the reason

that it is next to impossible to avoid failure in

the task. Her black hair neatly parted across

a forehead broad enough to satisfy a Lavater,

and not too high for beauty, exposed ears

that it would have been a sin to hide, and

veiled eyes of the softest brown, which seemed

to irradiate love and sympathy. I despair of

describing the faultless line of her nose, or the

bold curve with which it joined her short upper

lip. This was rather a haughty feature, and

with its sweet sister resting on a well-shaped and

rather full chin, left no doubt in an observant

mind that Miss Edith Landor had a will of her

own, and that her eyes, which now looked so

soft, could sparkle and dilate with strong and

angry passion.

Leaning on her croquet hammer, after re-

covering her ball, stood Annie Elsdale, a little

angry perhaps at the way in which her brother's

anxiety to favour Edith's success, rendered her

own chance of winning the game out of the
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question. Yet the only Bign of this was a

rather coutemptuous observance of the play,

and thu constant tapping of a little foot, which

seemed to bu letting otl' the steam of Annie's

vexation. iSho ducB not know that hhe is bt^iitd-

ing for her portrait, nor in hIio vain, nor a

coijuette, or nhe would thank Harry for the
littlo run which had given Huch a charming
colour to her exprevsive rather than ] "

J

countenancu. Lcjia tiill than Edith, .i

not more slender. Her hair was perfect in

neatucss, and in colour about tho nhaile of

E<lith's eyes; in her features you could firid ik»

fault, and )et they were not beautiful, ^\'a-•. it

that her nose was a little too broad, or was Lcr

ace not .sufiiciently iwintotU I cant toll. All I

know is, that whenever I htiulied her face, I

fouml in her eye* a sutUcient delight, and they

were large and grey, with a look of omniscience,

which was a caution to fofw and foola.
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Both girls were in mourning, and so of

course was Annie's brother, Harry, whose best

claims to distinction were that he had been
" stroke " for two years in the " Brazenose

boat," that he was a thoroughly good fellow,

and a pains-taking corporal in the *' DevU's

Own." For Harry, whose physique was noble,

was an undistinguished member of the Home
Circuit, where his sunny temper and handsome

face had made him many friends, but had

not procured him many briefs. His father

had died about five years since from injuries

he received while hunting with the West Sussex

hounds. From him Harry had inherited his

blue eyes, a fine, open, intellectual counte-

nance, the only weakness of which was par-

tially concealed by a strong brown beard with

an outer edge of the same colour as his waving
hair.

When he turned towards Edith to watch

her make her stroke, there was an anxious ten-

derness in his manner which seemed like re-

pressed afi"ection. He was evidently strugglijig
to subdue a feeling which he feared would be-

come too demonstrative, while her manner to-

wards him was rather encouraging than other-

wise. They regarded each other as cousins,

though in truth they were not so, for Edith
Landor was the daughter of Harry's aunt.

Lady Elsdale, w^hose second husband, Sir God-

frey Elsdale of Ambleton, had died six months

ago, and for whom the famUy were now ia

mourning.
The summer assizes were being held at

Lewes, and Harry, wisely preferring the

pleasant air of Ambleton to the stufiy atmos-

phere of the court, or the comfortless clamour
of the salle des pasperdus of that most wretched

establishment, where his forensic abilities were
not in great demand, had come home to his

mother's house, which was about two miles
from Ambleton Place,

Ambleton Place, the family seat, in front

of which they were playing croquet, was a

large red-brick house, that had stood perhaps
for ninety years. It had no pretensions to

architecture. It was two stories high, with an

over-hanging, heavily-gabled roof. On either

side of the door were three windows, two of
which lighted the hall

; the remaining two on
the right were the library windows, and those
on the other side lighted a morning room, used
aa a boudoir by the ladies. These rooms
stood out by themselves. Of the two wings,
one was devoted to the family, the other to
the servants' offices and a billiard room. The
view from the front of the house across the

carriage-drive ;
across the wide lawn, where the

croquet balls were chasing each other through
iron arches ; across the park, where the long

drought had discoloured the grass and made
it difficult for the deer to find a tender bite,

though they sought for it in the shade of the

patches of oaks and firs
;

across the broad belt

of leafy woods which seemed to be the boun-

dary of the domain,—stretched away over a

patchwork of fields, dotted with vUlages,

churches, and farmhouses, far away to where

the Downs matle a broad purple sky-line,
broken only by a softly-curving gap, low down
in which the sea looked like a greenish mist.

Over the Downs the south-west wind blew

softly upon this peaceful scene
; but Ambleton

Place was not at peace within itself. For an

uneasy doubt existed as to who was the master

in that ancestral home of the Elsdales, Sir

Godfrey's next brother, who thirty and more

years ago had been known iis a rake round the

country side, had in his twenty-fifth year been

provided with an Indian cadetship and exported
to Bombay, Master Hugh, as he was called

by all the people about his home, made no

objection, but while seated with his father on

the evening of his last day in Sussex, listening

with apparent carelessness and some real con-

trition to the worthy old gentleman's advice,
he suddenly interrupted Sir Godfrey's harangue

by saying :
—

" I hope I shall be a better fellow now, but

there's one thing I must tell you :
— I'm

married,"

Sir Godfrey was too much confounded to

answer, and Hugh went on to tell him how he

had married the bailifiPs daughter, Ruth Page,
and how he couldn't go to India unless Ruth
went with him. Slowly the old gentleman
remembered that there had been much gossip
about Hugh and Ruth, very injurious to the

girl's fair fame, and though his pride was

offended at the marriage, yet he regarded a

scapegrace as an unavoidable, if not necessary,

part of a large family ;
so Ruth was seen and

spoken to, though she was far too frightened to

reply. They sailed for India when there was

no overland passage and with but little expecta-
tion of returning. Occasionally Hugh wrote for

money. In one of his earliest letters he stated

that Ruth had a son, and that to avoid ex-

pense she had consented to live with him un-

acknowledged as his wife, under an assumed

name. When the Sikh war broke out they
heard that Hugh had greatly distinguished

himself in the early battles ;
then came the

news of Chillianwallah, and with it the tidings

of Hugh's death. He had been severely

wounded by a sowar, and died in his tent, but

not before he had dictated a letter to his

brother Godfrey, begging his protection for

Ruth and her boy. His brother, who had

succeeded to the title some three years before
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this news arrived, at ouco used every effort to

discover llugh'ii wife and hoiu A year bad

elapsi-d, (luriiij^ which he had spared nooxpeUKo
or trouble to liiul them, when he received in-

formation tliat 80 soon an the uewa of Hu^^Ii'h

wound w;u4 conveyed to Ilvith, nho h:nl net otf

for the cuinp, thus uiis-sing a letter which her

liushand had snt to her, and arrived to find

him dead. Weakened by her weary walk, hhe

had fallen a victim to clioleni. Her hoy,
reared in the worst possible school for health

and morals, had been seen standin;^ by hia

mother's bedside while she waa gasping for

breath, and trying in vain to speak. After

her iloath, some of her husband's brother

ollicers, regarding the lad ;us their comrade's

natural bom, employed him until ho w.us sus-

pected of being implicated in a robbery of the

mess-plate, and absconded. There was no

evidence to prove him guilty, and no search

wiu« made for him. Nothing had since been

heard of this young man—this Hugh Elsdale—
who, upon Sir CJodfrey's mamago proving

childle.-H, was heir to the baronetcy. If he

•were living he would be now about thirty -one

years old.

Up to the time of Sir Godfrey's death, which

had been rather sudden, he had always strong

hopes that he might have a son of his own.

Liitterly he had abandoned his inquiries after

Hugh, half wishing to forget the possibility of

his existence, half fearful that he might lind

him. Even in his last hours he had hoped
and advised that his nephew Harry should

assume the title, and take possession of the

estates upon his death. The estate was small,
not worth more than fifteen hundred a yeai- ;

yet the uncertiiinty as to whether he should

inherit this, together with the family title, had
>jeen the bane of Harry's life. Probably he

would have been by this time a hard-working
and rising barrister, lud it not been for this.

His father had left hiu> sole trustee and

executor, with absolute power over the small

fortune which maintained his mother, and

si.ster, and himself. IJut ho was always look-

ing forward to the time when he would be Sir

Hany Elsdale, Bart., of Ambleton, and this

liojie seemed to bo a sufhcient excuse for neg-

lecting the grave studies which might have

ensured a successful career.

Upon Sir Godfrey's dc^ath, Mr. Tyler, the

family solicitor, had been invited to a council

at the riace. Lady Klsdale, who was a weak
and rather vain wonmn, tenacious of her jwsi-
tion as the great lady of the district, Wius not

disposed to favovir Harry's immediate .acces-

sion to the family honours. On the other

hand he and his mother wore evidently anxious

that he should take to them, though tliis was

rather implied by their silence than openly

expressed. But Mr. Tyler, who had great
influence witli all, very strongly stated his

opinion that at least a year shoulil be allowed to

elapse from the date of Sir Godfrey's death

l)eforo Harry w.xs installed im his succesiior, and

that during the twelve months every effort

should be used to find his cousin Hugh.
This advice had been acted upon, and Mr.

Tyli^r at once instructed agents to advertise* in

the Indian and Australuin newspapers. Six

months had passed, and no tidings had been

received of the missing man. Meanwhile Lady
Elsdale and E<lith occupied Ambleton I'lace,

and the cHtablishuiont remained unchanged.
One of Mr. Tyler's strongest arguments against

Harry's immediate acceasion, had Wen that he

could not possibly meet any claim for arrears

which might be made by Hugh, or his children,

if he ha<l left any. This difficulty did not

oppose Lady Elsdale's continue<l resilience, for

she had a large private fortune, which on her

first marriage .she had bestowed with her young
heart and hand Ajpon Robert Landor, a man of

undoubted goniu.^, but by no means a mo<lel hus-

band. Edith remembered her father fondly ;

she had accepted his own estimate of himself,

and thought of him as a man who had been

misunderstood, ill-used, and killed by a cold,

unappreciating world. Whereas the truth was,
that but for the firmness of Mr. Tyler's father

as the trustee of his wife's fortune, he would

liave squandered the principal instead of the

income, and when his death occurred, after a

severe fit of delirium tremens, he might have

died a pauper, instead of leaving hLs wife and

child in affluence.

Harry and Edith had been jilaymatcs from

early childhood, and from the time that she

came with her mother to live at Ambleton they
had been encouraged to regard each other at

least as cousins. Sir Go<lfrey looked uyton

Harry as his heir, and when both the children

were at play together, the baronet had more

than once said significantly to his wife, that
"

it was just :is well they were not first cousins."

No attempt had ever been made to ascertain

their feeling towards each other when they
became of marriageable age. But it was

pretty evident that Harry loved Edith, and that

her ip.anner towards liim was so variable, as

to afford no clue to her real sentiments, Lndy
El.sdalo regarded the match complacently,

except when she thought that possibly Harry

might not inherit the baronetcy. She wLshed

nothing so much as that her daughor should

succeed herself as the Lady of Ambleton Place ;

and this gave a most unjdeasant uncertainty

to her regard for Harry. Since Sir Godfrey's

death, so much had been heard of the inquiries
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making to discover their relative, Hugh, that

the doubt which overhung Harry's fortunes

seemed to grow stronger, and Lady Elsdale

hatl shown an increasing disposition to keep
him and Edith apart.

It was autumn, and the evening was com-

ing on as their game was finished, and Edith

hailed herself the winner. She liked winning,

enough to forget those services which helped
her on the way to victory. She looked vexed

for a moment as she cauglit the pleased smile

with which Harry regarded her success. She

could not but kuow that he loved her, and

yet she treated him as though she had no such

idea. They were hesitating whether to play
another game or not before gouig in to dress

for dinner, when a servant came out and said

his lady wished to see them in the drawing-
room "

directly." The man was so evidently
hurried and embarrassed that Edith asked,
" What is the matter, Thomas ?

"

"Please, Miss, T don't know, but my lady's

taking on terrible."

Half frightened, and looking very grave,

they hurried into the house, and found Lady
Elsdale in the drawing-room crying liysterically.

As she sat doubled up in a low arm-chair one

would hardly have supposed that she was of

more than middle height ;
at every fresh burst

of grief she covered her face with her band-

kerchief; her features were of the most ordi-

nary type, and over either side of her widow's

cap fluttered three or four small curls, in

which there were many grey hairs.
' *Oh !

—my dears ! Oh !
—my dears ! There,—

there,
—

there,
—" she moaned, as she pushed

a letter towards them, which had been lying by
her side on the table.

Annie took up the letter, and directly her

eye fell upon the bold siguatui'e "Augustus
Tyler," she guessed its contents.

" Read it out, Annie,'' said Harry faintly.
He had become quite pale, and stood almost

unconsciously.
Edith was leaning over her mother, soothing

her. She looked up as Annie began to read in

a steady, forced tone.

"6G, Bedford Itoiv, London, Sept., 180— .

"Dear Lady Elsdale,—My inquiries have
at length resulted in the discovery of a gentle-
man who represents himself to be Mr. Hugh
Elsdale, now Sir Hugh Elsdale. His attention

was attracted by one of my advertisements in

an Indian newspaper. He at once left for

England, and was shipwrecked on the coast of

Wales. After producing evidence as to his

identity, he inquired minutely regarding the

circumstances of the estate, and of the members
of the family. He expressed a desire to con-

sult your convenience, but he left me no room
to doubt that he wislied you to terminate your
residence at Ambleton Place as quickly as pos-
sible. As I wish to convey to you as truth-

fully as I may an account of the interview, I

am bound to tell you that his manner in stat-

ing this was not that of a gentleman, and I

feel that you would consult your own comfort

by leaving before he takes possession. He
appears to be a man who has led a very hard

and varied life, and possibly the enjoyment of

easy circumstances may soften and improve his

manners. I understood him to say that he

should expect the house to be ready for him in

a week from to-day.
" Yours very faithfully,

" Augustus Tyler."

"There," sobbed Lady Elsdale, laying her

hand upon Edith's arm, "you see what a brute

is coming to succeed my poor dear Godfrey,—
and to turn us out, as though we were thieves

and robbers."

Edith's face had been hardening while the

letter was read
;
now it was covered with a

deep blush of anger, and her eyes seemed to

have become darker. She stamped her foot as

she replied to her mother :
—

" 1 should like to burn the house down as

we leave it : that's how I would welcome Sir

Hugh to Ambleton."

As Annie finished reading the letter, she

lifted her eyes to where Harry had been stand-

ing, and saw that he had sunk into a chair,

and was staring at the carpet with his face

gathered to an awful frown. As she mur-

mured "
poor dear Hany," she hear a mut-

tered " Curse him," come from between his

lips. He let fall the croquet-hammer, and,
at its sharp sound upon the floor, Edith

looked for the first time at Harry. As he

rose to leave the room his eyes met hers, and
a far lower intelligence than Edith's might
have seen where his disappointment hurt him
most. Such a look of hopeless misery that a

cooler heart than hers would have obeyed the

generous impulse to follow and comfort him.

He v,'as crossing the hall, when she laid her

hand on his shoulder.

"Dear Harry, this is indeed liard for you to

bear."

"Hard! yes, it is hard," he muttered, look-

ing straight before him, not noticing Edith's

caress. Yet the quiver which her hand had
sent through him seemed to reach his lip as it

trembled against his will.

" We shall only be just as we were before,"

she said, scarcely knowing what to say.

"And was that happiness, do you think ? For

God's sake, don't tempt me, Edith."
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«*
Oh, Harry !

" He aluiOHt puahed her

away from him iis hu 'hurriod to thu door. It

waH Homo tiino boforo Edith joined hor mother

aud Auuio, mid when .she did mo her uyuH were

very red, thoiiyh it was the cominou boliof in

the family that Edith never crie<l.

"HOW WE WENT TO FuUT UUl'EKT,"
AND MaUK a STKAMiK PUIU'HASK.

Vk.toRia, the capitHl i)f Vancouvor Ishmd,
now a thriving town, in 1857 liad Ijanly coni-

meuced its existoucu ; itM Bubstuiuent rapid
riue and growth in commercial jjrosperity

being solely attributable to the gold di.scoveries

on the Eraser, and latterly to the vast goM
tiolds of Carraboo.

My story commences on board the Ilmlson's

Hay Company's steamer. The Utter, as she

pulled and twisted out of Victoria Harbour
one sunny morning in the year li<')7 ; our

destination, Fort Rupert, a trading post of

the Company's at the extreme north end of

Vancouver Island. Aa we left the harbour,
the scenery opened out like a magnificent

panorama, indescribably wild and beautiful.

In front, the sharp jagged moflntaius of the

coast range, wooded to the sea-line, towering

up in the far distance to the regions of eternal

snow. To the left, the rounder hills of the

island, sloping ea.sily to ilie water's edge, in

gnussy glades and lawn-like openings, belted

with scrub-oaks, that higher up the hill sides

are overshadowed by the Douglas pine and
cedar. Just visible iu our course, like a green

speck, the famed Island of St. Juan; whilst

bending away to the right .is far as eye could

reach, the dense forests of Oregon looked like

cue vast unbroken sea of green.
To tjiko in a fresh supply of coal, we called

at Nainimo, now the great coaling depot of

the island, at this early stage of its history

consisting of about a dozen log shanties built

iu a row overlooking the harbour, inhabited

by the coal miners and employes of the fur-

trailing establishments.

Whilst "
coaling," a deputation of Indian

braces, headed by a young chief, waited on
the captain of the steamer. Stpiatted in a

circle on the dock, the all-essential pipe

smoked, the object of their visit was disclosed.

The Fort Rupert Indians residing at the

Indian village and trading post we were
en route to visit, had very recently made a

raid on tiiese, the Nainimo sav.iges ;
in the

foray the old chief had been killed, several

braves seriously injured, and what was worse

than all, the favourite wife of the deceased

dignitary seized, and carried oil" a slave. The

yo>ing chief, it seem.s, had loved the wife of

his predecessor, and was willing to pay any

ranttom for hiu loxt darling. Afu>r a long
wa waa (talk), the captain consented to effect

a purcha-se if possible, and bring back ou our

return the lo-st ouo to thu arms of her sable

lover.

Nothing could bo more enjoyable than our

nin through the (Julf of Georgia, that o]>emi

out into a wide expanse for a distance of forty

miles betwixt Nainimo and Valdes Island,

tlion suddeidy narrows to a channel about a

mile iu width, completely walled in by rocks
;

this narrow clianuel ib DLscovery Passage.
.\bout a mile from it.-i entrance wo passed a

large Indian village, the home of the Tah-cul-

tjus, a powerful band, of most predatory habits,

and generally at war with the different tribes

north and south of them
; they own a perfect

tleet of canoes, a great many slave.-i, aud they

scalp and plunder all they can lay hands on.

For fourteen miles Discovery Passage is

much the same width, until reaching Meuzies'

Bay, where the rapids commence. At the

base of these rapids, the channel is barely a

quarter of a mile wide, suddenly opening out

into a large pond-Like apace. The tide rushes

down the narrow passage at the rate of ten

knots an hour, and to get up through it was

aa much as our little steamer could accompUsh.

Panting aud struggling, .sometimes hardly

moving, at others carried violently against the

shore, by slow degrees she breasted the current

and got safely through. The nipids cleared,

the remainder of the p;vssage lay through open

bays aud groups of islands.

Wo are steaming into lieaver Harbour, a

stitf breeze, a goo<.l half-g ile, blowing dead in-

shore.

The so-called harbour, being nothing more

than an open roadstead, is disagreeably rough ;

a heavy sea rolls angrily in, dashing in foamy
breakers on the rocky co;ist line.

Wo anchor about a mile from shore, the

skipper deeming it unsafe to venture ne.irer.

To iiunouuce our arrival, a gun is to be tired ;

this, I observed, was rather a service of danger
to the sailor who had to touch it off, ina.smuch

as it was just an et^ual chance whether the

bulk of the charge came through the barrel or

the touch-hole, the latter haviug become so

capacious from rust and long usage, as to

necessiUite the employment of an enormously

long wand with a piece of lighted slowmatch

tied to tho end of it. All hands having
cleared away, ami airefuliy concealed them-

selves, the wand slowly appears from a secure

hiding-place, aud the wheezing bang proclaims
"all's safe."

Tho report was still echoing through the

distjiut hills, when countless tiny specks were

discernible dancing over the waves like sea
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birds. On they came, a perfect shoal of them,
nearer and nearer, all evidently bound for the

ship. I could make out clearly now that the

specks were canoes filled with Indians. By
this time our boat Avas lowered

;
how I got

into it, I never clearly remember
;

I have a

dim recollection of descending a rope with

great rapidity, and finding myself sprawling in

the bottom of the boat, and being dragged up
by the captain, much after the fashion adopted

by clowns in a pantomime to reinstate the

prostrate pantaloon upon his legs. At any
rate I was safe, and the boat, propelled by
four sturdy rowers, neared the shore.

On looking round, I observed the canoes had

all turned towards the boat, and we were soon

surrounded with the most extraordinary fleet

I had ever beheld
;

the canoes were of all

sizes, varying from those used for war purposes,

holding thirty men, to the cockle-shell paddled

by a squaw. With the exception of a bit of

skin or old blanket tied round the waist,
the savages were aU perfectly nude, their long
black hair hung in tangled elf-locks down their

backs, their faces and bodies painted in most

fantastic patterns with red and white. Keep-

ing steadily along with us, they continually
relieved their feelings by giving utterance to

the most wild and fiendish yells that ever

came from human throats.

As we neared the landing, I could see the

chief trader of the Hudson's Bay Company, con-

spicuously white amidst a group of red-skins,

waiting to receive us. The boat grated on
the shingle some distance from the beach,
white with spray.

"
Surely you don't expect

me to go ashore like a seal ?
" I appealingly

inquired of the captain. Before he had time
to reply, four powerful savages, up to their

waists in water, fisted me out of the boat
;
two

taking my heels, and two my shoulders, bore

me (as I have seen " bobbies "
convey a

drunken man) safely to the shore.
. Having

handed my letters of introduction from his

Excellency to the chief trader, I was presented
to the chiefs as a Hijas tyee (great chief), one
of ''King George's" men. So we shook

hands, and I attempted to move towards the

Fort : it was not to be done
;

to use the

mildest term, I was "mobbed ;" old savages
and young savages, old squaws and young
squaws, even to boy and girl savages, rushed
and scrambled as to who should first shake
hands with me. Had I been a "pump" on a

desert, surrounded by thirst-famished Indians,
and each arm a handle, they could not have
been more vigorously plied. Being rescued at

last by the combined efforts of trader and

captain, I was marched into the Fort, the

gates shut with a heavy clang, and most thank-

ful was I to be safe from any further demon-
strations of friendship. The evening pasE,ed

rapidly and pleasantly away ; my host was a

thorough sportsman, full of anecdote, aiid

hospitable to a fault.

Awaking early, I wandered out, and up
into the bastion of the Fort. The sun was

just creeping up from behind the ragged

peaks of the Cascade Mountains, tinting with

rosy light their snow-clad summits
;
the wind

had lulled, or gone off to sea on some bois-

terous errand
;
the harbour, smooth as a lake,

looked like bm'nished silver. There was a

wild grandeur about the scenery, that awoke

feelings of awe rather than admiration ; every-
where nothing but vast piles of craggy moun-

tains, clad from the snow-line to the sea with

dense pine forests ; not an open grassy spot,

or even a naked mass of rock, peeped out to

break the fearful monotony of these intermin-

able hills.

The Trading Post is a square, enclosed by
immense trees, one end sunk in the ground,
and placed close together. A platform, about

the height of an ordinary man from the top
of these pickets, is carried along the sides of

this square, so as to enable anyone to peep
over without being in danger from an arrow or

bullet. The entrance is closed by two massive

gates, an inner and outer
;

all the houses—
the chief trader's, employes', trading-house,

fur-room, and stores—are within the square.
The trade-room is cleverly contrived so as to

prevent a sudden rush of Indians ; the

approach from outside the pickets is by a long
narrow passage, bent at an acute angle near

the window of the trade-room, being only of a

sufficient width to admit one savage at a time

(this precaution is necessary, inasmuch as,

were the passage straight they would inevitably
shoot the trader).

At the angles nearest the Indian village

are two bastions, octagonal in shape, and of a

very doubtful style of architecture. Four

embrasures in each bastion would lead the un-

initiated to believe in the existence of as many
formidable cannons; with rammers, sponges,

neat piles of round shot and grape, magazines of

powder, and ready hands to load and fire, and,
at the slightest symptom of hostility, to work

havoc and destruction on any red-skinned

rebels daring to dispute the supremacy of the

Hudson's Bay Company. Imagine my surprise

on entering this fortress to discover all this a

pleasant fiction : two small rusty carronades,

buried in the accumulated dust and rubbish of

years, that no human power could have loaded,

were the sole occupants of the mouldy old

turrets.

The bell for breakfast recalling me, I
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jokingly inquired <>f the chi«f trader if he

had ever been obliguJ to use tliw chuiiou for

defeusivo purpoaea. Ho laughed an he replied ;

•* Thuro irt a tradition thiit at lOmo roinoto

pc-riod the yuufl wore actually liruil, not nl the

rebolliouH natives, but over their heada ; in-

stead of being terror-Htrickcn at the white

man's thunder, away tluy all Hcaniperud in

pursuit of the ball, found it, and, marching in

triumph back to the fort gate, otferod to trade

it, that it might bo lirod again !

"

Breakfast tinishod, the trader, capUiin, and

myself started for the village. CUar of tho

gates, we scnvmblod down a rocky path, cros-seil

a mountain bui'n dividing the IndiauH from

the fort, and entoruil " the City of tho Rod-

skms," which con.sist3 of a long row of hut.a,

each hut nearly square, tho exterior fanta-sti-

c;illy frescoed in hitroglyphic patterns, iu

white, red, and blue, having, however, a sym-
bolic meaning or heraldic value, like the

toitim of the Indians oa.st of tho Rocky
Mountains

;
four immense trees, barked and

•"worked smooth, support each corner, the tops,
like pediments to a column, carved to resemble

some horrible monster
; the hut constructed

of Cedar pLink chipped from the solid tree

with chisels and hatcliets made of stone : many
hands combine to accomplish this, hence a hut

becomes the joint property of sevend famUies,

Five tribes live at thia village :
—

Qua-Kars (numbering about)

Qual-quilths „
Kum-cutes „
Wau-lish

Lock-qua-lillas ,,

800 warriors

100

70
50
80

5>

))

Tlie entire jwpulation, even to tho dogs,
turned out on our advent. It was puzzling to

imagine where they all camo from. We soon

formed tlio centre of the vile.st assemblage man
ever behold

; nothing I have ever seen in

pictures or pantomime portraying demons, was
half as ugly. The object of our visit was soon

made known, and a ring was immediately
fonned by chiefs and braves, the .Sfjuaws and
chiltlrcn outside.

Had any charming princess, captive in an
enchanted castle, been guarded by such a col-

lection of painted rai^'amuthns as now sur-

roundeil us, he would have been a vidorous

knight that had dared venture to release her.

The first question discussed being the price,
a much larger sum was asked than wo felt liis-

posod to pay. Although the slave belonged
solfly ti' ono Indian, the power to .soil resting
with him only, still overyono had their say.
Men g\irgled and spluttered strangely unintelli-

gible noises, women chattered and screiimed

like furies, whilst children engaged in small

battleH outside the ring.

Thirty blankttt and two trade guiiB—e<iuid

to 5Ui sti-rling, the price to b« paid— were the

terms at last agreed on. Wo then Jtdjourne 1

to the shed where tho slave was a prijiouer.

I was in a great stiito uf expectation, pictur-

ing to myself an Indian Hebe, limbs exqiu-

sitely moulded, native grace and elegance in

every movement, gorgeous in "
wampum,"

paint, and waving feathers,—such as I had

road of as "
Laughing \Vat«r," or "

I'rairio

Flower," iu the full blo^tm of youthful loveli-

ness.

IJeing carried, so to speak, into the shod,
a waif in the stream of savages rushing like

a human torrent to get in, with all tho

breath squeezed out of me, I was deposited
somewhere

;
but as my head was enveloped in

a dense cloud of pungent smoke, it was some-

time ero I discovered I was close to th-; cap-
tain. "Sit down," he roared, "you will liie

of suffocation if you keep your head In tho

smoke." At once I seated myself on the floor,

and can now quite understand what being suffo-

cated in a chimney, as cUmbing boys were

wont to be, is like.

Once more enabled to see, it waa easy to

discover the secret : there being no phice for

tho smoke to es&vpe ari>ing from about twenty

fires, it natiu-ally accumulates at the top of the

shed, and one literally, not figiiratively,
'* lives

imder a cloud." There wiis a hum and buzz,

as in a nest of angry hornets ;
the din wa.? in-

creased by the dogs that fought and rolled iu

whore I sat, and being by no means particular

whether they bit my legs, or uny otK'-r mai/i-,

it required a deal of agihty to keep clear.

During an interval of peace, it was easy to

make out that the slave was coming.
I longed for my field-glass to magnify her

charms, expectuig her to gUde from beneath

the smoke like a spirit
—a veritable paiutcvl

Venus.

Alas, how fleeting are imaginary pictures
—

poetic dreams— ciistles in tho air !

Half crouching, and waddUng rather tli.an

walking, came my ideaL Her only covering

a ragged, filthy old blanket ;
her face bo-

grimeil with tho dirt and paint of a lifetime ;

.short, fat, repulsive, about fort}' years old, the

incarnation of ugliness, a very Hecate !

All my romance vaui>hed like a dLvsolving

view. For what had I been squeeze^l nearly
to d.-ath, half-suffocjited, poisonetl with a

noxious stench, my legs impt^-rilled by in-

furiated curs, my ears deafenoti, half devoured

by insatiable blooil -suckers ?
—to aid iu paying

50/. for the iigliest old .savage I ever saw.

All tho chiefs a&sembled at the Fort in the
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evening, to receive payment and hand over

the alave. Squatting ou their heels, nose and

knees together, their backs against the wall,

they formed a circle. The pipe produced

(nothing can be done without it)
—I say pipe,

as ojiconlyis used,
—filled and lighted, it passes

from mouth to mouth ;
each taking a good pull,

puflfs the smoke slowly through his nostrils.

The thirty blankets and two guns being piled

in the centre of this strange assemblage, the

slave Avas led in. Each blanket undergoing a

most careful inspection, the guns being snapped
and pointed, were finally approved of. A
husky grunt from each of the council denoted

general approval. The guns and blankets

were carried off in triumph ;
and we became

the fortunate possessors of " the stran{ie

purchase." J. K. L,

THE LADY OF THE HAY-STACK.
In Two Chapters,

chapter i.

In the year 1776, a young woman stopped
at the village of Bourton, near Bristol, and

begged the refreshment of a little milk. In

her whole appearance there was something that

irresistibly engaged the attention of all who
beheld her. She was young and beautiful,

and to a highly interesting countenance she

added graceful and elegant manners.

Alone, a stranger, and in extreme distress,

she used no arts to excite compassion, and ut-

tered no complaint. Her whole deportment
exhibited signs of superior breeding, but all

her words and actions were marked by a cer-

tain wildness and want of consistency. As
she could not be induced to make known her

name, she was distinguished by that of Louisa.

After having wandered about all day in search

of a resting-place, when night came she laid

herself down under a hay-stack. In vain did

the neighbouring ladies expostulate with her

on the dangers of such a situation. By them
she was supplied with the necessaries of hfe,
but neither threats nor entreaties could prevail
ou her to sleep in a house. As she at times

discovered symptoms of insanity, she was con-

veyed to Bristol, and confined in St. Peter's

Hospital, in that city. When released, she

hastened with all the speed her shattered

strength allowed to her favourite hay-stack,
which was six miles from the place of her con-

finement. Her delight knew no bounds on find-

ing herself once more free and safe beneath this

miserable shelter. For four years she devoted
herself to this wretched life without knowing
the comfort of a bed or the protection of a
roof. Although hardship, sickness, and misery
gradually impaired her health and injured her

beauty, ?he had still a lovely figure and an

uncommon sweetness of air and manner. She

would neither wear nor accept finery or orna-

ments, but hung them on the bushes as un-

worthy her attention. Her way of life was

harmless and inoffensive
; every fine morning

she walked about the village, conversed with

the poor children, and made them presents of

such things as had been given her, receiving

in return milk and tea, for on this simple diet

only would she live. When asked by the

neighbouring ladies to live iu a house, she

always replied
" that trouble and misery dwelt

in houses, and that there was no happiness

but in liberty and fresh air." From a certain

peculiarity of expression, the construction of

some of her sentences, and a slightly foreign ac-

cent, it was thought that she was not a native

of England, and various attempts were made,
but in vain, to draw from her some knowledge
of her origin. A gentleman who went to see

her, having addressed her in different conti-

nental languages, she seemed restless, uneasy,

and embarrassed ;
when at last he spoke in

German, she could no longer suppress her

emotion, but turned away from him and burst

into tears. At length the unfortunate girl

was removed to the village of Bitton, in Glou-

cestershire. Here she was placed under the

care of Mr. Henderson, the keeper of a pri-

vate mad-house, Mrs. Hannah More and her

sisters undertaking the management of a sub-

scription to defray the necessary expenses.

By the attentions of a clever physician, her

health improved, but her intellects became

more impaired. It was thought there was

more of idiotism than lunacy observable in her

behaviour.

As it had been concluded from her accent

that she was of German origin, every particu-

lar that could be collected concerning her was

translated into that language, and sent to the

newspapers of Vienna and other large cities

of Germany, in the hope that it might lead

to some discovery. The story was also pub-
lished in the principal towns of France. These

measures, however, yielded no certain light

on the history of poor Louisa ;
but in the

year 1785, a pamphlet, without name or place,

appeared in the French language, calted "The

Stranger : a True History." It was thought

to have been originally published in some part

of the Austrian dominions. The author gives

an affecting account of the sufieriugs of the

poor stranger in the neighbourhood of Bristol,

translated from the English newspapers, leaving

it to the public to determine whether the un-

happy Louisa and the subject of his story were

not one and the same person. This question

may also be left to the decision of the present
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readers of this narrative, after thoy have made

themselves accjUiiinteil with the ciicnmstances

of this extraordinary history, which shall now
be presented to them.

In the Bummer of the year 1708, Count

Cobenzel, the Austrian Minister at IJrussols,

received a letter from a lady at Bordeaux, in

which the writer requested him not to think

it straiiye if his friendship and advice were

eagerly sought, julding that " the univers.il

respect which his talents and his interest at

court commanded, inducoil her to address her-

self to him ;
that he should soon know who

it was that liad presumed to solicit his good
offices ;

and tliat ho would perhaps not repent

of liaving attended to her."

This letter was written in very indifferent

French, and signed La Friilen. The Count

was requested to return an answer to Made-

nioi.selle La Friilen, Bordeaux. Not long

afterwards, he received a letter from Prague,

signed
" Count I. Von Weissendorff," in which

he was entreated to give the best advice in his

power to Mademoiselle La Friilen, to interest

himself warmly in her behalf, to write to

Bordeaux in her favour, and even to advance

her money to the amount of a thousand ducats,

if she wislied it. The letter concluded thus :

*' When you shall know, sir, who this stranger

is, you will be delighted to think you have

served her, and grateful to tliose who have

given you an opportunity of doing it."

lu his answer to the lady, the Count assured

her that he was highly seu.sible of her good

opinion ; that he should be proud of assisting

her with his advice, and of serving her to the

utmost of his ability ; but that it was abso-

lutely necessary, before doing so, that he

should be told her real name.

The Count next received a letter from

Vienna, signed
" Count Dietrichstein," in

which he was also requested to pay every pos-
sible attention to Mademoiselle La Friilen,

and particularly to recommend to her the prac-
tice of frugality. This, as well as the letter

from Prague, w;i,s answered by the Count, but

no notice was taken of his reply in either case.

In the meantime, his correspondence with

the young lady at Bordeau.v continued.

Towards the close of the year, Madame

I'Englume, the wife of a tradesman of Bor-

deaux, went on business to Brussels, and that

business having introduced her to Count Co-

benzel, she spoke to him in terms of the

highest praise of his young, unknown corre-

spondent. Slio extolled her beauty, her ele-

gance ;
and above all, that prudence ami pro-

priety of conduct wjiich were so nuicli to be

admired in a person left entirely to herself at

such a tender age. She further stated that

the young lady had a house of her own, that

she was generous and even uoagnificeut in her

expenses, that she had been three years at

Bordeaux, that the distinguished attentions

she received from the Marshal do Richelieu,
the marked resemblance of her features to those

of the late Emperor Francis, and the entire

ignorance of the world regarding her birth,
had f,'iven rise to strange conjectures ; that

altliough the young lady had <jfton Ijeen

questioned concerning her family, she still

preserved the most scrupulous silence on

the subject.

In one of her letters to Count Cobenzel,
Mailemoisello La Friilen declared her readiness

to inform him of every particular concerning

herself, but iis the secret was too important to be

trusted to chance, she should vi-.it the Austrian

Netherlands, and tell him her whole history.

Meanwhile, she sent him her picture, which

she requested him to examine attentively, as

it might lead to some conjectures concerning
what she had to relate. The Count saw no-

thing in the picture more than the features of

a lovely woman, but Prince Charles of Lor-

raine thought he perceived a striking likeness

to his brother, the late Emperor.
Count Cobenzel continued to answer her

letters in a polite and even affectionate man-

ner, at the same time that he was guarded in

his expressions. On one occasion she informed
|

him that she would send hioi two more pic-

tures, with one of which she should request
him to compare her own. Shortly afterwards

he received the portraits of the Em^jeror and

Empress, the former of which was recognised

by Prince Charles as having been paiuted by
Liotard.

In the month of December, the Count re-

ceived an extraordinary letter dated " Vienna.

From my bed, two in the morning ;

"
in which

ho was commended for the good advice he had

given the young stranger, and reqiiested to

continue his attentions. He was also asked

to speak to her of economy, and particularly

admonished of the importance of the secret.

There was no signature to this letter. At the

commencement of the year 17'Ji>, Count Co-

benzel received despatches from Vienna, con-

taining many extraordinary circumstances re-

garding the stranger. The Court of Vienna

ha<l applied to that of Versailles to apprehend
Mademoiselle La Frixlen, and to send her to

Brussels to be examined by Count Cobenzel

and the first president, M. de Ne'ny. At the

s,imo time came a letter from the Empress to

Prince Charles, enjoining him to be careful

that the prisoner should not escape, and con-

cluding with these words:—"This wretch

wishes to pass for the datighter of our late
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royal master. If there were the least proba-

bility in the story, I would love and treat her

as one of my own children
;
but I am convinced

she is an impostor. I wish every possible

effort to be made to prevent this unhappy
creature from profaning any longer the dear

and venerable name of our departed lord."

Her Majesty advised the strictest secrecy,

adding that the adventure had already made
too much noise, aud that all Europe would

Boon ring with it.

The manner in which the affair had come

to the knowledge of the Court of Vienna was

as follows. "WhUe Joseph II. vas on his

travels in Italy, the King of Spain received a

letter purporting to have been written by His

Imperial Majesty, informing him in confidence

that his father had left a natural daughter,
whose history was known only to his sister,

the Archduchess Marianne, himself, and a few

intimate friends
;
that she had been most ear-

nestly recomme^aded to him by his father, and

resided at Bordeaux. The King was en-

treated to send for her, to place her with some

lady of rank at Madrid, or in a convent, where

she might be treated with the respect due to

her birth, tUl some plan should be adopted for

the future happiness of her life. This mark
of friendship he requested of His Catholic Ma-

jesty, because he himself durst not undertake

the office, lest the affair should come to the

ears of his mother the Empress, who, he

wished, should remain in perpetual ignorance
of the story.

The King of Spain thought this letter so

extraordinary that he transmitted it to the

Emperor, requesting some explanation. Joseph,
who had not written it, and was utterly igno-
rant of the whole affair, sent the letter to his

mother, who made immediate inquiries con-

cerning the stranger, and dispatched a mes-

senger to Bordeaux to seize her.

She was arrested in her own house in

August, 1769, by M. de Ferand, lieutenant

of the Mardchauss^e of the province. Distress

and fear greatly impaired La Friilen's beauty.

Frequent spasms, attended with a spitting of

blood, obliged her to travel very slowly. Just

before she quitted the French dominions a

stranger, dressed like a courier, put a note

into her hand at the coach window, and retired

as speedily as possible. She requested the

officer by whom she was accompanied to read
the note, which contained only these words :

" My dear girl, everything has been done to

save you ; keep up your spirits, and do not

despair." She afterwards declared that she

knew neither the courier nor the handwriting.
On her arrival at Brussels, she was imme-

diately taken to Count Cobenzel's hotel Her

appearance was enough to interest the hardest

heart in her favour. She was tall, and of an

elegant figure ;
her air was simple and miijestic,

her complexion fair, her arms were delicately

turned, and her hair fell in rich masses over

her shoulders. She had a fresh colour, and
fine dark eyes that expressed every emotion
of her soul.

She spoke French with a German accent,
and appeared confused when addressed, but

betrayed no symptoms of female weakness
otherwise. Her alarm, too, was soon dispelled

by that confidence which the Count could well

inspire. In her letters, she had always called

him father, and stiU continued to address him

by the same endearing title. He told her to be

perfectly at ease, as she should experience the

kindest treatment if she would only adhere to

truth. Her distres.s seemed principally to

arise from the circumstance of the debts she

had contracted at Bordeaux, which she con-

sidered as the sole cause of her having been

apprehended. She manifested no concern at

being a prisoner, and only asked the Count
whether she could not remain at his house.

This he told her was impossible, at the same
time assuring her that she should be treated

with the highest respect, in an apartment he
had prepared for her at the fortress of Mon-

trceul, where she should be supplied with every-

thing she wanted. He promised to see her

the next day ;
on which she took her leave,

and was conducted to her destination accom-

panied by a female attendant provided for her

by M. de Neny,
The following morning the Count found her

in good spirits ;
she seemed delighted with

her apartment, and the treatment of those

about her. When the Count offered her the

use of any books from his library, she thanked

him, and said she never had a moment hang
heavy on her hands, her mind was so taken

up with projects for her futiure life. The fact

was, that she could neither read nor write, as

Major de Camerlany taught her to sign lier

name whilst in confinement.

The next day her examination commenced.
Count Cobenzel and M. de Neny both re-

paired to the fort, and the latter, who had
not before seen the prisoner, was extremely
struck with her resemblance to the late Em-

peror. They asked where she was bom : she

answered that she knew not, but had been

told the place where she had been brought up
was called Bohemia. She was asked if it were

a town, and what was the earliest circumstance

of her life that she could recollect. She said

that she had lived in a small sequestered house

in the country, with neither a town nor a vUlage
near it, and that before she inhabited this
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house aho had do recollection of anything tlxat

had happened to her. In infancy sha had

boon unJer the caro <>f two wuurii, one nb<jut

fifty years ukl, tlic kIIilt about tliirty ;
tho

former she called mamma, tho latter Catlierine.

She slept in tho apartment of tho tir«t, but

they were both aUectioiuite and kind to her.

An occlosiastic came from time to time to uay

ma.<M, and to teacli lior tlio catocliwm ;
and tho

person .she callo<l mamma onca began to teacli

her reading and writing, but iw Hoon as tiio

priest heard of it, he put a stop to it, so tliat

slio received no more instruction, yet ho always

treated lier witli very great respect.

About a year after this, sho said, a liaiul-

somo man, dressed in a hunting suit, camo to

the liouso in which sho lived, accompanied by
a gentleman similarly attired. Slie was called

in, the stranger placed her on his knee, ca-

ressed her, ami exliorted her to be good and

obedient. Sho supposed tliiit tliis person had features were partly concealed by a veiL This,

At the third interview, the stranger deaired

to be left alone with her. When ho informed

her of hLs illness, slio slied tears. He was
himself moved, and in<iuired why slio cried ;

on wldch she replied,
*' Bocaose I love you."

Ho doclarod he ab*o l.ived her, that h- w.iuld

take cjvro of lier, make her rich and h^ippy,

and give her a palaco, money, and attendants,
who should Wear yellow and l>luo liveried.

He afterwards a-sked Iwr if she should not like

to soe^the empress, adiling, "You would love

hor very much if you knew her, but that, for

lier peace of mind, you must never do."

Ho then presented Iter with tho two pictures

sho had sent from Bordeaux to C<iunt Co-

benzel. Slio told tho stranger tliat one was

his own picture, wliich ho allowed and dosired

her to keep as long as slie lived, as well aa

that of the empress ;
and a third picture,

which ho afterwards gave her of a femalo whose

seen her before, as sho remembered tliat he

thought her grown taller and altered, but sho

Could not herself recollect ever liaving .^cen

him on any former occasion. In about a year

and a half he returned with the same attend-

ant, and in tho same kind of dress. At this

second intemew, tlie features of her unknown
visitor made such an impression on her mind,
that had sho never seen him more, she should

never have forgotten them. He was of middle

stature, rather Cf>rpulent, liad an open coun-

tenance, a ruddy complexion, dark beard, and

a small white spot on one of his temples.

She observed tliat M. do I^Jny bore a distant

resemblance to tliis person, particularly in tlie

h)wer part of his face. At tliis second visit,

she remarked si>metlung red about the

stranger's neck, under his riding-coat ;
slie

asked what it was, ho replied that it was a

mark of distinction worn by officers. Ignorant
in every particular, slio impiired what ho meant

by officers. He answered,
"
They are men of

honour, gallantry, and spirit, whom you must

love, boaiuso you are an officer's daughter."
She addeil that at this visit sho felt a strong
attachment to the stranger, and when he took

leave, she burst into tears, at which ho ap-

peared much affected, and promiseil to return

soon.

It wa-s not, however, until two years
afterwards that ho came again, and when she

reproached him for his long absence, ho told

her that at tho time ho had fixed for loming
to see her, he was very ill, in omsequeiico of

nver-heatiiig himself in tlio cluise. Prime
ChorU'S recollected tliat at a date corrosptjnd-

ing with that abt)ve-mentioned, the Emperi>r
hid boLMi really taken ill on his return from

hunting.

he told her, was her own mother. Tlie pic-

tures were in a kind of blue silk piu^se, which

contained a great r^uantity of ducats. On

leaving lier, the stranger assured her that she

should soon bo happy, and have all her wishes

gratified ;
but she must promise him never

to maiTy, and always to keep that vow in re-

membrance. Ho then quitted her with the

utmost tenderness, she herself being als<i ex-

tremely affected at the parting.

She related that in the interval between tho

first and sectmd visit of this stranger, a lady,

accompanied by two men, came one day to see

her. Sho was dressed witli great simplicity,

was of middle height, fair, and of a plea-vant

countenance. This lady li>oked at her very

earnestly, and began to weep ;
she asked her

several indLtiereut questions, and then, kissing

her two or three times, said,
" My child, you

are, indeed, unfortunate I

" Her emoti..n was

so great that slie called for a glass of water to

keep herself from fainting, and after drinking

it, immediately departed ; but she could not

positively say whether the picture the stranger

gave her at his last visit bore any resemblance

to this laily or not.

CHILDE GOTTFRIED.

Forth to the world Childe <Jottfriitl ride5,
"

Wliitlier, thou w.iiulerer, whither aw.ny I

Bey-nd the .^ates of thy father's h;vlls

Sins and sorrows thy coming stay !

And climbing the hills thy fo^it may slip.

Stemming the floods thy heart may fail ;

Antl Iwfore tho Mist o'er the dre.iry w.v-tes

Thy frame will quiver, thy cheek grow pa'e !"

Loud rings the lanjh i^f the f«

An I he tsses the w.ivy hr\.: w
;

"
Jly -xvl steed Faith, well riined and groomed.

Shall bear me steadily on, I trow ;
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And Hope, this little foot page of mine,
Will run at my side, or ride at my back,

And cheer my soul with his pleasant voice

If I lose the light of the beaten track."

" Yet awhile tarry, thy brethren call !

Help ! thou art stronger, oh ! Childe, than they !"

But be presses forward with careless glance—" Who that would climb can brook delay V

And forth in his haata Childe Gottfried rides ;

Close to his saddle wild phantoms throng ;

But he presses onward with upward gaze—" Thou shalt distance them all, my Faith, ere long !"

Strong in the might of his youth and pi Ide,

Boidly he rides through the darkening hours
;

Moaning around him float wintry wind?,

Steeply above him the mountain towers.
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And Faith, Ijy tbickeUi and thorns beset,

Fcnn.-e answi.-reth the touch nf his ridt-r'n han>l,

And doubta and distrust hem the trav<ll.r in,

Till ilupe is lust in their shaduwy baud.

•'
Weary, ah rae ! is this lonely roa«l ;

Wtary the climbing this hill-fide steep ;

And thou, tierce river, thai rusheth by.

How may I brave thy current so deep !

Anil fver and ever witliin mine ••ars

King tho sad vuicos which bade me stay ;

Is it their pleading s^iund that checks

Aly faltering s|)eech when I strive to pray ?"

Then into his saddle Childe Gottfried leaps
—

"
I will turn Jne back let what will lK.-tido,

And wi|)e this staio from my knightly fame.

Though ihiy smile in i^corn at my lailen prido."

And Kaith, upraising his brightening e\e,

Now lightly and bravely his rider Ijore,

While greencarl)ed nojie to his stirrup pressed

With a song as sweet as he sang of yore.

" Wileoine art thou, thou noble Childe !

Thy fainting brethren take heart again.

For that gentle maiden, whose name is Love,
Leadeth thy willing steed by the n in I

With her t-) guide us, with Faith to aid,

And Uoj)* tho toils of the way to cheer,

The stonns may be many, the journey lontr,

Jiut pilgrims to Heaven have nought to fear."

Louisa Cuow.

to ijo back to tho exploded errors of the

Ptolooxaic HyHtom. To ascertain then if the

mooD rotattiH wo must imagiuo ourselves

Btationod up<^>u Bome ix)int without the solar

By-tcm, .so remoto that the njtations of tho

bodie.s within it can be determined, and their

directiouR and rates measured, without reference

to thfir orbital motions (for tts tho catues of

orbital and axial motions are separate and dis-

tinct from etich other, wo miut view the eflects

Boparatfly and distinctly also). Such a refcronce

point is a fixed Htar, and tho ({uestion resolves

itself into this,—<loe8 the moon always pro-

Bcut the same point of her Burfacc to the name

fixed star ? Certainly she does not : she pre-

sents every point of her surface succesjiively

to any given star, and hence she certainly

rotate.'* on her own axis.

To put the question into another shape.

Every diameter of a non-rotating bwly always
remains parallel to itself, or to its original di-

nction, whatever motion of translation from

place to place it may be subject to. Now,
does a right line pas.sing through the moon's

efiUator always remain parallel to itself ? Let

"THE LESSER LIGHT."
TO THE HI>ITi>R OK " OXt E A WKEK."

De.\r Siu,
—In No. 309 of Once .\

AVeek there appears a communicitiou signed

"Enquirer," seeking from me some further

elucidation of that ])oti.f (i.finornm of superfi-

cial reasouers— the axial rotation of the

moon.
It is not my intention to enter upon a con-

troversy on this subject, for the matter ha%
been argued over and over again in various

journals, and no good whatever could arise

from its further discussion. "Enquirer
"

will

therefore have the goodness to consider the

following remarks, on my part, a.s final.
{

The chief error into which "
Enquirer," like

hundred.s of others, h;vs fallen, h;us been that of

juilging the phenomena of the moon's motions

solely from tho evidence of his senses, and
without appc:d to reason. Ho would say,
" How can tho moon rotate, if I can never see

the other side 1
" To put the question into a

more scientific form, ho would refer tho rota-

tion of tho moon to the eaiih. But why ?

The moon, ho will say, revolves rountl tho

earth ; and so it does round the sun, and why,
therefore, ."^hould not tho .'un bo tho object to

which to refer its motion. The earth ha-s no

claim to bo considered as tho point of reference.

If wo wore to consider it as tho reference

point for all the motions of tho celestial bodies, i

and hence assume those motions to bo only
what they appear to us to be, we should have

|

E be the earth, ami M an.l ^I' the moon in

two positions of her orbit, and lot A B bo a

right line through the moon. If the moon
did not rotate, A B must be parallel to A' B'

;

but it is not. AVhat then i.s tho inference,

but that tho moon has turned on her axis

through the angle at which tho two lines are

inclined ? If
"
Enquirer

" cannot comprthend
this direct reference to the moon—for, from

tho tenor of his remarks, I should assume him
to bo but imperfectly acquainted with celestial

motions—wo will borrow another example from

a terrcstri.vl object. Suppose wo tAke a pocket

compa.ss, and jmss it around a table, ke<'ping

always tho north point of tho card (tho letter

N) towanis tho table's centre, tho various po-

sitions of the compa.«s-box and neo«.Ue will be

as in the following diagram.
•

Tho nooillo in all positions remains p.arallel

to itself, but tho box has so movotl that every

point im the card h.as passed successively imder
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'dlo. How has this been accomplished ? I by every astrouomer from Ne^rton downwards,)
aud himply \>y tbo tiiruiu^' of the box i and, thorefore, so far as I am concerned, there

will be no use in his replying to this letter.

I remain, dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

James Carpenter.

[We have received several letters m the subject of
Mr. Carpenter's pa2)er, hut it must he evident that
tlie coluvms of Onck a Week are wmiited to dis-
cxissions of this nature. Our

contributor, in assert-

in(j the fact of the moon's rotation, asserted a fact
acknoxdedcjed by all astronomers—the most competent
judges of the question. We have given place to a
communication on tl\A op2'>osite side of the controversy,and also to the reply to which our contributor wds
entitled ; and v;c must decline admitting any further
letters on the subject.

—Ed. 0. a AV.l

tho uoe

I'uroly

upon its axis
;
and yet it has kept one point

of its circumference always towards the centre

of the table.

One of the most striking proofs of axial ro-

tation existing independently of orbital revolu-

tion is ofTt-rcd by the fact that a distinct and

separate force (as we have above hinted) is

required for each of the motions. Let a tea-

cup be taken in the hand, and moved round
ill a circle with its handle always towards the
centre : it will soon be evident that to effect

this a twirling force is required quite distinct

from the pvsldwj force that moves it onward
from place to place ; or let "Enquirer" stick a
wafer on the wall, and try to move his finger
round it with his finger-nail always facing the
wafer. He will find he cannot do it; and
why ] Because he cannot turn his finger on
its axis.

"Enquirer" and the "half-fledged philo-
sophers" draw all theu: inferences from experi-
ments in which the mimic moons are firmly
fixed to the mimic earths by rigid bars

; their

enlightened minds do not consider the impor-
tant fact that no such rigid connexion exists
between the real earth and moon, and that the
comparisons are therefore untenable.

But aU I have said may fail to satisfy
Enquurer : the suggested experiments may,"

to his mind, prove exactly the reverse of ivhat
they are intended to prove." I cannot help
that. I have given him

reasoning, I cannot
give him

understanding.
I may add that I am perfectly familiar with

all the arguments that can be urged against
the doctrine of tho moon's rotation, (which
doctrine has been established and maintained

HAUNTED.

She Cometh to me in the gray, gray dawn
She Cometh to me at night.

She Cometh to me now I'm all forlorn,
She comes, and I clasp her tight.

She would not leave me alone to mourn.
She comes in her garments white.

I turn me round, for I know her tread,
The gleam of her brow I see,

And I stroke the hair on her sunny head
Ah ! Death hides her not from me.

Are we not one ? he could ne'er unwed
Those hearts link'd so faithfully.

She leaves her lily-white palm in mine,
She gazes with tender eyes

Which fain would tell of the life divine
In her home beyond the skies,

—
Where none can sorrow^, nor weep, nor ijine
Where the spirit never dies.

I whisper,
"
Come," hut she does not'raove :

I look m her darling face,
I tell her again of my mad, mad love,

I hold her in fond embrace :

But she only points to the sky above,';As if not of earthly race.

When daylight comes, out I stretch my hand
To detain her by my side

;

I hold her not; to that other land
She has fled, my fair young bride ;And I hear the tones of the seraph band
As from earth to heav'n they glide.

She is not here when the sun shines down.
But when he is gone to rest,

She always comes in the same white gown.
And lies close against my breast.

Then I know I have her, my wife, my own,
So I live for my angel guest.

I live my life : it will soon be done.
For the burden of earth seems light ;

The web of woe now is nearly .spun°
She -whisper'd to me last night.

And I wait in faith till my race be run
With her spirit to take my flight.

Agnks Stonehewer.
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A FAMILY HISTORY.
BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHAPTER XI. r.A.SSION AND ITS PENALTY.

For a fow mouths Mr. Cra''<'8 tried liin ex-oo

porimeut. Nothing that ho sutlered, uothiug
that he saw his wife and daughter suffer, had

any effect on his characteristic obstinacy.

He saw Nanny and her infant and servant

off by the Company's vessel, which sailed next

after the arrival of the bare news of her

husband's lauding. He had his reasons, he

said at home, for permitting no delay. At
home it was supposed that Nanny was to be

removed from London snares, whUe specula-

tion was more restless than ever, however less

sanguine it might be. Abroad it was whis-

pered that old Mr. Craggs was preparing in all

ways for the evil day that was impending ;

and not least, by sending valuable property

away in his daughter Ives's luggage. He
could not well buy any more estates at the

moment, cheap as they were in the market.

Too many eyes were upon him just now, and
he must stay his hind, as far as England was

concerned ; so he was proDably going to buy
a few gold or diamond mines through his

agent and son-in-law. Mr. Craggs held his

head high while sucli talk went on, but things
were happening now from day to day which

tried him to the utmost. Sir Robert Walpole's
counsels were sought by Ministers and Parlia-

ment, and were adopted in regard to saving the

country from being dragged down into ruin

with the South Sea Company. This was

bitter, but it was only mortification. His
friend and colleague, Lord Stanhope, after con-

sulting with him on their way down to Parlia-

ment, how to reply to attacks from certain

vexatious peers, entered one House when he

entered the other, and was presently brought
out insensible and dying. Men's passions
were fierce in that fearful season, and never so

fierce as when provoked by cool adversaries.

Lord Stanhope had no taint of dishonour upon
him : but he could not endure the taunts which

the young rake, the Duke of Wharton, aimed
at the South Sea scheme, and the fortunes

which certain Ministers had made by it. His
friend's death in such a cause, and at such a

time, was a shock to Mr. Craggs : but he could

bear more. Then came the King's proclama-
tion against bubble companies ; and the deci-

sion of Parliament to iuvesti<jrate the whole
case of the South Sea Company's operations ;

and, at last, the disclosure of the discoveries

made by a committee of the House. Even then

Mr. Craggs was still seen transacting business

in his office daily, and conferring as usual with

his colleagues. It was remarked that those

most implicated in the great speculation were

careful not to be seen cons\ilting together with

any excluiiveness. Lord Sunderland and Mr.

Craggs had not much to say to each other ; and
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Aislabie,
whose gains were supposed to equal or surpass
Mr. Craggs's, was seldom seen in his company.
But there was one blow more impending. The

Company's Secretary was announced to have
absconded with papers of essential importance
to the elucidation of the c;ise. There was an
instant order for closing the ports, in order to

prevent the evasion of any of the Directors,
and those gentlemen were oidered to hold them-

selves ready for examination at the pleasure of

Parliament. Some who were members of the

House of Commons were expelled, in order to

their being arrested, and their papers seized.

Mr. Craggs showed little emotion in public,
and kept a wonderfully calm countenance out

of his own house. There he collapsed, as was
natural. His wife was alarmed by his passing
his nights in exa.sperating thoughts, and in

passionate tears
;
but he still brought home

friends to dinner, with whom he discussed the

great affair of the day as if he had no per-
sonal interest in it. He went into society,

though wearing weepers for his only son. He
even sounded his wife and daughter about

having an assembly at home, but he found

that not even their fidelity to his interests and
wishes could enable them to make such an

effort yet. They were shocked by the desire
;

and a few words upon it brought them to

utter to each other the doubt that was harass-

ing them,—the doubt whether Mr. Craggs
was altogether in his right mind. That he

should grasp at wealth now, when James was
in his grave, seemed like madness.

After a long pause, and a fixed staro into

the fire, one day after dinner, lie spoke, to

explain his wishes, in the form of imposing a
command.

"I told you," he said, "that Ives and Anna
would not stay long in South America. You
must understand what I meant by that.

Mind, you must clearly understand. I am
in treaty for the territory and charters which

William Penn has otlered the Government
several times. He first asked twenty thous.-ind

for Svlvania and the wholo region ,
with its

YOU Xll. Ke. 311.
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rights ;
but the late Queen's goverument would

not bid. Not long ago he offered the whole

to the King for twelve thousand, but he got

no answer ;
and I see Sunderland does not

care about it. I mean to make the bargain

for myself." Seeing an expression* of con-

sternation in his wife's face, he went on :
—

*' My mind is made up ;
I shall do it as a

matter of prudence. These are times when

every prudent man will invest largely abroad,

and make his gains there if he has the oppor-

tunity. Now, Ives must be my agent there

till I can make some lastuig arrangement, I

am sure there is boundless wealth there for

any proprietor who has enterprise to get at

it."

"I do not see what we can do with any
more wealth," Esther observed.

" That is because you do not understand.

Wait till you do, before you advise your
father."

" One tiling we know, my love," said Mrs.

Craggs, venturing to lay her hand on her

husband's.
" '

They that would be rich fall

into temptation, and a snare, and '"

"Stop!" cried he, snatching away his

hand ;
but his wife went ou—

" 'And into many foolish and hurtful desires,

which drown men in destruction and perdi-

tion.'"

"Will you hold your tongue ?
" he cried, as

he had too often of late.
" Do you think I

have been to church all my days not to know
those words ? How can you tell that I am so

rich ? How do you know how long I may be

rich ? But you women vex men past their

patience." And he burst from the room and

the house.

In the evening his valet came home, with

the message that his master had dressed at his

office, and was gone to an assembly at Leicester

House, where he should be detained so late

that he would not have any one sit up for him.

It could not be ascertained afterwards whether

he was aware before he entered the Prince's

drawing-rooms of the news which was spread-

ing through London : that the gains, and
some said the whole property, of the South Sea

Directors were to be confiscated, and divided

among the sufferers whom they had ruined.

As Mr. Craggs's and his son's portions were

reported to be little less than a million, it was
not surprising that many eyes were on him
that evening, nor that he did his utmost to

appear confident and at ease. He did this so

well that some persons—even some in the

Prince's Court—declared, as soon as he had
made his bow and was gone, that the rumour
could not be true.

Mrs. Craggs was awake when he quietly en-

tered his chamber. He chid her for her

watching in a tone sufficiently gentle to send
her to sleep tranquilly as soon as she believed

him to be asleep.

After an unknown time, but before dawn,
she awoke with a start and a sinking sensa-

tion of alarm . This had happened often since

James's death : but this time her husband was
absent. In a moment she fancied she heard a

strange sound from his dressing-room. Some

unintelligible feeling restrained her from speak-

ing. She lighted a candle at the night-lamp,
found the dressing-room door fastened, went
round by the landing, and entered by that

way. Her husbard was on the floor, in strong
convulsions.

As she was springing to the bell, he caught
her dress, and forbade the act. He could

speak—at intervals.
" Call no one," he said

;

**
it is no use : I

am dying. I shall be gone before you can

bring any one to me. At least I hope so,

for the agony is unbearable. I must—I

must " and he looked about him. " I

cannot endure .those spasms again."
Mrs, Craggs had wrenched her dress from

his clutch. As she passed the table, she

snatched up his razors. As she reached the

door, he cried out :
—

"
Esther,—yes, Esther only. Only Esther—you hear ! I must say a word to her."

Mother and daughter were with him almost

instantly, having sent for two physicians who
lived near. They brought medicine,—an

emetic,
—but he resisted it.

" You have taken something, have you
not ?

" was their question. At first they got
no answer.

Another fearful convulsion
;
and then he

said he would do anything they wished.

Nothing they could give him would now have

any effect. He was dying ;
and he would not

cross them.
*'

0, husband ! how could you do it ?
"

ex-

claimed the pale wife.
" I did it for a good reason, my love. If

I had lived we should have been stripped of

my property. As it is, the main object is safe.

Esther, come closer, I want to say something
to you. You will now have to carry out my
plans,

—to sustain the honour of the family.

Remember,—our name will stand in history :

father and son Ministers of the first Hanove-
rian Sovereign, and the son, at least, buried in

Westminster Abbey, You must enjoy and use

your wealth with dignity. Do you hear what
I say ?

''

"
yes, father !

"

*' Promise me to do as I say. Marry Lord
Gerald. The crown of my scheme is that—
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that my descendants Bball be in the peerage.

Proniiau me that."

Esther could not promise. Her mother and

she tried to occupy him witli their attempts to

give him ease, but ho would have an answer.

The moment wiw too .soUum for a fjil.He one,
and so tlioy told him. Tli-y would promUo
nothing which involved thfir keeping money
or eBtate.s which, whether claimed from them

by Parliament or not, tlit-y cotdd not regard as

rightfully their own. Happily for them, there

wa.s little more opportunity for anything being
said. The physician.s wore presently in the

room. They understood the case at a i,dancc ;

did what was possible without avail
;

and

made the difcreetest answers afterwards as to

the nature of Mr. Craggs's seizure.

At one moment they told Mrs. Craggs that

if they could sustiiin him for an hour longer,
he might get through. Ho heard them, and
he declarcil that he would not live. He re-

pulsed their efforts, which could scarcely
indeed have had any success.

Ah his wife bent over the bed into which he

had been lifted, she heard him mutter " Wal-

pole." She asked if ho wished to see Sir

Robert Walpole.
"See him .'" he exclaimed, with wonder-

ful fierceness.
'* See him who hits got the

victory over us ! He is supreme ! He will

be minister for life, perhaps. His name will

stand in history where our James's should

have been ! It was the cast of a die whether

it should be he or our sou
;
and he has won !

"

" Do not speak of chance, my love," said

his wife softly.
" There is no such thing as

chance."
"
What, then, has my life been ?" he said,

with a groan.
"
Every object defeated !

and the hist by my own wife ami child !

My la-«t command refu.se>l !

" But his mood
soon cliaiiged. As he was sinking, with occa-

sional nuitterings, both wife and daughter

caught the words,
'* Drown men in destruc-

tion and j)erdition."

When all .seemed to bo over, and they were

watching for the Lust breatli, his lips moved
once more

; and they saw too plainly what they
uttered :

" Destruction antl perdition."
These were the last words ho spoke.

CHAPTER XII. THE CLOSING CALM.

His wife and daughter had no choice what
to do about his wealth. NN'ith that of the

other Directors, it was confiscate<l, in the in-

terest of the sufferers by the bur ting of the

great Bubble. In consideration of the proba-
ble savings from his salary, five thousand pounds
Were p.aid over to them.

" What shall we do with it ?
"

sighed each,

'

at the same moment. Looking in each other's

face, they saw that they had the same thought
' and the same desires.

I

They b(jught the little farm down at Blen-
'

heim, and, at the first (>ossible moment, they
' settled themselves there. Their fine clothes

I

were sold (their jewels were forfeited). They
dre.ved themselves as of old, and returned

' with a relish which surprised them to their

dairy and iKJultry-yard. At times, when no

guests were at the Great House, they paid
their duty to the Duchess

; and, as the old

Duke s<iiik, they helpe<l to nurse liim to the

last. They did not wish to see anybody else,

and they would havo been glad to hear nothing
from beyond ;

but there was no <l welling in

the kingdom to which the dreary news of the

time did not penetrate. This was as inevit-

able as that there should not have been a spot
in Egypt in which any one of the plagues was
not heard of It w;is a remark of the time
that the calamity was like one of the plagues
of Egypt ;

—that there was no house, not even
a Go.shcn of purity and mod'-ration, in which
there was not s jine one smitten. From the

, disgraced Prime Minister down to the appren-
tice and the servant-maid, there was ruin and

disgrace ;
and suici'les enough for a century

'

took place in a few months. The realm itself

I
would havo been ruined but for the skill,

vigour, and prudence of Sir Robert Walpole,
who earned thereby a tenure of power which
was the envy of the statesmen of all other

countries. The envy kept aUve the fact that

ho had made twenty thousand pounds in a

quiet way, while publicly condemning the

scheme
;

but this did not prevent his being
master of the situation, when a master was
the need of the nation.

Mrs. Craggs and Esther were not altogether
without visitors. Lord Sunderland came to

see them when the censure of Parliament, and
dismi-ssid from ofiice, left him leisure for the

country, and when his decline towt-vnls the

grave made its retiromeut congenial to him.

The Duchess did not sjx'nd much tendenicss

on her son-in-law ; but he had grown meek
under his disgraces, and he seemed to like to

hover about the home of his first wife ; and

there, soon after he was dead, his turbulent

temper w:ih almost forgotten in pity for the

broken-hearted statesman. As he sat on the

settle by the fireside, or in the porch of the

little farmhou.se, h'j t.dked so of James, t)f his

talents, and his temper, and his graces, that

the mother and sister could not be sorry that

he, for one, h.ad come to see them.

La<ly Di cirae too, when, l>ef >re the year
was out, she visited the Great House with her

father. There was not much said : for her
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tears sileuced her, and moved those between

whom she sat. She had had James's message

long before ; but when it was referred to by
Mrs. Craggs her tears flowed all the more.

"When she had kissed them both, and hurried

away, they looked at each other, and said :
—

** What does this mean ?
"

What could it mean ? Often as they talked

it over, they could never understand it, unless

it could be supposed that, in the stir of the

great world, she had not understood herself.

It soothed them that now at least, she under-

stood him.

Lord Gerald came. It was with pain that

Esther saw liim enter the yard alone, fasten up
his horse, and appear at the open door. By
glances Esther implored her mother not to

leave her : but he said he wished to speak to

her alone.
" Do not say you cannot think of it," he

pleaded, when he had told her that, after all

the efforts he acknowledged he had made, he

found he could not be happy without her.

I
He urged upon her—not the reality of his

j
attachment, for the circumstances had proved

I that—but her father's known wishes, strongest
'

at the last. He set before her the power she

had to render the lives of father and brother

a success, after all, as their talents deserved
;

and not a tale which should be a world's

wonder, as an evil chance would otherwise

make it. He knew Esther too well to fear to

speak to her thus,
" It is such a tale," said Esther, calmly.

*' It can never be blotted out. While the

history of our country is read, their names
win be in it

;
and nothing that I or any one

can do can help or spoil the lesson. If I could,
I should not dare : and you know that I

cannot."

It could not be denied that the reason

which prevented his success before held good
still. Esther did not love him : and what more
could be said 1

As he went out, he met Mrs. Craggs in the

porch. She saw by his countenance how it

was.

"I love her more than ever," he said, "but
it is all in vain."

"
1 believe it is," she said, gently.

" If

you will listen to my counsel, you will not
come again."

"1 will not if—you must allow me to speak
what is in my mind—if you teU me that she—that she can love, though not me."

" I believe that there is no girl like Esther
who cannot love. And I have sometimes

thought,—but I have no knowledge whatever,
I assure you,—I have sometimes thought that—that she has suffered more than any of us

by the changes in our life since we had our

trial of greatness.
"

" If it be so—" he said : and, after a pause,
he resumed : "I wish you would promiseme,
Mrs. Craggs, to settle my muid, if such a thing
should happen as that you are proved right.
If she marries here send me a few words : say
*
it is as we thought.' Promise me that."
" I will do it. But you must promise me

not to come again."
He clasped her hand in token of promise,

mounted his horse, and rode slowly away.
Yet another person came. *

Early one morn-

ing, before the neighbourhood was astir, a foot-

sore, haggard, tattered girl showed herself at

the door of an out-house, as Esther went out

to feed her chickens. She supposed her to be

a vagabond beggar, such as infested farm-yards
in those days ;

and she was hailing her rather

peremptorily when the girl burst into tears.
"
O, Miss Craggs !

" she sobbed. "But I

ought to be glad that you don't know me. If

you don't others may not
;
but I think Miss

Nanny would have known me through every-

thing. She came oftenest to mother's in the

old days."
"You are little Lois Gillow, then?" asked

Esther. " Poor Lois ! what has happened to

you ?
"

Poor Lois had to be strengthened with food

before she could tell. She could cry now, she

said
;
and cry she did. She had walked all

the way from London, hiding by day, and

trudging by night. "Where was her mother?"

0, she was dead,
—killed in such a dreadful

way ! People had fancied that by her fortune-

telling she had helped to bring on the troubles

that were making everybody mad. They said

she had put a spell on some of the great folks.

So they came and fetched her out of the house ;

and when the constables took her, and said

she should be tried for a witch, the people
seemed pleased, and only jeered at her as she

went. But others came up—more and more—
and they grew furious ; and she was pulled

away from the constables. Where she was for

the rest of the day, nobody seemed to know ;

but at daylight she was found hanging, quite

dead, from a tree in the road, with a broom-

stick tied between her legs, and a high-pointed

paper cap on her head.

This visitor was one who did not go away
again. She begged so to stay and serve them,
that Mrs. Craggs and Esther let her try.

They made no promises till they could

satisfy themselves on certain points. If there

was any witchcraft in her, they could not

harbour her, of course : but they would not

conclude without evidence that there was.

When they could get her to speak freely of
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her former life, thoy wore satiBfied that there

was nothing,' worno about her than a r<-li.ih fur

fun ami trickt-ry. Of her niothor uIho they,
in time, chani^ed thuLr opinion.

Thoy asked Lois if aho know what her

mother meant iu her warning to youny Mr,

CragLiS against a lady from abroad. It came
80 terribly true that it was uecehsary to learu

wlionco Hho got her information. Did Lois

know ?

Loir believed she know, but she waa afraid to

say.
" You will be safest in telling," said Mrs.

CraggB, very soriou.sly.
" Wa.s it from the Evil

One ?
"

No, it was not. ^Mother was not always

quite sure whether .spirits came to her in

dream.><, or not ;
but Molly had overheard that

infonnation given to her in broad daylight.
One of the Duche.s,s's gentlemen—a confiden-

tial messenger—had told her mother that the

way to foretell young Mr. Craggs's fortune,
wa-- to observe how ho got on with the King's
chief mistret^s, who was now a great Duche.s8

too. She would be a bad enemy, but she

might be a worse friend. If she over-per-
suaded liim to give her all she wanted,—and
she wa,s a very greedy la«ly,

—she would be

the ruin of him. Lest he should be so over-

persuaded, her mother warned him. She had
heard her mother say it was all of no use

; for

he had let the greedy lady have so m\ich

money, that the people would never forgive
him.

Here was some devil's work
; but not

done by the Devil in person. Here was the

mystery cleared up.

Not the la.st mystery.

Long after the time when Nanny's first

letter from the South Seas was looked for, no
word had come from her. Ives had written

twice
;
hi? letters were addressed to his father-

in-law,—being on business. hi the first he

said, at the end, that the Company's ship, the

Midas, bringing Nanny and the child, might
be looked f(jr any time after the current month.
In the other, the ship and Nanny occupied the

first p:ige, in.steatl of the last. Nothing had
been heard of the vessel, and he began to be

impatient. He hail been on the look-out for

a month. He heard that it w.is so common a

thing for ships on that new course to have to

go out of their way for water, or other necea-

sai-ies, that ho did not feel any alarm
; but the

suspense was trying.
This was but tin; beginning of that suspense

which was to Last from mouth to month, and
from year to year.

TluTe seemed to be a fatal mark set on all

South Sea property and enterprise. That year

the annual ship failed to reach itK destina-

tion,
—

disapiK-areil from the seas, as if it had
foundered in thorn ; and would havo been hup-

posud to have foundered, but for the aceiilent

that a priest, who understood the EnglLih

language, was ministering in a hospital iu

Guatemala some fifteen years lat«r, when an

EuglLsh seaman was dying there.

Nanny's heavy che.it w.is not the only col-

lection of gold supposed by the crew to be on
board when the Mida-s left the Thames. Every-

thing connected with the great Company wa«

Huppo.sed to bo wwilth or wealth-giving ; and
the reputation of the Midas wan such, that

two or three men got on board her, as paa-

sengers or seamen, who had no intention that

she should ever reach lier port

Nothing portended the mischief The cap-
tain liked the weather, and found his crow leas

troublesome than matiy he had commanded.
Mrs. Ives and her infant and maid had beca

expressly committed to his charge ; and hia

kindness seemed to command for them the

civiUty of everybody else on board. In the

third week Nanny was waked in the early

morning by neither her servant nor the cap-

tain. Her baby wius asleep on her arm. She

was told that the captain had sent for her to

come on deck ; but there was no maid to dress

her, or to take the child wliile she dres.sed her-

self ; and when she called, nobody answered-

When she went on deck, looking about for

some fine scene which she concluded she had

I been sent for to admire, a chill dread seized

her. She did not know what to fear : but

there was no captain to greet her as usual, no

I

laud in sight, nothing splendid in sea or sky,

nothing but silent men, and not many of them.

One of them desired her to give up her keys.
" Why ?

"
Beftiuse the Ciiptain ordered it.

AVhere wa.s the aiptain { Why, there ! But

the so-called capLiiin was one of the strangers

who had been treated aa a pjwseuger. He
came towards Nanny, and held out his hand

for the keys. On her hesitating a moment,
he said it was no matter, she might tiike her

keys witli her if she liked.
"

I may go down again now, 1 .-.uppose I
"

8;iid .«he.
" The air is cold for my b,iby.

"

" No : you have to walk the pLmk. That
was wliy I Sent for you."

" Walk where f
"
she asked.

" Walk the plank."
" What plank I I don't know what you

me.an."

"Show her, Dick."

It was plain enough in another moment
'*Do you mean th.it you are going to drown

me ?
" she asued, of the so-called captain.

He nodded, and she went on.
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" What can you mean ? I never did you
any harm, did I ?

''

"0, no ! and you are going to do us good,
—

with that chestful of gold. No, no ;
we

can't let you live to tell against us. Of course

you will promise never to tell : but it won't

do. Don't waste time : you had better go at

once."
" Who will take my baby?" and she looked

wistfully round for the servant, about whom
she dared not ask. She was told that men
could not be hampered with babies on board.

There was no woman now on board. The

child must go too.

"But he cannot tell against you," she

pleaded.
" Why should you drown a harm-

less baby ?
"

" Because it suits me," was tbe answer.

She made no delay or resistance. Her
heart swelled as she thought of the little farm

behind her, and of the husband waiting for

her on the shore, far before her
;
and she be-

lieved that she could not have spoken another

word to save her child's life. She did speak

again, however.

She pushed aside the pirate hands held out

to help her to step on the plank, which was

pushed half over the side
; and, as she stood

raised above them, she held up her child be-

fore the captain's eyes, saying,
—

" How will it be with you when the sea

gives up its dead 1
" He muttered that that

was his affair, told the men to waste no more

time, and walked away.
In England it was always said that no

traces of that catastrophe remained. There

were some, if it had been known where to

look. On a promontory of the Azores some

country people going to market found on the

shore the corpse of a woman, partly clothed,
and with the long wet hair covering a very
beautiful face. Not far off, the body of an in-

fant had just before been thrown up among
the rocks. It would have supplied a text to

the priest who buried them to know that these

were waifs from the great South Sea whirl-

pool.
(Concluded.)

A VERY OLD *' DOCTOR'S BOOK."
The "L^ce Boc."

A VOLUME of "Family Medicine" is not

the most lively reading in the whole compass
of literature, and a case of surgical instru-

ments is scarcely an object to be chosen for con-

templation in one's leisure hours. Yet Time,
Avho makes all things interesting from a piece
of cerecloth of the age of the Pharaohs to a

Queen Anne's farthing, casts a mellowing

lustre of interest even upon surgical prescrip-

tions and housewives' receipts.

It is interesting enough to us Victorians,
to learn how our remote forefathers of the

days of Egbert and Edgar splintered the

broken limbs of little Saxons, cured their

bruises, and doctored their warts.

History, as treated by the great writers, is

a majestic and imposing lady enough, but we
catch few and very indistinct glimpses of

home life from all the pages, filled as they
are with blaring of trumpets, flyiiig of gon-

falons, roaring of culverins, signing of treaties,

and making of speeches and proclamations.

Physic, however, is a homely thing, and so

leads us into the home, and by the hearth

and sick-bed. A bundle of ancient prescrip-

tions
;
a herb-manual of a Saxon Leech ;

—a

list of charms long since disused and scorned ;

and which we, in the supreme wisdom of an

age which has fostered the Davenport Brothers,
can afford to laugh at, will, nevertheless give
us many peeps into the old home life and

ways of our Saxon fathers and mothers. They
draw aside a corner of the curtain of ages,

and we stand amongst Englishmen and Eng-
lishwomen when witchcraft was believed in,

and the Church was the Church of the

people.
To those who are inclined for such a glimpse

into the days of Young England—those days
which we, creatures sitting in the lurid light

of iron furnaces and coke ovens, call the dark

ages,
—a book has been published which we

can cordially recommend to them. It is a

book of learning and research, and is published,
as the title page informs us, "by the autho-

rity of the Lords Commissioners of Her

Majesty's Treasury, under the direction of

the Master of the Rolls." It belongs, in fact,

to the series of " chronicles and memorials of

England and Ireland during the middle ages,"

which have long been issuing from the press, a

volume at a time, and bears the inviting title

of "
Leechdoms, Wort-cimning, and Star-craft

of Early England."
In this book we have "drinks and salves,"

"leechdoms" and "charms" in abundance;
remedies for diseases of man and beast, po-
tions and " cuies "

for " devil diseases," for

persons "overlooked," for land sterile and

bewitched, for bites of mad dogs, and against

temptations.
We will just make a dip into this embodi-

ment of the wisdom of our ancestors.

We may assume that the art of filtering

water was but imperfectly known, if known
at all to our Saxon forbears, and so it would

frequently happen that many things injurious

to health would be swallowed in the water
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which they drank
; accordingly wo tjnd iu the

•* Leece Boc," a curioua remedy :

" If a man drink a creopinLj thini,' in wator,
let him cut into a Hhuep instantly, lot him
drink tho nheep'ri blood hot."

Against bites of snakt-B, which were doubt-

less plentiful in out English woods, wo aro

gravely told that,
" Some teach um against

bite of adder, to speak one word, tluit is,

*faul,' it may not hurt him !"—and again—
•'
Against bite of snake, if tho man pro-

OQres and ejiteth rhiml, which comoth out

of Faratlise, uo venom will damage him,"
It is slily added,

" Then wiid he that wrote

tliis Iwok, that tho rhiml iivi.s hard (juttcn !'"

We !<hould imagine so.

This is really worth knowing—"
Against a

woman's chatter
;

t;isto at night, fasting, a root

of radish, that day the chatter will not harm
thee."

It is not often that alo is given now-a-

days in fever cases, yet we find it in tho Leech
Book aa a fever drink, and indeed as a com-

ponent part of a niultitudo of remedies for

widtrly dilicrent disorders.

I

'* For a fever disease
; pound in ale lupins

githrifo (cockle, J (jrostemnui githago), way-
broad (way-broad, Pluutagn major ; riant'Ujn

media), let it stand for two nights, administer
to drink,"

Again,
" Drink in clear ale wormwood

githrife, betory, biahopwort, marrubiuni, fen

mint, rosemary, the clove-rooted, wenwort
marrubium drink for thirty days.

" For lent addle, or typhus fever, work to a

drink wormwood evertliroat, lupin, waybroad,
ribwort, chervil, a^<or/o</ic (Acc()[ilaJ»e, gen, an.,
"
venom-loather,"/)auuuni cntu fj(dl\), feverfue,

alexanders, bishopwort, lovage, Page, cassock,
in foreign ale

; add /t«/i/ water and spring-
wort."

Not always trusting to herbs or ale, we
come to an e.xorcism of fever.

" A man shall write this upon the sacra-

mental paten, and wa-sh it off into tho drink
witli holy water, and sing over it,

' In the be-

ginning,' itc. (St. John i. 1). Then wa.sh the

writing with holy water off the dish into the

drink, then sing the Credo and the raternoster

and this lay, Jiciiti immaculati, the Psalm
(i. e, Psahn cxix.), with the twelve proper
Psalms,

'
I adjure thee,' <L-c. And let each

of the two men (that Ls to s;iy Leech and

patient) then sip thrice of the water so pre-

pared.

Iiide s.tlutift'ris inccdens Rreasibus urbcs,

<->ppida, rura, casaa, vioos, c.astella jieragraus,
Ouini.\ depulsis sanabat corpora niorbi.s.

Sedvuvs,"

In ilieae days we not infrequently trace

instructed to

dish, drop it

well with it."

spectral appoiirances, or what seem such, to

the supper of underdone pork-chops, or the
too lilieral iiidulg<>nce in indigestible sweets

and •'
triiles" :

—our Saxon ancestors ha<l a
most remarkable cure, or rather preventive,
for we aro told,—

*' Let those who suffer apparitions eat lion's

flesh, and they will nut after that suff-rr any
apparition !" It must have been rather difH-

cult in those days, when tho Regent's Park
collection was not in being, to procure tho

requisite lion-steak or chop for tho dinner

of a Siixou troubled with spectral illusions.

The researches of the Acclimatiz-ition Society
have not even yet induced them to place lion

cutlets upon the table by the side of their

camel's hump. But lions aro made useful in

another w^ay. For sore of the ears we are
" take lion's suet—melt it in a

into the ear
;

it will soon be

Modern doctors will probably

suggest that the suet of tho homely swine or

innocent sheep will suffice instead of that of

the royal bea.st.

I

Where we shut an insane person in gentle

restraint, and amuse him with pleasant walks

[

and gardens, and, in the proper season, balU
and charades, the Saxons, wi><ely or unwisely,

gave a drink. This is a drink for one " fiend

sick," OS the Saxons phrased it—to be drunk,
observe—" out of f church bell."

"
Githrife, cynoglossuni, yarrow, lupin, be-

thony, attorlothe, c^ossDck, flower-de-luce, fen-

nel, church lichen, lichen of Christ's mark (or

cross), lovage ;
work up the drink off clear

ale, sing seven masses over the worts, atid

garlic and holy water, and drip the drink into

every drink which he will subsequently drink,
and let him sing the Psalm " Bcaii immacu-

lati, and Ex-surgat, and Salnim mc far, Dcus, and
then let him drink the drink out of a church-

bell, and let the mass priest after the drink

sing this over him— " l)omiit' Sanctt-, Pater

Omnipotciis" (referring to a formula of bene-

diction, several of which are found in the

missals).

In another receipt for a lunatic, we are

told to sing masses over the drink com-

pounded with foreign alo and holy water,
with y.irrow, gentian, fennel, and other herbs—and the lunatic is to "

give alms, and ear-

nestly pray GchI for His mercies." Who shall

daro to say whether to tho prayers and the

Jilms should not belong tho merit of the cure,
if cure was wrought I The drinking out of

the church-bell was one thing, but the singing
of masses and tho benediction wore others,

and far different
; and who will dare to deny

the possibility of their wonder-wc:king power !

With the good S;iXons, *fouy'' is treated
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as a disease, and classed with "mental va-

cancy." Surely, if folly is to be read in our

sense of the word, the Leeches of Saxon- days
must have had practice enough, and would

scarcely need to foster a business by sending
out bottles of coloured water to imaginary

patients, as did Dickens' inimitable com-

panions, Bob Sawyer, late JNockemoff, and

his friend Mr. Robert Allen.

We are apt to trace " folly" in many in-

stances to the free use of malt liquor ;

—with

the beer-bibbing Saxons, ale and cassia and

lupins, with alexanders and other herbs, are

compounded in the usual manner, with holy

water, and given as a drink against lunacy
and folly !

*' A good drink against the devil," is com-

pounded as follows :
—" A mickle handfull of

sedge and gladen, put them into a pan,

pour a mickle bowlfull of ale (ale again !)

upon them
;

boil half, rub fine twenty lib-

corns, put them into it
;

this is a good drink

against the devil."

The following should be carefully noted by
would-be explorers in Central Africa, by
dwellers in the wilds of Notting Hill, or other

places where garrotters do congregate.
" He who would travel an overlong way,

let him have with him on the journey the

herb known by the name ^/jotcXeio (heraclia),

(the Saxon has it hejiacleam), and by another

name—then he dreadeth not any robber, but

the wort puts them all to flight."

Really the police force should obtain this

wonderful wort ! It would be a more eflScient

weapon than their staflf, with which they so

valorously attack the shins of drunken men.
We are informed, by the way, that " Mercu-
rius" protected

" Ulixes the chieftain" when
he came to Circe,

"
by giving him feltwort

{Verhascum thapsus)y and that afterwards he
dreaded none of her evil works. "

Here is a remedy which, as the advertisers

of nostrums would say, cannot be too widely
known. Only let it be true, and peace and

quiet may be no strangers even in a household

overbrimming with children. Here it is.

"If any child be vexed, then take thou
the same wort (he is speaking of smearwort,
Aristolochia clematis), and smoke it with this ;

then wilt thou render it the gladder
"

!

It seems that the same wort is a remedy
against adder's bite, ulcers on the nose, poison,
and—devil-sickness !

The Croton oil plant (Ricinns comvmnis),
chiefly known to ua by the very powerful
efi"ect8 it produces upon one's tender flesh,

would seem to be a sadly undervalued wort, if

we are only to trust our Saxon forefathers,
and we recommend the following passage to

the consideration of the Board of Admiralty,
and to all mariners, "ancient" or juvenile.

" For hail and rough weather to turn them

away, if thou havest in thy possession this

wort, which is named ricinus (and which is

not a native of England), or if thou hangest
some seed of it in thine house, or have it or

its seed in any place whatsoever, it tumeth

away the tempestuousness of hail, and if thou

hangest the seed on a ship, to that degree
wonderful it is, that it smootheth every tem-

pest." This wort is also to be invoked as

follows:—"Wort ricinus, I pray that thou be

at mine songs, and that thou turn away hail

and lightning-bolts, and all tempests, through
the name of Almighty God, who hight thee to

be produced ;
and thou shalt be clean when

pluckest this herb."

But for all wonder-working herbs commend
us to that seeming-simple inhabitant of our

gardens, the periwinkle. The list of virtues

belonging to this wort are completely over-

whelmmg; and if one's whole lifetime were

devoted to the plucking and distributing of

this herb amongst one's fellow-creatures it

would scarcely be wasted—only supposing the

Saxon herald of the magician periwinkle to

have spoken sooth.
" This wort, which is named priapiscus, and

by another name vinca pervinca, is of good

advantage for many purposes ; that is to say,

first, against devil-sickness, and against snakes,

and against wild beasts, and for various vHshes,

and for envy, and for terror, and tliat thou

may have grace; and if thou hast this wort

with thee thou shalt be prosperous, and ever

acceptable." Then comes the invocation,
" This wort thou shalt pluck thus saying,

* I

pray thee, vinca pervinca, thee that art to be

had for thy many useful qualities, that thou

come to me glad, blossoming with thy main-

fulness ;
that thou outfit me (so) that I may

be shielded, and ever prosperous, and un-

damaged by poisons and by wrath.' When
thou shalt pluck this wort thou shalt be free

from every uncleanness ;
and thou shalt pluck

it when the moon is nine nights old, and

eleven nights, and thirteen nights, and thirty

nights, and when it is one night old."

When we leave the nostrums and commence
the perusal of the "charms," we find very many
curious ceremonies. These charms in reality

seem to have been nothing more nor less than

religious ceremonies, with a dash of super-
stition thrown in amongst much faith and

reverence for holy things. We can imagine
the working of these charms giving occasion

to our simple forefathers of a holiday, and a

spectacle, both so dear to all nations and

peoples.
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Hero is a charm for bewitcheil laiul.

"Hero iH the remedy. How thmi mayest
atnond thine acres, if they will not wax well, or

if therein anything improper have been done l>y

sorcery or witchcraft. Take thou at night,

ero it dawn, four turfs on the four qu.irturs of

the land, and mark how tlioy fornu-ily ntood.

Then take <^il, and honey, and barm, and milk

of every cattle which is on the land, and part

of every tree which is found on the land—
except hard beaus—aiid part of every wort

known by name—except the bucklwan only—
and iidtl to thorn holy water, and then drip of

it thrice on the place of the turf, and then say
those words :

— *Crem-ite (that i.s, wax) et imilti-

j)li<-amini (that in, and multiply), if rr)>l>(r

(that Is, and till) terrain (that is, this earth),

<C'>:' In nomine, t^c. And Niy the Paternoster

an often as the other formula ;
and after that

bear the turfs to church, and let a mass-pricat

sing four niafsos over the turfs ;
and let the

green surface be turned towards the altar
;
and

then let the turfs be brought to the places

where they were before ere the setting of the

8un. And let the man have wrought for him
four crosses of quickbeam, and let him write

upon each end '

Matthew, Mark,' itc. ;
let him

lay the cross of Christ upon the lower part of

the pit (from whicli the turfs have been taken
?),

and then say, Cpux nuircheus, Cpux niapcus,

C'pu\ lump, (.'pu\ Sep. lolianiu'p. Then take the

turfs and set them down therein, and say nine

times these words: *Crescitc,' (as before),

and the Patcmosftr as before, and then turn

eastward and lout down nine times humbly,
and say these words ;

—
*I stand towards the east,

Kor praec I entreat
;

I pray the Lord glorious,
I pray the Lord good and preat,
I pray the Huly Heaven's Kuler

;

E.'irtlj I pray
And Iliaron above,
And the so. .th,

Saintly Mary,
An<l Heaven's might
That I may this gibberish.

By p-ace of the Lord,
With teeth disclose,

Thiougli firmness of thought,
Wake up the (wantin:^) crops
For our worldly weal ;

Fill up the fields of earth

With firm belief;

Prank forth these graasy plains,
As said the prophet.
That he on earth honour should hare,
Whoso his alms
Hath dutifully dealt out—
Doing his Lord's will.'

Then turn thyself thrice according to the sun's

course, and then stretch thyself OJit along and
there coimt the litanies (every saint's name

counting as one), and then say the Tcr S<itictus

to the end ; then sing the BeuefiiciU, with

arms extendoil, and the Mntjnltlut, and the

I'liternostcr, thrice, and commend it to

Christ, St Mary, and the Holy Rood, for

love and reverence and for grace for him who
owneth the land, and for all those who are

subject to him. When all that is done,
then lot one t ike strange seed of almsmen and

give thorn twice as much as was taken from

them, and gather all his plough apparatus to-

gether ; then let him bore a hole in the plough-

beam, and put therein styrax, and fennel, and

hallowed soap, and hallowed salt ;
then take

the seed as above and put it on the body of

the plough. Then say,

fpce ! ep<'i' ! »-pce !

••opl>a;ii nu>N»|i T;eiiiiiie, kc.

' Erce. Krce. Erce.

M-ther earth—
May the Almighty grant thee—
The eternal Lord,
Acres waxing
With sprouts wantoning.
Fertile, brisk creations.

The rural crops
And the broad crops of barley.
And the white wheaten crops,
And all the crops of earth

Grant the owner,—God Almighty
And His hallows— in heaven who are—
That his farm be fortified

'Gainst all fiends, 'gainst each one,

And may it be embattled round,
'Ghiinst baleful blastings every one.

Which sorceries may through a land sow.

Now I pray the wielder of all,

Him who made this world of yore.
That there be none so cunning wife.

That there be none so crafty man.
Who shall render weak and null

Words 80 deftly-neatly said.*

Then let one drive forward the plough, and

cut the tirst furrow. Then say,
' Hail to thee ! mother earth.

Mortals maintaining,
Be growing and fertile.

By the goodness of God,
Filled with fodder,
Our folk to feed.'

Then take meal of every kind, and let ome

bake a broad loaf as big as will lie within his

two hands, and knead it with milk and with

holy water, auil lay it under the tirst furrow.

Then say,
' Land fille<l with fodder,
M:uikind to feed ;

Brightly blooming,
Blessed beciirae thou,
For ihe holy name
Of Him who heaven created.

And this earth.

On which we live.

M.ay the G^kI who made there grounds
Gr«nt to us His gr-iwing grace,

That t4i us of corn each kind

May come to good.'
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Then say thrice Crescite, In nomiite, <fcc., Bene-

dicite. Amen, Pattrnoster, thrice."

Here is another charm.
" To recover cattle.

"A man must sing this, when one hath

stolen any one of his cattle. Say before thou

speak any other word,
' Bethlehem was bright,

the borough wherein Christ was bom : it is

far-famed over all earth. So may this deed

be in the sight of men notorious per cructni

Ghristi.' Then pray three times to the east,

and say thrice,
* May the Cross of Christ bring

it back from the east ;' and turn to the west

and say,
*

May the Cross of Christ bring it

from the west
;

' and to the south, and say

thrice,
' May the Cross of Christ bring it back

from the south
;

' and to the north, and say,
* The Cross of Christ was hidden and has

been found. The Jews hanged Christ : they
did the worst of deeds: they concealed what

they were not able to conceal. So never

may this deed be concealed. Per crucem
ChristV"

Here follows another charm for the same
end. Perhaps some reader can throw light

upon the name, "Garmund," mentioned

therein, and inform us who he was, and why
mentioned in connection with the lost cattle.

" Charm to find lost cattle.

"Neither stolen nor hidden be aught of

what I own
; any more than Herod could our

Lord. I remembered St. Helena, and I re-

membered Christ on the cross hung ; so I think
to find these beeves, not to have them go far,
and to know where they are, not to work them

mischief, and to love them, not to lead them
astray. Garmund, thou servant of God, find

me those beeves, and fetch me those beeves,
and have those beeves, and hold those beeves,
and bring me those beeves, so that he (the

misdcer) may never have any land to lead
them to, nor ground to bring them to, nor
houses to keep them in. If one do this deed
let him avail him never. Within three nights
I will try his power, his might, his main, and
his protecting crafts. Be he quite wary, as
wood is wary of fire

;
as thigh of bramble or

thistle, he, who may be thinking to mislead
these beeves, or to mispossess these beeves."

For catching a swarm of bees—
" Take some earth, throw it with thy right

hand under thy right foot, and say,
* I take

under foot, and am trying what earth avails
for everything in the world

; and against spite,
and against malice, and against the mickle

tongue of man, and against displeasure.'
Throw over them

swarm, and say,
'
Sit ye my ladies, sink,
Sink ye to earth down

;

some gravel where they

Never be so wild

As to the woods to fly.

Be ye as mindful of my good as every man is of meat
and estate.'

"

Such are a few of the charms in which our

simple, honest forefathers believed ;
and when

we look round about us, in these days of

spiritualism, of mesmerism, of table-rapping
and table-turning, of quackery and humbug,
are we not inclined to say of our Saxon fore-

bears—we have in things unholy superstitions
as gross as theirs ;

but in things holy, where,
oh where is their faith ?

With them, religious observances were the

illuminated pages bound up with and beautify-

ing the volume of their lives. With us, they
are too frequently regarded merely as pictures

to be looked at now and then, and forgotten in

the intervals of working existence.

FOR THE SAKE OF UNIFORMITY.

" I AJi come to that time of life," paid a

friend of mine to me one day,
"
when, if I

were living in England, and unmarried, I

should, according to an old song,
'

go about

to cards and to tea.'
" In Germany this means

going about to knit and to drink coffee, and

becoming what they there call a regular Kaflfee

Schwester. " Like most of this genu.s," she

continued,
" I love a little gossip immensely,

and although we do not, in our small circle,

invariably praise our acquaintance, yet we are

pretty free, 1 trust, from indulging in that

species of industrial amusement, called '

pick-

ing one's neighbours to pieces.' To me,
living as I do alone, the monotony of seven

winter months, and the amount of house life

they necessitate, have often been most agreeably
varied by occasional friendly reunions of this

kind. I was present lately at one of these

coffee parties. Our company was a mixed one,

composed of Germans and English, but of

course all ladies. Our hostess had just drawn
our attention to a newly-contrived cofiee-

making machine, which she had recently pur-

chased, and which was bubbling and hissing

away upon the table.
" There is a moment of intense interest

approaching," said she,
" at which that minia-

ture Vesuvius of ground coffee contained in

the glass bowl will overflow, and its lava de-

scend in the shape of what I trust you will

all pronounce to be excellent coffee, not like

the flat-tasting thick fluid you often get in

England, but distilled from fresh home-roasted

berries, whose aroma is something delightful
in itself. But, if you will like to witness tliis

amusing eruption, ladies," continued she,
" I

must beg you to sit round the table for the
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Bake of uniformity, as well as that you may
be better tniiblctl to gut a good view uf my
little volcano."

"
Ah," reuiiirkeJ an oM liuly incHont,

"
your ubderviilion on uniformity, rcmiuilrt

me but too painfully of a circumHt:iuce that

occurred iu my family about a <iu:irter of a

ceutury ago, and which I will, with your per-

miiision, rt-latu, as hoou as the furyl of the

small mountain has Bi>ent itself, without doing
Serious dam.igo I tnist to the surroumling por-

Ctlaiu, which, bythc-by, is extremely t;uiteful

and pretty."

*' '

Yes, the eye mujit be consulted !
—the

.stack of chimneys shall be place<i in the

centre of the roof of the new building,' said

my husband to rao one moruing, looking md-

denly up from his bo<jk, now nearly ihu-ty

years ago," began the oKl lady.
" ' If I Could have foreseen that our olive

branches would have become so numerous,

wife, 1 should have built the house largo

enough to accommodate your nine children

at first. However, I have seen the archi-

tect's plan, and the Gothic ajlditiou looks

well enough on paper, but in spito of what

'r

G. says, the flues must bo arranged to-

gether iu the centre, for the sake of uni-

formity.' Ho had been studying Ruskin.

Oh ! dear, what a sad memory mine is be-

coming !
—it could not of course have been

him, for ho had not written any Ixjoks then ;

Well, ho had Ix^en reading some book of the

same kind as Ruskin writes now, and his head
was full of Gothic, Eliaibethan, early and

latt», ornamental and plain
—and iu short all

sorts and styles of architecture, whoso dif-

ferent merits ho was mentally «.li.scussing.

Poor dear Edward I
— he w^as a man of such

good taste, such appreciation of the beautiful

in nature as well as in .-irt ! Well, to go on

with my .story. The proposed alteration had

long been completed, and we congratuLited
ourselves that our iiicroa.sed accommo<iation

had not been purchased at the expense of any
doi,T"ee of good taste, for indeed the late ad-

dition had rather euh.anced than detracted

from the beauty of our house. About two

years after this ch.\nge had been made, I was

lying one night in the latter part of February
on a sofa in our drawing-room at the Grange,
the name of our place, which I have forgotten
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to mention. Our neighbourhood was an ex-

posed one on the coast of Yorkshire, and the

country had looked particularly gloomy on

the day of which I speak, as it always did in

bad misty weather. Yes, it did seem very

dreary that day, with its louring heavy sky,
across whose dark horizon the seagulls were

wheeling aud squealing in numbers. The

barometer had gone down to nothing ; every-

thing and everybody appeared to be in a state

of depression ;
and an unusual and ominous

stillness prevailed towards sunset, if that can

be called such, which left us scarcely darker

than we were before ; the atmosphere, I re-

member, was unaccountably warm for the time

of year. I was lyiug, as I have already said,

on the sofa. The fine cedars in front of our

house, which had been swaying and moaning
and shivering all the eveniug, now becoming
more demonstrative as the storm commenced,
began to fling their beautiful long green arms

about, occasionally striking our windows and

walls, as if wishing to warn us of some coming
catastrophe. Since that time there is some-

thing of a tragic meaning conveyed to me in

the way the dear old trees throw their branches

about, even when stirred by the slightest

breeze,
—now bending their graceful boughs so

low as to touch the daisies nestling in the

mossy sward beneath them, now dancing joy-

ously up to brush the roses which cluster in

twos and threes along and around our walls,
and peep in upon us through the panes of the

muUioned windows of our drawing-room look-

ing on the lawn. Lying there and listening
to the fitful gusts of wind and the hurried

spattering of rain-drOi»s against the glass, I

was thinking how comfortable it was to be
there by i warm cheerful fire, with a bright

lamp burning on the table, and an interesting
took at hand, whilst all was so miserable in

the world outside my luxurious home. My
husband had retired early with a bad cold,
and my daughter Mary, the eldest of the nine

children, had just kissed me, and wished me
good night. After her depai-ture, I had taken

up my book, and soon became so interested in

it. as to forget even how comfortable I was
;

at last I must have fallen asleep, lulled by the

rising and falling sounds of the night, having
read on to a late hour,

—for I was dreaming of

being in a vessel at sea, in a storm too, for

the ship was rolling and tossing finely, the

booming of the waves deafening, and sea birds

screaming over my head,—till I was suddenly
awakened by what I imagined to be the firing

of great guns, and a general rumbling and

grinding of chains on deck. Starting up, I

discovered that, though on terra firma, my
candles had burnt down almost to their sockets.

and that there was verily a sound of rum-

bling and crashing and knocking about in

the house itself. Hastily snatching up a light,

I opened the door and reached the landing-

place before it. There I was met by strong
blasts of wind, which gave mo the impressidn
that half the doors and windows must be open,

my candle was at once rudely extinguished,
and I stood in the dark listening to the alarm-

ing and strange sounds mentioned, which were

now forming a running bass accompaniment
to screams, wild cries, and exclamations of

wonderment and dismay. What could have

happened ! Could thieves, taking advantage of

the disturbance caused by the warring of the ele-

ments, have broken into the house, and had my
husband fired upon them, or worse, they upon

him, and—horrible thought !
—was it possible,

was it probable that some one had been killed

in the struggle ! Half wild with fear, and

filled with the worst anticipations of danger,
I groped my trembling way along the wall,

feeling as I crawled, with my hand against it

to guide me, when all at once something
came in contact with my fingers

—something

fleshy and warm. Good heavens !
—what

could it bo !
—a hand. My blood began to

freeze—yes—another hand. And immediately
I felt myself seized by somebody, who must

have been advancing as stealthily as myself,
and as noiselessly, owing to the general

uproar around us. "Only spare me," I gasped
with scarcely audible voice, "and you shall

have everything you want," convinced for the

moment that I was in the custody of some

ticket-of-leave man.

"'Emily, dearest; I only want to know
that my own love is safe,' to my inexpres-
sible relief cried the voice of my husband,
which had never sounded so musical to my
ears before, unless indeed it was at the time

when he first proposed to me. Come what

would, he, at least, was unharmed. In my
joy at finding that Edward was all right, I

had actually forgotten the poor children—but

only for an instant, for they soon reminded

me of their presence, and probable danger, by
the numerous cries and ejaculations on all

sides.
* ' ' Mamma, papa, where are you ? Are you

both killed !
—where are we V

" The clamour had awakened the baby, a boy
of six months old, possessing remarkably strong

lungs, and who was, to make matters more

intelligible, screaming his loudest in the arms

of nurse, who was vainly endeavouring to

quiet him. After some difficulty, we suc-

ceeded in collecting together the terrified

group of nightgowned little ones, and more

I difficult still, in the dark, we managed to
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count them. They were all there, auJ all

right, Havo oue— our Bccoud youiigoat, the

dear little pet of the family, and • the moon-

faced il.uling of all.'

•• '

Where, where is she,' I ciiud,
' whore

is Annie <

'

demanding hir of the others, iw if

they were a wild tribe of wivagus, who liad

purloined and ni;ide away with th>' child.

" '

Oh, mamma,' exclaimed Mary, who wa«

quite a Hocoud mother to the rest,
' don't

you know ? If you will recollect, you said

yourself that she *;us not to »U;ep in the

nursery with nurse ami baby, or indeed near

any of the others, and Doctor Brown naid this

morning that »he wiw to be kept apart from

the rest for fwir of infection.'

* It was tnie ;
the fright had caused my

forgetfulnesa of a fact, the remembrance of

which now tilled me with more intense alarm.

The clear child was sutTering from meiwlos,

and hiul been removed to sleep in a room ad-

joining that in which our two other women
servants slept, and which was in the new part

of the building. We soon perceived that it

was from this qyarter that the sounds which

torritied us so much were proceeding. After

some trouble and starching, we at length

found a lantern in the kitchen, wliich light-

ing, wo all hurried to the part of the house in

question. Arriving at the servants' room, we
encountered the maids, who, wringing their

hands, were sUindiug in mute despair, gazing

helplessly, and with an almost supernatural
dreal to know the worst depicted on theii'

countenances, at the door of the room whore

the little girl had been placed for the

night. They had made no attempt to open
it

; and to our united eti'orts it would not

yiiild,
—some heavy substance appeared to

block it up, and wo could only get it sufli-

ciently apart to discover that the apartment
was full of fallen rubbish, and that clouds of

dust were whirling about in the hurricane

that seemed toV lill it. Bad as our worst con-

jectures might be, at least .suspense and duubt

were yet worse to bear ;
and rushing headlong

down the stairs, we reached the garden, and

fetching a ladder from the tool-house, placed
it against the wall, and climbing to the win-

dow, my husband first, then I, and lastly

Mary, managed to got into what had been

once a bed-room—now nothing but four walls,

enclosing a jumbled mass of scattered bricks

and mortar, plaster, broken chimney i)ot.s,

beams of wood and broken bits of rafters,

oTer all a blinding cloud of dust, wmch pre-
vented us from seeing more distinctly the

e.xact nature of the di.siuster. "Wliere—where
shoulil we search for our little one. All hope
of the possibility of her safety had died away

in ourheartn. It would, howovor, be a melan-

choly satisfaction to us to hud the poor little'

mangled bi>ly, and to be able to consign it to

a decent grave. At length our eyes becoming
more accustomed to the state of things, wo
discovered that the ceiling liad fallen in, and

had covered the floor with its lUbris, and that

in the place where our child's l>ed had bUxrI,

there was an enormous pile of rubbi.sh.

•''Hark!' cried Edward, with a start,
'
listen all <jf you. Don't you hear something ?'

Yes, we all heard, what ?
—a voice I yes, a

child's voice ; but oh, ho low and faint, and as

if she was half suffocated, came the voice of

our poor Annie from under the pile of rubble

which reached from the floor up to a hole in

the roof, from which fragments of laths and of

mortar were still falling. Can 1 ever describe,

or forget the delight, the rapture of that hap-

piest of happy moments when wo first knew
that our darling was still alive ! But this

was not the time to indulge this sensation of

grateful and overpowering joy, for there was

work to be done, and this wo found to be of a

difficult and dangerous nature, for with every

attempt to remove the rubbish, so as to make
an opening for the child's escape, th« mass

threatened to collapse and fall into the cavity,

and in this case even the larger loo.se stones

would be sufficient to cru.sh out the little life

now doubly tUnic to us.

" ' Mamma, papa, take Annie out. Annie

will be good,' cried the poor little thing, now

scjircely able to make itself heard.

"With trembling hand-s, but with glad heartg,

we set Ciiutiously to work, and after some

hours of caref\d and skilful endeavour, our

efforts were crowned with success, and we wore

enabled to pull the now almost lifeless little

creature through the small aperture we had

ventured to make. Our precious Annie soon

recovered after we had taken her down into

the air. By this time the morning h.ad

dawned, and the song birds which frequented
our garden bursting into joyou.s chorus, seemed

to us to be otfering grateful praise in unison

with our own hearts, for the deliverance

of our beloved child. You may be sure

that Annie became now a greater pet than

ever. Edward, poor dear man, never forgave

himself, haviug .sufl"ered his tiste for the

picturesque to bring about such a calamity

as this might have proved. The chimneys
had IxMjn ill-advisedly placed, and the violence

of the storm dislo<iging them, one or two of

the stacks had fallen on the roof, and knocked

a hole in it, through which the wind h-ad en-

tered, and done its work of havoc in no time—
first, however, happily turning over Annie's

little tent bed, and thus mercifully burying
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the child alive as it were. The accident had

occurred in that part of the roof immediately

over the sleeping child, and but for this, she

must have perished. My husband cared much

less after this how things looked, as long as

they were safe. And in bidding you adieu,

my friends," said the old lady, rising, "I offer

you the advice, he so repeatedly gave to his

children—never to do anything merely for

the sake of uniformit5^"
' ' Her tale left such an impression upon us

all, that I for one, shall never hear the raging

of the storm without thinking of her
;

and

let me impress upon you, my dear friends,"

said my relator, "to remember yourself the

moral of her little story." Readers, do the

same.
Margaret Swayne.

ARETHUSA AND ALPHfiUS.

To the nearest stream she hastens.

Hot and eager from the chase,

Lays aside her bow and quiver
In a shady shelter'd place ;

Lays aside her cap and feather,

Loosens all her golden curls,

From her waist unbinds the girdle,

From her neck the string of pearls ;

All unties her silken bodice—
Oh, the dazzling sight, to see

Shoulders, neck, and bosom fairer

Than a mortal maid's may be :

While her amorous ringlets, loosen'd

From their gleaming braids above.
Fall upon her neck in rapture,

Swathe her snowy breast in love.

Like a thin white cloud that passes
From before the full-orb'd moon,

Like a mist that hides the sunshine.
But is scatter'd ere the noon.

Robe and vestment rustle from her

At the touch of lily-hands,

And in all her naked beauty
On the mossy brink she stands.

Eiver-god Alpheus, lying
In his crystal cave below,

Saw the naked nymph approaching.

Softly footed as the snow. ^,

Soon as snow his heart was melted

With the sudden warmth of love,

And he sprang at once to clasp her

In the running waves above.

But she started at his presence,
Fled away in shame and fear.

Over hill and over valley,

Fleetly as the flying deer.

He, more heated by disaster,

Follow'd fast with many a bound,
Over hill and over valley,

Fleetly as the flying hound.

Skimming through scquester'd places.

Gleaming over meadows green,

Darting intermittent flashes

Where the pine trees intervene ;

All on tiptoe, scarcely bending

Any blade of grass that grew,

Fled the startled nymph, bewailing

Love thus cruel to pursue.

Now the narrow space between them

Seem'd to widen as she ran,

And her trembling heart took courage.

Strong as when the race began ;

But her weak limbs, worn and weary,

Strove to keep the course in vain,

Falter'd, while the reeling distance

Wrought a tumult in her brain.

In a breath, the god advancing
Bent to kiss his well -won prize ;

But the ever-chaste Diana

Heard her troubled virgin's cries :

And the fair nymph, Arethusa,

Started from the god's embrace ;

Then a nymph, but now a'river,

Eager for the harmless chase.

Through the green and pleasant valleys.

Stretching miles and miles away,
Flow'd the river, Arethusa,

^ever weary, night or day.

And with ceaseless murmurs swelling.

Swerving both to left and right,

Eiver Alpheus, never weary,
Follow'd many a day and night.

Through the secret silent channels.

Deep and deeper evermore.

Underneath a hundred cities.

Spanning seas from shore to shore,

Still she kept her course unwearied,
Still the amorous god pursued,

Till, in some propitious moment.

Wooing, not in vain he woo'd.

And their happy streams united

On the fair Sicilian shore

Else, and flow thus on for ever.

To be parted nevermore.
G. COTTEKELL.

-^

FOUND DROWNED.
A Story in Four Chapters. By R. Arthur

Arnold.

chapter II. SIR HUGH ELSDALE, BARONET.

In March an incident had occurred at

Poonah to which Mr. Tyler's letter may be

traced. A corporal's guard of the— Regiment
had been told off to trace, and if possible to

bring back, a deserter to head-quarters. Cap-

tain Malloy had given the order. He was

sitting in his bungalow enjoying a cheroot,

when the following dialogue was forced upon
his unwilling attention by a serjeant.

<«
Sir,
—Hugh Page has deserted."

"A good riddance, I should think, a lazy

blackguard," muttered the captain.
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««ye8, sir."

" Better send a guard after hiiii, if you
think you can catch him."

*'
Yes, hir," replied the saluting and re-

treating herjeant.

Hugh Page had deserted, and Mr. Tyler
was more immediately the cansu of it than

anybo<ly else. I'iig'" bore a Lad clmract<T in

the regiment, though regarded aH Bomethin:,' of

a scholar by his comrades. Ho had been ac-

countant to a planter until ho was convicted

of embezzltment and impriitoned at Agra.
Then he was a loafer at Calcutta

; thi-n, after a
night of drunkenness, he took the shilling, and
joined Hit Majesty's — Itegiment. Hl- had
fought well through the battles of the Mutiny,
he saw Outram and Havelock enter Luck now,
and he ha<l cheered brave Sir CmUu

; but he
w:m the blackguard of his company, always
"up" for misconduct, until the black-holo of
the barracks had come to be known throughout
his regiment im "Pago's Hole." He could

road au<l write well, was sharp and intcllij^iiit,
—

when he was solier.
"

In appearance he was a

most iunocent-looking lad, with long thin

limbs, and withevident marks of breeding in his

features. The only hair uihiii his face was a

reddish brown moustache. lleha«l a debo.shed

air, which, however, seemed rather listless and

worn out, than vicious. No one would have

gue.s.sed he had been a convicted felon, yet any
oue would have ^hrunk from placing iustjiut

confidence iu him.

This was the man, who, the day before at

the canteen, had taken up a cnjy of the Bom-

bay '1 inu's, anil stumbled upon the following

advertisement,—

TO
nUGH KLSD.\LE.—If Iluph Elsdale. son of

the late Colonel Hiitrb KUil.ilf. of Her .Uajeaty't—
Laiict'P*, will apply to the umiersigncd, ho will re-

ceive iiifuriuation resi)ecting a title and estates which
he has inherited. Any person giving information to

the undersigned concerning the wbercibouta or death

of the alxwe-nientiuned Hugh Eisdnle will Ix; baad-

goiuely rewarded.

ADQUSTrS TYLFR. Solicitor.

0(3, liedfonl Bow, Loudoo, England.
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He understood the situation in a moment :

knew that he, Hugh Page, private in Her

Majesty's — Regiment, was now Sir Hugh
Elsdale, Bart.

, of Ambleton Place. He didn't

faint or shout : in fact, he behaved in quite a

common way, for he ordered a large glass of

rum, and drank it off. Had he been trained

to the part, he might possibly have lived a

fair life as a gentleman of property. Indif-

ference had been his ruin
;
circumstances drove

him hither and thither, and when once or

twice they had got him in a corner, he had

fought his way out, not according to law.

Poor miserable wretch as he was, he was not

quite sure as he staggered out of the canteen

that he felt glad of the change in his position.

He knew he must desert, and go some
how or other to England ;

he had pride enough
to resolve that no one who had known him as

Hugh Page should know him by his real name
and title. So there was no road but desertion.

He walked up to the barracks, the evenijig air

steadying his brain
; fortunately no one was in

the room where his chest stood, or they might
have suspected his intentions, on seeing him
make a bundle of his things, knotting them in

a red handkerchief. Last of all he took from
his chest a small oblong box, which looked

like a woman's work-box, and placed this care-

fully in the breast of his coat. Cautiously

looking round, he left the barracks, and was
soon concealed in an adjoining jDatch of jungle.
There he lay tUl the night was well advanced.

Probably he thought more while lying in the

high grass than he had ever thought be-

fore. Once or twice he took the box from
his breast, and examined its contents

; these

were a packet of letters, and two locks of

hair carefully wrapped in paper. It was
some time after his mother's death that he
obtained possession of this box. When he
was dismissed from Agra jail he had made

inquiries as to whether any of his mother's

property had been left to him
;

he knew that

she had died far from her home, almost upon
the battle-field. In reply, he received this

box, addressed to him by his mother. Among
the letters were many from his father to her-

self, full of boyish afiection, and there were
some addressed to her after her marriage. In
the packet was the Colonel's commission, and

Hugh's certificate of baptism. Evidently Ruth

Page had insisted and the colonel had yielded
the incognito at this point, for the certificate

was in due form, and described Hugh as the

son of Colonel Hugh, and Ruth Elsdale his

wife. Hugh well knew that the hair was that

of his father and mother. But this reflection

did not excite any grave or reverent feeltug in

him
; he didn't feel sad or sorry ; he began

to think he was hungry as he replaced the box,
and probably he would have sold all his birth-

right for a plate of soup and some brandy.
He threw aside his regimental jacket, tore

the piping from his trousers, and left them
with his cap in the grass. Winding a shirt

round his head " turban fashion," he began his

march. Probably the search made for him was

not very strict : in truth, the serjeant ventured

to make still more intelligible to the corporal
what Malloy had muttered to him, and none

were sorry that the regiment was free of Hugh
Page.

In three weeks he was at Bombay, a dusty,

ragged, miserable object. He had resolved to

work his passage to England ;
he was in a

land where nakedness does not imply want, and

is only inconvenient when it becomes inde-

cent. When he walked along the quays, look-

ing at the shipping, he did not crawl with that

fearful footfall wliich we associate with scanty

rags in England, yet he looked weak, and worn,
and wasted.

He stood watching a ship which was being
laden with cotton. One after another the pon-
derous bales swung out and down into the

'

vessel. He saw a man standing against the

foremast of the vessel, whom for a moment and

in his languid way he envied. This man had a

sun-burnt face, curling hair, a huge ruflf of

rather lighter hair beneath his chin, and fram-

ing the lower half of his face from ear to ear ;

he was a fine, strong, handsome fellow : he

was Jack Poulson, mate of the Ulysses, a

barque of 500 tons, which was now taking in

cotton for Liverpool.
" 'Eave that rope off," he shouted to Hugh,

pointing at the same time to a two-inch

hawser that was looped round a post against

which the deserter was leaning. Hugh stooped,

lifted the rope, and unprepared for the weight
with which it rolled over the quay- side, shot

forward head-over-heels into the water.

In an instant Jack's cap and jacket were

thrown off.

" Stand by the rope," he called to a man
near him, and then slid down it just as Hugh
came to the surface, splashing and sputtering

wildly. Jack caught him by the arm, and

they were drawn up the ship's side.

' ' You ain't been across the line, I should

say," was Jack's first comment upon Hugh's

trembling, wretched appearance on deck, where

he lay, death-like in countenance, and shiver-

ing with fright.
" Get him a drop o' rum, Duncan,"

The cook's mate, Jem Duncan, moved off

to get the stimulant, leaving Hugh with Poul-

son, and about half-a-dozen coolies around him,

who, for lack of English sailors, had been en-
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gaged as part of the crew for the nome-voyage.
At present they were only en»ployed in

freighting the ship.

"Well, mate, that wash won't do you any
harm," said Jack, when Hugh was revived by
the rum. "

Now, what port niii,'lit you a

been a cruising for, when you foumierud in

this ere way 1
**

The coolies grinned, but Hugh didn't under-

stand the mate's nautical phntses.
" Where was you a going ! What was your

game i I'd lend yer a hand if I know'd how,"
Jack continued.

Hugh told him he wi.shed to go to England,
and that he'd be very glad to work if any ship
would take him.

" I should say you've been a sojer,'' remarked

Jack, in a tone of the greatest contempt ;

" but I can 'list yer as cap'en's servant, if you
like to ship along of us, I don't want to take

no more of these chaps than I can help," he

continued, nodding at the coolies, who were

talking
"
pigeon English

"
to each other, and

gesticulating ; "a set o' yaller 'ogs to call their-

selves seamen."

Hugh accepted gladly, and for the first

time signed his name "
Hugh Elsdale.

"

The vessel had l)een a month under weigh
on her homeward voyage ; he had got over sea-

sickness, and began to feel stronger and more

hopoful than he had ever felt before. In ap-

pearance ho wa.s an altered man
;
his messmate,

the man with whom he was always to be seen

during the little leisure that his duties allowed

him, was Jem Duncan, the cook's mate.

Like Hugh, Jem had joined the Ulysses at

Bombay. No one knew where he came from.

Evidently this was not his first voyage ; he

could tell stories about London and the srokl-

diggings, and get a knot of seamen about him

very quickly. Yet they were all half-afraid of

Jem, though they liked his yarns. The
second mate, who only made a remark off

duty when he turned his "
quid," had been

once heard to say that Duncan " looked like

a tame shark," and perhaps the description was
more accurate than the ordinary language of

physiognomy will admit of.

Jem was rather above midcUe height, strongly
built

;
in figure he had no points, and yet lie

was not fat; he was broad, hard, and muscular
in body and limbs

;
his head well matched his

body ;
flat at the back, the sides presented a

large surface, with deep, powerful, hairless

cheeks, and rather large ears. There was some-

thing very difl'erent from "cook's mate" written

on Jem's face. The lower part of it was singu-

larly muscular, and perhaps the great charm in

his story-telling was the manner in which his

mouth moved with the recital. His face was

the shape of a dish-cover, and in place of the

handle was a nose tolerably well-formed, but
rather too fleshy to be a handsome feature

;

above it a pair of dark, restless eyes, rather

small, of which "the white" was not very white,
while the central black was very bhick, and over

these a short thick crop of dark brown hair,

straight and coarse. Even Hugh had noticeil

that Duncan rarely looked at any one or any-

thing for more than a moment together, and
never looked at anylwdy while he spoke to them,
but always after ho had finished si)eaking. He
had been rather kiml to Hugh during his first

few days at sea, when the waves of the Indian

Ocean had m.'ule hini sick.

But Jem w;is a man of a most acquisitive
turn of mind ; his first motive in attending
to Hugh had probably been his desire of dis-

covering the mystery which brought a man with

Hugh's features to the position of a skipper's
servant. Then a few words were sufficient to

tell both men that they had not much in com-

mon with those around them. Jem, who
could speak like an educated m:in, running
about with beef and platters, or Hugh, swab-

bing the captain's cabin, looked strangely out

of place. Yet there was an essential difference

between the two men : one was always think-

ing of himself, the other never ; Jem regarded

everytliing from a selfish point of view, and
went through his work like a man who ha<l

trained himself to it from necessity. ^V'^leu

he was tending Hugh during a bad night of

sickness, his first act, when the captain's ser-

vant turned his face to the ship's side in order

to get some sleep, had been to open his bundle.

It contained only two things that Jem regarded
with any interest ;

he turned the old trousers

about and inside out, looking carefully at the

regimental number, and at the broken stitches

where the piping had been torn from the legs ;

then his eye fell upon Hugh's tobacco-box,

which had evidently belonged to Her Majesty,
and was designed to carry ammunition.

" I thought so," muttered Duncan,
"
every

soldier's a fool. Yet I wasn't quite sure that

this one was a soldier, because I didn't know
that ever)' fool joined the army."
He laughed bitterly as he replaced the things

in the bumile, and then sat on a chain box,

slowly tripping the ground with his foot
;

his

arms were folded tightly, and the little of his

face that could be seen, in the dim light of a

distant lantern, looked dark enough to frighten

any one. His lips moved to his thought,
which was almost expressed aloud.

"And haven't I been a fool i or, curse it,

have I had a chance of being better ? Six

years ago I .should have been happy, but for—
then, those two years, harnessed like a jacka.s3,
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aud driven like one, chained like a dog,
their cannon-shot and shell, may they blow

their heads off. Then Sydney : but that

wasn't so bad as Chatham. Now I'm free

again;—free to starve, and poor Kate— Well,
here's for London once more, and the devil to

them that get in my way."

By the time the Ulysses arrived at the

Cape, Jem had so adroitly used his half-know-

ledge of Hugh's antecedents, that the poor
weak creature fancied himself quite in Duncan's

power. Jem had now a stronger reason than he

ever thought to have for using this power so as

to increase Hugh's terrors. He had watched

how carefully Hugh canied about with him
his mother's work-box, aud Jem at once de-

termined that it contained a treasure worth an

effort to obtain.

Again and again he purposely got into con-

versation with Hugh, then put a question di-

rectly or indirectly as to what the box con-

tained. Once Hugh said "it was only letters

from his mother," and as it seemed to Duncan
so likely that such a fool as he held Hugh to

be should carry letters from his mother with

so much care, he would have ceased to ques-
tion him if Hugh had not shortly afterwards

awakened his suspicions by saying they were

letters from "his sweetheart;—his girl, at

home in England."
"
Now, look you here, shipmate," Duncan

replied to this confession, in that tone of alter-

nating menace and coaxing which only men of

his temperament can employ,
"
you're not

treating me on the square. I've only got to

tell the skipper that you're a deserter from the— Regiment, and that I suspect you of having
stolen goods in that box, aud then 'tain't only
me that will know all about it, but everybody
aboard ship, and you'll be lucky if you ain't

in irons in an hour."

Poor Hugh looked the picture of abject

misery.
" Of course I ain't going to do anything of

the sort," continued Duncan
;

" but I ask you,
as a man, is it handsome, the way you're treat-

ing me ? Ain't it enough to make any man blow
on you ? That's all I say."

Hugh gave way naturally, and by the time
the Ulysses was standing up the Irish Channel,
Duncan knew of all his bright hopes, had read all

the letters, thumbed the certificate, drawn the

locks of hair through his fingers, which were
much more delicate than one would have ex-

pected to find upon the hand of the cook's

mate of such a vessel
; and naturally also, this

man, who had despised Hugh for his weakness
and submission, now hated him for his coming
prosperity and wealth.

Night and day, day and night, Jem re-

hearsed the whole story to himself : he felt that

he knew all the characters concerned in it.

Sometimes he even tried not to think of it : he

swore at it : swore at Hugh, then at himself,

and then back again came all the troop. He
coveted Hugh's easy inheritance. On, on,

through his mind, one scene of Hugh's past
and of his future, chased another. He saw

him landing a stranger at Liverpool; a man
who had never been in England before ;

whom
no one knew, who knew no one

;
saw him

reaching Mr. Tyler's oflice, making good his

claim
;
saw him great among the great ;

—
rich,

well-fed, and happy.

Suddenly,—he was in his hammock when the

thought struck him, and made him feel for a

moment as though his spirit had left his body,
so all-pervading was the deadly chill with which

there arose to his mind another scene—a scene

in which he was Sir Hugh Elsdale, Baronet, and

Hugh was— . He didn't complete the idea

definitely at first. Gradually it shaped itself

to him with less and less disturbance. Then

away coursed his thought again, and he was

where he had pictured Hugh. He was feasted,—he was rich,
—he enjoyed his revenge,

—he

was asserting his right, the right which his

natural abilities gave him to be a person of con-

sequence, until at length, when his thought re-

turned again to actual circumstances, he was

aware of a sense of bitter disappointment.
He began to feel that Hugh was defrauding
him of his rights.

"Haven't I read," said he to himself, "that

if you meet a man carrying a gun, and you
have gunpowder and he hasn't any, and can

never get any, that you have a right to take

the gun from him, aud appropriate it to your
ov.-n use 1 And isn't that just my case ? Here's

a fool, an idiot, who has no knowledge of the

value of money or rank, going, by a mere

fluke, to inherit both, while I, who know their

worth and could use them well, must go on

carrying swill to these pigs, or doing sometliing

equally beastly."
When he next met Hugh, his eye fell at once

on the place where the box made his jacket
stand out, and then the doom of his victim

might have been read in the manner in which

he sidled off, afraid to speak to the man who
was always in his thoughts. As yet his mind

was thus far made up—he would do "it;"
but how he should do "it," or where he could

do "
it," had not been determined.

He wished it would be sufficient to steal the

box ;
but then had he not seen Hugh sign his

name ? The mate, Poulson, knew his name, and

Jem Duncan was more afraid of Jack Poulson

than of anyone within reach. For he saw

that Jack didn't like him : he knew that the
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mute understood him. Whenever Jack or-

dered him to do anything, ii was not in the

tone he used to others of the crew
;
ho H[K)ko in

a ileoper, more Hurious voice, which Jvin inter-

preted thuH,— "
1 know whnt Hurt you are,

and I don't want you to give ino a cluinco of

putting you under hatches, but if you do "
It Wiis next to imi)o.s.sible to *lo

"
it

" on

b<jard ship. Duncan saw that, and was ghul.

Yes, glail to ho respited from \vhat ho fult he

must do, and yet shrank from. Ho wa.s re-

joicing in this view of the difficulty when tho

deserter loitered up to where lie stood, Hu'.^h

looked hut little like an EnL;lisiiuian. A life

passed beneatli an Indian Hun had given hLs

face almost the yellow-brown tinge of a Parsee
;

and, but for the colour of his hair and eyes, one

would scivrcely have supposed that he wim an

Auglo-Saxou.
" You'll bo mighty strange when you land,

shan't you/" sjiid Duncan, spitting over tho

vessel's side as .'in excuse for turning away.
" But then you said you'd show me the

way to London,— I'll pay, you know."
" The way to London, man ! Why it's more

than two hundred miles from Liverpool."

Then, after a minute's pause, Duncan added,
•'

I'll .stand by you, never fear that. I know a

nice house in Liverpool, where we'll go directly
we can leave the ship, and have got our

money.
"

Hugh said "
all right," without suspecting

that in these last few words Duncitu had sur-

mounted his greatest difficulty. Ho knew where
he must do "it" now. He felt sick, .as he

]

thought of the house iu Liverpool,—the " nice

house," where he could get a " hocussed !

drink "
for the asking,

—from whence a drunken '

man could be put into a boat, and taken out
to sea, and—disposed of. Yes, it w;ia aU
clear enough now I

iJut the weather w.-vs not. Ever since they
had sighted the Welsh coast a north-westerly
wind had been blowing, and now they were

making due east for the Mersey, with two
reefs iu their mainsail, and ail the topnuist
cauva.s snugly furled. For tho waves were

spla-shing over tho deck of the Ulysses as she

stood olf shore, intending to give the Orme's
Head " a wide berth."

Towards evening tho wind ro.se higher and

higher, straining the sails till tho vessel .seemed

to fly through the boiling waves. The sea

had become white with foam, and hissed .is the

billows skirled away, breaking into spray far

from any object against which to dash their

heads. Every now and then ono would bang
against the ship's side, shaking every bolt

;

then the vessel lurched over as tho wave foameil

across her deck ; then she righted again, and

galloped on ; then met another ware ; theu

her ma^ts seemed idmost to touch tho sea : but
no ! they were up again, with the bellying sail

Happing with the noijie of a gun when it caught
the wind again.

The night was coming on, and the wind h.ul

increiised to a gale. Jack I'oulson said it was
" a gale," as ho stood holding on to tho fore-

mast, looking into the weather. The rain and

spray streamed off his oiLnkin dreas, as he

turned one ear to tho shore, ami sheltering it

with his hand seemed to listen attentively.
" Starboard !

" he .shouted.
" Starboard it is!" came from the helm.
"
Keep her so," returned the mate, and be-

gan to make his way aft. The skip;H:r was
ill

; very ill ; he h.ad not been out of his berth

for days. I'oulson swung himself down be-

low, just to look to the captain, when he saw
Jem Duncan noiselessly appropriating the

captain's life-belt. He w.is strappitig it se-

curely under his arms as tho mate siiid,
—

" You're going to help us ashore, are you ?

Well, you may have a chance before long.'' He
didn't tell the man to take it otl", for Jack
knew the terrible position the ship was in, and
a glance at the captain lying insensible .and mo-

tionless, convinced him that he would never

want his belt ag.iin. Duncan slunk out of tho

cabin as Jack went up to the berth where the

dying man lay. The noise of the storm was

terrible as Poulson gently, with a woman's

touch, smoothed the clothes about him, and
tucked them securely under his shoulders.

In another moment he had p.a.s.sed a thin rope
once or twice before the outside of tho berth,

so that no heeling of the ship could throw tho

sick man out of his bed.

"The Lord save him !

" murmui-ed Jack
;
"if

it's only for tho s;ike of the three little uns

and his good lady."
Then he clambered up on deck. There, too,

was Duncan : not trembling, not afraid, but

standing by the m.iu at the wheel, with a face

so calm that Poulson forgot all his dislike to the

man. Directly he saw Jem's face he thought
that no one on boanl could help him .as this man

could, in what he knew was coming. Yes, knew !

For before he went below he had heard the

surf rolling on the rocks, and now he could «iis-

tinguish the roar without listening attentively.

Dunam had looked about for Hugh, but

couldn't find him. He was not sure what h.ad

been his object in seeking him : yet, in any

crisis, he didn't wish to be out of sight of that

box which he felt contiiined his fortune.
"
Duncan," siiiil Poul.son, close to his car,

"
I see you are a m.an. In less th.au an hour,

if tho wind don't go down, we .shall bo uixjn

the rocks. 2^'ow, if so be as she got lodged,
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she couldn't stay long, for the tide's rising ;
—

but if so be as she did lodge, will you take

your chance of getting ashore with a rope ?

Then, if we couldn't save the vessel, we might

get the hands ashore."

Jem felt the belt round him : he was a good

swimmer, and a very powerful man. He
knew that if what Poulson said did happen,
this was his best chance for life. So he pro-

mised. Making one condition, however, that if
,

he did get the rope ashore the first man to

pass along it should be Hugh Elsdale,
' ' for I

like that poor chap," he said,
"
though he is a

little soft."

Poulson agreed, and began to make prepa-
rations. He tied a light, strong cord round
DnBcan's body, and laid a good, length of it

loose on the deck, fastening the other end to a

stout cable, which Jem was to drag ashore if

he were so fortunate as to escape being dashed

to pieces on the rocks. Some of the crew

stood about them, clinging to parts of the

vessel
;
some with terror in their faces, others

quietly watching how, in spite of all their

efforts, the ship was approaching the shore.

Hugh was quite unmanageable ; he clung to

the mate
;
—told him he was a baronet

;
—that

he had a large estate and would give him a

thousand pounds to save his life.

Jack thought that fear had made him crazy,
and pushed him away, just as the Ulysses,
with a shock that sent Hugh and three sailors

rolling across the deck, grated on to a rock.

It was an awful crisis : and in a moment the

helm was left, and all was disorder.
" Over you go," bawled Poulson, and he

saw Duncan lower himself into the waves,
which were rather less boisterous on the lee

side of the ship, just as he sprang forward, and
with a hatchet cut the main sheet. The main-
mast had broken with the shock, but the sail

still held the wind, and might have drawn the

ship off again. She was filling fast, and Jack
knew that whatever might be their fate, the

Ulysses could never hold together for another

hour.

The seamen were shouting over the vessel's

side, straining their eyes to see Duncan, and

securing everything they could lay their hands
on which would keep them afloat, should they
have to buffet the sea for their lives. The
thin rope was still running over the ship's side,
but then they knew that Duncan's dead body
might be floating down the shore and drao-oin^

it out,

"My God! he's safe," said Poulson, as he
saw a steady pull on the rope, quick, and di-

rectly from the shore. Away went the cable,
their wiUing hands helping it out to the dark
strand where Poulson thought he could see

Duncan drawing it in. At length it stopped :

they pulled gently,—then harder,
—then they

knew it was made fast.
'• Shove him in," roared the mate, pointing

to Hugh, and to a large tub which they had

swung on to the cable. He was pushed in :

three or foiu: men fought to share with him
what they thought to be safety. Poulson was
in the act of pushing the tub off, when the

vessel seemed to fall from under them, as with

a grating jerk it swooped back into the sea.

The cable broke, and almost before the tub

reached the sea, the ship was thrown broadside

on to the rocks, but not to lodge again. She

burst in pieces, like a shell, and the next

minute there were the waves and the rocks,
but of the Ulysses nothing remained but float-

ing spars and timbers.

When the morning broke over the rock-

bound coast, the scud was flying across the

sky at a tremendous rate
;
the sea was dashing

itself upon the shore, and but one man looked

upon the rock where the Ulysses had rested

the night before. He was busy along the

shore : but there was a method in his wreck-

ing which not every one would have under-

stood. He passed chests and bales, and furni-

ture, which had been cast ashore. When he

saw a body, his pace quickened ; he seized the

corpse, looked in its face,
—not pitying, not

tenderly,—but simply disappointed, and hur-

ried on. He had spent hours in this way, untU

at length he saw, as the tide went down, some-

thing fixed between two rocks. In his anxiety
he waded out, reached it, pulled and dragged
it to shore. It was a body which had been aw-

fully battered upon the rocks, but Jem Duncan
knew that it was the object of his search.

From an inner pocket of the dead man's

jacket he transferred a small box to his own.

Then looking down at the corpse, he seemed

satisfied to think that no one could recognise the

features, and muttering "poor devil," left Sir

Hugh Elsdale, Bart., a ghastly object on the

beach.

CHARLES WATERTOX, AND WALTON
HALL
Pap.t I.

A DisTixcnsHED naturalist has just passed

away from among us
;
a man of whom we may

fairly feel proud, and one whose name was

known perhaps even far more widely on the

swampy banks of the South American rivers,

and in the far-off prairies of North Ame-

rica, than it was in this land, where no doubt

his strong attachment to what he believed to

be not merely the creed of his immediate fore-

j fathers, but " the old religion," stood im-

i mensely in the way of his becoming favourably
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kuoiru to society at large, at all ereutx till he

had long past middle age. A ahurt sketch of

the career and the habits of Charles Watertou,
of Waltoii, York, may therefore not be with-

out iiitereat to our readers.

If the moral of Coleridge's "Aucieut Ma-

riner
" be really juBt aud tme, that

He liveth be^t who loveth most
All tiling! both great and iicall,

then it cauuot bo said that Charles Waterton

lived to DO purpoi^e, nor can it be denied that

ho was one of those who made the be«t use of

this fiiir world, and of the pleasant sighta

aud studios which animated nature aOurds to

the observant eye. The students of the na-

tural World, on the whole, are a fortunate :ind

happy and contented race ; their out-of-door

studies have a tendency to prolong life, and

at the same time to calm and to soothe that

feverish unrest of the bniin which carries off

BO many members of hard-worked professions

before they have reached their prime. Lio-

nteus, Butfun, Cuvier, all lived to be old men
;

we have still among us the veteran naturalist,

Mr. Edward Jesse, in the full enjoyment of

all his poweri> and faculties at 85
;

aud
if Charles Waterton has just died at 83,
be it known to all that his death was

hastened on by a fall in his own grounds, while

walking the other day round the edye of his

lake, among his aquatic birJs and the other

feathered and four-legged inmates of his hos-

pitable domain. Well
; such men have quiet

and happy days ; they let the great world

foam and seethe on outside their lives, caring

nothing for politics, for wars aud rumours of

wars, which party is iu and which party is

out, or how cotton or corn stand in the mar-

ket. These things, which engage and trouble

the rest of mankind, scarcely interest them at

all
;

to a new tlower, a rare shell, an aiiim:d

not previously named, a fossil relic disclosing
some great truth or opeuing up some fresh

vista iuto the dim antiquity of man,— to these

things they give themselves with delight and

euthusiaiim. To sliare the feeling one must
be touched with a portiun of the same spirit ;

otherwise it is impossible to comprehend the

charm of their placid existence. In no other

way can we understand the rapture of Liumuus
when he first c;iught sight of a held of English

gorse, with its wavini,' sea of golden blossom,
and then aud there fell down upon his kuecs

and thanked God for the sight ; or the emotion
of the late ISir Robert Schombur;,'h, when he
came uiwu a quiet nook of tlie South Ame-
rican lake aud saw it covereii with the resplen-
dent glories of Victoria Regia. Some may
accoout it ludicrous, rather than sublime,

when they read of the extravagant pleasure
with which Le Vaillaiit ro<ie at last side by
side by the striding camelopard—his gigiintio

frame and gluH»y sijotted hide having beooma
to him a reality, and no fiction. The keen

competition of naturalists fur an unique Hhell

may be a mystery to the world of ordinary
men ; a.«, for example, when a '* ScaUiria prt-

tio»a," caiuing nearly as much excitement aa a

race for the Derby, Is knocked down at last

for a hundred guineas, amid the intense jua-

lousy of rival couchologists. But these entbu-

si;isms are not false nor unfruitful
; they

create the ambition and occupation of men
whose gentle studies benefit the whole world.

Linnaius called botany
" amabilia scicntia,"

and any one of his tribe will claim the fame

name and title for lus own particuLvr path in

that cxhaustleas field.

Happy natures indeed, say we again ; happy
workers these in a world where work of one

kind or another is the very law of our lives.

"Poking" into low-water pools for actinitEj

chipping and hammering among old quarries
and gravel-pits ; hunting the woods aud prairies

on the scent of a new "cryptogam;" running
helter-skelter over hUl and dale after a strange
"
lepidopteron ;

" wild with glee and glorifica-

tion over the idea of a new species, and affixing

to it some name Latinise<l out of associations

with discoverers or personal friends,
—these

nattiralists never cease to be children—in the

sense of keeping the wisdom of children. The
earth Ls always new for them

;
it never palls, it

never wearies; to be eniutyes or hlasf^ is not in

their experience ; they are the mild appren-
tices of a mistress who gives noble wages and

peaceful fame—Dame Nature, the gracious

and bountiful mother of all, at whose knees

they have the best pl.-ice. They study the

interminable beauty of created things ; they
see the eternal effort of the natural world to

move from lower to higher forms, from per-

fection in the higher to the highest
— the

gratuitous beauty of the garden—the unpaid-
for splendours of the sky-theatre, where

'morning aud evening' sire daily performed
* until further notice

'—the provision made in

the earth for every created thing in its own

sphere
—the intense enjoyment of life instilled

into all things that move : every part of these

studies fills them with the love of God, and

the sense of His love to creation. They lead

au existence as full of new delights as a child,

but with the intelligence and active purpoaoB
of a man ; aud when they p&ss to wider and

more glorious fields of knowledge, their only

regret
—if they entertain one—is that of

Scliiller's on his death-bed, that "
they have

not had time to see all this beautiful planet.
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and all the mauy fair things worthy to be seen

\ipon it."

But it is time that we hastened on to the

character of the person who is the subject of

our sketch, and who in his "
Wanderings in

South America," and in the prefaces to his

three volumes of " Essays on Natural History,"
has given us so many autobiographical details,

that it requires but little skill to draw out a

sketch of the old man, who,
" take him for all

in all," was perhaps as good a counterpart of

Virgil's
' '

C'orycius Senex " as we are likely to

meet with in these days of debate and turmoil.

Charles Waterton was born on the 3rd of

June, 1782, at Walton Hall, near Wakefield,
in Yorkshire, a seat and estate which had

belonged to his forefathers since the reign of

Henry VIII, The Watertons came originally
from a village of that name in Lincolnshire,
where they held broad acres at a fabulously

early age, but which they appear to have lost

at the time of the Reformation, when, adhering
to what was styled "the old religion," they
refused to acknowledge the supremacy of the

English Crown in things spiritual, and were
forced in consequence to be content to see

their lands torn from them and given to

strangers, and themselves subjected, under the

Penal Laws,* to heavy fines and double taxa-

tion, from generation to generation, as "Popish
Recusants." Thus punished in purse and pocket
from age to age for adhering to the faith of

their parents, no wonder that it became a matter
of pride to the heads of such old Roman
Catholic families as the Watertons, to have

nothing whatever to do with the English
Church, and that consequently they brought
up their children to love Rome and its eccle-

siastical associations far better than the soil

which had given them birth.

According to Mr. Walford's "County Fami-

lies," the Watertons received a grant of the
landsand manor of Waterton or Watertun in the
Isle of Axholm, from Gilbert, who was Abbot
of Selby, in the years 1159—79, Some of
the naturalist's ancestors also had fought at

Agincourt, and Sir Robert Waterton was
Governor of Pontefract Castle, and had charge
of King Richard II, Sir Hugh Waterton was

* As might be expected, Mr. Waterton is continually
exhibitnig m his "Autobiography," the keenness of his sense
of the nijury dune to his ancestors and himself by those
senseless laws, which are now happily exploded, and only
exist as matters of history. The one "

root of bitterness "

in his otherwise kindly nature, seems to be his hatred of the
English Church and everything belonging to its system, of
wliich he considered Luther, and Calvin, and Queen Ehza-
I'Cth to be the real founders. I do not think that anymore perfect example of the way in which these silly laws
defeated their own object is to be found, than in Mr.
Waterton's life. Had those laws been swept away a century
ago, there is Httle doubt that Mr. Waterton's family would
have been brought up under other auspices, and that theywould not have entrusted their sons to be reared by Jesuit
priests.

executor to his Sovereign's will, and guardian
to his daughters ; and another ancestor was
sent by another Sovereign into France, on the

delicate task of negotiating the terms of a

royal marriage, for which he was allowed

thirteen shillings a day for his trouble and

travelling expenses. In Mary's reign, too,
Thomas Waterton, of Walton Hall, was High
Sherifl[" of York.sHir'j

; and it ought to be men-
tioned that Charles Waterton drew his descent

in the maternal line from the great and good
Chancellor^' Sir Thomas More,

At an early age young Waterton was sent

by his father to Stonyhurst College, Lancashire,

then, as now, the chief educational establish-

ment of the Jesuit body in England. He was

placed under the especial care of Father Clifibrd,

a cou.sin of the late Lord Clifibrd, by whom,
and by the rest of the community, he seems

to have been most kindly treated and carefully
and religiously educated, though of course he

could not fail to imbibe some portions of the

spirit of the Jesuit system, which "
crop out"

here and there in his "Wanderings" and

"Autobiography." At school he does not

seem to have been very fond of books
;
and

though he is fond of quoting the classical

authors, and quotes them readily, and some-

times treats us to Latin verses of his own

composition, it is not diflicult to see that he

left the Jesuits without attaining any high
distinction as a scholar, in the limited and
conventional sense of the term. Why this

was so, perhaps, it is only fair to quote his

own words. At a very early age he had shown
a taste for the study of birds, beasts, and fishes,

and he had mastered half of Dame Nature's

book by heart, before he had mastered his "As
in Prceseuti,'' or his ^^

Propria quae marihusy
"At Stonyhurst," he writes, "there are

boundaries marked out which the students are

not allowed to pass ; and there are prefects

always pacing to and fro within the lines, to

prevent any unlucky boy from straying on the

other side of them.* Notwithstanding the

vigilance of these lynx-eyed guardians, I would
now and then manage to escape, and would
bolt into a very extensive labyrinth of yew and

holly trees, close at hand. It was the chosen

place for animated nature. Birds, in particular,

used to frequent the spacious enclosure, both to

obtain food and to enjoy security. Many a

time have I hunted there the foumart and the

squirrel, I once took a cut through it to a

neighbouring wood, where I knew of a carrion

* This odious and iin-Engli.sh system of espionage, so

utterly opposed to all that an English public schoolboy re-

gards as fair and honourable, is stdl the system pui-sued in
the Roman Catholic schools and colleges of our day, and
goes far to account for that want of open, frank, and genial
manners which marks the society of liomau Catholics in

England.
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crow'8 nest. The prefect uilnsod mo ; and,

judging that I hud gone into the laliyiiuth, ho

gavo cha^L' without loss of tiiuo. After eluding
him in cover for nearly half an hi>ur, being
hard pressed, I took away down a hedgt-row.
Hero (as 1 learned aflerwanln) he got a dis-

tant siglit of me
;
but it w;ia not Mulhciciitly

distinct for him to know for a cert^iinty that

I was tho fugitive. I luckily Huccoeded in

reaching the out-buddingH which abutted on
tho College, and lay at a considerable distance

from tho place whore I had firut started. I

had juat time to enter the postern gate of a

pigsty, whore most opportunely I found old

Joe Howren, tlio brewer, bringing straw into

the sty. Ho was more atUicheil to me than

to any other boy, for I had known him when
I wiis at school in the north, and had made
him a present of a very line terrier.

'
I've

just saved myself, Joe,' said I
;

' cover me
up with litter.' He had barely complied with

my request, when in bounced the prefect by
tho same gate through which I had entered.

'Have you seen Charles Waterton i' said he,

quite out of breath. My trusty guardian

answered, in a tone of voice which would have
deceived anybody, 'Sir, I have not spoken
a word to Charles Waterton these three days,
to the best of my knowledge.' Upon this,

the prefect, having lost all scent of me, gavo
up the pursuit, and went his way. When he
had disappeared, I stole out of cover, as*

strongly perfumed as was old Falstafl' when

they had turned him out of the buck-basket.
*' Once 1 had gone into the labyrinth to

look into a magpie's nest, which was in a high
hollow tree

; and, hearing the sound of voices

near, I managed to get a resting place in the

tree just over the nest, and th<re I s<iuatted,

waiting tho event. Immediately, the Pre-

sident, two other Je,suits, ancl the present
Mr. Salviu of Croxdale Hall, passed close

under the tree, without perceiving mo.
"The good fathers were aware of my pre-

dominant propensity. Though it was innocent
in itself, nevertheless it was productive of harm
in its consequences, by causing me to break
the college rules, and thus to giv' bad example
to the community at large. Wherefore, with
a magnanimity and excellent exercise of judg-
ment, which are only the province of those

who have acquired a consuniniato knowlo'lge
of human nature, and who know how to turn
to advantage tho extraordinary ilispositious of
those entrusted to their care, they sagaciously
managed matters in such a way .is to enable
me to ride my hobby to a cerUiiu extent, and
still, at the same time, to prevent me from

giving bad example." As tho establiahment was very largo, and

as it contained an abundance of prog, tho

Hanoverian rut, which fattens ho well on Eng-
lish fooil, and which always contrives lo thnut
its nose into every man's house, where there is

anything to be got, Hwarme<i throughout tho

vast extent of this antiquate<i mansion. Tho
abilities which 1 showed in curtiiiling tho career

of this voracious intruder did not fail to bring
mo into considerable notice. The co'>k, the

baker, the gardener, and my friend old Bowren,
could all bear testimony to my progress in thia

line, liy a mutuid understanding, I was con-

sidered rat-aitcher iu the establishment, and
also fox-taker, foumart-kilkr, and crosalww-

charger, at the time when the young rooks

were fledged. Moreover, I fulfilled the duties

of organ-ljlower, and foot-bull-maker, with

entire satisfaction to the public."
On leaving college, as he incidentally telL*

us in a later portion of his Autobiography, it

was his wish to have gone into the army, a

roving life having tho greatest possible charm
for him

; but the stupid penal laws forebade a

liomau Catholic to hoM his Majesty's com-

mission, thereby tempting him, as they

tempted scores of other scions of our best and
worthiest families, to enter the service of some
contiuental sovereign, and so to withdraw

themselves from all allegiance to their sove-

reign, and to exchange their patriotic feelings for

love to the land of their adoption. But happUy
Mr. Watertou did not follow in the wakes of

the Taatfes, the Nugents, the Macdonnells, and
tlie Talbots, and accept a commission under

French or Austrian banners. Having remaiued

at homo for a year, ft*i- hunting with his father,

he took advantage of tho short-lived Peace of

Amiens, and went on a tour in Spain, where

he had two uncles settled as merchants,* at

Malaga. He now visited Cadi^, Algesiras, and

Gibraltar, and was at Malaga during tho

months when tho city was more than decimated

by a pestilence, a graphic account of which

is to be found in the earlier pages of his Auto-

biography, intersiK'rsed with many "moving
accidents by flood and field." Giving tho

othcers of (juarantino the slip, he returned to

England, but with health considerably impaired,
and from tliat day he never tasted beer or any
fermented liquors. Wiue and spirits he had

already forsworn as a boy at school, by tho

advice of Fatlur Clifl"ord.

Disliking the bleak winds and chilly air of

England, and tempted by his love of a roving
life and tho prospect of seeing n.ature in the

beauty of its tropical vegetation, wo tiud him

• Thojw t^-ntlemcn, whoso wcnlth and
pri->pcrtjr oi^fht to

h.iTo oiiriolu'.l tlioir own o>iiiitn* in^to.*,! of Sfvun, bccnmo
natiiralir.c<i .>^|vkniaT\l!i. iunl tlic.l in thf Un.l >>f their adoiv
Uon. oil a>-couut o( tho »burtsit;htcd r«iui Laws against
thoir rcUgioo,
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next starting for Demerara, where he had an

uncle settled, and where his father had bought
an estate. His mother's brother, Sir John

Bedingfeld,* having given him an introduction

to Sir Joseph Banks, who encouraged him in

his taste for exploring foreign countries, and

gave him some good advice as to the time which

he should stay in hot countries. He sailed for

Guiana from Portsmouth, in November, 1804,
and administered the family property till 1812,

coming home for change only at distant in-

tervals ;
and it was at this time that he laid

the foundation of his subsequent fame as a

naturalist. Whilst living on these estates he

had the finest opportunity of examining at his

leisure the waterfowl of Guiana and the neigh-

bouring parts, which are found in vast abun-

dance all along the seashore, and throughout
the fresh-water swamps which lie behind the

plantations ;
and no country in the world can

afford a more exclusive and fertile field for the

ornithologist than Demerara.

It was in the course of a voyage which he

made up the river Orinoco to Sacopan and Bar-

rancas, against a heavy and powerful current,
which whirled along before it high branches

and trunks of trees, that he met with one of

the most amusing of his adventures, which he

thus recoi-ds :
—

"During the whole of the passage up the

river, there was a grand feast for the eyes and
ears of an ornithologist. In the swampy parts
of the wooded islands, which abound in this

mighty river, we saw water-fowl innumerable
;

and when we had reached the higher grounds,
it was quite charming to observe the immense

quantities of parrots and scarlet aras which

passed over our heads. The loud, harsh screams

of the bird called the horned screamer, were

heard far and near
;
and I could frequently

get a sight of this extraordinary bird, as we

passed along ;
but I never managed to bring

one down with the gun, on account of the diffi-

culty of approaching it. Whilst we were

wending our way up the river, an accident hap-

pened of a somewhat singvdar nature. There
was a large labarri snake coiled up in a bush
which was close to us. I fired at it, and
wounded it so severely that it could not escape.

Being wishful to dissect it, I reached over into

the bush, with the intention to seize it by the

throat, and convey it aboard. The Spaniard
at the tiller, on seeing this, took tho alarm,
and immediately put his helm a-port. This

forced the vessel's head to the stream, and I

was left hanging to the bush with the snake
close to me, not having been able to recover

my balance as the vessel veered from the land.

I kept firm hold of the branch to which I was

clinging, and was three times over-head in the

water below, presenting an easy prey to any
alligator that might have been on the look-out

for a meal Luckily, a man who was standing
near the pilot, on seeing what had happened,
rushed to the helm, seized hold of it, and put
it hard a-starboard, in time to bring the head

of the vessel back again. As they were pull-

ing me up, .1 saw that the snake was evidently
too far gone to do mischief

;
and so I laid hold

of it, and brought it aboard with me, to the

horror and surprise of the crew^ It measured

eight feet in length. As soon aa I had got a

change of clothes, I killed it, and made a dis-

section of the head. I would sometimes go
ashore in the swamps to shoot maroudies, which

are somewhat related to the pheasant ;
but

they were very shy, and it required consider-

able address to get within shot of them. In

these little excursions, I now and then smarted

for my pains. More than once, I got among
some hungry leeches, which made pretty free

with my legs. The morning after I had had
the adventure with the labarri snake, a cayman
slowly passed our vessel. All on board agreed
that this tyrant of the fresh waters could not

be less than thirty feet long."
In 1812, he left Demerara, and commenced

his travels on a more extended scale through
various parts of South America, the results of

which he has recorded in his "
Wanderings,"

a book which has always been and always will

be a favourite with both old and young. But
of these "

Wanderings," and of the rest of

Charles Waterton's career, we shall have more
to say in another chapter.

THE COUNTRY DOCTOR.

170C.

Tliis was the gentleman who saved the King's life in

Plato traces the development of human

society from two or three simple elements.

In like manner it will be found, by analysing
the component parts of any fraction thereof,

that it generally groups itself around a few

individuals. Take any country village, for

instance, from the thousands scattered through

England, and the squire, the parson, and the

doctor, are its most prominent personages. It

is hardly possible to assign priority of existence

to any of the three. The idea of governing,

as the philosophers say, the existence of a

priesthood and the need of a cunning leech to

heal the ills of peace or the hurts of war, are

necessary conceptions of every little commu-

nity. Let us don the homespun morality

suitable to an ess;ty on the village doctor, and

see what social traits are most noticeable in

his character.

The country practitioner of what may be
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called, as dutiiiguishod from to-day, the pre-
scientific at^e, bad a pka.sant timu uf it. ilu

was gouerally portly and beiiuvolciit, somewhat

magi^torial in bis utterauccM, as bi-camu oou

wbose knowledge was reputed boundlcin, and

a great diner out. The wbolo iieighlnjurbood

looked up to him an one who luid aiw^Lttcd all its

sons aud daughters into the world, aud was al-

ways prepared to usher their fathers and mothers

respectably into a better state. lie occupied
the biggest house iii the village after the S4|uirc.

His wife ami daughters called ou county mag-
nates in a chariot of portentous size. From
his exalted po.sitiou he looked down upon the

usual medical grievances of post-mortems,

union>;, and poor-law boards with extreme be-

nignity. They hardly approached the orbit

in which he revolved. About his diplomas,
or the exact letters he ought to write after his

name, people never troubled themselves. Tra-

dition told that he had studied at a celebrated

medical school in Scothmd, aud that was enough
for simple folk. Prudently refraining from

associating all ailments with "
stomach," or

continually hinting about " liver
"
(which he

held to be the character of an empiric), ho was
far too wise to commit himself rashly to any
theory. You would never hear him advociite

hydropathy, or change of air
; nor did he, like

Dr. Sangnido, invariably resort to phlebotomy
as the hrst step towards a perfect cure. A
few retorts and an air-pump lent the requisite

philosophical air to his well-assorted library.

An assistant was left in the surgery to look

after such ordinary things as bottles and drugs,
while he, the great man, was discreetly re-

ticent or profoundly suggestive by turns as he

bent over So-and-so's bedside, or with magni-
ficent pose felt Lady Moorshire's pulse. When
the patient approached his end, he would

usually summon a dLstinguished London

physician, to .satL>fy the family that the cere-

monial proper to a rich man's death was being

duly performed : the

Great ciuit-Galen poisal his gilthoad caue,
Aud i>aw'd Lia bcani aud muttci'd caultjwj;

leaving the survivors highly pleased at his

condescension. For the rest, our old-f;ish-

ioned doctor, like Dr. 'ITiorue, of delightful

memory, was a great favourite with young
ladles,—quiitly genial, or gently jucular, the

repository of hidf the love secrets of the coun-

try ; with thtir brothers he w.is qua-si-scientific,
or becomingly fond of hunting, as occasion

suited. Tlie elders foiujd him a cordial sym-
pathiser in gout and archieology, glad to devise
a better locality for an ice-house, alw.iys re.idy
to dicry poachers and free trade. Society,
like his own draughts, was well shaken at his

death, aud more than usually HUspiciouA for a
time of old Shutileojil or young Sugiiri)ill.

They havf l^jth of them, you know, buc-u in

their bonnets, aud the latter is so fund of pre-

scribing acids !

Remains of this once honoured tyjje may
occasionally l>e disinterred by the curious iu

the remote villages of the clay districts. Alas !

how .jreat is their iliverg«iiico ! The good
man is rubicund itud unmistakeably vulvar.

Slighted by aristocrats ho has sold himself,

body and soul, to the I'nion and the poor.
The well-appointed brougham no longer con-

voys him to

Ancient homes of lord and lad/
Built for {deasure and for Htate.

You may haply light on him in some shady
lane, during the heat of the day, snatching a

brief repose <>n the back of his shaggy pony,

which, meanwhile, complacently nibbles the

hedge, as well pleased as his master to rest

from constant bog-trotting to firm and cot-

tiige. He is not altogether unknown at the

little publics round, and perhaps the welcome

gossip he brings there may account for his

subsidence iu the social scale, as you hear him
relate to the village politicians how Mrs.

Brown looked in bed without her wig, or liow

the old boy at the Grange raved at his wife's

expensive habits. I, for one, do not pity his

descent, as he tt-lls his neighbour there iu con-

fidence,
*' he should not mind hanging up his

hat in Mrs. So-and-so's hall," the lady in

question being a pretty grass-widow. Safe at

home again, the reins, "uocturua versatamauu
versata diurna," no sooner fall from his weary

grasp, than fresh troubles await him. His

weekly returns have to be made up for the

Board ;
Smith is ill (as the villager says) "of

a weak intellect of the bowels," and must be

visited at once ;
Farmer A.'s son is po*jrly, B.

Is anxious, before the coroners come, to speak
about his man-servant's "

hawtupsy," and so

forth. Worse thjm all, a crowd of L'nioa

patients is besieging the surgery door, cla-

mourous to be givtu
" some stutf for this ill-

ness tiiat's about" Most of these petty an-

noyances our fnend brings on himself by his

want of punctu;dity and order. True, how-

ever, to his own principle of an universal pana-

cea, he Ciin at all events summarily remedy the

wrongs of these latter suitors. Two huge jars

stand iK'hind the door of his s^inctum, both

containing "aqua pump, ad lib."'; the one

judici'.*u.sly sweetened with an innocent pink

iufusion, while the other frowns malignantly
with black bitters, equally innocuous, if far

more ethcacious. BottUs of the former mixture

are handed out to first comen», or sent oil' to
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bedridden patients ;
constant applicants, testy

old grumblers, or hale young valetudinarians,

are effectually quieted with the latter. It is

generally strong enough to work a cure, no

second dose being required for some time to

come.

Pass wo now to another specimen of village

doctors of fre<iuent occurrence. He is unmar-

ried, and, therefore, emphatically the ladies'

doctor. He will usually have brown sugar

whiskers, a regular face, with pale cheeks (the

fruit of hard study), and interesting eyes.

Cannot you guess the sequel when he drops

down at the quiet village of Mudford ? Amabel

forthwith consults him about the welfare of

her sick poor ; he cannot leave his house with-

out meeting Melissa unexpectedly, and having
to stop and chat with her. But Clarice boldly

carries the war into the enemy's country.

Though unfortimately taken ill and obliged to

keep her room, she has, thereby, all the better

chance of weaving her fascinating toils. How
very becoming is a charming neglige to her

pretty little plump hand
;
but the subdued

light of a sick room, and the command (like

another Narcissa) laid on her servant,
"
Betty, give this cheek a little red !

"
these,

she fondly thinks, must surely be irresistible.

Young doctors' hearts, however, are as hard

as a water-beetle's integument, or a reaper's

digestion ;
and our medical friend generally

escapes elaborate plans of capture, to fall igno-

miniously beneath the artless manners of some

country Phillis. Meanwhile, we leave him

laughing hugely in his sanctum along with his

pupil, the sucking Sawbones, at the deserved

failure of all sjich transparent attempts to put
out the pipe of bachelor freedom.

Yet, if self education be a lifelong task, no

position, one would think, is more enviable

for a real student than that of the country
doctor with a moderate practice. With the

easy assurance of a public schoolboy, such a

one has passed to the University, and graduated

fairly in classical literature. Thence the phy-
sical sciences are attacked from a point of

vantage on which few ordinary students can

take their stand. Theory and experience
walk hand in hand with him through the great
London hospitals ;

and when he goes down to

the country, he finds, oddly enough, that he

was at Trinity with the young squire, and steps
at once into a position. He becomes the

oracle of the country side, writes articles

on " Social Antiseptics
"

for The Edinburgh,

puts mystical letters after his name which sig-

nify untiring devotion to many branches of

natural science, and while working up, "Braith-

waite" and The Lancet, occasionally oxygenates
his knowledge by a run to London. Amid

the general dearth of intellect at country din-

ner parties, it is pleasant to meet a man whose

ready information can nip impostures of all

kinds in the bud, and point out the safe path
in any social panic of the day. Gradually, he
becomes known to a larger circle than his own
practice, by a clever operation maybe, or the

capture of a weevil unknown to entomolo-

gists. Then he writes a monograph on diatoms,
and establishes his fame. Honours and wealth

flow in apace. His horses are marvels of con-

dition, his house is tastily furnished, his li-

brary better provided with scientific instruments

than the Philosophical Institute at the county
town. Thus he expands into one of those

scientific men who are the glory of England,
able to lay down general laws from happy in-

ductions of a few instances, and, better still,

able to apply his axioms successfully in alle-

viating all forms of disease, whether social or

individual. Of course, in good time he mar-
ries Lady Katherine Zoophyte, and dies deeply
lamented by her large family connections, but

truly mourned, like Professors Forbes or Silli-

man, by all lovers of nature and science.

Thus have we roughly considered the coun-

try practitioner in his most striking develop-'
ments. Inferior to the position of a town

physician, because he lacks so vast an experi-

ence, and so ready an access to libraries and
museums and the contact of cultivated minds;
yet in the pleasing variety of natural pursuits

open to him, and the laborious leisure of a

country life (to apply Horace's phrase where
it has its truest application), the country doc-

tor, unless he possess talents of the very high-
est order, may calculate on less wear and tear,
and far more of the little comforts and blessings
that tend to make a happy life, than his town
brother can ever hope to call his own. Only
let him be a gentleman, patient, attentive, and,
above all, a reading man, and however circum-

scribed his field of operations may at first

seem, our model country doctor will eventually
succeed in gettiog together a good practi e,

and outstripping his competitors, Messrs. Pill-

box, Bolus, and Dreuchem. May he be the

medical adviser summoned to aid us in our

sorest need
;
and as for any other of the types

we have mentioned—di hostibus illud ! INI.

MOSES SAVED FROM THE WATEES.

(from victor HUGO.)

I.

Maidens arise ! for the silver stream
Is glancing beneath the day's first beam

;

The reapers task is cot begun,
And the river's bank is wholl3' ours

;

Scarce can we bear the city's hum.
And our frolics 'mid these Itafy bovver.?

Will be witness'd only by the sun.
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II.

Ah ! bright«r fur tlma the gilJeU dome,
Or the geiiix and gold of ruy |>alui:e li'iue,

Are the fluwers our fooUU-pn prc-is :

Sweet t«j my ear are tbe vnrid clients

Uf the tufied grove's iuUiibiUbtt;
Thau nireat perfumeo dmwn from pliuitt

S<veeter the Zephyr's balmiactt.

Still is the stream, the sky is clear,
We will leave our (zauzy veslinenU* here.

The sjort of the gentle wind.
Pt'tach my crown, and let lis brave
The iiiuriuurini: river's placid wave

With trcss'.s uuconfincd.

IV.

Ilnate ! but athwart the moruing hsM
What object meets my doubtful giz,> I

L^ok, maidens, Wk ! nor fear—
An a^fd |talm, by tcui|>ests rent,

Down fpMu its desert home is sent,

To pay a visit here.
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No,—if such transient glance may tell,

'Tis Heimus' bark, or Iris' shell,

Impell'cl by breezes mild :

No,—'tis a skiff, where lies at rest,

Calmly as on a mother's breast,
A tender, lovely child.

VI.

He sleeps,
—and one might deem the nest;

Borne on the changeful wavelet's breast.

Contained a spotless dove,

Floating the sport of every wave,
Eock'd as if cradled in his grave,

So calm the waters move.

VII.

He wakes ! oh hasten, maidens dear t

He weeps ! what mother without fear

Could risk such innocence ?

He spreads his arms—the waters—hark 2

Are rougher
— Is a fragile bark

Of reads his sole defence ?

VIII.

It is perchance a Hebrew child,

Doom'd by my father's mandate wild

To perish from the earth.

Sweet babe ! I will thy mother be,

And thou shalt owe thy life to me.

Though not thy birth,

IX.

Thus spoke the Pharoah's daughter, while

Her joyous band beside the Nile,

Follow'd her motions wild :

Fairest of all she doti'd her dress,
And ia her native loveliness

Appear'd Old Ocean's child.

X,

The water ripples o'er her feet.

As acting on the impulse sweet,
She touch'd the limpid tide.

The ark she seizes,
—O'er her brow,

Pleased with her burden, came a glow
Of purity and pride.

XI.

Parting the wave the tangled reeds displacing,
She gently steps, the rescued infant placing

On the damp strand ;

While one by one, touch'd by his helplessness,
A kiss upon his snowy brow to impress,

Advanced the maiden band.

XII.

Woman ! who for thy child hast fondly craved

Thy God's protection, see him saved,
Nor strive thy joy to smother :

Approach, embrace thy Moses—neither tears

Nor transport will betray thy fear.s,

Iphis is not a mother.

XIII.

Then, when the maid elate and triumphing
Carried the boy before the dreaded king

With all but mother's feeling.
Thus sang the choir of angels, high above,

Veiling with wings of snuw theii- looks of love,

Their Maker's praise revealing :

XIV.
"
Weep no more, Jacob, in this land of woe,
Increase not with thy tea)S the sluggish flow

Of Nile, hasten to Jordan's strand.

The day arrives, when Goshen's laud shall see

(Spite of the hostile ranks) both blest and free

The captive baud.

XV.
" A feeble infant floating on the surge,
Chosen of God, and by His power a scourge.

Was rescued from the wave.
Ye that deny your God, from this be taught-
That as a babe for ancient Israel fought,

A Babe the world shall save."

ANA.

Of all clerical wags, one of the best was the

Rev. Anthony Hodges, who appears to have

held the living of Wytham, or Wightham, near

Oxford, from about 1645 to 1G85, if we may
believe the following anecdote about him re-

corded in one of Tom Hearne's MSS. in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford, as quoted by Syl-

vanus Urban in 1804. "Parson Hodges of

Wightham made a bargain with those couples

whom he married that if they did not repent
of their wedlock within a year's time, they
should present him with a pair of gloves.

Accordingly, one couple who did not repent
'within that time presented him with a pair of

gloves made out of the skin of a lamprey,
which occasioned the following verses," the

handiwork, in all probability, of the parson
himself :

—
Has rectori dant nubentes

Anno post non ptenitentes
Chirothecas nuptiales,

—
Quis ostendet mihi tales ?

Emigration from the Continent.—An
article in a Swedish paper contains a great
deal of interesting matter concerning emigra-
tion from the Continent in this century. From

Germany, between 1840 and 1860, there de-

parted for other lands 1,546,000, nearly all of

whom went to America
; Switzerland, between

1851 and 1852 lost 24,000 of her citizens,

who went to Transatlantic countries' ; in the

forty years ending 1860, not less than

208,000 Frenchmen emigrated to countries on
the other side of the Atlantic, besides 120,000
who emigrated to Algeria and Senegal. The
North American States absorbed 27,000 emi-

grants from Italy and Spain. In the short

period of three years not less than 25,000

Portuguese took up their residence in Brazil,

whereas not more than 2600 at the outside

emigrated to America in the forty years, includ-

ing 1860. Of Belgians 80,000 wen to the

United States between 1851 and 1860. From
1851 to 1857 there left Holland 30,000. How
many have quitted Sweden and Denmark there

are no means of ascertaining, but in the

former country 15,000 persons were supplied
with passports between 1851 and 1860

; while

from Denmark, from 1820 to 1860, the

number of emigrants did not exceed 6000, the

greater part went to the Mormons.
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I'HAllLKS WATKRTON, AM) WAL'luN HALL.

'-^-"^^s^n^i^.

Part II.

TuR>iN«; his bjick on Demerara and the

family estates, ^Ir. Watertou next resolveil to

penetrate into the interior of Guiana, whither

he wtiiiled his way, armed with the necessary
forumlities by the Governor, General Cariui-

chael. There he gained a world-wide name

by his journeys in search of the Wourali

poison, the effects of which he h:us described

iu his '* Wanderinys." Unfortunately his first

attempt to penetrate the interior was a failure,

owiii!,' to the break down of his health,
and before the end of the summer he was on
his way to England, to repair his shattered

con^«titution. Ho wjis the bearer of dispatches
from General Carmichael to Earl Bathurst,
and on his arrival in England he was recjuested

by that nobleman, who then hold the seals of
the Foreign Oliice, to explore the Island of

Matlagascar, This commission, however, ho
was obliged to decline in the May following,

owing to the continuance of the fever and

ague which he had brought back from the

equator. iloracu once condemned himself

severely for running away at the Battle of

Phihppi, if we remember ari.,'ht,
—rclicfd non

bene jHtrmnla,
—and Mr. Waterton bitterly

reproached himself afterwards for having let

slip this opportunity of seeing tlie name of

WatertoQ once m'^re enrolled among the ser-

vants of the Briti.sh Crown. He than gives

vent to his feelings :
—

"
I ought to have proceeded to M.idagascar

by all means, anil to have let the tertian ague
take its chance. My commission Vi'as a star

of the fii-st magnitude. It ai>j.ekred after a

long night of jnjlitical darknes,H, which ha 1

prevented the family from journeying onwards

for the space of nwirly three centuries. I can

fancy that it beckoned to me, and that a voice

from it 8;iid
' Come and servo your country ;

come and restore your family name to the

national caleud.ir, from which it has been so

long and so unjustly withdrawn ; come and

show to the world that conscience, and not

crime, has hitherto lieen the cause of your

l)eing kept in the background ; come into the

nation*! dockyard, and refit your shattered

VOL. .\::u u ^l. 315.
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bark, which has been cast on a lee- shore, where

merciless wreck-seekers have pluudered its

stores, and where the patriots of yesterday
have looked down upon it with scorn and con-

tempt, and have pronounced it unworthy to

bear its country's flag.' I ought to have lis-

tened to this supposed adviser at the time :

but I did not, and the star went down below

the horizon, to appear no more."

In 1817 Mr. Waterton had a narrow

escape. In that year an expedition was being

formed, under the auspices of Sir Joseph

Banks, for the exploration of the River Congo
in Africa, and Waterton offered his services as

a volunteer. But the vessel engaged for the

service was not up to the mark, and Sir

Joseph Banks, too kind a friend to allow him
to connect his name with a failure, forbade

him to go. He, however, was able to give the

exploring party some useful information,
based on his own South American experiences ;

and some months after, when in Brazil, he

read in the English papers of the failure of the

Congo expedition, and the deaths of most of

the gentlemen who had taken part in it.

In the winter of 1817-18, we find him in

the far more pleasant latitudes of Rome and

its neighbourhood ;
and we fancy that the

stiff and starched cardinals and other ecclesi-

astics must have stared with amazement when

they saw him and his friend, Captain Jones,

playing the following tricks in the "
Holy

City,"
—tricks which, we should have fancied,

Mr. Waterton himself would have thought
somewhat irreverent, if performed by a Pro-

testant :

"
During our stay in the Eternal City, I fell

in with my old friend and schoolfellow, Cap-
tain Jones. Many a tree we had climbed to-

gether in the last century; and, as our nerves

were in excellent trim, we mounted to the

top of St. Peter's, ascended the cross, and then

climbed thirteen feet higher, where we reached

the point of the conductor, and left our gloves
on it. After this, we visited the castle of St.

Angelo, and contrived to get on to the head

of the guardian angel, where we stood on one

leg."

But we had almost forgotten Mr. Watertou's
*'
Wanderings," and the Wourali poison. His

book, indeed, is somewhat crude and inartistic,

but replete with interest for everyone who has

an eye and an ear for nature.* It bears from

' Of tliis book, a writer in one of the daily papers ob-
serves :

—" In fact, tlie written work by which he is best

known, 'The Wanderings,' amused our grandfathers, and
was reviewed by Sydney Smith. Everybody knows the

story of the alligator in the Essequibo which he bitted with
a log, bridled with a rope, and rode to terra firiua. Every-
body has ' wandered ' with the enthusiast in the luxuriant

hanging woods of the great river ; seen along with him the
murderous lianas stranglnig the forest trees—humming-
birds, like flashes of prismatic light, darting in and out of

'

beginning to end the stamp of having been

written in the deptli of the forests, far away
from books, and without the aid or help of any
friend or companion with a taste for Nature's

works. But really, if we were to attempt to

give the substance of them to our readers, we
should have to transfer at least a quarter of

the work to our columns. We will, therefore,

only say that, having been successful in his

search after the Wourali poison, which is used

by the natives of Guiana, he brought it back

[

with him to England, and put it to the test of

I
practice, inoculating with it animals which had
been bitten by mad dogs, and demonstrating
that the poison is an antidote to that dreadful

malady, hydrophobia. He tried its effects,

also, on a donkey, sent to him by the late Duke
of Northumberland, which he first inoculated

with the Wourali poison, and then restored to

health by artificial respiration, so completely
that it lived more than twenty years afterwards.

On this Mr. Waterton observes :

*' Mr. Sewell is satisfied that this Indian

poison is capable of curing the dreadful malady
caused by the bite of a mad dog. Would it not

be well to make the experiment on some per-
son who is just about to sink under the virulence

of that disease, and when the case has been

declared utterly hopeless by the faculty who
surround the bed of the dying man ? I have

a good supply of the real original. Not long

ago, a gentleman was here, and begged a small

portion of it, as he said that the savans of

Paris had lately tried some Indian poison, but

without effect. I complied with his request ;

and, on opening the wax in which the poison
is enclosed, I found it quite soft, and ready
for use

; although it had not been looked at

for above twenty years. If any farmer should

have one of his cattle bitten by a mad dog, I

would willingly repair to the spot and try the

effect of the poison on the animal."

Many of the statements of adventures in Mr.
Waterton's "

Wanderings," it must be owned,
trench very closely on the marvellous, if not

on the miraculous, and there were not wanting
those who placed them in the same category
with Baron Munchausen and Gulliver's

Travels
;
and the work was severely handled

by a portion of the contemporary press. But
the book has stood the test of time

;
and after

making every allowance for the amiable eccen-

tricities of its author, it must be owned that

it is one of the most genuine and really

the magfnolia blossoms—noisy toucans, screaming parrots,

howling monkeys, lithe marbled serpents— butterflies like

the Morpho menelaus, with six inches of steel-blue satin for

wings—the wonderful inhabitants of the wonderful equa-
torial region. And everybody has been interested in hear-

ing from the same source how Waterton was the first to

bring the icourali poison home, and the long blow pipe from
which the Macousaie Indian puffs death into great and
small prey alike.'
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popular Htaudard books of foreigu travel, and
that it has been read with pleaiiuro aud deli^'ht

wherever the Eiiylwh touguo ha« peuetrated :

aud the oiio bold aud clmractoristio deed of it.<

author, which m so modestly narrated in its

pages—the ridiug of a cuimau to death— will

at onco recur to everyone who has road it as a
deeil of daring not often to be jKindlelo-l. Witli

respect to his critics, he says, with some feeling
of indignation, in liis autobiD^'rajiliy :

—
" Unenviable is the lut of him whose narra-

tives are disbelieved merely for want of sulli-

cient faith in him who reatls thorn. If those

who have called my veracity in question would

only have the manliness to meet nu-, and point
out any passage in the book which they con-

5i<Kr contradictory or false, I would no longer

complain of unfair treatment.
"

If they ciin show that 1 have deviated

from the lino of truth in one single solitiiry

instance, 1 will consent to bo called an im-

postor ; and then may the ir<ui'/">i»i;/s be

trodden under foot, and bo forgotten for

ever."

• In 1823— L'4 we find him in North

America, where ho seems to have carried about
with him, as usual, a charmed life. At all

events, he tells us that in the latter year he

caught »o severe a cold by incautiously taking
a hot bath in Now York, that, to use his own
words, "All the skill of Dr. Hossack could
not have saved me from consumption, had I

not, at his urgent entreaty, taken myself otf to

a warmer climate. I was bled eight times,
and I lived fur six weeks on little more thau
white bread and tea." It was during his stay
in the United States that he was fortunate

enough to make the acquaintance of an ex- I

cellent naturalist, Mr. Ord,
* of Philadelphi;i,

'

with whom he kept up a long and familiar cor-
i

respoudence. |

With the year 1825 tho owner of W;ilton

Hall seems to have settled quietly down on
his ancestral estate as a Yorkshire squire.
From that date, at all events, he never visited

the Traus;itlantic forests, or exposed his life

I

under the burning sun of the Equator, but
contented himself with "sauntering leisurely"

(as he styles it), from time to time, with his

II sisters-iu law, through Belgium, lIollan<i,

Germany, ami the South of Europe, towards
the sunny shores of which his re]iL;i()n always
appears, most naturally, to have drawn his

steps. He was in lielgiura during the revolu-
tion of 1830, "the revolution for real liberty,"
as lie stylos it, obviously in contradistinction
to our own Revolution of 1688, to which ho

bore as holy, or aM deadly, a hatred, as he did
towards Luther aud Calvin. He says of him-
self :—

"
1 WiLH in l^elgium during the revolution

for real liberty in religious matters
; and I

wrote a pajKjr for the Examiner, in which I

predicted that the game would shortly Ik; up
for ever with the Dutch flag. I went into the

largo square at Hruges to two the Belgians

engage their enemies. As the balls whistled

on all sides I thought 1 might as well live to

see the row another day ; so, observing a door
half open, I felt much inclined to got under
cover

;
but just as I arrived at the thr< Hhold, a fat

old dame !-hut the door full in my Hice. 'Thank

you, old lady,' said I :

'
Pclix quern faciuut aliena pericola cautam.'

"

In 1829, Charles Waterton became, as he

says, the "
happiest man in the world "

by his

marriiige with a Miss Edmoustone ; but she

was taken from him in the following year,

leaving him a wiclower, with an only child, the

present owner of Walton Hall. "
It has

pleased Heaven to convince me," he writes

to a friend,
" that all felicity here below is

no more than a mere illusive and transitory
dream : aud I bow submissively to the ador-

able decree!). I am left with one fine little

boy, who looks up to me for light ; and I

trust that I shall succeed in imparting it to

him." Whether he was likely to impart this

light to him by sending
* him afterwitrds to

be educated by the Jesuits at Stonyhurst, is

a question on which there will be a diversity
of opinion as long as there are two forms of

the Christian religion in the world,—in other

words, to tho end of time.

Charles Waterton's later years were maiuly

employed by him in exercising hospitality as

a country gentleman, the othce of a m.igistrato

being one which ho always steadily declined

to hold, considering himself " disabled
" from

so doing
"
by Sir liobert Peel's Bill," though,

we believe, he discharged the duties of the

High Shrievalty in his turn. He also contri-

buted from time to time to several perijdicaU
a largo variety of articles relating to various

i>rauches of his favourite study : the Ix'st of

these, as all naturalists are agreed, were tho.H]

which appeared in hta friend Mr. Loudon's

•
Thi!i (Tcntlcmw wa« tbo ck-jj^mt bk.ifrai.her of Wils .ti

tho onutbologiat.
"

•
lt> tho nil" 1 t" fill- M?o<m<l »o.

(.'hnrli-a W.»tcr' roielcr will ftlnl llic

which ho a<ittrvjii>u<i U> tun i«'U ••) Kriuliiit; him tu the .

r<illi>;j«». at Stoiiyhurnt, in which. !•> « ifr««i»f tif-tl "f

lent ajltU th.-

fi-w :oni will >

:ui'l thev will l>o of no m.uincr of M.*f t<> you
h.ivo loft it fr '• -I

•

11 '- .- rr oiilv !

nistcnt with t

n jt'iro. iukI \n
._

fellows.

ir« ..f

l.t'or
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"
Magazine of Natural History," which he

subsequently published in a collected form.

Mr. Waterton was by no means a scientific

naturalist, like Professor Owen or Baron

Cuvier. He was ou the contrary, in the best

sense of the words, a * '

liusticus, abnormis sa-

plena" though the rest of the line is inapplic-

able, and he cannot be accused of having had

a crasm Minerva. His strong point was

actual observation, which familiarised him to

an extent scarcely conceivable by any one

who had not the pleasure of his acquaintance,

with the habits of the tame and wild animals

about which he wrote so pleasantly and chat-

tily ;
and the pages of his "

Essays on Natural

History
" abound consequently with the most

original and striking anecdotes, as much as

his "Wanderings." It is almost superfluous

to add that his writings and researches con-

tributed largely to the cultivation of natural

science among young and old, and that his

collection of stuffed birds and beasts at Walton

Hall was well worth a visit. First and fore-

most among these was the celebrated croco-

dile, which he rode and killed, and which

now stands upon a landing-place on the

great staircase, an object of general attrac-

tion to visitors. The house was hung about

with the trophies of his expeditions, and

with specimens, prepared like life itself, from

the wood, the field, and river. It was

Waterton who invented the new method of

preserving specimens without the cumbrous

drugs, wadding, and wires of other collectors.

His museum contained nothing but the skins

of birds, beasts, and fishes, so adroitly worked

whUe wet and fresh that, as they stifi'ened,

every muscle and ligament is shown upon the

preparation. The ordinary efforts of the bird-

stuflfer, who succeeds in making a pincushion
of his subject rather than a bird or beast,

were laughed at by this acute observer of the

actions, air, and gestures of the creatures he

had studied like a book.

The Hall itself, of which we give an engrav-

ing above, stands on a natural island of solid

rock which rises out of an inland lake, and

the whole estate is surrounded by a formidable

stone wall, inside of which its owner would

never allow a shot to be fired. Our illustra-

tion shows the old entrance, a water-gate, the

doors of which still show the marks of the

cannon balls with which Oliver Cromwell

sought to destroy the older mansion, when
he laid siege with his Roundhead army to the

loyal cavalier and his family, zealous defenders

in their day, if not of "Church," at all events

of "
King." As our readers will see, the house

has no great architectural attractions
; but

these are rather to be looked for in the

"
happy family

" of aquatic birds who made
its moat their home. Indeed, Walton Hall

was famous throughout the north as a new

paradise for animals, and as showing, practically,
what might be the state of things even now,
were man not carnivorous and gifted with the

irrepressible bump of destructiveness. Around
the lake stretch grounds broken into every

variety of wood, meadow, morass, and rivulet

—all encompassed by a lofty wall, entirely

shutting in the domain. Thus secured from

attack, and confiding in the tried favour of

the master of the estate, birds and beasts of

every known British species came to live with

Charles Waterton. For the starlings, owls,
and jackdaws, he buUt lodgings expressly ;

the other fercn naturce took apartments as it

suited them. You might look from his study
window and see the "natural history" of the

British islands unrolled, with illustrations by
nature herself. Shy herons stood on one leg
under the windows and fished

; pochards and
mallards dived, and quacked, and circled

about the water. Canada geese, flying over

to spend the winter south, saw Waterton's*

tempting oasis—perhaps heard of it from in-

telligent
' ' anseres " before—and pitched their

tent there. Teal bred upon the lake
;
cor-

morants passed a pleasant and safe month or

so with him, tiU the herrings were ready ;

gulls and terns of all kinds put Walton Hall

on their visiting list
;
and wild swans now

and then dropped in to leave a feather or two,

by way of bird- card, upon the pleased pro-

prietor. Nothing feared him
; nothing got

out of his way when he walked about his

domain
;
on the contrary, when his tall figure

strode from the house there was a rush and
flutter of wings towards him, mindful of the

barley and Indian corn with which his shoot-

ing jacket was always stuffed. No gun was

ever heard in the sacred precincts, except
when the spirit of evil, in the form of a fox,

got inside the nine-foot walls, like Satan into

Paradise, and made havoc with his innocent

pets. It was a strange scene ;
but "

it was an

idea like others," and it proved, and proves to

this day, how thoroughly tameable the wildest

creature becomes, so soon as the compact of

kindness is established and faithfully ob-served

on the part of man, the master and lord of all.

It is almost needless to add that the man
who thus " loved all things both great and

small," was an ardent lover of his fellow-man.

As a landlord, as a squire, as a neighbour, as

a friend, as a host, he was simply charming,

in spite of his tall, gaunt figure, and manners

so brusque and eccentric
* that more than once,

* Among his other eccentricities, we may mention that

Mr. Waterton, though unwilling to shed the blood of beasts,
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he tells UH, he was mistaken by fitrangen for a

—" damiiud Yaukea" But his hospitality

and biji opon-hfarte<liioss, especinlly towards

those who Hharod his tiuites for natural hijitory,

kuew uo IxjuudH ;
nor hail he, wu fancy, an

enemy on earth, except the spirit of the Pro-

testant religion, against which ho was j>t"rhaps

the uioro indignant, bcGiuso ho conceivt-d it

to be the cause of his ancestors' sutlurings.

But to his Prototftant f«llow-countrym<!n, and

even to Engliih clergynion, ho was always

frank, opon, honest, and generous, and ho

cotdd always distinguish between the man
whom ho loved and the opinions which ho

detested.

Well, he rest* from his wanderings and hi«

labours, not in the churchy:ird of the vilkge,

but in a small cemetery at the top of the lake

which ho love<l, among the haunts of those

water-fowl whose cries were so dear to his

heart, and from wliom in daitli lie was not

divided. On the Sjiturday after his deatli,

his body was tiken from the Hall, tlirough

the ohl water-gate, and conveyed on board of

his own favourite boat to its tinal resting-place,

his sorrowing friends and relatives following

also as mourners, in other boats witli mufHed

oan. And there ho lies beneatli the shade of

two venerable overhanging oak trees wliicli

seem to weep over as true a " Dr\iid
"

as the

Thames ever wept over in Tliomsou at Rich-

mond. He lies in a neat mausoleum of his own

devL-^ing, over wliich is engraved a simple epi-

taph, requesting the visitor to "
Pray for the

soul of Charles Waterton, born June, 1782,
died May, 18G5, whose wearied bones rest

here." Surely none of our readers, or of

visitors to the hall, will grudge to echo back

the words "
licqttiesait in jnici.^'

A life like that of Charles Waterton cannot

be said to have been entirely misspent, if it

W!W an arfrorate of frequent blood-letting In the eaue o.' hU
fellow cn-iiturcs. Tt;ii!< Iil- write* :

— •
WliiLit I ;un on plilc-

l>,t..riiv I III .\ nin.irV. tii.it 1 cciIlii'lcT iiiM.ininiiitum to bo
t! --t all diMiuiMiui. To sulxitio tbU
at :

- cu my coiistiuit cure. .'Since my
four auil lwi:iilli:tii >c.ir, 1 Imvc l>c«ti liliKxlol ;ilx>vc oiio

huD(irv<l «ii<l tell timc«, in ciKlity of which 1 huvo |>crfonno«i

the oixr.ition o<i myKcIf with my own h;unl. IhLi, witli

calomel nn'l jiilip mixed toifcthcr, aj< ii punfitlvc, with tho

ii«c of rhui
' • '- • - ; ..••>.

\iutt and 1 :
'

bark. :v

fully w
In iM>L~ ..

alwayx cxt'

atancen in

IS wlicn I w.i.-

.1 I.mum W.L- I

.tiuuM, havnij; seen i.ir

plo of tho dintri-ssiii;; .-il

by the fromicnL unoof thin in^idioim dnijf. My i«.voixj.i

trl*!" 'of •vkTi<'"w were tlif^w wh»>n I h«H t^» c<iiit«-ni| with

itr ition at ti-

\r o In til

tli'> :• :ri' :i, i.t I know tluil i' -^^ i~ n-i i lu i i

whrrvoJi, inttmal inflammation w;m n.>t to 1

for one luomcut. Tnilor tii'- ' "•^' «" •" '"

open a vein, and would : •' a
liiter period, to countcr.u- fit

which I luvl been forced to fo^o lo i'>e •>Kiio, tin

racibiiin of tho liuicct. I am now, I tliiiiK, in :i

hoftlth oa man oaa be.
"

proved that it is poeaible to bring the fea-

thered tribes as well as four-footed bea«u into

a state of all but primeval tameuesH, such aa

wo may supjKwo to havo been theirs when
Adam ruled over them in Eden.

Such a man can never have lived in vain,
nor can his life be regardmJ as prufltleftit, if

he taught liis friends and his neighbours the

lesson 80 beautifully expresKod by Coleridge.

He liTcth beiit who loTcth muat

All tbiogs Loth great and small :

and if ho was able to influence his tenantry
and dependents in the direction of teudemeM
and kindness to the animal creation, a.s being,

like ourselves, a portion of God's hau<iiwork,

hLs career cannot bo said to have been pur-

poseles.s ;
and he may be classed among the

benefactors, not only of l>east8 and of birds,

but also, indirectly, of his fellow-uian. Such

a man's good deeds live, and will live long
after him

;
and though being dea<l, yet ho

will long speak by his example around the

woods and lake of Walton Hall, and tell tho

good people in the neighbouring market-plaoe
of Wakefield that " a merciful man is merciful

to his beast."* lndee<l, he will have done

more good in this direction by his example
than a dozen "Societies for Prevention of

Cruelty to Dumb Animals," however good and

excellent in their purpose, will be able to

effect
; and for two reasons : first, because

there is uo preaching like practice ; and, se-

condly, because the work of such societies is,

and must be, mainly negative, whilst his was

positive. They can teach the working man

perhaps to abst.ain from beating his horse or

his ass ;
but Charles Waterton showed him

how to love everything that liad life and drew

in the breath of heaven. Such a man as

Charles Waterton has deserred well of his kind,

and it cannot be waste of space or pains to

remind our readers of the philosopher's blame-

les.s existence, or to invite them to mingle a

sigh with the clatter of tlie magpies, the caws

of the jackdaws, the whistle of the teal, tho

hoot of the bittern, the chirp of the tinches,

over the grave of a natunilist who loved " man
and bird and beAst."

fu-t that «i|iir»-a(« Iuith:
"

ll:in"Vi. n.iii
"

«'ir|vi«^od tho f!\m'>h<"l wolf in thoir

ov.-r n.

: h.«l

ind in

..f

:!•

.11
'

a

-r

n
1

•Ji
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"We Lftve said that Mr. Waterton was

throughout life a firm adherent of the religion

to which his fatheis had belonged ; and he

proves his faith by his account of his visit to

the Ecstatica and the Addolon\ta in the Tyrol,

in which he thoroughly confirms all the state-

ments made by Lord Shrewsbury. A dash of

'scepticism, however, as to the nature of the

miraculous peeps out at times ; as, for instance,

when he resolves the cures said to have been

wrought by the Prince of Hohenlohe into

*'
supernatural

" cures obtained by prayer,

when earthly aid cannot prevail His argu-

ment in favour of the public ceremony by which

the beasts of burden at Rome are annually

blessed, is based not so much on the idea that

there is anything in the papal or priestly

blessing as that the latter is likely to "insure

to these poor dumb animals a better treatment

at the hands of man than they might other-

wise receive.
" The ceremony itself, however,

ha elsewhere calls a " scene of primeval pity ;"

and he does not scruple to declare his full be-

lief in the liquefaction of the blood of St.

Januarius.

Xorwas it only the animal creation that found

"Liberty Hall" at Walton: the very trees

and shrubs seemed to partake of the spirit of

the place, and to grow and flourish in an ec-

centric manner. Thus, for instance, we find

a seedling sprouting up from a seed dropped
by a waggish bird, perhaps a jackdaw, or mag-
pie for instance, through the pierced centre of

a mill-stone, and then, as it gradually grew
through the aperture into a small tree, lifting

up the heavy mass some inches from the

ground. A sketch of this freak of tree-nature,
taken recently at Walton by that accomplished
naturalist, the Rev. J. G. Wood, is given above.

Mr. Waterton's "
Essays

" and " Wander-

ings
"—

i opular as they were—did not escane

the last of the critics and reviewers, more

especially Mr. Swainson and Professor Mac-

gillivray. The latter, in a volume of Larduer's

"Cabinet Cyclopsedia," accused him of " a

constant propensity to dress truth up in the

garb of fiction ;" and the latter, not very

politely, compared him to the carrion crow.

But these attacks he bore with good humour,

though it is clear, from incidental expressions

in his "
Autobiography," that he was too thin

skiimed not to feel them keenly. Indeed, in

" An Ornithological letter to W. Swainson,

Esq.," which he printed as an appendix to

the second volume of his "
Essays," he gives

back tit for tat pretty freely, and defends his

own plan of stufling birds, and his own obser-

vations concerning the habits of owls, rattle-

snakes, pelicans,
" Hanoverian "

rats, and of

other specimens of Nature's handy-work.

Ralph de I*ev£rell.

"A TRUE STORY.-'

Happening to be spending the winter of the

year 1860 at Gibraltar, I one day, in the

course of my wanderings, found myself in the

cemetery set apart there for the burial of

strangers, Protestants, and the like, who were

not members of the Romish communion. It

was a bare and bleak spot enough, situated on

very high ground, and there was not much in

the surrounding details and picturesqueness of

the graves, as sometimes is the case in foreign

burial-places, to interest a sight-seer, with one

exception :
—In the extreme eastern comer,

and on the most elevated ground, stood a

simple white cross of marble with the initials

" M. L." on it, and the date of the person's

death ;
a wreath of flowers encircled the stone,

and the grave was evidently very carefully

tended and watched, presenting thereby a con-

siderable contrast to those of the other strangers

who had found their last resting-place on that

bleak rock.

So struck was I with the neatness of this

individual grave, that seeing an old man work-

ing hard by, I asked him if there was any par-

ticular history attached to it, and if he knew
who the person was who was buried there ;

his answer did not give me much information,

beyond the fact of its being the grave of an

English lady who had died there some years

before, and whose husband paid him (the old

man) a small sum yearl}' for keeping that spot

in order, and supplying the cross constantly

with flowers.

This little incident had qtiite passed out of

my mind as a matter too trivial to be worth

rememberiuc, till I was reminded of it in rather

a startUng manner a short time ago.
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I was Btayiug at a country house ia York-

shire, the host aud hostess beiog both of them

old and dear friendn of mine, when late oiio

evening the converaatiou happened to turu

upon a subject sufficieutly exciting to rouse

the most sleepily-inclined of the guest* into

wakefulneHS. It was debated whether instances

had ever really occurred of people liaring been

buried alive,
—whether, i.e., auy authenticated

case could be stated of a man who had fallen

into a trance, had been in th.it condition buried,

had afterwards come to life for a brief interval,

and then had been «uiroc;itfd in his coftiii.

Opinions were pretty equally tlivided on the

subject ; the one party atiirming that it wa-s

un{K>!UiibIe, in the present state of medical

science, for anybody to meet with such a hor-

rible fate, and the other, though apparently
unable to cite any examples, declaring that

they were Rure such a thing might happen,

th<'Ugh they admitted at the siime time that

cases of that nature would be less likely

to occur in England, where a reasonable time

elap.sed before burial, than on the Continent,
where the laws enforced the interment of the

body so soon after death. In the midst of

the discussion, the lady of the house, who had

seemetl to take but little interest in it one way
or the other, suddenly surprised us all by say-

ing that if we would give her our attention for

a short time, she would tell us a story on that

very subject, and relate what had truly oc-

curred to a near relative of her own, many
years before.

" You may have often heard me mention,"
she said, turning to me,

" my two cousins,

Charles and Frank Livingston, though I don't

much think you have ever ha-l a personal ac-

quaintance with either of them. It is just

twenty years ago now that they fell in love

with two of the prettiest girls in Yorkshire,
sisters and heiresses, whose names were Mary
and Florence Arden. As the proyjess of their

love affairs has not much to do with the gist

of my story, it is enough for me to say that

everything went on Tery satisfactorily, and
that in due course, and on the same day,

Marj' and Florence became the wives of my
two cousins, Charles and Fnink respectively.

Mary was the eldest sister, though at the time

of their marriage she was barely nineteen, and
to my mind the most taking and loveablo of

the two ; of course, Frank thought ditTerently,

and perhaps it was as well he did so.
"

I need scarcely tell you that the happy
'

couples passed their honeymoons very plea-

santly in visiting various spots in England
and Scotland, and afterwards settled down a
few miles from each other in close proximity
to the city of York itself.

I

" The marriages happened in the spring of

the year, and in the fuUowiug autumn, much
to the delii^ht of the two bride*, it was deter-

mined that a yacht should be cliartered for a

I

few months, and the winter spent in cruisLng

I

about from place to place :
—their ideas chi>fly

pointed towards the Mediterranean, as they

I

one and all had a great desire to visit Malta

and Gibraltar, and moreover, if possible, to

land in Africa ;
the latter I l>eUeve merely

that they might have the satisifaction of fiayLng

that they ha<l once been there. Gibraltar was
to be the lir^t place on the ILst, and accord-

ingly, after experiencing a rather rough voyage,
which tested their capabilities as sailors to a

considerable extent, they found themselves an-

chored off that huge rock. They saw all that

was to be seen in the shape of the fortifications,

(be, and among other places that they were

taken to visit was the burying-ground set

I

ap'art for strangers who were not Roman Ca-

! tholics. Mary Livingston, who had been, so

they afterwards recollected, silent and appa-

rently pre-occupied all that day, when she firist

caught siglit of the cemetery starteJ, and
seemed surprised ;

after they had looked about

them, and lamented the general untidinesa that

prevailed, she suddenly astonished them all by

walking to one comer of the ground more ele-

vated than the rest, where she stopped, and

planting her foot on a certain spot said that

she was going to relate a curious dream she

had had the previous night.

"She dreamt, she said, first that she was

lying in the cabin of the yacht sick almost unto

death
;
that her husband and sister, standing

by, seemed, by their actions and gestures,
to imagine that she was dead ; but though
she was all this time conscious of what was

taking place, yet she was utterly unable to

move hand or foot, or to make any sound to

attract their attention : in the second part of

her dream she seemed to be carried on men's

shoulders, still perfectly conscious, along
the road they had just traversed, that she

passed by their aid into the cemetery, and that

the men deposited their burden on that very

spot, where she then stood :
—a grave had

been dug, apparently for her, she supposed,
and she w;is buried, so it seemed to her in her

dream, alive, but motionless and powerless to

help herself in any way. The horror of her

situation, as she was being lowered into the

earth seemed to give her strength, and in the

act of striving to cry out she awoke ; what

seemed so curious to her was, that though she '

had never seen the burial-ground before, or the

road that led to it, yet, when she came to
'

visit them the day after her dreAm, she found

that the reality was exactly liV- t^' dream."
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"
Well, but," I interrupted,

"
you haven't

told ua anything yet that "

" Excuse me," replied our hostess,
" but if

you will do me the favour of waiting till I

have finished my story you will find you will

have no reason to complain.
"Her husband and her friends laughed at

Mary for her evident belief in her dream, and

ascribed the whole circumstance to indigestion ;

they did not, however, stay much longer in

the cemetery, but returned to the yacht.

Two days afterwards, and on the evening
before that on which they had purposed leaving

Gibraltar, Mary Livingston was suddenly taken

ill
;
a doctor was at once sent for, who pro-

nounced her attack to be a slight one of

cholera, assuring her friends at the same time

that they need not be under any apprehension
of danger. Next day, however, her symptoms
changed for the worse, and so rapidly, that

before evening it was evident that she was

sinking fast, and that no hopes could be re-

tained of her recovery. She died during the

night. Her husband, as you may imagine,
was overcome with giief, but he had to stifle

his feelings, and settle all things connected

with her funeral, which was obliged to take

place on the evening of the very day after she

died.

"All, as 1 was told afterwards, happened ac-

cording to that dream of hers
;
she was carried

along that steep road, and her grave had been

dug on the very spot where but a few days

ago she had stood before them full of life and

beauty ; but strange to say, and almost incre-

dible, neither her husband nor her sister remem-
;

bered the circumstance of her relating her
|

dream to them ; and it was not till some six

or seven months afterwards, that one evening
in the twilight of their Yorkshire home, the

memory of the stroll through the burial-ground
and the event connected with it flashed across

the mind of the widowed husband. Remorse
at the thought of its being now all too late

was his first feeling, and then an irrepressible
desire seized him—a longing to see if his dar-

ling's dream had come true, and if she had, in

reality, been buried alive. As fast as it was I

possible for him to do so, he hurried to Gibral- <

tar
;

it was with some difiiculty that he ob- '

tined permission to have the grave opened, !

and when he had succeeded he found that his 1

worst fears had been realised
; there was no I

doubt left in his mind that his wife had re-

covered consciousness after she had been sup-

posed by all to be dead, for the body was
turned partly on one side, as if with the effort

of trying to free itself from the icy grasp of

the tomb. From the date of that discovery,

being in some part the cause of her death ;

but he has never ceased to wonder how it was
that the recollection of that dream of hers passed
so quickly from his mind, and was not revived

till so long afterwards.

"Her grave, he told nie, is marked by a white
cross of marble, with the initials M. L. on it,

and the date of her death."

The tale of our hostess was finished ;
and as

she ended the memory of that grave with its

wreath of flowers and the bleak graveyard
came into my mind, and made the probability
of the story more apparent to me. I have
told the tale as it was told to me

;
for myself

I believe it to be true : for my readers, they
must decide for themselves.

The names, of course, have been altered, as,

for aught I know to the coutraiy, some of

the actors in that curious dream are living
stilL

METEOROLOGY OF THE YEAR 1864.

If any one is in want of a pet science, let

us recommend him to meteorology. Properly

speaking, the word means a knowledge of ex-

alted things ;
but it is easy to become a

working meteorologist, without at all pene-

trating to the regions of pure intellect. The

great Attic comedian introduces us to Socrates

suspended in a cradle from the roof of his

study, that he may be the nearer to ethereal

truths, and better able to breathe tlie finer

air of speculation ;
but such metaphysical re-

searches may be so justly styled cloudy, that

we should certainly not recommend them to a

practical man in search of a hobby. From
them, however, the word meteorology is natu-

rally transferred to a knowledge of the weather

as afl'ected by the heavenly bodies. The close-

ness of the transition comes out in the same

scene, where Socrates after learnedly theo-

rising on the nature of rain, is recalled to,

ordinary life and matter of fact by his scholar

saying he had always thouglit hitherto that

rain arose from Jupiter pouring water through
a sieve. The connection is still more amus-

ingly illustrated, when the sage proceeds to

compare thunder to the internal efl"ects likely

to be produced by eating too much broth !

From this homely point of view, it -will be

seen that meteorology is undoubtedly a safe

and absorbing science for a plain man heartily

to take up. Let any one set up a rain gauge in

his garden, a thermometer and barometer in his

hall, and he may reasonably deem himself a

weather prophet. Admiral Fitzroy, in his

Report of the Meteorological Office of the

he has never ceased to reproach himself for
j

Board of Trade issued^last year, gives admi-
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rable instructions for advantageously com-
|

binitis: the iudicatious of thette latter iiistru-
;

ments, which are the sheet anchors, an it

were, of the meteorologist.

This science of the weather posHefwes every

requisite for a perfect hobby. Not only cau

its votary take observations ami compare them
1

with tliose tiiken by otlicrx, but hi- obtaiuH a sub- I

ject of daily, even hourly intfrest. ForccaHts

made during the day, and corrected by the

actu:il results, may bo stijiplomented by regis-

tration of the phenomena at night. The me-

teorologist is furniidied with topics that will

make him a welcome guest at every dinner

table, more especially in the country, where

weather prospect-'4 are the staple uf conversa-

tion. He ueeil never more tremble, if un-

warily caught at a srnKce of the British As-so-

ciation. There is sure to bo a paper on

"extreme* of temperature," or "the dew-

point," which will interest him. Cau he not

always make a sensation there himself too, by

volunteering a few remarks on " the late

scarcity of ozone in the atmosphere as observed

at a station, very abnormal in its results ?"

He may now even look Admiral Fitzroy's

drum and cone in the face like an honest man,
who is not t<> be lightly ten itied by a scientific

bugbear (always provided ho is not going off

by the next steamer). Nay, if unlucky

enough to be benighted on Cuml>erlaud fell or

Scottish moor, meteorology, to parody Cicero's

famous eulogy on literature, will bring its

own comfort I'y passing the night with him,

and enabling him to observe atmospheric

changes of great importance to science. In

fine, under all circumstauces, and in every sta-

tion of life, uo hobby Is so generally useful as

mete< urology.

Having thus introduced our subject, let us

make a few remarks on last year's weather,

by way of exemplifying the above. It may
be noted in the outsot tliat 18t>4 was emi-

nently a capricious year. Availing ourselves

of Mr. Symons' published tables of rainfall,

we find that, notwithstanding the outcry about

drought, which w;is uuiversjilly heard last

summer, out of forty t}']iical stations of Great

Britain and Ireland whore observations were

taken, only nine obtained the least rainfall

during that year of their continuous records,

Cossey, uear Norwich, carries off the palm for

least rainfall amongst the English stations,

with 14 '48 inches. In fact, since 1800,
Norfolk has only received the rainfall of three

years instead of four. In maiiy places, how-

ever, the fall was rather above the average.

Those who are accust^micd to compare these

statistics, will be able to see through their

usual divergencies the prevalence of what

may be t«rmed the general law of Britiah

rainfall. Least rain, that is, falls in the

eastern counties ; it increases in depth to-

wards the Wfstcni counties, exceeds them

among the mountains of Wales, and culmi-

luvtes in the Lake district. All the western

coasts of Ireland and Scotland are extremely

wet, as might be expected from the Atlantic

mists breaking on the summits of their moun-
tain ranges,

Mr. Symons supplies us with a dozen typical
stations in Scotland, where the rainfall has

been regiat^'red for several years. It may
.show thf character of hist year in that portion
of Htr Majesty's dominions, to state, that in

uo instance was 1804 the driest year in the

record. The least amount of rain which fell

at these dozeu stations during 1804 wan

'2o 50 inches, at IJothwoU Ca-stle, Lanark

(where the least depth registered during

twenty previous years of continuotts obeerva-

tiou, was 10 •88 inches in 18 "(5); and the

greatest amount was at Portree, Isle of Skye,
80*54 inches against 87 '90, the least amount
in 1800. Of all the Scotch stations, most

rain invariably falls at Portree, so that for it

to register the least amount during five years
of observation in 1800, which everj'where else

in the United Kingdom was an exceptionally

rainy year,
"

little else than one long-con-
tinued winter," as Mr. Lowe has called it, is

a curious instance of the exceedingly capri-

cious character of meteorological phenomena.
To assure the natives of Portree that we are

not rashly libelling their climate, we may con-

trast with last year the year 1803, the rainiest

year upon record in their annals, when the

large quantity of 148 '89 inches fell, greater

than the amount registered at any other place

in the United Kingdom, with the exception
of Seathwaite, in Cumberland, where in

18GI fell the enormous quantity of 18258
inches.

To contrast briefly the climate of Ireland

last year, by taking Killaloe and Dublin, a

western and an eastern station, and comparing
their records with those of the last three ycirs,

it will be found that 1804 was decidedly a

dry year.

I •intv. 18*!1. 1862. 1S«3. 1S<M.

KiUiiloc CUn>. M W 47-S7 52 12 « M

DiiLUn DtiWIn 27-« 3018 S6*\ : TS

The .same fact would be still more evident

were a fuller induction made. Wo h.ave dealt

80 largely in figures, that we may bo allowed

to state as a simple method of realising what
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an abundant rainfall is to a district, that 100
tons of water, it has been calculated, are

poured on every acre of it for every one-

hundredth of an inch of rain that falls.

The winter of 18G4-5 was far more notice-

able with U8 for its length, than for the

severity of its weather. We ourselves, re-

siding in one of the English eastern counties,

a few miles from the sea, registeretl its greatest

cold as occurring in February, 11 degrees,

Fahrenheit. On the Continent, however, it

was a very cold winter. In Russia, par-

ticularly, it was one of the severest known ;

the thermometer having been so low as 26

degrees below zero, Fahrenheit. Everywhere
the remark has been made, how many old

people have died. No weather is so fatal to

them as a long cold season. At present we
have so many d priori views of the iinhealthi-

ness of sewers and stagnant water, that it

might reasonably be supposed, owing to the

dry summer of 1804, that during its con-

tinuance the countiy would have been ex-

tremely healthy. The contrary, however, is

really the case, for a very wet season effectu-

ally flushes the drains, and clears oflf the in-

jurious obstructions, the welcome home of all

zymotic diseases. Tlius the wet summer of

1800 was far more healthy than the corre-

sponding dry one of 1864. At Leek, in

Stafi'ordshire, where an excllent system of

public drainage is in action, Mr, Farrow, who

registers its rainfall, remarks,
" that the

greater the number of days upon which the

rainfall furnishes the sewers with a quantity
of water equal to thirty gallons per hea<l on

the population, the lower is the number of

deaths that occur from zymotic disease. This

rule has held good for three years. Observa-

tion warrants me in concluding, that forty

gallons of water per head per day is the

amount required." Thus curiously may the

registration of rainfall, which men have been
wont to wonder at in other days as the use-

less occupation of an enthusiast, contribute

in the hands of thoughtful men to the im-

provement of our sanitary knowledge, and
react as "

fruits," which not even the most

practical can sneer at, upon the welfare of

mankind.

Undoubtedly the main feature of interest

which meteorologists will find in 1804, arises

from the long drought of its summer. In
most districts, July was hot and dry to an
extent unexampled for many years. We
select a few instances published at the time,
to show the exact figures. At Birmingham
only 0*7 inch of rain fell during the month.
We must go back to July, 1825, for another
such month, when 0*32 was collected. An-

' other comparison would carry us back to 1800.

At Great Berkhampstead, Herts, 0'29 inch

of rain was registered, of which 20 fell on

the 3rd. The nearest approach to this small

quantity within the past ten years was in

February, 1857, when 0-34 inch was collected.

We can testify personally to the drought of

July, 1864, on the east coast of Devon, gene-

rally a rainy locality, but during that month
the old ladies who tenant its pretty villas

had to buy water at so much a bucket

for their gardens. But Cornwall, perhaps

owing to its normal rainy climate, of which

the characteristic proverb of the county tells,
"

it rains in Cornwall once every week day,
and twice on a Sunday," suffered more severely
than any other locality. At Bodmin, during

May, June, and July last year, only 5 'OS

inches of rain fell. The mean of the previous
fourteen years gives 9 '60 as the usual supply
for that time. Consequently, Cornish agri-

culture suffered severely. Pasturage being
burnt up, beef, mutton, and dairy produce
rose to very high prices. In some places

green crops had to be cut to supply the cattle.

At Camborne and Redruth, scores of men
were employed carrying water from the rivers,

and for upwards of twenty years such a scar-

city of rain had not been experienced in the

west. Harvest, in the midland counties, did

not suffer so much as was anticipated, except
that on some thin lands the crops were short

in the straw
;
root crops, however, and espe-

cially turnips, were failures. Consequently

hay and dairy produce has been extremely
dear this spring ; and, owing to the long winter,

grass is very late in shooting forth. From
the high price at which wool is selling, this

state of things reacts very seriously upon
farmers, and ultimately tells upon the happi-
ness and prosperity of the nation. With such

great issues is meteorology fraught.
It is noticeable in connection with the ex-

tent of the world over which meteorological

peculiarities make themselves felt, that the

same exceptionally hot weather prevailed

during last summer in India. An observer

Avrites from Humerpoor, Bundelcund, of June,

1864,
" The heat this year is intense. The

rains which usually set in about the 15th of

the month, have not yet (July 1) made their

appearance. The consequence is, that the

people are suffering severely from all kinds of

disease, and death is rife." At Berkhampstead,

Herts, the temperature on August 5th rose

to 85^ in the shade, the highest since the

summer of 1859. It will be interesting to

compare this with the heat registered in India

during June. At Humerpoor, on two days,
the thermometer rose to 114 degrees ;

from
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107 to 110 was tho average maxitnnm Iieight
' the full flush of July'd radiauce, u also care-

duriug the month, ami 7^5 w.v-i the lowent

figure regihteied, and that only on one day.
Ou the 29th, owing to a thunder-Htorm,
occurred tho onormoiui variatiou in tempera-
ture of 32 degrees.

After the long drought with us, when rain

did come, it was gononilly very violent. A
curious circumstance illustnitivo of this oc-

curred in October, at (Jreat Orini-shy, In

tho largo dock there, appropriated to tishing

Bm.ick.s, which at low water becomes very

shallow, float tubs, full of co<.l-ti.sh, perforated
with holes to allow of free circulation of

water. In tbeae the aiptive fish are 8;ifely

kept, till a supply is required for tho market
;

and tho tul)s rise and fall with the tide. Diirin;:;

a low tide one day tho rain came down with

such vehemence into the dock, as to alter

tho j)roi>ortion of sjdt water .so greatly that

it killed the fi.sh, and caused a serious lo.ss

to their owners before the flowlDg tide re-

turned.

In conclusion, wo may point ont a few more

departments of meteorology, well suited for

any one to take up a.s a special study.
"

It

is a .strange thing," says Mr. liuskui,
" how

little people in general know about tho sky ;"

and though ho refers to our artistic percep-
tion of its beautie.s, the same may be affirmed

of meteorological investigation. Day by day,
hour by hour, the whole field above us changes,
clouds arise and drift over or pour forth their

contents; and it is but .seldom that .science,

except in regular observatories, condescends to

note their variations or theorise ou their ap-

pearance. In Germany it i^ upon record

that two brothers devoted a lifetime to hourly

registration of the clouds, and though such

devotion to meteorology as this may savour

too much of enthusiasm for sober English-

men, it is indiibitable that any one blessed

with a good share of perseverance amongst us

might make during his leisure moments many
valuable oKsorvations on the diverse a-spects

of cloud.s. Tho precise effects, again, that

comets and eclipses have upon weather, is a

part of meteorology which is still very ob.scure.

How that mysterious agent electricity (to sjiy

nothing of magnetic influences) acts upon
climate is another question, which much re-

quires devoted adherents for its elucidation.

Some people may be unaware that the amount
of fog which hangs round our island shores is

regularly measured by the lighthouse keepers
for the advancement of science. dust as

every drop of rain that falls Is eagerly col-

lected by meteorologists, so every ray of sun-

shine that gladdens the i.sland, from tho palo
flicker that presages an autumnal sunset, to

fully registered at many places throughout
tho L'uit«<l Kingdom. In Scotland alone, at

I

above fifty stitions of the Meteorological

J
Society, returns are regularly obtaine<i of the

j

number of hours of sunshine. Wo quote a

sample of tho curious information they give.

In the eight years 1857-G4, the sunniett

month was May in three instances, Juno in

three instances, July in two. During tho

six months from April to Septomb-r, the

summer half of the year, there were 1154
hours of sunshine in 18ri7, 12*>1 in 1858,
1:J01 in l«5y, 108:^ in 18GU, lO'Ji in 1861,
1052 in 1802, 1135 in 18(13, 123;) in 1804.

Tho number in 1858 averaged very nearly
seven hours of sunshine a day in these six

months. Registration of the force and pre-

valence of wind by tho anemometer, is a por-
tion of meteorological science invaluable on the

face of it to the large commercial and naval

interests of tho kingdom. Instead of specula-

ting on weather prospects from lunar theories,
as some are still found doing, it seems pro-
bable that more practical results could be ob-

tained by persevering study of tho laws of

storms and correction of hypothetical gene-
ralities by a reference to local registrations of

the anemometer.

Tho reader will see that these varied .aspects

of meteorology represent broken echoes of the

great que.stion to which that science as a

whole endeavours to find the true inswer,
how far and by what methods may man

hope to modify climate to suit tho exi-

gencies of modem civilisation. In a future

paper we may enter more fully upon its

cousideratioa. ^L

A VISIT TO LSCHIA.

Afteu a tiresome journey from Rome, my
brother, his friend, and myself arrived at

Naples in a cania.,'e which we had been com-

pelled to hire, all the places in tho diligence

having been taken for a fortnight.

When comfortably establishe<I at our inn,

wo proceeded to visit tho various objects of

interest in tho neighbourhood. I shall not,

however, dwiU on the wonders of Pompeii,

Herculaneum, tho curiosities of the Museo

Itorbouico, or tho varied beauties of the sur-

rounding country, nor even describe tho ma^s

of sulphurous vapour i.ssuiiig from the crater

of Vesuvius. At Naples we h.ad deemed it a

cloud resting on the summit, but when on an

excursion to the mountain wo became involved

in the said cloud, wo heartily joined in Mr.

Barker's remark, "That there was something
in it after all." I will strive to describe, as
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briefly as is compatible with a female nature, 1

the incidents which took place on our eventful

journey to Ischia. But first my readers shall

become acquainted with the terms to which I

consented before I was allowed to quit my
native shores.

Having lost our parents, I had for some

time resided with my only brother, and, on

the whole we had agreed remarkably well
;
but

my dismay may be imagined, when, one

winter evening, I discovered that Charles had

settled with his old friend Barker to start for

a trip of some months on the Continent. I

immediately told them that tliey ought to

have given me some notice
;
I had "

nothing at

all to wear."

Charles answered that they had never con-

templated the possibility of my accompanying
them ; he did not think it would be pleasant
for me. I hastened to declare that it would
be highly unpleasant for me to remain behind,
and by dint of teazing and persuading I

managed to get Charlie to promise that I might

go, provided Barker made no objection to the

addition to the party. Fortunately he was a

good-natured fellow, reminding one of a Skye
terrier in personal appearance, and so ugly
and matter of fact, that our united battery of

maiden aunts and cousins could not see any
impropriety in the arrangement.

But my brother declared that I must

manage to exist for the next three months with

only one box, of a moderate size, and a hat-

box
;

and that I was never to make the

slightest allusion to smokii;g being unpleasant,—in fact, as he elegantly termed it, if 1 would

go,
" I must grin and bear it."

Under these circumstances I left our pretty

English home, and I was surprised to find how

easily difficulties were smoothed away if we
determined to look on the bright side of

things. When we had been a short time at

Naples we were told that there would \e an

Italian pleasure excursion to Ischia on the

following morning ;
we gladly seized the oppor-

tunity of viewing the island so easily, as we
were informed that the steamboat would return

the same evening.

From the appearance of the passengers our

first misgivings arose that an Englishman's and
an Italian's notion of a pleasure excursion

were very difi'erent. Business not pleasure
seemed the object of most on board

; indeed,
we discovered in the course of time that they
were principally country people proceeding to

Ischia for tbe purpose of marketing. As we
did not speak the language fluently,

—
indeed, I

had discovered some time before that the

foreign languages taught at St. John's Wood

were very difierent from the dialects spoken by
the natives,—we considered ourselves fortu-

nate in making acquaintance with a gentle-
manlike young Frenchman, who had been
naturalised in Italy, and who could speak

English with great fluency. He was on a
visit to his grandfather, who possessed property
in Ischia, and he kindly spoke on our part to a

native who understood French, and who under-

took to show us everything that was worthy
of interest on the island, and he promised to

join us upon our return to Naples in the

evening.
The majority of the passengers landed at the

principal town, with which the print in the Art

Union has rendered most of us familiar
;
but we

remained in the steamer by the recommenda-
tion of our new friend, and disembarked a

few miles nearer the principal inn of the

place. The captain's last words were a warn-

ing to us that we must be at the Mole punc-

tually at the time appointed, or we should be

left behind.

Our first care was to procure donkeys, the

only means of locomotion on the island, save

thosie provided by nature
; indeed, we fancied

that African bullock-waggons would scarcely
last a season on the execrable roads we passed

along. Donkeys are donkeys all over the

world : ours were no exception to the general
rule

; they were thoroughly obtuse to anything
we could do or say, though they did occasion-

ally quicken their pace at some mysterious
sounds emanating from the lips of their drivers.

We spent some hours pleasantly enough in

seeing all that was to be seen ; but I will not

dwell upon the sights of the place, as a guide-
book Avould furnish a far better account than

I could give, though I must mention a beau-

tiful piece of sculpture which we saw in a

small and dirty chapel attached to a monastery.
It was a veiled figure in marble (similar to

those which created so much interest in the

Exhibition of 3 851), and was most singularly
beautiful.

As the afternoon was advancing, and donkey
riding promotes the appetite, particularly over

Ischian roads, we thought it high time to

return to our inn. My brother said that by
the time we had taken x-efreshment we must go
to the town, a distance of about two miles,

that we might be ready for the steamer. But
our dismay may be imagined, when we arrived

at the inn we found there was nothing for us

to eat but cabbage and fried potatoes, and the

common sour wine of the country. The gentle-

men had brandy in their flasks, which seemed

no small consolation to them, and I contented

myself with some brackish water, which had

certainly not been iced. After much per-
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auaaioii we induced our host to nlau^hter a

fowl ;
it Keomecl the only one on tho preuiiuoj*,

aud if one nii^ht ju<lge by its tiwto auil ai)pear-

ance, it had spent the lu.st mtjnlliH uf its

existence in vjiin regrets for tho lo!W of ita

companions. After our hiingrr wiis appeaHtvJ,

though Mr. Barker declaroi ho Wits anything
but Batiafiod, we began to »ay tu each other

that nuitteiu were not bo bad as tlu-y might
have been, and were looking forward with in

little satiHf.iction to our return to Naples,
when we were surprised to see our Bteamcr,
which had gone a few inihts further, on li'avin^

us in the nioiulng, uiakiug the best of its w;iy

tu tho starting place.

It was two hours sooner than wo had anti-

cipated ;
but OS the captain had said ho sliould

wait no linger than was necessary to embark
his passengers, no time was to be lost. Wo
hurrie 1 as fust as we couM to tlio Mole, hot

aud out of br^-ath, and found tlie steamboat

q\iietly moored in the little harbour blowing
off her steam.

Our friend of tho morning now arrived ; ho

had also seen tho vessel, ami lia 1 fancied ho

should bo late. Wo requested hira to mako

iu'iuiiics as to tho probable time of starting,

and he returned with the auswor that the

captain had no intention of leaving xintil four

o'clock in tho morning.
Wo thought he must bo joking ;

b>it alis, it

was too true. Tho reason alleged w;is, that

the wind and sea ha<l risen so as tj render a

return to Naples dangerous. Tho true rea.son

wo discovered in tho morning. We tried

persuiision, wo offered money, generally omni-

potent wiih a Neapolitan, to induce the

captain to alter his determination, but of no
avail

; my brother then tried .sarciusm by
pointing to an English schooner yacht which
was sailing merrily along, and instituted com-

parisons between English and Italian courage,

by no means favourjiblo to tho latter. But

although by an amount of bad Latin and worse

Itali.in he succeeded in working the captain
into a tremendous rage, ho did not gain his

object. At la.st, ilnding all his efforts

fruitless, we cudeavoureil to persuade the

owners of an open boat to take us over to

Naples. Tho sea not being in a state to

render the attempt dangerous, aud tho wind

being in our favour, we should probably have

got there in as short a time as the steamer

would have taken.

But, although tho gentlemen offere<l an

etjuivalent to twenty-tivo shillings in our

money, they could not persuade them to ven-

ture. It wivs not fear of the passage tliat

prevented tho men, but their dread of tho

authorities. They were employed iu cArryiug ,

I

stores for Government works at the rata of

I

about a penny a day, and yet they did not
dare to accept our offer—which would have

I kept them in comparative atllueuce fur iiiuuthA—lest they ahoidd be prevented by wiud or B«a
' from returning in time to resume their work ia

the moniing. Finding that wo should have to

I spend the night on tho island, wo felt anxious

i to secure beds in the town, for wo wore not

I incliue<i to return to tho wretched inn wo had
, left, aud havo a two-mile walk before four

I

o'clock in tho morning. Whilst our guide
was employed on the search, our friend

entered into conversation with a gentkmanly-
1 looking man ; we afterwards heard he was a

political prisoner. He complained sadly of

the dullness of the place ; there was no amuso-

! ment of any .sort. They had had a billiard-

table, but ho Bupi)Osed thoy thou,'ht it was too

great an induli,'ence, and by order of the king
it was removed. Ho said he had no idea of

tho nature of his crime, having been taken

from his house at Sorrento in the night and
carried to Ischia, and never even told of what

he was accused. The poor man a<Jded, and his

voice trembled as ho spoke, that ho had not

been long married when he wiis torn from his

home, and though he was now a father, ho had

never seen his child. Of course we know

nothing of the circumstances of the case, but

to our British ears it sounded a i^ad and

melancholy tale.

Before long we were rejoined by our guide,

who said he had secured beds at the moderate

charge of one ducjit (about i.i. G(/. ) a-pieco ;

and perhaps we might like to see them. We
agreed willingly to his proposal, and immedi-

ately followed him. It must not bo supposed
that we expected grand accommodation,

although we were to pay London prices for

them
; but we were not prepared for tho spec-

tacle that met our eyes on entering the room
that \s-% imagined was intended for our resting

place. It was growing dusk, when, after

ascending a rickety 8taircii.se, wo were ushered

into a long and narrow apartment. About

half a do/.eu trestle bedsteads were arranged
down each side of the room, btit want of light

prevented us from seeing whether there was

any sort of covering on tho miserable bods.

A huge crucitix, .'us large as life, at one end of

the room, was rendered dimly visil>le by the

glare of a smouldering fire, round which were

8«iuatting a whole family, two or three women,
a man, and some children, who evidently wjre

to be our comp.'xnions far tho night. The

reception they gave us was by no meiins

cordial, uotwithstandiug the high price we
were to pay, ami we bitterly re[>ented having

alluwed our guide to mako arrangements for
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US. The gentlemen said they should have

gone back to the inn, but they felt sure I

should be knocked up by so much walking,
and we finally agreed to nit up by the fire

till it was time to start. In order to es-

cape as long as possible from any communi-

cation with the family, we strolled iuto the

town, but were soon driven back by a heavy
shower of rain. We had previously sent on

our guide to prepare as well as he could for

our reception. When lo, on our arrival he

informed us that this amiable family had

changed their minds, and would not have us

at any price.

There was no alternative ;
we must return to

the inn. Taking leave of our friend, who had

stood by us, as Mr. Barker said, maufuUy to

the last, and was returning for the night to

his relations, we made a start, and arrived

most thoroughly soaked before the door of

our refuge. After some delay we succeeded

in efiecting an entrance, for the inmates had

apparently retired to bed, and we managed
to make them understand what we wanted.

As far as beds went, such as they were, we
had plenty of choice, the house being large,

and we the only guests, but provisions were as

scarce as ever.

We selected what we considered were the

best rooms, and had fires lighted, and were

endeavouring to make ourselves as comfortable

as wet clothes and starvation would allow
;

when, to our great delight, our friend most

unexpectedly walked in with a substantial

looking basket on his arm, which contained

wine from his grandfather's vineyard, eatables

more suited to an Italian than an English

appetite, but nevertheless most thoroughly

acceptable, and fruit for mademoiselle, as the

Frenchman said, presenting it with a bow.

We managed to procure hot water, and soon

had some negus, which did me a world of

good, for I was shivering from the effects of

wet clothes and discomfort.

My brother recommended me to retire to

my room, wrapping me up as well as he was

able ; but just as I was falling to sleep I was
startled by hearing thundering knocks at the

door, and amidst the rattling of the ill-

fastened shutters and the roar of the wind,
which was now very high, we thought we

distinguished English voices.

On inquiry the gentlemen found that the

party from the yacht had landed that after-

noon, and on account of the wind had been

unable to rejoin their vessel, and had been

compelled to seek the nearest place of shelter

for the night. As we had chosen what

appeared to us the best room, my brother has-

tened to put it at the disposal of the party, as

there seemed to be several ladies amongst the

number. But they declined the ofi'er, and

took the rooms adjoining. Before the night
was over we regretted they had not remained

on board the yacht. Our countrymen had known
better than to rely on the resources of a native

inn
; the pop of champagne corks told of

better things than Ischian wine, and the pro-

longed clatter of knives and forks was signifi-

cant of more than superannuated fowl and

boiled cabbage.

This, however, was not the worst. We
knew their supper must conclude in time, and

then we hoped they would retire to rest, for

sleep was what we now wanted. But wc
reckoned without our host

;
the noise of

'

supper was succeeded by such singing, laugh-

ing, dancing, and rushing about the rooms,
'

that we agreed we had never passed such a

night, and had no difficulty in getting up in

time to catch the steamer.

We were not very long, as may be supposed,
in discovering the captain's objection to start-

ing on the previous evening. Had he done so

we should have been his only passengers,

whereas in the morning he had numbers of

persons who had been marketing the night

before. After a short and pleasant voyage
we reached Naples, and returned to our com-

fortable inn, where we soon had the pleasure
of returning the hospitality of our young
friend. We often met him during our stay at

Naples, and before we left the neighbourhood

my brother persuaded him to promise to visit

us in England the following autumn, though
Mr. Barker assured him that the " bothies"

of Scotland were the only places in the British

dominions that could be compared with

Ischian lodgings. E. M.

FOUND DROWNED.
A Stort in Four Ceapters, By R. Arthur

Arnold.

chapter iii,
" affection never was
WASTED."

The day before Mr. Tyler wrote the letter

which had crushed Harry's hopes, and driven

Lady Elsdale and Edith from Ambleton Place,

he had received a note dated "
Peugoeth

Castle, North Wales," enclosing the adver-

tisement which Hugh had torn from the Bom-

bay Times, and informing him that the writer,

who signed himself "Hugh Elsdale," had been

wrecked on the coast in his passage from India
;

that Lord Llanfair had given him shelter, and

that he was already on his way to London, and

would call on Mr. Tyler the next day at twelve

o'clock.
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PoocttiAl to hia appointment,
'* Sir Hugh

"

drove up to Bedford Row. Lord Llanfitir had

met a Khipwrecked Bailor near h'm hotme, and

had told him to go up to the Castlo, an invita-

tion which had re«ulted in his hearing all of

the barouet'H romantic hi^tor}* ;
in his lord-

Hhip'x taking' a formal deposition, and aigiUDg
it as a magifctrate, concerning the lowi of the

UlyHHea, a coj.y of whith he gave to Sir Hugh,
at h'lH request ; and ultimately in hiH lending

Sco iu);o ',*.

the baronet twenty pounds. I^or.l Ll.infair

pressed him to have more, hut Sir Hugli said

he had no doubt he should be able to draw

ujwn Mr. Tyler immediately ho arrived in

town, and gave Im 1 O U for the loan, which

the owner of IVn^oeth C.-vstle laughingly .wid

ho accepted
"
oidy for the pleA.sure of having

a remembrance of the commencement of Sir

Hugh's new fortunes."

And wh.n th. y parted it was with mutual
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promises of future friendly exchange' of

visits.

All that ready-made tailoriug could do for

Sir Hugh had been done when he entered the

lawyer's office
;

his dress was neat and gentle-
man-like

; yet in his carriage there was a loose

swagger, which however could scarcely seem

remarkable in a man who had led a roving life.

There was, too, a restlessness in the dark eyes
which scanned all the pavements as he drove

from a fashionable west-end hotel to Bedford

Row, that seemed to speak of conscious in-

security. And his sensual, hard face, with its

ponderous cheeks, did not form a pleasant
letter of introduction.

Mr' Tyler, who was a young man, appa-

rently about the same age as Sir Hugh, received

him very warmly, yet with great respect ;
wel-

comed him to England, congratulated bim

upon his escape from the shipwreck, and then

prepared himself to hear the baronet's story.

The young lawyer listened with deeply iu-

terested attention as Sir Hugh narrated his

past career, hurrying over the years of indo-

lent vice which, with a sigh, he confessed to

have lived after his mother's death ; how he

had obtained the box which he now showed to

Mr. Tyler, addressed to him by his mother
;

at last coming to the time when he had joLued
the army in a feigned name. The baronet

leaned carelessly back in his chair while the

family solicitor, having first looked to him for

permission, glanced through the letters, and
then laid them one by one itpon the table. Mr.

Tyler scrutinised the certificate of baptism

very carefully, and he was stiU. looking at it

when Sir Hugh observed,—
" I hope you are thoroughly satisfied, at all

events."
"
Ye-es," Mr, Tyler assented, slowly; "but

it would be more satisfactory, I think, to Lady—I mean your relatives—if we were able to

trace back your career step by step, with some

corroborating evidence of identity.
"It would."
Sir Hugh was looking thoughtfully at the

carpet, as if undecided
;

then suddenly he
fixed his eyes on the lawyer, and continued :

"I suppose, Mr. Tyler, you have been ac-

customed to receive the confidence of my
family, and I don't doubt you deserve it.

I'll give yon mine : I'm a deserter from Her

Majesty's — Regiment. It would be a d—d

nuisance for you to open up that business. I'd

sooner lose my title than tell you the ntmiber

of the regiment. If I were to tell you, you
could only trace me from the time of my enlist-

ment : before that time hard luck made me
bear so many aliases, and knocked me so from
one end of the countiy to the other that no

living soul could identify me as the sou of my
father."

Mr. Tyler had a wholesome dread of family

exposures ; he admitted the force of this reason-

ing ; yet he was loath to acknowledge even to

I himself that his visitor was Sir Hugh Elsdale,

, Bart., as he thought of his friends at Ambleton,
and contrasted Harry with this man, whose

antecedents were evidently such as would not

I bear disclosure.

Sir Hugh w;is very anxious to see his house

and estate. He inquired if his grandfather,

I

the old bailiff was alive, and professed a great

i

desire to see "his dear mother's father." "He
i was afraid he hadn't been a good sou, but he
'

would do what he could to atone for the past."

When ^Ir. Tyler informed him that Sir God-

frey had died intestate, and that his wife and

daughter were living in the house, it occurred

to the baronet that they were left penniless,

and that he might have to maintain them ; but

he dissembled this thought, and told the

lawyer that "he should wish them to move out

at once, in a week, because perhaps it would

not be agreeable to them to meet him. "

Mr. Tyler objected, though deferentially,

that there were many legal formalities to be

observed before he could properly take pos-

session. But Sir Hugh was very decided upon
this point, and desired Mr. Tyler to say no

more about it, but to write, informing Lady
Elsdale of his wishes on the subject. It was

difficult for the lawyer to conceal his dis-

gust, and, from the curious expression in his

face, to decide the motives which made him

yield the point so easily. He contented him-

self with pointing out to the new baronet that

although Lady Elsdale could not be compelled
to move out upon such short notice, and that

although he was not fully entitled to take pos-

session, yet he would write as Sir Hugh wished,
and he had no doubc that Lady Elsdale would

accede to the arrangement.
Mr. Tyler attended Sir Hugh to the door.

On the way he asked the baronet "if he shotild

be remaining all the week at his hotel ?
"

"Oh, yes," replied Sir Hugh.
" I should

be afraid of losing myself if I left it. Besides, I

shall expect you to send me some money the

day after tomorrow."

The baronet did keep very close to his

hotel : there was no doubt about that. He rose

late, yawned and smoked away t'ne day until

dinner-time. In the evening he went out,

muffled up almost to his eyes, for as he ob-

served before the waiter,
" this cursed climate

might be the death of him."

Yet Sir Hugh looked a very powerful man
as he lay on a couch waiting for Mr. Tyler's

messenger. iXatiurally he was thinking of his
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interview with the solicitor. He had not alto-

gether like<i Mr. TyliVB maimeni. His claim

had beeu admitt*.-<l with an almost HuspiciouM
readiness. Yet it was true that Mr. Tyler had
beeu aflvertlsing for months p<uit for such a

claimant, and therefore couM not be expected
to be Hurpriiied if ho t<h<jul<l turn up. Mr.

Tyler was the family nolicitor, and of course

would be influenced by hereditary respect for

the head of the family. Wt it was not ho

much what the lawyer had eaid, as wluit ho

ha>l left unsaiil, that troubled Sir Hugh. He
had seen at once that Mr. Tyler was no ordi-

nary man, and he felt tliat ho was one whose

sense of ju.stice no consideration of personal in-

terest would pervert He reail in the bold yet

steady eye of the solicitor that he was a man
who could be untiring in the energy of his

pursuit, and yet secret
;
—

qualities which those

who have most reason to fear them detect at

first sight
The waiter announced Mr. Tyler's clerk,

who was rather an older man than his em-

ployer, but eminently worthy of his confiden-

tial position, if one might judge from his smug
appearance. Just one glance round the room,
which seemed to include everything that it

contained, yet made so quickly that one might
suppose his attention had been attracted by
some picture on the walls, or by some of the

ornaments of the richly furnished room, be-

fore his eyes settled on Sir Hugh, who

scarcely honoured him with so much attention.

Holding his hat in the front of his stomach,
the clerk made a short, ducking bow, and with

a smile, addressed the baronet.
" Sir Hugh Elsdale, I believe ?

"

Sir Hugh " didn't .suppose he'd come there

to tell him his name,'' and asked if he had
the money. Whereupon Mr. Tyler's confi-

dential man counted out a hundred sovereigns,
aitked fur a receipt, and while Sir Hugh was

writing it gave the baronet a long and atten-

tive stare, in which, though the clerk's face

was of a most inexpressive type, might be
witnessed a curious contention between sur-

prise and subdued satisfaction.

The baronet pocketed the money,-and seemed
to grow more and more tired of hLs confinement
he had yet four days to remain in London, or

at least four days before he was expected at

Ambleton. He hungered and thirsted for some
one to talk to ; it was of little use to be a

baronet, and master of an ancient estate, if ho
were not free to go out when and where he
would. At last, after he had dined and sat

over his wine, Sir Hugh's walking hour came
round. He went into his dressing room, took
out from a portmante.iu a ragged, greasy, sea-

man's dress, and in less thau tea miuutes he

wat the cook's mate of the Ulysses. Cram-

ming a loose cap into the crown of his opera-

hat, he put that on hi< head, then a lon^

cloak, which the " climate
"

ha<i made neces-

sary for his evening walks was thrown over

his Mhoulders, carefully fastened, and Sir

Hugh was soon in a cab, driving towanls the

City.

He lia*! scarcely left the door of the hotel,

wheu Mr. Tyler's clerk came running out of

the coffee-room, and nearly knocking the waiter

over who had been obftequiously att«nd-

ing Sir Hugh to his cab, a^ked " where

that gent ha 1 gone ?
"

" I've only just found out that I've left

some pap'^rs with him by accident," he con-

tinued, with well-feigned excitement.
"

I 'spect he's on the spree," grinned the

waiter ; "all he says to the cabby was
' Bank.' "

Mr. Tyler's clerk seemed to have a cab

waiting close by the door, and the baronet had
not left the street before the lawyer's man was

rattling behind him.

As Sir Hugh's cab drew up near to the

Wellington statue there were few other vehicles

about to ob.?truct his passage ; he could almost

hear the vibration of the bell of St Paul's as
i

the clock of the cathedral struck ten while he i

was getting out of the cab. He had been a I

traveller
;
his life hail not been of the softest ;

he had known for years what it was to be

forced to go hither and thither at work under

the remorseless supervision of a rifle and a

bayonet ; yet ho had never felt so wretche<i as

at this moment. Well enough did he know
the scene. He wished it had been broad

daylight, and there had been the hurrying,

bustling thousands to disturb his attention.

Now, it was like a city of the dead. It seemed

to him that the ghostly columns of the

Exchange and all the surrounding buildings

were receiving him with an intentional hush.

The feeling grew xipon him so with the loneli-

ness of the place that he felt almost as if every
stone knew hiui, and was conscious of the an-

'

tece<ieuts of the man whose tread now re-

sounded in the quiet night Gathering his

cloak round him, he walked at a rapid pace up
Princes Street, up Moorgate Street, and on till

he cros.sed Fiusbury Square ;
then he turned

into Providence Row. Looking about for some

dark entry, he at last found a place which

seemed to satisfy him, and suddenly turning
into it he dropped off" hb cloak, folded it into the

smallest compass, then put his crush hat be-

neath it, tying them both in a red handkerchief,

and hanging the bundle on the end of his .stick,

he emerged, after looking suspiciously around

to see that he was uuwatched.
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He crossed the road to a long row of small

houses, and then commenced counting off the

numbers. At length he stopped at No. 22.

It was a private house. The door was

closed, though the shutters were not yet put

over the window. He seemed almost

impotent to knock for admittance, yet he

stooped, putting his face close to the white door-

plate, on which was written in black letters,

"Mrs. Duncan, Milliner and Dressmaker."

He held his hand again from the black knocker

while he looked through the window, flatten-

ing his nose against the ghiss in his anxiety to

see what was going on in the room. It was

lighted, and he could see the shadow of a

woman move now and then across the muslin

screen which covered the show-frame placed in

the window. Once or twice he felt very much
inclined to dash his hand through the glass,

and to upset the very elegant and elaborately

stitched pair of red satin stays, which may be

the magic bodices of the milliner's fairy guar-

dians, but which it seems are never intended

to embrace human bosoms.

As he knocked, the light left the room, and

appeared at the open door. She who held it

was a young girl, a brunette in complexion ;

her black hair had fallen down over one side

of her face, while on the other it remained

neatly laid above her ear
;

her face was pale,
and wore a look of unnatural anxiety as the

candlelight fell upon it. Ou her black dress,
which fitted and displayed to much advantage
her small and well-rounded figure, were ends
of cotton and scraps of the material upon
which she had been at work. Her lar"e,

brown eyes expressed not so much surprise at

seeing Sir Hugh in the doorway, as an eager,

loving, tender anxiety, an intense hope which
seemed to be longing f r gratification. She
had looked at him thus but a moment when
her hand shook so that the candle fell from
its socket, and in the dark, with a gentle sh,-

8h,-sh, he passed his arm round her waist,
and drawing her to him kissed her willing
lips again and again.

She had re-lit the candle, and laid aside her

work; sat herself on Sir Hugh's knee, and
clung with an arm lovingly round his neck.
For a moment he had been loving to her : but
now he sat looking sullenly into the

scarcely seeming to notice her caress.

"Jem, dear," she said, in a low, half-

frightened voice,
"
you're not going to be a

sailor now, are you > You won't go and leave
Kate any more ?

" She had a sweet voice, and,
nestling closer to him, kissed him softly.

Still he made no reply.
"I've been expecting you, dear, oh ! so long,—for two months. I knew you were to leave

fire,

that horrid place,"
—she couldn't help shudder-

ing,
—" six mouths ago, and I wrote to you,

asking you to tell me when you would be

home ;
but I suppose you never got my letter."

Strong was the conflict now going on in Sir

Hugh's mind. Little did poor Kate know
that the ragged seaman who was so dear to

her was hesitating whether to chose her love

or a baronetcy and an ancient name and

estate, with perfect oblivion of that past

which it was so hateful to recall. Yet it was

nothing but this struggle between love and a

covetous ambition which held him silent.

At one moment he felt he could give up all

for her love ; then, at the next, he saw that it

was now impossible to do so. For a moment
he fancieil he could be a baronet and enjoy
Kate's love also

; yet he knew she would never

live with him as his unacknowledged wife, and

then,
—what would be the end of his ambition ?

No ! he had chosen his path, and he would

keep to it, though this were the last time they
should meet.

He lifted her as he rose from his chair : not

ungently, but without the love she wanted,
and her eyes were filling with tears as he

said :

"
I must be going away to sea soon, my

girl."
"
Oh, no, no," she cried, throwing her arms

round his neck, and looking up into his face

with a piteous and imploring countenance.
" Oh ! no, no, Jem, dear ! don't leave me any
moi'e. I've worked and worked so hard while

you were away. I've saved all the money I

could, and now I've got plenty of work to do,
and shall be able to keep both of us nicely.

I've had nobody to speak to, nobody to love,

all these years! Don't go away."
"Poor Kate!" Sir Hugh spoke hoarsely,

and she thought he was yielding, as he kissed

her.
"
Papa died a year after you—left—were

taken away. He wouldn't see me before he

died," sobbed Kate
;
"he said that I had run

away with the man that r-r-rob—ruined him,
and that I—was—just

—as—bad." Then re-

leasing Sir Hugh, she looked sadly at him.

She had forced back her tears, and said in a

tremulous voice :

"
Jem, you see we have suffered together;

your punishment was not greater than mine
;

and now it is over, are yoia going to leave me?"
No ! a thousand times No ! had he been

master of himself. A thousand times No ! if he

had not been the slave of a passion which still

mastered his love. Never would he have
stood there the disgraced man that he was, had
he ever before known that love as he knew it

now. Would to God he could remit the past
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—the past, in which, after he had taken herfrom

her father's house, he had robbed the man who
had been his beuefiictor, and was the father of

his wife. But for this recent, fatal, flittering

temptation, how happy did ho now think he

could have been with Kate. They would have

settled in some place where bygones would have

been bygones. He cursed the hour which led

him to this position, yet he could not give it

up. He dashed past her out into the street,

and away as fast as he could run towards

Fiusbury Square.
Shocked and surprised, Kate hurried after

him, calling
" Jem ! Jem !" as she saw it was

impossible to overtake him.

She had not gone many yards before a man,
who certainly must have been hiding when
Sir Hugh passed, caught her in his arms, and,
in spite of her almost frantic struggles, led her

back to her house.

WESTENHANGER GRANGE.
CHAPTER I.

" That house is haunted," said my friend

Rosalind Hippisley, as we drove in a little

pony-carriage past an old-fashioned dwelling
embosomed in trees. Rosalind was a gay
dashing woman, who dressed well, drove weU,
and was even known in the hunting-field ;

she

was certaiuly less likely to indulge in super-
natuial fears and fancies than most others of

her gentle sex
;
but as she pointed with her

whip towards the tall chimneys, a sort of doubt-

ful fear crossed her face,
" Who says it is haunted 1

"
I asked.

*'
Everybody," replied my friend, now

smiling ;

"
villagers, tenants, servants

;

—to

my own knowledge two cooks and a housemaid
have left on that account. Mr. Wilson has

had much trouble in persuading his male fac-

totum, Jem, to stay with him from year to

year. Charles told me this,
—he slept at

Westenhanger one night about five years

since,
—before our marriage, you know, and

—and "

"
^^ell !

"
said I.

"
They certainly did " Here Rosalind

stopped ; half ashamed to confess that her

shrewd husband gave the slightest countenance

to the stories. I think it probable that that

wise man had been bound to solemn silence, out
of regard to his rejiutation.

" And pray is Mr. Wilson himself ghost-

proof ?
"

" He took the house at a very low rent for

seven years, and as he can get no tenant far

or near, and dearly loves his money, he
chooses to stay on himself."

" Mr. Wilson must possess a far from ner-

vous temperament."

"
Exactly. He says noises break no bones,

and he and his ghosts get on quite comfortably.
As to Jem, at first he went half mad with

fright, but the fear of losing a good situation

has caused him to resign himself. I believe

he goes to sleep with cotton-wool in his ears.

The truth is, Jem got into bad odour when a

young fellow,
—was imprisoned for a poaching

spree,
—and knows he might find it hard to

suit himself if he left Westenhanger.
"

"And is there nothing female about the

house 1"
"
Yes, a deaf old cook, who won't believe a

word of the stories
; besides, she sleeps ui the

attic itbove Wilson, and so would probably
hear nothing, for the ghosts keep to the ground
floor."

As we talked we were driving rapidly across

the sunny open down. Soon we came in sight

of the sparkling sea, by whose shore we pur-

posed to spend an hour. I forgot the haunted

Grange as we wound round and down the steep

zigzags which led us to the beach, and shortly

the pony-carriage was put up at the little inn,

and we were exploring the town on foot.

Ten years had elapsed since my last visit
;

there were new houses, new terraces, new
streets

;
the post-ofiice had expanded into a

Doric facade, the grey-haired old man who
fumbled so dreadfully over the stamps was re-

placed by two smart, snappish clerks ; the

baker had become a confectioner, the circu-

lating library aflbrded room for increased

breadth of crinoline, the inn on the parade
had become a large hotel, the livery stables

were populous with men and animals,—alto-

gether, we had so much to see, and so many
old friends to congratulate, that it was half-

past three of the winter's afternoon before we

had our ponies in harness again, and started

up the zigzags for our ten-mile drive home to

the town of Lymm.
As we slowly mounted the hill I began

asking Rosalind about some of the chief

county families. At the time of my former

sojourn in the neighbourhood I had been a

confirmed invalid, unable to make country

excursions, and so knew next to nothing of

the neighbouring villages, their families great

and small, or their local traditions, in which

every corner of England aboimds. In par-

ticular I questioned her about the Fordes, of

Forde-Combo, whose large white house she had

pointed out early in the day, standing on a

wooded slope about a mile from the road.
" Forde-Combe is shut up," replied my

friend. " Vavasour Forde was killed in the

Indian Rebellion, his wife and infant son were

at Calcutta at the time
; they returned imme-

diately to England, and Mrs. Forde now lives
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with her brother, a clergyman in Staffordshire,
j

Forde-Combe lies empty till young Vavasour ,

comes of age—he must be fifteen or sixteen
j

years of age now. "

" Was not Vavasour ForJe very wild in his

youth ? It seems to me I remember hearing

something about it."

*'
Yes, very; always lived in Paris, and was

never seen in these parts after his father's

death. It was always said he was over- i

whelmed with debt, but if so, old Marmaduke's I

money put all that right. The property was

in good order when he died, and little Vava-
;

sour will inherit a large income." i

" Who was old Marmaduke ?
"

"
Oh, Vavasour's uncle. He had disgraced

his family by going into the East India trade

in the early part of this centuiy, and made a

heap of money ;
but they never would forgive

him
;
there was no intercourse between him

and his brother the general ;
but when he died

j

he left his money to his nephew all the same." 1

" When did he die ?
"

I asked idly.
" In 1845, when Vavasour was a young

scapegrace of five-and-twenty."
*' And he had never seen his nephew ?"

•'No, never. He said so to Harman, our

attorney, just the week before his death
;
but

said he should leave his money to the heir of

the family, in spite of the quarrel. There was

something fine and hearty about old Marma-
duke. His death came upon the neighbour-
hood with a great shock, it was so sudden.

He went off in a fit
; apoplexy, I think Dr.

Harman certified
;

it was one night after he

had ridden from Lymm. I was a verj^ young
chUd at the time, but I remember how sorry

everybody was in the town and village."

"What village?"

"Why, Westenhanger, of course. I thought
I had told you he lived at Westenhanger

Grange ?
"

"
No, you never did. How did he stand

the ghosts 1
"

"
Really I don't know

;
he had lived there

for twenty years, and he never said anything
about them so far as I am aware. So, perhaps,
he was ghost-proof like AVilson. After his

death, the house stood empty for several years.

Vavasour Forde remained in Paris, and sent

over no orders about the old place till 1850,
the year of his marriage (he married Miss

Burgeon, one of the Staffordshire Burgeons).
Then he sent word to have the Grange tho-

roughly repaired and let if possible. It so

happened that the agent found no tenant for

a considerable period ; three years I should

think
;
then it was taken by a widow lady

with four daughters, who remained there until

1856."

"
Well, and what then ?

"

*'
Why, one of the daughters, a very weakly

nervous girl, was seized in the night with

strong convulsions, and after lingering a fort-

night, she actually died."
" What do you mean by actually ?

"

" Because it w^as then we first heard about

the ghosts. But Dr. Harman assured me
privately it was just violent mania, and in

the family. The poor girl was buried in that

churchyard on the hill, and the widow went,
with her three remaining daughters, to live at

Leamington. The next people who came to

inhabit the Grange were substantial farmers,

and offered to take the land also. They were

just settled in, and preparing to arrange a

long lease which only wanted signature, when

suddenly they threw up the bargain, and would

have none of it. They said somebody was

incessantly talking in the house."
"
Talking !

"
I replied, with a half smile.

" I suppose it was the ghost of the poor girl

who had died there in delirium 1
"

"
Indeed, I don't know who or what it

was, but I do know that during the last eight

years everybody who has tried to live at the ^

Grange has been frightened off, until Wilson,
who is fond of saying he fears neither man
nor devil, obstinately settled in. Moreover,
he sleeps in the best bed-room right over the

dining-room."
" And that is the room whence the talking

proceeds 1
"

"
Yes, always," replied Rosalind, touching

up the ponies as she spoke. The ponies
started and increased their speed just as a huge
cart laden with faggots and brushwood toiled

slowly into sight at a turn of the road before

us. In an instant, before we could even

scream, our light carriage lay broken in the

road, and Rosalind and I were shot out into

a dry ditch. 1 escaped with bruises, but when
I tried to help her rise, I found with dismay
that she could not stir

;
her right foot, which

had doubled upunder her, was severelysprained,

and there she lay, perfectly helpless, and five

miles from home. The waggoner scratched

his head, and quoth he,
"
Eh, missus, what'll

the measter say l I be despert feared she've

fainted, poor zowl !

"

The measter was Mr. Hippisley, Rosalind's

good husband, well known in Lymm, and

heartily at that moment did I wish that some

good angel would bring him to the rescue. I

went on a few paces towards a large five-barred

gate, and looked over the fields
;
we were five

miles from Lymm, three-quarters of a mile

from Westenhanger, and a quarter of a mile

from the Grange.
"Run!" I said, to the waggoner's boy,
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I
seaiion io the oold November ere. Then ire

passed through a gatu iuto the long kitchen

garden, Hoinowhat rag;,'c<l and forloni ii looked,
with scanty ruuiains of vi-getable Ledu and

gnarled apple-trcoji, on wliich the Luit leave«

lingered- The lack of ro».e-treus and lavemlcr,
even in winter bareucH^, showed that no uiiji-

tress cheriahe<l this kitchen-.,'arden. Nearer

the bouse wa-n a profuse growth of evergreen

hhrubs, yews, laurels, and hollies
; rehcs of the

careful cultivation of twenty years back. As
wu entered by tlie back way, we piwsed from
the kitchen-garden into a large yard ; not

exactly a farm-yani, but harbouring pigs

jxjultry, and a groat dog-kennel, out of which
a fierce old miUHtiff glare<l without moving, but

ejaculated a loud pitiful roar, not unmusical,
but withal something sad and awful in the

sound as it echoeil and died away from wall

to wall. As we ueared the back door I n jted

that the hou.se wxs at least of tliree different

dales. To the left, half-hidden by an enor-

mous yew, rose a thick round tower, built of

brick, with a conical roof. It reminded me
of tliat ancient habitation near Dover,— erst

tenanted by fair Rosamond,—one of the oldest

relics of a house in England. A deep de-

pression at the base, extending round the

comer, suggested a moat afore time. The

body of the house, which was straight before

us, bore the aspect and the date of 1G'20
;

while the out-houses and a birge scullery were

qiute modern in comparison ; fifty years old

perhaps. A profuse growth of iN-y clothed the

dwelling, and tall sprays ran up among the

chimneys, and hung in fair festoons about the

gables.

At the back door of this picturesque old

place stood an agi.'d woman, staring with all

her might into the dusk evening, a lighted

candle in her hand, and a largo black tom-

cat whisking his tail by her side. Througli a

long low ca.sement windnw glimmeroil the red

light of the kitchen-fire. I note these details,

because their homely yet picturesque aspect
filled my eye, and absorl>ed the small part of

my mind that was left at leisure at the

moment, from watching every step taken

by the fiirmer anil his man as they carried my
fainting friend across the yard and over the

tlireshold.

Of course, the first tiling was to lay her

flat, and apply restoratives
;
but couch there

wjis none in the kitchen, and though f>r a
feared she wouM faint away again before wo moment we thought of getting a mattre.'W laid

got her into the house. First we crossed a before the kitchen -fire, yet when the farmer

grass field in which two cows st<x>d and looke<l .'«iid,
•*

^^"e can Girry her up the wide .stairs,

at us with grave reflective eyes, then another ma'am
; and she'll be comfortable in my

where half a dozen young Iambs and their room," I agreed that it would be the best

mothers looked pathetically out of place and , place. So they hoisted up the choir slowly and

"and tell Mr. "Wilson to come down with his

man, and to bring a chair with them."

The sharp little fellow shot olf like an arrow,
and I lingered just a moment at the gate,

watching his Hying steps i^h one instinctively

does after sending a messenger. The evening
was dead calm, the sun was sinking over the

weotem edge of the down ; a light frost lay

upon the land, the sky overhead was dark

purple ; over the track of the river meadows
a silver mist began to float and curl

;
the

hedges, the wood-s, the solitary elms were all

fast asleep, locked in wintry silence. In the

mid-distance, or rather in the further fore-

ground, roio the dark mass of the Grange
amidst its rookeries. As the sun sank, and

the mist glowed with a rich soft gold, a dead

gold with little burnished clouds floating over

it, the (j range became black a.s ebony. It

took but a moment to note the sc^'ne, and
then I kneh down by Ro.salind and lifted her

head into my lap, wliilo the waggoner spread
one of those pieces of coarse sacking, or cloth,

tmd tried to move her on to it
;
but she could

not bear the slightest motion, and moaned so

that he was obliged to desist. Presently, he

ejaculated, "I zee a candle i' the Grange,"
and we knew that our time of waiting was

short. A few minutes more, and our breath-
'

less little boy arrivetl with the news that

Wilson and Jem had started with a wooden
arm-chair. When they came up, red and

panting, and full of loud lamentation over

Mrs. Hippidey, Rosalind was lifte<l iuto it,

and by slow and diflicult stages carried into

the Grange.

CHAPTBK II. I

Pkrhai's my gentle, and j)ossibly nervous,
reader will hardly be disposed to believe me
when I aOirm that the fright and distress caused

by Mrs. Hippisley's accident made mc utterly

forget our late conversation. The Grange to

me at that moment was no more than any
other substantial old farm-house, and never
in my life having previously seen Mr. Wilson
or Jem, 1 looked at them merely as friendly

neighbours, people well known to Rosalind's

husband, and thought how lucky it was that

the accitlent ha<l taken place so near to the

hou.se, instead of out on the wild oiH.-n down
we ha<.l so lately crossed. At every step taken

by the two men my j)Oor friend's face con-

tracted with agony, so that 1 several times
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securely, step by step up the sluUlow flight,

for the storeys at tlie Graugo were very low.

The old woman walked before with the candle,
and I followed with one hand upon the back of

the chair
;

tlie door of dark solid oak on the

riglit side of the landing was opened to admit

us, and we passed into a good sized room with

a low ceiling traversed by beams, and lighted

by two casements, through wliich glimmered
the last amber of sunset and mildly shone the

evening star. Darkness gathered on the outer

world as we laid Rosalind on the farmer's bed,
and found that slio hud swooned right away.
When with great trouble we brought her

round, the first word she said was,
" Send for

Cliarles."
* ' Get the pony, Jem, and ride oflf for Mr.

Hippisley," replied Farmer Wilson.

Then for the first time I looked at Jem, a

fair, heavy man, with sleepy blue eyes, and an

expression of phlegmatic endurance on his

broad face. Wilson himself was a complete

contrast, short, dark, wiry, full of acuteness

and resolution. Old Sally bustled out to get
wood for the fire, which was soon lighted, and
then she brought a kettle of hot water up from
the kitchen to foment Rosalind's foot, while

Mr. Wilson fastened up two thick moreen cur-

tains against the casement, and the room soon

assumed a comfortable aspect. Again I men-
tion these practical trifles, to show how natural

it was that I shoiUd be absorbed in what went
on before my eyes, and how likely it was that

our late conversation should, to use a ver-

nacular expression,
"
go out of my head."

Old Sally made some nice hot tea in a black

teapot, and the farmer brought up a covered

plate of buttered toast, and we drew a round
table up to the bedside and made Mrs. Hip-
pisley eat and drink. After wliich the farmer

went to smoke his pipe down-stairs, saying
Jem would be back with Mr. Hippisley by
half-past seven, and Rosalind lay back in a

half-doze Avhile Sally continued to bathe the

injured ankle, I picked up an odd volume of

an agricultural magazine, but all my atten-

tion was concentrated in my ears, striving to

catch the earliest sound of Charles Hippisley's

gig, which ought to have been approaching,
for by this time it was twenty minutes past
seven. But though dead silence fell upon the

house, though the farmer smoked in the

kitchen, and Tom purred almost inaudibly by
our fire, and deaf old Sally made no sound
save that of the gentle trickling of the water
from her sponge,—nothing like a gig could I

hear. I went to the window, lifted the mo-
reen curtains, and looked out on the starUt

night. Not a breath of wind stirred
; no dis-

tant vehicle rumbled ever so faintly, ever so far

away. Westenhanger was but a small village,

and afforded no traffic after sundown, save the

return of some belated farmer. Anxious and

disappointed I again returned to my seat, but

I had hardly sat down when I heard the front

gate swing to, and a manly active step come up
the broad gravel-walk of the front garden. I

rushed to the Avindow and again looked out,

sure that it was our much-desired Charles, but

could see nothing of the new-comer, so con-

cluded he had found the front door open, and

would be up-stairs immediately. How he had

traversed the five miles without the gig, I did

not at that moment consider. Nobody, how-

ever, came up-stairs, nor did I hear any sound

in the lower part of the house. I looked at

old Sally, wondering if she had heard the step,

but Sally's face was imperturbable, she being

so exceedingly, I might almost say so actively

afilicted with deafness ;
as for Rosalind she lay

still, with her eyes closed. But the one other

creature in the room,—-black Tom,—he must

have heard, for he stopped purring, slightly

arched his shining back, and glared at the door

with large round eyes, which had turned of a

brilliant luminous green. Very much sur-.

prised I went on to the landing and called

out to Mr. Wilson, who came from the kitchen

pipe in hand.
" I thought I heard Mr. Hippisley," said

I, leaning over the balustrade and speaking
low ;

**I heard some one walk up the front

garden, and they must have come in at the

front door."
" The front door is locked, miss," said the

farmer, and as he spoke he walked up to it

and shook it in a convincing way.
"Dear me, how extraordinary; I must

have been dozing," said I. "I was quite

certain I heard some one walk up to the front

door."

"Oh, yes, ma'am, dozing I dare say you

were," said Mr. Wilson, with a certain alacrity

of manner
;
and thereupon he went back to

his pipe, and I to my fire and my book, feel-

ing certain that I liad not been dozing, but

particularly wide awake after a cup of strong

tea, and retaining a nervous impression that

some one must be hidden in the garden among
the dark evergreens, waiting, perchance, to

rob the lonely house.

After a while Rosalind awoke and asked the

time, I told her it was close upon eight

o'clock. She then said,
" Charles must have

gone to Tetlington,
—John must be worse."

Tetlington was a village about three miles on

the other side of Lymm, and John was hus-

band to Mr. Hippisley's sister. Rosalind then

fell to talking of her sister-in-law and the

children, and what could be done with such a
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number when the father Huccumbed to lioi^er-

iug decline. Presently «ho dozed again, and so

on fur another ln>ur,
—old SiiUy had fallen

asleep in a high-backed arm-chair, mid boiug

also weary, I leane<l back in mine, opposite to

her. It \v:iJi half-pa^t eight by my watch when
I awuke with a violent start, heiu'iiii; as din

tinctly its ever 1 heard anything in my Ufe,

the window of the room below softly opened,
and a v<iice raised apparently in angry remon-

strance, an aiiawer wa.H given in ileprocatory

tones, and rapid conven«ition ensued
;

one

voice a deep bas-s, slow in utterance ;
the other

highi-r in pitch, thinner, and more audible, but

owing to the thickne.H-s <<( the tloor, I could not

distinguish a word, though I sat up and

straiiRHl my hearing to the utmost. In tlie

midst I heard a shoveling of heavy coab on a

fire. I said to myself that some one must bo

down-stairs with Wilson, and glancing round

the room saw that Sally wiis soundly asleep,

that the cat stood erect, waving his tail in the

red light of the fire, and that Rosalind—she

was sitting up on the bed with a face full of

agonised terror. I ran to her side, and just

•a she clutched my sleeve a moaning gust of

wind swept round the house, and the casement

of the room below slammed violently, as if it

had been left swinging open and were ca\ight

by the breeze. At the sudden sound, Rosa-

lind, weakened by hor accident, screamed fear-

fully ; screamed with a loud distressing cry
which rang through the hou.se, and brought
Mr. Wilson up from the kitchen.

" (Jood ftod, miss, what i.s the matter?"

he cried, bursting unceremoniously into the

room.
"

Soniebo<ly is talking in the dining-room,
Mr. Wilson, and they have left the window

open, and it slammed and frightened Mrs.

HippLsloy, who has just awake<l from sleep."
Mr. Wilson looked annoyed.

*'
Nobody is

in the room below, miss ; you must have been

asleep and dreaming yourself."
" Rut I a.ssure you I am not

;
I heard them

quite plain
—two people talking, quarrelling, I

tliought ; they have been putting coals on the

fire."

"There is no fire in the room, miss, and
the window has not been opened for a month.
I wa.s complaining to Sally this morning that

the place was damp."
Seeing me unconvinced he added sarcasti-

cally,
" Come and see for yourself."

Waking up Sally and pointing to the bod
where Rosalind lay trembling ami white as a

sheet, I hastened down with the farmer. How
my hand shook as I laid it on the handle of

the dining-room door. We entered with our
one candle

; dead silence, emptiuejts
—sur-

rounding darkuefls ! The gnie waa oold and

black, the lou'^ low casemented window firmly
shut ! I could hardly l>elieve my eyes ; I hold

the candle close to the old-fanhioned haxp, and
saw that a spider had spun liis delicate un-

broken wub all across the angle where the

window woidd have opened,— had my earn ro-

presented truth to me ? I felt my limba

({uivering under me, and dared not look into

the garden, lest I should see white faces glim-

mering in the darkness. I turned to Farmer
Wilson with gasping lips, but he only said,
"
There, miss, you »e« you were dreaming."

As 1 i>a.sse<l into the hall, clinging to hii

stout arm, the aspect of the room stamped
itself on my brain. It was a low room, with

heavy beams across the ceiling, after the man-
ner of building three centuries ago. A dark

carpet covered the floor, thin and even, here

and there worn into holes. In the centre

stood a long table, round the walls very old-

fashioned chairs of black woo<l with gilt knobs.

A buffet stood on one side of the fire-place ;

under it was one of those oval hooped mahog-
any tubs for holding bottles. On the other

side of the grate was a huge squareside<J arm-

chair of dull faded leather. I noted all this

in a very few .-jeconds, and when the farmer

seated me in my chair by our own fire, I had

certainly not been away three minutes, Rosa-

lind looked up with mute inquiry, to which I

could only shake my head. Both of us were

frightened out of our wits, but what could we
do i There was no other room in the house

fit to receive her, and we were ashamed to ask

for her to bo moved luuJ there been. We had
no one to back us ; old Sally bad been asleep,
and the farmer had laughed at us.

" Heard silly tales, miss, afore you came

here, and dreamt about them." Nevertheless,
it may easily be imagined that we could not

bear to lose ^ight of our male protector ; and

humbly confessing we were two nervous women,
we implored him to stay up-stairs with us and
finish his pipe, nay, to sleep and snore if he

would, but on no account to go away. Smiling
he consented ; Siilly went down to the kitchen,
and Wil.son settleil in. I took up my old

magaziue, and for another hour there was

again deep silence within and without. At the

expiration of that time I fancied I heard a]>-

proaching wheels iu the far distance, and with

restless anxiety I nerved myself to ^teal down-
stairs with a CJindle, and out at the front door.

It cost me a fearful thrill to pass that room
on the left hand, but had I not seen that all

Wiis empty and dark within }

Carefully c^irrying the candle, and shiehiing
it with one hand from any possible draught of

air, I paned down the giuvel walk which lv<i
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straight from the front door to the gate. The

frout garden was but a narrow strip, some

ten yards deep, and the gate looked into a

lane which joined the high road less than a

quarter of a mile away. I leaned awhile

over the gate to listen for those approaching
wheels.

Yes, they were certainly audible, though

perhaps a mile distant in the deathly stillness

of the November night. Just at that instant

a faint gust of wind, wind that could hardly

have sprung from that calm sky, nor have

been born in those utterly motionless woods,

blew out my candle, and I instinctively turned

to the house to seek for the light glimmering

through the moreen curtains behind which

Rosalind lay. But what was the sight which

met my terrified gaze ! Through the undraped
casement of the lower room streamed the

bright light of a blazing coal fire, and in the

ruddy glow stood two figures, who appeared
to speak with eager gesticulation. In the

flash of an eye I noted the long grey locks

curling down the shoulders of the elder man,
and the crisp dark curls and black eyes of the

young one, and the military moustache which

curled over his lip. Not a word could I hear

now, only watch the dreadful pantomime of a

deadly quarrel The old man flung open the

casement, and seemed to call loudly for help,

but no sound reached me where I stood, not

many yards off. A sudden blast violently

closed the window, and the dark youngster
struck at the old man's temple with his closed

fist. At the same instant two men came rush-

ing up the lane and through the gate, passing

close to me. As they moved swiftly within

the light from the casements, I recognised their

faces :
—the brothers Harman, of Lymm, law-

yer and doctor. With a loud strangling cry of
" Save him ! save him !

"
I fell in a dead faint

upon the gravel path—I was picked up by
the strong hand of Charles Hippisley, whose

loud cheery voice rang in my ears.
" Bless

me, Phcebe, what on earth has happened to

you—where's my wife 'I

" Jem was outside

the gate holding the smoking horse. Within

stood a second person holding a bottle of

smelling salts in his hand—it was Dr. Harman.
As I slowly struggled back into consciousness,
the impending murder loomed up in my dazed

mind, and I tried to point to the dining-room
window. " Were you in time 1

"
I gasped.

"What do you mean, my dear madam?"
said Dr. Hannan in his loud clear voice.

Standing up and clinging to Charles Hip-

pisley, I turned and again pointed to the

house—where was total darkness. I staggered

back, but was caught by Mr. Hippisley, who
carii(:'fl me lapidly towivrds the front door.

which at the instant was flung open in our

faces by Wilson, who exclaimed, "For Heaven's

sake, Mr. Hippisley, come up to your wife."

As he spoke, shriek after shriek rang through
the house, and Charles hurried up-stairs, while

Wilson drew Dr. Harman into that dreadful

dark dining-room. Yes, I saw it through the

open door, dark, empty, cold as the ashes of

the past. I sat on the lowest step of the

stairs trembling with fright, and heai'd Rosa-

lind's imploring voice up-stairs,
"

Charles, take me home, take me home ;"
and his answer,

* * My dear child, how is it possible to drive

you five miles in a gig with your sprained
ankle ? you must wait till to-morrow morning,
and I will bring a fly."

But she prayed and insisted, said she could

not and would not remain the night, and at

length he gave way, fearful of the consequences
of her agitation. Wrapping her up carefully

from the night air, he placed her by his side,

and me in the little back seat, and so we
drove ofi' in the dark night. Many apologies

were made to Dr. Harman, and the farmer

offered him a bed, but he preferred borrowing
a horse, and overtook us long before we entered

Lymm.

And now you will perhaps ask me if my
story has any ending, any denouement? to

which I am obliged to answer no. Rosalind

was severely ill for several months, and the

first time Dr. Harman came to see her, on the

morrow, I said to him,
' ' How did you get to

the Grange last night, doctor ?—I did not hear

you drive up."

"Why," answered he, staring at me, "I
came with Charles in the gig."

" But I saw you before the gig drove up,

you and another man. You ran towards the

house just before I fainted ;
I thought it was

your brother."

Dr. Harman gave me a suspicious look.
"
Indeed, young lady, you were mistaken ;

I

was just then driving up the lane with Charles,

and Jem in the back seat. As to my brother,

he has been in London this week past."

"Then you must both haunt the Grange,"
said I, half jesting, half reckless. He turned

green ;
he turned white ; every drop of blood

deserting his face.

" What nonsense ! Somebody has been tell-

ing you absiu'd stories, Miss Phoebe, and you

frightened yourself into a fainting fit out

among the honeysuckles by the gate."

I durst not argue with him, nor tell him

that as I saw his features plainly at that mo-

ment, so had I seen them in the clear light

of that leaping fire. After he was gone, I
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Aflked Rosaliud what had frightened her 80

just bofore tho arrival of tho gig.
" Tlio voiccB again, Phujbe, ho cluar that it

was uxtnionliiiary I couM not catch tin- wordH;
then there came a nluirp cry ami a fall, ami
Home one burst iu at the front door. After

that I began to scream, ami it wuko WiJHon."

1 panstd the matter over lightly, telling her

I supposed we had both been nervous after

our talk iu tho pony-chaise ;
but I went down

to Charles, and to him I said,
" Can't you move

RoBalind to the sea in a bed-carriage ? Move
her before she geta worse."

He did as I wished, for there were better

doctors at the fashionable watering-place on

the other side of tho bay. Here, as I had an-

ticipated, sb^ sank for a while into a state of

utter non'ous prostration, but we had got rid

of Dr. Harmau.
It was full six months before we returned

home, and June shone bright among the roses

in RosaUnd's garden when, still feeble, but

calm in mind, and on the way to complete re-

covery, I got her seated one morning in a

small summer-house among the flowei-s. As
we sat working I ventured for the first time

to tell her my share of tho experiences of our

evening at the Grange.
" N\ hat u'ti.s the cause of Marmaduke

Forde's death, Rosalind ?
"

"
Apoplexy," said she, with a qualm in her

voice.
" Who certified it ?

"

"The Harmans,—they were there that very

night, and it was William Harraan who wrote

over to Paris for Vava "
tho sentence

was cut short by the appearance of the doctor,
who came so suddenly round the corner of the

trellis-work that I gave a little scream, and
Rosalind dropped her work.

"
Really, MLss Phcebe, you are very ner-

vous," said he, rather sharply. "This is the

second time I have known you scream at

nothing.
"

But he recovered his temper and sat down

by us, and told us among other town gossip how
tho old house called the Grange had been com-

pletely gutted by fire, and how Mr. Wilson
said it would be better to build a new farm-

house just on the rise of the hill.

" Was he insured /" I jiskcd.
" The owner is insured," said the doctor

with a .slight accent,
" my brother took care

of that."
" And who is the owner ?

"
I rejoined, for

I wanti'd him to say a certain name.
"
Oh, don't you know I

— It's young Fonle,
of Forde-Combe. He is a lad at Eton. His
father was killed iu the Indian war. Strange
man, r.ither wild

; never was in England after

hill boyhoo<l ;
married one of tho Staffordshire

Burgeons in Parij», as soon oh his old uncle

died, and went from thence to IndLi.
"

Hut Rosalind and I knew far b<,'tt«r than
that !

THE INTERRUITED WEDDING.
" C<j.MK and have a pipe on tho fox'lu, old

fellow," sail a mate of H. M.S. Tartar, thou

lying off Spithoad, to a brother-mate.
" All right. Wood," and the two walked off

to the forecastle, the only permitted place for

smokers ami smoking. As soon as they were

each comfortably pulling at their short pipes,

the elder. Wood, said,
" I say, McNeile,

you've often .saved Graham from getting into

awful scrapes ; can you save him from getting

spliced to-morrow ?
—for if you can, I think his

father would thank you,"
"
Spliced ! you don't mean to say he's fool

enough to try that again, do you?
''

" If you can't stop it, Mary, the old barmaid

at the Keppel's Head, will be Mrn. Graham to-

morrow."
'' What an ass he is !

"
said McNeile ; "why,

it was only when wo were at Bermuda that he

fell in love with a 'mudian, and was going
to marry /tcr, only I told tho captain ;

and bo-

cause he knew his father, he stopped his going
on shore, and a week afterwards Graham told

me I was the best friend he had, and had

saved him from ruin."

I

"
Well, you'll have sharp work now, for

it's all arranged for to-morrow morning. He's

going to the Red Lion, on the roail to B
,

and she's to join him there, and then they go
i
on and get spliced in B Church."

i

"
Well, it will be sharp work, but I'll try,"

said McNeile, reflectively, "and I must go
and get leave at once," so off he went to the

captain's cabin.

In the meantime Graham, the subject of

this conversation, was pacing up and down the
'

deck, reading occasionally but listlea-sly from a

copy of Tapper's
" ProverbiiU PhUosophy,"

which he held iu his hand. He was a pjde, fair-

haired young man, with an almost feminine

delicacy of feature and complexion, but the

indecision that could be traced in the mobile

mouth gave a weak, irresolute look to tho

whole, and took away the interest that his

otherwise handsome face would have inspired.

He was evidently older than either of those

who had been discussing his future with such

parental interest, and his lieutenant's uniform

showed that he bore a higher commission.

McNeile soon joined him, and they Iwgau

walking up and down the deck together.

"My dear fellow," he began, "you c;\n't
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think how tired I am of this life. Only con-

sider what a waste it is of all one's intellectual

powers ;
in the morning to have to look

after the decks being cleaned, and to watch

the coals and bread being stowed away, what

a degradation for the soul of man."
*' I don't know about the degradation, Gra-

ham, but I know the duty mi'st be done, and

I know that we have undertaken to do it, else

we should not be in the service ;
and after all

you have spoken of the worst part of our life."

"
Ah, but," drawled Graham,

" to be a

clergyman, now, in a sweet country village,

with leisure for every pursuit, able to cultivate

one's mind. with

only
shall

hear

and enter mto communion
the most highly cultivated intellects

;

think how far happier than our lot. I

leave the service, and take orders."
" All right, old fellow. I'll come and

you preach your first sermon ; but what are

you going to do to-morrow ? You've got leave

to go ashore, haven't you ?"

A close observer might have seen a slight

flush on Graham's, cheek as he hesitated for a

moment before answering ;
McNeile saw it, and

said,
"
Going to enjoy a little communion with

a highly cultivated intellect, eh ?
"

" I am going to spend the day with a friend,
and perhaps have a ride in the country ;

he

offered me a mount."
McNeile was too true-hearted to endure

the least approach to untruth
; he saw Graham

was lying, and turned away in disgust. But
he was too staunch a friend, in spite of all

shortcomings, to leave him to fall without

making an effort to save him, so he went be-

low, and finding Wood in his cabin, the two
talked over the plans they thought most likely
to answer.

Very early in the morning McNeile landed
at Portsmouth, and took his way to the Kep-
pel's Head. There was a new barmaid, sure

enough, and when he asked for Mary, he
heard that she had left

" to be married " the

day before, " Could any one tell him where
she lived ?

"
No, no one knew where she was

to be found, or who she was about to marry.
Foiled in this, he next ordered a horse, and
rode off to the Red Lion, halfway between
Portsmouth and the village of B . Ar-
rived there, he put up his horse, and walked
into the house.

"That room, sir," said the landlord, "is
ej (gaged.

"

"Indeed ! for a wedding-party, may I ask ?"

"Something like it, I believe," said the
man. This seemed conclusive evidence as to

the truth of Wood's information, for surely
few wedding parties would be given at a miser-

able pot-house like the Red Lion. A piece
of gold secured the landlord's help, and with

him he soon arranged his plans. He ordered

fires to be lighted in two small rooms, and
desired that when the gentleman arrived he

should be shown into one, and the lady into

the other. He also carefully tasted the land-

lord's stock of spirits, and finding nothing

very choice, produced a small flask of first-rate

brandy and a box of excellent cigars, which

he had brought with him.
"
Now, then, when the gentleman comes,

you ask him if he won't have a glass of grog,

and take him in that brandy and these cigars.'
"
Ay, ay, sir," said the landlord with a

knowing wink,
"

if I knows much of the gen-

tleman he won't leave them while there be any
in the box."

"
Well, you do as I tell you, and let me

know when the lady comes."

These preparations finished, McNeile retired

to an up-stairs room, commanding a view of

the road to Portsmouth, and waited the arrival

of the victims.

Soon a fly drove up, and out of it stepped

Mary, all in wliito. Mary was no longer

young, nor was she handsome, but she had a

good deal of quick repartee about her, which,
with more education, might have made her

pass for a clever, witty woman. Now, how-

ever, with her coarse, red face surrounded

with white, and her great hands in white

kid gloves, she looked worse than usual, and

McNeile wondered what iufiituation could

have made Graham think of marrying her.

No time for speculation now, however
;
the

bride having been the first to arrive, made it

more diflicult to carry out his plan than he ex-

pected, but he was not to be daunted.

The landlord showed her into the room

McNeile had ordered, and went to tell him
of her arrival.

McNeile had drawn the curtains in front

of the window of his upstairs room, and from

behind them was peeping out, like a spider

watching a fly.

As soon as the landlord had told him that
" The lady, sir," was in the room below, he

desired him to take refreshments into the

room, and then to lock the door, and bring

him the key. This done, he still waited pa-

tiently, and soon Graham appeared in sight,

walking up the road. McNeile heard him

come in, and then a short parley with the

landlord. Very soon the latter appeared and

told him Mr. Graham was having his grog,

and "seemed to like the cigars uncommon."
" Lock him in, too, then;" and this done,

McNeile took oiit his watch. A quarter past

11— if he could only keep him there three
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qnarters of an hour more the deed wag done.

Half pa«t, all quiet ; a quarter to twelve, a

ring at the bell iu " the lady'it rooiu." What
wa-H to be done ?

The laadliird, on tipt'ie, l.M.k.il iiit<> the

room. *' What be us ti dt» now, sir / The

lady have rung."
" Put the clock back to five njiiiutes past

eleven."

The landlord scratched his head. " You

see, sir, 'twere my mother'n cl-'ok, and it al-

ways was an uncommon good 'un U> go, jmd

they do say it do hurt 'un to put 'un back,"

"Never you miiul," «aid McN'eile,
" do as

I toll you. I suppose this will keep it going,"

and he held out ten fihillings.
"
Ay, ay, sir," sjiid the man, with a bmad

grin, "that'll help 'iiu, I reckon.''

Down-stairs he went, on tip-too still, and

in a few minutes softly uidocked the door of

M.irj''8 room, and went in to know " what she

pleased to want ?
"

" Can y<iu tell me the time, master ?
"

said

Mary.
'• Five minutes past eleven."

"Oh, all right. I want the fly at the door

in ten minutes, please."
"

Certainly, mum," and the do<ir was again

hhut, but not looked. Five minutes more—
the Hy wius gettinij ready in the yard—McN'eile

noiselessly slipped down-stairs.
" Hold on the fly another five minutes,

landlord."

At last, slowly as the minutes seemed to

crawl, McXeile's watch pointed to twelve

o'clock.
"
Now, then, the fly may come round," and

as he gave the order he walked into Graham's

room, and shut and locked the door behind

him."
"

H'.dloa, McXeile ! What on earth is that

for? and what are you doing on shore, sir ?"

said Oraliam, who had evidently drunk enough
brandy to make him fpiarril-some. McNeilo
did not answer directly, but walked quietly

up to lum, and laid his liand on his arm.
*' You're my superior oiliccr, you know,

Graham," he said quietly,
'• and I've no

business to intci-fere in your coucorns, but

you've often been a g lod friend to me, and to-

day I want to return it."
" And pray, sir," sai"! Graham, working

himself rapidly into a passion,
" what right

have you, or any man, to meddle witli my
private concerns i

"

" No right, certainly, and I only want to

get you to think quietly for a minute, bt fore

it's too late. Only just ask your.wlf, old

fellow, how your sisters would like the new
sLstcr you were going to give them."

Graham's eye fell. McNeile aaw his ml'

vantage, and fallowed it up.
" You see, you meant to bo married to-day,

but it i» ille^'al to be married aft«;r twelvo

o'cluck without a M[M.-ciAl licence, and it'a
[
a.st

twelvo now, so yuu can't be married to-

day."
In an instant both his hands were seize 1

in (iraham'ii.
" My dear fellow, I ilou't think any one

ever had such a frieml as you are. How thank-

ful my go >d old father will be to you. You
have saved me from destruction."

" Not quite that, old fellow,—only from

doing a silly thiug ;
but we muit think of

Mary a little."

"
Oh, I'll give her some money, and she'll

find Romo better husband of her own class."
"

Well, that's rather cool, I must say, Gra-

ham ; have you no more feeling for her than

that i

"

"
Oh, those sort of people have none of the

finer feelings, they have no idea of anything
like love."

McXeile stamped his foot impatiently.
"
Come, come, (Jraham, ilon't judge the

poor woman so hardly ; if you won't see her,

I will, and heir what she says."
He went to the room in which she had been

sitting, but fo\ind it empty.
** The lady, sir, drove away in the fly about

half an-hour ago," said the landlady.
McNeile wont back to Graham.
** Y'ou go back on board, old fellow, and

I'll look her up .and see what arrangement I

can make for you ;

" and without waiting for

the torrent of thanks he saw was coming, walked

off towards Portsmouth.

After milking some in<|uirie3, he found out

her address, and was surprise- 1 to fiud a neat

cottage in a garden. The door was opened

by a sickly-looking, but very neatly dressed

old woman in tears.

" Does Mary H live here ?
"

" My daughter, sir, has just come in, but

she is too much upset to see any one." The

old lady evidently took McNeile for one of

Graham's friends.
"

I assure you I am heartily ashame<l of my
shipmate, but I think she has ha I a hanpy

escape.
"

" She never would have listened to him if

it hadn't been to get a better home for mo ;

she's the best daughter that ever lived, sir,"

and the poor old mother's tears flowed a-

fresh.

"
I was commissioned by Mr. (ir.aham to

ask her to acce[)t a sum of money as some

slight acknowledgment of his error."

The old woman'* cheeks flushed.
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" Please to tell Mr. Graham, sir, that there

are some wounds money cannot heal."

McNeile was puzzled. His mission seemed

a failure. In a moment or two Mary herself,

her wedding dress exchanged for her every-

day one, came to the door.
" I have brought you, sir, this note to Mr.

Graham, if you'll please give it him. It's just

to say I hope never to meet him again ;
that

he shall never hear anything from me about

this, if he'll leave me alone
;
and I hope he will

find some one fitter to be his wife, but he'll

never meet one who loved him better." So

ended Mary's wedding-day.
L. E. D. T.

FRANKS AND FRANKING.
A LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,
—I beg to thank you for the interest-

ing paper on the Franking Privilege, which

appears in No. 298 of Once a Week,* en-

titled "A Forgotten Mania," and hope you
wUl allow me to supplement the writer's state-

ments by some additional information of my
own. "SYhen the rates of postage were high,

people naturally tried to get rid of it as much
as they could, and ofiicial and parliamentary

persons were very successful in the attempt.
The Sovereign had the pi-ivilege of sending his

or her letters post-free, then the royal family,
then the ministers, then the members of both
Houses of Parliament. But not only so

;

members had the privilege of franking their

friends' letters as well as their own, to the
extent of a certain specified number every day.
Multitudes of letter-covers are now carefully

preserved, because they have the autograph of
the Duke of Wellington or some other dis-

tinguished man on the outside—the autograph
having served to frank the letter through the

post. Further than this
; members' servants

were wont to beg large parcels of such blank
but franked covers, and then to sell them.
So grossly was the privilege abused, that about
the middle of the last century it was computed
that the revenue lost as much as 100,000^. a-

year by this nefarious mode of avoiding postage.
A few weeks ago, Mr. Scudamore, now Senior

Assistant-Secretary at the Post Office, found
an old volume among the records of the esta-

blishment, containing entries relating to 1703,
and two or three adjacent years ; and this

shows what sort of things were franked through
the over-sea packet post in the early days of

Queen Anne's reign :
—

Three suits of cloaths for a noblemans lady at
the Court of Portugal.
A box containing three pounds of tea, sent as a pre-

* See Vol. XII. p. 310.

sent by roy Lady Arlington to the Queen Dowager of

England, at Lisbon.

A case of knives and forks for Mr. Stepney, her

Majesty's Envoy to the King of Holland.
One littel parcel of lace, to be made use of in cloth-

ing Duke Schomberg's regiment.
Two bales of stockings for the use of the Ambasisador

of the King of Portugal.
A box of medicines for my Lord Galway, in Portugal.
Some parcels of clothing for the clothing-colonels for

my Lord North's and my Lord Gray's regiments.
A deal case with four flitches of bacon for Mr.

Pennington, of Rotterdam.

Living beings were franked as well as life-

less commodities :
—

Eleven couple of houndes for Major-General Hom-
pesch.

Fifteen couple of houndes, going to the King of the

Komaus.

But to carry human beings by post was the

crowning achievement of all ;
—

Two servant-maids, going as laundresses to my Lord
Ambassador Methuen.

Dr. Crichton, carrying witli him a cow and divers

other necessaries.

We are not told that Dr. Crichton and the

cow were stamped before being posted ;
at a^

events we do not imagine that they had postage

stamps affixed to them.

I am, sir,

Your faithful servant,

June 20th. Cukiosus.

"THE TIME WILL COME."

Enjoy the spring, enjoy the spring.
The young year's happy day ;

The time will come, the time will come,
When 'tis nae langer May.

Gather the bonnie flowers that youth
Around yer path has strown ;

The time will come, the time will come,
When youth's for ever flown.

Cherish the friends that now are yours.
Let naething love offend

;

The time will come, the time will come,
When ye may lack a friend.

Oh ! love sae lang, as love ye can,
'

Oh ! love sae lang ye dare
;

The time will come, the time will come.
When ye shall love nae mair.

Oh tak yer lassie's hand in yours,
Gaze on her beauty rare ;

The time will come, the time M-ill come.
When she's nae langer fair.

Oh f ca' yer baimies round yer hearth,
And pit them an yer knee ;

The time will come, the time will come.
When they'll nae bairnies be.

Oh ! live sae lang, as live ye can.

Oh ! live sae lang ye may ;

The time will come, the time will come,
When life is ta'en a-way.

Margaret Swayme.
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THE FALL OF CASTLKJ (iAKl)0\ AL*
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Not a tender maid but shuddered when his wicked

smile she met ;

Not a lad but ground his teeth, and dreading dared a

muttered threat.

Tillers mourned their toil made fruitless; plunder

swooped the henls among,
Scai-ce a home uo raid had blackened, scarce a heart

but hid a wrong.
Smiled no site to see his maiden grace by grace her

charms unfold
;

Sadly through the weeping valley whispering woe the

river rolled.

Resting at his door at evening, Kai-I the herdsman
true and strong,

Watching through the curling tendrils heard his

daughter's sunset song ;

And the flood of artless music as it filled his anxious

ear.

Roused a beating of his pulses half of love and half of

fear ;

Though by keenest torture threatened, though by
richest bribe beguiled,

"As my love preserved the mother, so my love shall

guard the child."

Then he turned to greet her gently : "after all it may
be well;"

And the shadow of a horseman o'er the vine-clad

threshold fell.

"Hear me, caitiif !" cried the rider, "I have marked

thy daughter's grace,
And methinks that now my castle is for her the

fittest place :

Bring her hither, man, to-morrow, veiled and jewelled
like a bride

;

Disobey, and thou shalt dangle on my gibbet ! Stand
aside !"

Clashed his scabbard on his stirrup as the tyrant rode

away.
Where did Karl the herdsman wander till the dawning

of the day ?

When the morrow's sun was highest Karl the herdsman
clomb the steep ;

Of the score of friends behind him not the gentlest
deigned to weep.

Stern and still he sought the gateway, and his daughter
at his side

Walked as walketh one that dreameth, veiled and
jewelled like a bride.

Wide the gate was open ; horrid hung the iron fangs
above

;

And the eager Tyrant waited there to seal his loveless
love.

"Dog, 'tis well !" he shouted, lifting churlishly the
maiden veil

;

And his wicked lips were pouted to impress her cheek
so pale.

Ere the taint had touched its whiteness, flashed a score
of thirsty knives.

"Strike!" a score of voices clamoured, "for our
daughters and our wives !"

Blows and shouts of slain and slayers clashed and rang
through Gardoval,

And a purple stream went winding thick and smoking
through the hall.

Once the tyrant muttered faintly; once his minions
turned to bay ;

Lifeless round their lifeless chieftain tangled heaps of
corpses lay.

Of the score that with the maiden sworn to save her
clomb the steep

Ten came clown again in triumph, ten as happv slept
their sleep.

Sank the sun
; but fitful flashes lit the keep of

Gardoval,

Flame-tongues licked the falling night clouds
; crashed

the rooftree of the hall.

Rose the sua and mocked the embers with his morning
stream of gold.

And the river gladly rolling through the vale the

tidings told.

Every soul within the hamlet bowed before the blessed

tree,

Hailed the carven Christ, and chaunted hymns of

thanks. The vale was free. B. J.

THE LADY OF THE HAY-STACK.
In Two Chapters.

chapter ii.

When the examiaation had proceeded thus

far, it was found that the young prisoner was

beginning to prevaricate about the circum-

stances of her history. Yet even after this

was discovered, she persisted in solemnly de-

claring that her narrative previous to quitting
the house in which she had been educated,
was true in every particular, and although

questions were put in every form possible, she

always repeated the above facts with the same
earnestness and simplicity. She then related

as follows the story of her departure from the

place of her education. Soon after the

stranger's last visit, the ecclesiastic who had
attended her from infancy, came to inform her

that her protector was no more, and that

before he expired he had ordered that she

should be conducted to some convent in France,
and that she must be ready to set out in a

few days. At the end of a week he returned

in a post-chaise, into which he handed her and

Catharine, and then got into it himself. She

cried much at leaving the person she called

"mamma ;" not entirely on account of the pain
she felt at the separation, but also because she

was afraid of the convent ; for the inquiries
she had made in the week preceding her

departure had given her the most frightful

ideas of the place to which she thought herself

condemned. She could not tell what towns

she passed through ;
but on her arrival at

Hamburg, the priest dismissed her attendant,
and made her embark on board a vessel,

freighted for Bordeaux. The moment they
set sail, a man, apparently about fifty years

old, ofi"ered her his services, and said he would

take care of her during the voyage. On their

arrival, this man took her to the house of a

German merchant ;
his wife placed her with

Madame Guillaumot, with whom she had lived

during the whole of her residence at Bordeaux.

A fortnight after her arrival at that lady's

house, a letter was brought to her, addressed

to Mademoiselle Felicia Juliana de Schonan,
which name the priest (on her leaving Bohe-

mia), told her she was in future to consider as
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her own. TIiIh letter Madame G read to

her by her desire. It cutaiiifd directi"Ui« for

her conduct, and assurauce.s tliat hIio shuold

be amply supplied with money ;
Hlie waM ad-

vised to remain with Madame (iiiillauiiiot, and

to iMjrauado her to diami-ss all hur other

boarders, and to devote her whole attention

to her alone. This lottt-r had neither date

nor signature, and enjoined her to forbear

making too curious iut^uiries. Some days

afterwards, a gentlotuau called upon lior, and

without any preface, put into lier hand a purse
of a thousand louis d'or, which he sjiid ho

waa directed to advance to her for the purchase
of furniture. She a.sked whence the money

airae, on which he begged her to make herself

easy, and not be inquLsitivo.

She then took a house, and fiiniished it ;

Madame Guillaumot went with her as her com-

panion, and she lived at Bordeau.x amongst

people of the best standing until the day of

her imprisonment.
Tlie manner in which she related the cir-

oumst<ince3 of her embarkation at Hamburg
appearing improbable. Count Cobcnzel told her

it wa-s evident that her story wa-s untrue. He
desired her to remember what he had before

told her, that the only way to obtain the fa-

vour and protection of the empress wa.s by
being truthful and sincere. Only on this

condition had he offered her his best services,

but having deceived him, ho would now aban-

don her to the conseciuences of her imposture.
She became greatly confused, and the Count

having risen as if to depart, she held him by
his clothes, threw herself at his feet, and with

many tears s^iid she had much to relate, but

that she could not proceed in the presence of

M. do Neny'a secretary. When that gentle-
man had withdrawn, she ay;aiu fell on her

knees, and entreated the Count to take com-

passion on her, confessed that she had deceived

him in the account of her embarkation at

Hamburg, but called Heaven to witness that

all she had said concerning her residence in

Bohemia was ab.-olutely true in every detail.

She then gave another version of her departure,
which was this :

—When the priest camo to

take her from her house in Bohemia, he said

he wa^ going to place her in a French convent.

All the horrible stories she had heard from
Catherine and her mamma of the misery of

those places came back to her mind with so

much force that she formed the design of de-

livering herself by flight from this Giptivity.
No opportunity for executing her plan occurred
until her arrival at Hamburg, where her alarm
was so much increa.sed by the sight of the sea

and the ships, that the night preceding the

day fixe 1 for her departure, she rose from

Catharine's side whilst she slept, made a small

parcel of some linen, took the bluu pun»o with

the three pictures, and the ducats given her

by the striuiger, and at daybreak left the city.

Slie walked a long time till, exhausted with

fatigue, she took refuge in a fanner's barn, and
fell asleep. Here she was discovered by the

owner, who, struck with h»r youth and distin-

guished manner, oll'ered her the use of his

best bed in a bniall room, which she acc.-pted.

Her fears not allowing her to remain so near

the town slie (juitted her host, who refused

to accept any remuneration for his kiudnosa.

Mounting a wretched carriage, she then took

the road towanls Sweden, but the third day
of her journey she fell from the vehicle, and re-

ceived such a dangerous wound in her head that

it was found ncces.sary to take her to a neigh-

bouring ijin, and to procure the assL^tance of

a surgeon. A Dutch family, LipiK-ning to

stop at this inn on their way to Pomerania,
insisted on defraying the doctor's expenses,
and requested her to join their party. She

mentioned their names, and also that of a

Lutheran clergyman, who, when this narrative

made its appearance, was tutor to the children

of a merchant at Hamburg. Proceeding to

Stockholm, she left her fellow-travellers, and
took a lodging at the house of a German

woman, whose husband held a small post under

Government. This person waa fortunately a

woman of great integrity, and conceived the

strongest attachment for her. During Made-

moiselle La Fnilen's residence here, she was

one day informed by her hair-dreaser that the

Count Belgioioso, the Imperial Ambassador,
was making strict inquiries for a young lady
who had eloped from Hamburg. La Friilen,

who began to form some idea of the conse-

quences of her flight, and w:is more terrified

by the apprehensions of poverty than the

thoughts of a convent, declared that she waa

the person ;
ami allowed her informant to

make this discovery to the ambassador. The

following day she received a note from the

Count, inviting her to his house. This note

was read to lier by a girl named Sophi.a, who
attended on her, an 1 she at once accepted the

invitation. The Count received her with every
mark of respect, and having satisfied himself

from her rei>lies that .she was the person he

was in search of, he t;jld her that he was in-

structed to take tlio greatest care of her, and

would call upon her to see that she was iu

suitable lodgings. She accepted the money
he offered her, because her blue purse waa

em[)ty ;
and when he visit<'d her the next d.ay,

ho told her that he should procure more commo-
dious apartments for her near his own house.

These rooms were iu the house of a trades-
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man ; she removed to them two days after,

taking Sophia with her, and the Count sent

her a lacquey, and furnished her with provisions

from his own table. Not long after this, she

removed, by his own desire, to the Count

Belgioioso's house, haviug, as he said, been

still more strongly commended to his care and

protection. She further said that during this

residence, she was so affected by the sight of

a picture resembling the stranger whom she

had seen in Bohemia, that she instantly

swooned. (This circumstance was confirmed

in a letter by the Count, who mentioned that

it was the portrait of the Emperor Francis.)

It was some time before she could be restored,

when a violent fever succeeded, and nearly

proved fatal. Her illness lasted six weeks,

during which she grew much taller, and was

so altered that she looked thirty years old,

although she was only a little more than six-

teen. About the time of her elopement from

Hamburg, the daughter of a merchant of that

city had gone ofif with a young Englishman.
This event coming to the ears of Count Bel-

gioioso excited suspicions in his mind of the

truth of her statements, and led him to believe

that she might be the merchant's daughter,
and not the young lady who had been so ear-

nestly intrusted to his care. Accordingly, on

her recovery, he told her he had received

advice from Hamburg that she had quitted
that city in the company of a young English-
man. She solemnly denied the charge, but

at last, wearied out by the Count's persistence
in the accusation, she confessed herself guilty
of what she knew to be false. The consequence
was such as might naturally be expected, and
the Count advised her to return to Hamburg,
giving her twenty-five louis d'or to defray
the expenses of her journey ;

she was then

placed under the care of a merchant who was

returning to that city. On her arrival at

Hamburg she anxiously inquired for the per-
sons she had so abruptly quitted, and walked

every day on the quay, and in the most fre-

quented places, in the hope of meeting them.
In one of these rambles, a man who appeared
to be about fifty years old, and had followed
her at a distance, at length accosted her, and

proposed to her to go to Bordeaux. She con-

sented the more readily, as this was the place
for which the priest had wished her to embark,
and she imagined that by following the plan
originally laid down for her, she should the
more easily meet with those who interested

themselves in her fate. What she had pre-

viously stated of this man's having attended
her on the voyage was, she said, strictly true.

She then continued her history as follows :-^-

Soon after she had taken a house of her own,

to which she was accompanied by Madame
Guillaumot, she received an anonymous letter,

in which she was directed to go to the Duke
de Eichelieu, and ask that protection of which
she stood so much in need. This the Avriter

urged her more earnestly to do, as the Duke
was already acquainted with her history. Ac-

cordingly, she repaired to that nobleman, who
informed her that he had received a letter

from the Princess of Auersberg, recommending
Mademoiselle de Schonan in the strongest
terms to his protection. He made her a thou-

sand offers of service, and, according to his

usual fashion, said more than he ought to have

done. She burst into tears, fell on her knees,
and implored his compassion, when the Duke
raised her and apologised for his thoughtless
words.

A few days after he called upon her, and

earnestly recommended her to learn the French

language. He paid her several other visits,

always treating her with the greatest respect.

She was a constant guest at all liis entertain-

ments, and when questioned concerning her,

he invariably replied,
" She is a lady of great

distinction." During her residence at Bor»

deaux, she had two very advantageous offers

of marriage, one of which was from the nephew
of M. de Ferrand, a councillor of the parlia-

ment of Bordeaux, but she refused both, con-

ceiving herself bound to perpetual celibacy by
the promise she had made to the stranger in

Bohemia. As to her pecuniary circumstances,
it has already been observed that a person
unknown presented her with a purse contain-

ing a thousand louis d'or. Through the same

channel she received at diflferent times about

one hundred and fifty thousand livres (6250?.

sterling), without being able to discover to

whom she was indebted for this munificent

allowance. These circumstances corroborated

her supposition that she belonged to a very

wealthy family ;
and she spent the money as

fast as she received it. Her remittances sud-

denly stopped, and as she made no alteration

in her style of living, she soon contracted debts

to the amount of sixty thousand livres, which

remained unpaid at the time of her being ar-

rested. In the distress to which the threats

of her creditors reduced her, she resolved to

fabricate several letteis, which, when read at

her examination, she acknowledged to have

been dictated by herself. These were, the

letter to Count Cobenzel, dated " Vienna—
from my bed—two in the morning," that

signed Count de Weissendorfi", another to

the Emperor, directed to him at Florence,

another to the Bavarian Minister at Paris,

and lastly, the letter to the King of Spain,

which had led to her apprehension. Although
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Bho friiiikly confessed that all theso opUtloa

had bfon sent by hor, at tho Harao timo fthe

dcchired hor perfoct iijuoranco of that ui^ed .

*' Count DiotridiHtoin," and of sovunil others

which the Counts Coheu/ol and Ni-uy hiid re- :

ceivdl C'lnceniing hor.
|

Such was hor Hiinplicity, that it was per- j

fectly imposKible to make her seuHible how
{

hiyhly criminal nho had boon in procuring
lottors to bo fonjed on a Hubject of so much

,

importance. Nay, Hho ovon por-'isted in do-
|

daring' that she thought sho had acted rightly,

and dofondod hor conduct on tho foUowiiii,'

grounds : Tho oxtraordinary mannor in which

she had been brought up, the conjectures she
\

had formed concorning hor parentage, tho por- ,

trait.* which gave such weight to these con-

jocturos, and tho largo sums of money that

had been remitted to her, naturally tended to

excite and confirm tho suspicion that she

really was tho Emperor's daughter. This sus-

picion she had never communicated to any

person, but finding herself all at once entirely

forsaken, sho concluded that tho person who
had been commissioned to furnish her with

money was dead, and that her supplies ceased
j

only because hor residence wivs not known, a-s

ho alouo probably might have known her

abode. A.s she, however, imagined that her

father might have intnisted more than one

person with tho secret of her birth, she hoped

by writing to all the most illustriou.s servants

of the house of Austria to meet with some

one acquainted with hor hLstory, by whom sho

might bo placed in the position originally in-

tended by her father. These letters she did

not write in her own name, being unwilling
to expose herself to the troublesome curiosity

of those who, not being in tho secret, would

immediately make inquiries respecting her

birth. She concluded that if only one of

these letters should fall into the hands of any
person acquainted with her history, that per-
son would probably know more particulars of

her lifu than she did
;
but in tho meantime,

as hor suspicions were unsupported by positive

proof, all sho could say could not prevent her

being looked upon as an impostor. She added
that a strong argument of her conscious inno-

cence, and of her firm persiirision that sho was
the Emperor's daughter, might be drawn from
the circumstance of her having pointed out

tho place of her abode in all her letters
;
that

all of them tended to put her in the power of

the Court of Vienna, which alone was inter-

ested in punishing any deception. She de-

clared that sho had never consulted any ono
in tl>e stops she had taken, and especially
denied having sent tho lett<«r to tho Uuke do

llicholieu .signed "Tho Princess of Au.rsbor;,'."

It should be observed that immediately on the

receipt of this letter, the Duke returned an
answer to tho Princcs.s, sUiting

" That iu con-

seiiuence of hor recommendation, he would

treat Mademoiselle de Schonan with all poe-

siblo respect, and wouhl render her every ser-

vice in hi.s powi-r." This letter was delivere<l

by M. du Ch&tolet, the French Ambassador at

Vienna, to the Princess, by whom it was not

answered. Had sho not written to the Duke,
it is natural to suppose that she would at once

have replied, "she knew no such peraou as

MadenioiKoUo do Schonan." Honco it may
bo jtistly inferred that the Princess wrote the

letter of recommendation, and also that ahe

knew tho mystery of tlie stranger's birth.

This presumption was confirmed by the subse-

quent conduct of the Euipress, who expressly
desired her ministers to ask the Princess of

Auersberg no question whatever on the sub-

ject. Tho information given by tho pri-soner,

in tho course of her examinations, concerning
the late Duko of York, w.'is likewise of con-

siderable importance. On his arriv.il at I>or-

doaux. His Royal Highness sent to inform

Mademoiselle de Schonan that he had some-

thing of great consequence to communicate to

her, recpiesting her to appoint some time when
he might see her without the knowledge of

any other person. Sho replied that, as he

wislied for secresy, she thought the most suit-

able hour would be at six in the morning,
! after a ball that was to be given by the Duke
do Richelieu. His Royal Highness was there

at the appointed time, and told her that the

object of his visit was to inquire the amount
of her debts, as he was commanded by a lady
of distinction to give her a sura of money.
She acknowledged that her creditors impor-
tuned her for 00,000 li\Tes. He desired her to

rest satisfied, and the same day sent her seven

hundred louis d'or, adding that he would sooa

supply her with a sufficient .sum to pay all she

owed. Next day the Duke left Bordeaux.

Soon after this she became ill
; one morning,

while her secretary, M. St Ger, was by her

bedside, a letter whs brought from the Duke
of York, tlateil "Monaco." St. Ger b^-gan to

road as follows :
—"

I was about to send you
the remainder of the moaey ; but after I had

left your house, I received a letter which

Ktrictly required mo to give you only a part.

I have written to the Princess of .\u
"

Here she snatched tho letter from the hand

of her secretary, and would not all<)w him to

proceed. When a-koJ the rea.non of her con-

duct on this occasion, and who the Princen

was that had been mentioned, she replied

it wa« the Princess of Auertb-.-rg ; thtt slio hor-

.self did not kuo»v her, but tho Duke of York
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had told her that tlie Princess knew all about

her, and was greatly interested in her behalf.

When she stopped her secretary, it was that

she feared the remainder of the letter might

betray her own history, or say something more

of the Princess, facts of which she wished St.

Ger to remain in ignorance.

She then took from her pocket the Duke of

letter, which M. de N^ny read aloud.

The remainder was as follows :
—" I have

written to the Princess of Auersberg, and have

requested permission, at least to remit you the

sum you require to relieve you from the im-

portunities of your creditors, but " Here
the letter abruptly terminated. A few days

York's

after she received it she was told of the Duke's

death. She sent to the persons appointed to

examine his papers, requesting that her picture
and her letters might be returned. One letter

only was found, it was transmitted to her with

the picture, and a portrait, which she after-

wards presented to M. de Camerlany.
Such was the substance of the information

obtained in the examination, which occupied

twenty-four sittings. The Counts Cobenzel

and Ne'ny agreed that it would be better to

place the unfortunate girl in a convent until

time should throw some light on this mys-
terious affair. This opinion they were about

to transmit to Vienna, when Count Neny re-

ceived a letter from his father, who was pri-

vate secretary to the Emperor, stating that,

from the particulars of the examination. His

Imperial Majesty had formed a very disadvan-

tageous idea of the stranger, and was deter-

mined to treat her with the utmost severity.

Soon after this. Count Cobenzel was attacked

by an illness, which proved fatal. The day
before his death, after having received the sa-

crament, he told a friend who had been in-

formed of all the circumstances relating to the

stranger, that he had just received despatches
from Vienna charging him to acquaint the

court with the prisoner's whole history, by no
means to dismiss her, and to take no step
without fresh orders. He alluded to a letter

he had received from Prince Kamitz, which,
after he had read, he immediately burned,

adding, as he did so,
*• You see an honest

man's opinion will sometimes prevail." The
Count expired on the following day ; had it

not been for this event, the affair would pro-

bably have taken a different turn. If similar

orders were sent to any other person, they
arrived too late, as four days after the Count's

death, the stranger was taken out of prison,
and conducted by a sub-lieutenant of the

mar^chaussde of Brabant to Quievraing, a

small town between Mons and Valenciennes,

fifty louis d'or were put into her hands, and

she was abandoned to her destiny. Such was
the account communicated by Count Coroning

(nephew of Count Cobenzel), who was present
at the examination. This narrative brings
down the history of Mademoiselle La Friilen

to the year 1769. If we suppose her to have
been the same person as Louisa, there is a
chasm of seven years in her history till her

discovery near Bristol in 1776, a chasm that

will now never be filled up. Louisa, as we
have already stated, was phiced under the

care of Mr. Henderson, the keeper of a pri-
vate asylum at Bitton, near Bristol. From
the accounts of different persons who visited

her, the following particulars are collected :
—

They contain so many striking coincidences

with the narrative as scarcely to leave a doubt
that the subject of it was the girl known by
the name of Louisa. If this first conclusion

be correct, a second M'hich results from it is,

that in all probability
" La Friilen

" was a

natural daughter of Francis I. Emperor of

Germany.
A gentlewoman, a native of Altona, and

wife to the captain of a Danish ship, once

went to see Louisa when she was under the'

haystack. With her she conversed in German,
and told her she had lived at Sleswick, and
had been in a convent from which she had

escaped with her lover. This foreigner was
a well-bred woman, who, by misfortune, was
reduced to be a superintending servant in the

very house in which Louisa had been impri-

soned, and had had the chief care of her.

Louisa, remembering the former confidence

she had reposed in her, was offended at the

sight of her, and could never be prevailed

upon to renew the conversation, though she

would frequently use short German sentences

when she had any favour to ask of her attend-

ant.

After the appearance of the translation of

the French narrative, more particular attention

was paid to discover the scars described in the

account of Mademoiselle La Friilen. It was

found that Louisa had a very large one on the

lower part of her head, behind her ear, and
another in the breast, which appeared to have

been a considerable wound.

She seldom rose from her bed of straw, on

which she lay very quietly, and was perfectly

harmless and stupid, except on any attempt
to dress her, or to put her on a comfortable

bed. Notwithstanding the injuries her situa-

tion and mode of life must have caused to her

looks, she had still a very interesting coun-.

tenance. She had fine

complexion, although
her under jaw projected

fancied they could

expressive eyes. her

wan, was not sickly,

a little, and some

sometbinj' ofdistinguish
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the Austrian lip. As far as her poHition would

permit, hor raovementH and attitudes wuru thoao

of a i>er.ion in a superior .station of life
; hor

manner of reaching out hur hand wait done iu

a peculiarly graceful manner. Shu applied the

term "papa" in a vau'uo and incoherent man-

ner, sometimes to Mr. llemlcrson, and at otliors

to Home unknown person to whom she talked

of going. One day, when iiske<i by a gentle-
man if he should drive her to Huhemia, shf

an.^wered,
" That is papa'.-* own country." It

may be remarked that thi.H answer &imu from
her in a perfectly fair and direct manner, after

she had been talking and laui,'hiiig, and might,

therefore, bo supposed to be off her guard.
In .spite of her miserable condition, she did

not appear to bo uidiappy.

Having remained for a considerable time

Under the care of Mr. Henderson, Louisa was
removetl as incurable to Ciuy's Ho.spital, Sonth-

wark, where jJio continued to exhibit the

same degree of mental derangement to the

last. The contraction of hor limbs from ex-

posure to cold in the tields, and from her pro-

pensity to remain inactive, rendered her an

object of the strongest conipa.ssiou. Mrs.
Hannah More and her sisters continued to

Bupply the extra wants of the poor solitarj-

stranger until her death. This event took

place 8U<ldeuly on the 1 8th of December,
1801

; her remains were interred in the ground
belonging to the hospital, the expenses of her
funeral being defrayed by her former benefac- I

tress. Having finished this narrative, the

reader must be struck with the n.erciful di.s-

pensation of Provideuco in withdrawing the

gift of reason from the unfortunate Louis;i.

Hail the faculties of her mind remained unim-

paired, the remembrance of her past life, and
tlie vicissitude-s she was destined to uuder"o
in the pre.sent, must have embittered her

days, and rendered her existence almost in-

supportable. Compared with such misery,
the p'lor maniac enjoyed a stiite of comparative
happiness in the indulgence of her childisii

whims, and an insensibility to the woes of her

condition.

There is also another lesson to be derived
from a peru.sal of this melancholy history,
which he who runs may rea<i. C.

LIM BURG.

In the month of July, 1&G4, I quitted
liondon for a fortnight's visit to some English
friends re.siding in the province of Limburg,
in the Netherlands

; and in the hope that the

information contjuuod in the following slight
sketcli may be of some little service to tho.^o

of my countrymen who are meditating a roju-

deuce abroa<J, and who are dcKirous of Hcttliug
I in a locality in which they may combine

economy in living with the enjoyment of pretty

scenery, 1 oU'er this .short pajH^r to tlieir

notice .

I took my ticket to Aix la-ChafH-lle, auil

also provide«l myself with a jiaxsjiort, ha

rej>orts wero rife in £)ngland which ltd me to

imagine tliat an Englishman was not likely at

that time to meet with a very cordial or even

civil reception from the Pru.-sians, through a

portion of whose territory I should have to

pa.ss, and who were exasperated by our dis-

play of national exultation at the naval defeat

they had lately sustained from the Danea.

However, I found the oflicials at the frontier

exceedingly polite, and the only difticulty I

experienced was on account of a bainlxx) fish-

ing-rod, which I waa conveying to a lady in

Holland ; thLs harmless article wa.s examined,
and re-examined, apparently under the im-

pre.ssion that somcUiiufj
—of what nature it

would bo hard to say
—might be concealed in

the hjllow of the butt. Aix-la-Chapelle is bo

well known to tourists and travellers that I

will not dwell upon it here
;

the distance

tluiice to the barrier is about three miles,

when you enter at once on the province of

Limliiirg, which was cou.stituted a part of the

Netherlands after the overthrow of Napoleon.
Not far from the barrier the province converges
to a narrow strip, lying between Belgium and

I

the Rheni.sh provinces. The boundaries of

Limburg are i'ru.ssiii, and the provinces of

South and North Brabant, Liege, and Antwerp ;

it has good arable ground, alxjunds in a fine

breed of cattle, and contains mines of iron and
lead. Its capital, of tlie same name, the chief

feature of which is perhaps a ca.stle built of

marble, is seated on a mountain near the

River Weye, twenty miles east of Liege : it

wa.s taken by the French in 1793, and de-

livered up by them to the allies in 1«I4.

There is a striking dilference between the

appearance of the prie.sts in Holland, and that

of their confreres in belgium, the latter in their

three-cornered hats, fat, sleek, and jolly-look-

ing, the fonuer comparatively .sjmre an<l lean,

Wearing the "
chimney-pot

"
adornment, and

altogether more res<.-mbliug our Englisli clergy-
men. The Bishop of the See of Limburg
enforces a two days' fa.st in the week, namely,
Friday and Saturd.iy, which may partly account

for the priests iu his diocc.se not being iu an

eipi.iUy plump condition. But I did hear it

hinted that .some of the ecclesiastics do occa-

.siomilly overstep the Bjurier on Satuniay, and
feast at their pleasure in the Lutheran do-

mains. However this may be, I can testify

to some of them being very cheerful and
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friendly, aud veiy agreeable companions. The

conversation not unfrequently turned, "as is

usual in polite circles," on eating and drink-

ing, that topic of such cosmopolitan interest !

One canonicua had just been visiting England,
where he seemed to have been pleased with

most things, above all, with the bitter M (ale) ;

but he by no means appreciated some green

gooseberry tarts. The German wines he pro-

nounced abominable as compared with good

English port. The inhabitants of Limburg
are a quiet, contented, industrious race, civil

and obliging to strangers, and primitive to a

degree. Should a peasant who knows you
meet you on the road he will cross himself,

kiss his hand, and extend it for you to shake ;

and you would greatly wound his feelings by

refusing to respond to this act of intended

courtesy. Considering the price of provisions,

the labourers are well paid : their wages are
j

about fourteen pence a day, with two supplies
of bread-and-butter and coflfee. Their costume

i

is very simple, and although the sun was broil-
j

ing hot, I do not recollect to have seen one I

peasant child wearing either hat or cap, or

other covering to protect the head. The wages
of domestic servants are very low

;
a good

cook receives 51. per annum, and other maids

4:1., for which they toil like slaves from morn-

ing till night ; besides the usual culinary and
house-work you will notice them milking the

cow, tending the goat, cleaning the fish-pond,
&c. And all this seems to come as a matter

of course, for they are happy, and well satisfied

with their lot, and ready to oblige. Before

the chateau in which I was staying with my
lady friends, there was a small reservoir for

fish
;

it wanted cleaning, and in ten minutes'

time the pretty cook Marite and the waiting-
maid had appeared on the scene, and were

soon busily engaged, throwing out bucket

after bucket-full of water, until the fountain

was dry. It would certainly be difficult to

picture to oneself in the present day two

English women-servants in their capacious
crinolines similarly occupied ! The clumped
wooden shoes are a great institution in Lim-

burg, for they cost but sixpence, and always

keep the feet dry. Prime meat of splendid

quality is little more than half the English

price. Fruit is plentiful and very cheap,
cherries being sold for three farthings the

pound ; Spanish chestnuts grow in profusion,
and in winter the pigs are fed on them.

Coflfee is eightpence per pound ; tea about two

shillings ;
and sugar the same as at home.

Game is abundant and inexpensive during the

season. The charges for wine and beer are

extremely reasonable ; my friends and I drank

the latter, of very good and wholesome quality,

at little more than a halfpenny the bottle,

though I need hardly add that it was not of a

strength to be quite palateable to the British

farmer, nor does it possess the exhilarating

properties of Bass's Pale JEl, which was so

much admired by my clerical friend.

There is a poU-tax to which—as its name

implies
—all are liable in Limburg, of three

guilders per annum ; and windows and various-

other items are taxed, not, however, at a heavy

rate, with the exception of the house-tax,
which is very high : for a house and garden,
of which the rental is about 2GI. sterling, the

taxes amount to nearly 1 21. House rent itself is

very low, the chief difficulty being to find an

abode small enough for one's requirements, for

theLimburg chateaux are mostly of considerable

size, having been of yore old feudal castles,

with moat aud drawbridge. Many of them

may be hired at from 201. to 251. a year, the

taxes perhaps amounting to another 10/. ;

then the tenant will in all probability have

from three to seven acres of land annexed, and

the fi-uit and vegetables, with grass sufiicient

for a cow, will almost cover his rent. Every
chateau has also its fish pond, generally well ^

.stocked with perch, eels, &c.
, though the

fish do not run very large, owing to the

prevalent custom of drawing oflf the water

every second or third year. They are expen-
sive articles of food to purchase, owing to the

great demand for the fast-days, and the dis-

tance from the sea. Yet there is no lack of

pike, eels, carp, tench, and especially perch, to

reward the angler's patience ;
and many a

dozen of the latter did I catch during my
short residence in Limburg, in company with

an ancient dame of eighty, who seemed to

enjoy the sport no less than myself, remember-

ing, as we landed perch after perch, that to-

morrow would be the Bishop of Limburg's

fast-day. There is no good river fishing, so

far as I am aware, in the province ;
what there

was in the Gule has been destroyed by the

lead mines poisoning the stream, and conse-

quently the finny tribes inhabiting it, for a

distance at all events of some miles. The

proprietors of these lead works are rather

tenacious of allowing EugUshmen to inspect

them, owing to one having enticed away their

principal workman some years ago.

The roads are for the most j)art excellent
;

that from Aix to Maestricht is paved the

whole way, nearly thirty miles, and it is kept
in as good order as when it was constructed by
the prisoners during the occupation of the first

Napoleon. A new postal convention has been

concluded with the Netherlands, eflfecting

certain alterations in the rates of postage be-

tween that countxy and Great Britain. A
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letter prepaid, not exceeding the hair-ounco,

is charge 1 threepence, with an aiMitiuiial rate

for each ad<litioual half-ounce, or fraction

thereof.

Thu Dutch treat their anitnalu with great

humanity ; the horses look sleek and fat, and

tlioii.,'h the whip is loudly and rt>i)c'atedly

cracked, it is seldom put to any other use.

The sheep literally fdlow their .shepherd whcre-

evor he goe.s ;
if he croswos a stilo thoy take it

one by one after him as naturally as poKsible.

The Hheop-dogs are even more sagaci jus than

our own, and I was told that they are often

purcha-seil and taken homo by F^iiglishmen.

They and their masters are never absent from

their flocks ; when the latter are housed for

the night, the shephenl retires to his crib close

by, and sleeps with his faithful companion
and watcliful guard stretched at his feet.

A fair is annually held at Aix, very much

resembling our old gingerbread fairs in

England : in the streets are erected small

booths, whereon articles of dress, fancy toys
of every description, and diflerent wares too

many to enumerate, are exposed {>>r sale.

Vendors congregate on this occasion from all

parts of the Continent ; and as the neighbour-

ing pea.s;ints and servants are fond of exchang-

ing presents at fair time, it is the signal for a

general holiday merry-making, and a pretty

sight it is to watch them on their return home,
radiant with the day's enjoyment, and laden

witli gimcnicks, or other little gifts, for their

sweethearts or their children . I believe almost

every village gives a grand feast to the sur-

rounding villages once a year,
—a custom which

I doul't not tends to promote a kindly feeling

among the people. During my sojourn in

Limburg, one of these fetes wjis held at Mousou,
and a certiin friend of mine, a farmer, who
came away in a very "jolly" condition, in-

formed me that the company had devoured

eleven cows, besides various other ^ood things.

The country in the neighbourhood of Aix is

decidedly pretty, and pleasuig in its character,
and some of the Limburg villages are remark-

ably picturostiue. Nowhere are the poor

people's cottages kept more neatly and trimly
than in this province ;

the walls clean and

whitewashed, not a speck of dirt visible within,

and every piece of brass polished as bright as

now. Any old heirloom is handed down with

the utmost care from generation to generation.
In one house I saw a butter-churn, barrel-

shaiied, inscribed with the date of 1780 ;
it had

l>een in u.se almost daily for more than threo-

qiiarters of a centurj', and, but for its anti-

quated form, it might have been just made,
so perfect was its state of preservation. From
this same cottage I hii-ed a boy to carry my

bag to the railroad, a diHtanc« of about iteven

miles ;
and I have since heard that, with the

money ho then received from me, he baB pur-
ch-oscd an umbrella, which will be transmitted

to posterity, to chronicle the great event of

which it Lb a memento !

1 have already mentioned that some of the

clu\teaux in Limburg are of a very ancient

date. One of the oldest in the Netherlands,
some six miles from Aix-la-Chapellc, and within

a st<^)ne'H throw of Belgium, was to be let

last year (and jmssibly it may not yet have

found a tenant) for a rental of about 30/. It

is a romantic Hjx^t, surrounded by a moat full

of tish, and a ganlen full of fruit
;

tlie maiiision

alx>unds in fjuuily portraits of bishops and
warriors of a bygone day, and formerly the

barons coined their copper money within its

walls. The old baron, who is the proprietor
of the place, lives in a secluded little village

hard by, and is perhaps one of the last surviv-

ing specimens of feudalism, lamenting over the

past, and growling at the present, notwith-

standing that he is blest with daughters,
who.se loveliness miijht caase maiiy a heart-

ache, even in merry England.
The general features of Holland are too well

known to rcijuire me to enhirgo upon tliera

within the limits of this brief paper, in which,
as the reader will observe, I have confined

myiielf chiefly to the endeavour to present to

him a sketch of a province comparatively but

little exploreil by Engli.sh travellers. Should

it be the means of inducing anyone of my
countrymen to visit Limburg and judge for

himself of its merits and advantages, I can

offer him no better wish than that his cxi>erienc9

of that region may be as happy and agreeable
as my own.

Henry Cuessuvre.

SCOURING THE THAMES.

At a time when princes, peer?, bishops,

statesmen, corporations, and philosophers, have

joined in inaugurating the opening of one

half of the great Main Drainage scheme for

. the Metropolis, wo are forcibly reminded of

the strange history of the Tliames during the
'

last few generations, and of the cost we are

I

now incurring in scouring a river which we

I
have done so much to injure. It bears

on its bosom an amount of tniftic altogether

i unprecedented ;
it has brought to English

merchants a store of wealth almoot fabulous ;

it supplies many hundred million gallons of

wattr e%-ery week for domestic and manu-

facturing purposes ;
it affords a toll-free high-

way for scores of steamers and hundreds of

row boats, which supplement the meaas of
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transit afforded by street vehicles. The Thames
does all this for us. And what do we do to

the Thames in return? We abuse our privi-

leges. We treat it as such a noble friend

ought not to be treated. We take away from

it much that it wants
;
we force into it much

that it certainly does not want ;
we darken

and obstruct its passage by numerous bridges ;

we allow railway people to obstruct it still

more by their immense viaducts ;
and we make

its banks as shamefully ugly as we well can

make them.

We talk about scouring our poor old Thames

now ; and indeed it is time. What a change
from the old state of things! Kings and

queens, nobles and ladies, were wont to take

their pleasure upon the Thames—having their

water pageants and tournaments, their jaunts
in gilded barges, their minstrelsy on the water

in the serene evening hours, and sometimes

their displays of fireworks reflected in the

'glittering stream. The Strand was really a

strand—an open river-bank— studded here

and there with noble mansions. It was not

until the Temple Gardens were passed that

pleasure-seekers on the river began to meet

with anything like busy river-side buildings ;

and even eastward of these gardens there

were many patches of green and shrub peep-

ing out between the wharves. Then, on the

other side of the river were pleasant fields,

almost down to the water's edge. Lambeth
Palace was something like a palace for an arch-

bishop, instead of being elbowed by bone-

boUers and glue-makers; and lower down, at

Bankside, were two theatres to which visitors

wtre rowed across the water. London Bridge
was the only bridge over the Thames for many
a mile

;
and thus the Thames-wherry was a

recognised means of transit for all except east-

enders. Especially was this the case before

Queen Elizabeth and her subjects introduced

the use of pleasure carriages. The watermen

inveighed as loudly against innovations as the

holders of vested rights usually do. Taylor,
the Water Poet, who wrote in the time of

James the First, launched out against the

"trade spUlers,
"

as he calls the coaches,
which were so numerous that

"Almost all the streets are chok'd outright,
Where men can hardly pass from mom till night,
While watermen want work."

The Thames continued, however, long after

the time of this grumbling personage, to

be a very fav(jurite and delightful means
of passage from place to place : the water

was comparatively clean and clear, the at-

mosphere was not much vitiated by smoke,
the obstructions were few and far between.

and there were many pleasant spots to look at

on either bank.

But now, look at the bridges, striding
and blocking up the river. London Bridge

was, as we have said, the only one that

spanned the stream ^vithin the limits of the

metropolis, until about the middle of the

last century. How this old bridge was patched

up from time to time it would be quite
a history to tell

; but we need only say
that it obstructed the Thames in a sad way,
with its bulky piers and small arches. At

length ia the time of WiLLiam the Fourth
the present beautiful bridge was built, the

forerunner of a vast series of improvements
in the city. The next bridge was Westminster,

opened in 1750. After requiring and re-

ceiving an immense amount of mending and

strengthening, it was at length finally con-

demned, and has lately made way for a much
finer structure. Then came Blackfriars Bridge,
constructed by Mylne in 1764-5 ;

like its neigh-

bour, it was coddled up to make it last its time,
and is now being pulled down to yield place to

a better. The Thames had then a respite for a

great number of years ;
until at length came^

in succession the ugly old wooden bridge at

Battersea
;
Vauxhall Bridge (181G); the un-

equalled Waterloo Bridge (1817); the massive

and bold iron Southwark Bridge (1819), re-

cently thrown open toll-free by way of expeii-
ment ; the once elegant Hungerford Suspeubioa

Bridge (now replaced by a more solid structure) ;

the very cheap but superlatively ugly Lambeth

Bridge, from Horseferry-road to Lambeth-
stairs

;
and Mr. Page's pretty bridge at Chelsea.

All these nine bridges, and another higher up
at Fulham, burthen the Thames with piers,

columns, abutments, and such like
;
but as they

afford indispensable means of maintaining
communication between the two sides of the

river, it would be ingratitude to find fault

with them.

What the Thames did not expect, however,
was to be crossed by half-a-dozen railway

bridges within the Hmit of the Metropolis.
Who could have thought it ? Not many years

ago it was regarded as rather a reckless affair

to throw a railway across the Thames from
Battersea Park to Pimlico ;

and now let us

see what we have come to. There is the South
Eastern Company's railway bridge from near

the Borough Market to the Steel-yard in

Thames- street—when finished, it will be one

of the widest railway bridges in the world,

having five parallel pairs of rails, and throw-

ing a very unpleasant shade on the river be-

neath. Then there is the rival Chatham and
Dover Company's railway bridge at Black-

friars, a beautiful structure in itself, but so
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cloee to the other Black fmrs Bridge that the

Thames i« an<l will be dark<-ued between them,
an<l the architecture of each will interfere with

that of the other. Next in order u the new

Charing Crosa Bridge of the South Eastern

Ilailway, with its four lines of rails and its

two pathways for foot passengen*. lleally it

seenu, judging from the millionn spent iu tbiB

way, as if the two rival Dover Companies
expected that all the world would be con-

stantly wanting to run down to that celebrated

port Fourth on the list stands the Victoria

Bridge of the Brighton and other Railway

Companies, at Pirulico ; and, as if this were

not enough, thoy are going to build another

close alongside it, to acco:nmodate the in-

creasing traffic to and frum Victoriii Station.

Lastly,
—that is, lastly for the present,

—there

is the West London Railway Extension Bridge,
some little distance beyond Cremorue.

These numerous bridges, while under con-

struction, are a sad annoyance, llie piles and

barriers, caissons and coffer-dams, centerings
and scaffoldings, block up the river abominably.
Look at Black friars just at present, with the

bulky timber piles preparing for the new bridge,

the discord and rubbish ounected with the

removal of the old one, the Lvbyrinth of tim-

ber supporting Mr. Cubitt's new temporary
wooden structure, and the new railway bridge—all are as close together as they can be, and

the waters of the old river find it no easy
matter to get a clear stage for flowing. As
for the captains of the penny steamers, their

"ease her"' and "stop her" are more abun-

dant than ever, seeing that there are moro
chances than ever of bumping up against some-

thing or other.

Again, if ever a noble river was unhand-

somely treated by the philanthropists and

sanitary improvers, it is the Thames. Some

years ago persons cried shame on the mode in

which wo drained (or did not drain) our houses.
"
By all means, or any me.ans," we were told,

"
get rid of the refuse, and w.ashings, and

scourings, and send them decently out of

sight ; build drains and sewers in plentiful

abundance, and be tidy and respectable." We
did become tidy and respectable ; but how ?

Everything that we didn't want, everything
that was unpleasant to see or to think about,
we forced into the river, polluting the water

and the air alike. Through a hundred mouths,
a hundred brick channels, was this done, until

all the iKXtry of the "silent highway" was
knocked out of it. One feels a savage delight in

thinking that the Lords ami Commons, iu their

splendid palace, were almost driven to despera-
tion a few summers ago by the unsavoury
odours arising from the Thames

;
it was tfuy

who decided, by numerous statutes and legi»-
lative arrangements, that all the drainage of

the largest city in the world nhould flow into

the river which traverses that city ; and
it was right that they should have pereoual
and sensible proofs of the conse'iuences which

would inevitably follow such a course. Bo-

fore the main drainage began, there were

eighty mUlion gallons of refuse and dirty water

flowing into the Thames every day, through
the hundred mouths already mentioned. At-

Putney the Oxford and Cambridge crews did

manage to find a little clear water to row in
;

but the colour deepened, and the consistency

thickened, and the odour strengthened, every
mile from that point eastward, until down at

Wapping and Rotherhithe—well, let it be, as

a thing not very nice to talk about. We are

building magnificent main drainage works now,

which, when finished, will certainly relieve

the principal parts of the metropolis from a

very grievous infliction.

Then the water supply : hero is another

grievance for our ill-used Thame*. The grand
scheme of Sir Hugh Myddleton, by which Hert-

fordshire was made to contribute to the water

supply of London, brought a copious stream to

reservoirs at Islington and Clerken well in

1613 ;
and gradually in later years the cus-

tom was introduced of conveying the water

from these reservoirs to the houses where it

was to be consumed. All this was very well,

so long as the Thames was not attacked
;
but

now see what occurred. Fifty years before

Alyddle ton's great work was finished, an in-

genious Dutchman, one Peter Morris, erected

an engine for raising water from the river at

London Bridge ; it was placed under the first

arch on the Middlesex side, and was worked

by the tide. Afterwards, the water flowing

through some other of the arches was so

dammed up as to furnish a stmuger motive

power for the engine, to the no small detriment

of the navigation. Arch after arch was brought
under the control of those who obtained the

patent or privilege ;
and the engine became a

very complicated mass of wheels, paddles,

cranks, pumps, and pipes, by which water was

raised to the surface of the streets, and there

distributed for the use of the citizens. Those

who can carry back their recollection to the

year 1822, m.ay perchance have seen the

Loudon Bridge Water Works, which were re-

moved soon after that date, after an existence

of three centuries and a half When engineer*

and manuficturers found the way to make

large iron pipe?, then companies were formed

for drawing water from the Thames, and dis-

tributing it through such pipes throughout the

length and breadth of the metropolis. Thus
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arose the Southwark, the Lambeth, the Vaux-

hall, the Clu'lpca, the Clraiul Junction, and

West Middlesex Water Works—all depending
on the Thames for their supply. But the

water became dirty, and the drinkers became

dissatisfied
;
learned chemists told us exactly

how many thousandths of a grain of un-

pleasant substances there were in a glass of

foul water
;
and Mr. Pepper, of tlio Polytech-

nic, showed us the queer animals which live

'and dauce about in a drop of the fluid. So

Parliament interfered, and compelled these

companies to draw the water fi-om the Thames
at points above London, not in London ; and

the companies have expended very large sums

in erecting works at Kingston, Thames Ditton,
and Hampton. But what is the effect upon
the unfortunate river ? Our water being ob-

tained beyond the limits of Loudon, there is all

that amount the less to flow down to the region
of the bridges ;

and the consequence is that the

Thames is becoming shallower and shallower.

Fifty million gallons a day are taken from the

river above Richmond (where the water is

tolerably pure) ; and, as a natural result,

the depth of water is becoming so much
lessened that steamers no longer attempt a

voyage up to Eichmond, as they used to do,
and even the Kew steamers are constantly

sticking in the mud.

Among the many troubles which have be-

fallen the Thames, and have kept the old

river in doubt as to its fate, must also be
reckoned all the various schemes for making
quays, terraces, or embankments. After the
Great Fire in 1666, Sir Christopher Wren
was appointed Surveyor-General and Princi-

pal Architect of the City ;
and if the citizens

had allowed him fair play, he would have
made London such a place as it has never

yet been. Fine streets well laid out, and an
embanked quay from the Tower to the Temple,
were possible then, because the Great Fire
had made a clean sweep thereabouts; but

petty opposition thwarted him
; he was obliged

to make crooked, narrow streets, and the em-
banking of the Thames was abandoned alto-

gether. And so matters went on, during the

reigns of Charles IL and the five following
sovereigns. Just about a century ago, a

very bold man brought forward a very bold
scheme. His name was Gwynne ;

he appears
to have been an architect and surveyor ;

and he published a book to show how
London and Westminster might be improved
by the construction of new streets and
thoroughfares.. His plan comprised, amongst
other things, embanked quays on both sides
of the river sixty feet in width, for vehicles
and foot passengers ; with another portion of

equal width, to be used as landing-quays,

and to be backed by rows of good houses.

Mr. Gwynne was born before his time
;
the

world was not ready for him
; we can under-

stand him, but his contemporaries could not ;

and so his scheme fell to the ground. Then

came a long period of little peddling improve-
ments. At one time a kind of continuous

wharfage was constructed east and west of

Blackfriars, for a short distance
;
at another,

the lofty embanked terrace at the Adelphi
was formed—pleasant when the Thames was

cleaner, but exposed to very sorry sights and

odours in later days. Early in the present

century, Mr. Jessop, the civil engineer, pre-

pared for the Corporation a plan for the

improvement of the Thames. It almost seems

as if our Mr. Bazalgette was speaking in this

same 1865, when Ave are told that "a river

wall was to be constructed at some distance

out beyond the then existing shore, and that

the space behind was to be filled in with

ballast dredged from the bed of the river :

thus at once gaining new land and deepening
the river." The embankment was to extend

from Blackfriars Bridge to the Tower. But
the Corporation paid Mr. Jessop his fees, and

wished him good-morning ;
the scheme was

far too scientific for the Gog and Magog of

those days. Afterwards they employed Mr,

Mylne, and then Mr. James Walker, to make
new surveys and to suggest new schemes

;
but

with an equal lack of results.

It was just forty years ago that a series of

movements began, having for their object the

embanking of the Thames, whether the Cor-

poration liked it or not. In 1824 Sir Frederick

Trench made public a plan for embanking the

north shore of the Thames from London Bridge
to Westminster Bridge, the embankment to be

available as a public thoroughfare. The Crown
was appealed to, the Corporation was appealed

to, the Legislature was appealed to ; and then

a public meeting of eminent persons (including
the evergreen Lord Palmerston) was held, to

assist in the formation of a joint-stock company.
The old Thames was pleased, for the meeting
was held in a state barge moored off Whitehall

;

but the scheme came to nothing. The Crown

wouldn't, the Corporation wouldn't, the Legis-
lature wouldn't, and the capitalists wouldn't ;

and so Sir Frederick Trench was thoroughly
checkmated.

The Corporation woke up afresh in 1831,
and requested Mr. Mylne and Mr. Walker to

make fresh estimates for new embankments on
both sides of the river. The engineers did as

they were told
; but the Corporation went

to sleep again, and slept soundly for several
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years. They introduced a bill iuto Parlia-

ment, however, in 1840, for a vast embank-

ment on both sides of the Thames all the way
from London Jiridgo to Vauxhall. Mr. Walker
estimated that the reclaimed land, at a rental

of eighteen pence per sipiare yard per annum,
would defray the whole cost. It was too good
to be true, or else too vast to be ventured

upon ;
and so the scheme came to nothing,

like so many others that had preceded it. A
little plan in 1841 tried to obtain a better fate

than the big one in 1840, but without success.

Then came an immense amount of talking and

writing in 1842, 1843, and 1844, in con-

nection wibli the proceedings of tlie Metropolis

Improvement Commissioners. Plans for em-

banking the Thames were brought forward by
Sir Frederick Trench, Mr. Walker, Mr. Martin,
Mr. Page, and other engineers ;

but the upshot
of it was—notliing. After a time, the Marquis
of \N'estminster and Mr. Cubitt made that fine

embankment which now extends nearly from

Vauxhall Bridge to Chelsea Hospital, nearly
in a line with the older bit in front of Milbank
Prison

;
but as for the busier parts of the

river, people had done their talking, and there

was an end of the matter for several years.

In 1855 there was a rush of railway engineers ;

and among the many projects brought forward

by them were several for forming railways
either on or by the side of an embanked quay
along the Thames. A Committee of the House
of Commons behaved with great impartiality
to all these schemes, by ejecting the whole of

them
;
so there was an end of that. It was talk

in 185G and 1857, talk in 1858 and 1859,—
nothing but talk. Meanwhile the Thames re-

mained out in the cold, waiting to see what
was to be done with him or for him. At

length, however, came the Committee of 18G0,

empowered to decide how best to accommo-
date the enormous and rapidly-increasing
traffic through the streets of the metropolis ;

and thence, after an enormous amount of

fighting and struggling between Committees,

Commissioners, Boards, Corporations, and

Legislators, there at length emerged the two

embankment schemes with which we are all

more or less familiar
; one, now in course of

constr\iction, from Westminster Bridge to

Blackfriars on the ^Middlesex side, and the

other (about to be commenced) on the Surrey
side.

How proud we shall be by-and-by, with

our terrace-road a hundred feet wide, our

ornamental balustrades, our piers and pedestals
and lamps, our statues, and our tiights of

handsome granite steps leading down to the

steamers and the boats !

George Dodu.

THE FORSAKEN.

Athwart tlie valley, tbro' the glen,
With weary trend ,'iud woeful face,
Adown which tears each other chaise,

She wauders from the haunts of men.

Her lips have lost the smile they wore,
And as she wends her way along
Hill-sides re-echo not her S'jng,

That pleasant tune oft heard before.

But now there come borne on the wind
Wild mournful chants at early dawn,
Deep murmurs from a heart forlorn,

Out-pourings of a fever'd mind :
—

Oh come ! I wait for thee in vain,
I cannot yet forget the past,
Love is the key that locks it fast

Within the casket of my brain.

The days will lose themselves in years ;

I know not, heed not, how they pass :

A future without thee ? Alas I

'Tis a vast ocean filled with tears.

Then is the old time gone for aye ?

Must I to love remain a slave ?

Must my young heart e'en own a grave ?

Shall youth in moiu-nmg pass away ?

Or shall I thrust my sorrow by ?

O'er- leap it, and shut-to the door

Of memory ? recall no more
Those days I thought could never die.

Then was the April of my years,
The pale primrose of early love

Did bloom, and angels from above,
To noui'ish it, dropt down their tears.

Long-suffering Trust stood by, to shade

The plant from dark Suspicion's strife,

From Faith it drank eternal life,

Forgetful that the Spring might fade.

13 ut soon Neglect, that wintry blast,

Moau'd by. It gently bowed its head.

It deem'd not summer days had fled,

It thought the storm would soon be pass'd.

Ah, no ! Affection's cheering light

Has gone and left earth dark and drear,
-

That plant within my heart is sear,
—

Without, the day is changed to night.

Come, Sleep, my wearied thoughts confine.

Enfold me in a soft embrace.
That I in dreams may see his face,

May feel his heart-throbs beat 'gainst mine.

There is an ante-room where all

Are hastening with reluctant feet,

On level ground we there shall meet :

I would be waiting in that hall.

For then I should not w.ake and start,

Or stretch a hand to him in vain.

While every nerve and sense I strain.

To still the throbbings of my heart.

To hear his voice as in dream-life :

Ah no ! 'tis hush'd and he is gone ;

With tears I rise to greet the morn,

Heart-widow'd ere I am a wife.
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" With tears," those fount-drops of the soul

Which Mell up from unfathom'd woe,

Mute-anguish-words, e'en as they flow

They groan for grief beyond coutrol.

Words are but shreds with which I try

To staunch the bleeding of my heart—
They cannot, for the aching smart

Can ne'er be 'suaged until I die.

Oh Time ! come quickly. Must I stay

To live without a thought of him

Until the light of earth grows dim,
And watch alone the dawn of day f

Must I greet Summer's silver mora

Alone ? And thro' the dewy meads

Where leaves are gemmed with pearly beads,

And thro' the golden fields of corn—

Where he and I were wont to meet,
Then wander hand in hand along.

And list the throstle's warbling song

Away from town and busy street—

Go silently, without him now ?

My other self, whose life seemed miae,
The man whose being seemed divine,

With Truth's fair seal upon his brow.

I never could deem him untrue,
The dimmest shade of doubt I fled ;

Hope garnered in my heart instead :

But now I watch from dawn to dew :

From falling dew till dawn again,
While mantled night enwraps the world.
And ev'ry leaf in sleep is furled,

I wait and look for him in vain.

Oh ! must drear Winter's evening glide
Into the early-ending day.
Without the beam of that soft ray

That shone when he was by my side ?

And up th' ascending hill of youth.
And down the deepening slant of age.
Must life to me be one blank page.

Or if not blank, a tale of ruth ?

Oh Time ! come slowly. 3fust there be
The day when I shall see her face,

Who lured him from my fond embrace,
Who made him break his vows to me ?

Who spread her net of tend'rest wiles,
And wrapt him in, and round him crept,
And sang so softly, till he slept,

And dull'd his mem'ry with her smiles ?

Oh, Woe ! I will not mate with thee.
For all so false this grief doth seem,
I sometimes think it is a dream,

And sorrow but the imagery

Fantastic, wild, of my weak brain :
—

Come Time, come teach me such it is,

That sorrow-dreams but veil the bliss

That shall encircle me again.

I, waiting here from hour to hour,
Do list his voice in every breeze

That bares the winter-stricken trees

Bud-robbing every maiden's bower.

Impress'd on leaves, his face I see,
I hear his footsteps oft and oft ;

The tread I know, so firm yet soft,
It comes along the sward to me.

Far off it comes : I turn me back,
Retrace my steps thro' mead and dell

To find the footprints loved so well.
And press my own feet in the track.

Last night I heard a wailing cry
Within

;
I neither moved nor spoke,

I know it now—my heart then broke,
I cannot live— I soon must die.

For virgin nature cannot bloom—
While owning aught as I so sad—
In all her fairness, gay and glad,

Until she blossom on my tomb,

'Tis night, and dark : I would go home—
Home have I none, for ' ' home "

is rest,

Yet hope low whispers in my breast

That soon the rest and peace will come.

To rid me of this weight of woe.
And to restore the peace he stole,

The angels now wait for my soul :

Theirs were the footfalls— I will go.
Agnes Stonehbwer.

FOUND DROWNED.
A Story in Four Chapters. By R. Arthur

*

Arnold.
chapter iv. ambleton place has a new

MASTER.

In "the street
" of the village of Ambleton,

conspicuous above all other houses, stood a

square old-fashioned mansion, which had re-

cently become tenantless. It was one of those

places which it would ruin a modern builder to

erfct. The thick white-painted sashes of the

small-paned windows were evidently framed
in the days when glass was an article of luxury,
and the front door would almost have stood a

siege. A short wall ran from either end of

the house to the street, where a heavy iron rail-

ing, mid-set with gates which were supposed
to be ornamental, inclosed a parallelogram of

garden, across which a broad stripe of white

pavement led to the door. On one side of

this walk was an evergreen, which some idiotic

gardener had cut into a fantastic resemblance

to a peacock ;
and on the other a holly-bush,

which had been tortured by the shears into the

shape of a gigantic acorn. For flowers, the

garden now showed a fine display of chrysan-

themums, and Michaelmas daisies. In spring
it put forth daffodils and wallflowers, succeeded

by a heavy crop of dragon's mouth. For aU
these this garden was famous

; anything less

orthodox and common would probably have
been overgrown and outrooted by them as

revolutionary, if we may suppose that the
"
language of flowers

" can be spoken by
petal and calyx.
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This wa.s the Dower IIuiiHe, belou^iDg to
,

merchant, bad ruccived iiotic« to quit ; and
tho Elrtdalo family—tho refu^'o for tho tluwaj^er u<<w Duly Elsdale niul K<lith wcr« ri-moTUjg
whom the arrival of a new lord at tho I'laco into thiit houKc, in order to uiako room for Sir

deprived of the positiou of queon-re^ant Hvmh at Aiubkton Phice.

Upon Sir Oodfrey'a death, the tenant, a Ijondon The whole villa','e wa« deeply intereiited in

Sec IHUfu lO.t.

the movement, and truly sorry. It was
certain that Sir Hugh would receive no general

welcome, for he had di.'^placcd,
—the people

thought ho had dispossessed,—their favourite.

Master Harry, lie.side.'", it was contrary to

the general feeling of what was right, that Tom

Page's grandson sliould be their lord and

master; and though ho himself didn't say as

much, yet the old man vconud to feel that he

himself ha<l done something wrong.
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He had been bedriddeu for two years, and
when Edith Landor told him with a roundabout

preface, kindly cons-tructed to avoid a shock,
that Ids graudsoji had come to England, and

would take possession of the Place in a week,
he was evidently rather saddened than grati-

fied by the intelligence.
"

I hope I shan't live to see it, Miss. I

never had but one trouble, and that was when

my poor gal run ofi' with Master Hugh."
Edith assured him that that ought not to

trouble him, that his daughter was a very su-

perior girl, and that no doubt she had been a

good wife.
" Ah ! Miss," sighed the poor old man :

" I

feel now as if my sins was coming home on my
head ; I was so proud on her

;
I tried to

make her too much the lady, as if the quality
could be made out o' the likes o' we

;
and

when she run oif there was that poor fellow

Binks as took directly to poachin' and drinkin',

and a soberer honester young feller never

lived till he broke his heart about she."

Edith found it quite impossible to console

him for what she had regarded as his good
fortune.

"I'm oneasy, too," he continued, "because

it's a disappointment for you, Miss "

" For me, Tom ? Oh ! dear no. Mamma
and I will be as happy as ever at the Dower
House."

"Ain't you got no thoughts o' Master

Harry, Miss ?
"

Harry would have been happy enough if he

could have seen the blush which now mantled

Edith's lovely face.
"
Ay, Miss, I'd rayther a seen you and him

up there than my poor Ruth's lad."
" Me and Harry ! Why, Tom, how can you

talk such nonsense 1 We never thought of such

a thing."
"
Mayhap as you're the only ones that

ain't, then, Miss
; we've thought on it ever

since yer was both in short petticuts."
Edith didn't dislike talking about Harry to

this good old man, but remembering she had
an engagement to meet her mother and Annie
at the Dower House, she took one of his

shrivelled brown hands in her white soft

fingers, and, gently pressing it, wished him

good-bye. The old man made an effort to

detain her.
" I say. Miss," he said slowly ;

" no offence

you know. Miss. I've knowed yer since you
was a baby, and, if you won't take it on-

kindly,
—I've loved yer all them years,

—I

say. Miss," he repeated, "you've heerd about

Binks—liim as I spoke on along o' my poor

gal. Now don't yer let Master Harry go like

that poor feller went. No offence, I hope,

Miss." And the old man's weary eyes sought
hers.

Edith made no answer
; perhaps old Tom

couldn't see her deep blushes, but a faint

smile, like the sunlight in December, rested on

liis face, as she stooped and kissed the brown

hand she held in liers. Did she feel that she

was sealing a promise? Certainly she left Tom
Page happy enough in that belief.

She had experienced great difiBculty with

her mother since the arrival of Mr. Tyler's let-

ter. Sir Hugh's rudeness had disgusted Edith,

and she determined to make no secret of her

feelings. She had none of her mother's rever-

ence for the family title, at all events she had

little .sympathy with the belief which seemed

to be held by Lady Elsdale, that the Lord of

Ambleton could do no wrong. For one thing,

she was entirely free from the ambitious views

which her mother entertained for her; yet she

had a foreboding that Lady Elsdale's tender-

ness to the ungentlemanlike conduct of the

coming baronet was influenced by the thought
that he might be a possible, and would

be regarded by her ladyship as the only

proper suitor for her hand. But with the

thought Edith had made quite a strong re-
'

solution, that she would take a very early op-

portunity of convincing her mother that this

could never be.

She found Annie standing on a higli stool,

arranging books, and her mother looking on

from out the depths of an arm-chair. Lady
Elsdale was not, and had never been, an active

woman. Small talk she loved, but if she had

had a gossip with her maid, and gone through
the necessary routine of dressing, and eating,

and drinking, she never felt that she had done

less than her duty during the day.
"
Edith, dear," she began,

" I'm so glad

you have come. Annie wants to remove all

the books that we called your library, but I

think it might be offensive to Sir Hugh."
"When did Sir Hugh become entitled to

such nic-3 consideration from us, mamma 1
"

" And I want to take my dear Cossack out

of the stable, but Aunt Avon't let me," said

Annie, looking down from the high stool.

"Uncle did give him to me, you know. Aunt,"
she added, her de.sire to save Cossack from Sir

Hugh overcoming her repugnance to allude to

Sir Godfrey's wish.
" How I am troubled, to be sure," sighed

Lady Elsdale.
" You girls would spoil the

whole place, and make a lasting quarrel be-

tween us and Sir Hugh. As to his letter, I

think we ought to make allowances for a man
born and bred in an uncivilised place, like

India, and with that poor dairy-maid of a girl

for his mother. Pray, Annie, what is Harry
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going to carry off ? Does he want to raovo the ;

roof of the house, or the timber ?
"

"Oh ! poor dear boy," roplietl Aimio ^.I'liy,

ami very busy with tho bookn
;

" ho wantn to

romove hiautelf, that'.s all, 1 think, Auut."
" Wliat do yon HR'aii, tny dear /"
"

Uf'.H bt!L'ii fright<;niiig .Mamma dreadfully,

saying he Hhall go into tra>le, or Ut the

diggi!ii,'R. Mo says he known that now bo

shall never get on at tho bar. T.>morrow

morning he n-turns to London. It is ijuito

natural that ho Hhouldn't wiHh to meet Sir

Hugh, but wo are ho fearfid that ho will do

somothiiig r.iah. Poor dear boy, it is a cruel

disappointment for him."

"And is he not coming to bid us good-bye ?"

asked K<iith ha.><tily.
"

1 think he feol.H that ho cannot just now,"
was Annie's reply.

" Then I shall ride down and see him this

afternoon." The good little woman on the

stool was still busy with tho books, though if

her Aunt had not been looking on, she felt

she would have left hir perch, and kissed

Edith over and over ;igain for thi-» determined

speech. As it was, she only experienced a

thrill of ple;isure, which communiciitod itself

to nothing more sensitive than the stool.

Liuiy Elsilalo would have liked to offor

sndioient objections had she been able to do so.

She rather ffared a meeting between Harrj'
and Edith just at present. .She km w her

datighter's generous nature, and that Edith,
the heiress, would feel much more lovingly

dispose<l towards Harry, the penniless, than to

Harry the heir apparent. She feebly sui^gested
that Edith could not, really ought not, to

spare the time to go <lown to Mrs. Elsdale's
;

but Edith's resolve her mother never long

oppose<L And Elith had re.solved to go, for

she was almost trembling witli anxiety, re-

membering what
Anni(^

had said about Harry,
and perhaps thinking a little of poor Binks.

" You'll stay with JMamma till I return,
won't you, Annie ?"

'J"he fair librarian loved her brother too i

well not to be delighted ;
and perhaps her

joyful
"
Oh, yes, of course," did not improve

her .hunt's temper during Eolith's absence.

The mile between the Diwer House and
Mrs. t]ls«lale's cottage seemed shorter this even-

ing than Annie had ever thr)Ught it l)efore,

although she walked, which was an unusual

thing for her to do. She knew the reason
when the cottage came in sight. In tho
Dower Houso she h.ad spoken quickly and
felt strongly for Harry, now she began to

feel, not that she wished she hatl not come, |

but that she didn't know what she should say.
She would do anything for ilurry : but what i

could she do } Perhaps Harry would not thank

hor for coming. Perhaps he would resent it

tm an insult to his misfotlunu ; he might think

sho hail come to oiler him pity, aud bo

offended, but then,—then {>erhap« if she asked

hiuj, lu'gge I him for her siike not to do any-

thing r.uh,
—not to leave bis mother, and Annie,

an<i—her; perhaps she ought t') a-nk him this.

It was her duty to di> this, ami she would go
on. Vet it may b<3 (piestionod whether

Edith, thus facing tho windows of Mrs. Els-

dole's cottage was not quite as much entitled

to tho merit of bravery as a soldier storming a

fortress from which the hollow-eyed guns
frown out u{K)n him.

"Sweet cousin, I'm so glad to see you," was

her welcome from Harry, who was standing
beside tiio gate as she entered the garden.
He strove to lay aside the care-worn and

hanissed louk which Edith had still lietected.

And he hail caught that dangerously sympa-
thetic glance from her soft eyes, and felt all

the worse for it.

" I've come to give you a good scolding,

Harry," sho sai<l,
" for thinking even of going

away without biilding Mamma and me good-

bye, when you know," she added archly,
" we

shall always be thinking of you while y<»u are

away.
"

" You will have enough to do to think of

Sir Hugh." The weight of his trouble forced

this ungracious remark from him.
"
Harry, that is unworthy of yon," she re-

plied, her voice trembling.
" I'm a fool,

—a beast, Edith. I know I

am. I wish you hail your horsewhip, and

would thrash me jus 1 deserve."

Edith laughed, and proposed they should go

in, and see his mother. But when Harry
said that she had gone out for an hour or

two, E lith thought she must be returning

home, and of course Harry would be her com-

panion. She didn't wish to leave him yet, for

sho felt that she hafl not accomplished tho ob-

ject of her visit. She wanted to make Harry

promise that he wouKl not d<> anything dread-

ful, or go far away from them, and for this she

felt really to do or say almost anything.
Their way laj- along a lane : such a lane I so

wooded, S.I undul.ating, so full of Nature, that

one could scarcely have l)een angry if it had

falsified the proverb, iuid had no turning.
" What are you going to do in London,

H.arry ?
"

They had walked a few step-s in silence,

before Elith put this question, which seemed

to be a judicious way of approaching tho

diiKculty.

"(»3 into sugar, or invent a pill, or some-

thing," aiuwurud ILury, with forced gaiety.
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" Why can't we go on as we did before ?"
" We ? I won't answer for you, Edith, but

I think I've been an idle, good-for-nothing
feUow."

Edith protested that he had not, and ended

by saying something to the effect that it was

natural for hira to feel much disappointed at

Sir Hugh's arrival.
" And Edith," he broke out,

" I can't stop
and see that fellow come and lord it down
here : a coarse, vulgar brute ! We should fight

before a week was over."

What was she to do ? Here was the best of

all possible reasons for his going away, and

yet she feared for what he would do if he left

Ambleton. The Dower House was not far

distant, and once there, the opportunity might
be lost for ever, and Harry be ruined.

" But Harry," she pleaded, "when you are

away you will remember that we all look to

you as our natural j^rotector : you know that

we have no one else to look to."
" I'm not likely to forget you, Edith."
** Nor I you, Harry."
Never before had she said anything so en-

couraging as this. Had he all along mistaken

her feeling towards him ? Dared he go
further ? No ! he dared not ask her love,

when not a week had elapsed since he was

disinherited. What would the world say ?

What would she think of him ? So, though
his heart bounded at her answer, he was silent.

" We may say anything to each other,

mayn't we, Harry?" she continued; "you
know that I can have no use for money down
in the village : couldn't you borrow some of

mine 1
"

"
Don't, please don't

;
I shall go mad."

' ' You know we have always had everything
in common, and I consider that my future be-

longs quite as much to you and Annie as to

Dae.".m:g^d Edith.
" I wish you hadn't .«- penny," he groaned.
"Oh ! Harry."
" Look here, Edith," he tui"ped round sud-

denly, and stood facing her in tit^ road ;

" I

can't stand this any longer. I didii''t mean to

have told you, and perhaps a poor devil like

me ought not to do so, but I can't he'ip it- I

feel that if I talked for a week I couJd not

tell you how much I love you. I shall work

hard, and be a happy, and I feel a good i^^-^

while I work, if I may hope that I am winni:^g
the prize of your love. Then may I claim yo

"

for my own, when I have won a position in

which I should not blush to do so ?
"

He spoke rapidly, wildly, hardly knowing
what he said. Happy Harry, for the love-

light in those eyes as she raised them and
placed her hand in his.

"Dear Harry, there's my hand upon it."

Then, at the rather pressing suggestion of his

arm, she gave her lips, and then the world

seemed quite a new place to Harry,—quite de-

void of troubles, in which life consisted of a

happy, loving pilgrimage, like to their walk

along this Sussex lane.
" You have given me new life, dearest : I

feel so happy," he said.

"Silly boy, I had little enough to give you,
and that little was yours long ago."

But, happy as Edith was in confessing her

love, she felt that this was not an auspicious
moment for presenting Harry as her accepted
lover to Lady Elsdale, so there ensued a sweet

parting, continued by more and more distant

adieux until Edith entered the gate of the

Dower House.

Lady Elsdale was not watching Edith's face

so intently as Annie did, or she also might
have guessed what had happened. Yet pos-

sibly it was high diplomacy which made her

mother— greatly to Edith's relief— content

with one or two simple questions as to how
she found Mrs. Elsdale, and when Harry
would be returning home again.

The next morning they were to pay their

last visit to Ambleton Place, to see that

everything was ready for Sir Hugh, and that

nothing they wished to remove had been left

behind.

Soon after breakfast Annie called to go with

them. Lady Elsdale was very melancholy.
The girls tried their best to be gay and cheer-

ful, but it was very difficult, for they all

loved the great house, and felt that now the

house and all the surroundings they knew and

loved so well were to pass to a stranger, for

they hardly felt disposed to regard Sir Hugh
as a relative.

The old housekeeper bobbed a mournful

curtsey as she admited them : then they went

from room to room, Edith and Annie wishing

they might take this and that piece of furni-

ture. Here was an old sideboard, under

which they had played at "
Wolf," with

Harry for the beast of prey ;
and there a

picture, a simple daub it looked, but Edith

remembered that she had built many a childish

theory upon its subject. Lady Elsdale was,

however, very determined about not displacing

anything which might suggest a removal to

Sir Hugh.
For the last time Lady Elsdale took the

head of the table at Ambleton Place, as they

sat down to luncheon. It was a most dismal

meal, her ladyship crying the whole time.

The windows of the dining-room stood open

^0 the floor. They were thinking sad thoughts,

iL^oking silently out to where the croquet arches
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rtill Btood, when they heard a steady crunch,

crunch,—a firm footfall upon the gravel of

the carriage-drive. Then a gentleman paiMod
the windows, Mtaring through at them. The
front door seemed to bo open, for the same
firm step resounded upon the polishod-oak
floor of the hall, then the diningnjom door
was opened, ami, with his hat in his hand, the

intruder bowed to the ladies, who rose in some

dismay.
It was Sir Hugh. Prosperity did not seem

to have agreed with him
;

his face was pale,
and this made its heavy, sensual cast look very

unpleasant. He wjis certaiidy not much less

confused than they were.
"
Beg jiardon, ladies, I'm sure," ho began,

fumbling the brim of hi.s hat all the while with

both hands. •'
I hojH) I don't disturb you,

but fact is I coiddu't stand it any longer, I

wanted to see the place so desperate bad
;

you've heard of me, I 'spose, from Mr. What's-
his-name : Hugh—Sir Hugh El.sd;de."

"
Yes, sir, we have heard of you, and wo

have bi-en fiwlish enough to suppose that you
wouM have the decency to observe the incon-

veniently short notice you gave us." This
was Edith's greeting to the now baronet.

How Ijeautiful she looked ! An angry queen,
before whom even Sir Hugh felt miserably
abashed.

" We shall not intrude long, sir," said her

mother, whoso tears had given place to offended

dignity. She was adjusting her shawl, as Sir

Hugh stammered :

"Sir Godfrey's widow, I presume," and,

looking to Edith,
"

.Miss—Miss Landor."
"

Yes, sir, I have the misfortune to be

your aunt." L,-vly ELsdale had not intended
to ijuarrel with her nephew whenever they
should meet ; but she was taken unawares, and
then his appearance and manner, his restless

eyes, had not prepossessed her.

Whenever she had thought of Sir Huah as

a pos.si})le husband for Edith, this was not the
sort of man her fancy had painted. j

"I might have expected a w.mnor welcome,"
said ho bitterly.

*' Are you conscious of having done any-
thing to deserve it i

" was Edith's no less i

bitter retort. I

" You must please yourselves," he sjiid,

sullenly.
" But I'm going to have s<jmo

lunch, and I'm d—<.l if you shall go away till

I've finished." He locked the door, and,

putting the key in his pocket, seated himself
at the table. But ho had scarcely <lone so be-

fore Edith was at one of the windows, and i

had jumped out. The leap was not more
than a yard from the ground, but there were

shrubs growing beneath, which made it i

I awkward. Lady Eludale fainted ;
Aunio rang

the ball violently,
—though she knew it would

summon no more efliciuut aasL«tance than uld

Mm. I'ridger, the housekeeper,
—aii'i then pri>

ceeded to loosen her aunt's bonnet and bhiiwl.

Edith's intention was to run round to the

stables and get aHslstauce, but she had not

gone far before she met Harry, and with him
were Mr. Tyler and his clerk.

They had no time to explain their opportune

appearance, for I'^lilh began at once to t<:ll

them how Sir Hugh had locked her mother
and Annie in the dining-room.

"is that the window as you came out of,

Miss I
"
asked the clerk, pointing in the direc-

tion of the dining-room.
The clerk did not wait lier reply, but,

imiking his way through the .shrubs, nimbly
scrambled into the dining-room.

*'
I ;usk your pardon, ladies." He coidd get

no further before Mr. Tyler had followed him,
and then Ilarrj', who with both hands helped
Edith to mount through the window. The
old housekeeper was tugging at the door, but

no one pjiid any attention to her.

Of all who were in the room Sir Hugh
appeared to be the least ilisconcerted.

" The more the merrier, gentlemen," he

said,
" You've come to welcome me to Amble-

ton, I suppose. I'm here a day before I was

expected ; but, to say the truth, I was tired of

London."

Mr. Tyler had made his way to Latly

Elsdale, who hail now recovered, while his

clerk was near Sir Hugh. Just .is the baronet

finished speaking he drew his hand quickly
from his coat-pwcket.

But Sir Hugh sjiw the movement, and

snatching a pair of handcuffs from him flung
them out of the window.

" We shan't want the darbies this time,"
he 3;iid, with a quiet smile at the foiled deteo

tive. The others had .scarcely .Noen this

manoeuvre, and were listening to Mr, Tyler,
" I'm afraid I have given you great

trouble," ho addressed Lady Elsdale :

"
I must

explain my conduct. When this man,"' {xjint-

iug to Sir Hugh,
*'

left my office after his first

visit, I had strong .suspicions that he was an

impostor. I at once sent for Mr. Matson,

there," nodding to the detective; "commu-
nicated my suspicions, gave him an op|xirtunity

of seeing him at hLs hotel, ami then wrote to

you. I dared not say what I thought, lest y>u

might betray your suspicions if he came down
hero before we h.ad ili.-*covered his true cha-

racter, Mr. Mat-son will tell you the re^st.'

** You see, my lady," began the detective,

keeping one eye on Sir Hugh, ''from informa-

tion received, I looked after liim," jerking his
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hoad towards the baronet, "and directly I set

eyes on him I know it wasn't the first time I'd

seen him. Then, when I found him paying a

visit in Providence Row, I was certain sure he

•was Jem Duncan. I ketched his wife there,
and she "

" She told you what 1
" exclaimed Jem.

The ex-convict shivered at the mention of his

wife.
" She told me nothing," returned Matson

;

" she couldn't tell me more than I knowed.

Well, my lady, there's the end of it, then.

This ere man aint no more a bar'net than I

am. lie's Jem Duncan, as had five years for

'bezzling in tlie city. I believe his time was

up pretty well a year ago."
Duncan was leaning against the wall. He

seemed to be thoughtfully tiirning over all the

circumstances in his mind, looking for the best

way out of the diflSculty.
" I should like to say a word or two about

this business," he began ; "you needn't caution

me against saying anything that may be used

against me," this he said to Mr. Tyler, who
had made an effort to interrupt him

;
"at all

events, there's nobody here that I've done any
hurt to. If I troubled these ladies, I'm sorry
for it, and hope they'll forgive me. What
Matson says is true, and I don't know that

I'm sorry he has said it. I want to do better

than I have done. My poor Kate—but that

doesi.'t concern you. Mr. Tyler there knows
that this job can't be cleared up by hurting
me. All I want is a fair bargain : if I tell you
how I came by those papers, and where the

real Hugh Elsdale is—and, thank God ! I never
did him any wrong—will you give me money
enough to take my poor wife and me to

New Zealand, and to settle us out there

comfortably ?"

They all saw that there was no use in

punishing Duncan for his imposture, and be-

sides this there was such an absence of

bravado in his tone, his mention of his wife

had been quite pathetic, and he was evidently
earfiest in his desire to lead a new life,

Edith held a whispered conversation with
Mr. Tyler, who promised Duncan that no pro-

ceedings should be taken against him for the

imposture, and that he should have five

hundred pounds upon proving what had be-

come of Hugh Elsdale.

Jem had learned his tale so well from the
wretched deserter, that he quickly ran it

through, confirming so much of what they
knew of Hugh's mother and the boy's early

life, that it was impossible to doubt that he
was speaking the truth. He told them the
names of two of the officers who had employed
the lad after his mother's death, the company

and the number of the regiment from which he

deserted, his name in the regiment, and all

the subsequent circumstances.

It was a labour of love to the young so-

licitor to verify this evidence. It was because

the title would pass to Annie's brother that he

was so diligent. He found Hugh's clothes in

Wales, and the ship's books had been picked

up on the shore, containing the names of

Hugh El.sdale, and James Duncan. Then he

obtained most conclusive and satisfactory evi-

dence from India, and when Mr. Tyler assured

Harry that there was no doubt as to his right,

and no impediment to his assuming the title

and taking possession, Lady Elsdale was by no

means sorry to learn how happy Edith had

made him.

Poor Mrs. Duncan readily forgave and for-

got. Her true love had saved her husband,
and they lived happUy in " the Britain of the

New World."
I am ashamed to add that Sir Harry and

Lady Elsdale {nee Land or) held an auto-da-fe

one evening, in which a barrister's wig was

the victim. But the dowager knew nothing
of this disgraceful affair, for she remamed at

the Dower Hoiise.

THE PANAMA RAILWAY.

H.M.S. Mercy, having been afflicted with

small-pox, had been lying for some time in

quarantine at Port Royal, Jamaica, but as she

was now convalescent, and reported ready for

sea, she was ordered to embark 200 super-

numerary seamen for passage to Aspinwall, to

lie conveyed by rail across the Isthmus to

Panama, where they were informed that ano-

ther man-of-war was waiting with orders to

receive them.

From Port Royal to Colon, or Aspinwall,
little occurred to disturb the monotony of the

voyage. We had fine weather, with light

breezes, which just carried us along at the

rate of five knots an hour, a pace that was

easily kept up by a shoal of sharks that fol-

lowed us the whole way. Several were caught
with small "hooks and lines twisted up with

wire to prevent biting through them, but were

too large to be taken on board, so that they
were shot at with rifles, and either killed and

devoured by their companions, or the lines

broke and the animal dropped astern. One

small one only was "landed" (excuse this

from an Irishman), and devoured, fried in

slices, by some of the seamen.

The ship arrived at Aspinwall early on a

Thursday morning, and anchored about three

miles from the town, in the centre of a large
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open bay, that they might bo a rL«poctable !

diHtaiicu from thu murHhes aud Hwam|>H that

Burrouiiii tho harbour, aiul kcop out of reach

as much as (XJiuiblu of the malaria, ho particu-

larly dangerous iu that climatu. Ah a further
[

precaution all persons, on returning to tho

ship from tho shore, wcro m:iile tu .liink a

small dose of quinine.

Shortly after anchoring, Komo officorH wore

sent to iuijuiro about the moann of transit.

Starting in a cutter, wo noared tho hhore, and
found tho easiest landing-place to bo a long |

wooden pier built on piles that stood far out

into tho sea, near which Homo largo American
^

stoamors lay moored. Pulling alongside, we
mounted some stops, aud wore much surprised
at seeing only so few natives. Tho town had
a most deserted appearance, for besides boing

thinly populated, the great heat prevented ]

even those that might be acclimatised showing
oui of doors more than necessary. This wa.s

more remarkable to us, as the first boat from
a British man-of-war usually creates the great-
est excitement

; crowds of guides, carriages,

horses, or donkeys, according to tho convey-
ance most iu vogue, suiTouud the firat party

generally that set their feet on shore. Tho
two or three natives that we noticed just re-

garded us with oriental apathy, and merely
expressed their interest by

*' My golly, massa,
'

'spect you want washerwoman
; me no starch

the botly of the linen."

The lines of railway that were laid along
the pier for tho convenience of ships that

were discharging their cargoes led us to a

large brick house with *'
Booking Office

"

built into the walls iu coloured bricks in

large letters. This appeared to be tlie only

respectable building in the town, the others

being formed of wood, and in a tumble-down
condition. Tlioy were mostly two stories high,

having a verandah built round the upper story,

acting iia an awning to the doorway under-

neath. Nearly all the buildings adjoining were

restaurants or hotels ; as to tho former they
were very res{)ectjibly managed, but tho charges
were exorbitant—4.>i. (id. for a bottle of so-

called All-supp ; as to the latter they were ^xa-
'

whnlesome, dirty, and sw.mning with in.sects.

One Ciinnot leave his window npt-n, for the

swarms of mosquitoes and sand-flies that swarm
in, while with the windows shut the heat and
smell are unbearable. Ad>l to this that tho

town is built on a swampy island, and you
will have some estimate of a traveller's hard-

ships in this locality. This island,
" Man7J\-

uilla," is separated from tho maiidand by an
arm of the sea about 200 feet wide, and being
now Covered with houses, presentji one advan-

tage ; that the town cannot increase beyond .

its present limits, and newcomurB will have
to tind an<4her and better site for their habi-

tation. At present the hou-ses are ^trag'^liug

and disconnected. Homo entirely Hunouuded by
water, tho front do4jr being approached by a

plank bridge, and the back leading t- a turtle

pond. Most of the houses are whilcwa.shed

outside, which although cooler to the iumatot

is moHt annoying to thoHe out of d<Kiri*, reflect-

ing tho sun so iut*;nsely that ophtlialmia is

frequent among strangers. The ro<^fs are of a

very bright reiL

The natives are a breed between tho Ame-
rican Indians and tho niggers that were trans-

jx)rted fro'u the coast of Africa, the thick

under-lip widely predominating ;
hero and

there may bo traced somo of tlio ancient In-

dian generation, but they mostly show .some

trace of the Spanish blo«jd. Their clothing

may be describetl jus "nil," and their bodies,

esj>ecially tho children's, have an enormous en-

largement of the stomach, presenting an inde-

scribably ludicrous appearance,
l»efi>re the railway was con.structed, travel-

lers in line weather and under favourable cir-

cumstances might succeed in crossing the Isth-

mus in five days, but in the rainy season tlie

transit, at all times difficult, became truly

perilous.

The passage was commenced by water. A
canoe wjis hired in the river Chagre-s, about

eight miles north of Aspinwall, which tonk

tho travellers as f;ir as the village of Gor-

gona, about half-way across
;

there the tra-

veller might remain and enjoy rice and scenery
for an indefinite period, till some stray mule-

teer would condescend to sell his steed, usually
on his la.st legs, for an exorbitant sum, which

cavallo, in nine cases out of ten, dropped deatl

in some narrow mountain pass, and forced you
to drag his carcase out of the pathway to make
room for those in rear of you, who, whou they
had passed, would wish you good-bye, and go
on their way rejoicing. Ladies, sometimes

with a bravo spirit that they do not usually
|

receive credit for, would ende.ivour tj cross

also, and many a one has been left a prey to

the vultures aud Turkey -buzzards. The

swollen streams, too, have swept away many
a horse with his rider, for the fords and

|>a.-i»-'9

iu the rainy seiison aro rapids of hve or six

feet deep, with precipitous banks, and only ap-

proaclied by some cleft whore the hand of man
has hewn out somo semblance of a road.

When tho fever for the Califomian gold «lig-

gings was raging fiercest, jus much as three

pounds a piece was ollered for a c.inoe to liold

three j^asRengers to proceed to Gorgona, l)Oiide«

a small testiinoney on your arrival.

But t" retui!^ •• '• ' l-:i' '-'nic^v The
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officers were informed that if any ot the crew

of the Mercy merely wished to take a trip to

Panama for their own gratification, the com-

pany would be most happy to pass them back-

wards and forwards free of charge ;
but on

the other hand the supernumeraries crossing
on duty would be charged 25 dollars, or 51.

a-head
;

and this for a distance of less

than sixty miles ! The principal profit, how-

ever, comes from freightage, and out of the

enormous supply of coal that is taken from

the Atlantic side for nearly all the west coast

of North and South America, a coast devoid of

any portable fuel
;
and from the return cargoes

of vegetable ivory, Chinese and Japanese

manufactures, and Californian gold, one would

naturally suppose the profit to be somewhat
considerable.

The management of the railway is now en-

tirely in the hands of Americans. The
" Panama Bubble "

is well known. How the

canny Scots sold their farms and cattle, and
went to sea. How they disembarked at As-

pinwall to live in open boats or canoes. How
the}' died off from the effects of ague and

yellow fever—Requiescat in pace. Shortly

after, an American company was formed, who
enticed Irish emigrants by the promise of ex-

orbitant wages ; they, too, could not stand the

climate, and died. Chinese were then trans-

ported across the Pacific, but a sufficient quan-

tity of work was not by any threats to be got
out of them

; besides, they contracted a bad

haliit, when annoyed, of hanging themselves,
and then new Chinamen had to be brought

over, which was too expensive. On dit that

one man died for every foot of railway that

was constructed. So the natives were the

only resource
; the wages were raised, and even

then only few were obtained. At last, the

line was completed under restrictions to the

Grenadian government, one of which was that

after forty-nine years the railway should be-

come the property of Congress. Who can say
where the Congress may be then ? What di-

plomacy will not be resorted to before the

company give up a concern that they acknow-

ledge, is paying 12| per cent., but is supposed
to be even double ?

After having made our report to the captain
of the Mercy, arrangements were efifected for

a disembarkation next morning. A train with
extra carriages was prepared to start at 10
a.m. Arriving at the terminus, we inquired
if there were any particular carriages for the

seamen, but the guard "guessed that there

were no classes in that country, that every
man was a man, and might sit where he
chose." Consequently, the men got in, lit

up their pipes, and made themselves jolly after

their own peculiar fashion, particularly as the

foremost carriage was fitted as a restaurant.

At the bar were the usual American drinks,
in which bitters form the chief ingredient, and

called, of course, by the Yankee titles,
—brandy

smash, gin cocktail, morning glory, fixed bay-

onets, Lincoln's own, essence of rum, up-

righters, flashes of lightning, and a numerous

quantity of flips ;
iced beer, however, seemed

the favourite, notwithstanding its price. The

carriages open at either end like an omnibus
in England, and not at the sides, so that any
person could walk through the whole line

whilst the train was in motion. This serves to

keep up a cool and refreshing draught that

would not be appreciated in a colder climate.

Not a few of our men preferred going on deck

to a cabin passage, as they termed it, and

climbed on to the roof in spite of the smoke
and dust from the funnel. The engine pre-

sented a hideous appearance, from the funnel

being about three times larger round the top
than the bottom, and uttered frightful shrieks

in imitation of a wliistle.

Starting from Aspinwall, the lines were first

laid to the left of the river Chagres, and al-

though we did not follow all the turnings and

windings, we occasionally caught sight of the

water, till at a distance of twenty miles from

Aspinwall, we crossed the stream on an iron

bridge about 600 feet long and 200 high,
and lost sight of the stream. The road now

lay along the side of a hill with a slight as-

cent till we arrived at an elevation of 350 feet

above the level of the sea, a short distance

from Panama, where the steam is turned
off',

and the trains run down a declivity without

farther aid from the engine till they stopped on

a platform on the shores of the Pacific, There

boats were waiting to re-embark the men, and
we gave up charge to another vessel.

The railway has been cut through the virgin

forest, the lower lauds being marshy and

swampy on the Atlantic side, but more firm

as we proceed to Panama. After the vegeta-
tion had been cleared, the line was formed by
raising it about six feet above the level of the

swamp by filling in with stones and shingle

that Avas collected along the coast. This road,
as may be supposed, is constantly requiring

repairs, and a considerable number of natives

are thus employed. No description will

convey an idea of the impervious mass of

vegetation displayed in the forest. One only
who has seen it can form an idea of the

ancient forests of the carboniferous period of

geologists.

On the margin are thick impenetrable masses

of sensitive plant, a thorny bush with small

leaves that close naturally on being touched.
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These are backed by canes and reod«, hero and

there interspersed with plautaiii and banana

trees with large wide-Hpreailiug leaveH. Gi-

gantic water lilits, orange and lemon trees, fill

up where thoy may find room
;
and towering

above all are the cocoa-nut palm, mangoe,

sycamore, oak, maliogany, and innumerable

others. Amongst these are creejMjrn and para-
sitical plants, drooi)ing and festooning from

bough to bough ; ivyiuid convolvulus showing
out 8troiige.st. Hero were most gaudily-

coloured tiowera and foliage, blossoms of blue,

yellow and scarlet of the brightest shades, but

without scent, mixing with insects that dazzle

the eye ; gigantic butterflies, humming-birds
and p.irrofjuot3 that match the blossoms, are

descried amongst the verdure. Flocks of birds

of gorgeous plumage, but with frightful shrieks

instead of song. No traces beyond the out-

skirtsof the forestcan be distinguished ;
whether

hill or vale, nothing can be secu. Every turn

in the road presents new colours, now plants,

more magnificent blossoms, thicker jungle, and
a denser mass of trees and shniba. Here, at

times, are to be seen huge snakes coiling
themselves across the road, the tipir, alligator,

birds of prey, storks and pelicans, armadilloea,

ic, just startled into cover at our approach.
From tlie time that wo commenced our de-

scent, the country gradually a.ssume<l a more
cultivated apjx'arance, the ground became more
fertile and less marshy after crossing the

bridge, and now, on nearing Panama, we were

surrounded by fields. Now and then a hut,
then a man, horse, or dog, showed that we
drew near the town, and at last wo stopped
on

^
the shores of the Pacific, having accom-

plLthed in three hours what took our ancestors

as many weeks. Leaving the terminus, we
strolled through the town—a chief town, where
the Senate sits, where there are elections with

much more excitement attending than in Eng-
land, where there sits a judge, the only one
in the country. The object of interest was
the cathedral, which had been plundered! of the

greatest part of its riclics by the pirate Cortes.

It posses.ses a very fine orj.;an, and at the per-
formance of a high mass that was being exe-

cuted we heard .some good tenor voices. The
fortifications annind the town are broken down
in .several places, and much in want of repair;

mainly attributable to the same pirate, Cortes,
and scarcity of funds to replace them. The !

hotels are much the same as those of Aspin-
wall, but wo had a capital tlinner, dressed by
a good French cook. After a plea-^ant after-

noon, employed in looking through the town
and playing billiards, we took our seats in the
return train, and, thoroughly tired, rejoined
our ship. E. A. F.' B.

GOVERNMEXT CITY CLEUKa
In Two Paeth.

PAllT I,

Ok Course in government offices in the city
the pay is less, and the accommodation amallvr

than in those at the West-end
; for, above idl

things, it is necessary that the ancient and
.siicred distinction between the two 'luarters

should bo upheld.
: Petitions for an increase of ten jxjunds or so

a year are constantly emanating from those

misguided city clerks, but, we are happy to

state, they are very pr<»perly and very promptly
refused. For why should they marr}' / Why
should not the women of England be warned

against them ? There ought to be a certain

number of wives allowed to each department,
as in a regiment of soldiers.

Evening employment is a great desideratum

among Her Majesty's married servants in the

city. In term time, and during the setision of

Parliament, some lucky fellows get engaged at

law stationers' oflices ; others give mu.sical

le.ssons to their tradesmen's daughters, or put
their greasy accounts right, as a set-otF against
their bills. Some clever ones, it is whisi>ered,
club instruments of a night, and go about
as a German band or Lancashire distress

people.

Soon after that intellectual inquisition, the

Civil Service Commission, was established,
Mr. Bartholomew Stanley Grunter, a lymphatic

young man of nineteen, was appointed junior
clerk in a government office in the city. He
came from the North, and knew no one in

Lontlon. He soon made official acquaintances,
but having been piously reared by his family,

(who had something to do with the jx)tteriea,

he said), he avoided the society of the fast

fellows in his room, and hearkened to the con-

versation of the family men-

One day, when Grunter was out to lunch,
the bald-headed seniors drew lots for him, and
he fell into the hands of Mr. Mo.s9. The con-

sequence of tliis was that he left the coffee-

shop in Gracechurch Street, where he had put

up in the innocent idea of being near liis office,

in case the Government might want anything
in the middle of the night, and went to lo<lge

with Mr. Moaa at Paradise Vdhis, Ber-

mondsey.
Mr. Moss was a fatherly little man, with a

hook no.se. He was tlie delight of his office,

Ix'ing always ready with a ple.isaut cough .\nd

spit, or a cheerful cLitter. Moping w;i3 out of

the question beside him. Some cro lulous

clerks believe*! him to be a Jew, and some
irreverent ones ciUled him Ikey, but all this

W.1S very wrong, for he was a staunch dissenter,
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and deacon of his chapel, and also one of its

trustees
;

his official position, and his certain

income, being a great consolation to the

mortgagee.
Mr. Moss had a large family, with plenty of

daughters. How many, Grunter never found

out during his short stay with him, for when

he concluded he had been shown all of them,

some fine Sunday afternoon would bring

another charming Miss Moss (with the family

nose) for him to look at, from her aunt's

or her grandmother's, where she was on

a visit. The resident Misses Moss were very-

kind to Grunter,—they each tried to replace to

him the sister he had left at the potteries.

In the morning at nine, when in company of

his landlord, their father, he started for

the city, they all went to the door with

him, and shook hands with him, and kissed

old Mr, Moss and their brothers in a

tantalising way. On his return at five, the

girls were all gathered in the passage waiting,

(they opened the door by turns), and the same

process was gone through. Who knows what

might have happened, but for a mischievous

young male Moss in knickerbockers : a viper

in the bosom of his family, his father after-

wards called him. This young gentleman per-

sisted in teasing his father's lodger, and play-

ing him all manner of tricks. He delivered

pretended love messages from him, first to one

sister and then to another, as Grunter's confi-

dant, and caused much jealousy and discord

in that once happy female cluster of Mosses.

He would bring to one or two of his elder

sisters fictitious invitations from Grunter to

concerts and places of amusement
;
and when

the delighted girls hurried down, all ready

dressed, to meet Grunter, and thank him, as

he came in from the office, and accompany him
to the cab, which was no doubt waiting at the

door, you can imagine what Grunter had to

face, when he disclaimed any other intention

but that of taking tea with them. Indeed

their symptoms of disappointment so often

bordered upon hysterics, that Grunter was

compelled to treat the girls after all, or be

esteemed by them as having meanly wanted

to shirk his own engagement. It is said by
ill-natured persons that Mr, Moss and his

daughters were privy to these pranks of the

boy, and that the family was obliged to resort

to such means of rousing Grunter's otherwise

flagging attention to the charms of its female

members.

Then the chapel going—twice on Sundays,
once on Thursday nights—was another thorn

in the side of young Grunter : the collections

were so pitilessly frequent. Mr. Mo.-ts, as

deacon, went round with the plate, and having

received upon it the usual shillings from the

sixteen or seventeen members of his family in

the square pew to the left of the platform,—
it is true he served out those shillings to hia

family every Sunday morning before starting ;

but it is only a report that on entering the

vestry he gathered them up again for redistri-

bution as decoys the Sunday after—when the

deacon, I say, had collected the pious ofierings

of his family, he would turn to Grunter.

Then were all the big noses of the Mosses

pointed at him,—then were all their big eyes
on the watch to see how much Grunter would

put in.

One day—the last of his stay at Moss's—
Grunter was talking to an old lady at the

other side of the right-hand garden-waU, that

is, the old lady
—a clean, smart-looking widow,

who kept a preparatory school next door—was

talking to Grunter.
"
Twenty-five shillings a week, and find

your own lunch, Mr, Grunter ! I think you

pay him too much. But I understand your

feelings, they do you credit, Mr. Grunter,—
you wanted to help a poor man with a

family,
"

Grunter blushed a little.
*' I won't stop,"

he said, and then looked round to see if he

had been overheard. But there were none of

the Mosses in the garden.
"I'll come and lodge with you, Mrs. Hooker,

if I can get away quietly, without any fuss.

I hate fuss."
" Of course," said kind Mrs. Hooker, "no

gentleman likes fuss. And I will only charge

you twenty shillings a week, washing included.

Indeed, I wonder how you .stand the expenses

you have here : you have but 75L from Her

Majesty's Government, you say ; well, you
must have some private fortune, or how could

you treat those poor girls so often as you
do?"

" My mother," answered Grunter proudly,
"sends me something occasionally." This

was no doubt correct, for about once a week
or so Grunter would dispose of a shilling's

worth of postage stamps among his fellow

clerks. Still, even with this help from the

mysterious potteries, after an outing with the

Moss girls, Grunter had to go without lunch

for a fortnight.

"If I could leave without fuss," repeated
Grunter to his friend on the other side of the

wall.
"

I'll tell you how," responded the widow,
and bringing her head close to Grunter's, she

whispered him.

Grunter looked dubiously at her,
" It will be a capital joke," remarked the

widow. Grunter's face lightened ;
he seemed
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relic veil that her proposal should api»dar in

that light.

"So it will/' ho said,
" a capital joke."

About ninothesaiuo night— it WiLHa&itunJay

uij,'ht,
— wheu tho AI«)S.s funiily wjim yatiiorod

round tho Kupper-tablos, not all in ono rooni,^ I

that would have been iuipoHitiblo, but Home iu I

tho parloui'H and aomo in thi- kitehcnn, waiting

anxiously fur their beor,
—

Sally, tho niaid-of-
,

all-work, coming up tho kitchen stairn with a
{

couple of ju;,'s iu hor hands, received from

Grunter iu sikiico his box and carpet-bag, and

a shilling for hornelf. Carefully ami quietly ;

she .slipped out with hi.s lugg.-ige, and laid it

dowu on tho Htops of tho next door to tho

left, and gave a gentle ring, aud returning,

took her jugB from Grunter, who had stood

behind Mosa's door with them. Gruntor then

entered tho parlour, and partook of a hearty ,

supper in tho compauy of his unsuspecting
landlord and family. When the meal was

over, ho went out for a stroll in tho garden,
as he stated, before yoing to bed.

On Sunday morning there was weeping,
and wailing, and gnashing of large teeth, in

the household of Mos.s. Grunter had fled !

Wo daro not detail hero all tho excesses to

which this disappointment carried them ; but

amongst others, the family manned the garden-
wall when Grunter ventured out at the back,

making a formidable array of eyes and noses ;

and old Moss and two or three of his bigger
sons kept rapping at Mrs. Hooker's door, de-

manding to see the traitor, till kindly warned

away by tho contents of a water-jug. Moss
sent tlie traitor an enormous bill, which

Grunter, at the instigation of Mrs. Hooker,
threatened to show to tho head of their de-

partment, and abo to give the office a history
of his sojourn at Moss's, upon which tho bill

was reduceil, and monetary matters settled
;

Old Moss, who was a forgiving man, declaring
ho .should always look upon Gninter as ono of

his own sons. Two new junior clerks had just
been appointed to their office, and as Grunter

actually persuaded them to go and lodge at

Mos.s's, that family abandoned its hostility to-

wards him, and became very pleasant neigh-
bours to him in his new quarters.

^Irs. Hooker, under whoso care our hero

had put himself, was a widow of about forty,
with an only child of—was it not singtilar ?

—
exactly tho same age as Grunter, or Stanley,
for Mrs. Hooker persiste<l in calling him by
his second name : it was so genteel. Her only
child was a daughter,—still more remarkable,—
by name Maria. She was uinler the middle

hoiglit, wore dark ringlets, and had pretty little

hands. She was pale and romantic, and very
liable to catch cold. Grunter dul not seo much

of her ; after tt-a he was left to hii owu devices,
a novelty at first aftt-r tho frolicsome Bocicty
of the Moftses

;
but ho soon bugan to tiro of

his own company. lie asked Mn*. H<xiker to

play cards with him
;
she acceded. He askud

MiMs Hooker; she gracefully declined. Gruntor

wa.s astonijihod : all land ladies' daughters then

wore not at the service of their lo<lgcr«.

(Jnuitor wished to learn chLAs. Mrs.

Hooker had impressed him much with the

virtues of this game ;
it was so intelK-ctiial,

and so gcutcel ; especldly if y<»u had a twenty

guinea ivory set of Indian luanufacture to put
on the table when a 'visitor wanted to play.

Mrs. Hooker had such a set, (her husband liad

been master of an East Indiainan), but she

could not play herself
;
her daughter Maria,

however, was an adept. At her mother's

refjuest, she consented to give Grunter a letwon

or two.

Night after night Grunter and Maria played
chess together. Her long dark ringlt;ts wodd
knock the men over, aud her pretty white

hands in trying to catch them would meet the

big hands of Grunter,

Miss Giulia Moss did not despair. She
visited her dear Maria every afternoon

; aud

walking towards the city they often met
Grunter returning from his office. With him
came old Mr. Moss, his forgiving friend, and Mr.

Ferdinand Moss, his eldest son, who was also

a government city clerk. Indeed, out of his

seven sons, tho foresighted father had managed
to provide for five iu this manner. As a civil

service clerk he himself was debarred from

voting at elections, but he made good use of

tho votes of the members of his chapel. When
a son reached the age of sixteen, Mr. Moss
drew up a petition to the M. P. for Southw.irk,
who sided with tho ministers of tho day. In

this petition were set forth his age, his virtues,

and long service in his country's cause, his

large family, and his small income. Mr. Moas

was a little over sixty, had served twenty-three

years, and received now 200/. per annum.

These facta were made the most of to the

sitting member, aud he, very properly, when
ho saw tho goodly number of signatures of his

constituents to the petition, urged upon the

Treasury to reward a good and faithful servant

So, with the exception of tho two youthful

Mosses, whoso pranks, authorised or not, had

driven Grunter away, all the sons of Mr.

Moss became in time government clerks.

Those were Ferdinand, Rupert, Alexis, IloLuid

and Peregrine. These romantic cognomens
had probably boon decided upi^n to counter-

balanco their Jewish surname and the tale-

tolling family nose. Their worthy f&ther's

;

name was Isaac ; but as he invariably signed J.
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Moss upon the daily appearance-sheet, this

fact was not generally known. Similarly his

girls were christened by any other names than

those in the Bible.

Miss Giulia Moss did not despair. She

kept popping in next door nearly every

evening, and broke up the chess-playing, and

managed to substitute three-card loo. She

was very vivacious, and had anecdotes of all

the neighbourhood at her fiuger-ends. She

wore short black curls, and had a pleasant

habit of showing her large white teeth to

Gruiiter while she was ILstening, and a pretty

little laugh for him when he had finished, or

whether he had or not, for she loved more to

talk than listen. Maria, on the contrary,

would lend her ears to Grunter for hours to-

gether, with little more interruption than some

soft sympathetic ejaculation. Giulia's quick
and ready tongue made him mentally giddy.

Maria's timid utterances were even slower

than his own, for Grunter was not a fluent

speaker ;
indeed both Maria and he had often

to wait a minute or more for his idea,
—Grunter

with uplifted finger, Maria with her mild blue

eyes fixed attentively on his troubled brow.

Giulia made him laugh at others; Maria made
him pleased with himself.

Grunter was a stout built young fellow,

with a pale heavy countenance, small eyes,

nose turned up, with nostrils round as rings,

and a quick-set hedge of bristly dark hair be-

tween it and his simple open mouth . He had

a weakness for penny literature, from the

penny illustrated issue of the Family Bible down
to the lowest weekly serial. He had accu-

mulated quantitiei of this, in the fond hope of

one day becoming rich enough to bind it in

volumes, and form a magnificent library.

Several trunks, full of this literature, coming
one day from Staffordshire, Mrs. Hooker was

confirmed in her opinion that Grunter must

have rich friends, fbr Grunter did not tell her

the exact nature of their contents.
" Some property of mine," he said.

Several pleasant months elapsed, during
which Maria Hooker's romantic heart went

gradually into the placid possession of this

civil servant of Her Majesty. During this

time the forgiving Mosses gave their neighbours

many an evening's entertainment—a little

bread-and-cheese, and beer, and plenty of

noise and talk.

"1 am not a revengeful man, Mr. Grunter,"
Mr. Moss would delight in telling him on

such occasions
;

' ' my pleasure is in forgiving
those who offend or injure me. I bear you
no malice, my dear boy, for leaving my poor
house. My boast through life has been that

I pardon my enemies. Mr. Gosforth, the

coal merchant over the way, rushed at me one

night when he was tipsy, which, I am sorry to

say, he is every night, and knocked me down.

The next morning I went over, and told him
I heartily forgave him." So the worthy old

gentleman did, and got three tons of best

Wallsend on credit.

Once upon a time, a burglar broke into

Moss's house. The next day the oflBice was

startled by the report that all the senior

clerk's plate had been stolen. There was a

subscription started which had reached to

twenty pounds, when the thief was timeously

apprehended, and he averred, with bitter words,
that all the plate he found was two old silver

teaspoons.
" If I hadn't been a hass," cried the indig-

nant thief,
" I would ha' knowed what a

government gent's house was, and ha' gone to

the cheesemonger's opposite."

Moss would not forgive this offender : he

had sinned against the public. He prosecuted
at the sessions, and the unfortunate burglar

got three years. Moss put into court a long
list of missing articles of plate. A junior

clerk averred to the office that he had seen

Moss the day before, looking into a silver-

smith's shop-window in Cornhill, and making
notes in a book. As it was, the subscribers

to the fund demanded their money back ;

they offered him five shillings, but this Moss

declined,
" I forgive you, gentlemen," he said

;

" I

forgive you all. Had you presented me with

the full sum of twenty pounds, I would have

given it to the Missionary cause. For what

had I, a poor government clerk, to do with

plate ? It is a proper judgment upon me.

Gentlemen, I forgive you."
So Moss forgave young Grunter, and told

him what a consolation to him in this vain

life was his dear daughter Giulia,

"The man who gets her," he said, "will

not get a large fortune,"—Grunter knew that

very well,
—" but he will get

—he will get,
—

let me whisper to you,
—^he will get an

angel
"

Grunter replied that he did not doubt it,

but the intelligence did not appear to excite

him. In fact he was very happy under the

gentle influences of his landlady's daughter.

Latterly Miss Moss had not been encouraged
in the evenings, and the noisy card-playing

had given way to chess, with Maria's pretty

white hands again hovering round and about

the board.

The two new junior clerks whom' Grunter

had persuaded to lodge at Moss's, did not

stay long. They reviled Grunter for having
sent them there, and made many jokes in the
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office about their oxporiences of the Mu8
Mosses, uutil oli Moss forgave them so often,

and so publicly, that they grew ashamed, anJ

left oil". Mr. Mori-s's tiuauces were sadly in

want of the invigorating aid of some lodger's

weekly stipend. One morning, as the usual

party wa.s on its way to the city, Fi-rdinand

Buggosted to hLs fiillior that they might get
Grunter back.

" llow ?
" domandud old Moss. IIo and

his eldest son wcro in advance of fJruntor, who

brought up the rear with Kiii)ert, Roland,
<{rc.

,
<kc.

,
who sometimes went by London

Uridgu and sometimes l>y tho Tharais Tunnel.

TlK'.>>e young men, with the exception of

whiskers, were duplicates of their eldest

brother, and, excepting tho wrinkles and bald

head, of their father also.
" ilow can wo manage to get Grunter back ?"

asked the patriarch of his eldest hope.
" In this way," replied the astute son :

" Mrs. Hooker believes ho comes of a good
family, and has a good allowance, besides hia

salary, for I used to hint that to her for fun

when he was with us. Now, if that were not

true, and 1 ilon't believe it is, .she would not

fling that stupid Maria at his head as she does.

Her husband, the captain, left her some

money, as we all know, au'l ^laria will get it

when her mother dies. But just hnd out all

you am about Grunter."
" Hut how ?

"

"How! well, doesn't Grunter get his

usual letter this morning, and don't you gene-

rally get a letter to-day, and if you hadn't

jour spectacles on mightn't you make a mis-

Like ?
"

"
Yes, I think the wind will get round to

tho east," said old Moss, the rest of tho party

coming up at this moment to shake hands,
and separate to their different offices. Grunter
and Mr. Moss then proceeded arm-in-arm to-

gether to their own department, the Docket
and Cocket Oihce.

One evening, about a week after tho above

conversiitiou, it happened to bo fine, and
Grunter was permitted to take Maria for a

hnig walk in the picturesque neighbourhood.
During their absence Mrs. Hooker received an

anonymous letter. Tho happy couple returned
at twilight, and Grunter went upstairs to his

beilroom. To his surprise, he perceived all

his things had been packed up. He hiistened

down to the parlour to ask for an explanation.
M;uia was already there, getting out tho

ivory chessmen.
'' Put those things away, Maria," said her

mother sharidy,
" and leave me alone with Mr.

Grunter. I want to speak to him."

'< What has Stanley done, mother )
"

aakad

Maria, her blue eyes beginning to suffuse from

apprehension.
'* You shall know presently ; go awaj

now." Mariii left them together, and ran

down to the kitchen to ask Hetty if she knew
what hatl occurred.

"
I found my things packed up," began

Grunter.
*•

Yes," replied the widow,
"

it's all right.

You leave this house to-night. Read that."

>She handed him the anonymous letter.

Grunter read it, and coloured very much.
" Is that true, Mr. Grunter ?" (She did not

call him SUinley now.)
*' Is it true, Mr,

Grunter, that your mother has made cup-
handles all her life at a pottery, and that your
father makes saucers, when ho is not drunk,
and that your mother sends you a shilling in

postage stamps when she can spare it, and
that tho master of tho pottery is fond of your

sister, anil got you your phice I

''

" My sister is engaged to him," said Grunter

meekly.
*' Of cour.se, tliat's very likely. And so

it's all true then, and you have had tho faco

to come here, and deceive two unprotected
women."

"You must have deceived yourself, ma'am,"
said Grunter.

"
I say this," returned the widow angrily,

"
tliat if my dear husband had been alive,

you would have hem kicked out of this

house."
" But what have I done, ma'am }

"

" Done ? why yo»i have dared to make love

to my daughter, sir : can ynu deny that,

beggar and deceiver that you are ? And

your trunks full of property ! oh, yes, full of

penny rubbish !

"

"
But, my dear madam," said Grunter,

anxious to propitiate the mother uf his Maria,

**my dear Mrs. Hooker, you forget my
prospects.

''

'• What are they, sir ?" asked hLs landlady,
a little contemptuously. Grunter hastily pro-

ceeded to explain.
*' You will recollect, my dear Mrs. Hooker,

that Mr, Moss, our mutual friend, entered

the service late in life, and that Li how ho Ls

only getting his '2001. Why, they calculate

at tho office, that if I am only reasonably

lucky, I shall got 200/. when I am forty.

Think of that, Mrs. Hooker." And poor
Grunter smiled, as if ho had won her over.

'*
Magniticent indeed !

" remarked ^frs.

Hooker, so gravely as for a moment to

contirm tho boy's illusion.
*'
Very grand

prosjMJcts indeed ;
200/. when you are forty,

and I 8upiK>se, wheu you are forty-tive, they
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will make you a commissioner,
—I shouldn't

wonder if they did.
"

"Oh ! don't joke, Mrs. Hooker ; you
don't kuow what I feel for Maria, and twenty

years isn't long, that is," he added, as a disa-

greeable notion crossed him that it was not

very short,
" that is, it is not very long, Mrs.

Hooker. Besides, we could live on "

" On me, yes, of course you could," broke

in the widow.
' '

No, Mrs. Hooker ;
I mean we could live

on less than 2001. a year, on, say 120?, which I

am almost certain to get in ten years."
" Indeed !

" exclaimed the lady, feigning
astonishment.

"
Yes, and there's one of our fellows who

actually married on 75Z. a year, with his 51.

yearly increase to 100?. of course, and they
had no children till he got off his class. And
then there was another "

" Mr. Grunter," said his landlady, rising,
" I want no more anecdotes of your office

friends. There are three days' board and

lodging due, but I will make no charge if you
go away quietly, and at once, and never let

me see your face again. I wish I had never

seen it," she added to herself, as she left the

parlour, thinking of the trouble she would
have with Maria.

Grunter's heart was full. His Little cup of

happiness had been rudely dashed away. He
felt inclined to cry, but he remembered his

moustache and his manhood, and restrained

himself. Where should he go? he could only
think of Moss's

; they had been very kind to

him lately. So he went next door, and asked

if they would take him for twenty shillings.

Mr. Moss was not so inquisitive as he dreaded,
nor so very mtich surprised.

Said Mr. Moss :
—" I forgive Mrs. Hooker

for cajoling you away, and the more readily
because I knew you would not stop. People
seldom do. 1 don't know how it is, but I've

noticed that she's never had a lodger yet, but
she thought herself of more consequence than
that lodger, and perhaps she let them know-
it. You know her husband was master of an
East Indiaman, and left some money."" But isn't a government clerk considered a

gentleman ?
" demanded simple Grunter.

" If he has a large salary," replied Mr.
Moss of Bermondsey.

"Well, now, will you take me for twenty
shillings, Mr. Moss 1

"

"
Yes, my dear boy, but you must find

your own washing."
Grunter deliberated. He had twenty-

eight shillings a week. Three shillings went
in luncheons, that left five for washing, for

clothes, and pocket money. Paper collars
1

; he

go to

year

came into his mind, and he felt relieved

thought he could do it ; he need not
church on Sundays, and his present stock of
clothes would almost serve him till a

brought round his five pounds rise.

So Grunter was again domiciled at Moss's.

Giulia felt he was now her own. But her
father cautioned her against any such forcible

display of affection as would jeojjardy his new
and welcome source of income. Therefore,
for the present, she contented herself with

blushing and holding down her head when
Grunter looked at her, and with borrowing all

his penny journals that had stories in them.
As Grunter went to the office, and as he

came back, he would gaze wistfully at the front

windows of the house next door, and, after

tea, from the garden he kept watch as wist-

fully and as fruitlessly on the back windows.
He had never a glimpse of the long ringlets of

his lost one, but often of her mother's black

cap and frowning brows over the bedroom
blinds. One evening, leaning listlessly against
one of three lime trees at the bottom of Moss's

garden, with his eyes, as usual, fixed on his

Maria's bedroom-window, he noticed for the

first time that his own window was very close

to it. Betty, Mrs. Hooker's servant, was in

the next garden, hanging out some under-

clothing. Grunter cast a fond glance at those

articles of apparel, for some of them doubtlessly

belonged to his loved one
; and then he leaned

over, by the help of a broken brick in the wall,
and spoke to Betty in a low voice. Mrs.
Hooker was behind the back-parlour window,
and noted this conference, without being able

to overhear it.

"Betty," said Grunter, "teU me how is

Maria 1
"

"
Why, sir," replied Betty, with a clothes-

pin in her mouth, "she's very low, poor thing.
She does nothing but play at chess by her-

self."
" WiU you tell her—and I wish to good-

ness I had a sixpence to spare
"

" Never mind that, I'll tell her what you
like, and I'll get the sixpence when you're

married," said this kind little maid.
" Tell her, Betty, I've just found out that

my bedroom-window adjoins hers, and at

half-past one "

"
Betty," cried Mrs. Hooker, from the

kitchen-door,
"

A^'ho are yoii talking to 1
"

"
Coming, ma'am," and Betty ran in im-

mediately, but gave a wink to Grunter as she

went.
" How do you do, Mrs. Hooker ?" shouted

Grunter, in a hearty kind of maur.er. But

Mrs. Hooker went in, and

kitchen-door unforgivingly.

slammed the

X.
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A SUMMKK DAY IN llVbH PARK.

,A>#Jii^

Byde Pork in tho Liwt Contury.

Now that Loudon Is fast thinning, and

Bolgravia and Tybiimia have betaken them-
Bt'lvoH to the countr}- 1<> look after their various

Eataii8wlll:< lot u% gentle reader, take a quiet
stroll iji li'ydo Park, without as much fear of

being rid ion down by Miss Di Vernon or driven

over by Lady Aspa-sia as we might have felt

a week or two ago. Hyde Park has a past as

well as a present ;
and let us see if we cannot

dress up its pa.st history into a pleasant and

readable paper, for the Park has seen many
groat scenes and many great personages since it

first obtained its name.

Everyone, wo imagine, is aware that Ilydo
Park lies, as the London guide-books tell us,
** in the county of Middlesex, and hundred of

Ossulston, within tho liberties of the city of

Westminster, about four miles west of St.

Paul'.s Cathedral ;" but all may not be eciually

aware of the fact, tiiat the ancient Roman mili-

tary way, the WatlingStreet, p:ussed acrossHydo

when, like many other places, it reverted to

the Crown. As soon as it was enclosed, it ap-

pears to have been promoted from a manor into

a park, with a "
keeper," who eventually was

diguitied with the title of "ranger." The first

keeper on record was George Roper, Esq.,
whose pay was sixpence a d.iy. In l.~)54 the

office was divided, and tho >alary raL-ed to

fourpence a day, with pasturage for twelve

cows, one bull, and six oxen. Tho keepership

appears to have been held successively by

Carey, Lord Hiuisilon ;
Robert Cecil, Earl of

Salisbury ; Sir Walter Cope, Sir Henry Rich,
and the Eirl of Newport, before tho Rebellion,

when, three years after tho deatli of Charles L,
it was "Resolved that Hyde Park be sold for

ready money." Tho park, as we learn from

the printed particulars of tho sale, was put up
in three lots, tho whole ti21 acre^, which it

then contained, realizing £17,008 6s. 8t/. At
the Restoration, Charles II. gave the keeper-

Park, ami through St. James's Park, to the fhip, with tho title of ranger, to his brother,

Thames close by Old P;dace Yard
;
or that the

park derives its name, not from Hyde, Karl of

Clarendon, but from tho manor of Hyile, which

belonged to the abbot and monks of St. Peter's,

Westminster, from a date which carries us at

all events back nearly to the Conquest. There

are to be found court rolls of the manor of

Hyde during tho reigns of the Eilward.i, among
tho records of tho abbey ;

but little else is

known of it till the time of Henry VII L,

the Duke of Oloncester, wh<» was succeeded

by Colonel James Hamilton,* one of the

grooms of the bedch.ambor, .ifter who.so widow,
Mrs. Eliziibcth Hamilton, the houses built near

Park Lane were called Hamilton Place.

•
It app«Ani from m in l^ntur.- >t:ll . \Uiif that thia

("..ImikI lliunllton w 'nth

th- K-n-.: '-n hU "^- -^ '>n-

.,i .v.;h chuico
>—in order t«j

VOU XIII. Na 317.
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King Charles I., it appears, was anxious to

have had Hyde Park surrounded with a wall,
**

a-s well for the honour of his palace and great

city as for liis own disport and recreation ;"

but it was not till his son's days that it was

stocked with deer and walled in. The list of

rangers subsequently includes William Har-

bord, Esq., ancestor of Lords SufBeld; the

Earls of Bath and Jersey, Mr. Portman, the

Earls of Essex, Pomfret, Ashburnham, Oxford,

and Euston, Viscount Weymouth, Lord Greu-

viUe, Viscount Sydney, and the Duke of

Sussex.

Our readers may be interested at learning

that Hyde Park once was strongly fortified.

At Hyde Park Corner stood a large fort

with four bastions, erected in 1642, when the

city and suburbs were fortified by trenches and

ramparts, in anticipation of an attack by the

royal army ;
another fort was also erected at

Oliver's Mount, close to Mount Street. The

enthusiasm prevailing at this period was carried

to such an extent that the whole population

appear to have assisted in the trenches, detach-

ments from all trades relieved each other at

intervals, the work proceeding night and day
without intermission : even women and children

partook of tlie general feeling, which is face-

tiously alluded to by Butler, Hudibras, Part

IL Canto 2
;
and in a note by Nash, it is

stated, that ' ladies of rank and fortune, not

only encouraged the men, but worked with

their own hands
; Lady Middlesex, Lady

Foster, Lady Anne Waller, and Mrs. Dunch,
havmg been particularly celebrated for their

activity.'

During the reigns of James and Charles I.

Hyde Park appears to have been a place of

fashionable amusement
;
but although the Park

was in 1632 said to be ' then lately thrown

open,' it does not appear that the public were
admitted indiscriminately. The amusements

provided for the company comprised horse-

raciug, foot-racing, morris-dancing, (fee. ;
refresh-

ments were also to be procured, such as wines,

syllabubs, (fee, at the lodge, which bore the

sign of the ' Grave Prince Maurice's Head.'
In one of Shirley's Plays entitled *

Hide-Park,'
licensed iu 1632, first printed in 1637, and
dedicated to Henry Rich, Earl of Holland, at

that time Keeper, the following allusion to the

sports occur in various scenes :
—

Act ir. Sc. 2.—Lact. Prithee stay ; we'll to Hide
Park together.

BoNAVENT. There you may meet with morris-
dancers ; . . . .

Act. III. Sc. 1.—Lord B. Lady, you are welcome
to the spring ; the Park

Looks fresher to salute you ;
how the birds

On every tree sing with more cheerfulness
At your access, as if they prophesied

Nature would die, and resign her providence
To you, fit only to succeed her !

Jul. You express
A master of all complement ;

I have

Nothing but plain humility, my Lord,
To answer you.

BonaVENT. Be there any races here ?

Lacy. Yes, Sir, horse and foot.

BoNAVENT. You'll give me leave to take my course

then.

And again, in a Comedy called the "
Merry

Beggars ; or. Jovial Crew "
(1641), we find it

asked,
" Shall we make a fling to London, and

see how the spring appears there in Spring

Garden, and iu Hyde Park to see the races

horse and foot ?"

Though horse-racing was voted sinful by the

Puritan party, yet Hyde Park appears to have
been still a centre of attraction, such profane

sports being superseded by athletic exercises.

The ring also—the entrance to which may still

be traced—was even then the favourite resort

of equestrians, male and female, and elegant

carriages were driven there by irreligious

cavaliers and their ladies, iu spite of the

severe and canting criticisms of the press, as

will be seen by the following paragraphs :
—

Htde-Park, May 1.—This day there was a hurling
of a great ball, by fifty Cornish gentlemen on the one

side, and fifty on the other
;
one party played in red

caps and the other in white. There was present, his

Highness the Lord Protector, many of his Privy-Council,
and divers eminent gentlemen, to whose view was pre-
sented great agility of body, and most neat and exqui-
site wrestling, Ut every meeting of one with the other,
which was ordered with such dexterity, that it was to

show more the strength, vigour, and nimbleness of

their bodies, than to endanger their persons. The baU

they played withall, was silver, and designed for that

party which did win the goal.
—Moderate Intelliijencer,

26th of April to the Zrd of May, 1654.

Monday, May 1, 1654.—This day was more observed

by people's going a Maying, than for divers years past,
and indeed much sin committed by wicked meeting,
with fidlers, drunkenness, ribaldry, and the like

; great
resort came to Hyde Park, many hundreds of rich

coaches, and gallants in attire, but most shameful

powdered -hair men, and painted and spotted women,
some men played with a silver ball, and some took
other recreation. But his Highness the Lord Protector

went not thither,* nor any of the Lox-ds of the Council,
but were busie about the great affairs of the Common-

wealth, and among other things, had under consultation

how to advance trade for the good of the people with
all si^eed that might be, and other great affairs for the

good of the Commonwealth.—Several Proceedings of
State Affairs, 29th of April to 4th of May, 1654.

Hyde Park was the scene of an accident

which, by all accounts, nearly cost the " Pro-

* In defiance of the puritanical cant displayed in the
above account, it is well knowu that the wily Cromwell paid
great attention to the breeding of race-horses : he possessed
a celebrated staUion named White Turk ; and he had also an

equally famous brood-mare, aftcrward.s called the cofliu-

mare, frora the circumstance of her being concealed in a
vault during the search for his effects after the Restoration ;

the name of his stud-groom was Place, a conspicuous cha-

racter in those days.
—Darvell on the Treatment iif Race-hones,

1S32.
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tector
"
his life, though the papers give ilifrurent

versions of the matter, sume iLssc-rtiiig tiiat hi-i

Higliiioss was inside his coach when it upset,

while others declared that he had got on tho

box in a frolic, and suffered severely in conso-

quenco.
*

There would seem to have been some

fatality about Oliver Cromwell's visits to Hyde
Park

;
at all events, in Feb. lljoG, we tind

Myles Syndorcombe tried for high treason and

aenteuced to be hanged at Tyburn, for an

attempt to assassinate the Protector in Ilydo

Park, an attempt which wjlh only preventetl

by tho merest accident from being fatal.

Five yeai"s later, in IOTjO, we find Hyde
Park thus described by a foreign gentleman
in " The Characters of England, a Letter to

a Nobleman in Franco," p. 54.
** Did frequently accompany my Lord X

into a field near tho town, which they aUI

Hydo Parke ;
tho place is not unpleasant,

—
and which they use as our course, but with

nothing of that order, equipage an<l .splendour ;

being such an a-ssembly of wretched jadts and

hackney-coaches, as, next to a regiment of

carmen, there is nothing approacheth tho

resemblance. This parke w;is, it seems, used

by tho late King and nobility for tho freshness

of the air and the goodly prospect ;
but it is

that which now (besiiles all other exercises)

they pay for hire in England, though it bo

free for all the world besides
; every coach

and horse which enters buying his mouthful

and permission of tho publican who ban pur-
chased it, for which the entrance is guarded
with porters and long staves."

From chance expressions in Evelyn's and

Pepys' Diaries, too, we learn that money was

at this time taken for admission into the Park,
and that tho character of its amusements was

not a bit morn reputable than thoso of the

last century at Belsize or Marylebone Gar-

dens, or of our own century at Vauxhall and

Cremome.
It should bo mentioned that at one time

Charles II. contemplated the erection of the

National Observatory in Hyde Park, though

* Tlio Iluti'h AinUuHAuior, quoted in Tliiirlnc'M "Stiito

I'ajicni," Vol ii. i\ O'l'J, siiyH tbiit he wax "tluiii.' out of tho
coiu'h Ihix u|H>n tho ]x>tu .... and iiflonv:ir<ls loll iiixm tho

Kn)iind .... duiiii^ wliich time ii pistol went off in his

jKickot
. . . . lie was presently tirou>fht homo and let )i1<"h1."

The "Kiiithdil .Scout,' a journal of Uio ilay. thinks it nccoii-

HJiry to a}>olo|,'i»c for IHh llih'hno.«.s l>oinK neated on the l»>x,

which it ju.stilics hy tho example of the licriKv "f old. Tho
following linoM, which we t.ikc from a " Collcctii^n i>f I^yiil

BotiK'" printed at the Hentonition, iU»d roi>rinfo<l in 1781,"
(vol. ii. p. 'Jbl), refer to thiji event.
"

Nol, a rank rider, (jot fa»t in the x.iddle.
And ni.ide her shew tricks, and curvot, and rebound ;

She quicKly (wrcoived he rvnlo \viddlo-wn<ldlc,
And Ms ooach-horno threw his llii^dincs* t'> jfi'funil.

Then Pick, iieinif lunio, nslo holilin^; the i»iminel,
Not having; tho wit to K«t hold "f tho rem ;

But the jade did so gnort at the .M>{hl of u Cr<'n»well
Tliat jKior Dick and liis kindred turned fiK>tiucu .•ignbi."

his design wai set a.sido by Sir Christopher

Wren, will* recommended Greenwich Park M
a better situation.

Wo are not going to inflict on our readers

a history of all the springs and water pijHis in

Hyde Park which have been the subject of

grants and litigation at various times
;
but wo

will remind th<ni thtt the broad lake which lh

now nusnaine(l tho Serpentine was originally

a narrow winding brook, which drained the

uplands of Hainpstead through Kilburn and

Paddington, and was gradually widened into

its pre.Hotit expan.so of water by onler of

Queen Charlotte, who took tho greatest inte-

rest in this ornament of tho Park.

It is not very lung since a circular bason or

reservoir of water stooil on the east side of the

Park, nearly opiwsite to the entrance of

Mount Street, but it has lately been drained

oir and the site converted into a Uower gardi n.

Tho ugly engine-house which adjoined tho

bason was taken down as f.ir back as 1835,
and its materials sold by auction. lietwe<'n

this reservoir and Grosvenor Gate stood the

Duke of Gloucester's Riding School,* which

was taken down about the year 1824, after

which its .«ite was occupied by a temponry
wooden building, in which some of our readers

may remember to have seen exhibited a

picture of tho battle of Waterloo by Sir John

Pieueman, principal painter to the King of

tho Netherlands.

Walnut-tree walk, which extended nearly
the whole length of the Park from Hyde Park

Corner towards Cumberland Gate, consisted of

two rows of magnificent walnut tn-es, shading
a broad gravel walk, ne.ir Crosvenor Gate

;

these trees formed a circle, the area of which

will be readily imagine<l when the reailer is

informed that the reservoir of the Chelsea

Water-Works, which was placed in the centre

of this circle, stood 90 feet from the nearest

tree. This splendid grove was consigned to

the axe during the war, about the year 1800,

the wood being required by Government, to

be used in the manufacture of stocks fur

soldiers' muskets.

It is said, and most probably with truth,

that the gatj at the comer of Piccjulilly is

the oldest entrance into the Park ;
Grosvenor

Gate w;ls opened m 17-4, Stanhope Gate

about the middle of the last century, and

Cumberland Gate in 1774-5,

The inhabiUmts of Loudon have alway."*

• Tlio nliovo ridiiu; lum.so was erected by H. It. H. tho
Itukc of (ilouccflter. under n t:r«nt of th" 1"lh "f iv-t"l«or.

ITi'.S, to hold the lan^l duriii^- his "'

payment of n ve-irlv rent of *:.'.. T)

f

1 K - ; -. -

Lcad-.iU:krtcr3 of Uio Westminster Vuluutccr Cav.Ury.
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beeu especially jealous ot any encroachments

on the part of the Crown and the Government

on the Parks, Avhich, though in theory they

belong to Her Majesty, are regarded by the

people at large practically as national pro-

perty, and therefore not to be profaned by

surveyors and builders. Accordingly we find

that when, in 1808, it was recommended

to raise about £2,500 by ground-rents,

giving building leases for nine handsome

houses on the west of Park Lane, between

Grosvenor Gate and Brook Street, so great

an outcry was raised against the proposal,

both in the House of Commons and out-

side, that the plan was abandoned. It is

quite recently, comparatively speaking, that

the stone wall which ran along the north side

of the Park, shutting it off from the Uxbridge

Road, has been superseded by Light iron rails,

though that improvement was suggested so

far back as 1826 ; and it is only within the

last ten or twelve years that flower gardens
have sprung up in the place of dull and dreary

groves of elms with wet soil beneath them,

wholly bare of grass, and soppy with perpetual

puddles.
It is well known to all our readers, no

doubt, that Tyburn tvurnpike stood close to

the north-east comer of the Park, and that

consequently the latter has been the scene of

the death throes of many a distinguished
criminal besides Dr. Dodd. At all events, in

the " Particulars of Sale "
already alluded to,

we find mention of a parcel of ground
"

for-

merly used as a meadow," and called "
Ty-

burn Meadow,"' which was the scene of the

execution of two individuals—one of them no
kss a personage than the Chief Justice of the

King's Bench—for high treason. Many a poor
"
seminary" and "

missionary" priest of the

Romish Church breathed his last at Tybm-n
Tinder the Tudors and Stuarts, as a traitor, in

consequence of the severity of the penal laws

against papists, and the intense jealousy felt

against foreign ecclesiastic?. It is perhaps less

generally known that all military criminals who
were sentenced to death by court-martial, were
taken to a spot within the wall of Hyde Park,
and there suffered death by being shot

;
this

spot is identified by a stone, against which the

delinquent was placed when about to pay the

forfeit of his life, having been visible till within
these few years. The situation of this stone
is laid down in a Plan of Hyde Park, which was

once, and perhaps still is, at Kew Palace
;

it

was situated only a few yards from Cumberland

Gate, and when this entrance to the Park was

enlarged for public convenience, by the muni-
ficence of a private individual, and it became

necessary to raise the ground for that purpose.

this stone was found to be so deeply em-
bedded in the earth, that to prevent trouble,
the earth was carried over it, and it now lies

buried on the spot where it was originally

placed.

MiUtarj' punishment by flogging was also

inflicted in Hyde Park. In 1716, the fear of

the Pretender, and the rigid measures adopted
for punishing his suspected adherents, were
caiTied to great excess ; the wearing oaken

boughs on the 29th of May, in commemoration
of the Restoration, was construed into an in-

sult to the reignLag Government, and several

persons were apprehended and committed to

prison for indulging in this display. On the

6th of August of that year, two soldiers were

flogged almost to death in Hyde Park, and
turned out of the service with every mark of

infamy and disgrace, for having worn oak

boughs in then- hats on the 29th of May.
Our readers must not forget that "

Tyburn
Meadow " was also the ultimate destination of

Oliver Cromwell himself. At all events, we
take the following from a MS. diary of Mr.
Edward SainthiU, a Spanish merchant of the

middle of the seventeenth century :
—

The 30th Januaiy, being that day twelve years
from the death of the King, the odious carcases of

Oliver Cromwell, Major-General Ireton and Bradshaw,
were drawn on sledges to Tyburn, where they were

hanged by the neck, from morning till four in the
afternoon

;
Cromwell in a green seare-clotb, very fresh,

embalmed
;
Ireton having been buried long, hung like

a dried rat, yet corrupted about the body ; Bradshaw,
in his winding-sheet, the fingers of his right hand and
his nose perished, having wet the sheet through ; the
rest very perfect, insomuch that I knew his face, when
the hangman after cutting his head

ofif, held it up : of

his toes, I had five or six in my hand, which the pren-
tices had cut off. Their bodies were thrown into a
hole under the gallows, in their seare-cloth and sheet.

Cromwell had eight cuts, Ireton four, being seare-

cloths ; and their heads were set up on the south end
of Westminster Hall.

Hyde Park has also been used at various

times for the purpose of military encampments
as we learn from history. Thus, for ex-

ample—
164S, 2 Dec.—The Parliament army marched up to

London, and were encamped La Hyde Park, and St.

James's.

1665.— The troops under the command of General

Monk were encamped in Hyde Park. The General

remained in London during the whole year of the

Plague.

1715.—His Majesty's regiments of Horse and Foot

Guards, with a train of Artilhry from the Tower, were

encamped here, extensive preparations being made in

various parts of the kingdom, in anticipation of an in-

vasion by the Pretender.

1722.—The Household troops encamped here were

reviewed by his Majesty George I. on the 11th of June,
who was afterwards magnificently entertained by Gene-

ral the Earl of Cadogan, the commanding officer, in a

pavilion which liad been furmeiiy taken from the

Grand Vizier by Prince Eugene. His Majesty was
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accompanied on this occasion by the prince, a nameroas

staff, and a majority of the nobility.

Troops, \>o\\i horse an 1 foot, were encam|>^1 here in i

March, 1739 ;
other forcet were also ei. it the 1

same time on Hnunjilowr Heath an'l ii. i:i, in
;

pursuance of an order issued from the Ujrse (iaards
|

on the !5th of February preceding. l

Troops of the line were aluo encamped in Hyde Park,
'

in the year 17S0, in order t) assist in -
'

•

riots which ha*! been excited by tin- i.

perance of Lord Georze Gordon, and which, by the

pusillanimous conduct of the Lord Mayor and consti-

tuted authorities, had been allowed to increase to such

an alarming extent that the executive GoTcmment
found it necessary \.> ilraw troops from the provinces to

the ainuiint <>f :iO,Ouo men, b.:fore order was restored 1

in the metrop ilis and the subui-bs. '

The Park has also been used from time im-

memorial* for reviews and other military spec-

tacles, and althouijh there is not suflicient

room for the execution of manceiivres ou a

large scale, yet these reviews have frequently

been graced by the presence of Royalty. The

household troops also are continually exercised

there, as being the most convenient spot close

to the metropolis. Evelyn's Diary and Pepys'
Memoirs will supply abundant other instances

of these military spectacles being held in Hyde
Park For instance—

1663, July 4.—"
I saw his Majesty's guards, being

of horse and f<x>t€ 4f'0O, led by the General, the Duke
of Albemarle, in extraordinary equipage and gallantry,

consistini: of gentlemen of quality anl veteran soldiers,

excellently clad, mounted and ordered, drawn up in

battalia before their Majesties in Hide Park, where

the old Earle of Cleveland trail'd a pike and led the

right-hand file in a (oote company commanded by the

Lord Wentworth his son, a worthy spectacle and ex-

ample, being both of them olJ and valiant souldiers.

This was to shew the French Ambassador, Monsieur

Comminges ; there being a create assembly of coaches,
kc. in ye park."—Evelyn's Diary, vol. ii. p. 208.

1663, July 4.—-'To the King's Head Ordinary.
Thence with Creed to hire a coach to carry us to Hide

Park, to day there being a general muster of the

King's Guards, horse and foot."—Pcpys" Memoirs,
vol. ii. p. 68.

1668, September 1 6.— " When I came to St. James's,
I find the Duke of York gone with the King, to see

the moster of the Guards in Hide Park
;
and tbeir

Colonell, the Duke of Monmouth, to take his command
this day of the King's Life Guard, by surrender of

my Lord Gerard. So I to ik a hackney c lach, and saw
it all : and indeed it was mighty noble, and their

firing mighty fine, and the Duke of Monmouth in

mighty rich clothes
;
but the well-or<lering of the men

I understand not Here, amon; a thousand coaches

that were there, I saw and spoke to Mrs. Pierce."—
Pepyt' Memoirs, vol. iv. p. 170.

• The earliest insUiuce of the park bcm,j put to this us«
is to be found in the year of the Kostoratioit —" The Com-
missioners of the Militui of LoU'lon. in ursu.in'

'
ior

of the O'uncil of St.»te, apji'iiitcd mu Tue,i l.i . A
April, t'lrcndezv. Ill- Un'ir rc/iin -iit-sdl tr.ii" '

. \;-

ili)U-iOJi at Hide I'.irK, M.tj'ir Oox, yu(\rtcr ' o{

thoCity, hath since, tiy their order, been tv _ li,
and hath allotted a pUy-o to lie erected for the recoptmn uf the
Lord Mayor, the Court of Aldermen, ani the Commissioners
for the militia. The Lonl M «yor intends tn appCiir there
with his collar of osse-t, and :dl th • aldoniicn in scarlet robes,
attended with the luaccaod e:»p of m-unteiiaucc, us ii u^uil
at kTo it s. •leraiiities."—.VfrcKni<.« PtMirtu, iJlhAi^ru to -o.'A

April. lS(J(v'

1676, March 16.— "
I was at a revitw of the army

about London, in Hide Park, : and
foote, in excellent order : his M

_ ij of

people being present."
—

Pepyt' Memotra, toL iiL

p. 205.

Pope also, in the following notice, shows

that the taste of the ladies a century and a-

half ago was the same as in our own days,
when they go off to Chobham or Shomcliff.

" Women of quality are uU tume-1 followers of the

camp in Hyde Park this year, whither all the town

resort t<> magnificent entertainments given by the

officers, &c. The Scythian ladies that dwelt in the

waggons of war were not more clu.-ely attached to the

luggage. The matrons, like those of Sparta, attend

their sous to the field, to be wiluesses of tbeir gloriMOS
deeds

;
and the maidens, with all their charms dis-

played, provoke t)ie spirit of the s<jldiera. Tea and
cntTee supply the place of Lacedemonian black broth.

This ciiup seems crowned with perpetual victory, for

every sun that rises in the thunder of cannon, sets in

the music of violins. Nothing is yet wanting but the

Constant presence of the Princess to represent th«
' McUer Exercitus."—Letters to lUgby, No. XII.

There are still some few Volunteers living

!

who remember King George IIL reviewing

the Volunteer troops in Hyde Park, in Oct.»

1803, a display of which the daily and weekly

contemporary press give full accounts. More

recently, the same place was the scene of a

magnificent review of the cavalry and infantry,

and Volunteer troops, in 1814, in the pre-

sence of the Prince Regent and the allied

sovereigns ; and we ourselves have more than

once seen a similar spectacle within its bound-

aries. At coronations, victories, and on other

grand occasions, Hyde Park has always been

the great centre of public festivities in the

way of fireworks and fairs.

One kiud(if adventures the Park has happily

Ions ceased to witness : we allude to those

duels* which disgraced the age of our fathers

and grandfathers ;
and when we have given a

passing notice of some of the most celebrated

of these, we shall bring this paper to a con-

clusion.

In November, 1712, the Duke of Hamilton

and Lord Mohun "met" in Hyde Park.

They fought with swords, and with such fero-

city, that Mohun was killed on the spot, and

the Duke expired before he coidd be conveyed
to the keeper's house.

The cause of the duel was said to be a

dispute ou the subject of a law-suit between

•
It apponr:

•' • » •

-i the years IT- ' -' " ' "i

duets h.4ve Iv. idm^ 344 ind. '

IKTwons wcrv: _. in three of t^. f

the combutauts survived ;
th.it Wo were woui. f

them desperately, and 4S slijjhtly. and that 1- !

unhurt. It will'thus be seen that rather m to

fifth -if th'- rtimKit.in's !o«t tn-ir live«. and thit :-

J. 'U".l 1 .-'•-•;
' ' III »':-

'Jiat two were executed,
.J 1. .ur.ili.
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the families
; but violent party politics no

doubt produced a termination so sanguinary.
The Duke of Hamilton was leader of the

Tories, and suspected by the Whigs of ftivour-

ing the Pretender ; he had also been ap-

pointed Ambassador Extraordinary to the

Court of France, at which the Whigs were

much exasperated. Lord Mohun was an ex-

perienced duellist, and had killed two antago-
nists in previous combats

;
he was, moreover,

called the Hector of the Whig party, and it

was generally believed had been selected to

pick a quarrel with the Duke, and thus to

prevent his proceeding on his mission. The
Duke of Marlborough, who was also publicly
blamed as the author of all this mischief,

immediately retired to the continent, whither

he was shortly followed by his Duchess.

In 1773, John Wilkes fought with pistols,

in Hyde Park, with Mr. Samuel Martin,

M.P., the duel having arisen out of a para-

graph, written by Mr. Wilkes, in the North

Briton, the author of which Mr. Martin
denounced in the House of Commons as a
" stabber in the dark, a cowardly and malig-
nant scoundrel." Mr. Wilkes was severely

wounded, receiving his adversary's shot in the

belly, with which—no wonder!—he "declared

himself satisfied."

In 1770, we read of a more harmless duel

fought in Hyde Park, between George Garrick*

and Mr. Baddeley. Mr. Garrick having
received the fire of his antagonist, fired his

pistol in the air, which produced a recon-

ciliation between the principals.

In 1780, we find Lord Shelburne engaged
in a duel with Colonel Fullarton, M.P. for

Plympton, by whom he was severely wounded
;

and a " student at law," whose name is not

given, fighting with the Rev. W. Bate, with whom
he had quarrelled on account of some circum-

stances connected with the Morning Post. Two
years later, in 1782, another clergyman, the

Pv.ev. Mr. Allen fought with and mortally
wounded Mr. L. Dulany, for which he was
afterwards tried at Newgate, and sentenced to

a fine of one shilling and six months' im-

prisonment. Here, also, the cause of strife

was an article penned by Mr. Allen in the

Morning Post some three years previously.
In 1786, General Stewart and Lord Mac-

artney fought at the end of Hyde Park next

Kensington Gardens. The duel arose out of

personal ill-will on the part of the General.
Lord Macartney was severely wounded, but
recovered.

* Mr. G. Garrick was the brother of the celebrated
tragedian, David Garrick ; and the memory of Mr. Baddeley
Is preserved by a sum of money which he bequeathed for
the purchase of a Twelfth-cake, to be drawn for annually
by the perfonners at Dniry Lane Theatre.

In October, 1797, was fought perhaps the

most celebrated of all duels, the scene of

which was laid in Hyde Park, between
Colonel King and Colonel Fitzgerald, the cir-

cumstances of which are recorded as follows in

an account published a few years afterwards.
'* The distressing circumstances attending

this duel caused a great sensation at the time
in the public mind. The facts are as fol-

lows :
—it appears that Colonel Fitzgerald had

seduced the Hon. Miss King, daughter of

Lord Kiugsborough, at the same time being
married to a lady who was second cousin to

Miss King, and had caused her to elope with

him from Lady Kingsborough, her mother,
who resided at Windsor. The lady, having
been discovered after great difficulty, was

forcibly taken home to her friends.
" As soon as Lord Kingsborough, who was

in Ireland, heard of the fate of his daughter, he
came to England with his son. Colonel King,
determined to call Fitzgerald to a personal and
severe account. A meeting was appointed near

the Magazine in Hyde Park
; Colonel King was

accompanied by Major Wood as his second,
but Colonel Fitzgerald came alone. After

exchanging six shots without ejQfect, Colonel

Fitzgerald's powder and balls being all ex-

pended, it was agreed they should meet again
the next morning. Both Colonels were, how-

ever, put under arrest the same day.
" The sequel to this extraordinary afiair is

most tragical. It appears that the young
lady was removed to her father's residence at

Mitchelstown, near Kilworth, in Ireland. A
discarded servant became the bearer of a

letter to Colonel Fitzgerald, which induced
him immediately to follow her. Colonel

King, now Lord Kingsborough, his father

being created Earl of Kingston, having re-

ceived intelligence of his arrival, immediately
proceeded to Kilworth, and went to the apart-
ment in which the Colonel lodged. Having
demanded admittance, and being refused, the

enraged young nobleman forced ojjen the

door, and running to a case of pistols lying in

the room, seized one, and called on the Colonel

to defend himself
; they instantly grappled,

and while struggling, the Earl of Kingston,
entered the room, having come in pursuit of

his son, and seeing that his life was in danger,

immediately fired upon the Colonel, and killed

him on the spot. Colonel Fitzgerald thus fell

a victim to the most horrible infatuation and

depravity, lamented by no one who reflected

on his dishonourable conduct in this affair."

But happier and brighter, because more

peaceful, days have dawned upon us, and the

green turf of Hyde Park is no longer periodi-

cally dyed red with the blood of men anxious

I
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to viudicato their jjositiou as "geutlomen." Let

us turn from tho scene of such Kavii^^o deeUs,
and Haunter idly to tho " drive

"
iiloii;^ tho

bauks of the Serpentine, or the " ride
"

in

Rotten Row, and gaze upon tli<- fairest and
the loveliest of our countrywomen, all em-

phatically declaring that the reign of Mars in

these quarters has given way to that of

Venus, and that their motto, ro-echoo<l from

BelgravLi to Tyburnia, is
"

tV</<«/i< mina

togiej" Let us congratulate ourselves that

the gallows-tree no lon;,'<'r stjinds by TylHirn

Meadow, foul with tho bleaching bones of hi.;h-

waymeii, forgei-s, and Romish priests. Happily
a iniMi-r code of laws and a more sensible

standard of honour prevails than under the

Stuarts, or even under the first tlueo of tho

Georges. Witii such thoughts in our niitids,

let us, gentle reader, tuni our b.icks ipiietly

on the gay and giddy throng who still,

though in lessened numbers, are haunting
those rides, or resting, its idle spectators, be-

neath the trees
; thence let us stroll quietly

and leisurely up Piccadilly, and, having dined

on good substantial faro at my club near Pall

Mall, wend our way back to my chambers in

the Temple, where, at all events, whether you
be more or less of an antiquary, you, reader,
Hhall receive at least a hearty welcome.

Rali'h i>e Pkverelu

GOVERNMENT CITY CLERKS.
In Two Parts.

I'Aur II.

The no.xt morning, although Maria Hooker
had gone to bed perfectly well, she had a

frightful hoarseness at breakfast, for which
she could not account, and Grunter, for his

part, had such a sore throat that he could eat

nothing, and had to send a sick-note by Mr.

Moss, who went citywards with his family i

troop without him.

During the day Grunter was in the garden,
'

and he perceived Betty beckoning to him.
" Wo can't see you to-night ; we've got a

bad hoarseness," and Betty's head disappeared
behiu<l tho wall.

Mrs. Hooker, pretending that her own
room was warmer than Maria's, sent her that

night to sleep there, while she herself occupied
her daughter's room. (irunter felt r.ither

ple;ised that Maria ha<l caught a cold
; he

would thus have an unbroken night's sleep to
cure his. I5ut he wius awakened from his rest

al)out o^o o'clock by a continuous tapping at
hLs window. Ho got up, putting his coat

loo>ely over his shoulders, for it was cold, and
openeil the window.

"Is that you, my dear .Mari.i ?" he asked,
looking towards his beloved's apartments.

"
Yes," answered a verj- hoarse voice, with

a shawl roun<l its head,
"

yen, dear Stanley,
it is I. I Couldn't sleep without H{>«aking to

you. So I've been rapping for you such a

time with my umbrella, which I amuggled up-
stairs on purpose."

" You are very kind, dear Maria. 1 hive

got a sore throat, and haven't been at the

oflico," said (irunter, cou;^hing.
" How sorry 1 am," s.iid tho hoarse voice.
"

I think you had better go to bed, dar-

ling," remarked Grunter, as he felt the cold

air.

" Not till I find out your plans," said tho

widow to herself.
'* My dear Stanley," the

hoarse voice under tho shawl began again,
" mother says wo shall never be married with

her con.sent."
" Could wo not marry without it ?

"
asked

Grunter.
"

Yes, dear, but we should get none of the

money father left"
" Perish the money I

"
exclaimed the .shiv-

ering Grunter. "
I want you, darling, I

I want no money ; that ia, I do need it most

confoundedly, hang it
;
but nevermind, Maiia ;

in livo years, by means of the annu.il rise, I

am sure to have a hundred,"—here c.-une a
I fit of coughing,

—" and then I'll marry you,
' and your mercenarj* mother,"—cough, cough,
' — **

may keep her money."
" So that's all, the simpletons !

"
thought

the widow, pleased that as yet, there was no
'

danger. Re-assuming her hoarse voice, she

Siiid :
—

" You are a noble-he:irted gentleman, my
dear Stanley." Then becoming disagreeably
sensible of the cold, she resolved to end the

interview.
" Good night, my darling Stanley."

"My dear ^laria, would you mind,—perhaps
it's rather silly, but I should so like it, it

would euro my sore throat, I think,—would

you mind pa.ssing the umbrella to me, and

kissing one eml of it, while I kiss the other?''

Grunter fancied ho heard a smothere^I laugh ;

ho looked up to Moss's window above, but no

one was there,
*'

Yes, my dear Stanley, it will be delight-

ful,
—almost as good as real kis.sing," answered

his preten>ied sweetheart, handing the uni'urella

as ho desired with the point towards him. As

Grunter bout lovingly towards it, the point
was jerked violently into his mouth.

"Oh! oh, Maria," he spluttere<l,
*'
you

Lave hurt me I

"

" My dear Stanley," said the hoarse voice,
" how soiry I am, but you know I'm so awk-

ward. S.iy you forgive nn', do say that, or I

shan't sleep."
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**
Yes, yes," groaned Grunter in pain,

" I

forgive you : you could not help it. Good

night, darling."
"Good uight, dear Stanley." The windows

of the happy pair were then closed, and Mrs.

Hooker went to bed chuckling, and Grunter,

moaning and coughing. One of his front

teeth had been pushed in, and one seriously

loosened.

Life at Moss's in the evenings*"was anything
but dull. The four younger brothers, Alexis, •

Rupert, <Src.
, •fee, were studious youths, fond

of useful knowledge. Every week they got I

the current number of the Popular Educator

by heart. They would wrangle at a table by
themselves over the marks respectively gained
at their competitive examinations before Her

Majesty's CivU Service Commissioners, and

set each other knotty questions in arithmetic,
which they settled noisily. The elder girls,

with the love-sick Giulia at their head, would

fight for turns at a rickety piano at the other

end of the room, and deride each other's

music. At opposite corners of the fireside

old Moss and his wife coughed, and choked,
and parleyed, not at all times amicably, over

the red housekeeping book. Then there was

always a few skirmishing junior Mosses play-

ing and shouting in the passage, banging doors,
or falling down the kitchen stairs, or bursting

madly into the room, chasing one another in a

very unforgiving spirit, on which their father

would slap their heads with the red book,
and bid them remember the principle of his

life. Grunter sat with his hands in his empty
pockets, wishing he had spare cash to let him
lead the gay life of Ferdinand, the eldest

Moss. This young man had been led astray
from the love of useful knowledge, and his old

delight in the Popular Educator, by his

whiskers, which were large and curly, and the

secret envy of his smooth-faced studious

brothers. He was allowed to stay out till

eleven, when he generally returned boasting
he had been spending the evening with some
West-end office fellows. He used to bemoan
his fate, that compelled him to part from
his genteel friends at ten precisely, so that

he might catch the last Bermondsey bus,
but he could not afibrd to leave his father's,
where he and his brothers were boarded on

cheaper terms than they could find among
strangers. His brothers admired Ferdinand

much, and agreed that he was a very fast

fellow indeed. One night he came home be-

fore his appointed hour, with a cigar in his

mouth, which perfumed the bread-and-cheese

pleasantly, for it was supper time, and made
his brothers admire him more than ever. He
popped his curly head into the big sitting-room,

and beckoned his father out in a mysterious

way. He then opened the little sitting-room

opposite, it was also full of Mosses. He ran

down into the kitchen, there also Mosses

abounded. His father from the hall kept

shouting at him,—" You're drunk, sir, you're

drunk, or what do you mean ']

" Ferdinand

rejoined his father, and snatching a hat from

the peg, popped it on the old gentleman's

head, and, still in silence, took him by the

arm into the dark garden. He led him down
the left-hand path : the right-hand one was
next to Mrs. Hooker's. Then at length he

spoke to his puzzled parent.
" I've seen the will at Doctors' Commons,"

he whispered ;

" a West-end fellow put me up
to that

;
and whoever marries Maria Hooker

receives under the will—her father's will—
three thousand four hundred and eighty-six

pounds ten shillings in the old three per cents.

She comes into that when she marries, and

nothing is said about her mother's consent.

What do you think of that, my dad ?
"

" You "

"
Yes, of course, why not ?

" returned Fer-

dinand, puffing his 6igar complacently. And
they had a long talk in the dark.

Now we understand the widow's anxiety,
when she found that Grunter was a penniless

government clerk, and not the son of wealthy

country people, as the Mosses had boasted to

her when they first caught him.

The next night Ferdinand Moss got ready
to go a- courting Maria Hooker, the newly dis-

covered heiress.

When he came down stairs the family made

quite a crowd about him. His beautiful

whiskers were oiled till they almost dripped ;

he had his Sunday suit on, and wore gloves,
which is not usual in Bermondsey on a week

day. He had also a white hat, and carried a

silk umbrella, though he was only going next

door, and his handkerchief had been generously
scented by his sister Giulia. He had borrowed

his father's cameo ring, and his brother Pere-

grine's gold studs. The discovery of Maria's

fortune had been kept secret, but that he was

going to visit next door with an eye to the

daughter of the house could not be concealed.
"

I'll allow you till twelve to-night, sir,"

said his father to him proudly, and his mother

wanted to kiss him, but he entreated her not

to discompose his dress.

" That's left for Maria to do !

" cried the

pert Giulia.

Where was Grunter all this time? He was

up-stairs in his bedroom, where he had fas-

tened one end of a piece of string to tne door-

handle, and the other to his loose front-tooth,

which, with drops of perspiration on his fore-
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hea'^^I, ho wjia gr.iJuiilIy wronchiii^ from its

socket.

Tiie Mosses lined thu liall two
<l'v.'i)

as

Ferdiniind wont out, aiitl i,mvo hiuj a clioer.

They did not shut the Ktreet-door after him,
but held it a littlo ajar, and listeiind aH ho

rapped and rantj so boMly at Mr-t. Hooker'x,
and perfuinod tho evoiiiii',' air with hin whinkerM.

Thu girU heard Homo one upeakiug to him, but

not what was naid.
«' Shut tho do:>r," said Giulia ;

" we'll sit

up for him, and hoar "

Sho had MO time to say more. Tho door

was violently pushed open, out of tho hands

of her sisters, and sho herself bumped on one

side by her distracted brother, Ferdinand.

Ho ran up-stairs tlireo steps at a time, and

dropped his hat and umbrella upon their he.uls

as he went. Without a word to anybody, he

tore into his bed-room, aiui, hacking tho door,

began pulling off his tino clothes in a passion.
The dismayed family crowded up-stairs after

him ; his father and mother rapping at his

door, HTul bi'scechiu'^ him to lot them in, and

s.iy whit h id happened.
" Maria Hooker has refused my dear boy's

hand," whisjHjrod his mother nervously to old

Moss, who was hammering at the door. "
I

am s\ire she hiis. Oh! I hope he won't think

of nvzors !

"
sho added apprehensively. At

that moment Ferdinand was actually before

his looking-glass, with his razor in one hand,
and his uose in the other.

"
I wonder," he was siying to himself,

" I

wonder if I were to cut a piece out of the

middle, whether it wouM heal again nicely."
*'
Ferdinand, I command you," cried his

father angrily,
"

tell mo what Mrs, Hooker
said to you."

•'
I'll tell all of yon," replied the young

man, layin.,' tho razor down, resolving to ask

a doctor if the experiment ho thought of

might be successfully carried out. "
I'll tell

every one of you," shouted the excited Ferdi-

nand to his family on the stairs outside; "sho
s;iid we were a lot of greasy Jews, and told

me not to show my hook nose at her door

again I

"

So began and ended Ids courtship of Maria

Hooker.

Throe or four years rolled slowly away, and
one fine summer morning Urunter found him-

self promoted. 105/ per annum in live years!
Such a piece of luck had not been known to

talce place for centuries—not since the reign
of Edward tho Confessor. It had occurred in

this w.ay : several senior clerks having been
mado redundant iu another department, the

Bo;ird sent them into CJruuter's department,
over the heads of him and his fellow juniors,

and to keep them decently i^u -t promoted a

few of them.

Grunter's first th'jii.;iii, lu p •
i ail his

thoughts, that memoral>lo day, wtTu of .Maria.

He bad kept at Mosh's, enduring thorn and
their ways, for tho Sidto of l>eing near hor.

In spite of the vigilance of the widow, they
met often iu some of tho out-of-the-way Htreets

of llormondHoy, where they used to have quiet
walks u|» oiiu side ami down tho other. They
had signals too, that baflh; I tho widow,
and puzzled tho MoH.ses, who thought that

Mrs. Hooker must have taken it into her head
to hang up all her pictures in hor parlour,

and also upon that side of tho hou.se adjoining
theirs.

One night, aoout a week after his promo-

tion, Grunter askoil Ferdinand for a loan of

money. Ho wanted three pounds ten, but

concluding that that particular sum might
raise .suspicions, ho begged for four pounds
until pay day. Young Moss was in funds, he

had gone into tho Derby Sweepstake at his

ollice, against his father's wishes, and had won
the first horse. Ho was a good-natured follow,

and willingly lent tho aewly-promottd Grunter

tho four pounds, talking his 1 O U for four

pounds ton, to be paid in four weeks. Two days
afterwards Grunter alleged he had some private
business of an important character to get

through, and Ferdiuatul also kindly lent him
his Sunday suit, with one of his best shirts.

Peregrine lent his gold studs, and on the

morning ho set forth upon this secret expedi-
tion

; with the exception of the whiskers, he

looked almost as fine as Ferdinand when he

went a-courting. Old Moss hatl told him that

for the futiire he ought to pay five shillingj

extra per week, which should include his

wjushing, and Grunter had not objected. So

on this particular morning, being tjuito pleased
with their lodger, the Mosses chaffed him
in their delicate way upon this my.sterious

business of his.

Grunter emerged into the Borough High
Street by St. (ieorgo's Church, and at tho

corner he met his faithful Maria, dressed very

smardy indeed.
*' Oh ! Stmley," sho said, as she took his

arm,
"

I am afraid mamma is running after

me."
"

Xonscnse, darling,'' replied Grunter, a.s

he stopped a Keunington omnibus. They got

in, and arrived at tlio gate a little afu>r ten.

Grunter and Maria hurried into Kennington
Church. There w.is alrejuly a we<lding-party
assembled at the altar, with a crowd of brides-

maids and friends, and our couple felt very

lonely, as tho pew-oixuier showed them into

the vo«try to awai t thuir tura,
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A sound of voices, low and happy, and the

bridal party entered the vestry.

The bride, with a scream, threw herself into

the arms of Grunter. It was his sister, from

the potteries.

The pottery man, after all, had proved

honourable, but would not invite Grunter to

the wedding, nor allow him to be informed of

it beforehand, because on one occasion Grunter

had suspected him of visiting his sister with

unworthy motives, and had carried his susj^i-

cions so far as to knock him down. But now
his sister made him shake hands with the

pottery man, her husband, who was a very
handsome young fellow indeed, and supplied
half the world with earbhenware, or would
have done it, if he had received orders.

Grunter then introduced his bashful Maria,
and showed liis licence

; and Maria produced
her grandmother's wedding ring, which she

had had since a child. His sister's party

pitied the lonely ones, and went to the altar

with them, and bridesmaids and bridegrooms
did duty over again. Then they all went off

to breakfast at the pottery man's aunt's, who
lived in Dorset Square.

The noise, and fun, and laughter, of this

double wedding party were at their height,
when Mrs, Hooker, in her old black cap, with

the old black beads, and %yithout bonnet or

shawl, rushed into the breakfast room, followed

by a policeman.
" Maria ! Maria !

" she screamed, and the

clatter of knives and glasses ceased suddenly,
and a surprised silence ensued, Grunter

tried to introduce her formally to his sister,

and his brother-in-law, but the widow would
not hear him.

" You villain !

" she cried, clutching at his

neckcloth, or rather Ferdinand Moss's Sunday
tie.

" He is not a villain, mother," replied

Maria,,
*' he is my husband, my dear hus-

band."
" Bravo !

" shouted the company.
" And what have you done about my dear

daughter's money ?
" demanded Mrs. Hooker,

with her hand still on the necktie,
" have you

settled it upon herself?"
" I know nothing about any money she

may be entitled to," replied Grunter, " I

married her for herself,"

"Bravo!" shouted the wedding guests

again.
" And I tell you what, my dear Mrs.

Hooker," Grunter continued proudly,
" on

condition you forgive us, and take us both
back again, we will never ask you to give an
account of Mr. Hooker's money as long as you
live."

So it all ended happily. The potteiy man
and his wife went to Paris, and Grunter and
Maria contented themselves with a couple of

days at Gravesend, the widow cheerfully pay-

ing the cost. Grunter settled with the Mosses,
and left them forgiving him in a tone of voice

as if they were cursing him from top to toe.

On the morning of his return to his office

Grunter was ten minutes late, and the official

in charge of the appearance sheet being a

friend of Mr, Moss, fined him half-a-crowu,
—

he who, until that day, the last of his honey-

moon, had ever been conspicuous in elbowing
his way among the busy Billingsgate porters,
in Lower Thames Street, at ten o'clock in the

moniiug, N. Eaele.

BATH.

Few districts in England so abound in

relics of the highest antiquity as does that

which surrounds Bath, Bath itself is so old

that there exists no historical evidence as to the

date when it was founded. In the days of the

Romans it had already attained considerable ,

size and importance, as is manifested by the

remains of the old Roman walls, and costly

public buildings, (fee, which have been dis-

covered. The numerous traces of Roman
villas which occur in the neighbourhood, also

indicate that Bath was then one of the most

populous centres in the island. But even be-

fore the Romans had settled themselves in the

West of England, the Somerset and Wiltshire

country would seem to have been the strong-

hold of a powerful Celtic race, if one may
judge by the numerous tumuli, earthworks,

stone-circles, and traces of towns which still

exist. Referring the reader to the Rev. Mr.

Scarth's recently published book on Aquse
Solis for an account of Roman Bath, we pro-

pose devoting a few words to the older an-

tiquities, chiefly with reference to their bear-

ing on the question as to the existence of a

pre-Roman Bath. We shall not endeavour to

rehabilitate Bath with Bladud and his pigs,

who are said to have flourished in the time of

the Prophet Elijah. They have presided over

Bath from the time of Geoffrey of Monmouth,
but we prefer the indirect but less explicit in-

formation afforded by names, places, and pro-

babilities, which wiU lead us, if not back to

Elijah, to a town and a people of a highly

respectable antiquity.
*

* The reader who wishes a more precise date will find it

in an inscription, which may be seen under the figure of

Bladud, Tphich even now adorns the King's Bath, the most
famous of all the " baths of Bath," and which runs thus :—
"
Blaedud, son of Lud Hudibras, eighth King of the Britons,

from Brute, a great philosopher and mathematician, bred
at Athens, and recorded the first discoverer and founder of

these baths, eight hundred and sixty-three years before
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According to history the Romana first became

acquainted witli tho West of EiigUnd in or

about tho year 45 a. d.
,
when a detachmuut

of the second legion was eHtabliHhod at Hath.

Claudius, tho commander of tho Itgiouary
forces in Britain, accompaeied this detachment.

During' his short stay he ai)p«ar)4 to have vigo-

rously followed tho Roman principle of never

allowing soldiers to \>e idle, and when peace

deprived them of military work, employing
them in the construction of im[)<jrtint public
works. Tho soldiers of tho second legion muit
have worked well and steadily, for wo loam
that in tho four or fivo years which prccodod
A.l>. 51, when Ostorius Scapida succeeded

Claudius ju commander, they had surroumled

Bath with massive stone-built walls, formed
the Via Ba lonica, which was tho first road

made by the Romans in England, constructed

tho Roman, now called tho Kingston, Baths,
and j)robably other works. If Bath w:us not

founded by tho Romans, an honour which they
are not known to have claimed, they at least

made extensive alterations in, and large addi-

tions to, tho city. Curiously enough, the re-

mains of tho works mentioned, show that the

level of tho city was then twenty feet lower

than it is now. This twenty feet of mould,
«tc.

,
is a rough gauge of the lapse of time,

much in the same way as is tlio size of the

heap in tho case of the running hour sand-

gla.s.s ; but the former is more expressive in

its indications. Thus in 1755 the Duke of

Kingston purposed erecting some dwelling-
houses ou a portion of tho old Bath Abbey
estate, a short distance from the west end of

the Abbey itself. In sinking for the foumla-

tions several stone coffins and Saxon coins

were found, and a few feet beneath these ex-

tensive remains of a large Roman bath, and
the hot spring which fed it. This is the

Kingston Bath. Nobody seemed to have
been aware of tho existence of tho Roman
bath, nor that tho earth which had hidden it

had been used as a place of interment by the

Saxons.

Remains of other buildings have been found
at about the same level, which may conso-

(luently be as old. Some of these belonged
to a temple dcdicattMl to Minerva. For a long

period nothing was positively known of the ;

former existence of this temple ; tho belief it-
|

self simply resting on tradition. The earliest
'

allusion to tho temple may possibly bo that
,

which occurs in tho legend of King Blaliul, !

who is said to have founded the temple. This ,

legend exists in two forms
; part of one of

'

Christ, thnt N, twi. thoiiMiiiI ftvo buiulroil .\uil »Utv-two
yoiu^ to Uio i>iv.-icnt y.;»r, <^uo thoasauJ six biimlrcd .-ind

nlnoty-iUno."

' them Ls given by Geoffrey of MonmoutL No
reliiince can be placed on that author's state-

ment respecting the temple, seeing tliat it is a

simple translation from .S<jlinu'<, who lived

1
ab..ut tho hocond century of the Christian enu

I Solinus, then, is the earliest reliable author on
tho subject, but he omits all allusion to Bladud.
From him wo gather that a constant firt- was

kept up in the temple, which was fed with a

material that did not burn to ashes, but be-

came convertt'd into hard bills of stone, from

which some anti<piarians have inferred that

coal waa used. Assuming the inference to be

a correct one, this is the earliest notice wo
have seen of tho xxms of coal in Britain. It Ls

possible the Romans were acquainted with

coal, as we know they worked some of tho

lead mines of the West of England, and

they may have executed somo of the old

surface coal workings, remains of which are

still extant. At Newbury, about ten miles

from Bath, tho coal seams ar<! visildc just be-

low the surface .soil. Whittaker, however,

says that the coal came from Newton St.

Loe, which is three miles from Bath. The
inference receives further support from other

fact.". On the floors of the Roman baths at

Lanchoster, coal and coal cinders have been

found
;
and cinders have also been turned up

within the walls of Magna in NorthumlKrland.

According to Pennant, coal was known to the

ancient Britons in Wales. However this

may be, hero we have mention of a temple,
the remains of which were not discovered

until 1790, when tho foundations for the

Bump Room were sunk. At a depth many
feet below tho level of the modem city, tho

workmen came upon fragments of skulls, horns,
and a number of stones, which latter have been

ascertained to belong to tho traditional temple
of Minervji. Numerous relics of this building
have been dug up at various times, consisting
of portions of tho tympanum, cornices, columns,

altars, and nionumentii. In tho collection of

the Bath Literary Institution thcrearefivo altars,

of wliich two are dedicated to the godiless Sul

Minerva, two to tho goddess .Sul, and one to

the Suloviu
;

there also may be seen a sepul-
chral tablet erected by Cal[turnia to her hus-

band, Calpurnius, priest of the goilde.ss Sul,
which was found in Bath, as also were tho

altars. The name Sul is spok svl on all tho

sculptures. Little or nothing is known respect-

ing this goddess Sul, wlmse name doubtless

gave rise to tho Roman name of Bath, namely,

AquflB Solis. Although apparently identified

with Sol, yet it seems more i)roK'ible that Sul

was a British, not a lioman, deity, although
.she may have bad some of tho attributes as-

signed to the Minerva and Apollo of the
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Romans. We imagine, therefore, that the

correct name of the city is Aqure Siilis. The
name is preserved in Solsbury, a hill close to

Bath, on which are the remains of a British

camp. The ordnance map spells it Salisbury,

and Mr. C. E. Davis, the architect to Bath,

Sulisbury. It has been thought that Sul was

the Sun god or goddess of the Belgie, and that

Stonehenge may have been one of her temples.

Silbm-y Hill and Sulhampton, near Avebury
and Silchester, possibly have some connection

with Sul.

The Eev. G. N. Wright, in his Historic

Guide to Bath (18G4), states that as there is

no British word like Sul, the Belgae probably

imported it from some foreign country. He
therefore suggests a Scandinavian origin, as we
find that in the mythology of the north

Mundilfaxi (mover of the earth's axis) had two

beautiful children (Sool and Maan). MundU-
faxi having ofl'ended the gods, they took his

children from him, and made Sool drive the

Sun's and Maan the Moon's chariot of light.

The connection between the Scandinavian Sool

and the British Sul is thus made out by the
'

Rev. G. N. Wright. The Scandinavians and
Germans had a common origin ;

the various

Germanic tribes gradually travelled westward,

transporting with them their national tradi-

tions, mythology, &c. The Belgse, being

Germanic, transplanted some of these tradi-

tions, <bc., to Britain, and may there have in-

troduced the worship of SuL
We venture, however, to suggest a different

hypothesis, with the view of directing enquiry

along another channel, as appearing to lead to

the more probable source. Much of the

strength of the argument in favour of the

Germanic origin rests on the assumption that

there are no Bi-itish words like Sul, and that

the Belgse of Somersetshire were a Germanic
tribe. In both Cornish and Welsh a word
like Sul occurs. In Welsh the sun is called

Haul, while Sunday is named Dydd Sul,
which is surprisingly like the Cornish Sul-

aihyth, a word meaning
" some time ago,"

according to Norris (Sketch of a Cornish

Grammar, 1859), and not Sunday, as one

would be inclined to suppose. The word is

compounded of two : sol and thyth ; the

latter we know means "
day," but we are not

aware what sol means when separate. In the

last days of the Cornish dialect, when it was

very corrupted, the word for Sunday was

Dizyl, which in pronim elation is very analo-

gous to the Welsh. There is a scarce relative

pronoun spelt Sid or Sad in

fact, however, does not help us,

The Belgse, as a British nation, are first

mentioned by Ptolemy, the Egyptian, who

Cornish, which

wrote al)Out the beginning of the second century,

A.D. The limits he assigns to their territory

makes it to correspond with Wiltshire, tfigether

with parts of the counties of Hants and

Somersel. The Belgse' to which Julius Caesar

referred occupied Kent and Sussex. There

is nothing to show that the Belgse of the S. E.

and the Belgse of the S.W. of England were

the same people ;
indeed many things seem to

show that the former were Germanic while

the latter were Celtic. Ptolemy wrote later

than Ceesar, but his information seems to be-

long to an earlier time (and to have been de-

rived through a different channel) than Caesar's.

That channel was probably Phosnician, but it

would be out of place to adduce the reasons

for thinking so here
;
some of them will be

found under the headuiga BeUjce and Britan-

nicce Insulcn in Smith's Dictionary of Greek

and Roman Geography. Granting that the

Belgae of Wilts were Celtic, we should look to

other than Scandinavian lands for traces of

the goddess Sul. If the name is not British

or Celtic, it must belong to the language of

some nation that has had communication with

the Belgse. The only nation we know of at all

likely to have done so, are the Phcenicians,

who, it is generally believed, were in the con-

stant habit of trading with Western Britain.

On such an hypothesis we should find traces of

Sul in those lands with which the PhcBuicians

traded, or on which they landed their ships

or made settlements. Tracking the path then

to North Africa by the seaboard we cross the

channel from Cornwall to Brittany, and there

find Sulis as the ancient name of Baud, a

small, insignificant town, in which four or five

important roads converge. We believe there

is a defaced statue there said to have represented
a deity that formerly had a temple in the place.

The town is situated in the midst of a district

which abounds in the so-called Druidic struc-

tures more than any other part of France
; a

district too which contains the famous circle

of Carnac. The country is eminently Celtic,

and it contains many examples of the same

class of names as we meet with in Cornwall.

In Finisterre, for instance, we stUl find

numbers of places whose names begin with the

syllables, Pen, Lan, Tre. A few miles from

Baud, the ancient Sulis, there flows a river

Aveu
;

can this be an accidental coincidence

with the Aquse Sulis on the Avon ? It rather

suggests an identity of interest and speech be-

tween nations who have formerly lived in the

two districts. Indeed the earliest historical

information we have of Britain tends to con-

firm this. The reason why Ciesar made his

first invasion of this country was, as he himself

states, because the Veneti (that is. the dwellers
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near VannoH ia Brittany) wero helped by
Britons from Enylaii<l ; from tlio Ranie

authority wo luara that the Veuuti tnulod

with EiiyhiiKJ, being iu posHosHion of a c<m-

siderablo licit. DoubtluHH tht-ro wait cou-

staut iiiturcourse botweeii thu iiativeH of Hrit-

tauy and Coruwall loug buforu tho time of

Ciesiir.

Pursuing our track further, wo come upon a

place f )rmL-rIy called Sucl, but now wo believe

called Ca^tclli> do Fuengirola. It Is flituato 1

ou tho South Cojwt of Spain, about niidivay

between Ciibraltar and Malaga. This part of

Spain w;i.s formerly peopled by tho Celtihi,--

rian.s. The i'hcentjian.'i cannot but have

lauded occasionally in tliu locality. Ou the

op{)0!tite extremity of Africa, and along its

west side, occur such names an Suloeis and
Solis M'>ns, which suggests tho possibility of

a connection with Sul. So far tho eviilence

does not take the possible knowloilgo of Sul

beyond the CV-Its. Tlio connection of these

names with tho Phoonicuns ia otdy problemat-

ical, and, we confess, wants further support.
In the parts of North Africa known to have

been colonized by the Phceniciaus, there are no
names connected with Sul, unle>H it lurks in a

di^ipiised form in SulK-cti and SuUucu, near

Hippo llegius. These few details, wo think,
warrant the suggestion of a Celtic or Phteui-

cian origin of tho goddess Sul of Bath. An
examination of tho bony remains of the people
buried under the tumuli scattered so plenti-

fully over Wilts and tho surrounding counties,
and a comparison of them with other peoples,
would seem to render it very probable that

the west of Brit tin was very early populated

by a race which had arrived there from Spain,
after having traversed along the western shores

of France. This question would take too long
to discuss here

; but wo will just quote the

following fias.-ago a.s tho general conclusion

afforded by tho evidence: "Altogether the doc-

trine of an Iberian, or Ibero-Phcouician origin
of a very early, perhaps the earliest, popula-
tion of at least part of Brit;iin, though not as

yet proved, derives much additional weight from
the comparison hero instituted of the British

dolicho-cephali [long-headed Jof the Stone period
with those of the Basques."* Before leaving
this subject wo would notice thiit the Sun

\

was worshipped by the Etniscans under the

name of Usil ; and also that, acconling to Sir

John Bowring, not only are there remains of

Phcenician iu tho Cornisii tongue, but also

of Cornish in the modern Phcenician language.
The same authority also stated at the meeting

• "On tho Two Priiuipal Fortiii of .\nciciit Mriti«h .ind
OttiilUh Skull*." Uy \)r Thunuiin " Mcinuirs <•( Aii-

throiiologiml Society." Loudon. VoL I., p. IW.

I
of the British AHH<x:i:itiou for thu Advance-
ment of Science, at Bath, in September, 18G4,
that the clouted cream of Devonshire i» de-

rived from tho Phujnicians.

Sul then, we conceive, was a true British

goddess, worshipped by tho Belgm, and per-

haps other Britain-, before the arrival of the

Uomans. Un the site of Bath, however, no

remains of any importance have been found of

! greater antiquity than the K<inian. If there
'

wiuj a pro-Ilomiin city, either it was destroyed
or else it did not exist on pri-cisoly the ».'imo

site as tho modern city. Certain facts seem
to favour tho truth of tho latter aiwtimp-
tion. In the earliest mention of Bath, viz.

that made by Ptolemy, wo learn that tho

Belgre ha<l three towns, who^e sites cor-

respondc'l with Winchester, Ilchester, and
Bath. The l.ut placo is mentioned under

the name vdani dtj^ua, and Ls said to bo the

chief town of the lidgte.

Tho Bath of the pre.sent day is remarkable

for its situation, being droppe<i, so to speak,
into a kind of basin, through which tho Avon
threa'ls its way. Ou the summits of the hills

which environ tho town on its .south and east

sides, there yet remain bits of a raised earth-

work, known as tho Wansilyko, which can be

traced crowning the summits of the hills con-

fining the river from P'ortishead on the Bristol

Channel, through Somersetshire and Wilt-

.shire into Hants
;

tho more western portion of

tho Wansdyko runs a'ong the hills on th-j left

bank of the river, while the eastern end caps
the hills on the right bank. It is believed

that this bulwark formed the bouu'lary of the

territory of the Belgre, and such a supposition,
it will be noticed, quite harmonises with tho

limits a-ssigneil to this people by Ptolemy.
The Wansdyko is dotted with British fortifica-

tions ; thus British camp-romaina occur at

^laes Knowl, Stantonbury, and En^jlish Combe,
all of which places are between Portishe.vl and

Bith- About half a mile to the south of B.ith,

on Hampton Down, there is a largo British

camp on the Wansdyko, now calletl Hampton
Fort. As far as wi« know, this is the largest

fort on tho Wansdyko, and when seen, strongly

suggests the idea of being tho site of a town,
rather than a mere camp, from its compactne.ss,

regularity of form, and l.^rge area. Within

the actual fortifications the total area Is thirty

acres, but outside the-<o there are marks of

enclosures, some of which extend a considerable

distance down the slope of the hill towanls

Bath. As Bath itself is clearly out-side tho

Wans<lyke, it seems n^t improbable (if we a<l-

mit that Ptolemy's information w.as obtaincil

indirectly from British sources, and conse-

quently, somewhat old) that Hampton Fort
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was the chief towu of the Belgce referred to by
him

;
this would render his statement clear,

whereas, as it stands, it is generally assumed
that he has misplaced Bath. If we could

ascertain the system of the pre-Roman roads

it would throw considerable light on the ques-
tion. Many archteologists admit that the

Roman Fosseway was previously a British

road. The Romans altered and mended it.

At present it enters Somersetshire six miles

from Bath, at the three shire-stones at

Colerne
; it afterwards passes over Banagh

Down, diverges just before it reaches Bath-

easton, and joins the Via Badonica. The Roman
road then traverses Bath, and crosses the

Wansdyke at Burnt House Gate, a short dis-

tance out of the city. On looking at a map
showing the road, one circumstance is remark-

able. All the great Roman and British roads

were or are noted for the directness of their

course, their uudeviatiug straightness. This

feature characterises the Fosseway as a whole
;

but near Bath the Roman road makes a re-

markable bend. If the road continued in its

normal direction it would, instead of turning
off just before Bathford, go straight to that

point, there cross the river, pass through the

fort on Hampton Down, and unite with the

Fosseway again at the Burnt House Gate.

This docs not look like a fortunate coincidence
;

it seems to indicate that the original course of

the Fosseway was through Hampton Fort, and
that the Romans altered it to suit the position
of the Bath in the Valley. Possibly traces of

the old British road across Hampton Down
may yet be discovered by the antiquarian.

The commonly accepted meaning of Wans-

dyke, namely, Woden's dyke, may perhaps be
considered au objection to some of the above
views. In the days of the Saxons it was
called Wodensdyke. If this was its original

name, and if the Belgsa constructed it before
the Christian era, it would imply a Germanic

origin for the Belgae or the people who did con-

struct it. We rather think Woden's dyke was
a Saxon misnomer

; that the Celtic people of
the district named it Avonsdyke in consequence
of its geographical position, and that this word
has been corrupted to Wansdyke. The dyke
may have had a distinctive name given to it

in consequence of the existence of an older

dyke. We would suggest, although the sugges-
tion is a wild one, the possibility of the Old
Ditch of Wiltshire having been the northern

boundary of the Belgse or some Celtic tribe

who pushed their conquests farther north, built

a new dyke, and to distinguish it from the old

one, named it the Avon's dyke. It is cer-

tainly surprising that so large a number of
British forts and camps should exist in the

space between these two lines of entrench-

ments. The old ditch runs nearly parallel

to the Wansdyke, and a few miles to the south

of it. A. R.

THE PALMER'S TALE.

Far ia the purple time, e'er pain
Had yet commenced her ancient reign—
That time which never comes again

—
I met a Palmer on the way,

"Oh, wretched youth, in evil day
I find thee," cried that pilgrim grey.

"
Thy love is dead : upon her lie

The snowy cerements, round her cry

The weeping crowd ;
I saw her die.

" A thousand knights without compare,
A thousand maidens call her fair,

A thousand lilies deck her hair.

" Her golden hair with halo crown'd—"

I heard, and fell upon the ground.
And saw no sight and heard no sound.

Then, where she lay, I came and cried,
" Oh ! dearest dear, here let me bide,

Here sleep for ever by thy side."

A voice came from the little hill

Of earth,
"

love, be constant still,

Such is the pleasure of my will.

"
Go, gather glory in the right :

A soul that dwells in love and light

Shall watch thee in the darkest night ;

And like a bird upon her nest

Shall brood above thee in thy rest,

And at the last shall make thee blest. M.

MILDRED GRANT.
CHAPTER I.

" Anj) if they order you to give me up,

Mildred, what will you do ?
"

The scene was a cosy and rather handsome

room in an English country house. The walls

were lined with books, and a table littered

with dictionaries and grammars stood in a

recess between the two bow-windows. Out-

side were to be seen the gay tints of a pleasant

flower-garden, and the bright spring sunshine,

streaming into the room, lighted up even the

heavy damask window-curtains and the dark

leather arm-chair drawn up to the hearth. In

this chair sat a tall spare man of about twenty-

seven, whose closely shaven and rather thin

face wore a somewhat stern look, belied by a

pleasant voice, and a kindly, genial smile. A
pair of thinly mounted short-sighted spectacles

made him look older than he really was, but

behind them twinkled a pair of remarkably
handsome gray eyes. A girl of seventeen was

standing on the rug before the fire, her bright

hair tumbled rather untidily about her face,

and the little fingers, somewhat daubed with
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iuk, hold a German grammiir, an if who had been taken for the girl in that picture ; she
come to iiHk her maiittjr'H help in the matter of w.m ko like her as to render further dejicriutiou

the half-\rrittou exorcise lyin;^ on the table. unnecen-siir}'.

Every one who vinited the Koy;il Academy
" And if they order you to give mo up,

in 18G2 rememb.rH Mr. Millais' beautiful Mildred, what will you do /

"

"Trust mo." Mildred (Irant nii','ht have Me a-<kcd tin- <jU''>.tioii, but b.- nrobably

needed no answer, and Mildred gave none,

except such as might be conveye<l in a ahy
look from under her eyelids, but she came
close up to the big chair, and, standing by the
.•>ide of it, laicl her hand on the arm. A larger
hand covered it instantly, and Mr. Keovo
looked up into her eyes.

" And 80 you really think you have courage
to hold out } Four years, Mildred ;

it is a

long time. Poor child, you will have a good
deal to go through, but how to help it ,

I never felt .so inclined to grumble at my
IKwition."

"Ileally/" she questioned with a gleam
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of a smile, then, changing her tone,
" But

don't you think there is a little chance of their

consenting now ?
"

"Dearest childie, no ! When you say that

sort of thinti it almost makes me feel as if I

had taken a wrong advantage of your igno-

rance of the world. No, Milly, if you ever

belong to me, it can only be when you are

twenty-one, and your own mistress, and in all

the time till then I shall never be allowed to

see you. Heigh-ho ! But still," he added,

as if talking to liimself,
"

it wouldn't be right,

it wouldn't be honourable, to keep them in

ignorance. No, it mu.st be told to-night,

cmde que coute."

He lapsed into silence, but presently began

again. Mildred had left her position by his

chair, and seated herself on a footstool before

the fire.

"People would say I Avas talking nonsense,

but really I don't think it will be such a very
bad thing for you after all. I know you love

me, and I don't believe you ever could love

any one else so well." Her lips formed
"
never," but the sound was scarcely audible.

" And you see, poor as I am, I believe I shall

always be able to maintain myself by teaching

or writing. Perhaps T could get on the staff

of one of the newspapers, and you will have

money enough to make you rich under any
circumstances."

Mildred veered round upon her footstool,

and put her two hands clasped together upon
his knee.

" I don't believe you care for me a bit, or

you wouldn't say such unkind things on pur-

pose to vex me. Such nonsense, too," she

went on, with the pretty pettishness of a child,

and indeed, she looked little more ;

" as if when
wC'—I mean some day—everything I have

won't be yours, your very own, and not mine

at all. And I'm so proud sometimes when I

think it will make a difiference to you. And
1 want you to do me a great great favour.

You won't like it, I know, but you must

promise not to scold me just this once," and
she looked up at him with pleading eyes.
He did not seem much inclined to be angry.
"What is it, Milly?"
" But promise me you'll do it 1

"

" That's what you used to ask when you
were a little bit of a chUd, but I must hear

what this wonderful favour is first. I don't

altogether trust you in those sort of things."

"Well, but you must do it. Why don't

you say it for me ? It is so hard to get out,
and you know what I mean."

She hid her face in the hands that were still

on his knee and went on.
" I mean if—if you have to leave Chaley,

you may be a long time before you get work that

will suit you, and I've more money than I know
what to do with, even now, and if you would

only take a little—only a little—and spend it

for me, it would make me so very, very happy.
"

And, on the verge of crying, she put on his

knee a little purse, netted with bright silk and

beads, in which lay bank-notes to the amount

of 100/. He opened it and looked at them

with a m'oved expression. For a second he

did not speak, then he took them out, and

tucked them into her hand, shutting it tightly

in his own.
"

Milly, I cannot do it," he said
;

" my
darling, I'll keep the purse as long as I live,

but you must not ask the other. I could not

speak openly and fairly to your guardian if I

had touched it.'—Mildred, I cannot."

She said no more, but ro.se, and stood look-

ing at the fire with a sorrowful face. Pre-

sently he roused himself, and, looking at his

watch, said :
—

" Put away your books, chUdie, and we will

have a last walk together ; they need not

grudge us that, at all events."

She obeyed in silence, and methodically

tidied the room.

"Come here, Mildred," he said, when she

had done, and putting his arm round her, he

whispered : "You must not take it to heart

that I coxild not do what you asked me.

When you think it over you will see I was

right, but there is one bit of gold you may
give me, and here it is," he added, gently

touching her bright hair. Now go and get

ready, God bless you, darling," and he bent

down and kissed her lips.

The next day the story had been told, and

had met -with the reception Mr. Reeve expected.

That he, gentleman born and bred though he

was, should have ventured to make love to

Mildred Grant, the half-sister of the boy to

whom he vas tutor, was a crime of such mag-
nitude as never to have been imagined or pro-

vided against by her mother, Mrs. Carlton.

No words could express her indignation and

dismay, and few were wasted in the attempt.

Mildred had pleaded a headache and gone to

bed immediately after dinner, and on the news

of Mr. Reeve's presumption being communi-

cated to Mrs. Carlton, that lady felt herself so

totally incapable of doing justice to her feel-

ings, that she spared her daughter for that

night an interview which Mildred had exceed-

ingly dreaded. But Mr. Carlton, Mildred's

step-father and guardian, was a sensible man,
and withal a gentleman, and although ho dis-

liked the idea of the marriage as much as his

wife could do, yet he did not refuse to meet

Mr. Reeve upon equal term?, and was willing
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to wiiive the broach of confirlence on which bin

wifo insisted ho strongly, in con«i.leiation of

their own imprutlonco in having allowed Mil-

dred to bo HO much with her brother'a tutor.

But he ropreseutcd frankly to Mr. lloove that

if ho roraainod in tlio house 1 jng eaouijh to boo

iVIirt. Carlton again he wouM nut bj Hafo fiom

insult, and appealed to him lu a man of

hoiHiur—insisting at the Humo time on the fact

of .Mildred's being a great hcir«"(«—to give his

promise not to attempt to see or connnuicato in

any way with her until she should be of ago.

Appealed to in this way .Mr. llewo felt that

ho could not do otherwise than a.ssont. Perhaps
he had had some faint hopo of an opposition

violent and unreasonable enough tj justify him

in refusing all terms
;
as it was, however, ho

gave the rotpiired i)romi.so with a heavy heart,

subjoining to it the words " after to-morrow,"

though ho scarcely hoped to bo allowed to

take leave of Mildred.

'Die dog-airt was at the door at si-x o'clock

next morning to convey him to the station,

and ho was passing tlirough the hall, when a

soft whisper reached him through the greeu-

bai/;e door of the schoolroom,
" Mr, Reeve !

"

Ho turned back, ami Mildred sli[)ped into his

han<l a bit of tli-it gold. He took her in his

anus for a moment and kissed her, us he did

BO she whispered,
" In four years."

" In four

ycATS, my darling, on your birthday, you shall

h'ar from mo. God bless and ke^p you,"
and he was gone before .she had time to answer.

How Mildred loved that man I

In spite of what ho had sai i, when Edward
R-ieve rejiched London it was to prepare for a

sharp struggle with poverty. During the few

years that had elapsed since he left the univer-

sity, ho had been charged with tho mainte-

nance of his mother and in part with that of

his sister, and although he had bi»en recently
relieved of that burden by the death of the one

and the marriage of the other, yet he had very
little cash wherewith to fill Mildred's purse.
He arrived at the King's Cro.ss .station at noon,

thoroughly tired, for ho had been up nearly
all night. The first thing he did after securing
a v< ni small lodging (oh, Mildred, if you could

have seen it
1)

wa.< to go to bed, and to sleep,

and when he awoke, to his great astonishment

it was six o'clock, p.m. His landlady, having
satisfied herself by various peeps, that he had

not disgraced her lodgings by hiring thorn for

Ruioidal purposes, had prepared some mutton-

chops, to which ho sat do\m with a good

appetite. Afterwards ho opened his desk and
looked over a manuscript volume hidden there;

no, he would not take another situation as

tutor, ho would give lessons if he could find

pupils, and, if necessary, he would dino upon

bread and cheese, but he would dovota him-

Holf to his litoraiy work, and strive to earn for

himHi^lf a name that evun Mildred's friends

should not be ashamed to have her bear. He

lighted his piiio upon this lietormination, and

actually awoke faitliful to it the next morning,
a great thing to sjiy for any human resolution.

Four yean had nearly pansed. It was

Octob-r, and the following Christmxs evo

would bo MiMrod's twenty-first birth<lay. Mr.

lloeve sat by tho fire in tho identical lodging
he hiui taken on first arriving in London. As
he expected, he hod seen nothing of tho Carlton

family. They did not come to town, and ho

was debarred by his promi'^o from seeking

intercourse with Mildred. Now and then ho

ha<l read Miss C» rant's name as having been

present at such and such a county b.all or

archery mooting, and his trust in her was so

implicit that these announcements simply
interested him without costing him a pang.

Considering ^Iddred's youth such confidence

may seem strange, but Edward Keeve w.as so

little used to the ways of the world and the

ways of women, as to be still, in such m.itters,

as unsophisticated as a boy. Ho had grown

sparer and graver in these years. How hard

had been his struggle with poverty he alone

knew, but he had fought bravely, and hia luck

seemed now just on tiie turn. In the first

place tho book was actu;Uly published, and,

although as yet it had met with no special

welcome from tho public, it had been very

favourably I'cvieweil by several loofling perio-

dicals. One of these crili«iues he was now

about, pipe in mouth, to read. He felt very

proud and glad, and as he took the paper in

his hand ho fancied how Mildred might bj

re:iding it, with te^irs of pleasure in her bright

eyes, perhaps at that very time. He toyei
for a minute or two with his impatience,

glancing up and down the paper ; sud>leuly he

changed colour, a marriage announcement

caught his eye :
—

1 On the l.^th inst., at th} Tarisli Ohur.'h, Chaley

iJriilk'e, Yorkshire, Sir K iw.ir.l Liff«ril, B;irt.. to

' MilJroJ, only daughter of the late Riobi»rd Uniat, Esq.,

;

of Chaley Hall.

! \ mist passed acro.s9 Edward Reeve's sight,

I

his face was very white, and he sat tpiito

'. motionless. Presently he quietly laid aside

tho pai)er, and shielded his eyes with his hand ;

a low *' (Jod help me !

''

escaped from his lips,

had it been a shriek it would not have toM

more plainly of acute pain. He sat so, in

thought or prayer, or perhaps only in snilVring,

for about half an hour, then he rose and

fetched his desk. He took out first a little

paper packet, opened it, and let .^Iildrl'd's

bright hair curl round his finger. If he had
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put his thoughts iuto words ho would have

said that she who had been the star of his life

was indeed too bright for liira, tliat it was jier-

haps well for her that she liad been untrue. He
niised the hair for an instant to liis lips, and

then dropped it gently into the fire, where the

flames sprung up crackling to meet it, next he

burnt the few scraps he had of her writing,

and lastly opened his blotting-book and wrote

as follows :
—

Dear Sir,
—I have reconsidered my deci-

sion, and if you will allow me to change my
mind, I shall be happy to accompany your son

to Pau for the winter, and prepare him for

Oxford. I can be ready to start any day next

week that may suit you.
I am, dear Sir,

Yours truly,

Edward Reeve.

The note was finished and Edward Reeve
went out and posted it. Returning, he smoked
for an hour or two so energetically that the

room was in a cloud, and then he went to bed,
and drew the clothes over his head, and cried

like a child.

CHAPTER II.

"Well, Mr. Reeve, I've found out who
those people are, and what's more, I've seen

them."

The speaker, a lad of seventeen, with a
frank English face, a delicate skin, now
suffused with colour, and curly hair, met and

joined his tutor, Edward Reeve, as he turned
into the Place Royal, Pau, on his way to the
Hotel de France. They did not live there,
but came every day from their lodgings to dine
at the table-d'hote for the sake of sociability.
Gilbert Blake's curiosity had been aroused by
a telegram received by Monsieur Gardere,
ordering rooms for an English family who
would arrive at Pau in the afternoon, and,
lacking any other object for a walk, he had
strolled through the park to the station to
meet the only train from' Paris, and as it

seems, had had his curiosity gratified by a

sight of the party.
"
They're bride and bridegroom honeymoon-

ing, Mr. Reeve—the courier told me. At
least not quite honeymooning, I suppose, for
the mother's with them, and I heard some-

thing about a step-father coming."
"You'll want a dozen mothers-in-law to

look after you and your wife when your time
comes for honeymooning, if you go on as you
are doing now," said Mr, Reeve jokingly ;" as I live, I believe you've been playiug at

Quille in your great-coat,"

"No, I haven't," laughed the boy ;

" but

I'll tell you what I did do. I meant to have

come back in the 'bus, but it was full, so I ran

all the way and got here in time to see them

get out. The bride was so pretty, and they
are not going to stay, so it was my only way
to make sure of having another look at her,

but I've not had time to cool yet."
" The most idiotic proceeding," began Mr.

Reeve, looking at the boy's crimson forehead
;

then checking himself as if he thought he was

lecturing, he added,
" better not do it again,

Gilbert
;

if you are so imprudent you will do

away with all the good of Pau, and you are so

weU now."

Gilbert might perhaps have blushed, but

that he could not grow redder than he already

was
; instead, he tried to change the subject,

"The bride really is a stunner. Such eyes,

and such hair. Her mother, if she is her

mother, is quite a young woman, not above

forty, I should think. I didn't hear her name,
the courier only said,

' Sir Edwai'd and Lady
Liflbrd.'

"

"Sir who?" Mr. Reeve turned to him
with awakened interest,

" Oh ! I forgot to tell you, they're Sir

Edward and Lady Lifibrd on their wedding
tour. He is to dine at the table-d'hote

to-night, the ladies said they would not come

down."

Mr. ;5"C6ve turned away. He felt sick at

heart. Why should they, of all people in the

world, have crossed his path ? Mildred—he

thought bitterly
—had driven him out of

England, and now she must needs pursue him

here. Before he had recovered himself the

table-d'hote bell rang, and he turned in with

Gilbert and took his place at dinner. His

neighbour at table, a good-humoured French-

man with whom he had struck up an intimacy,

found his efforts at conversation responded to

very feebly on this evening, and soon noticed

that his companion's eyes were fixed on a tall,

rather heavy-looking Englishman of about

sixty-five who sat opposite, making poor work of

the thin soup and greasy fish placed before him.
.

Edward Reeve knew the faces at table well

enough to be sure who the stranger must be.

That Mildred's husband ! To think of her, in

her bright youth and beauty, sacrificed to a

man old enough to be her grandfather! To

think of her consenting to such a sacrifice on

the very eve of liberty ! Edward Reeve recol-

lected bitterly all her loving words to him.

When he burnt her hair he had made a fond

foolish excuse to himself for not destroying the

little purse, by saying that he had promised
her to keep it always, but now he thought he

would burn it as soon as he reached his room.
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What had it been but the frail token of a ficklo

love ? Laily Litfoni uii;,'ht bo driiikiiig her tea

up-staira, but Mildred—his Mildred— with hor

pure lovo and child like faith, cuuld never

exist again, if indee<.l ahe over had exijitod

except in bin own fancy.
When dinner was over, Sir KIward rose,

and coming round to Gillx-rt, touchoil him on

the fihoulder.
"

1 beg your panlon, but I f.iiicy you are a

son of my old friend, (JilU-rl Mlake. Do you
know if your father wiu at Chriatchurch in

'20 and '21 ?"

Ciilbert coloureil and answered, and the

next moment ho had accepted Sir Edwanl'd

invitation to spend the evening in his rooms.

Almost before Mr. Reeve had caught the pur-

port of the conversation, he found himself

included in the invitation ; wliich, however,
he declined, pleadin-^' a bad headache, and

walked home to his rooms chafing inwardly.
A headache I The Liffords were only passing

through Pan, and that headache sliould last

until they were fairly gone ;
he could not, no

and ho would not, meet Lady Lifford. He
tried, with indifferent success, to devote himself

to his l>ooks till (Jilbert came home, and tlien

refraine<l from all questions as to how the

evening had been spent. It was rather a relief

that Gilbert seemed disposed to be a good deal

less communicative than tisual. He volun- '

teered no account <>f his visit, and few words
were exchanged before the two gentlemen i

parted for the night.
Next morning, a.s Mr. Reeve was sitting

doggedly down to his books immediately after

breakfast—Gilbert's studies did not begin till

later in the day—a little pink note wa.s put '<

into his hand. The contents were as follows :
—

i

!

Hotel de France, Tuesday.
Dear Mk. Rkkvk,— If you am spare the '.

time it would be very kind of you to call here

to-day l)etween 11 and 1 o'clock. I have I

several things to say to you, and greatly wish '

to see you.
Yours very truly,

[

MiLUUKD LiKFORD.
|

•

Edward Reeve groaned in spirit. Was it

not enough for Mildred to have wasted the

best years of his life, that .she must persecute
him so ? Ur was she in trouble, and had
some shadow of hor old trust made her send for

him in her distress / It did not signify, in

either case he must obey her i^ummons, for ho
could not confess himself too weak to bear to

;

see her. !

At half-past eleven ho presented himself at

the door of the HOtel do France, and asked for i

La<ly Litford. Miladi waa at home, Muu*i0ur
would find her apartment uu premUr, if ho
would give himself tho trouble to walk u\y-

staiiii. The apartment door was oi>«ned by an

English lifly's-maid, uho showed him into tho

Hitting-room, .md departed witliout announcing
him, closing the tl<x»r .softly behind her.

On a low chair l^eforo tho fire sat Mildred,

reading. She had not heard him enter, and

for a second he w.itched her in silence. Tho

firelight wiLs gleaming on hair as bright and

luxuriant as over, but ho could see that tho

hand held up to i<h.ido her face had grown
white and thin, tho face too was paler thnn it

u.sed to be, and he fancied that the lines of tho

mouth had a look of sadne.HS that they were

str.mgers to on that day four yearn ago—
remembered, ah, how vividly

—whi-n she had
sat at hia feet in the sclioolroom at Chaley
Hall.

Awkwardly enough ho a>lvanced towards

the firepliice, but at the first step Mildred

looked up, and tho old beautiful eyes met his.

She coloured violently as she rose from her

seat, held out her hand, and tried to si)ejik,

but the effort was too great, she hid her face

in her hands and burst into tears.

A great lump stuck in E J ward Keeve'a

throat as he stood looking at her, quite un-

manned, and with all his steniness melted.

"Tell mo anything you like," he said, gently ;

"don't grieve so, I did not come here to bLime

you."
But ^lildred did not hear, she w.^3 strug-

gling with her sobs, "
I beg your pardon,"

she managed at la.Ht to gasp out. " It is so

foolish, but I have been ill, and—and un-

happy." All at once she turned so pale that

he thought she was going to faint. Instinct-

ively he put out his arm to support her,

perhaps she mistook the gesture, she turned

towards him, gave one look up to the familiar

face with its expression of unchanged tender-

Doss, and burst out crying again with her

head on his breast.

For once in E<]wiu-d Reeve's life he lost all

power of self-control. Away went every thought
of what wjis due to her and to himself, away
went prudence

—swallowed up in his great love

and grief for her. "
Mildred, Mildreii," he

crieil with an excee<Ung bitter cry, and chuip-

ing her to his heart, he showered down ki.saea

upon her hair. For one instant he held her

iu that position, the next tho door oi^encii,

and Sir E<.lward Lifford walked innocently into

tho room.

Mr. Reeve released Mildred. The moment
of pa.H.sion hati pa.Hae<l, and sh.ime overcame

him at the sight of the m.an he had wronged.
But he must sliield MiKlretl if he could, ao he
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advanced towards Sir Ed\varJ, a certain dig-

nity of manner concealing his real feelings.

"I dare not ank your forgiveness," he said,

"you can hardly think my conduct more

reprehensible than I see it to have been. I

have been culpablj' forgetful of my duty, and
1 am deeply sensible of it. All I can venture

to ask you, Sir Edward, is to let your just

anger fall upon me, and not upon your wife."
"
Upon my wife ?

"
repeated Sir Edward,

opening his honest eyes very wide at this

grandiloquent speech, and looking curiously

peaceable.
" AVliat in the world has Lady

Lifford to do with it ? Do you sixppose,

young man, tliat I make her responsible for

the freaks and follies of any young lady she

has the charge of?"

Unbounded astonishment took possession of

Mr. Reeve's face, he looked at Mildred, almost

doiAiting his own sense of hearing.
"Is not she—do you mean—is not this

Lady Lifford ?
" he stammered at last, in dire

confusion.

"No ! here is Lady Lifford, if yoia please,"
said a cheery voice, and a blooming woman,
fat, fair, and forty, with the rosiest cheeks and
the merriest smile, walked into the room.

" Mr. Reeve, what have you been saying to

distress Miss Grant so ?
"

" My dear, perhaps you may be able to

understand what Mr. Reeve means, be hanged
if I can," said Sir Edward, and sat himself

down stolidly upon an ottoman.

But Edward Reeve had turned to Mildred,
and drawn her again into his arms before

them all. "My darling, tell me only one

thing," he whispered, "-do you belong to me
still i.

"

And Ladj^ Lifford laid hands on Sir Edward
and conveyed him and herself out of the room,
and left the lovers together.
"And so you forgive me my little plot, do

you, Mr. Reeve ?
"

laughed Lady Lifford,
about an hour later, when they were all seated

at luncheon. Mr. Reeve was beaming. His

eyes were glittering through his spectacles with
their old twinkle, and the excitement had

wrought up his spirits to a most unwonted

pitch.
" I am ready to forgive your ladyship any-

thing," he replied, "but I confess a great
deal that has happened is beyond my compre-
hension."

"Your wits are wool-gathering, I am afraid
;

but here comes your pupil to look after his

tutor. Perhaps he may be able to enlighten
you."

Gilbert's handsome face showed itself at the
door. With laughing eyes and outstretched
hands he walked up to his tutor.

" May I congratulate you, Mr. Reeve ? I

was not far wrong, was I, in telling Lady
Lifford that I thought you were still wearing the

willow for a young lady you had been engaged
to (that's why he tyrannised over me so)," he

added, in a comic aside to Lady Lifford.
"
Wrong, no ! but how in the world did

you know anything about it ?
"

"
Sir, you have a sister, I have a mother,

they know each other," said Gilbert, dramati-

cally.
"
Come, come," said Lady Lifford,

"
you

talk as if I had had nothing to do with it. I

am not going to let you carry off all the credit

of this happy denouement."

"No," said Gilbert, folding his hands

resignedly; "J knew no names, and little

thought, in the innocence of my heart, when I

came up last night with Sir Edward, that I was

being led into a plot which would end in my
being left tutorless, and probably plucked."

" Be quiet, sir, and let ilie tell my story to

Mr. Reeve," said Lady Lifford, good-humour-

edly ;
"I had no idea of taking my niece

abroad to try what change of climate would do

for her without knowing what the complaint
was that came ixpon her so queerly last Christ-

mas-day. So by degrees I persuaded her to

confide in me, and 1 have been on the look-out

for you since. When I heard what Giblert

(Mr. Blake, I beg your pardon, I knew your
father so well in old days), what Gilbert told

me, I put two and two together, and it

flashed upon me all at once that it was my
marriage you had heard of and mistaken for Mil-

dred's. My poor brother had quarrelled with

me years ago about money matters, and his

wife never forgave me till the other day, so it

was no wonder you had never heard at Chaley

Bridge of a Mildred Grant of the last genera-

tion, and I thought that you might not know
that the Grants had been Richards always
from father to son. Gilbert confided to me
that he had taken Mildred for me at the

station, and described her to you accordingly.

So you see it was irresistible to write you a note

just a little more intimate than I should natu-

rally have sent, and to take care that Mildred

should be in the drawing-room to receive you.

Gilbert was a good boy and held his tongue,
and you and MUdred proved yourselves quite

equal to the situation."

Lady Liflbrd made a curtsey to her niece
;

who, between her smiles, and her tears, and

her blushes, looked a very charming picture of

confusion.
"
Haw, haw !

"
Sir Edward's loud laugh

rang through the group, it is doubtful whether

he had previously had a clear idea of what was

going on. " Best joke I ever heard, thought
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I was going to call him out fur kiii.'iiiig my
wife, eh {

"

" Allow mo to kiss her hanil, thin time iu

your preseuce, Sir Edward," said Mr, Uuevo, |

with unprucedeuted giillaiitry, ari<l Huitiug the i

action to tho word. Ho retained her liandi iu
'

hifl after raiHing his head, as ho said,
" My

dear Lady Liiford, yon have been a Hort of

Providence to us both, I don't know how I

shall over thank you, but it wdl take a lon;^

time, and—it's surely not true that you are

going to leave Pau to-morrow \

"

" Not wo," rejoined Lady Lifford, with a

merry laugh ;

" Providence will not desert

you so 80OU as all that. We are only abroad

for pleasure. Sir Edward says ho likes Pau,
and I intend to stay for the wedding."

WiNIKKED RoBINSOX,

A CHAPTER ON UORSE SHOWS.

WiTHix the last few years there has been a

mania for shows
;
we have had dog shows,

donkey shows, baby shows, and last, not least,

horse shows. There can be no doubt that such

shows are highly beneficial, as they tend to

improve the breed <if at least the canine,

asinine, and ctpiine race, a consummation de-

voutly to bo wished for, more especially iu the

last-mentioned case. For tho last five-and-

thirty years tho exportation of horses from

Euglanil into Fniuce, Russia, America, ami

Germany has been great ;
and in the year

1830, i)'2'2 horses were sent from this country
into France, During that year Baron Biel,

who was one of tho great supporters of the

turf in Germany, and one of tho largest public

breeders, purchiLsed upwards of thirty tho-

rough-bred English mares of tho best blood, in

aildition to tho well-known horse tlie General,
once so nuich talked of at Newmarket, whose
stock was very fine. On behalf of tho Swedish

Government, Colonel Liljestolpe and Mr,

Beyer also that year purchased some of the

stoutest and soundest of our horses
; Count

Woroiizow also increased his Russian stud by
importations from Eiigl.md, an example fol-

lowed l>y the Duke of Holstoiii Augu^teiiburg,

who, from tho hi^h price ho gave, and the

blood he selected, soon established tho finest

stud on the Continent. Johu .Vvory, Ks^i-, of

Hickesford, Virginia, who was the purcha.ser
of (jodolphin and many valuable mares, h.id

the misfortune to have them all killed on their

passage to America. Among others wlio were
tho first to improve their breed of horses, may
bo mentioned Baron Hertefeldt, Baron Lowen-

berg, and Count Sezechin7.e. Since that year
the annual exportation h.as not only incr-a-'ed

wonderfully, but the prices given by foreigners

for Englijih horses and mares appear to be

almost fabulous, and it Lt therefore high time

that our countrymen should, in a uuttoual

point of view, come forward and proscrva a

breed of racehiirses, hunteni, hacks, carri;i-ju,

and cavalry hon»es that once detied the world.

i)uo of the most important advantages C'>n-

nocte<l with horse shows is, that it puts every
breeder upon his mettle to procure tho very
best blood, and if he has failed to attend to

this most important point, the error is disco-

vered when he linds his animals pass unnoticed

without prixo or recommendation. It often

happens that men consider, because they have

I'oeu led to give hirge prices, that their horses

aro the " wonder of womlers," as a Yorksiiire-

maii named one of his roadsten) ; and it is only

by competition that the conceit cau be taken

out of these moneyed men. Upon the subject
of price very liltle subst.mtial information is

to be derived ; for even if one horse foriuetl a

criterion for the value of another, still the cir-

cumstances under which they are sold aro so

very ditferent, that the better horse is often-

times obtained for the smaller price. Neither

does one description of horse form any guide
in the purchase of another

;
no one in buying

a racehor.se would reason as to his price by

analogy to what he paid for a roadster ; nor,

again, will the price of tho cart-horse be any

guide in purchasing a hunter
; therefore, iudo-

j)eudently of the circumstances attending each

sale, each class of horses must have a separata
scale of prices. The value of a racehorse has

never been defined ;
wo read of noblemen and

gentlemen of the present day giving fifteen

hundred guineas for yearlings, and nine or ten

thousand for three years old ; hunters, too,

vary much in price, depending upon tho whim
of the purchaser, the independence of the

seller, and the character of the horse. No one

will suppose that tho celebrated buggy horse,

Coventry, for which, if we mistake not, Lonl

Ongley gave a thousand giiincas, was intrin-

sically worth that 3um ;
for whatever might bo

his .symniotry, his action could not bear any-

thing like a relative proportion to the price ;

and if a bui,'_'y horso can bo purchased for forty

pounds which can trot twelve or fourteen mih s

an hour in harness, what more could Coventry

do, even if tho owner had given t^-n thous.and

gtiineas for him i As Hudibras well said:—
The value of a thiin;

Is jast wli.it it will bring ;

and to ascerUiin tho real value of a horso, be

ho hunter, hack, or for harne.ss, is to inijuire,

not what the dealers sell him for, but what

they will give for him when offereil to them

for .<vale. This is tli'3 -n/./i att'-ram part- in of

which we hear so much iu the course of our
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progress through the world ;
and it is not

until a man has both bought and sold horses

that he gets both his eyes open, and is able to

form that calm unbiassed judgment which is

so essential in all transactions where self in-

terests are concerned. He then finds that it

is not because he gave a fancy price that he

is to be equally fortunate, as the original

seller, in obtaining a purchaser on similar

terms
;
but he finds that if he wants to dispose

of his horse, he must look to its actual value,

and that, though he may buy at his own price,

he caimot sell at his own as well. Hunters are

perhaps more subject to variation in price than

any other breed of horses, except racehorses
;

but here as much, if not more, depends upon
the character of the owner than on the animal.

A good rider will purchase a young, raw horse,

with the capabilities of making a hunter, for

forty or fifty pounds ;
and having passed him

through the different stages of his education,
will sell him to an inferior horseman for three

times that sum, who, on again offering him
for sale, will seldom have the good fortune to

receive what he gave. Doubtless he may be

lucky enough to do so, but this will mostly be

found to be the exception, and not the general
rule. That good horses will always command

good prices is a very hackneyed truism
;
but

what one man thinks a very good one, another

man may think a very bad one
;
and there

is not one among us who has not got, or has

not had, the " best horse in England," in his

own opinion. The test of all this can be

proved at the Horse Show, where the judges,
selected from the most honourable and impar-
tial of our sportsmen, figuratively, if not

literally,
"
put the saddle on the right horse."

Form and action are the first things to be
looked at in the noble animal, and Virgil's

description of a colt of superior breed may
not be out of place :

Continue pecoris generosi pullus in arvis

Altius ingreditur et mollia crura reponit,
Primus et ire viam et fluvios tentare minaces

Audet, et ignoto sese committere ponti :

Nee vanos horret strepitus.

The above description shows that the Mantuan
poet thoroughly understood his subject. Many
horsemen, indeed, feel to their cost, the want
of the "altius ingreditur" and the "mollia
crura;" and in the absence of those essential

qualities, no horse can carry his burthen

pleasantly, give satisfaction to his rider,
or gain a prize at a horse show. A well-

proportioned horse consists in the body and
limbs forming a perfect square, but with
this proportion, he may be either a short-

backed horse or a long one. The cause of

this difference lies in the position of the

shoulders, and the length of the hip to the

croup bone. Thus, if the shoulders ore up-

right and the croup short, the back will con-

sequently be long. On the contrary, if the

shoulders lie backward, and the hip be far

advanced towards the ribs (commonly called

ribbed home), the back will be short, and this

latter proportion is undoubtedly the most

useful. The most beautiful heads are disbin-

guished by bold and prominent eyes, flat and
broad forehead, straight nose, wide, capacious,
and flexible nostrils, thin lips and deep mouth ;

and an animal with the above qualities is

seldom a bad one, as they may generally be

considered as a pretty sure index of superior

bodily powers. Lofty withers, with shoul-

ders lying back, is the form more frequently

sought after than met, and no animal with

perpendicular shoulder blades will ever be

favourably noticed at a horse show. The ribs

should be round and capacious, and the back

should sink by a gentle declivity from the

withers
;
the hips should be low, and pretty

close to the ribs, while the thighs should be

broad and muscular, the hocks broad and'

flat, the legs, below the hock, should be broad

also, the tail should issue high from the croup,
rather descending at the point. When viewed

in front, the legs should be perfectly straight,

the toes turning neither inwards nor outwards.

It would be entering too much into the veteri-

nary art were we to furnish our readers with

the anatomy of that most important part of

the animal, the foot, which, though originally

perfect, is often rendered imperfect by the

want of skill of the blacksmith, who, by
bidding defiance to nature, counteracts her

operations, theories and practices of his own,
founded on blindness and conceit. The
more we examine the horse's foot, the more

we are surprised at the wonderful arrange-
ments and adaptation of every part to the

ofiice it has to perform, and the more we
lament the ignorance of the numskulls who

profess to shoe horses upon improved prin-

ciples, which principles involve a contest of art

against nature.

We now turn to the support that has been

given towards the improvement of the breed of

horses in this country by bygone monarcks.

To King John we are indebted for the in-

troduction of one hundred selected Flemish

stallions, which mainly contributed to the

foundation of our splendid draught horses
;

Edward II. and Edward III. did all in their

power to improve English horses for war and

agriculture. Henry VIII. prohibited the ex-

portation of English stallions, and also caused

an Act to be passed, affixing a certain standard
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of height for every stud h«>rso, below which

uonu could be kept.

During the roiguH of James iind Charlt-H I.,

great attentiou WiH paid to the iuiprovi-iuout

of our horse.H, but tho melancholy eveiiti of

the civil wars diverted the attention of tho

people from Huch a Hid>ject. With tho llonto-

ration things hrightenetl, and Cliarle.s II.

became a more determined frit-nd to tho im-

provement of tho breed, than any of his

predeceSMors. Ho dispatched his Master of

the Horse to the Jjovaut to purchase tho l>o«t

horses of tho IJarb and Turk breeds, and in

this ho wivs spiritedly emulated by tho noblo-

mon and others attached to his Court. In the

death of Charles tho lovers of sport experienced

a severe loss, for neither tho bigoted James,

nor the restless and active William III. turned

their attention practically to it : hence the im-

provement in the breeil of horses was at a stand

still. Towards the latter cuij of tho reign of

t^ueen Anne commenced a new era in tho breed-

ing of horses, by the importiition of the cele-

brated D.irley Arabian. For a century previous,

most of the countries of tho Eiust had been

ransacked for the finest animals that were to

be met with ; nor had tlio stuil of Arabia been

alt*igether neglected, for James I. had im-

ported one, for which ho gave five hundred

guineas, at that time a most extravagant price.

The speculation, however, diil not succeed
;

indeed tho merits of tho breed were not fairly

tried ; for tlieDuke of Newcastle, who was then

considered the best judge of horseflesh in the

kinL,'dom, was loud in his censure of tho king's

importation, which couse(iuently fell into

neglect, nor have we any account whatever of

his produce. This failure discouraged any
further attempts in tlio same quarter, until

Jlr. Darley, thiuking that the experiment had

not been sufliciently tried, ventured on another

attempt, which proved eminently successful.

He had, in tho first instance, much prejudice
to contend with, but no sooner were the stock

of his Arabian generally known, than his fame

was at once establi.shoii, an i mares flocked

in to him from all quarters. It would occupy
too much space to notice the various importa-
tions which shortly afterwards took place from

Arabia, and the celebrity of the various horses
;

but it is .sufticieut to remark, that this cross

produced an animal iiiGnitely superior in fonn,

speed and .stoutness, to anything which had

before appeared in England ;
and there are

none of the thoroughbred horses of tho present

day which have not more or less of Arabian

blood, whilst, by ajihlicious admixture, horses

of every other description have been improved,
and nuiuy of our stoutest breeds, and best

adapted to hard work, may boast a remote

descent from tho coursers of Arabia. The
collective tonn whereby tho Arabs designate
horses in general is Khayl. They distribute

them commoidy Into five great rices, all ori-

ginally from Nejod, and they have be«n htudi-

ous, from time iuunomoria., to preserve witli

religions care tlie purity of the races. The

physiail qualities which tlie Arabs prize most
are found in tho laconic verse of Horace,

Pulchroj cluDcs, breve quod caput, arJua c«rrix.

Of the diiferent breeds, the races of Nejod
are commoidy regardet as tho noble.it

; those

of the liejjaz jis the handsomest
; tho.so of

Yemen as tho most duniblo
;

tl" jse of Syria
as tho ricliest in colour

; tho.so of Mesopo-
tamia as tho most quiet ; those of Egyjit as

the swiftest
; tlioso of Barbary as the moat

prolific, and those of Persia and Kurdest-iu as

the most wjirlike, all of which qualities many
of our horses descended from Arabian blood

po.s.se.ss, and of a few of which it can be said,
in the words of tho high-flown Persian poet,

Ghefoori, that " like the earth itself, always
well poi.seij in his motions, not less rapid than

the torrent which has forced its bounJs, he

equals fire in ardour and wiml in swiftiies-s ;

and is so full of mottle, that quicksilver ajv

pears to flow in his veins."

To return to royal patrons of the stud. Lit-

tle or nothing was done during the reigns of the

first, second, and third (ieorges ; but in that

of (Jeorge IV. considerable improvements were

made. It, however, remained until that bright

eni, which dawned when our most gracious .s.»ve-

reign. Queen Victoria, came to the throne, to

introduce that which had long been desired,

namely. Exhibitions of Horses. Within the

last fourteen or fifteeti years exhibitions have

been held at Oxford, Cambridge, Liverpool,

Derby, Bristol, Southampton, Shrewsbury,

York, Northampton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

Norwich, Exeter, Windsor, Lewes, Gloucestt'r,

Lincoln, Carlisle, Chelmsford, SiiUsbury, Clies-

ter, and London—everyone contiibutiug, and

the last one most of ;dl, to the improvement
of tho breed of horses. During six yeirs
at Gloucester, Lincoln, Carlisle, Chelmsloid,

Salisbury, and Chester, not less than '.•Iti

horses were exhibited, independent of numer-

ous ponies, roadsters, coach horses, hunting
stallions, harness and pony mares ami foals,

Clysilale m.ires and foals. At tho hate show
at Islington, it has been stated by some clever

statistician that there were as many fine

horses shown as there are days iu the year,

and as many ponies as there are weeks.

Whether such is tho cxse we know not ; sufKce

it to s.iy, that a more splendid exhibition never

was witue^iscd. What could bo a graader
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sight than to see Caractacus (winner of the

Derby in 1802), Diophant-is, and Scottish

Chief (we adopt the phraseology of the riug),

who were phiced first, second, and third for

the thorough- bred stallion stakes. All we

trust is, that these handsome and powerful

horses will remain in the land of their birth,

Old En^ilaud.

We now turn to the hunters' prize, carried

oflf by Lord Spencer's
" Brown Stout." The

altered character of fox hounds, and the racing

speed at which they go in most of the " shires,"

compel men to ride a very diflerent class of

horse to what they did at the commence-

ment of the present century ;
for Avhile stout-

ness is still required, blood has become

essential. In some old-fashioned slow hunt-

ing country, the half-bred animal may get

along tolerably well, especially in an enclosed

country, if he is a good fencer
;

but for

Leicestershire, Warwickshire, Northampton-

shire, and the Vale of Berkeley, the hunter

now must be nearly or quite thorough-bred.
" Brown Stout," to whom the first prize was

allotted, would, with a good pilot, be a diffi-

cult horse to beat across a hunting country.
The prize for horses best calculated to be

the sires of roadsters and coaching stock was

awarded to a strong and beautiful animal

called "
Quicksilver." A good roadster is

more difficult to breed than a hunter : he

must be perfect in all that relates to fine

action, temper, symmetry, and size. He
must be of an average height, not too high
nor too low, and avoiding what is termed

"daisy cutting" and high knee pounding
action

;
must be able to go smoothly along at

a ten mUe an hour pace ;
and such an animal

"Quicksilver" is likely to get. The coach

horse of 1865 is as unlike that of 1825 as

the brilliancy of gas is to the dull rays of the

bygone oil lamp, the Arrow cutter to a Dutch

galliot, or Adeline Patti's splendid voice to a

street-barrow tone. And as three hundred

guineas is now a low figure for a pair of fine

steppers, it requires a first-rate sire, as "Quick-
silver

"
will no doubt prove, to keep up the

breed of "
park carriage horses."

Among the ponies were some very clever

specimens of those animals peculiar to our

mountain and lowland uncultivated ranges,
where the rough grasses furnish excellent

provender for this hardy race. The original

pony of this country has been much improved ;

the natives of the New Forest in Hampshire,
that scene of a monarch's rapacity, plunder,
and devastation, were improved by the presence
of "Old Marske" amongst them; the Exmoor
pony by an infusion of thoroughbred blood ;

the Welsh pony by being crossed of the Nor-

wegian race. Dartmoor ponies have almost

given way to Dartmoor sheep, the flesh of

which is highly prized in the metropolis. The

Highland pony still retains its hardy con-

stitution, and the Shetland pony remains a

beautiful and diminutive specimen of that

race so celebrated in the Northern isles.

There were some very clever cobs and gallo-

ways at the Islington Show. The cob is a very
difficult animal to breed, as it should com-

bine steadiness and good action with strength
and robustness

;
and the mention of this com-

pact animal reminds one of a circumstance that

occurred some years ago. An elderly country

gentleman, belonging, as a matter of course,

to Boodle's Club, was very desirous of obtain-

ing a perfect cob, and applied to a celebrated

London dealer to procure him one. In a few

days a letter ai rived saying that one of the

most perfect animals ever foaled was to be

seen at the horse-dealer's yard. The old

gentleman made the best of his way there,

and was shown this prodigy of nature, as he

was described to be.
" Look at his form, sir."

"Rather heavy about the shoulder."
" And his temper."
" I should say rather skittish," responded

the rural gentleman.
" Skittish !

" echoed the dealer. " He's

admirable in his manners ;
and as for being

quiet, why the Bishop of Romford could ride

him, and probably will, if you decline him."

Although the country gentleman had never

heard that the town famed as the birthplace

of Francis Quarles, and now celebrated for its

brewery, had been the seat of episcopal juiia-

diction, s*) many new colonial sees had been

formed, th^t he quietly took for granted the

statement, t,nd at once deprived, as he thought,

the bishop of his equine treasure. Hence the

name of "The Bishop of Romford's Cob,"
which was given by Sir Richard WilUams Bul-

keley to one of his race horses.

The Galloways at Islington were admirably
suited for field, road, park, or ladies' phaetons.

They were deep in their shoulders, with light

necks, small heads, and magnificent eyes, such

as Byron loved to describe in his Eastern hero-

ines. We now approach the racing trotters,

who figured in single harness, and wonderfully

well did they perform their tasks
; they would

have won the heart of many a Yankee sports-

man at Charleston races. Much attention was

paid to a pair of Turkish Arab horses imported
from Russia, colour iron grey, with manes

of a darker tint. These gentle, graceful, and

beautiful animals were greatly admired by

many of the fair sex, who pronounced them

to be "darlings," and who sighed to sit he-
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hiQil them in a liglit open phaeton iu Hyde
Park. Prob iljly th«'y will bo hocij there uoxt

seasou, iia they are for t*ale, tlio price beiug

250/. It would occupy too much Hpacu to

speak iu detnii of the variouH claiLses of

horses exhibited, but we can fearleHMly suiaort,

that iduiost every one i)OHMeHSod houjo merit,

and that the unsucceHsful c.vudidatu.'i need

not bo asliamed if they did nut carry off the

honors of tlie day. In deed, to them we would

say, in the words of Mr. Jonas, thart whom a

more zoaluua friend to agriculture, and every

thing appertainiu'^ to it, never existed,
"

I

feel that I luay congratulate tlio promoters of

the exhibition on the great improvement which

ha-s taken place in the exhibition of our <lo-

mestic animals .since the iirst show of this

Hociety ; and if it were not considered out of

place, I would beg i>f those gentlemen who are

unsuccessful exhibitors, not to complain of the

judges' decision, but carefully to examine (and

this too divested, if possible, of all prejudice)
the prize animal in the different classes by
which their own animals have been defeated,

and by a careful comparison of each they will be

able to discover the faults, imperfectiuua, and

malformations of their own, and will return

home fully detorminetl to rtctify errors, and

thus accomplish one of the greit aims of the

society, viz., the improvement of the breeds

of our domeAiic animals.'' Although the

abovo sensible advice was applied to breeders

of cattle, sheep, and pigs, it will be equally

applicable to those who breed horses. In

treating of the breeding of horses in a national

point of view, we have not referred to the

great dirticulty that hits existed of late in pro-

cuiijig horses for her Majesty's regiments of

cavalry and artillery. It has been suggested,
and we think very wisely, that establishments

should bo formed in Eiiglaml for the purpose
of breeding such horses. The horsas might be

divided into three or four classes, artillery

horses, heavy cavalry horses, intermediate

cavalry between heavy and light, and horses

for lancer and hus^a^ regiments. One groat

advantage would be, that a better cla.ss of

horse coul 1 bo bred than bought for the money
now alloweil ;

in addition to which the horses

C3uld bo broken iu before they were assigned
to regiments by lots. The system h.as been

carried on in India, and in foreign countries,

au'l there seems no goo 1 reason why it should

not bo attempted in the United Kingdom. The
horse-shows would tend very much towards

asuisti'.ig such an establishment, ha m.iny would
bo ambitious to have their thorough-bred stock

p\irch.asod by Oovernment. It is, at .all events,
worth iho consideration of the authorities at

tho Horde Guards. Hitherto our cavalry has

been all th%t could bo xe^uired ; but it will

not do to allow the bre«<l of horues v< dr.;-ii6-

rato, and the evil couiplaiuL-d of ought not to

be allowed to go too Car,

In concluoiou, lot us strongly recommoud
tho public to support the horse and d"/ '

-<,

Wo are decided advocjites of manly • -s

and MptjrlH, not merely because hiitory iuforms

\IA that they were encouraged and d by
the most reiined and virtuous

j' ,-- - agos

long since gone by, but from a just seiuio of

their importance in the formation of our own
national character. Not only Wtfro tho winest

and bast men of antiipiity tho promoters of

them, but among competitors in the exercise

of them are to bo found the most refined

scholars as well as tho strictest moralLtts that

adorned the age in which they lived. Sport*,

indeed, formed part of their national solemni-

ties
; and the authority of all antiquity con-

vinces us, that tho energies of countries llou-

risheil whilst they flourished, and decaycl as

thoy died away. Whether, then, we regard
tho interest which attaches to a lino collection

of horses, or the purposes served by it, in

bringing together specimens of tho best breed,

required to support our national character, wo

may safely Jissert, that tho Exhibition at Isling-

ton has been a perfect success. The judges,
selected for their thorough knowledge of horse-

flesh, and not for their rank, devoted much of

their time to their duties, and acq\iitted theii-

selves most satisfactorily. Nor must we omit

to make mention of tho courtesy, zeal, and

indofatigiiblo industry of the Secretiry and

Alanager, Mr. Sidney. Tho whole arrange-
ment redounded much to this gentleman's
credit. William P. Lknxox.

ANA.

A DELiNQtrENT NoBLEMAX. — The receut

scandals which have arisen in connection

with the names of CL-rtaiu gentlemen and a

certain jerson in high place, fall far short of

the case of an Irish peer about Hghty years

ago. It appears that in the year 1784 i!io

then Viscount Strani^foid was suspended from

votiii-' in the Irish House of Peers in couse-

quonce of Uiking a bribe of 20,000/. in the

chancery suit of Rociifort i". Ely, the bribe l>eing

given by Lord Ely in consideration of having

granted to him a tlecroo wh<->reby the Castle

Hume Kstato, a property of largo value, w.as

conveyeil to Lord Ely, insteatl of to the riglit-

ful owner, .Mr. Gustavus Hume Rochfort, M. P.,

grandson of Sir Gustavus Hume, the Last baro-

net. Lord Strangford w.as never suK«ei|Ut ntly

restored to his seat or pri\ileges in tho Irish

House of Lords.
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SiNGULAii Rksemblance.—It is no new-

thing to say that twins have been known to be

actuated by the same impulses, tastes, and de-

sires, but it is a rare thing to hear this

averred on oath. A case of the kind, however,
occurred in a French Court of Justice quite re-

cently. Four children, Arthur Persico, aged

eleven. Prosper Murteau, aged thirteen, and

two twiii brothei's, aged eleven years and six

months, were placed before the magistrate for

stealing sundry articles from the stalls on

which they were exhibited. Their parents, as

is customary in France, were summoned be-

fore tlie tribunal, as civilly responsible The

wliole of them confessed to their offences, and

their parents, all of them honest workpeople,

begged the magistrate to give them up to them,
and not to send them to a house of correction.

The mother of the twins made tlie following

curious statement concerning them :

" My
two children are twins, and-, strange to say,

whatever cue does the other does also
; they

have tlje same tastes, the same habits, the

same thoughts, good or bad
; they are not

vicious, but when one runs away from home,
the other follows him. Since last January,
we have kept them shut up indoors like slaves

to keep them from running about the streets,

and getting into mischief. My husband had

decided on sending them to sea, for we had

found out that they had robbed us of some

small coins which happened to be left about,

but we had no idea that they had committed

thefts out of doors. We sent them to the

national schools, but we know now they have

not been there for several months ;
a boy

named Persico corrupted one of them, and the

other followed, as a matter of course." "You

say," said the magistrate, "that your children

are twins, and have the same character and the

same tastes?" " Yes. sir; and there is a sin-

gular resemblance in their actions, thoughts,
and desires. Thus when one drinks, the other,

who may be in another room, drinks also.

Under the same conditions, if one puts a

a finger in his mouth, the other does likewise.

If at any time one should happen to run away
from his home there is no difficulty in finding

him, for their father has only to take hold

of the other, and he will lead him direct

to the place where the runaway may then

chance to be."

LAURETTA.

A TALE OP THK MOSELLE.

I.

"Tjiirst of glory, lust of pleasure, greed of broad

laruls battle-won,
]\[o;tal siu in mitred churchman Mother Church doth

name, my son ;"

Holding up the cross-bound image of the King whose
crown is brier,

Mildly chid Archbishop Baldwin thus his old Cister-

cian friar.

Down Moselle to Roman Coblentz wandering from

Roman Trier,

Filled his name the mouths of braggarts, thrilled the

bated 1 ireath of fear ;

Princely was his hand in largess, heavy was his arm to

smite,
And his will was leaded iron, like the mace he bore

in fight.

II.

Sword to churchman's grip forbidden, he could wield

the trusty mace,

Through the crashing helm and vizor crushing in the

foeraau's face
;

Ease he loved, yet gay diversion, when his sterner wars

were o'er :

Deftly he could plunge the lance-head in the brain of

charging boar.

Through the huge woods of Hunsriicken roamed at

large the stately game :

Safe the red deer roved and jousted, till the rev'rend

huntsman came ;

Safe the men-at-arms that fenced him, ere he bade to

cross the line,

Fattened on the burgher's larder, kissed his maids,
and drank his wine.

III.

Red with corn the lands of Sponthelm laughed above

the rug:;ed dell

Through vine- vested slopes of Trarbach opening out to

fair Moselle,

Laughing corn-fields, housed by mourners, for the

Count of Sponthelm slept,

And in Starkenburg's high stronghold ill at ease his

widow wept.
"Thirst of glory, lust of pleasure, greed of broad

lands Lattle-won,

Mortal sin in mitred churchman Mother Church doth

name, my son
;

Covet not the lands of Sponthelm, nor provoke High
Heaven to ire,"

Thus rebuk'd Archbishop Baldwin still his old Cis-

tercian friar.

IV.

"Where the wild ridge of Hunsriicken slopes away to

uplain plain.

Rose a lonely hunting-castle, watching Spontheim's
rich demesne :

Thence, in moonless nights of winter, told in bands of

twelve or ten.

Lifting, sacking, haling, burning, prowled abroad th'

Archbishop's men
;

Vext in soul, the widow'd Countess sent complaint to

distant Treves,

Stoutly swore the proud Archbishop, disavow'd his

lawless knaves :

" Sith the Countess needs protection, let her cede that

border field,

Doing to the See due homage, so the Church will be

her shield."

" Thou beware the doom ot Eli, judge unjust and

wanton jjriest !"

Spake once more in tears and trembling, and the white

confessor ceased.
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Toung and fluHbed with fortnne'ii favoar, famed in BJdwia koew the ri;;ht of luigLt, be Iaagh«d at

gallantries UDJ war, »>

'
'

'

»;

Littl« reck'd that Laaghty cburchiuan, Rome wait But . i^luuiuct iur tbc Ucplii of

kind, and Ki»me was far. Kuiuaa'a wiira.

•

>\'*v

VI.
'

Softly mov. d the sweeps to maaic, daahing silver fi -mi
j

When his answer came, thcCoauleiS qiiiokly diic.l her \l,c glaw, j

tears of r.ve.
., , Sofily shut in' silken carUins B-iUwin's baldachin did

Lviwa his scll-e.stceiu with pr iTtrs of buluuission,

softly 8«5e.
J*'*-

. , , .

Cal.n :y»hono the vern..lweath.r, all w.,s peace and ..II
Turning wiih Iho Uadin^ nvcr-muty hn 1 the

wiis Will. dislaiiee fills

Wht-n a cil ird barjje came floating dt-wn the mazes of Tiirou.h the ^oll^limtviue8lo^x•.s ever, and the c!i:\ng.'ig

•Moselle
; folds of hills

;
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Till the ramparts of Beincastel, blushing in the even-

ing light ;

Open'd to receive their liege-lord, deigning there to

pass tlie iiiglit,

All again hetirues were stirring, for the goal was far

CoWentz,
Where should come on high state-matters down the

Rhine the Prince of Mentz.

On and on they move by Trarbach— fell great shadows

from the rock

Where the river-mist was dunnest—all at once there

came a shock :

Sudden stopt the barge of Baldwin, grinding on some

hindrance diirk,
—

T'was a stout chain-cable stretching just below the

water-mark.

While the crew were lost in wonder, and their lord

still soundly snored.

Boats came swiftly from the ambush, leapt a vizor'd

crowd on btiard.

Ere his hand could snatch the dagger, fast they bound

his arms and eyes ;

Up a yjathway steep and stony seemed he mounting to

the skies.

"VII.

All in vain he stormed and threatened, mute the

captors were as death,

O'er a drawbri'lge next they dragged him, through a

gateway, scant of breath ;

Then a winding stair confused him, then a door behind

him ground.
On a settle then they placed him, and he saw with eyes

unbound :

'Twas a hall with arms and armour, and with antler'd

trophies stored,

In the midst a costly service graced, with wines and

meat, the board.

At the board two seats were standing,
—one for him,

and one—for whom 1

Vainly call'd Archbishop Baldwin, all was silent as the

tomb;
But he thought from out tbe arras stole a breath of

soft perfume.

Stamp'd and swore the stalwart captive, "Women now
make sport of men,

Spontheim's wild cat, Witch of Endor, has entrapp'd
me in her den

;

TJp that cursed Jacob's ladder shame it was my weight
to drajr,

Though I've never seen, I'll wager 'tis a most un-

comely hag."

Till.

Then stept in an old pursuivant, vanished all those

captors raiite.

Rang a laugh behind the arras like the tinkling of a
lute

;

Next a hand a curtain lifted with fair fingers tapering
small,

Next, a nape of hair peer'd over, golden in a golden
caul

;

Then a face, brimful of laughter hard repressed, turned
sudden round,

"Saints and angels shield us," muttered Baldwin,
rooted to the ground.

On that dream of beauty glided, "See, my lord, your
ready seat !

Spontheim welcomes, and your handmaid begs a grace
before the meat."

Have ye seen the tamed lion crouching at his keeper's
feet?

So arch Countess and Archbishop trysted many a sum-
mer day,

He the lion, she the keeper, lost in converse grave and
gay.

So they rode and hawk'd together, with two mounted
grooms to .see

That he '.scaped not
;
but he 'scaped not, for he cared

not to be free.

IX.

"
Lady ! heart and soul I love thee. Lady ! give one

glimpse of ho))e.

With rich presents, warm petitions, I will storm my
lord the Pope ;

I will live a plain lay baron, change the crozier for a

sword ;

Ask and thou shalt have : thy Baldwin ne'er forgot his

knightly word."
" Trier is rich, some marks of silver would redeem my

mortgag'd land."

"Lady, thine arc all my coffers, I but ask thy heart

and hrind."

Still with hopes and fears she plied him, fanned and
chill'd hi.s doting flame,

Till were signed and sealed the parchments, and the

lordly rau.'iom came.
"

I have done thy bidding, lady, let me claim my lips'

reward,"
Started back Lauretta, "Softly, t'was no bargain, good

my lord.

Gold redeems the noble captive, ransom buys not

love nor me ;
'

Thou hast paid. Archbishop Baldwin : I'm content, and
thou art free."

Bound and blindfold down the winding stair they

dragg'd him, vizor'd men,
Down that cursed Jacob's ladder to the river-brink

again ;

By the landing where he left it waited Baldwin's

pleasure-boat,
Then they cheered and set him, bursting with his

lonely wrath, afloat.

Him departed, fair Lauretta to her limbs the weeds

restored,

Weeping long arrears of grief out in the chamber of

her lord.

XI.

Watching quaintly-gabled Traben, built from Bald-

win's ransom gold.

Perched on high, like eagle's eyrie, rose a second,

stronger hold :

'Twas yclept the lady's castle, Trier's revenge defying
well ;

And by Traben, like a padlock, forts arose to shut

Moselle.

Woman's wit, by beauty aided, thus repose and treasure

won ;

Penance soothed the Holy Father for the trick she

jjlayed his son.

Long to lads that dress the vineyards silver-bodkin'd

girls shall tell

How the lady of that castle, frowning over fair

Moselle,

With her chains across the current, and her hair of

burnished waves.

Body and soul enthrall'd the Hon, Bishop Baldwin of

Treves.

G. C. Swathe.
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' M. M."

A Stouy in FuL'k CiiAiTKus.

CUAPTER I.

The first link in the oxtraonliiiary chain

of events which I am about to lay before the

reader in a soeniini^'ly slight one. It consistH

in the f.ict tliat on the ir)th of April, 1802, my
watch waa five minutes fast.

A mail's faith in liis own watch is generally

implicit. Mine was so on the occ;i.sion in

question. I felt convinced that I hail barely
time to catch the 7 p. no. down train from

Waterloo.

From this conviction (which was erroneous)

two circum.'^tauce} resulted. Firstly, in making
arrangements for my jourm-y, 1 hurried and

over-heated my-tclf. Secondly, upon reaching
the platform of the terminus, I plunged into

the first compartment of the first carriage 1

camo to. I'jKin these two circumstances tlio

entire »e<iuel of my sUjry haiig-s.

A clear five minutes to spare after all. So
I now learned by a sidelong glance at the

station clock. I felt annoyed at having been

unueces.sarily discomposed.
On settling myself in the carriage, I natu-

rally looked round it at th<' persons who wore

to be my travelling companions. I imme-

diately recognised among-t them, and exchanged
a few friendly remarks with, Mr. Godfrey

Duraiid, an old ac-iuaintanco of mine. This

gentleman was a retired merchant, and a direc-

torof some important publiccompanie.", amongst

tliem, I m."\y mention, of the Methuselah Life

Assurance Otlice.

My comp.aniona were four in numWr, while

the compartment offered acconimoilation for six

person.s. There was still, therefore, a vacant

.seat,
—that opjiosite to me. 1 congratulated

my.self upon the vacancy, feeling, in my over-

he.-xted condition, incliueil fir Hpacc' and air.

I W.1S not destine<l, however, to travel with-

out a rij-d-rii. At the hcst moment, hurry-

ing footsteps sounded upon the pUtform, and

VOL. xiir. No. 318.
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a railway official, discove-ing simultJineously

the extremity of the approaching passenger,

and the vacant seat which he could most

readily gain, threw open the door of our com-

partment.
The train had begun to move, when a slen-

derly built youth, of prepossessing aspect,

hastily seated himself opposite me. His face

was one of no ordinary interest. The slightly

aquiline no.se, delicate nostril, and short upper

lip, gave it a distinguished appearance. The

eyes were bright with spirit and intelligence.

But the whole countenance wore, as it struck

me, an expression of mingled sadness and agi-

tation, which hardly appeared to be natural to

it.

Being unemployed, I fell to scanning the

face before me : an offence against politeness,

which the reader may be inclined to excuse,

when he learns that I am an artist, and that I

take, therefore, a professional interest in the

human countenance.

It became evident, however, that my gazes
—

which had perhaps been more continuous than

I was aware—were causing my companion em-

barrassment. Upon discovering this, I imme-

diately withdrew them from his face. In these

days of general self-possession, shyness forcibly

appeals to one's consideration and respect. In

order to set my sensitive fellow-traveller com-

pletely at his ease, I drew a magazine from

my bag, and occupied myself mth reading.

The first place at which we stopped was

Kingston, where Mr. Durand resided. Upon
taking leave of me he referred to a pleasant

passage in our past intercourse, and good-

humouredly begged that I would let him know
if at any time he could serve me.

My own journey was to be a long one—such,

at least, I designed that it should be. I was

travelling (as I supposed) to a remote Hamp-
shire village to paint a portrait. It seemed

too that the youth opposite me had no imme-
diate intention of leaving the train, for he now
threw a handkerchief over his face, and com-

posed himself to sleep.

Within the next half-hour two more stop-

pages occurred, which left my vis-a-vis and my-
self the only occupants of our compartment.
So long as we remained in the stations my
companion seemed strangely uneasy, and his

wary, eager eye watched every passer,
—for

the handkerchief over his face was, as I dis-

covered, so disposed, that he could see out from
beneath it. I soon found, indeed, that he was
not really inclined to sleep. I took his beha-

viour, therefore, to indicate a disinclination to

hold any communication with me.

I had been favourably impressed by his ap-

pearance, and should not have objected to a

little friendly intercourse. Noting his manner,

however, I determined not to break the silence

which had prevailed between us up to the

present time. As dusk deepened, moreover, I

began to feel drowsy, and presently the mo-

tion of the carriage lulled me into profound

sleep.

When I awoke it was night. The lamp

burning overhead revealed to me the figure of

the youth in much such a posture as I had last

seen it. But as I began to look about me an

indescribable consciousness visited me that the

stranger had been intently watching me while I

slept, having hastily replaced the handkerchief

over his face upon making the discovery that I

was again awake.

But my attention was now drawn away from

my companion to myself. I felt chilly and

unwell. I had slept for some time with the

night air streaming in upon me
;
and this ex-

posure supervening upon the unusual warmth

which I had contracted in my hurry to reach

the terminus, had, as it seemed, given me
cold. Nevertheless, I hoped that my present

unpleasant sensations might pass ofl'. I closed

the carriage window, and tried to sleep again.

But I soon discovered that I was really ill

An unnatural and distressing sluvering seized

me, and this, in conjunction with the severe

pains which darted about my limbs, seemed

to indicate an approaching attack of fever.

Time only increased these symptoms ;
and ere

long it became plain to me that I was not in

a state to travel to my original destination

that night. The family which I had been in-

tending to visit professionally were strangers to

me. I could not proceed to their house with

the prospect of an illness before me.

I now found myself in a dilemma. The

same condition which rendered me incapable
of proceeding to my intended destination, also

prevented me from returning to London. I

was too ill, as each minute increasingly con-

vinced me, to protract my journey in any di-

rection. There was no help for it : I must get

out so soon as the train should stop, and seek

rest and medical advice forthwith.

Scarcely had I arrived at this conclusion,

when, to my comfort and relief, I heard the

break-whistle, and discovered that the train

was stopping. On consulting my Bradshaw

and my watch, I found that we must be ap-

proaching a place called Ruston.

Of this village I knew nothing, except what

I could gather from the time-table. From the

circumstance that few trains stopped at its

station, I judged that it was small and unim-

portant ;
but my increasingly uneasy sensa-

tions convinced me that I miist not risk an

attempt to reach any more considerable place.
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Amidst much bodily discomfort, therefore, I

>roHcutly stopped out upon the pl.ittorm of the

liustou »tatioD.

There wa.* now bc^forn iiie the difiioult ta«k

)f fiiuliiig rcspectablo (juartL-rH in a Mm.ill j>hic<*

5utirely uuknowa to me. While cogitating aa

;o whom I had better apply to for informa-

;ion respecting the acconnni)dati<jn afforded iu

ixu village, I heard a alight noino boliind mo,
md discovered that the young gi-ntlemau who
lud been my fellow-traveller from Lmdon
lad left the airriiige after m<', and in doinij

lo had slipped and fallen ui>on the platform.

\. porter and mvBolf Himultaneou ly hiustcnod

o offer assistance and inquire if he was hurt.

io repHed to our in(iuiries by quickly rising

o his feot, and acknowledged our kindly iii-

ontions by silent bows.

This little accident led to the following cou-

rorsation.
'* Our wordless journey," I remarked to

he young man,
" has brought us then at last

o the same place."
Tlio youth again bowed, and looked con-

ijscd,

" For my part," I continued,
"

I left

jondon with quite a different destination in

'iew from this."
•* Did you i" exclaimed the young man, iu

k tone of voice somewhat peculiar, and with an

ixpiession upon his face of mingled interest

jitl surprise,
*'

Yes, indeed,' 1 answered,
"

I intended

travel much further ; but an unexpected
ttack of indisposition detains mo here. I

ear a serious illness is in store for me. If

'ou* know the place, perhaps you can ilirect

Qe to some decent inn where I may get a

led."
"

I am grieved to .say I cannot help you,"
aid the youth blu.shing. "1, too, am as

nuch a stranger hero as you appear to be.

'rying circumstances have sudilenly brought

oe, as well ;is yourself, to the place."
"

Well," I replied,
"

I can only wish you
,nd myself too a succe-ssful issue to our

ourney. If unpleasant occurrences have brought
18 both to the village, let us hope that some

ounterbalancinL; pleasure may arise to us both

•efore we leave the neighlxjurhood."
The youth brightened strangely at this sug-

;cstion ; but he made no answer.
" Present appearances are against tin'," I

titled,
" but the Fates may favour both of us

ret."

I'poTi this we parted. I must own that I

aw the boy turn away from mo with regret

Notwithstanding my extreme bodily discom-

ort, I could Dot but feel that this strange
routh had excited a strong interest in my

mind. As he disappeared iu the darkuu&i I

laboured, in spite of the growing ojufukiou of

my brain, to account for the fact. Surely I

ha<l never seen him l>efore ?

The answer readily appended itself to the

question. And the answer was a negative.

The vilhige ufK^n which 1 had lighted proved
to be an unfavourable one for a man in my
condition. Hu.stou was a full mile away from

the station which bore its name, and the

nearest inn was situated half-way on the road

towards th>- village. There was, moreover, no

conveyance to bo obtained.

I trampetl wearily aluti.,' in the direction of

the inn, a porter from the station—the same

who had witnes-sed the youth's accidental fall—
wheeling my luggage on a truck l>ehind mo.

Happenini,' presently to glance back towards

him, I observed through the hazy darkness of

the cloudy spring night, the figure, unmis-

takable, though remote, of my late fellow-

traveller. Had 1 been in a condition toretlect

on the subject, it might have struck mo as

strange that he Wiis now considerably behind

me, whereas he had quitted the station at

least a quarter-of-an-hour before 1 did. How-

ever, in my present state of body I could not

reason on the matter.

At length I arrived at my destination.

Although the accommodation I required was evi-

dently not often demanded at the little inn,—
which was, in fact, nothing more than a road-

side public house,— I eventually found myself

in a clean and fairly comfortable bedroom, and

made the discovery that the landlady was a

civil and obliging person. I soon stretched

my aching limbs upon the little bed allotted

to my use, yielding myself wholly to the relief

which a reclining posture afforded me, and

shrinking entirely from the consideration of

the question as to what would become of mo
on the morrow.

The night which I now spent w;is the most

extraordinary one I have ever experienced.

The fever from which I was suffering produced

the strangest confusion of ideas. The bed,

soon disordered by my restksji movement-',

seemed to become a jwrtion of myself. My
late fellow-traveller visited me in a hundred

perplexing shapes ;
and as daylight began to

peer into the room, I found myself engaged in

a puz/.le<l endeavour to (Hiint the portrait of

the window, which had assumed a vague

human [>ei-8onality.

CUAITEJl II.

It cannot bo said that I awoke at all on the

morning after my arrival at the inn. I can

dimly recollect being visited by the lamlla^ly,

and making the attempt to expUin to her that
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I needed immediate medical assistance. I can

recall also, indistinctly, the first visit of the

doctor, whose name, as I afterwards learnt,

was Miles, and wlio came from the neiglibour-

ing town of Woolbridge. I remember, too,

that to this gentleman I was indebted for

writing a letter to the family which had ex-

pected me on the pi'evioua evening, explaining
to them tlie caufe of my inability to keep my
appointment. But beyond the semi-conscious-

ness which these faint memories imply, the

next day brought me no knowledge of external

facts. I lay in a state of helpless stupor till

evening, when there followed a recurrence of the

previous night's delirium.

When the next morning came, something
like my ordinary consciousness returned to me.
I now discovered that I wa? waited on by a

person whom I had not previously noticed.

Some other novelties with regard to my sur-

roundings also caught my attention for the

first time. A tone of neatness and comfort

pervaded my chamber which had not pervaded
it when first I became its occupant. A small

bright fire burned upon the hearth, which, in

conjunction with a window half opened to the

Bweet April air, kept the room in a state of

perfect ventilation. The light was pleasantly
reduced by means of a green blind carefully

put up over the white one. Upon a table at

my side were many delicacies, includLng fruits,

wine, and jelly. The angel of mercy who
had wrought this amelioration in my circum-

stances naturally excited my close attention.

She was a respectable-looking woman, in

middle life, with a comely, honest face, iron-

grey hair, and a mesmeric manner. Her

clothing, which was of a soothing neutral tint,

combined with her general maternal rotundity
of figure, gave her the soft comfortable aspect
of a Dorking hen that is full of a new parental
interest.

It was impossible to resist the insinuating,

yet authoritative, manner of this person. No
sooner did she discover that I was awake, than
she came to me and administered wine. I did

not venture to remonstrate, although in the

disordered state of my palate the liquid which
I imbibed seemed to share all the offensive

pungency of hartshorn or naphtha. From the

nature of this and other remedies employed I

gathered that my malady must be low fever.

It was some time before I spoke to my at-

tendant. At length, hoM'ever, my reticence

yielded to curiosity, and I addressed her.
" My good woman," I said,

" answer me a

serious question or two. Have you dropped
from the clouds ? Has some pitying divinity
descried my helpless condition, and sent you to

my rescue ?
"

"Sure enough, sir," she answered, "the right

person has sent the right person to the right

place. But now, don't talk and disturb

yourself."
" My excellent nurse," I replied (by a great

efi"ort screwing up my courage to momentary
opposition),

" for a few seconds I must and
will talk. I discover that I am under great

obligations ;
I see round me numberless proofs

of thoughtfulness and attention. You or

others shall be handsomely requited for this.

Do you understand ] For the present, please
to take the purse which is in the breast-pocket
of my coat, and repay yourself—or those other

persons to whom I am indebted—every farthing
that has been disbursed for my benefit."

She smiled, but, seeing me determined,

obeyed. She opened the purse hesitatingly,

and at last apologetically drew out a sovereign,

which she said she would hand to the landlady
for my expenses. I knew that this was only
done to pacify me, and that the sum was quite

inadequate to pay the debts which I must

have incurred. I could not believe either

that the rough countrywoman down-stairs had

been the caterer for the delicate provisions at

my side. But I was too weak to prolong any-

thing like a discussion, and contented myself
with remarking that so soon as I should recover,

I would see justice done to every one.

The woman was about to close the purse,

when I saw her face light up with a sudden

surprise, or pleasure, or perhaps both. What
could she have seen in my porte-monnaie to

astonish or please her ?

I soon remembered the only article con-

tained in it besides money. But I could not

at first account for the eff'ect which the sight of

this article had produced upon the observer.

However, remembering that weakness of the

female mind, curiosity, I presently came to

attribute the nurse's manifest gratification to

satisfied inquisitiveness. She believed, no

doubt, that she had made a discovery respect-

ing me.

Perhaps she had.

I did not experience a shadow of annoyance
at this. On the contrary, I felt a curious lazy

inclination to feed the good woman's innocent

failing. Amidst my weakness and depression,

too, I was sadly in want of some amusement

or, at least, occupation. For these reasons it

must have been, I suppose, that I now went

on to relate to my strange nurse a story which

I had never told to any one else.

"Ah! my good woman," I began in banter-

ing tone,
" so you have discovered my secret.

Perhaps you would like to hear the history of

the relic which you have just seen ?
"

" No sir," she answered, promptly.
" You
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UHt be quiet, and not worry youraolf with

ikiii'."

I was Bilent.
" Let mo §eo," I said to my-

If,
" whether the deterraiiuition to iinpofto

lis invalid diHciplinc will not yield directly to

le greater force of feminiin- curiosity."

As a matter of course, it did. Upon a

5rfectly transparent pretext 1 wa.s preBeutly
sruiitted to tell my tale.

Accordiugly I began it in a bIow invalid

)ice.

" You saw in my purse," I said,
" a Rmall

iper pack<'t, did you not i

"

"Quite by acciilent, air."

'*

liy accident, of course, but now I will toll

ju the history of the packet on purpo.so.

pon that packet, then, you diHCovered the

litialfl
* M. M. ', and insido it you guessed

lore was a lock of hair, <lid you not ? So

lero is. And you thought to yourself,
* Tlie

ck man is in love ; ami these are the initials

id the hair of the youni,' lady.' Confess now,
ere not those your thouglits?"
**
Perhaps something like them, sir," said

le nurse, evidently looking eagerly for the

jquel.

I proceeded.
"

I will not say, my good
Oman, that you were entirely wrong. Listen.

ix years ago, when I was twenty-six years

11, I visited a sick sister at the seaside.

Leturning from a solitary walk on the last

lorning of my stay, I heard cries of distress,

nd discovered at a distance a girl of about

fteen, who, in the midst of an early ramble,
atl been cut off from her homeward path by
he advanciii'.; tide. Standing upon a ridge of

ocks over which the rising waters were f;ust

reeping, she looked round her in dismay and

lespair.
"

I lost no time in ha.stcning to the poor
hild's rescue. I could swim and h id no fear.

'. brought the girl ashore uudrowned and but

ittle wetted.
" She thanked me with a warmtli and deli-

acy which surprised me. She told mo with

ears in her eyes that she had no near and dear

elatives who would make mo the returns of

jnitiiude which I deserved. Ifer parents, she

aid, were dead
;

her giiardians were but

ittle known to her, an<l the people with whom
iho lived did not love her.
" The child had scarcely left off speaking

when she produced from her pocket a lady's

rompanion ; drew from tho case a pair of

.ci-ssors ; snipped off one of her dark brown
!urls ; wrapped it in paper ; wrote upon it tho
uitials you have just seen, and then, kifsing

ny hand, left me with these words :

•
1 shall

dways pray that some day or other I may
lave an opportunity of serving you.'

"There was n(>thiug of c<xiiKttiihnei« alx»ut

tho manner in which all this waji done. Tho

girl's behaviour simply showed strong apprecia-
tion of the service rendered, and of tho kindly
words which I had addressed to her. It

seemed clear from her whole Ix-aring that nhe

was little accurftomed to receive kindness or

attention.

"Hut now," I concluded, "a di.vippoint-

mont awaits you, my good nurse. The little

romance ended where it began. Since the

moniing wlit-n I saved the chiM from drown-

ing I have neither .seen nor heard anything
more of « M. M.'"

"
r.iit you would like to see her, wouldn't

you, sir /
"

The question was put with a remarkable

eagerness. I answered in these words ;
—

" She was certainly the dearest little lassie

I have ever yet come across."

After this small bit of plea.santry had ended,
I fell back into the weary silence peculiar to

illness. Presently, however, I slept,
—a sleep

natural and refreshing,
—and awoke at last

feeling better.

When I opened ray eyes, my mysterious
attendant was busily engaged with writing

materials, which, I noticed, she set aside as I

began to stir.

I now ventured a question or two again,

begging to be informed to what circumstances

I owed her a<^lvent and all its attendant

comforts. The idea that I was under un-

known obligations troubled me.
" There now, be quiet," answered the

woman, with that soothing decisiveness which

I felt myself powerless to resist.
" You're

not under '

obUgations
'
to any one, least of all

to me. I've got my reward in cominj. Now
lie quiet, and don't tire yourself with talkin'."

I obeyed ;
I had no strength to disobey.

But I said meutidly,
" To uuderstiiud this

woman is altogether beyond the power of my
intellect. 'She's got her rew.ird,' indeed I

Such disinterestedness is alarming. I can

only hope that a solution of the mysteries

among>t which fate has thrown mo may at

some future day be voucks-ife i. For the

present, it seems, I must bo content to wonder
and submit."

The noiso of wheels presently arou.sc 1 me,
and I saw tho nurse move to the window.

"The doctor's carriage," sh'j said, as she looked

out. A minute afterwards I heard a step upon
the stairs.

The door opened. I noticeil at once that

tho person who entered w.-v* not tho medical

man who bad visit.-d mo before. True, I hatl

been in some mental confusion at the time of

Dr. Miles's call
;
but his person ha 1 impressed
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itself ui^on my memory with sufficient distinct-

)!e83 to ijrevent my mistaking for him the iu-

dividualwho now came to my bedside.

The stranger was a tall man. A man with

a large face, large eyes, and large whiskers
;

with a great nose, and long white teeth.
' ' A little Hurprised at the sight of a new

doctor ?
" he said to the nurse, with a short

laugh, as he placed a chair for himself beside

my bed. " Natural. Perfectly natural. Dr.

Miles, however, is suddenly called away from

home, and I have undertaken to see some of

his cases for him to-day. Well, and how is

our patient this morning?" he continued, feel-

ing my pulse.
" T believe I am better, sir," I answered.

"I think you are," rejoined the doctor, as his

eye followed the small hand of his watch round

its circle.
"

Yes, from what I have heard of

the case, decidedly. But we must keep him

up, nurse ;
we must keep him up. Dr. Miles

left instructions about that, I'm sure. Soup,

arrowroot, sherry, brandy. Something every
two hours at least. He can't enjoy anything
with that tongue of his. But he must swallow

all he can. As physic ; yes. Keep him up,

keep him up."
I did not like this new doctor. I felt a

strange sulkiness and reticence creeping over

me as he sat by, an unaccountable impatience
of the man's look, and voice, and presence.

I promised nevertheless to follow his in-

structions, as it became a hapless patient to

do. I hoped that I should now be left in

quietude. No such thing : the learned gentle-
man appeared inclined to stay and to be

chatty.
"
Very awkward," he said, "to be taken

ill on a journey. Well indeed that it is no

worse. Can you account for your attack ?

Contagion perhaps : with whom did you
travel ?

"

I had imagined that the species of fever

under which I was labouring was not conta-

gious. However, the learned doctor of course

knew more about it than I did. I described

my fellow-passengers, but added that for my
part I attributed my illness to the draught in

the midst of which I had slept after being
overheated.

My medical attendant continued neverthe-

less to question me about my journey and my
companions. The interrogations which he
addressed to me struck me as bearing but re-

motely upon the fact which he professed to be

desirous of elucidating, namely, the origin of

my disorder. But I answered them, up to a

certain point, with readiness and candour.

The conversation turned at last upon the

youth who had travelled with me to the

' Huston station,
—whom I had incidentally

1 mentioned. In this personage my doctor ap-

peared to take some interest.

I

But hero my inclination to give my inter-

rogator direct answers forsook me. I camiot

say why this was the case. Perhaps I insen-

sibly resented the cross-questioning to which
I was subjected. Certain it is, at any rate,

that a sudden reserve almost locked my lips.

At this point I happened to glance at the

nurse. Her appearance and manner suqjrised
and alarmed me. She had turned deadly

pale.

She seemed anxious at the same time to

conceal her agitation. She averted her face

from me, moved to the window, and addressed

an ordinary remark to the doctor.

To this he did not reply. At the moment
his eye met mine. I cannot say what he saw

in my face ; but I know what I thought of

him at the time. An utterly unaccountable

conviction filled my mind that he was a

villain.

Unaccountable indeed. I had no reason

whatever for indulging so uncharitable an

opinion of the doctoz-'s character, and I en-

deavoured to rid myself of it. I was about to

thank him for his visit, and to inquire as to

the probable duration of my illness, when,
with an expression on his face of mingled an-

noyance and disappointment, he hastily arose

and left the room. The nurse followed him
;

begging me to try to compose myself for sleep,

she took her shawl and bonnet from a cup-

board, and hastened downstairs.

The manifest excitement and agitation of

her face puzzled and distiirbed me. I lis-

tened to the carriage as it drove oiF
; and,

since my nurse did not return, I came to the

conclusion that it had carried her away as well

as the doctor. New ihysteries ! What could

it all mean ? What people had I come amongst ?

Above all, what connecting link could possibly

bind together my attentive good-tempered nurse

and this bombastic ofi'ensive doctor, the very

sight of whose face suggested the idea of a

second William Palmer ? To these questions

my intelligence supplied no answers.

For some solution, however, of the nurse's

late discomposure, I felt that I might confi-

dently look upon her return to my room.

But no such solution was forthcoming. When,
after a long sleep into which I had fallen, I

was again sensible of her presence, her manner
and appearance were so perfectly composed,

that, to tell the truth, I was ashamed to

question her as to a mere change of counte-

nance which, I reflected, might have resulted

from circumstances wholly unconnected with

myself. Nor could I muster courage to put
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Liito words my suHpicious fueliiigs with regard \

bo the doctor. And the nurse herself voluu-

teered no explaiiatioiiH on either subjoct.

A VIRTUOUS COLONY.
i.HAITBK I.

Strange as it may appear, there actually
jxists a colony in the world in which fla:.,Mant

violations of the Ten Commandments are un-

known, the taste of intoxicating liquont a mys-

:cry, except to those few who may liavo had

;ho misfortune to bo ill, ami the performance
)f Chri-itian doctrines in their fullest extent a

matter of daily practice. That such a people
should be reijanled with i>eculiar interest by
ill in thi.-« kingdom, from the noblest lady in

it downwards, who know of their existence, is

perfectly natural.

At this period of the year it has been the

justom to insert among the estimates sub-

nitted to Parliament a small charge on account

)f the schoolmaster of the I'itcairn Islanders
;

3ut this, if not already discontinued, will be

n the course of a year or two ;
further than

;his, the L-landers are no burden to us
; they

trant no troops to tlefend them, for they have

10 enemies, and are not likely to have any.
rhe origin of this interesting people will be

cnown to those who have reail the narrative

)f the "
Mutiny of the Bounty," written by

Captain Bligh, an ex parte statement which

eaves much to be said on the other side, part
)f which is told by Captain Boechey, Mr. W.

iJroilie, and others
;
and their pre.sent condition

nay be gathered from papers presented to

Parliament by order of Her Majesty.
As it is probable that but comparatively

iew people now are aware of the circumstances

rhich led to the foundation of this colony, a

hort statement will be necessary before we
»r<>ceed to give an account of their present
ondition. It was in 178G that the Bounty
ra-H <lispatched to the Society Islands, for the

lurposc of procuring a supply of plants of the

(read fruit tree to convey to the West Indies,

rhe plants were duly obtained and shipped,
.ud Captain Bligh iinitted the inland, doubt-

ess without a suspicion that anything would

lappcu to interfere with his voyage to the

KJrt for which he was bo»in<l
;

in this, how-

ever, he was mistaken
;
the ;.,Teater part of the

Tew, led by one of the officers namoil Chris-

ian, rose in arms, and put him into a boat

kith his supporters, and tvirned them adrift

rith a ipiantity of provisions. With the nar-

ative of the sufferings these imdenvent we have

lere nothing to do : it will bo sufficient to say
hat they eventually reached a Dutch s<.«ttle-

ttent in safety, and from thence f]ngland.
[lie mutineers, having now possession of the

ship, sail<Ml for Toulxjuid, wher<- they met with

a hostile reception from the native'*, and, there-

fore, returned to the same island from which

they ha<l wiiled under Captain lUigh. Anothur

attempt wa.s made to land at Toubouai, which

waa Muccewiful ;
but rjuarrels among them w^re

HO frequent that they at last decided on re-

turning to Otaheite (T-hiti), where sixteen of

thorn left the ship, and were eventually Liken

prisoners by the Pandora, a vevsel sent out by
the .Vdmiralty for the express purpose of

capturing them.

But for Christian it i» not improbable that

they would all have remained at Tahiti until

the arrival of the Pandora, when they would

have Ixion captured, and the colony of Pit-

cairn's Island would never have been founded.

Christian saw the peril of remaining there,

and proposed that all should come on board,
and that they should set sail again for some
island where there was no probability of their

being discovered. lie had read Carteret's

account of Pitcaim's Island, which happened
to be on board the Bounty, and it occurred

to him that this was exactly the place suited

for them. He could not, however, prevail on

more than about one-third to follow his for-

tunes ; whereupon they agreed to a division

of the contents of the ship, after which Chris-

tian set .s;iil with Ills eight companions and
their wives, and six Tahitian men and three

women, wives of three of the Tahitians.

Whatever vices the Europeans originally

ha4l—and there is no re.as<>u to suppose they
tlillered from the generality of sailors—mtiat

have been greatly aggravated by the free lives

they had been living. As is usually the case

when white men have to deal with a different

race, the Tahitians were oppressed by their

European companions, who treated them as

slaves, and did not act kindly towards them

even as such. The treatment they were sub-

jected to they bore with the patience which

is one of the characteristics of their race, until

one of the Englishmeu, named WillLims, lo-5

his wife, when he took possession of the wife

of one of the Tahitians. This wjvs the Lu-t

straw, and the Tahitian and his countrymen
entered into a conspiracy to kill all the

Englishmen. Fortunately for t!ie latter, tlie

women were very much attjicheil to them, and
the wife of the Tahitian who had been vio-

lently divorced from him, and to whom the

project of murdering them lial l>ecn coutided,

no doubt on the supposition that she preferro<l

her former husband to her new one, took the

opportunity when the wives of two of the

Englishmen could hear hir, to reveal the pro-

ject in a kind of song, which the latter at

once communicated to their husbaud^. Chris-
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tian, ou hearing this, took his gun, and went
to the hut where the Tahitians were assembled.

What passe i between them is not known, but

he aimed his gun at one of them, and pulled
the trigger, but it missed fire, and two of the

Tahitians escaped into the biish, one of whom
was Talalo, the man who had been deprived
of his wife. Happening to see her one day
when none of the Europeans were neai", he

persuaded her to go with him into the bush,

where they were afterwards joined by one of

their countrymen. After consulting together.

Christian sent one of the Tahitians who re-

mained with them to the bush with three pud-

dings, one of which contained poison. The
name of this native was Manale, and, having
found his countrymen and the woman, he gave
them the puddings, that containing the poison
he gave to the woman's husband, but he,

either from suspicion, or some peculiarity in

the taste, refused to eat it, and instead, ate

a portion of that sent to his wife
; whereupon

Manale induced him to go with him to a place
where he said he had left his wife. JSTot sus-

pecting his countryman would be guilty of

such cruel treachery as he proved himself

capable of, he set out for the spot, followed

closely by Manale, who on the way drew out

a pistol he had concealed beneath his dress,

and aimed it at the back of Talalo's head, but

it would not go oft", and the latter, hearing the

click of the trigger, turned sharply round, and

caught sight of the weapon. He ran away,
but his assassin overtook him, and a struggle

ensued, during which Talalo called upon his

wife to kill him, but she, instead of assisting

him, joined Manale in the attack, and the

two together murdered her husband, and then

returned to the society of the Europeans;
the woman resuming her cohabitation with

"Williams. Manale, either actuated by fear of

the Englishmen, or by a strong liking for

them, had the cruelty to start with one of his

countrymen to the bush in search of the other

Tahiiian, and having found him they pre-
tended to sympathise with him, and having
thus gained his confidence, they took an op-

portunity, when he was least suspicious of

foul play, to murder him also
; and, having

accomplished this, they again returned to the

Europeans. There may be some excuse for

the latter with which we are not acquainted ;

at all events they lived together peaceably
after this, always, however, compelling the

Tahitians to work for them, and continuing to

treat them with exceeding cruelty ; even going
so far as to wound them, and to put salt into

the wounds to increase the pain. Such bru-

tality as this met with its due punishment
ultimately. Two of the Tahitians took pos-

session of two of the muskets and a supply
of ammunition, and ran away into the bush,
where they made such use of them that they
became fair marksmen. One of the English-

men, named Young, who lived away from
the others on the verge of the bush, kept on
fair terms with the fugitives, and they used

to como down and work for him. Adams said

subsequently, that he had a suspicion that

Young inspired the Tahitians with a desire to

kill all the Englishmen except himself. To
effect this, now that they had firearms, and
knew how to use them, was not a difficult

task, especially as the Englishmen lived very

widely apart for the sake of convenience.

Williams and Christian were the first to re-

ceive the punishment of their cruelty. The

latter, on being shot, called out as loudly as

he was able, and was heard by M'Coy and

Mills, who were working at uo great distance ;

but the latter, in reply to the expression of

M'Coy's opinion that it was the cry of a

wounded man, said it was no such thing, but

that it was Christian's wife calling her husband.

After having murdered Williams and Chris-

tian, two of the murderers hid themselves,
while the third went to where Mills was at

work and asked him to let Manale go with

him to bring in a pig he had shot, to which

Mills consented. As soon as he had got
Manale into the bush, the other two who were

concealed joined them, and together they con-

sulted as to the best method of disposing of

M'Coy and Mills
;
and at Manale's suggestion

the three went to M 'Coy's house, and Manale

himself returned to M'Coy and told him that

his countrymen in the bush were plundering
his house, upon which M'Coy ran home to

protect his property, and as soon as he showed

himself at the entrance, the concealed mur-

derers came oiat and fired at him, but only
succeeded in wounding him, upon which Manale

laid hold of him, but the Englishman shook

him otf and made his escape, calling to Mills

as he ran that the Tahitians were murdering
the English, which Mills, who had the fullest

confidence in the attachment of Manale, would

not believe, forgetting, seemingly, that the

man who had treacherously murdered two of

his own countrymen would require little in-

ducement to kill his white oppressors. M'Coy
next ran to Christian's hut to tell him of what

had happened, and found that he was already

dead. He next m ent to Quintal and told him,

and the two fled together into the bush ;

Quintal, before going, telling his wife to let

the other Englishmen know of the crimes that

had been perpetrated. She called out to

Adams, and asked him how it was he was

going on quietly with his work while such
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\(x>(\y work was going on, apparently Hup-

Dniiig that he knew what ha'l taken i)hice,

ut he not mulerstaiidiri^ her, and who not

aiting to bo questioned, AdaiuH went on with

in work. Meinwhilo, tho murderers had made
leir way to Martin's hut, and a-kid liitn if

e know what they were doing, and ho aiiswor-

ig, No, tliey said tliey liail heen shooting

ogs, and aimed their guns at liim ami shot

im, but without killing him, upon which he

iu into his hut, they following him, and

iking up one of tlio hammer-* ho liad brought
ith him from tho Uounty, tlu-y l>e;it hi.s head

3 pieces, Thoy next murdered IJrown, ami

idamM, hearing the firing, went to see wliat

'as going on, and he also wiis set upon by tho

atives and wounded. After a struggle with

is assailants he got away, but was over-

iken by them, and induced to return with

bem to Young's house. Here they left him

nd went off in search of M'Coy and Quintal,

'horn they found and attempted to kill, but

iiled in doing so, and tho two Englishmen
ed into another part of the bush. Here

hey seem to have been allowed to remain

nmolested for a time. Mauiile, inspired by

aaluusy at the sight of attentions paid by
jemua to Young's wife, tried to shoot him,
ut oidy wounded him, and Lemua asked her

bring him a musket to shoot Manale, but

he latter, having re-loaded his musket, shot

jemua and killed him. IManalo was then

hreatened with death by his two surviving

ountrymen, but succeeding in getting away
ito the buah, where he joined M'Coy and

Juint.il, and proposed tiiat they should assist

im in killing his countrymen, to which thoy

onsented, but when they came in sight of the

ion they 8usi)ected treachery, and instead of

elping Manale, they ran away ; the latter,

owuver, again made his e.scape, and rejoined
bem in the bush

;
but they took away his

un and .shot him with it
;
so that ho died a

imilarly violent death to that he had inflicted

u so many others. It could hardly have

een with the intention of avenging his death

hat tlie men he had tried to kill sought them
ut in the bush and tried to kill them, but

hey made tho attempt, and failed
;
and it

rsus iiltimately arranged with the two fugitives
hat the remaining two natives should be put
o death. The mantier in which this was

ffectod was in keeping with the murders pro-

iously perpetrated. By connivance with tho

ridow of one of the Englishmen who had been

iiurdcred, and who was induced to form a

onnection with one of tho two Taliitians, she,
s soon as ho was a.sleep, gave a signal,
od Young's wife, on hearing it, crept into

he hut armed with an axe, with which she

made a blow at tho head of the Tahitian, in-

flicting a frightful gash, but failed to kill him,

upon which she struck him a second blow,
and smote him dead

;
at the same time shu

chilled upon her husband to shoot the other

Tahitian, which h-j did ;
and then cut off their

hands and sent them to M'Coy and Quuital
as a proof that they had nothing more to feir.

After this peace and (juietness reigned in

the island for a considerable time, and might
have continued but for tho evil knowledge
which one of them pos.ses-icil that enabled him

to distil spirits from a root used for the pur

pose by the natives of tho Islands iji those sea-i.

With this discovery came many other vices,

for they drank it to cxces-s. One account says
that it was Young who distilled th<; spirits, he

having learned the art while living in the

West Indies ; but tho journal of the islanders

attributes the discovery to M'Coy, and this

is most probably correct, especially as he ia

said to have been at one time employed in a

Scotch distilleiy. Tho consequences of this

discovery were fatal to the prescrA'ation of cor-

diality among them. Rendered furious by
the quantity of the fiery liquid they drank,

M'Coy and (^»aiutal wandered about the Island

for days together ;
until the former tied a

stone round his neck, and threw himself from

the top of tho rocks in a tit of delirium tre-

mens ;
and the latter, having lost his wife by

a similar fato (though in her ca.se it occurred

accidentally, while searching for liirds' eggs),

made demands which Adams and Young re-

fused to comply with, whereupon he made

repeated attempts to murder them
;
until at

last they %vere comi)elled to put him to death.

The death of Young shortly afterwards left

Adams the only m<au on the island.

CHAPTER II.

Hitherto, this narrative has been one of
'

vice, cruelty, and bloodshed
;
we have now to

relate one of the most extraorilinary and pro-
i bably unparalleled changes tliat has ever oc-

curred in the history of any community.

Having neither example nor precept to restnun

them, the descendants of the Englishmen and
'

the Tahitians had freely indulged their pas-

sions ; but when Young juid Adams were left
' alono of all the Europeans who had landcl on

tho i.sland, they began to think seriously of
' the religious tntths they had l)ccn taught in

j

their youth. Tho tradition among the islan-lers

! is that tho change was produced in A<l.ims by
a dream he had, that the angel Gabriel ap-

peared to him, and warned him of the cou-

•

8e<iuences of hLs wickednes.s. Whatever may
' have l)een tho cause, the change did take

i place, and the de.sire of Adams to reform, not
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only his own life, bvit the lives of others, was

eaniL'stly seconded by Young during the re-

mainder of his life, which was but short. The
whole work of reformation was thus thrown

on Adams. The only books he had were a

Bible and a Prayer Book, and with the aid

of these he tauglit the whole of the inhabitants

of the island to read, and moi'e docile and apt
scholars no man could desire. He instituted

religious worship morning and evening, pre-

scribed two fast days a week, which were re-

ligiously observed by the islanders, notwith-

standing they continued their labour on those

days. In a short time the conduct of the

entire commimity had changed, and without

a single exception they practised the most

rigid interpretation of Christian doctrines, even

to the extent of having the whole of their

property in common.
Pitcairu's Island has a rock-bound coast,

and there is only one place where a landing
can be effected, and this not without difficulty.

This difficulty of access, together with the fact

of it being out of the ordinary track of vessels

in those seas was, no doubt, the reason why
it remained nn visited for so many years.
From the time the mutineers landed on the

Lsland until 1808, only one vessel touched

there, without, however, discovering that it

was inhabited. In the year just mentioned,
an American ship, commanded by Captain

Folger, touched at the island, and he, on

reaching Valparaiso, told Sir Sidney Smith
of the existence of one of the mutineers and
of the descendants of others on Pitcairn's Is-

land. An account of the circumstance was
forwarded to the Admiralty, but the official

desire for vengeance had died away, and no
notice was taken of it. In 1814, when the

Essex, American war-vessel, was doing among
our whalers what the Alabama has lately been

doing among Fedei-al cruisers, the Briton and

Tagus were sent to capture her. The captain
in the course of his cruise coming upon an
island not laid down in the charts, was

greatly puzzled as to what island this could

be, and was still more
a boat pulled off from it

side, and a voice called out from the boat

in excellent English for permission to come
on board. Permission being given, the

speaker scrambled on deck in an instant,
and in answer to questions put to him an-

nounced himself as the son of Fletcher Chris-

tian, and that his name was Thursday October
Christian

; so named from his having been
born on a Thursday in October, and being the

first child born on the island. Sir S. Staines

bears witness to the admirable moral character

of the community, in his Report concerning

astonished

and came
when

along-

them to Admiral Dixon. A great deal of in-

terest was excited among the higher classes

in England by this Report, but the sources of

publicity were then so few that the interest

resting on a narrow basis, nothing was done

for the islanders, and tlieir existence was pro-

bably forgotten by all but a few naval men.

The well-remembered Captain Beechey was

the next who visited them, and his account

is not less enthusiastic than the preceding.

Directly they arrived ofi" the entrance to the

harbour, a boat put off Avith Adams and several

of the islanders. They were received with

great kindness, and they reciprocated this in

the best way they were able. Captain Beechey

says they treated Adams with the greatest

respect and affection, "that they were vir-

tuous, religious, cheerful, and hospitable be-

yond the bounds of prudence ; patterns of

parental and conjugal affection ; and to have

no vices." Five years later, that is to say in

1830, the late Lord Waldegrave, then com-

manding the Seringapatam, touched at the

island, and he also bears witness to theiv

guileless character and their excellent moral

qualities. This visit was followed by others^

and the Reports sent home to the Foreign
Office and the Admiralty, Avhich had now more

leisure to attend to them than when we were

waging the great wars on the Continent,

created an interest concerning them which was

not suffered to die out. The Queen, with

that active benevolence which has distinguished

her whole life, took a particularly lively inter-

est in their welfare, and it was doubtle.ss by
her desire that implements and clothing and

sundry animals, &c., were sent out to them.

As they increased in number beyond the ca-

pability of the island to maintain them, a

proposition was made to them to remove to

Tahiti. Here they were kindly received, but

the manners of the Tahitians were so repug-
nant to their ideas of morality that they were

shocked and disgusted ;
and they were made

so wretched thereby that they petitioned to

be removed from that country, which was done.

As Norfolk Island was now vacant, the con-

victs having been taken away, and the neces-

sity for more space being now greater than

ever. Her Majesty suggested that no better

location could be found for the Pitcairn Is-

landers, and they were accordingly removed

thither. Of the fitness of this island for such

a colony there could hardly be two opinions ;

the convicts had been employed during their

stay there in making roads, building houses,

and doing sundry other things calculated to

fit it as a place of habitation for a people whom
ic was determined to keep separate from the

rest of mankind.
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Sir W. Duiiifion, thun Goreruor of New South i

WaluH, iu his Iloport coucerniug thum dated
j

Oct. 28, 1857, HayH that he emburked iu tho
'

IrLj, aud H.iiled for Norfolk Island
;
that ou

Ilia arrival ho fouud them yrcatly in uuch^I of
'

flour or biMcuit, oud that hut for hia timely |

visit thuy would havo had nothing to nub- '

ami upon for Home months but meal ami jkh
tatotw ; he, therefore, coutinuod his voyage to

Now Zoalautl to procuro for thum a Hupply
of nocos.saric3, :ind to make arrangumont-s with

a merchant there for nendin.,' them supplies
of what they reijuirod, and receiving cou»ign-
uients of such articles ;u th- islanders nii,'ht

have for sale. A merchant wan soon found to

undertake tho business ; aud ho at ouce sent
I

a small .schx)ner freighted with tho articles

required, bringing back wool, tallow, and hides,

Butticient to pay for them. Sir W. Deuison

then returned to tho island, whore ho called

a meeting of the inhabitants, and read hi-«

commission to thi-ni, which ho caused, to-

gether with tho instructions issued for his

guidance, to be entered in tho book contain-

ing tho Liws of tho settlement. Miiuy of

these laws ho found were iuai)plicablo to their

present condition, aud he therefore revised

them ; makiii;,', however, a.s few alterations :vi

p< -s.siblo. Tho entire code cont-uns only thirty-
nine Itegiilations, and is uuii^ue for its sim-

phoity. The princi{)al Regulations may be

embodied in a very few words. The i-land is

iucluded iu tho government of New South

AV;de3, aud in tho absence of tho governor,
the government is vested in a chief magistrate
and two councillors elected annually by tho

inhabitants, all of whom who have attained

twenty-tive years of age, aud cau read and

write, are entitlet^l to vote. The election is
;

presided over by the chaplain, who is not him-
self eligible for the p>ost. Any change iu the

Kegulatiuns which tho chief magistrate may
think desirable ho may, with tho consent of

one of the councillorn, submit to a public

meeting, of which he must give fourteen days'
notice. If the majority of votes is in favour
of his proposition, it uiay be acted upon at

ouce, but the whole account of tho proceeilings
must bo forwarded to the Governor of New
South Wales, who has the power of annulling
tlie Regulation if ho thinks fit. The duty of

the chief magistrate is to decide in all matters
of dispute, and to endeavour to bring alxjut

an undorstanduig between the parties,
—in fact,

to act a.s arbitrator between them
;

in tho

event of his being uusuccessful, ho calls in the

as^sistiince of the two councillors, and the de-

cision of the three is final in all matters where
the value of tho property iu dispute does uot

exceed fifty shillings, aud in cases of common ,

amtault, which they may punlth by a fine, not

exceeding ten shillings. Iu more seriouii caitee,

where the parties object to tho decision of tho

magistrate.-., a jury of seven elders w-ltle* the

matter, aud there is no appeal from their de-

cision, uxcopt in cases involving Ioas of life

and limb, which are referred to the governor
for his decisifju. E<lucatiou Is compulsory ;

the iidiabitants muht send their childreu to

schiKjl from the time they are six years old

until they arc fourteen, and except iji cosc-s

of sickness, the absence of a schdar is punijihud

by a fine of six()ence a-day, unless the absence

is authorised by tho chaplain. Tho charge for

tho education of each scholar is ten shillings

a-year. It is satisfactory to find that the at-

tendance Ls cheerfully given, and most of them
continue to attend after they have reached

tho prescribed age. In 18G2, there were

sixty-six children attending the school, of

whtjui six could read fluently ;
do fractions,

tleciuials, and other rules
; [)ar»e readily,

write from dictation, i:c. Tlirce others could

roail equally well ;
work comiKjund rules and

fractious ;
write from dicUilion ; parse aud

learu geography : and tho remainder wcro

comiug ou very satisfactorily.

No beer, wine, or spirits of any kind is al-

lowed to be lauded on the island, and if any
such be brought there by vessels touchiug at

the blaud, they are immediately wasted, and

tho person in whose possession they arc fouud

Is fined forty shillings. Any person using pro-

fane language is liable to a fiue not exceeding

forty shillings, nor less than five. Where tho

offender is luider fifteen years of age, llie pa-

rents or guardians must pay the fine. Such

is the full summary of perhaps the simplest

code iu existence.

A fuller account of tho condition of the

islanders is given by Sir W. Denison, iu a

sulwequeut despatch. The Pitciiirn Islanders

had incro:ised to 194 wheu they were removed

to Norfolk Islaud, aud to 212 at tho time

wheu ho visited them, 111 of whom were

females. Ou landing at the bland they were

supplied with provisions, sufhcient, as was sup-

posed, to meet their wants until they had been

able to cultivate their land. They were also

well-supplied with sheoi), aittle, horses, pigs

and poultry, as well as tools. There were a

water-mill and a win«lmill, boats and fishin.^

tackle, carts, drays, and, in fact, nearly all

that a colonist could desire to have. Such an

almost suiK'rabuudauco of good things had

rather a i)rijudicial effect than otherwis-.- ;
tho

CJittleand slieep iucre;ised and multiplie<i, thus

rendering steady labour to a great extent \iu-

necossary. Moreover, they were, as a matter

of couise, wholly iguorant of mechanical arts,
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and had nobody to teach them ; so that if a
|

plough got out of order, an axle-tree broke,
or the machinery of the mill got out of gear,

they were forced to leave it alone. Indeed,
there was not a man among them who liad

ever seen a plough before, nor one who had

the necessary knowledge required for keeping
the mill going or repairing the tools. Those

who supplied the island so liberally seem to

have forgotten this, or else they supposed that

at the siglit of the tools the knowledge of how
to use them would spring up spontaneously.
The consequences which followed from this

oversight may easily be imagined, and the

remedy which Sir W, Denison proposed to

meet them was to abolish community of land,

(fee, and allot a certain proportion of the

goods in the island to each family according
to its number. To admit any settler on the

island ia understood to be contrary to the

wishes of the Queen, but the governor could

not see how they were to learn if they had no
instructors

; he, therefore, proposed that a

schoolmaster should be appointed, who should

possess general information of all kinds, and
to whom the care of the stores might be en-

trusted. Also a man, such as there are many
to be found in villages in this country, who
should be a carpenter, smith, and wheelwright
in one

;
a mason and plasterer ; a shoemaker

and superior agricultural labourer. To pay
the expenses of sending these men out he pro-

posed that the balance of the subscriptions
which had been raised on account of the

islanders in England should be applied to that

purpose.
The soil of the island is wonderful for its

richness, and the climate of the island seems

adapted to the growth of most plants ; coffee

thrives, and so do oranges and all plants of

the same class, guavas also, and peaches, ba-

nanas, yams, sweet potatoes, <kc. The fishing
is good, and this is a great benefit. Nor have

they confined themselves to mere coast fish-

ing ; thirty of them have united in the pur-
chase of whale boats and all the necessary

gear, and so energetic and successful were they
at the very commencement of their under-

taking, that they made as much oil from the

whales they killed as realised 500i., and
enabled them to double the extent of their

operations. They have also opened up new
sources of wealth, and are not only prosperous
now, but have the prospect of becoming far

more so. It is but doing bare justice to Mr.

Kossiter, the schoolmaster, to say that much
of this is owing to his exertions and example.
He is not only a zealous teacher, but he is

likewise a good practical farmer, and cultivates

his own land, and thus teaches them the art

of cultivating in the best possible way. Sir

John Young, therefore, recommended that

some portion of his salary should continue to

be paid by the home government, and that

the i-emainder f-hoidd be made up by the

islanders. The islanders were also exceedingly
fortunate in their chaplain, and the great good

they have derived from his instructions makes
it appear almost providential that he should

have been inspired with the idea of going to

Pitcairu's Island. His early life was spent
in the Navy, and he was serving under Lord

Cochrane in the service of the Chilian govern-
ment when he performed the famous feat of

capturing the Esmeralda. After that govern-
ment dismissed all foreigners from its service,

he set sail with a single companion for Pit-

cairn's Island; and being a man of some edu-

cation, he was cheerfully accepted as their

religious instructor by the inhabitants, only
one incident having occurred to obstruct his

usefulness, and this was the appearance of an

adventurer, named Hill, who by false repre-

sentations, managed to acquire some influence

over the simple-minded islanders.

The principal portion of the public revenue is

derived from the sale of the wool of a large flock

of sheep, but there is no doubt that before long
the islanders will be able to make such addi-

tions to the public funds from their private
resources as to relieve us from the necessity of

continuing to contribute even the small sum
of 300L required for the payment of Mi-.

Possiter.

With one extract on the State and Prospects
of the colony, derived from Sir J. Young's

Despatch, we shall conclude our account of this

most interesting little community. He says :

" On the whole, I am clearly of opinion that

as large a measure of success has attended the

removal of the Pitcairn Islanders to Norfolk

Island as could well have been expected. The

people are not much given to steady and con-

tinuous labour ;
but on the other hand it

must be recollected the climate indisposes to

exertion, and they have not the stimulus of

want to prompt them to toil, nor the demands

of a market to awaken their cravings for gain.

The few acres they cultivate supply them

abundantly with sweet and other potatoes,

and leave a large surplus for sale to whalers.

(They grow a great many vegetables beside

these.) They have more milk than they can

drink ;
the sea teems with fish, which they

catch in large quantities with exceeding fa-

cility : sheep are not dear, and cattle and

swine are only too numerous. Articles for

which the people may fairly hope to find a

market they are by no means remiss in pro-

viding. Their attention is now turning to
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the cnlture of arrowroot, a marketable com-

modity, ami they havi- this year hucccwIc"! in

growing a largo quantity of bauanai. The mill

for grii;tliiig grain w:w almO!»t u.sele.sa, not being

rtMjuired to grind twenty bushela in a year ;

they have added to it, at th-ir own cant, sawH

and machinery for sawing boards and hliiuglo-^,

which they expect to export with profit ; they
have engaged with activity and Hiicce«j4 in

fi.diiug for whales, and have bought ami pai'i

for seven whale boats entirely out of tluir

own resources. Those are encoiinigini,' «yinp-

tom^, and legitimate channels which the peo-

ple have diicovored for themselves, and in

which their in iuttry will probably continue to

How, as falliiigin witli their bent and aptitudes.

If an opening such as 1 have described can bo

ma ie in the reef at a moderate outlay, and a

shelter provided for small trading vo.-;.sels, they
will call frecjuently on their passage elsewhere,

and the island will soou have ample means of

communication with Sydney and Auckland.

Its capabilities will be rapidly developed, and

as rapidly enrich the inhabitants. As it is,

the people live in security and abundance, are

«lecently clad, attend Divine worship regu-

larly, and are free from all those foul practices

and baneful superstitions which render the

occupants of too m.iuy of the lovely island-* in

the I'acitic licentious and imhappy. Within

the shores of many a secluded group every evil

passion has grown up unchecked, and runs

riot in unheartl-of abominations. Among-.t
those miserable tribes the belief in witchcraft

alone leads to innumerable atrocities, at>d

darkens almost every day of their lives with

gloom and teri'or. From this and the kindred

wretchedness, tho community of Norfolk

Island is happily exempt ; they owe this price-

less exemption to the lessons of Christianity

and the various benevolent aids they have re-

ceived from England. As so much has been

done to guanl them from mischief, and as

what has been done has not been labour in

vain, but, on the contrary, an efTectivo and

highly beneficial etVort, I trust that the mea-

sure of support which I advocate will not be

withheld, and that the Bchoolmaiter's salary

will be continued for some years longer, until

a generation shall have grown up un<ier proper

tuition, and the community be trained and

able, as it were, to stand alone, and proviile

for its own civilised mainteniuice."

rUH LEGENDS OF "ST.
FORKSTE."

LEONARD'S

who )i

iipuit I... ~ , . -

thoy were iiiublo Vt ptuw 'Mo lioMndario*

"A
,Hf,t

.

"Altuocqu the country round a1>oul,"aajs Andrew
Borde. "

yss replenyaslied with nytliynitiilo-, tliey will

never singe within the frecinct* of the f.Tcste, as divors

keejiers and other credible parsons dyd show me."

liiU '.

It« hinlory mual have boeu dcvut tped fiom an earlier

legend which aaserta that,

1 . . _ .1. /. ... ,\.t v.. ...i ''i.t tv. .rill {(i ll.

iilluM u( Uio vtklloy Kiinuig up."

These flowcru xtill alwuad horc.

A gloomier piece of folk-lore declares that a head-

les."! phiiiitoiu »|>riu«8 up behind iho trafeller on

hui- thick lhrou;:h the forest by night, and cannot

hr di«!'>il«ed ui.iil th« l«>undaric.s arc pa-sxed.— See

"Murray's lLiiidl»x)k to Kent and Suiacx," Uoute

xxiii., pa^.' .'. I".

The rest of the substance of the ballad is presumed.
—

P.\KT I. TUB S.VI.NT \SU THE WORM.

No fairLT trees in Sussex woMs
Than those St. Leou;ird'8 Forest holds.

There tower the piues and beeches tall

For m&st at sea or beam in hall.

The good St. Leonard, patron saint

Of Hastings Ilaveu, lived inleut

Oil Kaviitj{ jueu liy l.md and sta,

liut "chielly those froiu Noruiandie."
*

For when the wild and darksome night

Gave token dire of wrecks ere ligbt.

The brelhrtu would repair to pray
For Norman bark till break ol day.

And all night through the cloister b-ll

"SVould i)eal, i)erchance that they might tsU

How far ashore, how far at s=a,

The storm-tost mariners mi^ht be.

]?y land be fought a dangerous worm
Of munstious siz:, who for the term

Of Countless years consumed the land

With cries and fears on every hand.

Full ofl within the dreary wood

He'd slay both uriii and b^asl for food,

For human liesh or oxen meat

(i\o matter wliich) to Lim were sweet.

Folks say that in the dreadful fight

Ho poured his blo*l, but at the sight

."^wett lilies spruug from out tho slain,

Which since have bloomed and bloomed again.

Tho' ho be dead and (viascd away,

Aud worste-l wi.rm hath lost tiis sway,

One legend more I've yet to tell,

Tbat of the Holy Hermit's Cell.

rxBT II. Till herjiit's curse.

The dews are fallen on moor and hill,

The labour's done, an>l the land is still
;

The fawn's in covert, the fox in close.

The beagle feeds »ith the hound morose.'

• UUcb.ipeU both hers and at Hasting* *«"> in t..*

lircct routes of pwacngers to Xonnandy."—«» Raxr
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Only the sound of the distant sea.

As a far-oflf voice in a dream mi^'ht be,

Mingles its tale with the woodland ton^s

As the sea-\vaves wash o'er the tidal ftones.

The monk has finished his prayers and hymns,
Tlie monk is resting his weary limbs.

" So sweet," cried he, "is my hermit life,

Removed from care and removed from strife !

*' Yet one thing troubles my virtuous cell,

That song by night in this holy dell,
For why, when a monk kneels down to pray,
Should a nightingale trill in that horrible way ?

"

'Tis said our monk in an early day
Had loved and courted a "layde gaie,"

Maid, wife, or widow, I dare not tell.

His love not wise, "he had loved too well."
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Hi* skallB, biH booet, ami I kuow not what.

Are oft in nightingale's uong forgot ;

No more a monk with a Hharen crown.
He's courtly knight upon Castel down.

Anil "iihe," no longer a cluiatored nun.
But 'mong the faire>,t the fairvfit one,—
N'lt slfCpiiig ColJ ill the luouliliTfil aiil"'.

But wakiug love with hir win-, n..- mile !

For thoughts like the-tc ii ui.- i-iiumg tide

Our munk had inartyn-d his ticrlily prido,

Vtj scourge and pcnancv of painful kind,

Till cries worv heard on the uiidnight wind.

On this fair ctc he had happed to spy
Two fond young lovers go wandering hy,
TruAnts they were from the neighl-ouring town,
Who kept their tryst when the sun went down.

Tbey pajsed the monk and tbey passed the ceil,

And th«y (at them close to the hermit's well,

Cooing and courting as ringiloves may,
But not perhaps in a monkish way.

Now whether it were the imperfect light.

Or vigil and fast had impaired his sight,
In these young lovers he seemed to see

Himself (that knight) and that
"
fayrc ladye."

" A vaunt, thou vision 1 be gone, be gone !

Ye perjured two on the Holy iiUmt
;

Is it for this I have fixed my cell

In holy wood where the saint's bli»d fe II,
—

"
Ft. nook the ways and the haunts of men
To m-e such sights in a holy glen ?

"

Thus cried the monk with :in awful oatli,

Then crossed himself as he cnr&ed them both.

He cursed the nightingale's beak and claw.
He cursed their nest, their food, their maw.
Much in the style of a papal carse.

Which if you have read, youll read no worse.

Tlien hushed the song in the branchenbough,
While dripi»ed the well on the stone below ;

The lightning dashed, and the rain came dowu
And fizzed, 'tis taid, on the old man's crown.

The morning came with the morning bell,

Kut yet no hermit had left his cell,

At early dawn in the morning air

No monk waa met on bis way to prayer.

Later at night, the brethren say,"
We'll seek our brother before we pray."
And moonlit shine o'er the woodland «|>read,

And led the way to the lonely dead !

Some say St. Leonard himself had .•^tole

To the hermit's cell and released his soul
;

Enough, no mortal his liml>s had drest,

Nor crossed his palms on his virtuous breast.

And whether that knight, or that " fay re ladye,"
Or the monk himself, or whoever it be.

The woodland through at the evening tide

A headless horseman is seen to ride :

A gaunt-like form in the fearful £:lade

Fraying the fawn in her fawn-grown shade;
He rides for aye, but the nightingale's lay
From that faire Poreste hath died away I

THE ENGLTSn OF THE .SCOTCH.

TiiR Scotch, wo are awan-, claim to teach

UH SaxoiiB how to talk Eii!,'lii»h ; jii^t a*, in

turn, tlio Irish contcuil that they l«/;ii the

Scotch by their Ktill finer u»e of our tongue. We
are ournelveH a mere Sa.ssenach IxxJy, and Jo

not at all intend to argue the point ;
the

ScotN ami the HihornianB may quarrel l.«.*-

tween themcelveH on Huhtlo tliatinctionx of the

English lan'.(iiiige. Dublin haa some warrant,

we julmit, for claiming to furninh the only

correct metropolitan accent, and Edinburgh,

again, can give re.-isons for authority in settling

tnio British emphasis in the matter of broad

o'h ami a's. So far from disputing with either

of them, and especially with the logical

nortlioniers, we readily allow that there are

dilferences in their English and ours. This

admisMion the cannic people will caaily enough
make out to bo full proof of their cane, and

.solely with the view of iucrea.sing their

triumphs, we will give a few examples. A
Scotch newspaper entirely devoted to adver-

tisements regularly reaches the present writer,

and in occa.sion;iIly glancing over it, although
it purports to be printed in the Southron

tongue, he ever and again stumbles upon

plirases which puzzle his ignorance considerabl}'.

He may not be wholly unacquainted with

them, but they have the same embarra-ssing

strangeness which an old friend of his once

had, when, on tlieoc»ision of certain festivities,

he made a sudden appearance in kilt and

plaid. For instance, the first time our eye

lighted on this auuouncemcnt :

** The under-

mentioned subjects are intended to be exposed
for sale," the time and place being duly spe-

cified, our ideas at once became an.-itomical ;

and with a misgiving that it was not tpiito

legal, we read on, fearfully e.\pectiiig a cata-

logue of bodies of decea.^e<l persons ollered in

the interests of science to surgeon-* and mediad

students. It w.-us a relief in one sense, but a

puzzle in another, to find that the "subjects"
were villas, houses, mansions,—wh.at blunder-

ing English auctioneers \»i'uld h.ive descril>o«l

as "
teuementa,"

"
hereditament<," or by that

fine old phra.«e, which everybody so clearly

understands,
"

uicssuagea."

Another slight jHirplexity presented itself

in pursuing the notifications, on finding it

stilted that many of the residences had
"

jMjlicies" attached to them. A fre.sh instance

of Scotch prudence, we said to ourselves ; the

proprietors take out .vsurances against fire,

.^nd .'ffer the policies with the buildings ; tut

on seeing it asserted that, in one instance,

the "
policy

" was stated to be three acres i.i

extent, we began to 8U.spcct that it wa.s not a
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documeut. Furthei- researcli led to tlie dis-

covery that "
])olicy

"
is Scotcli-Englisli for

"
appurteuaucos." Tho moro English reader,

following up tho advertisomeut, will not un-

likely next widen his eyes over the additional

statement that alterations may be made in

the premises without interfering with " the

amenity
" of the policies. To understand this

he must amend his simplicity by collating

other such jmssages as these :

" Tho villa is a

desirable residence owing to its amenity, it

being sheltered from the easterly winds," &c.

Being
"

pleasantly situated," is our imperfect

Saxou approach to it. We may here mention

that there would appear to be a much greater

variety of kinds of premises in Scotland than

we are accustomed to in England. It is

almost bewildering, in glancing over the

columns, to read of " sunk flats,"
" area

flats,"
" second and third half flats," "north-

ern halfs," and " southern halfs
;

" in addition

to which, there are " main-door houses," and

•'self-contained houses." But grounds at

present unoccupied by buildings are described

in a sufficiently mystifying manner. In some

cases we are informed that lands are ' ' held

blench of the Crown," and at other times

"blench of a superior;" then a few lands,

it is a pleasure to find, are held "
partly

free and partly blench ;

"
while, now and

again, it is vaguely stated that " the teinds

are valued and nearly exhausted." One does

not quite know whether this is an advantage
or otherwise, not being precisely aware what

a " teind "
may be

;
an English reader cannot

pretend to say whether it may turn out a

mortgage or a mine. Further, instead of its

being announced that the queer dwellings, or

the strange land, will be offered, as is usual

.with us, for sale at public auction, it is

somewhat unsettUng to find that the pro-

perty will " be exposed" for sale "
by public

roup." At our first meeting with that phrase,
we felt a little ignorant alarm lest a "roup"
meant something akin to a riot

;
and the other

phraseology carried with it an equivocal sound,
that about "exposing" estates for sale; but

the advertisers indicated no embarrassment on
their side, for they occasionally stipulate that

it shall be open to " the exposers" to do such

and such things. One or two other variations

of auctioneering phraseology may be given.
What with us is the " reserved bid," is, in

Scotland, the "upset price;" instead of the

abbreviation "inst." in describing the month

present, the Scotch say
" current

;

" and the

old familiar phrase in reference to quantities,
as four acres and three roods,

' ' be the same
more or less," with them becomes four acres

and three roods,
" or thereby."

Occasionally, the advertisements of residences

to let have a severely scientific air, suggesting

that, across the Tweed, house-agents recreate

themselves with studies in natural philosophy ;

for instance, it will be stated that the house is

Kui)plied with water "
by gravitation," as well

as by "a stream running through the grounds."

Englishmen would avoid such mansions, fear-

ing they must have been constructed on the

principles of a private Polytechnic Institution.

At times this class of announcement mysteri-

ously intimates that a house could be easily got

ready, and let for "
Whitsunday first

;

" and

it is not seldom stated that " the entry of an

incoming tenant at this season will be advan-

tageous and convenient." We can only hope so.

Then, intimation is often publicly given, in

reference to entailed estates, that certain per-

sons wish to ' '

uplift
"
moneys for their own be-

hoof, which starts the idea that they must be

contemplating serious sums to require such ex-

cessively muscular phraseology. Another class

of advertisements, on first reading, suggests a

combative spirit, incongruous with the Chris-

tian ministry, and appears to offer a not very

cheering glimpse of the mode of conducting
ecclesiastical arrangements in that intensely

theological land. Numbers of reverend gen-

tlemen, whose names are openly given, and

their churches specifically indicated, are de-

scribed as having "raised" each a summons of

"augmentation, modification, and locality"

of his stipend against the "
patrons, titulars,

and tacksmen of the teinds, inheritors, life-

renters, and all others." Whatever does it

mean ? It sounds awful ;
we only trust it is

not the means by which the ministers have

ordinarily to get their salaries. W. C.

ONLY FOR ONE WEEK.

" Heke we are, snowed up," said I to Con-

stance Hedley, who had been staying with us

at our quiet parsonage-house, since the begin-

ning of December. I had known her ever

since her widowhood, which dated back some

five years before the time of which I am speak-

ing, and both my husband and myself felt a

great regard for her. She was much admired,

only twenty-nine years of age, and fond of

gaiety. Contrary to our usual habits, which

were somewhat secluded, we had given dif-

ferent entertainments to enliven her visit, and

on the evening before,
—which was New Year's

Eve,—we had taken her to a ball at the house

of some friends in the neighbourhood. She

was unusually silent the next morning, and I

fancied that she was overtired with dancing,

or that the weather had afi'ected her spirits,

for the snow which had commenced falling the
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day before had not ceased, and the sky was I

the colour of lead. Wo had every prospect of

bfing kept prisoners to tht! house for a tiuiu,

which, iiH wo were five milcH from a railway-

station, and had tinishcd all the senKutiou

novels sent UB from Mudie's a fortnight before,

was by no nieanH an a^'rc'oaV)le one.
" Vou doubtless iniiij^ino that the <lrearine.s^s

<if the weather has jjiven me the blues," !•

marked my fnen<l ;

"
nothiii!,' of the kind ; 1

assure you that if I am a little bit tliou;<htful

this morning, it is (piite from another cause.

Last night, a gentleman anked mo a <}Ue«tion

which took me back seven years into the past,

for ju^t BO many winters have gone by t-iuci
\

tho same question was put to mo on tho same

night of the year. I have often been on tlio

point of ridating to you an ailvcnture wliich

hapiMjned to mo when I was a girl, but

of which I have as yot never spoken to any
one out of my own f.amilj*. I will no longer

bo reservetl on this subject with so true and

valued a friend as your.>elf. But, before I tell
i

you what tho question asked was, I must give
'

you some uninteresting preliminaries."
I made up a bl.izing fire, before which we '

drew cur easy chairs ; and Constance began
'

her story. I never could listen long to any-

thing, however interesting, in an uncomfort-

able position, and should have been a very
restless being, had I lived in those day.s whou
all the seats were uneasy—though the Yankees

may keep thtir horrid rocking chairs to them-

selves as far jis I am concerned, for the

swaying causeil by the slightest movement,
reminds me always of being on board sjiip,

wliich I detest, even when the sea Ls as calm <

as possible. Here is my friend's talo in her

own Wdrds :—
j

I

\\hen I was just twenty-two, I went with !

my parents to a fanoy-l)all, on New Year's

Eve, at Lady L.'s. 1 had many partners,
and dance<l half tho night, when soon after

supper a friend of my father's introduced a

gentleman to me whoso name I could not dis-

tinctly hear, in iho confusion of voices around

me, and tho .vtriking up of tho band for the

next dance. ll\ini<.'dly engaging my hand for

tho next quadrille, my prospective partner dis-

appeared in the throng. I had time to see

that he was about twenty-two or three yeara
of age, wore a plain domino, and that tlio

look of anxiety which sat upon ids features

was strange in so young a face. Mevertljoloss,
I had forgotten his existence by the time he
came to remind me of my pronuse. Ho led

me to my place and wo commenced dancing
without his ouce addressing me. At the end
of tho lirbt iigure, I turned to reply to some

remark I fancied that he hatl at L-uit ventnrcd

to make, when I met his perplexed-looking

gaze, and perc<-ived that ho wa* talking to

hiniKelf, for ho wiid,
**

Yes, it may do : tall, tho same name, too,"

then Hud«lenly t<j me,
"

I'ray, Mis* Forteseuo,
do you consider yourself tall / What may 1h)

your hoight I

"

\ot a little Kurprisod at this bruMjUc manner

of oi>ening a converKition, and thinking I

would answer him some way in his own style,

I replio<i,
"

It may be seven feet, bui is not."
" But scarcely under five feet eight inches,"

he resume<l ;

" have you any relations in

Canada (

"

I answered in the affirmative, and though
with a haui,'hty ton<', yet I must have looked

amusefl, for he presently added,
"

I see that you are more diverted than

offended by tho extreme audacity of my moile

of adilressing you, which perhaps strikes you
as less eccentric, in the midst, of tliis motley

crowd, than it otherwise might ; but I assure

you that I have no wish to appear original or

impertinent ; I am actuated by very different

motives. Before entering this ball-room I

received a letter containing intelligence of a

most perplexing and annoying nature, and

which has thrown me into a state of the

greatest anxiety. I am placed in a position

of some difficulty, and without .assistance from

you, I feel I can scarcely extricate myself.

However mad you may and must think mo to

be, with this in view I venture to beg your per-

mission to ask you two mere questions. They
will no doubt strike joii as odd ones for a

perfect stranger to make. But you have

the option of choosing to listen to them or

not."

By this time our quadrille had come to an

end, and loading me to where my mother wjis

.sitting, my partner .'vaid,

"Make your decision, and tell mo of it

when you raise with me, as I trust you will

when the next dance is over."

I agreed to this, and he left me. When he

camo to claim my hand as tho first notes of

the deuxtemps struck up, my curiosity urgetl

mo to grant his lecjuest, and ho put question
tho first to me, after the first round.

*' Your Christian name ?
"

" Constance."
** How fortunate," exclaime<l my lartner.

NumlH'r two, after tho .second round,
" What fortune, if any, may you possess ?*'

Answer, "Only a thousjind pounds."
'*
Lucky again," muttered ho. " One more

question, tho last and most important one, I

will, if you allow me, make to you in a letter

of explanation, which having read, I trust you
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will uot be so cruel as to refuse your aid.

ISLiy I write to you or not ?
"

This was not to be auswered at once or

wichuut cousideratiou.
"

I do not press you uow, but hope to have

your favoui-ablo answer to uiy caruest request

when you leave the cloHk-room," said he, re-

turuiny me to my mother's side.

What an odd circumstance ! Did ever a

girl have such a strange partner ? I thought
of little else but him and his funny questions

for tlie i-est of the night. 1'he more I thought

aliout it, the more reluctant I felt to refuse his

exjilauatious ;
and before the time for our de-

parture arrived, 1 had resolved to accept his

proposal of writing to me. He might say

what he chose, but I was a free agent still,

and would take care not to commit myself to

anything. I could tell my pareuts about it

all at some future time, but there could be

no harm in receiving a letter. I had made

up my mind that, having heard so much, I

would know more
;
and when, on leaving the

cloak-room, I encountered my hero of the

night, I acceded to his urgent request, then

hastily repeated.
" I return to London in a day or two,"

said he, "and you shall receive a letter before

I start."

I can scarcely describe how strangely I felt all

the next day. 1 could hardly believe that I had
uot been dreaming—that there was no reality

in the affair. At all events, my partner must
have been playing me a practical joke. I

should, of course, get no letter. But I should

have felt disappointed if none had arrived, and
I passed that and the next day in a state of

feverish expectancy. At last the looked-for

epistle came, and teai'ing it open, I read the

explanation, which ran thus :
—

" Dear Miss Fortescue,
—I feel very grateful

to you for allowing me to make a full explana-
tion of what must appear to you to have been

my extraordinary behaviour to you on the

night of the ball, and if, after the perusal of

this letter, you will consent to give me your
assistance, my gratitude will be boundless

;

for indeed you will help me out of a great

difficulty, one through Avhich my happiness

might be shipwrecked, unless I can manage
to evade it. 1 must tell you all, from the be-

ginning, before I can expect you to judge of

the case. When I was about fifteen years old,

my father, who was then my only surviving

jjarent, died, leaving me to the care and

guardianship of his half-brother, who was
twelve years his junior, then just twenty-eight

years of age. My father's marriage had been
an unhappy one, and his dying request to my
uncle was, that he would use his utmost en-

deavours to prevent me from contracting au

early marriage, in order that my judgment
and taste should be so far matured as to reu-

der an imprudent choice least probable. True
to the promises thus exacted, my uncle, as I

grew older, used every means in his power to

exclude me from female society, keeping a.s-

vigilant a watch over me as was consistent

with the exercise of the duties which his pro-
fession involved. His regiment was ordered

to India, when I had completed my twenty-
first year. Before his departure, he made

arrangements with a friend of his who was on

the point of sailing in his yacht for the At-

lantic, that I should accompany him. This

plan pleased me, as offering au opportunity of

gratifyuig my long-cherished wish to see the

world and something of life, for I had till

then a limited experience, my University career

having been a short and studious one, my
uncle having prohibited travel in the vacations,
which I usually had spent with him in some

quiet place. It was with delight, that I heard

we were bound for America, and that we
should probably visit Canada, where the gen-
tleman whom I was to accompany had a

bachelor brother residing. In his last inter-

view with me, before starting, my uncle talked

to me long and seriously as to my future, and

upon the importance of my exercising the

greatest discretion in the choice of a wife,
should I at any time be matrimonially dis-

posed. He reminded me that my fortune had
been placed by my father at his disposal for

me, until I should reach my twenty-fifth year.
After that time he should cease to exeixise his

right to influence my actions, but that until

then he would in no case consent to my mar-

riage, or, indeed, to any engagement of the

kind, unless he should himself be perfectly sa-

tisfied with the lady—who must possess no
less than three requirements of his own making—namely. That she should be tall, that her

name should be Constance, and that she should

possess, at least, one thousand pounds. To
these he annexed a condition which bound me
to wait to engage myself until he should see

her, and be enabled thus to form his own judg-
ment. I had not as yet dreamed of mariying
at all, and troubled myself very little about

the promises which I readily made to what I

considered my uncle's eccentric exactions.

Nor did I think then that he seriously in-

tended to stand to them ; but fancied he was

jesting in a grave kind of way as he often did

in conversation with me. After a delightful

voyage we reached the new world, and soon

arrived at Toronto, our destination. I was
most kindly welcomed by my friend's brother,

who, though a single man, was of a very
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sociable dinposition, and had a largo acquaint-

aiico. Tho brothere wore not ho vigilant over

mo aa my uncle might have wi«hud, in their

kind-hoiirtcd zeal to interest ami ainnse me,

and 1 had plenty of opportunitiun of Ijucoming

acquainted with tho fair box. AmongHt the

many charming girln whom 1 mot in Hociety,

MisH Forte.Hcuo attractoii nn- the most, and

after ropojiled meetings, 1 fi-lt that 1 wjus fiill-

ing desperately in love with her. She diil

iiot di.HCOur;ige me, and we were not long in

establishing a mutual understanding. 1 did

not mention to Mary, for that w;uh my lady

love's name, anything about my uncle's strange

condition.', but simply told her that I must

gain his consent to our enL,'iiL,'ement, and that

1 Hhould not bo free to marry her until I hail

attained my twenty-fifth year ;
but secretly I

began to think, of my promises with some de-

gree of anxiety. I discovered that Mary's
Hecond mime was Constance, to my surprise

au'l intense relief. She was more than com-

monly t.dl, certjiizdy ;
but tho third require-

ment, the one thousaml pounds, wjvs wanting !

It was such a piece of good luck about her name

and her height, but particularly the former,

that the importance of the money dilHculty

did not weigh with me much. As for that,

ftouif gixlmother, or distant relation, might leave

her something, and a number of ctuitingen-

cies might happen to help ua in this particular ;

BO I wrote to my uncle to tell him that 1 had

chosen a dwir, fiisciuatiug girl, whom ho could

not fail to approve of, that she possessed the

requirements which he deemed necessary, and

I felt certain of his consent to my engaging

myself, as soon as he should be able to make
her acquaintance. My Constance, I told him,
was all he could desire. I never said a word

about tho fortune. In reply, my uncle told

mo that he was surprised at my having so soon

found a young lady who answered so com-

pletely to his pattt-rn, for he had imagined it

would be more difficult for me to meet his re-

quisitions in these particulars. However, he

would not withhold his con.sent to my engage-

ment, if he found that she fulfilled his con-

ditions in every sense, and if she should plea-so

him, on his becoming personally ac<piaintwl

with her
;
which he said he trusted to have the

opport\uiity of being in three months' time,

when ho should bo home iu England on leave ;

but that I shouKl incur his serious displeasure
if I committed myself to any sort of engage-
ment before ho shoidd h ive seen and passeil his

verdict on tho object of my choice. He h.v«l

heanl from me that I should return to England
in the yacht early in the next month, and that

Constanco would follow me almost immediately
with some friends, having accepted an invita-

tion to visit nomo relationn in tho north of

Devon. Tho people with whom Coiuttaucu

(for I now always cxdletl her by her second

mime) was t<i travel wore obliijed tu .<}

their going to England, umch to my v
j,

and I was a little anxious at leaving her, tur*

rounded an she was with admirers, whom her

beauty and love of admiration ami attc-ntiun

attracted. I comfort-.il myself, however, with

thinking, that thougli 1 must now go, without

being ablo to bind her by f>roinis<! to me, yet

it would not \ki for long. She would probaiily

be with nte iu a couple of months' tiaie again,

and when once my uncle had seen her, I was

certain he would allow us to bo engaged, foi

I felt that he would no more bo able to resist

her powers of charming than myself, and in

spite of her having no money, for was not my
own fortune, which was considerable, enough i

He was a rich man himself, and would no

doubt help us, for he had always been most

kind and generous to me. 1 arrived in Eng-
land a fortnight ago, ami remained in London

till within the last few days. I came to look

up a college friend in this neighbourhood, and

w;is induced by him to accept La<ly L-'a in-

vitation to the ball. Just before leaving my
friend's hou.se with him that evening, a letter

w^as put into my hands. On opening it I found

it Wiis from my uncle, and dated from Paris.

He told mo that his return h;id been hurried

by circumstances which took hiiu to France.

His busine-s-s would be .settled in a few days,

and on leaving the Continent he should make

some visits amongst his friend.-; iu England,
and should afterwards present himself at my
lodgings in town, when he exuected me to

conduct him to the place where Constance was

staying, and that he .should have just one

week in which to make her acquaintance before

he must leave Europe again for a lengthened

period. Ho promised, however, to write and

inform mo of tho exact time when I might ex-

pect him, mentioning three weeks jis prolxibly

the outside time before we should meet Here

was a fix for me to 1k> in. What should I do 1

If I wrote to beg Constance to hurry her de-

parture, even if she would underUike the

voyage alone, there would be no time for her

to make her preparations and to sail, so as

to reach F^nglan<l before my uncle should

have left it. 1 was in a sad dilemma, and

wanted to rush back to London by the next

train, to consult a friend iu whom I h.id con-

fided in my aflairs, and whose advice I valued ;

but Monckton, my college friend, i)«r»uado*i

me to accompany him still to tho ball.
' \ou

can think the matter over, old fellow,' said

he,
* as well there as anywhere ebv, and there

is not time for you to catch the Loudon train
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now.' 1 chanced to see you wheii the iiiglit

was half over, and being struck with your re-

semblance to Constance, begged to bo intro-

duced to you by the gentleman with whom you
were speaking, of whom Moncktitu knew some-

thing. I did so also partly to acqviiesce in his

wish that I should dance, as he said my not

doing so looked so remarkable, and Lady L.

had asked him 'if hi.s friend never danced.'

On learning your name, it all at once occurred

to me that Constance had once told me that

she had an uncle and aunt living in the north

of England. It struck me, too, that it was

just possible that you might be a cousin of

hers—hence my second question to you whilst

dancing the quadrille together—my ideas were

in such a desperate state of confusion at the

time that I hardly comprehended how exces-

sively impertinent j'ou must have thought me,
when I asked you the other questions. Your

replies put the idea into my head which in-

duced me to beg you to let me write and

explain my.self, and now I come to the dis-

closure of the design by which I hope, with

your assistance, to obviate the difficulty of my
position. Knowing my uncle's resolute pur-

pose when he has made up his mind to any-

thing, I felt sure that he would keep his word,
and that unless he could see Constance and be

able to judge of her himself, there would be

DO hope of his consent to an engagement, and

if we waited until he should again have an

opportunity of so doing, we should have to re-

main as we were until I am twenty-five. I

would keep constant to the end of time itself,

but I do not feel quite so sure about my love,

surrounded as she is by admirers, as I said

before. Ah ! if she should forget me ! No, it

is better to secure her at all risks. Let me

implore you to help me—you can if you vnll

—you have the same names, are her cousiu, I

am almost sure. If you would consider my
petition, oh ! how happy you would make me

;

you would relieve me from a tremendous load

of anxiety. If you are her cousin, you can-

not fail to know her near relatives who live in

Devonshire. Cannot you pay them a visit in

about three weeks' time, and confer the im-

mense favour upon me—of consenting to per-
sonate my Mary Constance for the week which

my uncle proposes to pass in her company ?

I will let you know, in case you afford me this

happiness, the exact day when I shall have to

conduct my uncle to visit the Fortescues for

this purpose. I shall await j'our decision

anxiously, and shall fear the worst until I

hear.
"

So ended Henry Ashford's letter, for by
this name he signed himself. What a strange

request ! It was, however, quite true that he

was half-engaged to my cousin, for I had heard

in a letter from Canada about a month before

that she was likely to be engaged to a Mr.

Ashford, a young man of good prospects.
What should I do—what did I do ? I did

wliat many a girl who loved excitement and a

little adventure, placed in such peculiar cir-

cumstances, might have done. I consented to

lend my aid in this romantic affair, which,

anyliow, was at all events a family one. I

received a grateful answer from Henry, and
wrote to my cousins who lived near Bideford

to accept the oft-repeated invitation they had

given me to visit them, fixing the time in ac-

cordance with the plan in which I was en-

gaged. So there I was, betrothed, as it were,
but without a lover, or prospect of marriage.
Was ever a girl so curiously placed before 1

Nothhig served to remind me of my unprece-
dented predicament, till the arrival of a locket,
with Mr. Ashford's photograph in it. The

day after the fancy-ball I met in society a

gentleman, whose manners and conversation

were very pleasing to me. I had frequent

opportunities of seeing him, for he visited at

our house, after a while, constantly. I was flat-

tered by his attentions, and he appeared to

take an increasing interest in me. Our pur-
suits were the same

;
he would sing to my

accompaniment, criticise my drawings, and
lend me some of his own, which had real

merit, to copy. He would read aloud my
favourite poems to my mother and myself, and

things were becoming serious. My parents,

hardly knowing whether his attentions should

be encouraged or not, on so short an acquaint-

ance, were not sorry to know that they would
soon necessarily be put a stop to by my de-

parture for my proposed visit to my relations.

He was reading the " Palace of Art "
to me the

afternoon following that on which I had let

out that I was going away ; my mother had
been called out of the room

;
when he made

me a declaration of his love. I hardly can

describe what I felt, when he did so, and

begged me to tell him if he might hope. He
would not have intruded his feelings upon me
so soon, had he not known of my intended

absence
;
but he could not bear the suspense he

must endure, he said, if I went away without

his assuring me of his attachment. I had seen

so much of him in the three pleasant weeks
that I had known him, and had liked him so

much, and felt such a happy fluttering at my
heart when he told me of his own feelings,

that I began to understand a little the joy of

being loved, which is impossible unless to one

who can love in return, though I could not at

the moment analyse my sensations. I told

him that I had known him for too short a
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time to eijcomajje him to hope, but that I was

grateful for his iuterest in me. \\ hut could

I say more i However it luiyht bo, another time,

I couM not ouguge myself until the extraonli-

uary farcn had ended, in which I wxs to take

HO prominent a part. In the uiouientiiry em-

bamiHsment the occasion caiuied, 1 imidvur-

tently ilropped the locket which wa« fastened

to the chum of my watch, and u.sually lay con-

cealed iu my dress, for I had )>eeu pl.iyin.;

with the chain, and had accidentally drawn

out this token of Honry's. He stooped to pick

it up, and mubt have seen the purtniit on one

lido of it, for turning p<de, ho returned it to

mo with the reniiirk,
"

I fear I have no

chance. This ii a si^'u, doubtles-n, that I am
dix)med to disappointment," and seizin;^ my
baud, he pressed it convulsively, and looking
at me with au exprcs-siou of pain and regret

that I shall never forget, ho suddenly (quitted

the room. I knew that I loved him after he

was gone, when 1 felt the sorrow which the

fear of never perhaps seeing him again caused

me. I would have given much to recall those

five or six minutes which had given me so

much pleasure, yet had perhaps robl)etl me of

a greater joy. Ah ! why had I not told him
all ? It was always better and wiser to be

perfectly open iu these kinds of atfairs, par-

ticularly where the heart was engaged, as mine
was. H;id I been so, how much sufl'ering

would have been .spared me. But it was of

no use to wish that I had acted differently,
and the next liay was the one fixed on for my
journey, I must go on with this miserable

business—there was no dra\nng back now, for

the day subBequent to my arrival at my cou-

sins' house would be that of my introduction

to Henry's uncle. I must keep up my cou-

rage, for there was much to Ihj done. I wi.shed

heartily that I had never undertaken what had

probably lost me a true heart. In gratifying
tlie whim of the moment, I had .shipwrecked

my life's happiues.s. I arrived at Whilchley
Manor iu a veiy worn-out state, having sciircely

slept the night before
;
and my nerves were fear-

fully strained. It appears Henry had let Mr.

and Mrs. Fcrte.-'cuo into the secret, and they,

though evidently not approving of the deceit

about to bo practised, hiul, out of commisera-
tion to him, not seriously oppo.sod it, thinking
aLo that his uncle's conditions and exactions

were very ab.surd. I received great kindness

from them both, and tliey did all they could

to cheer my spirits, fearing 1 was overcome
with the fatigue of the lengthened railroad

travelling I had endured. They little knew
what a heavy grief was knocking at my br.iiii

and heart—how 1 hated my.self for what I luul

promised to do. Another sleepless nigh I

headache in the morning, and I was in the

drawing-room with my cousins when the hour
of trial airived. The carriage had l>een sent

to the station to meet the gentlemen, and I

heard the grating of the gravel on the drive

up to the hotise under its wheels, au oiieniug
and shutting of doors, and the vi>>itoni were

announced. I hud Ix-un standing at the piano,

tossing over some music, when tliey entereil,

and 1 did not turn round. By this time my
head was s.viniming from the ten><ion of my
over-wrought feeling, and my agitation wan

extreme—a stop towards me. Mr. A.-hfjrd"«

voice.
•' Constante— allow me—my uncle.**

i experienced a rushing sensation in my ear.*.

I turned—some one Rto<xl before me—some
one was holding my hands—a face bent over

them—and then— all was blank— for I had

fainted. When I recovere<l, I was lying on a

sofa, and my cousins were bending over me.

"Thank Heaven that you have opened your

eyes again at last," .said Ellen Fortescue.
"
Henry's uncle knows all—we will leave you

to make your peace with him for helping to

deceive him, and to play a practical joke on

so good a man."

They left me, and some one from the other

end of the room advanced, and said,
*' My poor child, your troubles are ended.

My nephew has confessed all to me, I must,

however, exact one penance before I can for-

give you your part in the duplicity." Then,

changing his voice to its natural tone,
" Instead of being engaged to the nephew

for one week, you must consent to belong to

the uncle for life,"

The voice thrilled every chord of my being,

I turned to look at Henry's uncle, and wa»

clasped to the breast of the m;iu I loved.
"

I am so thankful to that r;isc;d, Henry,"
exclaimed he, "that he chose Mary Constance

instead of Constiince Mary. When 1 saw that

you wore his portrait in your bosom, I felt

tliere was no hope for me, though I was igno-

rant at the time that his true love's surname,
which he had never mentioned, happened to

be the same as yours, or that you were related,

I have, in the moment of happiness he con-

feiTed on me by tlisclosing that your promise
to him only bound you for one week, forgiven

him fully, and granted all he wishes of me."

Henry, it appears, had been struck with

remorse when he .>«iw how seriously I was

allected by the complications he hail brought

upon me, and being of a generous, impulsive

nature, had at once made a clean brea-st of it

to his uncle. Of course, I need not tell you
added my friend, that Colonel Hedley and I

;
were married at onco, and that I accompanied
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him to India. Henry married his Mary as

soon as she arrived, which was before we

started, and the thousand poiiuds, which was

wanting to complete his bride's requirements,
was presented her by my husband, in the

shape of a set of diamonds. He made only
one condition now, and that was that Henry
should call her by her first name, and leave

Constance to him. I was reminded last even-

ing of this strange incident by an old gentle-

man, who had not seen me since I was a very

young girl, remarking to me how tall I had

grown, and inquiring what my height really

is. I thought then, as I often do, of my
strange partner, and my relations to him for

one week. Margaret Swaynb.

JOAN OF ARC.
SECTION I.

It will surprise most English readers to

learn, that there has been any doubt cast of

late years upon
" the three most elementary

points" in the history of the Maid of Orleans.

The copious Jeanne d'Arc literature produced
in France during the last fifteen years, has

hitherto found no echo on this side of the

Channel. The occasion of this recrudescence

of interest in her history on the part of the

French public, is to be found in the new light

thrown upon the subject by the literal repub-
lication (1845-9) by the Society de I'Histoire

de France of the condemning and revising

suits, which her career gave rise to. The

editor, M, Jules Quicherat, added to his work

extracts from the contemporary or nearly con-

temporaiy chronicles, and a great number of

miscellaneous documents. His labours have

been rewarded by the subsequent issue of a plen-
tiful crop of new ' ' Lives " of the heroine, and

of pamphlets on controverted or obscure points,

to which the names of some of the first his-

torians and antiquarians of France are attached.

If the British public have hitherto remained

too indifferent to tlie progress of the salutary
Jeanne d'Arc epidemic in France, the present

summer, which witnesses the completion of

fifty years of peace between the " natural

enemies" of yore, offers a golden opportunity
for partially repairing our omission.

SECTION II. WAS JOAN OF ARC A LORRAINER ?

Between the ancient Duchy of Bar and the

Duchy of Lorraine, and following the course

of the Meuse, there jutted up in the fourteenth

and subsequent centuries a tongue of land

belonging to the province of Champagne, and,
like the rest of Champagne, under the imme-

diate sovereignty of the Crown of France.

Lorraine on the other hand was a fief of the

German Empire, while Bar was divided into

two parts as to suzerainty ; namely, into

Ban-ois Mouvant, or owing allegiance to the

Crown of France, and Barrois Non-mouvant,

owhig allegiance to the German Empire or

Lorraine. In a word, the Duchy of Bar was

the barrier between the two sovereignties of

France and the German Empire.
In this tongue of Champenese territory, so

enclave between Lorraine and Bar, Vaucou-

leurs was the chief and only walled town.

Greux was the largest village, and upon Greux

depended, in an ecclesiastical point of view,

the whole, and in a political point of view,

one half of Domremi, the native village of

Joan of Arc. During the misfortunes of

Charles VII.
,
then termed by the victorious

and derisive English,
" the little King of

Bourges," this little enclave was the only por-

tion of Champagne which remained faithful to

the French or royal cause. In the time when

Joan was growing up, Hobert de Baudricourt,

Knight, upheld the king's cause in Vaucou-

leurs, and it was to him Joan turned her

gaze when the sense of her military mission

overpowered her. Speaking of the inhabitants

of this tongue of Champenese territory, M.

Michelet exclaims,
" Those poor Borderers

had the honour of being immediate subjects

of the king ;
that is to say, that substantially

they belonged to no one, were backed and

cared for by no one, and had no Lord, no

protector but God !"

The discussion about the nationality and

native province of Joan of Arc arose in this

wise :
—

At thef Scientific Congress, held at Nancy,
the capital cf the ancient Duchy of Lorraine,

in September, 1850, a Lorraine member, in an

essay on the Philosophy of the History of

Lorraine, claimed the Pucelle as a Lorraiuer,

and added,
"

evidently this type of character

belonged to the country between the Rhine

and the Meuse, such a woman could not be

born elsewhere ;
and it belonged to our pro-

vince to furnish her.
" * Such an assertion was

not likely to go unchallenged by Champagne
and the rest of France. French historians

had always claimed Joan of Arc as a Cham-

penese, and, therefore, a French woman. If

she was a Lorrainer, she was a foreigner in

France. France then owed her regeneration to

an adopted citoyenne. The glove thus throv/n

down by Lorraine to France was picked up by

* M. Michelet had just written "Joan, doubtless, took

after her lather
;
she had not the Lorraine roughness, but

rather the Champense affability—naivete mingled with

good sense and acuteness, as yon find it in Joinville." Joan's

father was a native of Ceffonds, in Champagne, and her

mother of Youthon—a village which was like Domremi,
half Champense and half Barrcse. The Sire de Joinville

was a Champenese, who accompanied St. Louis to the East,

and wrote some very valuable Memoires of Jala time.
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M. Athanase Renard, of the dei>artment of ,

Hiiutc-Marne, and of the proviuce of Cham-
j

paj{ue,
who published in the foll'jwiiiij y<iir hin

"Souvoniradu Hiissii^ny Chainpeuuiii—Jeauue

d'Arcct Domroini." This trouti.so wa^ ropliotl
j

to, in 1852, on the part of Lorraine, by M. Henri

Lcpaije, the Archivist of the ilopartmunt of

the Meurtho, in a pamphlet entitk<l,
" In Jo:in

Dare (sic) a Lorrainor?" which provoked in

the Hamo year from M. Uenanl a rejoinder

entitled, "Was Joan of Arc French f" The

controversy w:i3 broiiijht before the Aawlemy
of InscriptionB and Belles-Lotlres in 18r»3, and

wan thenceforth particii»ate<l in by MM. Vallot

do Viriville, t^Kiicherat, Wullon, and others.

It was reopened in 1855 by M. Lepage in a

second diKsertation, l>earing the sinio titb as

his finst, bnt difTerinL,' from the former to some

extent in its Btiindpoint, and replied to in the

same year by M. Renard. In 185G, there

W.1.S H final »'XchanL,'e of shots between the

aforesaid champions of Lorraiue-15ar and Cham-

pagne.
The argument in favour of Lorraine was

based on the now thoroughly-established and

on all iide.s admitted fact, that the village and

territory of Domremi was divided into two

parts, of which one was politically a part of

Greux, in the provostry of Andclot and the

province of Champagne, and the other in the

provostry of (Jondrecourt and that portion of

the Duchy of liar for which the Duke of Bar

did homage to the Crown of France. It was

then contended, but not conclusively proved,

that the house in which Joan was born was

situate in the Barreso portion of Domremi,
and that as a Barrese, she was alst» a Lorraiuer.

This la-st startling proposition was sought to

bt! proved by tlio fact that a marriage contract

was entered into in 1420 between the young
Duke llentJ of Bar and the heiress of Duke '

Ciiarlos of Lorraine, which led to the union

of the two duchies under the dominion of

Duke Rene (bettor known in history am Ren^

d'Anjou, King of Sicily) on the death of Duke
Charles II. of Lorraine, in January, 1431, that

is to say, a few months l>efore the execution

of Joan. It was triumphantly demurred to

this, that if Joan was Barrese, she could not

be of Lorraine, for the union of the two

duchies was not a merger of Bar in Lorraine \

any more than the union of Scotland and

England was a merger of Scotland in Eiiglantl.

The Dukes of Lorraine were also styled Dukes
of Bar until the annexation of Lorraine to

Franco in ITOt'i, and i/iui Dukes of Bar con-

tinued to do homage for a portion of Bar to

the Kings of France. M. Lepage admitted

the force of tliis argument, ami iii hus second

pamphlet ahifteil his ground, and umply oou- i

tended that the Pucwllo waM of liar, and nut

of Champagne. Notwithst^indiug thii admis-

sion, hw originil theory has found a new

champion in M. Villiiinmez, one of the many
recent biographers of the heroine.

This phase of the controversy brought oat

the fact that the chroniclers, biogniphen*, and

jKXjts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

were diametrically at variance with each other,

and often with themselves, on the subject of

Joan's nationality. M. Kenard makes fun of

the geographical errors of most of these autho-

rities, who too often confound Lorraine, Bar,

and Champagne ;
and one of them, Philip of

Bergamo, reaches the climax of absurdity by

stating (in 1497) that Joan was **
virgo (Jaliica,

natione L"^/i<»; i;i//(;i.iM,
" a French maiden, of

Lorraine Jiationality. The reason of this con-

fusion is natural. It lay in the peculiar [xm-
tion of the enclaie of Champagne, the union in

the lifetime of Joan of the duchies of Bar and

Lorraine, the cession by the King of France,
in 1571, of the greater portion of the Cham-

penese section of Domremi to the Duke of

Lorraine and Bar, ami, last but not least, the

prophecy, widely credited in the time of Joan,
that France was to be saved by a virgin who
shoulil come from " the Marches of Lorraine."

Joan did in fact come from a village which

was within such a short distance from the

frontier of Lorraine, that it Ls not to bo won-

dered at that the contemporary chroniclers

found it easy to adapt the event to the pro-

phecy.

SECTION III. IF JOAN WAS BARRE-SE, WAS SHE

ALSO FR£NCH ]

This, at first sight, seems a rather silly

quostiou to debate
;
but M. Athanase Renard,

the Champenese champion, contended, if Joan

was a subject of the Duke of Bar, she was a

mere "
adventurer," a female Don Quixote, a

rebel to her lawful lord (who sided with the

English) and who had no right to call Charles

VII. " her king," nor to allow " her hair to

stand on end when slio saw French blood

flowing." M. Renard takes high "moral"

ground on this point, and insists that it be

envisaged from a moral («/i«r)v legitimist)

point of view. To tliLs objection M. Lepage,
I think, makes a complete reply, challenging
both the facts and the moral and political de-

ductions of .M. Kenard.

In the first place, says the champion of

Bar, it mattered not what tlie policy of the

Lord of Bar might have been for the moment,
the sentiment of the people of Bar had alw.iys

been, and was still, Armagnac, and French,

and anti-Burgundian, and .•uiti-English.

Seooudly, that Joan, though a Barre&e. n- ..
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justified in regarding Charles VII. as " her

king." Joan, moreover, was a great stickler for

the royal prerogative, and was probably fiir too

high-flying a Royalist to suit the notions of

the great vassals of the Crown. This was evi-

dent from her reply to the ambassadors of the

Duke of Brittany, who sent to ask her if she

came to aid the King in God's name. " In

tliat case, my liege Lord, the Duke of Brit-

tany, is disposed to aid the King." Joan

replied,
" that tlie liege Lord was the King

and not the Duke, and that the latter ought
not to have delayed so long in succouring

him." All her language and her acts show

that she regarded the King and not Duke

Ren^, to whom she never alluded, as her liege

lord. Again, the policy of the Dukes of Bar

had always been Royalist. M. Henri Martin,
in the last edition of his life of Joan of Arc,

says,
" Since the commencement of the civil

war which had preceded the English invasion,

the Dukes of Lorraine and Bar had supported
two opposing parties ;

the Lorrainers had been

Burgundians, then adherents of Henry VI. of

England and France
;
the Barrese had been

Orleanists, and afterwards Dauphiuists." In

1412, the year after Joan's birth, there was
war betireen the Dukes of Bar and Lorraine.

In 1415, when Joan was fourteen years of

age, Edward III., the Duke of Bar, was killed

at Agincourt, on the French side. Since

1420, the epoch of the marriage contract of

Duke Rene, then only in his twelfth year,
with the heiress of Lorraine, until the spring
of 1429, the Cardinal-Regent of Bar had
maintained his neutrality between the Anglo-

Burgundians and the French. M. Michelet,
in his *' Histoire de France," explains the

motives which led the Cardinal for a moment
to adhere to the English side.

** When the defence of Orleans seemed to

be desperate (May, 1429) the old Cardinal of

Bar hastened to treat with Bedford in the

name of his nephew, Rene of Anjou, for fear,

on the one hand, lest the latter should lose

the succession of Lorraine, and, on the other,

leaving it open to Ren^ to disavow his act, if

the affairs of Charles, king of France, should

take another turn."

The "Biographie Universelle," in the ar-

ticle
" Rene' d'Anjou," shows us with what

electric effect the first success of Joan acted

upon the young duke :
—" In 1429, this

prince was occupied in the blockade of the

town of Metz, then besieged by the Duke of

Lorraine, about the time when Orleans had

just been delivered. Rene, whose family con-

nection with his brother-in-law, King Charles

VII.
,
and whose personal penchant for France,

had been obliged to yield to the imperious law

of policy which imposed neutrality upon him,
could not resist the impulse which attracted

him to the French army, and he hastened to

rejoin it in the plains of Champagne, where his

two brothers, Louis III. and Charles of Anjou,
had preceded him. One may say that Ren^

quitted the siege of Metz by stealth, and, in

spite of the exhortations of the Duk^of Lor-

raine and the Cardinal of Bar, who were both
too experienced politicians not to foresee the

evils which would accrue to both their states

if the English and Burgundians were jointly
to declare war against them, Rene' came over

to Charles VII. on July 16, 1429, the eve of

the day when that monarch was consecrated

in the ancient Basilica of St. Denis. He after-

wards accompanied hia brother-in-law, the

King, through all that memorable campaign,
which was nothing but a series of conquests
and triumphs. He dared to struggle, although

scarcely twenty-one years of age, against the

advice of La Tremouille, and pronounced more
than once in favour of the opinions of Joan of

Arc, Dunois, &c., for the most energetic and
wisest policy. He formed close connections

at that time with all the great captains of the

French army, Potou, La Hire, the Duke of

Bourbon, <bc., but most particularly so with

Arnaud de Brabazan, with whom he went be-

neath the walls of Paris, after having distin-

guished himself at the head of his own troops

by the capture of Chappes, in Champagne, the

victory of Croizette, near Chalons-siur-Marne,
(fee. The death of the virtuous Cardinal of

Bar, which happened in 1430, compelled
Rend to quit the King of France, under

whose flags he had first won glory, and
he went to Bar-le-Duc, where he honoured

the memory of his uncle by a magnificent
funeral.

"

In all this it seems as if ^.epd acted

rather as the subject of Joan than as her

liege lord. If he was, legally, entitled to

the honour of regarding her as his subject,

morally, he was a vassal of Joan's. Joan was

too great a character to be bound down by
the pedantic limit of feudal prerogative and

feudal law. If she was, legally, a Barrese,

morally, she was a Frenchwoman
;
and there-

fore I contend, in opposition to the champion
of Champagne, that the circumstance of her

acting not as a provincial, but as a patriot,

far from derogating from the grandeur of her

character, only enhances it. Considering lier,

for the sake of argument only, in the light of

a Barrese, she yet, in declaring for Charles,

only acted in accordance with the popular sen-

timent of her townsmen and of Bar generally,

and also with the traditional policy of the

lords of Bar.
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SECTION IV.—WAS THK I'UfELLE <HAMfEXKSE,
OR BAHRE^K ?

Tho question, aud a <lifticiilt oiii.' it in, ru-

maiud ;
was Joan a uativo oi Har or of Chain-

pagnu 1 On which side of tho dividing lino

did the houSe of Joau's i>areiit« staud ?

Tlie iuto of iho house is known beyond
cavil. Tho house itself wrus falling into niinn

about 1480, when Louis XI., King of France,

who venerated thn memory of tho I'uolli-, had

it rebuilt on tho saino plan, hut with mor.i

solid materials, using, however, such parts of

the old materials as wore of service.*

Niithir are we entirely destitute of evidence

as to what tho boun<l:u-y lino l>etween tho two

portions of Domremi wa.s at or about tho time

of whith wo are speaking. In 14.")'.), tho

King's tax-collector imposed a special subven-

tion upon the ijihal'itants of Domremi, without

distinction, for tho payment aud lod;,'ing of

some soldiery. A portion of the villagers

claimed exemption therefrom, on the ground
that they were subjects of tho Duke of Bar.

The ca-so came on for hearing before a royal

tribunal, namely, tho Elus of Langres ; the

King's attorney argued, that all the inhabitants

of Domremi had always been taxable by the

Kintr, but the judgment of the Iloyal Court

was in favour of tho villagers who lived on the

Neufchi\teau or south side of a little stream,
"

acri>8s which is a great flat stone," who were

declared to be not liable to tho tax as belonging

to the Castlcnj of GondrtCQxirt in Bar, whilo

those who were on the (I'reux sit/f of tho said

stream were liable to the King's tax as being in

tho >Urtion <•/ Langrrs, a district of Clinmjtngne.

The stream i% that of the " Three Fountains,"

and suVsi.sts to this day, still dividing Domremi
iuto two nearly equal parts. A map of

Domremi made by the engineer employed by
the Department of tho Vosges, shows that in

1820, the site of Joan's paternal house abutted

on this stream, that, if tho stream held the

course in 1420 that it held in 1820, Joan's

native house was positively the first liotise on

tho Champeinse side of tho stream. To this

it is replioil and admitted, that the course of

the stream has been altered more than once in

the lapse of time, and, therefore, the argument
drawn from the plan of 1820 Ls not do«.isivo

in favour of tho claims of Champagne.

TheChampencso draw another argument from

tho house. It is tho fact that it was rebuilt

in 1481, at Louis XL's expense, and that

ovi-r the door there is a monumental stone,

whennn arc the royal arms of France ami of

the family of Arc, and the inscription
" Vive

• Tii^ )iotuo waa piiirhaxcd bv tho Dcpartntcnt >>f tlic

Vo»4;es, ID ISUO, M>d i« held mi a public hcirl<y>in.

le roy Loys." There in no sign on th« bouse

relating in tho le.'ist to liar. Tho only reply
that is made to this argument is, tluit the

owner of tho site and houno in I4SI was

Claude Dulyn, tho son of John Dulyn, the

Ijfothcr of the Pucelle,* whoso family ha-. ing
been ennol)l<-d by tho Kings of France, and
allowe«l to axHumo tho fleun»-de-lys on their

escutcheon, would naturally be inclined to cry
'• Vive U Toi" oven ufxjn tho wjil of the then

Duke of Lorraine and Kar.

Tlie evidence of contemporarie.^ is conflicting

and often wanting in jjrecision,

1. Perceval de I><mlainvilliers, Ch.imbcrl.iin

of Charles VII. f)f France, WTote to the Duke
of Milan a letter about Joan, dated June 21,
1421) ; that is to say, a few weeks aftur the

deliviranoe of ( )rltans. His letter giv<s ac-

curate details of .Joan's parentage and tho

political situation of Champagne. Ho Fays
that " she w.as born in a littlo village called

Domremi, in the bailiwick of r>a.ssigny, \t:ithi}%

the limiiit of the Kiutjdoin of Frauee, near

Lorrauie, on tho river Mouse." There is no

mention bore of Bar, although he alludes to

Vaucouleurs as being part of Champagne.
2. Perceval de Cagny, a chronicler of the

Duke of Alen(,-on'3, who wrote in 14.30, siys
that tho Pucelle came from tho marches " of

Lorraine aud Bar." Ho is silent about

Champagne, and his description is ambiguous.
3. John Chartier, a royal chronicler, who

wrote in 1449, sjiys with equal ambiguity,
that she came " from n>ar Vaucoub urs, in

tho marches of Barrois." But Vaucouleurs

was not in Barrois, but in Champagne.
4. Tho " Chronicle of the Pucelle," written

by an anonymous author, places Domremi
" near tho Barrois," .and makes it dependent
on the administrative district (election) of

Langres. This is an accurate description of

tho Champenese portion of DomremL

i

5. Another chronicler of the Alenijon

family wrote in 1473, that Joan was a native

I of Domremi,
" in the du<-hij o/ /I.ir, three

I short leagues from Vaucouleurs." This ag.ain

I is an accurate description of the Barrese half

!

of Domremi.

G. There is an account of the royal trea-

surj', dated April 21, 1429, which certifies to

the payment of one hundred pounds to John
of Met7, Joan's squire, who accomp\nie<l her

from Vaucouleurs to the king, for the ex-

penses of himself ami company
" who ha<I

lately come to the King from the territor)' of

Bar." Her brother Peter was of this com-

pany.

* Two of Jonn'n brotbon .usumd the osmc Ou Lja after

their cniKrf)U<inoiit.
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The family tradition is represented by
Charles du Lis, a descendant of Peter of Arc,
one of Joan's brothers. Ho wrote, in 1G12,
that Joan was born * ' in Domremi, in the

parish of Greux, in France, on tlie Cham-

pagne frontier, within the jurisdiction of the

provostry of Andelot," a purely Champenese

jurisdiction, "the bailiwick of Chaumout in

Bassigny, the election of Langres," also purely

Champenese, "and the diocese of Toul."

This is a precise and legal description of the

Champenese portion of Domremi.

Her language at the trial, and the language
of the indictment drawn up against her by
her enemies, is entirely favourable to the

Champenese theory. She calls Charles VII.

her king, and never mentions the Duke of

Bar. She says
" she was born in Domremi,

which forms one village with Greux, where

the principal church is," Now Greux, I

repeat, was exclusively Champenese. The

Barrese, however, elude the force of this

language by saying that Joan had in her

mind the parochial division, the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction, of her village, and it is not

denied that in spiritual things the whole of

Domremi was dependent on Greux. There is,

however, no word to indicate that in tem-

poral matters she considered herself to be a

native of Bar. The indictment drawn up by
the Bishop of Beauvais against Joan, on

materials furnished by a commission of

inquiry into her history, taken in Domremi and

the neighbourhood, declares that she was "a
native of Greux, and reared in the village of

Domremi, on the river Meuse, in the diocese

of Toul, in the baiUwick of Chaumont in

Bassigny, and the provostry of Monteclere

and Andelot." The language of the indict-

ment harmonises with that of Joan concern-

ing her connection with Greux, and makes
Domremi dependent on the Champenese pro-

vostry of Monteclere and Andelot, which was

true of the Champenese part of that village,

whereas the Barrese part of the same Avas

dependent on the Barrese provostry of Gon-
drecourt. Throughout the whole trial neither

the prosecutors nor the victim make any
account of Bar or its Duke.

Another proof in favour of the Champenese
side of the question is, that Charles VII.

issued letters patent, exempting from taxation

the inhabitants of Domremi and Greux, with-

out exception, as being the birthplace of Joan
who had conferred such services upon the

Crown. If Joan's family had been subjects
of the Duke of Bar, the exemption would
have been null as regards them, for all sub-

jects of the Duke of Bar were, ipso facto, free

from royal taxation, and the desire of the

king to confer a benefit upon Joan's family
would have failed of effect. To this the only

reply given is, that the Crown was very
"invasive" of the rights of its vassals, and
that these letters patent are an instance

where it exceeded its jurisdiction. The proba-

bility is, that the French government was not

aware of the exact extent of its rights, or that

the Barrese element of the village, never

amounting to more than thu-ty-five houses,
had been so reduced by the burning and sack-

ing of the Anglo-Burgundians and the other

miseries of war, that the principle, de mini-

mis non curat lex, was applicable to it.

It is beyond question, that a devotedly

royalist and French spirit animated the whole

of the inhabitants of Domremi, with the ex-

ception of one man, wliose sympathies were
with the Anglo-Burgundians, and towards him
Joan admits, on her trial, that she had che-

rished as a girl a strong feeling of aversion.

On the same occasion she testifies, that the

children of Domremi had often fought with

the children of Maxey-sur-Meuse, a Lorraine

village in the vicinity of Domremi, the Dom-
remians taking the Armagnac, and the boys
of Maxey the Burgundian side. And Dom-
remi Avas considered as a royalist village by
the English and Burgundians, who sacked it,

and once in Joan's time burnt down the

church. Whenever a band of these troopers
menaced the village, the villagers withdrew

in a body, with their chattels, to an islet

formed by the Meuse, where there was a

strong castle belonging to a nobleman of Bar,
and within the limits of the duchy ; and on

the occasion of the general sacking and burn-

ing down of the church, all the inhabitants

(onines habitatores) were obliged to flee to

Neufchateau, in the duchy of Lorraine, driving
their flocks before them. Thus, neither Joan
nor her prosecutors, neither Charles VII, nor

the Auglo-Burgundian captains, recognised any
difi"erence between the two portions of Dom-

remi, both being treated as royalist territory.

It was only in 1459, when peace had been

restored, that a portion of the inhabitants of

that village availed themselves of their legal

position to escape from an extraordinary sub-

vention for the payment of the King's troops.

During the troublous times of the hundred

years' war, this technicality was not thought

of, either by the inhabitants themselves, or

by the government of Bar. M. Renard's

summing up on this point seems to me to be

judicious :
—" The Champenese portion of

Domremi was bounded towards Bar by the

stream of the Three Fountains, a stream which

you may put your legs across ;
but whether it

was that there were not many habitations be-
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yond this boundary, or whether the French
'

olemeut reuiained predoiiiiuaut in the mind of

the population, the factn reHulting from the

two suits, tho exemption from imi)o»Uj ^'ranted

to the inhabitants by Charles VII., authorise

us to declare, that the liarric ulcmeut w:u< uot

at all reckoned therein at the time of Juau ;

that tho people of Domremi considered thom-

BelvoH a.s French, and tliat they woro so in f;ict,

living, acting and being goverue<l a.H Huch.'

It soeniH to me that tho evidence prepon-

derates much in favour of the theory, tliat

tho Pucello wa.s by birth a ChampeneHo, and

not a Harrese ; but whatever shade of doubt

may for over re.st over thi.s jioint, it is clear as

the sun at noon day that sho, and her family,

and her neighbours, were all French to tho

backbone, at a time wlien tho rest of Cham-

pagne wa-s recreant to the Gallic caii.sc, and

when the government of Bar presor^'ed a cau-

tious neutrality butweeu tlie contending parties,

and a neutrality which would have become a

policy of alliamo, ulFenaive and dufensivo, but

for the heroism of tho Maid of Domreini. The
i

question, therefore, on which side of tho boun-

dary line between Bar and Champagne her

father's house stooii, is of no moral <>r political

importance whatever.

SECTION" V. OF THE .SURNAME OV THE

PUCELLE.

A practice has lately ari.seii in Franco, and

been countenanced by MM. Michelet, Henri

Martin, Vallet de Viriville ami Viliiaumez *,

of writing the surname of the Pucelle thus,
" Dare." If the form " Dare" be more accu-

rate than that of "d'Arc," English writers

should conform to the new fashion, and write

Joan Dare instead of Joan of Arc. The

inaugurator of the new fashion was M. ValU't

de Viriville, who published, iu 1830, a memoiro

upon this subject, which was followed, in 1850,

by his "Xouvellos Recherchcs Rur la Famille et

Bur lo Nom de .leanno Dare,
"
a pamphlet of mar-

vellous imlustry, expended on a narrow i.ssue.

The fact is the apostrophe only came into xi.so

iu French writing at tho commencement of tho

seventeenth century, and thorefi-ro iu the re-

cords of the two suits ami iu tho books of those

authors who used tho surname of the Piicello,

it i.s written Dare, or sometimes Dark, Daro,

Darre, Dart, and Tare. Tliis *' barbarLsation
"

of tlio family name of tho Bucello drew from

M. Athana.so Kenard a pamphlet (published
iu 1854) in which he gives conclusive reasons

•gainst the antique innovation. "
L'pon the

• M. I,ep«ae, in hi« first two pampMctn , ti<c<1 "n.-irr;"
in his l^ttcst iu> (.onfowcs to a chniiKi' "f "I'lninn, an. I write*
"•I'.Vn.-." M M. ymdiorat, W.-Ulon, Dcsj.iniiiis, .iiul Uifuu-
taiiitf, aa wcU aa .M. Ucuard, hold t.) the rcongiiimd form.

aame principle that you would writo Dare,"
he argue.s,

'*
you ought to write Dharcourt,

Danuagiiac, le roi Danglet«rre, uu trait dare,

(Ike. What right then have you to alt«r the

orthography of ' Juhanuo '

into tho m<xleru

prenamo Jeanne,' or '

Loya' into 'LouiHt'**

To this argument tho reply of M. Viliiaumez

is,
" But when the comiK>uud name wa<i

written iu Latin, the j«repositi)n 'do' wan

use<l, as in tho case of tho name 'd'Estivet,'

which wan written ' de Estiveto
'

in th<; Liitin

versions of the suit. If the name ha<l bc-eu

d'Arc and not Dare, tho Latin editom of the

records would have written '
<le Arco,' and

not as they did, 'Dare'" This is, surely,

not very cogent.
The support<jr« of the fonn " d'Arc "

insist

that a n.imo ought to have some meaning.
"Dare" has none at all in French, but

"d'Arc" is a name of locality, and indicates

that one of Joan's paternal ancestors came
from tho little town of Arc in Champagne ;

and this is an answer to an argument of

M. Villiaumez's that as Joan's father was not

noblo he couM not have borne a seigneurial

name. The name "d'Arc" was only <«ne of

those plebeian names of locality which pea-
sants own as well as peers.

M. Kenard advances another proof in favour

of tho establi-xhed usage. It is that Peter of

Arc, a yo\inger brother of the Pucelle's, never

adopted tho_^/e>(c.s-(i.;-/i/.<, and the coat of arras

granted by Charles ^'II. when the family
was ennobled, but preferred to adopt or to

retain a how (arc) and arrows, which proves
that he looked upon his nam" .as being

" of

Arc" and not "Dare." Charles du Lis, in a

memorial to the French Government, in 1G13,
states that Peter of Arc oidy retained a crest

which had previously been adopted by his

ancestors, and M. de Viriville admits the

po.s.sibility of this, and candidly volunteers

this explanation of tho fact which militates

against his theory.
" In the fourteenth cen-

tury families or individu.als, more or less con-

siderable (but not noblo), such as tho Dare

family m.ay have bieu at that epoch, nLide

use for their signatures or seals, upon votive

windows, .sepulchral jdates or slabs and else-

where, peraonal and distinct marks or emblems.

These insignia were exactly after the pattern
of coats of arms, excepting, however, tho

helmet or crest and its hatchments. For the

latter was an essentially military symbol, and

formed tho chanict<."ristic complement of the

true coat of armi>, of the her.ildic and noble

coat of arms. The statement of Charles du
Lis has iu it, therefore, nothing inadmissible in

itself; but he does not cite any monument,
any proof, in support of his dictum. Herein
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appears to me to be the weak and suspicious

poiut of his affinnatiou." It was, however, uot

contested by the govenimeut, and letters

patent were issued in 1612,
"

giving legal

force to a blazonry d'Arc or a VArc, which is

said to have existed in tlie fourteenth century,

in the family of the Pucelle."

On the whole, I think the ueologists have not

made out a case for an alteration of the long es-

tablished usage, and that we may continue to

denominate the Maid of Orleans, Joan of Arc.

SECTION VI. ON THE MISSION OF JOAN OF ARC.

M. Jules Quicherat, who has done more

than any other living man to rub the accumu-

lated dust of centuries from off the statue of

the Pucelle as it existed in the minds of men,

declares, in his "Apercusnouveaux surl'Histoire

de Jeanne d'Arc "
(isSO), that the Pucelle's

mission did uot succeed (aurait ete manquee).
This opinion, coming from such an authorita-

tive source, has not been well received in

France, and has provoked replies from all

sides. M. Quicherat founds his argument

upon the deposition of the Duke of Alencon,
which was to this effect :

" She said she Avas

commissioned to accomplish four things ; to

put the English to flight, to have the King
crowned at Rheims, to deliver the Duke of

Orleans out of the enemy's hands, and to

raise the siege of Orleans." M. Quicherat

observes (1), that she did not drive the English

entirely out of France ; (2), that she did not

deliver the Duke of Orleans. Therefore she

failed to accomplish her mission. Upon the

first i)oint, it is only necessary to observe, that

the Duke of Alencon does not say that Joan

represented herself to be destined to effect the

entire expulsion of the English in her own

lifetime, and therefore caclit qucedio. On the

second point, the Duke of Alencon is at vari-

ance with all the other witnesses, who testify

that at Domremi, at "Vaucouleurs, at Chinon,
and at the inquiry at Poitiers, her language
was invariable,

" that she was sent to raise the

siege of Orleans, and to conduct the King to

Rheims." On her trial, she says that the

English will lose everything in France " before

the lapse of seven years," but she herself had
from the first told the King and his Council,
" I shall not last much over a year, so make
the most of me," This is consistent with the

theory that she regarded the definite expulsion
of the English as a consequence of her rjiission,

without, however, it being part of that mission

to accomplish that expulsion in person.
It is patent to every student of Joan's

career that her ideas, after she had begun to

* Since Agincourt the Duke of Orleans had been captive
in Eiifjland.

play a great part on the world's stage, ex-

panded beyond the well-defined limits in which

they were confined while she was a discredited

villager in Domremi and Vaucouleurs. Not
only did she subsequently meditate an inva-

sion of England, if the English had refused to

exchange the Duke, but she threatened the

Hussites that when she had done with the

English she would march against them
; and,

looking to still more remote eventualities, she

desired to turn the united arms of Christendom

against the Turks, then menacing Europe,

and, doubtless, reserved a place for herself in

that contemplated crusade. But these were

only afterthoughts and additions to her earliest

and most solemnly cherished plans. They
serve to prove that this severely-tried, yet

wonderfully self-poised, girl was not always

quite at one with herself; for instance, on

her trial she gave herself three years in which

to accomplish the deliverance of the Duke ;

whereas she had been wont to say that she

would not last much above a year. How and
when it was that she conceived the idea of

delivering the Duke is happily suggested by
M. Renard in his pamphlet on the Mission of

Joan of Arc, published in 1856 :
—

It is well known that Joan passed some days at

Chinon, both before and after her presentation to the

King ;
and that on the day following that presenta-

tion, the Duke of Alencon left St. Florent to see her,

and that she gave him a most cordial reception.

"Right welcome," she said; "the more princes of

the blood royal there are, the better." It is from this

moment that her close relations with the Duke of

Alencon commenced. iVow the Duke had married the

daiKjhter of the Duke of Orleans.
j

M. Renard then quotes from the Chronicle
j

of Perceval de Cagny, who was master of the

Duke of Alen9on's household :
—

And just after her arrival at Chinon, she went to

see the Duchess of Alencon, at the Abbey of St.

Florent, near Saumur, where she was residing. God
knows the joyous greeting the mother of the Duke of

Alengon, himself, and the said daughter of the Duke
of Orleans, his wife, gave her during the three or four

days she was at the said place. And ever after that

she made herself more at home, and was more con-

fidential to the Duke of Alengon than to any one else,

and always, when speaking of him, called him her

beau due, and uot otherwise.

It is during this trip and close intimacy
with the Alencon family that, M. Renard sug-

gests, Joan began to revolve plans for the

deliverance of the Duke of Orleans and the

invasion of England. But these schemes of

invading England, exterminating the Hussites,

and stemming the torrent of Ottoman con-

quest, were adjuncts and afterthoughts, and

formed no part of her original and solemnly-

cherished purposes, which alone deserve the

name of a " mission."

P. F. Andee.
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M. M."

A Stouv is Four Chai-ierx.

CHAPTER lit.

NuruiNC occurred fur iniuiy days to disttirb

tlie sluggidi current of my life at tho roadside

inn. Atter the first two nights I no longer
sutfereil from delirium, and each moniiug
found mo better. Dr. Miles resumed his at-

tondauco on tho day after tho straiii,'i'r'8 visit,

and I could not of course question hitu as to

the gentleman who had taken his phico. But
ho occasionally alluded to him ; and since he
never spoke in other than favourable terms of
tho person to wiiom I had taken such a dislike,
I concluded that that dialiko had merely been
the offspring of mental confusion induced by
physical di.so:ise.

I hatl no rea-son for wi.shing to make a

move until 1 was decidedly ci>nvalo.scent. My
Hampshire eng:igement had been indetiidt.dy

postponed. The people at my bachelor London
quarters were use 1 to lengthy disappearances,
and would not wonder at my absence. -My
relatives— none of whom resiled in tho

metropolis—were ignorant of my illnes.s, and,

therefore, not anxious on my account. Under
these circumstances 1 submitted to the restric-

tions imposed by my nurse with exemplary
j)atiencc, and remaineil under her guardiaa-

ship for three weeks.

But hy the end of this time I had no far

recovered that I resolved now to terminate)

my .sojourn at Kuston. Tho London ixhibi-

tions wi re, as I know, all ojX'U ; and I felt au
exhibitor's anxiety to hear what public opinion
had to .say respecting them, as well as a wish

to meet many artistic friemls whom they were

certain to have atlract«>d to town. After

having twico accomplishe<l a short walk, I told

my nurso (who still remained at tito inn and
over«lieline<l me with attentions) that I wa.s

now 80 much better that I had determineii to

return to London on tho following day. I

accompanied this announcement with a reqtiei«t

ibat she would tell me distinctly the extent of

my obligations: and with many hearty ackuow-

vot* .\m. n
i Nr .110.
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ledgments of her kiudnuss, I begged her to

relate to me the circumstances which had in-

troduced to my sick-chamber so attentive and

efficient a nurse.

From this it will be seen that I still remained

in ignorance as to the origin of the timely help

which had been aflbrded me in my extremity.

I had, it is true, questioned both the landlord

and landlady of the inn with respect to my
attendant. But they only knew her as the

wife of a respectable farm-bailiff living in

Huston, and had imagined all along that she

must be known to me, so confident and deter-

mined had been her manner when first she

came to nurse me. I was therefore as much
in the dark as ever with regard to the cause of

her arrival.

The good woman appeared sorry at the

prospect of my departure. She would now
venture to ask me, she said, a single favour :

would I defer my London journey for a day

longer, and take a shorter one in her company
to a neighbouring village ? If I would do so,

she added, she would the better be able to

make clear to me the cause of her advent to

the Queen's Arms.

To a person who had shown me so much
attention as she had done I could not refuse

so simple a request. Besides, my curiosity

prompted me to agree to her plan. Of course

I assented.

Accordicgly the next morning I seated my-
self in a brougham, which, to my surprise, I

found had been ordered for my journey. The
nurse now took up her station beside the

driver, and instructed him as to the road he

was to follow.

I sat enjoying the beautiful country with all

the keen relish of a convalescent. But my
mind was as much puzzled as my senses were

pleased. The uncertainty as to where I was

going oppressed me
;
and my situation struck

me as being ludicrous and annoying.
After we had travelled a distance, perhaps

of five miles, a church spire came in view, sur-

rounded by yellow-washed cottages, which

nestled close about the old building like

chicks about their mother. A few minutes

more, and the carriage drew up before an un-

pretending but comfortable little house.

At the door of this house my good nurse

confronted me.
" I'm taking a liberty, sir," she said,

" to

ask you to come inside my sister's humble
little place. But if you will do me the kind-

ness, I'll take it as a great favour. The truth

is," she continued, as she entered the outer

door and turned the handle of an inner one

opening from the passage to a sitting-room,
" there is a lady in here,

—
one, sir, that I

believe you'll like to see—who wants to ask

you to do her a service."
" In Heaven's name, who can it be ?

"
I

asked, puzzled and excited.

At tliis moment the nurse opened the door,
on the handle of which her fingers rested, re-

plying as she did so :
—

"
I'll tell you who, sir,—' M. M.' "

The surprise wliich now seized me can

scarcely be described.

Before me, dressed in graceful morning
attire, her bright young face covered with

blushes, stood a tall, lovely, queen-like girl,

the same, as a little consideration of the coun-

tenance convinced me, that I had seen and
rescued six years before. But this was not all.

A single glance at those aristocratic aquiline

features, at the dark-brown hair cropped short

like a boy's, at the bright intelligent eyes, had

served to identify in my mind the beautiful

maiden before me with the fascinating yorith

in whose company I had travelled three weeks

ago.

Had it not been for the pleasure which

mingled with my astonishment, I believe that

in the weak state of my body, I should now
have fainted from the shock of my surprise.

As it was, the effect of that shock was lost in

gratification at the warm, womanly greeting
vouchsafed me. The beautiful girl before

me took my hand with a charming simplicity
and heartiness, expressed great pleasure at

my recovery, and at thus meeting again with

her old friend and preserver, and finally

begged me to listen to a story with which

she said she would be rude enough to tease

me.

I seated myself ; my admiration and pleasure
could only find expression in silent obedience.

Tlie young lady, having requested the nurse

to take a chair, thus began her tale :
—

" I feel, sir," she said blusliing, while her

gentle eyes sparkled and threatened to over-

flow,
* ' that I owe you many apologies for

summoning you here to-day,
—for your visit

is, I must confess, of my own causing. But

the kindness you showed me six years ago is

indelibly impressed on my memory, and I have

thought that I might venture to appeal to that

kindness once more."

I stammered out the assurance that I would

serve her with the greatest delight to the

utmost of my power, deprecating the too

warm terms in which she alluded to my conduct

on the occasion of our first meeting.
" You are very good," she said quietly.

" It was not so much the rescue of my poor
life which called forth my gratitude to you, as

the kind and sympathising words which ac-

companied the deed—words which I almost
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lived upon afterwardB, h<i rarely <liil any t<>no«
'

of gonuiuo kinilnesa reach my earH."

I wonderwl what man would in,f have

gpokcn tendorly t<> a protty i^irl undur circum-

BtaiiCfH liko tlioso reforrod t">.

"Hut now," contiiiu<'<l tlio young la<ly
'

earuorttly, "let mo tuU you my proMi'iit dilemma,
and oncf more appeal to your kindneiu.

'

"
I mentioned to you hjx yeam ago that my I

parents were dead, and that my ^'uardians

were but little known to mo. My fathi-r (I

muHt trouble you with a few family circum-

Htauceg) was twice married. I was the only

child of the first marriuije. When I had

reached my tenth year, that is, five y«'.-\rH

after the death of my own mother, my father

married for the second time,
—a young wife

to whom he wa.H nnicli attached, but who sur-

vived her union with him only a few months.

Heartbroken at this now I03.S, he soon followed
\

his young bride to the grave. He wa.s a wealthy

man, and left tlie bulk of his fortune to nie,

appointing giiardians from amongst his friends,—two men of business, who have doubtless

managed my pecuniary affairs well, but who
have taken but little personal interest in my
welfare.

" Tliefle gentlemen were well content that

an aunt of my father's second wife should have

the charge of me. When you saved me from

drowinng, I had resided for more than four

years in the house i>f this lady,
— Mvrt. Benja-

min Browning, a widow without children of

her own, but who had a«.lopted from his child- ,

h<K.d a favourite nephew,
"

I now Come to the painful part of my
story. Mrs. Browning did not love me.

Whatever her motive for keeping me with her,

that motive was certainly not atlection. Her

nephew Philip grew up. Impetuous and head-

strong he had .ilways been, and these charac- 1

teristics grew with his growth. I was some

five years younger than he. You guess what

followed. He made love to me, and his aunt

favoured the suit. 1 was young, weak, j^erhaps

vain. I listened to his tlattery, believed in his

protestations, and consented to marry him.

"That was a year ago. But I hail not

long given the promise, when I ma<lo some
dreadful discoveries as to the character of my
affianced husband. I accitlentally learnt that '

he was deeply in debt ; and each day brought •

to my ears whispt>r« of his profligacy and worth-

l©8«ne.s.s. I now realised th:it I h.id never

loved him. Worse still, I became convirjced

that ho ha»l never really loved me, ami that

his wish to marry me had arisen from his do-

sire to Iwnefit by my fortune,
*'

I grew more and more miserable. This I

w«» soon detected, and all means were taken
1

by the nephew and aunt to revive the affeotioa

w hich I wan supposed once to have entertained.

But in vain. I was accordingly placcvl under
a system of close eapionage. Every elfort was

made to prevent mo from communiciting with

my guardians. Every doubt which I ventured

to expreas as to the future wivi ridicule<l an<]

sUenced.
" The wedding-day was approaching ; but I

felt that 1 wo\dd rather die than marry Philip

Browning. A desperate situation, I thought,

justilied a dosp<rate remedy. I re.>»olved to fly.
" But where could I go ? There was only

one person in tlio worM to whom I could

escape. This was my dear old nurse here, the

gentle, affectionate attendant of my early child*

hooil, the faithful servant anil friend of my
own loved mother. With her I decided I must
take shelter.

"
I scarcely know how 1 accompli.shed my

flight. The close watching to which I was

subjected rendered extraordinary stratagem
needful for the accomplishment of my object.

You know the tlis'^uise which I finally adopted.
I need not detail the circumstances which led

me to employ it. It caused me much distress

to do so
;
but without it I could never have

effected my purpose,
" Let me now relate the events which have

caused mo the pleasure of a reiutrod notion to

you, my kind friend and deliverer, f^carcely

had I seated myself in the railway-c;\rriage on

the occasion of my flight, when I discovered

with mingled pleasure and embarrassment irho

was opposite me. At the time I dreaded de-

tection above all things ;
and I noticed there-

fore with dismay that you were closely watch-

ing my face. I soon satisfied myself, however,
that the completeness of my disguise had pre-

vented you from recognising me. I wa.s g'.id

to escape further probability of such a recogni-

tion by avoiding conversation and by feigniTig

sleep. The latter expedient I resorted to

with the greater readiness because of the

stations at which the train stopped. I thought
it possible that the Brownings had already

guessed the route of my flight, ami telegraphetl

in pursuit. Every stoppage filled mo with

apprehension on this account
"

I was astonished to see you leave the

train at Ruston. I began to wonder whether

Providence designed a renewing of our ac-

quaintance. At the moment I was induluiiig

this thought my accident occurred, and you

8p<ike to me, pre.sontly mentioning your indis-

p»)sition, I now 8.iw from your face that y.»u

were indeed seriously unwell, and I thon^-iit

that perhaps the time—1 >ng prayed for— liad

arrived when it might be in my power to

render you some small service.

'
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" When you left the station, I followed,

and noted the place of your refuge. I imme-

diately afterwards inquired for and sought
the house of my uurse, who lives, as you know

perhaps, at Huston. She received me most

affectionately ;
but insisted upon my leaving

her home immediately for this cottage,
—her

sister's,
—

believing that the Brownings would

surmise the (juarter to which I had iied, and

would follow me. We fortunately fell iu with

a conveyance coming this way, and by mid-

night I was quietly established here.
*' But now I could not forget that my kind

friend was probably in sad need of an efficient

nurse, and when morning came I got my good
Esther here to imdertake a mission of inquiry to

the Queens Arms. She found you suffering

from fever, and accordingly (as I had requested
her to do if it seemed needful) stayed to nurse

you."
" Then it is to you, my dear lady," I in-

terrupted, "that I am indebted "

" Hush ! No trifling attentions which my
gratitude has showed you are worthy to be

named,—and dear old Esther's was a labour of

love to me. But now, my kind friend," con-

tinued the sweet girl,
"
supposing I were to

ask you to add to my obligations to you 1 I

have not a near relative living, and my posi-

tion is, as you see, very painful. Will you
help me ? When I first came here it was
with the intention of writing to my guardians

myself. But at Esther's suggestion,
—made by

letter from your sick-room, when she had
learned that you remembered and still felt

kindly towards me,—I have ventured to defer

my communication, intending to ask you to

undertake it for me. Will you do this ? I

have no other friend in the world whom I

could ask to perform such a service. It needs

a man's clear head and guarded expressions
to do justice to my sad story. Everything,

depend upon it, has been misrepresented to my
guardians since my flight ;

and even I, under

pressure, have heretofore written to them words
which I did not mean. Tell them all, I pray
you. Beg them to shelter me. They ought
to

;
for by my father's will I am under their

care till I am five-and-twenty. I dread more
than I can tell you Philip Browning's angry
disappointment ;

so violent, so ungoverned is

his temper. Beg them to send me anywhere
where I can be safe from him !

"

At this point the poor girl could restrain

her feelings no longer. She burst into uncon-
trolled weeping. The nurse rose and did her

best to soothe her, while I, for my part, gave
her earnest and repeated promises of my good
offices.

As soon as the young lady became calmer,

L inquired the names of her guardians. The
first gentleman she mentioned, with whom, of

the two, as she informed me, she had more

frequently held communication, I did not

know at all. The name of the second caused

me to start with astonishment.

Godfrey Dnrand.

"Why ! my dear young lady," I exclaimed,
" this gentleman is not uiily well known to

me, but on the occasion of our journey the

other day he was in the carriage with us. You
heard a gentleman on takhig leave of me ex-

press a kind desire to serve me, did you noti"
" I did indeed. 1 had never seen him, so

by me he was of course unrecognised. Was
that then really my guardian, Mr. Godfrey

Durand, a retired merchant of Kingston ?
"

" It was. He is a man to whom I can

appeal with confidence in the present case.

This is fortunate. I wiU attend to the matter

forthwith."

I was eager to enter upon my mission, and
did not now prolong my stay. As I took

leave of the young lady, I reminded her of my
words at the railway station, and assured her

that the journey to Huston had, at any rate,

been productive of happiness to me.

She coloured in reply. I raised her pretty
hand to my lips. Begging her to be under no

apprehension ;
and promising another visit in

a day or two, I went out to the carriage.

CHAPTER IV.

On my way out, the nurse stopped me.

with you, sir," she said,"A few words

"before you go."
She took me up a path in the garden out of

sight of the window of the room which we
had just left, and began :

—
" My dear young lady mustn't know it,

sir, but I'll tell you. That worthless young
man, Mr. Browning, has been down here,

looking after her."
" You don't say so ?"
" He has indeed. And

taken aback still, sir, when
you'll be more
I tell you that

you've seen him."
" Good Heavens !

"

" That second doctor who came to you, as

he pretended in Dr. Miles's place, was no

doctor at all. He was Mr. Philip Browning."
" What astounding efirontery !

" I ex-

claimed.

"This is how it was, sir, as far as I can

make the story out," continued the nurse.
" The man must first have found out the

poor child's disguise, that's certain. Then he

knew I lived at Ruston, and no wonder he

guessed that she had come to me.
" When he reached the Kuston station,

-'i''
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most likely be qnestioned the people there

firnt about me. Hut tho porters and that

Ket mostly come from \Vfx)l])riiIge. As likely

an not, not ouo of tlieni knows my name.

Browning must then have inquired di-

rectly about tho *

youn;^ gentleman
' ho wa«

after ; and it must have como out during his

inciuiries th;it the *

young geatloman's
'

travel-

ling companion was lyiu' sick at tho Queen's
Arms."

At this point of the story my own rocoUoc-

tions aided mo in verifying the good woman's

KurmiHes. 'ITie porter who had witnessed tin;

"young gentleman's" f;ill at tho station, and

who, from this circumstance, would bo likely

especially to remombor his arrival, had pro-

bably overht'ard the conver.^tion which proved
that wo had travelled together, a!i<l had

certainly learnt my ultimate retreat by taking

my luggage to the ion. Supposing Browning
to have questioned this man, my connection

in his mind witli tho dr'jttisrc whom ho sought
was easily to be underRtood.

"So," contintied tho nnrso, "this serpent of

a fellow hit upon a plan for gettin' into your

room, sir, on purpose to learn from j'ou what
he could about my poor darlin'. lie found

out alwut your <loctor, and his time for comin'

round
;
went and hired a carriage, and visited

you himself, as though in Dr. Miles's place.

I saw thrnugli him when he began to a.sk you
about the 'young gentleman.' Then the

trutli struck me all of a he.ap ;
for once, many

years before, when he was a boy, I had seen

|him at my mistress's house.
'* When 1 knew who he was, and what he

was driviu' at, thinks 1, Mr. Philip Browniu',
I'll bo level with you yet. My old man at

home was lyin' poorly. So I thought I could

6nd a way of bringin' the fellow straight to

my house at once, to show him that there was
Qobo ly hidin' there. Well, sir, when he left

your room disappoint'.'d, the first thiivg 1 did

was to hurry after him, and to tell him 1

want-'<l to speak to hini. I know he'd bo all

ittentiou when I tol I him my name, so I gave
lim that at once. How his great eyes

iparkieii when he heard it I No doubt he

shought he'd got hold of just what he w.anted.

Sir,' s.'iys I,
•

I w;i.s goin' to ask Dr. .Miles

tllia mornin', if he'd look round and .see my
>ld man : he's very bad.'— *

I'll drive straight
X) your house,' he answered,

'
a-nl if it's not a

ong way off, purhaps you'll not mind leaviu'

^our charge for a >hort time, and comin' with

ne to show me where you liva'—'No, sir,'

lays I, 'its it's my husKnid, I'll li-avo the

jentleman a bit. He wont hurt, for 1 hope

:

le a goiu' t) sloet'.'

" So we two wcut. H" thought ho waa

goin' to catch hin runaway eajiy now, no he
asked me no (pieNtions. But when he got to

the house, he iinpiired for the poor child plaiidy ;

and wh<'n lie found tliat he could Itiarn nothm'

of her, he grew savage, threw off his doctorin',

and burst out at me like a madman.
" But I was rea/ly for him. Wo'd kept my

young lady's comin' a dea"! secret from my
husband, ill in l)od as he wa.s (not ba'ily ill

mini!, but lai'l up with rheumatism fir the

time). Says I to the man, 'Well, air,' 1 says,
* don't you believe a word of what / tell yoa,
but go up to my htisband. Ask him whether such

a thing over happened as for a young laly to

como here dressed up in man's clothes.'

"So up he went. I listened. My poor
husband answered a.s innocent as a new 'uom

babe. .\t last, down comes the fellow curnin'

and swearin', jumps into the carriage and
drives olf. And I don't l>olieve but what ho

thought he'd been on a wrong scent al-

together."
It was clear from this narration that Brown-

ing ha<l designed to come stealthily upon his

poor young fuino'c, that he might induce her,

by cajolery or intimidation, to return to his

home. 1 need .scarcely say that I fully jus-

tified Either's harmless deceit, and rejoiced
with her at its success.

One or two further explanation^ she gave
me before I left. She told me how .she h id

withheld from me the discovery which she h id

made relative to my second doctor, lest my
health should sutler from tho shock of the

revelation. She could not, indeed, as she re-

minded me, have explained tho mystery of that

visit without making known to me also tho

situation of her "young lady," a disclosure

for which, as she judged, the proi*er sea'^on

had not iheu arrived. She went on to state

that she hail prevented Dr. Miles from coming

up to me oa the day of Browning's impudent
visit, in order that my ignorance might not be

disturbed
;
and had, moreover, taken the old

doctor into her contide;ice on the subject of

that visit,
—a circu-.nstance which 1 saw ac-

counted for his having 8{X)keu to me of his

"substitute" iu such terms as to disarm my
suspicions of the intruder. She told me

finally that her "
young lady," on first dis-

patching her to my as.sistance, had begged
her to find out, if i>oHsible, whether 1 re neiu-

bcred the little girl whom I had once saved

from drowning, and reminded me how c nn-

pletely my narration of the story haii answori'<l

the in juiry.

I now h:i.stcned back to the Qiie:?n's Arm.s,

and shortly afterwards took train f -r Kingston.
Mr. Duiaud wa-» not at homo, and hi-s servants

told me tint, t" "^ '<!•.! n --. " •- nr '"it T (i-<d
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better proceed to the Methuselah Life Office in

London, where he was attending the weekly
Board meeting.

To this place therefore I now went. As I

entered the office it struck me that there were

symptoms of excitement amongst the clerks.

They were not seated singly at tlie desks, but

stood talking in eager, noisy groups.

The directors, I was told, were dispersing.

I waited for a few minutes, and was then

shown into the board-room, where Mr. Durand

remained alone. As briefly and as clearly as

possible, 1 told him his ward's story, and pre-

ferred her urgent request. Since the tale

seemed to throw blame upon the guardians, I

felt some delicacy in relating it, and apolo-

gised for what might, as I saw, appear to be

an intrusion on my part, adding that I had

been encouraged to undertake the mission

upon which I was now engaged by a remem-

brance of the kind terms in which Mr. Durand
had expressed himself towards me when we

parted three weeks before.

One essentially comic difficulty had beset

me in making this address. I had been en-

tirely ignorant of the name of the lady whose

cause I was pleading. Amidst the eagerness
aad agitation which had possessed me prior
to my departure from the cottage, I had

omitted to inquire respecting it.

I managed, however, not to betray my igno-

rance
;
and so soon as Mr. Durand began to

speak, I learnt to connect the initials "M. M."
with a name which, having once heard, I was

not likely to forget,
—the name Margaret

Monsarrat.

Having heard me to the end of my story
with patient courtesy, Mr. Durand admitted

frankly that amidst the multitude of public
and private duties which had called for his

attention, scarcely less since his nominal re-

tirement from business than before it, he had
somewhat overlooked his young ward's claims

upon his personal care.
*' You will be surprised to hear," he now

began,
'* that circumstances have just come

under the notice of this board which not only
corroborate your statements as to young
Browning's character, but which declare him
to be a villain of the deepest dye."

I listened in eager astonishment. Mr.
Durand proceeded :

—
" Mrs. Browning, the aunt of the man re-

cently engaged to my poor young ward, has

long been assured in this office for a consider-

able sum. Her income, it appears, was de-

rived from a life interest in certain property

which, in the event of her death without

children of her own, was to leave her branch

of the family. She therefore kept up the

policy, that her favourite nephew, whom she

had provided for in her lifetime, might inherit

something from her at )ier decease.
" There seems to be no doubt that he has

requited her affectionate self-denial by poison-

ing her. The police are making inquiries,
and from the evidence collected it appears
to be certain that a week ago Philip Browning
administered to his aunt some subtle vegetable

poison, in consequence of which she died. He
had, as I am told, formerly studied medicine ;

and he doubtless brought his medical know-

ledge to the assistance of his crime.
" The motive to that crime is only too

apparent. The villain was in inextricable

pecuniary difficulties. From your story, and
from facts which I have learnt from other

sources, I gather that up to a recent date

he hoped to retrieve his position by marrying
my ward, whose fortune is handsome. It is

true he would have been unable to lay his

hands upon that fortune itself, or any part of

it
;

but the annual income arising therefrom,
would probably have enabled him to make

arrangements with his more pressing creditors.
' ' But this plan was frustrated by Margaret

Monsarrat's spirited escape, at which I rejoice
more than I can tell you. The crime I have

mentioned was, it would seem, conceived and
executed as a last resource. Had that crime

never come to light, Browning would have

derived from this office some four thousand

pounds. Meanwhile, however, his guilt has

been discovered, and his daring project has

broken down. He has, I am told, left the

country. But if he is caught, he will assuredly
not escape the gallows."

The horror at Browning's crime, and the

delight at Miss Monsarrat's escape, which now
took possession my mind, may more easily be

conceived in the imagination of the reader, than

described by my pen. Mr. Durand presently
left me for the residence of his co-guardian,
and promised immediately to communicate
with his ward. He kept this promise ;

and
a few days afterwards appeared at the cottage,
whence he took the now contented and grate-
ful girl back with him to his own house.

For a long time Margaret Monsarrat was

kept in ignorance of the terrible occurrences

in her late home. The escape and subsequent
death of the poisoner, and the consequent
avoidance of a trial, prevented the necessity

for her enlightenment. Under the persuasion
that Browning had left the country from pe-

cuniary causes, she lived happily with Mr.

Durand's family for many months.

Meanwhile she and myself had come to an

important understanding. On the occasion of

my promised return to the cottage, I addressed
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to her a Berious qucBtion, which she auHwered

to my eutiro HatiHfaction.

Tlio ultimate result of this intorchaugo of

ideas may be gathered from the sUitouioul
,

that the folluwiiig year disturbed the alliteru-

tiou of my heroine's uame
; rudily HuliMtituting

an entire noTclty for the tinul letter of the

initials
" M. M." Edwakd Wihtakkii.

TOM DOfJCJLT,
Ills roAT ANU ItAhUK.

LiTTi.K did we dream that we HhouM have

lived to Koo KUch disasters fallen upon
" the

hilver-streaniing Thames "
as the lo.-s of its

loyal barges and tloating bjiths ;
its fish, sjive

now and then a stray sturgeon ;
its troops of

anglera ;
its waternun ami wherries by thou-

sands
;

its gilded Motilia tLauntiiig up to West-

nduster and back again, ami its barj^emen in

their picturescjue old costumes
;

the lord

mayor in the gale of his glory, with his

rustling forest of silk and gold ;
the Stationers

calling ui>ou the Archbishop with their alma-

nacks, repaid with spiced wine and ale, and

sack-cups. To all these things, or most of

them, old Father Thames, as ho majestically

sits frowning in stono at Somerset House,

may say or sing

Farewell, a loiig fareudl, to all luy greatness.

Meauwhilej the river itself has been in a bad

way, through
*' the fat and suliage of the

great city of London," which it has taken

many tons of deodorization to cure. But

amidst all these disjisters there is some salvage
ill boat-rowing, which our forefathers seem to

have cheri.shed from the early time when they
ovrried their wicker and leather boats at their

backs ; when it was thought by no means

derogatory for a nobleman of the highest
rank to row or steer a boat with dexterity
and judgment : and when King Edgar was

rowed along the Dee by eight kings, himself,

the ninth, sitting at the stern of the barge
and hoUling the helm. To the boat-fjuintain

and tilting siicceciled rowing-matches ;
and

from our early theatres being situated upon
tho river-banks, the play-goer commonly went

by water. About two centuries ago, the

river had it« own laureate, John Taylor,
" the water-poet," whose heart and soul were

in the stream when ho sung—
lliit, nulile Tli.iiues, whilst I cnu holil :i iH;n,

1 will divulge lliy glory unto men :

Thou, in the moruiiig, when my coin is scant.
Before the evening duth supply my want.

Charles Knight has gracefully said,
"
Taylor

knew Ben Jonson
; and the water-poet probably

had tho good fortune to ferry Shakespcro from
WUitehail to Paris tiardea."

Early in the last century, a rich old actor,

in loyalty and gratitude to hia sovereign and

his craft, gave annually a prize to tho ThameH

watermen, who weio then associated, ait we

have seen, with the players. This pubUo
benefactor was Thomas Dogget,

" a Whig up to

head and ears," who, in demonstration of hia

attachment to tho House of Hanover, on tho

first anniversary of the acce.H«ion of King

<ie<irge I., gave a wati-rnian's orang<'C<jloured

I'lat, with a idlvor bailgo of tho Hauovuriau

Horse, to be rowed for on Augtist Ist, by six

young watermen whoso apprenticeship of tho

'I'liames had expired the year l)efore; and from

that date to the present year, or nearly a

century and a half, tho Ist of Augiist has

been a red-htt<r day on the Thames.

Dogget,
" a little, lively, spract man," waa

born in Carey Street, Dublin, it is believed, in

1(>70. He began his career as an actor at

the Dublin Theatre
;
thence he stnAUd into the

provinces, came to England, and rose to be

manager of a company, each member of which

wore a brocaded wai.stcoat and kept his own
horse on which he rode from town to town.

Dogget made his first bow in London at

Bartholomew Fair, a fact which Mr. Morley
overlooked in compiling his history of tho

fair, but which Dr. Kimbault has contributed

in the following bill :
—

At Pahker and Dogokt's Booth, near Hosier Lane

Kiiil, during the time of Bartholomkw Fair, will be

piesenteda .Vcir Diull, called Frvar Baco.v, on THa
Cou.NTRY Justice ;

with the Ilumoura of ToUfret,

the Miller, and his sou llalph ;
acted by Mr. Dogget.

With variety of scenes, machinery, songs, and danoea.

Yicat Rex, 1091.

According to Downes, the prompter, Dogget
" wore a farce in his face

;

'' and in the year

following his appejirance at Bartholomew Fair,

he made a great hit as Solon, in D'l'rfey's

comedy of tho "Marriage-Hater Matched."

Dogget was celebrated for his dancing. Tony
A^ton tells us that " ho danced the Cheshire

Round as well as the famous Captain tJeorge,

and with more nature and nimbleiieits.
" There

is an engraved portrait of him, the only one

known, in the act of dancing this famous

round ;
there is likewise in the tiarrick Club

collection an originid portndt of Dogget.

Colley fibber describes Dogget as a most

original actor : he borrowed from none, though
ho w;uH imitated by many. He w;is, in stage I

phra-se, an (xccUent dresser ; tho least article

i»f whatever habit ho wore seemed in some

degree to speak and mark the ditferent hu-

mour ho represented. He could be extremely
ridiculous without stepping into tho least im-

propriety, and knew exactly when and where

to stop the current of his jokes. He could,
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with great exactness, paiiit^his face to resemble

any age, from manhood to extreme senility,

which led Sir Godfrey Kneller to say that

Dogget excelled him in his own art ; for he

could only copy nature from the original

before him, while the actor could vary them

at pleasure and yet always preserve a true

resemblance.

Dogget wrote one comedy,
" The Country

Wake," 1G06, 4to, in which he played the

leading character ; and Steele, in the Spec-

tator, No. 502, pays this high tribute to the

excellence of the performance :

" There is

something so mirac\ilously pleasant in Dogget's

acting the awkward triumph and comic sorrow of

Heh, in diiferent circumstances, that I shall

not be able to stay aAvay whenever it is acted."

And from the Spectator, No. 440, by Addison,
we gather that Dogget excelled in grave or

elderly men, knights and baronets, country

squires, and justices of the quorum. Con-

greve was a great admirer of Dogget, and

wrote for him the characters of Fondlevdfe in

the " Old Bachelor," and Ben the Sailor in
" Love for Love ;" the latter the earliest hu-

morous and natural personation of the English
sailor on our stage.

In 1711, Dogget became joint patentee with

Cibber, Collier, and Wilks, in the manage-
ment of Drury Lane Theatre. Collier retired,

and in 1712 Booth joined the management,

contrary to the wish of Dogget, who, it was

said, being dogged, retired, and accepted
IQOOl. for his share ;

a piece of jugglery

principally effected by a very curious letter

written by Booth to Coke, the Vice-Chamber-

lain.

Dogget grew rich, and became a member of

the Fishmongers' Company. He died Sep-
tember 22, 1721, at Eltham, in Kent, where

his remains are interred. He had continued

to give the coat-and-badge prize yearly ;
and he

bequeathed a sum of money, the interest of

which was to be appropriated to the same

purpose annually for ever on August 1 ; and
with the minute attention to costume which

distinguished him as an actor, as well as in

political principle, he directed that the colour

of the coat should be orange, and the White
Horse of Hanover badge should be adhered

to. The Fishmongers' Company have very

properly taken charge of the bequest. They
view the boats to be rowed a short time

previous to August 1st, when they hold a

Court to start the watermen
; and the Coat and

Badge are presented to the winner after a

banquet given at Fishmongers' Hall in the

evening. The Company have also added four

money-prizes.
Thus has our old comedian had his memory

kept green by the annual rowing for the Coat

and Badge ;
the Hanoverian succession may

have been commemorated by observances more

pretentious than the river prize, but certainly

not with more sincerity. In the waterside

parishes, the name of Dcgget became a sort

of household word
;
and some fifteen years

after the player's decease, there was written

upon a window-pane in a house at Lambeth,
the following lines :

—
Tom Dogget, the greatest sly droll in his parts,
In acting was certain a master of arts ;

A monument left,
—no herald is fuller,

—
His praise is sung yealry by many a sculler.

Ten thousand yeais hence, if tbe world lasts so long,

Tom Dogget will still be the theme of their song ;

When old Noll, with great Louis and Bourbon are forgot,

And when numberless kings in oblivion shall rot.

To have his praises traced with a diamond,
and his memory embalmed in the humour of

the Spectator, and drunk, like a pearl, in the

loving-cup of the Fishmongers' Company, jire

no mean tributes to the worth and excellence

of honest Thomas Dogget. John TiMBS.

INVALIDS' AND CHILDREN'S DINNER
TABLES.

Passing, a short time since, through a bye-

street, leading from Burton Crescent to Euston

Square, my attention was attracted by the

following inscription on a white blind in the

window of one of the houses :
" The Invalids'

Dinner Table."

"The Invalids' Dinner Table! Just the

sort of thing we want," thought I to myself.
" We have plenty of Hospitals

—
hospitals

general and special ; hospitals for the sick,

the halt, and the maimed
; hospitals for fever

and for small-pox ; hospitals for scrofula and

consumption ; hospitals for cancer and tu-

mours ; hospitals for the deaf, the dumb, and

the blind ; hospitals for children, and incur-

ables
; hospitals, in a word, for every disease

and ailment that flesh is heir to, but—the

Invalids' Dinner Table
;

it is something novel,

it is something to be inquired into."

So opening the door of this humble insti-

tution—for it is at present very unostentatious,

doing good by stealth—I entered a cheerful-

looking room, and found there a pleasant, ma-

tronly kind of woman, who proved to be the

housekeeper or superintendent, and a gentle-

man, the originator, not, indeed, of the idea

of an Invalids' Dinner Table, but of this

special establishment in the St. Pancras lo-

cality. The object of my intrusion was soon

made known, and with all expedition and

courtesy the information I sought was placed

at my disposal. This information is of so

truly useful and benevolent a character that
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1 cannot refrain from circiilatin'^ it for the I

beuetit of that larije portion of the pliilau-

thropio public which Iovch to do wurkn of

charity, and of that Htill lari^or Hectiou which
'

would do the workn of charity, but know noi

how to Het about the heaveidy tank.

Tho idea, theu—the luvalnU' Dinner Table.

PerhapH, it is not every one who i» ac<(Uuintod
with tlie fact that when a Hick person in ad-

mitted into an hospital, ho does not remain

there till he ia fit for work again. Technically,

he is cured ; tho progress of the malady ho

has been a01icte<l with is arrested and perhaps
tho root of the diswwo destroyed ;

ho is vir-

tually n-stored to a sound state, and may safely

be discharged. Hut, consider for a moment
what an interval there is between tho cine and

the f^rfei-t cure. The physician's draughts

may be flung to the dogs ; pill, bolus, and

plaisters may l>e relegated to the apothecaries ;

and the loii'^ array of labelled battles bo sent

to the rag and bone shop,
—

still, strength, the

strength of permanent health, has to be re-

covered, and how can that be but by a gene-

rous course of living, by taking an abundance

of nouri-^hiug food, by recruiting the vital

forces, and by getting and keeping up the

stamina of the body. Hut, how is a poor man
to do this ? Debilitated by a long course of

illness and a jdentiful drenching of medicine,

he is incapable of toil. Look at him as he

descemis the hospital steps, thin, pale, and tot-

tering, his white hand resting for support
on the shoulder of his wife, who affectionately

welcomes him back agiun to their bare and needy
home ! What power of labour is there in him,
and what kind of dietary can he e.\pect his

scanty larder to furnish him I Tho fresh air

faintly revives the colour on his cheek, and his

dull eyes brighten up in the open sunshine—a

convah'scont, he nallij does return from that

Waison-Dieu into which he was carried helpless

and in the grasp of death
;
but work }

—
no, not

for many a day, perhaps not for many a week.

Some may blame the hospital authorities, and

stigmatise their conduct in thus t-arly discharg-

iDg their sick as cruel. It is not so, however.

It would be cruel to oihers to Ioniser retain a

patient removed from possible danger. NN ith

all our hospital accommotlation, there are

thousjinds of <li8tres.sing cases daily waiting for

admission, cases imperative in their extremity,
and as soon as a sick man or woman is suffi-

ciently restored, he is discharged, and his l>ecl

filled by one, in this sjid and unonviablo

category, more worthy to occupy it.

However, if the hospitals cannot do more,
individual charity, well-directed and organised,

may ; it c;iu come to the rescue at this point,
and save from a slow and tedious recovery the

poor patient just dismi«B«d from the doctor's

hands ; it can take him up and re-.tore him

rapidly to active health, and thus confer a large

blessing upon his dependent family. It is in

pursuance of this benevolent object that the

Invalids' Dinner Table has been established.

'Ihero are, we believe, four institutions of the

kind it: London :^-one in Liss<jn Grove, near

the Kilgoware Road, opened in Nov<'mb«»r,

iHit'J ; anotiier in Upper Ebury Street, Pimlico,

o[>«ned in May, 1801 ; a third near Moscow

Itoifl, Hayswater, inaugtiratc<l in October of tho

wimo yeiir ; and the one that attracted my
notice, in Woburn H\iihling«, foun^lod by Mr.

Hicks, of Endnleigh Street, in Octol>er, 1802.

Tho amount of good which this kind of

charity is etlecting is best evidenced by
tho number of dinners ilwtributed. Here

is something material, tangible, palpable to

go by ; there can here bo no fraud or illu-

sion. Gooil food consumed is good food put
to a good account. The Lisson Grove esta-

blishment in the first two years of its existence

satisfied the hungry cravings of over five thou-

sand sick persons. This, which is tho parent

institution, owes its origin to a la<ly who,

having been prostrated by a severe illness,

was drawn by her own weakness and suliering

to think, what must be the weakness and suf-

fering of those who have no delicate and nu-

tritious fooil supplied to them when conva-

lescent. Sympathising with their pain and

anguish, she made a vow that if God granted
her a happy issue out of her present aftliction, j

she would institute an '' Invalids' Dinner

Table," where those just discharged from the

hospital, or languishing on a be<l of sickness,

might procure a good and ample meal. The

lady recovered, and her grateful vow has not

only been paid to the letter and in the spirit,

thus benefiting lier own immediate district ;

but her example has stimulated the active

philanthropy of others, who have nobly fol-

lowed in her wake, and striven to relieve the

faintini,' misery of their p.ale ami sickly poorer

fellow-crojttures.

We believe that since Mr. Hicks establishe*!

the " Dinner Table in Woburn IJuil lings," up-
wards of 12,000 invalids have been relieved.

IJut, j>erha|M, it will be just as well to enter a

little more explicitly into the object, plan, and

working of this valuable institution. The ob-

jecU of tho charity are : Fii-st, to help work-

ing men and working women to help them-

.selves
; secoufUy, to do this o/ifi/ when they are

unable to work, through recent sickness ;
and

thirdly, to give that which will enable them

to regain their strength and return to their

occupations. Tho moans adopted .iro : First,

to give them a gooil diuuor daily for a week
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or two, of the best food procurable ; secondly,
to relieve none but those recommended by
Subscribers or a Society ;

and thirdly, to dis-

tribute the dinner tickets to Hospitals, Dis-

pensaries, and to those who can recommend

cases from personal knowledge. Annual sub-

scribers of one guinea receive a kind of cheque-

book containing forty dinner tickets. Tliese

tickets the invalid has to bring properly filled

up with the subscriber's name, as well as

his own name, address, occupation, and ill-

ness, to the matron, not later than nine in the

morning. This time-regulation is, of course,

necessary, in order that the matron may know
how many she will have to provide for. At half-

past 12 o'clock grace is said and dinner served.

The dinner consists of nice wholesome bread,

hot meat (either beef or mutton), of the very
best quality, vegetables and porter, the latter

supplied direct from the brewers, an eminent

firm, who, in consideration that it is intended

for a charity, sell it to the institution at trade

price. The whole of the money contributed,
in the shape either of donations or subscrip-

tions, is expended in food, without any de-

duction for rent or management.
The forty tickets are of three colours—

white, green, and red—and carry a three-

fold privilege. The white tickets are for

dinners at the table in Wobum Buildings ; the

green tickets for those, and only for those,

who are too ill to attend at table ; and

the red tickets for small "creature comforts,"

as essential as solid food to an invalid, such

as beef-tea, brandy, wine, &c.

Let us now do a little sum in arithmetic to

show that the subscriber has his guinea's

worth for his guinea. The little book he

See p;iye ITO.

forty

£
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apropog of this in.stitutioii. The proprietors

requiru tbu hulp of largu luiiuhcr'i tu make it

do it.H work efficiently. Ah tho uxpeuHoH aro

nearly tho siime for cooking for thirty tut for

ten, there is naturally a reduction in the cost

of each dinner in proportion to the ninnlHTH

supplied. Its motto, therefore, in, or uii;.;ht

bo, "Tho more the merrier." To tho clergy
ami tho district visitor tlio

" Invalids' Dinner

Table ''

may bo rendereil an extremely valuable

aid, inasmuch as it enables them to relievo

at an inconsideralilo cost the phywical neces-

sities of their weak and sickly parishioners ;

and, indeed, its bcneiitH have already been

acknowledged by eleven hard-working and

.sympathising metropolitan incumbents. In

order, however, that full benefit may bo do-

rivoti from the system, those who tvko a prac-
tical interest iu its operations .should bear in

mind, that three or four consecutive dinners is

of far more value than a few isolated ones.

A dinner now and then is not conducive to

the rapid recovery of the invalid ; what ho

requires is to bo fed up for a week or so.

Such are the dictates of common sense, such

is the experience of tho active promoters of

this institution.

I cannot close without one more remark in

reference to the Woburn Buildings establish-

ment. Mr. Micks <ioes not confine his charity
to those immediately ilischargctl from the hos-

pital. He has put this question to himself—
What is an invalid i And ho is convinced

that tho half-starved, those debilitated in

health and strength by a long course of low

living, are entitled to come under that cate-

gory, and I was pleased to find that a large
number of this pitiable cl.iss has been relieved

by his bounty. Is not prevention better than

cure 1 Here, then, this institution, which may
in one sen.se bo regarded as the succursalc of the

hospit;U, may in another sense be regarded as

a kind enemy, for it ilefrauds it of victims.

In connection with the " Invalids' Dinner

Table," Mr. Hicks has established that which

appeals to every mother's heart—the Poor
Sick Chilli's Dinner Table. Every one hius

heard of Victor Hugo's large-hearted philan-

thropy, and how for years pivst he h:i3 ilined,

daily at his residence iu Jersey, a number
of poor children. So admirable and Chris-

tian a design could not but bo iniiUited.

Charity is the greatest imitator in the world.

Invent an original system of relievini,' sutfering

humuuity, and hunilreds will bo ready to

borrow tho patent i»lea from you, and perhai)8

improve upon it. This ha.s been tho case with

the scheme of the author of '• Los Miserables."

There is another Child's Dinner Table spread in

Clare M.arket, at which the guests are poor sick

chihlren, to whom a nourishing me<d now and
then ifl of the utmost use in restoring and

preserving health. Our illu.stration rcpreiM-'nta

the diuing-room and table at tho time the

children are seated and busy with their knivus

an«l forks It is, indeed, a bvantiful M^jht.

There they aie, from all ages nearly ; from

tho tiny toddler who am scarcely cut up her

own meat, to tho rea<ly little nuiid who could,

if necessary, wait its well a-s bo waited on.

These are all tended to by the kindly matron

and her assimtant.^, and l»y kind-hearted ladies

who t.iko a deep interest in these tender infants,

and endeavour always to be present at their

ma^^'iiificnt banquet. Every care, too, has

boon taken to render tho room in which they
dine light and cheerful. Tho walls are hung
with coloured engravings ;

vases of flowers

adorn tho table and shelves
;
a large glass case

forming an aquarium .ind fernery stands at the

upper end by the window, whilst a powerful
musical bo.x discoures sweet music during the

dinner.

I have not apace to enlarge upon tho de-

tails and working of this department; I

may, however, observe that it differs in one

or two very important particulars from the

"Invalids' Dinner Table." The children pro-

vided with tickets only contribute one penny
towards the expenses instead of twopence, and

their dinners cost 4t/. instead of G'/. each.

VoilA the bill of fare.

Bread and potatoes
Meat

Mr. Hick-', as the children do not have

beer, indulges them with a small dessert,

and this liberality is amply rewanled by the

smiles of delight which always accompany the

pro.sentation of a .slice of cake or a handfull

of fruit. Those who love children, those who
are shocked at tho forlorn sight of tho swarma

of neglected, raggetl, half-st,'irve«l, sickly-look-

ing groups which infest our streets, will do

Well to visit Woburn Buildings
—the dinners

are at present twice a week, Mondays and

Thursdays at noon—and seo these favoured

ones ranged before the tables neat and orderly,

for they must be male neat before they come,

anil must behave themselves orderly when

there. They will perceive that a double goixl

is effected. Not only aro their physic;d wants

attended to ; they undergo a quiet discipline

and acquire habits that cannot but teu«l to

soften and humanise them, who wouhl other-

wise be, indeed, tho outcasts of society.

Harold Kino.

s.
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NATURE'S MARVELS.
THE EYE, WHAT IS IT ?

Who is there that has not felt the irre-

sistible power of those uutuberless bright eyes

that chami us at every step of our pilgrimage ?

Who, that cannot recognise in them the beam

of pleasiire, the glance of pity, the sympathetic
tear? Yet, inquire concerning the mechanism

by which those outward signs of the teuderest

feelings are produced, and we will venture to

say that the great majority will be puzzled to

reply.

We will, then, briefly consider the anato-

mical arrangement of the human eye, and in our

progress we shall have occasion to refer to the

structures which we find to exist in the lower

forms of animal life, in order to show the

marks of design which are so manifestly ex-

hibited in every case.

The eye may be considered as a most deli-

cately and perfectly constructed optical instru-

ment, possessing within itself the power of

adaptation to foci of almost every length. It

essentially consists of an outer case sufficiently

hard to resist moderate pressure, of certain

lenses by which the rays of light are collected

and brought to a focus
;
and of a nervous

expansion to receive those rays of light and to

convey the impression produced by outward

objects to the brain.

Now let us consider by what arrangement
all these purposes are served. The outer coat

is composed of a dense fibrous substance suf-

ficiently hard to bear some amount of pressure
without collapsing or altering in shape ;

it is

globular in form, being deficient just in front

to the extent of leaving a round orifice for the

admission of light. The free margin of this

orifice, or "
window," has a groove in it exactly

resembling that portion of a watch into which

the glass fits. Precisely in the same manner
as the glass is fitted into a watch, so is a

beautifully transparent membrane of about

the same thickness and nearly the same shape
let into and fixed in the outer coat of the eye-

ball. This transparent membrane (called the

"cornea" from' its horny structure) may be

considered as the unndow through which light

is admitted into the dark chamber of the eye.
This completes the globe of the eye as far as

the exterior is concerned.

We are all of us aware that optical instru-

ments derive their power from certain glasses,

or "lenses," so arranged as to bring to a
"
focus," or point, various rays of light

—to

condense them as it were.

It would be out of place here to go deeply
into the science of optics ; nevertheless it will

be necessary to understand by what means,

and on what principle, these rays of light are

brought under our control.

If we were to push our walking-stick into

a clear pond of water it would immediately

appear to our view as if it were bent, and

following the distorted line of the stick we
should find some difficulty at first in touching
an object at the bottom. This arises from the

fact of the water being heavier, or denser, than

the air ;
and it is an established law in optics

that the rays of light passing from a rarer

through a denser medium are refracted, and

always converge towards the central axis, and

vice versa.

In the manufacture of compound micro-

scopes, which most resemble the structure of

the eye, great care is requisite in order that

the glasses used should so refract the rays of

light without splitting up or refracting the

rays of colour, which would give to the object

viewed prismatic tints. In order to obviate

this difficulty the glasses used are not only
made of different shapes (concerning which it

would be foreign to our purpose here to

consider), but also of diflerent densities, the

glass of one density counteracting to a degree
the efiect of the density of another glass.

And upon the due application of this principle

consists the great improvement made of late

in the better class instruments.

With this brief explanation we must now
return to the consideration of the adaptation
of this principle in the structure of the eye.

How do we find the analogues of the glasses

of an artificial optical instrument arranged in

the natural one ? First, then, we observe in

front of this outer case of the eye a lens of

the form of a watch-glass
—concavo-convex—

of dense structure, although so transparent ;

immediately behind this, a little clear fluid,

filling up the space between the lens just

described and the one we shall next consider.

This fluid, small as it is in amount, doubtless

performs its part in modifying the refraction

just caused by the "cornea." Behind this,

again, we discover a beavitiful crystalline lens,

somewhat the shape of a "burning-glass"

(i.e., bi-convex), so situated as to be exactly

in the centre of vision or axis of the eye. If

we proceed still deeper from before backwards,
we observe a sac, or bag, so delicate in

structure as to be almost invisible, filled with

fluid called the "vitreous humour." This sac,

or bag, is strengthened by numerous extremely
delicate portions of membrane, stretched from

side to side in various directions, which assist

it to maintain its shape, at the same time

their remarkable tenuity prevents any altera-

tion in the direction of the rays of light in

their transit through them. This " vitreous
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huinotir," however, being of <litfurent^lon«ity to

thu other leuHes, iiuliiceii still :iii ultenition ill

the coiir.Ho of tlio rays, whicli aro then brou'^ht

to a focus at the back uf tlio cliaiubur of thu

eye, whore the image of the object or objocta

looked at is accurately d«*i)icte(l. Thus far

the eye a.s an i>ptical in-itrmnoit is coiuploto.

Tlio next question arises, How is the imago of

the object tlius dcpicte<l oonveyetl to the mintl

of the beholder / Without going into the

minutiiu of tliu arrangement, ibc. ,
of the

uervoua system, it will be sutHciout for our

purpose to know tliat nearly in the centre of

the [)0-itorior j)art of the eyeball, but rather t<>

the inner side, a large nervo enters called the

"optic nerve." This nerve, after perfmiting
tlio "c:iso" of the eyeball spreads itself out into

a very delicate nervous membrane, called the

retina, which almost entirely lines tlie interior

of the globe. The function or office of this

nerve is to receive and convey to the brain, and

through it to the mind, the impressions of all

objects which may bo reflected upon it.

We sliall have ob.-*orved, in order that the

impres^i'jn of any object or objects should

reach this nervous expansion, the rays of light

have noce.s.4.vrily passed throui,'h the various

lenses and fluids alreaily exi)liined, and it is

by virtue of their refractive power that we are

enabled to receive the impressions of not only
the whole of one object but .also of very m:uiy
at one time ; as, for example, in looking at a

crowd or a landscape. If, however, no other

provision were made, the power of sight would
be materially interfered with, iu consequence
of the great and often sudden alterations iu

the amount or intensity of light. Td obviate

this difliculty, a layer of dark granular matter,
calle<l pigment, is placed at the back of this

nervous membrane (or "retiua"), which has

the power of absorbing all the superabundant

light, and thereby preventing the sight from

being dazzled, :is it otherwise necessarily
would bo.

We see sometimes a painful instance of the

absence of this pigment layer in a nvco of

people called Albinoes, which untjuestionably

proves its great use. It may not be vrenorally

known that these people have very iunwrfect
vision in bright daylight, and that they can

always see best and with the greatest comfort

to themselves in twilight, when the necessity
for this pigment is los-sened.

In certain classes of animals, in addition to

this pigment, there is a bright coating of

metiiUic lustre which acts as a reflector, wliioh

enables them to see with greater ease in the

dusk. It is to them w^hat artiticial light is to

u."*. Tiio cat is a very go<3d exau\ple of this

arrangement, and for obvious purposes. Al-

I most all animals, however, hav« it more or

I less. It is called the "tiiHjtum."
We have now considered how the supet-

abundant rays of light ore absorbed and do-

I stroyed after their entranct into the eye. We
will now proceed to examine by what arrango-

' ment superabundant light is prevunted from

! enteriufj the chamber of the organ. Every
one knows what is meant by the "

pupil." It

is that dark spot in the very centre of the

coloured portion of the eye through which

light passos into the chamber. Surrounding
this nupil is a very delicito and beautiful

muscular curtain, called the Iris, ditT-runtly
' coloured in ditforent persons, which ha.s the

power of enlarging or contracting the pupil as

. the nature of circumstances roijuires. When
,
the light is very strong, it can contract the

I pupil or opening into tho eye to a mere speck ;

and when tho light is dim tho orifico is wiiloly

extended. ^This is easily demonstrable. If

wo take a candle and gradunlly move it to-

wards the eye wo shall observe tho pupil as

gradually lessen
;

and on withdrawing the

light, tho pupil will as gradually diUte. By
this mochiuiism, then, the eye is preserved
from the ill efl'ects of the admission of too

many rays at one time.

Here we have an optical instrument ad-

miral)ly adapted to tho purpo-ses it is intended

to servo ; but as we have to look at objects at

numberless and very various distances from

us, it becomes obviously necessary that we
should have tho means of altering tho focus to

meet our requirements. We know that in

using a telescope it is necessary to alter the

relative positions of the difl'ereut lenses in ac-

cordance with the distance we wi.-^h to see, as

well as to suit oiu^ own sight. If wo further

examine our own organ of vision wo shall find

an arrangement by which these in licit ions

aro admirably and accurately carried out.

Just behind tho little curtain which surrounds

tho pupil, and around tho margin of the
"
crysUilline lens

"
already described, wo ob-

serve numberless minute "
processes

" which

aro believed to have tho power of retracting
the lens when required, and thereby altering
the fojus of the eye, as we alter tho focus of

the telescope. Complete as this apparatus ap-

jwars, wo must not forget that if there wero

no muscular arrangement by which tho axis

coulil l>e turned in various directions, it would

lose much of its value. Wo therefore find six

mviscles HO placed as to be able to turn it in

evtry <lirection.

.Mthough this iK>wor of motion is common
to tliat large division of the animal kingdom
calle<l the "

vortebrata," still it exists in dif-

ferent degreos according to their necossitie«,
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some being almost or quite statiouary, as in

fish
;
while in others the eyes are prominent

and capable of considerable mobility, as in the

chameleon. In the insect tribe we observe a

totally different arrangement. Their eyes are

incapable of movement of any kind. To

obviate the difficulty that would otherwise

arise from this fact, the eye is formed, not of

a series of lenses depending the one upon the

other, as in man, but of a great number of

simple lenses so arranged as to receive the

lays of light (and therefore the images of

things around) from almost every direction,

while they themselves are immovable. If

we examine the eye of a fly, for example, we

shall observe that it forms the segment of a

sphere projecting from each side of the head.

If we pursue the examination further with the

aid of a microscope, we shall find that the

surface is mapped out, as it were, into count-

less numbers of separate lenses aiyanged side

by side like the cells of a honey-comb. These

lenses, somewhat conical in shape, converge
towards the centre of the spherical segment.

It has been computed that the eyes of some

of the butterfly tribe number from 10,000 to

40,000 : of these hexagonal facets Hooke
counted 7000 in the eye of the house fly.

What, therefore, is lost by want of mobility
is gained by extension of power.

Our limited space does not permit us to

dwell upon the difierences found in the various

divisions of the animal kingdom, or something

interesting might be said of each ;
thus birds

and fish each possess an arrangement adapted
to their necessities. We must, however, hasten

back to the completion of the subject we are

more particularly engaged in, viz., the human

eye. We left it as a complete instrument,

capable of adapting its focus to any reasonable

distance, and of moving in almost every di-

rection. We will now consider its means of

preservation. In the first place it is embedded
in a hard, bony socket projecting beyond it,

which would shield it from direct violence.

There are two other indications, viz., to

shade it from, any sudden or too powerful

light, and to prevent the accumulation of

dust which would otherwise take place on its

surface.

In order to accomplish these, we find, first,

the eyelashes, to which the particles of dust

adhere in preference to passing into the eye.

They act, indeed, as sentinels, warning the eye
of the approach of danger. Secondly, we
have a curtain, formed by the eyelids, which

closes or opens at pleasure, and which at the

same time wipes over the surface of the eye.

Notwithstanding, however, this arrangement
of eyelashes and eyelids, there are certain

small particles of dust which will penetrate to

the surface, and when there, if no other se-

curity existed, they would, with the friction

of the eyelid, soon render the delicate mucous
membrane covering the eye sore and painful.

Let us examine, then, what a beautiful little

apparatus exists with a view to avert this dis-

tress. Immediately above the outer angle of

the eye, and covered in by the upper eyelid,

we find a small reservoir, always filling and

always full. This reservoir contains and

secretes the tears, and from it there are several

little tubes opening upon the inner surface of

the eyelid. From this reservoir and through
these tubes there is a constant flow of tears,

which, gliding over the surface in front of the

eye, keeps it not only constantly moist, but

washes off" all the little particles of dust which

find their way there. These tears, after flow-

ing over the eye, are conducted by a small

groove formed on the border of the eyelids to

the inner angle of the eye, where a canal

exists, through which they pass into the nose.

In the ordinary way, the flow of tears is very
small

;
but if any irritating substance pene-

trates to the surface of the eye, the flow is

increased in order to wash it off". It is diffi-

cult physiologically to explain the cause o-f

the flow of tears as exhibited in mental emo-

tion, except as the result of nervous sympathy.
We have now concluded our task, and we

doubt not that we shall meet with general

acquiescence in the assertion, that there is

probably no study more demonstrative of the

omniscient design of the Creator than that of

the Luinau eye.

H. Cooper Rose, M.D.

WOLVES IN FRANCE.

A FiiENCH gentleman, to whom I was lately

introduced at an evening party, related to me
an adventure which he had met with in the

early part of January, 1865, whilst travelling,

and also a story associated with it.

I shall feel highly honoured if madame will

take interest in anything that may have befallen

my humble self. So to begin with the adventure

(commenced Monsieur le Capital qc), I must

first tell you, that I had been invited to visit

some friends of mine who are residing in the

south of France, in the department of Arriege,

on the Spanish frontier. My friend Monsieur

de la Tour owns a very pretty chateau situated

on the borders of an extensive forest, and not

far from the town of F . 1 had never

been so far south, and it was a pleasure to me

to be carried into scenery which was quite new

to me, and to traverse a country with whose
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characterifltics I wan unfamiliar. Advuuciiig

towards the place of my doMtination, iho aspect

of the <li.strict in its immediate vicinity Vmj-

came excuwiinj^ly ^rand,—a l»roki<n, undulat-

iug, yet richly cultivated plain, backo<l by a

sombre forest of pine wood, and the Pyn-noos

rising beyond like giant phantumit in the clear

frosty winter sky. I must oxpUin that I had
missed the tniin from S

, and was obli ,'«mI

to take the diligence to F
., which li vp-

I>ened to bo just starting when I arrived. Not
much caring to be shut up with a couple of

combative, BnufT-takint^, greasy graziers inside,

and wishing to look ab<jut me on the journey,

Soc pngu IS'i.

I mounted by the side of Monsieur le Cou-

ducteur. Assisting him to move a sack before

I could get sitting room, I remarked to him
that it was very heavy."

Ye«, monsieur," said be, "it is full of

stones, and farther ou you will see why 1

eucunil>er myself with what must appear to

you to be such uunecessary huuber,"

L'-aving me to ruminate over his disclosure, •

ho remained for awhile silent. On reaching
the l>oundary of the forest, through part of

which our road lay. he began to look about

him cautiously on all sides ; and a<< wo were

advancing towards a point where the

way was rendered verj* dark and gloomy

by the deu&ity of the wood, he opened the
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bag of stones, and selecting some large ones,
cried :

" There—there are our friends," pointing to

a rising knoll on our left, over which a pack of

wolves were huiTying down upon us; "we
must give the rascals a welcome."

So saying, he began pelting the liungry

looking beasts, who, though thus deterred

from attacking the horses, yet surrounded our

vehicle, and escorted us for some distance on

our journey. At length we got clear of

them, and were able to breathe our frightened
animals.

" Does tliis sort of thing often occiiir ?"

"I have travelled these roads now for

twenty years," answered the conducteur,
" and

1 never saw more than a stray wolf or so, in

cold weather, until this winter
;
but this is the

third time, during the pre.sent season, that I

have been favoured by the company of the

brutes in numbers."
We entered the town just in time to see

the pale sun set behind the thick screen of

pine forest, at its farther end
;
the contrast,

formed by the deep neutral tint of the distant

foliage, against the positive light and colour of

the sky, was strikingly fine, and worthy the

pencil of your Monsieur Turner, madame. I

could not procure any means of conveyance to

the Chateau des Bois, my friend's abode
; the

landlord of I'Etoile told me that his carriage
which had been sent for me had returned

home, after finding that I did uofc arrive by
the last train which stopped at F for the

day. Thinking it would be tiresome to spend
a long evening at that dull luminary alone, and
without books, and finding on inquiry that

the distance was inconsiderable, I determined
to find my way on foot, taking with me one of

the inn servants as guide. The man was pro-

vided, I saw, with a Ianthorn and a stout big

stick, and was accompanied by an immense

dog. We walked on in silence for some time,
till leaving the streets we gained the open
country, when, the increasing gloom and lone-

liness of our path, now leading through a wood,
inducing a greater desu'e for sociability, we
walked closer together and began to converse.

My guide had lighted his lanthorn, and called

his dog nearer to his side.
" That is a fine wolf-hound," said I.'

"
Yes, but he is more than that to me,

monsieur."
"
How," exclaimed I.

" If monsieur will care to listen, I will ex-

plain why I set so high a value on the good
creature," answered the man, fondling the

rough head of his canine companion. "If it

had not been for this dog, monsieur, but
I will tell you the whole story from the begin-

ning, and then you will fully understand why
Hollo is so precious to me and to my family."
And now for the story, madame.
" You must know, monsieur," began my

guide, "that I lived with my wife and our

two children in a cottage not far from the

great forest, on a piece of waste ground some-

v/here about half way between the town and
a little village called Verney, yonder to the

right, a lonely situation, but convenient for

my occupation of tree-felling and wood-cutting.

Well, T was out at work on the day when what
I am going to relate took place. My wife,

however, told me all about it in the evening
when I went home—what am I saying ? home,
I had none—when, after seeking her long,
1 found her in the house of one of my neigh-
bours and friends in Verney. No, when after

my day's toil I returned to the spot where our

cottage had stood, and where I expected, as

usual, to see my wife come to the door to

meet me, giving me a glimpse of the bright

cheery fire as she opened it to let me in, all

was gone, and in place of all that should have

comforted me, my wife's warm greeting and
the glad voices of the little ones welcoming ,

my approach, I found a desolate hearth—a

ruin. I had not been gone long that morn-

ing, my wife afterwards told me, when, having
laid the baby, a boy of a year old, in his little

cot to sleep, she went out into the back part
of the house to look for our eldest child,

Marie, a little girl of three years of age. On

returning to the kitchen, she saw the door,
which opened on a bit of garden ground, and

which she supposes could not have been securely

fastened, burst open, and a large wolf rush

in. She, having always heard that these ani-

mals are easily frightened away by fire, imme-

diately plucking a flaming brand from the

hearth, ran with it towards the beast, but too

late to prevent his reaching the cradle, from

which he seized our poor little sleeping Jacques,
and flew with him out, and ofi" into the wood

in no time. My poor trembling wife instantly

followed, calling loudly to our dog, who,

bounding to her side, and at once compre-

hending the situation, made quickly ofi' in

pursuit of the wolf. The dear child must

have proved too heavy for the thief running

rapidly, as he was, to escape from Rollo, for

he soon dropped him to my wife's great relief

and joy. Rollo came up with, and after

a sharp struggle killed the wolf. My wife, as

soon as she summoned up courage to look at

the little one, picked him up all bleeding and

screaming, as he was, but thank God, not

seriously injured. She was soon joined by
some people who had been at work in a field

near, and was receiving their congratulations on
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Jacipieit' uanow oscai>o, when tho utteution of

fho whole party wa-s aroused by tlio lou<l and

pitiful whining and howling of our do^ Uollo,

:iB if he wero in great dintreHH, Turning

(piickly towards tho cottago hoiiiud her, from

whi-nco the.Ho unusual sounds were i>roceo ling,

my wife, tu her unspeakable horror, p rcuivod

that our dwelling WiU) on fire, and that tho

forked llames wero reaching hij^h above iho

hjfty treis staudiuL; arouml it. Almost faint-

ing with alarm, far she recollected that little

.^fario had been at play in the wiushhnu-ie,

wlien bhe had luraelf rushed out of ;ho

kitchen to follow tho wolf, she gave the baby
t'» one of the by-sUinder-, and jLssisted by
lie of tho women, made as much hiisto Jis her

:i\;nil>iing limbs would allow her to reach tho

cottage. She could not get far into the house

the front way, for she was thivon back nearly

>ulf')cated by tho tiames ;
but ."he had entered

far enough to hear the fnuitic piercing shrieks

of \x)or Marie, calling to her mother, and to

KoUo to come and help her. She was evi-

dently htill in tho wiishhouse leading from tho

kitchen where my wife had left her. h^tagger-

Iing

round to the back of the cottage, my wife

sought to get entrance that way—the tiames

and smoke which were pouring from the win-

dows blinded her, so that she could not find

_ the door. A crash I Good heav.us I had tho

whole building fallen in i and was all hope of

rescue at nn end ? Tliis portentous sound

was followed by exulting barks from KoUo.

It wa.H then nothing so dreadful that had hap-

pened—no, ho had himself, by repeatedly

springing a:^.un5t it burst open the door, and

was dragging out tho terrified little girl by her

skirts. She was not in the least l)urnt, but

tho friglit »lio had scarcely yet recovered from.

My wife remembers in her first alarm at seeing
the wolf run out with tho baby, that she had

drojtpod the burning log of wood upon tho

kitchen floor, which being a boarded one, must
have ignited at once, and in consequence the

cottage itself, which wjls roofed with thatch,

must have been shortly in tiames. Nothing
could be done to siive any portion of our fur-

niture, and before night our homi* was in

a.shes."
" And whore are you living now,'' I in-

quired.
"
Ah, monsieur, the neighbours arc very

good to us
; they, some of them, took my wife

and chililren at once away with them to their

homes, ami have supplied them with shelter

and food ever since. When I fouml them the

evening of the accident, they were as tenderly
nursed and cared for a.s could be. My wife

was ill for a great many ila3-9, but now she and

the little ones are all right again. The land-

lord of rjCto.le h;w given me euiploymeut for

tho present, until the new cottage in finijihod,

which the villagers are building for mo, and
which was begun a day or two after thb* ter-

rible ini.ifortune IkkI l>efiillen uk. The ni-i;.'h-

bouring gentry have rained a Huliscriptioa lor

me and my family, tuid I thank CJod for the

kind friends I have got to help me in my
need, and of whom, perhaps, I should never

have known but for this caLimity. So you see,

monsieur, bad as it has l^een to bear, it has

brought its consolation with it, as many a

trouble does. Your friend, Monsieur de la

Tour, who is a.s generous as he is rich, has

given a largo sum. Here we are at the gates
of his chateau

; gooil-night, monsieur, and

may God Ijlesa yfni."

Slipping some hxtse silver into tho poor fel-

low's hand, 1 received from him a fervent pres-

sure in token of his gratitude for my freely-

given sympathy—and he was gone. Whilst

vi-sitiiig my friends, I took the very first oppor-

tunity which ottered itself for a wolf-hunt, and
I a.ssure you, madame, that it was with the

greatest satisfaction that I fired my first bullet

into the craiduiu of one of the-se dre.wled

marauders, w ho are now 'oecoming a pest to

the inhabitants of the Spanish frontier.

So ends M. le Capitaino's story. A^^ 1

have several small chiMren, and no large dog,
I am thankful that I do not happen to live

near a forest in the department of Arriege.

Makgakkt Swavnb.

SCIENX'E HOLIDAY-MAKING.

WiTU the approach of summer, le;irued

societies that explore tho outside world

awake from their torpi r. May is famous for

the busy hum of the religious meetings at

Exeter Hall
;
but arch;eology, geology, and

science in general, as represented by the

British Association, send forth their enihu-

Ki:istic swarms of votaries in late summer and

autumn. Indeed, one great charm these and

kindred .sciences possess for a nation so dwvoted

as wo are to expeilitions in sunshine and fresh

air, is the close relation they all bear to

nature. During winter, then, men of .science,

,

"
apis Matinie more motloque," construct

symmetrical theories and write elaborate

pai>er8, but with July and fine weather they

long to try their wings ag.un beyond the .seclu-

sion of home. Therefore, excursions to ditfe-

! rent places of interest form part of the

attractions the learned societies hold out to

their friends. The annu.al expedition, when

wife and sisters can join u.s, and friend meets

i
friend in new scenes full of special interest to
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o\ir pet science, has become an entirely novel

feature of English domestic life. Let us

briefly consider some of the incidents these ex-

cursions Tisually exhibit, and touch upon the

pleasures to which they give rise.

In many localities flourishes a Naturalists'

Field Club. At stated times and places, the

members assemble,
— a motley collection ;

Pis-

cator, with net aaid pannier ; Auceps, with

fowling-piece and arsenical soap. Elderly

gentlemen, I notice, affect shooting coats, and

are armed with geological hammers ;
the

younger men are generally minute philo-

sophers, and carry wide-mouthed bottles for

diatoms. Botanical boxes, and all the para-

phernalia requisite for entomology, find favour

mainly amongst the ladies. And now they
start by rail or steamer for " the meet." Oh,
for Leech's pencil to depict the scientific

matrons searching for " common objects of

the sea-shore," or the attitude of young Dew-

lap, who is escorting Flora Davenant ! See,
she has found some dingy-coloured treasure of

an orchis, and don't you hear him reproduc-

ing Milton's compliment to Eve,
" herself the

fairest flower ?
" "

Talking of Milton's Mary
Powell," says a fair and learned botanist to

another languishing swain,
" she affirmed that

surely Eve named the flowei's, if Adam did

the animals
;

but do you think she would

recognise her favourites as Platanthera clilo-

rantha or Sisyrinchmm anceps ?
" Where-

upon the lover begins to wonder whether such

as prodigy should be wooed by the artificial

system of Linnseus, or the natural arrange-
ment of Jussieu. Being rather bashful at the

best of times, this does not tend to clear his

perceptions, when the critical moment arrives

in which he has long settled with himself he
will declare his feelings. Such an excursion

is one of the best schools for flirting we
know of. Studious youths, reserved men,
and other "tiresome creatures," who can

never be brought to see the necessity of amus-

ing the ladies, should be sent to one of these

field-club excursions. If they are not then

equal to the occasion, and rise superior to

their ordinary stupidity, the case may be given

up as hopeless. While Blanche and Ernest
are looking for ferns (to get these in perfec-
tion it is well known you must penetrate to

very retired places), or Adolphus and Carry
are hunting butterflies (the pursuit of science

brings their hands very close occasionally), we
must not forget the staid members. There

they are talking about erosion and meta-

morphism,—
Hammering and clinking, chattering stony names
Of shale and hornblende, rag and trap and taff,

Am3'gdaloid and trachyte.

*' Mark the angle of incidence here, Fel-

spar !

"

" What do you make of these unconform-

able strata ? I always thought Sir Koderick

wrong in laying these down as conglomerates,"
<fec. &c.

From which it seems that if the young
like these excursions for love-making, their

elders deem them useful for riding their

scientific hobbies.

These motives may advantageously be

studied at the meeting of the British Associa-

tion. A locality full of natural attractions

has first to be found. If eligible widows and

rich old maids abound, so much the better.

Your philosopher likes to combine love-making
"wath lectures. We have always thought a

Financial and Matrimonial Section would be

the most popular of the many departments of

modern science at such a gathering. You
would listen in company with an elderly but

well-weighted heiress to comparisons in Section

A of Goethe's Natural Affinities with Darwin's

doctrine of Selection, in the proposed Finan-

cial Section (B), the respective advantages of

Consols or Indian Five per Cents, would be
_

dispassionately balanced ;
then you start with

your fair fellow-student to visit some cele-

brated tin mine, you pluck up heart of grace,

propose, and—voila tout !

It is not every one, however, who is suffi-

ciently bold to join a Naturalists' Club, or who

enjoys enough leisure to attend the meeting
of the British Association. For ordinary

mortals, ambitious of scientific renown, an

admirable expedient is provided in most coun-

ties by archaeology. It is hard if you do not

dabble in some province of national antiquities.

Church architecture, Roman weapons, flint

celts, &c., svifficiently deep to warrant your

joining the County Architectural Society, which

embraces these and a multitude of kindred

subjects. Its annual excursion looks up every-

thing that is old, of course including amongst
its attractions "the old old story" itself. In

2)ast days the antiquarian was an unsocial

animal. He brooded over a miscellaneous

heap of " auld nick nackets" in a dark study;

armour, ballads, Babylonian bricks, spurs,

books, and bookbinding, and book-catalogues,

were the friends amongst whom he spent his

days. Antiquarianismwasan individualphrenzy.

You could not well be an antiquary without

being eccentric, and doing nothing else but

devoting yourself to archaeology. Now clergy-

men, bankers, country gentlemen, farmers,

ladies, stockbrokers, every one may put on the

archaeological mania during a week of summer,
as an excuse for joining the Association's trip,

and then quietly return to ordinary avocations.
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like thu lycantLropi ot the niidillu ages, Aft«r
|

they had divestu*! thoiiiHclvoH of their wait<luriiii<

iiistincta. What would Uldys, Aahiuolo, or

Moiikbiinia bavo thought of aiiti(|uariaiiii<iu of
|

thiij Bort, which is woood ho capriciously for a

week in tho year / Without doulit, they would

have prefoiTed their owu view of the hcieuco iw

a bosom-friend who spent her whole time at

your side. Certainly tluir luculirations do
not sutler, albeit somewhat dry occiinionally,

when coiu]>ared with tho Hashy, picturesque

papers of the modem "
reports."

Wo ask your company, gentle reader, on

cue of these arch;eologic;il excursions ;
and see,

bore is tho ticket which gives yoi riijht to

mount ono of these motley vehicles drawn up
at tho inn door. Tho little country town is

frighti>ueU out of its propriety Ijy tho inva.sion

of architectural votaries. Tho church hells

are ringini,' merrily, and a few dinj,'y flags with

appropri.ito devices—"
fcjpeod tho I'lougli,"

''Welcome !" "Odd Fellows' Lodge," and so on—wave listles.'^ly in the frosh morning air. To
be sure the ringers have no lucid idejis what
" them strange passons bo after

;

" but it does

not llutter the banners tho lea.st in the world,
as they aie used indiscriminately at elections,

schotd-feasts, and club-gatherings. Everybotly
is bustling to the caniages, so we had better

secure our seats on tho top of an omnibus.

The three little dogs that invariably h^iunt

the market-place bark, tho small boys cheer,
the few effectives that can be mustered at

9 "30 a. m. from the local riHe corps present

aims, as tho secretary, a tall clergyman in a

wide-a-wake, blows his horn for the signal to

start. Wo move slowly off in a long broken

line, healed by a venerablepo3tchai.se, perhaps

carrying the bishop of the diocese, and a few

country gentlemen ;
thou a crowd of nonde-

script chaises
; the omnibuses tiken from tho

railroad station for tho day succeed
;
then a

few private phaetons and dog-carts, thou a

break occiu-ioned by a butcher's lK>y who will

drive through the procession. Finally, tho

rear is brought up by the "
Quicksilver" four-

horse coach, now served by two unhappy-

looking nags. It is tho last s\irvivor of coach-

ing days, and barring an occ^isional picnic, hiM

iiot loft the dusty shed where it forms a

plea.-'ant roosting-placo for the innkeeper's

chickens, since the day it was taken otf the

road, ;vud tho "
\N oiler

"
of tho period, sa<.ily

hanging up his whip ou the tai>-room wall for

ever, uttered his belief over a glass of cold

without—"
Tommy, my l)oy, these hero rail-

roads '11 soon bowl us out ; but dll up, man,
and never kick over the traces !

"

And now with the trot which Irish post-

boys keep for tho avenue, wo dash into the first
,

village on our route, ^y Gras»ingt->i:. .\11

dismount from the crazy ouuiibuMrn opiMjnito

the grey old church. Its t^jwer neems roekiug
as the four countrymen ring us iu so merrily.

Some go round and gaze at gargo)le)t and

buttresseH, others piuss inside and HcrutinUe

its tine Norman font and tho lovely C'^lours of

thu old Htuinetl glass in the west window. But

two out of the ten minutes allowed hero have

passod, so tho secretuy mouuU the rcji-iing-

desk (a goo<lly three-decker, restoration not

having jK-netrate<l here), ami guided by a few

memoranda in his hand brietly points out tho

sjilient features of interest.
''

liuilt (originally

by De CJrassois, a companion of the Conqueror—desecrated by Cromwell—a tine specimen of

early 2sorman ;
notice the splay of the chaucd

arch, the vous-soirs of tho nave arcaile, the

tympanum of the north porch. Carving very

tine. South aislo goo<l si^ecimen of church-

warden's ( Jothic
; pews, of the true sheepfold

order. Remember tho noble brooch spire as

you leave the churchyard. There is a sun-dial

over the porch carved l)y tho judicious Il<j<»ker.

Outside are a llomau cofhn and three Saxoa

door nails, found iu digging a well for the

rectory." Then the murmiurs of the visitors

strangely disturb tho (juiet old building for a

few minutes more, till the clerical fugleman
outside blows his cornopean.

" Time up !

"

"To your Ciirriages, O archicologists !

" adds

another parson ;
and all of us, ladies included

(I have hitherto forgotten them, but of course

they mustered in force), rush to tho vehicles.

A brief pause, a good deal of joking, as F——
of Wokesburne, a stout parson, contrives to

mount to the knifeboard, and we are otf again.

Now we leave tho dusty high road (the

"Ermine Street
"

of the Romans), and roll

over the turf of some cool green lane, the

dog-roses flaunting overhead and a ricli flower-

mosaic studding the banks on either side.

Tho lazy kino staro at our cavalcade with

largo eyes ; we leave tho amazed gipsies

smothered in a cloud of dust. This is one of

the greatest plwisuros of the trip, the drive

with cares unloose- 1 through a district hitherto

unknown to us. How eagerly we scan the

crops and comp.iro them with those in our

neighbourhood, in which, if wo i)o parsons,

wo possess a certain tilterior interest with

regard to tithes ! Tho pi-tiktoes in this cot-

tiiger's plot are inferior, we gladly notice, to

those iu our owu glebe. What quantities of

Imjos they keep here I How largely tho sulphur

buttertly predominat<;s, our friend the entomo-

logist is thinking ;
while botanists are in

raptures with a clover-lieUl so intensely crim-

son, that they declare it must bo sown with

tho Trij'olium incarnatuin, a variety neveri
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in tlieir own parishes. Such chat brings us to

the next village, Quartusby we will say. The

parson has drawn np his head class in tlie

Sunday-school along the churchyard front in

our honour, and they exhibit that invariable

characteristic of boors to perfection, it is im-

possible to get them to stand in an even rank.

A few banners are held up l)y the biggest, and

all round from the dingy cottage-doors you
hear the women addressing each other in no

low tones — "Here be the gen'llmen !

"

"Mercy on us, Anna Matilda!—mind them

bairns !

" " There's Robert Henry atumbliug
into the town's dyke !

"
However, we

scramble down and enter the sacred precincts.

Once more its different features are concisely

explained. Maybe a curious iron framework

on a pillar opposite the pulpit is pointed out

as all that remains of the hour-glass, once as

indispensable a part of church furniture as a

soft pulpit-cushion was only ten years ago.

The secretary tells how it was set running
at the commencement of the discourse, and

warned the preacher in a manner (he adds

with professional delight) that might prove

salutary in many cases at present, when he

had run to the length of his tether. With
that a clerical wag gets up and says,

"
Yes,

my Lord Bishop, and sometimes when he had

warmed to his subject the parson would set

the sand running again, and say
'
let's have

another glass, boys.'
"

Very probably his lord-

ship looks grave at such a sally inside a

church, although the younger clergy indulge in

a little ill-timed hilarity, and the perpetrator
of the joke, determined not to be put down,

]?.ughs loudly at his own wit, as is the way
with disconcerted jokers.

Once more the horn is blown, and ail get
en route as merrily as possible. Long were

it to tell, the amusing miseries of the road ;

how one antediluvian chaise fairly broke down
in a country lane where there was no chance

of succouring the body of divinity with which
it was so well weighted—how a Sawney of

a driver, who was probably a potboy meta-

morphosed for the day, suffered all the

vehicles of the party to pass him, and thereby
incurred the wrath of a well-known architect

forming one of his freight
—how another

v.'onderful carriage, like an Australian settler's

hut mounted on wheels, fairly lost its way,
and landed its perspiring passengers in a large

pasture full of thistles and irate oxen, with
an especial aversion to archfeologists as being
a body very little less blue than butchers.

These and such like mischances are all pleasant

topics for chatting over at the lunch. About

half-past one the hungry excursionists are

seasonably timed to arrive at Tissington, the

finely-timbered park of Sir Theodore Buttress,
sheriff of the county, and a mainstay of the

society. He Avelcomes all his brother archae-

ologists to an al fresco dinner, and a gratteful

halt of an hour is made to survey some of

Vandyke and Lely's best productions, which

hang in the state rooms of the old hall, inter-

mixed with engravings by Vertue and Hou-

braken, so dear to connoisseurs ;
and to do

justice to tlie cold chickens and champagne.
Of course, during the intellectual feast, a good

many critics, according to the old rule, suggest
' ' this might be better grouped," and praise

Tintoretto. It has also a good effect, I notice,

to be well up in Ruskin.

You pluck a twig of syringa to remind

you of Tis.sington, and once more the caval-

cade proceeds, homeward this time, by a new
series of churches. We need not follow their

footsteps very closely. The clerical joker
waxes more bold than ever after lunch, and

perpetrates witticisms which may well be

guessed at from this sample. An allusion is

made to the office of dogwhipper in a church.

Hazardous theories are broached about his

duties ;
one thinks it was an office held con-

jointly with that of sexton, and so on ;
our

friend at once informs us—"
Oh, don't j'ou

know ? He had to keep the church terriers !

"

In the evening a conversazione is usually

held in the town hall, say, the walls being

hung with rubbings of brasses. New Zealand

boomerangs, and that inevitable "walking-
stick made out of a shark's back-bone," which

always does duty at such museums. This gives

the spacious apartment a professional look.

Ladies, children, and clergymen muster in

great force. A good deal of coffee is drunk,
and then (Sir Blois Byzantine being in the

chair), the society proceeds to business. Papers
are read

;
and as dry subjects handled accu-

rately would be somewhat like caviare to the

general, they are treated in two styles. The

one is the light and jocular vein
;
the other

(and more imposing manner in judicious hands)
is the picturesque method. This latter de-

scribes in grandiloquent language the march

of the Roundheads to Naseby, or the Avooden

tower William the Norman erected in the isle

of Ely to overawe Hereward
;

it is du rlgeur

that a good sunset should be introduced, if

accompanied with a quotation from Tennyson
all the better. A sentimental touch is sure to

Avin applause ;
the ' ' blue expanse

" of ocean,

the "
flowery banks of spring," or the local

antiquities are necessary ingredients. After

much cheering, a paper is read modelled on

the former type. The composer, maybe, is

dressed to give it due effect
;
a dry old pro-

fessor, in black silk stockings and shoes, or a
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well-known humuurist of the country gentle- }

man geuuH. He ia sure, an he Hpeaks uf woiiiau'H

eilucatioii after tho Hostor.ition, t'>iiuot« Ui>lil-

Huiith oil the inoilel youii;^' ludy of a jTeviiiUH

generation—"She wan always up early, and
saw breakfast served ia the i^ieat hall by «i.x

o'clock. At thin uceuo of festivity she gene-

rally improved good huiiimir by telling her

dreams, relating stories of spirit^, several of

which she herself had seen ; and <>no of \vhic:h

she was reix^rted tu hive killeil with a black-

hafted knife. i'rotn thence aho usually went
to make pastry in tlio larder, and here she

was fidlovNed by her 8Weetho:irts, whu were

much helped on in conver-<atii'n by strugs^liir^

for kisscH," lire, «bc. If he can relate a scivu-

dalous story i>f Queen Elizabeth—how Sir

Walter Kaleigh, for instance, was oiico found

on his knees before her—wo are certain to hear

of it. If not, a skit at the present amplitude of

ladies' akirts compared with the loose, hang-

ing gowns on the abbesses' brasses wliich figure

round the walls, is sure to bo a telling point.

The paper over, a Scotch man, a crotchety

lawyer, or some uiie of equally accurate iniud,
will rise as a matter of course to propose a

vote of thanks, but really to criticise his friend's

facts, and (juestiju his application of them.

Thence ari->es a dire contest. Not the battle

of the frogs and mice, the books, or tho guns,
was ni"re fierce in its day. The subject, wo
will say, is tjueen Eleanor'a crosses. Tho
writer of the paper having compiled it largely
in his liluai-y (and forgotten his authorities),
smiles with benign superiority on B. who would
throw doubt on them, because, irrespective of

any authority, he has a pet theory on the

point, which ho is not backward at enunciating.
C. ratlier makes light of both the previous

speakers, and begs to suggest what lirittou, or

Pugiu, or Scott told him as his own opinion. |

A. angrily rejoins ; and B. then makes common
cause with him against C, At length tho

secretary, a man of groat tact, ventures to con-

ciliate all parties by a joke. B. may bo right,

and C. is welcome to his view, and there is no

need why any of Uie learned members uootl

disvst lit from D.'s 8t;itement. If he might be
i

permitted to question the accuracy of any of '

his friend .\.'s declanitions, his humble opinion
Was that tlie four groats' worth of barloy A
mentioned as being used for the queen's em-

balmment, were more likely provided for tho

bu:r .' Archreologists must bo more than
J

mortal to fight after oil is thus gently cast on
j

their troubh-d waters. The fray most likely
|

ends by D. whispering to C. that A. thought i

himself a big gun, but he made a gieat uoiso
|

with very little powder. Tuntone animU ccr/«rj-

tiUui tree /

If such raeetiugs are no real gain in arclue-

ology, they bring people together in tho Oiuntry
who would very seldom mo< t except for ilnir

]>et science. Now and pleasant acquaiiit^kiices

too are sure to bo made. Country parson*,

eminently a stay-at-home clas.s, are in iuced by
them to see a little of tho world outjiiilu their

own parishes ;
and the benefits resultin.^ ..hen

they return are ho nuinuroua that, were 1 Sir

tj". 'Jrey, I Mh'iuM julviso her Majesty to issuu

u caiiun speiiully orderin.,' all country vicam

or rectoni to le.-vvo home for two months at

le;ut every summer, and forbidding theiu to

act aa "
guinea-pigs" during tho term of those

letters diniiasory being in force. liow much
would their congregations a|>preci;ito their

miiiLstrations when they aime homo ! Having
suli'cred at other men's hands, they would be

merciful to their own tlocka. Parsons are bat

human, and much as they rebuke us for criti-

ci.siiig their sermons when we leave church, we

may hazard a shrewd guess that few things

please them better than to listen to a brother's

sermon and talk it over afterwards with a

friend.

Again, tho farmer or country gentleman who
has diligently worked out tho programme of

such an excursion as we have fancied, must be

unobservant indeed, if he does not find the key
for several puzzles that all the social .science of

his neighbourhood could not decipher. The
condition of labourers' cott;vges, the habits

and wages of the rural poor, roads, crops,

plantations
—all his theories on these points

are liable to be advantageou.sly disturbed by
his trip to a strange district, and the contact

of finer intellects on his *'
homely wits." NVe

are all of us apt to grow into the .seinlilanco of

the tailors of Tooley Street, if we vegetiite too

long at home
;
and may beneficially oxygenate

our notions at times by climbing over the hills

tliat enclose our little Sleepy Hollow. What
tiiut) more pleasant to do so than when the

herds wade through herbiigo .sprinkled with

yellow, like the samls of Pactolus, or when the

rich breadths of corn wave impatient for the

roapei-s f Wisely, therefore, ilo our great

societies generally choose the summer months
for their exp<'ditions. Tho expenses of such

an excursion as we have sketched may bo put
down roughly at a sovereign per day, and few

will bo inclined to grudge the money when art

and science, conversation and sightseeing, in-

struction and amusement, go amicably hand ia

hand through a pretty country, smiling with

fruit and sunshine.

OKI things anil new are seldom seen in closer

juxta-i)Osition than when our .scientific inquirers

visit some celebrate*! battle-field— s.iy Boe-

wortb or J^ehilL Tho gaily-culoiutxi dreeseii
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of the ladies, and the wideawakes of their

husbands, have taken the place of squadrons

glittering with steel and crested helmets. The
voice of the lecturer resounds whore once rose

the clang of the conflict and the shouts of

internecine war. Amongst the many reflections

that crowd the mind at such a spectacle, not

the least grateful is the remembrance that

Science has her triumphs as well as war. In

the heated factory or the solitary study, she

wins her victories
;
mental wear and tear and

assiduous toil meanwhile carry olf too many
victims. Gladly, therefore, do we welcome the

approach of a holiday such as we have de-

scribed for busy thinkers and active workers.

While we have cast a transient glance on their

recreation, no word has been uttered to convey

any imputation of its usefulness. After labour

re.st, is an aphorism that few real labourers

ever find true in this world. Who shall

quarrel with those who bring their favourite

studies with them even to their diversions ?

M, G, W.

SUMMEE.
The blcoinin? grace of Nature's youth Las fled

With April's fitful moods, with laughing May ;

More splendid blazes morn
;
dews softer sped,

Eve's sweetest kisses fall on slumb'ring day ;

I hail them as sure >igns that Summer's queen
Hath fixed her gorgeous court in our fair land,

Mother of plenteous peace ! in emer.ild sheen

Kound every village see her handmaids stand !

Where shall I seek thee ? In what lonely grove

Tracking the beck's curves to their bubbling head.
Sweet, may I woo thee, trembling leaves above
And many a star-flower gleaming by thy bed ?

Or stray e.st thou by yon purpled hills l or where
The sleepy wavelets lap their pebbly brink,

The wild rose streaming from thy rippled hair

On sands where not thy lightest footfalls sink ?

Erewhile, inconstant lover, would I roam

By Como's sunny lake, round Arno's pride ;

Snatching a transient joy by Tiber's foam,
Or wand'ring careless by the Khine's steep side

;

But wiser grown, and haply sick of change,
I love to linger out each sunny hour

In English fields, with Summer's pomp to range
At will, to chase her flight from bower to bower !

Bare glimpses catch I of her beauteous form.
Sometimes she floats full-breasted down the stream;

Sometimes I near her, and her breath so warm
Beats on my eager face

; but, like a dream,
The vision fades

;
and then 1 slumberous sail.

Lured by the moonlight, o'er some fairy sea.

Urging my shallop through the envious veil

That shrouds thy presence, smiling queen, from me !

But all in vain
;

I never held my quest,
Nor slept content 'neath heaven's bluest dome

;

At length kind fate in pity sent me rest.
Sent truest solace in an English home.

Wouldst see my pleasaunce ? Leave then wrinkled care,
.Vnd banish passion with the worldly train

That ardent follows after wealth, and share

My joys where Summer high-enthroned doth reign !

A sea of meadow green-waved to its rim

Of white hedgeroses
— flecked with speedwells blue.

And golden clusters where its blossoms swim
Before the light biteze searching through and

through
To sweej) off fragrance for yon lonely grange

That sleeps in sunshine 'neath its murmurous limes :

Here Summer soothes my soul ! nor deem it strange
That e'en my love here blossoms into rhymes 1

Morn wakes my cawing rooks, the blackbird trills

His airy strains from yonder ancient oak ;

The noontide hours an insect-humming thrills.

With eve the patient steers bring back the yoke :

Here I beguile the day with thought and books,

Wy children happy in their own wild glee ;

And shall I guess their faithful mother's looks ?

She's silent-thankful that such joys should be.

And when night's crescent floats through perfumed
skies,

And round their elms the nightjars noiseless flit.

When every homely sound dies out, we rise

Once more to meet the world, in mood more fit

To cope with meanness, hate its petty views.

Our high ideal bear through blame or praise,

And worship Duty where our vows she'll choose—
Thus let me profit by sweet Summer days !

W.

A DAY AT HAROLD'S TOMB,

On the iron road which carries us along the

Great Eastern Railway up from Cambridge,
when we come within some twelve or fourteen

miles of London, we see on our left a dull

and heavy church tower, of somewhat larger di-

mensions than are commonly found in country

parish churches. The tower is a good mile

from our route, but it is surrounded by the

red roofs of a small country town, evidently

not built yesterday. That town is Waltham

Abbey,—so called to distinguish it from its

neighbour, Waltham Cross,
—and that venerable

tower belongs to " the old Abbey Church,"
which marks the traditional resting-place of the

last of our Saxon kings. Let us make a detoiir

of a few hours, and go on our way to the busy

city in the evening with some pleasant reminis-

cences of the old place to carry back with us

to our homes.

The road from the railway station to the

Abbey is by no means attractive. It is as

straight as an arrow, and is little more than

a raised causeway between low-lying green

meadows, with a deep ditch on either side.

The river Lea, which we cross—the Lea of

quaint old Isaac Walton—here separates in to

a variety of streams, and. we pass no less

than four bridges before we find ourselves at

the end of a narrow street, with gabled, tene-

ments on either side, and close under the

shadow of the tower which has been our

beacon.

The place is evidently one of considerable

antiquity, as is shown by the variety of pro-
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jectiiij,' yablofl, and the quaint carved fij^iiroa

which Htili stand in b<ild roliff i\t the cornor

of nioro thiin ono of its 8tie«ts, liko thonc with

which one meets at Ipnwich, Sjiffron- Wulden,
and many otlicT town.s of thu eiwti-rn CMiuitioH.

The local jjuido b<>oka tell u.h that Wultliani

was a place of note before tliu Norniau Coii-

(juost. The Abbey, it in said, wha founded by

Tovi, the HtuUaro, or standard-lnjarer, to Ciuiuti«,

who built on thu bkirts of tliu forest a hutitini{-

seat, near which he formed a villiige, erectinij

Bome tunonients for his "
villainH," and placini,'

in tht-m " threi-score-and-six dwcdlers." Thu

next thing, in all probability, was to build a

chapel or church for their u.se, with six canons

to act an chaplains. The villaj,'o was callod

Waltham, from the Saxon words irenld-limii,

the dwellin;,' on the weaiil or forest : and thu

parish derived its second name of* Holy Cross"

from a cross, witli a tigiiro of the Saviour

upon it, which was said to have been found

at Montacute, and to have been brought

miraculously to the place. In the hands of

the priests of Waltham, this cross is sail I to

liavo shown very miraculous powers ;
and

amiing the wonders toll of it is the fact—-if

it 1k) one— that Harold, the son of Kirl

Godwin of Kent, w:u cureii of the palsy in

couaetjuenco of a vLsit to it ; whereupon, as

in iluty bound, ho rebuilt the church, doubled

the number uf its cant)i»H, settled on them

ample estates, and founded hard by a school

of religious and useful learning.*

Farmert gives a somewhat ditferent account

of the foundation of the Abbey. He says:
—

"'Tovi, the original founder of Waltham

Abbey, had a son nanietl Athelstan, who

proved a prodigal, and quickly spent all the

goods and great estates which his fatlier had

got together ; so that by some transaction

this place returned to the crown. . . . Edward
the Confessor then bestowed Waltham, with the

lauds thereabouts, on Harold, his brother-in-

law, who was tlion only an earl and son to Earl

Godwin, who immediately built and endowed
there a monastery.' It is further stated by
this author that each of the amons had one

manor appropriated for his support, ami that the

dean iiad six
; making in all seventeen. From

the charter of confirmation granted by Edward
the Confessor, it appears that Harold endowed
his new foundation with the manors of Piusse-

fehl, Welda or Walde, Upmiuster, Wahlfara
or Wallifare, Tippedene, Alwartinie, Wude- !

forde, Lambehytii, Xa^ngam, Ihikenduno,
Melnho, Alrich.sey, Wormelei, Nethleswclle or

Neteswcll, Hicche, Lukintone, and West-
;

waltham. ' M\ these manors the king granted

• Puira^le's "Monaiticon," Vol. ri , P i , p. ;>$.

t
"

llistcry of WKlthntii," p 13. I

them with sac, soc, tol, and toam, <bc., free

from all gelds and payments, in the mont full

and amplo manner, a* appears by iho charter

among the records of the tower.'
"

It is thu received account, that Harold wan
kille<l at the battlu of H:i.itings, and that hia

corpse was airried from the field and burie<i at

Waltham Abbey, and his tomb was shown for

many centuries as marking the resting pl.icu

of thu last of our Saxon kings, though Giraldus

Cambreiisis among old historians, and Sir F.

Palgravu among modern writers, relate a tni-

dition that li.irold escaped alive from the

field of UaHtingR, and lived in religious

.seclusion at Chester. Thu latter author con-

siders that thu tomb at Waltham was nothing
more than a cenotaph, though it bore on it

the inscription,
" Hie jacet Harold infelix,"

words which c<;rtainly sueni to as-sert a positive
fact

;
and Fuller, in his

" Church History,"

gives a circumstantial account of the opening
of the monument tow.ards the end of Eliza-

beth's reign, wheu a skeleton wan discovered

inside it. Farmer's History, already quoted,
contains a copperplate engraving of a ma'tk

sculptured in grey marble, which he says was
one of the ornaments of the tomb, and was
then in his own possession.

It might easily be supposed that William

owed little kindness and showed little favour

to the religious house which ownied his van-

quished rival for its founder. He accordingly
laid heavy hands upon the Church of Holy
Cro.s.s, robbing it of vestments, plate, and

jewels, though, somehow or other, he left the

monks in posses-sion of their manors and other

estates
; and in subsequent reigns their pro-

perties in the neighbourhood appear tj have

increased, for Matilda, the first wife of Henry
I., bestowed on the convent the abbey mill,

which still staiuls clo.se to the gateway shown
in our illustration, and was, at that time, a

valuable gift ;
while the same king's second

wife, Adeliza of Loiraine, bestowed on it all

the tithes of Waltham, including not only
those of her tenants, but of her own demesne
lands.

Henry II. did not tin«l that the monk'i of

Waltham turned to goo<I account the gifts so

goneroQsly biistowed on them ; but, on the

contrary, as wo fiml recorded in his charter,
ho wa.<^ obliged to di.ssolve the foundation, and
to scatter the dean and eleven canons to the

wind,
'* on account of the lewdness and

debauchery of their lives." ']'h»' last dean

W.1S Guido Kufus, who, having previou.>-ly

been suspended by the Archbii^hop of Canter-

bury, resigned his deanery in 1177 to the

king. The .<«tory is thus told by a local anti-

quary :—
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This preliiiiiiiary procceiUnfr having taken place, the

king -visited WalUiaiu on the eve of I'entecosl, wlien

"Walter, Bishop of luchcster, on the i>art of the Aich-

liishop of Canterlniry, Gilbert, liisliop of London,

John, Bishop of Norwich, and Iluf^h, Bishop of Dur-

ham, assem tiling by prer-ept from the King and man-

date of the Pope (Alcxunder III.), the said archhi.shop

consenting, sixteen regular canons of the Order of St.

Augustine, namely, six of Cirencester, six of Oseney,

and four of Chicb, wen; inducted into the church, and

Walter de Gaunt, a canon of Oseney, was constituted

the first abbot of the new foundation. The church

Mras at the same time declared exempt from episcopal

jurisdiction; and Pope Lucius IIL subsequently by
his bull confirmed to this monasteiy the exemption
from all cpiscojial jurisdiction.* The church thus

settled was dedicated first to the Holy Cross, and

afterwards to St. Lawrence.

Henry II. not only conBrmed to the newly-
founded canons the lands which they had held

by gift from Harold, but added to them other

possessions in the neighbourhood, including

the manors of Epping and Siwardston, or

Sewardstone ; adding to his charter, by way
of preamble, the remarkable expression that

it was "
fit that Christ, his spouse, should

have a new dowry." The convent was further

enriched by a charter from Richard I., confirm-

ing all former grants, and also bestowing on

the canons the entire manor of Waltham, with
*' the great wood and park called

' Harold's

Park,'
" the market of Waltham, and most of

the village of Nasing—460 acres in all—on

the easy terms of the monks paying 60/. into

bis royal exchequer in lieu of all services.

Other pious persons, in the course of the same

reign, gave broad lands to the monks "pro salute

animarum suariim;" and Henry III., who

frequently took up his residence at the abbey,

requited the hospitality of the canons by
giving to them the right of holding a fair

annually for seven days. He also augmented
their revenues with many rich and costly gifts,

and from his date the Abbey gradually became so

distinguished by royal and noble benefactors as

to rank with the most wealthy institutions in

the kingdom. Henry resided here, it is said,

in order to save the expense of keeping a

court
;
and in 1242, according to Matthew

Paris, the church was re-dedicated, though he

does not enlighten us as to the occasion oii

which this ceremony was performed. Most

probably it was on the occasion of the addition

of new buildings on the south side of the old

Norman church, including what now is called

"our Lady's Chapel."
" When Simon de Seham was abbot, in the

* At the same time, .anno ll'tl, the ukc of the pn7itificals,

namely, the mitre, crosier, rin.r, itc. , were granted to the
abbot. Henry the Second's chiirter thus defines the ancient
liberties of W.altham Church :

"
Semper fuit rcgalis capella

ex priniitiva pui fiindatione nulli Arehiepiscopo vel Episcopo,
eed tantum ccclesife Koimna; et Regise di.spositioni sub-

jeetrt." Waltham is still exempt from the archdeacon's
visitation.

30th Hoiiry III. (1245), a dispute arose be-

tween the abbot and the townsmen of Wal-
tham about the common land. ' The men
of Waltham,' says Farmer,

' came into the

marsh, which the abbot and his convent for-

merly enjoyed as several to themselves, and
killed four mare^, worth forty shillings sterling

at least, and drove away all the rest : the

abbot was politicly pleased for the present not

to take notice thereof. The next year the

same men of Waltham went to the abbot the

Tuesdiiy before Easter, in the name of the

whole village, and demanded of him to remove
his mares and colts out of the marsh. This

the abbot refused to do, adding, that if his

bailifi"8 had placed his cattle otherwise than

they ought, they might do well to have it

amended, and yet so as to defer the matter

till the Tuesday after Easter. On that Tues-

day, Richard, brother to the king, Duke of

Cornwall, came to Waltham, at which time

both the men and the women of the town

repaired to the gate of the abbey to receive

the abbot's final answer.'
*' He put them off with the information,

that he was preparing for a journey into

Lincolnshire, to meet the justices itinerant,

and said that he would settle the affair at his

return. Not satisfied, they went into the

pasture, and in driving out the abbot's mares

and colts, drowned three worta twenty shillings,

spoiled ten moi-e to the value of ten marks, and

beat the keepers, who resisted them, even to

the shedding of blood. Fearing, however,
that they should be prosecuted, on the return

of the abbot, they desired a 'love day,' and

ofiered to pay damages for the injury com-

mitted
; but, instead of doing so, they went

to London and accu^-ed the abbot to the king
of having wrongfully taken away their com-

mon land, and bringing up new customs,

adding that he would ' eat them up to the

bone.' The abbot then excommunicated the

men of Waltham
;
and they impleaded him at

common law for appropriating their common
land to himself. 'J hey were unsuccessful, and

after a long suit in the King's Bench, were

glad to confess that they had done wrong, and

they were amerced twenty marks, which the

abbot remitted ; and, on their submission, he

assoyled them from the excommunication.*

"Not long aftei-wards, the same abbot was

engaged in a lawsuit with Peter, Duke of

Savoy, the king's uncle, lord of the manor of

Cheshunt, about boundaries. The contest con-

cerned the property of some meadow land

between two branches of the river Lea
;
one

asserting that the eastern stream, and the

"
History of Waltham," pp. Tl,
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other that the western Htreutu waa the uiaiu

current of the river, ilividing the o.untieM of

Herta aiiJ E.s«ox, Au atjreemcnt at luutjth

vfiiH ma<io between Abbot Simon ami Duko

I'eter ; but the dispute about the land was

often revived afterwards, and wa« undecido<l

wlien tlio la»t abb(jt resigned the convent t<j

Henry Vlii.* During these unpleasant alter-

cations the monks were chari{ud by their

enemies with resorting for consolation to the

holy sisters in the nunnery at Clioshunt.
" t

Stow, in an account of Wat Tyler's rebellion,

siiys th:it King liichard II. was "now at

l^indon, now at Waltliani," so tliat it is cle;ir

that more than one king made the abbey a

place of residence.

Wo read but little more of Walthani Abbey
until wo come to the reign of Henry VlII.,

when it acccideutly became the scene of a con-

versation, tlie results of which have ultimately

changed the whole course of ecclesijwticiil

allairs in England, by bringing about au event

on which the lleformation mainly hinged. It

was hero that Thomas Craumer, then a plain

Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, happened
to be resident, on account of the plague, as

tutor to the sons of Mr. Cressy, whose wife

was the future archbishop's relation, when ho

was accidently introduced to Fox and Gardiner,

just at the time when the propriety of King
Henry's divorce was being canvassed in privi-

leged and " well-informed circles.
" We allude

to the occasion when, in reply to Fox and

Gardiner, he said that, instead of waiting
month after month and year after year, to

• Fttriuer reUtcs the followin^r plp.xtuit anecdote of this
monarch : Init the .itiliiit who cujoycU the bunctit ul' hi.s iiru-

scril- I :-
"I : in tho dnvw of ono of hla

„" . .ilK'Ut diiinur time, the Ahbcy
w.f iriinieili.itc'ly iiivit<.d to tho

^ "I' 1" <-f 1" ill ' sot before him, ho
jiUiycd •*«> jfixwl a itirt, tli.it ti. ^oluimc<l,

' Well faro

thy heart, and here « a cii|. . tho hc:ilth of thy
in;i>itcr ; I would ((ivo A hiiii>iic<l iKiundit could 1 feed !*•>

hwirtily on Ijccf a.* thou dost, hut my i>K>r quca-sy atuiuach
'.'.y ilii^est the brcwt of a chicken." Tho kin;:

I
.;m in rotuni. .ind having; dined honrtily, juid

in .iiK.i mm fur hi.t KiM>d cheer, he ilcivirtol. A few days
after, the aliUil wxs sent for U) I>Midon. and linli;ed in tlio

Tower, where ho wat ki-jit a clone Jiri-

time, fed upon lirojul and water. A'
iM-if W.I.S net t>efure him, on which he I

of hlxown |>loU);hmen In tho midst of
bunit into the r>v>m fpiin it i>rivrif>' <•!«.

his hun<lreii i>outid.s. v\!

plooMUrc, nn>l on liein;; i

me. I
,

ami . I

with i;o Kin.iU
Uiit moiuiHtery

with a lie.irt and |><>cket lu'u n uxntir tii.m when ho loft it

a few diys iK-fore."

i \ ludicn'UM Hamplc of thc-e tales •• i
'r,

Kuller'ii "Church History." I his au;

H"'nry t'olt, of Nether Hall, whriw.xs a .. . i

llunry VIU. for hi.s merrv concoitw, wont late one niifht to
WiUhmii Aliliey, where )>oiif,: itifonnrd hv liis -ipirs thjit

Mie monk.t wcr'

Nunnc.y, ho >i

>•.,.. I.I < uitent, huhad .i I'l .^ •:.iij pii. .']. t n th

jmrt ..f tho meadow, or ni irsli, which tlx'V ha.l ; .

then way h^inie, and tlio monks Kettin^' into it n
wore nu'l<Med by hi» iicrx-antn. Tlie next m
llinr> |u^'-si-nled them to tlie kin;{, who, heiuail^ ... . , ,;,

ili . larod that '• bu kid oitou icvn •woctor, but novor fatter
vcni.stin !

"

learn the I'ope's will, it would ba b«tter to

have the luooi-poxnt, ab<jut a man'H marriage
with hi-» brother's widow, referred to the

Universities and learned divines of this and
other nations. When Fox reported this s}>uocli

to tho king, the latter Miid, with an oath, thit

tho Cambridge fellow " had the soir by tho

right ear." And so it proved in the end.

iiUt this giKxl service ditl not siivo the abbuy
from the king's commLssiouers. In loIiO, its

gross income, according to Speed, was 1070/.

1125. li/., while the clear income is reckoned

by Dugdale at KUO/. And so the fiat went

forth. Tlio cations were forced U) quit their

comfortable nests, and their broad acres and
manors were sei/,e<l by the king and his mitiLs-

ters. The hist of a long lino of two-and-thirty
abbots was Robert Fuller. He wjis afterwards

chosen prior of St. Bartholomew's, Smithfiell,
which he held in i-mmnemLim, and which ho

w<is also obliged to surrender to the king in

1540. Abbot Fuller may fairly bo reckoned

among the liter.iti of his monast<Ty ; and frnm
his •'

History," written in a folio volume of

400 pages, his namesake Fuller, who was curate

of Wa'tham in tho time of the Commonwealth,
compiled almost all tho particular.! of the ac-

count of Waltliam Abl)ey, which he appended
as a supplement to his "Church History of

Britain," published in 105G.

By Edward VI. the conventual estate was

granted to Sir Anthony Denny, whose grand-

son. Sir Edward Denny, the second owner,
was raised by Charles I. to the earldom of

Norwich. From him it passed, by the mar-

riage of his daughter and heir, to the celebrated

James H.iy, Earl of Carlisle ; and from the

Hays it came into the possession of the Wakes,
whoso head and representative, tho present
Sir Herewald Wake, is now Lord of the Manor
of Wiiltham Abbey. HLs grandfather, the

late Sir Charles Wake, was an e.\ tensive con-

tributor to the funds raised about ten years

ago for beautifying and restoring the noble

church, and the east window of paijtted glass

was his donation.

"Though the buildings of Waltham Abbey
were once no extensive as to include a space
of many acres, scarcely any part remains but

tho nave of the Abl)ey Church, now the paro*
cIuhI church ; an attaclied chapel on the south

side, called tho Latly Chapel, now a school-

roont and vestry ; some ruinous walls, a small

bridge and gateway, near the Abbey mills, and
a dark vaulted structure of two divisions con-

nected with the convent garden, and which

adjoined the Abbey House, inhabited by the

Dennys.*

rvi» It I •

exist of tho \

un a Tory cxtv
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"
Originall)', the Abbey Church was a very

magnificeut building, and its curious remains

must be regarded as the earliest undoubted

specimen of the Norman style of architecture

now existing in England, Though erected by
Earl Harold, in the Anglo-Saxon period, it

cannot be justly referred to any other style

than that which the Normans permanently
introduced after the Conquest. The great

intercourse between the two countries, which

King Edward the Confessor so particularly

encouraged previously t(j that era, and the

preference which he gave to Norman customs

and Norman artificers, will readily account

for this church being constructed from Norman

designs. Edward himself caused the Abbey
Church of Westminster to be rebuilt on similar

principles ;
and in respect to the Monastery

at Waltham, that monarch, as appears from

his charter, dated in 1062, may be almost

regarded as its coeval founder with Earl Harold.
*' Sufficient is known of this structure, to

state that its original form was that of a cross,

and that a square tower, which ' contained a

Ancient G.itc\v:iy, Waltham Al)ljey.

ring of five great tuneable bells,' arose from

the intersection of the nave and transept ;

the two great western supporters of which are

connected with and partly A\T0ught into the

present east end. *
" The Lady Chapel (now used as a School-

perhaps, the vaulted structvire mentioned above ; and of a

large mansion vchich was erected upon its site, nothing is

left but a plastered wall, in the convent garden, wliich is

now tenanted by a market gardener, is an aged tulip-tree,

reported to be the large.st in England ; this tree, when vye

last saw it, was very full in Hower.
* Some part of the tower fell from mere decay ; the re-

mainder wa-s purposely destroyed, as we gathei- from the

following entry in the ch\n-chwardens' accounts: "Anno
lo'jii. Iinpririiin. For coles to undermine a piece of the

steeple which stood after the first fall, is.'

room), which is probably of Henry III.'s

time, is supported by graduated buttresses,

ornamented with elegantly -formed niches.

Beneath it is a crypt (now a charnel house),
' the fairest,' says Fuller,

' that ever I saw ;'
*

the roof of which is siistained by groined

* The ci-ypt was used as a place of worship, and it had its

regular priest and other attendants ; the reading-desk was

covered with plates of silver. In the Churchwardens' Ac-

counts, mention is made of six annual Obili^, to defray the

expenses of which various lands were bequeathed, and a

stock of eighteen cows was let out to farm for IS.t. The

sum allotted for each Obit was thus expended :—I'o the

parish priest, '^d. ; to our Ladye's priest, M. ;
to the charnel

priest, id. ; to the two clerks, id. ; to the children (choristers),

id. ; to the sexton, 'Id. ;
to the bellman -J./.

; for two tapers,

2tf. ;
for oblation, 2(i., &c.
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aicht'H. The super- Htructure, or Bchool-room,

has been ho much modtTuiaed, that scarcely a

vestige of its ancient character remains. lu

the contiguous buriiil ground ii a very fiuo

widely- spreading elm, the trunk of which, at

several feet above the earth, is seventeen feet

and a-half in circumference."

The present tower stands at
tl^e

west end

of what is now the pari-sh church, but Wiw

formerly the navo. It is a heavy and unin-

teresting structure, and was built by the

parishioners in the reign of I'hilip and Mary,
out of " their stock in the church box."*

It appears from Fuller that the bells out of

the old tower wore hung for some years in a

temporary frame of timber whicli stood at the

south-ea.st corner of the chuichyard, anil re-

mained there till the tower was lini.shed, when,
:he funds falling short, the good people of

Waltham resolved to sell their bells to raise

noney,
—like some " Vandals

"
of more recent

imes at Sandwich, in Kent,—so that Waltham,
• which formerly had steeple-less bells, hail

low a bell-le.ss steeple." It would be unfair to

luppress the fact, tiiat in the very dark days
•vhich mark the beginning of the present cen-

.ury, the inhabitants of Waltham did their

)est to atone for the faults of their forefathers

>y hanging a new peal of bells in the tower.
" Some idea of the former extent of this

:hurch may be conceived from .st.itiug, that

he ancient tomb, considered to bo King
3arold's, was situated about forty yards from

he present termination of the building ; in

•he eastern part of the oiiginal choir. This

omb is described as 'plain,' in form, but of

a rich grey marble ;

'

having sculptured on

t
' a sort of cross lleury, much descanted on

jy art.
'

Fuller says, that it was supported by

pillarets,' one pedestal of which was *
in his

•wu possession.' In Queen Elizabeth's reign,

.gardener, in the service of Sir Edward Denny,

vered, in digging, a large stone coffin, iu-

ng a corpse, supposed to be that of King
old : but the remains, on touching, moul-

ed into dust. Near the same spot, about

venty years ago, a second coffin was found,

tainiug an entire skeleton inclosed in lead.

* This "stock," wojt ail n^fifrognto frum various boupcob,
the Hale of stone, lend, atul timK-r from the nioniuitie

ulldinK" ; l>'it it wiuM cliierty obtaincl by tin- silc of the

WKU of n brothethio-l Ixilontfin^ to thin !. iisi.itiliK

•( three priiMts, three ihorinteri, aii^l t •. wliieli

ni II. .T ,liv«,,lv..| Miitil K>l\Viird the Si. I"wo
lUe uiiiice« of I'la' of

li I hail )h!OIi itived fro oil

c\>om>l oi Uiu iivuwe<l intention nf the |>iiii..iii tu ervi I llio

b»v.' t..w.'r». were Rol.l for il7(. H*. O'f At t'l" "aine time
'1. were iliii><»k-<l of, inolii

' ofeloth
' iwanl Iteniiy for 3(. <'.ji. ," vo altar
l''ii'- ' .. .» i iiid silk, value 'J'. I?

• '' 'ut
bat the hrothorhiH),! tlmsdi-iH.ile.l r/,

/hieh liad Ivcn orijfln.illy foundeil v
i

of

be inona-sterv- by the .\hlxjt and Convent of WaUhiuu, about
ao year Vi\».

Near the Abbey Mill, which is still occu-

pie»l for grinding corn, is a wiilo npace of

ground, surrounded by small ilwelliugs, called

the Brambliugs, but formerly Ilome-knd,
which is conjecture"! to have been so culled

from its rents being in former times appro-

priated to the use of the Holy See. Uii this

spot King Henry VIII. is reported to have

had a small pleasure-house, which he fre-

ijuently occupied on his visits to Waltham.

The statute fair is still held on this piece of

land.

The gateway and bridge shown in the illus-

tration alx)vo stiuid a little to the north of

the Abbey, close above the Abbey .Mill. The

gateway is of stone
;
lut it hiis been repaired

from tiiuo to time with bricks of various sizes

and hues, which lend it a great variety of

colour, and render it a great favourite for the

water-colour painter. It consists of two

pointed arches, one larger than the other.

The outer moullings of the larger arch rest on

corbels, formed by two demi-ang<ds supporting

shields, on which were engraved the royal arms

of the time of Edward III., viz.. Franco and

England, quarterly.
The various streams of the river Lea in this

neighbourhood are said by tradition to fljw

in the very same channels which were cut by
the great Alfred, when he turned asi.Ie the

course of the stream, and left the Daiii>Ii fleet

aground.
The interior of the church is certainly

striking for its massiveucss rather than its

beauty. Passing under the western tower,

we enter the church through a very handsome

pointed arch, adorned with floriated, crocketetl,

and Hnialed work, and through a porch or ves-

tibule with a handsome groined roof, both

probably of the reign of Henry III.

The Hrst two and most westerly arches of

the nave are pointed ;
but they probably were

made to supersede the semicircular Norman

originals, six in number, which divide the main

body of the church from its side aisles. The

columns vary from each other both in diameter

and in ornamentation. They are thus de-

scribed :
—"Spiral grooves (deeply cut), pro

ceeding from the base to the capital, diversify

two of these columns ;
and two others are sur-

rounded by indented zig-zags, in successive

rows
;

—thus assuming a strict .similarity of

character with the great columns of the nave in

Durham Cathedral. Another tier of large

.arches, springing from verj' short columns and

pilasters, suruiounts the former arches, on each

side ; except at the west end, where, as before

stated, two of the lower ones have boon alt«'roil

into the high-pointed form, and carried up to

the string-course of the iriforium, or clerestory,
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which contains the principal windows that give

light to the nave. These are eacli fronted by
a central and two smaller arclies, between

•vvhicli and the windows there is a iiarrow pas-

sage extending along the sides. Most of the

mouldings are of the zig-zag form, but there

are some distinct variations of character.*

The length of the churcli is 106 feet
;

its

breadth, including the aisles, is about 53

feet.

We have already said that Harold's tomb

stood several yards beyond the east end of

the present church, and that its site is aub

Diu, and that his bones, if they be there, now
lie sub Jove friyido. But besides the founder

Harold, many eminent persons, in the good
old palmy days of its glories, found their last

resting place within these monastic walls.
*' Hugh Nevil, Protho-forester of England,
who dietl 'full of years,' a.d. 1222, accord-

ing to Matthew Paris, v,-as buried here ' un-

der a noble engraven marble sepulchre ;

' not

the least remnant of which is now known to

exist. His son also, John Nevil, the successor

to his revenues and offices
;
and Robert Passe-

lew, archdeacon of Lewes, a despised and dis-

carded minion of Henry III.
,
who died at his

house at Waltham, in the year 1252, were

also among the number of those interred here.

Near the altar rails is a defaced grey slab,

which is indented with a mitred tigure ; tbis,

witli two or three brass plates of Queen Eliza-

beth's time, are the oldest memorials which

now remain."

As may be easily imagined, the Dennies did

not hold tlie fair abbey lands and monastic

buildings of Waltham without leaving their

dust behind them in its aisles. Thus, if we
search the parish registers, we find that " Ed-
ward Denny, first and only Earl of Norwich"

(of that creation), was buried in this churcli in

December, 1630. And near the east end of

the south aisle is a mural monument in me-

mory of Sir Edward Denny, Knt.,—" ' Sonn
of y'' Right Honourable S"" Anthony Denny,
Counsellor of Estate and Executor to King
Henry 8, and of Joaue Champernon, his

wife,'
—and his Lady who was the daughter

of Pierce Edgecombe, Esq., of Mount Edge-
combe, and 'svmtime Maide of Honor to

Qveene Elizabeth,'—and who,
' ovt of meane

Fortvnes bvt no meane aflTection, prodvced
this Monvment.' Sir Edward was one of the

Counsel of Munster, in Ireland, and governor
of Kerry and Desmond. He died on the 12th
of February, 1599, aged 52 years, and is re-

presented in plate armour, Ij-ing on his side:

* There is a ground plan, a perspective view, ;.

lonjftitndinal section, of the interior of Waltham Chi
in Britton's " Architectural Antiquities," vol. iii.

nd a

Church,

his head is partly supported by his helmet,
and partly by his left hand, the elbow resting

upon a cushion
;

his right hand, being brought
across the body, rests upon his sword. His

Lady has a rufi' and close boddice
; and kneel-

ing in front are their ten children, viz., four

boys and six girls. The inscription states,
that * this .Worthy Knight, cvt ofl' like a

pleasavnt frvite before perfect ripeness,'
—was

'

religiovs, wise, jvst, right valiant, most

active, learnings frinde, prides foe, kindly

lovinge, and mvtch beloved
;

' and that ' he
was honored w'''* y^ dignitie of knighthood, by
dve deserte, in y*^ Field.' Over the tomb are

the family arms (with quarterings), ris., Gu.
a saltire Arg. between twelve Crosses pat^e
Or."

The cost of the restorations recently effected

in the old abbey church of Waltham has

exceeded 5000L
;
but the church is now no

longer the dreary and dilapidated building that

we remember it some ten or fifteen years ago.

The Lady Chapel has been thrown open into

the body of the church
;
the hideous old deal

pens called pews have been replaced by oaken

benches all looking eastward ; the windows*

are being gradually filled with painted glass ;

and we only wish that the really fine effect

of the interior had not been marred by a per-

fectly flat and horizontal ceiling, the dark

colours of which only serve to add a sense of

weight and oppression, where all should be

light and graceful.

Ralph de Peverell.

"A GRAVE DISTURBANCE."
TO THE EDITOR OF " ONCE A WEEK."

Sir,
—I am sorry to disturb Mr. Arnold's

theory with respect to the "grave disturb-

ance" at Barbados. I was there in 1856, and

dined with one of the gentlemen present at

the last opening of the vault, and I remember

distinctly being informed that a simple pre-

caution was taken when the vault was closed,

which efiectually disposes of the idea that

any external cause disturbed the coffins. The

floor of the vault was covered with fine sand,

which was found dry and unmarked in any

way whatever, except by the moving of the

coffins themselves. The general idea was,

that the gases generated in the coffins were

the "moving cause:" it certainly could not

have been water, as Mr. Arnold ingeniously

conjectures. Mr. Arnold is quite mistaken in

supposing that any of the coffins were found

the wrong side up.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

J. MiLNEE, Chaplain R.N.

E.M.S, ''Hector," at sea, loth July, 186.>
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THK MATTEllHORN.

^>ou jMgc U'S.

The sftnie telegram which told us that the i

movintain, whoso proiul summit had 80 long
'

defied the assaults of the best Alpine climl)ers,

had at kMigth been vanqiiishoil, brou^-ht us

the melancholy news of tlie fatal termination

of tho expedition. Four out of the seven

who accomplished the ascent perished by fall-

ing over a precipice on their rotum. Three

of them were Englishmen, one a member of tho

Alpine Club from its foundation, well known

for his frequent victories over the mountain

summits, among the first of which wa« an

ascent (together with a party of English

travellers) of Mont Hlanc from St, Gervais,

vol.. XIIT. No. 320.
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without guides. Few members of the club

could be more lamented thau he is, for his

genial, kindly disposition endeared him to all

who knew him. The fourth, IMichel Croz, of

La Tour near Chamouix, was one of the best

guides in the Alps. Taciturn and almost

sullen when ofl' his work, he became cheerful

when on the mountain side, and his spirits

seemed positively to rise as the difficulties of

the excursion increased. No man surpassed
him in his knowledge of the Alps ; together

with the Oberland aiid the Pennine chaiu, he

was thoroughly acquainted with the little

known Graians, Tarentaif^e, Maurienne, Cot-

tians, and Dauphin^ : besides this, his power
of grasping rapidly the topography of a strange

district, and his great personal strength, made
him an invaluable companion.

Before endeavouring to explain the manner

in which the accident happened, we will say a

few words on the general form of the Matter-

horn, which is perhaps the most remarkable

peak in the Alps.

It may be roughly described as an irregular

five-sided pyramid, crowned by a block like

an oblong ridge-roof cottage. It stands at

an angle in the line of the watershed of the

Pennine Alps, and is the sixth summit in

Europe, being 14,705 feet above the sea. Ou
the west it is buttressed by a huge ridge, which

joins it, like a curtain wall between two towers,

to the peak of the Dent d'H^rens (13,714 ft.);

on the north it overhangs the Ziuutt glacier,

and the valley of Zermatt (Nicolai Thai) ; on

the south the head of the Val Tournanche
;

on the east is the great plateau, from ten to

eleven thousand feet in height, connecting it

with the Breithorn and the rest of the Monte
Eosa range. Of the five edges, or aretes, as

they are technically called, of the pyramid,
one falls rapidly down to the ridge running
towards the Dent d'Kerens

;
the next (going

northward) soon terminates in tremendous

precipices over the Zmutt glacier ;
the end of

the third is the Hornli, a well-known excur-

sion for visitors from Zermatt
;

the fourth

comes down to the plateau in the direction of

the St. The'odule Pass
;
and the fifth, the least

defined, is an off'shoot from the first, a little

below the foot of the great house-like block,
and falls down towards the Val Tournanche.

Nos. I. and iv. may be considered as the lines

of the watershed, and, together with v., are

visible from near Breuil, a village in the last-

named valley.

Ridge No. i. is the only one which seems

to oflfer a road to the summit, and has hitherto

been the route followed almost universally in

the different assaults which have been made

upon the mountain. In fact, we know of

'

only one exception, when an attempt was
made in January, 18G2, by Mr. T. Kennedy,

, who thought that No. in., when covered by
, Enow, might be practicable. He was, how-
'

ever, foiled by the seveiity of the weather
' and the shortness of the days. The first

serious attack upon the mountain was made
by Professor Tyndall and Mr. V. Hawkins,
in 18 GO, and an account of it is given by the

former in " Vacation Tourists "
for that year,

I

a work from which we have had Messrs. Long-
man's permission to borrow Mr. E. W. Cooke's

beautiful engraving of "
this paragon of moun-

I

tains as to form," with which this article is

illustrated. Tliey started from Breuil, and
after ascending to the deep notch, where the

curtain wall joins the lower, attacked the first

ridge. Want of time compelled them to re-

turn, we believe, even before they reached the

point formed by the union of i. and v.''

Since then several attempts have been
made

;
some by Professor Tyndall, others by

Mr. Whymper, the sole survivor of this ill-

fated party ;
but no one had succeeded in

getting higher than within some seven him-

dred feet of the summit. Up as far as the

above-named notch, there is no particular 1

difficulty ;
but when once that is left and the

peak itself assailed, the character of the work

changes, and almost every step requires the

utmost skill, nerve, and strength. Gullies,

slippery with ice, have to be climbed
; narrow

ridges crossed ; projecting pinnacles rounded ;

steep crags scaled
;

in fact, there is hardly

any variety of rock-climbing which is not

found here, and the danger is increased by
the constant liability to showers of stones from
the cliffs above.

In 1862 Mr. Whymper had a narrow escape
of losing his life on the mountain. He had
left a tent on a former attack just above the

notch (at or near which it has been latterly
usual to pass the night), and while waiting
for his guides to repeat the attempt, set off

one day to visit it. As he had already been
six times over the ground, he went alone, in-

tending to return before nightfall. Seduced

by the beauty of the evening, he determined

on sleeping in his tent, and next morn-

ing, tempted by the fine weather, he climbed

*
It is no wonder, and perhaps very fortunate, that Pro-

fessor Tyndall was contented with an "inspection" of the
Watterhom. "To my right," he writes in ISril, "rose the

mystical pinnacle of the Matterhorn, which from a certain

point here attains its maximum sharpness. It drew my eyes
towards it with irresistible fascination as it shimmered in the
Ijluo atmosphere, too preoccupied witli heaven to think even
with contempt on the desipms of a son of earth to reach
its inviolate crest." In another place he says "the ascent
of this mountain is not liliely to be a matter of mere amuse-
ment. After climbing for some hours, my friend (Mr. Haw-
kins) thought it wise to halt so as to sectire our retreat ;

for none of us knew what difficulties the descent might
reveal."'
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on and on until he reached a point hij^ht-r

than hrid Vteen attainod before. t)n his roturu

to the tent, he unfortunatfly left hii» axo

there, thinking; that it would not be ro<juired

in the easy descent to Breuil. Unfortunately
some Btep«, which he had cut during hin

ascent, alonij a conluir, or gully, filled with

hard huow, had been partly molted away by
the h<'at, and in tiiniin'.; an awkward conu-r

his foot slipped and ho hlid rapidly down-

wards, vaitdy endeavourinj; to Htop hiiustdf.

Presently Iio struck against Honio projoctiii'j

rock», to which ho endeavoured to cliu^, but

without succuAs ; then he waa hurried on,

bounding from nido to side of the gully, until

he was again danhed ag:iiiist some rough locks,

at which ho clutched with the energy of

despair, and providentially maintaining his

hold, stopped a little above the brink of an

awful precipice. His head was laid opi-n, ho

wa-s bruised and cut all over, and literally

coveretl in his own blood. Happily ho had

strength enough to clanibor up to a place of

comparative siifety, when ho fiiinted from the

effects of the shock and loss of blood. After

some time he recovered sufficiently to make
his way back to his inn. Fortunately no ill

results followetl from this extraordinary

escape, :\» he has shown by his numerous

exploits in the .Vlps during the last three

years, and his final victory over the moun-

tain. He, however, became convinced that

tlio difficulties of the last few hiindre<l feet

would bo so great, that the apparently im-

practicable third (iiiUe was worth a trial.

Accordingly, on the 13th of July hi-st, ac-

companied by the Rev. C. Hudson, Lord F.

Douglis, Mr. Hadow, and with Michel Croz

and two of tlio Taugwalds as guides, he

started from Zermntt with the intention of

making a reconnaissance. The party passed
the night on the Hornli arete, near the foot

of the peak ; started at 3*40 a. ra. next morn-

ing, and findin:,' the ascent easier than they

expected, reached the summit at 2 p. m.

After passing an hour there, they commenced
the descent

; and while crossing a slippery

slopo of snow, broken here and there by rock,

some two hundred feet below the summit, one

of the party—either the leading guide, Cross,

or Mr. Hadow, who was next to him—slipj>ed

and V)eg'in to slide downwards; by this meais
four of the party in all, ri;., the guide, and

Messrs. Hadow, Douylas, and Hudson, lost

their footin-.; ; the other throe succeeded in secur-

ing tlu'rasolves, but unhappily iho rope was
unable to bear the strain upon it, and snappe«l
asunder. Consequently these four slid down
to the edge of a precipice, and then fell from
rock to rock, until, after a desc-.-nt of nearly

four thou«and feet, throe of them were dashed

ui>on the Biiow-fiL-ld Vj<dow. The Ixxly of the

fourth, I>»rd F. Dougl.is, had not b^-en found

at the date of tho last advices from Z«'rmatt.

A few words may be wiid in concluiiion

upon tho special dangers to which the inoun-

tainedr is exposed. The.se are mainly four :

avalanches, snow-slopes, precipices, and con-

c<.al"'<l crevasses.

The first may bo either groat masses of

loose snow, or showers of broken ico or stones.

The former can l)o avcjiled by taking tho pre-

caution of wailing till now-fallen snow h.-us

had time to consolidate ; those that fall iu

summer are of no great extent, and are only
to be dreaded when they sweep a «Io[k', with

precipices or a broken glacier below. liy

• mo of the.so was caused tho fatal accident

on Mont Blanc in 1820, when three gxiides

of a party were swept aw.ay and entoml)ed in

a crevasse on the Gran<l Plateau. 'ITio latter

are alw.ays dangerous on certain mountains,

especially in particular states of the weather.

The worst enemy is undoubtedly a steep snow-

slope. Tho dangers of this are twofold. If

the surface be hard, the traveller, by an un-

lucky accident, may slip from the ht<*ps ; if

unroped, he can hardly check himself ; and

if roped, unless tho steps be large antl his

companions thoroughly competent moun-

taineers, ho may drag the whole party down
with him to destruction ;

for too often these

slopes are abruptly terminated by precipitoas

dill's or yawning chasms in the ice. They tlius

form 5-hoots, down which the unfortunate

victims are hurried to a frightful death. The

other danger is even worse, because h.irdly

any care ir skill can ipiite avoid it. When
the snow has been exposed to the sun by day
and the frost by night for a consiik-rable

period of the summer, the surface is convtrted

into hard ice : then, when a change in the

weather brings a fresh fall of snow, the new

Layer does not " bind" with the old, but rests

like a ciust upon it. Then, if equilibrium bo

t disturbed, either by a slight .slip or even by
tho mere weight of tho travellers, tho mass

slides oil', and rushes downwards with a

vicious hiss that curdles the bloo<l of thoso

who h'-ar it. Few niouiiLaineers have not liatl

Ciuse to hate this sound, either from the re-

memi)ranco of actual peeil, or from having

had to abamion expeditions when, though

everything else was favoiuable, the warnin.;

I note, liko the sinke's rattle, showed danger

I

near. In isr»l), Mr. Tuckett and his jjuiil»»

I had the narrowest possible escape from being

i

bnnjo off by one of these .slips ;
the snow

1 bre.aking away below and on each side of

I them, while tho piece on which they stood
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remained firm. In 1804, Professor Tyndall
and four others were hurried down the slope
of the Piz Mortaratsch, and escaped as by a

miracle, stop])iiig just before they came to some

precipices. In 1800, three travellers with a

guide were killed in descending from the Col du

Gdant to Courmayeur, mainly owing to this.*

And now the list is closed with that fearful

calamity which has so nearly carried off Mr.

Whymper, and has been fatal to four of his

party. IMr. Whymper himself, as we have

said, and Mi-. Birkbeck, were both seriously

injured by slipping down hard sloj^es of ice.

The danger of falling while climbing on

rocks is small, if the rope be used, because,

though one may slip, the rest of the party is

almost sure to be sufficiently well planted to

hold him up ;
but to the solitary traveller, as

has unhappily been often shown, there is

often great danger, especially during a descent.

Accidents from concealed crevasses ought never

to happen, if the rope be sound and the

traveller insist on using it as soon as the snow
is reached

;
a precaution, however, which is

strangely neglected even by the best guides.

Through neglect of this, Mr. Watson perished
on a glacier in the Tyrol ; a Russian gentle-
man on the Findelen glacier near Zermatt. ;

a

pasteur was lost on the Trift glacier, near

Saas
;
and another, last year, on the Grand

Plateau of Mont Blanc
; and few mountaineers

cannot remember a narrow escape.

T. G. BONNEY.

SAVE ME FROM MY FPJEND.

He has added the one thing more
;
he has

piled the last metaphorical straw upon this

poetical camel's fabulous back, and I will ex-

pose him. His name is Stephen Hopkins, his

residence London, his profession fluctuating,
his appearance prepossessing. He is an amiable

viper, who, if warmed in your bosom, will sting

you in a fit of absence, or rather he resembles

a petted calf, who, having grown into a bullock,

gores his old playmate in the ribs out of affec-

tion. To mental awkwardness, which perhaps
he cannot help, he adds a physical weakness,
which he can help, for half his blunders might
be avoided if he would only wear spectacles.
He is the most short-sighted man I ever met

* This is the most probable account of the accident :
—the

travellers were descending the rocky spur on the sovith side
of the pass, At one place this, in some seasons, is broken
by a snow slope, aL ing the crest of -which the path lies.

The travellers appear to have been fatigued, and the guides
were improperly tied to them. Either on the ridge itself
or a little below it, a !>lip must have been made

; probably
tl>e snow gave way and the guides were unable to check the
party. The writer, after seeing the spot, when the local
conditions were ve?y similar, thinks the accident would not
have happened had not the travellers been exhausted and
the guides improperly attached.

with, unable to distinguish a fellow-creature

from a tree at twelve paces' distance, yet no
one can persuade him to use anything but a

single eye-glass, an useful implement enough to

men who can fix it, but a vain pretence round

the neck of one who, like Hopkins, has no

eyebrow. To see a man perpetually endea-

vouring to glaze his right eye, and invariably

failing, is of itself trying to a nervous organiza-

tion, but I stood that. In early Eton days
he came straight out of the Chri.stopher with a

flask ofrum shrub, which I had fagged him to get
for me, in his hand, and walking up to a pass-

ing master, offered liim the forbidden nectar,

saying,
" Here you are, Stesso," taking him in

his blindness for me, whereby I got flogged,
and degraded to a lower form : but I forgave
him. At college he made an exactly similar

blunder on the occasion of the St. Januarius

steeple
-
chases, which the authorities were

making strenuous efforts to suppress, stopping
the Dean, who was occupying the place I had
filled the moment before on the hall steps,

and offering to lay against my horse, provided
I rode it myself, and the consequent investiga-
tion led to my rustication. I forgave him
that too.

I lost sight of him for a short period, and

prospered. I loved, my suit was acceptable,
and marriage followed suit. Twenty-two is

now-a-days considered an early age for a man
to marry, but my first wife was considerably

my senior, so that the management of our

domestic affairs was not entirely confided to

my inexperienced hands. Indeed, as the lady

brought me a considerable fortune, her friends,

not understanding how friendship with a lady
older than oneself should ripen into love,

meanly suspected me of mercenary feelings,

and persuaded her to allow her property to be

screwed up pretty tightly. I may mention

that this arrangement was not conducive to

connubial felicity ;
it is humiliating to have

to blarney one's wife whenever one wants a

hiindred pounds or so. However, she was

generous enough during the first few months
of our marriage ;

but alas ! while she was still a

bride, I took her to the Easter ball at Rich-

mond, near which place we were residing, and

there I met Hopkins.
"Introduce me to some one, old fellow,"

said he
;
"I know nobody."

" With pleasure," said I, turning to where

my wife sat. "Mr. Hopkins, Mrs. "

Hopkins managed to keep his eyeglass up
some three seconds longer than usual, so that

he unfortunately had a good view of my wife.
" I knew your son at college," said he,

sinking into a seat beside her.

Poor Dora never forgot that error.
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" So your friendB take mo for your mother,
(Jo they I It is evident what you niarritd me

for,'' rtho would Hay whfU not pleiwod ; and

the money market was so tiyht ! Well, I for-

gave him that too, and it wan a Hiinple matter

of chance, not of deHign, that we dicl not meet

again for five years. At that time 1 waH in

the ambitious utage, and de.siroUH of liaving a

finger in the national pie ;
and as Hopkinn was

badly oil", and without occu[ ation just then, I

was glad to be able to throw the chauco of

earning a few guineas in his way. So 1 en-

gaged liim as a profes-niunal canvasser on my
Bide, and took him down to Mufl^lew the same

evening.
*' You will only get a guinea a <lay," I ex-

plained to him,
" but still, if you have iinthinL;

else to do just at present, that is better than

nothing."
" better than nothing, indeed !

" he replied,

with enthusiasm. "
Why, a guinea a day is

three hundreil and sixty-live guineas a year !

"

As if it was my intention to stand for Bufblew

permanently without ever getting seated !

I thought at tirst that I had secured an

electioneering genius; all awkwardness seemed

to have departeil from Hopkins, and ho went

about arguing, cijoling, ilrinking, foreboding,

laughing, crying, always with the right people,

and so cleverly, that ho had been two days at

work before it occurred to him to ask me
what my political views were.

" Plave you seen Mrs. Tubbs yet?" I

a.sked him one morning.
" No. Who is she~i

" he replied.

"The most importiuit person in I>ufblew
;

I have been making abject love to her ever

since we came down, and I flatter my.self that

I have produced an impression. Still, a very
little oflends her, so you must be on your

guanl in case you meet her."
" There is a Mr. Tubbs, I suppose ?

"

**
I presume that she does keep a voting

machine, diguitied by the title of husband,
but he is of no consequence whatever.''

In fact, the c^mdidate who secured Mrs.

Tubbs's good will was pretty sure of election
;

her husband was the largest miller, brewer,

cornfactor, and banker in that p.irt of the

world
;
and when Mrs. Tubbs pointed out a

political p.ith, all her subjects, from Mr.
Tubbs hiuiself to the man who fed the hopper
and the clerk behind the ledger, had to follow

it, or she would know the rea.sou why. Nor
w^as her influence conflned to those who were

directly dependent upon her for their daily

broad, she was a large customer at the Bufolew

shops, and every tradesman in the place knew
that if he voted against Mrs. Tubbs's candi-

date, neither that imperious lady, nor any of

hor numerous belongingn, would ever buy
anything of him again. Let the fight bo any-
thing of a close one, an<l Mrs. Tubbs had the

borough in her pocket. But Mrs. Tubl«,
though BO powerful, had human weakneiuMis,
and one of them was her love for her children

;

wherever she went, a whole bevy of the little

tliiu'^s Hurrounded her. You can trowel the

flattery on to a lady's children, when it would
be ill-bree<liiig to plaster any more upon her-

self, and this was a pjint upon which 1 laid

groat 8tre>*8 with Hopkins. "All is going well

at present, so leave her to mo if you can
; but

should you meet her nil' xpcctedly, pay atten-

tion to the children," 1 said; and my friend

promi.sod to go all lengths, even vm far as pap,
if it were needful, in my cause.

There wsxs a public promenade at Bufblew,
where the militia band played on alternate

afternoons to the genteelity and gentility who

paraded up ami down like peacocks, and where

I thought it jiolitic to appear ; and so, after a

hard morning's canvas-sing, and about two
score of Innciieous, I went and strolled arm-in-

arm with Hopkins amiilst the groups. There

was an Italian boy with a very amusing and
clever monkey, dressed in a pink muslin frock

and Velvet bodice, who seemed to bo much
excited by the music. The Italian's game
was to pretend to lose the little creature, who
Wius so tame and funny that many people fra-

ternised with it, and of course gave some tri.'lo

to tho owner. I amused myself with watching
this little by-play, while Hopkins left me for a

minuto to speak to some friend, and we
walked on again. Tresently we came full

upon a portly and voluminous dame.
"
Hopkins, Hopkins !

"
I cried,

" have you

got your eyeglass fixed ?
"

"Y^es; why?"
" This is Mrs. Tubb.s."

I introduceil my friend, an^l we hovered

about the lady and her family, paying her a

court which I imagine that few English
women have received oflf the stage since tho

days of Elizabeth.
" Where is Emma ?

"
said tho Lvly, inter-

rupting me in tho middle of a somewhat high-
flown compliment.

*' Emma ! where has tho

child got to ?
"

" Hero she is
;
come along, my little d.ar-

ling," cried Hopkins, who had heard tho ma-

ternal Voice, and remembered my injunction ;

and as ho siM>ko ho came up to Mrs. Tubb',

leading by tho hand—the monkey !

'* How dare ''
Mrs. Tubbs beg.in, but

her rago was such that she could not arti^-u-

late. As for ever being returned for Bufblew,
I mi'^ht just as well oppose Lonl Palmcrstou

for Tiverton.
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Well, after a while I forgave Hopkins yet

again, only as his extreme shortsightedness

and obstinacy in not wearing glasses renders

him as easy to cut as a boiled fowl, I could

not resist the temptation of passing by on

the other side whenever I met him ; not, I

protest, from any feeling of enmity, but

merely out of precaution. I had tried

good Samaritan's system with him, it

failed, so now I pursued the Levite's

vain. My first wife had been dead for some

years : 1 took a second, but no one could now

say that I married for money, oh, no
;

the

Lady Augusta had a Roman nose, and pro-

tracted pedigree, but no fortune, and I pro-

mised myself that I would not play second

fiddle this time. It was in the month of May ;

I stood in the exhibition room of the Royal

Academy, before au historical picture, and was

expounding the story of it to my lady wife

and certain of her noble relations, when I was

suddenly startled by a slap on the back, and

the voice of Hopkins cried,
—" Ah ! my boy,

I have not seen you for an age. Let me con-

gratulate you, old fellow. How's the new

missis ?
"

Lady was so offended by this piece of

vulgarity on the part of my friend, that it

was months before I could restore her equan-

imity, and by the time I had succeeded she

had established a sort of indescribable supre-

macy in the household (my married readers

well know what I mean) which has brought
it about that I am playing second fiddle in

this domestic concert also.

Hopkins perceived that he had put his foot

in it at the time, and was so distressed, and

called himself such dreadful names, that I once

more forgave him.

But my patience was well well-nigh spent,

now it is thoroughly exhausted ; Stephen

Hopkins is no longer my friend, but my foe ;

he has caused the finger of scorn to be pointed
at me throughout the county ;

it is his fault

that at our public dinners they drink the

health of honest John Bull, and couple my
name with the toast ! Let me explain. I am
now middle aged, I am very stout, and I re-

side upon an estate I have in Norfolk, Last

year I sent some beasts I was very proud of to

our agricultural show, where they attracted

great attention, and I was engaged in pointing
out their beauties to Lord Exmore and a select

circle, when I received a violent poke in the

ribs, and, looking round, saw my bete noir,

Hopkins, with his useless glass dangling as

usual, and his unspeculative eyes glaring in

my direction, acting cicerone to a party of

ladies.
*'

This," said he,
"

is the beast that has got

the first prize," indicating me, and not the

animal which stood close by me. " Observe

the straightness of his back, and look at the

meat on his ribs. Firm, you see," here came
another terrific poke,

"
quite

—halloa !

"

For when I saw all the people about me
tittering, and Lord Exmore himself hardly able

to refrain from bursting right out, I lost all

patience, and snatching the aggressive umbrella

from Hopkins's hand, I broke it across my
knee, and tossed the mangled remains away,
an action which, as he really thought that he

was poking the ox which he had seen before

him while his eyeglass stuck, must have sur-

prised him not a little. When he had found

and applied that instrument, and so dis-

covered what he had done, and to whom, he

shouted "Kismet!" and fairly turned and
fled.

But I have been the laughing-stock of

Norfolk ever since, for jokes are rare in the

country, and " once a butt always a butt "
is

the rule there
;
so whenever I appear at the

cover side, I am asked some fifty times over

how much meat I have on my ribs, whether I

have been exhibiting myself lately, why I do

not wear my prize medal. And at public
dinners they propose the health of honest

John Bull, as I said above, and shriek, and

thump, and break wine-glasses, until I return

thanks.

I will never forgive Stephen Hopkins,
never

; unless indeed he repent, and do

penance, and wear spectacles.

Lewis Hough.

NOTES ON AMATEUR ACTORS.
Part L

In taking account of certain amateurs who
have from time to time played at being players,—strutted and fretted upon the stage, not for

dear life, but out of pure love of strutting and

fretting
—donned Richard's hunch or Hamlet's

inky cloak, and "stormed and straddled,

stamped and stared.

To show the world how Garrick did not act—

an old story, which narrates how Oliver Crom-

well once, in his salad days, trod the boards,

and split the ears of the groundlings, or struck

them to the soul by the cunning of his art,

may be regarded as worthy of repetition and

some consideration.

In Mr. Dodsley's Collection of Old Plays,

"Lingua ; or, the Combat of the Tongue and

the Five Senses for Superiority," is, on the

authority of Winstanley, ascribed to Anthony

Brewer, an author who lived in the time of

Charles I., and also produced "The Couutrie

Girl" (1647), a comedy, and "The Love-Sick
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Kiiif^, an F'liglish Tragical History, with the

Lifo and Death of Cartenmunda, tho Fair Nun
of Winchester" (1055).

"
Lin<,'»ia," thou(»h

it i.H desciibeJ as " A Pleammt Coniedio," is

rather a Mas^juu, or Morality, and rupre.Mcnts a

contention among the Senses fiir the possession
of a crown. The phiy is said to have lieeu

performed at Cambrilj,'e when Oliver Crom-

well, then undergraduate of Sidney College,

played tho part of Tmtu.^, or TiH<-h. This

could hardly have l)een the first production of
"

Lingua
" ou the sUige, however, as tho play

waa in [)rint at loaat as early i\s 1007, and was

clearly a jiopular work enough, six editions of it

having been published at various dates previous
to 1G57. Cromwell was not entered at Cam-

bridge until IGlli, when ho was seventeen

years of age. It may bo, therefore, that his

performance of Tactm took place, if at all,

during his school-days at Huntingdon, and
before he went up to the I niversity.

Tacttis is one of tlie chief characters in this

very curious play. His dress is thus described :

*' A dark-coloured satin mantle over a pair of

>ilk bases
;
a garland ot bays mixed with white

and red roses ; upon a black grogram, a faul-

chion, buskins, ic." In an early scene ho

finds the crown, which is tho subject of con-

tention among the various charactei-s. He
exclaims—
Do I not «lcop .tnd droani r>f this good luck, ha f . . .

No, I am awake and kel it now :

Mercury, all's mine own : here's none to cry half's

mine . . . .

Was L'ver man so fortunate as I ?

and then proceeds, probably tearing away his

garland :

Roses ami bays pack hence : this crnwn and robe

My Imiws and body circle* aud invests;
How gallantly it tits nie ; sure the slave

Measured luy head that wrought this coronet.

They lie that say coiu]'lcxiuus cannot change :

My blood'ii ciinoblfd, and 1 am irausforined

Uut<} the iucred tem[>cr uf a kin^.
MvthiuKH I hear my noble pani^ites

Sliling mo C:L•^;lr, ur great Alexander;

Licking my leet, and wondering where I got
This precious ointment : how my ]>.'ice

is mended !

How princely Uo 1 speak I how Hli.'krp I threaten !

Peasants, I'll curb your head.strou^' uupuileucc,
And make you tremble when the Iiju ruars,

Yc earthbred worms! kc, kc.

If Cromwell played Tactiu, of course ho

spoke this speech ; and, speaking it—ileclare tho

gooil people who delight in tracing
"
mighty

contests
" back to "

trivial things," and
moreover see so very much furtiier into miliv

stones than their iieigliboura
— his soul was at

once fired with a guilty ambition. He wxs
*' excited from the possession of an imaginary
crown to stretch his views to that of ;i real

one, for the accomplishuiont of which ho was

contented to wade through seaa of blood, and
' shut tho gates of mercy ou mankind.' " Thiu
occurred tho original bending of the twig
which was subsiMjuently to result in the in-

clining of tho whole tree. So runs the atory—a curious one and old, dilUcnlt to trace to

its Source
;

" too vague," as a critic says of it,

"to be depended ai>on, and too ridiculous

either to estiblish or refute." It is very well

to consider tho chil'l as the father of tho man ;

but still it is possible to father to<> much upon
tho child. Tho legond is set forth hero ai

some excust' for registering Cromwell's name
in a list of amateur players of note. We turn

to others whose right to be so enrolled can be

more satisfactorily ascertained.

Milton wrote his '* Comus "
for an amateur

performance at Ludlow Castle by the sons and

daughter of tho Earl of Uridgewater. Tho

masque was founded tipoti a real occurrence.

Travelling through Heywool Forest in Here-

fordshire, Lady Alice Egerton was accidentally

separated from her brothers, and for a time

benighted and lost. On this slight incident

the poet built his beautiful " Comus." Appro-

priate music was added by Henry Lawes, who
was clerk of the cheque and of the private

music to King Charles I. The performance
took place on Michaelmas night, 1G34. Liwes
assisted Lord Brack ley, Mr. Egerton, and Lady
Alice in the rejire-eutatiou, by appearing in

the character of the attendant spirit, who

appears before the brothers habitetl like a

sliepherd, and is by them called Thii-sis. When,
a hundred years later, "Comus" was pro<luced

upon the stage of Drury Lane, Lawes's music

was rejected, and new accompaniments were

composed for the occasion by Dr. Arne.

At Somerset House, chilled Denmark House
in 101(3, by command of James I., Anne, his

Queen, and her maids of honour, were wont

to keep up a continual mas(iuerade, "appearing
in various dresses, and transforming them-

selves," greatly to tho delight of the Court
;

aud at the Christmas revels of 1032-3, Queen
Henriettii M;iria took part in a m.isque. L'n-

fortunate Mr. I'lynno the next day publi>iied

his "Histriomastix," with some sev<Te remarks

alfecting tho ch.ar.icters of " women actors;"

and for his fanatical attempts at stage reform,
and his alleged attack upon the Queen and

Court, paid iK.«nalties
—in tho way of losing his

ears.

Tho Banqueting House, Whitehall, w;ts at

one time the scene of a remarkable perform-
'

ance. Nat Lee's tragedy of "
MithridaU-s,

King of I*ontu><," was representeti by "iwraona
of tho first rank ;" the p:irt of Siuuiudra bidng
sustained by no leas a la<Iy than the Princess

Anne, afterwards Queen of England. Her
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Royal Highness was instructed in lier dramatic

duties by Mr. Joseph Ashbury, prompter and

manager on the occasion
;

an actor of dis-

tinction (famed for his Don Quixote), who had

held the office of Master of the Revels in

Ireland under five sovereigns : Charles II.,

James II., William III., Queen Anne, and

George I.
, Ashbury had been educated at Eton ;

he carried a pair of colours in the Duke of

Ormond's army ;
and was one of the officers

who .seized upon, and held Dublin Castle on

behalf of Charles II, He deserved well of

royalty, and was in high favour throughout
his long life.

Amateur performances had become fashion-

able under the first two Georges, who, not-

withstanding their imperfect acquaintance with

the language, and their protracted absences

from the country, were yet patrons of the

national drama. George the Second was at

Drury Lane Theatre when the despatches from
his darling son, the Duke of Cumberland,

brought news of the victory of Cuiloden. The

king stood up with streaming eyes, and loudly
thanked Go'l, and announced the victory to

his people. The band, by Garrick's orders, at

once played "God save the King," the whole
audience joining enthusiastically in the chorus.

Frederick, Prince of Wales, had steadily en-

couraged the private performance of plays at

Clifdeu and Leicester Houses. On the 4th of

January, 1741), the children of his Royal
Highness, with the aid of some of the younger
members of the nobility, represented the tragedy
of "Cato," before a very distinguished audi-

ence. This was at Leicester House, and the

performance was under the direction of Mr.

Qnin, the great tragedian. Prince George was

Fortius; Prince Edward, t7w6a; Master Nugent,
Cato; Master Montague, Lucius; Lord North-

son, Syphax; Master Evelyn, Semprouius;
Lord Milsington, Decixis; and Master Madden,
Marcus; while the Princess Augusta was

Marcia, and the Princess Elizabeth, Lucia..

Before the rising of the curtain. Prince George,
then eleven years old, delivered an appropriate

prologue. After the tragedy an epilogue was

spoken by Prince Edward, That Mr, Quin
was proud of his pupil, Prince George, we may
gather from the well-known story of the actor

exclaiming triumphantly, "Ah; I taught the

boy to speak:" when, as George the Third, the

young man was delivering his first speech
from the throne.

The tragedy of "Cato" long enjoyed the
admiration of the world

; and, with "The
Beggar's Opera," divided the favour of the

drawing room players. At Westminster School
a prize of a gilt Horace was at one time offered

for the best Latin translation of Cato's soliloquy

in the fifth act
;

and Cumberland, in his

Memoirs, describes an amateur performance of

the tragedy at his school at Bury St. Edmund's,
under the mastership of the Rev. Arthur

Kinsman, a Trinity College man, who formed

his scholars upon the system of Westminster.

The custom of performing a play of Terence's

before the Christmas holidays had been lately

discontinued. Some of the boys, probably not

without the connivance of the master, had

therefore determined to get up a performance
of " Cato "

at one of the boarding-houses, and
to invite the gentry of the town to be present,

A full-bottomed periwig was provided for Cato
;

it was de rujucur in those days, that not only

Cato, but all heroes of tragedy, should appear
in full-bottomed periwigs ;

while female attire

for Marcia and Lucia was borrowed from the

servant maids of the lodging-house. The per-

formance seems to have been singularly bad.

Mr, Kinsman, the master, was so far prcjvoked

by its inferiority, as to bestow many hearty
buflfets upon the Marcia of the company, who
towered above her sex in the person of a most

ill-favoured and wrynecked boy. The rest of

the dramatis personce were sentenced to the fine

of an imposition. For Mr, Cumberland, who
had been entrusted with the part of Juba, the

tenth satire of Juvenal was his share of the

penalty inflicted.

In the year 1751, certain eminent amateurs

conceived a very ambitious project. They
desired to play in a regular theatre—they were

weary of the limited appliances of the eternal

back drawing-room and the curtained hall.

They would be content with nothing less than

the hiring of Drury Lane Theatre, and the

performance there of one of Shakspere's

plays. Foote is said to have suggested to Sir

Francis Delaval,
" that as he was fond of the

stage, and a good performer, it would be turn-

ing his talents to some account to get up a

creditable play with himself and his friends in

the chief characters." Sir Francis j umped at

the idea. That it promised to be costly

in its carrying out was not the least of its

recommendations to one who so dearly loved

extravagant expenditure. Application was

made to Garrick for the use of his theatre,
•' for one night only." Iloscius, for a con-

sideration, was nothing loth to oblige his noble

and influential suitors.

The play fixed upon Avas
" Othello ;

"
cast

in the following manner : Othello, Sir Francis

Delaval
; lago, John Delaval, Esq. (after-

wards Lord Delaval) ; Cassio,
— Delaval,

Esq. ;
Brahantio and Ludovico, Sim Fine,

Esq. ; Roderigo, Captain Stephen; Desdemona,
Mrs. Quon (sister to Sir Francis, and afterwards

Lady Mexborough) ;
and Emilia^ Mrs. Stevens.
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The performance took place ou the 7th of

March. The tlieatre was cloHeJ on the pre-

vious oveijin;:^ fur a rehtarsal, ami an aJver-

tiseniLiit appcarcJ aiiuouiiciii^ tho jKtJitpone-

mcnt of tho play of "Alfred," by ThouiHon

ami Mallet, which hail then bt-eii n-produceil
in an expensive stylo

— " tho theatio Ixiny

engai^ed to Homu gentlemen ami hulius for a

private play."
Kirkman in his " Life of Mackliii," gives a

very tialtering account of thi» Dolaval perform-
ance, but then Kirkman has in ({uite an exat^ge-

nite>l meicsure a biograjiher's zeal for his sub-

ject.* Macklin had been engaged to teach and

BujK-rintend the amateurs ;
and in their Huccess

Kirkman finds " an incontestable proof of .Mr.

Macklin'rt eminence in theatrical instruction."

Horace Walpole, however, an unsympathetic
and coolly critical a witnc3.s as could be called

upon to give evidence, m.iy be (juoted in favour

of the success of the representation. Ho wrote

to Sir Horace Mann :

" There have been two

events, not political, equal to any absurdities

or follies of former years." One of these had

reference to the introduction into Smollett's
"

Peregrine Pickle "of Lady Vane's "Memoirs
of her own Life."

" The other is a play acted

by people of .some f.ishion at Drury L;ino,

hired ou purpose. They really .icted so well

that it is astonishing they shouKl not have had
sen.se enough not to act at all. You would
know none of their names should 1 tell you ;

but the chief were a family of Delavals, the

eldest of which was married by one Footo, a

player, to Lady Nassau Poulett. . . . The

rage was so great to see the performance, tliat

the House of Commons literally adjourned at

throe o'clock on purpose ;
the footmen's gallery

Wiis strung with blue ribands. What a wise

people ! What an august senate ! Yet my
Lord Granville once told tho Prince, I forgot
on occa-sion of what folly,

*

Sir, indeed your

Royal Highness is in the wrong to act thus
;

'

the English are a grave nation !

' "

Tho grave nition certainly went rather mad
about the Delavids' "Othello." It was said !

that while only a thou.%ind spectators could

possibly witness the performance, there were

twenty tlious-ind who were anxious to obtain

atlmission into tho theatre. Tho tickets were

for no specified part of tho house, but the first

comers had the choice of the best placo.s. It

was this arrangement probably that drove tho

stars and ribands—the grandest people lieing
tho last to arrive—to the upper galleries.
Of the Royal Family, their Royal Highnesses
the Prince and Princess of Wales, tho Duke of

Cumberland, the Princess Amelia, Prince

•
Kirkm.^n, moroovcr, wm rcpuUxi to bo a natural

01 M.'u-tclm.
(Oil

George, and Princess AugUKta, occiipie<l the

stage-box ;
and the house in its every comer

glittered with jewels and lace. A lini.- bau<l

of music wiui provided ;
tho theatre w.is bril-

liantly ilhuiiiuatud with wax candles; new and
lieautiful scenery wits expressly painte<l for the

occasion;
" and tho dres-ses," siiy.s Mr. Kirk-

man,
" were not only magnificent but well

fancied and ajlapted to the characters. Otliello'a

was a robo in tho fashion of liLs country ;

liinl'ti'iii'mn elegant modern suit
;
and t'di-^io's

and laiju^a very rich unifonns."

Sir Fr.incis, in OthAlo won golden opinions.
His embracing iJadcuiuHa on their meeting
in Cyprus was said to Jiavo " set many
a fair breast among the audience a palpitat-

ing." His expressions of angui-h were found
to bo truly ali'ecting. His bur-its of vengeful

passion very moving. But when in the last

act ho addros.sos C'a.<5«o with tho words,
"

I do
believe it—and I ask your pardon ;

'

the

manner in which he took the hand of his in-

jured lieutenant, "had something in it so like

the man of honour, and .so unlike all imitation,
that tho audience could not bo easily recon-

ciled afterwards to the hearing it from any-

body else." Mr. John Delaval, as /'«;/",
" was

perfectly the character that Shakspere drew."

He delighted and astonished his audience
;

his deportment was elegant, hia eye worked as

much as his tongue, and he wa.s erjually intent

on his plots when engaged in the dialogue or

when silent upon the stage. The younger
Mr. Delaval giuned great applause in ( 'assio.

His drunken scene and sudden recovery of

sobriety were made natural by his manner of

treating them. Desdeinona's good looks and
native motlesty of character, char:ued the

audience exceedingly.
" The performers were

all perfect in their parts, and what is seldom
observeil by tho best experienced actors, they

were, through the play, constant in their atten-

tion and characteristic in their maniurs. Their

elocution was natural and easy, free from tho

whine, the cant, the clap trap trick, and the

false crnsequenco so often hackneyed upon
tho stage." Altogether, Mr. Kirkman con-

cludes, tho occasion was one of great honour
to Mr. Macklin and hia pupils—their triumph
was in fact hi-i.

The expenses of the ontert.-iinraent, includ-

ing l'}Ul. p;iid to Mr. (Jarrick for the hire of

the hou.se, amounted to upwanls of a thousand

pounds. The streets and avenues about Drury
Lane were so block.adeil with coaches and
chairs that many distinguished ladies and

gentlemen were comix.dled to tramp through
the mire to the theatre, atfording much diver-

.sion to the mob a.ssomble«l, .and great benefit

to the pickpockets. The crowd indeed was
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SO iutensc that the public-houses in the neigh-
bourhood of the theatre were said to have

swarmed with " stars and garters," waiting
until some lull in the popular excitement

should give an opportunity of reaching the

doors of Drury Lane in safety.

Foote, presenting himself in the green-room
after the play was concluded, was overwhelmed

with reproaches.
* ' Where had he been 1

Why had he not come sooner ? Did he know
what ho had missed ?—a performance such as

he would never have another opportunity of

seeing !" and so on. The mimic bowing

humbly, signified his contrition and disappoint-
ment. Then approaching Garrick, he asked

in a loud whisper,
" What he seriously thought

of it all ?
"

Garrick, probably to flatter the

patrician amateurs, affected a jealousy he was

far from feeling, and answered in equally
audible tones—" Think of it ! Why I never

suflered so much in my whole life !

" " What !

"

cried Foote. " Ah ! I see—for the author.

Alas, poor Shakspere !

" The laugh was
unanimous against Garrick

; and even Sir

Francis and his playfellows joined in it, though
not unaffected by the jest. A grand ball and

supper closed the entertainments of the

evening.
Sir Francis Delaval ended a very irregular

life in the summer of 1772. He had been

dining at the house of his brother-in-law, Lord

Mexborough ; taking a good deal of ice after

a very hearty dinner, he felt himself suddenly
and i^ainfully chilled, and called for a rummer
of brandy, which he drank off at once. He
was almost immediately seized with convul-

sions, and fell from his chair senseless. Carried

to his own house, though every possible assist-

ance was rendered, he died in a few hours.

Foote was said to have been genuinely affected

at the loss of his friend and boon companion.
He retired to his own room and saw no com-

pany for three days. Then he inquired when
the funeral would take place.

" Not for a

week," he was informed, "as the surgeons
intended to open Sir Francis's head." " What
for ? What do they expect to find there ?

"

cried the inveterate jester.
" I'm sure I've

known poor Frank these five-and-twenty years,
and I never could find anything in it."

Yet, frivolous, indolent, wasteful, and dis-

solute as was Sir Francis, he was not deficient

in either wit or learning. Though he seemed
bent on being the man foremost in folly of

his age, could stoop to the lowest pleasures,
would do anything provided only it was
eccentric and extravagant, he could be serious

upon occasion ;
and he once replied to Lord

Chatham in the House of Commons with

singular point and promptitude. Mr. Pitt

had attacked certain opinions of Sir Francis,
as savouring too much of " the buffoonery of

the stage." Sir Frauds replied that "if once

performing a character on the stage could be

imputed to him as an act of buffoonery, he

must plead guilty to the charge ;
but this he

could say in his own justification, and he

wished it could equally apply to the right

honourable gentleman who had spoken last,

that it was the ordy part he had ever played
in his life."

Not many amateur actors could hope to

parallel the splendour and the glory of the

Delaval performances. Their success, however

unquestionable, was yet purchased at a price

which few purses could afford. For some years
little was heard of private performances : the

amateurs seem to have been content with the

fame they had acquired. Probably the death

of their chief patron, the Prince of Wales,
within a few days of the Delaval representation,

somewhat dashed their spirits and quenched
their ambition. It was not until the year 1790
that a worthy rival to Sir Francis Delaval ap-

peared upon the scene. The madcap Earl of

Barrymore was then amazing the world with

his dissipation and prodigality. Amongst his

other extravagances he had taken to the stage,

but, unlike his prototype Sir Francis, he

favoured the sock rather than the buskin—he

preferred Scrtth to Othello—delighted in the

eccentricities of low comedy, broad farce, and

burlesque. Horace Walpole writes to the Earl

of Strafford on the 12th of August, 1790 :—
" Last night the Earl of Barrymore was so

humble as to perform a buffoon dance and

act Scaramouch in a pantomime at Richmond,
for the benefit of Edwin, junior, the comedian ;

and I, like an old fool, but calling myself a

philosopher that loves to study human nature

in all its disguises, went to see the per-

formance. "

A private theatre had been erected at War-

grave, his lordship's seat in Berkshire, and in

the following month " The Follies of a Day,"
a translation of " Le Mariage de Figaro," by

Beaumarchais, was performed.
" His lord-

ship in the character of the gardener," accord-

ing to the newspapers,
" was highly comic,

and his humour was not overstrained. The

whole concluded with a dance, in which was

introduced a favourite ^jas Eusse by Lord Barry-

more and Mr. Delpini (the clown), which kept

the theatre in a roar." It was soon after this

the earl was inviting Mr. John Bannister, of

Drury Lane, to visit Wargrave.

" Dear BannistePv,—The Duke of Cumber-

land being dead and your theatre shut on that

account, wiU you come down for a day or two
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this woek ? Our playH are Tuesday, TImnulay, I

and Saturday. You can havo uo uxoitsu, my '

good hoy : no pray lot mo hoo you. You hhall

havo tho i,Tuat bed and uvory oilier uocotuuiry

counnodity. 1 daresay you aro in hiyh Mpiriti

at thia national uiistoituun ; for now it'.-* all

holiday wiih you. Ah ! friond, all work nud
no piny makes Jack a didl boy.

—Ever yours
'

sinctToly,
•' U,\RKVMout:."

Then follows a pastacrii)t
—porhaps tho most

importaut part of hi.s iord-ibip'ti luttor :
—

|"
1 a.ssuro you our theatro i.s really olog.ant.

(Turn over, for Uo I'a sako I)
Wo pUy 'Try

Ayaiii
'

tho hut ui;^ht of our performances :

you Would ol>li;^o mo oxceedinijly if you would

procure mo tho dross you won-, and al.so thu

Walloon uniform—which I will take great caro

of—of Colmau."

Even more than Mr. Bannister's prosoncc,
it may be, his lordship desired Mr. Umnister's

dress, aud tho Walloon uniform of Colmau.

The theatro at Wargr.ivo was said to have

co^t upwards of si.xty thousand pounds, and

was, of course, the most splendidly appointed

private stage iu tho kingdom. Tho followiug

play.s wore performed there :
" Tlio Constant

C.mide," "Every Man in his Humour," "The
RiviJs," "The Follies of a Day,"

" Tho Beaux'

Stratagem," "The Battle of llexham," "Tin-

Merry Wives of Wiudsor,"
" Hob iu tho

Well,"
"

Mi.ss iu her Teeus,"
" The Padl.jck,"

"The Guardian," "Tho Apprentice," "Tho '

Mayor of Clarratt," "Tho Poor Soldier,"

"The Midnight Hour," and tho pantomimes
of " Robiuson Crusoe,"

" Dou Juan," atul
" Blue Beard." Tho perfamances, however, i

were not wholly supported by amateurs ; it '

became necessary to engage professional assist-

ance to strengthen the cists of many of tho
'

plays, and ."-everal actors from the ivgiilar

theatres were engaged to appear upon tho

^\ argrave stage, among others the Palmers,
j

the Bannisters, lucledon, Johnstone, Munden,
'

and Moses Kean. r^Iasijuena los on a very

grand scale concluded the entertainment.s, and I

it seems to have been a rule of the house '

that no guest of Lonl Barrymorc's should ever '

retire to rest before live in the nmrning. His '

lordshii)'s favourite character.i were Scrub,

JjobuiUl, Jliih, and (treijoyy (tuhhiits. He was

reputed to bo the l)est gentleman jockey and
j

co,achmau in tho country, ami male largo

profits on the turf. At the card table ho w-i-i

less fortunate, tliough a not very creditiblc

story is told of his winning enormous sums
from Mr. Fox, on one occasion at Newmarket,
when that statesman happened to wear highly

jwli.shed steel buttons on his coat, which re-
|

fleeted, as in a glass, tho cards he held in his
I

hand. His lordship wai at one time a candi-

date for lepresenting tho Ixjrough of Heading
in Parliament, but w.i.s defeated by a smidl

majority after a severe cjutest. Ho wajt only

twenty-four years of age when ho mot his

death, in IT'.'IS, by tho accidental explosion of

hiH musket, as he sat in lib curricle. H<.' was

at tho time engaged with a detachment of hii

regiment, the B«;rkshiro Militia, in escorting a

party of French prisoners from Uyo to Dover.

In tho samo year a briisf mem>jir of his life

Wis ptiblished by John Williams, bett<jr known
under his pscmlonynj of .Vnthony Pasquin, a

hufliciently scurrilous writer, who, howevcr.had
found his advant.'igo prob.ibly iu flattering tho

young lord, and on this occasion ventured

upon a somewhat ill-directed panegyric. In

Bell's "Brili.sh Thoitre" (17U1), may bj found

a spirited engraving of a painting from life

by Do Wilie, repre.sentiug "Tho liight Hon.

tho Karl of Barrymoro .ind Capt.ain Wathen as

Scrnit and Archer" in Fanpihar's
" Beaux'

Strata-'em." DuTTON CooK.

SIK ARTHrn YOrNC.

AN HISTORICAL BALLAD.

I.

He bends from bis horse, the picuije is tied

K'juiul hi.s arm by bis Lidye fair :
—

"
III tilt; field today," Sir Arthur crie<J,
"
Tuey shall kiio* wbo.so budge 1 wt-ir ;

Ere tlic sun b.as sol thou sbalt see it <iyvd
III the richest \>\«A that ia tht.-re."

II.

A word in her car, a wave of the hand.
And the jjlittering train sweeps ou ;

On br:ivt,T knig!it or yoodlier b.iinl

Never iiioruuig siin has shone.

Ami tlio liul\e fuir is left to stand

At the cisllc-gale alonL-.

III.

The day wears on, the sun grows liigh,

Moves onwaril t) tiie west,

Through tlie azu^e aroli of* auiunier sky
Sinks sIoaIv to his rest.

Till .si.iin'il with i;oLl ii the silver Wye,
Aud Ilusbt each luountaiu crest.

IV.

With a paler faoe, an<l a tearful eye,

.^he statiiis at the gntc again.

Thinking of th<>.so who fight or Hy,

i)( thuic who K^c or gain,

or those Mho conquer anJ those who die

Vu the far-off b.kttlv-plaiu.

Ov,<r thicket and gl.-idc her eyeballs strain

To the ]Nilh by which be had gone,
D>«ii which, in hcail!ong curse Uj the pUin,
A horse eoniea thundering on :

A co.il-lii:»i:k .stce<l, with

J^^^ horse—but it con

rxno
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VI.

A riderless steed fiallops up to the place,

And stands with heaving side,

And she sees, with her agonized, marble face,

Iluund his foaiu-flaked neck is tied

A delicate inoisel of sm.wy lace,

With spots of criiusou dyed.

VII.

The kerchief from Lis bending neck

Her icy hands untie;

A bloud-stain'd scroll falls out—and quick
She reads with teiirieas eye :

—
" My nose. Send back large c(>ttoa check

Per bearer. Tours, A. Y."
W. C.

THE PORTBAIT.

It was only a Iiead, and was perhaps the

smallest picture in the gallery. At first I took

it for a Murillo, but learned afterwards that it

was by his great master, Velasquez. It was the

portrait of a lady between eighteen and twenty,

surpassingly beautiful, but of a beauty essen-

tially Spanish. The complexion, though dark,
was so incomparably clear, that it charmed the

eye far more than the pearl-like fairness of

northern climes. The classical severity of a

brow and forehead over which the hair was

plainly braided, was tempered by the sweet

expression hovering round the mouth. If it

had not been for the deep, sad, subdued ex-

pression of the full eyes, the general expression
would have been almost haughtily command-

ing. But those eyes, so large, so lustrous, so

finely formed, so expressive of the sorrow-

stricken emanations of a lofty and sensitive

soul, few could gaze upon them without tears

dimming their own.

The magic touches of the master's pencil
had been limited to the face and the upper

part of the neck. It was left to the imagina-
tion to supply the graceful form of the fair

original
—the bust and arms moulded on some

perfect Grecian statue, and fingers like those

of the vestal who stirs up the ashes of the

sacred fire with a golden bodkin.

Blonde northern beauties, fair girls, and

stately matrons, blue-eyed and golden-haired,

hung either side of the love]y Iberian, like

lilies of the field around some rare exotic
;
and

immediately above it, attached to it by a black

silk scarf, was the portrait of a cavalier-look-

ing fellow with a courtly air, and the love-

locks of Charles the First's time. The interest

inspired by those eloquent eyes was heightened

by this strange companionship, and a wilder

tale of human pas.sion than that which ex-

plained it seldom falls within the sober limits

of truth.

Whtn that **
bright occidental star," Queen

Elizabeth, departed this life, and James of

Scotland reigned in her stead, strange tidings

of matrimonial negotiations with the most ultra-

Roman Catholic court in Europe disturbed

the British householder. The Nonconformist

preachers improved the occasion to adorn their

harangues with visions of Smithfield fires re-

lighted, Jesuits guiding the helm of state, and

an inquisition sitting en^;en7ia?te7w:eat Whitehall.

By and by it was whispered from mouth to

mouth—and this time the rumour chimed in

with the popular taste—that their young Prince,

disdaining Court etiquette, aspired to win his

bride like some knight-erraut of old. Poetry
and romance still lingered on English ground.

A great change was approaching, and already

loomed in the distance, but as yet the Puritan

element was overawed by the gallant and

chivalrous spirit that Spenser had clothed in

flowing numbers, and Sidney and Raleigh in

deeds of heroic daring. So when the Prince

of Wales sailed from England with a flowing

sheet, and it was bruited abroad that he had

adventured a perilous journey for the love of

a lady fair, the people applauded, and, despite

the drum ecclesiastic sounding through the

land, drank success to the Spanish alliance.

At the time this journey to Madrid was

planned, one of the most devoted and favoured

adherents of the Duke of Buckingham was

Sir Edward Li.stowel. His father had been a

favourite of King James, and one of that

monarch's earliest customers when he took to

speculating in baronetcies. In due course of

time he died, leaving vast possessions to his

only son. Much to Buckingham's chagrin,

the King refused to include Listowel in the

personal suite of the Prince, and persisted in

limiting the number to three : Sir Francis

Cottington, Sir Richard Graham, and Eudy-
mion Porter. It was therefore finally ar-

ranged that Sir Edward should join them in

Madrid with Lord Deuby, Lord Kensington,
Lord Cecil, Lord Howard, and the other young
nobles who were to form tbe Prince's Court.

These cavaliers Avere specially chosen for their

gallant bearing and showy accomplishments ;

yet even among them the apt pupil of the

courtly Buckingham, who had acquired both

the winning manners and the views of his

patron, was almost unrivalled.

In the mouth of July, 1G23, a bullfight

was held in Madrid, for the purpose of dis-

playing the national pastime to the Prince of

Wales. These spectacles were always eagerly

welcomed by the fair Iberians. The galleries

of the bull-ring were the arena for the display

of their charms and their toilettes—better

adapted to the national character than the

ball-room and opera of modern times. Like
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tho fair dames iu Momo tournamoot of old, thoy
Biniled approval upon tho gijlaiit foata of their

proux chevaliers ill tho eaclcjaurc, aud thiir full

Cleopatra-liko oriler of btauty, moht ctrective

when iu repoHo, was suited to tho position.
The Spanish cavaliers were not norry fur an

opportunity of 'clipsiny for tho nunco their

English rivals, who had attracted far too much
attention. Tho romantic erran 1 of tho Prince

had turned the heaiis of half tho young lailies

in Madrid, and his retinue foil in for no small

share of his popularity. .\s foreigners, they
Were to some extent regarded as privileged

persons, and hel<l excused from many of the

niceties of Spanish etiquette, so adroitly framed

to throw impediments iu tho way of speccly

acquaintmce. It mayo.'isily he supposed that

the Spanish Hiilalgos by no moans approved
of t'.iese arr.iugemcuts ;

indeed tho chief en-

joyment they promised to themselves in this

bull- tight was that for onco they would be the

solo objects of attraction.

The ovoutfal day arrived. The sun, fast

sinking towards the west, shone upon tho

magniticeut appointments of the cavaliei-s,

superbly mounted on Andalusian steeds, as one

by one they entered the areua. The galleries

were fdled with all the beauty of Madrid.

Jewels flashed, plumes waved, aud bright eyes

sparkled. iJut, ala« for tho cavaliers! it soon

became painfully evident that the attractions

of a bull-fight could not compare with the

novelty of a Prince-errant, and that glances
which ought to have rewarded tho prowess of

the champions were monopolised by tho gallery

.•i-^-i.,'ned to the Prince au<l his attendants.

As for tho strangers, they wero warmly in-

terested in the spectacle, and enthusiastically

ipplaudod the superb horsemanship aud cjol

darii.'g of the combatants. No one was more

engrossed by tho scene than Sir Edward

Listowel, until, leaning eagerly forward to

get a better view of a close eiicounter between
the infuriated bull and one of the cavaliers, ho

caui^ht a glimpse of a face partly turned towanls

him, so beautiful even in that crowd of lovely

women, that bull, cavaliers, matadores, and

i'verjthing else, wero at onco forgotttni. Tho

Knglish Court in King J.-iuies the First's reign
was remarkable for tho degree of beauty that

adorne<l it ; but Listowel felt iu au instant

that anything so lovely as this ho had never

seen. It was a young lady, between eighteen
and twenty. She was speaking when ho first

caught sight of her. The sweet nunical tone
of her voice, tho beauty of her lips as her words

overflowed, to Use Horner's metaphor, the

pearl like enclosure of her teeth, the gracefid
lines of her figure, resolving themselves with

every moment into new ai»d ever-charming

combinations, exceoded biit wildcat ide&l of

female loveliness. She was the (jri.^inal of tho

[xirtrait : but then there was health as well as

beauty in tho cheek, and brightn<-ss and oiii-

mation iu tho eyes instead of that deep aud
desfjlate sadness which strikes tho siK-ctator so

vividly in those <jf the picture.

For a few momentH Listowel was completely
bowildere<l. IJut ho wjis not a man to lose

his .self-po.sscssiou for long. IlaSitually cold

and cautious, ho looked again ami again to

make sure that his first glance had not deceived

him. Ho scrutinized carefully and critically

tho peculiar {wints of her national beauty,
ment dly reviewing at tho same time tho ladies

of the Knglish and French Courts most cele-

brated for their charnn, and the more he gazed
the more ho found to admire. "

I will wait a

little wliile," thought ho,
'' for an opiwrtunity of

ad.iressiiig her, and if none should occur I

must make one." For bo it known that Liat)-

wel was not one of those lovers who aro satis-

fied with worshipping th-dr divinities at a dU-

tauco ; nor had it ever been his habit to let

his admiration remain long unknown to its

object. An opportunity, however, did occur,

and that shortly.

Tho combat was progressing vigorously ;

the bull made a succession of .splendid rushes,

and the interest of tho spectators was excited

in a corresponding degree, when suddenly a

thrill of horror appeared to seize the vast

multitude, causing it to surge to and fro in

wild and uncontrollable excitement. The spark-

ling countenance of tho fair girl whose variations

Sir Edward had been admiringly watching be-

came blanched with terror, as she fell back iu

her seat, and covered her face with her hands.

He looked up, and sprang to tho edge of the

gallery to ascertain the cause of the sudden

excit-'ment. Tho bull had cleared with a

bound the palisade between the arena and the

humbler portion of the spectators, who fled in

all directions. But promptly to tho rescue

Ciime a matadore. One moment his long knife

gleamed in the air, the next, the huge animal

staggered and droppetl at his feet. Loud
*' Vivas "

rent the air ; the crowd, more

frightened than hurt, gathered round tho

foam-covered carcase, and Listowel, as he re-

turned to his seat, addressed tho young lady
in n few appropriate words, bogging her to

calm her ngiUition, as the danger w.as over

and no ono injured. She withdrew her hands

from hor eyes, and raising them to the yotinc

Englishman, whom she had observed springing
forwartl at tho first alarm, answertnl,

" Are

you certain, sir ? I thought I .saw the terriVde

animal tnimpling down .ill l)efore him."
" Fair lady, the .sport is over, as far as that
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bull is concerned, and before he could do any
'

He spoke Spanish fluently. His accent, it is

mischief he was despatched by one of the

niatadores.
"

true, was uumistakeably English, but that

very circumstance, indicating that he was

The conversation once begun, Listowel
j

attached to the Prince's suite, was, as he knew
took good care not to suffi-r it to languish. 1 full well, more likely to advance his suit with

Sec page 209.

any lady in Madrid than if he had been a

grandee of the first class. He did not yet
know Olivia de la Pena, or he would have felt

how little impression things of that sort made
on her mind. Donna Olivia was most curious

about England and the English, their manners,
and modes of thought.

' ' And they are all heretics ?
" she asked,

crossing herself.
"
By far the greater part," answered Sir
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Edward ;

"
but," he added, fi)r li.- .lid not

'

reliah the tone in which sho ha<l Hpokeu, :

" those diBtiiictions are thiiifja of tho paat : i

religious animosities are forgottou ;
and our '

Prince is now come over, like some knight of

old, to woo the King's si-ster, whilst the Popo
him<<elf is about to sanction their union."

" But still he is a horutic," porsistcd Donna

Olivia, ratla-r giving uttcranco to her own

thoughts than addressing her companion.
" Sits the wind in tlxat cpiarter," tliought

Listowel,
"

it is hanl, but I can trim uiy
sails to meet it. Ho has Ix'cn educated in

tho reformed faith," he replied, "but one of

tin- distinctive features of oiir doctrines is,

that thoy sanction, and even encourage, in-

(piiry. Our religion is iustilled into us in

youth, but if tho judgement of maturer years

rejects it, we never hesitate to recant our

errors.
"

" Oh indeed !

" exclaimed Olivia
;
and her

cheek kindled, and her eyes Haj^hed, as sho

turned them upon her companion with an

eager, searching look.

Listowel avoided tho glance, but ho felt it,

and thoroughly read its expression.
It was little more than a month after the

scene at the bull-fight, that the light of the

waning moon, as it streamed through tho

trellised entrance of a grotto in the palace-

jardcn of Don Feli.x do la Pena, discovered a

ady and a cavalier. Tho gentleman was 1

|ipeaking in low and earnest tones. Tho lady '

erly listened.
"
Remember, Olivia," he said,

"
all that

|

as happened since we met. Through you I

ave aViandoned the faith of my ancestors, and
ow you would have me act in direct hostility
J my Prince. Bitterly opposed a.s your father I

. known to be to this marriage, how can one
f the Prince's suite demand your liand / No,
ly love," he continued, softening his voice as I

3 spoke,
" our luiion must bo secret. A few

onths passed, and these negotiations ter-
I

i inatod, I can call you mine in the face of

e world, and carry you to England, where
j

>u will reign the queen of beauty in the

)urt, and the mistress of my home and .

.ppiness."
I" Then why not wait till then ?

"
said I

ivia, in a low and faltering voice, as if sho

ready anticipated tho reply."
Trille not with me, »learest," answered

'

;

"
you know that in three days I leave

•ain with despatches for the King. The
ince has chosen me to carry them to England,
d I cannot explain to him the real cause of

f reluctance. I mnsi go : and how can I

without putting it beyon<l the power of
j

« to rob me of you ] How can we tell
i

wliat mea-sures your father may adopt to induce

you to accept tlm hus!)ind li-- Ills choM;n for

you ?
"

"And do you duubt my truth," said OliviA,

raising Iier eyes to h -r lover's faeo willi a hwk
that woul<l havu calme<l the soul of (Jthcllo.

Hut Listowel did not <loubt. ile had learned

to know that death on the one hand, and tliu

crown of .Spain on tho otlier, wuuld never

liave tompt«<l Olivia to breiik her {flighted

faith. Assurance on this point was not his

object.
" Doubt you, dearest ? no !

" he answered.
" But strange things are done in this country.
Fathers have uidimited power, and sometimes

but few scruples how they use it. Dearest,

you must bo mine before 1 leave Madrid. If

not, I cannot go in peace— I cannot go at all.

Yes," he passionately excUiirned, "I will forfeit

everj'thing,
—

duty, friends, prospects,
—rather

than leave you, unles.s you are irrevocably
mine."

Five short weeks before, and Olivia had

never seen Sir Edward Listowel. He was

now master of her whole soul ; they had met

daily. The hopes he had held out of his con-

version served the doul»le purpose of a pretext
for these frequent interviews, and a veil that

prevented Olivia from discovering, tintil too

late, the real slate of her feelings. Long be-

fore she had gained, as .she devoutly hoped, a

soul for heaven, her fate was healed. She

loved with a fixed unity of feeling, an over-

flowing tenderness, such a.-^ only a soul like

hers could feel. And if the time that had

sufliced to effect all this was short, remember,

gentle reader, that time must not be reckoned

by numerals only. The events of a day not

unfrequently change tho current of a lifetime ;

and the feelings of years are sometimes com-

pressed into one hours intense sen.sation.

Well for you if you have never known the

truth of this !

Tho work of proselytism now went forward

rapidly, and her full confe.s-sion of irrepressible

love was made, as she fondly believed, to a

Roman Catholic. Still there were many
obstacles to surmount, and, but for that ini>sion

to England, she might have lived to look back

upon these moonlight interviews as a romantic

episode of her girlish days. But her lover's

arguments wore not altogether grounilless, her

faith in him was implicit, her father was stern

and unapproachable, and the llowcrs ha<l

blossomed many limes over the grave of the

mother who might have saved her.

They were privately married. Two days
afterwards Listowel informevi his bri<le that

the journey to England was indefinitely post-

poned. Even the callous hc.irt of thi^i follower
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of Buckingham was touched by the delirious

joy with which she welcomed his words, and a

sharp though transient pang of unavailing re-

morse made him almost shrink from her fond

embrace.

About this time the portrait was begun.

Yelasquez did not know who the lady was who
came secretly to sit to him, and satisfied with

having to paint one of the loveliest faces that

artist ever transferred to canvas, did not

inquire. It is only a head," soliloquised

the great master, "but it is worthy of immor-

tality, and it shall be the finest creation that

ever passed from my pencil."
" What a radiant creature !

" he exclaimed,
as he stood cazing on his unfinished work one

day towards the hour he expected her visit.

" What a noble brow ! What a glorious

spirit lighting up the whole countenance !

What life and brilliancy in those eyes ! This

must be love—and a love smiled upon by
Fortune."

" The expression of the eyes was less bright

to-day," thought the painter, as he contemplated
the progress of the picture after the sitter was

gone.
" I did not much perceive it at the

time, but I copied closely the expression that

was there, and certainly the countenance is a

little clouded. It may have been my fault :

perhaps it was my eyes that were dim. At
all events I will be very careful next time."

Painstaking and careful indeed he was
;

but the change was now beyond a doubt. It

was perceptible as she sat, and still more so in

the portrait.
" The character of this piece is altering

visibly," thought the artist. "At one time I

thought it would have been the most radiant

creature my art has ever embodied
;

bub it

will not be so now. It is beautiful still, per-

haps more beautiful than ever, but the expres-
sion is saddened and subdued."
And thus it was, through faithfully copying

the eyes of Donna Olivia, that those of the

portrait grew sadder and sadder day by day,
until they wore that look of mournful desola-

tion so conspicuous in them still. Hers was
the bitterest grief of all, more bitter than the

grief of the bride who has lost her love while

her faith was still whole in him— in him who
has passed away in the flush and the hope of

youth, like an air but just begun, the chords

ceasing to vibrate while their tone was sweetest.

She was beginning to doubt her husband's
truth and love.

Soon after their marriage he began to tire

of the perpetual hypocrisy necessary to sustain

her belief in his conversion. The first moment
that a doubt of this crossed her mind was per-

haps the bitterest in her life. It is difficult

for us to realise the exclusive spirit of Roman
Catholicism, and the odium associated with
the very name of heretic in the breast of a

Spaniard, and above all, a Spanish lady—of

that age. In Olivia's case, religion had been

the only object her feelings had fed upon,
until she had seen Listowel. Even the love

now paramount in her heart had been entwined

with religious thoughts and anxieties, and

reached its climax with her lover's conversion.

The revulsion of feeling was terrible, and to

add to her misery she could hardly resist the

conviction that he had played the hypocrite.
"But no," she repeated, "he is too noble and too

true to have acted thus. He thought he be-

lieved. He was blinded by his love for me !

"

Whatever that love might have been, it

soon became too apparent that it no longer
exercised such an all-potent influence. He
became irritable and impatient whenever she

urged the subject of religion, and in his heat

would sometimes say things that stabbed her

to the heart. The Prince's visit was drawing
to a close, and Listowel began to talk of re-

turning with him, and to urge the necessity of

deferring the announcement of their marriage
for some months. Strange to say, although
Donna Olivia keenly felt the insult, she did

not resent it. Her once proud spirit was

crushed and broken. She had staked all upon
a cast, and heart, hope, and energy were lost

together.

Still she could scarcely believe that her

hufcband no longer loved her.
" When I re-

call what he has said on this very spot, it is

impossible. I have become depressed and

anxious about his conversion, and so look at

things in a gloomy light. Not love me ! It

is impossible he should not. I will come to

a full understanding with him this night about

this English voyage. If I do not go with

him I shall never live to see him again."
There was a path arched in with trellis-

work that bent beneath the clustering vine, a

path that led to a grotto where a little fountain

sparkled and played in the moonlight, dear to

Olivia's memory, often since. She had first

listened in that spot to her husband's vows

of eternal love
;
and when wounded to the

heart by his neglect, thither had she gone
to recall the looks and tones of happier

times, hoping against hope, striving in the

recollection of the past to disbelieve the

present. She was waiting for him there.

"Impossible," said he, in answer to her

trembling appeal.
' ' The negotiations with

the Spanish Court wear an unfavourable

aspect. The Prince sails without his bride,

and it is impossible for me to acknowledge a

marriage with one of the bitterest opponents
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of the whole scheme. No
; Htiiy, Olivia, untU ' QOODWOUD AS IT WAS AND AS IT IS,

the Iiifiinta coine.s to Eiiyhind, thou iivow our

union, and come over ill her Niiito to join mo." It in not our intvntiou to describu the
" That will never be, E«lward. lie iM, hm I "glories" of that annual i^atberiag on tbo

.said,
—as I Haid to you the tirst day wo met,— south downs in Sussex which haw gained tho

ho is a heretic. Tlicy will ncVL-r conn* name of tho "
la'iiL«'-mt-ctin^'," an they liave

together." alreaily been chronicled by abler pens in tho

Accursed bo the word !

"
.saiil LiHtowul, newspapers of tho day ; oiu^ object is to give a

who wa.s latterly stranj^idy irritable whenever brief descripticju of this ance.stral home of the

lis wife touched upon tho milject of religion. Ijeiinox family, iuterHpersed with a few unec-
'

Ueretic, as you call him, tho Infant^i would dotes of some of those who have participated
le oidy too <^\ivl to keep him in her net, ami in the hospitalities of the Dukes of Richmond,
Jon I'liiliip himsilf would renounce tho Pope
md all his works to cull tho Princo of Wales
rother."

''
15o it HO or not," .sadly answered Olivia,

' tho match v:iU bo broken off. Eilward, I

nust go with you. How can I bear this con-

ealment, which even now preys upon me so

loavily, when you aro gone / Do you think 1

ould live ?
"

"
It is wild and wicked, Olivia,*' returned

le, "to talk thus of the eliects of a few munth.s'

ofiaration. It is absolutely necessary that I

since tho iMjriod when tho races were lirst esta'o-

lishcd in 1802. In the spring of the previous

year, however, a meeting was arrant;ed l>y the

members of the Ooodwoo<l Hunt and the ofiicera

of tho Su8.sex Militia, which took place on
the Ilarroway, clo.so to the i)reseut course. 'ITie

fust uueting in 1802 was held on tho 28th,

jyth, and yuili of April, during which the

money given amounted to 3131., amount of

stakes 325/. lO.'i., amount of matches ;iG2f. 10«. ;

total, 1001/. Among tho matches was one for

100 guineas, l)etweeu tho Prince of Wjilea's

hould return idone to EnglamI, but you cau Rebel by Trumpeter and the Duke of Rich-
uUow uie ere long."
" A few months ! I .shall never livo to see

hose months in Spain, Edward. Can it be

rue,
— is it po.ssiblo that you aro willing to

save me, that you vish it i Oh, my husband I

"

de e-xclaimed, fondly clinging to him, ".say
lat you will take me with you !

"

Liotowel's reply, as he shrank from her

Iubrace,

w:us couched in the coldest terms.

true is it that when love has pa.ssed away,
10 endearments that once thrilled through
10 very soul become absolutely repugnant,
livia felt the gesture even more than the
ords it accompanied. All the Blumberinjr

mond's Cedar, which was won by the former.

In a notice of the above meeting, the sporting

newspaper writer of that day, after refen-iug
to the gentlemen jockeys who lodo in many
races, thus refers to the Duke of Richmond :

—
" To the ell'oris of equestrian skill is to be

added tho princely aiul almost unprecedented
munificence of tho noble founder of Goodwood

Races, in providing tho newly erected stand

with a collation, which might bo entitled a

general refrigarium, for the access was as easy
as the reception was elegant and hospitable.''

The Duko of Richmond here referred to was
tho third of the line, and came to the title and

ide of the heart he had trampled upon bui-st estates at tho early age of lifteeii. Like his

rth into life and vigour. Tho impulse was predecessors, he choso the militjiry profession,

aiisitory, but it impa.ssioned her whole being and arrived at the rank of major general
r the moment, and starting to her feet, sho

' Great attention w;i3 [laid to his education, and

claimed,—
|

when only sixteen he .set out on his travela
" Then hear me, sir, I xnll go with you. ,

and remained some time abroatl. While ou

you are so lost to all sense of honour ami

imanity, I will appeal to the Prince of
ales. He shall hear my story. He will

U. me whether tho wife of ''

"Ho will tell you, madam," interrupted

the Continent, the Duke of Richmond imbibed

a tasto for the fine arts, and there is but little

tloubt that the ei.couragoment lirst alforded

by him to Hritish artists, finally led to the

establishment of tho present Royal Academy.
In March, 17r>.S, he oj)ened a gallery at his

house in Whitehall, in which was tlisplayed a

largo collection of oiigiual plaster casta taken

from the best ancient statues ami busts Ixith of

Rome and Florence. Every painter, sculptor,

stowel, compre.s.sini,' his fury at this threat
to a sneer a devil might have envied,

" he
11 tell you that tjoit are not my icife ! lie
11 tell you that I am alre.-idy married !

"

For a few seconds Olivia stood speechless
d motionless. Then camo tho terrible,

' or student was freely admitted ; and, for the
isonant scream of human agony that passes ;

further encouragement of genius, his Grace

^man

endurance, and sho fell headlong to bestowed two medals annually ou such as had

Itsed her lips. X. 1
was a thorough reformer, and supported
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annual parliaments and universal suffrage :

among his intimate friends and guests were

the first Duke of Newcastle, Lord Rocking-

ham, the Duke of Norfolk, and other leading

"Whigs of th;it day. Romney, the eminent

painter, constantly partook of the hospitalities
j

of Goodwood, and has left there a memorial of

his talent in a well-executed likeness of his

patinn, the third duke.

The fourth Duke of Richmond, who suc-

ceeded on the death of liis uncle to the titles

and estates in 3 800, was one of the most

popular men of the day ;
his duel with the

Duke of York, to which we shall presently !

allude, created a great sensation at the time. '•

Among those who participated in his hospi-

talities were the late Duke of Wellington ;

Lord Wiuchilsea, who acted as second to his

Grace in the above duel
;
Lords Egremont,

Frederick Beauclerk, Bathurst, Apsley, Angle-

sey, and Gage ;
Messrs. Dickius, Newnham,

Burrell, General Croshie, ikc. The Duke was a

first-rate cricketer, and his prowess at the old

jMarylebone Club was great, nor was it con-

fined to England, for in the sister isle, when
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, he played in

many matches in Phoenix Park
;
at Enghein

too, within a few days of the Battle of "Water-

loo, where other more deadly balls flew about,
the Duke was one of an eleven of guards-
men and old guardsmen ;

and on the Plains of

Abraham, near Quebec, where Wolfe fell vic-

torious, the Duke, then Governor-General of

Canada, again handled a bat, and showed

how scores were won. His death by hydro-

phobia was deeply felt by liis family and

friends. I have given an account of it—not, I

hope, wholly without interest—in my "
Fifty

Years' Reminiscences."

The late Duke of Wellington was a constant

visitor at Goodwood during the days of the

fourth and fifth Dukes of Richmond. As Sir

Arthur Wellesley, the hero of a hundred battles

had been secretary to the fourth Duke when
Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, and the friend-

ship lasted until the death of the latter.

The Iron Duke never forgot the family of his

olda'.ly ;
he apoointed the late Duke of Rich-

mond, then Earl of March, Lords George and
William Lennox, to his personal staff; he gave
the latter his cornetcy in the Blues

;
he took

Lord Arthur by the hand, and forwarded his

interest in the early part of his mihtary
career, and eventually appointed, when com-

mander-in-chief, the present Duke of Rich-

mond as one of his aides-de-camp. Nothing
delighted the great warrior more than pass-

ing a few days at Goodwood, either during the

race week or the shooting season
; although

not devoted to turf pursuits, and never laying

out a farthing on a race, his Grace seemed to

take an interest in the meeting, and never

failed to burst out into loud laughter when the

gentlemen jockeys of his day appeared in

cocked hats to ride for a stake which went

by the name of the Cocked Hat Stakes. It

certainly was a curious sight to behold Lord

George Bentinck, Maloney, the late Mr. Delm^

Radcliffe, the Berkeleys, Captain Pettat, and

other amateurs decked out in racing gear,

leathers, boots, and silk jackets, with a head-

dress that reminded one of a chimney sweep
on May-day, or Jerry of race-course notoriety.

The late Duke, justly called the Farmers'

Friend, succeeded to the title in August, 1819
;

and, following the steps of all his ducal prede-

cessors, entered the army at the age of

eighteen, serving with distinction during the

Peninsular and Belgian campaigns. Of him

his biographer has tiaily said :*—
"As one of England's worthies, he preferred

to pass his days unostentatiously in benefiting

his fellow men
;

and though the highest

political offices were within his grasp, although
his name and abilities would have enabled

him to figure brilliantly in the bead roll of our

legislators, he considered that property has its

duties as well as its rights, and devoted him-

self t3 a useful sphere of action, which has

beguu to prove itself of the greatest advantage

to the community. To the great body of the

public the good deeds of the Duke of Rich-

mond are comparatively unknown. Historians

are too apt to overlook the victories of peace ;

they charge their palettes with the most

brilliant colours to depict the exploits of great

generals and conquerors, but they consider it

beneath their dignity to record the services of

men who effect equally important conquests

over the prejudices and ignorance of the

nation, or furnish an example worthy of

emulation by their peers."

Upon more than one occasion the late Duke

of York was a visitor at Goodwood, but few

events connected with his presence there
'

occurred worthy of record
;
his royal highness

was ever extremely affaVjle to those invited to

meet him, and enjoyed the day's sport, the

dinner, and, above all, a rubber of whist, as

much as anyone could enjoy such outdoor

and in-door amusements. During his visit in

1825 to the late Duke of Richmond, a cir-

cumstance happened which caused a little sen-
|

sation at the time. One morning after break-

fast the royal guest expressed a wish to see the

house, and in going over it was accompanied

by his host and one of his brothers. After

paying every attention to the pictures in the

entrance hall, the corridor, the Long hall, the

* Memoir of Fifth Duke of Richmond.
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iiuing and waiting rooms, the party procoodcd
'

lo the laryo library.
" Fino collection of

b(X)k3," luiii the Commamicr-in Chief, "beau-
tiful ceiling

—where do©« that door lead to I"

'•To my morniiig-rooni," rui»i«in<kil the ho«t.
"

SiiU',', voiy Hnu^'," continual royal York,

entering the apartmuut ;

" a luall armoury,
:iii<l a portrait of your oM Puninitula charger,

Konccitvallc.s ; aword.'S guuit, and pijttoU."
** An excellent ordnance map of Siuuwx," said

the Duke of Ilichmond, evidently anxiouii tliat

his royal highiii'.s.H hIiouM uot devote too much
of hi.-* nttt'utioii to a glaaa ca.to in which,

among other arms, were a (xiir of piittols.
•*
Duelling pi.sloU," ^aid the latter,

" hair-

trig^ern, I
»ui»i>o.>4e, eh /

" "
Yes, air," res-

ponded the owner of Goodwood, "and that is

• plan of Ilaluaker Park, where the deer are

n - t." "That was a splendid haunch

y- ,s" proceeded the royal visitor,

again turning to the armoury, the Duke still

ou tenter-hooks. "And is there any history
attached to those pistols /

"
Fortunately at this

Imomeut a servant entered to s;iy the carriages

[were at the door, and put an eml to the cou-

[ervatiou ; had it not been for this, the tnith

{ht have come out, that the weapons which

[bail
attracted his royal bighnei>s's attention

rere the identical ones used by the father of

host in his memorable duel with the Duke

jaf York, a bullet from one of which had
riod away one of the royal duellist's side

iris Not wLihing to jierpetuate an event

rhich all were anxious to bury in oblivion, the

ike i>f Ilichmond shortly afterwards parted
ith the fatal tubes, and the circumsUiuco

junecled with the Duke of York's visit had

liDtirely e8ca{H^d hw memory, when one day,

ly years afterwards, bis Grace and the same
r -'..-r wh"' had been present with him on the

on referred to, were being ^h'lwn a small

rmoury at Windsor Castlo, which had been

[Tanked most artistically under the immediate

uperiatendence of the I'rinco Consort. " You
•o those pistols," said the attendant,

" those

ere the one* usetl by the Duke of York in

;s duel with Colonel Lennox in the year 1 7S1>."

Happily thuso days of murderous contests,
died by a sad perversion of langtiage,

•' af- I

lirs of lionour," no longer exist
;
and Chalk

arm, Wimbledon Common, Hattersea Fields,
id the Koyal Parks, formerly the arenas for

i".i-es at arm.H, the duello, and "
(parading

liiend on the diiisie.-*," with only ten or

velve {laces l>etween the muz/.les of tlie pistols,
o now devoted to more peaceful pursuits ;

id houses, gardens, commons for voluniccr

actice, walks amidst shrubs and flowers, oc-

ipy the spots desecrate. I by tieudish auger
id unholy deeda of blood.

Goodwood derives its name from ii» Saxon

owner, Godwine:u', and was included in the

survey made of the kingdom by ihe direcliou

of the Norman couijueror, and ap{M;at« in

Doinenday B<x>k as Godinwood. It in in the

manor and parish of lioxyrove. In the reign

of Henry I., the LordshipH of Itoxgrove and
Halnaker were united, and given to Ilob^.-rt

de Hani, who hail married a Uvly of royal

blood. The joint property passed through
his descendants by the female side to hit

Thonia.-! West, I>jrd ile la W.irre, who was

coim<clle<l by lleury \'III. to exchange it for

the Abbey of Whewill, in Hami>nhiro, A. It.

131U. It reinainetl vested in the Crown
until 15G0, when Henry, Earl of Aru:.d- 1,

obtained a gra?it to hold it in cnpite ; in 1 '<^
1,

John, Lord Lumley, and Jane Fitzalan, his

wife, aliened it by sale to Henry Walron 1,

Es(j. It wjis thus described,
" Kot. Par., 'Joih

of Elizabeth, Godinwood Manor, with its ap-

pendages, and 'J houses, 4 gardens, 2 orcbarls,
liUO acres of park land, lO of arable, 500
of piisiure, and liUO of wood, itc, in Uamp-
tonet." In the reign of Charles II., it mhoh

in the possession of the family of Caryll, of

Hivstmg, as an act of attainder agaiiii't John

Caryll, Es<iuire, of Goodwood, was passed in

the I'Oth year of his reign. About the year

17'-0, the estate was purchased by Ch.irles,

tirst Duke of Richmond, of the family of

Compton, who then held the manor of the ad-

jacent parish of E;ist Lavan t. Halnaker or Hal-

necke, which was built in the reign of Henry
VIII., was purchased in 1705, by the third

Duke of liichmond. KingEiward visited the

place July l.'7th, 1551, and in a "Legend
of Haliiecke," which appeared in an annual

some years ago, some interesting details of

the royal vi.->it have been given ;
our pages,

too, have contained an historicJ notice of

lioxgrove Priory,* which stands on lliis

property.

Every Duke of Richmond, from the first of

that title, the natural .son of Charles II
,
down

to the present noble owner of Goodwo<xJ, has

been a sup|>ort*.T of all manly sj)orLs, hunt-

ing, shooting, and racing ; to the late and the

present duke, however, ore the "glories" of

the annual race - meetings to be attributed.

Established by the third duke, fostered by
the fourth, and warmly iKitronised by the fifth

and sixth, they have attained their pre.sent

celebrity. What a contrast would bi- tlie

meeting of 1802 and that of lt>G5 '. At the

former period, provincial race-meetings were

as ditferent to what they are at pn<si-nt, as the

drunken country si^uue of Fielding's timo

would be to the polishetl sportsman of our day.
• Sot Vu:
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The anuual gathering was looked forward to

by every class, from the high-born aristocrat

to the humblest tiller of the soil
;
the owners

of the mansion and parlc, of the homestead,
of the cottage, invited their relatives and
friends for the week ; while the steward, the

bailiff, the huntsman, the groom, the gardener

belonging to the leading noblemen and

gentry of the country filled their respective
residences with their kith and kin. The grand

stand, generally a small wooden building with

a thatched roof, was occupied by the principal
families of the neighbourhood ;

while the yeo-

man, the farmer, th« labourer, the tradesman,
with their buxom wives and ruddy daughters,
took up their stations in every sort of vehicle

or on horseback opposite the winning-post.

Champagne luncheons were unknown, and
the luxuries of claret cup and Wenham Lake
ice were as little thought of, as a terrine de

fole (jras or a glass of Chartreuse are sought
after by a boor in the jungles of Africa, or an

Ojibeway Indian in the wild forests of North
America. A sandwich, a crust of bread and

cheese, a glass of Old October, formed the

midday repast of the upper ten thousand,
while their wives and daughters partook of

cake, fruit, and cowslip wine. A sweepstakes
of 11. l,s. each, a silver cup, a farmer's plate,
and a hunter's stakes, with perhaps a match
or two, owners on, furnished sport for the two

daj's, and as there were usually three or four

heats for each race, the quantity if not the

quality of the contests was as great as it is in

the present day. A race ordinary, which
some liberal patron of the turf furnished with

venison, took place on the first day of the

meeting, when a considerable quantity of

strong sherry and fiery military port was
"drunk on the premises," as were many of

the party ; matches were made for the follow-

ing day, stewards for the coming year were

named, the old stewards proposed the new
stewards' healths, a compliment which was

reciprocated, and headache and heartburn were
the natural consequences of the extraordinary

orgies. A ball at the Town Hall at Chichester

on the second day furnished amusement to the

fairer sex, albeit many a dancing man staggered
into the room from the stewards' feast so

Bacchi pUnus that he might have sang with
truth a verse of a song at that time most

popular—
I was drunk witli my passion, so mortally drunk,

That nothing would do but a reel.

After an innumerable quantity of country

dances, cotillons, and Sir Roger de Coverley—
for quadrilles, w?ltzes, polkas, and galops had
not been then imported—a sitting-down sup-

per was announced, where loyal and patriotic

toasts, concluding with the health of the

ladies, were drank in three times three, amidst

the shouts and hurrahs of the somewhat voci-

ferous gentlemen.

Such were the humours of a country race-

meeting at the commencement of the present

century, and which the introduction of the

rail has completely altered. Now, thousands

of Londoners, men from the manufacturing

districts, and ladies from the metropolis and

country towns, are conveyed by rail to the

rural race-meetings, and all is noise, bustle,

and confusion. The number of horses, the

value of the prizes, are increased a hundred-

fold, and the cups or pieces of plate are the

finest specimens of artistic and classic art,

completely throwing into the shade the old-

fashioned gold tankards. What can be more

exquisite than the cups furnished this year at

Goodwood Eaces, especially the one manufac-^
tured by Hunt and Roskell, which represents
an incident that occurred at Cowdray Park,
within a dozen miles of Goodwood, during a

visit of Queen Elizabeth to that mansion,

formerly the residence of the Montagu family I

Instead of " the ghost of a luncheon," such as

we have described, the entire enclosure within

the rails appears like a huge table, groaning (as

the newspapers say) under the weight of the

delicacies of the season. Race ordinaries are

quite out of fashion, and men go sober to the

ball, to walk through a quadrille, whirl through
a waltz, or bound through a polka. Thousands

of pounds are now risked, where a guinea, a

new hat, a tavern dinner, were wont to be the

usual wagers at provmcial meetings ;
and this

reminds us of a saying of an old and most

respected tradesman at Chichester, who, upon
our asking him whether he ever speculated at

a race, replied, "I never bet more than a

halfpenny bun in my life, and then I made a

stipulation, that if I lost I was to have the

first bite."

William P, Lennox.

OUR CONSECRATIONS.

Fkom out each yesterday of life

All have some precious store to keep :

Some little stove of golden worth,

Some treasure rescued from the deep
Of those gone hours

;
ere yet the waves

Of time have closed their quiet graves.

Thrice dark of all dark days that one

Which leaves no brightness from its hours,

No nightingale to sing at eve,

No after fragiauce from its flowers,

No holy dew distilled from Heaven,
To consecrate it £i-esh at even.
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Bleiu'd art thou, heart that jeameit (thoagh
Tlif t<'ar.s tliut diiu tliiiie cyix lie vaiu)

To call back MumetLiiiK froiu tliy pait,

Some yehttTi-lay to life ;ii;uiii.

The glmlJest Humiuer of our yi-ars

We Consecrate by autumn tears.

]{ach cunseonitos some preciuus part.
Some secret stjre of huldeii w..rlli :

We garner each our luirve.'il sli'-rivcs

Our goUleii iiu'iU'iries nf earili,

AgaiiLst the winter time of neetl ;

That we may after como and feed.

And when the yesterdays of life

Shall all b<> num)>erc<l, siill I deem
Each oil ire his store t^keep.

His I. 'lii- of "artli's dream :

Some shallows softened by God's lixht,

Some star that made his journey bri^lit.

JsAUKLLA Law.

MONSIEUR OUFLE.

Ckrvantes dealt knight-errantry its death-

blow when ho wrote "Don Qui.xoto," aud por-

hftps the AbW Bourdelot hoped to destroy tlio

superstition of were-wolse:*, when he compo.'.ej
the lii'iicrous romance of " Monsieur Outlo."

This carious book appeared at the bej^iu-

ning of lait century, wlien the learned were

attacking,' vulvar .superstitious upon philo.so-

phical ground-].

The bonk is eice.-*sively rare, and I am in-

debted for my knowledge of it to " Horst's

Zttulx-r Bibliothok," itself a scarce work.

Horst quotes from the Dautzig edition of 171-.
I have tnkeu some liberties with the con-

clusiuu, as Hiirst provokingly does not extract

it

It will be seen at once that the name, Oufle,
is an anagram on le fou.

A cheerful man was M. Oufle, who loved a

jovial evening with his friends, a glass of good
Trine, and a merry tale. A worthy man, too,
was he, the most exemplary of husbands and
the most indulgent of f.ithrs,

—but he h:id

]u« weakue3.H—which of us has not /
—and his

we.vkne^s was weakness of intellect ; in short,
ho uaH a very good, a very respectable, a very
kind-hearted man, but also a very .silly one.

He regarded himself as a bit of a philoso-

pher, anil despised superstition, yet for all

that, he was fulgeted if the .salt-cellar were up-
set, alarmed if the knife and fork were crossed,
and he would positively decliuo to make the

thirteenth at dinner.

It was Carnival time, and .M. Outle invited
all his own relations and his wife's relations to

dinner. A pleasant evening they pa-ised ; they
ate antl they drank, ami they talked and tluy
sang,—they ate till they were more than satis-

fied, drsiuk till they were very merry, talke<l

themselves dry, an<l sang tbeuiMslvoM hoane.
Far be it from me to aiiscrt that any of the

party had drunk more than he ought, but

they had all graze.l the line of mu!
,

and M. Oulle, being naturally light :,

hail become exceedingly "jolly."
When the relations with Irew, the children

woht to bed, Madame Oufle took her candle

and tlepartetl with her lady's maid, and ^L

Outle, for the nake of a little exorcise, fe-.-

tooneil up and down his chaiul>er, whistling
a pi untivo melo ly, and whistling it out of

tune.

This gentleman's eldest son, who had in-

herited all his father's amiable qualities, and
his empiy-hea»ledne.ss inti the bargain, had

slipped otr from the paternal house by the back

d'»or, lis soon as the guests began to leave, in a

miusquerading dress, and had betaken himself,
after the manner of scapegraces, to a ball.

!M. OuHe, having wearied of describing
curves in his own room, opened the door and
went up-stairs, a process attended with dilU-

I culties which would have proved insuperable

I

but for the assistance of the banisters. Arrived

on the lauding, M. Ouflo observed his son's

door open, so he walked into the room, im-

pelled either by curiosity or by a desire for a

j

little more conversiition.

The son was, however, at that time dancing
in the ball-room of a hotel two streets otf.

M. Oulle, not finding the young man, sat

himself down besi le the bed, and began to

i
overhaul the various masquerading dres-scs

which his son had left out upon his chair.

There was a neat suit of green and gold, in-

tended as a forester's dress
;
there wjis a cos-

tume of the time of Fran9oi3 I., covered with

spangles ;
and last, but not least, there was a

bearskin suit, so contrive 1 that the wearer of

it w;i3 covered with fur from head to foot, and

;

looked precisely like a black bear escai)ed from

a travelling caravan. M. Outle turned this

dress over and over, and its originality at-

tracted his interest. He thought ho should

like to see whether it would lit his person ;

he therefore arrayeil himself in the habit, and
found that it suited him to a T. Just then

the idea entered his head that the opportunity
of »lis.abu3ing Midaine Outle of her supersti-

tions had now presented itself. Madame Outle

was nearly as groat a fool as her htisband,
and that is .s.iying a good ileal. She w;i3 in-

fected with the vulgar belief in witchcraft .ind

domonology, and believed implicitly that war-

locks could transform themselves into wild

be.'ust'* for the purpose of <levouring children.
"
Now," mused M. Outle,

"
is a ch.anoe

for me to eradicate these baneful superstitions
'

from her mind. If she sees me in this dresjt,
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and takes me to be a were-wolf, and when I

show her the deception, phe will never believe

in the supernatural again."

Accordingly he walked to his wife's door

and listened. The servant was still with her

mistress, so M. Oufle retreated down-stairs to

the dining-room, intending to wait till his

good lady was alone
;
and that he might know

when the maid was dismissed, he placed the

door a-jar.

Then, taking up a book, he seated himself

before the fire. The book happened to be

Bodin's "Do8monomania,"and M. Oufle opened
it at the chapter on Lycanthropy.
He read on, and the tales of were-wolves

floated in strange colours through his brain,
till he fell asleep with his head on the table,

and the book on his lap. And as he slum-

bered he dreamed of sorcerers being provided

by the Evil One with wolf-skins which they
were condemned to wear for seven years, and
of Lycaon sentenced by Jove to run about in

bestial form, tdl a piercing shriek and a crash

brought him with a start to his feet.

The lady's maid, after having pinned her

mistress's back hair into a heap, and fitted

over it the nightcap, had left the chamber,
and had come down-stairs. As she passed the

dining-room, she saw that there was still a

light in it, and thinking that the candles had
not been extiuguished, she entered precipi-

tately to put them out.

There in the dead of night she stood-^and
saw before her a monstrous black bear fast

asleep before the fire, snoring loudly, with its

head on the table and its snout up in the air, its

hind paws upon the fender, a silk pocket-
handkerchief over one knee, and a book on
the lap. No wonder that she dropped her

candle and screamed.

But the shriek which testified to her fear

frightened M. Oufle out of the few senses he

did possess. He sprang up, bewildered with

his dreams, confused with the fumes of wine,
and alarmed at the suddenness of his reveil.

Opposite him was a pier-glass. He forgot en-

tirely all the circumstances connected with the

assumption of the bear-skin, and with the

last impressions produced by Bodin, and by
his dream, stamped upon his brain, he jumped
to the conclusion that he was bewitched, and
that he had been changed into a were-wolf.

Full of this idea he dashed past the terror-

stricken maid
;
and his wife, who had rushed

to the landing, saw a frightful monster bound-

ing down the stairs, uttering howls sufiBciently

loud to awake the dead, heard it unlock the

front door and burst into the street. There-

upon, she fainted away.
M. Oufle, impelled by terror, ran along the

street yelling for assistance ; lie was naturally

provided with a deep and sonorous bass voice,

but his voice sounded hollow and fearful

through his hideous vizor.

A few terrified people appeared in their

night-Cctps at the windows, only to run back
and bury themselves trembling beneath the

clothes.

A watchman who had started on his rounds

came upon him suddenly as he turned a cor-

ner, and dropping his lanthorn beat a preci-

pitate retreat.

In an adjoining street lived a fair damsel

of considerable personal, but superior pecu-

niary, attractions, who was loved to distrac-

tion by a grocer's apprentice. The young man
had made the lady's acquaintance as he served

the shop, and had breathed his love over the

cheeses he sold. His addresses had been coun-

tenanced by the beloved one, but were dis-

couraged by the parents, who had not per-

mitted the devoted youth to set foot within

their doors. The apprentice had no other

means open to him of testifying his devotion

than by hiring a band of street musiciaos to

perform at the rate of two francs an hour,

during the silent watches of the night, below

the window of the adored.

On the present occasion the band was per-

forming the " Descent of Mars," when a dis-

cordant howl in their ears produced a sudden

pause in their music not noted in their score,

and the apparition of a monstrous bear run-

ning into the midst of them upon its hind legs,

with ears and stumpy tail cocked up, pro-

duced such a panic among the sons of Orpheus,
that they cast their instruments from them,
and took to their heels. Not so the grocer's

apprentice. True love knows not fear. He
flew to the door of his beloved and cast him-

self before it, determined to perish in her

defence.

But the monster, without perceiving him,
ran on repeating its dolorous howls.

The grocer's apprentice rose from the door-

step, dusted his coat, collected the scattered

instruments, cast an amorous glance at the

window of the adored, and retired home.

A party of students from the University were

that evening going their rounds, performing
feats of heroism, of which they might boast

among their companions. These feats were

not attended with much dauger, and yet the

achievement of them was an object of con-

siderable ambition. They consisted simply in

breaking lamps, and wrenching the knockers

ofi" doors.

Some people might think that the smashing

of a street lamp was an operation within the

scope of the most infantine abilities, and that
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the wrenching of a knocker from a door wiia

neither a hazardous, nor a very heroic, act.

But theao people are entirely niistakeu. The

police occaHioiially interfere ami capture one

of those engai^e<l in these acts, and if captured,

it costs the student several franca to bribe the

officer to let hiui escape.

Consequently, the ringing of a street bell

at mill night is regarded by University men a«

an acliieveraent eijual to thu bravest doe<l

of a tried general, and the breaking off i>f a

kuockor Ls supposed to rank very much on a

level with the proudest trophy of a blood-

stained field.

On the night in question four valiant col-

legians wore engaged on the hazardous under-

taking of screwing up the door of a worthy

citizen, an act of consummate ingenuity and

sublime originality. Suddenly a wild and un-

earthly yell ringing through the hushed niLrht,

broke upon their ears. Instantly the four

students paused and turnetl pale. In another

moment they saw a diabolical object moving

rapiilly down the street towards them. The

young men shrank against the wall, each en-

deavouring to get behind the other, and re-

Tersing the proverb of the weakest going to

the wall, for in their strugLjle the ablest-bodied

secured that position, whilst the feeblest was

the most exposed, and served as a screen to

the others.

The approaching monster stood still for an

instant, and they were able to observe him by
the wan light of the crescent new moon, and

the flickering oil lamp slung across the head

of the street. A fearful object ! In their

terror, the screw-drivers dropped from their

fingers. The noise attracted the creatiu-e's

attention, and it ran up the steps towards

them, articulating words in a hoarse tone,

which tliey, in their alarm, were unable to catch.

Suttice it to say th.it the sight of this monster

coming within arni'.s length was too much for

their courage ;
with a shriek they burst past

it, ttmibling over each other, and rolling down
the doorsteps, picked themselves up again and

fled, palpitating, in four separate directions,

calling for the police, imploring the aid of

that augiist body which they had so long set

at defiance.

What tales they related on the following

moniing to all the old ladies of their acquaint-

ance, it is not for me to record, (^ne of the

students broke his sword, and vowed that he
had snapped it in his fight with the Diemon,
another exhibited the bruise.s ho hatl received

in his fall, as evidence of the desperate cha-

racter of the conflict, a third wore his arm in

a sling as though it had been broken in the

encounter, and all agreed that the monster

had tied from them, and not they from the

monster.

The police !

«'
Oh, hnrrors !

" thou-ht M.

Outle,
"
they have summoned the aid of the

police. 1 shall bo cjipturod, be tried and »en-

tenced, and burned at the stake as a wcre-wolf."

The fear of this urged him to retreat steal-

thily homewards, keeping as much tm pos.sible

in the shadows, lest any of the agontfl of jus-
tice should get sight of him, and carry him

away to trial. If ho could but reach home,
he would implore his wife to stab him with a

knife between the eyes, and draw some drops of

blood, a sovereign cure for lycanthropy.
But poor M. OuHe's head was never very

clear, and now it was in a thorough condition

of bewilderment, so that he completely lost

himself, and slunk about the streets in a dis-

consolate manner, vainly searching for his own
domicile. His bewilderment became greater
with every step ho took

;
his confu-iion and

alarm were not a little heightened by his

stumbling over an elderly gentleman and leav-

ing him apparently dead of fright on the pave-
ment.

It did not mend matters when, hearing a

fiacre drive by, he suddeidy stepped towards

it and a-nked the way of the driver,—for the

coachman jumped off his seat in a paroxysm
of terror, and the horses, equally frightened,
ran away with the carriage, whilst the people
inside screameil through the windows.

At last M. Outle sat down on a doorstep
and gave himself up to despair. The stake

was before him, and his imagination conjured

up all the horrors of his position, chained

about the waist and dancing in the midst of '

the flames. i

All at once, a familiar voice smote upon his
'

ear,—the voice of his eldest son, A rav of
'

hope penetrated his breast. He rose from his

seat and walked to meet his first-boni. That

young gentleman was returning from the mas-

querade ball at which he had been figuring.
He had imbibed a considerable amount of

wine before he left home, and he had absorbed

a little more during the pauses in the dance.

He was accordingly scarcely sober, and as he

returned home, he sang or talked to himself

at the top of his voice. But now he s,aw

something which sobered him instantaneously.
This w.xs nf)thiiig else than his own m.a.sque-

rading habit of boar's skin, which he ha 1 left

hanijing over the back of his chair, walking deli-

berately towanJs him, as though the spirit of

the ilep.irted Bruin had re-tenanted his for-

saken skin and was coming in the de.id of

night to demand a reckoning with him who
hail dared to tiso it as a Carnival ha^it.

Ue stood and looked at it with pale face
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and stariug eyes, whilst a shudder rau through
his frame.

If it had been within the limits of physical

possibility, he would have sunk into his shoes.

When he heard hi=? own name articulated in

hollow tones from the muzzle, he turned heel,

and fled like the wind. In vain did M. Oiifle

call after him
;
the louder he called, the faster

fled the youth, and the distracted father was

obliged to pursue his son.

The race was run with the utmost speed by
both parties. The young man was urged on

by terror lest the skin should overtake him,
and M. Oufle dreaded losing sight of his son,

lest he should at the same time lose all chance

of regaining his home.

When M. Oufle le Jeune turned his white

face over his shoulders, he saw the creature

gaining upon him, and heard its hollow calls.

He dodged from street to street, but he in-

variably saw the bear-skin double the corner

and rush after him, turn where he would. It

was in vain for him to hope to throw it out,

and at last he ran straight for his home.

This he had left by the garden. It was his

custom to leave the house by the back door,

and clamber over the garden rails, whenever

he went out on his night expeditions, and now
he made for the garden, hoping to climb the

rails and escape through the door and lock it

before the skin could overtake him.

He reached the railings. It was a difiicult

and delicate matter to surmount them with

time at his disposal, biit now that it was to

be accomplished in no time at all, it was

hazardous in the extreme. M. Oufle, junior,
had reached the top, and was preparing to

jump down, when a furry paw grasped his

ankle and held him as though in a vice, for

the monster proceeded to climb the railings,

holding on to his leg. The poor youth vaiuly
endeavoured to break away, he writhed and

strained to be free ; holding the iron bars with

his hands, he vociferated loudly for help.

The creature reached the top and clasped him
round the waist, whilst the hideous snout was

poked close to his ear over his shoulder.

Both leaped together, and were brought up
with a jerk.

The rails were topped with sharp dart-heads,
and one of these caught in the hide, so that

M. Oufle and his son were suspended from it

in mid air, the latter in the arms of his father.

Both cried together for assistance
;
the young

man louder than ever when he heard the so-

norous howls of his captor in his ear.

Lights appeared in the lower apartments at

the back of the house, and presently the gar-
den door was opened by a troop of terrified

male and female servants, provided with blun-

derbuses, swords and pistols. In the rear ap-

peared Madame Oiifle, half-dressed, but with
her night-cap on her head.

The young man called to his mother, and
the moment she saw the hope of the family

dangling in the grasp of the monster, she

fainted away again. There was an old man,
a servant of the house, who claimed and exer-

cised supreme authority in the household.

He walked forward with a pistol in each hand
;

and thS youth cried to him to shoot the crea-

ture which clasped him, through the head.

In vain did M. Oufle shout to him to desist,

his words were lost in the mask, and he would

undoubtedly have received a couple of bullets

through his head, had not the buttons of the

dress just then given way with a burst, and

slipped M. Oufle in a heap upon the ground,

leaving the habit torn and dangling on the

spike of the raUs.
" Thank goodness !

" exclaimed M. Oufle,

sitting up ;

" the spell is otf me."
' ' My father !

" cried the flower of the fa- ^

mily.
" My husband !

"
ejaculated the lady, re-

covering from her fainting fit.

' ' My master !

" exclaimed the grey-haired
servant.

"Let us embrace all round," said M. Oufle.

Baking-Goqld, M. a.S.

ST. ROCHE'S WELL.

" Who goes a short path goes the longer way ;

The rougher the road the shorter, they say,
To St. Roche's Wishing Well :

Hear'n grant me the wish of my heart at last !

Long long have I waited 'neath skies o'ercast,
Lo ! here the dew-laden dell !

"

He draws near the fount with its silver gleam,
Fit laver to mirror young love's first dream,

lu .some faery vale furlorn :

He flines in a daisy, the saint's sweet bloom,

Twinning his wish with a pray'r in the gloom
Of that darksome April morn.

"
Nay, chide me not, sister,'' a damsel prays,"
I've sought the saint's well full many sad days,

True love will at lencth prevail !

Again will I hie to the Wishing Well,

Once more to St. Roche my sorrows I'll tell,

Then back with the old old tale."

She plucked the blue star-flowers lining the rim,

Gently she dropp'd them in, thinking of him
Whose love lay nearest her heart

;

Then home to her duties—how long must she bear

Her lonesome life fainting under its care !
—

Turn'd slowly round to depart.

Right well doth the saint help his own, I ween !

Whose step is that parting the hazel screen ?

Whose arm that circles her waist ?

" True wife," she hears whisper'd, all mute and pale,

One touches her lips in the sacred vale,

And her heart forebodes the rest !
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" The more of life's w(h-b, the «arer the hliwi,

The longer love waiu, tlie swoeU-r itM kiss,

When thf true houI tiudu ita lunt •
!

l)»rk jreara, dull »orrowii. for ever ha•.•.•'t^ |,

Thta daybreak hrinirii with it iieir i:

Be Ulilii- ! tluu/h I r.,'

.'i^r^Sfe6«&^«:J/ *

Learn, lovol'im mni<la, if of me yon demand
The moral of tiiis—that in Fuory Liiid

TLiTt's some one y.>ur life to Llcas

And if you be patient, loving;, and tme,
liri sure that at len^-ih he will crae for y^'u-

Tbe i>rince for his own iirinass G.

A DAY AT THE TUSCAN SPRINGS.

A.s tlie shadows wcro growing long, and the from amongst tho live oaks, was the square
1 ^\\\\ hiding slowly hehind thu still distant hills, suh^^tantial Ing-honso

— our destination.

!

we reached the log house of Major ,
near I ha<i two companions, one a half-broed

I small town called Taharaa, on the upper
j

from Red River, a thorough horseman, and as

j

waters of the Sacramento, in California. ; able a hand with rifle and las.so as I ever met
i It was welcome and refreshing to see trees, with. The other a mountain man and a free

•:rass, and flowers after our long tedious ride i trapper, who, to u-se his own expression, wa«
"vcr tho barren dusty pl.\ins, exposed to the "squainted with evtrj' tnvil and stream, from

.-^eothing heat of a mid-day sun. Just di.scern- ' the Mi-<souri to the Yellow Stone.''

able a-head, on a gentle knoll, peeping out We were en roxiie to the Shasta Plains, for
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a Inuiting scamper ;
I had just picked up my

escort at Stockton, having met them before,

east of the Rockies.

As we rode up, the major was seated on a

log outside his house, puffing histily a luige

cigar. He wa=j clad in a leather liuuting suit,

and had on his head a -vvide-brimmed white

sombrero, like a Chinese umbrella.

Having read my letter of introduction, with

prompt hospitality he ordered our horses to

be driven into his caballada, and the saddles

piled up in the general sitting-room.

Supper discussed, each coiled himself in his

blanket, and slept as only a hunter can sleep.

A bell ringing violently at sun-up awoke the

slumberers, and the kind old major insisted

on our being his guests for three or four days.

Breakfast dispatched, away went my two

companions to hunt for elk that abound in the

tule flats near by.
"
Now, cap'en," said mine host as I was de-

bating whether it would be wiser to remain

quietly at home and enjoy a thoroughly idle

day, or join the hunters,
" I calkilate we've

got to worry out this day somehow. S'ppose
we take a ride over to the Tuscan Springs. It's

a mighty strange place, you bet your life
; they

say it's right over the Devil's kitchen, and
when he's tarnation hot, he comes up and pops
out his head to get a taste of fresh air. The

very water comes rising up a-biliug, and the

pools flash into flame like powder, if you put
tire near 'um."

*'
Why, major," I replied,

"
it is the place

of all others I should enjoy seeing. How far

is it ?
"

' '

Waal, it ain't over fourteen mile, but a

mighty bad road at that."
"
Here, Joe, saddle up, and bring round

two mustangs."
The mustangs are small compact horses,

seldom exceeding fourteen and a half hands in

height, descended from Spanish stock, origi-

nally brought into Mexico on its conquest by
the Spaniards. They run wild in large herds

on the grassy prairies in California and Texas,
and are just lassoed when needed. I may
perhaps mention en jjassant that a lasso is

from thirty to forty feet long, and made of

strips of raw hide plaited together. When a

mustang is to be caught, an experienced hand

always keeps the herd to windward of him,
and when sufficiently near, circles the lasso

round his head, and with unerring certainty

flings it over the neck of the horse he has

f^elected. The end of a lasso being made fast

to a ring in the saddle, as soon as the horse

is captured, the rider turns his steed shortly

round, and gallops off", dragging the terrified

and choking animal after him. The terrible

noose becomes tighter and tighter, pressing on
the windpipe, until, unable to offer further re-

sistance, the panic-stricken beast rolls in agony,
half-suffocated on the prairie. Never after

this does the h> rsc forget the lasso—the sight

of it makes him tremble in every limb. I have

seen the most wild and vicious horses rendered

gentle and docile in a minute by simply laying
the lasso on the neck behind the ears. The

breaking is a very simple affair : while the

animal is down the eyes are bandaged, and a

powerful Spanish bit placed in the mouth.

This accomplished, he is allowed to get up, and

the saddle is firmly
"
synched." The saddle

commonly used in California differs very little

from tho-e in use through Mexico. The

stirrups are cut out from a block of wood, and

allow only the point of the toe to be inserted
;

they are set far back, and oblige the rider to

stand rather than sit in the saddle. One girth

only is used, styled a "synch," made of horse-

hair, and extremely wide
;

no buckles or

stitching is used, but all is fastened with strips

of raw hide. Everything being complete, the

rider fixes himself firmly in the saddle, and

leaning forward jerks off the blind
;

it is now
an open question who is to have the best of it.

If the man succeeds in sitting on the mustang
until he can spur him into a gallop, his wild-

ness is soon taken out of him, and one or two

more lessons complete the breaking.

Joe by this time had made his appearance
with the mustangs. Mounting, away we went

at a raking gallop.

I know no exercise half as exhilarating and

exciting as the lope, a kind of long canter, the

travelling pace of a mustang. There is no

jamng or jolting. All one has to do is to sit

firmly in the saddle
;
the horse, obeying the

slightest turn of the wrist or check of the

rein, swings along for hours at a stretch with-

out any show of weariness.

Having crossed the Sacramento in a scow,

a kind of rough ferry-boat, our roail lay over

broad plains and through scattered belts of

timber. The grass was completely burnt up,

and the series of gravelly arroyos, in and out

of which we continually plunged and scrambled,

marked clearly the course of the winter streams.

The air felt hot and sultry, but fragrant

with the perfume of the mountain cud-weed.

Not a cloud was visible in the lurid sky, and

the distant mountains, thinly dotted with tim-

ber, seemed softened and subdued as seen

through the blue haze. We entered a valley

leading through a pde of volcanic hills that

one could easily have imagined had been once

the habitat of civihsed man. The wooded

glades had all the appearance of lawns and

parks planted with exquisite taste ;
the trees.
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in nothing resembling the wild growth <>f the

forest, were grouped in every variety of grace-

ful outline.

On eitht.r side the hills wero covered with

wild oat Jis thick as it could grow, its goKU-n

yellow tints contnidting with the dark glosMy

gniii of the cypress, the ojik, and the uvwizix-

nit.i, had an indoscribiibly charniini^ fUcct.

As wo advanced the valley grailually narrowed,
tititil it became a mere canon (the Spanish f<>r

funnel) shut in by vast masses of rock that

looked like heaps of slag and cinder, bare,

black, and treeless. A small stream of bitter,

dark, int<'n«ely salt water trickled slowly

through the gorge. Following a rough kind

of road that le«l up the ba.so of the hills for

about two miles, wo entered what I imagine
was the crater of an extinct volcano, nearly

circular, about a mile in diameter, and shut

in on every side by columnar walls of basalt.

There was a weird desolation about the place
tint forcibly reminded me of the Wolf's Glen

in Der FreLschutz—a fit haunt for ZimieL
Scarce a trace of forest life was to be seen,

not a tree or a flower
; everything looked

scorched and cinderous, like the debris of a

terrible fire, and smelt like a lime-kilu on a

summer night.

A long nanow house resembling a cattle-

shed stood in the centre of this circle.
"
Waal, cap'en, I guess we've made the

raucho anyhow," said the major as wo drew

up at the door of this most uninviting-looking
establishment. " A mighty tall smell of brim-

stone," he further added,
" seems coming up

from * old hoofs '

stove-pipe. Kalkilate he's

doing a tailish kind of a dinner down below."

I had no time to reply, ere the host, owner,
an<l general manager of the Tuscan Springs
made his appearance.

"How's your health, doctor?" inriuired
the major ;

"
I've brought up Cap'en to

have a peep at your location. He's mighty
curious about the.se kind of diggings."

"
Waal, cap'en," said the doctor in a long

drawling voice,
"

I am glad to see you. I

raither guess you don't see such nat'ral rea«ly-
made places for curin' jist every sickness in the

old country as wo have in California. Here,

boy, put up the mustangs. And now step
in and I'll tell oM aunty to scramble up some

eggs and bacon, and then we can take a look

round the Springs."

Aunty wa.s a quaint specimen of the femi-

nine gender, not at all suggestive of the fjcntkr
8e.x. Her features were small, but sharply
cut. She was Wnt naturally, but not from

age, and reminded me of Hecate, One would
not have felt at all astonished at seeing her
mount a broomstick and start on an aerial i

trip over the bumt-up rocks. But all honour
to her skill as a cook, she did her fixingn ad-

mirably.

During dinner, I had ample time to take

stock of Doctor Ephraim Meadows. His faco

would have been a fortune to a painter. His

forehead high but narrow, and his oyebrown

tiiick, bushy, and overlianging ;
his hair would

have joined his eyebrows luvl not a narrow

liiK! of yellow t-kin formed a kind of boundary-
line between them. Peering out from beneath

Ins shaggy hair were two little twinkling, rest-

less grey eyes, more roguish than good-natured.
His no.sf!, crooked and sharp, was like the beak

of a buzzard, with thin dry lips that shut in a

straight line which told in pretty plain lan-

gxi.ige that he could be resolute and rusty if

need be. The tip of his chin bent up in an

ciusy ctirve, anil was covered with a yellowish
beard that h.id been guiltless of comb or shears

tor mtny a day. His nether limbs were clad in

leatlur never-mention-ums, kept up by a wide

belt, from which dangled a six-shooter. A
red shirt, witii an immense collar that reached

the point of the shoulders, and a dirty jean

jacket, completed his co.^tume.

Our meal over, we started out to see the

woDilers of the doctor's establishment.

The house or hospital, as he designated it,

was a long frame building, divided into nu-

merous small rooms, all opening out on a kind

of platform that extended the entire length of

the building, and sheltered overhead by a

rough kind of vcrand.ah. A camp-bed, wash-

basin, and stool constituted the furniture of

each apartment. Four sickl^'-looking men were

walking feebly up and down the platform.
These the doctor jussurcd me were giants now as

compared to what they had lieen ere they stum-

bled on the Tu>can Springs :inil his water-cure.

Tlie springs are about ten in number, but not

all alike. In some of them the water rises at

a temperature near to boiling, and densely im-

pregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen gas, per-

fectly iK)i.soning the air with a most insufferable

stench. In others again the waters bubble

up ti'pid, but bitter and saline. From two

of them that widen out into pools, ga-s
—I ima-

gine some comjxmnd of hydrogen—ri«es con-

stantly to the surface, and when I applie«l a

lighted match to the water, a sudden flash

lighteil up the pool for a second or two, and this

could be repeated at intervals of three or four

minutes. This g.as, by a simple contrivance,

is collected! and conveyed into a small shanty
which is dignified with the name of Sto^m

Math, the gas being used to he.at the water

from one of the springs so as to fill a small

rix)m with steam.

I thought it one of the most singular and
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interesting places I had ever visited—there

can be no doubt that the springs rise from the

crater of an extinct volcano, and that there is

some active volcanic action still going on in the

depths below. Incrnstations of various salts and

sulphur covered the edges of the pools and the

rocks over which the water runs. The water

they drink has to be brought from a spring on

the other side of the encircling hills.

Although at this place I observed more

direct evidence of some great internal fire or

subterranean laboratory, in which natiire is ever

transforming the elemental forms of crude

matter into available materials for the supply
of organic life, stijl through Oregon and Cali-

fornia I have constantly come across similar

sulphurous and saline eruptions, particiilarly

soda-water springs, where the water rises up

through the earth thoroughly impregnated with

carbonic acid gas.

At Nappa, not far from San Francisco,
native soda-water is collected and bottled at

the springs for the siipply of the San Fran-

cisco market. Olympian nectar was never more

grateful to the thirsty gods than is this soda

Trater to the hot, parched, and thirsty hunter.

The doctor had many strange and wild

theories about these springs, and evidently
entertained a lively belief in their close prox-

imity to his Satanic majesty's kitchen.
*'
Cap'en," said the doctor, "I calkilate you

ain't a-goin' home without just tryin' a bath?"

I at once declined—I did not feel at all ill,

and as I bathed every day, grudged the trouble

of undressing. It was of no use, the major

joined the doctor. Persuasion failing, mild

force was hinted at if I did not comply. I was

led, or rather hustled into the bathing house.

In one corner of this dismal-looking shed was
an immense square tray, and over it was a

most suspicious-looking contrivance like the

rose of a giant's watering-pot. I shuddered,
for I knew I should be held in that tray, and

deluged from the terrible nozzle.

My miseries commenced by my being seized

on by two brawny attendants—the bathers—
and literally peeled like an onion, rather than
undressed. This completed, a small door
that I had not noticed before was opened, and
disclosed a kind of cupboard about six feet

square. A flap of board was raised by an
attendant and supported by a bracket—a con-

trivance one frequently sees in small kitchens
to economise room, and drop down out of the

way when done with. On this I was laid, the

janitors withdrew, the door slammed, and I

was alone in the dark.

A sudden noise between a hiss and a whistle

enlightened me as to the fact that sundry jets
of steam were turned on. The room rapidly

filled, and the perspiration soon streamed from

my skin,
.^t

first I fancied it rather pleasant,
a sort of lazy sleepy feeling came over me, but
as this passed away, I felt faint and thirsty,
and yelled to be let out. No reply.

I began to think it anything but a joke, and

again shouted. Not a sound but the hissing
steam. My thirst grew insupportable ; it

seemed as if a live crab was gnawing and rend-

ing my stomach with his claws and nippers.
I made several attempts to get off the table,

but wherever I put my leg the burning hot

steam came like a flame against it, and there

was not sufficient room to stand betwixt the

table and the partition of my steam prison.

I called louder and louder
; my reasoning

powers were growing feeble, my presence of

mind was rapidly abandoning me, a thousand

wild fancies passed through my brain, I had

given up all hope, when I saw a gleam of light.

I have a vague remembrance of being dragged

out, plunged into cold water, and being

savagely rubbed with a kind of hempen rasp.

As I became quite conscious of what was'

going on, I was partly dressed, and lying on

the grass, the doctor and the major standing
close by, the bathers rubbing my hands and

feet, and aunty, squatted on a log, was holding
a cup containing some steaming mixture.

' ' O doctor !

" I said, as well as I could

articulate,
" a little more and you would have

had to bury me. I was nearly gone."
"
Waal, cap'en, I kind of guess you must

have had a near shave for life, but it warn't

ment no how. You see the major and me

just strolled up to take a peep at the mus-

tangs, and the darned brutes stampeded, break-

ing clean out of the corral, and went past the

bath-house like mad. The boys see 'em, and

hearing us a-hollering, made tracks right after

'em, and never thought about your bein' a

steamin'. Old aunty, by sheer luck, heerd you
a-screamin' and a-snortin', and it mighty nigh

skeert the old woman to death, for she thought
old hoof was a bilin' himself. Up she came a-

tearing and a-shrieking that something un-

earthly was in the steam-room ;

' thunder and

grizzleys !

'

says the major,
' the boys have for-

got the cap'en, and gone right away after the

mustangs.' You'd better believe we soon had

you out, and you ain't none the worse for

it, thank Providence."

The combined powers of aunty's mixture

and the major's whisky-flask rapidly restored

me. The villainous mustangs—the cause of

my danger—were caught and saddled. Danger

passed is lightly thought of, and we enjoyed a

hearty laugh as the major quaintly told the

story to the hunters of the cap'en's bath at the

Tuscan Springs. «•
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Thk whole sky where the sun was setting

yrns n ileep, glowing, burning rod ; so hot to

look :it thut those exi>osed to its dying rays

when tlu'y turned their faces towards it felt as

though it had lost very little of its noonday
heat. That it ha I been intensely hot wjw

shown by the flickeiing h i/.o which hovered

over the sand ; drying tlie nostrils and the

throat, and making man and beast long for

water, even though it wi-re no better than the

dre,'s of a tank. The ellect of the heat and

fatigue coiiibined Wiu plainly visible in the

condition of a troop of cavalrj' who were

jounioying slowly along in the direction of

Ouilh, now ejusily to be seen less tlim two

tuilcH distant. The troopers hatl dismounted

as well as their ofhcers, and truilged we;irily

along with their horses' bridles over their arms,
the iK>or animals hanging their heads until they

n&irly touched the .sand. The intention had
been to take np their quarters in the town,
but a suitable bvulding ollering it^elf nearly i\

mile ueai'cr to them, capable of holding the

entire troop, they took possession of it, and
the officer commanding it sent sevenil of the

native followers into ilie town for such thiugs
;us were re'iuired.

The officer who led these men was well

known personally or by reputation to most

men in the service at that time, on account of

Ids personal appearance. Few men out of

Patagonia but appeared short by his side, and
his strength was on a y>nr with his gigantic

sLiture ; a remarkal'le pn>of of which w.an

given at a tiger hunt, which were then far

more comuion than they are now, btcauso

both jiuigle and tigers were to bo found i.i

places which are now dotted about with villagis.

On tlio occ4kHion in question there was only
himself and three other offic'-rs present, one

of whom was a major, wliose Hifo was more

noted for her courage and proficiency in manly

occuixitions than for beauty or accompli.<ihni

au'i who had joineil them on an elephant .kii.^^u

she had fretjueutly ridden on similar excur-

sions. Alore than ouc tiger was alarmed by

TOU XIII. >c. 3-.n.
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the approach of the elephants, and stole away
thiough the jungle before the hunters could

get a shot at them, but at last one was started

on the edge of an open space, and while cross-

ing this he received one or more balls in his

body. The enraged animal, thinking only of

revenge, turned and rushed at the assailant

nearest to him, which hapj^ened to be Mrs,

Quinton, and sprang at her with such fury,

that, notwithstanding the height of the ele-

phant, he nearly reached her. The elephant
screamed and tried to run away, but the

beast had fastened itself upon it in such a way
that it could move but slowly, and meanwhile

the tiger was gradually working its way up-
wards by his forepaws towards the lady, who,
bold and courageous, was loading her gun
afresh as fast as the position in which she was

obliged to hold herself permitted. It was at

this juncture that Elwyn rushed at the animal,
and grasping it by the back of the neck with

one huge hand, with the other he seized it by
the loins, and, after a short struggle, tore it

from the body of the elephant, and crushed it

on the ground, where he held it until his com-

panions had nearly blown its head to pieces by
two successive discharges of the guns, the

muzzles of which they had placed cluse to its

ear.

This was the man who now stood with his

hands in his pockets, watchiug his men as they
washed the dust and sweat from their horses,

waiting until he should be told that the meal

was ready. While he was occupied thus a

young officer came towards him, and with

much eagerness told him that the natives who
had been sent into the town had brought back

the news that a woman was to burn herself

on the followiug morning at sunrise in honour

of her husband, at a large village between

four and five miles out of their line of march.

Elwyn did not at first seem to pay much atten-

tion to the circumstance, but after they had
finished their meal, he returned to the subject,
and discussed it with more animation. There

was a difference of opinion between him and
his subordinate as to the right that Europeans
had to interfere in such a matter, the one

maintaining that it might be prevented by
force, the other that this could only be done
in a case where the victim was an unwilling
one. It was Elwyn who held the latter

opinion, though he was inclined to yield it

to his brother officer's, because he had been

so long in tke interior that the regulation

might have been made after he had left Cal-

cutta, from which city his companion had

only recently arrived. As they were to

commence their march at dawn the follow-

ing morning, he decided that they would pass

through the village where it was to take

place, and halt there to witness the spectacle,
and act as he might see fit when on the

spot. On reaching the village he halted

the troop on the outskirts, and entered it with
his brother officer, followed by most of the

natives who attended the soldiers. They
found the preparations for the ceremony com-

pleted. The funeral pile on which the body of

the deceased husband was lying was about

four or five feet high, and held firmly together

by stakes of bamboo driven into the ground.
The woman who proposed to sacrifice herself

was standing seventy or eighty yards distant

beside the river, from which she had evidently

just emerged. The priests removed the drip-

ping robe from her body, and substituted for

it one made of red silk, after which wreaths

of flowers were placed round her head and

neck, and a longer string was passed over her

head and hung across her breast in the fashion

of a scarf. In the meantime two children of

the deceased were led up to the pile, one of

whom took two or three spoonfuls of rice from
a bowl, and put them in his dead father's

mouth. Elwyn, who was usually very impas-

sive, was by this time roused into uncommon

energy ;
his face was flushed, and his eyes

gleamed, and the woman had moved only a

few paces towards the pile when he strode up
to her, and looked her full in the face.

Despite his gigantic appearance and uniform,
she seemed not to heed him, though she was

prevented from advancing by his standing right
before her. She looked perfectly calm and

collected, but a close inspection showed that

she was under the influence of a narcotic of

some kind. He addressed her in the Hindoo

language, but she took no notice, and on a

motion of one of the priests, she turned aside,

and moved in the direction of the pile.

Elwyn did not attempt to prevent her, and

walked by her side, the priests walking behind

and on the other side of her. On reaching
the pyre Elwyn again asked her whether it

was of her own free will she was abaut to

sacrifice herself, but she was still silent. The

Brahmins then asked the same question, and

she bowed her head as though to indicate the

affirmative, but did not speak. She made the

circuit of the pile on which her husband's

body was placed seven times, and then stood

still whde a jar of what seemed to be a thick

kind of oil was poured over her head. Four

men then drew near, two of them carrying

long and thick bamboo poles, apparently in-

tended to lay across her to hold her down,
and prevent her from springing from amidst

the flames. Several women at the same time

brought pitchers of water, Avhich they placed
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beside the pile ;
these were intended to pour

over the naked bodies of tbo men who were to

bold down tbo victim, to keep thuui from Ixnti:;

Kcorchod V)y tbo beat of tho fire After tbo

performance of a few ceromuniuH, tho youug
creature, aided by the priestfl, one ou uilber

side, wa-H iik tho act of raising bi-r foot to Ju*cond

tho pile on which tho l)o<ly (jf hor huMhaiid waa

lyiug, when Elwyn, apparently unable to con-

trol himself any longer, with a movomeut of

his arm pressed the priest nearest to him out

of his way, and lifting the woman from tho

ground as though Rho were a child, ho carried

her to a distiuco from tbo place of her intended

sacrifice, and then stood her ou hor feet. Tlie

Brahmins said nothing, but the spectators

murmured and looked threateningly at the

Englishman, but at this moment the dragoons
came up at a gallop, and they drew back with-

out attempting to oiler any resistauce, while

their countrywoman was being seated on one of

the baggage waggons. All this time she made no

objection to what was being done with her,

and before they bad gone far she had fallen

into a profound sleep. Captain Elwyn bad

directed one of the most intelligent of tho

natives to remain near her to explain to her

when she woke what had happened. She bad

some recollection of tlie matter, but her great
de.«*ire was to know what was going to bo done
with her; this the man could not tell her, nor

did Elwyn himself know, though when be saw

bow young she was and how handsomt-, ho

was more than over gla^^l that he had not suf-

fereil her to be burnt. To bring this narra-

tive within as small space a-s possible, I may
say tliat eventually Captain Elwyn made her

bis wife by tho short and simple process which
wjis commonly used in uniting Europeans with

natives of the country.
A few years after this event the late Captain,

now Colonel, Klwyn was living in a house

near Agra. He had had five chUdren by
his native wife, but, strange to .say, shortly
after the birth of one child that wliich had

preceded it ha<l ili.sappeare<l, and no trace

could bo di.scoverel of either. In vain did ho

take every conceivable precaution to guard it,

it was sure to vanish in some my>terious way
within a few weeks, so that, it may bo

said, he never hail mure than one chihl

at a time. He was now verging on middle

age, and tho loss of his children, of whom
ho was excessively foml, had so preyed
on his mind, that he looked much older

than be really was. His wife had been re-

cently confined, and in order not to lo.se

another child, ho had applied for ami obtained

an appointment at Calcutta, winch was so

lucrative that he reckoned on being able to

realise such a fortune as would enable him
to return to Enghuid at the end of threo or

four yoiirs. HLs departure for Calcutta h.ul-

been fixed to take place a-s soon as bin wife

waa in a tit stat^j to be moved, and all the pre-

parations for the jounjey ha/J been made. On
the evo of thx liay which was to U; bis last in

Ills present abode, he t<>uk his little girl m
his arms and walked down to the bank of the

river. Tlie day had been unusually hot and

sultry, And ho had remained all day indoors

with his little girl beside him, for he wouhl

not now allow her to be out of his sight for a

single instant by night or by <lay. He wit

down by the river, and drawing the shawl iu

which he had wrapped her carefully about her,

he sat smoking his pipe, looking now at the

never extinguished tires which were consum-

ing deiul bodies on the opposite bank of the

river, and then watching the sluggish progresH
of a little light which indicated tb»' pii'^sage of

a coi-p.se floating along to help make up the

thousiinds which yearly enter the HcHJithly.

While his attention was thus absorbed by
tho thoughts which were passing through hi*

mind, a dark object was stealthily creeping

along the sandy ground. On arriving witnin

a few yards of him it sank slowly to the groun 1,

remained motionless for a minute or two, then

crawled along ou its band and knees until it

was close at his back. Elwyn was still uncon-

scious of any person being near him, and the

man at bis back had risen to his knees, and

had raised his band, iu which the little light

that remained .showed that he held a knife or

dagger, and in another moment it would have

descended into his chest. It was in this

moment that a tiger sprang on the kneeling

ligiiro, and seized him, emitting a low and

continuous growling as ho pressed his terth

deeper and deeper into the intended as.>«a.saiii'8

neck. Ci'lonel EUvyn sprang to his feet with

the swiftness of lightning, and s;iw at a gl tiice

w hat was passing, and in that glalico he saw

by the gleaming collar round the animal's

neck that it wjis not a wild beast, but one

which a neighbour had trained from a cul),

and that be had always found as tame and

harmless as a dog. While be w.is trying to

induce tHo animal to rele^ise his hold of the

native, the owner of the beast came forward

and said,
** You may thank Juba, Colonel,

for .saving your life : for no human being could

have readied you in time to do it." The
Colonel briefly thanked the spi'akcr in his

cold stern manner, as though ho thought but

lightly of tho obli^^ation, and stooping d >wn

ho recognised in the dying m.an a fan.itic who
had sat near the entrance of his house for

years, to all appearance absorbed iu incessant
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coiitemplatioii. "Call the brute off," said he.
" and give the fellow a chance of living, if it is

only to tell me Avhy he wanted to take my
life." The owner of the animal with a light

laugh took it by the collar and spoke to it,

upon which the tiger loosed his hold, and the

native fell forward on his face. The Colonel

laid his little girl on the ground in order to

turn the man over, when he perceived the

tiger in the very act of springing towards her,

and had but JTist time to snatch her up before

the bea.st descended on the spot. He gave the

beast such a tremendous kick in the side that

it ran howling away. The owner of the tiger

somewhat angrily told him that there was no

occasion to be alarmed, as it would not have

hurt the child, but Elwyn did not appear to

be of the same opinion, and offered no apology
for having struck it

;
but without replying he

walked to his house, the horrible thought in

his mind that perliaps this tiger might have

deprived him of his lost children. The next

morning his wife was not so well as she had

been, and asked him to allow her to remain

where she was for a day or two longer, and
she could then travel by easy stages ^\ith the

servants who were to bring the furniture and
other things to Calcutta. AVith some reluc-

tance her husband consented to this arrange-

ment, which he would not have done, however,
if it had not been necessary for him to have

an interview with the Viceroy, who Avas on the

point of startiiig fur the hills. Taking his

little giii with him, he set out on his journey,
and an-ived at Calcutta in due course, and was
installed in his new office after an interview

with the Vicerojr, from whom he received in-

structions concerning his duty. After he had
been there four days he houi'ly expected to see

his wife make her appearance, but a fifth day
passed, and a sixth, and she had not arrived,
nor had he heard any tidings of her. Though
vexed and angry at the delay he was not

alarmed, attributing it to the dilatory habits

of the servants, who, now that he was not

there to quicken their movements, were taking
their own time to pack the things and make
the journey. On the morning of the seventh

day his servants made their appearance with
the baggage, but without their mistress, and
on Elwyn asking where she was, the principal
of them seemed struck dumb with astonish-

ment. Colonel Elwyn repeated his question
with impatient eagerness, and the man answered
that he thought she was with his master. His

explanation was that two days after the

Colonel had left a messenger had arrived with
several attendants, and had told his mistress

that he had been sent by her husband to bring
her to Calcutta immediately, and that she had

ordered the palanquin and left her home the

same day.
The Colonel barely waited to hear the mail's

statement before, ordering his horses, and taking
the man with him, he set out for his old home
to make inquiries to guide him in his search for

his wife. He journeyed all that day in spite

of the heat, and would have continued it

through the night also if the horse had not

been worn out by the distance it had travelled

under the great weight of its rider. Halting

just long enough to allow the animal to

recover a portion of its strength, he started

afresh, walking beside it during the cool hours

of the morning, in order that it might carry
him the farther when the heat rendered rapid

walking almost impossible. The journey was

thus accomplished in the shortest possible time.

All his inquiries were, however, fruitless. He
traced her to a village where she and her at-

tendants had halted, but here he could only
ascertain that they had started again at mid-

night, and the knowledge of the villagers ex-

tended no further. For weeks he continued

his search, but his efforts were all unavailing,
he could learn nothing more concerning her

or her infant. Promising a large reward to

all the natives of whom he made inquiries for

any information respecting her, he returned

almost heartbroken to Calcutta, for living so

long in the interior his wife had been his sole

companion, and having lost her he felt as

though he had lost every friend in the world.

He had sent the servant he had taken with

him to his old residence, with instructions to

remain there in case anybody should arrive

with information concerning his lost mistress, and

from this man he was in the habit of receiv-

ing a message at fixed periods. For several

months these were of a negative character,

but one day his servant arrived, bringing with

him a native who told the following story.

He related that he was one night returning
from a festival, and had lost his way, and was

about to lie down on the edge of the jungle,

notwithstanding his fear of the tigers, being

quite exhausted by fatigue, when he suddenly

perceived a narrow streak of light. Fearing
that a hut in such a lonely place might be

occupied by robbers, he approached it with

great caution, and found that he could see the

interior of the hut through the narrow space

which was left between the cloth which was

hung against the opening and its side. AVhat

he saw prevented him from asking for shelter.

Two men were seated at a bench eating, and

a third vras looking for something in a

corner of the hut. Standing alone, with an

infant in her arms, was a native lady, whose

pallid countenance showed that she was endur-
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ing the most extreme terror. Occafiionally

cue of those seated at tlio tul^Iu Hiiul sumuthiiig
to her, to uhich hhe seemed uu;i))le to reply.
At last oue of them, as though overpowered
with passioi), nished towards her, and snatch-

uig the infant from her amis loukeii at it for

an iustant, and then threw it against the wall

of the hut, but in that instant the terrilied

spectator saw that it w;is fairer than native

children. The man whom ho had seen Hejirch-

iug for something now returned with a club,
and with thin he struck h<r on the forehead,
an<l she fell to the ground. Another then

passed a rope round her neck and drew it

tight. The other, who Wius a Brahmin, merely
looked ou. The native who siiw this terrible

tragedy was so paralysed with terror that he

couKl hjirdly move, and his dread of the pro-
bable consecjuences if he could not get out of

the way in time enfeebled him still further.

He had a narrow escape, but luckily for him
there was some jungle brush near, behind

which he crept, and from whence he saw them

carry a largo (juautity of dry brush and sticks

into the hut, and heap up more on the out-

side, after which they set it ou tiro in several

places, and left it to burn to the ground, which

it did in a very short time,

\\'hatever Colonel Elwyn thought of this tale

ho gave no outward tokens of grief. Ordering
his servant to get ready his horses, ho .stirted

with the native as his guide fur the hut in

which the woman, who ho could not well

doubt was his wife, and her mfant had been

put to death. The man showed the place,
and the heap of ashes which remained there

con6rmed his statement to that e.\tent. Ho
was conlideut that he w^ould know ;dl three of

the men, and the description he gave of them
was so minute as to prove that ho was describ-

ing iudividuuJs he had seen, whether criminals or

not. HLs a-ssertion that one of them was a

Brahmin uiduced Colonel Elwyn to in()uire if

there was any temple near
; and findin;^ there

was, he set out for it. In eo;iSe<iuence of a

territie dust-storm, which had lasted an

unusually long time, ho arrived at the place
in which this temple was situated in time to

witness a festival which had been tixed for the

previous day. He p;iid little attention to

what w;is gi>ing forward, being c.niiilefely

occupied in compelling the native he had with

him to examine the faces of those present to

see if he could recognise among them either

of the murderers he had seen in the hut. Tliree

or four hours were passed in an unavailing
8e.<irch among the groups who were assembled
at various points. Presently there w.%s a

general ru-h ttiwards the entrance of the

temple, and the spectators arranged themselves

in two linos to witnens a performance which
wa.s the chief attraction of the fentivaL The
Colonel thought thiii so good an opiKjrtuuity
of seeing the faces of all pruiient, ihiit he
entered the lano at the end most ilintant from
the temple with tbn native who had ixcn his

guide, and directed him to carefully exiunine

the countenance of each individual. They
had proceeded to within a short dintauce of

the temple, when a pricession L->sued from

thence, an<l came towards tliem. Foremoat
in it were three men carrying hatchet.-, which

tht-y held on the ground with the '-d^'e up-
wards, each one pace in advance of the other.

A priest, who w.is barefooted, placed one foot

on tho edge of a hatchet, and then a second,
and while standing thus he threw a haull'ul of

rice among the sf)ectatoni. He then advanced
a foot to the third hatchet, repeating the cere-

mony of rice-thruwing, while the mm who
held tho hatchet on which he had tirst htep[)ed
went forward and held it on the ground ready
for him to step on it again. On each side of

him walked a man who held him by the wrist,
or ou whose hands he laid his iirms for the

purpose of keeping himself upright. The
attention of Elwyu's informant was so occupietl
in watching this performance that he did not

at first look at the faces of tho persons who
were engaged in it, but when he did, he

touched the Colonel's arm, and whisjHjred to

him that oue of those who walked beside the

priest was the man who had snatched the baby
from its mother's arms, and thrown it against
tho walL The Colonel made a ha-sty step for-

ward, but suddenly remembering that to seize

the man at such a moment, if it involved no

danger to himself, would proba'nly defeat his

object, as the spectators would almost certainly
rescue the man, he drew back among the

crowd, and waited until the ceremony wiis

brought to a close. ^Vithout for an instant

losing sight of him ho followed him until he

returned to the temple, and ilun sat down by
the entrance and lighteil a pipe, tiiat he might
not appear to the natives to have come there

for any other reason than the gratification of

liLs curiosity ; having first direc o 1 his .nervant

to ascertain if there was any other way by
wliioh a person amid leave the temple. As
tlnre was no other he waited as patiently as

he could, with the tlct«rniinat:on not to leave

the spot until the man he wante*] came out.

His patience was not put to a very severe ict,
for the murtlerer soon auuo turlh, an 1 walked
in the direction of a paih which ran through
the tall gniAs which surrounded the villagd.

Tiie Colonel allowed him to Rpi«r"ach wry
near to this before he hastened attur him,
followed by his forvant, who saw him seize
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the wretch and carry him into the grass, which

was so high that only his master's head and

shoulders were visible above it. He did not

follow to see what passed, but the Colonel

came out of it alone, and he saw that there

was an expression on his face he had

never seen there before. Returning to the

place Avhere he had left the Hindoo who had

witnessed the murder, he ordered him to follow

him to the temple. The man objected on the

ground that the priests if they knew what he

had do7ie would certainly murder him
;
but

j

the Colonel paid no heed to his remonstrances

and entreaties, and taking him by the arm he
j

forced him along to the entrance of the temple, i

into which he entered without the slightest

hesitation. The chief Brahmin, who was the

same that had walked on the edges of the
|

hatchets, bowed himself before him, and on

the Colonel desiring him to bring the whole of
^

the priests in the building before him he
'

readily complied, and in a few minutes they |

were all in his presence. He then asked the
'

native he had brought in with him if among ;

them he recognised either of the murderers he
j

had seen in the hut. The man really did not

identify either of them, or he was afraid to
j

tell the truth,
—at all events, he affirmed that

neither of them was present there. The
I

Colonel next asked that the novices might be i

brought before him. The frightened Brahmiu

complied with this order as readily as he had .

with the other, and several boys and youths
were brought in for him to look at. From

among these he selected two boys who were

fairer than the others, but not so much so as

to attract attention ; it was their resemblance

to his lost wife which struck him most. He
questioned them respecting their parents, of

whom they had no recollection
;

and the

Brahmin who was the head of the community
denied that he knew anything of their origin ;

he had but recently assumed the post he

filled, and had come from another temple at

some distance. The other members of the

community professed the same ignorance of

their origin ; all they could tell was that they
had been sent there from another temple to be

educated, and that they had the distinctive

marks of the Braminical caste. Finding that he

coidd learn nothing more concerning them, he

told the priest that he should take the boys
to the temple from which they had been sent.

If he wished to do so the priest did not dare

to offer any opposition, and the Colonel de-

parted with them as soon as a conveyance
could be got ready to carry them. Instead,

however, of taking them to this temple, he

can led them straight to Dellii, to which place
he proceeded for reasons I am about to relate.

The information he had got from the priest
who had murdered his infant amounted to

this. Quietly as the priests from whom he
had rescued the woman who subsequently be-

came his wife had submitted to the loss of

their victim, they took care to follow him to

see what became of her, and in this way they
knew where he had taken up his abode.

Immediately afterwards one of those wander-

ing fanatics who then abounded in India,
took his post beside the entrance to his

house, and remained there
; and he it was who

had watched his opportunity to steal the

Colonel's children in succession, and hand them
to a servant who carried them away to these

priests, who, not daring to keep them for fear

that the Colonel might suspect that it was they
who had stolen them, and might come among
them to ascertain the fact, had sent the boys
to a temple at a distance, and the girls to a

temple at Delhi, to which dancing-girls were
attached. To rescue them from this place
was not to be accomplished with the ease with

which he had got the boys he believed to be

his out of the clutches of the priests who had

got possession of them, and who possibly cared

very little about losing them. In Delhi the

case was diflferent, and it was necessary to adopt
a different plan. His first care on arriving
there was to ascertain if he could identify
his children among these girls. For several

weeks he stationed his servant near the entrance

of the temple in which he believed them to be

kept, with instructions to let him know when-

ever a ceremony was to take place which was

likely to bring the girls in public. This

rarely happened, for the inhabitants being

mostly Mahommedans, little toleration was
shown to the followers of any other creed.

Still it happened occasionally that the Hindoos
had grand festivals in which these girls showed
themselves in processions, and on one of these

festival days the servant hastened to his

master, and not only told him of what was

taking place, but stated his firm belief that

among them was a daughter of his mistress,

whom she exactly resembled. The Colonel

hastened to the temple, and took up a position

among the crowd assembled on the steps of

the entrance. Here he waited until the return

of the procession, when he scrutinized all the

women in succession as they mounted the

steps, until he was almost confounded by the

sight of one of them, who he could hardly

help thinking for a moment was his wife, from

the wonderful likeness she bore to her as he

remembered her in her youth. Not doubting
for an instant that his daughter was before

him, he departed for the old King's palace,

and stating who he was, he asked for an
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audioncti, which was tixeJ for the fullowiug

morning. Hia remarkablo stature ha<l uxcitod

general attention, antl tho rumour that a

Europc-au uHicor of high rank was in tlio city

beaiuiu generally known, notwithHtan<iiug tho

vast number of the population. The native

who had witnes.sed the murder of his wife wan

still with him, and he directed him to remain

at tho eutraiico of the temple and watch who

passed ill and out of it, and not to move from

it until he was told to do bo. Hi-* anxiety

was such lest his daughter might be carried

away from this den of infamy iluring the night,

that he took no rest him.>>elf nor did ho sutler

his servant to take any, except such as he

could get ill the brief poriotls wlien he was

not journeying between tlio house whore his

master ha<l taken up liis abode and tho temple ;

to which place tho Colonel sent him at frequent
iutervals in order to see that tho Hindoo was

at his post, and to learn from him wliat he

ha'I seen.

At his interview with the King the next

morning he told him of tho re-usun of his

journey to DelhL The old man listened to

his statement with apparently great interest,

and very readily gave him tlie men ho re-

quested, with orders to tho otKcer who com-

manded them to obey tho Colonel in whatever

he desired. Their arrival at tho temple, into

which they penetrated witliout tho slightest

ceremony, produced the greatest consternation ;

the whole community hurried from tho dif-

ferent parts of the building where they were

dispersed, and a.ssembled in the great chamber

of the temple where theotIicerha<.i atatiouedhim-

self with his troops. At the request of Colonel

Elwyn the women wore ordered to be brought

in, and while they were being fetched his

servant came and said something to him in a

low voice. The Colonel turned instantly, and

saw the Hindoo who had been so serviceable to

him creeping out of the temple, jus though he

was afraid of what might happen to him if he

remained to confirm what he ha<l just state 1.

He was stopped by tho Colonel, and compelled
to point out a priest whom ho had rocoguLsed
as tho Brahmin who had presided, and pro-

bably ordered, the murder at the hut. This

brahmin was at once seized by tlie soldiery.

Meanwhile the colonel had picked out the

girl who so closely resembled his 1 nt wife,

and taking her by the hand he led her before

the prisoner, and ilemandetl from whence she

had been brought Ho denied all knowlotlge
of her origin, and was led away together with

the girl to tho palace. The Colonel told the

King of tho priest being present at the murder
of liis wife, and the Brahmin was interrogated

by the King himself on the subject. Ue was

now evidently in a stato of great trepiualiuii,

but he still resolutely denied tliat ho had any

knowledge of tho murder, while tho wr r

the deed as resolutely jKirsistud that h>

nuiii who had looked on while it was being

perpetrated, and the colonel supported his ajv-

sertion by adiling that the appearance of the

prisoner exactly corresponded with the descrii>-

tion given by the accuser to him long pre-

viously. Tlio King after listening to these

Ht.itemonts spoke to one of his ministers or at-

tendants who stood by his aide, and at a sign

from tho latter tho prisoner was taken aw.iy

by the guards. Tlie King then invited the

Colonel to take coffee and a pii)0, and as the

girl and the greater part of the guard remiined

in the apartment, he concluded that the

prisoner was being subjected to a .severer ex-

amination elsewhere. Tliat he was right in

this conjecture he soon found, for shortly
afterwards the officer who remove<l the

prisoner returned to the apartment, and the

same courtier who had given the signal for the

removal of the prisoner went to him, and after a

sliort conversation, lie appro.ached t!io King,
and said something to him in a low voice.

His Majesty said iiothiug to tlie Colonel of

what he liad been toll by tliis oflicial until ho

had finished (piestionLng him coiicerniug various

matters relating to British government and

policy in India ; but as soon as he had exhausted

these topics lie told tlie Colonel that if he went

with the officer he would get the information

he wanted, and a<lding that he might do whatever

he plea.sed in the matter, he took leave of him
with great cordiality. Tlio Colonel followed

tho officer with tho greatest possible wigemesa
to a building adjoining the palace ;

and leav-

ing tiio girl in charge of his servant and the

guards, he entered an apartment from which

he could hear groans issuing, and here he

found tho priest in a condition which would

have excited his compassion if his heart had

not been steeled to his sufferings by the recol-

lection of tho crime of which he had been

guilty.

Tho confession of tho wretched object who

lay on the ground beforo him fully confirmed

his belief that the girl was his daughter, and

the statement luado by one of the actual

murderers whom he had himself dealt with

previously. Upon receiving this condrmation

the Colonel left him, and tpiitte<l the city the

same night with the girl and .in escort of

soldiers, tho latter to prevent the possibility

of any attempt to munler himself or to take

his daughter out of his liand.s. He reached

Calcutta in safety ;
but to his great grief, he

fovmd that though ho had roscuetl the Ixxly of

his daughter from the power of the Bralimius,
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hor mind remained with those who had trained

her. By degrees, however, she was led to an

uiiderstanciing of better things, and by associa-

tion with European ladies rapidly acquired their

manners, long indeed before she had ceased to

be a believer in Hindoo mythology. There

are some perhaps who will read this who may
have seen and conversed with her, but cer-

tainly without ever suspecting that the lively
and accomplished lady had any knowledge of

the mysteries of the interior of a Hindoo

temple.

WAITING.
I.

Waiting many a lonesome hour,

Waiting ever, aye for thee,

Till the sunbeams on the tower

S]ant and fade from off the lea,

Till all light from maiden's bower

Slips into a hazy sea.

II.

Waiting while the snowdrop springetb,

Piercing thro' the ice-bound sod.

Waiting while the summer bringeth

Flower?^, fair ofFrings to her God
;

While the sun of autumn flingeth

Golden gleams, and corn-fields nod.

III.

Waiting while cold winter stealeth

O'er the sunshine-loving earth,

Waiting while the Yule bell pealeth
Sounds of blessed joy and mirth;

Waiting until Time revealeth

To my soul of bliss the birth.

IV.

Waiting while my spring is waning,

Melting into summer days ;

Waiting, only patience gaining,
No reward, no meed of praise ;

Waiting, till of life remaining
There will be but faintest rays.

Waiting ? What reck I of waiting

Days and months and years maybe ?

If Time only is creating
In thy breast more love for me,

Then am I far over-ratinjc

Life-long years of misery.

VI.

Youth and love shall not be hoarded,
I can wait, and war with strife,

If to me may be accorded
One brief hour thro' all flay life.

When— (and oh ! how well rewarded)
I may hear thee call me— "

m;/c."
Agnes Stonehewee.

NOTES ON AMATEUn ACTORS.
Part II.

George Farqxjhar himself is deserving of

a note among amateur players, for though on

his expulsion from Dublin College he had

planned to gain his bread as an actor, he trod

the boards for too brief a period to warrant

his being regarded as a regular member of the

histrionic profession. He suffered severely
from nervousness and stage fright, and per-

sonating Guyumar in Dryden's play of " The
Indian Emperor," he accidentally stabbed Vas-

quez the Spanish general with a real rapier
instead of a foil, and placed the life of his

brother player in some peril. This unfortunate

occurrence affected Far(iuhar so seriously that

he never ventured to present himself upon the

stage again as an actor. Among other authors

who have attempted to turn players but with

little success, may be enumerated Otway, who

appeared on one occasion as the King in Mrs.

Behn's " Forced Marriage," but who, we read,

"not being used to the stage, was put into a

tremendous agony and spoUt for an actor;"

Nat Lee, who undertook Duncan, and one or

two other characters, but failed to please the

public ;
and Richard Savage, who appeared

as Sir Thomas Overhury in his own tragedy of

that name, by which performance
" he gained

no great reputation," says Dr. Johnson, "the

theatre being a province for which nature

seems not to have designed him
;
for neither

his voice, look, nor gesture were such as were

expected on the stage ;
and he was so much

ashamed of having been reduced to appear as

a player, that he always blotted out his name
from the list when a copy of his tragedy was

to be shown to his friends." To these may
be added O'Keefe, the author of "Wild Oats,"
" The Castle of Andalusia," and some score of

other comedies and operas, who was for some

time on the stage as an actor before he dis-

covered that he could, as an author, turn to bet-

ter account his abilities ;
and Arthur Murphy,

the translator of "
Tacitus," and the writer

of "The Way to Keep Him," "All in the

Wrong,"
" The Orphan of China," and many

favourite plays, who attempted to represent

Othello at Coveut Garden in 1754, and re-

mained a member of the theatrical profession

for a season or two, when he became satisfied

that he was not likely to gain distinction as a

player, and formally renounced the stage. In

more recent times it may be remembered that

the late Mr. Sheridan Knowles trod the

boards as Mader Walter in his own " Hunch-

back," and other characters, but without any

very remarkable success.

The beautiful Countess of Craven, who was

to be subsequently known to the world as the

Margravine of Anspach, had given two or

three pieces to the regular theatres before she

appeared, both as authoress and actress, on the

stage of the private theatre attached to Branden-

burgh House, Hammersmith—the house to be

afterwards memorable as the residence of the
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sinning and sinned against Caroline of Brun»-

wick. " My tast«for inu.Hic aii<l pot-try," sayH

tho Margravitio, a littio conceiUxlly, in her

very curious Momoirs,
" ami inr "tylo of iinaf^-

natiou in writing, chasteufil by oxpori'-nce,

were groat sources of <lolight to nxf. I wroto

'The I'riiiceas of Oeon^ia' ami 'The Twins

of Siuyriia' for tho Margravo's theatre, )>e«i'les

*

Nourjad,' and Hwvenil other pieco.s ;
an>l for

these 1 coinposed various aini in music. I

invonted/t"<f.s to aniuso tho Mar;,'ravin«, which

atr^rded mo a charming contnist to accounts,

bills, and the changes of domestics and cham-

berlains, and many other things (piite oilious

to mo. We had at Urandeiiburgh House

thirty servants in livory, with grooms and a

net of sixty horses. Our expenses wore enor-

mous," iVro.

In the "Random Records" of George Col-

man the Younger may be found mention of

some remarkable amateur performances at

Wynnstuy in Denbighsliire, the seat of Sir

Watkin Williams Wynn. The Wynnstay
theatricals were on a scale of great complete-

ness, and were continued annually for nearly

forty years, from 177" to iSOrf inclusive. In

1777 the buries, jiie of "Chrononhotonthologos"
was performed in tho presence of Mr. Garrick
— little more than a year In-fore the death of

the great actor. Some of the performances
were of an ambitious kind—including Shak-

spere's
"

Cymbelint'," .vnd Beaumont and

Fletcher's " Rule a Wife and Havo a Wife,"
in which plays tho two Colmans appeared.
The the.'itre had been originally a kitchen, but

had bet-n tasttfuUy altered and arranged, and

held a sutliciently numerous auilience. There

were no galleries to the building, which enabled

the players to dispense with the glaring foot-

lights of the regular theatre, and to light tho

stage more naturally from above, by means of

an arch of lamps over the heads of the audi-

ence, but screened from their sight. .Mr.

Bunbury, the caricaturist, designed an elegant
and whim.sical ticket of admission to the per-

formances, to which tho gentry, fa^m^'rs, and

trailesmon of the neighbourhood, with their

wives and families, were freely admittoil :

people came even from distances of thirty

miles to tho theatre, and carriages were in

such re<pii.sition, it .seem.s, that one night
*' two muurning coarlics were to be seen wait-

ing in the park, which hail each brought a

merry party of six insides." " My father's

habi»4 of the shop," writes Colman Junior

(Colman Senior was at tho time lessee of
th.> HayuMrkct Theatre),

" broke out natu-

rally enough at the first rehearsal He sat

tolerably tranquil for some time, observing tho

awkwardness of the amateurs, and their igno-

rancejin the oommonest arningein<5nti ot tho

stiigo : thoy either croiwe<l b'jhiuil < icli other's

backs, or ran against one another in tho at-

tempt to change nidus. At length th*) unilar-

butler (who, in the dearth ot num>>eni, wm
made a minor actor), in attempting to deliver

a sword to tho person he was addressing,

did it so very clumsily that tho Haymarket
nuin.ager could l>ear it no longer. He jumped
upon the stage, and anivtching the sword out

of the man's hands, cried,
*

Zounds, sir, can't

you do it thus I

'—showing him the proper

way ;
but the under-butler was dull, and

begged for further directions how to give it.

' How ?
'

.said my father.
'

Why, as you gave
a gravy-sj)oon to Sir Watkin yesterday at

dinner. You did that gracefully enough ;
I

observed you.'
"

.\fter this Mr. Colman con-

sented to become stage-manager and driller of

tho whole company.

Mr. Josk^ph Cradock, who in 1826 pub-
lished his "

Literary and Miscellaneous Me-

moirs," appears in his younger days to have

actjuired considerable reptitation jus an amateur

player. Ho was the intimate friend of Garrick,

whose manner ho closely imitated, obtaiiung
the applause of the great actor himself. " I

must say," writes Mr. Cradock,
" Garrick

spoke with great satisfaction of ray act.ug."
It had been proposed to represent the plays of

the ," Clanilestiue Marriage
" and "

Hamiet,"
at Lord Holland's seat, Kingsgate, near Mar-

gate. In the comedy some alterations were to

be made, and Mr. Crailock undertook three

characters, that Garrick miglit have some one

to depend upon. In the tnvgedy, (ijirrick had

consented to appear as the Ghost to the Jfam-

Ict of Mr. Cradock. Roscius had previously

played the (flumt, on the occasion of the benedt

of Holland, the actor.
" As to my.self," wrstos

Mr. Cradock,
"

I freely ileclare my Hamiet^
like Holl.an<l's, was a direct imitatiou of our

great original." The destruoiiou of liord

Holland's seat by fire, however, preventetl

these performances. "(Jarrick's opinion ot

my acting," resumes Mr. Cradock,
" was im-

equivocally avowe<l to the Earl of Pembroke,
in these words :

' That if tho natural manuer
of sjieaking was to be continued as a iople i by

himself, it must Ijo by .Mr. Cratlock.' From

frequently roa>ling with and att«n< ling Garrick,
I beaime a very exact rop\jist. .\fter rehearsing

l-j'l'jiir with him in Southampton Street, and

having in his eyes got rM of the .strut and the

bomlMst, Garrick was pleast^d to sjiy ho dis-

liked reheanting with me, beciu.sc ho became
• lisgusted with some others.

'

Fiirther on,

.Mr. Cratlock disclaims any credit for origmality

iji his histrionic efforts. He only pretended
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to imitnto Garrick more naturally than Hol-

Jaml did.*

There was at one time a project to give a

representation of " The Beaux' Stratagem
"

at Lichtield, in honour of Garrick and John-

son. Every scene of the comedy is laid at

Lichfield. Mr. Cradock was to perform

Arclwr, and Dr. Goldsmith excited some

amusement by volunteering to play Scrub.

Garrick and Johnson, however, forbore all

ridicule, fully aware that their friend's offer

was made in all kindliness. Amateurs and
others were to sustain the other characters in

the play in good style. The plan does not

appear to have been carried into effect.

In November, 1773, Mr. Cradock records

some important performances taking place at

Kelmarsh, the seat of Mr. Hanbury, in North-

amptonshire. "Venice Preserved" was pro-

duced, Pruili being played by Mr. David

Garrick, the nephew of the great Hoscius, a

young officer, who, with his face painted and

overhung with grey locks, was " made up
"

into a striking resemblance of his imcle. Mr.
Cradock was the Jaffier, and the Pierre of the

evening was Mr. G. Cumberland, who wrote a

prologue for the occasion.

Sir Thomas Lawrence was certified by Sheri-

dan to be " the best amateur actor in the

kingdom." George the Fourth pronounced
him " the most finished gentleman in my do-

minions." Lawrence appeared as an actor at

a theatrical /eie given by the Marquis of Aber-

coru, in 1803. " Shall 1 give you an account
of it ?

"
writes the painter to his sister.

*' It

was projected by a woman of great cleverness

and beauty, Lady Cahir ... It was
determined to do it in a quiet way, and more
as an odd experiment of the talents of the

party than anything else
;
but this and that

friend would be offended, and at last it swelled

up to a perfect theatre (in a room) and a London
audience. The Prince, the Duke and Duchess
of Devonshire, Lord and Lady Melbourne—
tbeir sons of the party—Lord and Lady
Essex, Lord and Lady Amherst, with a long
et cetera, and amongst the rest, Sheridan, were

present." The plays performed were "The
Day" and " Who'.s the Dupe?"Wedding

* Of Holland and his imitation of Garrick, Chuiolim
wrote in the " Rosciad ":—" Next Holland came. With truly tragic stalk,He creeps, he flies ; a hero should not walk.

As if with heaven he warred, his eager eyes
Planted their batteries against the skies ;

Attitude, action, air, pause, start, sigh, gi-oau.He bcjrrowed and made use of as his own.
By fortune thrown on any other stage.He might, perhaps, have pleased an easy age ;

But now appears a copy, and no more.
Of something better we have seen before.
The actor who would bvuld a solid fame.
Must Imitation's servile arts disclaim :

Act for himself—on his own bottom stand ;

I hate e'en Garrick thus at second hand."

Lawrence represented Lord Rakeland in the

one, and Grainrjer in the other. The orchestra

was behind the scenes. Lady Harriet Hamil-
ton played the organ. Lady Maria the piano,

Lady Catherine the tambourine, the Hon. Mr.
Lamb the violoncello

;
other instrumentalists

were hired—"a most perfect orchestra, with

admirable scenery, and light as day . . . The
Prince then came in, and of course the

orchestra struck up
' God Save the King

'
:

then a little terrifying bell rang, the curtain

drew up, and " The Wedding Day
"

began.
At first, I will own to you, Sheridan's face,

the grave Duke of Devonshire, and two or

three staunch critics, made me feel unpleasantly,
for I opened the piece. However, this soon

wore off. Our set all played extremely well—
like persons of good sense, without extrava-

gance or buffoonery, and yet with sufl&cient

spirit. Lady Cahir, Mr. J. Madox, and G.

Lamb were the most conspicuous
—the first so

beautiful that I felt love-making very easy.

A splendid supper closed the business." Law-
rence seems to have fancied that the propriety
of his joining in the theatricals might be

questioned :

" You know me too well, dear

Anne," he writes, "to believe that I should

be of such a scheme under any but very flatter-

ing circumstances
;
as it is, I was right to join

in it. Lord Abercorn is an old Jermyn Street*

friend— a staunch and honourable one, and

particularly kind to me in real services and

very flattering distinctions. These all formed

in the thinsr :

that whatever

one strong reason for joining
and another secret one was,
tends to heighten a character for general
talent (when kept in prudent bounds), is of

use to that particular direction of it which forms

the pursuit of life. I have gained, then, and

not lost by this (to you) singular step. T am
not going to be a performer in other families.

I stick to Lord Abercorn's ;
and for the rest I

pursue my profession as quietly and more

steadily than ever.
"

Mr. Boaden, in his " Life of Kemble," re-

cords the debut of a Captain Caulfeild, of the

Guards, on the 2nd of February, 1802, at

Coveut Garden Theatre, in the character of

Hamlet. His performances had been greatly

admired in private circles, and great hopes

were entertained of his success in public. But

these were disappointed. It was said that he

had accustomed himself to consider those who
" berattle the common stages" as vulgar, and

had conceived a something more exquisite as

required to denote the gentleman and the

prince. But he was found too much of the

*
Lawrence, soon after his arrival in London, had occu-

pied lodgings in Jermyn Street, whero he was visited by
Lord Abercorn.

1
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" curlttd darling,"
—the geuteelcKt thing in

nature—for ever attitudiniHiug and Hliifting

from one elcganco of perHoniil di.si)liiy to

another. Occ<mionidly, liuwuvcr, ho wm ani-

mated, and even iniprossive ;
but hin voice

failed hiiu under any protr.vctetl exertion. Ho
had not the reijuisito physical qualifications ;

and, altogether, the Captain wa» pronounctnl a

failure. Hi-t friends, however, encouraged
him to make another attempt, and he bu1)S0-

queutly undertook the less anluous rule of

Hanger in Dr. Hoadly'a "Suspicious Hus-

band," ft character recpiiring rather a gay and

gentlemanly bearing, than any great power of

lungs. Still ho wxs deficient in force and

genuine vivacity
—his manner was too slight

and small—ho was pronounced flat and spirit-

less—and he retired into private life again, to

Bhiue in back drawing-rooms, possibly ;
but

uover more to adorn the stage of Covent

Garden Theatre, or to attempt competition
with the great playere of the day.

The failure of Captain Caulfeild may be re-

garded ivs a severe blow to Iho pretensions of

amateur players to obtain di.stinction on the

public boards. But a still more serious shoc]^

w;ia yet in store for the gentlemen actors.

Hitherto they had met with consideration,

even generosity, from their audiences : but

now they were to become ridiculous in the

eyes of the public
—now one of their number

was to be followed throughout his i)erformance

by shouts of the most tumultuous derision.

It was on the 9th of February, 1810, that a

gentleman, styling himself the Amateur of

Fashion, pre-seuted himself upon the Bath

Btiige in the character of Romeo, greatly to the

amazement and diversion of his audience. He
was to bo known afterwards as *' Romeo Coates.

"

He was a West Indian by birth, and appa-

rently alx)ut fifty years old, but in reality

much younger. His figure was good, thcjugh

attenuated ;
but his f.ice wa.s sallow, wrinkled,

wizen, with a cunning expression. In the

day-time, at all sea-sons, ho appeared covered

with furs : at night he assumed a brilliant

ball-room suit, with buttons and knee-buckles

of diamonds. He was reputed to bo enor-

mou.sly rich, and it was announced that the

performances of the Amateur of Fashion

would only be for charitable purposes.
On the 9th December, 1811, Romeo Coates

presented himself before a London audience,
and played Lotluirio, at the Haymarket
Theatre, for the benefit of a lady. The boxes

were crowded with rank and fashion
;

but

there was a great uproar in the house. The
amateur addressetl the audience, and on the

11th published a letter in the Morning Herald,
in which he wrote : "in regard to the iuuu-

merablo attacks that have been made upon mj
person and lineaments in the public prints, I

have only to observe, that a-* I wa.s fashioned

by the Creator indejx'udent of my will, I can-

not be hold rosponsible for a result I couM
not control." In 181:5 he appeared .kt Drury
I^me on a benefit night, and recited Cjarrick'a

occa-sioual address, "Rucks, have at ye all,"*

amidst much laugliter and somo disappro-

bation.

Mr. Coatfl.s' performances created so much

seu.'yition, that an appropriate farce was pro-

duced at Covent Tiardeii Theatre, in which

Mr. Mathews personate 1 Rnmeo linntnll, and

held the Amateur of Fiushion up to ridicule.

The piece had a run, an 1 was invaiiably re-

ceived with roars of langhtci. In a drawing-
room scene liomio amu.ses the company with

recitations from the dramatic poets ;
he is

loudly applaude<l, and makes a sjxjcch after

the manner of ^V• Coates : "Cheered by your

e.xhilaiating applause, 1 proceed ;
but know I

possess a soul that sconis to bend to interrujv
tion !

" He then gives a dying scene—in

which he demonstrates great solicitude as to

his hat and feather, and is careful to raise his

right leg so as to display his diamond shoe-

buckle to the best advantage. For a long
time Romeo Jlunt'tH remained one- of Mr.

Mathews' most popular impersonations.
Of Mr. Coates' manner and appearance.

Captain Gronow, in his "Reminiscences,'' has

given a spirited account. The captain ap-

pears to have seen him at Bath in the character

of ii'oHicK. The house, crowded to suffocation,

welcomed the actor with prolonged laughter
and applause,

" Ho came forward with a

hideovis grin, and made what he considered

his bow, which consisted in thrusting his he.id

forward, an I b jbbing it up and down several

times, his body remaining perfectly upright
and stiff, like a t)y mandarin with a move-

able heat!." His dress wa.s outrr in the ex-

treme
;
whether Spanish, Italian, or English,

no one could s.iy ;
it was like nothing ever

worn. In a cloak of sky-blue silk, profusely

aiianglcd, red pantaloons, white waistcoat, a

very high cravat, a Charles the Second wig,
and an opira hat, he presented a figure sin-

g\darly grotesipio. Then his cloth-.'s were so

tight that ho moved with difiiculty, until the

bursting of a .seam in the hinder part of his

ilre,ss gave somewhat great^-r freedom to his

actions ;
but the house was anew convulsed

with laughter when the results of this accident

were jx'rceptilde. Unconscious of the cause

of the merriment, however, he proceeiled with

•
.Vcvonlin^f to o '

writtcti by ouo Tli

votiuuo of poems in i ,

- once favour;'

i>, au .ACtur, ^«
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his part in a curious, croaking, guttural voice,

aud with a complete misapprehension of every

passage he delivered. In the balcony scene

he stopped to take snuff, turning a deaf ear

the while to Juliet's passionate utterances.

Upon this, a wag in the gallery bawled out,
" I say, Romeo, give us a pinch ;" when, in

the most affected manner, he walked to the

side boxes, and offered the contents of his box

first to the gentlemen, and then to the ladies,

the while the house greeted him with loud

bravoes, which he acknowledged with his

usual grin and nod. His dying scene was

irref-istibly comic. " Out came a dirty silk

handkerchief from his pocket, with which he

carefully swept the giound ;
then his opera

hat was carefully placed for a pillow, and down
he laid himself. After various tossings about,
he seemed reconciled to his position ; but the

house vociferously bawled out,
' Die again,

Romeo !' aud obedient to fJie command, he

rose lip, and went througn the ceremony
again." He was even about to die a third

time, but the Juliet of the night rose from
her tomb, aud brought the preposterous per-
formance to a close.

For some seasons "the Amateur of Fashion"

(or "the celebrated Philanthropic Amateur," as

he sometimes dubbed himself) appeared occa-

sionally on the Bath stage. But the audience

in time grew weary of laughing at him, and
took to hissing him instead

;
not that he much

heeded. So long as he was suffered to appear—now as Romeo, now as Belcour in the
" West Indian," now as Lothario in the " Fair

Penitent " — his crazy vanity was satisfied.

Approval or disapproval was quite a secondary
matter. But the management ultimately de-

clined to lend him the stage. The disturb-

ances in the theatre were becoming serious. A
report went abroad that there was a little too

much method in the madness of Mr. Coates,
that his wealth was supposititious, his philan-

thropy open to question, and that, under pre-
tence of aiding charitable institutions, he was
oftentimes putting money in his own purse.
He disappeared from the theatre, therefore, to

shine for a while in the Parks, the occupant of

a shell-shaped chariot, drawn by white horses,
his panels and harness plentifully blazoned
with his crest—a cock, with the motto," While I live I'll crow !"—a mob following

him, yelling
"
Cock-a-doodle-doo !

" in his

ears. Then he quitted London, and retreated

to Boulogne, where he married. He died in

March, 1848, at a very advanced age, from

injuries received on coming out of the opera
house in the Haymarket, when he was acci-

dentally knocked down and run over.

After Mr. Coates' wonderful performances,

the efforts of other amateurs seem to be but

pale and feeble. One or two brief notes, how-
ever may be added. Mr. Bimn, in his book,
" The Stage, Before and Behind the Curtain,"
mentions a Captain Hicks, who, under the

pseudonj'm of Otway, about the year 1837,
wearied the managers with incessant applica-

tions to be allowed to appear upon the stage.

He was possessed to the full of the usual am-
bition of amateurs. He desired to play Hamlet—nothing less. His wish was gratified at

last. Mr. Bunn could not be as stubborn in

refusing as Captain Hicks was persistent in

applying, and the amateur was a gentleman,

apparently much respected in private life. It

I'eally seemed that his passion could only be

cured by indulging it. A night was therefore

given him at Covent Garden Theatre, and the

regular company supported his Hamlet. There

was one stipulation, however : he was on no

account, whatever happened, to address the

audience as Captain Hicks (or Mr. Otway).
He was to confine himself to the words of the

Prince of Denmark. The manager foresaw

that any accidental breach with the public

ijaight
be widened by a thoughtless speech

from the amateur. In the excitement of his

position, however, the captain strayed from

his agreement. He proceeded with his part

fairly, if not very greatly, until the third act,

when some awkwardness in his treatment of

the closet scene excited disapprobation and

derision among the audience. He addressed

the house—cast blame upon the management
for not sufHciently rehearsing the play, and

for setting the scenes badly—avowed that the

fault was not his, and that he had done no-

thing to merit the censure of the public. The

entertainment was brought to a disastrous

close, and Captain Hicks appeared no more

upon the regular stage.

Among other curiosities of amateuractingmay
be noted the performances of Captain Harvey
Garnett Phipps Tuckett, whose name will be

remembered in connection with one of the last

of English duels, and the consequent trial by
the House of Peers of one of its members con-

cerned as a principal in the affair. The play-

goer whose recollection will carry him back a

quarter of a century, may bear in mind Cap-
tain Tuckett's appearances as Falstaff and a

few other characters, at the Lyceum and else-

where. Much curiosity was evinced at the

time, but it had reference to the duellist

rather than the actor, whose efforts, indeed,

were not very admirable, and who soon out-

living the interest he had excited, quitted

this country for America, and was seen no

more by English audiences. About this time

also occurred the repeated attempts of one
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Bsinjard Gnsgory, editor of the most ItbuUuus

an>l iufuiuous of uewspapors—both oditjr and

newspaper have now, hapjjily, ceaned to exi.-tt

— to obtain a hearing upon the public Bta^o.

The BceUfH cf riot aini uproar tliat ensued I

The amateur—by no nieaiiH (K-licii'nt in hijj-

trionic ability, it nui-tt be said for him—now

endeavouring by hia patient deine:iiiour to

conciliate, now darini; to baudy au;iry recrinii-

nation and abuse with liis audience (a royal

duke, living horo in exilo, not the b-a-st con-

spicuou-s or the least pacitic among the player's

opponents) ; but compelloi at last to yield
before the overwhtluiing Btorm of disapproval
!kud disgust, an I to abandon oUorts that never

should liave been begun.
To end with a pleasautor topic, let a note

be Qiided as to the admirable performances
which have from time to time been given Viy an

amateur company of artists and men of letters,

with Mr. Charles Dickens at thtir head. The

plays represented have been, the latest revival

on the Loudon stage of Ben Joason's "
Every

Man in his Humour "—one scene of which,

contaiidug a famous portrait of Mr. Dickens
as <.\iptitin Bubudil, Mr. Leslie's brush h:us

celebrated upon canvas—" Not so bad as We
seem," a comedy written by Sir Edward

Lytton U.ilwer expressly for the performanc'S
of the a-uateura on behalf of the Guild of

Literature and Art, and Mr. Wilkie Collins's

dramas of " The Lighthouse
" and " The

Frozen Deep." "The Lighthouse" was sub-

sequently produced at the Olympic Theatre,
when the late Mr. Kobsou uudertook the

character originally sustained by Mr. Dickens.

Moie memorable amateur performances than
these are hardly to be looked for. One repre-
sentation of Hen Jonson's comedy Wius given
for the benefit of the late Mr. Leigh Hunt.

Concerning the benevolent actors on his be-

half, Mr. Hunt writes in his autobiography :

** If anything had been needed to show how
men of letters include actors, on the common
principle of the greater including the loss,

these gentlemen would have furnished it. Mr.
Dickens's Buhad'd had a .spirit in it of intel-

lectual apprehension beyond anything the ox

istiug htage has shown : his farce throughout was

always admirable,—quite rich and fdled up ;

so Were the tragical p.irts in which he subse-

quently appeared ;
and Mr. Forster delivered

the verses of Ben Jonson with a muaic.al

flow and a sense of their grace and beauty un-

known, I believe, to the recitation of actors

at present,—at least, I have licver heard any-
thing like it since Edmund Koan's. The lines

came out of his lips as if he loved them."
Some creditable representations, later in

date however, of burlesque and pantomime, ^

for charitable purposes, by a society of gentle-
men styling themselves the Sivagj Club, are

alio worthy of mention in this bri-if record.

Durrox Cook.

SAINT JOSAI'HAT.

Tut canonisation of this saint, which formed

so conspicuous a part of the Easter jierform-

ancei at Rome, will make some account of him

interesting ; the following information is taken

from unpublish'^d documents by a .vriter in the

Kudsian official journal.

Jo.saph.it Kountvenitch was born in loTl*,

at the time when the kings of Poland were

persecuting the unhappy followers of the

Greek rite who iidnibitod the Ru.ssian provinces
of the old republic. He was the son of a poor

shoemaker, and though ho hail received no

education, his natural capacity was buch that

the clergymen of Wilna who professe I the

Latin ritj paid him so much attention that

they succeeded in converting him to their

creed, and he became one of its most fervent

apostle.s. As is usually and naturally the cise,

his zeal was great, and he became a violent

persecutor of his former co-religionists as soon

Jis he had the power, which was when he be-

came lJi.shop of Potolsk. So far did his aeal

CJirry him, that an address was presented on

the subject to the Grand Diet of Warsaw and
to the Polish Senate in 11122. 'Hie substance

of the ct)mplaint was that, in violation of the

rights of conscience, he and other bishops had

oppressed them with great cruelty ; even seal-

ing up their places of worship, and compelling
them to go out of the towns into the fields

when they desired to offer up their praj-ers in

company, and so forth, very much as w;ia done

in old times in most countries

To investigate the specific charges made

against the bishop, a special commission was

appointed to inquire into them, but nothing
is said of the result. His zeal carried him

beyond the limits of discretion, to his own de-

struction, as will be seen pre-entlj'. To fur-

ther his views he addressed a letter to the

highest civil and milit^try authority iu his dio-

cese, the hetman of Lithuania, from whom he

received in reply a letter on Christian charity

which might be read with advantage by the

intolerant of all creeds at the present day, and

coucUuling with a warning of the evils that

wouM follow a continuance of these pcrsecu-
tion.<». In spite of warning and judicious a<l-

vice ho continued to exorcism the power en-

truat'.'d to him with such .severity that it re-

(piired Very little prophetic knowledge to pre-

dicate for him a violent death.

I'erhaps after all he might have died in
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peace but for what appears a fortuitous cir-

cumstance. He had arrived at Vitebsk, ia

Bpite of numerous cautions as to the risk he

ran from the people whose churches he had
closed in that city, for even his enemies admit

that he was as insensible to fear on his own
account as he was pitiless to others. Here
one of his suite struck a priest of the Greek
Church who was on his way to the performance
of his duties, and the immediate consequence
was a general rising of the people, who mur-
dered the bishop and put his mutilated body
into a sack which they threw into the Dwina.

Many years afterwards it was rumoured

that, directed by a miraculous light, his body
had been recovered. It was taken first to

Potolsk, and subsequently to Biala, to which

place it drew many pilgrims, among whom it

is said to have worked 186 miracles
;
notwith-

standing, as was discovered in 1839, that his

coffin contained only a tuft of his hair and

fragments of his clothes.

The people of Vitebsk suffered severely for

the indulgence of their revengeful feelings.
The Pope, Urban VIH., wrote to Sigismund
III., King of Poland :

—" The cruelty of these

murderers must not be left unpunished ; such
a crime calls for divine ve- geance, cursed be

the man who in its infliction witholds his

sword from slaying. Wherefore, most power-
ful sovereign, you ought not to spare fire and
sword. Inspired by pious anger, may your
majesty dry the tears of the afflicted Church

by the chastisement you inflict on the iniqui-
tous." Sigismund obeyed only too literally
the exhortation of the Pope, and two centuries

have not effaced the recollection of these ter-

rible reprisals, for at the time of the last ill-

advised insurrection of the Poles a lithograph
of the portrait of the bishop was circulated

with an inscription beneath it to the following
effect.

" The blessed Josaphat, Bishop of

Potolsk. Martyred at Vitebsk, and thrown
in the Dwina the 20th September, 1623. By
order of Sigismund III., Leon Sapieha (the
same who had cautioned the bishop), grand
hotman of Lithuania, put to death five thou-
sand murderers, and discovered the relics of
the martyr, which were transported to Biala
in Podlachie, where they now repose."

INVALIDS' AND CHILDREN'S DINNER
TABLES.

TO THE EDITOR OF " ONCE A WEEK."

SiK,
— Will you allow me to add a word

or two by way of supplement, rather than of

correction, to the very interesting notice of
'* The Invalids' and Poor Sick Children's Dinner

Tables," which appeared in a recent number of
" Once a Week ?

"

I think it is only due to the lady who ori-

ginated these Dinner Tables, and who devotes

so much time and attention to them, that

it should be known she takes much interest

in the subject of "Diet for the Sick Poor,"
and that all who are interested in this direc-

tion, would do well to apply at the ' ' Lisson

Grove Dinner Table" for information.

Next, I would ask for the active sympathy
of ladies, who reside in the neighbourhood
of such charitable institutions. Their presence

during the half hour of dinner is much ap-

preciated by the poor, and does much towards

encouraging order and cleanliness, so necessary

to good management and comfort.

At the Poor Sick Children's Table, it is

absolutely necessary to have some extra assist-

ance to cut up for, and attend to, the very young

ones, who require to be helped frequently, and

in small instalments. No lady who has once

attended on these occasions, will grudge the

time thus spent, when she sees how these

poor children enjoy the one good meal of the

week.

Let me conclude with two suggestions :
—

First, that it is not stretching the word
" sick children " too far to include such as

are half starved, because prevention is better

than cure. Also that these dinners, in order

to be of any permanent benefit, should be

continued in each case for at least a month,
that is to the extent of eight dinners.

Secondly, that these dinners would be very

appropriate rewards to mothers who send

their children regiilarly to school, and who
come tidily dressed and cleanly in their per-

sons. We hear of rewards for tidy rooms ;

why then should not other prizes be offered

for clean skins ? And if so, what more ju-

dicious reward can be given than a good
dinner 1 Yours truly,

G. M. Hicks.

7, Endsleiyh Street, Tavistock Square, W. V.

Aug. 8, 1865.

ACHILLES.

Immortal Thetis, looking through the years,

Far from the narrow threshold of
"
to-day,"

Saw that her son, Achilles, whom she bore

To Peleus, of the high Olympian line.

Must fall in battle after victories won.
Struck by a deadly arrow in the hoel.

She saw, and when rash Paris stirr'd the wrath

Of heroes old in honoui', old in arms,
And when the wrong to Menelaus done

Cried out for vengeance through the breadth of

Greece,
She used her wiles to keep her darling bacii ;

And sent him, he submitting to her will,

Clothed like a maiden to King Lycomede,
Unknown to mix with maidens of the court,

And ply the peaceful arts which maidens use.
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Stripling Achille*. to the eye a girl.

With all a youiii; Kiil'H arlk-gs c .unteimnc«,

Ilin li.n« Imir juirtt-il inidway on hin l«row,

Aii'J Ioo()M abovo tho earn in hniiilt of gold,

AI'Oilo uoDtciit, with luaiilcos nf thi.- court,

Until the tiiuc Ah'>uIJ cumc wh ii hu must throi
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The maojc away, and (Mow to hi<i fat*.

So much h<' ow<-d t^i ThelJH and her prajrert ;

Hut crer wiiiji.' he mix'd in Hiuiple ifiortJi,

And Bweelly all sweet officen [n-rf.>rin'd

Th:«t to the inni'li-na fell, of •ong, or Jan"**,

Or soft embrtideriea iu silken threads,

%AAIN. ^ f

Anil over while beneath that iile:isint mask
lie w>K)M the fairest t<> his side, and lived

In tho perjietual Mtsscdncss of love,

Deep yearning stirr'd within his heart, dicp
thoughts

MoreU hia whole being, and lightly set to nought

That .limlcui dis<'iplinc of inaidoDs' eyes,

Tiioso s.iftcning lalxmrs of the nerveless hand.

Afeanwhilc the armies met in many a rl-vsh

Of shield and helmet, broken spear with spear ;

And now the ranks of one wer« diiren back,
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And now the other yielded to the foe ;

And each was vanquish'd, each the victory gain'J.

Athene, to tlie brave Acliuian liost,

Whose anus she Icil, :uiJ in whose counsels mix'd,

Spake this t'urevvaniing
— "

V;iin are all your toils,

Vain all your vaunted conquests on tlie iield,

Except Achilles, son of Thetis, figlit."

And wary-wise Ulysses furni'd this plan
—

1 to tlie court of Sycros, where he hides,

Will follow, not in open quest, but clad

Asa Corinthian merchant, vending wares,

And arms to sucli as use them and have need
;

If then Acbillis, with the maidens there,

A seeming simple maid like one of them,

linn up to buy, that thing which he shall buy
Will show the manly heai-t in spite of all,

And I shall lead him boldly to the war."

Well in the issue proved the wary plan ;

For so it chanced, that with the simple maids

Who ran delighted at the merchant's call,

And chose the glittering gauds of gold and pearl.

The spangles and the gems, Achilles came,

Disguised and meek in feature like a girl.

But, all unUke the playful girl he seem'd,

His glance pass'd quickly over gauds and gems,
And lighted on a heavy-hilted sword.
Cumbrous and large ;

which at one wi-euch he drew
From the tight scabbard, and as though its weight
Had only been the weight of a mere toy,

Swung it in a broad compass through the air ;

Thrust out, drew back, flourish' d, and thrust again,
111 mimic fight with visionary foes.

And then Ulysses call'd him by his name.
To which he answer'd, casting off the guise*,"'

Of girlhood ;
and together they two went

Over the wide iEgean to the war.

Great victory foliow'd, and at length the walla

Of Troy, high-built and many-tower'd, fell ;

But fate subdued Achilles, and he sank,
Struck by the deadly arrow in the heel.

G. COTIERELL.

THE ROMANCE OF THE IRON TRADE.

The sensations of ninety-nine out of a

hundred people as they are whirled rapidly

through the " black country
" of South Staf-

fordshire or Lanarkshire are anything but

those of romance, and if the traveller be not a

business man and more or less interested in

the district, the general impression is that of

wonder how anyone can live in such a locality,—by day clouded with thick black smoke, and

by night alive with the angry glare of thou-

sands of furnaces.

But, in truth, in these very volumes of

smoke and steam, in these bright tongues of

flame, with the everlasting accompaniment of

the roar of the blast and the clank of the

engine, there lies a rich vein of romance,
unknown to numbers to whom these sights and
sounds are familiar

; for it must be remem-
bered that romance is to be found under

various aspects and under many guises. Take,
for instance, the view by night from the hill

on which Dudley Castle is situated, and point
out in the whole of Great Britain any scene so

wild, and we might almost say, fearful. Turn

which way we will, the earth appears to be

literally belching fire and vivid batches of

flame as far as the horizon extends, as though
from a burning city, bringing out with terrible

distinctness all the surrounding buildings,

while those further apart are merged in com-

parative gloom.
We have often wondered how it is that

some of our artists, fond of sensational efi'ects,

have not transferred these scenes to their

canvas, and we are sure that the night efi'ects

of an iron-work in full blaze would present

studies of light and shade not to be obtained

elsewhere.

But it is not with the romance of the pictu-

resque that we propose to deal at present,

but rather with that of the history of iron-

making, which is full of interest, both general

and personal (as, indeed, every great national

branch of manufacture must be), for it tells of

the rapid and wonderful growth of a trade

upon which half England directly or indirectly

depends, a trade in which the peer of the

realm is often as much interested as the

grimy workman,—a trade in which colossal for-

tunes have been made and lost. It tells also

of the hopes and fears of hundreds of anxious

inventors, whose brains have been heavier

than their purses, and who have incurred ridi-

cule, envy, and cruelty from those who should

have known better
;
and forms, in fact, no

inconsiderable portion of the history of Eugland
and her greatness, from the earliest times of

iron-smelting to the present iron age, in which

our very existence perhaps, as a maritime

nation, depends ^on ^the proper forging of a

plate or cable.

In the earlier days of the iron-trade (for we
will altogether put aside the Romans and

their well-known efibrts to extract iron-stone

in various parts of Wales and Monmouth-

shire), the black country of Staflbrdshire was

not,
—that is to say, it was not black. The

earth still retained its natural tint of green,

trees flourished and flowers bloomed where are

now mountains of slag and refuse
;
the coal-

basin of South Wales, now a teeming hive of

industry, was then an untrodden district of

mountain bogs and morass, unvisited, says

Archdeacon Coxe,
"
by any save the bold

wanderers after grouse, or black cock,"

Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Ayrshire were free

as yet from iron-foundries, fui-naces, pits, or

any other appliances with which those counties

abound. For where do our readers think were

the head-quarters of the iron trade in those

days ? Where, but in the pleasant woodlands and

wealds of Sussex, which now may be traversed

without seeing the smoke of scarce one manu-
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factory, but which in the (lays of Camdou wore
j

describc'l an, "full of luiiiuH everywhoro, for

the ciistiii!^ of which there aro furiiacuH tip ami i

tlowii the county, and aliundanco of wood is

yearly spent, many stroaniH of water aro drawn

into one channel, and a f^roat deal of meadow

ground ia turned into pools, for the driving of

mills hy the flushos, which beating with ham-

mers upon the iron, till the neii;hbourhi)0<l

night and day with their noiso." Did we not

know that it was so, and were wo not al)lo

to find traces in corroboration of such a

statemfiit, one would feel inclined to laii;,'h at

tho quiet Sussex lanes and breezy uplands

being described as a Sheffield or a Birming-
ham. But it was even so, and the reason

why is contained in tho sentence that,
" abun-

dance of wood is yearly spent." Sussex was

an eminently wootled county, and chance

having corainonced tho trade of irou-smelting,

it soon t )ok root and throve apace.

How it originated there is not well known
;

but it is believed that the first family who
carried on tho manufacture of ca.st iron was one

named Collins, which is corroborated by the fact

that a cast-iron monument is erected to a meiu-

Wr of that family in the church of Riirwash,

adjacent to which there was a small furnace.

In the village of Biixted, too, there was a

foundry, celebrated as early as Henry VHI.'s

reign for casting cannon, and which also pro-

duced the forgings of railings around St. Paul's.

It is not known how m;uiy ironworks and foun-

dries existed in the Sussex wealds, but it is evi-

dent that tho destruction of woods to provide
charcoal for their use must have been on a large

scale ; so much so, as to cause great alarm lest '

England should be denuded of h'er forests, and

there should be no timber left for her navy.
To guard against this, we find that an Act wiis

pas.sed in Eliziibeth's time, that no timber

should be felled for iron-makiug, growing
within fourteen miles of the .sea or the Thames,

Severn, or, in fact, any river which was

navigable. Sussex, however, tho weald of

Kent, and part of Surrey, were exempt from

the operation of the Act
;
doubtless from the

feeling that it was better to confine the rapa-

city of the iron-smelter to a locality which hail

already suffered so jmuch from it, and partly,

too, from an unwillingness to check too

abruptly a tr.ailo which miijht become tiseful

and important. But the time soon came when
even these counties wero to be protecto«l, for

devastation was going on at such a pace, that

it is said that of tlio ancient forest of Andrads-

w.ald, which was oriijinally 120 miles long and
30 broa<l, little or nothing remained. Evelyn,
who wrote about this time, was strong in his

disgust of tho spreading evil, having
'* a deep i

execration of iron mills and almost iron

ma-sters too."

So tho first Act was improved upon by

including the counties hitherto exempt, except
tho lands of Christopher Darrell, in tho parish

of Newdoiijate, in tho weaM of Surrey ; and

prohibiting tho erection of any new iron works

within them, and tho cutting ilown of any mora

timber for fuel. Why .Mr. Darrell's wo.m1«

wero exempted is not clear, although it is

.stated that they wero reserved for his furnaces.

Perhaps some legal difficulty existed which

made it unadvisalde to rae<ldlo with thorn, or

perhaps he was rich and infitiential enough to

have an exception made in his favour. Pro-

fessor Ramsay, in his ** Lectures to Working

Men," tells us that lato in tho last century
tho last furnace might have been seen at Ash-

burnham, and that tho old heaps of slag and

tho dams of tho water-ponds are still visible.

It must not be thought that Sussex and

Kent wero tho only places in which tho smelt-

ing of iron was carried on at this time
;

for

Yorkshire, Staffordshire, and part of Worces-

tershire had alre-otly made a reputation for them-

selves for carrying on the manufacture ; and

when tho Act parsed for prohibiting the cutting

down of wooil, these latter counties made an

offbrt, which proved unsuccessful, to smelt

iron with pit-coal ;
so that, as a whole, the

iron Works throughout tho country were I

stopped, and did not revive \uitil the reign of
|

Charles II., when tho experiments by the
|

celebrated Dud Dudley on smelting with coal
|

proved to bo tho turning point in tho tra4le.
j

One of the unsuccessful experimenters had I

been one Sturtevant, who wrote a curious

pedantic treatise on iron making, called, 1

"
Metallica, brietly comprehending tho doc-

trine of diverse New Metallical Inventions, but
i

especially how to Xeale, Melt, and Worke all

kindes of Mettle Cares, Irons and Steeles, with

Sea-coale, Pit-coale, Earth-coale, and Brush

Fewell." Notwithstanding this high-flowu

title, Sturtevant's practice did not seem e<pial

to his professions, and his patent was tr.ins-

ferred to John Rovenzon, who also wrote a

book on "
Metallica," prudently stating, how-

ever, that it was not tt"> bo confounded with

tho " .Metallica
"

that Sturtevant wrote. .\

book wherewith to herald the approaching
inventions seems to have been jus nece8>ary as

it is in tho ca-so of a modiciil man who sets up

practice in a "
speciality," for Dud Dudley,

who next appeared on tho scene, beaarae tho

author of " Met.alium Martis ; or, Iron ma*lo

Pitcoale, Sea-coale, »tc., and with the same

Fuell to Melt and Fine Imperfect Mettals and

Refine Perfect Mettals."

Dud Dudley was the natural son of oneJ
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of the Lord Dudleys, who had ironworks at a

place called Pensnett, near the present town of

Dudley. It is curious to obwerve how iron-

making seems to have been the particular

occupation of this family, for ever since the six-

teenth century to the present day it has

always been remarkable for being represented

by one of the largest iron-masters of its time ;

and it may be safely said that no family in

England has been so long or so largely asso-

ciated with the iron-trade as thj noble house

of Dudley.

Being sent for by his father from college to

superintend the ironworks, Dud Dudley at

once proceeded to experiment on his pit coal,

in which he succeeded so far as to make three

tons of iron a week, although
" he hopes to

advance his invention to make quantity also."

A patent was granted to him for thirty-one

years by Charles I., which greatly excited the

ire of the charcoal iron-masters
; who, natu-

rally indignant at his being able to sell iron

cheaper than they could, left no stone un-

turned to throw difficulties in his way. In

the end they triumphed, and poor Dudley
first of all had his monopoly taken away from

him, then suffered severely from a flood, and

finally had his furnace at Himley, to which

place he had removed, destroyed by a riotous

mob, who cut the bellows in pieces. Having
by this time lost all his money, he was impri-
soned for debt in the Compter ;

from which,

however, he managed to get released, and to

obtain a fresh patent, and armed with this he

started again, in partnership with two other

persons at Bristol. But it was to no purpose,
for he got taken in by them, and a long and

disastrous Chancery suit was the end of Dud

Dudley's troubles.

The next successful name in the iron- trade

was that of Darby, whose descendants, like

those of Dudley, are of renown in all things

pertaining to iron. They were sturdy yeomen
of Worcestershire in the seventeenth century,
one of whom, Abraham Darby, left the pur-
suit of agriculture and went over to Holland,
from whence he returned with Dutch work-

men to set up some brass mills at Bristol.

There the fortunes of the family began, by
making iron castings ;

in which, though for a

long time unsuccessful, Abraham became an

adept, through the help of a Welsh lad in his

employ, who saw at one glance the mistake

which his master and all his Dutchmen had been

making. From this establishment rose the cele-

brated Coalbrook Dale Works, which have kept
their reputation for now nearly two hundred

years. But during the first Abraham Darby's
life charcoal was the fuel used at Coalbrook,
and it was reserved for the second Abraham,

his son, to smelt his iron with coal, or what

came to the same thing, with coke. It is

narrated of him that for six days he anxiously
watched the result of his trial, without once

leaving the furnace, and that as soon as it

answered its purpose, he fell asleep on the top
of the furnace so soundly, that his workmen
took him up and carried him home without

waking. The Coalbrook Dale experiments
were the first really remunerative ones, and

from that day the use of charcoal steadily

died out, and the number of coal furnaces to

increase. This is conclusively shown by the

fact that the quantity of tons of charcoal iron

made in England and Wales in 1740 was

17,000, which by 1788 had decreased to

13,000, while the same year saw a yield of

48,000 tons of coal, or coke, iron. It is true

that this great increase in coke iron must not

be put down exclusively to the use of that

material, but in some degree to the invention

of powerful steam engines, such as Watt and

Boulton's, for the purpose of supplying a

much greater and more continuous blast.

As regarding this latter desideratum, which,

both chemically and physically, was one of the

highest importance for the proper smelting of

the ore, a very great improvement was made
in 1832 by a Mr. Neilson, who substituted

for the cold air hitherto used a blast of hot

air, which was an immense saving to the iron-

master. He took out a patent for it, and

granted a licence to the Bairds, the great iron-

kings of Scotland, for a consideration or

royalty of one shilling a ton upon all iron

made by them by this process. But their

notions of what was fair and honest were not

what a king's shouLl be (even though it be

only an iron-kini^), for although they acknow-

ledged that they made in one year 54,O00L
net profit on their hot-blast iron, they actually

refused to pay the licence, on some cock-and-a-

buU story that the patent was old and wanted

novelty. It will scarcely be believed that

wealthy men in this land of honest trading

could descend to such meanness, but so it was.

They did not, however, get off scot free, for

the patentee was not to be humbugged or

bullied, but brought an action against them

for 20,000^., out of which he got about

12,000L The worst of these cases is that

inventors and patentees are generally poor, and

quite unable to bear the expense of a law-

suit
;
and it is to this well-known fact that

these discreditable attempts at imposition are

due. It is quite refreshing to read Dr.

Percy's book on iron, if it is only to enjoy the

thorough castigation which the author admi-

nisters to any of these evil-doers.

But by far a worse case than Neilson's is that
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of Cort ; which, althongh well known to the

public, anil particulurly the sciotititic public,

hail paHHcd into obHcurity witli its foul iiijuHtico

unrc'ilressed, and as u Ktanditig ri'proach to

English fair-play ; and it wouM really Hiem, in

peruHing his caeo, that thu fascination of

trickory, shabbiness, and niendacity ha<l onvo-

lopod ovoryliody coiici-nifd in it, from the

hii^hest to the lowest. We aro glatl to «ee

that the Htory ha-t not been allowed to die

away, but that Dr. Percy ha-s put it forth again
in tho stronLjCHt colour^, aa a warning against
the repetition of such conduct in English tnule.

Henry Cort, who was a man of mode-

rate means, jxitented an invention known
a.s

"
puddle rolls," in which the iron was

drawn out into bars, in.stead of under the

hammer. Rolled iron wa.s found so im-

mea-surably superior to hammered iron that

Cort's invention Wius at once seen to be of

enormous importance, and some of the leading

iron-masters, among whom were the Craw-

shays of Cyfartha, consented to buy a licence

at the price of teu shillings per ton. Cort

himself embarked his whole capital in starting

machinery for supplying rolled iron to the

Navy, in conjunction with the son of a Mr.

Jellicoe, the deputy paymaster of that depart-
ment. As public morals were not so fastidious

then as now, Cort and Jellicoe made some
nice pickings, as no iron was allowed to be

contractetl for save that ma le by their patent.
And so all went as merry as a marriage bell,

until old Jellicoe died suddenly, and it was
found that the capital which ho had given his

son, together with a few other large sums, had
been taken from monies of the Government

lying in his hands as paymaster. The
Government was not likely to be a lenient

creditor, so that proceedings were at onco

taken, by which Cort and Jellicoo's works
were seized, together with Cort's private

patent ; which, in detianco of the sums a-iked

and paid for its use by iron-ma.sters, was only
estimated as an asset of lUO'. It was curious,

too, that though old Jellicoo was a defaulter

for such a largo sunj, young Jellicoe was
allowed to slip in as Government manager of

the works.

Cort was of course ruined, an 1 in considera-

tion of it was allowed a pension of 'JOO/. a

year until his death, which liappenod about
six years afterwards ; perhaps, fortunati-ly for

him, for he was thereby spared a good deal.

As soon as he was dead, Lord Melville, the

Treasurer of the Xav)-, presented a petition to

the House of Commons, showing the enormous

good C(.rt had done to the trade of CJreat

Britain, and praying on V\nt acconnt a release

of all debts with which he (Lord Melville),

was hampered, as being re«pon)iible for Jelli-

coo's defaulting, amounting to about 'J5,0UUf.
'

This wa.s immediately granted him, although
he at the .same time w.is indebted on hiji own
account to the Government to the tuuo of

190,000/.

I
Yet, in the face of this monstrous piece of

injustic*', the same House of Commons could

I
with ditficulty be persuailcd to allow 100/. a

year to Cort's wiilow. Of course, when the

riders of the land .set such an example, the

iron-masters were not slow to take advantage
of it, and accordingly we find the Crawshays
and Homfrays petitioning against the

patent, alleging that they would have beeu

ruined if they had followed it, although a

correspondence was brought forward acknow-

ledging the obligations under which they were

lying for the use of it, and it wxs universally

known that these iron-masters had made an

enormous fortune out of it. And so it hap-

pened that the Corts died in starvation, while

the Crawshays became millionaires, flourishing

like a green bay tree,
—an ugly story, which

needs no comment. The story of the founding
of the Crawshay family is a greater feather in

their cap than the last episode.

In the l;ist century, the original Crawshay,
then a farmer's son, rode to Loudon on his

pony (his sole property) to seek his fortune.

He began by sweeping out the warehouse of an

ironmonger, who was of a discriminating mind,
and saw that young Crawshay had good stuff

in him. The ironmonger had been speculating

successfully in sending out iron p<Jts to Ame-

rica, and his astute apprentice observed that

if the Americans usml so many pots, they must

want hooks to hang them on. Whereupon hia

master not only took the hint, but kindly de-

termined that Crawshay should send them out,

and that he would lend him the money for the

purpose. Upon thi.s venture £1U0 w;uj rejULsed,

and from that time the farmer's son moved

rapidly upwards, being tirst taken into part-

nership by his master, and ultimately becom-

ing an iron-king in South Wales. It incurious

that from this stock have arisen (in so short a

time) two baronetages and one peerage—that

of Llanover.

A very pretty story is that of FoKy,
the fiddler, and founder of the Foley family,

who iutroduce<.l into Statfordshire the ma-

chinery for making split rods, which, previous
to this, had been of the rudest de^icriptiou.

,

The observant fiddler, having heard that

Sweileu contained appliances suited to this

branch of the traile, pl.ayevl his way to Hull
' and across to Sweden, where he »i)eedily

became a favourite with the workmen in

I
the iron dbtricts. As soon as he had primed
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himself with the information he wanted, he

suddenly disappeared, and turned up again in

Staffordshire, where he persuaded a capitalist

to put up the requisite niacliiuery for split rods

according to the Swedish pattern. But when
the mill was put up it would not work, and
off went the fiddler again, as most people

thought, to drown himself for very shame ;
but

in reality back to Sweden, where he and his

instrument were welcomed as only an old

favourite can be. TJiere he stayed until he

had not only corrected the error in his calcula-

tions, but also taken furtive drawings of all

the ins and outs of the mill, after which the

treacherous musician reappeared in the same
sudden manner, and set the Staffordshire mill

going, to his tiltimate enrichment.

Small beginnings and large endings are the

rule of seven- tenths of the iron-masters of the

present day, and it may be said of most of the

iron-towns. Take South Wales, for instance,
and the town of Merthyr Tydvil, which one

hundred years ago was nothing but a small

village, tenanted only by shepherds and petty
farmers

;
whereas now it is a large and busy place

of between 60,000 and 70,000 inhabitants.

And when the first lease of mineral property
was taken by a Mr. Bacon in 1755, he only

paid 200^. a year for a district eight miles

long by four wide. The whole area of the South
Wales basin, which in 1788 supported only 14

furnaces, partly charcoal and partly coke,

yielding 12,000 tons of iron altogether ; in

1862 found employment for 197 furnaces,

making nearly 900,000 tons. StiU. more

rapid has been the growth of the Cleveland

district in Yorkshire which, between 20 and 30

years ago was an uninhabited waste, and is

now one of the most important iron-producing

localities, maintaining 33 furnaces. Scotland,

too, at the beginning of the present century,
had only 17 furnaces, whereas now it has 171.

Amongst the 17 were the once famous Carron

Works, which had an additional tinge of

romance from the fact of the poet Bums
making an application to see them. The

application being refused, he returned in

dudgeon to his inn, and there wrote on a pane
of glass :

—
We cam na here to view j'our works

In hopes to be niair wise ;

But only lest we gang to hell,
It may be nae surprise.

But when we tirled at your door,
Your porter dought not hear us,

Sae may, should we to hell's gett come,
You billy Satan save us.

We daresay that Bums is not the only
person who has thought that an iron-works
looked very much like Pandemonium, particu-

larly when visited at night : indeed, we re-

member the case of a friend, who, after going

through a works at midnight, came down next

morning with a frightful account of the pains
of hell that had got hold upon him during his

dreams, G. P. Bevan.

FOREWARNED.
A VERY SHORT STORY.

In my ill-health I have had a dream, or

vision
; and I mean to tell it. Prelude, there

is none required : so I shall begin. I dreamt
that my wife and I were sitting alone in the

breakfast-room of the wide house we inhabit.

Marian had given me my cup of coffee, not in

the most gracious of moods : it was hardly her

fault, I confess, for I had been hard to please,
this particular morning. We went to a party
last evening ;

we went because we were asked—
not because we wished to go. Marian thoiight
we ought not to refuse : so I consented, ready
to humour her. She does not like to give up
the society to which she has been accustomed,
and I cannot force her to do so. We went

;

and we came back in a bad temper. Some-
how or other, we have had more differences

—I will not say squabbles—of late, than I

have ever known before. And yet I cannot

accuse Marian of being generally ill-natured, or

even passionate. And for myself, there used

to be people with whom I could agree perfectly—perhaps there are now, somewhere. It seems

that my wife and I don't get on together so

well as wife and husband should. What can

be the cause ?

Alas ! there is not much difficulty in assign-

j

ing a cause. The reason is not far to seek. I

j

am confessing to myself that which I dare not

tell my nearest friends : Marian was never

meant for me, and I was never meant for

Marian. Men do not take advice too often—
that is not the way of the world—but I think

I took advice on one occasion, the most impor-
tant of all my life, when I ought to have decided

for myself. I was not very rich, and perhaps
not very wise

;
and friends of mine considered

that as Marian was both, I could obtain no

more suitable wife. They thought that she

and I were exactly fitted each for the other.

She, rich
; I, with a very moderate fortune :

I, not very wise
; she, certainly not foolisli.

I suppose both of us knew something of the

world : Marian, at any rate, knew quite as

much of it as I wished my wife to know.

There was somebody else for whom I had a

preference ; somebody else, whose merest word

filled my heart with joy, whenever I was lucky

enough to hear it
;
whose lightest touch thrilled

through my frame. 1 knew her perfectly well ;

1 recognised each tone of the varying voice.

Over that face of hers no expression that was
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new to me couM pass. I know them all so well

that each expression was but an another page of

a well- loved, well-rfmoinhcroil book—a book

that coiiM not open but I know the place.

That girl's name wan Ethol
;
ami she was

the only girl I had ever loved. When her

groy eyoa— pure, doop, Herono— f.ll ui>on my
own, tho light of them ontored into my very
soul. I th()U!,'ht I would have given my life,

with all tht> years that lay boforo me ; given
all my proHpocts and hopes—such as thoy
were— to know that that girl was mine. For

hor sako 1 thought I couM have met Doath

willingly. I thought ho then ; but, my God,
TIj )U kiiowost that I deceived myself—that my
strength failed me in the trial hour I passed

through. Thou knowcst that I shrunk, con-

qiiored. I wanted t>> have Ethol for my own,
and I said so. It wa.s opposed. I spoke more

strongly ; but tho opposition became stronger
too. Anxiety did its work. Ill-health came

upon me. And in an evil moment—that

I curse ( inwardly, remombor ) to this hour—
I yielde<l. A month of two afterwards Marian
was my wife. I resolved to do by her as well

as I ci>uld : I should have been a brute to

think of doing otherwise. She should have no
cause to complain, if I could help it. Hence-

forth she and 1 were to live together, each for

tho other. Henceforth Ethel was nothing to

me—nothing !

Was that possil)lo 1

I thought it possible then ; secure of the

victory which mind might gain over heart.

There were good reasons—plausible reasons,
at least—for my marrying Marian

; and as I

ha«l made the bargain I would keep it. I had

perfect confidence that my wife would do her

part. She had always commamled my respect ;

but my love—that is (piite another affair. For
as the poet, the greatest poet of our Jay,

says :
—

ilow is it under our control

To love or n'>t to love f

But we got along pretty well together—
Marian and F. Our life, looked at by itself,

was not .so very miserable
;
but compared with

the life that might have been mine with Ethel,
it was not life at all. Still it wont on, and

kept its even tenor. Tho passing days brought
with them what are consiilerod pleasures

—for

me, I hanlly f()und them pleasures at all. The

passing days brought with them no acute pain :

there was only a dull aciiing at my heart—a

void that nothing was likely to fill. I sup-

posed I ha<l forgotten Ethel.

But 1 found that I had not
;
and I found

it out on tho morning wo sat at breakfiutt

together—Marian and I— as I saiil at the be-

ginning of these words that I am writing.

Marian know nothing about her ; she lud

scarcely heard her name ;
and if by chauco Hhe

should hear it, she knew of no reason for k"«-f>-

ing it from mo. My wife reids tho Morning
Post daily at broakfa-^t time

;
and she tells me

some of its contents, as I daw<lle over my
coffee. On the morning I am hjHiaking of she

read two or three paragraphs to me. The

1 ist she reiid happened to be the first that

caught my attention. It was tho following ;
—

Wo uniliTstAml that \ marriage han been arrang'hJ l>c-

tween Capuia Cecil., of the llOt'a Kegiuicnl, ii-<n of

hiTuai'l (Jecil, K-**!., of Bmldingt'/n Turk, Cuck.s, atiJ

Miss Kllicl \Vcl)l';, 'July iLiu^lilcr of .\lgeruou Wcbbc,

Emi, of InverncM Terrace, UyUe Park.

The sudden mention of her name, and tho

intolligence that accompanied it, made my heart

stop beating at lir.^t, and then set it throb-

bing with a rush of blood to my cheek and brow.

My wife looked at me, and afterwards I looked

at my wife. She mu.-)t have read tho story

in the e.^cpression of my face at that moment.

I felt that my old love for Ethel was coufe^sed,

obvious, undeniable.

But what was there to desire to deny ? A
man seldom marries the first woman for whom
he cares. A man's wif- will think no worse for

him, when she knows he has had other attach-

ments
;
but then these attachments should

not be lasting. Your wife will scarcely aire

even to pity your queen dethroned ;
but if, in

your inmost heart, that queen reign still, your
wife—in discovering tho fact—will waste no

love upon her.

So I thought— if I thought at all— as

Marian looked at mo across tho break fast- table.

And I thought also, what a wretched failure

this had been, this joining of hands—for

Marian and for me—when tho hearts could

never be joined I Our lives had been different

from the beginning ;
and in reality, if not in

appearance, they must be diilerent to tho end.

True union we miglit look for, seek after, but

in vain.

Where two Uvea join there is oft a scar.

Where our lives were patched together, the

scar was broaii and deep ;
autl now and agaiu

the old wound was touched, pierced to tho ugly

core of it, by the stirring of such a memory as

had been stirred to-«iay.

And Ethel. N\ as she fit for Captain Cecil ?

Scarcely tho sort of woman to suit hira, thought

I. And wius he fit for her i No, indewl ;
for he

could not know her worth, and would never

value justly
—how could any one ?

—her fresh

young heart, hor thoughtful nun«l, her face

composed of flowers. He would never know

the worth of her—she, who was as pure of soiJ

as sound of body.
Nevertheless he must have her. The fact
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remained. For me there was no chance what-

eA'cr now. I was too lute by a year or so of

wedded life (aud liappiness) with Marian. To-

day there was the paragrapli in the Morning
Post : soon there would be the church cere-

monial, the breakfast, the departure. It was

too awful a thought to bear in silence. Marian

saw that. It was too awful a thouglit, I say,

to bear in silence ;
and whether I moaned, or

shrieked, or

"Whatever I did, I jumped out of bed

the moment I was thoroughly awake, and

thanked God that that evil dream was not true

yet, at aU events. And Ethel—she was yet to

be won. It was possible to guard against the

future ;
whatever obstacles the future presented

might be met and crushed.

I will meet them—that is resolved. They
may take long to crus'h, but they—or, in

default of them, my own life—shall be crushed

at last. Thei'e can be no yielding the point I

have striven for of old. It is only to strain

the nerves once more
; and, baffled, to fight it

over again. Ethel, my life's set prize, must

be won sooner or later. Until I get her for my
own, let me work and strive and dare con-

tinually ! T. F. W.

OUR UNHOUSED POOR

"It is positively the case," said the irate

Churchwarden of Saint Anthony to the cool

Surveyor of a new line of railway through the

metropolis, "your theodolites and pickaxes,
instead of aiding civilisation, are demoralising
whole neighbourhoods. Railroads through
towns are a nuisance

; they demolish houses

by hundreds, without replacing them, and as

they are invariably driven through the lowest

and poorest districts, of course to save the

pockets of the shareholders "
(cool Surveyor

nodded assent),
"
they force the denizens of

over-crowded courts and alleys to seek shelter

in equally over-crowded courts and alleys, until

we get a mass of human beings huddled and

pigging together in a manner altogether

shaming our Christian principles and profes-

sion, and burthening the parish with ruinous

rates. It is a disgrace, sir, a disgrace, sir.
"

The Man of Levels and Chains looked pla-

cidly on at this ebullition of the parochial

Official, and mildly observed "What would you
have us do ?

"

"Do? Why, nothing. Leave us alone, sir.
"

The Surveyor shrugged his shoulders with

an expressive emphasis, and then locking his

arm into the arm of the Churchwarden of Saint

Anthony, dragged his complainant slowly on-

ward, "
Come," said he,

"
let us take a

short walk
;
I will conduct you. We need

not go out of this neighbourhood. We are

opposite the Old Bailey ;
the valley of Holbom

is beneath us. What a smiling valley it must
have been once, when fairs andj ousts were held

outside the New Gate on Smithfield
;
when

gentle youths and merry maidens tripped down
the greensward, and gathered cowslips and

cuckoo flowers on the banks of the Fleet.

But that was a long time ago ;
now it is all

covered with coal-grained brick-houses : just

peep down that court, that is Bishop's Court
;

or that, it is St. Dunstan's."

The Venerable the Churchwarden did more

than peep down Bishop's Court
;
he walked

down it
; carefully, however, holding his ban-

dana to his mouth and nose, in order to pro-

tect himself against the miasma of fetid smells,

and to ward ofl" infection.

Bishop's Court and St. Dunstan's Court,

like many of their type, are repulsively inde-

scribable. There is la miaere et la misere,

there is wretchedness and wretchedness ;
there

are degrees even in house degradation ;
and in

the lowest depth a lower depth, in London at

least, seems ever opening wide to swallow up
the poorer poor. In our old country towns,
in our ancient villages, the tenements may be

tottering and tumbledovrn - looking ; they

may be dirty and time-worn, cramped and

uncomfortable ;
but there is always something

to redeem them. Their architecture is not

unpicturesque ;
their thatch-roofs, gable-ends,

rafters, and cross-beams ;
walls half wood,

half mud, or chalk, or composite ;
their crazy

but still solid doors
;
their diamond window-

panes afl'ord a pretty picture : and though
the inmates may be none of the cleanliest, or

the most pure in heart and practice, still, there

we have a building mantl^^a with associations

as with ivy, and pleasing to the eye, an agree-

able object in a landscape. We admire a

Dutch interior of Rembrandt's or Teuiers'.

Though the walls are sombre, the atmosphere

dark, the furniture smoke-dried, and though
the scene frequently presents life in its lowest

stage, yet, how many lights exist—we were

going to say, are thrown in—but exist, abso-

lutely exist—to give a cheerful contrast to

the shadows of the Dutch artists. But in the

exterior or interior of one of these London

courts, where are the contrasts 1 where are

the lights ? where are the lines of beauty ?

Who can detect them ? All is black, black as

despair ;
not a gleam, physical or moral, to

brighten up the perennial gloom. Look down

this court. The pavement is reeking with

wet and garbage. The walls are flat perpen-

dicular surfaces of brickwork, begrimed with

London soot and smoke, mashed up by the

rain into a horrid paste, aud laid on with a
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heavy brush against the doow, the window* I execuuxl by tbo imlofatiii^.iblo l'r«3fect of the

sillH,
— ill a word, agiiiunt the unrelieved upiight Seine, have ho ofFectually Hiiu.s.Htu;inlMxl Parli,

area of the houses. There is no one p^iiut ,

th.it where throe hou-ses stood before one

wh<rn the Ciinmunau compound hiw not bueu st inds now, convertiu'^ into a curse the gift

ajiplied ; here, indeed,
"
brooding Darkneiu of beauty which the Sen.iturial iLichol of

spreads hi.s jealous wings," for tho blackness of France is iuiparting to her unrivalled capitaL

the moral Night luort-over envelops tho plague- I The saum process liiis Ijeea taking place in

Bpot, and Misery li.t-i marked itfor her own.

Nor is tho hopele.ss, dull ebon uniformity con-

fined to tho exterior of tho houses, nor is it the

least revolting portion of the picture. Look

at tho deniz'iis of these pandemonia. Look

at tho heavy skulking mon, the haggard noisy

tatterdemalions of women, the ragged, un

kempt, unwiished, half-starved children, thit

Bwarm in these rayless localities. Look into

their faces, and what spark of intelligence,

what trace of conscience, what .cleani of hope,

can you find there. The men han;^ about tlie

London. Whi-n tho N'ictoria Docks were om-
ntructed hoveral thou.s^iuds of families wore di^^-

placc l,and sought refuge still further eastward,
in overcrowded Stepney, Slioreditch, Uethual

(Jroeu, or Spitiilfields. When Cannon Street

was projected, to ease tho traffic of Cheapsido
and King William Street and make a short

ciit from St. I'aul's Cathedral to London

Bridge, hundreds of small tcnement-t aucl p<K)r

Weekly tenants disappeared from the locality.

When the Rookery in St. Giles's wa.s dis-

turbed, and the Seven Dials opened to light

place with aimless purpose, sulky ami joyless ;
and air by a series of new thoroughfares, the

the women chatter, and quarrel, and backbite Rooks had to perch elsewhere, au'i mostly
each other iu high-pitched, screechy voices

;
on branches already bending beneath the

tho children scream, and tight, and play all in weight of ancestral nests, whose occupants held

one ; the maidens lose their mo<lesty, and the a kind of hereditary tenure, and ha^J cawed

young mon abandon every vestige of respect and multiplied there till emigration had long
for eviMi tho boauty of tho other aex. How since been desirable. When it was thought
can it \ye otherwise when every room in every
houso in that court contiiius six or seven—
perhaps eight or ten—men, women, and child-

ren, sleeping night after night, huddled and

massed together promiscuously, like cattle in

a pen ? How can moilesty bo preservcil where

all sense of decency h;i.s long siuce been

burked ? Can Communism produce worse evils

proper for tho public good to connect Clerken-

widl and Black friars Bridge, what a pulling
down of old, dilapidated, worm-eaten, ram-
shackle hovels took place. Field Lane—where
Oliver Twist served his apprenticeship under
the accompli-.hed Mr. Fagin, archpriest of

pojket- picking
— was half-demolished, and

Siiffron Hill, sacred to organ-griuder.4 and
than Poverty ? Yet such is the condition of gddt-rs, exposed to the naked eye. Would
hundreds of our metropolitan courts, and

alloys, and yards, and sucli it will continue

to Ihj if" active steps be not taken to check it.

The Churchwarden is riglit. This fri:,'htful

state of things has been brought about by the

demolition of vast numbers of houses iu the

course of railway extension, and—let us add,
not to be too severe on tho railway companies—by the progress of mclroj)olitan improve-
ments. Jjonl Derby was right when he ex-

patiated eloquently upon the coloss;il injury
the rapid race for railway extension w;is in-

flicting upon the impoverished classes of Lon-

don. Potent as the trunijiets of Joshua iK-fore

Jericho, an Act of Parliament rar.es to tho

ground wall upon wall, and honse upon hou.se,

that the whole of J^ield Lane ha«l been pulled
down. The western aide still remains, dirty,

slovenly, inodorous, swarming with miserable

croons and idle chihlren reeking with filth,

and hideous with every physical deformity.
But why select one spot here and there, when

along the whole line you might plunge on
either side into dismal alleys, witnessing the

unclean poverty of the people, and hearing the

hopeless whine of misery and domoralisation.

Wht-ro can an ari-a bo fouiul more desolate-

looking, more repulsive, than Plumtree Court— Plumtreo ! what a mockery is the name !—
Shoo Lane f Happily, many of its typo have

disjippeared ;
but it would be almost too good

news to learn that Plumtree Court itself is

and street upon street. But there is no magic ,

doomed beneath the parliamentary pick-axe of

wanil which, waved to and fro by a magic
hand, can build up with equal case new

palaces for the rich and new habitations for

the i>oor. Rome, though not built in a day,

may bo destmyod in a day ; the work of de-

molition is the facUi^ (/MCfu.iu.i, and of this

fatal facility architects and engineers havo

largely availed themselves, Imix'rial decrees,

the H dborn Valley Improvoment .\ct

This u, however, rather a long interlude.

Wo left the Churchwarden cautiously monng
down Bishop's Court, and examining for him-

self its horrible condition.
•' Well!" observed the Surveyor, as the phi-

lanthropic p^irochial Official emerged from the

low archway that led to the Old Bailey pan-
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demonium. " Well ! what do you think of

it?"
" Think of it ? It is a lazar-spot, a sink

of pollution, a hot-bed of disease and vice.
"

*' And yet you would preserve such plague-

spots ? At least, you would not have us de-

molish them."
" You double the evil by demolishing them."
*' On the contrary, we do society good by

driving through and dispersing them."
" Good !

" sneered the parish Conservator.
*' Good ! I repeat it—Good ! Listen for a

moment. Suppose we did not interfere with

these dens of moral and physical disease, what

would result 1 Suppose we left them alone,

as you desire, they would perpetually fester.

As population increased, they would become

proportionately over-crowded ; they would be-

come ten-fold what you describe them—lazar-

spots. Would they not ?
"

" I don't see how you are going to mend

matters," replied the sapient Churchwarden,
with an air of triumphant ratiocination,

"
by

puUing down houses and doubling the evil

complained of."
" But we diminish the number of plague-

spots, do we not ?
"

"
Only to intensify the disease."

"
Every evil has its remedy ;

that you will

grant."
"I don't see it," and the Churchwarden

shook his head.
" Then you will allow me to explain. Left

as you would have them left, these courts and

alleys would become permanent nurseries of

vice, and crime, and fevers. Now by opening

them, and admitting air and light, we half

destroy the evil. But this is not all. Ne-

cessity is the mother of invention. Ingenuity

rarely sets her wits to work until things have

come to such a pass that they cannot be

worse. Now what have been the fruits of our

City improvements 1 We have given, as I have

said, light and air to localities which were

languishing from a congestion of population,
from filthy darkness and demoralisation, and
we have given fresh lungs to these benighted

parts of the City. Is it not so ?
"

" I wish you would push your argument on

a little quicker," replied the puzzled Church-

warden, peevishly.
•

"Well, I am coming to it. If we have

destroyed the homes of thousands of the most

impoverished classes in London, we have
drawn attention to the dreadful state of the

spots we have thrown down, and the other

kindred spots that still remain."
" I should think so, and deservedly, too."
" That is exactly it," continued the cool-

headed Surveyor,
' ' we have drawn attention

to this by no means pleasant subject, and phi-

lanthropy, in the guise of commercial enter-

prise, has taken in hand the remedy.''
" And no thanks to you."
" I am not referring to motives, but effects,

to results. We hear now of Model Lodging-
houses for the poor : that would never have
been dreamt of but for the present state of

things. We hear, too, mooted the question
of Suburban Villages for the artizan and city-

labourer
;
we hear of Workmen's Trains, both

on the Metropolitan and London, Chatham,
and Dover lines. What do you say to that ?

"

*'
Empirical, empirical: a mere experiment:

we know nothing of the results."

"There your knowledge runs short. You
are mistaken. We have very good data to go
upon, and I could, had I time, expatiate

largely upon the benefits conferred upon the

lower orders by the model lodging-houses and

working men's trains
; but perhaps you have

no desire to be convinced ;

" and quitting this

unhealthy neighbourhood, they walked away
together, to talk the matter over, the following

being the substance of their conversation.

A daily exodus is going on, has been going
on for years, from iutra-mural London. First

it was the successful merchant that must haxe

a seat down on the banks of the Thames, or

at Highgate or Hampstead ;
then the well-to-

do tradesman sighed for country air, and built

him a villa at Newington, or Camberwell,

Clapham, or Peckham—rural retreats. Then
the clerks in the merchants' and government
offices felt the ten hours' confinement to the

desk too much for their nerves and general
health. So lines of sober-minded, humble-

looking Rows and Terraces were run up for

them in Pentonville, and Clerkenwell or

Somer's Town
; and so on down the scale, till

Central London at night has become almost

abandoned to housekeepers and porters.

The same process has now commenced be-

low this line, and beyond this area. The

working-men's trains, which have been started

by the Metropolitan and London, Chatham, and
Dover railway companies are accomplishing a

magnificent boon for the labouring man. Early

every morning they convey, for the low sum of

two-pence (return tickets), thousands from the

outskirts of London to the scene of their tod
;

that is to say, they enable thousands of our

journeymen labourers, instead of festering in

over-crowded courts and alleys, to live out

where there is fresh air and plenty of space.

There is no manner of need for us to expatiate

upon the good thus efi"ected
;
the health, the

comfort, the cleanliness, the self-respect, the

independence, this opportunity begets are

self'Cvident, and require no exposition. Plans
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have been formed for the purpoHoof coiiHtnict-

iug suburbau villagus for the wurkiug-iuau in

counuctiou with thu ruilwayH. Many dithcul-

ties, however, have opp<tscil the duvelopiuout
of tbirt project, wlilch, in fact, hum iiuvur ad-

vanced beyond the timt stage of conception.
No exptTinu-nt hiis been n»;k<lo, thuu^h wo be-

lieve the idea was revived when the munifi-

cence of Mr. Peabody and its conditiouH set

men's miudti a-thiukin^' over the arduous

question of " how best to benefit the poor."
ThLs brings u.s to another subject which has

arisen out of the overcrowding of the low

quartern of the nietrojwlis by railway exten-

sion and civic iniprovemeuts—dweiiinj,'-hou308

for the working chisses. This matter hiuj been

taken up in the spirit of philanthropy, but

on the true principles of financial economy,
since thus lalx>ur of love it is iutunduil shall

be paying. A company was set on foot

some time since by Alderman Waterlow for

the purpose of erecting suitable residences

for the working-classes, to be let out at a

reasonable rate. The alderman showed how the

scheme might be made at once remunerative in

itself, and a boon to the poor ; a directorate

was formed, and Lord Stanley accepted the

post of chairman. The residtd of its labours

hitherto have been highly gratifying. The sum
of 23,000/. has l>een exjK'nded in the purchase
of land, and in the erection of buildings. At

Wapping, a block of si.xty dwellings for fami-

lies has been completed and occupied. At

Baguigge Wells Road, a similar block has been

constructed and named " Ci)bden Buildings ;"

another "
citr," as the French would term it,

called *'
Stanley Buildings," Ls on the point of

completion in the Old St. Pancras Road, whilst

negotiations are pending for an cliLjiblo piece
of land in the ( 'ity Road, about a quarter of a

mile from the Bank, as a site for three blocks

of buildings.
" And what are the rents they ask ?

"
de-

manded the Churchwarden of Saint Anthony,
who had all this time been ILiteuing with sin-

gular absence of interruption to the Civil

Engineer. "Preposterous; the prices are too

high, sir
; they never can benefit the poor."

*' Then how is it they are occupied as soon

as finished f Nonsense, they pay ; and more
than that, if it isn't the class you wish to see

benefited, which is immediately served, the

out-goers make room in the t)ltl alleys and
courts for the strata below them, the coster-

monger, the mason, and the hodman. But
even the turn of these will come in time, and

you will see that railways will ultimately prove
a blesviug to them all. We »h-M have more

open thoroughfares, more open spaces, more
available means for obtaining country air, and

visiting beautiful scculh
; and if ever the

population rekpscs into its prmmnt state of

misery and degradation, it will b« the fault of
thu churchwardens, and such simdl conserva-

tive fry of future goneratious, who would leave

things as they are. No, sir
; if the poor are

to be dragged out of this Slough of Desjxind,
it must be by means of the goa-head steam
locomotive." Hakolu Kino.

LIFE IX THE CLOUD.S.

EvKKVBODY knows tliat Switzerland in bad
weather must always be a myth, a delusion,
and a snare. What is the uso of being told

by Murray, that from this point may be seen

some score of mount;dn peaks, of various «!©•

grees of lovelines.s, aiul length of name, when
the fact is the fog is so dense you can hardly
see your own alpen->tock ? far wiser and
eiisier to stay at home and look at the pano-
rama, which shows you everything as it ought
to be. What is the use of inhaling the in-

vigorating breeze under a pouring raiu which
no amount of waterproof clothing can resist

for any time I
" Never again will 1 return to

this deceitful land," is the cry reiterated by
the sturdy Alpine tourist, whose well-laid

plans for seeding hitherto unattainable peaks
have been mockingly set aside

; by the pro-
fessional man, whose hard-won holiday has

been spent in reading Tauchuitz novels in the

Sidons of wretched hotels
; by the delicate

woman who, sent to recruit her e-vhausted

frame, finds her newly-gained strength in f>eril

from damp sheets and rain-tlooaed rooms
;

by the London belle, who has come solely
to delight her fellow-travellers by the display
of so unicpie and varied a set of travelling

costumes, and finds,
—but no,

—let us draw
the silent veil of oblivion over their departe<"i

glories : by each and all is the same resolu-

tion energetically repented. And yet that

capricious beauty, who luis cho>eu her dwel-

ling-place midst the storm-rent passes and
frozen glaciers of Helvetia, has only to lift one

l)eaming glance or tling the sh.idow of a snuie,

has just to raise for one moment the gloomy
pall that enfolds li'.«r, to let you look once on
the white forehe.id of tlie Jungfrau, or gaze
awestruck and spellbound into the deep heart

of Mont Hlanc, and her devoted admirers are

.it her feet again, more hopelessly
>

'

1

than ever, for their moment.iry del,i._

Yes, those who have t-utted once of the fabled

lotus fruit find all other pleasures pall Ix-fore

the memory of its intoxic.vting fragrance, and

wancler helplessly back to that mag c l>an«juet ;

and you and I, too, my friends, will find our-

selves drawn into the vortex, d.-spite o.»r
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struggles, and will meet once again, as we did

this year, under the mighty shadow of the

Eaggischoru, Memory reads no dates in

friendship's annals
;
so why should I strive to

chronicle the day and the hour when we,

units in the band of brotherhood that was

to be, found ourselves toiling through the

winding paths of that stately pine forest

that clothes the foot of the giant Eaggis-

choru ? Yes, up under soft but soaking rain,

through those deep and sombre groves,
—look-

ing down on the dark blue mountains far

below, panted on we, who, with no further

training than the fitful excitement of a Lon-

don ball-room, nerved by the inspiring scene

around, had rashly undertaken to walk up
what a Mont Blanc man describes as " about

the stiffest grind in Switzerland," thinking

Peasants of the Rhone Valley.

regretfully of the assistance we had below

scornfully rejected, hearing far above us the

tinkling of the mule bells, while imploring
voices woke up the twilight echoes by shouting
down warnings of the fast failing day and

falling night. Fresh from the glories of the

Grimsel, with the foaming roar of the Aar
Falls still sounding iu our ears, and visions of

the calm, frozen beauty of the Rhone glacier

floating before our eyes, as we reposed for an
instant on the fallen pine trunks around, and
then hurried breathlessly on, to reach at

length, thoroughly wet, but in good spirits, the

goal of all our desires, that white hotel perched

midway on the mountain side.

The first notion of most travellers on reach-

ing that haven of rest is to call at once for

quantities of hot water,—a veiy important

item,
—

considering you are completely soaked,
from tlie hat downwards, in rain, that has

been slowly trickling through those fragrant

pine branches till it is converted into a highly
scented essence

;
and on your boots you have

contrived to carry away sufiicient rich leafy
loam to stock a small garden. Time only,

however, is sometimes wanted to transform

the most muddy grub into the most radiant

butterfly ; and with the inward and outward

being refreshed, behold the wayworn travellers

sauntering forth to steep their souls in the

unending beauty of the wondrous panorama
the moon is lighting up for them, her beams

glinting now over the upheaved shoulder of

some giant mountain, now half revealing the

shadowy depth of some mysterious valley,

flinging into sterner relief the jagged tops of

those storm-racked pines and keen cut outline

of that rock-crowned hill
; anon softening

into more etherial tenderness those far-off

frosted peaks, those ghostly sentinels of silence

and eternal snow ; and we, who stood drink-

ing in the witchery of the scene, felt our souls

filled with an iutense longing to explore all

the hidden mysteries of that enchanted land-

scape, and betook our scheming brains and

ambitious projects each to our allotted pillow,

determining to rise with the sun and see what
we should see, which was—alas ! Had some
malicious magician flung a foul spell over the

dream of last night ? Nothing met our de-

spairing gaze but drenching rain, and thick

murky clouds rolling noiselessly above, below,
around. What was to be done 1 The notion of

ascending the rest of the mountain to look at a

view being, under such circumstances, simply

ludicrous, we were perforce compelled to resign
ourselves to our fate, and spend the day in

the house as we best could
;
and after the

first gaze of blank disappointment, it was

astonishing how quickly every one discovered

that after all a rainy day was quite a blessing.

You could write up all arrears of neglected

correspondence and half-forgotten diaries, com-

plete unfinished sketches, and arrange the

dried specimens of ferns, flowers, and lichens

that constitute great part of the traveller's

mountain treasures ; and while the room sub-

sided into quiet and occupation, we were able

to examine at greater leisure our companions in

misfortune. They were not all strangers to us :

many we had met at various hotels. There

stood our tall friend, who organised a won-

derful game at the Grimsel, which excited

roars of laughter inextinguishable, as that of

Olympus, among the crowd of guides and nonde-

script servants of the Hospice, and who would

persist in addressing us in that most miracu-

lous of modern languages, British French.
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By him was his calm, compoHed companion, io-

Bt'parablo as Damon and rythiiui. Thoro wcro

three travellin-^ arliBts, objoctiunablu pooplo,

who had already been ofton warned that tho

company present understood French, I'loniisli,

and Gorman, but who poruiHtvtl in making

porsonal remarks, and takiiii; furtivo hkuuesjioa

of those aruuml. They coiihtitute«l, :\a ono of

them observed, "laneule taclie," on tho other-

wise British gatheiing, and no one contradicted

him. There was tho eternal, newly-married

couple, who, speidjiuL,' only to each other,

found their oVn society an insuflicieut safe-

guard against ennui, and took a very Hj>eeily

departure. There wa.s that fair, gentle Eng-
li>hwuman with the small, cla~.sic;d head, and

many others of more or loss interest.

The only natural reMources of tho place were

a shelf of Tauchnitz volumes in tho smoking
room, and a siuguLir game, a melangu of

bagatelle and Eoliaii har]) ;
at leajit the balls

struck on bra'4s wires, that emitted a mur-

muring, musical sound. Tho gentlemen found

it interesting, as one of them confide<l to \i»

ho had played 170 games, and lo.<it some un-

countable number of hidf francs ; indeed,

they got very excited over it, and inhisted on

dni;,'i,'ing it bodily into the salon, that we

nii^^ht juin in the sport, to the intense disgust
and annoyance of that fiery-headed, wonderful

waitress, who (under protest)
did the work of

five gar<,'ous, and grumbled for ten, and who
answered to tho soft name of Lone Philomel

;

but who when you waited to hear her " wood-

iu foot of the 1

notes wild," grulily desired you not to talk to

her, as she had no time to reply.
liot me here chronicle the name of our host,

"
Willag," the Trince of Landlonis, who, with

tho .smallest conceivable head, and tho longest

possible legs, hung upon electric wires, hopped
madly about the house, and came down upon
the table d'hoto with extended arms, like an
heraldic spider. NN'ith tho help of chocolate,
wo succeeded in getting through tho day
somehow

; and the evening brought a now
importaiou of gue-sts, Eiigli>h girln, with

smoothly braided hair
; and everybody frater-

nised and congratulated each other on tho
fact that the wiud h.-\d changed, and that to-

morrow's dawn must bring tine weather. So
we went to bed, and got up to a white worl.l,
for the change of wiu.l had brought a totally

unexpected fall of snow, notwithstanding
which our enemies, the clouds, hung jicr.se-

veringly and affectionately close around ua.

However, tho learned in such thiin,'^ an-

nounced .snow to be a certain presage i>f fine

weather, and the guides had a frantic g.imo of

snow-balls to oxpross their ple.asure at the

pro.tpect ; and our eccentric host iK>rformed a

spa.smodio dance of delight on the plateau be-

fore tho hoteL

The three Germans started for the top of

the mounUiin
; and on their return previous

to depjirting altogether, as they would not

acknowletlgo to h.iviug seen nothing, three

Eu^li^hmen, our modern Damon an 1 Pythias
with a friend, mu.-:t neetls sally forth on the

same errand, unheeding tho very qualified

assertion of the most conscientious German,
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"
que 9a doit etre tr^s belle." Of course they

came back very wet, liaviug only bccu varie-

ties of the same clouds that hung pleutifully

round the house. Our chief eutertainment of

an afternoon was looking out for new visitors.

When the alarm was given that anyone was in

sight, we flew tumultuously to the windows to

watch them ajipear looming through the mist

and come dripping into the door. That after-

noon three gentlemen and a lady arrived,

English, of course—no other people travel for

pleasure in bad Aveather
;
and after the usual

routine of hot water without and hot wine

within had been gone»through, they appeared ;

and here let me remark, I do not know why
we are called a grave nation, all the most

radiant people I see abroad are Englishwomen.
Now this party, notwithstanding their soaking,
all looked beaming ;

and the lady especially

came down in about ten minutes as fresh as a

rose, and entering the salon with her friends,

found us all, according to our usual habit of

receiving strangers wdth all due formality till

we saw what they were like, sitting over our

books and work, as if nothing could draw our

attention off; and nothing would, I believe,

had not fate determined to enlarge the circle of

the Eaggischoru brotherhood, and behold what
small causes may bring about great events.

There was a red sofa in the salon, which we
called the "Trap," because, though inviting
to look at, if you venture to repose on those

treacherous cushions, they fall in, thereby ad-

ministering a great shock to the nerves. This

happened often ; but Philomela always set the

trap again, and some thoughtless being was
sure to be caught. Now two of the new
comers took possession of this sofa—one,
whose grey hair and general demeanour pro-
claimed him a dignitary of the church ;

the

other, also a clergyman and a man of weight.
We looked nervously round. Should we so

far break through the conventionalities as

warn these strangers ? But no, British

taciturnity prevailed ;
the dead silence was

only broken by the expected crash, and conse-

quent downfall of the victims. No one being
hurt, we were allowed to laugh to make up
for our previous solemnity, and to talk as fast

as ever we could from that moment till we
parted. We had games, and we had ghost
stories

; we had an English service read to a

quiet and attentive little congregation ; we
had constant snow and clouds without, and

perpetual sunshine within. We made one
ineffectual effort to reach that mythical top of

the mountain
; climbed up through various

layers of clouds ; lost sight speedily of every-

body else
; replied to their encouraging but

invisible voices by shouting back "
excelsior ;"

got excited enough to believe we once saw
some blue sky, which, of course, turned out a

melancholy delusion
;

and brought home a

great deal of melted snow, but nothing else,

excepting sufficient spirits to carry us tri-

umphantly through a most ghostly evening ;

for the amount of perfectly well-authenticated

supernatural tales we heard that night, told

by people whose earnest tones spoke at least

their own intense faith and belief in their

words, were enough to make the most common-

place hair stand on end.

Hitherto we had turned a deaf ear to the

reports brought up to us of sunshine in the

valleys and surrounding hills, and deter-

mined to persevere in waiting' for a fine day
till perseverance had met with her proper

reward, and we should have seen that mythical
view from the mountain peak. But when

morning after morning dawned, and the sun
stiU seemed to have forgotten us, the clouds,
if possible, hanging denser and closer, and one
after another of our fellow-prisoners preparing
to take flight, our fortitude began to flag ;

and when a horrible rumour was circulated

through the hoiise, from whence originated no
one could tell, that if the wind did not change
in two hours it would snow for a fortnight,
human patience could stand it no longer.

Begging our friends to wait for us, and calling
for the biU, we flew up stairs. Ten minutes

sufiiced for our preparations. No ponies were

procurable ;
but what signified that to de-

termined spirits ? We waited for nothing,

but, snatching up our alpenstocks, plunged
down the hill side with the resistless force of

an avalanche, and left
" the great pines groan-

ing aghast
" at the rapidity of our flight,

which was momentarily checked at " Viesch"
till a sufficient number of vehicles could be

chartered to roll us on smoothly to Brieg, «,nd

only finally brought to a standstill at Visp,

by the sight of the solemn range of Zermatt,
whose snowy peaks drew aside some of the

brotherhood, whUe the rest swept on to

Chamouni and remained there, fascinated by
the exceeding loveliness of that fair valley and

its mysterious and tempting glaciers, and

gazing into the "deeply darkly blue" cre-

vasses till they could scarcely resist obeying
those unearthly voices that would lure un-

wary mortals down to try the pure and calm

repose of their sapphire and emerald recesses,

where no human foot has ever stept ;
and

from Chamouni the brotherhood again gathered

together by the blue sparkling waters of Lake

Leman, and then and there, before their final

separation, decreed that this c athful record of

their sayings and doings should be faithfully

chronicled. M. A. W. D.
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A STORY OF WATKliLEICII MILL

(In EltiHT CUAITKIIS.)

CHAPTER I.
sis^ia i>f incroaniTig tcnipt'st.

"
Yes," said tho

"Here at last, ami thoroughly drenche<l," traveller,
*'
though pretty well accustomed to

exclaimed a traveller, about to enter tho iim roughing it, I do not know that I ever closed

at ^^aterloigh, a village on tho banks of tho a tiay'a march with ninro sati>faction. But
Thames. It had been raining and blowing hard liow is this / A brick w.ill, instead of open
all day, and the evening was closing in witli do«ir8 ! Is the old inn deserted, or have I

VOL. XIII. No. 322.
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mistaken the house ?
" He stepped back and

looked up. Tliere was no mistake
;
the sign of

the Beetle and Wedge stood out as heretofore,—
large iu conception, vigorous in colour and

execution.

This symbol of the Beetle and Wedge had

its origin in the old days, when the silvery-

Thames rolled its unpolluted and capacious
waters between banks shrouded in wood, and

when the mallet, the wedge, and sturdy
Saxon arms were required to clear the forest

solitudes.

In the present instance the sign was the

work of the modern village artist, who, instead

of a mallet, which the old word " beetle " was

intended to express, had thought fit to paint
an enormous black insect standing on a wedge.
It was a wonderful piece of pre-Raphaelite exe-

cution,
—the very cast of the creature's counte-

nance Avas conscientiously rendered. A fancy
wreath of lesser beetles and wedges enclosed

an inscription, which announced that Jeremiah

Stockfish gave entertainment to man and

horse, neat wines, <fec.

"No, I am right," said the traveller; "but
what are they about, building up the passage ?

Hillo, a-hoy ! within there !" These words he

accompanied with a smart blow of his cane

upon the masonry which a man in the passage
behind was busily erecting. The brickwork

was already breast high, when the builder,

no less a person than the landlord himself,

startled by the sudden summons from without,

popped his head above the barrier to ascertain

the cause. As the head protruded from the

dark passage, the face and staring eyes lit up
by the lurid evening storm glare, it appeared
as if just struck from the body, and spiked
traitorwise upon the barrier.

"Sir," said the head, "whoever you are,

prince or peasant, patience ! A man must take

care of those within his house, as well as of

those without,—the Thames, sir I the Thames !

"

and he began to handle a brick.

The stranger was reserved, a man of few

words.
" Don't make yourself a fool, sir, but

answer me at once : do you admit me or not
to this public-house ?

"

" Admit you," said the other,
"

oh, dear,

yes, sir

give a

bricks

, by all manner of means, if you will

man a little time
; one more row of

_
and the work will be safe. Admit

you, sir, to be sure ; this is the Beetle and

Wedge, not public-house, but inn and tavern,
Jeremiah Stockfish landlord, who is at present

engaged on particular business, but who has
excellent fishing accommodation."

The stranger, now really angry, exclaimed,
" How much longer am I to be kept in this

pouring rain ? I shall have a little business to

settle with you, my friend, when once I get
inside that barricade of yours. Am I to stay
here all night 1

" and he made a movement as

if to climb the obstruction, and force aa
entrance.

"No violence, I pray," cried the landlord.
"
Upon this barricade, as you jiistly call it,

hangs the safety of my house. Here, hostler,
take the trowel, and pitch in for your life

;

not a moment must be lost." And turning to

the traveller,
" Will you please, sir, to walk

about five yards up the slope on your right to

the back-door 1 I will join you there, and ad-

mit you straight." The hostler took the

trowel, and seized a brick, as if to work in

earnest ; but no sooner was the landlord's back

turned than he put it down again.
"
Work, indeed !" he exclaimed;

" when is

there any other cry ? I have heard of a maid-

of-all-work, but of a man-of-all-work, never.

Hostler, tapster, mason, tyler, plasterer, and

painter ;
what next, I wonder ? Hush, I hear

the enemy a coming,—the Thames, the

Thames !

" and he commenced building with

the utmost celerity.

Meantime the landlord had admitted the

stranger by the back-door, and holding up
the candle so that the light might fall fully on

his visitor, and considering the survey satis-

factory, he said :
—

"I must ask your pardon, sir, for having

kept you standing in the rain, and explain
what I was about. I was building a barricade,
as you justly call it, not to exclude lawful

travellers by laud or by water from this inn

and tavern that we pray for every Sunday,
but against an outlaw and water pirate,

—the

River Thames."
" The Thames !

" exclaimed the other.
"

Yes, sir, the Thames
;

it is rising fast.

We had just this weather some ten years ago ;

the river came out, burst through the front

door, and nearly drowned the landlord and
his whole establishment,—nothing like it since

the Flood
;

excellent neat wines six feet deep,
casks swimming about ; in short, sir, no end

of damage done and custom lost. Since that

time I have always kept bricks and mortar at

hand to build the enemy out if he again in-

vade me. But Lord, sir, how it lightens ! Do
come in, and not stand talking here in the

passage ;
it is an awful night, and you as wet

as the river itself. Hark, how the rain rushes!

Why, bless me, if I don't believe it is the

Thames a-coming, and the mortar not yet set;

make haste, this way, sir,"

"Landlord," said the stranger, "pray put
the Thames out of your head just now, and

provide me with a private room and something
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to eat, or you will fitid mo a womo cuHtomor

than tho roariiic; Hood."

"All right," ho n-plieJ ; "private apart-

ment, III)
; cold, ami withi>ut tiro

;
to oat, yon,

and of tho best, and to drink too. You will

find tho travoliiTs' room a porfoct snut^u'nry,

excellent firo and yxnd company ;
tho doctor

and tho 8choolma.stor of tho dintrict, two

Bciontific mon who make thin inn protty noarly

their homo. Hero in tho door," throwing it

open;
" excuso ceremony. Hark at tho

thunder ! The rivor Is coming down ;
Lord

have mercy oi» this particular houso. Thin is

Mr.— Mr.
"

"
Talbot," »ai<l tho strangor.

"
Yos, yes, Mr. Talbot, a gentleman

traveller. And now to do battle with the

Tiiames, an unwelcome guest, and to order

dinner fi>r a welcome ono." So saying, he

runheil to tho completion of his brickwork.

Tho traveller, entering the room, bowed to

the company, and taking oft' his military cloak,

spread it before tho tire to dry.

"A dismal evening, sir," said tho doctor,

rubbing hi.s hands ;
"a man need not go to

Malvern just now ;
water treatment gratis.

Ha, ha! app'irrxt rnri iiantit in this weather,

eh, Mr. Hirchbottom ?
"

«*0n my word, sir," said Talbot, "it is

rather t'lo wet to be pleasant."

Dr. Palfroymrm was solo medical practi-

tioner at Waterloigh, where ho exercised an in-

depcndant professional rule, without the ne-

cessity of wearing a white tie or shaving his

mustachioH. However largely ho talked of

his own powers and succe.s.sful practice, there

was no fear of malicious commentary from a

ne -dy brother probe. Nature had given tho

doctor a largo body, an imposing ii.'<pect, and a

Bufliciency of pompous gravity ;
while a certain

twinkle in the eye told its tale of jovial hours

at the H-'otlo and Wedge. It was well for

him that he had this house of call ;
there was

a Mrs. Palfroymau at tho surgery, a lady of

decided character, to rule over and admoni.sh

him. His element was tho Beetle and

Wedge. Tliero snugly located when his better

half thought him plodding .about t)ii his late

professional round, he passed his evinings, as

he .said, in (juiet, scientitic converse, and tho

moderate circulation of the bottle, but roally

in an atmosphere of grog, tobacco, and small

talk.

"It is certainly a very coarso night," he

observed,
" and the thunder is alarming, so

I beg, sir, to welcome you to tho snuggery of

the lieetle and Wedge ; schoolmaster, second

the motion. Very clever m.an, Mr. Birch-

bottom, our friend here
;
first rate Latin scholar,

construes my medical notes and proscriptions,

which 1 am toM are written in elegant
Latin."

"
Klegant I^atin I

"
exclaimo<l tho other ;

" construe your proscriptions, indeod I Why, if

any boy in the lowest form of my school wrot«

Htich dog-liko stutr my canu and his hind-

(juarters should become very speedily ac-

((uainted, I can t«ll you. However, your

servant, sir; I am glad to see you under cover

on such a night as this ; a bottle of Stockfish's

right sort, and we sliall, I doubt not, mako

very good company together, though mat
cahim."

The traveller made suitable acknowledg-
menti. He was about eight-and-twenty years
of age, well made, strong and active, with a

frank intelligent countenance, bron/x'd by a

tropical sun. Something of the grave and

confident expression which men ac<{uire who
have been familiar with danger and accustomed

to maidy rule w;is in his face
; altogether his

whole bearing was decisive and a.ssuring ; and

with his cloak otl", and the bright light upon him,
it was at once apparent that he wa.s a gentle-

man, and probably a .soldier.

"
Pray, sir," said ho, addros.sing tho doctor,

" what is the meaning of this extraordinary
alarm about the Thames / Is the Thivmes the

dragon of the establishment ?
"

"
Well, it is something of the sort at the

present moment," replied tho doctor. " Uur

Thames, usually so discroot a river, now and

then after heavy weather as of late, swells,

becomes deliriotis, .so to speak, breaks Ix^unds,

and does no end of mischief. You must indeed

have h.ad a rough time of it on your journey.
I am glad to say that I have finished my pro-

fessional round "

" Don't make too sure of that, Dr. Pillfer-

man,'' said the schoolmaster maliciously.
"

I

think you may yet have a summons. I heard

this evening that Mi-s, Pooley had the pip."

"I do not budge to-nii;ht from this inn,"

replio'l the doctor, imperiously,
" for Mrs.

Pooley, or any other living person ;
and my

name, Mr. Birchlx.ttoni, is Palfivymau, and

not Pillferman, as you are plca.sed to call it."

"
Pillferman, jtrr orbcm didus," rt-joiued the

other: "pill-bearer t<i tho world at large
—

an honourable title, and not to be deapisetl."

"Sir," saiti tlie doct«>r, "myfimily—the

f.imily of Palfreyman wore knights militant,

noble horsemen— eijuites, as you wouKl t«rm

them—Mr. Birchl)ottom.
"

" Horse leeches, more probably,'' he re-

torted.

Now here it must be stated that Mr. Augus-
tus Birchbottom, master of the scIhk)! at NN ater-

leigh, was of a conc»'ited and caustic ili.sposition.

Ho was a spare little man. Tuerc was not
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mucli of him, but what there was, he con-

sidered first-rate. Accustomed to the despot-

ism of his own schohistic empire, ho carried

his head as high as his stature permitted.

Grey-eyed, hawk-nosed, with a voice pitched

in alt, he was the evil genius of the doctor,

who, thougli he could have eaten him up, in a

bodily sense, was coAved by liis querulous
voice and satirical tendencies.

The genealogical discussion was waxing

warm, when it was opportunely cut short by a

flash of lightning, that penetrated the ill-fitting

shutters, quenched the yellow light of the

candles, and quivered through the room with

a blue glare.
" Now for the thunder," said the doctor.

His words were instantly followed by a roar

that shook the building to its foundations.
" Tercentum toned ore Deos, Ercbumque

Chaosque," exclaimed the schoolmaster. " We
have not had the like since the great storm in

1855. Do you remember it, doctor ]"
" I shall never forgot it," he replied.

*' On
that awful night the Thames rose six feet

abreast
;
this inn was flooded, the cellar filled."

Here the doctor was interrupted by the

entrance of the landlord in a state of great

excitement.
"
Gentlemen," he ejaculated, "the Thames

is out. Already the water is one foot deep at

the barricade
;
but within the passage it is as

dry as the palm of my hand. No leakage ;

indeed my invention is a capital one. It is

an awful wild night, and the river rises fast
;

but now I have good hope that I shall not be

ruined, as I was in 1855."
' '

Ruined, say you ?
" exclaimed the school-

master. "Why it was a Godsend, Stock-

fish, Tfas that storm, and you know it right
welL If anything went wrong in your estab-

lishment for mouths afterwards, it was,
' the

storm, the storm.' Thinned with water, the

tap was inexliaustible. For a whole year the

beer was in a frightfully weak state."
" There is a Providence in all things, and

sometimes compen'jation," the landlord re-

plied, not daring to dispute the point, though

longing to kick Birchbottom. " Now I trust

all will go right, so I have brought up three

bottles of the real Bristol milk (you know the

tap, doctor), for I expect there wiU be no stir-

ring yet awhile, the inn being waterlogged."
Then tujning to Talbot,

' ' Here comes your

dinner, sir. As good a steak as in e'er a beef

house in London town. All is ready, sir,"

uncovering it. "A steak should be taken—"

" Sine mora," interrupted the schoolmaster,

"or, as the doctor has it, 'stat sumendus.'

But tell me, landlord, how about the barri-

cade 1 la it all right and tight i"

" The work is all right, tight, and finished,"
he replied.

" I have planted the stout kitchen-

maid and the hostler with their backs against
the barrier, as a pair of buttresses, to support
it through the night, under the pressure of the

water. Now I must trust to Providence, and
drink to the success of the invention. To-

morrow, schoolmaster, I shall ask your help to

write me a letter to the Times. So simple and

ingenious a contrivance should not be lost to

the world
; besides, it will be a good ad-

vertisement for the inn. Let me see

'Beetle and Wedge Inn and Tavern.—
Given under my hand, Jeremiah Stockfish,
vintner and inventor. First-rate accommo-
dation for fishing parties, &c.'

" Here he filled

his glass, and, nodding to his guests, weiit on,
" You were talking about the great storm and
flood in '55. That was a flood and storm.

Such hail, rain, thunder, lightning, flashes,

dashes, and water-works in general, eye never

beheld. Then you know, gentlemen," lower-

ing his voice, "the whole was seasoned with

a spice of murder."

"Murder !" said Talbot, looking up quickly
from his dinner

;

" murder ! Ah, indeed, how
was that V

" The murder took place this wise," the

landlord replied ;

" but we won't call it just
a murder either, though pretty nigh to it no
doubt. Some on© went the wrong way, that

was all, and least said soonest mended, spe-

cially on such a night as this, blowing great

guns."

"Really, landlord," said Talbot, "you
don't seem to take much account of it. Who
was it that was said to be miu"dered ?"

"
Lord, sir," he replied,

" how could I

say it was murder, when the coroner called it

justifiable homicide, for the verdict was acci-

dental death, you know."

"Landlord," said the schoolmaster, "thy
beer is in thy brains. Give me leave

;
I was

one of the jury on the inquest that was held

at the time you speak of, and it was a queer
case. I say, doctor, do you remember Cra-

dock's evidence, how it was scamped I Why
twenty years ago they would have hanged
him as an accessory at least, either before or

after the fact."

"I think not so, Mr. Birchbottom," replied

the doctor pompously; "there was no post-

mortem examination; a man cannot be hanged
comfortably without a doctor."

"Fiddle-de-dee," said the other; "post-
mortem evidence, indeed

;
it might hang you

any hour in the day no doubt, doctor, if one

chose to make particular inquiry into your

professional proceedings ;
but in the case of a

healthy drowned man, pooh, pooh, we don't
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want post-mortoms. But yon internipt ui>-,

doctor
;

lot mo see, what ilay was it lliat the

miller dii'il ?"

" What (lay wan it .'

"
said a roii'^'h but not

unpleasant voicit fioui tlio p:u>*sago.
" A day

that any man may bo proud to dio on—tho

anniversary of Ootol)or tho tweuty-firHt, 180r» ;

tho day that Admiral V'iKcount NeUon fell

f^doriously in the arm-t of victory." Here the

door was thrown op<fn, and a white-headed

old man with a wo<jden lei^ Htump'>d into tho

room.
*•

Hravo, Captain Salter I

"
crie<l the Rchool-

raastor ;
"wo wore sure, howovt-r foul the

w»'atlier was, that you woidd not fail us. Tho

doctor hero has eaten nothing but a biscuit

sinco 11 a.m.
,
to be in good order for tho

memorial mess to-ni^'ht. How did you get

here, by laud or by water ?"
" Never you mind, Mr. Cat,"—an abbrevia-

tiou of cat-o'-nine-tails,
—"

1 am here as in

duty boimd, and that's enotigh. P.ut I say,

where are your uiannti's, messmates; a strangir

in the room, and not introduce two gentlemen
to each other /"

*' There needs no ceremony," said Talbot,

rising,
"

I am in the service like yourself."
" Land or water ?

"
incjuired the captain.

"
Land," said Talbot.

" Never mind," rejoijied the captain, with

heartiness ;
"so it's not Marines, give us your

fist. Gentlemen, tliis is a moH auspicious

event ;
it is the twouty-tirst of October, and

here are the two services represented on the

occasion; in bumpers and in silence, we will

this night drink deeply to the memory of our

admiral. On this day Lord Nelson died."

Here ho took off his hat, and gazing reverently

upward, as if he saw nothing betwi.xt him and

the deep blue .'<ky, savt- tlio immortal signal

fluttering in tho sunshine, ho murmured,
'* '

England expects that every man will do his

duty,'
—ami he liied in doing it." The old

weather-beaten f.ico marked witli houourablo

scars, the white hair streaming from his tem-

ples, and the rapt expression of his counte-

nance, accorded well with tiie occa-sion. Tho

company regarded him in silence for a moment
and then burst into an enthusiastic cheer.

"
Well, done, my hearties !" said tln' captain,

resuming his wonted serenity;
" well iloue !

"

A fine old follow of seventy years and up-
wards was C.iptain &ilter, ami an apt repre-
sentative of tho old navy, and of the heroes of

Trafalgar. Time had not dimmed tho tire of

his eye, or impaired in any great degree his

bodily activity. A llapped waistco.at with tho

anchor button, a rough pea jacket, and loose

trousers, constituted his ilress. A large clasp

knife, suspended from his neck, hung at his

Hide like a dirk ; in his hand ho carried a gold-
headed cane, which had been taken from a

Spanish oflicor at tho battle of Trafalgar, and

given to him by one of tho saihjrs whi'ii ho

wa-s a midshipman of tho "Victory." At

Waterleigh the captain was quite the genius
loci. A liftitonant on half-pay, he had liv. 1

tht-ro half a century, having scircely quitt<'<l

his iKic'ielor quaitein in the wnug cottage
alK>vo the river sinco ho was afloat. In due
s«!ason he w<nt upon tho lletiniil List .oh com-

mander
;
and with a pension for tho loss of hLs

leg, and his moderate half-pay, he was able to

get on very comfortably in single bl'ssodnes-i.

One of the few, vi-ry few heroes now loft to us

of Trafalgar, he retained in his village life

tho simple characteristics of the sailor of the

olden navy.
As he shook tho rain from his jacket, he

said,
"

1 do not know how it is, but foul, blus-

tering weather seems to me to become this

day better than any other day in the year.

Long ago, on such a night, many a stout ship
antl fine fellow went down together ;

that was,
after the battle w.w won, when we ought to

have anchoroii. Hark ! there's a snutHer," as

the heavy gale boomed round tho house and

roared down the chimney ;
"excuse me, mess-

mates, if I keep my hat on, for it is rather

squally hero between decks."

The captain's hat wtis* a nondescript—some-

thing between a fore-and aft cock and a coster-

monger's tile. It had a tarnished gold l>and

round it, anil a long leather flap attached to

the back part.
" This hat," said the captain t iking it off

and surveying it,
" has seen service, gentle-

men ; many a rough gale have wo weathered

together ; it was knocked over by a niuskel-

ball at the capture of tho Hivoli, 74, in the

(Julf of Venice, when I lost my leg aboard

the Victorious, and 1 expect it is rather a

queer rig now, and in dock so often that there

is not much of tlie original old Ixiy left. I

keep the gold band on to show that I am in

the service, else 1 might be taken for the L<inl

Mayor, who himself wears a castor of a similar

kiilney. Tlie flap behind unshii>s in fiir

weather, and is an invention of my own: look

out for B pialls when I hoist it, that's all,*'

and he clapped it firmly on his head again.
"It is quite in order to-night, captain, that's

certain," sjiid the schoolma.ster
;

"
it is a regu-

lar foul-weather signal, and beats Fitzroy's

drum by a long clialk. Hark at the st-jrm I

"

I A silence now ensued, which was siH»edily

broken by the captain.
" What now, are we all storm-struck,

choked dtuub, or have I boardei you in a

, stmk pot ? When I came in you were chatter-
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ing like magpies, and now I find myself in a

company of methody parsons. What is it 1

Has anyone gone under in the gale, eh ?
"

*' What is it
'

said the schoolmaster, re-

peating the captain s words
;

"
why, that was

just the question when you burst in and inter-

rupted us without ceremouy."
"
Brother," the captain replied,

" two oflB-

cers representing the services are here present,

so speak respectful, d'ye hear."
"
Captain," uterposed Talbot,

" we were

talking about a murder that was said to have

taken place some years back, and we should

be glad to hear your opinion of the case."

"All right," the captain graciously replied ;

*' who was in the chair when I came in ?
"

* ' Mr. Birchbottom it was that spoke last,"

said Talbot.
" Go on then, Mr. Cat

;
and mind you keep

a straiglit course, my lad, or I shall overhaul

you, for I know a thing or two about that

business, which took place the twenty-first of

October, 1855, the anniversary of the night
when Lord Nelson died," here he touched his

hat. " Now go on."

The schoolmaster began his story again.
"It was on the 21st of October, this day nine

years, that it blew hard with a heavy gale
from the south."

"
South-south-west," interrupted the cap-

tain,
"

it's down in th6 log."
" South- south-west, captain, if you like,

with tremendous rain, awful hurricane, violent

thunder, and terrific lightning."
"Avast !" said the captain ; "don't carry on

so tall,
—ditto wind, rain, squalls, thunder and

lightning. Now go a-head again, Mr. Cat."
'* We were sitting in this very room, gen-

tlemen (a remarkable coincidence, considering
the present state of the elements), when the

captain, being in the chair as in duty bound
on this special day of all other days in the

year, rose to propose the memory of the im-

mortal hero."
" Admiral Viscount Lord Nelson," said the

captain.

"Of the immortal hero," repeated the school-

master with emphasis.
" We drank in solemn

silence the solemn toast, and at a solemn mo-
ment

; for, as if in accordance with our reve-

rential feehng and silent respect, the storm

suddenly ceased
;
the heavy gusts that had all

day sh ikeu the steeple and uprooted the sturdy
oak, paused in their career

; and it fell a great
calm. As we stood, our glasses still in our

hands, wondering at the sudden lull, a wiLI,

despairiug, half-shout, half-shriek, swept iuto

the room "

"
It was the cry of a drowning man," inter-

rupted the captain.
" I have heard a hundred

such cries, and I know them above every other

hail."

Just as the captain uttered these words,
a cry, similar to the one described by the

schoolmaster, wailed rmind the building.
Talbot started, the doctor turned pale ;

Birch-

bottom, who was raising his glass to his lips,

paused midway ; while the captain, laying
down his pipe, clapped both his hands to his

mouth, and roared with the voice of a Stentor,
" Hillo—Hoa—a-hoy !

"

This tremendous invocation, delivered with

full force of lungs and at true nautical pitch,

was instantly answered by a scream from the

passage, and the sudden entrance of the land-

lady, who, fanning herself with her apron, de-

manded, "For what cause the captain disturbed

the peace of a decent inn by bellowing and

howling as if the house was coming down.

It is bad enough to have screaming and drown-

ing outside, but when people disguised in

liquor begins scritching and terrifying inside,

it is high time to call the constable and clear

the premises."
Now the captain was brave as a lion—with

only one exception ;
the female sex in general,

and the landlady in particular, a comely dame
and a dangerous, of forty summers, inspired
him with an extreme dread.

"She is a she-devil of a woman, and very

comely," said the captain aside; "but upon
my soul she carries on too strong for any steer-

age whatsoever. " Madame Stockfish," he

ejaculated, trying to look severe,
"

respect
Her Majesty's servants here present."

" Don't talk to me, captain, about servants,—
servants, indeed !

—a pretty pass things are

come to when servants are to be respected."
" Woman !

"
rejoined the captain, goaded

by a desire not to show the white feather be-

fore the company.
" Woman ! lie down,

d'ye hear
;
a good hail like that will comfort

a poor drowning fellow, and maybe keep his

head above water."

Here the hostler rushed in
;

"
Drowning,

say you ?—drowning sure enough ! I did But

just poke my head over the bairicade to see

how deep the water was outside when I heard

the cry plainly : it came from the island, and

the voice was Cradock's
;
the bridge is washed

away, the water is very high out there, and I

think he is on the roof of his cottage."
" What I

" exclaimed Ti^lbot starting up,
"
Cradock, the old sluice-keeper drowning ;

the man we were talking of, captain, not ten

minutes ago? He must not drown and we

stand by. I came here on purpose to see this

very fellow."
" You are right," said the captain, "a man

must not go under and we looking on, upon
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the twenty-first of October, oh, no." Here '

he again clapped his hiiiuls tu hin mouth and

tthouted, but this time iu a much moru mot^lerate

key,
" Voluntewrs to the rescue I

"
riHUig at

the momout and making to tht- door.
"

Vohmteorrt, indued !

" exclaimed the land-

lady, throwing herself in the way to diflputo

the pa.sR;ige ;

" not one man Hh;dl Htir from

this house to-night, 1 can tell you. NN hat, are

you going to bo drowned yourself, ami to

drown the whole company along with you, on

account of a villain who ought to have boon

hung long ago, and the roatl running yards

deep in water I
'' Here she sank ilown

with strong hysterical throatenings, sobbing,
" What is to become of the IJcetlo if the

regular customers are to bo enticed out by this

dreadful sea os^ifcr, and all swallowed up to-

gether /"

At this crisis, when the captjiin waa sum-

moning up his utmost resolution to charge by
the landlady and escape, loud cries were heard

from the pa.s.s<ige, followed by a rushing souiul

as of many waters, and a foaming torrent

burst into the room. All was instantly con-

fusion : the cold water speedily aroused the

landlady, who, grasping the captain round the

waLst, Bcrejuned with her utmost might ;
the

Bchoolma-ster leaped upon the table
;

the doc-

tor climbed upon the chimney-piece, where ho

mainUiined a precarious .seat, and looked down
n blank di.sniay on the giddy flood leaping

and rutihiug round the apartment. The cap-

tain, embarrassed with the landlady, who clung
to him with extraordinary tenacity, cried out,
" What am I to do with this she-devil ?" and

raising her in his arms by main force, bore

her yelling into the paa.sage, and deposited her

upon the stairs out of the reach of the flood ;

then, showing himself for a moment at the

door up to his knees in water, ho beckoned

gravely to Talbot. "
Now, brother, now is

our time, tho barrica<le is down, let us be oft'

to the fisherman's hut, or that fury of a land-

lady will bo upon us,
—follow me."

Talbot Kplashed out of the room after the

captain. When they were gone, tho unfortu-

nate doctor, whose seat wa.s not more than

four or five inches in width, and whoso posture
wa-s acutely jiaiuful, ejaculated, "Schoolmaster,
this is dreadful

;
I cannot bear it

;
and are you

going to leave me to drown hero alone ? Oh,

stay for me, I will come down and asaist you,

schoolmaster, if you will wait one minute only ;

and pray hoar mo. if I should bo submergeil

(which God forbid !) there are printed instrac-
'

tions for the recovery of the apparently
drowned in the right-hand pocket of my w.iist-

coat
; mind, lose no time in the application

of the means, atd above all do not hold me
[

ap by tho heclj.
" With these words he quitt«d

his poht of vantage on the chinuiey-pieoj, and
with a loud H({uall slid into tho wat<.-r, gapping,
"

H;ih, it in excessively cold to my l<gi» and

thighs. Oh, my dear friend, help mo ! I am
in very deep water already."

" Do como idoug," replied the other,
" wc

shall have to dive through the door, or stay
here to bo drowned like mice iu a trap, if y<ju

go on chattering in this way.''
{Tobt coHttnutd.)

LEOXAKDO DA VINCI.

Ik this nineteenth century of ours has one

peculiarity more marked than any other, it

is the cjipacity for strenuous and continuous
exertion disphiyed by its great men. We live

in an age of work. In every department of

science, of art, of literature, there are men
who labour like giants, putting their hand to

the plough, and never looking back till Nature

revenges her over-taxed energies by failing
health and premature decivy. Nay, oven
Nature herself .sometimes seems inclined to

forego her claims as in the case of our gallant
old Premier, who, at nearly eighty-one, has
earned for himself the title of "

Young
Palmerston." Everywhere there is compe-
tition, and tho least .slackening in the pace

implies defeat. Fresh triumphs in science

crowd upon each other's heels. Scarcely has

one discovery astonished the world, before

another, equally marvellous, appears, and
drives its predecessor into ihe realm of every-

day life. Kailways, telegraphs, photographs,
turn by turn, demand the public attention.

Literature advances with gigantic strides. Jn

tho ono department of weekly and monthly
magizines, tho issue has increased from 4UU,UUU
iu 1831, to G,y40,UU0 in 1^04. liut from
the very fact that every step iu discovery
is known to hundreds of thousands of busy
minds, and discussed from every point of

view by eager tongues, it h dithcult to detino

the advance made by any individual dLscovorer
;

and generally tho utmost that can bo Siiid is,

that such a man improved so much u^)OU the

idea of some other, a.s to make it virtually his

own. The curious phenomenon of simulta-

neous discovery is ct>natantly appearing. It

is hard (or a miui to make any great mark

uiK)U the world. Hero-worship is all but ex-

tinct. Wo prefer to speak of " tho spirit of

tho age," and to believe that our greiitest

men are, after all, not so very far iu advance
of the rest. Hut in by-gone times things

Seem, at hrst sight, to have been very dif-

ferent. In history the figure of a hero stands

out—he aud his work—iiistinct from all his
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surroundings. The discoveries he made, the

deeds he performed, or the light he shed upon
the world, seem to belong to him, and to him
alone. Probably tlie greater difficulty of com-

munication three liundred years ago, and the

absence of periodical literature and of general

cultivation, did really tend to produce a more

marked distinction than is possible now, be-

tween intellects of the highest and the average
order. But it is probable, too, that this dis-

tinction is greatly exaggerated in our estima-

tion, by forgetting that we are looking back

upon a scene, whence the rush and stir of

thought and passion have long since died out.

The lesser lights of the age are forgotten, and
time has pronounced the verdict of immor-

tality ujion those who remain.

These remarks apply specially to the man
whose name stands at the head of this paper.
In his life-time, though his fame was great, the

Italian world had probably but a very faint idea

of what a magnificent genius was in its midst.

Indeed it seems likely that many of his won-
derful designs were never communicated at

all to those with whom he mixed. Most of

his MSS. were written from right to left,

and were consequently not decipherable, ex-

cept by the aid of a mirror
;
and as, neverthe-

less, he could and did also write in the usual

way, it appears highly probable that many of

the papers in that crabbed hand were intended

only as memoranda for his own use, as jot-

tings down of the workings of an ever-active

and brilliant miud. Only scanty materials are

known to exist, out of which to form anything
like a biography of Leonardo da Vinci, but

much is known of his genius and his work,
and it is well worth while to look back for a

moment to the illustrious age in which he

lived, and try to catch something like a true

glimpse of him. Every one knows of the

fame of Leonardo da Vinci as a painter, and
has heard or read criticisms upon those pic-

tures, or fragments of pictures, that remain to

us from his hand. In his lifetime his chief

claims to renown were thought to rest upon
them, and though that might in part be

caused, as hinted above, by some of his most
remarkable discoveries slumbering peacefully
in his desk, yet they were certainly imequalled
in their day ;

and if they were afterwards sur-

passed by the works of Raphael and Michael

Angelo, it was by following the way pointed
out by the great master.

A native of Vinci, near "Florence the beau-

tiful,"Leonardo's eyes must have opened upon a

most lovely world. Little is known of his child-

hood, but his genius must have been of early

growth, for when a mere boy, he so excelled

his master, Andrea del Varocchio, as to make
that painter, in a fit of disgust at his own in-

feriority, determine never to touch colours

again,
—a resolution which he faithfully kept.

Happily for himself, however, Leonardo was
not forced by poverty into premature exertion.

It was probably to the years of study in youth
and early manhood that he owed the utter

absence of einseitUjkeit, that always so remark-

ably distinguished him. He worked hard, and
in many directions. Sometimes natural history
and botany, sometimes astronomy, sometimes

arithmetic, and sometimes music was the pas-

sion of the moment. What mattered the occu-

pation, so that the j'oung mind had time and

space to attain its full growth without pressure
or forcing? He earned money, however, during
his youtli, probably by painting ;

for we find

him with a numerous retinue of servants, and
in possession of spirited horses, which he ex-

celled in riding, and for which his father,

notary to the Siguoria of Florence, could not

have afforded to pay. He delighted in society,

and society in him
;
and his contemporaries,

very likely, thought him rather idle than

otherwise. Not that he could ever be accused

of neglecting his special art,
—

painting. He
would follow for a day a person with some

peculiarity of appearance, in order to draw it

afterwards from memory; or stand by during
an execution to catch the expression of the

criminal's countenance in his last moments.

Another of his ways of obtaining models is

both characteristic and humorous. He used

to invite the ''
contadini," and people of the

lower orders, to .supper, and amuse them during
the meal with irresistible stories, afterwards

drawing their grimaces during the paroxysms
of laughter, and exciting fresh merriment by
showing the caricatures to the company. In-

deed, Leonardo always possessed in perfection

the quality most essential in a painter
—a

true, reverent love of Nature in all her forms.

No object was, to his miud, too small or too

contemptible to be deserving of earnest study
and patient imitation. There is a story of his

having on one occasion carried into a room,
which no one but himself entered, a number of

hedgehogs, bats, serpents, locusts, &c.
,
in order

to combine their shapes into that of a monster

or dragon, which he wished to represent.

"At this," says Vasari, "he laboured until

the odours arising from all those dead animals

filled the room with a mortal faetor, to which

the zeal of Leonardo, and the love which he

bore to art, rendered him insensible or in-

different." When one thinks of him thus,

surrounded by the dead bodies of loathsome

creatures, and bending over his work, regard-

less of that "mortal feetor," one ceases to
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wonder at his succesM in art. Upon thi.n name

picture hangs another talo. It w:i.h paint(><l

upon a tig-wood nliitld, which liiid In't-n vu-

tniHtod to Leonardo's futlior, Pioro do Vinci,

by a peasant on hi-s ontate, tliat Honu-thing

mij,'ht bo painted upon it at Florence.

Leonardo wan petHuaded to undertake the

work
; but wlien the dragon vrm* completed,

and the picture, being delivere<l to .*^r Tiero,

proved to be of extraordinary merit, the wily
Florentine sold it ou bin own account, and
"

silently bought from a m'Tchant " another

shield, on which Homo obscure artist had

painted a lu-art trans6xe«l with an arrow. This

was sent to the deluded peasant, who " con-

sidered himself obliged
"

to Ser Piero for it to

the liiHt day of his life.

I5ut our present concern is not with Leon-

ardo's pictures. Besides them, there are in ex-

istence numerous drawings and designs of liis,

in which cverj' stroke is a marvel. Always
ready with his pencil, he used it on every oc-

casion to illustrate those wonderful intuitions

which, eays Mr. Hallam, "according at least

to our common estimate of the age in which
he lived, are more like revelations of physical
truths vouchsafed to a single mind, than the

superstructure of its reasoning upon any es-

tablished b.-usis." As an example, hero is one
of the.so illustrations given in a work used till

Very lately at the School of Musketry at

Hythe, and known to the initiated by the
name of the "Brown Book." At first sight
the drawing does not appear to be of any
great importance.

But in the cla8.H-])ook in' question, where
Leonarilo is described a.s "a celebrated Italian

mathematici.-ui," it is explained to bo his sole
answer to the self-proposed question,

" If a

bombard throws various distances with various

elevations, in what pjirt of its range will be
the greatest angle of elevation T' In his re-

ply he recognises t lie fact that the* ry
is a cur\e throughout its length; . y,
that a shot fireil perpend icidarly will not fall

again on the sixjt whence it was fired. Simple
as they may seem, these two propositions
recognise the force of giavity, resistance of
the air, and the rotary motion of the earth—
surticiently remarkable indeed, considering that
neither Galileo nor Sir Isaac 2s'ewton were at
that time bom or thought of !

'

Tlio activity of Leonardo'ii mind wa« at all

times incrt'dible. In a single collection of hui
'

MSS., called, from its size,
"
Athuitic," there

are about l,7rjO different drawing". It is that

book which Napoleon, when the Ff • k

potiscKsion of Milan, carried, with 1' ..'a

\

"
Virgil," to his hotel, allowing no one to

\

touch them, and exclaiming in triumph,

[

*'
(^hiesti sono miei!" The ''Codex .!'

<iV()
' formed only one folio volume, in a

of thirteen, of Leonardo's drawings and

writings, and it Is the only one tint was

returned from P.iris to its rightful owners.

There was scarcely a department of human

knowledge in which, at some time or other of

his life, Leonardo ha<I not made remarkable

progress. He was a distinguished anatomist :

his anatomical drawings were alluded to with

admiration l)y Dr. William Hunter in 1784,
and are indeed models of industry and genius.
He filled a book with drawings, outlined with

the pen, all copies of bodies dissected by him-

self. "In this book he set forth the entire

structure, arrangement, and disposition of the

bones, to which he afterwards added all the

nerves in their due order, an<l next supplied
the muscles." Uf each part he wrote an ex-

planation with his own hand. These studies

were probably tindertaken by Leonardo simply
in the interests of his art, for ho held that a

thorough knowledge of anatomy was essential

in a painter. The theory is common ; but

what other painter ever carried the practice to

such lengths ?

\N"hen between thirty and forty years of age,

Leonardo made up his mind to leave his native

Florence, and seek employment .at the court

of Ludovico Sforza, Duke of Milan
;
a prince,

whatever may have been his faults, always

ready to give generous encouragement to

talent. The letter which Leonanlo wrote to

secure his favour has been preserved, and

really reads more like the proposal of an en-

chanter in the Arabian Nights, th.an the sober

oUer of a human being's services. V\'e nriote

a portion :
—

"In cvo of a siege, I can remove tlie water

from the ditches.
" If through the height of the fortifications

or the strength of the {wsitioii of any pl.ice it

cannot l>o etVectually bomb.anled, I have means
of destroying .iny such fortress, provideil it be

not built upon .stone.

"
I can arrive at any (place) by means of

excavations, and crooked and n.arrow ^vays,

made without any noise, even where it is

require*! to pa^s under ditches or a river.

"
I can construct fit machines of offence for

any emergency whatever.
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*' I can make vessels that shall be bomb-

proof.
' ' In times of peace, as well as any other,

I can make designs of biiildings for public and

for private purposes ;
I can also convey water

from one place to anotlier.

*'I will also undertake any work in sculp-

ture, in marble, in bronze, or in terra-cotta
;

likewise, in painting I can do what can bo

done as well as any man, be he who he may."

Nor were Leonardo's empty boasts. One

of his projects was to raise the whole of the

Church of San Lorenzo, by means of immense

levers, some feet higher than it now stands,
and thus supply the deficient elevation. The
scheme was condemned as cliimerical

; but it

was perhaps not so impossible, for in our day
the Sunderland Light House has been success-

fully lifted from its foundations, and removed
to a distance of several yards,

Another of Leonardo's schemes was to form
the Arno into a navigable canal as far as Pisa ;

this work was executed about 200 years later

by Vincenzio Viviani ; while to Leonardo him-

self belongs the credit of having made the

canal of Martesana navigable from Trezzo to

Milan, a distance of nearly 200 miles.

See page 265.

Being invited with great honour to Milan,

probably in answer to his letter, Leonardo

repaired thither, and at once found himself

plunged into a new round of duties and plea-
sures. It is an almost hopeless task to attempt
to give the reader any adequate idea of the

life of ceaseless activity he must have led.

Probably his most ostensible business was the

foundation and direction of the academy Avhicli

bore his name, and which was established by
the duke, for the advancement of literature

and art. Several MSS. vols, of Leonardo's

writings are still in existence, which are sup-

posed to have been composed for the behoof
of his pupils and colleagues. But this was

only a small part of the work accomplished by
this untiring genius. Besides many others,

the celebrated picture of the Last Supper, on

the walls of the Monastery of Santa Maria

delle Grazie, was undertaken at this time, and,
while engaged on it, he painted the portraits

of Ludovico and his eldest son, and prepared
the mould for the enormous equestrian statue

of Francesco Sforza, the casting of which in

bronze had, much to the sculptor's chagrin, to

be abandoned for lack of funds. His studies

in anatomy must have occupied a large portion

of his leisure
;
and in the midst of his multi-

farious occupations he found time to assist his

friends. Paciolo, the author of a treatise on
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architecture, pcrsuailod him to draw all tho

geometriciil figures for it, which aro (lescriljcl

us tho work of "that most wortliy paiiitwr,

architect, musician, and univonially-cuduwud
Leonardo da \'iiici.''

Hi-* remarkable diHCoverien iu mechaiiicH

and hyilraulic.4 anticipated those of a great
luunlier of illustrious men in more recent

times. It is, of coursf, iinpoKaibie to utUx

dates to them all
; but Homo of them, at

li.'iu-.t,

probal)ly belongwl to this jxTiod of his life.

Not to weary tho reailer with a scientific list,

wo may just mentiou that he in vented the

emoke-jack, described tho camera obscura,

conceived the idea of a barometi-r, and aUo of

a diving apparatus ; and, mon.- renuirkuble still,

there is fjun<l among his wriiin'.,'H ih •

design
for a steam -gun.

Nor must it Ix* forgotten tliat l>'jnardo'«

time at Milan was far from biing devoted ex-

clusively to study. K'-coUecting idl that bo

accomplished, one would fancy him a philo-

sopher and recluse, devoting all his energies to

his work, properly so called. Looking back

across two centuries and a-luilf, to tho world in

which the ri-al Lt-onanlo had his being, wo
tind ourselves in the midst of a most brilliant

court Gay jests and merriment tloat iu tho

X

/
/

y
8co iwiijc 200.

air, tho sound uf joyous laughter groota our

oar. Tho soul of it all is Leonardo, tho

prime Icailer and director of tho revelry, ad-

mired, courtetl, flattered by all. His beauty
turns all heads, his eloqueuco wins all hearts.

Ho seems to have acteil ivs a sort of master of

tho Ceremonies to Luduvico, and iu that capa-

city displayed his wontod talent. Fancy, by
way of a ayuinia at a marriage fete, "a moving
ropre.seiitation of tho planets, which, as thoy
approached tho royal party in their evolutions,

opened of themselves, and discovered a person
dressed to represent tho deity attributo.1 to

each planet !

"
There was indeed nothing

that Leonardo could not turn his hand to.

Ho would a.ssist at Ludovico's councils, amuse
him with music and sinking, ornament hia

palace, arrange his wife's funeral, or paint his

mistresses,—all with tho same reinly f.icility

and complete success.

Hut tho happy d.'iys at Milan wore do>tincd

to come to an untimely end. The French,
under Louis XII., took {wssession of tho city,

and Ludovico fled. Ix>onardo lingered near

Milan until his m.-ister's last struggle for

power had endocl in irretrievable defeat, and

then returneil sadly to Florence, where he de-

voted him,self afresh to painting. But a life

of luxury ha- 1 perhaps uudtted him for the

prudent economy of a republic. He undertook
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the office of surveyor and ungineer-geneial to

the Duca Valentino, a prince of the house of

Borgia, and travelled through Italy in that

capacity for about two years. But the golden

age of Leonardo's life was past. Several

times before his death he returned to Florence,

but never lo remain. About 1507 he accepted
an appointment at Milan from Louis XII.

,
but

his salary was badly paid, and the restoration of

Ludovico's eldest son did not improve his pro-

spects. Poverty began to tlu-eaten him
;
he was

almost unable to procure a subsistence by his

profession, and the property he had acquired
"was probably of little value during this time

of turmoil. After again visiting Florence, he

proceeded to Rome in the household of the

Pope's brother, Giuliano de Medici. But he

"was too old to accommodate himself to a changed
life. The happy adaptability of his youth had

gone from him. He had grown ill and feeble,

and he bitterly felt that the genius of younger

painters was beginning to eclipse his own. He
painted one or two pictures, however, and for

the rest amused himself as he best could.

Hejnade wax figures of animals to please the

Pope ;
he occupied himself vfith. mirrors and

optical instruments
;

he made eyes, horns,
and a beard for a tame lizard, which he further

adorned by a pau* of wings containing quick-

silver, so that they fluttered when the animal

walked, and "numbers of these follies in

various kinds." But it would not do.

Raphael and Michael Angelo were at Rome ;

and though Leonardo in his old age conde-

scended to imitate the style of the former, the

consciousness that his day was over was more
than he could bear. His readiness to take

ofience increased, and on the repetition to him
of a hasty speech of Leo X., he immediately
determined to leave Rome. A few brief 'Jor-'is

"will now bring his life to a close. He ofiered

his services to Francis I., then in Italy, was

gladly welcomed by him, and accompanied
him on his return to Paris. Leonardo lingered
in France for about three years. He was

appointed painter to the court, but he did

little or nothing, and the king himself could

not prevail on him to begin the Colouring of

his cartoon of Santa Anna which had been

brought from Italy. Another king, mightier
than any earthly monarch veas at hand, and
would not brook delay. Leonardo died in

151 9, in the 67th year of his age. He is said

to have breathed his last at Fontainebleau in

the arms of Francis I.

If there ever was a man who could convert

one to the doctrine that mere accident deter-

mines the special career of a true genius
—

that Shakspere and Napoleon might, had cir-

cumstances allowed, have changed places—

that man was Leonardo da Vinci. Indeed,
the instability "with which he is reproached
arose principally from the wonderful mobiUty
of his genius, which was always impelling him
to some new achievement. It is true that

many of his pictures remained unfinished ;
but

this was caused partly by his inability to

satisfy his own brilliant imagination, and

partly by his numerous chemical experiments
in colours and varnishes, which, when unsuc-

cessful, often obliged him to abandon the

paintings on which he tried them. It is even

said, though the truth of the story is disputed,

that in the picture of the Last Supper, he de-

liberately left the head of Jesus unfinished,

owning himself unable, after lavishing his ut-

most power upon the countenances of the

Apostles, to produce a head, sufficiently sur-

j

passing theirs in dignity and beauty to be

worthy to be accounted that of their Master.

[

Indeed, indolence was never one of Leonardo's

I

faults. He became passionately jealous as he

, grew old, especially of the rising fame of

I Michael Angelo, whom he is said to have

driven out of Florence. His irritable sensi-

bility went with him through life, and lost

him many friends ;
and in his youth he led a

gay life, and Avas rather too fond of dress and

I

splendour. But on the whole his private

character was a noble one. During the years

I spent in the dissolute court of Ludovico Sforza,

his own life was singularly free from reproach.

Even his pictures bear witness for him. He
seldom painted undraped figures, and Avhen-

ever he did, the attitudes "were pure and

modest, as in the Leda, mentioned by Lo-

mazzo, "where the eyes are cast down from

shame. Not that he was by any means hard-

hearted. He loved animals, delighting spe-

cipJly in restoring birds to liberty ;
he was

much attached to his friends, particularly to

Paciolo, to Salai, a youth half-pupil, half-ser-

vant, "who remained with him till his death,

and to Francesco da Melzo, whom he loved as

a child, and left executor to his will
;
and who,

in Vasari's time was "a handsome and amiable

old man," treasuring up Leonardo's drawings
and his portrait as precious relics. The gene-

rosity of Leonardo's disposition carried him to

the verge of extravagance. He gave shelter

and hospitality to "every friend, rich or poor,

provided only that he were distinguished by
talent or excellence." His works adorned

alike the cottages and palaces of his native

land, and Vasari speaks of the "
grace beyond

expression which was rendered manifest with-

out thought or eflfort in every act and deed."

And this was the man who, in the evening of

his life, was forced by ingratitude to seek a

home at a distance from the country to which
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he had devoteil his prime ! Italy, duzzlctl by
tho uew glories of llciphaol and Michael Aiigolo,

forgot or uoglocted Ihia greatest of her chil-

dren in his aijo and wiakneHs. He was left

to make his grave among strai)i{er.s, and to bo

another witness to tho trutli of that mournful

proverb,
*'

11 n'y a rion .pii brillo Hi vito

quo du laurior sec."

Tho wiitur'g thoughts havo boon dirocteil to

this subject by an able and interesting letter

by Mr. Major, upon a Mappenujudo by Ijoo-

uardo da Vinci,* which hjw l>een recently

printed by the Society of Anti<piarios. This

map, of which a copy, reduced in .size, is given

above, is pre.sorvod in tho Koyal Collection at

N\
indsor, and a short notice of it may litly

conclude this paper. It is in tho writini,' of

Leonardo da Vinci, ami is supposed to be a

copy made by him from tho work of another,
not improbably Amerigo Vespucci,. with whom
ho was accjuaiuted. The map is divided into

eight equilateral trianLjIes, each (in tlio original)

exactly five inches in diameter, and forming
the eighth part of a supposed globe. There
are no meridians or parallels of latitu'lo

; tho

map having been apparently intended as a

picture of tho discoveries already made, rather
than as a guide to navigators. Tho points of

greatest interest are— Ist, that it is tho earliest

map on wldch tho name of America is iu-

acribod
; 2udly, that it is the earliest on which

the western coasts of America are severed from
Asia

; 3rdly, that it is the only map, anterior
to tho discovery of the Straits of Magelhui,

raoro readily than any other su'ijects of Louis

Napoleon, though they now go chielly to South
America. In Leonardo da Vinci's map wo
first see Cuba represented as an island, for

Columlnis had died in tho bebef, not only that

tho newly found continent was part of Asia,
but that Cuba was part of Japan, or tho

Zipanga of Marco I'olo. Isabelhi is evidently
inteuiied for St. Domingo. There aro no in-

dications of Central Aunrica oxcopt tho shores

of Honduras, ami the coa.'^t line of South
America is erroneously continued from tho

Carriljean Sea to the Pacific, showing tluit tho

tlato of tho map is subsequent to tho discovery
of the Pacific by Vasco Nilnez de IJalboa,

Septemlnjr 'Joth, ir>iy. Tho earliest known

map containing a similir indication is one by
dohan Schooner, print>'d in 1520, but this

gives the north shore of tho Gulf of Mexico,
and must therefore bo a later production.
Thus the date of Leonardo's map must bo

between 1513—1510, and is probably 1514,
five years before the death of its illustrious

transcriber. Winifred Robinsox.

A DAY AT ST. RHADEGUNDE'S.

If any of our readers chanco to bo in tho

neighbouz-hood of Dover or Canterbury, and
wish to vi^it some noble ruins, less easily ac-

cessible hitherto, and therefore les.s widely
known than those of Tintern or Chepstow, let

him betake himself to tho London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway olfico, and take his ticket

which contains any indication of the supposed
'

*<* Ewell,* ono of the loveliest villages in tho

existence of a great southern continent, though south-east of Kent. From the railway station

subsequently to tho discovery of these straits

Terra del Fuego was represented as stretching

indefinitely .southwards.

It will be seen tliat the outlines of Europe,
Asia, and Africa aro laid down with tolerable

accuracy. China is represented as Cathay, and
in tho South Seas, Sumatra and tho Sunda
Islands are in^iicated, but not named. Almost
the only internal feature of Africa is tho Nile,
and tlio two lakes from which it was supposed
to take its rise, which aro ioi>resented .is nearer
tho Cape of Good Hope than the Ivpiator.
But the coasts of theso countries were then

comparatively well known, and tho map is of
more interest in its bearing on tho progress of
American discovery. Newfoundland and Flo-

'

riila are all that is indicated of North Americ;»,
and aro both represented as islands, tho former

being adlod Hacalar, from Bacalaos, the Basque
word for

co^l-fish, testifying to tho enterprise
of the Ikisque race, who at this day emigrate

• " Moninir ..n a M-in^nionde, by Leonardo A» Vinci." 1

CoJum<mu-;itcd to tho SiK;ioty of Anti.injiries, by Richard
Hcury Major. K*i.. K.8.A. Ac.

i . .»

at Ewell a very pretty rural walk of about a

mile and a-half or two miles will bring the

visitor, who is not afraid to use his legs, well

within view of St. lihidegunde's Abbey. f
There are two roads to the si)ot, and if our

tourist friend will tiiko our advice ho will go

by the ono road and return by tho other.

NNo went about a mile along tlie b.vuk of a

clear rivulet which gives its name to tho villago
of River, as far as CliUton Farm, a sequestered
homestead in a broad anil open v.iUey, where,

striking througli tho fields on our left, wo
fouiul ourselves in a lane which led us up a

steep hill-side into a pleas^mt grove of ha/.el-

trecs, among which nuts must be plentiful in

ll.iV
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autumn. At the end of the grove we were

in front of tlie entrance gate of the ruins,

which stand on table hind apparently a few

feet higher than the top of Dover Castle, and

on clear days conuuaud a fine view of the

French coast.

The entrance-gate is a massive tower, pro-

bably as early in date as the foundation of the

monastery. About two stories are now standing,

but the muUions of the windows have wholly

disappeared, and the groined roofs within and

the rafters above have long since rotted and

fallen into dust, leaving the interior to be

tenanted by the bats and the owls, a colony of

which occupy the deep ivy which covers nearly

all the edifice. The gateway is semi-circular,

arched with facings of red brick, nearly as

sharp as the day when they were first put

together ;
and the walls, some six feet in thick-

ness, are welded with flint and mortar nearly

as sound and solid as the Roman work at

Richborough Castle,

On passing the gateway we find ourselves

in a large court, surrounded on three sides

with massive and noble ruins, while the fourth

side is occupied by the comparatively modern

dwelling-house which we have given in our

illustration. On our right stands all that

remains of what once was, in all probability,

the refectory, and a sort of ante-chamber lead-

ing to the kitchen, though most visitors put
it down as the chapel. It contains several

narrow, low, and deeply splayed windows,
which were probably so shaped for purposes
of defence. Like the rest of the ruins, these

are roofless and bare to the sky. On the left

hand is a high wall, without buttresses or any
other relief and support, and pierced by four

early English arches, now blocked up with

stones. Three of these probably led into the

chapel ; they are singular in one respect, as the

central door is the smallest
;
the fourth, in all

probability, led into a cloister.

The backdoor of the farm house, to which

we ascend up several steps, is stiidded thickly
with nails in elegant patterns, and handsomely
carved in the classical style of the reign of

Elizabeth.

Hasted says,
" The opposite or east side of

the quadrangle, next the farmyard, was kept
after the dissolution as a dwelling-house, and
was inhabited by the Edolphs, its owners, by
whom it was much altered, the door and win-

dows being of Ihe time of Elizabeth." On
the door of the porch, over the entrance, is a

shield bearing the achievements of the family,
and other armorial bearings adorn the inner

doorway, which is made of the most solid

oak.

Beyond the chief conventual buildings is a

very extensive farmyard, much of which is

paved with flints and other stones taken from

the ruins. About a hundred yards further oflf

is the old tithe barn of the monastery, built

of well-hewn and neatly-faced stone. It is

cruciform in plan, and at the eastern end has

some well-shaped Early English windows, now
blocked up. At the end of what we may be

pardoned for calling the north transept, is a

curious double arch of stone, probably of the

same date, though flatter in the crown. In

the farmyard is still, as there was 400 years

ago, a large, broad pond, of great use in this

dry and barren spot, and from which the manor

of Polton took its alias of Bradsole, or Broad-

sole.

Upon the dissolution of the lesser monas-

teries, St. Rhadegunde's* passed into the hands,

first of Archbishop Cranmer, and secondly into

those of Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, on

whose attainder it passed back to the Crown.

In the reign of Philip and Mary we find the

manor, including the ruins, granted to Edward

Fynes, Lord Clinton and Saye, who sold it to

the Edolphs, a family who lived here in the

reign of Elizabeth, turning a portion of the

convent into a dwelling-house. It afterwards

passed through the Chandlers into the hands

of the Sayer family, who are still the owners

of it.

The abbey is thus described, in the reign of

Henry VIII., by Leland, in his "
Itinerary" :

"
St. Radegundis standeth on the toppe of a

hille, iii litle myles by west and sumwhat by
south from Dovar. There be whyte chanons,

and the quier of the chyrche is large and fayr.

The monasterie ys at this tyme netely mayn-

tayned ; but yt appereth that yn tymes past

the buildinges have bene ther more ample then

they be now. There ys on the hille fayre

wood, but fresch water laketh sumtyme."
The priory stands in the parish of Polton,

and, indeed, is almost co-extensive with it
;

and as the latter had scarcely any inhabitants

except the inmates of the monastic buildings,

it is no wonder that the parish church of

Polton has long since been swept away. It

was dedicated to St. Mary, and its former site,

in a bottom, some half mile south of the

abbey, is marked by a stone with an inscription.

Hasted tells us that the church was so small as

to be styled
"

Ecclesiola," and it is not men-

tioned in any valuation of churches and bene-

fices, probably because the convent of St. Rha-

degunde's being exempted from tithes, there

could be no one to pay, and no one to receive,

tithes. One of the canons probably adminis-

tered the Sacraments to the few persons who

* At this date the clear yearly income of St. Rhadegunde's
was only SSI. 9s. 2id.
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lived round tho monantery walls, and buried

tlio doiul ill tho cemettry within thoin. It in

almoHt iioedleBA to add, that no ouu lum been

presented to tho liviin^ ninco tho ilis-solulion of

the monastery hy llonry Vlll., and that

Polton, couHoquently, i.s practically extra-

parochial.
Tho manor of Bradsolo, acconlinij to TIa.steil,*

was givm by Waltor Haokct ami Kinma, hin

wife, with consent of Richard I., to tho

canons of tho clnirch of St. Ulia(lo:.;und of

Brailsole, who had sottlod thoru in tho y^ar

1191 ; and the gift wa-s c«>nfirmo«i by King
John, on his accc-Hition U* tho throne. Tho

Abboy waa of tho I'numonstratonHian order of
Wliito Call' MIS ; and thi)UL,'h tlicro wsm u, diMign,
in tho ninth year of King .Juhn's rtign, to

transfer tho fuujnlation Ixnlily to the adjoining

parish of lliver, yet that transfer novor took

itl'oct, and its revenues were suljseiiiiently ao

iucroa.sod by bcnifactors, that it-» ablxjts were
Hummoned to Parliament at the latter end of

the roign of Edward I.
;
and eventually the

wi'Io-spread reputation of its sanctity cau.sed

f • »•.

many uoblo and eminent persons to choose to

bo buried in its chapel. Amongst others who.se

bones rested here were .several cf th«' Criola,

Lords of Wostcidiangor, and of tho Malmayns,
Lords of Waldershare. In tho reiLcn of Ed-
ward III., Thoma.s, Lonl I'oyninga, was burietl

in the midille of tlio choir before tin* hi^h

altar, and h.ad placed over him a "
fair tomb,

with an imago of a knight upon it." Sir

Nicholas Evering, of Evering, and John Kyr-
yel, gentleman, of Lympno, in l.">()4 were
buried here, next to the .sopulchro of Uartrahan

'
History of Kent, vol ix. p. 44«5.

Kyryel, and the latter gave money by his will

to eight priests, to bring his body from

Bellavowe hither.

In tho n-ign of Edwanl the Confessor, the

manor of Poltou was of the annual value of

forty shillings, and at tho time of the survey
of Doorasiiay, it w.is jvirt of tho jx)S5c.s.sions of

Hugh lie Montfort. On the volunt.'U-y exila

of his grandson, Robert do Montfort, in the

reign of Henrj' 1., tho manor passed int > the

king's hands, who grante<l the .seignory of it

to Geotfrey, Rarl of Perth, under whom it was

held by a family named Polton, whose descen-
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dants or representatives, in tlie rcigu of

Henry III.
, gave it to the abbey of St, Khade-

gunde at Bradsole,
'* to hold in pure and per-

petual alms." And "it appears," says Hasted,
"from the book of Dover Castle, that the

abbot afterwards held it by knight's service

under that castle, being part of those fees

which made up the barony called the Con-

stabularie, by the performance of ward for

the defence of it." In this condition it

appears to have remained until the reign of

Heury VIII.

St. Rhadeguude's* stands upon a site which,
no doubt, has been jocosely termed " table-

land "
by many a worthy citizen of Dover, when

he has brought his wife and children here

for the annual family pic-nic. Indeed, during
the summer months, its grey walls and green
turf are visited by many a pleasure party of

visitors from Dover and Folkstone
;
and we

only wish that we had not here the duty of

protesting against that silly trick which seems
to prevail among the second and third-rate

classes of our countrymen and countrywomen,
of writing their names and the dates of their

visits. When we recently visited the place in

June, we found a number of names written up
in pencil on the walls, with dates not a week
old

; and as Miss "
Agnes Emma Monkton "

and Mr. "Joseph Carpenter" appeared to be
most recent oifenders, we venture to give
them here the full benefit of that publicity and

immortality of which they seem to be so

ambitious.

Throughout the ruins the ivy on all sides

has everywhere driven its talons so deeply into
the stone, that here and there it has thrown
arches and buttresses out of all shape and

form, and seems likely at no distant day to

accomplish the work of levelling some portions
which the hand of man would find it very
difficult to dislodge. Early English shafts,
and capitals and corbels, lie scattered about in

every direction, in the gardens and orchards,
as sharp in their outline and ornamentation as
the day when they were first carved.
As the traveller returns to River down the

hot, dusty road, cut in the chalky hill-side,
let him not forget to call in at the little, quiet,
peaceful iun, which assumes for its sign the

belligerent sign of " The Dublin Man-of-War "
—which we suppose, in English, means the Irish
soldier—and he will find one of the most snug
and pleasant of old-fashioned bowling-greens,
where he can while away an hour before he re-

turns to Dover
; not, however, forgetting to ask

Curiously enougli, as Hasted observes, tUs monasteryof St. Rhadegmide's is sometimes called an abbey, and some-
times a priory, and the gifts and bequests made to it by
pious donors are sometimes said to liave been confexTed on
the abbot, and sometimes on the prior.

mine hostess, a fair portly dame of sixty years
and more, for a glass of her very best ale, and
for instruction in the game of " bumble-puppy,"—a sport of which we must frankly own that

we never heard before the day that we visited

her hostelry, but which must surely have come
to us from America. Ralph de Peverell.

YACHTING.

As soon as the English summer sets in—
three hot days and a thunder-storm, as the

libellers of our tight little island have it—the

period lor yachting approaches ; the London
costume is laid up in ordinary, and duck

trowsers, pea-jackets, pilot wrappers, Inverness

cloaks, and "
dreadnoughts," take the place

of the well-cut coats of Poole, the neat panta-
loons of Haldane, and the fashionable silk hat

of Pretious and Scammel. Here, as it is our

object to introduce a few anecdotes to enliven

the "long, iinvarying course," we will men-
tion one which occurred to Philips, the tenor

singer, when he appeared as a captain in the

navy on the boards of the Dublin Theatre, in

the dress of that day—blue coat and epaulets,
white trowsers, and a cocked hat, irreverently
called by the Jack Tars a skyscraper. Unfor-

tunately, the ducks were not of a snowy
colour, which caused one of the wits in the

gallery to exclaim, in a stentorian voice, "Sure,
Mr, Philips, would it not be as well to give

your duels a swim ?
"

Return we to our subject. The dog-days
and nauticals ought to commence together,
for nothing is more delightful than to quit the

sweltering metropolis for the balmy air. and
fresh breeze which are to be found " on the glad
waters of the dark blue sea," more especially
as what is termed the " season "

is over.
Rotten Row and the Ladies' Mile are deserted,
and the foreign nightingales, who have war-

bled their "native wood notes wild" during
the spring in the sunny Haymarket, or amidst

the floral beauties of the famed Covent Garden,
have began to migrate to the land of blue sky
and song, Happy, then, is the man, who has

a "
craft

" of his own, or who has a berth on
board one of his friends', and who can, for a

time, find repose of body and relaxation of

mind in the calm and soothing pleasure of

sailing. Now, then, may the yachtsman enjoy
his sail on the Thames, his cruise to the Land's

End, or a trip to foreign parts. To river

sailors, we would strongly recommend Erith

o» Greenhithe, as the best moorings for their

respective vessels, for Woolwich, Blackwall,
and Greenwich are far from being safe berths ;

and the chances are ten to one that in less

than a week your cutter will be fouled by a
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Collier, run down l)y .'i Httainer, your bow-

sprit carried :iway by a iu<rchantnian, or

y<»ur boat stowed in by a billy-hoy ;
lH.'Hide8

which, the odour from old Father lliames !

occasionally forms, as Falstafl* wxys, "the
rankest compound of villanous Kniellrt that over

offended nostril." There is another advantiij^o

at the two first-mentioiK'd plact-s, which i^, tliat

stores and provisions of ever)' sort are to be

had at a more rea-tonable rate than at those

nearer the motropolis ; and, as tht-ro is a rail-

way convfyancf almost ivrry Imur tluriiifj the

day, and the »toaml>o:its are constantly plying
from Hungerford Uiidge, there is no difliculty

in reaching the vessel at any moment you may
bo desirous of going on board. Unco on the

deck, how deliglitful to find the river not quite ,

as much choked up as it is off the dockyard
and hospital of Woolwich and Greenwich.

Tljat latter place, famed for its good Sltip
*'
Quartormaiue," its glorious Trafalgar, and

its whitebait, reminds us of a saying of the

late Henry Ibbotson, than whom a kin<ler-

hearted creature never existed. Ibbotson was

not a punster, nor an utterer of good things,
and yet on the occa-sion referred to, he miglit
have taken his rank by the side of Theodore

Hook, James Smith, or the reverend wit of

that name. Ibbotson's attention having been

called totlie monument erected to the memory
of the brave IJellot, ho remarked,

'* that re-

minds me of Tom Bowling, I

aithful, heloto, be diil his duty, I

But now he's gone aloft."

Retrace we our steps to the gla.spy deck,
where you feel you have breathing room as

you give the order to unloose the foresail,

mainsail, and fore staysail ; to haul out the

jib on the bowsprit ready f.r hoisting, fol-

lowed by the sharp command,
"

Jloist the

throat and peak halliards well up, block U>

block : haul them taut
; set the mainsail

;

hoist fore .staysail and jib : see them well-

purchased up, the sheet hauled in and cast

off
; slack out the main.Hail ; haul in jib-sheet

on the port tack," and you are under weigh,
with a strong tide, and the wind dead against

you. This would not suit the Ix)ndoner who
upon b( ing asked his opinion of yachting, re-

plied,
" When it's calm it's tedious, when it

blows it's dangerous," but it is exhil.irating to

the sailor, be ho amateur or professional.
In "

beating up," great care must bo taken,
when sailing close to the wind, not to sail too

close, that the canvas may always bo kept quite
full. I n tack ing, the practised steersman will see
that every attention is p.aid to the hitter point.
the mainsail hauled amidships, an. I the helm
put gradu;Uly down ; and here we must di-

i

gre>8 to introiluco a story of Tlj«-o<l.,r.» TTook'ii,

who declared that when the "
skipjKjr

"
uf a

noble schooner luskcd the owner wh'-iher ho
would Uko«'to take the holm," rei-lie 1, "I
never take anything iK-tween brenkf/uit and
tlinuer.

" When tlie veaiel is he.id to the

wind, "let fly the jibshcet" will \m the order;
if she is on the stiirboard tack, the i»ort fore-

sheet must be hauled-in taut, which in nau-

tical phra-scology is called backing the fore-^ail
;

and when she begins to fill on the other tack,
the weather foresheet must bo cast otf, the lee

and jibsheet hauled in, and the mainsail

trimmed. In the event of a sudden squall

coming on, the helmsman must keep his ve-sel

well full—we write of cutter nailing
—that as

the squall strikes her she may have good way
on

;
he mu.st luff into the wind as soon as it

begins, and if she does not right at once, the

jib and foresheets must be let go ;
if that fails,

the mainsheet must be cast off, and a hand
must be sent to stand by the fore an<l jib

halliards, which nmst be followed by the or ier,
" Down foresail,

— in jib," that is, if the -.'ale

increases. The mainsail must then be reefed,

a smaller jib set, and with these precautions
a sea-worthy vessel may defy "old Borojis."

As we write for all classes, from the experi-

enced yachtsman who has crossed the Bay of

Biscay, to the tyro who has never been on

any waters, save those of the Serpentine, we
venture to offer a few hints that may prove
valuable. 1st. When two vessels meet, which-

ever is running free must make way for the

one close-hauled. 2nd. Keep a good look-out

a-head both for vessels and squalls. 3rd.

Never leave anything in the gangway, .•uid

keep the deck clear. 4th. In tacking or

jibing, stand clear of ropes' ends and blocks

flying about, and take care that the boom does

not knock you overboard. 5th. See th.at the

ropes are all coiled up, the boat ready to be

lowered, the life preservers in their proper

places. Lastly. Give strict directions that

the orders of the steersman are promptly

obeyed. In bringing up, the anchor must
ho suspended over the

made reaily to lot go.

be lowered, the helm

vessel is head to wind, and when she is fairly

stopi>od the anchor may bo dropped. To
make snug, the mainsail must l>e trice^I up,
tho peak lowere<l with the helm to one quar-
ter or another, according as tho tide sots. In

again getting under weigh, tho cable mu.st be

hauled short, the canvas got reaily to .set up,
the anchor weighctl, and, if tho wind is fair,

the he.tdsails should be first set, and tho main-

.s.iil afterw.irds ;
the peak shoidd not be too

high in running, nor tho back of the main-

bow.sprit shrouds, and

The head sails mu.st

put <lown, until tho
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sail fast, but slightly raised, to let the wind

iuto the hcadsails. In jibiug, wliich is one

of the most difficult mancjeuvres a young sailor

has to go through, great care must be taken

to gire the shore a wide berth, to see the

maiusheet taken in, and its coils kept clear

for runniug out
;
to trice up the tack of the

mainsail, and, if there is a fresh breeze, to

lower the peak. The helm must then be put

to the opposite side to which the boom swings ;

and, on the instant the mainsail has traversed

to the other side, change the helm to the re-

verse, and meet her. In bringing up at moor-

ings, great skill is required. Assuming the

tide is against you, it will be best to round

the vessel about a hundred yards short of the

moorings, and, when head to wind, lower the

mainsail, leaviug the headsails standing ; this,

with putting up the helm, will bring her head

round again ;
then take in the jib, and if she

has way enough, the foresail also ; and with

the opposing tide there will be no difficulty

in steering the vessel so .steadily to the buoy
that it can be taken in with the greatest ease.

We have seen steersmen who have been hours

in accompKshing this end, and who might
have exclaimed with the late Charles Mathews,
" This huoy (boy) will ba the death of me."

With regard to vessels, there are many always
to be purchased or hired, and to the inde-

pendent gentleman, who has time and funds

at his command, we would recommend him to

buy outright, as it will save him money in the

long run, and it is always more satisfactory

to sail in your own than in a hired craft.

If his object is river-sailing, a cutter from

twenty to five-and-twenty tons will answer his

purpose perfectly ;
if his views are sufficiently

ambitious for Cowes and the Isle of Wight,

then, one from thirty to forty-five will best

suit him
;
but if he is tired of living

" at

home at ease," and wishes a cruise to far-

distant, foreign parts, we should advise a yawl
of from sixty to seventy tons, or a schooner

of double that tonnage. Except for wager-

boats, we would strongly recommend the
*' wooden walls of old England," in preference
to iron ones. As the aquatic season com-

mences, the price of vessels greatly increases ;

the purchaser, therefore, will do well to look

out in the autumn or winter, and he will save

at least a third of the cost. For our own part
we much prefer buying a yacht when afloat, than

when laid up ; leaks, if any, will then be dis-

cernible, and the state of the ropes, blocks, sails,

cables, can be more easily ascertained than

when they are stowed away in some dark

store-room. A cutter of from twenty to five-

and-twenty tons—coppered and well found—
may be purchased from about three hundred

to four hundred and fifty pounds. Of course

the age of the vessel makes every diflference ;

but in the above estimate we include one of

some two or three years : above eight or nine,

the price wUl be considerably diminished.

The lead ballast, and mahogany fittings of the

cabin, form considerable items in the calcula-

tion we have made
;
and if dispensed with,

the prices will be greatly lowered. For a

good wholesome seaworthy craft, of from forty

to fifty tons, well-found in every respect, and

in which a man might with comfort visit

Jersey, Guernsey, Havre, Boulogne, Dieppe,

Cherbourg, and all the ports upon the English,

Scotch, Irish, and French coast, we should say

that from 151. to 171. per ton would cover the

purchase-money. This scale will be equally

applicable to a yacht of sixty to ninety tons,

in which a cruise to the Mediterranean can be

easily accomplished. With regard to men,
the wages vary from a guinea to five-and-

twenty shillings a-week
;
and the "skipper"

of any tolerable- sized yacht receives a hundred

pounds a-year. Under fifty tons, two pounds
a-week would be about the average charge for

him. In addition to the above, the captaiu

and crew will expect two suits of clothes ;
the

usual complement is one man to every ten

tons, and that, in a large craft, includes cap-

tain, steward, and cook. Many yacht owners

keep back two or three shillings a-week as good-

conduct money, which the men receive at the

end of the season, providel they have given

satisfaction. There are always plenty of ves-

sels for hire, and Messrs. Pearce, of 100,
Leadenhall Street, have constantly a great many
upon their books ;

in addition to which at

almost every sea-port craft may be hired, from

the Ryde wherry, manned and well-found in.

sails and gear, at a guinea per week, up to a

cutter or schooner of seventy tons at the rate

of a hundred guineas a month, hire, wages for

the captain, steward, cook and men included.

Although the privileges of the Royal Yacht

Squadron, and other yacht clubs, are very

great at some foreign ports, there are many in

which the dues are very high : such is the case

at Havre. On entering the harbour of Cher-

bourg, care must be taken to pay every atten-

tion to the guard ship, by passing under her

stern, lowering your flag, or dipping your

burgee ; failing so to do, a few pounds of

powder will convey a pretty broad hint of the

neglect to the authorities ;
and no one that

has not paid the usual compliment to the

French flag will be permitted to land.

The late Earl Fitzhardinge, who was princely

in all his dealings, would pay the "poor

Jacks," (generally represented by well-to-do,

able-bodied men,) two or three shillings each
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time ho stepped into his boat. Ho would buy
up the coiitciiU of a lishin^-smaok for tifty

times its iutriu!<ic value ilu would ruwurd

the Wiiternuii who pulled hiui off to hw yacht
with a most liberal larj^ess. Ho always gave
the fitthuruieu hu employed ou board hi.s yacht
a supper, with plenty of grog, aud ho added
a haii(ls*)u;o douutiuu to bis own mi-n at thu

end of the sua-son, in addition to the hi^h pay
and peniuiaites they received during his cruises,

ludetd, so muiiiticeut was his lord.shii), that

upon ono ocoii^ion at Ilydo, after giving tho

watermen a prize to row for, ho found sundry
kegs of contraband spirits anchored close to

the stern of tho Imogine. Flattered as Lord

Fitzhiirdiiigo wjis at this illicit compliment,
which had evidently been paid him by some
of tho recipients of his bounty, he was too

conscientious a man to avail himself of the un-

licensed gift, and lo»t no timo in reporting it

to tho Custt^m-houso ofticors, who forthwith

conveyed tho prize to the Government stores.

Nothing could exceed tho hospitality of tho

late owner of Berkeley Castle, which was ex-

tended, not only to the oflicers of his squadron,
but to their friends

; among other distinguished

guests the present Emperor of the French
formed one, and many a cigar has Napoleon
III., then Prince Louis, accompanied by the

writer nf this article, smoked in the cabin of

the Imogine. It was upon one of tbe.se oc-

casions thiit Napoleon presented mo with a

copy of his work,
" Etudes sur rArtillorie,''

with the following autographic inscription," Lord William Lennox, souvenir de la part
do I'auteur, Louis Napoleon," and this kind-
ness w;i3 enhanced by the Emperor forwarding
mo a few months ago a copy of *' Jules

Cesar," a compliment which is n<jt only highly

gratifying to me, but ono which proves that,
amidst the duties and c;ires «.f royalty, his

Majesty never forgets those whom he honoured
with his friendship when an exile in England.
The tiisto for yachting is on the increase, and
there uever was a timo when there were more
or finer ves.sels alloat than during tho present
season. This amu.sement can l)o traced back
to tho reign of Charles II., who took groat
interest in shipbuilding aud uaval atlairs, fre-

quently visiting and inspi-cting tho fleet.

His Majesty, tco, wius a yacht-owner, irrever-

ently naming his ves-sel after one of his favour-
ite sultanas, who, growing uuweildy, had re-

ceived the nickname of " Tubbs." The above

subject gave rise to ono of the tinost gleos ever

composed in this or any other country. Tho
yacht of George IV., albeit a clumsy specimen
of shipbuilding, was replete with every luxury ;

but that vessel aud tho.se built for our present
gracious sovereign, do not come within the

limits of pleasure yachtu, thoy are state

Ve«.>',els.

Happy are wo to tiud that tho rHnce of

\\'ales, who patronizes every maidy amuse-

ment, has become a yacht owner, Mes.irB. Juhu

Harvey <k Co., of Wivenhoe, Essex, having

ju-t completed for his U<>yal Highness a splen-

di<l cutter of thirty-six tons measurom-. lit,

named tho Dagmar. This will give an ad-

ditional impetus to yachting, which, inde-

pendent of the pleaHuro it allords to uuml>er^,

is of the highest import:ince, in a national

point of view, jis a means of protecting our

sea-girt isle. Uy no other instances of mag-
nificence in their cxpoditure, and taste in their

sport.s, are foreigners of intelligence so much,

struck, as in the profuse outLiy aud patriotic

feeling displayed by tho meml^rs of the yacht
clubs—tho tit-out and di-scipliue of many of

these ve.s8els approaching to those ranking in

our country's service. Tho money actually
laid out by the members of the yacht clubs

may be counted by hundreds of thous;inds of

pouuds, in building, fitting, wages, and victual-

ling. ^hip-buUding, too, hxs grently improved

by the patronage of the clubs, which employ

upwards of 50U0 of the smartest seamen to

be seen in the world, aud who, at a moment's

notice, should their services be ro-iuired, would

bo ready to man tho lle^t, and protect our

native land from the a.ssaults of foreign foes.

While upon this subject we cannot do better

than quote from an ailmirable authority, Mr.

Kuight, formerly .secretary of tho Iloyal

Southern Yacht Club, tho folio .ving statistics

of the force of the yacht sipunlrori nearly ten

years ago, aud which has been considerably
increased since that period:

—"Number of

yachts, 530 ;
number of ton.s, 25,U0U ; num-

ber of men, 3900 ; number of guns, loOO.

In the lloyid Yacht Squadron and Victoria

Yacht Club, tho gui.s aro brass metal, varying
from two to nine pouiulers ;

tho Thames and
Cork Yacht Clubs, from ono-and-a-half to six

pounders ; aud tho remaining clubs, from one

to six pounders. Tho seamen are exclusive of

masters, cooks, atui stewards, which would

give at least 800 in addition to tho foregoing
numbers. Tho wages alone for the masters

anil seamen exceed 1-0,000/. per annum, and
tho intrinsic value of the yacht<, with their

armament complete, is more than 750,000/.
All yachts (besides their broadside guns) are

provided with small arms of every de.scrip-

tion ; and the crews in most cases are in-

structed in tho use of them." The Royal
Yacht S<ju.-idron claims our fir.>«t notice, not

alone from its imi>ortartce, but also from the

respect we bear to its noble commodore, the

Earl of W'llton, who fully keeps up the repu-
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tatiou it earneil for itself wlieii the lato Earl

of Yarboroiigh hoiste 1 his broad pennant on

board the Falcon
;
and here it may not be out

of place to record brietiy the first visit paid by
the Roj'al Yacht Squadron to Cherbourg on

the 29th of August, 1824, and which created

the greatest sensation, both in France and

England. But to our log. "About one

o'clock, a.m., the Royal Yacht Squadron, under

Commodore Lord Yarborough, sailed for Cher-

bourg, with a fine breeze. In the evening, a

tliick fog coming on, the commodore made
the signal to anchor, and the squadron lay all

night off Lymington. On the following morn-

ing they sailed, with light winds
;
but an

usually thick fog prevented them from making
the French coast until the morning of the

31st, when, on the day clearing, they found

themselves within two miles from Cherbourg.
On entering that port, Lord Yarborough made
the signal, 'Anchor as convenient.' On

anchoring, his lordship sent ashore a list of

yachts, with the information to the French
admiral that it was the squadron of the Royal
Yacht Club, as they were then called, wishing
to visit Cherbourg, and anxious to pay their

respects to him by firing a salute. On the re-

turn of the gentlemen, the answer from the naval

and military officers in command signified their

ready acquiescence. At half-past one o'clock

the signal was made from the commodore's

yacht, 'Prepare to salute seventeen guns,' which
was returned from the fort with fifteen guns.
Lord Yarboorugh then landed, and called on
the admiral, and also paid his respects to the

general, the town mayor, and other autho-

rities, and was received with the greatest

coiirtesy and civility. The members of the

squadron spent the day on shore mixing with

the French officers, and receiving every mark
of kindness and attention from the inhabi-

tants. On the 1st of September, the governor,

general, and French officers, waited on the

commodore and members of the squadron on
board their yachts, who received them with
all due respect and hospitality, in return for

the handsome reception given them on shore.

In the words of William Reed, it might be

truly said :
—

Tliis was a day of banqueting on board
;

And swan-wing'd barks, and barges many-oar'd
Came crowded to the feast. The young—the gay—
The beautiful—were there. Right merrily
The pleasure-boats glide onward, with swift prow
The clear wave curling, till around each bow,
With frequent flash, the bright and feathery spray
Threw mimic rainbows at the sun in play :

The ship is won, the sillven chair is lower'd
;

Exulting youth and beauty bound on board
;

And, while they wond'ring gaze on sail and shroud,
The flag flaps o'er them like a crimson cloud

;

Young pleasure kiss'd each heart !

At two o'clock a niilitarj'^ review took place,
and after remaining three days at Cherbourg,

during which time the yachts were visited by
all the inhabitants of the port and its vicinity,
who expressed groat delight at the size and

elegance of the vessels, and the hospitable

urbanity of their owners, the commodore made

signal to weigh, and the squadron having
reached the outer roadstead, another signal
was hoisted for Guernsey, where they arrived

next morning at six o'clock, a.m., and re-

mained three days. It coming on to blow a

gale of wind, the squadron was obliged to re-

main at anchor, instead of weighing for Jersey ;

and, as soon as it moderated, sailed for Eng-
land." The following yachts composed the

squadron on the occasion, and it is a sad re-

flection to think that out of the number of

owners scarcely one remains at the present
time :

—
Falcon, Commodore Lord Yarborough ;

Louisa, Earl of Craven ; Swallow, Duke of

Norfolk
; Mary, Viscount Deerhurst ; Emma,

Sir William Curtis, Bart, ; Ruby, Sir George

Leeds, Bart. ; Frisk, Hon. Wm. Hare
;
Jack

o'Lautern, T. A. Smith, Esq. ; Sabrina, Ja.mes

Maxse, Esq. ; Arrow, Joseph Weld, Esq. ;

All the above, with whom the writer of this

was on intimate terms of friendship, have
been gathered to their ancestors. Proceed we
with the list :

—Admiral Cornwallis, Captain

Symonds, R.N.
; Unicorn, Henry Perkins,

Esq. ; Giulia, C. Talbot, Esq. ; Jane, Captain

Wyndham, R.N. ; Erin, Thomas Allen, Esq. ;

Cygnet, Jo.seph Reynolds, Esq. ; Nautilus,
W, H. Saunders, Esq. ; Rosabelle, Fred. Pare,

Esq. ; Hind, Captain Heningham, R.N. The
national importance of this, the Royal Thames,
and other distinguished yacht clubs, is daily

increasing ;
and in addition to the good efi"ects

resulting from the promotion of nautical

science, and the employment of so many
seamen, it must be obvious that a visit like

the one we have recorded, and Avhich has since

been repeated, productive as they were of

cordiality and an interchange of courtesies

between the subjects of kingdoms, now happily
in a state of amity, must tend most bene-

ficially to the interests of both countries.

Long may this feeling continue, and long may
the harbours of England and France be graced
with the ships and pleasure-vessels of both

nations. The meteor flag of our fatherland,
and the tri-coloured ensign of the French,

floating in amity, is a sight that cannot fail to

gladden the heart of every one who wishes for

the peace and prosperity of his country. Let

us conclude with three hearty British cheers,

such as tars delight to give, for our sovereign

Queen Victoria and her faithful ally, Nar

poleon III, William P. XiBnnox.
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UNCLAIMEIJ 1'KIZE.S.

Till: iQaii:i<^urM <>f lutturiux coitld i^ive Rume

curious infoniiutiou uoiici!ruiii<^ thuin if tbuy

choHu, oHiKciiilly as n-yiirils tho uumbcr of

prizes that liavo novor boeu claiiuoU. How it

hus huppuiied cuu only bo guetutud at iit tho

majority of instaiicus. TIicTo ums a co-so, for

oxaiiiplo, whicli iuipixjuej not vrry long aj^o.

A luau who had fruijuoMtly H(H:tiidatud in lottery

tickots, and always witliout winniri*^ aiiylliiii^,

bccauio tired at hist and duturiuiuud not to

risk any nioro money in it
;
ho was howovor so

strongly pursuadud by a friuud to Uiko another

ticket th kt !i'- did so, but on roccivin:,' it ho

had so littU< faitli in its winning anytliing that

hu throw it into a drawer and thouglit no

uioro about it. Sonio mouths afterwards ho

u>et his friend in tho street, who it clianced

had just read a paragraph iu a newspaper

remarking on the singularity of the fact that

tile princii)al prize remained luiclainiod.
i

Uu meeting tho friend whom ho had induced

to purchase tho ticket, tho recollection of what
ho ha*l read camo back to him, and the first

thing ho asked him was, if his ticket had turned

out a prize. Tho other replied that he did not

know, that ho had not looked at tho number,
and »iid 11' >t know what ha'l become of it.

With considerable dilliculty, ami not without

much grumbling at the loss of time it would

occiisiou, he was made to return to his otlice,

and there, in a drawer of his writin,'-table,
after a long search, was discovered tho neglected

ticket, and what is far more strangn, on a

comparison of the number with the list it was
found that this Wiis the winning ticket. i

Again, in a recent P'rench lottery no less than

thirty-one prizes remaiut^d unclaimed a con- i

aiilerable time after tho drawing, and possibly

may not have been claimed yet, and among these

was tho great prize of one hundred thousand
francs. Even the olllcials were a.stonished at

such a large nvunber of prizes remaining on
their liands

;
and after a certain lime had elapsed

the ilirector mule a report to tho authorities >

on the sul>ject, and togeth* r they made arranv,'o-

ments for guanling tho interests of possible
future claimants

; they wero these. The impe-
rial court of Paris ordered the deposit of tho

one hundred and six thousand nine hun-
dred fiancs, representing the toUil value of

tho unclaimed prizes, in the treasury chest,
i

The whole, or so much of this sum ;ws is

not claimed within thirty years, will bo handed
over to the charity for tho benelit of which
tho lottery was got up. i

On this statement being made public a great
number of claims wore immediately sent in, but
none of them supported by the necessary ticket

; I

ono man indeed aborted that ho had held tho

winning ticket, but tliat ho had h.k 1 tho uila-

fortuuo to light hid piiio with it. Timu will

show if tho riglitfid owner over comuH forward

to claim his rightt, but if ho does not it will

not bo an isolated cute. In anotlier lottery got

up for tho l>enolitof a )>enevolent institution iu

which artists are interested, tho tirst prize, con-

sisting of a .Service of plate, valued at (jO,Ui»D

francs, has never yet been claimed.

In countries where lotteries are not ille^'il,

nearly the wh^Io of tho population dabble in

them at somo time or other ; but it is in cities,

and especially in Italian cities, where it i^

a common pursuit. There every person who

can, invests in a ticket, or u fraction of one,

denying themselves of uece.s.Hary food for the

purpose ; and tho more miserable tho condition

of tho population, tho greater tho desire to

gamble,—a fact which it requires no expla-
nation to account for.

That gambling in tho lottery excites .super-

stitious notions is well knowu
;
the most trivi.il

circumstance is noted
;
and there are books

which have an enormous circulation wliich

teach the siguitication of every object dreamed
of. Thus, if a man dreams that he sees a crow

tlying, or a mouse running, or a woman nursing
a baby, there are figures attached which he

cousiiei-s will make up a lucky number, and

on which he therefore sUvkes his money. So

constantly is the lottery in their thoughts that

About, or some other writer, relates that when
a soldier threw himself from the top of a

column, there was a general rush towards his

body, not for tho purpose of rendering him

assistance, but in order to see what number
was on his button.

It is generally considered that much evil

must attend tho existence of lotteries, but all

governments are not of tho sjime opinion :us

ours on this point. Cert.iiu it is that no

government can put down public gambling of

.some kind or other ; and if we do not tolerate

lotteries, we cannot prevent a great part of the

population from betting on our horse races.

Tho evils attributed to lotteries have been

greatly exaggerated ; and because some may
have been loil to pUfer, it Ls assumed that this

is a natural result, aud no account is taken of

tlio constant self-denial which is characteristic

of the regular investors.

There is an incident on record which goes to

prove that all who speculate iu them iire not

corrupted thereby, and it is .so interesting that I

cannot refrain from relating it, as well aa my
memory will enable me to do so. A captaiu
of a vcs-Hel asko i the owner of his ship to buy
hiiu a ticket in a certain lottery as ^<you as they
were issued. The 3hii>owner bought two tickets,
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one for himself the other for the captain, at

the same time making a note in his memo-
randum book of the number of that he intended

for the captain. In the course of time the lot-

tery was drawn, and the captain's ticket turned

out a great prize, while his own was a blank.

As the holder of the ticket he claimed and re-

ceived the amount, which he forthwith in-

vested.

Meanwhile his affairs had gone very badly.

One vessel with a rich cargo had been lost al-

most within sight of the port to which it was

retiirning, and as soon as this became known,
claims were made on him which compelled him

to give up everything he had to preserve his

character as a man of probity, and his only

hope of recovering his position was based on the

ship which was commanded by the captain

on whose account he had invested the proceeds
of the lottery ticket.

Many men would not have hesitated under

the circumstances in making use of this sum,

justifying such conduct by the intention of re-

paying it from the profits derived from the sale

of the anticipated cargo ; but, as a man of

strict principle, he would not do this, and pre-

ferred to become a clerk to a commission agent,

in which cajDacity his salary was a very miser-

able one, and barely sufficed for the main-

tenance of himself and family ;
and to make

his case worse, a severe illness reduced him to

the very verge of utter destitution. Month
after month and year after year passed away,
and he heard nothing of his ship, until it was

certain that it must have been lost. One day,
to his great surprise the captain made his

appearance, in a costume which at once extin-

guished what little hope he had of his position

being improved by the arrival of his ship.

The captain's story was soon told. He had

sold the cargo he had taken out at Macao at a

fair profit, and had freighted his ship with

silks and tea to the full amount at his disposal,

and set sail with the intention of going direct

to the Hague. Unhappily he fell in with a

Chinese junk off Formosa, which was filled

with pirates, who took possession of the vessel

and cargo, and made prisoners of those on

board. He was detained at Formosa a long

time, but was eventually put on board a Chinese

coaster, in which he was taken to Canton, from
whence he got a passage to Europe. From an

ill-judged economy, not uncommon afc that

time, neither the vessel nor cargo had been

insured, so that he reached Holland with-

out a penny in his pocket, and only to find the

owner of the ship he had commanded in a con-

dition which entirely prevented him from pay-

ing him any portion of the sum due to him. He
had ascertained this before he reached the

miserable abode of his employer, and fully ex-

pected that his only resource was to find

employment in some subordinate capacity on

board a ship ; for merchants and shipowners
were as superstitious in those days as sailors,

and however great the confidence they might
have in the nautical ability of a captain, they
would rarely entrust a vessel to a commander
who had the reputation of being unfortunate.

His astonishment and delight can hardly be

imagined when he was told that there was

a large sum at his disposal. Such honourable

conduct on the part of his former employer
would have excited the gratitude of the most

selfish of men. At his earnest request the lat-

ter consented to accept the loan of half the

amount, and the entire sum was invested in

the purchase of a brig and cargo, with which

the captain sailed for the Eastern possessions of

Holland. The voyage was made safely, and

with the usual profit, and it is gratifying to

add that no similar misfortune befell them

afterwards.

QUESTION AND ANSWER.
Ake there no lilies on Havering Pond,

Under the elm-tree boughs ?

Many a one !

Are there no maidens fair and fond

Left in the manor-house ?

Never a one.

Are there no tufts of London-pride
Under John Watson's wall?

Many a one !

Hath he no sons still by his side,

To answer the old man's call ?

Never a one.

Are there no cattle on Fielden Farm,
No doves in the dovecote still ?

Many a one !

And how many friends sit snug and warm
Hound the ingle of Farmer Will ?

Never a one.

Are there no people in Havering Church

At matins and evening prayer ?

Many a one !

And the parson who planted that silver biixh.

Are he and his house still there ?

Never a one.

Do the tall flags yet rustle and wave

In the water above the mill ?

Many a one !

And the flowers that grew upon Laura's grave,

Doth any one tend them still ?

Never a one.

Arthur J. Munby.

UNDER THE BAN.
By Alton Clyde, Author of " Tried and

True."

chapter i. waitj^tg for the verdict.

There was a '..reathless lull in the crowded

Court, from v.hich the light of the spring after-

noon was .''iowly dying out.
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It wan an interval of rolaxation for tho oflici'il

miinl. Tho loarnud Itrotlurhooil of thi- wig,

had broken into littlo knots, ami wcro whw-

pering together. While tho ladies in tho

galleries freely used their fans and vinaigrette*,

oommenting under their breath on the KxjkH and

bearing of the prisoner, tho I British public wa.H

represented by tho back-ground of oxpoctaut

faces, bonding forward tolix their eager strain-

ing gazo ou one white face which that terrible

ordeal individuali.Hod above all othors—tho

youthful jjri.HoniT at tho bar, for whom tho hand

of time wa.s then telling otf tho niinutoji of

doom.

It w;ia not a forbidding face. Xot one of

tho recognisetl criminal type. There was no-

thing in it that could claim kindred with tho

usu.il faces in that dock—the heavy low-browed

offenders, sullen-lipped and hard-eyed, who
lived in open warfare with society, and scowled

defiance on tho laws they outraged. Very dif-

ferent looked that fair, almost boyi-sh, face, with

its high smooth forehead and (juivering lips,

and bright blue eyes wandering round the Court,
with the wild stiirtled look of some hunted

aiumal brought to bay. It was pitiful to see

him there, a picture to make a mother's heart

ache.

What had young Frank Elliot doho to

be aUmdiug there under the fclon'.s ban ?

" embezzlement aud forgery
"— that was the

cruel blot on a staiidess family name—the blow

which had fallen so crushingly on the happiness
of a househoM.

It wa.s a CiLse around which nuich local

interest had gathered. For the prisoner was

a young man of education and fair social

position.

Many friends had hurried down from tho little

country town, where the Elliots had been known
aud respected for generations. There were

many among them who remembered Frank ;us

a bright handsome boy. No wonder that they
found it hard to realise his identity with that

pale prisoner at tho bar, waiting fur the verdict

So ho stotxl, in the waning light of tho spring

afternoon, with his fate trembling on tho

balance of a word. His hands were clenched

so tightly, that tin- veins stood out like knotted

cords ; the perspiration lying on his white

forehead in bead-like drops, an<l his eyes strain-

ing forward in a set blinding gaze. Even the

othcial wigs seemed to grow into grotos^ue and
unnatural size. Nothing was seen clearly in

that crowded Court, except one face, which
seemed to hold his gaze by some strange spt H.

It was that of a tdl spare man of fifty-tivo
or sixty years ; with iron grey hair, alow broad

forehead, full of sharp re.solute ridgea, and

deeply indented liuus, keen cold blue eye^j, .lud

a firm close mouth, that never relaxed from ita

stern curves, as he sat with hi-t li
'

. r.iMe<l

on his heavy knobbed walking-^'i , and

rigid as though ho had been .some grey old

efhgy carved in stone.

It was tile father of ihe prisoner, .Mark

Elliot, a man whose life of unimpoachablo

integrity had earned for him high trust in hia

native town. \ man of unswerving ojU-

Bcientiousness and stainless honour, whose word

was never doubted in business ; he had made
himself remarkable by his almost puritanical

strictness.

His only son, a felon ! How was it ? What
weak stone was there in that proud foundation

of rectitude I Where was tho missing link ?

The bearing of Mark Elliot, during his son's

trial, was closely watched and commente<I upon.
For tho feelings of tho multitude did not go
with tho stern father, whn was known to have

ca.st otl' the erring son, with a b.ui that would

be even more inexorable than that of the law.

The crooked branch would bo ruthlessly stripped

from the proud old tree which it had dLsgrajed.

None could deny the father's right to deal

thus with his guilty son, but tho hearts of the

people wore not with him on that day.
" Old Elliot is too hanl, ho always was ; lie

will never forgive the lad, or try to save him
;

too hard, for wo are all apt to go astray, and we

cannot stand in our own strength."
These were the murmured words of not a

few of Mark Elliot's friends, as they waited

the result of the trial.

" Do you tind tho prisoner guilty or not

gudty ?

"

The slow clear tones rang through the

listening Court with a sharp sudden thrill.

It might be that the heavy knobbed walking
stick tremble 1 a little in the hands that

clutched it so tightly, but the grey head did

not droop, and tho face remained stern and

still.

"
Guilty, my L«ird."

The pris.)ner sUirted and recoiled, .as if some

unseen hand h.ad struck him a blow. A vivid

crim.son spot burned on his cheeks for au

instant, th<-n fa<led out, leaving his face a

ghastlier white. He drew a long ipiivering

breath that almost broke into a sob, and his

hanils droppt'd nervelessly to his siile.

"
Guilty." That one fatal word seemod to

danco before his eyes in bl<x> l-red letters, tilling

tho space between himself and the raryestic

face of the jutlgo who was to pronounce his

sentence.

Five years' penal .servitude. TliU was the

fi.at of doom to young Frink Eiiiot. Five

muserable shame laden years. \N'ha: friiit would

they bear I
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The sentence took many by surprise, for

they had expected a shorter term.

It passed from lip to lip, with varied com-

ments, as the crowd thronged out from the

heated Court into the cool, welcome spring air.

Outside there was the carriage waiting for

the judge, with its usual display of servants in

liveries and prancing high-blooded horses—an

object of breathlcsis admiration to an awe-struck

crowd of children at the gates, who from whole-

some fear of official staffs were content to feed

their longing eyes from that prudent distance.

It was a scene of bustle and animation.

The Court was rapidly cleared, and for that

day the assize business was over.

CHAPTER II. SORROW AT MEADOW FARM.

A FEW words will suffice'to put us in possession

of all that it will be necessary to know of the

antecedents of the Elliots of Meadow Farm.

They were the last of a good old family, very

simple and primitive in their tastes and habits,

but very proud of their genealogical tree, and

their descent from a certain Puritan warrior,

Godfrey Elliot, who had held arms under Oliver

Cromwell, and made himself distinguished as

a devoted servant of his general. In more

peaceable times, the descendants of that warlike

progenitor had taken kindly to agricvilture, to

plough-shares instead of swords, and settled

quietly down in the old-fashioned farm-house,

with ivy-clad walls and quaint pointed gables,

which took its name from the undulating sweep
of green meadows that surrounded it.

The master of Meadow Farm, had been

among the first pioneers of the scattered village

which had now extended into a thriving little

town. And so through successive generations,

the farm acres had descended from father to

son, and the Elliots had lived on in their

quiet way. A slow steady-going race, not

making money very fast, but taking care to

keep it, when it was made. Never seeking to

be other than they were, and preserving in

their own world, one rigid, imbroken line of

respectability.

The family of Mark Elliot, offered the first

exception to this rule. It was through his

only son Frank. A striking contrast to him-

self, for the youth was of a quick warm temper,

impressionable, and feeble in purpose. His

training had been unfortunate, for it had com-

bined the two extremes of ill-judged parental
strictness on one side, and blind devotion on
the other.

For Frank was his mother's idol. He clnnc

to her, and depended upon her
; but between

him and his father, there was an unloving

reserve, which grew into estrangement as the

years wore on. It was the clash of opposing

influences counteracting and destroying each

other. As the boy grew older, Mark Elliot

went on tightening the curb until it became an
intolerable chafing goad. It ended in the

youth openly rebelling against his father, and
almost breaking his mother's heart by leaving
home. Through the assistance of a school

friend, whose father was manager of a bank
in the neighbouring town, Frank managed to

procure a situation as junior clerk, a post
which he avowed himself glad to accept as a

means of escape from Meadow Farm, and his

father's tyranny.
" Name him not," said stem old Mark, to

his wife
;

"
it is your woman's folly that has

spoiled him all through, I tell you now, that

he shall reap as he sows. No matter if the

land does pass away from the Elliots, when I

lie down : he would only disgrace them, for

he is not worthy to take their place. No, he

shall not touch my money ;
it shall all go to

Miriam, every shilling."

The mother knew that he would keep his

word. She turned away, cowed into tearful

silence, and crept to her own room to break

down in a burst of hysterical grief.

Thither her daughter Miriam followed,

stealing in like a ray of sunlight.

Gentle Miriam, the household peace-maker.
There was always a healing balm for sorrow in

her quiet presence, in the soft touch of her

little hand, and the sound of her pleasant

voice. Something also in the look of her fair

face^ with its pure brow, and large tranqiiil

brown eyes, over which the white lids drooped
so prettily. And yet Miriam Elliot was not

beautiful in the common acceptation of the

term. Un discerning eyes might have passed
her in a crowd. But her's was a face to love

and yearn for in times of sickness and sorrow.

No wonder that the hearts of young and old,

went out so readily to Miriam Elliot ; she was

formed to love, and be loved.

Old Mark was very proud of his daughter,

though he would not have confessed it. Nearer

and dearer to him than all others, she held

the key to his nature as none else did, and

could touch the chords that were dumb and

unresponsive in other hands.

They were a sadly divided household at

Meadow Farm, for there were missing links in

the chain of love that should have bound

husband and wife together. But little Miriam

had ever been the home dove, bearing the oiive

branch of peace.

It was the day after the trial : Mark Elliot

sat alone in the fann-hovise porch, his usual

seat in summer. The dusky shadows were

gathering over his fields, for the evening was

closing in. But still he sat, with the cool breeze
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lifting tho grey hair from hia brow, anil liL* '

eyert moodily bunt on tho i^roiind. lli» fii-

vourito dog, a magniliucnt hound, who would

be faithful unto iluutb, lay coiled ut hia feut,
|

watching him witli an almost human look of

intulligwnce in hLn hands'imo cycH. liut liiA

master gavo him no «ign of notice. liiltur i

thoughts wero stirring in his soul at that

monunt, and tho cloml over him and hi.s

seemed heavy and dark, with no rift of light

to break the gloom.
llti could not bo in^eu-^ibli! to the fito of his

son. Stern ;iiid atoical u-s he might try to be,

tho voice of nature would rise out of tho

depths of his heart. Ho could not ontirely

separate himself from the condemned convict

in his pri-son cell.

ciiAi-rr.ii III. miki.vm'.s vow.

Wu^\T evil influence had tracked tho steps of

Frank Elliot, from his innocent boyhood's home,
Meadow Farm, with its rigid rules of discipline,

and old-fashioned Puritan piety, where youth
was fenced round with such jealous restrictions,

and apparently impenetrable defences, that

it seemed impossible for any of its usual follies

to crop out / How was it that tho son had

broken loose from that pure country home,
and found himself ilriftiug antmy with no

niir.il .nuchor to fall back upon when ho was

Unipted and tried I How was it, that ho had

so mi.>5erably and so guiltily fallen ? Tho poor
heart-stricken mother asked these fiuestious

with bursts of hysterical sobbing. Hers was a

wild wailing anguish that refused all couifort,

and was constantly sending up its rebellious

murmur.
*'
Uh, what have we doLe that this cross

should bo laid on us !

"

Everything connected with her son's im-

prLsonment remained confused in her mind, a

dark mystery from which she turned slmdder-

iugly, she could not try to understand it.

And poor Miriam, she w;us very pale and

quiet, in those sad days after tho trial. But
she went about her household tasks, and did

her best to soothe her mother, making brave

efforts to lighten her burden. But Mrs. Elliot,

for the time unreasoning and unjust in her

great grief, complained that Miriam diil not

feel their trouble. Not feel when tho family
sorrow and shame had already AVnrn into tho

core of her girl's heart, and was daily crush-

ing out some of its bright youthfulness ! Not
feel for Frank i The brotber whom she loved,
and for wliom from childhood her life had l)cen

a register of small selfsjicrifices,
—that precious

coin which rich hearts pay out so freely to

their loved oue^. There was no pleasure or

poBsessiou of her own that MirLim Elliot :

would not have given up for him, and yet her

mother could tell her that she did nut feel.

Poor Miriam ! It waa but a foretaxto of the

bittur cup that would be hers tu drain with

silent uncomplaining lips in the sorrowful days
that Were coming.

Tho family at Meadow Farm sluu-ed some of

the painful publicity which surrounded Frank

Elliot, after his arrest and trial.

Neighbourly curiosity would gladly have

penetrated into the inner life of the (juiet house-

hold, but they Were steadily kept back by tho

reserve of old Mark.

It waa some timo after tho assizes, bufore

the little town recovered its wonted .serenity of

mind. Young Elliot's gay manner and hand-

some face had there won for him much good-will,

and in spite of tho verdict of the jury, many
charitable doubts about his guilt followed him
into his convict banislimeut. But they could

be only doubts.

A letter written to his sister, revealed some-

thing of the sad truth.
" God forgive me the misery I have brought

down on you all. Miriam, I uever loved you
and my mother as I do now, when I have left

you, perhaps for ever. Why don't you Ciust me
otT as my father has done ? I deserve it. A
convict I Who will clasp my hand again I I

must wear that brand always in this world.
" Oh. Mirry, do you remember what you

asked when you came to see mo in prison :

if r was guilty ? I could not .speak then, with

your arm about my neck and your eyes looking
into mine. You seemed so good and pure,
and it would have thrust us so far apart.

That feeling choked the words in my throat
;

but I can tell you now. Mirry, don't turn away
from me

; yes, I am guilty
—but not so much

as they made out at the trial.

" I got mixed up with a set of fellows ; tliey

led me on, and then let the worst fall on me.

I know that I wrote a name to a cheque, and

I took some money, but I meant to replace it.

(Jh, Mirry, believe tliis, and don't think harder

of me than you c;»u help. Does my mother for-

give me i Comfort her all you can, and, sister,

when you .s;iy your pnyers, remember me.

But I must not call myself your brother now."

Not many weeks after this letter had been

received ami wept over by Miriim, her mother

lay on a sick bed from which she would never

rise. For some time her health had been

breaking, when she was suddenly prosti-atcd by
a serious internal rupture and bleeding of the

lungs. Possibly the effect of excitement and

excessive grief. Tho doctor gave no hope
of lier recovery.

There .she lay in her darkened chamber, with

the life-current slowly ebbing out.
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Frank's letter, stained with the tears which

had been shed over it, was spread out upon
her pillow, just where it could touch her white

cheek. It was the invalid's will to have it

there, and to Miriam every wish of hers was

sacred. It would have been cruel to have

denied anything that could soothe the poor

aching heart in those last hours of the waning

day, when the dear human hopes were sinking,

and the light was going out so quickly.
"
Miriam, child, where are you 1

"

"
Here, dear mother, I have never left

you.
" And the pale young watcher crept up to

the bed, and bent her face down on the pillow.

So gentle and t^elf-sustained, Miriam was a

treasure in the sick-room, where she moved
like a ministering spirit, with her noiseless

footfall, and her sad quiet eyes, that seemed to

divine even the unspoken wishes of the sufferer.

It was near midnight, and Mrs Elliot had

just awoke with a start from an uneasy broken

slumber. A solemn hu^^h pervaded the house.

The old servant Elsie w^ho shared Miriam's

labours as nurse was sleeping heavily in an

arm-chair by the fire. Except the invalid

no one was awake in the house but Miriam,
"
Child," murmured the Aveak wailing voice,

"come nearer, nearer, lay your hand here, and
leave it so ;

now I am easy, and I can say what
I want. Miriam, I have seen Frank to-night ;

hush, you will say that I was dreaming,
but I saw him, my poor boy ! He seemed to

be standing on the other side of a gulf that

parted us, and he could only hold out his hand
and call,

' Mother !

'

Miriam, I know what it

is, that dreadful gulf, with Frank on the other

side."

She ceased from exhaustion, and lay for

some minutes gasping and silent.

Miriam was frightened, and turned round to

awaken Elsie.

But her mother caught the movement and

instantly divined its meaning. She put out one
of her feeble hands, with an almost passionately

restraining gesture, and gasped out—
"
Miriam, don't waken Elsie. I have some-

thing to say to you. It has been on my mind
for days, a dead crushing weight, that keeps me
from resting. Will you listen 1

"

"Yes, mother," breathed the young girl,

with a quiet stifled sob in her voice. She was

gazing down at the ghastly face over which was

already cast the shadow of the coming change.
That strange mysterious shadow which falls but

once on any face. It was the soul fast nearing
the dark valley. Miriam felt it, and shivered

as the gleam of the shaded lamp fell across her

mother's pillow. It was a solemn vigil for

her to keep in the lonely night, with no other

sounds of companionship than the heavy

breathing of the nurse, Elsie, and the steady

ticking of the old clock on the stairs. And out-

side, the wind was rising
—a sad, sobbing wind—

that shook the branches of the trees against the

windows, and moaned round the gables with a

wail like that of a tortured spirit.
"
Hark, Miriam ! What sound wa3 that ?

"

"
Nothing, mother, only the wind among the

trees."
" Ah ! it sounded to me like a voice—

Frank's voice— you will think I am dreaming
again, Miriam. I shall sleep soon. Yes I am
dying, dying, and I shall never see my boy
again." Still the first thought with her, as he

had ever been in the old days. Miriam knew
that Frank was nearest her mother's heart, that

its love for him would outlive all the rest,

and she accepted it without a murmur
;
she had

never grudged her brother the rich birthright
of mother's love which had been given to him
from his cradle.

"
Miriam, I want you to make me a promise."

The girl was startled by the eager quivering

tones, and the sudden lighting of the dim eyes.

There was such a strange, yearning look of

desire on the white face, and the wasted

fingers fastened so tightly round her arm.

She trembled. Had she some foreknow-

ledge of what would be required from her ?

Mrs. Eliliot went on speaking with painful
effort.

"Miriam, I want to leave Frank to you as my
legacy. Will you take it, and try to be to him
all that I would have been, if I had lived to

see him come back ? Think, think what it

would be for him to find every heart turned

from him, and every door closed against him.

Miriam, wdll you be a true sister, and cling to

him through all the evil days ? It may be the

means of saving hioj, and it will help me to

close my eyes in peace. Child, will you clasp

my hand now, and swear that you will never

forsake Frank, come what may ?"

It was all clear to Miriam, at that moment
;

the future seemed forecast to her. She knew
what charge she was accepting, and what cross

she was planting in her own path, when she

bent over that pillow, and gave her promise to

the dying.
" God bless you, Miriam ; say the words again,

and clasp my hand—now I can rest."

The lids dropped wearily over the fading

eyes, and as Miriam watched, the furrowed brow

seemed to relax, and the sharp care-worn look

of anxiety died placidly out of the face, and left

it peaceful as a child's.

From that hour there was a change in Mrs.

Elliot, She spoke little to her daughter, and

seemed content only to watch her as she stole

about the room. It was the rest and relief for
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which she hinl been w.iitiiit' : and Miriiin was

very thaukful that it huil cuiue thrmjjjh ht-r.

Ciood Miriam, patieut loving heart, there was

an undLscoverod mine of gold in her character,

th;it was only waiting to Ijo tried. Even her

father did not fully inukTstand the <iuiet

girl.

The end came quickly fur Mis. Kill )t. iJcforo
[

the clo.se of another d.iy, the tloatii angel

had been busy at Meadow Farm, and the
j

mothorlesi daughter had Hcjilcd her vow in a

silent kiss on llie lips of the dead.

CIIAJTKR IV. orTSlDE TICK DOOR.

"MiiUAM, you had an Australian letter

this morning : 1 can guesa the news. Morley
llivera is coming home."'

|

And a« lie sjxjke, Mark Elliot took off his

heavy silver spectiicles, and wiped them care-

fully with the corner of his silk handkerchief

Miriam looked up from her sewing, with a
'

([uick bright colour in her face, and iUiswered i

softly. !

"
Yes, father ;

if all is well, Morloy will be

here by the end of the month.''

The father and daughter were sitting by a

cheery winter fire in their large comfortable

farm-house kitchen.

Mark Elliot looked older antl greyer by
more than ten years, than when wo saw him

at his sou's trial. It was still the same hard

granite face, with no more yielding softness in

it. But there were other signs of change in

him which Miriam noted as the years wore

on. Ue walked less about bis fields, did not

make himself so busy and active among his

men, but sat longer over the fire at home,
and every day seemed to trust more to the

management of John Marston, a young
man, whose father had been one of his earliest

friends. Thrown penniless <»u the world to

fight his own unaided way, the old man had
been deeply interested in the son's fate, and
offered him a situation at Meadow Farm. It

was accepted, and the young man had now
been nearly three years domesticated there as

a sort qf manager, or steward : his services had

become invaluable to his mxster, with whom
he was daily growing in favour. He deserved

it for his sterling truth and hone.sty. Miriam
liked him too, and in pity for his want of

kindred ties gave him all tli it she could of a

kind sister's care. She could give him no

more, for she was pledged heart and hand
to Morley Rivers, an ambitious persevering

young lawyer, who had begun the world a
hard-worked penniless clerk, and eventually

fought his way to a position. Ho had gone
out to Australia a sliort time before Frank
Elliot's trial Fortune had smiled on him

there. Ho had been Buccei^hful even beyond
hit ho[)es, and hiul rualisei HuOicti-nt wealth

to enable him to return, and puHh hiH way ia

tho old country. Ho was comin..; homo to

marry Miriam Elliot, an<l enter tho career

which he had carve 1 out for himself. It was

his ambition to make a name at the bar.

That w.is Morley llivers, tho love of

Miriam's girlhood, to whom she ha»l given
her young heart as entirely as if the marriage
vow had been already spoken between them.

So tnio in the years of absence, waiting for

him with such patient womanly faith in her

idol.

That was why Miriam had nothing more
than a sister's regard to givo in return for all

the devotion which John Marston poured out

upon her. That was why she remained so

long unconscious of what w.os visible to others,

that ho loved her with all his .soul, loved even

without hope of return.

He sat in a far corner 'if the kitchen, lean-

ing over the large white dresser, his face

bent low over tho book which ho had been

reading before the light faded. Now, he was

thinking of Miriam, and listening f'>r the

sound of her voice. When he heard the

name of Morley Rivers he started, and looked

round with a sudden rush of colour in his

dark face. He watched Miriam for a few

moments with u keen touch of jealous pain,

then rose, hastily closed his book, and went

out. It needed a sharp walk in the frosty

night to crush down the feelings that were

ri-ing iu him, and help him to face what he

knew wjis coming with the return of Morley
Rivers.

Ho strode down tho garden with rapid and
decided tread, as if bent on some errand of life

and death. Old Elsie met him, and stopped to

speak (ho was one of her favourites) ;
but he

passed her without notice, and wont ou like one

who sees and hears nothing. She turned and

looked after him with a sagacious twiukle iu

her eyes, murmuring—
"

Well, I should say it wa-s pride in any
one eKe but Mr. Jolin. The lad seems nearly
daft to-night ; he is put out, and I guess it is

something about Miss Miriam. What a pity

ho couldn't keep from setting his heart ou

her."

The father and daughter were still sitting as

John Marston had left them, Udkinisearncstly

together. His abrupt exit hail not been no-

ticed. Miriam had put aside her sewing, and

changed her seat to a low Rtool at her futher's

feet, where she sat with her hands clas|K'd on

his knee, the fire light playing over her noat

stuff dresH, and making bright ripple^* iu ner

brown hair.
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The old man looked at her with softened

eyes as he said,
"
Well, child, I only hope that you will be

happy as you deserve. I don't know one

that I would sooner give you to, than Morley
Rivers."

A gi-atified blush stole over Miriam's face,

and she whispered,
" I am glad that you like him, father. I

should be quite happy now, if it was not for

one cloud that is always on my mind."

Mark's grey eyebrows knitted into a sudden

frown as he said hastily.
' *

Still harping on the old string, Miriam.

I know what you mean ;
if I had waited longer,

you would have jarred my ears with the sound

of his name. Girl, why can you not learn to

study my wishes in this, as you do in other

things. I tell you that I have only one child.

I have cast that disgrace from me : let him
come back when he may, he shall never sit by

my hearth again. You know me, Miriam. I

do not lightly break my word."

Miriam lifted up her face, now pale with

emotion.
*'
Father, you cannot mean to renounce

Frank so. It would be inhuman, cruel. Would

you be harder than the laws ? Even they ad-

mit of expiation and reformation. He may
redeem the past if he has help to do it. You
cannot deny it to your own son. He is

yours, whatever may be the ban upon his

name."
"
Miriam, I have said my say. Spare your-

self and me, for this talk will only make
ill-blood. You have been a good daughter,
and that wretched boy must not come between

us."

In his excitement the old man's voice rose

high above its usual measured tones. His

eyes kindled under their bent brows, and his

thin lips quivered as he repeated,
' '

Yes, Miriam, I tell you once for all, that he

shall not come between you and me. Meadow
Farm shall never open its doors to a felon.

I cannot, will not, forgive him the shame he
has brought on my honest name."

At that moment the door-latch was noise-

lessly lifted, and a face looked in. A white,
troubled face, seemiog almost ghastly as it was
thrown out against the background of deep
shadow. There was no light except what the

fire gave, so one half of the great kitchen was
buried in gloom. For a few moments that

strange vision remained in the doorway, gazing
in upon the homely hearth, and the unconscious

pair seated within its bright circle of warmth
and light

•

gazing in, and listening to the stern

words of denunciation against the offending
son of the house.

As Mark ceased speaking it disappeared

suddenly as it had come, and the door-latch

dropped noiselessly into its place. A moment
after there was a slight noise outside. It

eeemed to be just beneath the window, and
sounded like the crushing of gravel under a

hasty passing tread. Old Lion heard it, for

he rose from his place at Miriam's feet,

stretched himself, and put up his ears with a

low interrogative bark,
" What ails the dog ?" Mark asked, looking

round. Miriam did not answer, her face was
buried in her hands, and she was thinking too

deeply and sadly to be easily roused.

Her father asked no more, but turned

moodily round to the fire, with a sharp
" Lie

down. Lion !" to the dog. He was satisfied

that it was either John Marston in the garden,
or Elsie, who he knew had gone down to the

village. He was mistaken : John had struck

out across the fields, and was at that moment

crushing the crisp grass under his heavy tread

as he strode on, with no thought of turning
homeward

;
and Elsie, after meeting him in

the garden, had been seized with a desire

to crown her evening's holiday by a stolen

gossip with her friend. Widow Morton, whose

cottage lay at the back of the farm. She had

slipped round there, and was then snugly en-

throned in the chimney corner, deep in a dis-

cussion on the mysteries of cheese-making.
So John Marston and Elsie were both safely

disposed of, and the farm labourers had long
since gone to their homes. Whence came the

noise under the widow, that roused old Lion
from his sleep : and whose was the face that

looked in upon the father and daughter from
the gloom of the winter night ?

{To he concluded in our next.)

THE IVY LEAF.

Flino garlands of flow'rs to the young and fair,
Let them tread ou the roses of life

;

Let them cull for their bosoms or for their hair,
Time will soon eno' strip them and sow thorns there :

The petals will fall, e'en with tend'rest care,
For earth with destruction is rife.

Bui bring me a leaf from the ivy tree.

Pluck it fresh in its beautiful hue ;

And whisper quite low as you give it to me.
That unchanging as this little leaf will be.

Enduring and clinging most faithfully,

Shall your love remain firm and true.

Flow'rs may wither and die, joys soon are fled ;

But this leaf, like true love, cannot die,

Strew flow'rs—earth's ftiir-ofi'riugs
—o'er graves of the

dead
;

Wreathe with flow'rs—brief delights
—the young

victor's head,

Bring flowers—sweet hopes—for the bride to tread.

But this leaf for my life, say I !

AoNES Stonehkweb.
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A STUliV oK \VATKKLl-:ie;U MllJ

(Is ElUllT C1IAITEK.S.)

CHAPTER 11.

Meanwhilr TiilUot followed the captain
over the ruins of tho barricade, wliicli the

landlord, standing upon a barrel, was survey-

ing with disconBoliitc aspvct.
"

Woll, old feUow," said Talbot,
" the

enemy was too many fur you ! You will not

be in the Times just yet, I fear. Which is the

way to tho fi.shermaii's luit I

"

" WlKit way/" siglied the landlord, "there
is no way,—highways and byeways are under

water,—landmarks and landlords are pretty

nigh at an end."

Talbot pushed on, and soon overtook the

captain, who was strugglintf up tho roail

against a considerable body of wutor that wa-i

flowing throu'^li the village. Tlio stor-n

raged more furiously than ever, bl istoring
wind arid rain, with now and then fierce

lightiuiig.
*• We shall never make our way iu this

'

black turmoil," said Talbot
;
"let us go back

for a guide."
"Hero you are, sir," said a voice at his

elbow, which he recognised as the hostler's.

I

"
I make ko bold as to follow uninvited, for

1 Father Stockfish is not the pleasantest com-

pany ju>t now, and the cjiptain having a wooden

[ leg, an extra pair of HeHh and blood may be

I

as well, perhaps, the night being so uncommon
. coarse."

•' What's that you say?" cried the captaiiJ,
' "a wootlen leg is not a bad thing iu a sea-w^ay

lik'» this, it holds little water aid keeps tho

foot dry. Come on ;
Stokes the fisherman is

tho fellow for us, he knows the river. HoM
hanl, here we are, this is hLs hut."

When they got close to the cottngo tlicy

could hear in the pauses of the gale, the voice

of some one iusiie reading aloud.

"Hush," said the captain. "Old Stokes is

1 preaching a sermon to himself,
—a very gool

vor, XIII. M >"o. 32}.
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were

hostler, iuter-

fellow is Tommy Stokes. He and I

once sliipmates ;
I remember very well—

"Oh please, sir," said the

rupting, "shall I knock him up ?" giving at

the same time a loud rap at the door with his

fist.

"Who's there," said a rough voice.

" \Vho's there," replied the hostler,
"
why

two gents who want you upon particular busi-

ness, money no object, Mr. Stokes. Tommy
loves rhino (aside) ; come, you open the door,

will you ? the rain is pouring down and we in

the water up to om: middles a'most, and some-

one a drowning outside. We shall give a

handsome reward for the body alive or dead
;

don't you hear it a hallooing now ?
" as the

same distant cry swept past them at the

moment.
The fi.sherman opened his door. " Wliat

now, Jack, what do you want 1 come up here

into the house out of the squall, and tell us

your story, will you 1"

"We want your help, fisherman," said

Talbot ;
"a man is drowning out there,

Cradock the sluice-keeper ;
the bridge to the

island is washed away, he is on the roof of his

cottage, and we expect he will be swept off

every moment, he has been calling for help
this half-hour."

"I fancied I heard a cry," said the fisher-

man,
" and I was just reading short passages

in respect of a storm out of the Prayer-

book, thinking perhaps it might do him or

her good, whosoever it was, no help being at

hand in any other quarter, you know."
" No help?" said Talbot; "not if we stand

here doing nothing,
—why we look for you to

help."
" How can I help ?" replied the fisherman.

" Between him and us is a roaring body of

water half a mile broad, travelling ten mile

an hour
;
can I fish him out as I would a trout

with a rod and line long enough to reach to

the Island, eh ? He's in God Almighty's
hands and nobody else's

;
for what with

storm and tiimbliug waters he is in no man's

hand."
" Don't tell me," shouted the captain,

" whose land he is in
; wherever he is, alow or

aloft, I'll go along-side of him. I'll not stand

here and a drowning man calling for help
without giving him a chance. I am an old

fellow, 'tis true, but hearty, and this young
soldier and I, we are going to save the poor

devil, and you will help us, and go m a boat

along with us, Tommy Stokes."
" What !

" cried the fisherman, "a boat, and
on that roaring flood 1 why, old gentleman, we
should not be afloat five minutes in the middle

of the cuirent in such a storm as this : the

water out for miles, and the river boiling like

a pot.
"

"I know that, my lad, as well as you do,"

replied the captain; "we should go down both
ends at once in any of your painted cock-boats,
but mine, lying on the bank above, is ship-

shape, she is an old jolly-boat with good scant-

ling ;
I bought her out of Towzer's barge for

two pound ten and a dram, only a week ago,

intending to rig her as a pleasure boat for my
own diversion, and I'll be bound she will live

in any dust the Thames can kick up."
The fisherman paused.

"
I saw the boat

;

I doubt her
;
she is not handy. Besides, who

is to pull ?
"

" We can settle all that in a minute," said

Talbot. " I can pull, and we'U soon get up a

crew
;
come along, fisherman, a reward of five

pounds if you bring him ashore, alive or dead."
" Five pounds, aUve or dead, mind ; and the

usual trimmings, grog, &c.," added the cap-
tain.

The fisherman looked out upon the river.
" It is a terrible job. Here, Dick," he shouted

to some one in the cottage,
" rout out, I say ;

here is work in hand, and you snoring there

like a pig."

The captain clapped his hands to his mouth,
and sung out, "All hands on deck, ahoy!"
The last word at the utmost pitch of his voice

was followed by a faint "ahoy," as if echoed

from the river.

This distant appeal, succeeding so immedi-

ately the captain's call, produced a profound
efiect upon all, and determined the fisherman's

wavering mind. "Ay, ay," said he, "ahoy it

is
;

I hear you, my lad, and I'll try to answer

in another way, with God's mercy," touching
his cap.

" There is a Providence in this,
' who

s-tilleth the waves of the sea.' You shan't call

in vain this time. Come, captain, come all,

heave ahead
;
there is but little time left to

do it in, and we shall want all hands. Dick,

you dog, why doesn't turn out ?
"

"Coming, father;" and Dick, an able-bodied

young fisherman, with part of his clothes in his

hand, made his appearance.
" Put they things back into the house," said

his father
;

" what dost want wi' clothes in

this rain, eh ? you'll be like enough to swim

for it, my boy, anyhow, and the thinner the

breeches, the fewer the hitches, as the saying
is aboard ship." Then, turning to the host-

ler,
" I know thou canst pull, young horse-

flesh," he said ;
"I have seen thee a sculling

about the mill-pond with the maids, afore now."
" You can handle an oar, sir" (to Talbot).

"
Well, then, hostler, you the bow ; Dick,

thou the sculls
;

this gent, the stroke ;
so we

shall pull randan fashion. I shall steer, and
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the captain will be a spare hand to Htaud by,

iiucj lay Iiold of whutnoover Is to bo hiid hold

on. Now, Dick, jump about, and IoI'h got to

work at ouco. I .saw your b<:)at to-day, cap-

tain ;
sho is half full of water by this time, I

,

count. Hring the Lmtliorn, Dick, and tho

long punt-lino from otV tho hook, ami tho black

bottle on tho shilf in tho cormr, and do it

sharp, d'ye hear / Wo'U tow tho boat up-
stream along tho bank with tho lino for a

quarter of a niilo or sn, there is not much
run of water close in, and then lot go ;

we

may fetch the poor devil's cotUigo, if so bo it

is above water at all, anil wo don't swamp as

wo go along."

Presently they came to tho captiin's

boat, which, for security, lie had had hauled

high up the bank that morning. It was

half full of water from the heavy rain ;

•'Turn her over, all hauds," he cried ; accord-

ingly, tho boat was turned over, emptied, and

shoved down to tho water. Sho w;is a fair-

sized boat, a quarter-boat, of good scantling,

as the captain remarked, and had travelled

many a league hanging over a ship's <[uartur ;

the tow-lino was thrown in, a couple of boat-

hooks, and the necessary oars. Stokes jumped
aboard, and tossing liis son the end of tho

rope, tho others assisting, she was towed up
the stream. Though the water was shallow,

with little current in-shore, being chiefly from

the overflow, the main body of the river was

running with groat velocity, and angry waves

could be discerned through the darkness;
a white patch in tho middlo of the flood

Stokes said was foam, from the sluice of tho

water caused by the obstruction of Cradock's

cottage. Tho cottage itself, now nearly co-

vered, could not be distinguished in the gloom
and wild confusion of tho tempest. Tho
wind howled and hurtled through the trees,

and the rain drove in torrents. " Hark! again
tho faint cry ; ho is still alive," said Stokes

;

" but he has given himself up almost
;
he does

not see or liear us, and does not know that

people are trying to help him :
—shout! all

hands ;" but tlie rushing turni'iil uf tho water

and the bluster of tho gale that seemed to blow

the words down their throats, ma le it doubtful

whether sliouts could bo hL:ir.l across tlie trou-

bled flood.

Tho captain said,
" Here are five men a

shouting together, .and yet tho cry of a drown-

ing man will tnnup them all—there is nothing
like it. I remember when I was lieutenant in

the Thunderbomb "'

" Tumble in, tumble in, Captain, all hands
aboard !" cried Stokes, interrupting him ;

" that

last cry tells us there is no time to bo lost, if

we would save our man."

All hands got into the l>oat except Dick,
who Ixa*] given tho tuw-ropu a turn round a

tree, and still held on.

Stukes, [>lacing his hand alxjve hiii eye*,

looko<l earnestly and in Kileuco U{)on the tum-

bling strife of waters.
"

I wish ho W(}uld give

us another hail," he Siiid,
" for I cannot for the

life of mo see where to steer to in that Ix^iling

pot out there. It is hereaway, I think, juitt

above tho black willow stump where tho water

looks a-s it was breaking over a reef." As ho

spoke, a fl:ush of lightning lit up tho xceno

witli intense brilliancy, the foaming w.-isto bo-

c<'imo almost phosphorescent, the sluice-keeper's

roof could bo discerned, a black speck sur-

rounded with da7.zling white, tho banks, half-

drowned trees, and flooded fields, lay glitter-

ing for an instant, an<l the hills beyond stood

up dark against the illumined sky.
"

I have

it," said the fisherman
;

*'
let go, Dick, and

tumble aboard
;
we must trust ourselves to

God's mercy, for the river to-night is very

angry, and I much misdoubt it. Shove oflF

there clear of the stump. Hark ! another cry ;

I have got it now both by sound and sight.

Out oars, pull easy ; just give her steerage
'

way, for God knows we shall go fast enough

presently."
The boat glided steadily for a couple of

minutes, and then, being caught by the cur-

rent, was borne along with great rapidity.

Stokes eilged gradually away from the shore,

but what with driving spray and rain, and the

force of tho gale to which they were now fully

exposed, steering was no easy matter ;
stUl he

seemeil to be satisfied, and kept his course

slantingly out to the middle of the river.

i

"
Ugly weather, ugly weather," saiil the cap-

tain : "something like the Isleof Ai.x business ;

chopping soa then. Steady!" he cried, as the

boat got into a confused and counter current,

"steady, bo!"

The steersman gave no sign, but kept his

eyes fixed on something invisible to tho rest,

which he evidently considered as the mark for

his direction.
'

Another screaming cry, now nearer, wilder,

and more pitiful, came from the point the

fisherman had so long been watching. Sud-

denly ho shoutc-d,
"

Pull, my lads, pull ;
wo

aro drifting ilowu too far
;

if wo get broadside

to tho current wo are lost
; pull, for your

lives !

" Now they .stretched to their o.ar8 with

great vigour, the boat rose and fell, and rolled

from side to side sometimes gunwale under,

but sooJi drew no.ir enough to enable thorn lo

distinguish a low bl.ack object surrouudovi with
'

suowy foam.

I
"Captain," said the fisherm.in, verj' delibe-

I rately,
" hold up the lanthorn ; he wUl get
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lively when he sees the light and knows help
at hand, for that last cry seemed as if giviug

up the ghost was pretty close.
"

The moment the lanthorn was brandished

aloft by the stalwart arm of the captain, a

shout of a different character swept down the

wind.
" I knowed it would be so," said Stokes

;

** he sees it and is refreshed. Away, boys ;
I

think, with God's blessing, we shall haul him
aboard to-night safe after all."

A loud amen from the bow.
" Hold your jaw there for'ard," said the

captain.
Now the boat drew nearer and nearer, and

the waves grew rougher and rougher.
" Be ready there," cried Stokes

;

" when I

call
'

oars,' in with them sharp, bow and

stroke, d'ye mind me ? And you keep her

steady, Dick, with the sculls. Jack Hostler,
do thou stand by to catch him when he drops
into the boat : I shall run her right under the

willow in the lee of the cottage, it will be

smoother there than in this horrid uproar,
but I fear the tree is down." Suddenly he

cried,
" The Lord be praised, I see it

; part of

the stem is still above water ; look sharp, cap-
tain

;
stand by with the boat-hook—in oars—

easy, Dick, let her drop down upon it.''

Stokes clapping his helm a-port, the boat,

shipping water on both sides, rounded to, en-

tered the eddy caused by the obstruction of

the cottage, and glided straight toward the

stem of the willow.
" Hook on, captain," shouted Stokes.
" Make haste to save me," cried a voice

from the tree
;
"I am amost gone."

"Then look sharp aloft there, and shin

down," roared the captain ;

" I can't hold on

a minute more, this tree does wobble about

BO ;
it wiU go by the board presently."

Now a figure appeared clingiug to the

branches, and in another moment Cradock was
safe on board.

" Let go," said the steersman,
" and you,

my man, lie down here in the stern sheets
;

you do seem pretty nigh spent. Back oars,

aud when we slue her round again, all hold

on." It was well to give this caution, for the

boat, re-entering the current, was caught in a

kind of whirlpool, which tossed the frail craft

about alarmingly, the waves leaping and

breaking over her. In vain they pulled with
their utmost strength ; the whirl of the water

was too much for them
; the boat almost on

her broadside swept in smaller circles, but
with increasing swiftness. Stokes, letting go
the tUler, threw himself bodily on the stroke

oar. The united force of two such strong
men as Talbot and Stokes made the good ash

bend like a twig, while the increased power
thus gained, with the utmost exertion of the

other oarsmen, forced the helpless boat out of

the whirling vortex, into the main current of

the river.

"That was done ship-shape, captain," said

Stokes, taking the helm again.
"It was a tough tussle," the captain replied,

drawing a long breath, "and put me in mind
of what happened

"

"In oars," interrupted Stokes,
" bow and

stroke, we are driving on to the weir
;

if we

go along at this rate, we shall be at Lunnon

town, or in a worse place, before we know
where we are. Praise be blest," he suddenly

exclaimed,
" I can see the village lights dancing

about yonder between the bushes. Starboard,
Dick—keep her in, boy—all right

—the lights

grow steadier, we are out of the current, and

out of danger." The boat glided through com-

paratively still water into the shadow of a large

building.
" The mill," said the captain, in a low voice,

" the miU we were talking of this evening at

the inn
;

this Cradock," he whispered,
"

is,

is
"

" I remember," said Talbot
;

"
say nothing

more now." The boat touched the ground.

"Gentlemen," said Stoke.s, "the voyage is

ended, a life is slaved through His providence,"

touching his hat,
" not good for overmuch, I

fear
; however, all's one for that

;
he was only

prized at five pound."
" Tumble out, my lads," cried the captain,

"we are right now."
"
Yes," said Stokes,

"
all safe and sound

;

and, after an inward thanksgiving, I think we
should steer for the '

Beetle,' to drink a friendly

glass and settle accounts ; jump ashore, hostler,

and haul the boat in closer for the captain."

The hostler had no sooner stepped on shore

than he yelled out.
" Hillo !

"
said Stokes,

" what now ?"

"A dead body," he replied;
" oh Lord, I

have put my foot upon it."

" I shall be a dead body, indeed, presently,

if you don't stand ofl:' me ; you are finishing

me right out."
" It is the schoolmaster's voice," exclaimed

the captain.

Talbot leaped from the boat, and assisted

him to his legs. "Why, Birchbottom, what

are you doing here, and what is the matter ?

Come, speak."
"The matter?" he replied ; "why drown-

ing, being buffeted, and trodden upon. That

is the matter. I have shouted for help till I

am hoarse."
"

Well," said Stokes, "your voice is pretty

strong for a drowned man. I thought I did
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hear a noise, but took it for tho wuather-

cuck a squealing ou tho mill top."
'* is Lioutonant Tulbot here ?

" domau<lo<l

Birchbuttom, in a iloluful voico ; "lor 1 can

860 nothiui; ill thin hurriblo abyss."
"

Yes, here am I, closo to you."
" Then for trod's sake, take mo away, bit.

This place is certainly bauntod. Tln-H! in a

ghost somewhere at hand."

"Ghosts at hand, and tho lanthorn out,"
cried tho hostlur.

Tho captain intorpost'd.
"

Mirchbottom,"
ho said, in a solemn voice,

" are you in

liquor, my boy ? Answer mo that. It is

the '-'Ist of October, Birchbottom ; ami grief

is drj'. Many's tho stout ship that has cap-

sized thro\igh tho grog bottle."
"
Anion," said Stokes; "and drink it is,

no doubt. What else could ho bo doing
here in this weather ?

"

Now the truth wjus that Mr. Birchbottom,

having expressed his opinion pretty strongly
to Mrs. Stockfish as to the probable loss of

the whole party
—au opinion strengthened by

untoward nimours from the village
—was

severely reprimanded by that lady for not

immeiliately hastening to the rescue. " Stock-

fish is but a poor thing," she said ; "and

you are no better, but worse, drinking your
warm drinks and snoozing hero before tho

fire in the host bed-room, with tiiat beast of

a pipe in your mouth, while tho regular

customers are drowning outside, and that

handsome young officer along with them. I

shall go myself I may do something. I am
Ijut a feeble woman, Vmt I have a heart."

The schoolmaster, who indulged a weakness

for Mrs. Stockfish, had no alternative. Ho
declared his instant readiness to do and die,

if need be, for her or for them
; and, witli

an inward and particular curse upon all cap-
tains and lieutenants, his liat set jauntily on

one side, and a pleasant daring in his counte-

nance, but really with tho heart of a cur, he

crept, his tiil between hU legs, to the Mill

Meadow, as tlio nearest and securest possible

place from whence to look out upon the

river.

Now hear his answer to Talbot.
" What am I doing liore ? Why whore

should I be but here I My friemls woro in

danger. 1 could not bear tlie suspense. I

njshed to assist. Stockfish and his wife tried

to detain mo with blandishments of grog and

tobacco, but nothing could prevail I faced

the darkness and the storm fieniis, anil has-

tened to your aid, when, after nearly drown-

ing in the out waters, tlie said fiends, or a

tremendous squill of wind and rain, turned
me uiwide down in the twiukling of an eye."

"
Messmates," intemiptod the captain," there is something not Hhip-nhapo in all

this. .\n anniversiiry of houunt bittle turned
into murder and sudden death, or Homethiug
very like it. Tliat insensate cur in tho t^tvru

sheets,—hoist him out, Stokes, d'yo hear f—
and this drunkf-n schoolmaster, havo an un-

pleasant Huli)hurou8 twang about them. So,
our duty done, let's got into port as soon a^i

we can, splice the main brace, and say our

prayers ;
for I doubt if tho devil is not pretty

close asteni." So saying, tho captdin, put-

ting his best log foremost, scuttled otf.

"
Oh, don't leave me," cried tho wretched

Birchbottom in a doleful voice.
"

1 am in great
fear—it is as dark as Erebus."

Just at the moment a flash of lightning

quivered through tho trees, turned their stems

into pillars of white, lit up tho shadowy front

of the mill, its galleries and peaked roofs, and
was instantly quencheil in a sea of bkckuess

;

then came the thunder rumbling among the

hiUs.

"Bather ghastly," said tho captain. "Bring
on Cradock, alive or dead, Stokes

;
and school-

master, you lay hold of the tail of my jacket,

and let the others hook on, too, for I have got
the reckoning iu that spurt of lightning, and
am all right." In this way they proceeded

cautiously in single file, and arriving .safely

at tho Beetle, entered that disconsolate hos-

telry. The landlord hastened to greet them.

"Gentlemen," he said, "the Lord be praised,

tho river Ls falling, and the supper is ready.
Do I see you all iu the flesh ? 1 never ex-

pected it again at supper in this world ; the

doctor has had a roaring fire the last Iiour in

the best bed-room, and all things ready for

restoring suspended animation, as ho calls it,

bellows, blankets, brandy, hot bricks— it is

quite a spectiicle to behold."
" This way, this way," exclaimed an autho-

ritative voice from the stairs,
''

bring the

bijdies on immediately ; carry them horizon-

tally, do yi»u hear
;
a grass superstition hold-

ing up the <lrowned by tho heels, th.uik3 to

.Marshall Hall."
" What is that ?" said the captain, emerg-

ing from the darkucss ;

" what is that thou

R.ayost, oKl Galeuhead, eh ?
' Drowned t

'

say

you,
'
all alivo ami kicking,* s^iy I. W'e arc

going to drown otirselves presently in a bowl

of good hot strong punch ; so away with this

rubbish, throw physic to tho dogs, and get tho

grog out,"

"Oh," s-iys tho doctor iu a faltering voice,
"

I am glad, yes, iiulocd I really am glad ;
but

it would, nevertheless, have given me great

satisfaction to have been the humbln instm-

ment for your restoration ha<l Providence so
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ordained. I see you have tlie schoolmaster

and Cradock there
; they both seem exceeding

pale, dirty, and exanimate
; may it not be

well to give them a good roll on the table with

a few puffs of artificial respiration, and a lively

touch or two of the galvanic battery, which

is at hand and ready ?
"

"
By no manner of means, doctor," said

the schoolmaster, hastily ;

" I have had rolling

enough in the meadow, the Lord knows, to

say nothing of having been buffeted and

walked upon ; my respiration is sound and

good : all I require is an immediate] glass of

hot and strong grog, and that 1 can mix and

administer without your valuable assistance."

The party now entered the best bed-room,
where three sheeted tables were laid out, pre-

pared, as the doctor observed, for whatever it

might please Providence in his mercy to turn

up ;
the landlady presiding as nurse, with a

long white pinafore on, ready for action.
" Clear the decks," roared the captain,

"hang me if this doctor hasn't turned the

place into the cockpit." Suiting the action

to the word, the captain gave a kick to the

nearest table, which capsizing, upset the doc-

tor ; in the agony of falHng he clasped the

landlady round the waist and involved her in

the common ruin. Birchbottom rushed to the

rescue, and, stepping nimbly on the prostrate

doctor, raised the fainting lady in his arms,
and placing her in a chair, seized the surgical

bellows, and blew her into consciousness.

Talbot, in the confusion, helped the doctor to

his legs, who had immediately to endure a

severe rating from the incensed Mrs. Stock-

fish. Order was at length restored.
• * Doctor !

" said the captain,
* ' I will now

thank you to ipnt on your usual face, d'ye

hear, and not that perspiring undertakering
look ; and make haste with supper, Father

Stockfish, for we are all very peckish,"
"Such fare as this poor afflicted house

affords, and that has not been swallowed up
by the flood, shall be on the table in the twink-

ling of an eye," replied the landlord.

The room was cleared of the doctor's appa-

ratus, and preparations made for immediate

supper. The party comprised the chairman

Captain Salter, Talbot, the doctor, the school-

master, the landlord, Stokes, and his son
;
the

two last specially invited in consideration of

their recent services in the rescue. These

gentlemen having just bagged from Talbot the

promised reward of five pounds, were in ex-

cellent spirits. They were accommodated
with a separate table. The hostler and Cra-

dock were seated on a box at the end of the

room.
"
Gentlemen," said the Ciptaia,

" this

night of all other nights in the year, we are

unfortunately obliged to hold our memorial
mess in the bed-room, on account of the leak-

age below. I don't like it, but it can't be

helped ;
and as there are no females ever

present on these occasions, it don't so much

signify,
—any port in a storm. 1 must also

observe," he continued, looking around while

brushing the rain drops from the dreadnought

jacket,
" that we are none of us quite in right

trim for a solemnity that requires every man
to be in his best

; however, we have an

excuse,
—boat-service on the Thames,—cutting

out Cradock in a gale of wind. Mr. Birch-

bottom, you are uncommon foul, sir
; a little

rubbing down will do you good before you
join the mess. Landlord, please to take him
in hand, and make him decent."

Stockfish took the wretched Birchbottom

in charge, but the landlady lingered, and
while arranging a bouquet of flowers to grace
the supper-table, turned her large eyes, which
were powerful weapons, upon the Captain.
The veteran fidgeted, looked at her in spite
of himself, muttered something about stand-

ing fire like a man, and eventually became
fascinated in the serpent's gaze,

— " a sacred

night, and a sacred duty ;
no women, no, no."

The ox-eyed Juno flashed again.
'•
Oh, the devil !

"
said the captain to him-

self.
" John Salter, remember—Vice-Admi-

ral Lord Nelson—October twenty-one."

Again the wandering eyes fixed themselves

on the hero, passing through various phases of

supplication and attack.
" I'm shot if I can stand it any longer.

Gentlemen," he blurted out,
" I am going to

invite Madame Stockfish on this one occasion."

The company started.
" And why not ?

"
continued the captain,

"why not? This is a military memorial

mess, no doubt, my lads, and it is to come off

in the bed-room, but then they say a woman
will go through the eye of a needle to the

tuck of drum
;
and why not, eh ? Didn't I

see, when T was ashore in the Bight of Benin,
a company of breeched Amazons (" Order "

from the doctor) with muskets and fixed

bayonets ? Mrs. Stockfish," said the captain,

politely,
" we shall be delighted to have you ;

you wUl sup with us to-night, I hope ?
"

With a low curtsey, Mrs. Stockfish replied

in her sweetest voice, "I shall be most happy,

captain, to be an Amazon on such an occa-

sion, but then you must allow me to retire to

take off this horrid thing which the Doctor

has tied about my neck."

"By all means, ma'am," said the captain,

and as she left the room,
" don't put on the

breeches afterwards, will you be so good.
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ma'am ? I believe it ia for the bent," con-

linued the hero, driiwiug a doop breiith
;

"
if

you put Halt ou a woman'H tail, tho Turks

fay, alio rulca jib goiitlo as a lamb."

Whilo theao thiiitj.H wero going on, Talbot

to<»k tho lioatler a«itlo.
" Cratlock muat not

bo hurc, t.iko liiiu'iiito another rr>om at once ;

I wish you to corisitler liiui iuh your charge ;

you will havi' your supiwr with him."

"Oh, Lord !

" exchiimed tho hoHtlor,
"
sup-

per, sir."

"Yos," Talbot ronliod, "is there any objec-

tion I

"

"Oh, nono in life," sjvid tho other. Tlien

a.side, "I'd a.s soon sit down to supper with

Auollyou himself: he'd bo safer, ami ploasanter

company."
"I will see myself that you have something

to eat."

"Oh, thank you, sir, indeed. Devilled

kitlnoya and broiled bones will bo in rule, I

suppose ;
thank heaven I can say my Cate-

chisui if need be."

"Don't make yourself a fool, sir," said

Talbot sternly.
" Follow me into the passage.

Now, no more nonsen.se
;
attend to me, and

do not repeat what I say."
" Mum's tho word," replied tho hostler.

" You :iro to understand, hostler, that this

man, Cralock, is to bo looked to,
—watched

to-night.''
"

l^nderstand," replied tho hostler.
"

I'll

run directly for a pair of handculfs.
"

"
Haudcutfs, absurd

; you look sharp after

the fellow, au<l do not permit him to leave

this inn, or to be tampered witli. To-morrow

I shall tako charge of tho man myself, but to-

night he stays hero, and you are to see that

he does not quit his room."
"

I'll lie outside his door all night," «ud

the hostler heartily.
" Do so,'' TiUbot replied. ".From what I

have heard of you I believe you to V>o trust-

worthy. \ careful watch will moot with due

reward," and he returned ti the comp.any.
"
Money in prospect ; good," soliloipiised

tho hostler,
" but chotjuerod with cold aud

hunger ;
when my mouth was watering, and

my eyes fdling with the prospect of victuals,

pop goes the wca-sel, all is change«l in a mo-

ment. Very rapitl promotion, though ; what

next, I wonder /
—noon saw me an hostler,

afternoon <a mason, evening a waterman, and

now, 10 p.m., a confidential detrctive in plain
clothes. They tell me tho banquet is to come,
that sounds realistic, as schoolm.-uster says ;

but tho tly in tho ointment is, that it is to be

shared aud eaten with tho cannibal, Cradock,
that's the rub."

(To bt e«}itinH«l.)

A DUKAM OF THE HP><I'Ki:ilJES.

0."<cB, walking in a l«n<l <.f ilream«,

Thnugh wimlini,; rallev", by the tide

Of forcMt*, nil ttliv<' with iong—
.\ rf;,'i"n where ilcliciouH iitr'-ann

Klow'd nmlii l)w r-tf'l ?,

From hallows, iiic&Hurin. - nj.an,

And out into the li^^lit, amoni;

Laxuriaut foliage, making wide

The rivcm int<j which they ran—
I cnine into a crowdc<l pl:KC :

Men, women, all -vith ea^-r oyo«,

Preiw'd up from all the 1

'

I'l-st

Right onward. I amon,;

Broke in, and follow'd with suri.rlso,

Not knowing; whither or what iho cha«e :

Or ask ins ; till a tiackwanl surge.

An ebb of that
'

'd,

UoU'd on n.H, !!• who stood

In host*, too cli>9cly drawn l>ef'jre
—

Some lifting uj), some caatin^ down- -

While, like the gathering waves that merge

Each into e.ioh, and ht^)rm t!ie shore

In a long lireaker, with a crown

Of fi,<<m that siirinkics all tho co.ist,

That 8?a of hnman creatures rose,

In wave on wave and host on h.jst,

And storm'd, anl fell, and fwme were lout.

And some were shatter'd in the dose.

"What means all this ?" I ask'd of one

Who louk'd less eager than the rest ;

" These peoi>le come,
"

he s;iid :inon,
• ' From north and south and . ast and west ;

And ever thus they strive to win

The golden apples of the trees

Of the divine Ilesperides.

On either side the gardens lie,

Hut only few c:in enter in.

Though many still there be that try."

And then I mw, on either side.

The close-fenced gardens nin'.;inK wide,

With v">ldfcn fruit on trees of gold,

And hands that snatch'd it, scrambling high.

From which it sometimes fell, and mIIM

Among the restless sfamKrs-by :

And some there were who cau;|ht and aU?,

And with the golden footl grew fat ;

And some there were who bought and .lold ;

And some who hoarded up their gold ;

Whilv .still more loudly rose the din

From those without :ii: i

'

.\nd uiidemtalh eaoh i.-

I s;»w a laughing devil grin
—

Ue laugh'd a fiendish Uugh at me.

And they that ate and fstteu'd, died ;

And liny that only Iwught and sold

With too much barter soon grew old
;

And tluy that lioardi^l up their gold

Wont mad, aud others overbold

Took what the owner omld not hold :

Dut all of th«e, and thase who atooil

Out-tide the i;at«, sent up a cry,
"
Oh, who will show us any i:<K)d t

M' re giildeu fruit, more .>lden food

We seek, and soramblc till we die."

At once I tum'd away, .ind came

Al'ng the noisy highway iMck,

U'lie-'ting, can this be the same—
That saore>' ground where grew the trees

Of the divu i Uesix^ridea f

I saw no maidens, bat al.aok
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A grinning fiend beneath each tree,
Who laugh'd a devilish laugh at me :

I saw not, lying at the gate,
That dragon which, when he pass'd in.

The strouganu'd Theban bound in chains—
And as I walk'd the hour grew late,

And musing as I walk'd, the lanes

Whence all those crowds emerged, were still :

Behind me faintly rose the din.
Before me on a sudden stood

One most unlike that multitude—
His countenance was all aflame,

Fix'd, as betokening steadfast will,

But softer than a woman's face,

With more of beauty, more of grace.
He said, "I knew your thoughts, and came
To lead you whither you would go :

Then follow me!"

I follow'd slow,
And through the narrow lanes he led—
The long long-winding lanes where grew
In wild festoons the hedgerow briar

;

The honeysuckle wet with dew,
The pansy and the violet

Were there
; and, bending overhead,

A sky in all whose deepening blue

The sunset glimmer'd like a fire.

Far in our front a light was set.

And to that light our steps we bent,

My guide unfolding as we went
Dark sayings, counsels of the wise,
Old creeds and Attic mysteries.
I feasted on his words—he taught
How this and that had pass'd away
From vulgar apprehension, still

Leaving the substance and the thought
As sound as in the olden day.

That, like bees' honey in the cell,

Wisdom, a sweeter honey, lay
In legend and in parable :

And well for him who, seeking truth,
And finding what he went to seek
In those old fables of the Greek,
Cared not to quarrel with the shell,
But took the meaning of the myth.
And carried in his heart therewith
An odour of perpetual youth, j

While thus my guide discoursed we came
Into a circular space, and there,
Above a narrow gate, that light
Beam'd on us from a silver star.

Bright equally by day and night.
And all around the gate were met—
Some firm of foot, some halt and lame—
Young men and maidens pressing in

;

And standing with their faces set

In shadow, to conceal their sin,
Were others, not so fair as they,
Who beckon'd them another way.

And then I saw the halt and lame
Give heed to what the tempters said,
And follow, limping, where they led :

But not the less the strong and wise
Took counsel of that heavenly light.

Bright equally by day and night
—

For them no other tempters wait :

They enter'd at the narrow gate ;

And three fair maidens, in whose eyes
The light of many systems burn'd,

Stept down to meet them, smiled, and turn'd

Their steps into a wide recess,

A garden, open to the sky,
But hidden from the passers-by ;

Where grew in all their loveliness

More flowers, and sweeter, than we see

In all June's rosy galaxy ;

And, bowing low with golden fruit.

Stood many a widely-spreading tree.

With waters moisten'd at the root

Which elsewhere in the garden shoot

Their spray, in fountains overhead :
—

And one of those three maidens said,
" This place is yours, the fruit is sweet.
Go pluck it from the trees and eat.

For all who truly seek to knoio

Here do the golden apples grow—
Apples of knowledge, take and eat,

The fruit is no less fair than sweet."

Then did the second maiden say,
" Here is the Tree of Life, which gives
For every cluster pluck'd away
A larger one another day ;

And whoso eats of that fruit lives.

Look, here is plenty, take and eat.

The fruit is no less good than sweet."

And the third maiden—Love, her name—
I heard it whisper'd where I stood—
Said, in a sweeter voice, the same :

" The fruit is fair, the fruit is good,
And here is plenty, take and eat.

If good and fair, then is it sweet."

My guide conducted from the place.

And dimly now I saw his face.

But in the shadow of those trees,

Before my dream had blown away,
I fancied that I heard him say

—
" These are the true Hesperides !"

G. COTTERELL.

REMINISCENCES OF A GESANG
VEPvEIN.

In the autumn of 1863, circumstances gave
me an opportunity of seeing and taking part
in one of those local gatherings of singing
associations or glee-clubs (Manner Gesang

Verein), which are such a striking national

and characteristic feature of the music-loving
inhabitants of the Fatherland. A previous
residence in Germany when quite a child had

made me well acquamted with the language,
and partly with the customs of the people,
and I was thus enabled to enter fully into the

spirit of the thing, and see and enjoy in a

manner that would have been impracticable
for the majority of casual travellers. I went

as a member of one of these clubs, only

my own personal friends being aware of my
nationality.

At five o'clock on a bright August morning,

we started in three open carriages from the

village of B- -, in Austrian Silesia, en route

for Schonberg, a country town of some import-

ance in Northern Moravia.

A drive of six miles brought us to the little

Austrian town of Weideuau, where the in-
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]iabitant8, not\nth8tfui(.Uug tbo early hoar,

wero all on the alert to aee the Hiiij^eni a^MOiublo

aud 8ct ft)r\vard.

The nuiuiwr of thesa timall t)wn«, hamlot«,

and villuj^oa which cover tho plain botwoou

]iro:<l.iu aud tho Hugo chain of tho Rioson

Gobir^o, is astoniHhing and unoxpoctod to tho

traveller accustonied to tho woU-worJi routes

frequented by tho shoaLs of EnL,'Iiith, who,

Murray in hand, scamper over certjiin parts of

tho Continent with the avowed object of secinjj

the most in tho loast posaible amount of time,

and apt to connect Silesia in tlieir niir.da with

Siberia and other wild regions unfit for civil-

ised liritous. As den-wly populated as many
of tho manufacturing districts of England,
with largo Injet-root manufactories, and favour-

able conditions of soil and climate, its agricul-

tural capabilities are by no means despicable ;

and added to these its rich mines and vast

timber forest^, may well have formed a fre-

quent subject of contention between the two

great rival powers, whose territory proper it

separates. Since the greater portion was an-

nexed to Prussia, its chief city, Broalau, which

used to bo the great western mart of Poland,
has become more intimately connected with

Berlin and tho north-west of Germany, and is

less of a high road and depot of Austrian and

Polish proiluce than formerly. Polish names
and signs are still over many of the shops
and warehouses, but the representatives of

that nation are chiefly de3cen<lants of the

scattered tribe of Israel, who form such a

numerous and influential commercial body in

most of tho large cities of Germany.
But to return to German singers and their

doingr*. Coffee and rolls having been dis-

cussed, and our party augmented by tho mem-
bers from tho town singing club and outlying

villages, our director began to arrange the

party, settle places, »tc. In the first carriage
were himself aud tho standard bearer. The

flag of handsome green and white silk, with

tho arms of tho town and name of the corps
worked in gold, aud furtlier adorned by a

handsome streamer, presented ami embroidered

by fair hands,—was a possession of which the

corps were proud.
I was fortunate enough to obtain tho box

seat of the second carriage, aud soon found

myself directing the efforts of a pair of hardy

young mountain horses, accustomed to liard

work, hilly mads, and perhaps hard fare.

The rest of the vehicles, some sixteen in

number, followed in the ruck, at first keeping

pretty close together, but soon separating
somewhat t<> avoid diist.

A merry, light-hearted set they were, of

various classes, one of the charms of this as

of other German customs being tho free and
cordial undenitanding with which tho various

social orders meet together on ffstivo occa-

sions. Singing, sliouting, and chathng, the

merry band progressed ; many provided with

the familiar largo bowlud aud peculiar HhaixMl
Gorman pipe, that, if not matter of history

exactly, is nevertheless a venerated ami time-

honoured institution among the sons of Gor-

maiua ;
aom'j g ithering branches and spri.,'*

to adorn tho picturesque felt-hats, with their

green curd and tassel, which together with the

little green and white ribbon at the button-

hole, formed tho uniform, so to speak, of the

members.

The ground had been gra^lually rising ever

since we left Weidenau, and soon we were

winding through the wooded valleys between

tho outlying hills of the Sudetic mountains ;

a continuation of the great chain of tho Riesen

Gebirge, which together with the Harz moun-

tains form the chief northern boun<lary of the

Austrian dominions.

About ten o'clock wc readied the mountain

town of JVeiwaldau, situated at the upper end

of a long narrow valley, leading to tho foot of

the Red mountiiin
;

where a tolerably good
road conducts over the chain into the province
of Moravia,

We were here to be joined by the gymnastic

corps of the town,—another national institu-

tion of Germany,—who had been asked to take

part in the proceedings as special guests, the

town possessing no singing club. They re-

turned the compliment by giving us a ball in

the depth of winter
; coming out down the

valley iu sledges, aud accompanied by their

band, to meet and conduct us with due cere-

mony to the entertainment.

On a hill overlooking Freiwaldau stands the

well-known cold water cure establishment of

Griifenberg ; having often from 200 to 300

guests during the summer months. I was

told that some forty or fifty patients usually

resided there during the winter, and a subse-

quent visit later in the year coutirmed tlus

statement : I then mot plenty of them taking
their constitutionals among the surrounding
hills

; many bareheaded, and croppeil decidedly

u 1(1 A'. H-./ 1^, tln^ thermometer below freezing

point.

Like most Englishmen, I am an ardent

votary of cold tub .and fresh air
;

but the

sight of these hatless disciples of tiio renowned

Priesanitz was not, considering the time of year

aud state of tho atmosphere, altogether cheer-

ful Perhaps it is on the principle that ex-

tremes meet, as many of these gentlemen, on

completing their cure, would go b.ack to

stove-heated rooms, with carefully closed win-
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dows, and shudder at the mere mention of a

cold bath : they must at least have the satis-

faction of exemplifying in person that "habit

is second nature."

Only three miles off is another of these

hydropathic establishments, with the additional

peculiarity, that the diet is strictly confined

to stale bread and light wines. There are

scores of these establishments throughout the

mountainous districts of Austria, often differ-

ing but slightly in their modes of treatment
;

and that principally in matters of diet and

rigime, which are all more or less severe.

They are visited chiefly by Germans, Poles,

and Russians ; and paterfamilias and the dear

girls would find themselves chiefly surrounded

by
"
nasty smoking foreigners ;" and often not

find even a single fellow-countryman to sym-

pathise with them, and agree in condemning
all foreign manners, habits, and customs,
and settling the infinite superiority of Margate
or Brighton over such places. GrJifenberg

has, however, been more visited by English
than some of them : a spring there bears the

name of '^
Englische Quelle." The number of

visitors generally, is less than formerly.

At the inn I found the rest of the party
at a second morning meal known here as in

France, under the term fork breakfast, gabel

friihstiick ; and was myself nothing loth to

demolish some delicious little trout, fresh

from a neighbouring mountain stream, and

washed down with a bottle of Voslauer, a

very drinkable wine when genuine. Some of

the native Austrian wines are very indifierent,

and should be drunk with caution by one un-

accustomed to them, as their acidity may
produce uncomfortable effects.

Our gymnastic friends had hit upon a most

picturesque and appropriate mode of convey-
ance, light waggons had been decorated

with leaves and boughs, and fitted up with

rough seats, aud into these they scrambled,

hoisting a huge beer barrel into one of them,
to counteract the unpleasant effects of the

clouds of dust, caused by the unusually dry
season, rain not having fallen for weeks, even

high up in the mountains.

A German's capacities for beer and tobacco,
to a stranger and looker-on almost approach
the marvellous

; but a draught of the former,
and a few whiffs of some of the commonly
smoked sorts of the latter, will greatly facili-

tate comprehension on the subject. Both are

weaker and wholesomer than most of our

English representatives of this class of creature

comforts, and may be taken to an extent that

would be highly injurious, if of the poisonous
and brain-addling qualities that so many of

our English ales and tobaccos partake of.

They were a fine courteous set of men these

gymnasts of Freiwaldau, and looked well in

their simple and becoming broA\Ti-holland

jackets and trousers ; their broad chests set

off by the snow-white shirt-fronts, rendered

conspicuous by the absence of waistcoats and
the open cut of the jacket. A high-crowned

grey felt hat, together with a belt round the

waist inscribed with their motto and greeting,

completed the costume. The words of this

greeting are in the German Gut Heil, the literal

English of which is good health, or good greet-

ing, but the meaning conveyed by the saluta-

tion is more that of,
—hail fellow well met.

We were soon at the foot of the Red moun-

tain, and alighted, leaving the carriages to

wind slowly over the mountain by the road,
and join us on the other side.

I started off at a proper pedestrian pace,

expecting that many of my companions would

be ready for a race to the top. Nothing was

further from the intentions of any member of

the party.

Think not, English lovers of sport ;
—active

cricketers, neat oarsmen, or winners of mule

races,
—to entrap a German youth, on any mere

light or frivolous pretext, into a celerity of

motion in which the beloved triumvirate—
pipe, beer, and song, cannot participate. Long-
fellow's description in "Hyperion" of the

ceremony of the admitting of new members
into a Heidelberg student clicjiie is familiar to

many, and gives a very truthful impression of

the habits and tastes of German youth ;
con-

trasting somewhat unfavourably with the ac-

tive manly sports which are the safety valves

of English animal spirits.

My challenge had only the effect of eliciting

from a phlegmatic German the remark, that

they were not all English racers, the tone and

manner with which it was said indicating,

that he considered the former animal the more

preferable of the two.

At the summit is a small refreshment house,

something like a Swiss chalet
;
where every-

thing was demanded, and nothing procurable.
The descent was in the nature of things

more rapid than the ascent, in spite of the

before-mentioned antipathy of most of the

party for unnecessary exertion. I must,

however, mention that the gymnasts, who
would probably have displayed greater acti-

vity, were some waj to tL» rear, the wag-

gons not proving the most rapid means of

conveyance now extant. Possibly the poor
beer barrel objected to rapid travelling, as not

conducive to its well-being ;
and required as-

siduous attentions, wliich no doubt it received.

Nothing of special interest occurred during

the remainder of the journey. At five o'clock
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we halted and alighted about half a mile out

of Schiiiiljerf^, which eliquotte forbade our

untfriiig until thu municipality h:id Ik.*uu iu-

formed of our vicinity, aud had sent umtMHurieii

to meet and conduct their guests into the

town. Wo wore lionu jidr' gueuts, everything

being provided free of cost ; the luerchantM

turning their warehousen into aleopiiig apart-

mcuts, and entertainin;^' each a given number
at their tables throughout the festival.

With music playing and banners flying, we

paB.se<l under one of the triumphal arches,

which had been erected at each of the prin-

cipal cntranco.s to the town.

The hou.ses wore hung with flags and ever-

greens, with here and there tastefully woven

mottoes, anil greetings to the German singers.

Wo pa.ued slowly through the crowded

streets, the win<lows thronged by fair occu-

pants, who showered bouquets ami smiles

upon us in no stinted measure, laughing and

blushing when the unfortunate one aimed
at was hit, and gallantly kisse I his hand to

the fair donor in return.

In the market place we were received by
the mayor and principal inh.abitants of the

town, who welcomed us in a few courteous

words, and handed to our chief, directions for

quartering and billeting the party. As soon

as wo had cleared off, some other newly
arrived corps succeeded, and this went on till

late in the evening ; when there were between
1100 and 1200 singers in the town. At

eight o'clock we a.s.sembled in the barrack

yard to practise with other clubs some of the

music for next day.
A lovely morning ushered in the festival,

for which 1200 singers from ditierent parts of

Northern Au^tria were gathered together, which
had been looked forward to for mouths by
many, and was long remembered by all.

By seven o'clock, I was at bre;ikfast in the

spacious saloon of one of our hospitable eo-

tertaintrs, Madame S seeing to her guests
with that thoughtful caro and attention which
is never wanting in the mistress of a German
hotisehold. I was introduced to our host, a
distant connexion of .some friends of mine.

He was most anxious that I should be f.ivour-

ably impressed with all I .saw and hoanl, and
a.sked if we hail anything of the kind in Eig-
land

; to which I coid'l only reply that sing-

ing had of late been much more extensively
cultivateil than formerly, but that wo hail

nothing which at all partook of the nature of
the present meeting. I thought of Exeter
Hall and Crystal Palace concerts, ami how
o<Mly they wo\ild contrast with the hearty,

joyous open-air meetings of the musical

Austrians.

> The festival was to take placo on a lar^e
! open sp.ice outsiilu the town, aiJjaoeut to thu

i

rillo gallery, a large building, containing a

I

flue ball room, and having t^^a-gardens at*

tachod to it. A huge scilfolding or pl.itfjrm

had l>een oreclol at one end of the green,
and fitted up with a temporary alUir for the

! celebration of ma-s.*, b-jfore proceeding to the

secular business and pleiisuro of the day.
'

llows of seats for the auilienco extended away
down the turf, antl were crammed by the

appointed hour.

,
Thu ditF'Tunt corps marched in procjs-iion,

I

led by their respective 8tan<lar<i bearers, and
I preceded by an excellent band, to the place of

meeting.

I
On arriving at the platform the various

' voices grouped themselves roun I the four flags

of ditTt-rent colours employed to collect seve-

rally the first and second tenors and baa-ses.

The priests arrived, mass wa.H sung, and wheo

they had retired the concert commenced.
I do not now remember every piece that was

sung, but have a vivi I rec<jlleclion of the

[ grand and striking eSect of the 1200 voices,

.soundiug the sweet strains of tho.se heart-

stirring .songs, ami that simple and beautiful

music, which are interwoven with the very life

and existence of the people, and spreai to

every nook ainl corner of that favoured land
;

enjoyed alike by high and low, auci uniting
all in one common sympathy. Those who
have lived in Germany know how inherent

this talent for music is, and the inHueuce

which it exercises over the national character.

A fastidious ear might have been sometimes

offended by the occasional harshness of a pas-

sage or predominance of a note, but a more

hearty and eff"ective e)ij<eml>le it is difficult to

conceive. A body of highly-trained musicians

they did not pret.'nd to be, but wero met

together in cordial fellowship and goodwill to

please and to receive pleasure. To the rear of

the scatfoMing wa.s a retiring booth, where

"beer" at the town cost was freely provided,
and I need saircely say, freely partaken of.

The concert, including intervals, lasted about

two hours ; when the performers and a largo

part of the audience rep:uro I to the public

garden.s, and spent the remainder of the after-

noon in joyous mirth. Political events occu-

pied the thoughts and attention of many.
The Frankfort Congress engrossed a large share

of attention, and enthutiastio patriots mouDte<l

benches and tables, eidarging eloquently on

(lerman union and greatness, while their

hearers cheered frantically, and appeared as

excito<l as if on the eve of a revolution,

though such a sanguinary proceeding was by
uo means contemplat<Hi, and the enthusiasm
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only caused by visions of a united Fatherland

commandiijg the respect and admiration of

nations. Some of the most popular of these

stump orators were afterwards photographed ;

and copies sold pretty extensively. The King
of Prussia's squabbles with his parliament were

freely discussed, and a curtain person high in

office, whose name it is superfluous to men-

tion, might have heard crude comments and

criticisms on himself and his doings, which

would not have pandered much to that gen-
tleman's vanity or self-love. It was thus

early in his conspicuous career hinted that

that worthy, who has since made a point of

utterly disregarding, if not somewhat uncivilly

resenting, the representations of foreign go-

vernments, might some day overreach himself

and come to an ignominious downfall.

A ball in the evening closed the festivities,

which would have been considered incomplete
without dancing.

In Austria and some other parts of Germany,
the custom is to dance without introduction,
and the practice has some advantages. The
ladies most certainly like it, and I have often

heard them defend it on the plea that,
—

"
people went to balls to dance, and not to be

introduced to somebody they perhaps did not

want to know"—as in Prussia, where a ball-

room introduction is considered valid
;
and

the gentleman who omitted to bow to his

partner on meeting her afterwards, would be

put down as uncommonly rude. Austrian

women are pleasant partners, not only on ac-

count of their dancing, which is celebrated ;

but for their agreeable and lively conversa-

tion ; quick at retort and sharp repartee, they
are nevertheless perfectly well-bred, and have

that free and natural manner which is the

best security against any unfair use of an un-

constrained intercourse between young people.
Over-careful mamma, while anxiously watch-

ing Clara's harmless flirtation with Mr. Fitz-

booby, and perhaps calling her aside to whisper
caution and discretion, is apt to forget that

with the characteristic perversity of human
nature. Miss Clara will forthwith attach an

importance to that young gentleman's non-

sense, which it probably would not have
obtained had not attention been called to it.

Many of the corps who had come long dis-

tances, left early on the following morning ;

others, and amongst them the one with which
I was connected, remained at Schonberg
another day, to enjoy the hospitality of the

inhabitants, and to exchange ideas with our
fellow-creatures.

The homeward journey was without any
peculiar incident worthy of note. We were
laden with trophies in the shape of flags.

which the good-natured townspeople had al-

lowed to be removed from their house fronts

and carried away, to decorate and adorn a

ball or concert-room on some future occasion.

One word in conclusion on the scenery of

this part of Germany. Those who would s'ie

some of the most beautiful mountainous districts

of the country, cannot do better than pay a

visit to the Riesen Gebirge, or giant moun-
tains. Railroads have multiplied extensively
of late, and have brought them within easy
reach of Berlin, Dresden, and other frequented

places. Of course pedestrians will be better

repaid for their trouble, than those who try
to see everything from a carriage window.
Neither will a mere smattering of the language
be found sufficient, as sumptuous hotels, and

polite attentive waiters, who ruthlessly nip in

the bud all attempts to air one's languages,
and with marvellous instinct detect the stranger,
even before he opens his mouth, are not to be

reckoned on. But the bond fide traveller,

tired of steamers and trains full of his fellow-

countrymen, may pass a pleasant holiday, in

exploring these le.ss frequented regions ;
and

study native character and customs in their

genuineness and simplicity.

E, J, S.

THE RED DEER OF DEVON.

The pursuit of the Red Deer is, in the pre-
sent day, connected so inseparably with the

Scottish Highlands in the minds of most per-

sons, that many of our readers are no doubt
unaware that a considerable number of these

noble animals, the pride of the greenwood in

the olden time, are stUl existing in England,
in the counties of Devon and Somerset, and
that too within an easy ride of some of the

most fertile and picturesque spots visited by
tourists.

In the following pages we purpose setting
forth the little information we have been able

to collect on this subject, for a great part of

which we are indebted to a work published
some two or three years since, and written by
one of the oldest sportsmen in the west

country.
*

The Red Deer, the " Cervus elephas
" of

Linnaeus, appears spread over the greater part
of Northern Europe, and a considerable por-
tion of Asia. By some writers these animals

are asserted to have been introduced into

Britain from France, but there appears to be

no reason for believing them other than indi-

genous ;
for many centuries, they certainly

* "Cha-se of the Red Deer in Devon." By J. Palk

Collyns, Esq.
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throve and miiltiplie<l most wonderfully in

England.

Accorditig to Mr. Kiiis^'sley, Rod Deor wi-ro

to be found ne;ir Bayshot loss thnn lifty

years ago, and within the last hundred years

th».'y existed in the Now Forest and upon
Dartmoor, as well as on the extensive open

country and thick surrounding wixxi.s forming
the Royal J'orest of Exuioor. From want of

preserving they have Ix-conio extinct in the

fir.st-named places, while upon Exmoor, from

the inelosuro of the surrounding lands, their

haunts have been narrowe*! to a apace of about

forty miles long and fifty wide, running abreast

of the Bristol Channel towards the range of

Somerset-shire hills known as the Qu-\utock.s.

Mr. Scropo, a keen observer, ha.s a.sserted that

the Red Deer is not a hardy animal, and as it

crops clo.se like a .sheep, it rc<juires an exten-

sive range of pasture. It may bo therefore

feared that the comparatively narrow limits to

which these animals are now confined may
still further reduce their numbers in the west

country. Wo will briefly notice a few points of

the natural history of the Red Deer, and then

proceed to describe some peciUi;iritic3 of the

chase.

The male of the Red Deer, as our readers

most likely know, is called a hart or stag, and
the female aiiind. Tlio young of both sexes is

a calf until the sixth month, when the horns

of the young males begin to show, and they be-

come brockets, and subsequently stfiggards,

stags, and harts. The female consorts with

the male in her second year, and carries her

young eight months, which is also the time for

which the males carry their honLS. Tho cjilf

follows the mother ten months.

The number of these auim.als at present ex-

isting on Exmoor cannot bo t;ati.-*factorily as-

certained, but in the palmy days of the Devon

8taghoun<ls, some fifty years hince, the average
number annually killed* amounted to about

seven stags and eight hinds, and tho animals

appeared iu no wi.so thinned in numbers. Tho

ago attiined by the Red Deer is also a much

disputed point, but notwithstanding .some well-

authenticatad examples of longevity, from

twenty to thirty years may, we think, be con-

sidered the limit. The weight of the Exmoor

stags is a point which wo have been unable

to learn with certainty. Mr. Scropo states

the average weight of Scottish Re I D«'or

to be twenty-five stone imperial, although it

Taries in different parts of tho Highlands : we
are inclined to place that of the Devonshiro

• Hy the Devon stn^bounds alnno. It must lie romctn-
borcil th.it tholi.innt.i -1 11.. .1 , V. .. 1, .t 'i,;- t.i.,.. i,,. .,.i..,l

as pvs'.'ir '„' '. w T'." ;

nuuiy <: tin- S..Mt«.h i
, .

annually kiUod chic;' . Uers is uut here iuciuaoa.

animals at a somewhat lower figure. In Saxon
times the chase of tho Red Deer would seem to

have l)oen confined t<> driving and trajjping ;

running down tho rpiarry on horxcbaok, with

tho aid of hound and horn, does not api>oar to

have been practis^'il until afU.-r tho Normao

conquest, when Exmoor, despite its then re-

mote position, wa.s declare<l a Royal forest.

|{y tho frequent occurrence of tho stag, or

Some part of tho animal, usually tho hoa<l, in

tho arms of many oil families, wo may traco

tho importance which tho sport had assumed

in tho days of tho Plantigenets and TuJors,
and it is worthy of remark that the attitudes

in w hich tho stjigs are represented heraldically,

indicate a far more intimate knowledge of their

habits than is apparent with other of the

nobler animals.

For example, it would scarcely be pos.sible to

have adopted positions more unlike those cus-

tomary to tho Felidie than api>ear in the lions
"

pa.s.sant gardant
"

of England, an I "ram-

pant
"
of Scotland ; with the deer it is different.

" At gazo
"

exactly represents the attitude of

a stag whose attention has been suddenly

roused, and who stands with head erect and

foro feet firmly planted on the ground ;

"
trippant

"
well represents tho elastic step

and somewhat high action of the animal in mo-
tion

; while "salient," a most unmeaning
position with most heraldic animals, is the posi-

tion often assumed in combat by tho males

when their horns are not full grown, on which

occasions, with their heads and the still tender

horns thrown well back, they rear themselves

on their hind legs, and Lash out viciously at

each other with their fore feet.

Stags would seom to hive been often carried

heraldically in allusion to some right or privi-

lege of following tho sport in the Royal pre-

serves. One Walter Barun, who gave his

name to tho small town of Barunton, or Batup-

ton, is thus described :is having the privilege

of hunting tho stag on Exmoor on comlition

of hanging upon trees tho carcases of all stags
that might die of murrain in the .said forest

It is doubtful when the chaso of tho Rod
Deer wa.s first systematically practised on Ex-

moor. In the reign of Elizabeth, one Master

Pollard, who was then ranger of the forest,

apjx-ars to have kept a pack of decrhounds
;

and from this time until 1825 the descendants

of the.se dogs were kej)t up as a pack by the

ranger for tho time Ining, or by .some leading

country gentleman. These dogs were peculiar,

partaking Largely of tho bloo<lhound. .^ince

the H.ale of the pack to a German nobleman in

1825 tho breed, it is .said, h.^s Inicome extinct

in England.
The hunting scast^n iu Dev< mshire (that is to
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say, stag-hunting) commences early in summer,
and continues until the first week in October.

Hind-hunting then takes its place, com-

mencing a few weeks later, and lasting till

Christmas, recommencing at Lady Day, and

continuing until the 10th May.
Wc will not attempt to inflict upon our

readers an account of a day's run, for which

•we refer them to the accounts of Nimrod iu

some of the numbers of the old Sporting

Magazine ; or to the appendix of Mr. Collyns'

entertaining volume, which we have already
mentioned. We must, however, notice a few

peculiar features of the sport, and first let us

say a word about the practices of *' harbour-

ing" and "tufting."
To find the stag, especially in the present

day, when the animals often lie out in the

Marked down hy the bai'bourer at early dawn."

middle of the waste lands, travelling long dis-

tances to feed, it is necessary to employ the

services of an individual here known as the

harbourer, whose business it is to mark the

animals down at feeding time (early dawn).
The pack are brought as near as is convenient

to the place appointed for the meet, and are,

if possible, shut up ;
one or two steady old

dogs only being taken, under the guidance of

the huntsman and harbourer, to "
tuft," or

draw the combes, or other likely spots, where

the stag is supposed to be.

The practice of "tufting" precludes the

possibility of the pack separating after dif-

ferent stags, should more than one be found.

When the stag is once fairly away the tufters

are called ofl',
and the pack brought up and

laid on at the first favourable spot. Old stags

are often accompanied by two or three younger

males, who sometimes draw oS the hounds ;
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indeed Mr. Collyns asscrtii that it is uot uu-

UHual fur uu old stag whcu roused to beat the

covurt for a youngur <>iio, drive him xut, and

lio down in his phice, tho huiunl.s invariably

following the moving animal.

There ai>pears to be a uimilarity of Hceut in

the U<d Dtor and the small Ex moor hhoep.

Worrying slici-p luus always iK-t-n a vice, and

an apparently incurable one, with these hounds.

In the nld pack no le.sM than twelve couple
were brought to the halter in one year for

thi-s fault.

Deer .swim with much strength and buoyancy,
and when hard pre.Hscd gomrally makt; for

water, or, as it is t<chiiiailly tt-rmod, "soil."

To determine the best direction in which tu

make casts for recovering the .scent when lo.st

at water, demands the greatest perfection of

the huntsman's skill.
*

Occasionally deer have been known to take

to the sea. A stag leaped over a clitf near

Coracombe, a height of .some 3G0 feet, and

was of course dashed to pieces, as were two or

three of the hounds that followed him. On
another occasion an ol.l stag when hard pres.scd

t<M>k to the Uristol Channel, and swam boldly

out to sea. Ue was observed from a small

vessel, and a boat was sent aftt-r him. A\ ith

much trouble he was secured, hoisted on board,

and eventually taken to Cardilf, and sold. In

some cases, where a boat has been found at

hand, the hunt.>*nun have followed, and se-

cured the animal when exhausted by long

struggling with the waves, by means of ropes

thrown over the horns.

The speed of the Red Deer is very great,

although the animals never appear to hurry ;

it is said to equal that of the hare. The

length of the run is conse<iuently often con-

siderable, two to four hours being an ordinary

run, and many of seven hours and more being
on record.

The nsiial trophies of tho day's sport .ire

the "
slots," or fore feet, and the head, the

latter pertaininij, by custom, to the master. In

many old Devonshire houses there are .some

fine collections of heails and horns th'ia made.

At Holnicott tliaro w.is a very fine one, con-

taining many heads of remarkable size, which

have been, however, spoiled by the oQiciousneaa

of a servant, who, finding the long branching
horns somewhat in the way (they were ranged

along the stable wall), sawed them, in nautical

phrase,
'•

by half."

Having thus noticed some of the points of

interest in the chase, we must conclude with a

word npon the hounds. We have already

Nc uuittcr what direction the .luiinal ni.ay t;iko in leav-

ing tiio wat«r, the soont will, in runniinj water, bo of
course always ouricd dotm.

8tat<-.( that the original breed of dogs bMSune
extinct in England in 1825, althouj^h their de-

scendants are, We believe, used as Ixj.ir hounds
on tho estate of tho Cierman nobleman by
whom the pack was bought, at the present

day. Several puljlic-spiritcd efforts were, how-

ever, made from tinn! to time to keep up tho

sport Another pack wa.s formed, which was

at first supported by private individuals, but

which subsequently was kept up by .«ubscrii>-

tions. Through mismanagement this arrange-
ment failed, anil the sport w.is for years discon-

tinued. A few years ago a p.tck was again
formetl by drafts from dilferent kennels, in-

cluding, we believe, several couple from tho

kennel of Her Majesty's buckhounds
; and if

the necessary support l>e continued, and but a

tithe of the trouble often expended on less

worthy game* be taken in the preservation of

these noble animals, the Red Deer, we may
hope to see the sport retaine<l in the west

country fur many a long year to come. C.

THE RICHf:ST PI'JNCE.

(FROM THE GERMAN OP JTSTIMCS KERNER.)

I.

Is a stately hall at Worms
Once there sat Teutonic lorJs,

Each his own l.aDd's power and riches

Praising with vainglorious words.

II.

First out.«pake the ."^axon ruler :

" Great luy laud and strou}; in might,
Silver lie.s beneath its luountain.s,

i)eep and hidden from ihe light."'

III.

*' See my land's luxuriant fulness,"
Said the Elector of the Khine ;

" Golden harvests in its valleys,

On its mountains generous wine."

IV.
' ' Glorious cities, rich cathedrals,"

Louis of liavaria siKike,
'* Make my jirovince not inferior

To the best bene.tth your yoke."

V.

Then sjvtkc Eberhard the Bearded,

Wiirttmberg's btluvcil lord :

"
My l.ind K-ars no gloruius cities.

Hides no tilrer 'neath its sward :

VI.

•' Yet one jewel hoMs it hidden :

In its wilils where'er I ht',

I ni.ty lay my head and .sluml^r

Safely on e.ich bubject's knte."

VII.

With one voice then cried the rulers,

Saxony, B&rari i. Rhine :

"
Be.irde<l Prince, f/u,u art the richest,

Thy land's jewels brightest shine !

"

• Wo nuiy remark that the
h.i« liocQ cirried 'jii for many
cxt«lit.
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UNDER THE BAN.
By Alton Clyde, Author of " Tkied and

True."
chapter v. under the ban.

*'
Hallo, man, what are you doing here ?

"

" What's that to you ?
"

" Be civil, stranger ;
these are Farmer

Elliot's fields, and if you know anything of

him, I shall not need to tell you that he is

strict in keeping them clear of trampers. He
will have no trespassing."

" Ah ! trespassing : well, then what are you
doing here V retorted the other, facing sharply
round upon his challenger, who was crouching
down beside the hedge.

" I am his steward, John Marston
; it is my

duty to
"

The stranger interrupted with a mocking
laugh.

"Your duty, man; who wants to meddle
with it ? go your way, and I will go mine."

And as he spoke he slouched his hat lower

over his brow, and plunged his hands in his

pockets with a low whistle.

Marston eyed him distrustfully, and in a

significant way ran his left hand down a stout

switch that he held in his right. He found

something decidedly aggressive in the stranger's

tone, and was disposed to resent it.

" Hark ye, John Marston, as you call your-

self, keep your tone of authority for those it

can frighten. I am not your man. Be civil,

and we part quietly. I have no wish to

quarrel ; you want to know why I am here
;

I will tell you. I have walked far to-night,
and turned aside to rest, for I have many
miles yet to go."

Kind-hearted John Marston was mollified

by the concluding words.
" If you had told me that at first, stranger,

we might have spared our quick words. But

surely you are not bound to travel further to-

night. It is getting late, and there is good

lodging to be found in the village, which is

only about a mile from "

Here he was interrupted.
"Thank you for the information, but it is

useless to me, I must push on to-night. So

you serve Farmer Elliot ? he likes you, I dare-

say, you will be so steady and respectable. I

have just had a proof that you look after his

interests, but don't be too hard on the

trampers, poor devils. Good night, Mr.
Marston

;
we may meet again some day."

With a single bound he cleared the hedge
that divided the two fields, struck across with
the fleet run of a hunted deer, and was out on
the high-road before John Marston had re-

coyered from his astonishment at the unex-

pected address. He went back to the farm,
full of vague unsatisfied curiosity about the

mysterious stranger. His voice and words
haunted him. For the rest of the night he
mused over the encounter in the fields, and

forgot his jealous pain about Miriam and Mor-

ley Rivers.

After parting with the steward, the stranger
went on quickly until he reached a turn in

the road. There he paused, and glanced

cautiously round, then turned, and hastily re-

traced his steps, taking a by-path that gave a

short cut to the vdlage. He was evidently
familiar with the neighbourhood. A few

minutes more, and he was leaning over the

gate of the churchyard, with the grave-stones

lying before him, still and grey in the quiet

star-light, and the little old church rising

solemnly in the midst.
" Here again," he muttered, almost fiercely

grasping the iron bars. " Why do I come ?

it only takes the pluck out of a fellow, and I

shall need all mine. Poor old mother ! I did

not think to find her lying there, but perhaps
it is as well. He said he had only one child,

that he had cast the disgrace from him, so it

shall be
;
I wUl not trouble Meadow Farm, and

he may take back the name that is dearer to

him than his own blood. And now to face

the world. I will be honest if it gives me
the chance ;

if not, let some of the ruin and
the shame lie at the door of^hose who will not

throw a spar to a drowning man. But I am
forgetting Miriam

;
she spoke out bravely for

me to the old man. Poor Mirry ! what is the

use of showing myself to her, and hanging a

clog round her neck? better for me to go away
altogether. I can write now and then to let

her know I am living,"

He dashed some drops of moisture from his

eyes, and stooping, plucked a few blades of

grass from the churchyard mould, hiding it

away in his breast as if ashamed of the act.

Then away back on the road he had come,
once more to face the dark winter night, and

the cold grey morrow that would dawn with

no kindly light of hope for him. The convict

brother, who had been the burthen of so many
prayers, and loving, yearning thoughts, re-

turned, but going back into exile of his own
free will, without giving one meeting to the

sister who was ready to cling to him through
all.

And Miriam, sleeping so quietly in her

white-curtained nest, knew nothing of it, nor

)|^eamed of the sad weary pedestrian turning

Ills back on his beloved home, and going forth

into the wide world with such bitterness in

his heart ,
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CIIAITKR VI. WKIi;iIEl> IS THE BALAXCB.
|

"MiRiA.Nf, my darling, wlmt wild t:ilk is

this ? What havu wc to do with fauiily

Borrows iit this time of our happy ro-iiniou J 1

Wo will crusli thorn all under the carriago-

wheels on our niarriago uiorniug, I would

have no cloud on my wifo'H faco, nho will b«-

loug to mu, and I Khali expect iny love to bo
,

Bufiicient for her." '

The speaker was Morloy Rivers ; ho had just
arrived in England, aud this was his Becond

evening at Meadow Farm. Ho looked very
handsome as he stood leaning over Miriam's

chair, smiling and whispering as lovers are

wont to do
;
handsome enough to satisfy any

maiden's eye, as the light foil on his bont

head, giving a briglit touch to its crown of

chesuut curls, and clearly showing the finely

cut profile of the face. There was an attrac-

tion in the voice too ; it was full and deep, !

with the sweetly modulated undertones that

give such a charm to love-words. Miriam had
often felt them thrilling her heart.

|

But John Marston, watcliing Morley Rivers,
j

as he did whenever they were together, study-

ing his face line by line, and probing it with

his gaze, sharpened by jealousy into such keen

distrust, would have given a ditTerout verdict

of Miriam Elliot's accepted lover. For often

v! .11 he had been watching them, ho would
wad iu his .soul :

" Oh ! Miriam, why do you
love hini and pass others by ? With heart

hollow as an empty shell, and a mind filled

oidy with self, he will weigh even your love in

the balance, if it comes between him aud his

pride."
Miriam had given no answer to Morley's

liust words. He spoke again, a slight sliado of

vexation parsing over his face.
"
Miriam, what ails you to-night ? what is

this grief that seems to be drawing you from
me i I cannot realise now what I pictured of

our meeting when I stood on deck on my
voya;,'e home, and thought of you.

"

Miriam looked up suddenly, her eyes meet-

ing his full of .sorrowful surprise. Ho saw
the tears glistening under her long eyelashes,

sometliing in his tone had startled her.
"
Morley, you at lejust need not ask what

my grief is, for 1 have never withheld a thought
from you, you know all about my poor brother.

Morley, yon caimot blame me "

He interrupted her, standing up erect, and

drawing away his hand from her chair,
—a

slight action, but full of significance at that

moment. He looked proud enough to justify
John Marston's hardest thought< of him.

"
Yes, Miriam, I do blame, much as I love

you. I cannot reconcile myself to this blind

infatuation of yours, fur i^ue m) uiicily worth-

less as Frank Elliot. I will not call him your
brother, for I wish to forget the r-

"

'lip.

The oil! man is wise to cast olf that >i. . I

have thanked him in my heart a hundred timea."
** Aud yet, Morley, you and my brother

wore once friends." Her quiet tone deceived

him
;
even he did not yet understiiud Miriam

Elliot.

His face tlushed, ho was getting excited, and
a little angry.

"Yes, Miriam, and we might have remained

friends if he had not sunk so far below my
level

;
now it is impossible; he is disgraced,

and I could not clasp his hand without soiling

my own. Even if I were willing to do it for

your s,ake, I could not, Miriam, for I have

my way to make. That is why I thall wi^h

ray wife to forget tlie unfortunate tie that

links her to a "

He hesitated at the last word, but Miriam
finished the sentence for liim in a choking

whisper :

" A convict !

"

She had risen from her seat, and stood

before him, tightly crushing her hands together.

Every trace of colour had faded from her face,

leaving it so deathly w hite that ho feared she

was going to faint, and held out his arm to

support her. But .she put it quietly back
with a sad resolute look in her brown eyes
tjiat secmo 1 to .say,

"
I can stand alone now,

as I will stand in life, if need be, with only
God's help and my own."

"Morley," she g.o-sped, "you have spoken
well, very well, and I cannot blame you. But

your wisdom has fallen short in one thing. If

you marry me you will also marry some of the

disgrace that you dread so much. It will not

be forgotten that your wife has a brother who
was once tried at the criminal bar. Morley,
that would be a .-ihadow between us, a shadow
that would grow with time."

"
No, no, Miriam, not th.it," he crietl,

putting up his hands with an almost implori.ng

gesture, as if some temptation had been sud-

tlonly placed before him, autl he distrusted his

own power of res'istaiico.
"

I did not mean

you to give tli.at colour to ray words. You
know I love you, Miri.im."

' She did not speak, but her heart answered

him.
"

Yes, you may love me, but there are

things that yoti love much more,—a prosperous

career, and a proud socLd position. Y'ou will

weigh me in the balance with them.
"

He went on :

"
I am ready, dearest, to keep my word to

you, a-s a m.in of honour should, and I a«k

from you no more than your father does, that
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you will leave your wretched brother to the

shame he has earned for himself."
*'
Never, never, Morley. I could not if I

would, for I made a vow to my dying mother

that I would never forsalce Frank. I am the

last link between him and the old innocent

life. If I turned from him, it would be like

seeing him drown before my eyes, without try-

ing to throw a rope to save him. I could not,

Morley, it would seem as if his sins lay on my
soul." She dropped into her seat with a sob.

He seized both her hands in his, and forced

her to look up in his face. She was startled

at the change she saw there.
"
Miriam, this is worse than madness. I

begin to doubt if you ever loved me. As a

test I will bid you choose between your brother

and me. It wUl not be difficult if your heart

is mine, I will have all your love or none. "

At that moment the barking of Lion, and
the sound of footsteps, warned them of the

approach of Mark Elliot, who came in shortly
after.

Morley dropped Miriam's hands, and turned

away. He had just time to whisper in her ear :

"To-morrow, Miriam
; we cannot talk before

the old man. To-morrow you must give me
your answer, and I shall know whether you
ever loved me."

CHAPTER VII. SEPARATION.

No sleep came to Miriam that night. She
went to bed like one stricken to the heart

with some grief that could not be told, and
there lay, still and pale with wakeful weary
eyes that would not close, waiting, watching
for the morrow, and vainly longing for the

merciful relief of tears. She had made her

choice, she was ready with her answer. Though
she knew that it would send him from her,

parted for life, that would be the end for bo*h,
and it was her own hand that would break the

link. But hardest of all for her to bear was
the cruel conviction that his love was not the

sterling priceless thing that she had believed
it to be. *' If he loved as I love, he could not

give me up so lightly."
That was the wail that came from her heart

on that sad night.
Next day they met ; Miriam very quiet and

pale, Morley Rivers passionate, sarcastic, and
proud.

" And this is your free choice, Miriam
ElHot," he said bitterly, thrusting away the
hand which she had laid timidly on his arm.
" You give me up for your worthless brother's

sake. Cold, heartless girl ! I know now that

you never loved me, and it is well that I have
learned it in time. Stay here, and marry that
clownish fellow who hangs after you so much.

Marston will not miud the family disgrace,
for he has no name to peril."

Those were his parting words. Miriam re-

ceived them silently, lier hands pressed on her

heaving breast, and her large eyes looking

wistfully at him. Her heart was taking a

grieved farewell of its idol.

Tliat same day Morley Rivers left for

London. At the inn, he wrote a brief cold

letter to Mark Elliot in explanation of his

abrupt departure. It sent the old man to his

daughter in a state of painful agitation.
*'
Miriam, what is this ? Is it true that you

and Morley have broken off your engage-
ment ?

"

*'
Yes, father, we are both free."

*'
Child, how white you look

;
has he dared

to slight you now that he is getting a little

higher in the world. If I thought that, old

as I am, I would make him repent it."

Miriam wound her arm round his neck, and

softly kissed his wrinkled cheek.
"
No, father, it is by my own free will.

Let it pass, and believe, as T do, that it is all

for the best."

The old man received her answer with a

deeply puzzled air, muttering under his

breath,
— "

Well, I always said that women
were riddles, and I find my Miriam is no ex-

ception to the rest."

And how did John Marston receive the

news of the broken engagement ?—with a throb

of wild joy for which he reproached himself

when he looked at Miriam, From some

chance words dropped by Morley Rivers in

his anger, John guessed that the convict

brother had been the cause of their separation.

He laid up that knowledge in his heart, and

went on loving Miriam in secret, and patiently

biding his time.
•» * * -.;• -i

Winter passed, and spring came, bringing
little change to Miriam. She was still tread-

ing her quiet path of duty. The same dear

household presence that gave such brightness

to the old farm house.

The first break in that tranquil life, was the

shock of her father's sudden death.

He was riding down to the village one even-

ing on his favourite brown cob ;
half way he

met John Marston, and stopped to talk. Sud-

denly the old man's voice faltered, and his

head fell. He dropped the bridle, and put
his hand to his breast with a sharp gasp.
"
Miriam, Miriam." Those were his last

words. But for the timely support of John

Marston's arm, he would have fallen from the

saddle. He was dead when they carried him

back to Meadow Farm. The doctor's verdict

gave the cause of death as disease of the
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htai I. Dead ! It seomod all like a troubled

druum to tlio orphan dau'^htcr. Ho had left

her so Hhurt a time before, and his hold on

life had seemed ho stroiiLt. Oono without a

HJgii, not OHO word of forgiveness left for

Frank. Miriam gave way &a Hhe had never

yet done in tho time of trial. Canting herself

on her kneo.s be.sido tho dead, and Horrowing
like ono wlio ha-s no comfort or hojMj.

CUAPTKR VIII. IIKKAKINi; OLOPDS.

Thr death of M irk Elliot wa.<« expected to

biing chango.s at Meadovr Farm. For it wa.s

whiHperod th.it tho old man'fl affiiirs wore not

in the moHt satisfactory state
;

in other wonls,

that he wa.s not as rich as they had suppose*!.

It wa-s true. Tho cause was known only to

John MarHtnn. Old Mark had been rashly

spt«culating in some shares in a company which

had aiiice proved a dishonourable failure, and

burst like other buW)les of tho same kind.

This had been a serious inroad on his means,
but there was still a comfortable subsistence

for Miriam, through the farm, which John
Marston might continue to minago for her, or

it might be let at an advantageous rent. Witli

j
the exception of a small legacy to old Elsie,

everything was left to Miriam. There was no

mention of liis son Ln tho old man's will.

Orticious friends were disposed to be intru-

sive, and not over delicate in their loudly ex-

pressed sympathy for poor Miriam. There

was no limit to their interest in her affairs, and
their curiosity about her future settlement in

life. Through all this John Marston was
her right hand friend. She learned to look

up to him, and depended on him in various

ways, unconsciously accepting the prop which
bis fitithful, silent love placed fjr her.

It was about three mouilLs after her father'.s

death, that ^liriam came to him one evening
when he .sat alone, busily engaged with .some

papers. She stole in .so quietly, that he did

not know of her presence until he saw hor

standing at his elbow. She had ati open
letter in her hand, and her eyes showed traces

of ri'cent tears.
"
John, I have news to toll you ; can you

spare me a few minutes ?

"

"
Yes, Miriam, my time is yours. What

is it ?
"

" A letter from my brother at last, after all

this weary waiting. Road it, we have no
secrets from you, good kind friend."

She gave him the letter, her hand chancing
to touch his as he took it. She did not know
how it thrilled him. Once he ventured to

give her a single yearning glance, but iiuickly

dropped his eyes, with a feeling that he was

violating her sisterly trust in him. Her pale
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I face looked so unconsrioiM .tnil pure as sha

; stood beside him.
" Let me get you a chair, Miriam."

I

"
No, th.mk yon, I will stand while I stay.

Head tho letter, John, and then you can listen

' to my plans."
Ho ob'-yed. She found herself watching

his face as he rea*!. Hor eyes wistfully inter-

rogated him as he handetl her back tho letter.

*'
Well, John, what do you think ?

"

He answerofl with a tender trembling under-

tone in his voice.

"Think, Miriam? why, that I should be

happy to change places with your brother,

endure all that he h.xs endured, aye, wear

even the prison ban, anything to be the object

of such devoted affection as you have given
him."

Down dropped her eyes, a floo^l of colour

drifting into her face. Her woman's instinct

could not misinterpret the meaning that was

underlying his fervent words.

"Forgive me, Miriam; I .see I have 8tartle<l

you. But what of these plans of yours ?
"

"
I want to go to London."

"T'j London ?" he repeated in .surprise.
"

Yes, to find my brother."
"

B'.it how, Miriam / He has given no

address in his letter."
**
No, because he wishes to obey my father'^

will, and disgrace us no more. Those are his

own words. John Mirston, I cannot let it

be so. How could I keep my promise to my
mother, and rest here, knowing him to bo

struggling alone in that wilderness, struggling

for the honest bread that may bo denied him 1

I will go, and take the faithful old hound with

me. He would know Frank among a thou.sand.

Yes, Lion and I will search for him together,

and I will trust to God for the rest. I shouM
not fear to venture even into tho haunts of

sin if I knew my brother Wius there, and I

could save him by going."
He looked at her wondering, and almost

worshipping. In his eyes, that fair slight

girl, in her black dress, looketl like ono of

the heroine saints in some of tho sweet old

legends of other days,
— fit to lead a forlorn

hope, or save starving thousands by some act

of generous self-sacrifice.

She went on, gathering courage with her

subject

"John, you will help mo in this / I have

an old school friend married in London. I

know she will receive me in her home. Oh !

if 1 can only find my brother. You don't

know how wretched I have boon since I found

that he had obtained his disch.irge from jirison

without letting us know it. Only think of

him coming hero that winter night, up to our
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very door, and overheariug my poor father's

angry words! They drove him back."
" Ah ! he tells you that in his letter.

Miriam, let me read it again."
She handed it back to him.

He read it carefully, pausing once or twice.

He was making a mental comparison between

the circumstances and what he could remember
of his meeting with the stranger in the fields.

Was that the returned convict, Frank Elliot 1

But he judged it best to say nothing to Miriam.

Before she left him, he had given her his

promise to help all that was in his power. He
offered to undertake the journey to London in

her place. But that was impossible, as he

could not be spared from the farm. He saw
that it would be useless to try to change her

resolution, but devoutly trusted that some-

thing would intervene to prevent her going.

CHAPTER IX. ANSWERED PRAYERS.

It was on the following night that old

Elsie, returning from one of her frequent

gossips at Widow Morton's cottage, was

frightened by seeing a man loitering about the

garden. Almost breathless she burst in upon
John Marston with the report :

" It gave me such a turn, Mr. John, He
be after no good, prowling about here with a

queer cap on his head, pulled down over his

eyes.
"

" Did you follow him up, Elsie ?
"

"Did I ? fiddlestick ! was I going to be
shot at like a sparrow ? for I'd wager a bright

sovereign to a farthing-piece, that he has no
end of pistols about him, besides skeleton keys.
You'd best look after him, Mr, John, for

Meadow Farm is a lone place, and you are the

only one we have to look to, for that lad

Jonas is worse than nothing with his snoring.
It would take a blunderbuss to wake him, and
Miss Miriam and me might be murdered in no
time."

John Marston did his best to calm her fears.

He did not attach much importance to Elsie's

report, for burglars were the standing terrors

of her existence, and her frights were familiar

to them all. But that night, for reasons of
his own, he resolved to watch, and took his

place in a sheltered corner of the garden,
from which he could see without danger of

being seen. He had not stood more than
half-an-hour in his hiding place when his

quick ear caught the rustling of branches,
followed by the apparition of a face, peering
cautiously out from the shadow of the trees

near him. The next moment a man stepped
out into the walk, and stood looking up at the

house windows, fully revealed in the light of
the moon, which just then broke through the

cloudy haze, touching up the grey old gables,
and bathing everything in a stream of silver

rays.
" It is the same : I could swear to him."

With these muttered words John Marston

sprang forward, and stealing behind the

stranger, laid a firm hand on his shoulder. He
turned angrily, and tried to wrench himself

free, but John did not loosen his hold,
"
No, no, I cannot let you go now. It

was against my will that you escaped before,
for this is your second visit. I believe I know

you now. But why come like this, stealing
about your father's house like a burglar, when

you might enter in the honest Light of day,
and receive your welcome, which would be a

warm one, never fear. You tremble, man.
I am right, then ? it is Frank Elliot,"

" How do you know me ?
"

questioned the

other hoarsely.
" I guessed it by that blessed instinct

which is often our salvation in times of danger.
Thank God for your return. Miriam will not

now take that dreaded journey."
" What journey ?"
" To London. Your sister has made up

her mind to go there in search of you ;
she

and the old dog. There is nothing she would
not have endured and dared to save you from

harm."

"And little Miriam would have done all

that for me ? God bless her !

"
said Frank

brokenly.
"
Yes, she has done more, for she gave up

Morley Rivers, because he wanted her to cast

you off, and she would not."
" Miriam and Morley separated through

me ! God forgive me the sorrow I have brought
into her life."

"
Amen, to that prayer, Elliot

; but good
has come out of evil, for Morley Rivers was

not worthy to kiss the hem of Miriam's dress.

Come now to the house. I will leave you in

the parlour while I break the news to her.

We can go in without notice, for they will

think it is me. You nearly frightened Elsie

out of her wits to-night, and she believes me
to be now watching for a burglar."

Frank took John's hand in his, and wrung
it silently, then they walked up to the house

together, and once more, after his years

of exile, the returned convict crossed the

threshold of the oldj home, crossed it with

the knowledge that he would not be again

driven back by a stern ban of banishment

from his father's lips. -

* * * n *

So they met. The outcast fallen brother,

whose fate had lain so heavy on his dying
mother's heart, and the brave, true-hearted
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siRter who had been so faithful to him. She

wopt on hiij breast, aii<l strong in the abidiug
Inve and trust that belongs to the diviuer part

of woinjiii, lier pure heart had no Mhriiik ii<,;

from hiui, and her eyo aaw no prinou t;uut on

the brow she kissed ho tenderly. Hut wo paas
over that night, and, like John Manton,
leave them alone toi^other. There are phases
of human fciling that are beyond mere word

translation
; they bi<loug to the inner life of

tiio Boui, anil liave their place in the chrouicloa

not kopt by human hands.
" And so you iusist on sharing the money

with mo, Miriam, though the will left you
everything /

"

••

Frank, do you think 1 covild take away
your birth-right /"

"
Mirry, you are too Ljood to bo anytliing

related to me. Shall 1 tell you 1 have been

sorely tempted at times since I left a certain

place i But somehow the thought of you and

my mother kept me from going wrong again,

and that is one reason why 1 could not keep

away altogether."
"

But, Frank, are you still bent on going
abroad >.

"

"
Y'es, Miriam, it will bo best ; the new

land will give freer breathiug-room to such as

m-. Bett. r fi>r me to go out, and take my
ciianco there, than stay here, where there will

he 80 much prejudice to live down, and so

many uncharitable tongues to silence. Be-

siiles, I never had a txste for farming, as the

old man knew. The laud would not prosper
under me, ^liriam ; it must be for you and

yoiu" husband. Marston is a fino fellow, and
d'.'scrves all the good fortiuio that can fall to

hiiii.*****
A brief space will suftice to tell what took

weeks to work out in the natural course of

events,—the tinal extinction of the old love

in Miriam's heart. Morley Rivera had mar-

ried. That news wiis wafted to Meadow

Farm, and did much to heal the wound ho

had ma>le. At last John Marston took courage,
and spoke for himself to Miriam Elliot, and
not iii vain. It was his to wi-ar, the

jewel for which he had been ready to wait and

Bervo, oven m Jacob of old waited and
served for Rachel, the beloved. An unexpected
stroke of good fortune, in the shape of a legacy
of a thousand pounds from a rich aunt of his

father's by whom he had suppo^i-d himself for-

gotten, had cleared the way fur him, and re-

moved a fear which had always fretted his

sensitive .soul, that mercenary motives might
bo :vscribed to his live for Miriam. They
were married before Frank sailed from

England.

A blessing followed the emigrant to the

homo he had chosen. He worked on, pros-

pered, and was at length happily married.

After sovoii years' residt-nco in llur colony, he

was writing home to his sister the good news

that he wan rich enough to afford a visit to

England. It wa^ about that time that the

newspapers were busy with the jiame of Mor-

ley Rivers, the rich and Huccosiful lawyer ;

blazing it in the pitiless light of day, linked

with the details of a disgraceful scandal that

was then ringing tiirough the divorce court.

His handsome wife had abandoned him, and

eloped with a young oUicer.

The ambitious lawyer .sat in his dishonoured

homo, among his shattered housuhold gods,

and, with the iron of mi.sery rankling deep in

liis .soul, looked back to the past, and longed
in vain for the precious pearl of woman's love,

which he had so blindly thrown away.
And Miriam in her peaceftd home among

the meadows : we can add nothing to her sweet

life-story, only to say that she had little

children prattling round her knees, and that

she was ble.ssed, as she deserved to be, in her

good husband's love.

(Concluded.)

A SUPERNATURAL CONVERSATION,
A>iU AN Account or a Ghu.->t I met on

Waterloo Bridge.

We were sitting round the fire at Squire

Jones' one evening early in Januarj' in the

year 185—. It was not exactly a family

party, for a great many of the people assembled

were not related, but we all knew each other

very intimately, and though wo were a good
round dozen in number, yet our conversation

had assumed that quiet dreamy character which

more usually marks a smidler and less soci.ible

gathering than ours wxs. Wo were all stay-

ing in the house, and, having exhausted

the usual evening amusements, we had, with

one consent, as it were, collected round the

large old-fji-shiouod fireplace in the library.

There was no light save that from the fire, for

the introtluction of candles had been strongly

negatived.

"Dh, no!" cried Kato Crofton, when the

squire had suggested it,
" wo can t;ilk so much

bettor without them."

»
*• And why so, my dear ?

"
said the squire.

*• Uh ! I don't know," paid Kato, who was

a general favourite ;

" but it i-f much more

cosy when one has nothing to do."

And certainly it is .so. An easy chair,

a bright fire, cheerful company, and no

prospect of being obliged to get up too early

the next morning,—with these attributes how

pleasantly may an idle hour be spent ! I
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could write pages, expatiating on the peculiar

charms of fire-light, but I Avou't, as nobody
would read it

;
more particularly at the com-

mencement of a tale.

Our conversation had, as I have said, be-

come quiet and dreamy, when suddenly Harry

Leslie, a nephew of the squire's, said :
—

' ' Have you heard that this house is

haunted ?
" Now if there is one thing that

people have a tendency to talk of in that un-

certain light, it is of anything that carries

some element of the supernatural about it,

" Have you ever heard that this house is

haunted ?
" said Harry Leslie.

"Oh ! no," said Kate Crofton, all eager-

ness.
" Do tell us all about it. I am sure

I should not be able to go to bed to-night un-

less Julia Vane slept in the same room.

Julia is so strong-minded, ain't you, Julia ?
"

But Julia was better engaged listening to

honied nothings uttered by Arthur Storm, her

devoted admirer for the time being.
" Do tell us all about it," said Kate again.
" What nonsense, Harry," the squire inter-

rupted, "you ought not to put such ideas

into people's heads."
"
No, but indeed, uncle, there is a ghost.

That tyrant of the poor slaveys, Mrs Fussem-

out, told me the other day."
" Mrs. Fussemout ought to hold her

tongue," said the squire severely.
" You'll be as bad a tyrant as Mrs. Fuss-

emout, if you don't let me tell them the dire-

ful tragedy that led to this uneasy spirit

roaming up and down the staircase, clad in a

white sheet, and having left his head behind

him. Now, Kate, if you go and look out of

your door about half-an-hour after the rest of

the people in the house are asleep, yoii are

sure to see him. Just try, will youl"
"How can you be so absurd? as if I would,

even supposing he were there at all," she re-

plied.
' ' Then you wouldn't stop and take a sketch

of him, as that relation of Lord Byron's did

of the ghost at Newstead ?
"

" But whose ghost is it 1
" she asked.

" I cannot enter into all the particulars of

the horrible story, as unCle won't let me.

But it is some old Sir Hubert de Jones, who
lived I don't exactly know when, but some-

where about the time of the Crusades. Ha
was an ornament to our- family, I can assure

you. He ground down the poor, he cheated

the church, he laughed at the priest, he mur-
dered his wife, he ran away in battle, and at

length died from drinking. Now don't you
think we should want a great many gallons of

holy water before we could lay such a ghost
as his ?

"

" Isn't it all nonsense ?
"

said Mary Sey-

mour, turning to me.
"
No, no," cried Kate, interposing.

"
I

do like a good ghost tale, particularly if it is

true. It frightens one so, you know. But

Harry has made this so absurd. Now, Dr.

Ramsay, you tell us one, do."
" I tell you one !

"
I said ;

"do you think

I know anything of ghosts 1 Besides, if I

attempt to frighten you, I may succeed too

well."

"Yes," remarked the squire;
" like those

medical students at Dublin, by that trick they

played their comrade."
" What was that ?

" asked Mary Seymour,
who was of a more practical turn than Kate,
and liked realities.

"
They had a fellow-student, who professed

that he was never frightened by anything.

They challenged him to go into the dissecting-

room after dark. He accepted the challenge,

but before he went, they had placed a corpse
in such a position that it must fall on the

person Avho opened the door. Unhappily the

trick succeeded only too well, and the terror

converted in a moment a promising, bold, dash-

ing youth into an imbecile."
"
Now, uncle, you are much worse than I

am, for your tale is true, (I have often seen

it alluded to,) and simply frightful," said

Harry Leslie.
" Do you remember what Homer says ?" I

observed :

"
'many birds fly about under the

beams of the sun, but we must not regard all

as ominous,'* or words to that effect, giving it

literally."
" Never mind Homer, doctor, else you'll

frighten Kate more by that than by the

ghosts."
' ' Half the ghosts that are said to haun t

certain spots in the country," I said,
" have

owed their oi-igin to some peculiarity in the

light and shade, or in the sound of the wind.

Ghosts, you know, Kate, are not always
visible.''

"Do you believe in the Cock Lane Ghost?"

asked Harry ;
"or in the supernatural dis-

covery of the Red Barn murder, or in the

Flying Dutchman ? But," he added, getting

more serious,
" what an endless amount of

speculation might be made on this subject, so

I won't ask you, as it isn't fair. Wasn't the

Duke of Buckingham warned ? How would

you like to hear some one rattling the rings of

your curtains some night, Kate ?
"

" There are some curious things that never

seem to get explained," said William North,

"OpyiOfs Sf T€ TToAAot inr' aiiyas TjiAiSto

ionua', ovS4 t€ Travres ivaicrifJ-oi.
"
Odyssey," ii., 181-2.
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who had hitherto remainud Hilent.
" Now I

know A placo down in th» country wh'jro tho

hoiiHu bflls wuukl begin ringing in the niiddlu

of tho night. 1 ronit-mlxT that there wt<re all

Horts of nimoiirrf about at tho timo, and I b«-

liove tho fiiiuily who lived thord woro a good
deal frightened about it. Dillerent tales got

about, and people used ti whisper how the

fornjer owner coiumittod Huicidu after lea<iing

a very wretched life; and a groat many other

lively tal'!8. Well, it died out gradually, and

now few romerabor it. IJut thj ringing ha-i

never been explained, and I know that it took

pi ice aa I have describod."

"I have heard of another somewhat Auiilar

instance," aaid the Sijuiro, who, gettiu,' in-

terested in the conversation, had ceaned to

object to it.
" It was in a large old rambling

hou-io, and curious noises are often heard in

such buildings, which really proceed from

natural causes, but it is sometimes difficult to

account for them. In this particular instance,

however, what the noise was I am not pre-

pared to say,
—but at any rate it caused the

master of the house to get up in the middle

of the night, and he al)Solutely carried his

wife down-stairs in his arms. Ho never ox-

plained, as far ;is I am aware, the nature of

his alarm ;
but that there was some reason for

it I am certain, as he was not a man easily

frightened."
"

I'erhaps he thought the house was going to

tumble down," suggested Harry.
"

I wUh you would be quiet, Harry," said

Kate.

"Citations are strange things, and there are

Htivted to have been many given to men
whose names appear in history," said William
North ;

"1 have seen somewhere that George I.

on his way to Osnaburg hid a letter placed in

his hands written by his unhappy wife shortly
before her death, in which she summoned him
to meet her at tlie judgment bar. The letter,

IS I say, had been written some timo before,
but it was by a strange, or designed, coiuci-

deuce, given to him on tho very day he was
cited to meet her. Wo all know how suddenly
he ilied, and very pcssibly that gave rise to tho

assertion. In several of those cases the death

may have been caused perhaps by the strong
etl'ect such a summons would have on tho

nerves."
" Do you remember that Bishop," said

Horry Le.slie again, "who used to sleep in a

house quite alone, his attendants leaving him
at night. When they came one morning they
found him dead in his bed, and, what was
more strange, laid out."

"
Harry, we had better not discuss that,"

«iid the squire.

There wan a short pauv*, and th-.-n some-

body said :
—

*'
I think that ghost stories toll nimply for

tho sake of ainusemont ought alwiys to bo

niado up. Tliey are not likely then to do any
harm ; others sometimes frighten people too

much.''
*' But I like a ghost tale to lu true," fiald

Kate.
"

Yes," cried Harry.
" First of all tho

rattle of a chain, then a groan, after that a

suppreHse«l shriek, a hollow whisper
"

"
Oh, yea !

"
cried Kitj.

" A pale blue liglit, a skeleton hand, a

damp earthy smell
" *

"
Yes, yes !

" Kate was getting quitj ex-

cite I.

" A suffocating seiivation oi fear, a cold

shudder, an agitated interrogation, a fearful

struggle, and then "

" Oil ! what then I

"

"Thou—to awake."
" You are so absurd, Harry, 1 won't talk

to you. Now do, doctor," she said, turning
to me,

" do you tell u-; something. I am
sure you must have plenty at your fingers'

ends."

"I will tell you a short one," I replied;
" after that the squire and I must go and

have our cigar before bed, as it is getting late,

and you won't have any beauty sleep. So we

must go soon."
"
Oh, how delightful !

" she siud.

"
What, our going to smoke ?

"

"
No, the tale, of course. Now please to

begin."
'<
Well, I will toll you about a ghost I met

on Waterloo Bridge."
" Stir up tho fire," whispered she tj Harry,

"
it is getting so ilark."

"I thought you liked to listen in tho dark,"

ho siiid.

" Not too dark, you know. And now wo

are all attention, doctor."
" When I was commencing my professional

life in London, I was only too glai to meet

with patients, and therefore I lu-ul no objection

to their being at a considerable distance from

my residence, or among tho lower orders. In

fact, at my first start I had very fow who woro

otherwise. I was living then n ar Ru.saell

S<iuaro, and I had a patieut on my hands,

whose wretched aboilo was situate«l in one of

those dark lanes branching off from tho

Waterloo lioad. To get there I havl of course

to cross the bridge. Now Waterloo Bridge

can hardly be said to be a place where

The breezes pause anil ili^

Letting the rose-lcives TaII ;

in the first place it is bloak and gusty, and in
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the second, there are no rose leaves to fall

there. But we can with great truth say that

At niidiiiglit the moon comcth,
And looketb down alone

;

for after the twelve o'clock train has left, the

passengers who cross the bridge are few and

far between. To me it appears, even by day,

when crowded with vehicles and foot-passengers,

to be by no means a lively spot. I don't

know whether the approaches produce the feel-

ing, but so it is
;
and although I consider it a

fine work of art, and, as the guide-books say,

a fitting monument to the memory of a great

man, viz.
,
the builder, if I have to cross it,

no matter what the hour, I am always glad
when it is done.

" The man whom I had gone to see had be-

come my patient in rather a curious way. One

day while I was standing at the corner of

Wellington Street, debating in my mind
whether I should go and see a patient who
lived towards the west-end, or walk on to the

city, where I had some business, a wretched

haggard-looking woman with pinched worn
features came up to me, and said :

"'You are Dr. Ramsay of Guildford Street,

aren't you ?
'

" '

Yes,' I replied,
' I am. Do you want

anything from me ?
'

" ' My husband is very ill, and he contin-

ually asks me to fetch you.'
" ' Where do you live ?

'
I asked.

*' * In Seacoal Yard, near Waterloo Road,
but I will show you the way, sir, if you will

follow me.'
" ' What is your name ?

'

*' ' My husband's name is Jacob Kerrick.

He used to live at Ouselton, and he says he

knew you.'
" ' Where did he live there ?

'

" * He was Mr. Pendarvis' groom at the

Grange.'
" ' I remember now very well, and I will

come with you.'
" The woman did not say any more, but

having crossed the Strand walked on rapidly
in front of me. We went over the bridge, and

having gone down the road some little way,
she turned into a narrow lane, and then up a

wretched court, over which was written Sea-

coal Yard. I had noticed on our way that

she was thinly and miserably clad, and I was
not therefore surprised to find the room into

which she ushered me almost destitute of furni-

ture. It was about half-past five, and the

evening was cold and raw, but there was no
fire. I will not dwell on the wretchedness of

the case more than is necessary.
' ' I found the man to be one whom I had

known some years before. He had been a

gentleman's groom, had been convicted of

theft, and since that had gone irretrievably to

the bad. He was very ill, and extremely ex-

citable. After remaining about an hour, I

went out to see some of the officials, for the

purpose of getting him relieved or admitted
into an hospital. I was delayed, and when I

returned to his room, it Avas nearly eleven

o'clock. Finding him delirious, and at times

quite violent, I had not the heart to leave his

wife alone with him while he was in this state.

The little kindness I had shown them, such as

getting them a fire, <fec., appeared to have
melted her, and instead of the unwomanly
person, whose hard harsh tones had grated on

my ear at the corner of Wellington Street, she

seemed a difierent being. I heard her now

softly asking her husband to be still, and then

turning aside, she would try to hide the tears

tliat sympathy, to which she had so long been

a stranger, called forth.

"About twelve he fell into a heavy sleep, and

telling her that in the morning she would be »

relieved of the solitary watching, and that I

would call on the morrow, I left the house.

And now I come to the ghost."
"Oh! yes, now?" said Kate, who was

listening with all her might.
" It was a showery night, and rather windy.

The moon shone out at intervals, and then was

obscured by the heavy masses of cloud which

were driven rapidly across the sky. It was

doubtless very unprofessional, but as I turned

out of the yard into the narrow lane I felt

weary and dispirited. The wretched condition

of the two with whom I had spent the last few

hours had aifected me greatly. I must ex-

cuse myself on the plea that I was at the time

young in my profession, and that I had not

acquired the stoical indifference which expe-
rience has given, and which enables me to look

with calm apathy on any condition how-

ever pitiable."
"
Nonsense, doctor," said the squire,

"
yoii

know you are as soft-hearted as a child now."
" I must beg leave to deny the soft im-

peachment, but we will not discuss that now.

As I walked up Waterloo Road, and ap-

proached the toll-bar, I suddenly remembered

how I had on the previous day received a

strange anonymous communication, directing

me to meet the writer on the bridge I was

about to cross, at a quarter to one, midnight.
I knew it was then twenty minutes to one,

and it seemed strange to me that I was unin-

tentionally going to keep an appointment to

which I had not given a second thought, as I

always pitch anonymous communications into

the fire. It never struck me that it might be

imprudent to cross the bridge, and if the idea
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of going roiiml over presented itself, such a

proceeding I am certain from what happened
afterwards would have been quite impo^^aiblu.

Cabs there were none near, so, hail I wiahod it,

I could not have ridden homo.

'*]Jy this time 1 had reached the bar. I paid
the toll, and got fairly on the bridge. The
tide was very low, and, excepting whore the

feeble light from the lamps fell on the wat«T,
the river looked like a black and fathomless

abys-s.
*' IJeforo I had advanced a hundred yards

from the gate I became conscious that some

being, dark, shadowy, niysterious, and inde-

finable, was walkiii'4 near mo. I felt certain

it wa.s, and a creeping sen.sation of fear camo
over rae. In vain I tried to hasten my stops,

it w;i.s useless. I did not appear to advance

faster, and the fii,'uro kept up with mo. In-

.stead of followini,' me, a.s it did at first, it had
now reached my right side, and I could per-
ceive that its outline was becoming more and
more distinct. I was nn the river side, as I

had started on the left hand pavement looking
towards Lancaster Place.

" When wo readied the middle of the bridge,
H voice commanded mo to stop. I wius obliged

obey, a.s also I did the order to bo seated,
*nd I sank down acci>rdingly on the stone ledge
;hat runs round each recess. There was not

tufficient light from the lamps to distinguish

uch, but the moon, which had passed under
I cloud, now shone forth again, and I saw

jiiite plainly the form of the unwelcome

ttranger who had joined me. The figure was
)f gigantic height, this being all tho more ap-
)arent a-s it wa.s bending over me while I was
leated. Tho garb wa,s that of a woman, and
his tended to increase the oft'ect of the size.

The features, although I could trace them on

»aper, I will not attempt to describe, but
•heir effect on me was to make mo long again
or the darkness, so that 1 might not be able

o SCO them. There woiild have been somo-

hing ridiculous in sitting thus on that .solitary

edge at such an hour had my position been

aiy other than it was
; but I was speechless

rith terror, without any power to move or act,

Xcopting just as I was bid. How long this

Mted I know not
; but on looking tip again,

3ompelled to do so by a species of fascination,)
saw that this being carried something, wh;it,
could not define. At length I hoard a

oice :—
'• 'It is your task,' it said, 'to relievo me

f this burden. My hand, though powerless
) ca-st it off, is able to compel you to obey
le. Take it'

I stretched out my hand, resistance was

npossible, and it met something cohl and

clammy. Despite tho shudder that paaited
over mo I grasped it, and what 1 held vra»

heavy.
" *

Here,' said my companion again,
* take

this cord, and drop the burden into the river.'

And while .sjiying this, I saw it uncover its

neck, and take from it a haltor, which appeared
to have been tightly bound roiind it. I did

I all I was commandc<l, and having with trem-

bling fingers tied the cord, I lowered tho

burden over the bridge down towanls the

water. It stoppeil in its descent suddenly,
and I felt the rofK) become loose.

I

" *

Stay,' cried my companion,
'
it has

alighted on tho parapet ;
it cannot remain

there.' At tho .siiino instant I felt tho gntsp
I of this being at my throat.

" * Oh ! release me,' I groaned, but it was
useless to entreat or struggle. Tho rope wa.s

at my neck, a more than gigantic power

j

raised me in the air, and tho next moment I

I

was hanging over tho dark stream. I became

unconscious, and I remember no more."

1 paused, and waited. There was a momen-

tary silence, and then Kate saiil :
—

" But there is more, doctor ] do tell us

what followed."
"

I cannot. I do not know myself."
" Oh ! but how did you get home ? There

must be more, you know, only you don't like

to tell us," she rejoined.

"All I know is, th.it when I recovered con-

sciousness I found myseit in bed on a fino

frosty morning, and, as it happened, rather

late. I had been at an oyster-.^upper tho

night before, and perhaps that will elucidate

the mystery."

"Doctor, I declare j'ou are worse than

Harry ! frightening us all, and then only to

make fun of us afterwards. It has spoiled it

all."

"And now," said tho squire, "wo will

have our cigars." D. X.

A WISH.

(from the c;Knii.is or robkrt rkisick^.

I toTEO thee, but thou kncwc^t it nit,

I wislu'il I" y| t.-tk, but to spenk dared not,
For a belU-r time I waited.

n.

Th.it better time, ah ! I found it not,

Aii'ither o.ime,>n«l he lingered not,

Prom thv heart my image faded.

Hf.

He may love thee tnily
—I know it not,

Moie trulj thin I--I Iwliere it not —
Would it bad leeu olherwiw f«^c^l !

JuLIi Q0DP.VRP.
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TATTERSBALL TOWER.

As the traveller passes along the railway

through the Fen couiitry, between Boston and

the good city of Lincoh), he suddenly comes

upon a magnificent tower of red brick, the

sight of which is sure to strike his eye. It is

perhaps, the finest specimen of ancient brick-

work in the kingdom, (with the exception, per-

haps, of Layer Mamey Tower, in Essex,) and

its height and its colour, a dark red, render it a

most picturesque addition to the level country

over which St. Guthlac and St. Catherine were
once thought to preside. The name, too," Tattershall Tower,"

*
is one which somehow

or other arrests the attention of a Londoner,
!

whose thoughts instinctively turn, as he hears

it, to the "
Tattersall's," late of Grosveuor

I

Place and now of Knightsbridge Road. No
1 wonder, therefore, that many passengers by

I

the Great Northern Railway stop for an hour

,

or two to look at the old castle, as it stands

hard by the line of railway, and at no very

great distance from a station. Tattershall is

said to have been the Durobrivis of the

Romans, who had a military station there, as
is proved by the remains of two military
stations still to be seen in Tattershall Park.

The local histories tell us that the manor
of Tattershall was one of those possessions
which William the Conqueror, when he par-
celled out the broad acres of Lincolnshire

among his
followers, bestowed on Eudo, a

knight who had crossed the sea with him as a

military adventurer, and that the descendants
of the same knight lost no time in erecting a
castle upon it. The Fitz-Eudos were barons
of Parliament, and gradually came to be called
Lords of Tattershall, from their lands. We
read that Robert Fitz-Eudo, by presenting
King John with a well-trained gos-hawk, a

valuable bird in those days, obtained a charter

whereby the inhabitants of Tattershall were

empowered to hold a market weekly on

Fridays ;
and that his sou, Hugh Fitz-Eudo,t

in the reign of Edward HI., obtained royal

leave and licence to fortify the place by the

erection of a castle.

But, although this fact is attested by deeds

and antiquarian researches, no trace of the

old Norman work can be found ;
and tlie

noble structure which rises so proudly before

• It may be of interest to our readers to know tliat the

name is spelt by Dugdale, in his "
Monasticnn," iu three

various ways, Tateshall, Totteshall, and Tattershall

t This person, in 11.3!», founded an abbey for Cistercian

monks in the neighbouring village of Kirkstead, of which

some scanty ruins still remain.

I
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our eyofl cannot bo ancribed to an earlier era

than tho rei^^n of Henry VI., when Sir lUlph

Cromwell, Treasurer of tbo Exche(iuer, srecUxi

the pre.sent fortro.-w* ul)out tho year 1430 or

1440. Some forty or fifty years later, in

1480, we tiiul that Henry \'I1. jjrant^-d the
" caHtlo and manor of Tattershill

"
to Mar-

ffaret, CountuH.s of Ilichiuond, and entailed

them in the fuUowing year on the Dtiko of

Richmond, but as his Grace dietl without

issue, like a genuine Tudor sovereign Henry
VIII. appears to have taken the property
into his own hands, and to have bestowed it

an the Duke of Suffolk in 1520, a grant
which waM subsecpiently confirmed by K<lward

VI. in 1547. About four years later, the

^<stato
1
assed in fee simple by a gift from the

ume king to Edward, Lord Clinton, afterwards

E^rl of Lincoln, and it appears that the CJistle

-omained in the hands of this family for a

;entury and a half at least, as Edward and

Francis Clinton both died at Tattershall about

he year 1G03. The line of the Clintons

ending in an heiress, the estate was severed

rom the title, and now belongs to Earl

j'orteacue, who is lord of the manor and

Mitrou of tlie living of TattershalL It ought
o be mentioned that the tower 8ufrere<l con-

itlerably in the civil wars, during which, it is

Jmo.st needless to add, tho Clintons held

trongly to the side of royalty and loyalty.

Che principal entrance to the ca-stle, with its

•ortcuUis and towers, was standing in 172G ;

b stood at tho north-east corner of the enclo-

lure.

Tattershall Tower is thus described by the

ate John liritton in his
" IJeantiesof Lincoln-

hire" t:—
Tbc castle stands on a level moor, and is surrounded

J two great fos.se.s, iht; outer one formed of earth, and
lie inner one faced witli brick, ten feet deep. This is

Msionallj filled with water from the river. It was
ileniled originally a.s a pLire of defence, and was pro-

ressivoly raised to i;rci\l height and extent. In the

ivil wans it was however dilapidatcil. Till very

itely, the principal jrateway wa.s remaining ; the

art at present left standing i.s a «<(uare tower of

rick, tlanked by four ocUinfi^lar emb.ittle<l turrets,

'hich are crowned with spires, covered with lend. It

t above one hundred feet in height, and divided into

)ur 8t<"iries. Tho main walls wore carried to tho top
f the fourth story, where a (Ujacious ni.v-liicol.vtion

nclosed the tower, on which there is a jKir.iiHst wall of

reat thickness, with arches. This was to protect the

~I..>rsons employed over the niachic<Dlations. Upon
cse arches is a second platform and parapet, con-

iinitig embrasures; above which the spired turrets

' Willmm of Worcester nUtcs th.it tho Lord Trcvsiircr
mw. ;i »iK;nt in biiildini; the princi|«J and nthcr towcm

^ibovo -tooo marks; that hU hoii.mhol.l there
: "no humlnxl )icr!ions : that hix suite, when he

l^'iiiion. cuminonly con.si.ttod of one hundred and
horsemen, and that his annual cxpunditurx] w.«

ut lOOiT— /^4iiiTorinin, p. 1G2.

t VoL ix., pp. 7O!)-710.

rise to a considerable height. The tower is ojustructed

upon ))onderoU8 ),'roiued aicheH, which itii)'i->rt the

ground floor. In this lln-re is a large o(k!. .•,

adorned with sculptured foli&;;e and • aie

devices
;
such :ls the treitKury bags and sbieid of Uia

Cromwell arms, with the luutlo
" S'ainu je droit," kc

Similar ornaments are at Colywcston liall, in North-

am|itonNhire, which was a h'>U8e l>eguii by the Treasurer,
and afterwards tinixhed by .Margaret, Countess of

Kiclimond. Un the second floor is another fire-place,

decorated in a similar manner
;
and over these was a

third story, with a flat roof. In the east wall are

some narrow galleries, curiously an.hed, through
which there were communications from the grand
sUiirs in the south-east turret, to the priaci(ial

apart mentii.

Tattershall is one of those castellated struc-

tures which combine the features of the newer

and more domestic style of the fifteenth

century, with some of the military features of

earlier castles. The houses of the barons of

the Edwardian period were castles, not homes
in any sense of tho term ; and as their owners

spent their lives in a constant alternation of

attacks on their neighbours' and defence of

their own, on the good old rule,

That they should take who have the jower.
And they should keep who can,

we find that their houses exhibited more of

wall and battlement, tower and turret, than

any of those lighter featiues which speak of

social comforts, splendour, or refinement.

The age of Henry VI. was an age in which

this state of things was only gradually pa-ssing

away, and thus tho residences built in 1400—
1500, partook m<ire or less of the military or

domestic aspect, according to their situation

and the chiiracters of the families who built

them. The noblo sculptured chimney-iaecj in

the room at Tattershall, an engraving of which

will bo found in Charles Knight's
" Old

England," is by itself a proof that tho Crom-

wells were as fond at least of peace as of war
;

and, speaking with reference to domestic

architecture, it is perhaps one of tho hand-

somest pieces of internal decorative art which

remain at tho present day, and one of tho

most exquisite specimens of heraltlic
" sermons

in stones." It contains, among others, tho

arms of Fitz-Alan, Marinyou, Cromwell, Tatter-

shall, U'Eyncourt, Grey of Ilotherfield, ic,
interspersed alteriiatcdy with treasury purses,

with the motto, "^V.ii/ j. drt>t7."

If the visitor has time before him, we should

strongly advise him not to quit this interesting

h[mI without paying a visit to tho parish

church of Tattershall, a noblo specimen of

architecture even among Lincolnshire churches,

which stands but a few stonethrows otf, just

beyond what was tho outer moat of the castle.

It is a hiiudsomo and spacious cruciform

structure, and one that has suffered far more
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than its fair share in the way of dilapida-

tions and decay. It consists of a nave of the

fourteenth century, with five large arches on

either yide, and eight clerestory wiudows,

placed in pairs, a north and south transept of

the perpendicular style, and a magnificent choir,

or at least the remains of one. We are sorry

to say that a neighbouring nobleman, of large

wealth and noble ancestry, was not only ac-

cessory to but the principal culprit in the sad

and scandalous afi"air of its spoliation. An Earl

of Exeter* in the last century— an ancestor of

the present IMarquis of Exeter—removed the

beautiful stained glass which the Puritans had

spared, from the windows of Tattershall to those

of his own chaptl at Burleigh, having promised
to replace them one and all with plain glass,

which could easily be done for about 40?.

Small loss as this sum must have been to the

wealthy owner of Burleigh, it appears that,

having got hold of the old glass, he neglected
to perform his own part of the contract

; and,
in consequence, when Britton wrote, some half

century ago, he says that "the inside of the

edifice had suff"ered greatly from the weather,

although the walls, roof, and pavement still

remained entire." He adds that, "the ruined

screen and stalls of wood, once richly carved

and painted, are almost rotten, as also the

stone screen behind, in the niches of which
have been painted figures of saints."

The windows which once cast their " dim

religious light
"
upon the pavement of Tatter-

shall, and which the Lord of Burleigh so

wickedly stole, were once richly alorned with
the legendary histories of St. Guthlac and St.

Catharine, whom we have already mentioned,
and of whom the former was the saint of the

fens, while the latter is said—we give the story
as it stands in the monkish tales, and Eot as a

chapter of history
—to have driven into the

sea the terrible fiends which one Hermogenes
raised, no one knows where or whence. " In
one of the windows," says a MS. in the Har-
leian collection, "was the Passion, in another
Hell Torments, with divers creatures bound

together with a chain
; among them one with

a crown and another with a mitre, and the

* " The late Mj-. Banks of Revesby was employed by Lord
Exeter to get the glass ; the townspeople threatened to rise
and obstnict him, hut he was a day before them. The glass
being taken down hastily for fear of the parishioners, no
plan for its re-arrangement conld be observed. Part of it
was put up in the chapel at Burleigh, part given to Lord
Warwick to ornament his castle, and part remains \m-
packed."— Goi/jy/.'s iJohummta Sepvlchrvlia, Part II., p. 174.
It is right to add here that accf>rding to the "

History of the
County of Lincoln," published by Saunders in is::i4. Lord
Exeter placed "the principal part of this stained glass in
the church of St. Mary, Stamford Baron, with some other
richly stained glass, procured from the churches of i-nape
in Yorkshire and Barnack in NorthMmjjton.shire." But even
this mends the matter in a very slight digree, for we never
heard that English Earls were justified in "robbing Peter
to pay Paid."

Devil himself tormenting them, while below
was written the legend,

Sic affliguniur pcenis quiprava sequuntur."

In Britton's time it appears that a few frag-
ments of the old glass, which the Earl had
omitted to carry ofl',

still remained in some of

the windows of the transept, while others have

been blocked up.
Before the altar were two rich monumental

brasses, in memory of Ralph, Lord Cromwell,
who died in 1455 ; and Margaret, his wife,

whose death occurred two years previously.
This Ralph Cromwell, according to Mr.

Britton, obtained from Henry VI. licence to

make the church of Tattershall collegiate

instead of parochial, and accordingly founded

a college for seven priests, six secular clerks,

and six choristers. He also founded a hos-

pital for thirteen poor men and women, who
were bound to pray for the souls of Henry VL
and Sir Ralph Cromwell, the founder, and of

their parents, friends, and benefactors, but <

chiefly for the soul of the founder's grand-

mother, the Lady Maud Cromwell. In Henry
VII I. 's reign the foundation was valued at

348?., and it fared the same as most other

foundations of the same kind, being granted,

by the Crown, to Charles, Duke of Sufiolk.

In the market place of Tattershall stands au

octagonal shaft which was once surmounted by
a cross, though the latter has long since

been removed and replaced by an urn. The

shields which adorn the shaft are sculptured
with the arms of Cromwell, Tattershall, and

D'Eyncourt. Ralph de Pevekell.

"METEOROLOGY OF THE YEAR 1864."

TO THE EDITOR OF " ONCE A WEEK."

Sir,—My attention has been called to an

error [on p. 66] in the paper
"
Meteorology ia

1864," which, with your permission, I should

like to correct. Instead of the statement " 100

tons of water are poured on every acre for every
one-hundredth of an inch of rain that falls,"

should have been written " each hundredth of

an inch of rain equals one ton per acre." 100

tons (or, more exactly, 101 tons) is the equiva-
lent of an inch of rainfall.

I am. Sir, faithfully yours.

The Author of the Paper,

*.j{.* Tlie Editor desires to correct an error in

a recent paper on " The Matterhorn." The

illustration on page 19T, No. 320, is taken,

not, as there stated, from
' ' Vacation Tourists,^'

but from Professor TyndalVs "Mountaineering
in 1861; a Vacation Tour;" published by

Messrs. Lonrjman.
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her grandmother, with sliort sleeves and low

bodice, looked exceedingly handsome, quite a

comely she-devil, as the captain observed, sotto

voce. At her entrance the company rose ;
the

chairman flourished his wooden leg, a general

bustle, and all reseated themselves, the land-

lady occupying the post of honour neixt the

chair. Opposite to her, Birchbottom took his

seat; he had made a hasty and certainly a

niuoh needed toilet, and now in white cravat

and black coat borrowed of the landlord, pre-

sented a very clerical aspect, though the coat

was a trifle large and long in the sleeves, no

doubt,

"Schoolmaster," said the captain, "you
are the nearest looking thing to a parson here

present, so say grace."

"Tip it in Latin," whispered the doctor,

"Tip them the grace in Latin, my boy,"
At that particular moment the roast was

strong in the nostrils of Birchbottom, and

suggested as brief a gi-ace as possible.

" Benedicto Benedicatur."

"
Amen," said the captain,

" but your
grace smells papistical, Birchbottom

;
who's

Ben Dixon ?
"

" It is a Latin word, sir, of a pious signifi-

cation," he replied,
" Latin !" exclaimed the captain ;

"
English-

men don't pipe to quarters in French, and we
had rather not pray in Latin

;
—do you under-

stand ?"
" The Latin language has become so uni-

versal," said Birchbottom, apologetically." Then I'll thank you, on that very account,
to keep a wholesomer course," returned the

captain, nettled,
" and say your prayers in

your own tongue."
All hands now went to supper ;

when the
cloth was removed, and the bowl of punch on
the table, the chairman rose amid general
applause.

' ' The captain looks rather nervous to night,"
whispered Birchbottom to the doctor.

"It is the woman," he replied ; "the pre-
sence of a female, Mr, Birchbottom. Her
influence may be viewed in two several aspects,

physiologically and socially, in the first
"

"Hush," said Talbot;
" the captain speaks,""We have had a blustering time of it this

evening, gentlemen, and so had I sixty years
ago. God spared my life then, as he did to-

night, and through many a rough gale besides
;

and now, October twenty-one, blow high, blow
low, here I am, as in duty bound, to meet my
messmates and to push the grog around. Time
and tide roll on. The flag-ship Victory, that
I served aboard of as far back as 1 805, was
launched a hundred years ago ; and though

she still puts on her old fighting face, both she

and I have seen our best days, and are gone
out of fashion besides. A few, very few,
ancient weather-beaten salts like myself are all

that are now left of that entire ship's company
to tell the noble story of October twenty-one.
But we cannot last for ever. Ships and sea-

men, warped and waterworn, must sink in turn

beneath the common flood, their several duties

done, and other ships and other victories shall

swell our glorious annals in the time that is to

come. (Hear, hear, and hurrah.) But let that

pass
—it is enough for us that we meet to-

night, in an obscure English village, in memory
of an old day well-nigh forgotten. 1 can

remember when the twenty-first of Octobei', in

town and country throughout the laud, was a

day set apart from other days. Guns were

fired, the bells rang, flags were hoisted, and

people met and talked over the old glory, as

we are doing to-night. Are we wise in letting

these grand epochs in our national history drop
out of observance 1 except ourselves, who now
takes note of October twenty-one ?

" It was on that day, near sixty years ago,
oS Trafalgar, when the thunder of the guns
had died away, and the cheers of victory filled

the air, that Lord Nelson, surrounded by the

shattered fleets of France and Spain, the tide

of life fast ebbing away, gave thanks to

Almighty God for a great opportunity of doing
his duty. I was a mere youngster then, and,

grimed with gunpowder and blood, I peeped
into the cockpit where they had laid him down
to die. It was a wonderful solemn sight, and

filled my young heart. The battle was over;

child as I was, I could see the glory in his pale

face of a victory that turned the whole course

of the war. He said '

you have done your

duty, my lads.' We knew that he had done

his—he died in doing it." Here the captain's

voice grew husky ; presently, recovering him-

self, he exclaimed with animation,
"
No, the

old day shall never be forgotten. Gentlemen,
fill your glasses. There is but one toast to-

night, a toast above all other toasts that a

seaman loves and honours. We drink in

solemn silence,
' The Memory of Admiral

Lord Viscount Nelson.'"

The company all rose. The captain drained

his glass ;
a brief pause, and he reseated him-

self, the great ceremony of the night having

been duly performed.
Mrs. Stockfish's voice broke the silence.

"
Oh, what a lovely speech, as noble as a

sermon ;
what a charming old naval gentle-

man, and such a ceremony, enough to draw

tears from stones themselves—I declare he is

going on again."

"Mr. Talbot," said the captain, "next to
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the navy I revereiico the army, but to-night

liaH only oin! wicred toast, and \i])Ou uiy h<<u1

1 can't drink another. Toinoriow if you will

join UH in a friendly gla.«H wo will hf^jin at the

very bctjiniiing, and go regularly through,

qUL-en, bishops, cKigy, army, navy, and twonty
more jolly toasts besidts, nil buin}>c'rM, and no

nii«takf."

Talliot replifil to llio captain's a|>ology that

ho considurud tho noble toa«t just given bo-

longed not only to tho navy, but to tho anny ;

indoed, to ovory truo Briton, and that for all

tiiuo.

"
Hravo," exclaimed the captain, and adiled

half alouil,
"
yet 1 might perhap.s have put

in the Duke along with tho Admiral to plea.so

thi.s soldier laddie. 1 have seen theni both to-

gether in one picture before now. Ihit no,

it couldn't be. His glory is all his own."

The cnnvor.sation now became general. Tho

captain conversetl alFably with Mrs. Stockfish,

who, Juuo-like, glowed "celestial rosy red"

under tho gonial influence of the banquet, and

the compliments of tho cjiptaiu. It belongs

not to the province of tho historian to declare

in these profane pages the exquisitely social

character of that converse.

Birchbottom looked ou in silence. Ho felt

the iron in his soul ; he g;ized and gazed again,

but to no purpose, she was too agreeably occu-

pied.

The doctor was in bis element He had at

last secured a listener in Talbot ; ho abused

his power by reading to him tediously and at

full, notes of "A remarkable case of gun-shot

wound with sketch of ball and practical ob-

servations on tho same, contributed l)y Peter

I'alfreyman, Esij., M.D., Surgeon, of Water-

leigh-upon-Thames,"
Tho doctor, in the narration of his case,

anxious to establish a remarkable coincidence,

inquired of tho captain if ho had inspected the

fatal ball which the post-mortem examination

of tho deceased admiral h.id broui;ht to light,

.stating at tho same time the intere.-^ting fact

that it had fractured tho transverse processes

of the sixth and seventh dorsal vertebra*, and

had wounded tho medulla spinalis.
"
Yes, sir," ho replied sharp y,

"
I have

seen that ball, and 1 don't want any of your
anatomical observations upon it. 1) me,

doctor, no dissections
;
a jilain shot and th;it's

enough."

"Oh," replied the doctor in a disconcerted

voice,
"

I meant no otleuce, captiin ;
btit it

may l>e as well to state, as a relief to friends,

that it is my opinion, founded Ufxin my long ex-

perience, that a gunshot wound is liut a trifling

matter as far as pain is concerned.
"

"Doctor," exclaimed tho captjiiu, throwing 1

him-self back in his chair,
" what the dickeus

do you know about it / Have you been shot

through tho spinal nnirrow, eh ?"

Mm. Stockfish interposed—she woh shocked.

"Dear sirs," sho saiii,
" do clumgo the sub-

ject ;
it makes my insiilo t<^) (juiver to hear such

awful t^des about balls and spinal marrows.

My dear schoolmaster, do pray give us a Bong,

a sentiment, or something or another, to take

tho tiiste of these horrors out of my mouth."

"A song, a song," cried the doctor. " Uur

friend here writes a luautiful song, either in

Latin or English. They .say that in Latin he

beats Vinny Bourno himself. Come, Birch-

bottom, strike up."
"
Nonsense, doctor," he replied.

" Vincent

Bourne, iinleed
; why he is tho top-sawyer of

modern Latinists. I have, it is true, written

a few simple piustond love songs in my own
native Engli.sh."

" Love songs—pastorals," exclaime<l the cap-

tain, who was arrived at the stage sententious

of his potations ; "'poii my word, Birchbottom,
I did not thiiik you so great a fool. Love

songs, indeed !

"
(with great contempt) ;

" I

wouldn't give a penny a score for them. I

never did hear a thing of that .sort that I could

abide."
"
Beg pardon, cap'u," said Mr. Stokes

suddenly from the side benches, in hoarse and

gasping accents, alarmed at the sound of his own
voice.

" But I knowed a sweet love song once,

'twas writ by liilly Rutbn, so baptized, gents,

because he wjis born out of Billy Kuflin ; she

was a ship of that .same name. We use<l to

sing it to the tune of the Old Hunnerd, all

hands together in the dog-watch."
Here tho ti.>hernian, to tho astonishment of

the company, burst out fortissimo with
"

Oil, if I >iH(l her ! oh, if I had her !

BIhcii iilth<iu;;h she be."

Mr. Stokes stopped abruptly.

"I'll bj blest if I'm not hard up ;
it's gone

clean ofl" the hook.s. It's a pity, for that song
beat anything the Chr.slian Minstrels could

do."

"It is a manly fra.,'ment, no doubt," ob-

served tho captain,
" Imt better fitted for tho

forecastle than the calnn, Tommy, especially

with fomale-s aboard," turning to Mrs. Stock-

tish.

"
Oh, captain," said that lady,

" no barm
done ; indeed, I should have liked vastly to

have heard it all through, sung by the sailor

dogs ou tho wide ocoiui, though it th»cs •'eim

a monstrous strong song. But, my de-ar

schoolmaster, the ciptaiu don't like songs, so

you must give us h lovely sentiuient instead
;

one of your h.t^thelics, you know, that I am
sure he will like."
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The schoolmaster was himself again. In-

spired by the genius of rum punch and the

smile of the beautiful Mrs. Stockfish, he rose

at the instance of that enchantress. First he

gazed at the ceiling, and then around as if to

search for and seize the desired sentiment.
*' Out with it," cried the doctor. The

schoolmaster, placing his hands under his coat

tails, and bending forward over the table,

began—
" Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Stockfish, and gen-

tlemen. Called upon as I am thus unexpectedly
to respond to the delightful invitation of my
dear friend opposite, I am at a loss"— (" Oh,

no, no," from Mrs. Stockfish)
—" I am at a

loss, I say, in what way or on what subject to

address you. However, on this day, gentle-

men and Mrs. Stockfish, on this day, sacred

to the British navy and to that delicious me-

morial mess we have been e'en now discussing,

what more fitting, I ask, than that I dedicate

to that glorious navy, and to this most noble

chairman,"—slapping his chest—" the obser-

vations I am about to make. The ameliorating
influence of education, classical and commer-

cial, the use of the globes, with other studies,

geology, entomology, together with readings
from our best dramatists and poets, have led

to the happiest results, not only to society at

large, but to the British navy in particular ;

we may truly say—
'

Ingenuas dedicisse tideliter artes,
Emollit mores, nee sinit esse feros.'

*' Now indeed are the schoolmasters abroad
;

they are appointed to her Majesty's ships,

they have their uniforms, they visit the utter-

most parts of the earth
; already has the blossom

ripened into good fruit, already does the edu-

cated British sailor— "

"
"Why, what the dickens," broke in the

captain with a loud voice,
" are you talking

about, Birchbottom ? Geology, poets, indeed !

Are the seamen a bit better now than they
were sixty years ago, with all their learning ?

Pooh, pooh, Mr. Cat ; it's stuff and nonsense.

Teach a youngster to fear God and honour the

Queen, to be sober, honest and true, to obey
his ofiicers, to learn betimes the duties of his

station, and to die for his country when called

upon. In short, make a man of him, Mr.

Cat, and not a puling, white-faced spoon,
which he is sure to be if he is shut up all day
in close quarters with Geology and Co., learn-

ing no end of rubbish. No, Mr. Birchbottom,
it won't do. A ship's deck on the wild sea is

the stage a seaman has to perform upon. To
play his part there like a man, he must be

early taught his several duties as aforesaid,
and not have his young brains stuffed with

half-digested leamiug at the expense of his

body. What think you, Mr. Talbot ? Am I

not in order '/

"

" I agree with all you say, sir," he replied ;

" but no blame to the schoolmaster here, who,
no doubt does his duty."—(" Hear, hear,"

from the doctor, and a bow from Birchbottom. )

"It is the system, sir ;
we must jmt on the

breaks.
"

" I beg pardon," said the doctor, fuming
to enter the debate, "but, as a surgeon and

physiologist, and, I may add, philanthropist,

Mr. Chairman, I can't allow the opportunity
to pass without one word for our overtaught

English maidens ; boys, say you ; girls also,

say I. I am a practical man; but I speak

strictly on physiological grounds. Gentlemen,
reform is wanted in female education. Put

the young lady factory on half work with

quarter piano allowance ; strengthen, sustain,

the sweet flowers during their development
with the pure fresh air of heaven, relax their

young minds with hours (not half hours) of

healthy recreation ; do these things instead of

cramming their poor heads from morning till

night, and you shall surely behold the promise
of the opening bud realised in the healthy,

charming, simple-minded woman, a first-rate

wife, and a first-rate mother."

"Mis. Stockfish," said the landlord, "I
think you had better rise, ma'am ;

when I was

head-waiter at the Ebenezer, in the Minories,

in public entertainments such as this is, the

ladies always rose after the first toast, when
the conversation begins to grow particular."

Mrs. Stockfish left her seat reluctantly, and

giving her lord one of her looks, the captain a

bewitching smile, a nod to Birchbottom, and

a low ctirtsey to Talbot, quitted the room
escorted by her husband, who, however, con-

trived to part company on the stairs, and to

slip back to the festive board.

Birchbottom was disconcerted at the turn

the conversation had taken. "It is perhaps
as well," he muttered moodily,

" that the school

is to have a holiday to-morrow on account of

the flooded state of the school-room, otherwise

I should certainly have flogged the junior form

all round as a relief to my mind heated with

this ancient sea captain's antediluvian preju-

dices, and as an expiatory sacrifice to the in-

sulted genius of education."

The movement of Mrs. Stockfish was at-

tended by the usual phenomena when the

ladies retire from the dinner table, viz., a

rising and reseating, a drawing up and in of

chairs, a sense of inwaid relief, a sturdier ap-

plication to the bowl, and a noisier flow of soul.

The conversation grew animated, and at times

interjectional. Birchbottom fratei'nized with

the doctor:—
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" My frienil," ho murinure.l,
*' tho light

of tho ftast ia gone, youe liku a droain, and I

never sang t<> her. \\'h;it aro these worthle.ts

goblets now (hoMing npa glans) ! but no many <

empty bul)l)los, the lomiiiiHCfiice.H of pa«t joyH.
|

Doctor, tlie captain is a ilunkiy, I Hpeuk it in

coutiileiice, not to have ponnitted uio to Ring
on this festal nit^lit uiy paraphrase from Ho-
race—very lovely :

—
i

*
I praiMC her every blooming charm,
Her taper ancle, hiiowj* arm.'"

j

*'
T;dkiiig of arms," interrnpteil tho doctor,

**
strictly, in thiir relation to mu-ic, my dear

friend, reminds mo that i ouco amputated a

feUow'ft upiwr extremity at the shoulder joint,

ami ho saug a psiilm with a loud voice tho

whole time that I was performing the oper-
ation."

"
I believe it," replied the other in a <

maudlin tone,
" music ha» douV)tles.s a charm

to soothe the rugged breast, and may in some
port bo regmled as a moral chloroform, espe-

cially to th'ise of fo.ithctic tendencies, as in

your patient's case."

A hoarse voice from tho end of the room

interrupted him.
'•

I think, cap'n," 8.iid Stokes,
"

1 cin

now sing the hymn about the blackey, if the

company would like to hear it. I've been

a-drinkiiig and a- thinking ever since I tried it

on before, and like a fish to bait it is come

rii^ht up ; jjerhaps the young woman would
like to return ami hear it out entire."

" Mr. Stokes,' sai 1 the landlord, who h.ad

an eye to his crockery, likely to be endan-

gered by tho hilarity conso-iuent upon the full

perf.iriuanco of tho tisherman's song with

chorus and approi)riat6 action ;

"
Tommy

Stokes, my boy, it is hard upon twelve

o'clxck, nnd there is but one song lawful

to-night, and that is the captiiin's. Will you
sing it to us, sir ? that noble song about the

battle, you know, that you always give out

on t!ie memorial night." I

"
Li.iniilord, you say woll," replied the

captain.
"

It is midnight—strike the bell

eight there. Ye-i, my la<i, I will sing that
j

song as in duty bound—October twenty-one.
'

Let me see, where am I I Why, N'ictory
—

,

at sea—nigh si.\ty years ago. But where'g
)

the log ? In ray heart, my boy.H. Enemy to

leeward, distant ten mile-— British (h-et be >r-

ing down under all po»Rible sail—decks

c!oare<l for action—tho immortal signal flying
'

from tho mizen."

And with mellow voice tho captain sang, or

rather chaunted, the following ballad :
—

Oil, listen to my story, loy.s,
or sixty ye.ars a:;oiie.

Of Kugland's naval glory, boys.

A little fought and won
;

How NuliKjn clicd oil Trafalg^ir,

October tweiity-une.

'Twos in the flae-Bhip, Vict/iry,
We mii'-il from I'i>rtHmoulh D'kV.,

To cliaite the llt-vLs of Fnini-e an'l S|>aio,

An>l briiii; them to the block
;

So we crnineil about for a week or two
OtrOibr«ltar rock.

On Sunday, 8i|;htin|;^ Traful(;ar,
We fihortrtieJ sail at nij,')it.

Tin, in the i^rey, wlnr.- a frigate lay,
\\ f s.aw, by the dawning lii.'lit.

Her siviml (lying
— "K.-Vft by ooutb,

The enemy in Bight."

L ird Nelson ho Rtood on tho quarterJe-:k,
In the old fis;htin(; coat was he.

His "-t'ckinns were silk, and as white as milk.
His breeches t<> the knee,

As he stood lo<jkin;< out with eight liun'lri-d mtn,
From aboard of the Victory.

Ilia lord.shlp he spied with his glass to port,
•\nd he spied o'er the starboard bo**,

And he .saw tlie foe, in the lluah of th.- morn,
A-sailing all of a row.

Says he, as he shut his spying-glass,"
My lads, we have got them now !

"

*'
Up helm—square yards—set every rag
Of canvas th:tt can draw ;

Stun'ails alow and aloft !

"
he said,

As Boon as the foe he saw
;

And the fleet Injre up at break of day,
UtT the shoals of Trafalgar.

L rd Nelson he led the weather line.
Lord Coilingwood the lee ;

Tlio sun, red shining on the sails,

'i'woiild do you good to see.

As down we steered in a double row
To meet the enemy.

The rolling dnims from ship to ship
The beat to quarters gave,

Then all was husheil, not a sound w;is heard

Kxeept the splash of the wave.
As we slipped through the water, to blo-> ! an 1

slaughter,
Auvl to die the death of the brave.

L ird Nelson he stood on the lofty poop
Of his dag-ship Victory,

He slo<)<l looking out, as though he saw
.\ sail none else could see

;

"Run up aloft one signal more,
.\ messiigc fr^m home," siid he,"
England cxi^cts tiiai every man will do his doty."

Then rollcl adown the well-manned lloet,

Our Kn.:li!ih Ivattle-ery,

A -heer, the startled foe could hear,
As he lay waiting by.

An nnswerinR cheer, that spoke out clear,
We Conquer or we die

;

It ceased at noon with sudden mar
The slumbering cannon woke,

<^ ;. •< jets of il.iiin- loipetl nimbly f riii

i ro'u the rii^s of the bellowing aik,
Ai'.'l lieavint through with biasing sides

The enemy's line we broke.
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Our guns laid low four hundred men
As we raked tbe Buceiitaure,

Redoubtable, she lay ahead,
And the Neptune 81,

But we rolled alon?, and we look their shot,
And the shot of as many more.

And soon came ranging up astern

The fightiug Temeraire,
And many a fine old ship whose name

Tlie rolls of history bear,

With Kiiglish hearts and hands they came,
And cheers that shouk the air.

Our hull was wrapped iu sulphurous clouds,

Thotigli aloft the sky was bright,
And the fluttering tl:igs streamed proudly forth.

And the sails gleamed snowy white,
While the work of death went ou beneath,

In the noisome smoke of the fight.

Tier on tier of low laid guns
Incessant broadsides poured,

O'er the red waves the glancing shot

Dashed thiougli the foam, aboard,
And far and wide, as one huge voice,

Continuous thunder roared.

The flag for closer battle flying
We nailed it to the mast,

As 'twixt the enemy's blazing lines

The vengeful Victory passed.
With broadeides right and left replying
We brought them to at last.

Yard to yard, muzzle to muzzle.
The grappling squadrons close.

Blinding dust, hot stifling smoke
From the fiery shambles rose ;

We scarce could tell, in that seething hell,
Our comrades from our foes.

At 1-15, Lord Nelson fell,

And forty men around him,
A ball from the Redoubtable

Most grievously did wound him.
At half-past four o'clock, he died.
And Glory came and crowned him.

The setting sun through angry gloom
Reddened our sails again ;

The fight was done, the victory won,
And the fleets of France and Spain

Their flags hauled down, like worthless logs

Lay strown about the main.

We swabbed up the decks, we straightened the dead,
We numbered that ghastly crowd.

We sunk them with shot in their deep sea bed
While winds were piping loud

;

With a seaman's prayer, we left them there,
Each man in his hammock shroud.

Nelson, we kept for an English grave,
We hove not his corse to the sea ;

We held it in trust for mother earth
Till the day of his burial be.

In tlie coffin brave, Ben Hallowell gave,
From the Orient's mainmast tree.

We plugged up the Victory's shattered sides,
Riddled with cannon balls

;

We weathered the shoals oS" Trafalgar,
Nor cared tor the blustering squalls ;

We dashed through the foam to our island home.
And we gave the great dead to Saint Paul's.

A hundred years old is the Victory,
And wiih all our heaits we love her,

The glory of her Nelson's death

Is ever around and above her,
As she lies on her guard, off Portsmouth Hard,

Though her fighting days are over.

Then cheer, boys, cheer for the Victory,
The brave flag-ship of yore.

Of Her, the memory shall not die

Till time itself be o'er
;

To Nelson—he is gone aloft—
Silence—and nothing more.

The company, inspired by tlie fire and ani-

mation with which the okl captain delivered

I

his naval ballad, rose with one accord, and
cheered lustily until the old inn rang again.
Was it an echo, or did a feminine voice swell

I

the exulting chorus ? We shall see anon :

when silence was restored the captain made
the final speech.

"
Messmates, landsmen, seamen, and ma-

rines
('

half-seas over,' muttered the doctor),
the battle is won, and the memorial watch is

ended. You have all done your duty, my
boys. We have had a rough night of it—
though the leak is stopped, there is half a

fathom of water in the hold of the old Beetle.

Is the sea getting up again, or are my legs

not so steady as they should be ? Pipe
below there— all hands turn in."

A general move ensued. As the procession
wound its devious way to the door, the cap-
tain in the van, supported by Talbot and the

doctor, Mrs. Stockfish, who had listened to

the whole performance on the stairs, suddenly
rushed in, exclaiming,

"
Jerry, you brute, be

quiet ;
I can bear silence no longer. Oh the

sweet flavour of that spicy song, I heard the

cannon's roar, I saw the immortal Nelson

lead on with one arm the sailor dogs of war,
and this elderly, heroic, most beloved captain

marching to blood and slaughter by his side."

With these words Mrs. S. threw her white

arms round the veteran's neck and loudly sa-

luted him. Upon the confusion resulting from

such an astounding occurrence, above which

the voice of the male Stockfish was distinctly

heard, the curtain falls.

(To be coiiiinued.)

THE RUITOR.

Forty years ago how few there were who
had visited the Alps, and now we begin to

hear the complaint that Switzerland is become
"
cockneyfieJ." Though we cannot sympa-

thise with the fastidiousness of those who
suflfer none to come between the wind and

their nobility, still we confess that the "snob"
does seem more intolerable than usual amid

the perfect beauty of nature and his iusigaifl-
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cuiicu more offeuHlvo by tlu< K^au'luur of the

Hiiow-clad mouiitiiiiis. Tlieroturo wo hcok iit

tlmoH (|uiut iiuuks olF thu beatvii track, and

trust that houiu of our ruailorH will thank uh

for Hliowiny thom oiio of our haiintM, whoro,
for Homo years at U-a.st, tho " fXcurMioui-*t" is

uot likely to disturb thum.

Must alpiuo travelK-rs have, at some perioil

of their nunbles, drojjjied down into tho rich

Val d'Aoste. It i^ rather tho fashion to .

abusti this and tho town from which it in

named, wo think unjustly. No doubt it is

Lot aometimos, and as for the dust ou tho

road—well, that wo won't defend, any more

than the abundant dirt ami conse<iueut crcting

who biiak in overy corner of the town. JStill

Lii cite d'Aosto has it charms. There are the

old walls and f^atoways, partly Roman, partly

luedia-'val, the Leper's Tower, with Do jNLiistre's

touching story, tho Tour do Uramafam, with

its tragic legend, the remains of a Komau
theatre and amphitheatre, ihe triumph.-d aicli

of Augustus, tho Konmnes(iue cloister of St.

Ours' Cliurch
; then, ou the south, the frown-

ing precipices of tho Becca de Nona and Mont
Emilius

; on tho north, the snowy peak of

the tiraud Combin
;
and on the west, crowning

a wide expanse of glacier, rises a ridge of ser-

rate peaks, aljovo fold after fold of pine-clad

hill, and a long stretch of level valley, dappled
with cornfield and vir.eyard, with walnut grove

by tho homestead, ami willow copse by the

waterside. Seated in tho alcove of the com-

fortal'le Hotel do Mont IJIanc, you may watch

tho changing tints of the snow from morning
to evening, until, like tho writer, you can

resist their invitation no longer, and set off to

explore them. This mountain is the lluilor
;

its summit is the highest point but one of tho

iiui.isij, bounded by th'> valleys of the Isere

and tho Dora Baltea, with its tributaries, tho

Vals Grisjiucho and Petit St. Bernard. Look-

ing at it from Aosta, you would say that it

wjis a long ridge with three jjcaks, of which '

the first on the right, a double headed one,
was the highest ;

but hero, aa often, appwir- ;

auces are deceptive, for the left-hand peak
has tho advantaijo V)y about 141 feet; ita

height being 11,480 feet above tho level of

the sea
; and the true form of the mountaiu

is a loop or horseshoe, opening into one of the

branches of the Val du Petit St. Bernard.

The interior of this is filled by a large glacier,

and along tho edge nine peaks are arranged,
tho first and la.st of which—the portals, a-s it

were, of the amphitheatre, are precipitous :

crags, much lower than the others. To this

glacier wo purpose to conduct our reader, and
will suppose that he li.us arrived at Pre St

Didier, a pleasant bathing place uear the he;ui ,

of the Val d'Aosto, at the foot of th. v "»

of the road from tho VJiUoy and ya-i-
'- ••'

Petit St. Bernard. This is a i>leaK:int alpiua

byway, which will eoon bo Ixitter known, tut m

carriage road is nearly carried over it, which

will unite tho valleys of tho Isere an I Dora

Baltea, and bo one of the most iutcruHting

routes from Paris to Turin. A walk of about

five miles through a picluresipio glen brings

us to La Thuile, a village situated at the

junction of tho stream from tho Little St.

Bernjird into the torrent from the iiuitor

glacier. Here we, my friend and myself,

whom, as two unknown quantities, we may
designated respectively X and Y, and our two

guiiles, Jean and Michel, took up our<iuart«r8

for the night at a rough country inn.

What mount.iineer does uot know tho

anxiety with which ho looks out of tho window

at the sky, in the early dawn before a (/rc«;it/«

course ? What we saw was not assuring, and

we started rather later than we had intended,

anything but confident of succe.^s. Instead

of the clear cool tints cf early dawn, instead

of the far off hemisphere of delicate blue, in

which the fires of night expire almost imper-

ceptibly before the light of ilay, instead of the

rosy flush in the eastern sky, aiul the orange

glow that darts downwards from peak to p'-ak,

kindling a thousaud altar-fires to the god of

day, a fiat sea of mist seemed to press upon
the mountain tops, and threatened to envelope

them speedily in its dull vapours. The valley

is tolerably level, for the mountain rises very

abruptly above its head, so that we were able

to quicken our pace, and make up in some

degree for lost time. After about an hour's

walk by the stream, chiefly through larch

woods, we mounted a little knoll to a few

chalets, at what may be called the fert of tho

mountaiu. Un the evening before we had seen

that, in order to reach the comparatively level

snow-field from which tlie glacier descended,

we should have tj mount the precipitous w-alls

of a series of terraces, until we arrived at a

point some heig above the end of the ic«.

In these there is a very decided break just at

the point where tho glacier now terminates,

so that all below may be considered as a

pretty continuous wall. This we now had to

ascend. A few inquiries had shown us th.it

we should find no ililliculty, as a pathway led

up it to some ch&lets ;
so after getting a few

directions at tho little hamlet, wo began tho

ascent. Before long a loud roar told us that

we were ap:>roaching a w.»terfall, and, by

turning aside a few yards from the path, we

gained a gras.sy knoll on th*; edge of a deep
chasm. Sui>ported by a withered pine tree,

we looked over. Just on our left the torrent
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rushed over a cliff, and striking on a ledge half-

way do.vn, bounded up in an arch ere it fell

boiling and foaming to the bottom of the

gorge. Waterfalls in the Alps are .so common,
that the traveller too often gets into the haVjit

of bestowing on them no more than a pa.ssing

glance, but though we were very anxious not

to lose any time, ve could not forbear linger-

ing a few minute-H here. Tearing ourselves

away at last, we began a steeper ascent. We
think, however, that when paterfamilias fol-

lows our steps, he will not grumble at this, or

repel the frequent stoppages that scantness of

breath obliges him to make. Every step re-

veals some new beauty. The path winds and

climbs among huge boulders and cliffs of gneiss

and slate, spangled with lichen and moss,

among these arolles and larches, gnarled with

acre and storm, have fixed their twisted roots,

the ruddy rhodofiendrons and creeping pines

mask the waste piles of debris, while bilberries,

with an endless variety of alpine ferns and

flowers, flourish in every crevice. In about

half an hour a ledge is reached, on which a

stream, descending from the right, joins the

fn^irt torrent. Here we paused for a moment
to look back. The morning's veil of mist had

now broken up into fleecy masses of cloud

that were wreathing themselves around the

range of Mont Blanc, revealing at one moment
the awful precipices of the Grandes Jorasses,

at another the soaring pinnacle of the Dent
da G^ant. Again we wound upwards, finding

it no easy matter to attend to our footing,

so distracted were we with the grandeur of

the scene behind, and the loveliness of that

which Eurrounded us. At length we reached

the top of the wall, and stood upon the

plateau formirjg the first great break in the

aocent of the mountain. Another wall of

rock, bare and desolate, rose before us, down
it the torrent dashed in a cascade into a little

lake ; just on the right a curtain of shattered

glacier hung over the cliff, over which rose

the last jjeak of the Iluitor, separating the

great glacier from a small snow-field leading
to a pass called the Col dc la Lys. ITie rocks

in front as well as those around us bore their

usual tc-stimony to the former extent of the

ice-field-s. Everyv,Jiere they were smoothed

and rounded into those characteristic bosses

which have obtained from French Hnvardn the

title of roches rru/iUrmnAes ; while here and
there a huge block lay perched upon them,

ja.st as it had been stran'Jed by the retreatirjg

ice. We had 7jow left the trees behind us ;

but the sweet nhort grass that covered the

more level ground was an attraction to cattle,

for the care of which a njde chalet ha/1 beoji

erected in a sheltered nook. Being anxious

to learn the name of the place, we made our

way to it
; then, finding no one at home, we

climbed a few yards above it, and sat down by
a rill of fresh water to enjoy our second

breakfast. While thus engaged a troll-like

being suddenly appeared by the side of the

chalet, and we descended to speak to him. On

reaching the spot he had vanished ;
how or

whither he had gone, none of us could telL

Perhaps, as he probably never saw a traveller

there before, he took us for smugglers or

poachers, and did not care to make an inti-

mate acquaintance with us. Breakfast ended,
we resumed our march. The track mounting
rapidly up barren cliffs and stone-strewn slopes
of short herbage, brought us in about three

quarters of an hour to another plateau, where
a scene of unexpected beauty presented itself.

At our feet lay a little lake, and on the other

side of it the great glacier came sweeping down,
its tall cliffs seamed with chasms of purest
blue reflected in the green waters, in which

were floating miniature icebergs sparkling in

the sun. At one place a cave, the blue of

its icy roof deepening in iuteiLsity as it re-

ceded, seemed like a portal to the subglacial

labyrinths. Across the glacier rose a mass
of snow-covered crags, forming one of the

p>eaks of the Iluitor. It is a view which may
vie with the celebrated Miirjelea See, by the

side of the Great Aletsch Glacier. A few yards
from the lake is a little chalet, a trifle larger

than a box, bearing the name of Ste. Marguerite ;

it was then tenanted by an ancient dame, who,
! whatever might have been her opinion of the

virtues of fresh water, obviously had no faith

;
in its external application.

I
Thus far anyone can follow us. All this

beauty can be reached with very moderate

fatigue in from three to four hour's actual

walking from La Thuile
;
and with a steady

i
mule or horse it would not be necessary to

fjut a foot to the ground. A leisurely stroll

througJi the woods in the early morning,
'

gathering flowers and ferns as one went, halt-

ing now and then to sketch, a pic-nic by the

lake, a scramble about the lower part of the

glacier, and a walk back in the cool of the

I evening, while the glow of sunset lingered on

the .Jorasses, would he one of th'; pleasantest

ways that can be conceived of passing a loiig

summer's day. We now had to find our own
i way ;

a matter, however, of small difficulty.

After scrambling for some distance up easy

j

rocks on the right bank of the glacier, we

. found a smooth place, and got upon the ice.

!

TJp this we gradually but Htea<lily ascended,

as there were no difficulties of importance,

until we were sufficiently advanced to see the

I greater part of the amphitheatre of peaks.
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biit happily the storm lingered long on the

monarch, and we got oflF the ice and reached

the chalet of Ste. Margnc'rite withont anything
more than an occasional cat-like spit of hail.

Then came the downfall, and it rained, as it

only can rain in the Alps. Time, however,
showed that nothing would be gained by shel-

tering, unless wo chose to pass the night there
;

and to avoid that any number of wettings
would have been cheap. So we set off with a

determination to get drenched, in which it

need hardly be said we were not disappointed.
There was, however, one little addendum
which was hardly bargained for, namely, that

just as the process had been satisfactorily

accomplished, cold gusts of wind came down
at intervals from the glacier, with an eflect

that can be imagined more easily than de-

scribed. Our little inn at La Thuile, rough
though it was, seemed a palace to us as we
neared it

;
and an instant retreat to bed with

an internal exhibition of hot brandy and water

prevented all ill effects from the wetting. May
my reader have as fine a day as I had on

my second visit, and he will be grateful for

being sent, whether he reach the summit
of the Ruitor, or only the Chalet of Ste.

Marguerite. T. G. Bonney.

THE NUN'S BURIAL.

Sister, lie here ! While we
Silently weep for thee,

Thy tears have ceas'd !

Eartii to her bosom mild
Welcomes her tired child

;

Mercy on thee hath smil'd,
Thou art releas'd !

Mournful and sad thy doom,
Yet in thy early tomb
Thou hast found rest !

Well may we envy thee ;

Yet, from our toil set free,

We, too, may oue day see

God's will Ras best.

Peaceful the sunset red

Sleeps on thy narrow bed :

Thou'rt gone from care !

Hard was thy fate and drear,
Hope doth not enter here,
Too great a boon v, eve fear,

Naught but despair !

Rest we have none nor aim :

Thou didst endure the same
;

Thy task, is o'er !

Cold now and still thy heart
;

Well didst thou bear thy part ;

When may we, too, depart
SufTring no more ?

Great Death hath pitied thee,
Ta'en tbee his bride to be,

Freed thee from pain.
We wait the Bridegroom's call

Soon may he summon all

Who now surround thy pall

Weeping in vaiu ! W. R.

A REAL MYSTERY.

Thk events related in the following pages
are so curious that, unless well authenticated,
they would be incredible. The only account
we find of them is one contained in a pamphlet
published by Roger L'Estrauge in 1G70—six-

teen years after the occurrence of the events
narrated. The pamphlet contains a letter from
a Sir Thomas Overbury (probably the grand-
sou of the Sir Thomas Overbury) to one
T. S., a knight in London, giving an account
of the alleged murder, the confession of John

Perry, and the execution of the prisoners," For the truth of every particular whereof,"
writes Sir Thomas Overbury,

" I can vouch."
It also contains a letter purporting to be
written by Mr. Harrison to Sir Thomas Over-

bury, giving an account of his own adven-
tures.

On Thursday the 16th August, 16G0, William

Harrison, the steward of Viscountess Camp-
den, set out from his house at Campdeu in

Gloucestershire to walk to Charringworth, a

village two miles distant, where he had to

collect some rents. He was seventy years of

age, but the distance he had to go was not

great, and his wife expected him home early.
Between eight and nine o'clock in the evening,

however, he had not returned, and his wife,
alarmed at his prolonged absence, sent out a
servant called John Perry to look for him.
Neither Mr. Harrison nor the servant Perry
returned that night. Early on the following

morning Edward Harrison, the son of the

missing man, set off in the direction of Char-

ringworth to look for his father. He had got
about half way when he met Perry, who told

him he had made inquiries at Charringworth,
and that his father was not there. On hearing
this Edward Harrison, accompanied by Perry,
proceeded to make further inquiries. At

Erbington, a village between Charringworth and

Campden, he ascertained that Mr. Harrison had
been there the night before, but had not

stayed any time. Having received this infor-

mation he and Perry went on together to Pax-

ford, but could gain no further intelligence.
But as they were returning to Campden they
were told that a woman, who was then glean-

ing, had that morning, when going to her

work, picked up a hat-band and comb in the

highway between Campden and Ebrington.
The woman was soon found, and the things
she had picked up were identified as belonging
to Mr. Harrison. The news of Mr. Harrison's

disappearance had meanwhile spread through
the neighbourhood ;

a considerable number of

persons were collected, and search was made
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in every <liroct!oij for traces of tho miHHing man, I juHtices, when he mailo a coufetuiiou to the

but without avail.

It seemed, howewr, very evident tlmt Mr.

Harrison must have met with foul play, for

the hat-b:iiid was cut and hacked hh it with a

kuif<-'. Suspicion seemed naturally ilirecled

against John Perry, whoso prolonged absence on
the nii,'ht in <|Uf8tiiin had imt lnon accounted

for. Ho was arre.steil ami i-xuminod. Ho
stated that on the evening in i|ue»tion, when
Rent out by hia mistri-ss, ho had starteil for

Ch:irringw.)rth, and had gone some distance

on th'' way when ho met one William Reed
of Campden. He told Reed that ho had been

sent out to look for his master, and that as it

wjia '^rowing ilark he was afraid to go on, but

would rettirn and fetch his young raiuster'a

horse. Ho and Heetl then returned together
t") Mr. Harrison's gate, where they parted.

Ro;.'d walked away, but Perry remained at the

gate till one Pearco came by, when Perry

joined him ami they walked together abjut a

bow- shot into the fields in the direction of

Charriugworth. Perry's courage seems to

have failed again, for ho again returned to

his master's gate, ami, aftt-r leaving Pe<irce,

went into an outhou.se, and remained there for

an hour, but did not sleep. On hearing the

clock strike twelve he got up and went to-

wanls Chaningworth,
"

till a great mist aris-

ing, he lost his way, and lay the rest of the

night under a heilge." At daybreak on Fri-

day morning he went on to Charriugworth, and
ascertained from Edward Plaisterer tliat his mas-

ter had been at Ciiarringworth on the previous

evening, and had received of him 2'M. Ho
made further imiuiries at the house of William

Curtis, where he found his ma-ster had called

the uight before. Perry then returned to-

wards Campion, and on the way met his

master's son, as has been already related.

Reed, Pearce, Plaisterer, and Curtis, were

all called, and confirmed the prisoner's story.

Being <iuestioned how it was, that having
been afraid at nine o'clock, he found courage
to go and look for his master at twelve, the

prisoner answered that at twelve it was no

longer dark, for the mi>oii had risen. In

answer to another question ho stated that

when he started at twelve he was quite sure

his raa-ster had not returneil, because there

was a light still bunting in his chaml>er

window, which was never alight so late when
he was at home.

This story of Perry was not cousitlered

satisfactory, and ho was detained in custwly,
where he remained some days. During that

following elfect :
—

His mother and brother had "Liin at him"
ever since ho went into his present servico, to

imluco hiiu to tell them thu time wh<-n his

master went to collect tho rents, that they might

waylay and rob him. And on the Thunwl.-iy

that his master went into Charriugworth ho

had gone on an errand into Campden, and

had there met his brother. He hail told his

brother where his master was gone, and ha<l al«4j

suggested that if he waylai'l him he might
have his money. In the evening, when sent

out to look for his master, ho met his brother

in tho street before the gate of his master's

house. He joined his brother, and they went

together along the road loading to Charring-

worth, till they came to a gate into Jjady

C.im[)den's grounds, aSont a Ixjwshot from

Campden Church. Through this gate there

w;ia a short cut from the maiu-roa<l to Mr.

Harrison's house. When near tho gite they
.saw some one pass through it into Lady
Campden's grounds, but it was so dark that

they could not recognise who it was. Jolin

I'erry, however, thought that it was his

master, and told his brother .so, ad' ling that if

ho followed him he might get his money, and
that he himself woul I walk a turn in the

fields. His brother then left him, and followed

Mr. Harrison. Perry waited a short time,

and then followed his brother through the

gate. Ho had not gone far when he found

his master lying on the ground, his brother

upon him, and his mother standing by. He
heard his master cry, "Ah ! rogues, will you
kill me /" upon which he spoke to his brother,
and told him he hoi)ed he would not kill the

old man. But his brother answered,
''
Peace,

peace, you are a foul," and strangled him.

Wiien tlio old man was dead his brother rified

his pockets, and finding in one of them a hag
of money, threw it into his mother's lap ; and
he and iiis brother tlieu carried tlie body into an

adjoining garden, where tliey consulted what to

do with it. They at length agreed to throw

it into tho great sink by Wallington's mill,

behind tho garden ; ami his mother and

brother ciirrieil the body away, while he went
to listen if any ono were stirring at the house.

He dill not know what had become of the

body, except that his mother and brother said

they should throw it into the sink, for after

gi>ing up to the house ho did not return to

them, but went into Campilen, and at his

master's gate met Pearce, as he had before

stated. After leaving Pearce he went into

time he made >everal contradictory statements, tho hen-roost, and stayed there till twelve

and at last, on Friday the '24th of August, he o'clock. He then remembereii that he had

wjus, at his own request, tjikcn before the . with him his master's hat-band and comb, and
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Arishiug to get rid of them, went out, and after

cutting them with his knife, phiced tliem in

the highway, where they were found. He
then went on to Charringworth, and made tlie

inquiries about his master, of which Plaisterer

and Curtis had given evidence.

On this confession Joan and Richard Perry,
the mother and brother of the prisoner, were

arrested. They both protested that they
knew nothing of the matter. Richard indeed

admitted that he had met John that Thursday

morning, but denied that anything had passed
between them about Mr. Harrison. Search

meantime had been made in the sink which

John Perry had mentioned, but the body was

not there. All the ponds in the neighbour-
hood were dragged, and every likely place was

searched, but to no purpose. The body was

never found.

After the three prisoners had been examined
before the justices and were being taken back

to Campden, Richard, who was behind the

otlier prisoners, "pulling a clout out of his

pocket, dropped a ball of inkle (tape)." One of

the guard picked it up, upon which Richard

asked him for it, sajn'ng it was his wife's hair-

lace. The officer, however, undid the tape,
and finding there was a slip-knot at one end
of it, went and showed it to John, who was
some distance in front, and knew nothing of

the tape having been dropped and picked up.
But on being shown it, and asked whether he

knew it, John shook his head, and said, "Yea,
to his sorrow, for that was the string his

brother strangled his master with." This cir-

cumstance the officer swore in evidence at the

trial.

John now made a further statement that he
had assisted his mother and brother in the

commission of a burglary which had been
effected a year previously in his master's house,
the perpetrators of which had never been dis-

covered. They were all three committed for

trial on both charges, and indicted at the next

assizes. They pleaded guilty to the burglary,

and, as it was the year of the Restoration,

they begged the benefit of his Majesty's

gracious pardon and act of oblivion, which
was granted them. The judge refused to try
them for the murder, as the body had not

been found. John at this time still persisted
in his story, and said he was afraid to eat in

prison, for his mother and brother had at-

tempted to poison him.

At the following assizes, though the body
had not been found, the prisoners were ar-

raigned on the charge of murder, and pleaded
not guilty. When John's confession was put
in evidence, he said that at the time he made
it he was mad, and did not know what he

was saying. They were all three found guilty,

and condemned to death. As Joan Perry was

supposed to be a witch, and to have cast a

spell over her sons, she was executed first,

that they, relieved of the spell by her death,

might make a full confession of their guilt.

The plan, however, did not succeed, for Richard

maintained to the last that he was innocent,

and urged his brother to confess the truth. But

John in a "dogged and surly manner" de-

clared he knew nothing of his master's death,
nor what was become of him, "but they might
hereafter possibly hear."

More than two years had passed since the

execution of Joan Perry and her two sons,

when Mr. Harrison reappeared in London, and

gave the following account of his adventures.

On the afternoon of Thursday, the Kith of

August, he went to Chai-ringworth to collect

some rents due to Lady Campden. It was har-

vest time, and the tenants were in the fields,

and as it was late before they returned, he was

detained there till the close of the evening.

He had expected to collect a considerable sum
of money, but only received 23?. On his way
home, in a narrow part of the road by Ebring-
ton Furzes, he was met by a horseman, who

said,
" Art thou there ?

"
Fearful of being

ridden over, he struck the horse over the nose

with his cane, on which the horseman drew

his sword and wounded him. Two more men then
came up and seized him. They did not take

his money, but" put him on horseback behind

one of the men, with his arms drawn round

the man's middle, and his wrists fastened with

something which had a spring-lock. They
rode off, and after going some distance stopped

by a hay-rick, and took his money. After

resting for a few hours they put him again on

horseback, and, placing a quantity of money in

his pockets, started again. They I'ode all the

next day, and at sunset they came to a low

house on a heath. The woman of the house,

observing Mr. Harrison's condition, asked if it

was a dead man they had with them. The

men told her it was a friend whom they were

taking to a chirurgeon ;
on which the woman

said they had better make haste, or their friend

would die. They started the next morning,
and after riding all Saturday, and the greater

part of the next day, at three or four on Sun-

day evening they came to a "
place by the sea-

side called Deal." Here they laid Mr. Harri-

son on the ground, and while one stayed and

watched him the others went aside and talked

to a man, whose name he afterwards ascer-

tained was Wrensha\v". He heard them bar-

gaining, and he heard the sum of 7?. men-

tioned, at which Wrenshaw said he was afraid

that he (pointing to Mr, Harrison) would die
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before ho could bo got on board. Soon uftor-

Wiirds bo Wiis put iuto jv bout, and Uikun ou

board a ship, whoro his woiindH wuio dro-sjujd.

Ho had been about hix wuukH ou board, and

was "
intliHorontly recovered of his woutidn

and weakno.-H," having been kopt b>dow all

the time, when the iua.stor ouo day cauio and

told him and the othurH wiio wuro with him,
that throe Turkish ships were in sight. They
all oHered to light the Turkn, but tho captain

declined their otter and loft them. Soou aftor-

wanls thoy wore called on tleck, and found

two Turkish ships lying alongside. On board

ouo of those ships they wore taken, and kept
there in a diixk hole for some time, but for

how long Mr. ILvrrisou could not tell. At

length they were put on shore, and taken two

days' jouruey iuto tho country, and thoro

placed in a great house or prison, where they
rcmaiued four days and a half. At tho end

of that time eight men came to view them,
who seemed to bo oQicors, aud examined them
as to what tratlos or callings they were of.

Ou being examined Mr. Harrison .siiid that ho

had Home knowledge of physic, upon which ho

was chu.son by a grave physician, eighty-seven

yeara of ago, whu lived near Smyrna,
" who

had formerly beeu iu England, aud know
Crowlaud iu Liucolnshire, wliich he preferred
before all other places in England." ilis

master employed him to keep tho still-house,

aud gave him a silver bowl double gilt. WHien

Mr. Harrison had been vx his service nearly
two years, his m;vstor fell sick, aud being near

death, seut for him, aud told him that ho

must shift for himself. Not many days after-

wards his ma-ster died, and he, an.\ious to regain
hi.i liberty, set oil" for a seaport, tho road to

wliich he knew, having beeu seut there by his

master several times to gather cotton-woul.

On his arrival ho inquired if there were an

English ship in tho harbour. Hearing there

w-as uoue he ap[)lied to oue of the sailors of a

Hamburg ship for a pjussjigo ; but tho man re-

fused, saying he shoidd risk his life if it

Were discovered by tho searchers that he had
concealeil anyone on board. Afterwards meet-

ing with another of i!jo crew, ho tempted him

by a promi.se of his silver bowl to run the

risk. Tho mau got him ou board, and con-

cealed him, laying him by tho keel, and stow-

ing boards over him. Ho was not di.scovered

by the searchers, and remained iu his phico of

concealment, tho sailor supplying him with

food, till the ship made Lisbon. As soon as

the master had loft the ship ho wjis put on shore.

He walked up the town, anil leaued against a
w;dl in despair, for ho was pennilos.H, an<l

knew not what to do. His forlorn appwirance
excited the compassion of ouo of tho passera-

laii
«

hu
by, who, finding that he wa» an I'.

provided him witli the means uf i.n.

own country.
So euds this cxtrar^rdinary liistory. Some

doubt s«jeniH to havo been expre^Ked an to t'.i-

truth of .Mr. Harrison's stcjry, and some
;

- r-

sous confidently OAsert^jd that he had abHcond«^l

of his own free will, and had never beeu out

of Englaml. But no reo-son for such a course

was over, as far as we kncjw, even suggeRted.
-\11 tho money he had with him when he dis-

a[>peared was tho 23/. which lie had received

from i'Liisterer, and he left in his own house

a considerable amount of money belonging to

Ixidy Campden. He was over seventy years
of age, and was in an honourable and lucni-

tive position. On the other hand, if his story

is true, the motives of liis captors are eveu

more inexplicable. Had they wanted hi-* money
they could liave got it without kidnapping
him. And tho seven pounds for which they
sold him to Wrenshaw could hardly have re-

compensed them for the trouble of taking him a

three days' journey to tho coast. Some suspi-

cion seems to have falleu on Edward Harrison,
;is the oidy person who benefitted by his father's

disappoiuance ;
he succeeded to the steward-

ship, iuid his subsequent misconduct in that

office created a prejudice against him. But

ho wa.s very forward in prosecutuig the sup-

posed murderers, whom, on this supposition,
he must have known were innocent. And,
not content with that, ho had tho place of

execution transferred twenty miles, to the

Broadway Hills, Campden, within sight of his

owu windows. Tlie only fact which is clear,

is, that no murder wa.s committed. Wliether

Perry was mad, or what motive he hid in

si\criQcing two innocent lives besides his own,
must remain a mystery, on which it is useless

to speculate, and which wo cannot now hope
that time will .solve. X-

A SUM.MER DAY AT CLMN'Oll.

Who that has read Kenilicoitli can fail to

remember Cumnor Hall, and Tony Forster,

and tho sjid fate of Amy Ilobsart I Au»l who
that has read Percy's JUUqtits can call to

mind without a tear the ballad of Mickle,
which begins

—
The Jews of numnicr ni^ht iliJ full ;

The luoon, swiel recent of the sky,

SiUerM ibu walls of CuiuiK>r il.ill,

.Viid uiauy au i>,ik th.it grew thereby.

And how many Oxford men have never for-

gotten the walk to Cumnor along the "Seven-

Bri Ige Road," and tlie goo<l-humoured face

and nut-brown ale of the mo«iem representa-

tive of old "Giles Gosling,' whilom "mine
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host" of the village inn of Ciininor, the Eear

and Eagged Stafl" ? Among others, I remem-

ber the walk thither, and the church, and the

inn, and the nut-brown ale too, as well as if 1

had gone on my pilgrimage there yesterday ;

so, with my reader's leave, I will act as his

cicerone, in case he should like to pay Cumnor
a visit whilst staying with his old friends the

Don.s of St, Austen's College, on the banks of

the Isis.

One fine morning in June, 18— , just

• College and I set out for Cumnor.

Turning our back on "the High," and leaving

the old castle on our left, we passed what now
is the site of two railway stations—there was

no rail to Oxford in my day, nor would the

"dons" hear of the "via ferrea" coming
nearer than Steventon—and pursued the afore-

said "
Seven-Bridge Road," till we reached

the rising ground where the roads diverge, the

right fork leading to "Wytham and Eusham,
while a sign-post on the left says,

' ' to Cum-

before commemoration, my friend Grey of nor." We left the long waste of meadows,

m...--

The Bear and Ragged Staff, Cumnor.

on which we had so often skated in the

winter, or skifFed about in flood times, and

found ourselves on the chalk of an ascending

country. Our path was a quiet tranquil road,

and wherever the path was more than ordi-

narily level, we read to each other, as we

journeyed on, whole passages from Ketdl-

worth, about the home of old Hobsart,
Tresilian at the cave, his heart's dear lady,

the pageant at the castle, and the tragical fate

of poor Amy.
At the end of a walk of little more than

three miles we entered the pretty village of

Cumnor, and hailed it as classic ground, as

having been visited and carefully reconnoitred

from end to end by Sir Walter before he

wrote his Kenilworth. As Alfred Crowquill

writes :
—

Here prattled in the plenitude of their conceit Giles

Gosling and swaggering Mike Lamhourn to the Var-

neys and Tresilians, who, in company with right merry

master Goldthread of Abingdon, quaffed pottles of

sack and malmsey and cinnamon ales, and flung down

freely their clinking angels, to the support of the grim-

looking
" hear

"
clinging sulkily to his ragged club

upon the sign-tree at the threshold. Here the in-

valided monks of Abingdon spent their holidays, to
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the gralificatiou of the conniiunily, who probtcd bjr

their purse auJ ttture ;
antl here (w}itii the uionkit

u't-re gone) i.-ame nail thiii;:M ! fur which ui.my tears

)i Lvt; fallen Thtre sltod Toni/ I'uiiltr in his potxl

laii.e, beiiiJinc UiMely U> the vile ci<uiiiel of bis lord of

Lt'icedter, and Ktunding mute in ct>l(l rxj^^rtatiun,

whiUt iiiiscii'iiiit*, more !U4vs;;e than Tulturis or re-

luorseless bruteii, laid cruel clutches upon the Gentle

Amie of Cuninor Hall.

liut to pass from poi-try to plain protte.

The villayo of Cmiuiur, c)r Cuiiiiiar, im it was

fuiuicrly wiittt-u, Btanil.s on tbu feitilu brow of

a, hill which OMilookn a large part (>f the w. st

of UxforcLshire and the eahtern parta of Cluvi-

cebtcrhhire. Tlie local topographtr« nay that

it contaiu.s about a huiulicd houses in the

main village and its outlying hamlets, and that

it has a mineial spring which was formerly

much resorted to for its "cooling and laxative

virtues." A fine

eminence within

the pari.sh,on the - •;

< >xford side, not

fir from a con-
arti-i

picuous clump
i)f fir trees, w;ls

' hosen by the

ciovernment in

ITUOfortheirtri-

gouometrical sur-

vey : and this

station w.vs used,
with aoother on

Shotover, for de-

t e rm i u i u g the

place of the Ob-

servatory at Ox-

ford.

The early hw-

tory of the pa-
rish is much
mixe<l up with that of the neighbouring Abbey
of Abingdon, one of the earliest and richest of

the old ecclesiastical foundations of our Saxon
forefathers

;
and the abbots of that place

made Cumnor their country residence pro-

bably as far back as a thousand years ago.*
Even after the Conquest, when the glories of

this abbey had been eclipsed by thc^e of

Heading and other more recent foundations,
the abbot of Abingdon was immeii-sely wealthy,
for he held broad lands in Oxford.-hire, War-

wickshire, C;ioucesten*hire, and Berkhhire, and
at the suppression of the monasteries his rents

were about £2,000 a-year. The last abbot

Lumnor Lhuu-h.

• Tlio AM>cy of .KbhiKdon (.VblMtiii Oppiduni) wiui fotiii.l. i'"' ' '"'. by HcAno. Jicphcw to 1'isji.i, tin- V
-

.xi>n.H. Tlie iiioiik.H f..rs.>ok it in ;

^
; "( the I>:uic)i ; but in a.i>. l»Vi it w

by Kill, tArwi anil King FM»r;", onrt un.lcr t!

Kt:..;%v M, the iibb.t. The Kiii« of the Wc'«tcti
C.i.iwallji. pivo twi-nty bidc.i of lund t>^ the Abbey, and of
these a portion L»y in Cumnor, or Comcnurc

wan Tliomas Rowlauil, aliaa Petitvcoi<t ; he

probably received the latter name on account

of the date of his birth, just as in Kouinn

Catholic families it is customary to call chil-

dren b.rn about Kister by the nanje of I'ascaL

We fih<l that in the twenty-ninth ytar of

Henry's reign, this Thomas Rowland and htB

monks resigned the Abbey of A' ingdon to the

King's Ci ninii>sioners, and that the former

receivid the *' lationabilU annualiA penaio" of

I'UOO a-year for life, with " the whole capital

mansion of Cumnor, its dwellings and stables,

granaries, dov>-cotes, and other buildings ad-

jacent and app«Ttjiining thereto, and a close of

grouLd al.so, called Cumnor Park." Tnis Mr.

Rowland resided at Cumnor—drawing his

pension regularly, of course, like a good and

contenteil ex-abbot—until his death, in the

rtign (T Edward
VI. *The grounds
'.vLich beloDg<al to

the great Hotise

or Hall at Cum-
-

, nor are still

gtien with turf

and stately trees,

and siiow that

they once be-

longeil to a fine

Country mansion.

Some persons
have imagined
t'iat the house

was not wliat

would now bo

ciUled a mansion,
but merely a mo-

nastic cell and

place of retreat,

in case the plagtie

or the sweating sickness broke out at Abingdon ;

but although it may have served such a pur-

pose as well, it is clear that old Cumnor House

was built on too largo a scale for any such

religious purpose as that of a devotionjU cell.

An admiral off his (iiuirter-deck is generally

agreeable and jolly enough ;
and the abbots

and monks of Abingdon, we may be sure, did

not come to Cumnor for devotion, but to

make themselves jolly too. They ha<l a

natural predilection for a healthy place to

which they could repair for change of air,

and if that place was a park, and that park

hapiK'ued to be stocked with deer, and it

hapi tiled to be the right time of year for

veiii-son, wo may b« quite sure that a savoury

^'"h

• Hi L-ni nrna t^r^iVi .1 \t.r41 o| T.ilt

li M-N*!. No li.i.'. :irt. t'.lh. I

., which is cugr.kTed in I'

wl.i. b be mjrad
L'huich.
- in the

tbc
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meat dinner was constantly served up to the

abbot, at all events a3 often as he visited

Cumnor.
In 1 546, the King, by letters patent, granted

the lordship, majior, and tithes of Cumnor to

George Owen and John Bridges, with all their

rights and appurtenances, includiug the capital

messuage called Cumnor Place, and the close

adjoining called Camnor Park. In succession

of time, the pioperty passed by various grants

and purchases into the hands of the family of

Bertie, now represented by the Earl of Abing-

don, to whom, I believe, nearly all the parish

belongs.

About the year 1811, the old hall became

tottering and untenantable, and, being found

to be hopelessly unsafe, it was pulled down by
the orders of the late Earl. There is a sketch

of the venerable structure as it was just pre-

vious to its demolition, in Lyson's "Berkshire."

The principal entrance was on the north side,

facing the southern wall of the parish church.

A long gallery occupied the middle story of

that front of the building. The painted glass

from the ancient windows, and the old entrance

gateway, are still preserved by the Earl of

Abingdon at Wytham.
The " Bear and Ragged Staff," which we

have already mentioned, no doubt occupies the

site of v/hat was an inn or hostelry as early as

the reign of Elizabeth. It is a low thatched

cottage, snug and neat, but quite a village inn,
and nothing more ; and when we visited it in

184—
,
was kept, not by a "

Gosling," but by
a certain old Mr. Capel, a perfect incarnation

of good-nature and a good specimen of Berk-

shire health and strength. The walls of the

little inn were not built yesterday, as you
can see by looking down to the grating of the

cellarage, under a deep and rudely arched

window of pre-reformation date. The road

in front of the " Bear "
is hollowed out in

the chalk, and the inn consequently stands on
an emiuence. Opposite, upon the south side

of the road, you see from Giles Gosling's door-

step the ascending ground of the picturesque

churchyard, and the venerable pile of the

parish church, an edifice dating from the four-

teenth or fifteenth century, but not earlier.

Behind the church are the long lines and ridges
of green turf, which meet the once pleasant
terraces and garden embankments of the

ancient hall, along which Amy llobsart used
doubtless to pace on summer evenings in her

loneliness.
" The clustering hovels and cottages and

small farms of the village are upon the di-

verging road. The residences in the centre

of the place are mostly clean-thatched build-

ings, of considerable age, and they have plots

of flower-garden before them, adorned with

clematis and huge hollyhock and with slender

sweet willows and sweet-williams, the very

pride of all. There is a graceful diversity ;

some patronise a lignum vitie, some a fruitful

juniper : and jasmins and passion-flowers alter-

nate with less presumptive verdure, in the

rear of gorgeous rose trees and the proud

sceptres of blushing dahlias. The burial-

ground is open to the north and east, where

it is partially skirted by a few light whispering
trees. The style of the ancient cross remains

amongst the mossy tombstones. There are

many pleasing epitaphs carven upon the grave-

stones, and upon the flat wooden rails which

are stretched across the soft green turf. There

is a remembrance of ' John East—a very skil-

ful shepherd, who lived in the service of one

family upwards of sixty years.'" Honour to

his fidelity !

The church, when you approach it nearer,
strikes you as handsome and imposing, in spit a

,

of its architectural diversities. Taking into

our reckoning the northern porch, which occu-

pies a more central position than usual, it is

cruciform. The porch leads into the north aisle,

at the east end of which is what was once a

small chapel. Between the porch and the

tower, the north wall is pierced with a window,
on the quatrefoil tracery of which you see a

portion of painted glass, representing a lady at

her devotions in the costume of the 16th

century, with an inscription scarcely legible.

The aisle is separated from the nave by mas-

sive round pillars supporting three solid and

bold arches of masonry. Near the west end

of the north aisle is a curious old Bible, bound

in wood—boards, indeed, and no mistake—
and iron

;
it is fastened to the desk board of

a pew by a strong iron chain, and it has some

names, which we did not transcribe, upon its

sombre covers. It v/as printed early in the

reign of James I., and contains by Avay of pre-

face, a history of the preceding translations of

Scripture. It is a fine specimen of the Bibles

which were ordered by the Reformers to be

l)laced in all our parish churches at the time of

our renunciation of Popery. The A^estern

gallery is as ugly and unsightly as—such

structures usually are, and the font is heavy
and uninteresting. The chancel is lighted by
some narrow side windows, and by an eastern

lanced window of three lights, surmounted by
an equal number of quatrefoils. On the floor

of the chancel there are several monuments,
and within the communion rails we see brasses

to Edyth and Katherine Staverton, relations

— it is said—of Anthony Forster's wife. His

own tomb is on the north side of the chancel

—a monument of grey marble, surmounted

I
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by a canopy of the same, aud flaukod hy two I

pillars.

On this back of the toml. and und.r tli" ciulatllftl

cano|iy upon braw iire oiigrnveJ a man in armour Jiiul

Ills wife, in the haliit of the tirnen, l«>lh kni-^linir Ufi.ro

a fiildBtool, with figure* of three rhiUlren kneeling be-

hind their mother. The insciijition under the armed

Cguro runs thus :
—

"Hntaniii^ JTniifrr rjnini't grnrra!!.! ptnp.iQO,
Cumiirr.if liommui. li.Tiriiri irn^ts fi.it :

^rmigrf, .irmtgrin piagn.itutf p.ntrr lUr.niBo,

Oliii qiiniili.im l;pl)lrll).-ir ^-.nlopiriiii^ fiat.

Oiiatmn ex iota fiuvfnirU &'lrmin.ntf n.iti.

€y iita "antoimiiS itrmm.itr fi"n ti'^ f '•"'' •

itlrntr sf.iQ.ir. .iiiima pi.irrrllrii!i, rnipair

praiuplii^,

C?Iaqiiin liulri^, rrr Bis'rittis' rint.

In f.nrtis' p oIhI.tj; fuiI, in srimmir briiuiSt.is',

£•'. biillii gi.Tliit.isJ, ifligioiir fiDrsi,

In p.irii.im pirtn^, in rgrnas! gr.it.i bnhinl.i^

Qrrfliunl irlirjtii^ .niiininirr.inli.i bums".

*tr qtitin niiirt.-i i.npmt, r.ipnit nan omm.i

IrtlniMi,

^rO quae inor^ lapiitl, bibiO.t fania OrOit.

Undcniealli the figure of hi.s lady are these lines in old

charnctcr :
—

Anna Hainortio SZlilliami fuil oita parrntr,
cr-ba5it mrriti«f arniigri ilir siiii>.

^rti Miinoi luiir fratri piarstaiiti l.iiiftr U.iiantji

(TbamrnSiS biguit glnrta magna soli.

Qimtgrr rrgo patrr Qnimntis; ^cU abiinruIuS
•Snnar :

Clara ri.it ijcis mrritiiS riarior ^iwn £iuts,

I

Casta biin. s'tnliios.i Drt, Silrrta propinquiS,
x'liipf farata satis, prnlr br.ita satis'.

[iflatrr :9aaniiiG, nirOi.iqur artatr, llnbritt,
«?t tirnnim 'Drmiri nobilis illa parent,

|Cnnti)ta, ^Drnrlopr tiiinula riaiitiiiiituf in isto.

9nna firO Ijnr tnnuila iSala s'rpulta jac.t.

IThe first of these epitajiha descri1>e8 the pfdigree, the

lintclUct, eloquence, j-iety, activity, patriotism, and
Ibenevolenco of M.iiter Anthony. The second in olV-

Iband style lands the pentility, ch.-istity, devotion, and
Kindliness of his dame. The six f.illowing lines are
Iwritten beneath the firegoing in nmisc of Forstcr him-
elf:-

lrgi»(ar rrslnna^ ritliarar prartrn^crr rljarltasi

*}t)bit rt 'Sania ranrrrpiiissr Inra,

|Ciaiilirbat
trriar Iniriaii tirfiqrrr pl.inta«{,

t?t nma puUbr.iii rnnstttiriT arte ttninns,

|Cainp(isita
baria^ lingua foiniarr loqurlaa!

Qaclus!, rt rtiarta s'ctibrrr nuilta in.uu:.

jriias Engli.shed in Ashniole :
—

Skill'd in the sofiest notes the nmsos sing,
Or on the h.'ir|i to tonoli the sounding string ?

Pleas'd with the llorist's tender-nursing cire.
Or architect, stupenilons piles to rear,
liead in the tongues the .ancient sages taught.
And learned works confess how well he wrot*?.

How such falsehood came to be engraved upon
liis tomb, wo must leave to antiquaries to

4i8Cover, contonted to ask whether the pos-

jiession
of such rare qualities, if true, counter-

balance tlie sin of murder at the bxr of Divine

jiiHli.-e.

The carvinys on the tall headH of the neat*

in the church are very curious, and vari-d

in their ^otesquo designs, including angeN,
and t<jadH, and human hi-adH ;

while two ro-

niarkablo fares of a broad oaken escutcheuu,

ri><ing laterally from the seats, display th-r

instrumeiitH of the paiision of our Lord, in-

cluding the Keandess robes, the reed and

sponge, the bnce, the dice, the scourge, the

pillar, the lantern of Juda.s, the cock which

crew in rebuke of IVtor, d'C.

The chancel contains a I'i.'cina of no very
marked design, and the nave ha« several mural

tablets in commemoration of simdrj' village

worthies, including
" Norris Ilodnon, Ship-

wrij,dit and Mariner, and one of .Xnson's crew

in the squadron of 1741." The rest of the

church does not call for any particuLar

remark.

We loitered around the scanty ruins which

still mark the site of old Cumnor Place, and

from the western wall of the peaceful cemetery
where

"
Tlie rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep,"

we looked down on the dykes and terr.ices which

are still visible in the forloni garden grounds,
and the trees which remain as representatives
of the once goodly park and pleasaunce. The
titled mi.screant, garbeil in court attire, aeemetl

ready to start from every sheltering nook of the

cla-ssic ground on which we trcxl—.\nthony

Forster, not the villain of Sir Walter, but the

accomplished gentleman on whom the marble

waxed so eloquent, lying like a vulgar tomb-

stone, a-s indeed it was. Wo .«eemed to see

again Tresilian loitering about in masquerailing

dress, and to hear the hoarse bluster and

ani,'ry rerwirtees of Mike Lainbourne, blended

with the sage rebukes of courteous Giles

Gosling of the " Bear." l»ut our davtlreams

Were soon broken ; our eye reste<i on jjeaceful

and pretty cottages, unmistakeably of the

nineteenth century, and Wlougiiig to the d.iy-

labourers ou the earl's estate, with their com-

fortable, cosy, thatcheil ro<ifsaiid honey -iuckled

porches, with rosy-face<l children playing in the

giirden l>efore them. So bidding our adieu to

the sexton who had shown us over the church,
an<i to mine host of the '* iVar and Kaec'e.!

Staff,'' we bent our steps homo to St. Aiuten's

in time to see the beams of the setting sun

light up the dome of the R,adcliffe, the spira

of St. Mary's, .and the many towers and tur-

rets of Oxford which stand out so cle.ar and

sharp against the evening sky across the green
and gra-ssy me.adows that lie before us and

around us. As we journeyed homewards, wc
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talked over the sad tale of Amy Robsart,
which my friend Grey repeated to mo at

length, haviiig thievishly bor/owed the greater

part of his story, as I afterwards discovered,

from Messrs. Palmer and A. Crowqiiill's
"
Wanderings of a Pen and Pencil." The

story ran as follows:—
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, was

one of the gallants and favourites of the
*'
Virgin

"
Queen Elizabeth. Of hitn it has

been said, with truth, that he was " too mean
to be noble, too vain to be truly great." But

he was worse than this
;
he had a bad heart,

and boundless were the aims of his ambition.

His poisonings and his treacheries were the

common talk of the age. He had all the minor

vices blended together in equal proportions,
and none of the higher failings of man's na-

ture—so to speak. In addition to all, he was

an accomplished hypocrite, and in voice and

outward matmer and demeanour played the

Puritan to perfection, and was deemed by the

fools and knaves of that way of thinking, a

perfect master of sanctity. This man had

proposed to Mary Queen of Scots, possibly
less out of love for herself than in order to

test his devotion to her harsh and cruel rela-

tive, for had not Elizabeth herself listened to

his protestations of aflfection, and loved him—
so far as she was capable of love, until she

found out that he was a greater hypocrite than

herself ?

On the 4th of June, 1560, in the reign of

Edward VI., there was great feasting at court,

for Sir Robert Dudley (the Earl of Leicester)
was then espoused to Amy, the young and
beautiful daughter of Sir John Robsart, at the

mansion of Sheen in Surrey, where the young
king himself graced the nuptials with his pre-
sence. The bride herself, though untitled,
was of good family and a considerable heiress,

being descended from a noble Norfolk house :

of her ancestors by the father's side, one had
been a peer of the realm under Henry V., and
two of them wore the blue ribbon of the garter
in the reign of that king and his son.

Ten years roll on, and England has two

young queens, both fair and fond of gaiety,
and husbandless—the one a maid, the other

a widow scarcely out of her teens. As he

thought upon their royal attractions, the fair

and good young wifewhom the church had given
to him became a more and more inconvenient

millstone round his neck, and proportionately
loathsome to his fastidious taste ;

and as he

looked less and less upon her pure face, and
more upon his bold scheme of place and power,
the more he desired to be well rid of her. The
rest of the tale is soon told, and we will tell it

in the words of " Alfred Crowquill
"

:
—

One Sir Richard Varney, a lacquey, of base origin,
was near to hiia,

—a crt-ature in his daily retinue, and
counselled to his own fancy liy this varlct, he medi-
tated Aiiiie's destructinn, imagining that a speedy par-

ticipation in the regal dignity would prove a sufficient

placebo for the intermitting spasms of an uneasy con-

science. Anthony Forster, a gentleman of repute
whom he had served in his need with sundry plump
offices, resided then at Cumnor Place. With bland

persuasions, and his adopted Puritanical face, he first

persuaded his poor tender lady wife, who grew deadly
faint with iuci easing negligences, to take up her resi-

dence for a whde at that heilthful mansion. She

went, in obedience to him, and the net was around

her, nearer and more dangerously day after day.
There are some letters extant, wh'ch have been

wickedly rehearsed, as indicating her homely mind,
and her distance in mental qualifications from her

courtly husband
; and, forsooth, th;y refer to her

notes transmitted to Leicester, concerning
" her

fleeces," her "farming items," and other such ma-

tronly simplicities. Who is so far removed from skill

of human hearts, as not to perceive that the despised
sweetheart of other days was striving to reciU her

truant lord to domestic scenes, and to display her

anxiety for his interest, manifested even in the small

things of his estate and revenue '? But be as it will,

her doom was near. First, these forward agents of

patronised villauy tried to poison her
;

but Doctor

Bayly of Oxford, who was called in to give aid to the

exertion, refused to co-operate, and he was dismissed

with contumely and much opprobrium. Her melan-

choly increased, every face was turned from her, and

disease was engendered in her wearied frame.

Like the sad woman in Tennyson's poem of

"Mariana,"
" Her tears fell with the dews at even

;

Her tears fell ere the dews were dried ;

She could not look on the sweet heaven,
Either at morn or eventide.

After the flitting of the bats,

When thickest dark did trance the sky,
She drew her casement-curtain by,

And glanced athwart the glo3ming flats.

She only said,
' The night is dreary,

He Cometh not,' she said
;

She said,
'

I am aweary, aweary,
I would that I were dead !

' "

" Alfred Crowquill" continues :
—

On the 8th day of September, 1560, they persuaded
the timid Lady Leicester to change her sleeping apart-

ment, for one of better convenience on their own ac-

count, the canopy of her bed lying near to a postern

door opening from the wall. The servants were all

commanded ofi" upon various embassies to Abingdon,
a town some few miles distant. Indeed, it was market-

day at Abingdon, and the day was as fair as if none

but angels lived in the sunshine, and all good and un-

fortunate people were protected by the smile of a

wondrous Providence. At the evening hour it was

her custom, oppressed by languor and mental pain, to

retire for rest to her chamber ;
and on this occasion,

also, she lay down once for all to her portion of slum-

ber. Sir Kichard Varney and a brutal serving man,

(and Master Anthony Forster, it is narrated) entered

upon tiptoe by the secret way, and like hideous devils,

as they were, they grasped her slender ivory throat,

and strangled her !

It appears that Lady Dudley's Chamber, as

it was ever afterwards called, stood above the
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room which lay beyond
" the gn-ftt hull," at '

the top of a tlight of stone atvps, at the end

of the northern j^iillery, which led down into

the (juadiani^lo, aiid to thu Hanio liall which

waM at right angles to the large gailury. At

the fo'jt of thiHt< .step.H tht-y threw down Amy's

haplfsH body, pretundin;,' that she hail Itoeii

accidentally killed by a fall from alxive. It Lh
,

said that though her body wa.s mangled, and

hir neck livid, there wan no l)loo<l or wo\ind

visible on her head
;
and tli.it her tlomestics,

on returning from Abingilon, strongly sus-

pected f>>ul play. Amy's father, too, jn-r-

Buaded of tho worst, procured the ili>inter-

ment of his daughter's body, and tho appoint-

ment of an inipiest before the coroner. But

where earls and court favourites are playing for

a high sUike, gold is too often able to suppress
truth ; and, an open verdict having been re-

turned, her body was reinterred in St. Mary's

Church, Oxford, with such decent pomp as

Leicester thought it desirable to bestow on her,

in order to prove to the world the depth of

his affection for her. But justice, or rather

vengeance, followed the mi-creants by whose

I hands the black deed was done.

The base wretch who strangled her was

soon nfier imprisoned for a felony upon the

borders of Wales, and desiring to unburden

his conscience of the murder, he was made

away with privately in his dungeon. Varney,

accor<ling to authentic information, died soou

afterwards in London, blaspheming God upon
bis death-bed, and declaring that he was ripped
into fragments by devils from hell I and when
Bald Butler's wife, who was related by mar-

riage to the Rirl of Leicester, approached her

dying hour, she made a coufessioD of the en-

tire villany.

Tho death of the luckless Amy Robsart

happened about two years after the accessiou

of Elizabeth to tho throne. Iveicester then

lost no time in marrying privately, not either

of the royal fair ones, but the youthful widow
of Lord Shelheld, formerly the Lady Douglas

Howard, daughter of N\ iiliam Lord Howard,
the Queen's uncle. This second lady he tried

hard to get rid of by poison, but the potions
or drugs that he administered were successful

only .so far as to make her an invalid for many
months, and to rob her, it is said, of her

luxuriant tres.ses and of the nails of her hands
and teet. Leicester afterwards espou.sed, as

a third wife, the Lady Essex, a marriage
which was grievously offensive to his royal
mistress. The story goes— and one cannot

help hoping that it may be true— that at

length he was himself poi.soned by a ilraught
administered under a mistake by his wife at

Cornbury IxKlge, on the borders of Woodstock

Forest, or, according to another account, at

Ketiilworth, in 15.SH.

Previous to the publication of Keiiil-

ui'tth, Sir Walter Scott, hapjKjning to bo at

Oxford, paid a visit to Cumnor— where he

was Well remembered at the time when we

last lunched at the " Bear and Ragged Stall,"—ami, with his accustomed sagacity, obtain«<l

from the monuments in the church and church-

yard the names of Tony Forster and Mike

Liml>ounie.

"The liction of the novel," says tho author

we have already quoted,
"

is most evident in

tho character of Forster, which is a pure in-

vention, to fay the best of it ;
and Amie,

having deceased so early in tho reign of hliza-

beth, must be necessardy released from parti-

cipation in those cha[.ters of the book which

refer to Kenilworth. It was Lady Sheffield

he attempted to poison upon the Queen's visit

to the Castle, beCiiuse, as Mi.s.s Strickland ob-

serves, in a note to her * Lives of the Queens
of England,'— ' ho had then fallen in love with

Lettice KnoUys, the cousin of the Que n,

and then wife to Walter Devercux, the Earl

of Essex, and mother of that Earl afterwards

a minion of the Queen's.' The two women
were called his * old and new testaments,'

perhaps because he had .stcorn to both of them.

This second wife was afterwards married to

Sir Edward Stafford. Forster, who had been

a cheerful, hospitable, op n-liearte I gentleman,
before he participated in this deadly crime,

grew sickly, reserved, and melancholy, anil

very soon afterwards he ilroopeil into the

grave. About this time, and even until the

destruction of the tenement, ghosts were fre-

(|uent at Cumnor Place
;
and often, thoy say,

the sjiectre of poor Amie Leicester, attired

in courtly apparel, pearls and Ijrocade, was

seen to linger in faint beautiful coloured light

upon the great stairs at nightfall. Tlie place

wa< abhorred, even untd it was forsaken."

It would make tho .stoutest-hearted of

visitors sad, even at this distance of time, if

we coidd hear all the grievous things that

were whis|x*re«l around, and from mouth to

mouth, when the death-knell was tolled for

•' Master Tony," in the gray church tower,

and his boly was borne with plumes and

staves, and men in sable army, from that

small naiTow arch which still is to be seen in

the ivy-clad wall, and was consigned to its

grave, ileeply scoopeil in the chancel floor.

Surely, we thought, however, as wo wandere*!

slowly down the village, his spirit will not

wander here, either by the sumnier twilight

or by the pale cold moon of December, for

purity and vice are kept at further distance

, beyond the grave than here ;
and therefore, as
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Amy Robsart is seen from time to time to haunt

the grassy slopes which adjoin what once was

her home, the peasants of Cumnor need have

no fear or dread of nocturnal visits from either

the principal, thougli lordly, villain, or his

scarcely less villanous agent, Mr. Anthony
Forster. Ralph de Peveretl.

WHY I NEVER MARRIED.

A BACHELOR ! Au old bachelor ! Yes,
that's what I am, and what I intend to remain !

AVith a pitying eye I regard those of my sex

who have been ensnared into matrimony ;

there's no help for a man after he has once

put the ring on the finger of the creature who
has beguiled him into bestowing upon her his

name and worldly goods—the last item of

great consequence in her estimation, doubtless.

There's no escape for him then
; the only thing

he can do is to make the best of his bargain,
and try to hide from every one the mistake

he has made.

Talk of domestic happiness—mutual love

and confidence—one heart, one mind, one

will—Bah ! 'Tis all gammon and moonshine !

I don't believe in anything of the kind now—
I did once—more fool I—I took everything
for granted, once—I'd no idea there was such

a thing as deceit in the world. I thought
folks said what they meant, and that they
were what they seemed to be. Regular case

of " A young man from the country," you see.

Didn't know that appearances were deceitful.

Thought all that glittered was gold—never

imagined there could be such a thing as spu-
rious coin. Fancied all women angels, and
models of artlessness, beauty, innocence, sim-

plicity, and truthfulness
; and, in consequence

of this miserable delusion, I was on the brink

of being taken in and done for, as completely
as if I'd walked into the sea. A narrow es-

cape I had. A cold shudder goes through
me when I think about it, and if the mere

thought of what nearly happened is so dread-

ful, what would the reality itself have been ?

Ugh ! What, indeed ] Imagination fails me
here.

* # « * *

Well, perhaps you'd like to hear all about
that narrow escape of mine; therefore, although
it is not particularly pleasant to be laughed
at, I'll make a martyr of myself for the bene-
fit of mankind in general, and give you a page
or two from the book of my past life, as the
novelists say.

Old-fashioned folks my parents were
;
but

honourable, open-hearted, and sincere— rare

qualities now-a-days—more's the pity. I was

an only child
; indulged and petted, and ido-

lised to the uttermost, as an only child gene-

rally is. I never ^vent to school, but was

bi-ought up at home—first by governesses,

then by tutors.

The family homestead was in the north of

D shire, situation beautiful, but lonely—
our nearest neighbours Hved two miles away ;

society in the north of D shire was very

limited, like some of the library companies.

My progenitors rolled in riches, as the say-

ing is. Of course, under those circumstances,

there was no occasion for me to earn my
living. I was averse to study ; and, as my
will was law, my education was not of tlie

most brilliant kind, in spite of my numerous

preceptors. I preferred rambling about out

of doors to strict attention to my studies in-

doors.

At the age of twenty I was totally ignorant

of fashion
;

its customs and requirements, as

well as its arts and deceits, were a sealed book

to me
; my ideas were extremely vague on

all subjects, except those closely connected

with home.

People say
"
Ignorance is bliss," but there

is no rule without an exception. The conse-

quences of my ignorance would have been any-

thing but bliss if it had not been for

But I must not anticipate.

My twenty-first birthday arrived—I was a

man ! A very handsome fellow, my friends

said. I'll describe my personal appearance,

and then you can judge for yourself, reader,

whether they spoke the truth or not.

Six feet one I stood in my stockings ;
well-

made figure, curly brown hair, ditto whiskers,

brown eyes, white forehead, white teeth.

Sweet smile (so my mother said), musical

voice (so my aunt said), uncommon good abi-

lities, but rather idle (so said my tutors and

governesses). Add to these characteristics,

a well-filled purse, a bran new portmanteau,

a large trunk in a lady-like wrapper, a new

suit of clothes, a shining beaver-hat, an um-

brella of large dimensions, and you will have

formed a tolerably correct idea of your hum-

ble servant, as, for the first time in his life,

he left his home alone, in order to pay a visit

to his aunt and uncle, who resided at the

fashionable watering-place, Gayton by name,

"
Adolphus, my boy, are you suddenly

turned into stone ? I have been watching

you for some time, and you haven't moved an

inch ! Who is it that you are staring at so

intently ?
"

Thus said my cousin Richard (generally

called Dick), and his speech was accompanied

by a hearty slap on the back—indicative of
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;ooiJ-will, doubtless—but unpleiLsaut, iiuver-

.iU'K'SH.

1 ha<l bouii at Gaytoii about a Wftk, hail

xLii presuiit at Huvoral dinmr paitiort ; ou

vhich occasion I hail felt (aiil I duro nay,

oohtil) uncommonly foolish ; for, as bcforo

tated, I wiis not accustomud to sociuty.

Howovor, I enjoyed uiyscdf uxtromoly on

ho whole, in spito of numerourt iniMtukeM,

irising partly from iynorance and purely from

uTVousneHS ; every one was bo att^^ntivu to me,

articularly the hulieM, of whom 1 .stood in the

reatest awe—at firnt, blushing continually

v;»en ad IroHned by them, and returning the

hortest po-sKiblo auswors to their questioua and

eniarks.

But, nothing daunted, tho lovely creatures

ere most jwraevering in thoir endeavours to
i

like themselves agreeable to me ; till at

:i.;th (althouL,'h by uo meaus couceited), I

ould not help feeling rather elated, and began
think that tho tlattering opiuiou my mother

nd aunt had formed of me long ago, must be

carroct one.

How C'uld I tell, poor unsophisticated, in-

lOceut morial as I w.-is, that it was not owing

uiy personal attractions that 1 was so flat-

vil and caressed T

How could I tell that it was in cousequeuoe |

f the fact being known that 1 was the only
m of wealthy, indulgent parents, that I found

J many sweet smiles, languishing looks, and

entle, honeyed words ?

Call me foolish if you like. I don't deny
I i'-(j5 foolish in those days, most deci-

dly foolish. I know better now. I haven't

ved fifty years in tho world without finding
ut some of its manoauvres and deceits. Not

The iild bachelor is not to be hoodwinked,

[though the young one was easily deceived.

xiHjrience teaches us all, sooner or later
; the

>oner tho better. I had a pretty good les-

)U, / had. WAX, well, enough of that. Now
)r the ball, where, according t j my cousin's

leas, I looked as if I were suddenly turned

HO stone. ^\'hat was I staring at / ho asked.

h, what, indeed / OjiiJOsite mo was a lovely

irl, who h.ul probably numben.d about twenty
immers

; her waving hair was of a rich golden

ue, two long curls floated over her alabaster

loulders, her complexion WJis a most charm-

.,' Miixturo of roses and lilies, her teeth were

liiigly white, her waist was of wasi)-liko

imensious, her large blue eyes sparkled like

i.imonds under her well-:irched eye-brows,
wels were glittering in her ears, clouds of

.)atinu' white laco enveloped her fairy figure.

gazed at her like one in a trance
;
never

eforo had I beheld such beauty ; I wa^

owilched, fascinated, enchanted
;

and oh I

wonder of all wonders, happiness beyond ex-

pression, this chanuiiiij creature, fiom time to

time, returned my ardent ga/e with shy, yel
not displeased looks !

Tho first glance of those beaming eyes ciiiined

an indescribable thrill tu piins through my
frame ;

the second caused my heart to Jleo

away and seek for refuge in her IxMom !

Dick's rou^'h .salutation roused me. I starud

violently, and staroil vacmtly at his round,

good-tempered face.
" What's tho matter?" ho said, hiUghiug ;

*'
you're not ill, are you ?"
" lin No—no, I don't think .so. I fool

rather queer, but I'm not ill. Tell mo, there's

a gooil fellow, who Is she ? Do you know
her?"

" Her ! what ' her ' do you mean ?" a.sked

Dick, in total defiance of Lindley Murray ;

" what an oddity you are, Ad<>lphus ; who
has chiuuied your senses away / Which L» the

young woman, eh .'

"

Yoamj u-oiiuiH .' The term grated uikju

my nerves. That beautitid houri to bo avlled

a yoHtifj woman in that careless tone ! It was

almost more than 1 could bear.
"
Young woman !

"
I repeated indignantly ;

" she's a perfect angol !

"

"
I don't doubt it," replied Dick, laughing

more heartily, or heaitli:s6hj than before ;

" women are always angels, are they not ?

Oh, yes ! Bless them I Ue obliging enough
to point out tho particular angel who hiis cap-
tivated your fancy. I'll introduce you, if I

know her ; whore is she /

"

'•There," I whis^Hired ;
"she is now walk-

ing down tho room
; she has the most beauti-

ful hair I ever saw, and such a complexion !

Do you know her, Richard .' Oh, llichard,

do you know her .'

"

He glanced in tho directieu indicated ;
an

extraordinary expression came over his face
;

half sneer, half laui;h.
'* Know her / lUither, just a Itetle ; yes,

I know her," was the reply, and, to my in-

tense annoyance, ho laughed ag.iin.

What was he laughing at /

Hitherto I had considereil my cou.<;in an

agreealile, sensible individual, but now I

thought I had made a mistake ; it was most

unkind of him to laugh when ho must see I

wjis in ejinie,-«t
;

it was too bail, a great deal

too bad !

I frowned angrily, and exclaimed,
"1 don't see anything to laugh at ;

if you
don't mean to iutroihKe me, why don't you

say so at once ?
"

"My deur fellow, don't be cro.iS ;
I'll in-

troduce you with all the pleasure in the

world," said Dick, briskly, "come with me;
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her name is Serapliiua Stubbles
; euphonious

tliat, isii't it ?
"

So saying, my cousin seized me by the arm,
and hurried me across the room, and without

giving me time to collect my agitated nerves,
he strode towards the object of my admiration,
who was now standing by the side of an elderly

lady.
" Mrs. Stubbles, will you allow me to intro-

duce my cousin to your daughter ?
"

said

Richard, bowing low.

The elderly lady smiled blandly, and re-

plied graciously,
" My darling child will be delighted to

make the acquaintance of your cousin. Phina,

love, do you feel equal to dancing any more ?

She is so delicate
;
she is very fond of balls,

but she is not able to dance many times, poor
little thing."

This last remark was made in an audible

whimper, and was accompanied by a heavy
sigh, and a glance full of tenderness at the

lovely Seraphiua, who no-.v stood smiling bash-

fully by my side. My introduction to her took

place ;
she thought she could dance once more,

she said, a^i her mother anxiously cautioned her

not to tire herself. Oh ! how my heart beat

as she placed her little hand on my arm ! Oh !

happiness beyond expression when it fell to

my lot to pass my arm round her tiny waist,
and to support her graceful form in the dance !

For some time I could not speak. I was
so intoxicated with joy, and likewise slightly
out of breath

;
aud the unusual exercise caused

the floor of the room to feel as if it were giving

way bene.tth me. Ere long, I led my partner
to a seat, and entered into conversation with

her.

My infatuation rapidly increased ; she ap-

peared to grow more bewitching every mo-
ment. Oh, what a sweet smile she had !

What a lovely complexion ! So pink and

white, and so transparent that I could trace

the delicate blue veins beneath !

She was not displeased by the admiration

which my words and looks expressed ;
on the

contrary, her coy yet encouraging glances
made me half wild with joy. I scarcely quitted
her siJe that evening. I led her down to

supper ; mine was the privileged hand which
threw a warm shawl over her shoulders, aud
which assisted her into the carriage.

" Permit me to call on you to-morrow,
Miss Stubbles," I entreated, as I pressed the

fingers which rested so confidingly in mine
;" what time may I see you ?

"

One moment of dreadful suspense, and my
agitated heart was re-assured by the words,
" I shall be at home at half-past three."*****

A small, but luxuriously-furnished drawing-
room with rose-coloured chairs aud couches

;

rose-coloured bliuls, half-drawn, causing a

charmingly subdued light ;
mirrors on all

sides
; elegant vases filled with rare exotics

which perfumed the atmosphere ; glittering
chandeliers : soft Turkey carpet : such was

the fairy-like apartment iuto which I was
ushered by a page the next afternoon.

Reclining on a velvet couch in a corner of

the room where the light was the most .sub-

dued, was my enchantress, Seraphina Stubbles,
attired in a blue muslin dress with rich trim-

mings of lace. A tiny pink slipper peeped
from beneath the multifarious folds of her

dress
;
her hair appeared to be more golden,

more wavy, more abundant than on the pre-

vious evening ;
and yet more transcendently

beautiful was the mixture of roses and lilies

which bloomed on her face.

She welcomed me with a smile, and ex-

tended her white hand, adorned with glitter-

ing jewels.
" So glad to see you," she murmured ;

"I

scarcely hoped you would come," and then

she cast down her eyes in maidenly confusion

at having expressed her feelings so freely.
*' Mamma will not be able to see you, I

fear," she continued, once more raising her

eyes timidly to my face
;

" she is so fatigued
after last night's exertions

;
aud / do not feel

quite myself to day ;
I am not strong," aud

she heaved a gentle sigh.

How fragile, how delicate she looked, as

she leaned back on her cushions, aud played

nervously with her watch-chain. A smlden

pang shot through my heart
;

I had heard

that very pure complexions were a sign of

weakness ;
could it be possible that beauty,

siich as I now beheld, was doomed to fade

away in an early grave ?

The thought was madness. I shuddered

involuntarily.
" Ai-e you cold ?

"
inquired the lovely Sera-

phina, with a look of interest which thrilled

through my frame ;

"
you have not a delicate

constitution, I trust ?
"

" No. Oh, no, I am very strong. I am
not cold ; but, but you see, I was afraid

"

and here I came to a full stop ; my feelings

quite overpowered me, aud prevented further

utterance.

"Ah! I understand," siijhed the gentle

creature; "you are very kind, I'm sure;

very kind, indeed," and again the blue eyes

drooped beneath my expressive gaze.

I will not dwell longer on that interview ;

it is sufficient to say it was the fore-runner of

many others
;
a week passed away, and my

infatuation increased, if possible, tenfold.

II
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*

Each day I rcHolveil to come to the point,
'

auil to ontreRt Mi-iH Stiibbloa to Ihj my wife,
'

but i*oiiu-tliiiig ht'lii mu back.

I could nut hi'lp bt'iiig rather siirprisnl that

my chiiniUT invariably apjxjintoil thy ^atno

hour for rau to visit her ; that hIio invariably

receivuil nio in that ro.Ho-colonroil apartiuont,

with the rose colouretl blinis half <lnnvn liown ;

that nhe invariably occupiuil a couch iu that

corner of the room where the lii^ht waa mont

aubitued, and that Mr». Stubbles ho HoMoin

ma ie hiT ap|>t«aranco ;
but these thou^'htn did

not trouble mo much, although at time^ they
obtruded themstdven upon mo, and I wits aa

happy iw it was po.'wil)lo for a man in lovo to

bo, whoso passion is undeclared to her who
has inspired it.

My cousin Uichiud seemed to take the great-

est intm-st ill the all'air
;
he no lonyer laughed

wh>-n 1 mentioned Seraphina'tt uame ;
ha lis-

^

tened patiently to my raptures, oidy advising
me not to bo in too great a hurry to

"
pop

the ijuestiou," as ho termed tho disclosure of

my atfoction. liut at length I was determined I

to bring matters to a crisis. Richard and I

were iiivited to a pic-nic. Miss Stul)bles was

mvitctl likewiso. As I retired to rest the pre-

vious night, I resolvwl that tho next day
should tieciilo my fate ;

which it did, but in

a very ditferent manner to what I had antici-

pated.
1 .sliall novor forget that pic-nic ! Xever !

It took pl.ico at some picturesquo ruins

about eight miles from Gayton. 'Twits a

lovely day ;
sun shining, birds singing, com-

pany s-jlect, dinner ju.st what it ought to be
;

no unpleasant mixtures of sugar and salt,

vinegar and cream, no breakings of plates and

dishes, no npilling of wine and beer, or any
Other misfortunes generally attendant on pic-

nics.

Nothing could have Iwjen better arranged ;

every one Wiis plexsed ; my.self in particular,

for never had Seraphina appe.ired morecharm-

iog, never had she lavished upon mo such

tender looks, such gontlo words of encourage-

ment, as on tho pre3<.'nt occasion.

A ramble over the niins waa proposed after

dinner ; for some litilo time the party kept

together, but at length, to my delight, I found

myself alone with my cnchautro.ss in one of

the most secluded parts of tho ruined castle.

The situation was a most romantic one. He-

hind us wore the ancient ruins, partly covered
with i>-y ; at our feet was a steep, gnissy bank

;

a picturesijue-looking well w.as at a little dis-

tance, with its bucket tilled with pure, clear

water in which the rays of tho sun were

brightly reflected.

Seated on a camp-stool, at the edge of the

bank, waa the object of my affecticn*, mo«t

becomingly attired in a light Hiimmur dress
;

a fushion:iblo hat with a long blue feather

rested (ju her golden hair, a wliite spottu i veil

fell over h<!r lovely features, shading, but not

concealing the transparency of her cjmplexion.
Tho opp irtunity I had so long desire I, hal

arrive<l. I must speak, an 1 ipiickly too, fir

fe.ir of interruption.

With a great effort I summoued up my
courage. I drew nearer my companion, who

appeared to be in a stat<3 of tremulous excite-

njent.
"

Mi.ss Slubblo.s. Ah ! may I Gill you Se-

rapliina I

"

'* Vou may," she faintly murmured, trem-

bling yet more visibly,

I ventured to take her haul, and to p:i-.i

it fondly.
"
Seraphina, you must have seen—you must

be aware that I love you ; who could do other-

wise ? Tho only wonder to me is that you
have not already been made a brid'j."

She shook her head, and nalsed her eyes to

mine with a tender look.
"
Adol[)hus," she whispered in a voice of

inexpressible sweetness (and never had my
Christian name sounded so delightfully in my
ears),

"
Adolphus, I may have been loved be-

fore— I do not deny it
; but, oh ! how can I

say it f I— I—have never returned it till

now ; forgive mo if I have said too much,"
and she again lowered her head ux graceful

confu.siou.

In a moment I was on my knees beside

her, and my ann was round her waist.
"

Forgive you, my Seraphina 1 How can

I thank you suffii-ieiitly for those ble,H.sed

words f How can I ever repay you ? Oh,

Seraphina ! Charming S jraphina I from hence-

forth I will devote ray life to securing your

happiness ! With tliis arm I will ever protect

you ; I will ever shield you from every danger
that may

"

I could .say no more
;
an oxcl.-imation of

astonisliment and alarm issued from tho lips

of her whom I adored, a sudden start
;
a scream,

and the next moment my Seniphina and I

were rolling down tho grassy bank I As I

ipiickly regaineil my foet, I fancied I heard a

smothtiro I laugh, and I perceived my cousin

Richard hastily descending tho steep bank.

.\s for my Seraph'na, my beloved one, .she

Lay motioideas on tlie turf, her eyes closed,

her lips apart. Alas ! alas ! she had fainted !

With a cry of despair, I raised her in my
arms, a.id gazed eagerly at her

; strange to

8.iy, .although .sho was in.sensible, tho ro.sy

colour had not faded from her cheeks, and,
what was stranger still, as I hurriedly re-

r
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moved the hat with its bh;e feather and white

veil from Miss Stubbles' head, the long golden
curls I had so much admired fell to the ground !

Horror, not unmixed with alarm, filled my
breast. With dilated eyes, I gazed at the

shining tresses which lay on the grass by my
foet. A loud laugh caused me to look up,—
llichard stood beside me, his face convulsed

with merriment ;
in his hand he bore the

bucket of water which had so lately reflected

the sun's rays.
" Look ! look !

" I gasped, as I pointed to

the glossy curls which were connected by a

narrow band. "Oh, Pachard ! what does it

mean ?
"

" What does it mean ?
" he repeated, still

laughing heartily ; "oh, Adolphus ! how pre-

cious green you are ! Lay her down on the

grass ;
I'll show you what it means !

"

I laid the still insensible Seraphina down,
as desired

;
in an instant Richard had unce-

remoniously splashed half the contents of the

bucket on her face
; and, after rapidly passing

his handkerchief once or twice over her fea-

tures, he rose up and moved away from the

side of the lady, who now gave signs of re-

covery.
" You'll be rather surprised, old boy," said

my cousin. " This will be a lesson to you to

be more wide-awake for the future."

Surjjrlsed ! Language cannot express my
feelings at that dreadful moment !

Where were the roses and lilies which, a

minute ago, had bloomed on the cheeks of

Seraphina Stubbles ? Where were the well-

arched eye-brows 1 Where the delicate blue

veins on the transparent forehead '? Where

the luxuriant, golden tresses ? Gone, gone,

all gone !

And in the place of the apparently beauti-

ful girl who had so captivated my fancy, there

now rose from the grass a middle-aged woman,
with a sallow face, dripping, sandy hair, and

a wrinkled forehead utterly devoid of eye-

brows ! The only traces that were left of the

recent charms of Seraphina Stubbles were the

long golden curls lying at my feet !

Was I dreaming 1 Had I suddenly lost my
senses ? Or was the scene on which I gazed
a dreadful reality ?

For some minutes I was incapable of speech
or action

;
there I stood, motionless as a statue,

looking upon the creature who had so basely

deceived me. At length I could no longer con-

trol my feelings, but with hasty steps I rushed

away from the scene so repulsive and so pain-

ful to me !*****
I was never taken in again in that way,

reader. I never made love again. No more

blooming damsels for me ! I had no faith ia

pure complexions and luxuriant hair after

that picnic. "Once bitten twice shy." When
I reached Gayton that evening I made a vow
to remain in single blessedness all the days
of my life

; which vow I have kept hitherto,
and intend to keep.
What my fate would have been if my cou-

sin had not so opportunely come to my rescue,
I know not

; but I feel that I can never be

sufficiently grateful to him for opening my
eyes to the true state of affairs.

I never saw Miss Stubbles again ; perhaps
it is not necessary to state that I had not the

slightest desire to do so.

" I did not wish you to be regularly sold,"
said Richard to me

;

" so when you told me,
on the morning of that pic-nic, what your in-

tentions were, I resolved to watch you pretty

closely. I was hidden behind the ruins when

you made love so fiercely to that deceitful

woman, and it was my sudden appearance
which startled her to such an extent that she

upset her camp-stool, and tumbled down the

bank. It v/as too bad of me, perhaps, to

take advantage of her helpless state, and to

besprinkle her so freely with water that all

her charms disappeared ; but, for the life of

me, I could not resist such a glorious oppor-

tunity of showing her to j'ou in her true

colours, or rather without any colours at all.

Bless you, she's been well-kuowu here these

ten years ;
she always tries to beguile stran-

gers, but they find her out sooner or later.

She's often called ' The Painted Lady,' but

I don't think she greatly resembles the beau-

tiful butterfly which bears that name."*****
Just a word or two by way of warning, to

my fashionable young lady readers, ere I bring
this paper to a conclusion.

When duly armed for conquest, when your
hair glistens with the daily advertised " Auri-

comus Fluid," when long curls (for which

you have paid five shillings each) stream over

your shoulders, when your skin is "enamelled"

and when false roses and lilies bloom on your

cheeks, take care, I say, take care. Beware

of camp-stools, steep banks, and buckets fall

of water, or the consequences may be as dis-

agreeable to you as they were to *Miss Sera-

phina Stubbles ! A. C. W.

FOUNDLINGS AND INFANTICIDE.

When Captain Coram, as the legend runs,

lived at Rotherhithe in 1720, he was obliged

to go early into the city and return late. Ou

his daily journeyiiigs to and fro he frequently

saw infants exposed and deserted in the public
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tretitii. Thia piteous si^^ht movoJ bin l>ouovoluiit

leart, and ho ro-Hulvod tu orttiiljli«h n Found-

ing Huapital. Thero were, howoVc-r, ditli-

rultio-H ill the way, and it Wiui not till niuut«ou

oar.s afterwards that ho was cnaldod to carry

lis hiiuiano purposo into jKirlial t-xocutiou,

,ud provide a suttalilu lioiuo for tliu poor littlo

»llca.-*ts of hia day. Hy hia unwoariod oxor-

ioun, and aidod by mjvoral phdanthropic

rit-nd.-i, Hogarth luii ihuidol amongst tho

iiimlKjr, a HpacioUH building waa oructiMl out

u tho country in a IJoM north of (Jray's

un, and throo (piarturs of a milo or so from

lolborn. Tho sclionio, howovor, notwith-

tanding the zoaloua otfortn of privato indi-

i iuals, would have fallen through l)Ut for tho

iiterventiou

of (Jovoruniont, which cjiiuo to

le rescue, and iu 1750 the Foundling Ho3>

ital was in full operation, its rules and rogu-

tions having been framed and sanctioned by
trlianu'fit. It was, indeed, a Foundling

iospital, pure and simple
—the poor outcasts

ing admitted indiscriminately, on the irrui-

>le of the Hopit.ll des Enfms Trouves of

irii«. In the first year the number received

n3,'29l> ;
in the second year, 4,U85 ; iu tho

..rd year, -t.'J-'J ; and, during less than ten

onths of tho fourth year—at tiii.s point the

• stem of indiscriminate reception was abo-

-hed— 3,;i'J4. TliUH, in K-ss than four ye;u".i,

l.'Jo-l infants were ca-st ujwu tho coinpjis-

lonate protection of tho public, at an expense

I

) tho nation of uUti.OUU/.

As these overwhelming numl>er.s poured
I, it was an anxious (juestion with tho Go-
eniors how thia vast army of •' disowned "

lould bo preserved. A course of treatmout

jiisonaiit with nature and comiiKJii seu-^e

as adopted, and would have succeeded ou
Bniall scale

; but, unfortunately, tho num-
i

rs ro'piiring unremitting attention swelled

largely and rapidly, that the olijoct i)ro-

o»ed fitiled from its very magnitude. In-

:ead of preserving the infants, tlio mortaUty
ongst them was so great that " tho institu-

.on became as it were a cliarnel-hou.to of the

ad." Mr. Urownlow, tho excellent and

uidly secretary of tho Foundling Ho>i)iul,
-Us us in his history of the establishment,
lat many of the infants received at the

{

kto did not live to l>e ciirriel into tho

ard.< of tho building, and also, that from tho

up«i«sibility of procuring a suthciont number
f proper nurses, the emaciated and diswused i

tato in which many of the children were
'

rought to tho Hosi)ital, and tlio misconduct
1

f some of those to whoso care they were a>m-
litteil, of the 14,«);J1 received, only 4,40(» |

veil to be apprenticed out. This sut« of

iiiugs could not continue, and at length Wa- ,

liamout annulled ita otru work by declaring,
" that tif- indijtcrimiiiuU a '

,,f all

under a certain a»je into th--. II iutd ben
utl'-nded iciUi vumy evU cutuequeticta, and UmI
it he diMontinuiul."

Tho picture of mortality given alxjve is

frightful indeed ; what, however, shall l>u said of

the following statistics respecting tho Dublin

Foundling Hospital thirty years later ? "Of
11', 04 1 chil'iren," we are told, "received in

six years ending tho L'4th of June, 1790, ho

many as U,8U4 had died, iJ,0'J2 were unac-

counted for, and only 14.") were to bo traced.

In the Intirmary the mortility ha<i been still

more shocking, of 5,'JIO children sent into the

intirmary in tho.-io six years, three in liviiluals

alone came out alive." It is necessary to bear

this huge mortality in mind when treating of

tho subject of Foundling Hospitals, for which

there is at tho present moment a great outcry,
in connection with tho terrible (question of

Infanticide. Lest any should think we are

partial in our statistics, wo give tho folbjwiug

tible, furnishe 1 by Dr. llouths iu his a Imirablo

work on *' Infanta and Infant Feeding" :
—

Mortal ill/ in Fuumllinrf HonititaU in different parts

oftlie World :—
DuMin . . .
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Hopital des Eufaus Trouves, at Oporto. He

says :
—

" The progressive increase of children ex-

posed ill the Oporto wheel is frightful, and

leads to the opinion, almost universally enter-

tained at the present day, that the increase

in the number of foundlings exposed arises

from the establishments brought into existence

on their behalf, as a natural result in the

weakness of liuman institutions, as evil always

keeps pace with good. But immorality has

long broken down all barriers of decency and

shame. In the most barefaced manner, at all

hours of the day, the little creatures are now

deposited here
; beyond even this, many are of

well-known parents, deposited by individuals

who make a mercenary profession of the same,

turning the establishment into the theatre of

an unworthy traffic, replete with most dis-

graceful abuses. In spite of all the hygienic

improvements, as well as with the medical

staff, the degree of mortality is most frightful

in this hospital."

Of the institution founded by St. Vincent de

Paul, the humane originator of these refuges of

the infant outcasts of civilised society, a visitor

writes :
— ' ' It is an affecting sight, from the

miserable state of the wretched infants, and the

fearful mortality that prevails amongst them."

From these remarks, we find that, according
to the old proverb,

" It is not all gold that glit-

ters." JSIothing appears at first sight better

calculated to save infant life,
—the object of

the benevolent individuals who take a deep
interest in this forlorn and helpless class of

outraged humanity,—than these hospitals, open
at all hours, day and night, doing business,

and "no questions asked." But the result is

death—death on a gigantic scale—a scale that

makes one shudder, and almost denounce it as
*' infanticide."

Let us now turn from foundling hospitals

abroad to our own Foundling Hospital in

Guildford Street, Brunswick Square. The

buildings and grounds are so well-known, that

I need not attempt to describe them,—rather

I will endeavour to give an idea of the sys-

tem adopted within its precincts. It may
not be impossible to derive from the survey
instruction at the present critical moment,
when the subject of infanticide and its pre-
vention are vippermost in the minds of our

philanthropists and political economists. That
the institution is a valuable one is certain

;

that it has been made as useful as it might be

is questionable ; that it would serve exactly as

a model for general purposes, few would admit ;

nevertheless, it has done and is doing good, and
should therefore be carefully examined.

The Committee of GoveruoFs meets every

Saturday morning at ten o'clock, to receive

and deliberate on petitions, praying for the

admission of children, who, it must be ob-

served, can only be received into the Hos-

pital upon inrsoiial application of the mothers— this -personal application being the broad

line of demarcation between foreign institu-

tions of a similar character and our own.
The petitions must set forth the true state

of the mother's case, and no application is

received previous to birth, nor after the

child is twelve months old. No child is ad-

mitted—and this is a peculiar and very re-

markable rule of the Hospital—unless the

committee is satisfied, after due inquiry of the

previous good character, and present necessity
of the mother, and that the father of the

child has deserted it and the mother
; aho,

that the receptiort, of the child will, in all jyro-

bahllity, he the means of feplacing the mother in

the course of virtue, and the way of an honest

lioelihood. This clause necessarily, and per-

haps wisely, considering the limited extent of

its means of doing good, restricts the action

of the institution
;
but it gives it a double

character—that of protecting the infant ;iud of

reforming the j'oung mother, so as to restore

her to society and her friends. The number
of children provided for is about 500, in-

cluding the infants at nurse in the country,
and those resident in the building in Guild-

ford Street. The mortality during the year

1864, was as follows :
—In the country, out of

145 infants, 4 died in the 1st year of their age, 5

in the 2ud, 1 in the 6th year, and 1 in her 14th

year, deaf and dumb. Amongst the 300 and

upwards stationed in London there were no

deaths. It should be borne in mind that the

responsibilities as well as the objects of the

Foundling Hospital differ from almost every

other charity in London. Other institutions

receive their children for limited periods, only

requiring guarantees for their removal. Here

they are received by adoption, and become

more or less chargeable upon the governors
until they are of age, and in some cases even

during the whole period of their lives, should

infirmity of mind or body prevent their being

placed out in the world. Other institutions

have vacations, when the children return to the

homes of their relations or friends. Here

there is no acknowledged relationship what-

ever, and consequently no vacations ;
the ex-

penses therefore are continuous. At other

institutions the reception of children is deter-

mined finally by their mental or physical de-

velopments ;
but here they are received at so

early an age as to prevent the possibiUty of

their state in either case being ascertained ;

consequently the Hospital is burthened with
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oV)jectH out of niyht, which wouM under other

circiimstJinctM becomo tho filtiiii^ ininutoii of

institutions appropiiatcil to s[M.'ciiil casen
; thu'*,

for inHtance, there were niaintnine<I in 1 KtJ-i

out of the whIIh 2:i ailult.s, iticlu'lintj 7 ifli'^ts,

7 <l»f<)rniL'(l, and 1 blind. The whoKt of these

aduItK are fcr the mcst part incapable of

lab )ur on account of their various iutiruiitiex.

Finally, I may add, for th" cake of the curi'HiH

in financial niattiiH, that, taking them one with

another, the numbers ou the eHtabiinhment in

18(>-t cost per head '20t. 'Jn. 0</.—a goo<lly

sum, but which is creditably accounted for.

The girln are for the most part br»ught up for

domeHtic service, whilst the boya are e<lucated

to occupy .subordinate po-itioim in mtrcantilo

hou.ses, or are apprenticed out to trades. Ocoa-

nionally, now and then, but not very often, the

mother cJHiinH back her ollspring, and then the

reKiMjiiiibility of the Ilo.spital over it ceases

altogether.

Having thus described the practical work-

ing of Foundling Hospitals at home and

abroad, let us see if we can fathom the causes

thiit lead to their necessity, and suggest any
remedy for the frightfid evil of bastardy and

infanticide, which is the national htignia of our

age. We may look for the origin of the afflic-

tion in a thousand social catise.i, but let us

pursue one, let us travel back to the year

1834, the year of the parsing of the New
Poor Iavt. Parliament proclaimed its wisdom,
fore.sight, justice, and morality, by adopting
the following recommendation of its Commis-
sioners :

—" As a further step toward the
nnliiral state of thing.s, wo recommend that

the mother of an illegitimate child, born after

the passing of the Act, be required to support
it, and that any relief occa.sioned by the wants
of the child be considered relief allbrded to

the piirent." By this clause the putative
father was relieved of all responsibility of

caring or providing for his child, and the re-

sult was as follows:—The year before the

passing of the New Poor Law, the applications
to the Foumlling Hospital amounte<l to (30

;

last year to 'J81. The real obj.-ct of the

clause was to "put down" women having ille-

I gitiinate offspring, a.s the late Sir Peter Laurie
would have put down suicide. It was in-

tended to make the penalty so burthensomo to
the woman, that .she would shrink from the bare
id'-a of

incurring it. But Folly, like Wisdom,
ia justified of her children

;

Xatiinin» cx{>elIos furcA, tamen nsquc recurrct,

as is exhibited by the following table taken
from t!>e Quin-piennial Report of the Uegistrar-
General of Births :

I

The nutnler of illegillmcUe thitdreu rtgitttrtd in

certain yrn
'

',
;
—

Ki. ». Motr><puIi».

1847 . 36.1*2:. . -.TO-i

18.'.2 .... Ai. I'.'l . . . .'..,'.\

\^:>1 . . . 4:'.." .J . . ::.: i
-i

lsC2 . . io,-i:: . . . i,u:o

Nor is this the sum total. It in only when
the-se children .ire born in workhouses or lying-

in hospitals that the record can be relied on.

Many women with ilh-gitimatu children piuw

themselves olf as married women, an<i their

children as hgiiimato ; many, on the other

hand, do not register at all. Taking these

facts into account we may assume that at

lea.st GO,OU() illegitiiuate children are born

every year. Tiio question then naturally

arises, what becomes of them ? Dr. U-ach-

offner has revealed some of the secrets of his

own parish of Marylebone. He s;iy8 that,

of 1,109 illegitimate children in the rectory

district, 8 'JO were born in the workhouse, of

whum 510 tlied— that is, 40 per cent
;
that

in another district there had been 145 births

and 87 deaths— or 53 per cent ; in another

223 biiths and 209 deaths—or 03 per cent. ;

in another 14U birth.s and 120 deaths—or 87

per cent.
;

in another, which he terms a moral

district, out of 40 births there were 30 deaths
—or 90 per cent. So it is fair to compute
that of every hundred illegitimate children

bom in the workhouse more than half die in

infancy. Tliis is one way of disposing of

these " wild flowers." There is yt-t another.

IJy a return of inquests htld in 1802, it a.p-

pcars that of 3,239 children not more th.-;n

a year old 850 were illegitimate.
'*

Surely,"
writes a gent 1< man whose experience and pasi-

tion enable him to judge largely and dispas-

sionately of this state of things,
" we shall

have no occa-sion to go to the days of Herod

for a picture of the 'Murder of the Innocents;'

and yet we are told that all this is as it sliould

bo
;
that the-so are the rhtcks ir/iiWi Proridcnce

lut.i imposed on lic>:ntii>iisni:*s. On whose li-

centiousne.ss ? Not the child's, cerUiinly ; not

the father's, for he is all but free from the

consequences. On the licentioiisneas of the

mother I Amidst this madilening reflection

she has one consolation left ; namely, that

the Saviour of the world was not a politiatl

economist."

Who are the mothers of these little ones t

Let us see. According to the last census thera

were in England and Wales about oii<* unl!int\

ffmnl( .1'•r^all^<, and nearly three Imudred thou-

$a»d dress-makers
; antl though we would

rather not tell the truth, yet <luty comjK-ls us

to confe.<s that it is in this largo cla.ss that the

seducer finds his most ready prey. M'>st
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vvomeu desire to got married
;

it is their

uatural, as it is a most honourable, estate ;

and here we have 1,300,000 girla of a mar-

riageable age exposed to the suares of the

human, or rather inhuman, fowler. The won-

der is, not that they are here and there se-

duced, but that the chastity of the class is so

generally preserved. But let one of the frail

ones yieUl to the allurements of the tempter ;

let her listen to the voice of the false charmer ;

let her become a mother, and what is her con-

dition ? Helpless is not the word, nor hope-
less either ;

she finds herself cruelly stabbed

and wounded in her tenderest feelings. Her
honour has been outraged ;

her dearest affec-

tions blasted. She has become the victim of

treachery and voluptuousness where she fondly

hoped to be the object of pure and individual

love. She is abandoned to be pointed at by
the finger of scorn, to be cast out from every
avenue of honest industry ; and in the frenzy
of her anguish is it astouudiug that she curses

the offspring tliat thus rouses society against her,

and in a moment of madness becomes an in-

fanticide ? Society proclaims war against her,

and, overweighted with a burthen too heavy
to beai", she has to fight the battle,

—and that

battle, too, alone. It is scarcely marvellous,

then, that her agony should triumph over her

natural instincts, and that she should make

away with the burthen and the stain together.

Society is, indeed, to blame
;

it is cruel, it

is murderous in its prudery, and until it has

learnt to jvidge the mother less severely, and
to make the father particii^ate in the sujiport
of his child, this Juggernaut practice must go
on. One of the objects

—we say one, for we
do not look upon this as the sole remedy for

the prevalence of infanticide—should be to

get at the seducer. If the facts were tho-

roughly investigated, it would be found that

cases of infanticide, as a rule, originate with

young mothers bearing children for the first

time. Afford these every facility for affilia-

ting their children, and you will make their

cases less hopeless, and administer the best

medicine to their miserable minds. The law
as it originally stood when passed in 1834,
threw the whole burthen of support on the

mother. The iniquity of this bargain was soon

evidenced in the flagrant evils produced by it
;

and in 1844 an attempt was made to rectify
the wicked clause by making the father con-

tribute towards the support of his child ; but
the allowance authorised is a simple mockery,
whilst the difliculties thrown in the way of a

woman's proving her case are almost insuper-
able by reason of the legal barriers erected to

screen the man. It has been suggested that

as there ia a Divorce Court for the rich, so

there should be an Affiliation Court for the

poor ; and why should there not be, if equal

justice is to be meted out to the woman ajid

to the man ? The magistrate's tribunal is a
farce

; besides, what modest girl would con-

sent to carry her shame into a court noto-

riously thronged by the lowest and most pro-

fligate idlers of the metropolis ?

Nor should we shut our face against the

Foundling Hospital system ; only, it should be

modified. We ought not to encourage the in-

discriminate practice of foreign institutions,

and the rules of our own are too stringent.
A world of good might be effected by a sim-

ple alteration of our Poor Law regulations.
At present, no child can be received into the

Union unless the mother follows it there, and

thereby gives up her best prospects of a future

livelihood, for few would be willing to re-

ceive a servant after the contamination she is

subject to in the wards of our workhouses. If

there were suitable provision for her child

whilst she went to work or service, most

girls would gladly pay for its maintenance, and
in this way our Unions might be made to

serve veritably the purposes of a Foundling

Hospital, as they do at present in the case of

deserted children. If the Legislature would
act with an enlightened spirit in this matter,
all difficulties might easily be overcome, and
the crime of infanticide be largely mitigated.
Wards for children whose mothers are ready
to pay so much per week for their main-

tenance, and, in justice to the woman, in-

creased facilities for the affiliation of children,

would quickly lessen the ghastly labours of the

coroner, and save society from many a painful

shock.

Harold King.

KEPT SACRED.

I CANNOT find the place again.
The olden mark is gone :

I cannot read where we left off,
—

We two alone
;

And so I lay the book aside.
For ever done.

II.

All done the story is for me,
So tired grown, and sad

;

Begun but only yesterday,
—

Then I was glad.
For two were reading side by side,

—
Chief charm it had.

III.

And for the sake of that chief charm,
Within a secret drawer

1 keep it out of sight, nor read

One stanza moi e ;

Yet guard it sacred for the rest

That went before. L.
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A STt»KV <>l" WATKIlLKICll MIIJ.

(In Kii.il I L'iiAt'iKi{>.)

CIIAKTER IV.

" MoKM?Jr. at l:wst,'' said Talbot, who, over-

excited by tho events of tho day, and per-

plexid with doubts for tho future, had passed
a restless night. He dressed himself and went

to tho room whoro Cradock «*lept ;
tho ostler

wa« lying out.sido the door upon a pile of sacks

and horsecloths.

"The prisoner is safe, sir," he said; "he
has been as quiet a.s a lamb all along."

"
Keep your watch till I retiun," Talbot

replied ;

"
I am going into the village ;

I shall

be back shortly."
Ho descended tho >*t.iirs, and made his way

to tho front door tiirough a drift of broken

crockery, bricks, mortar,—whatever tho flood

had not washed away.
It was A calm grey morning after the storm.

The river had subsided a.s rapidly as it had

risen, and the cottagers were all astir busily

repairing the mischief caused by the desolating

waters. As Talbot walked up the village

street, he paused to look around him at a

place ouce well known, but now somewhat for-

gotten.

Tho church previously under repair had been

further dismantleil by the htorm, and the

churchyard, usually so green and well kept,

Was covered with rubbi-sh. Slates, rsifters,

|)Ianks, heaps of bricks and mortar, encum-

bered tho graves, though here and there a

tondutoue taller than its fellows cropped up
frDm tho strata of </»'/»» i.s with its cherubic

heads and half-obliterate<l inscription ; storm-

torn branches from the neighbouring elms and

sycamores, with yellow K-avis, were strewn

around. The old broken-down church in the

mid.st of this desolation seemed about to a»^ld

her own dust to that of her sleeping children.

Tallwt looked into the interior. The same

melancholy confusion reigned within ; glim-

mcting pools of water were on the floor, and

YOU XIII. No. 325.
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through the skeletou ribs of the drippLrig roof

the broken sky gleamed and the wind sighed.
" 1 suppose this will be made straight again

by-aud-by," he said, as he turned away ;

"
now, all is confusion, like my own aflairs.

Yes," he continued, half aloud, "I sLall be

right glad to see my old master and friend

Carlyon ;
1 shall tell him everything that has

occurred ;
no doubt he has his opinions ;

it is

extraordinary that he never wrote to me.

Ah, here is the parsonage, looking much as

usual, a little knocked about by the gale,

though."
The maid-servant who answered his sum-

mons for admission stared at the unwonted,

apparition of a strange gentleman calling so

early in the morning, and cautiously closing

the door until nothing but her face could be

seen, inquired what he wanted.
*'
Pray, is Mr. Carlyon at home ?

"

"
Oh, yes," she replied, "master's at home,

but he has just stepped out about the church ;

he is gone to Justice Challoner, sir."

Talbot tore a leaf from his note book, having
first written in pencil,

" Mr. Talbot would be obliged to Mr. Car-

lyon if he would kindly call on him at the

Beetle and Wedge in the course of the morn-

ing, if possible."

He gave it to the s^ervant
;
as he left the

door he turned to look up at the windows.

His eyes rested on one, where the evergreens
clustered thickest, where the curtained case-

ment gleamed whitest in the morning light.
" That is her room for a thousand," said he,

" I feel it must be so. Dear child, I long to

see her
;

I have no doubt the little angel is

fast asleep nestling in her silken curls."

Talbot did not take into account the race

of lime
;
the same face, the same sweet inno-

cence were there, but it was the innocent face

of the beautiful woman, and not of the child.

As he walked on, his mind reverted to his

own special interest of the moment.
" Gone to Challoner, is he ? I must not

fall in with that man at present if I can help
it. By-and-by, I shall have a word to say
to him, no doubt. It is vexatious that I

missed Carlyon ; something must be done at

once,—I cannot keep this Cradock locked up
all day ; yet I ought to have a clue to go upon
before I examine him. I will try the school-

master,—he appeared intelligent, though con-

ceited
;
he was on the jury, and is, after all,

perhaps the best man for what I want. I will

seek him ut once."

Talbot returned to the Beetle, and inquired
for the schoolmaster. Biichbottom made his

appearance. Talbot shook hands with him.
*' I am sorry to disturb you so early, but I

want counsel, and I come frankly to ask it of

you. You were giving us an account last

evening of a circumstance that occurred in

1855, when we were suddenly interrupted by
the downfall of Stockfish's barricade and the

water bursting in upon us."

"Ah," said the schoolmaster, "that wa« a

scrimmage ;
if I live a thousand years I shall

never forget the doctor on the chimney-piece.
Ha ! ha ! ha ! it was an extraordinary business

altogether ; very strange thing that cry for

help, eh ? on the same day and hour too that

we heard it nine years ago—it was very queer."

"Very odd," Talbot replied, "both the

hour and the man: for you mentioned, just
before we heard the call, that Cradock was

probably concerned in the miller's death."
"

I did not say concerned exactly," said

the other
; "something there was about him."

"Well," said Talbot, "be it as it may, I

have the old bird at the present moment in

the inn, and before I lose sight of him, I dare

say you can tell me what are the grounds of

suspicion ;
it appears to have been a mys-

terious business, to say nothing more."

The schoolmaster regarded Talbot with his

sharp eyes.
" Have you not some particular interest in

the matter?" he replied. "I thought so last

night."
" You are right," said Talbot, "I have : so

do tell me without reserve what you know,
and what you think."

" I will try to answer your questions, lieu-

tenant, as far as I can, but we must be cau-

tious
;

it is impossible to say who or what it

may involve."
"
Ah," said Talbot,

" I gather, then, that

this man Cradock is not the only person under

suspicion, and that more people than one were

concerned in the supposed murder."
"
Murder," rejoined the other, "murder;

it is a serious charge, and you are a compara-
tive stranger to me. I see plainly that the

interest you have in this business is great."
" Take it for granted," Talbot replied,

"that it is as you say; I am deeply inte-

rested. I came here to inquire into the mat-

ter, and to sift it to the bottom, publicly, if

needful, but I had much rather go through
the case quietly with you ; you may trust me."

" A quiet private inquiry," said the other.
" I see no reason against that, and I shall be

happy to assist you in carrying it out. I

know something of law practice ;
before I

turned schoolmaster I was a lawyer's clerk,

and I learned the ins and outs of the craft,

and pretty many they were
; indeed, most of

the business of the ofiice passed through my
hands—but how about your case, lieutenant ?
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1 HfO you know luoro thiin I Hupposmtl : wheie

uro tho points ? have you any iltijwsitioiiH /

1 Hhall bo ready to uxauiiiiu Cradock or any
oiiu ; a privato iiii|iiiry,

—an excollent idoa."
•'
Thankn," (.aid Talbot. " Ah a Moldier, I fear

tliat I havt) but poor conipn-htUMion "f lo^vl

practice. The nue.stion.s I whall .-v^k are lew

and riiinplu. Do you conHidur this man Cra-

dock guilty ? and if .so, wu.s ho aiuuv, or had

ho nccomplice.s t
"

The Hchooliniuiter no<lded Hi^'uificantly.
"

I havo n»y own suspiciouH ; you ask me
what I think,"—hero ho whi.sporod in Talbot's

ear. TaU)ot Htarteil.

"No. 2." said ho ;
"thou there wa<, a-* I

thoni,'ht, a No. 1. Who was it, who w.xs No. I /"
*'

llu.sh," Haid the other,
" wo may bo over-

heard," and cro8.sing tho room, ho opened tho

door, pooped out, shut it, and then olo8e«l the

casement. " We cannot bo too cm t ions. I

btiliovu that Cradock was implicated, Iml only
as No. 2."

"Yes, yes," sai.l Talbot, hastily; "who,
then, wa-s No. 1 i"

"Stop a moment—not too fast," lUrch-

bottoui replied ;

" do you know what the ver-

dict wa.s ? The coroner was old antl incapible,

the inipiiry ha-stily shuffled throii^h ;
I thoui^lit

at thu time tliat underhand intluence was at

Work Homowhere. Though Cradock w;us under

grave suspicion, his examination was not liilf

carried out ; scarcely any other witnesses were

c;illetl ; tho coroner summed up the cjise pretty

nearly in these words,— I remember tho thing

perfectly, for I made a note of it at the time.

The coroner sjiid,
'

Gentlemen, guided solely

by tho evidence ))efore you, you will feel no

diihculty in coming to a satisfactory conclusion

as to tho cau.so of Mr. fireenslreld's tleath,

which uo doubt was purely accidental. (Jen-

tlemen, are you all agreed I—Verdict, Acci-

dental death.'
" Wo were astonished.
*' ' Mr. Coroner,' I exclaimed,

* as foreman of

the jury
'

" '
I beg your pardon, sir,* ho replied, in-

tenupting me,
*

you should havo Bp<»ken be-

fore ; the verdict is now recorded, aud tho

case disposed of.'

"So raying, ho marched out of tho room.

To give you an idea of the general feeling, Cap-
tain S.dter. who was present, called nut rather

indecorously as the coroner was leaving,
" '

I'll bo d if it was not foul play,
.k'.t r all.'

" NN hat could wo do / There w;vs no one con-

nected with the drowned man to take up tho

case agjiin. A young lad, his adopted nephew,
but who w;is not really related to him, was

away iu tho army,—where, no one knew
;
and

Po'3ert Challoner, the heir-at-law, who suc-

ceeded to Grcenshield's estatex, waa also abMut
from \N'atorleigh at the time."

" All this w.us certaiidy very unsatisfact^jry,"

said Talbot interruptinjr,
" but you have not

told me who you did really suspect
—who wan

No. 1 ?"
"

1 am coming to that byand-by, lieu-

tenant. I did not go to sleep with the rest ; I

fi-lt, as a lawyer, that there w;us more than llio

drowsy coroner couhl or would see iu tho cas6.

You ask me for Ni>. 1
;

1 suspecie<l shrewdly,
I longed to comnuniicale my suspicions, but

1 ilaro I not
;

1 had just ret\irn«d to the parish
at that time after a few years' abseuce, and I

thought my recent appointment to tho school

might bo endangered if I interfered, unless on

the clearest grounds. 1 had no ouo to whom
I could look for support iu the event of my
.stirring the matter up ; Challoner had .settle.l

himsilf in his new station very shortly after

the millet's death ;
he had bec<jme rich, and I

had my reasons for not applying in that direc-

tion. The captain, a line eld gentleman.
Would havo rushed right iuto the tiuck of it

if I had suggested my ideas to him, but he

had neither weight or judgment for a questi )U

of this magnitude. N<nv many yeais have

]).i.ssed, and the thing comes upon mo imexpcc-

tedly. I must be ciutious ; pray let all I .say

be entirely reserved.
"

(Talbot nodded gravely.)
"

1 know that gentlemen in your profession

have a high sense of honour, on that I rely.

Look here, Lieuteuant Talbot ; here are facts,
—

Property, present and in prospect, generally un-

derstood to be left to an ailoptcd nephew of

whom the miller wjus very fond, but if there

W!is no will the whole to pass to tho heir-at-

law, Robert Challoner, now in po.sse.ssion, a

magistrate aud a man of weight iu the district,

but at the time we are talking of*, a nonentity,

a mere foreman overlooking alternately the

Waterleigh and .\xtou Mills."
"
Ah," said T.d;.ot.

j

" Do not interrupt me," tho other replied,

continuing his e.-vger recital,
" a great tompt.i-

tion—the Devil is very busy—evil thoughts
arise

;
no evidence thotigh, not a tittle at the

inquest to complicate the inqviiry. Challoinr

left Waterleigh just before the 2 1st of October
—had not seen or »])oken to Cradock until his

retiirn stniie weeks after ; yet, mark mo— e.iriy

tliat same morning, before tho miller CJreen-

shield's body Wiis discoverel, a man was seen

witii Cradock in the orchard belaud tho mill,

and that m;ui was "

"
Clialloner !

" exclaimed Talbot.
"

Yes, but the verdict was acciderital de.ath,

remember that. We havo no evidence as yet

except the mevting in the orchard, aud in thit
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there was so much shuflliiig by the landlord

of the Beetle in answer to my iiKiuiries, that

it would have gone for nothing in a court of

justice. The inquest was held at tlie mill

the same day Greenshield was found drowned
;

no surgical inspection was considered necessary.

Two women laid out the body ; they ought to

have been examined, but they were not called.

After the inquest was over, 1 walked with an

uneasy mind along the bank of the river, some

hundred yards below the mill, to see the spot

where Greensliield's body had been fir.st dis-

covered, washed by the current of the stream

on to a spit of land. I made a careful exami-

nation of this place. The footsteps of many
persons were visible in the sandy loam, all with

one exception the footprints of labouring people,

easily distinguishable by their nailed soles, and

other similar characteristics. In fact, the

body was found by farm labourers on their

way to their work. Six or eight yards from

this spot I observed one footprint of altogether

different appearance ; only one. It was as if

a person had stepped forward from off the

grass, paused, and stepped back again. I

examined that footprint carefully ;
it must

have been impressed that morning, as the river

had covered the place the preceding night.

There had been much rain, and the waters

were then subsiding. It was the mark of a

man's shoe or boot, smaller than the others,

and with a flat low heel. I hastened to the

village for a measuring rule ;
when I returned

the footprint had been obliterated. I believe

that footstep to have been Challoner's
;

it v^'as

of the same character and size as his, with

the same flat heel."

"I do not think," Talbot remarked,
" that

we can safely draw conclusions from this cir-

cumstance ;
other persons passing at the time,

or just after the removal of the body, would

probably have paused in the same manner.

All you have related does certainly leave a

very uncomfortable impression, but there is

nothing as yet upon which to found a distinct

charge."
" Distinct charge, no : but if we take into

account all the circumstances, I think you will

say that it was a most unsatisfactory case, and

that further inquiry should have been made

long ago."
" I do say so," Talbot rejoined ;

" there has

been great, very great remissness,
—it was not

wilful neglect of duty ; many things on my
part unfortunately interfered to prevent that

which ought to have been done
;
now the in-

quiry shall be full and ample. There may
have been nothing wrong, but if otherwise,

the wiong-doer must look to himself. You

spoke of two women who were employed about

the body, are they still living and to be got

at?"
" One is dead," said the schoolmaster,

" but

the other woman lives over the way."
" I must see that woman," said Talbot,

you come" before T examine Cradock ;
will

to her house with me ?
"

They crossed the street, A small cottage,

neater than its neighbours, with slated roof,

and small garden in front, was the abode, as

a board over the door informed inquirers, of

Mary Stitchbone, midwife, &c.
" Mrs. Stitchbone is a person well to do ia

the world now," observed the schoolmaster ;

"
people do say that there is an unknown

friend behind the scenes somewhere who helps

to make ends meet."

He tapped at the door
;

it was opened by
Mrs. S. herself.

"Well, and if it ain't Mr. Birchbottom ;

and how do you do, sir ? I see you have a

gent with you ;
I suppose this will be for a

lying-in case, eh 1
"

"Oh, dear no," said Talbot.
" What !" rejoined the matron, "never a

laying-out ?
"

"It is neither a lying-in nor a laying-out,

mother Stitchbone," said Birchbottom. " Let

us come inside, and you shall hear all about

it."

Mrs. Stitchbone stood back, and her visitors

entered. She shut the door and retired be-

hind the three-legged table that stood in the

middle of the paved kitchen, and resting her

hands on it as on a counter, put her head on

one side, assumed a bland professional face,

and fixed her greedy grey eyes upon Talbot,

who she at once saw was her customer.

"Though our visit, Mrs. Stitchbone," he

said,
"

is not strictly professional, it is some-

thing of the sort, and we shall gladly consider

it in that light, and give handsome remunera-

tion."

Mrs. Stitchbone set her head on the other

side, but made no answer.

"I must first ask you," Talbot continued,

"to be so good, my dear ma'am, as to go

back in memory a few years. I believe, Mrs.

Stitchbone, that you were engaged in render-

ing the last services, you know—I mean—in

short, ma'am, that you laid out the body of

Mr. Greenshield, the miller, who was found

drowned in October, 1855."

Mrs, Stitchbone's countenance shut itself

up, it changed from bland to obdurate.
"
Well," she said,

" and so I did, and what

then ?
"

"
Why, I daresay, ma'am," said Birch-

bottom, placing his hands under his coat
tail?^

and rising on his toes in barrister style,
"I
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<lar«*i«ay, ma'am, that a jiorsou of your Hharp

obntTvation au'l iiitoHit;enct?, Mrs. Siitchl)one,

would notice any liltlo circmiiHtiiiice!« of a

peculiir character in the body of tho dcc«a*M

Gret-ushitjld that may have ])roMentcd tin- ..-

Bclvos at that time : will yo.i thiTuforo Ihj -^'ood

enough now to duscribo tht-m to tho jury— I

miaii, to my friend Mr. Talbot J"
"

Yts," Mrs. StitcliV)iio replied,
"

I do ro-

muuiber Homcthini; peculiar."
" Ha !

"
H;iid Bircblwttom,

" what was th;kt,

uia'.kiu ?
''

'•.Mr-« Crump was with mo, gfut", and
*

I'olly .Stitclil>ont>,' says she,
*
I have ahvays

hevrd Bay drowuded folks are dreadful stiff to

•trai'^'htcn, and soe what a pleasant corpse is

this, and l.iyn out so very limp. i*«'lly,' says

•be,
' mind my word'*, there'll be another

corpse very soon, or I don't know my truie ;'

and BO it wa>«, for I remember sho wa-s SL-nt for

just aftiT to your excellent mother, sir, .Mr.s.

liirchbottom, then iu her eleventh labour,

more by token, sho had the babby christened

Ouotonniiiy H.rchbottom, alwjtys con»i lerinj

ton cnoui^h. Ah, hhe was a religious wom.in,
and always called her children at them times

about her, saying,
* Como all of you, c nuo

and SCO what your mothers do go through for

the love of you.'
"

"
But, my dear ma'am," nilcrposed Talbot,

** about tho dead b xly ;
vju were i^'oiiiu' to

observe "

"Think you kindly, sir," says Mrs. Stitch-

bone. "
t>h, yes, I W.W a going to observe,

that just as the babby Onetomany aa now Ls,

was b«jni, Mrs. Crump suddenly went off.

Some s.vid that it was a tit, some that she took a

drop too much of tho ruin, but 1 laid her out

myself, and I know very well what it was :

' A limp <rirpi« f.M»

liriags nuinb-.T I •» r»cc.'
"

" This Is intolerable," said Talbot
" But what a)x>ut the drowned man ?

"
ox-

cl.iiaied Uirchbottom
;

"
ilid you notice any

marks of outward injtiry
—any cuts, scratches,

bruises, ma'am ?
"

"Link, gent-*," sail Mrs, Stitchbono.
" how can one mind so long ago 1 It was, as

I have siiiil, a plea-sant corpse and a limp,
and that is all 1 know about it."

"
Thi.s is perfect waste of time," s-ail Tal-

bot,
" come away ; the woinaji clearly dix's

not choose to tell all she knowg, and the neat

cottage h.xs probably i)urchascd her silonco.

I »m more convinced thm ever of fotd play."
H>r visitors gone, Mrs. Stitchbone oiK-netl

a secret recc*.", and took therefrom a green
g'.-Hss bottle with sihvr he.vlo I cork ;

the crk
o.\;racte<i, sho r.use,l tho b<jttle t> her lijvi,

muttering,
"
Birchbottom and Co., may they

go to tho devil, and a hufo and ploaA-uit {mu-

sago to them !" Having sealed the piou«
- —

.

lion with a satisfactory clincher, hh" cji-
_

henwdf in her ea-sy chair for a morning nap.

As Tallx>t and his co[n{janion neared the

inn, they heard loud voices ijisuing from the

poH-sage. lliutoning to the scene of ooutca-

tion, they found tho principal performers wer«
j

th'j o.stler and tho village constable. Ttie

former, having slipjjed his shirt over his head,

twisted his braces round his middle, given hus

bp-eehes a fin.il hi'ch up, was squaring out in

tr;dy scientiiic stylo ;
whilo the constaldo, hold-

ing iiis Btiiff in one band, and a warrant in

tho other, gesticulate<l and retreated before

his hollic<Jrto opponent.
"What is all this about?" sairl Talbjt,

"Fall back, ostler."
''

I have a warrant tj take up Crado:k,"

cried the const.able
;
"he is here in hiiing

somewhere on tho promiaos."
" Fall back, and be quiet, ostler, or I wid

make you ;
and you, con.stable, give mo tho

warrant," said Talbot. "
I see this warrant is

signed by a magistrate for the arrest of a man

upon apoaching charge,
—

quite right, nodoubt ;

now go back to the place from whence you

came, Mr. Constible, and give my coaipli-

ment«», Mr. Talbot's compliments—to the ma-

g strate,—Mr. Challoner, I think the nauio

i.s,
—and tell him that there are no poacher*

iu this inn "

" And give my compliments aUo, l{.>b'jy,"

cried tho ca;)tiin, who, attr.icted by the noi-M',

now made hia appearance, "and inform your
m;istor that this inn is occupied by o'hcers in

Her Majesty's service, and that they ar? ast*>-

nished at his impertinent presumption, t > koii I

his blackguard tiiiefukers here indeed; 'gal,

it's an insult to the sorvicea,"
"
Oh, humbug," s^vid tho constable*, taking

courage at Talbot's quiet manner,
"

I am my-
self a officer, and Squire Challoner says I am
to search these premises and to take my nuui,

and I'm dariR-vl if I don't."
" My friend," said Talbot,

"
I sh.all be sorry

if anything uiiplo:i.-«int should o-.'cur, but I

have already toll you that wo h;irl>our no

poachers here, and I now tell you that if you
•lo not instantly m.^rch from this iuis I will

send you «>ut double quick."
The constablo saw that his op^xnient was

not to be trifled with ; ho hesitated an instuit,

but as Talbot drew back his arm for tlio cii-

tical blow, he turne<l tail and di.sappe,«red.
"
Landlonl," sai I Talbot,

"
get tho bre^k-

fa.st rojidy. I will join you presently, geullo-

I men."
' "

Very good," tho captain replied,
" tho

I
sooner the better ;'' and added asivle,

" A smart
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young man, a smart young man, but of the

modern school," in qualification of his approval.

As Talbot left the room he whispered to

the schoolmaster :

"It is a warrant from Cballoner for Cra-

dock's apprehension on a poaching charge.

The enemy is awake ;
no doubt he has heard

of our last night's affair, and that we are keep-

ing Cradock here
;
he suspects something, and

wishes to secure his man to get him out of

the way ;
this is more like guilt than any-

thing I have yet heard. I will see Cradock

at once ; we shall have another visit from the

constable in force shortly ;
there is not a mo-

ment to be lost."

"May it not be well that I assist you and

be present as a witness ?
"

said the school-

master
;

" the fellow will require to be scien-

tifically handled to ensure a full confession."
"
Thanks, no," rejoined the other

;

" I think

I shall manage him best alone."

(To he co/itiiiued.)

PORTER-POKEME N.

Times have greatly changed since the Quay
of Newcastle-ou-Tyne was thronged by pic-

turesque groups of "keelmeu." Steam has

done away with "
keels," as it has done away

with the old stage coaches, and as the glaring

red railway hotel has almost driven the cosy

hostelry of our fathers' days clean out of ex-

istence. It is very rarely indeed that a "keel-

man "
is observed at the present day in the

streets of the northern capital. We may read

the names of keelmen on the grey tombstones

of All Saints', or at the unsightly cemetery at

the Ballast Hills
;
and we may occasionally see

them depicted in some of the old etchings, in

some odd volumes of Brand and Mackenzie.

But it is very seldom now that one has an op-

portunity of beholding them in the flesh. On
a more than ordinarily fine day, an antiquary
in search of the marvellous may be fortunate

enough to catch a glimpse of a relic, sunning
his aged bones, and smoking his customary

"cutty" on the hospital steps in the New
Road

;
but the spectacle is at the best a very

melancholy one. Even thei hospital, with its

grass-plot, on which the grass has long forgotten
to grow, and its dial, on which the sun has

long refused to shine, seems out of place,
and is evidently "tottering towards its fall."

The "
Quay," once the favourite haunt of the

"keelmen," when not upon the river, knows
them no more. The sheds, the jetties, and
the "

chares," are now monopolised by a less

picturesque set of men, whose appearance and
avocation we are about to describe, and who
seem to flourish exceedingly. Steam detracts

not from the value of their labour, or from the

fruits of their earnings. The deepening of the

bar, the construction of the piers, and the

dredging of the river,
—

enterprises of great

moment, about which the Council and the Tyne
Commissioners are never tired of talking,

—
inasmuch as they enable vessels of greater ton-

nage to reach the wharves, tend only to increase

the gains of the porter- pokeman.

Now, we daresay, the reader is at a loss to

understand what can be possibly meant by so

apparently absurd an expression. The exact

occupation of a "
porter

"
is easily determined,

and is widely understood ;
while the bare

mention of a "
pokeman

"
is amply sufficient

to make one familiar with the character of his

calling. But the conjunction of the two

terms, "porter" and "pokeman," serves to

compose an industrial puzzle. The porter-

pokeman, then, we may say at once, is a very

useful, but at the same time a very common-

place and an exceedingly unromantic, sort of

individual. He is not so pleasant to look upon
as a costermonger, nor is he so amicably dis-

posed as a drayman. There is nothing quaint
or archaic about him, as there was about the

old keelman of poetic and traditional immor-

tality. In short, the porter-pokeman is, in

sooth, a very animal kind of a man. Learn-

ing and parts have nothing whatever to do with

his business, and he knows it,
—about the

only thing that he does know thoroughly,—
and he treats them both with the most inef-

fable disdain. All that he requires are breadth

of shoulder and strength of arm, and these he

unquestionably possesses.

Like the pitman and the keelman, the

porter-pokeman affects a peculiarity of apparel ;

and so evidently is he enamoured of it, that

he sees no reason for diverging from it on

Sundays and holidays. He seems to have

been guided iia his choice of material by the

same sound principle that determined worthy
Dr. Primrose in his choice of a wife, and

worthy Mrs. Primrose in her choice of a

wedding-gown, viz., the subordination of a

"glossy surface" to "such qualities as would

wear well." The porter-pokeman is, we venture

to affirm, without any metaphor at all, the

veritable "fustian jacket," though we doubt

whether the great political reformers would on

that account think him specially qualified to

vote in the electioH of a member of parlia-

ment. In these days of high living and extrava-

gant tailoring, when comfort is sacrificed to

appearance, when it is difficult to tell "Jack"
from his master, and when "Jemima" may
be pardonably mistaken for her mistress, so

long as she keeps her mouth shut,
—the porter-

pokeman's indiS'erence to the fascinations of
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dress amountg almost to a Rocial virtue. He h
'

always wliat ho really apiRarn to Ihj. TIkto is no

Hhammin^ or doception about the man. When
he goes to church, which, wo ri-j^Tut to Bay, is,

as a geiural rule, very wlilom, the heatllo iH

never guilty of iisin^- any Hujrerfluous coremony
with respect to him, but packs him into a free

seat in some out-of-the-way place, with a spon-
taiiouu^ (li'cisiou uf character vi-ry un\iHual in

beadles
; and when he presents himself befom

the t-yes of a booking clerk at a railway sUition,

the hands of the ollicial instinctively wander,
before a word has pjunaed between them, to

the comp:irtnicnt where the third-clasa tickets

abide. Not oidy is the porter-pokeman's

jacket composed of the most unmistakeab'o

and unsavoury fustian, but he appears, when

arrayed in full dress costume, to be entirely
made up of that article. A small cap, stuck

resolutely upon his head, a neckerchief of the

brightest scarlet, and with the ends usually

loose, and a pair of shoes with substantial soles

and upper leathers, are the only things vidblo

about hiiu that cannot be directly charged
with a fu>tian origin.

When a sl;ip reaches Newcastle Quay, it is

the interest of the factor to whom the cargo
is consigned to get a clearance eflected with

all possible dispatch. Quay dues are heavy,
and the ."kipper never fails to charge for every

day that the cargo is allowed to remain on
board. His warehouseman accordingly engages
a "meter" at once, and upon him the whole

duty and responsibility of discharging the

ship devolves. The meter, who derives his

name from the fact that lie metes or measures
the corn, is au exceedingly important per-

sonage, though iu appearance ditfering in no
e.ssentuil piirticulars from the gentleman whom
wo have already descrilied. Ho is always
"there or thereabouts" when wanted. The

person who re<iuires his services may invariably
di.scover him in one of three places: at the pny-

hou>e, usually ."-ituate in one of the niaiiy
•'
dowly," or dark and narrow thoroughfares,

locally known as "chares ;" in the hold of a

newly-arrived corn-laden ves.sel ; or rubbing
his preci<nis fustians against the mngh surface

"f a neighbouring dead wall, fa i

i.irly known
among the tribe as "Neevvay. (The name

origiiiateil in this wise : a P. -I being luskeil

by a colleague where he was going replied that

he was going nowhere, and incontii > ntly placed
his back against the wall in ipiestiou ) Having
receiveil his couimi-ssion, the meter proceeds to

hire "a gang" of porter-pokemen, varying in

numbers from three to h.df-adozcn, accord-

ing to the exigencies of the moment, with a

spi inkling of outsiders to perform the rough
or 'prentice work of the job. I

Wo will now HupiKiHo a t,'ang of the ht-ilwait

fellows to have been engaged for the purp<«e
of discharging the good ship Scojungfer, of

Konigsberg (or thereal)out«), of a cargo of

iJaltic whe.it. The first duty of the {>okemin
under the-e circumstances is to di«po«o of his

upper clothing, to tuck up the sleeves of his

shirt, ;is if the work he was about to i>erfurm

was of the dirtiest deHcription, and to sub-tilut'i

a close-fitting .skuU-cap for his ordinary head-

gear. We do not pretend to understand the

why and the wherefore of all this extensive

preparation, and wo dare say the pokemau gf)eB

through it all more from the effect of habit

than from any rational conviction that it is

prodtictive of any appreciable benetit : for

carrying sacks of com to warehouse is far from

coming within the category of dirty work, and

the linen of the carriers is not generally either

of a colour or rpiality to bo speedily injured

even if it were. And if wo suppose, for the

sake of argument, that the P. -P. is actuated

by motives of personal comfort, we should be

inclined to conclude that the same animid in-

stinct which induces him to roll up his shirt

sleeves, would also induce him to forswear the

hateful iiight-cap. Boerhaav lays it down as

an axiom that the whole philosophy of heiUth

consists in two very simple rules : keeping the

head cool and the feet warm. Evidently,

therefore, the night-cap is something of an

au'jmaly.
The entire stock-in-trade of a pokeuian Is

not a burdensome matter. His whole equip-

ment would be covereil by a couple of shillings.

All that he requires to enable him to follow

his aiding with success and credit are good

health, and a sack capable t)f holding four

imperial bii.><hels, neither more nor less. Hav-

ing tossed the latter over his ami, he is reaily

to commence operations forthwith.

Considering the jigencies at command, the

flistance that often intervenes between the

ship and the warehou.se, and the great height

which it is sometimes necessary to carry the

corn ore it can l>e deposited in the loft, tho A

expedition with which the work of unloa<ling
'

i.s accomplisheil is re.illy surprising. Tho

motor desceuils into the hold of the ship, pro-

vided with a wooden shovel and a piece of

chalk. With the tirst he tills the me;usure by
which tho com is drawn to the surface, and

|{

with the last ho keeps an account of tho

number of bushels sent aloft Simple as this

work undoubtedly seems, tho rapulity and

skill with which it is done can only be actjuired,

like excellence in any other art, by p.atience

and practice. To such a degree of nicety can

.some celebrated meters gauge the relative con-

tents of the thing to be filled apd the instm-
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meut with which it is tilled, that wlieu the

brim of the measure is streaked before being
drawn np, not a grain has been known to

fall !

The corn is
"
whipped," that is, drawn to

the surface, by the ship's crew,*' whose voices

may often be heard as they sing some of their

national airs to v.'hile away the tedium of their

labour. The work of whipping is accomplished

by means of a tackle attached to one of the

spars, over w Inch a line is passed into the hold.

At the other end of the rope three smaller

cords are fastened, by means of which three

siilors are enabled to whip in concert. A
pokeman stands at the top to guide the measure

in its ascent, so that none of its contents may
be spilt, while another stands with his oijen-

mouthed sack ready to receive the corn as it is

d:awn up, and convey it on shore upon his

shoulders. At the warehouse door the sack is

weighed to ascertain whether it contains the

requisite eighteen stones nett. Its weight

being adjusted, the burden is then turned over

to the care of the outsiders, by whom it is

conveyed in stages up an almost endless series

of stairs to the lofts.

The work of a porter-pokeman is certainly

laboiious, and somewhat precarious, but it is

neither dirty nor dangerous. The only risk

he appears to run is that of occasionally

tumbling into the river while walking between

ship and shore across the plank by which the

two are connected, and which at times of ebb-

tide assumes a really unpleasant incline. But
we have only heard of one case in which a P. -P.

was drowned from this cause, and even then

it appeared that the poor fellow had fallen

while in a fit. The incident, however, made a

considerable stir in the town, and produced a

plentiful crop of suggestions for the prevention
of all such misfortunes in the future. One
was that the planks in question should be pro-
tected by rails, but the suggestion did not

secure the approbation of the men most inti-

mately concerned, one of whom wrote to a

local journal to say that the recommendation
was wholly impracticable, and for this reason,
that in rainy weather the planks require to

be turned over to prevent them becoming too

slippery to walk upon. Mr. Charles Knight
informs us, in his "

Passages of a Working
Life," that the dry-grinders and needle-

pointers of Sheffield peremptorily refused to

adopt the mouth-piece of Mr. Abraham, be-

cause they believed that their high wages
would be lowered if their work were rendered

less injurious to their health. We cannot but

* The "whipi^ing" is borne by the owners of the vessel ;

but if more than one tackle is required, the extras are paid
for by the factor. .

think that some such reasoning as the above

must have guided the literary pokeman in pro-

pounding his objection to the proposed im-

provement of the plank ; for surely few things
could have been easier than to have pro\ided

against the slipperiness complained of by plac-

ing pieces of wood across the gangway about a

foot apart. But however that may be, it is

certain that the present emoluments of the

gang for the time they are employed are ex-

traordinary. While the meter is paid at the

rate of sixpence a last of twenty sacks, each of

his understrappers receives fuurpence for the

same quantity of work. It is not unusual for

a gang to make in this way as much as fifteen

shillings per man a day. In consequence,

however, of the extremely pernicious manner
in which the men are accustomed to draw their

pay, it is next to imiDossible for any of them to

derive the full advantage of their splendid

earnings. While the meter is not paid by the

corn-factor the cost of discharging until the

vessel has been completely cleared, it is a

peculiarity with the trade for each of the gang
to insist upon the amount of his earnings being
handed over to him at the close of the day.
In order to meet these demands an iniquitous

system of pay-houses has been established, the

consequences of which are alike injurious to

the pokemen themselves, and the factors by
whom they are employed. It need scarcely
be observed that the pay-houses are low

public-houses ;
and when we have said that it

is customary for the gang to draw upon the

landlords for the amount of the earnings they
have made during the day, and that the land-

lords receive back the money they have iu

this way advanced, from the meter, at the com-

pletion of the job, little more is required to

show the disastrous and improvident results

of such a system. Had the publican not a

peculiar interest in keeping the men hanging
about the precincts of his tap-room, he would

naturally decline the honour of acting the

part of banker. The men have so many meet-

ings for the purpose of squaring accounts, at

each of which it is absolutely necessary, in the

first place, to drink a certain quantity for the

good of the house, and, in the second place, an

unlimited quar ity for their own gratification,

that the wage , of the silly fellows are soon

frittered awa} . It is also a circumstance of

not unfrequeufc occurrence for a gang of porter-

pokemen, after receiving the amount of their

day's pay from the publican, to refuse to

resume work until the whole h;is been spent ;

by which means the domestic welfare of their

families is deranged, and the clearance of a

ship seriously delayed.
After these revelations the reader will not
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be surprised to learn that the P.-P.'b are, for

the uiOHt part, a brutal and a drunken clans of

men,— badly dro.Hsed, badly educated, and

greatly addicted to quarroUini,' among thein-

Belves and with thu low Irish of Sandy ite,

whose Popish proclivities and occiutionally

riotous propensities they seem ever ready to

frustrate by an ai)peal to forcf. They are

generally regarded in the locality as barren

ground, which it is useless to attempt to culti-

vate. And so perhaps it is,
—according to the

traditionjil plan of endeavouring to arrest a

river at its mouth. It is of little effect preach-

ing to them, or sliowering tracts upon them.

Th-y will not listen to the one, and will pro-

bably light their pipes with the other. Tliey
can only be reached through tlie instrumen-

tality of their ainmal instincts. Their refor-

mation can only bo accompli.shed by attention

being primarily directed to their material sur-

roundings ;
and the most pernicious of these

is the system of pay-houses, by which their

moral Tiature is tainted and turned awry. J.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION.

It was proposed some time ago to promote
what was termed International educition as a

means of preventing wars, and extending

peace and goodwill between nations. It was

thought that a mutual knowledge of each

ot!ier's language amou'.; the nations of Europe
would tend very niucli to this eml, but there

i-^ this objection, that it might have a directly

opposite effect
;
at any rate, the identity of

language even strengtheneil by the relation-

ship, such as it is, is not sufficient to prevent
the growth of feelings far from friendly be-

tween this country and the United States, and

therefore we may suppose that the effect

woidd not bo greater on the Continent The

speech of the French Minister of Eilucation

contains little which is interesting to the

getierality of Englishmen, or to the people of

any other nation, beyond an invitation to

them to compete «!ducationally at the Exhibi-

tion of 18()7. His appeal to all European
nations to enter into a com{>etition of this

kind seems to bo about the most impracticable
that ever was made

; and, if adopted, so far

from the space that coidd be set apart in the

Exhibition for the display of examples being

sulHoient, it is just possible that tlie whole

bnililing would be too small, and an additional

acre or two would lie found necessary. It is

possilde, however, that some good may come
out of his invitation, though it may not be

responded to either so generally or to the
|

extent he wishes.

The subjects to which special attention in
|

given are not the same in all countrie*. In this

country, and t<) a greater extent probably in

Franco, the classics are held in the highest
est' em, and Hebrew an<l modern liinguages are

comparatively of small account, tLcu-^h it

cannot be denied that the study of th<.' French

ami fiennan languages is growing very much
in this country. In (Jermany, wo are told,

the attention given to the study of languages
is pretty e<iually divided l)ctwcon the dead and

the living, though there, as in this country,
the study of the classical languages, especially

the Latin, is profound. In Spain and Italy
more attention is paid to the study of the

(J reek and I.M'itiu languages than to other sub-

jects. As regards other matters, Chemistry is

thouglit more of in France than any other,

ami in Prussia, Natural History is that to

which most attention is directed
;
at the EnglUh

universities Mathematics stands lirst on the

list, after this no very marked fireference is

given to any particular subject.

Anything like competition between the

students of different countries is almost impos-

.'^ible, for this re;i.son, if for no other, that the

L;itin of one country is not the Latin of auotlier,

and that which one university would regard as

a merit would be decried by another as worthy
of blame. There wouM be little dithculty in

deciding as to the respective proftciency of

candidates who went in for the exact sciences,

but inasmuch as the principal subject of study
in at least five countries is the Latin language,
and as this in an international competition
would have to be excluded, or if not excluded

could not be decided upon in consequence of

the difference of opiiuon among the judges,
it may be safely conchnled that a competition
of the kind referred to must be very limited in

extent. In lieu of a rival exhibition on tho

part of the students, ic has been suggested
tliat a congress of Professors from the different

universities at that time might effect some

good by imparting to each other the systems

they pursue in communicating their knowledge
to those whom thi-y instruct. Such an i lea is

worthy of considenition, and its realisation

could hardly f:ul to bo pro<luctivo of some, if

not great advantige. G. L.

A U01M5EU ADVENTURE IN ANDA-
Ll'SIA.

As An l.alusia is the most interesting pro-

vince of romantic Sjmin, it m.ay not be unac-

ceptiible to the reader to give a short account

of an excursion which we recently made into

that picturesijue land.

Having formed a party of ten, we proceeded
from Gibraltar at a convenient hour in the

morning to the Cork Wood. Each officer wag
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furnished with two large holsters, in which,
not like Hndibras,

" two aged pistols he did

stow," but lined with capital beef-steaks,

chickens, hams, and with a sufficient quantity
of wine and brandy, a far better substitute.

There was nothing interesting for some

miles, except the tranquil bay and not distant

mountains, checkered by low sand-hills, and
here and there fences of the prickly pear, with

occasional glowing orange -groves, and purple

vineyards. After a very long ride we reached

the entrance of the Cork Wood. Now the

wild scenery of Andalusia began to open on

our view
; large straggling cork-trees spread

their gigantic masses, not furnished as at home
with low underwood, but in its place long plots

of parched grass varied the scene. A river wind-

ing through the valley, which turned a mill,

formed a principal object in the foreground of

the picture. We met sometimes a long line

of muleteers, the tinkling of whose bells, with

the long monotonous chant of their Moorish

ballads, brought back to our memories the

chivalry of Spain led out against proud Granada
and the unfortunate Boabdil, the last of her

Moorish kings.
We now reached our journey's end, and

•were greeted with welcome by our well-known

Boniface, the master of the forest venta.

Each officer alighted, and took charge of his

horse, unsaddled him, put the halter round
his neck, and fastened him to the stall

; (there
were a long range of these, ill-furnished, and
all under the same roof as the mansion itself ;)

then each gave some chopped straw and beans

to his tired horse, and afterwards retired to

look after his own provender.
Now a solemn council was held about that

most important of all subjects, the dinner,
when every officer had a particular charge as-

signed to him. One was to cook the beef-

steak, another to make the salad, a third to

do the venison chop, which luck threw in

our way, and the least artistic to wash the

potatoes, cool the wine, and lay the cloth 'under

a wide-spreading cork-tree. I need not say,
after our fatiguing journey, what ample justice
was done to the dinner, to which succeeded

grapes and cooled wines, with a finale of a

soothing cigar.

After a good rest, we saddled our horses,
and struck out merrily homewards

;
then be-

gan the equestrian sports of the evening.
The principal amusement was to join hands,
and ride full tilt against the cork-trees, this

requiring some dexterity to loosen hands in

sufficient time to avoid running a-muck against
the tree. The next entertainment was to ride

at full speed down a gentle hilL In this race

there was one of our party, a Scotch gentle-

maTi, who was pitched on his head by the fall

of his horse, and to our dismay, was lifted up
insensible, having probably suU'ered concussion

of the brain. We were now plunged into a

sad dilemma
; we were at a considerable dis-

tance from St. lloque, or from any habitation.

After pondering for some time over our diffi-

culty, we by good chance descried two men
with a donkey carrying charcoal. We hired

them to put our stricken friend on their ass,

and carry him carefully to the neare.st venta

for the night, in the hope that rest might

sufficiently restore him to consciousness, and

thus that he might be able to resume his journey
home next morning.

After .some time we approached the venta,
and made the landlord acquainted with our

misfortune. He expressed his sympathy for

us, but regretted he had only one room—a

large store-room, at our service. So, consult-

ing what was to be done, we arranged to leave

three of our party, of which I was one, as

charitable Samaritans, to tend the suifering

patient, and allow the rest to resume their

journey to Gibraltar. Having made our help-
less friend as comfortable as a pillow and a

cloak could make him on a bed of beans, we
returned to the kitchen, Avhere the reeking
smell of a savoury olio attracted our olfactory

organs, and to share which we were to our

great satisfaction invited by the hospitable
landlord

;
and so palatable did we find it, that

we were reconciled to the ill-smelling garlic,

the horror of English stomachs. Our repast

being finished, we plied our host with cigars,

and some of our French brandy. This civility

completely opened the Spaniard's heart, whose

countrymen are as gentle as lambs, when
treated politely and with kindness, but as

fierce as their own bulls, when alienated by
hauteur and repulsed by rudeness. A long
time being spent in discussing our cigars, and

the topics of the day, we retired to rest, not

to our " thrice driven bed of down," and not-

withstanding
" the crumpling (not) of roses,"

but of the beans, we fared like the wet sea-

boy, or rather like Shakespeare's hind, who
" Sweats in the eye of Phoebus, and all night

sleeps in Elysium."
Before morning we were awakened by loud

knocking at the outer door, we immediately
started up, dressed ourselves in all haste, and

went towards the place from which the noise

proceeded. It soon ceased, and we heard the

following conversation, between the persons
outside and our landlord. "Quienesi" "Ami-

gos !

"—" Who are you ?
" asked the landlord.

"
Friends," was the answer. "

Que quieresi"—" What do you want ?"—rejoined the host.

"Let us in, and we will tell you," was the
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curt reply from the oQtflile. "N<>, you nhall

not enter," cridl out our fricml. " You
huve £iiL{ltsbofliccr:t within," Hail tlio intrudem,
" Let us iu, Joxo, and Wis will shirc tho bcxty
with you."

"
Thoy are friundn of mino,"

concluilud Jom>, "and you hIliU not touch a

hair of their heals." Tho rohbers, for Huoh

thoy were, began to threaten that tlioy would

force tho door, and takt- vongoanco on .Jl in-

side.
" My door i.-4 well secured," added tho

landlord,
" and I have throe boys of ray own,

besides tho English officers." The robbers

being daunto<l by tho courage of Jose', and tho

thought of tho number they would have to

encounter, with grumbling and cursing retired.

We promptly came forward, and gave our

wannest thanks to our good landlord for his

courage and fidelity. As tho morning had

broken, wo did not return to our hard couch

of beans, but ailjourned to tho public-room,
tlio kitche:i. Aft* r taking a cigar, wo gave
some obscure hints about breakfiist, when our

landlord said ho had nothing for us but the

remains of la.st night's olio reheated, adding
it was <piite at our service. With this, bread

and Spanish wine, wo endeavoured to rough
iu We now judged it time to prepare for the

road ; in doing so, our tir^t thoughts wore for

our sick fellow-traveller, and we went at once

to ascertain if he were tit for tho journey.
When we reachoil his room, to our agreeable

surprise, we found him sitting up in the bed

with his con.sciousness returned, ami onlycom-

plainin.,' of some confusion of ideas, and a

pain in hLs head.

It is time now to relate what we heard a

few hours later befell our comrades of yester-

day. They rode forward without any accident

till they aime within a couple of miles of St.

11oijue, when, on turning a corner of the road,
out rushed from a clump of trees twelve

cavaliors of the forest, armed to tho teeth.

This 8t4irtliug apparition took tho breath from

tho party. They immediately consulted what

course to take, when, seeing themselves out-

numbered, and without arms, and thinking
discretion the better part of valour, they re-

solved to make a sudden dush through the

banditti, and seek safety in tliglit. This plan
was ably disconcerted by the rapid movements
of the roblHjrs, who stationed, with the quick-
ness of thought, two men with loaded pistoU
across the road to prevent escape. Tho rest,

ton in number, rushed two to one against our

friends. One officer alone managed to get off

by a desperate rush through them, but not

without a pistol being fired after him, fortu- '<

n itidy without effect, and tiio blow oi the but- i

end of a gun given to his Hying horse. Then
j

one robber dismounted, and seized the bridle
|
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of an officer's hor^e, a aeciud robb«r [trtsnvuufl

a loa<led pistol to his breast, tho rent Wi^ro

Himilarly treated
; thus, each of our party had

to Contend with two opponents. Tho fclii.;'.i-h

ofiiconi, being all over-majitered, were oom-

polled to dismount and surrender their hiirn>-«.

A contri)>ution was raised, and all tho ca.<(h

forthcoming oidy amounted to five (vjuudH.

Tho freebooters whispered together, in so'.»ming

doulj*. what to do. Their first idea was to

carry them to the mountains, so they under-

8to<jJ, as far as they could citch from their

low conversation, and detain them as hostages,

till ransomed by their friends. Tii -ir final r,-

solution was to be content with tho good
horses they had captured, and the money they
had received, lest the offijjr who hail e.scai)e I

should bring <mt tho military from St. Rojue
against thorn, an 1 capture them, encumbered
as they would bo by their prisoners ; so, t iking
leave of the officers without any ceremony,

they told them to go on their way, not re-

joicing ! Tho robbers then struck off at a

quick pace towards Algezir.is. Our friends

faced towards St. Roi|ue, being all crest-fallen

and vowing they would never again go so f.ir

from home without arms, and, should another

opportunity occur, woul 1 redeem their present
defeat.

Journeying on for some time, regretting the

loss of their good steeds, they met an armed
force coming up to them from St. Roque, con-

ducted by the officer who had escaped. He
had with all dispatch tied to that town, and

informed the governor of the misfortune which

had occurred, and begged for his assistance.

This official in reply, expressing his sympathy,
.said ho oul 1 only ^atforvl

him ten ar.n;d

soldiers mounted, tho rest of his men being on-

gaged in other public business. In addition

to these our officer hired fjur more Spanianls,
who had previcjusly been engaged iu service

in (Jibraltar. Thus the bantl at once sttrted

off to tho rescue. When they ro.\ched tho

dismounted p:irty, they saw at a glance the

situation of atlairs, and the leader of this little

force inquired the way t!io robbers had gone.

Towanls Alge/.iras, w.i-s tho <puck reply. How

long is it since they have gone i About an

hour, was the prompt rejoinder. Tho English
then exchanged some h.v>ty explan.ation with

their own officer, who conducted the Sjwni-h
soKliers to their as-sisLance, and offeroil to take

the place of tho townsmen
Their offer w.as civilly declino<l by the

Spanish le ider, .and they were desired to go on

to the inn at St. Roque, where he hoped be-

for >

long to bring them back their horses.

The Spanish captain ordered his men to

start at a qviick pace, iu order to recover lost
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lime, lliu icbbers luade such good ui-e of the

start they got, that the Spaniards hatl to ride

vith a free rein for two hours, Lefore they got

any tidings of them. At last, on ascending a

gentle hill, tliey met a charcoal carrier, who
informed them that the party they described

to him were about two miles in advance.

This information gave them fresh courage to

mend their pace, and after they surmounted

the acclivitj', and gained a mile beyond it, they
descried the bandits in the distance, leisurely

riding their horses. Only for this slackening
of their speed, they would not have been for-

tunate enough to overtake them. Our friends

advanced with as little noise as possible, on the

soft grass, by which they gained on them un-

perceived, till they came within half a mile of

them. The robbers, then perceiving their ap-

proach, immediately clapped spurs to their

horses, and suddenly turned off to the right,

into a denser part of the wood, where our

party lost sight of them. Before this change
in their route they released the captive horses,
the better to favour their escape. The animals,
when left to themselves, turned homewards,
and they were joyfully captured b)' the soldiers,

as they came towards them. Two men were

left in charge of the horses, the rest rode on

at full speed to where the robbers had turned

off from the regular path. Arriving at this

spot they found that further pursuit was use-

less
;

but as the Spanish leader, from his

own experience, knew there was a cave not

far off, the usual resort of the robbers, he deter-

mined to search it for the fugitives. He
therefore led the way, making his men follow

one by one, through a long and devious path.
The leader at last pointed out where the cave

was. They had now to ascend an acclivity,

and so steep was it, that they were obliged to

dismount, and tie their horses to trees under a

guard. After clambering to the top, they

removed, by the direction of their leader, some
thick brushwood, which disclosed to them the

mouth of the cave. Into this they cautiously

crept. All was as still as night. No voice to

be heard or human being to be seen in this

subterranean abode. There were three rooms,
with rude furniture in each, showing the signs
of recent habitation. They found guns and
other arms in a corner covered by cloaks, and
as they carefully examined a remote part of

the cave, they touched upon something soft.

After poking it a little, a human being started

up in the shape of an old woman, and shortly
after a handsome young Spanish girl rose, and
came forward with much coolness, complaining
in an irritated manner that they had disturbed

the rest of herself and servant. On being

questioned whether she was the wife of the

robber, she denied it, repudiating with a kind
of contempt any such connexion

;
but when the

leader said that she did not speak the truth,
as he had lately seen her husband and his

gang flying from him, and that he had dis-

covered several arms and guns in the cave,
she gave up the game, was silent and down-
cast. The leader then spoke to his men in a

low voice, ordered her to be bound, and

brought behind one of them on horseback, to

St. Eoque, exclaiming,
" when we catch the

she-fox, the male one won't remain long un-

caught." At this word of command they were

proceeding to execute his order, when the

Spanish beauty, seeing the dreadful dilemma
in which she was placed, lost all courage, burst

into tears, and judging her only chance was

to appeal to the English officer, whom she

knew from his undress uniform, she flung her-

self on her knees, and implored his interces-

sion, and besought him,
"
por amor de dios,"

to have pity on her and hers
;
that whatever

was stolen would be returned, and they would
no more molest their neighbourhood. The

English oflicer at this tender appeal was quite
totiched with the distress of the Spanish girl,

whose large dark eyes were full of tears.

With some emotion he turned to the captain,

and begged of him, if consistent with his duty,
to give her her liberty, as they had recovered

their horses, which had been their principal
loss

; adding, he would take care that he would

be no sufierer by releasing the unfortunate

prisoner. To second this intercession, the

girl put a gold coin into the hand of the

Spanish officer. Whether this douceur softened

his heart, or the promise of the English of-

ficer, or the thought that if they carried off the

wife, the husband with a large force would at-

tempt a rescue,
—which of these considerations

most influenced him, I cannot say ;
the result

however was that he let go the girl, but told

her that he would be back in a short time to

make further search after her gang.
The poor girl was so overcome with the feel-

ing of gratitude, that she again threw herself

on her knees, and kissed with warmth the

hand of the English officer, reiterating her

assurance that they would give them no more

trouble.

They now sallied out of the cave, regained
their horses, and had a charming ride by moon-

light. It was indeed a glorious night ! The

moon had just risen, "round as my shield
;

"

in the clear southern atmosphere it sheds such

a flood of light as to make every object almost

as clear as day ; countless stars shone in

the fii-mament, much larger and more brilliant

than in our latitude, diffusing a soft and

lustrous light through the mild and balmy air.
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It was full inoniiD]^ on their arrival at St.
'

K'K|ue ; thuy joined thoir frieuJit, .tnl by re-

turning thuui thuir Hteu<iH, ina<lo tlu-ui all

"
liclil oHicer-i

"
again. Soon after a nunour

was heard th;it some of tho siuiu party had

beeu at the vunta, but faile>l in their objuct .

of capturing tho sick traveller and hi-t nulitary

frieii'ls, a.s h;vs been alreaily rel;ited. At this

.startling news thuy all (|uickly left tho town,
in full force with tho S[)aiiiardH, to look to tho

cafoty of their absent couirade.-*. When, to

their mutual j<>y, they met H4)me way outside

St. Koijuo, they excharit^ed congratulatiuiix,

and felicitated with the sick man on his partial

recovery. The Si>aniartl3 tjok their leave, all

except tho leader, who accompanied tho otlicers

to the garrison, whore they gave a liberal con-

tribution, by a general subscription of their

brother olHcers, for the services they had re-

ceived from tho Spanish party. in conclu-

.!i)n I have oidy to atito that the Scotch gentle-
man was bled on arriving at hi.i quarters, an«l

in a few days foun 1 himself restored to perfect

health.

MAGNETIC STORMS.

Within' the pa.'^t few weeks public atten-

tion has bt'un ropeatolly attracted by tho men-
tion of th'j phenomenon of magnetic .storms,

in connection with the interrupted efforts to

lay the Atlantic Telegraph cable
;
not a little

curiosity has been excited a.s to their nature,
and they have become tho «nbject of much

Rpeculative convor>iation and discussion. Th.it

the public, even tho more enlightene.l of its

com[K)nents, know well nigh nothing of the

meaning of the term "
magnetic storm," we

have iuferred from having heard a .sage ro-

m;irk to tho effect that the prolonged ab-

sence of tidings of tho Great Eastern was
doubtle.s-s owing to her having been "lo-^t

in the magnetic storm !

" We have, therefore,
ventured to put thi following remarks to-

getli'-r to give a little insight into tho mystery :

and we hope to .show that, important iia m.ig-
netic Htorms are to tho conduct of telegraphing

operations, there need bo no fear of their yIo-

lence causing the de.struction of a ves-si-l.

We all know that a magnetic needle, when

freely KU8{)eniled or poi.sed on its centre, takes

a position pointing towanls tho North Pole,
nn>l wo aro accustomed t ) think that the com-

pa.sa needle does point invariably to the north.

This, however, is by no means tho case ; tho

nee.Jle, instead of pointing tndy to the polo,

actually points several degrees away from it,

and takes a different position in different parU
of tho earth, in some pl.ices showing a vari-

ance between ituc nurth &ixd north ju indicated

by tho compaMi, or vuifjnrtie nnrth, of foity

degrees of angular meaxuremunt. This dif-

ference irt what is calletl the "
magn«;lic decli-

nation," or the angle at which tho magmtic
meridian dedinea from the true or a^trono:n:c.d

meridian
;

it is by no means conHLtut in

amount, but is .subject to a ^low progressive

change in every part of the globe. I'hreo

hundred yeans ago tho magnetic neodlo in

Lon Ion pointed II degrees ii tho tuxt of

north. -\bout two bun<lrei years ago it ha«l

no declination, but pointed truly north : then

its direction pa,s.sed to the west, attaining its

maximum westerly declination, 24.', di-grees,

in the year 18 15. Since that timo it h.as

turned again towards the north, its present
variation being 20A degrees west.

IJeaides this slow and stately progrc<ujion
of tho magnetic variation, there aro other

changes of more rapid character taking place

every year, and still other changes occurring

every day and every hour, and dep>endent

upon some force or forces exerted by tho sun

and moon. In fact, a magnet delicately »us-

peniiel is never still, l>ut is constantly vi-

brating and varying its direction. Tho ampli-
tude of these variations is, however, compa-
ratively small, not generally amounting during
tho day io more than five or ton minutes of

arc. Uf course, these slight motions are in-

sensible in an onlinary mariner's comjxass :

they are only detectetl by means of powerful

magnets suspended by silk fibres, and carrj"-

ing "sights" in the form of fine cross wires,

which aro viewed by a telescope mounted at a

distance from the magnet.
But the magnetic needle, or rather nee<lles—for a magnetic observatory contains several,

placed in such various positions as to show the

magnetic forces that act in different direetioiit

on the earth's surface, as the horizonUil and
vertical forces—do not always maint.iin this

gentle conduct. There are occjisions when

they become subject to extraordinary and vio-

lent motions, during which they often ascillate

through several degrees on e.ach side of their

mean position, anl dance and .shiver about in

a mo.st cipricioud manner. Tho tempestuons
di.-'turl)aiice3 of tho earth's m.vgnetisin that

give rise to these motions are kn^wn iwt nui<j-

nttic hurricatics, or more generally viotjuetie

tturtiu^. They unist by no means be con-

foundeil with atmospheric storms, from which

thoy aro <|uito distinct, and lire most violent

of which may have no effect whatever on the

motions of a magnet, while with a char and

cilui atmosphere tho greatest of m.ignetic
storms may «>ccur. There is, however, one

visible phenomenon with which they are

closely connected, ani tha; is the Aurora
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borealis, or the Aurora australis, for the south

pole has its aurora iike the north. An auroral

exhibition is always accompanied by a greater
or less magnetic disturbance : when an aurora

appears, luminous beams of difi'erent colours,

as is well-known, dart upwards from the ho-

rizon
; between these beams and the magnetic

needle there is a mysterious connection, for

the part of tlie heavens where the beams or

streamers unite is precisely that to which a

freely suspended magnet will point : and each

change in the position of the auroral light is

attended with a corresponding change in the

magnet's direction.

These storms or perturbations occur at ir-

regular intervals, but with tolerable frequency :

they are generally of short duration, some-

times, however, as in the case of the late

one, lasting several days, but they are of im-

mense extent, manifesting themselves simul-

taneously over hundreds and thousands of

miles, across land and sea
;

or propagating
themselves in short spaces of time in every
direction on the earth. In September, 1841,
one of them occurred, which was observed si-

multaneously in Europe and at the Cape of

Good Hope, in China, North America, and
Van Diemen's Land, in all the four quarters
of the globe.

Too little is known of the primary causes

of terrestrial magnetism to render possible any
correct explanation of the origin of these dis-

turbances. The Astronomer-Royal, after an

analysis, recently made, of a large number—
nearly two hundred— of magnetic storms, was

impressed with the conviction that some ele-

ment pervaded the surface of the earth in

the nature of a magnetic ether, in which cur-

rents were produced by the influence of the

sun's radiation, analogous to the currents we
observe in air or water

; that these, as they
reveal their effects regularly and are refer-

able to the sun, produce the regular diurnal

variations of the needle
;

and that they
are liable to occasional interruptions or per-
versions which result in the production of

eddies or whirls, far exceeding in violence

the general current from which they are de-

rived, and thus constituting the magnetic
storms.

But what have these storms to do with

telegraphs ? Simply this— that whenever they
occur spontaneous galvanic currents show
themselves in great abundance on long lines

of telegraph : and as it has been found that

they have their origin in the earth with which
the telegraph wires are connected, and are

not in any way due to the atmosphere, they
have received the name of earth currents.

From the telegraph wires, they, of course,

pass to the speaking instruments, and there

produce such vibrations of the signalling

needles as often to cause considerable incon-

venience and even serious interruption, espe-

cially in the case of submarine wires. The
movements of delicate needles submitted to

these currents bear so close an analogy to those

of magnets influenced by the varying intensity
of the earth's magnetism, that it is quite
evident that the two phenomena are inter-

dependent, or are due to a common cause.

What this common cause is we must wait to

learn till Nature unfolds to our view another

page of the great book of her mysteries.

J. Carpenter.

ANA.

A Jacobite Relic.—There is now open at

South Kensington an interesting collection of

miniatures, comprising about 4,000 portraits,

many of them of great historical value, ranging
from the sixteenth century to the present time.

One of these is the portrait of Charles I., set iu

the King's hair, and which is said to have

dipped in the royal blood on the scaftold. It is

now an heirloom in the Shelley family, but it

formerly belonged to John Wiuckly, who was

executed at Lancaster Castle after the rising of

1715. On the back of this relic are engraved
the names of the family, m ho rose again for the

Stuarts in 1745 ;
and the dowager Lady Shelley,

to whom it was bequeathed by her father,

Thomas Winckley, Esq., of Preston and Brock-

holes in Lancashire, remembers having worn it

when a child on some Jacobite anniversary,
some seventy and five summers ago iu the

world's history.

ONDINE.

Where the green cresses glisten in the belt

Of silver streamlet, and white iilies show
Their gold-lined cups, deep-set in broad full leaves,
Pure chalices all shaded 'neath the loughs
Of you down-bending wiUows,— there she loves

To linger when the earliest streaks of red

Paint with their carmine the rich glowing east,

When sets the morning star, paling her beam
'Fore the grand orb of day !

In such retreat

Sweet, chaste Ondine, the spirit of the Hood,
Her simple toilette makes ; laving her fett,

Her pink-white dimpled feet, in the clear brook,

That, spangled in the early sunshine, leaps

And trickles with a thousand murmuring tongues
Over its moss-grown stones.

Her golden hair

Loose o'er her snowy breast the Elf enwreathes

With flowering flags, whose pink and yellow blooms
Blend with the azure of "

forget-me-nots
"

111 a fresh natural crown
;
anon she stoops

And gathers in her slender fingers rare

The wet, rich-veined pebbles, stays to mark
The joyous swallow on his restless wing
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Seyton was utterly guiltlera of soriouH betting

propuiiHities ; but for many yuan* he ba<i been

wont, iujnieil lately aftt-r each Dirby, Ui back

his fancy for the next ono, for ono Hinglo uu/.

note. He had been lucky onou!,'h thin yoAr, oh

o\ uiy one know, to take "
fortioii

"
about a

horso that had been risini^ Htoadily evur Hiiice,

till ho stood firm at very »hort Oildn
; and

MarKhiro, thenceforward, became interesited in

tho C'dt.

"No ono is dead, I tlo hope i"—sail tho

feminine sympathiser.

Seyton recovered himself quickly, and his

brow cleared aijain as he answered—
"

I haven't looked anionLj tlio deaths, Miss

Lucy ; aud Crunader'a all right, Lester, as far

as I know. Its ani>ther ht-aviiy-backed young
one that ha.s gone wrong, and for a race that

you have never had much interest in ; nor I

either, so far. I wish I hadn't, now,"
Ho handed back tho Times to tho farmer,

pointing with his linger to a certain plac-».

There, appeared the Oxford Class List just

promulgated ;
and there—dividing with about

thirty more the doubtful honours of a " third"—stood the name of

Vincentius Fleming, ex Aede Christi.

Honest John Lester looked up into tho

other's face with a quaint puzzled expres-
sion

; evidently overflowing with 8ymi)athy,
but not knowing why or wherefore it wiis ex-

pected of him.

In spite of his vexation, Seyton almost

laughed out, as he saiil—
"You must remember my brother-in-law

;

though he's not been mucli in these parts since
ho Went to Oxford. Well—almost every-one
expecte.l ho would have come out among those
tirst half-dozen ; and—you see where ho stands.

It'll be a bitter disappointment to my wife
;

and I don't know how his mother will bear it.

As for mo "

That good-hearted Tom wouMn't finish his

Bontonoe
;

it looked too liko hitting a man when
down, to confess that his own expectations hud
never been so sanguine.

The yeoman shook his grizzled head with
intense gravity, as if he now thoroughly appre-
ciated the whole length and breadth uf tho
disaster

; being still nearly as much in tho dark
as ever.

"Surely, 1 remember Master Vincent, right
Well

; a very pleasant-spoken youn,' gon< liuan
;

aud main clever, I'll go biiil. It's cruel hard
on him, for sartin. Mayhap, though, he'll
have better luck next time."

" I'm sure he will," Lucy chimed in more
ouergetically than was her wont

;

"
it couldn't

be /ii.s fault eiUier— whose-over it was," i

This it is that inTests feminine coudoleuoe

with its peculiar charm—tho fair partizan is

HO daringly irr.'itional in her Hympathy ;
dis-

daining all forms of argument, h.ivu the pure
aud simple petitio principii.

Tom Seyton put both consolationn aiude,

mildly but firmly.
"
They don't run those raco'i in heatx,

Lester ;
an i they give no Consolation Stakes,

up there, for beaten horse'*. Miss L'lcy, it'rt

just like you, to make excuses for every Ijody.

But, if you take the fault olf i>oor Vincent's

heart, 1 fear you'll only hhift it on to bis

head
; unless, indeetl, it was our fault, for

always over-rating him. Well, I must be

starting. I've a heavy message to carry home,
an I it won't grow any lighter by my loitering.

Oood-by, and thauk.s."

So, without more ado, Tom Seyton got to

horse, aud live minutes later was almost clear

of the town, lint, before he quite emerged
into the open tield.s, he w;iS fated to meet
with a fresh cause for pondering—if not for

anxiety.
Tom Seyton was methodical in all things :

his present vexation did not make him forget,

that bis wife had entrusted him with a message
to a certain bird-stnffer of local renown. To
deliver thi^, he had to turn somewhat from his

direct way home. A bye lane led back by a

short cut into the main road
;
at a sharp angle

in this, he drew bridle, involuntarily.

A narrow footpath, pent in on either side

by a dead wall, aiul an old-fiishioned clipped

hedge, branched otf through a turnstile, to the

right : just within this last, a man and womiin

were standing ; conversing so earnestly, that

they never heard the horse's hoofs till it w.i3

too late to retreat further into the shadow.

No need to ask the subject of their t^lk : the

veriest child could have told that they were

practi-iing an early scene in the greatest of

all dramas—the only one of which, as actors

or spectators, our kinl has never grown
a-weary ; though its tirst un-dre-ss rehearsal was

enacteil before the Seasons In'gan.

Both started, as the tall mounted figure

loomed suddenly behind them through tho

darkening twilight ;
but the male culprit

— if

fault there were—wa-s palpably the most

troubled and disconcerted of the twain. As
I have said, it was too late to retreat

;
but he

moved tpiickly, so jcs to place himself directly

Ixjtween his companion ami the new comer ;

bending fonvard over her, till her face was

almost entirely concealed.

In truth, many men might h.ive p.asscd on—
uncertain as to the damsel's identity ; but

those keen, grey eyes of Tom Sey ton's had

been trained by long practice in fiight-.shooting.
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till night and day were nearly alike to them :

he recognised the pair so thorouglily and in-

stantaneously, that he could hardly check an

exclamation that sprang to his lips. After

the first emotion of surprise, liis natni-al delicacy

reasserted itself ; he looked straight to his

front, and passed on without an attempt at

greeting, or one backward glance ; feeling

absolutely ashamed of his involuntary intru-

sion. But when he had gone a hundred yards
or so, at the same slow pace as before, he

drove his foot home in the stirrup with a

gesture of angry impatience ;
and began mut-

tering to himself, half aloud—
" Then he means to make a fool of himself—

after the fashion of his fathers 1 It must be

looked to, at once. And yet one ought to be

quite sure, before making that poor mother
of his miserable. The boy is nearly out of

leading-strings, too, if he chooses to be des-

perate, and defy beggary. It's a puzzle alto-

gether : I'll tell Kate about it : her head is

worth a dozen of mine in cases of love-law.

Bless her ! I wish that was the worst I had
to tell her to night : as for her mother "

a long low whistle completed the sentence.

"Yes, you're quite right, Minnie; I don't

blame you for getting fretful : step out as ftist

as you like now, old lady. It's the same
with trouble, as with a big fence—the more

you look at it, the less you like it : I never
knew '

craning' help a man yet."
So Tom Seyton gave his mare her head

;

and, with more care en croupe than he had
carried for many a day, rode homewards

briskly through the night.
Let us linger, awhile, with the couple

whose love-passages he lately disturbed. In-

asmuch as to the historic eye all dark things
are light, we may pass them under brief in-

spection, in despite of the gathering shadows.

(To be continued.)

A STRANGE PHENOMENON.
"
GusTAV, on Wednesday we must order the

sledge at 8 p.m., for the S.'s have sent us an
invitation to their ball ?

"

The said Gustav looked up from the new.s-

paper he had been perusing attentively, and
removing his everlasting companion, his pipe,
from his mouth, he answered his wife's query
with a gaze, followed by

"
all right, dear

;

but I fear there will be a thaw, to-morrow.
See," said he, rising and looking at the

weather-glass, which had risen several degrees,
"see, it would by no means be a pleasant
trip, if the snow were not perfectly crisp and
hard, as you remember by experience, when
Fritz and Anna were with us last year."

Here the conversation ended. A few hours,

however, soon materially altered the condition

of the glass, and it promised to turn out fine.

In order that the reader may be able to

comprehend the pleasure of the prospect of a

sledge drive, he must imagine a comfortable-

looking vehicle, something like a buggy, but

placed firmly on irons shaped like skates.

When the snow is thoroughly crLsp and hard,
not a sound is heard as you fly along with im-

mense velocity ; but if the snow has become

sloppy and loose, it sets your teeth on edge
to hear the grating over the stones and gravel.

Under these circumstances, it was natural that

Ida Keim should look forward to tlie ball with

some anxiety on the score of the weather.

It suffices to say that the weather turned

out agreeable to all parties, and so after an
hour's brisk drive, they were set down at

their friend's house in the heart of Moscow.

They arrived in very good time for the ball,

and anticipated an agreeable evening.
I hope, kind reader, you will pardon me for

not having given the name of the Russian

family, S
,
to whose ball the Keims were

invited : it is one of those unmentionable

names ending in a sneeze, and as too often

they try English mouths very severely, I will

content myself with using the initial letter.

The occupation of the evening—dancing,
soon commenced with great zest.

I shall not try the reader's patience by de-

scribing the ball in question, for as far as I

know, Russian balls do not differ materially
from English ones. The evening passed plea-

santly enough, but towards the close the heat

began to get intolerable, and although the

gentlemen did their duty well, it is only fair

to say, in fanning the fair ones, and bringing
them ices, it became more and more op-

pressive. At last a gentleman braver than
the rest—(probably his arm ached)

—threw

open the top part of a window, and now hap-

pened the phenomenon.
A cold gust of wind blew suddenly in

through the open window, and the heated air

which was congregated in the upper part of

the room became suddenly condensed, and
descended upon the assembled party in the

form of snow-flakes. Probably there was never

seen so curious a sight in a ball-room. Ladies

and gentlemen in ball toilette, in the midst

of a dance, and snow-flakes descending ; and
were it not for the incongruity of the attire,

more like a skating party. However, to re-

turn to our company. The snow-storm was,
as may be imagined, the conversation of the

guests for the rest of the evening, and of

the inhabitants of the town for the ensuing
week. On his way home, Gustav was also
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bn.sily engaged in explaining the phenomenon
of the evouiiig to his wife. His liuscription

ran as followa :
—Of course you know that

light bodies a.scond and hoavy oih-h fall \>y tho

law of graviUition. Well, a coi tain <juantiiy of

air being shut up in a room nuccKxarily bocomo.4

hoatc-d, and wlu-n heateil bc-cuini-* li^'htc-r, and

therefore ;u»cond.s. Then any cold body coming
in contact with the hfate<l air will naturally
freeze it, and if frozen, can descend in no other

srsa i baa that of miow tlikm. Ida, beini,'

tatit.6ed of tho truth of (iustav's explanation,
and feeling tire<I, Hpemlily consigned herHolf to

nleep, and did not awake till she found herself

at their own door. M. U W.

THE GAS POISONS OF OUll
DWELLINGS.

1 o.Nc'E made a passage across the Atlantic,
"slantendicular " down South, in the old days
ere btoam was on tho ocean, when a ve.ssel of

200 tons burthen was considered a very re-

Bpectible craft "to sjiil in all this mouth" to

any port, except those of Eiisteru India, where
"

lloating palaces" were employed of 8U0 au<l

1000 tons burthen. Our craft wjui a scant

200 tons
; but there were some twenty or

thirty emigrants on board, men and women,
for whom a part of tho hold w;is bulk-headed
otT and floored with a lot of loose deals—part
of the cargo. The women were disposed to

be neat in their waterj' abode, and duly swept
it out

; but they made a discovery that it was
much e:isier to sweep the dust backwards and
forwards over tho cracks in tho planks till it

disappeared thau to carry it upon deck and
throw it overboard. Tliis process w;is very
di.-.t;i>teful to the mate, who every morning
Would look over the open hatch, and seeing
the operation, wouM call out,

" What ! you're

'losing' it again." But his efforts were in

vain
; and tho nuisance became couHiderable

when tho slops were thrown domi the s;ime

crevices, and tho mate gave it up in despair.
It never entered into the imaginations of tho

good women that they ha I not lost it, but
that it W!i3 all there down in tho hold helping
to increase the bilge water.

Just so is it in our houses. Wo have
dark holes underground in which wo try to

lose all those substances which are of no appa-
rent Use to us. In every house we have one
or more sinks. In common acceptation the.--o

aiuks are a sort of tank whereat servants w.ash

dishes and other things. The etymology of

the word we do not stiidy, but it is in reality
a hole through which dirty water sinks, aii>l

wo hope wo have h)3t it. In country towns
we find it again running down open drains.
In large cities we cover up these drains, and

,

' we are satisfied that it in really lofit. Bat not

»o : it cropii out again in the river. So now
we make very long dniins indeed, and carry it

towards tho mouth of tho river. There it

mixes with salt water, or tries to mix, but

I

the Bca will not Imve it, and washes it back

again. Like tho ancient Britons in their appeaU
to the Romans for help, it seems to say, "The

savages drive us into tho sea, and the sea

drives us back on tho^hore." It will not be

lost
;
and now, after rtoo<ling tho dirty water

with clean till tho clean grows scarce, they

begin to think of giving it decent sepulture in

the earth, in tho hope of turning it into a

very watery kind of grass, convertible into a

very watery kind of milk.

So much for the liquids and the solublo

solids of our houses which can h»o made t^ float

away and try to bo lost through underground

pa-Hsages in Stygian darkness that cannot be

penetrated or even examined save by breaking

[

into it. But there are also solids that are not

soluble in water, and which wo cannot hope

I

to "lose" altogether. So we find as dark a

hole as wo can, and we call it a dust-bin. In

small houses a favourite place for this is under

an internal staircase in utter darkness, or if

not, a dark vault opening into an area at the

front or back of the house. By tho word
dust Ls meant tho ash, cinders, and unbumt

particles of coal, which was formerly very
valuable in brick-making, under the name of

breese, probably a corruption from tho French

debris. This matter mixed with brick-earth

causes tho heat to penetrate eiisily. In fact,

the bricks are burnt by internal heat. But
tho contents of tho dust-bin are l)y no means

j

dust only, which would bo harmless enough,

they contain also waste portions of food,

positively more injurious to health than the

undigested food that has passed through our

bodies. In short, the dust-bin Ls the "kitchen

midden," a far worse collection than the

farmer's midden, which latter h.is the advan-

tage of being in the open air. It is composed
of bones of animals, dam.igci cooketl meat,

fish, wasted cooked vegeUibles, cabbage leaves,

waited broad, and everything that will not
[

float in water or pass down a ^ink-grati^g.

And when tho bones do not go into tho dust-

bin, but are kept separate for sale in .some

closed cupbo.ird, they do not therefore fail to

give off their noxious mlours separat«.dy.

Tliese "kitchen midilens" fester and putrefy,

and fill the house with prisonous giLs.
It is

supposeti that tho parish ilastman carries

them off "Once a Week ;

" but these goovl

folks are by no means so regul.-vr as our pub-
lication. They know the value of being fr«o

from a nuisance by what people say in the
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houses, thinking probably like Mr. Boffin

that such people are very fanciful, and they
won't come unless they get their "

regulars
"

regularly.

There should be little difficulty in getting
rid of our refuse if we only did it systemati-

cally. Every day comes into London the

food and beverage intended to nourish the

bodies of some three millions of people. By
boats and ships, and carts and waggons, and

railways, this mass of matter arrives, and also

through the water pipes. After it has passed

through our bodies, it is reduced in bulk and

weight by the abstraction of the gases, and
the same means that have brought it during
the day are more than competent to carry

away the exuviae during the night. If valu-

able enough for the purposes of manure, it

should be so carried away night by night, and
it should have a receptacle quite separate
from that of the coal ashes. We should be

surprised how very small a bulk there is, were

it dealt with each day, and how very slight

a nuisance it would be if not suffered to

accumulate beyond the day.
We have tried what the chemists call the

•wet system long enough. With liquids undi-

luted the bulk is small enough to deodorise them
and run them off to a reservoir, but the huge
dilution renders this impracticable, so we turn

them into the Thames, or turn the Thames
into the sewers. We might try the dry methods
with the solids, which are subject to putrefac-
tion. Mr. Glass would say, have a chim-

ney, if of cast iron without the flaws or leaks

which brick chimneys are subject to, so much
the better. Into this chimney let there be

air shafts from all the house drains. Let the

lower part of this chimney end in a close fur-

nace, to which gas may be admitted by metre as

usual. In this furnace let there be a mouth
or hopper to admit coal to be kindled by the

gas, so as to give the servant no trouble or

motive for shirking. Into the hopper anything

capable of creating a nuisance in the solid

form may be thrown, and rapidly destroyed, or

rather changed into gases and thrown into the

upper air, there to play their several parts in

creation. A house so treated, with its exuviae

burned every night, would be perfectly free

from noxious gases of its own production. In

country places cottagers keep a furnace of an-

other kind, in the form of a pig, just as the

people in Constantinople keep dogs ; but we can-

not admit pigs into a city in England, and we
are not sure that pigs fed on carrion and offal

are the best possible human food. We should

not like the milk of cows fed on beef tea. In
the Pampas of La Plata wild pigs feed on dead

mares, as the food of their choice. No one

iastes those pigs twice. When caught, and
their carrion food is stopped, they will starve

for three weeks ere they will touch maize, and
it takes many months ere their flesh ceases to

exude a kind of lard, smelling and tasting
like train oil.

There would be no difficulty in erecting public
furnaces for the destruction of noxious sub-

stances. Indeed there would be no difficulty in

putting such substances into the ordinary gas

retorts, and making them into gas ;
but a wise

man would have his own furnace, and use it

as the destroyer of his foul air, shutting out

the general supply from the public sewers.

As regards the dust proper, nothing can be

purer. It is already in the condition to which
it is desirable to reduce the animal and veget-
able fragments. There is an important use to

which the dust can be turned as an antiseptic :

this will perhaps be done in time
;
but mean-

while destruction of noxious substances by fire

is the true and safe process. It would be a

blessing to the numerous diuing-houses in the

city to get rid of their offal, if possible, every
hour during warm weather, and never suffer it

to be thrown into the " kitchen midden," to

the horrible disgust of those who pass by their

gaping area gratings. If the offal of London
Avere destroyed, or utilised, and never suffered

to get into the sewers, a very large portion of

the nuisance would be got rid of without much

difficulty. W. Bridges Adams.

THE HACONARMAL.

AFTER THE ICELANDIC BT EVIKD SKALDASPILLEIl,
A.D. 963.

Saddled are the steeds of Fate,

They champ the bit by Asgard Gate ;

Their foam shall strew the realms afar.

Guests to-day to summons are

To the Halls of Odin.

Swiftly over earth and main
Ride the Choosers of the Slain,

Till from the lands beneath their flight ;

Shouts arise where heroes fight,

Music dear to Odin !

Down the tossing fields of air,

Towards the ringing earth they bear.

To Storda, by the raving main,
Where Norway grapples with the Dane,

Making sport for Odin.

There King Hacon's host they viewed,
Over match'd, but unsubdued,
Well that hero-king they knew,
Worthiest to be summon'd to

The high feast of Odin.

Lightly then the laughter came
To the lips of each stern dame

;

Loth they were not to survey
The delight of battle-play,

The high sport of Odin.
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QonJul restirif; on ber H[>ear

Spake at the last to Hkugul near,
•'

Sister, Hwiftly want's the day,

Call we the weary king away
To the rest of OJin."

Vcxt \)j many a rnnartinK wound,

Fii'rc<.-ly Kini; Hacou bcM Lia gi'^unJ.

High the hvro'a anger ro»«.

Hearing tbe auful niaidH tliHcl-nc

The decretJ) of UJiii,

"~1

Back, Asi, to your scats acnln,
Nor iue<ldle in the ways of men !

Is valour not enough for all f

I3y it let heroes win or fall.

Not help'd nor crosa'J by Odin.'

•"•ayinp, to the fight turnM kick.

Past the preen iroild.<< thtir horaeward track

To<ik the dreaded maids, to UW
The Uttle-tale, that pleaaerl him well.

To Allfatbcr Odin.
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"
Go, Braga and Hermoder, forth,

Meet ye the Chanijiion of tlie Nurth :

Nor fitting honours fail to do,

To such high courtesy is due.
From the sons of Odin."

Now to Asgard's portals bright

llacon conies reeking from the fight :

Blood on his hands, and visage pale,

S^jrinkled and splash'd with blnod his mail,

To the Halls of Odin.

Odin, the terrible of mood,

High on his clouly threshold stood,

"Welcome!" he said,
" to these abodes

Of highest heroes and of gods,

To the Halls of Odin.

" Since the rising of the sun.

Eight, thy brethren, one by one,

Eich in wounds have sought my gates ;

Now but for thee the banquet waits,

In the Halls of Odin.

"
Aside thy batter'd harness lay ;

Wash the stains of war away ;

(ireat are the chiefs that sup with me,
A fitting place is kept for tliee,

At the feast of Odin."

"
Odin," the son of Harold said,

"
King of the living and the dead !

Witli thee and mightiest heroes slain

Well may I sit, the mead to drain,

At the feast uf udin
;

"_ Yet not aside my ai-ms will lay.
Nor wash the stains of war away :

How should a warrior well be dight,
Save in the jmnoply of fight,

Atthefeast of Odin?"

Loud, at that word, laugh'd Odin high,
Dear to his heart was such reply ;

"
Fitly shalt thou my table grace,

Take at my own right hand thy place,

At the feast of Odin."

F. Scarlet Potter.

CATTLE PLAGUES.

What a charming sight in an Euglisli land-

scape are " the lowing herds," as they
" wind

slowly o'er the lea," or dot the green uplands,

grazing and ruminating sleepily in the shade
of a huge beech or tall Devonian hedge ! How
calmly they repose, clustered together on the

canvas of a Cuyp or a Cooper, chewing the

cud in dreamy lassitude! The very picture,
•whether living or not, breathes a content-

ment we long to share, nor can we imagine
the gentle kine as anything save as representa-
tives of peaceful quietude and healthy enjoy-
ment.

"The cattle on a thousand hills." A thou-

sand hills indeed ! Cast a glance over those

vast steppes of Hungary and Russia, where

myriads pasture on the uncultivated herbage

provided by bountiful nature
;

cast a glance

over the vast wilds of Siberia and the majestic

plains of Eastern Asia, where they cover the

earth with their dark swarms ;
cast a glance

over the vast prairies, and savannahs, and

pampas of North and South America, where

the buffalo roams in his native ground, and

verily the scriptural idea is realised and multi-

plied ten thousandfold.
" The cattle on a thousand hills :" yet that

placid picture of health and contentment, how
soon is it dashed to pieces like a mirror!

Those cattle on a thousand hills partake of the

penalty of man's curse, and not only are

subject to decay and Death, but to Disease in

its most virulent forms. Too apt are we,

when reading and talking of the Cattle-Plague,

to reckon up the loss to Man
;

we little

dream of the agony and suffering to the poor
dumb creatures themselves. They are, how-

ever, sensitive to pain and languor, and

more frequently attacked than we think with

acute ailments. The cattle on a thousand

hills have seemed of too little importance
for the pen of the historian, though not for

the pencil of the artist and the verse of the

poet ; yet the chronicles of old, as well as

of modern times, tell us something of the

ravages which epidemics have spread amongst
even the herds subservient to human uses.

The Egyptian murrain spoken of in Holy
Writ, it is unnecessary to notice here

;
or the

pestilence that raged amongst the cattle of the

Greeks during the siege of Troy ;
nor shall we

inquire whether Virgil refers to a bubonic pest

or to the epizootic form of malignant anthrax

which affects horse, ox, dog, and pig alike
;

"we have precise accounts of the disastrous

eff'ects of epidemics at intervals during a period

of fourteen centuries, and to these shall we
confine ourselves. One fact is fixed and

certain : as the sun moves from East to West,
so the plague has invariably followed the course

of the sun. The contagious typhoid phigue

always originates in the East, particularly in

Southern Siberia. It spread westward from

the banks of the Don and the Volga towards

the Danube, accompanying the migration of

the people, when the Goths descended towards

Constantinople, and were repeatedly repulsed

by Theodosius. In course of time it extended

itself over the whole theatre of the war, ravaging
the cattle of lUyria, northern Italy, France,

and Belgium. AVhen Charlemagne attacked the

sturdy Danes, he met with his Nemesis in the

shape of a murrain which pursued him back

across the Rhine to the Loire, and created

immense havoc amongst the herds of France.
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In 817, the cattle of Hungary were de^itroyed
[

by the dirii.-a.<tu, which, not content with its I

f:ital liibuurH in the Hif[>iK>8, crosHud the !

Dr.ivc, and onco more tr.ivollel an far as

to tlio Alliiiilic coast.s. In I'JL*;!, Enrojw was

again dovantatod by a Kiniilar opideniic, gone-
ratod at the foot of tlii< Cirpathians, whic'i

BWoj)t the M.igyar herds from ulf tho faco of

thu earth.

Lot ua descend, however, from tho Miildlc

Ago.H to tho sovonto«M»th century. We bogin
to fool our foot bot'.or.

In 1G25, tho plajjuo onteroJ the nortli of

Itiily, and (Ktiloil aloni,' tlio hanks of tlio Po,

creating KorioU'* diU'ortjncfS betwoon tho inhabi-

tmts of Venice and Paiiu;i. Some Dahuati:in

cattle-dealers introduced it into the learned

city of Padua, whence it sproa 1 its fat.il wings
over tho whulo of tho Venetian territory.

But, pcrhup.<), never has the mortality which i

took place a century later amongst tho cattlo

of Europe boon parallelo 1. In 170'J, the
'

plague piisscd, like a Black Death, from Tartary

through Muscovy, into Bessarabia, Croatia,
and Dalmatia, and thence into iipp«»r Italy

and Franco. From Hungary it penetrated
into South Germany and Switzerland, and
from Poland north and south into Sile.sia,

towards the shores of the Baltic. The po-iti-

lonco tlien found its way through the Papal
States into the kingdom of Naples, where, in a

few weeks, tho mortality doubled that of the

north
; 70,UU0 head of cattlo perisho<l. Many

thousands died contomporaneou'^ly in Silesia.

The malady then invaded tho Netherlands,
where it destroyed 200,000 beasts in Holland

alone. It was specially fatal in Ilolstein,

Denmark, and Finland. It then crossed tho

British Channel into England in 1713, and

proved a8 de.structive hero as elsewhere.

Nearly a million and a-half of cattle, it is

computed, fell victims to tho fierce contagion
in Europe between tho years 1709 and 1713.
In 17-tO Hungary again HulFored, and the

pestilence, quitting its native uuming grounds, i

moved over the whole of (iormany—southward
into Switzerland, Piedmont, Franche Comte,
and Dauphinu—northward from Poland into

Courland, Livonia, Denmark, Swoden, and i

Holland.

Five years later it .again visiteil the p.xsturc-
lands of Britain. There are, however, two
versions a« to tho manner in which it was

brought. Dr. Mortinu-r says that it w.os im-

ported by means of two white ailves which a

farmer of Poplar sent for from Hollaml, and
tliat it Hprea<l into Berkshire l>y means of two
cows which came from Essex. Another account

Ls, that a Bermondsoy tanner bought a parcel of

distemperoil hides in Zealand, which were for-

bidden to l>e Mold there, and should have been

buried.

It is certain that the pest firnt appearo*! iu

Ei-^()X, and that it gradually sprea-i
'

: 'i
j

th'it county an 1 Hertfunlshiro, widv: ,

j

circumference until it embraced tho whole
j

kingdom.
For miiro than twelve years, says Youatt, this

plague continued to lay waste the country. Tho

number of bujiats that were actually destroye I

by it w;iM not, and could not b-*, luscertained ;
.

but iu tho third year of its ravages, when tho I

Oovornraent had so seriously taken up the

matter as to order that every l>ea-it exhibit-

ing tho slightest mark of infection should ,

bo destroyoil, a remunonition being made to

tho owner, no fewer than 80,000 cattle were

slaughtered, besides tho-o which died of the

disoiise, and which formed, according to the !

report of one of the coinmixsionera, nearly

double that number. In tho fourth year of

the plague they were destroyed at tho rate of

7000 per month, until, from the numerous

impositions that were pnictised, this i>ortioa

of the preventive regulations was suspended.

In 1747 more than 40,000 cattlo died iu

Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire, aud in

Cheshire 30,000 died in about half a year.

The plague, though it disappeared in one

part of Europe, wa-s, like an intermittent fever,

constantly showing itself iu another, scourging

tho country with a fatal violence wherever it

descended. No less th.an ten millions of

cattlo peri.shed in Europe between 1713 aud

1790.

In England tho wits and politicians made

excellent capital out of tho national calamity,

and attacked with great bitterness the saniUry

olUcials, and tho modn^ or rather modi cura/idi .

adopted by them ;
nor did the Government

'

escape the l.ush of these perverse sjitirists. Even

the great Junius condescended to make it a

handle for his satire, and roundly rates tho
|

Grafton miuLstry in these terms :
—

|

Yet wliile tho whole kin 1

with I'xpecutinu on line >;i
I

tiie question ;
niul iii.nU-.ul oi' tiu' cx|iii<-it tii : I

decision of tho king, pive us nothing but tlu f

a ruined gnaUr, ami tbc whining piety of a metbodist.

Tho growth of the scourge w.is even intro-

duced, if we are to believe a contributor to

Notes and Queries, into the hymnology of tho

day. The following versos, compose>l by the

cl-rk, were, it is jussertotl, sung in a vill.ago

church in tho West Country :
—

No Christian bull or cow, they say,

Hut (.Vkcs it out of h.-ind,

And wc ^ball b.-we no cows .it all

I fear witbin ibis land.
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The doctors thoufjli they've sjioken all,

Like learned gentlemen,
And told us how the entrails look

Of cattle, red or green,

Yet can tliey nothing do at all.

With all tlieir K'aiiied store
;

So heaven jjray take this plague away,
And vex us not no more.

During the memorable historic period from

1792 to 1815, when war and rebellion, inva-

sions and usurpations, were accompanied by-

misery and famine—we are quoting fi-om the

excellent work of Professor Gamgee—pesti-

lence was one amongst the calamitie-; befalling

man, and the cattle plague—constant asso-

ciate of wars in which the Russians or

their nearest neighbours took part—broke

out. It spread through the Danubiau Prin-

cipalities to the south of Germany in 1795
and 1790, and continued its devastation here

and there in an uninterrupted manner up
to 1801.

A few years of respite, however, were at

hand
;
and whilst the operations of war were

in a great measure confined to the West, the

cattle plague returned to the Russian steppes.

But in 1806, when the Cossacks of the Don
mustered on the Vistula in obedience to an

urgent appeal of Alexander, the cattle plague

spread from the desert lands into the agri-

cultural districts of Lithuania, Prussia, Silesia,

and Courland. Napoleon's retreat, after the

battle of Eylau, favoured the extension of the

contagious typhus, and it exterminated the

cattle of the above and adjoining provinces
for two whole years. When the Grand Army
advanced to Moscow, and penetrated into the

heart of Russia to meet with defeat and

famine, all conditions favoured an extension

of disease and a spread of pestilence. Though
so few returned to France to recount the hard-

ships they had undergone, this epoch was

marked by another extension of the disease of

the steppes. In 1813 and 1814, when the

allied forces under Schwartzenburg invaded

France, the Rhine provinces of Switzerland and
France suffered immensely from the losses

occasioned by the contagious typhu.s. The
most stringent sanitary measures, slaughter-

ing the diseased and isolating the healthy,
soon pvit a stop to it, and no more was
heard of it in the western half of Europe
for several years.

During the Crimean War considerable alarm

was excited in the English and French camps
lest the provision of fresh meat should fail, as

the cattle of the steppes were dying of the

murrain. Mr. Mayer, veterinary surgeon to

the Royal Engineers' Field Equipment, says, iu

the Veterinarian for April, 18G1, that about

the iend of August, 1855, "the murrain was

destroying immense numbers of cattle in Asiatic

Turkey. By degrees we heard of its nearer

approach, and as it was just .at this time that

we were purchasing bullocks, and knowing that

they had been driven some 600 miles from

the interior, we became doubly cautious in our

dealings. The French, who were also pur-

chasing about the same time as ourselves, and

whose camp was a few miles from ours, first

received the contagion. I was very suspicious

about a lot which we bought the week fol-

lowing, and which I wished consequently to

have rejected ;
but we Avere obliged to have

them, and in a few weeks the disease made its

appearance in our camp also."

To show what havoc war plays upon hapless

herds, we may here state, though rather un-

chronologically, that the contagious typhus
followed Napoleon into Italy iu 1793, 1794,
and 1795 ;

and that in those three years Pied-

mont alone lost from three to four million head

of cattle.

These few historic facts wUl tell, though

imperfectly, a tale of bovine suffering which

few, we suspect, have ever contemplated or

imagined.

Although England, importing largely from

almost every port of the continent supplies of

cattle, is peculiarly liable to an attack of

the Rinderpest or cattle plague, she has been

wonderfully free from its invasion. About

the end of June last, however, there were

ominous whispers that the cormorant disease

had visited us. The cows in London and the

neighbourhood of the metropolis were myste-

riously attacked, and whole dairies were de-

populated in a few days. Veterinary skill

could do nothing to check its advance and ex-

tension. The rumour was, that some beasts,

shipped at the port of Revel, iu the Gulf of

Finland, had brought the plague into the

Thames, and that these, conveyed to the

Metropolitan Cattle Market, communicated

the disease to their healthy fellow-beasts.

Others, on the contrary, maintained that the

disease was endemic ;
that it originated in our

own cow- sheds and cattle lairs, which were

alleged to be unclean and plague-generating.

Professor Gamgee, and others like hina, who
have thoroughly studied the history of the

Ptinderpest or Yasva, contend that the con-

tagion was imported, and that the British

ports and foreign ports should always be closely

watched.

On the 24th of July appeared the first

Order in Council, warning cowkeepers and

graziers to give notice to the inspectors, should

the disease make its appearance on their farms.

Other Orders followed, enjoining on railway
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Dip in the rivatct, or (livinf; f;eru !)

The buruiithed king-tisbi-r hiH pluiuei* ex|ianJ
Of glowiu>r j;rffu and on)iix, v:iiiiHliiiiK

Like Muiut- bright lucUor, iu a llu.sii of light

Pi 001 the blue brow of heftreo.

Hright watct-bj,

J ebarm

On the Bweet river-icencs of this our iaoJ :

Te^chiIlg that fiction purely (irawii u:ay rnlii

Still one more grace to grscts l)„rn of eailli,-

May liad the yet oowakeued soul to turn

Towards the beaoUful for beauty's take.

And. if unnral, lend to real things

Tlif hearen-burn iuiluince of a higher world !

AsTLxr H. ISaldwix.
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THE SOCIAL BATH.

On the 9th of last August I accomplished a

rather fatiguing day's march from Sierre in

the Valley of the Rhone to Leukerba'l, which

is called in French Lea Bains de Loeche. 1

knew already that the place was famous for

its medicinal waters, and for the practice of

social bathing, without distinction of nation,
"

position, age, or sex." But 1 did not know
the outrageous practices of the bathers, con-

cerning which I propose to "
say my say" for

the enlightenment of the readers of Once a

Week, who may not have been as fortunate as

I was on the occasion of visiting Leukerbad,
or who may never have visited the place at

all. The baths of Louche have a remarkable

distinction among the many hot springs of the

western Continent : of upwards of twenty

sources, the hottest and most copious has 124°

F.
,
so that it ranks the third in order of tempe-

rature, Carlsbad having a spring at 167^ F.,

Baden-Baden one at 153 "5" F., and Aix la-

Chapelle one at 143° F.

All the hotels at Leukerbad being full, I

was forced to put up with a wretched lodging
for cue night. The following morning being

singularly favourable for mountaineering, I

snatched a hasty breakfiist at the Hotel des

Alpes, and set forth on foot for the summit of

the Torrenthorn, With the exception of the

devious giddy mule-puth which has been cut

out of the perpendicular face of the Gemmi,
and the road by which I had approached the

baths, I found there was but one exit from the

rocky tvcicnte ; unless, indeed, I had chosen to

climb the echelles, a series of shaky and broken

wooden ladders, by which the peasantry are

enabled to carry provisions to the little village
of Alhinen. Eveiyone to his taste ! Little as

I mind a mountain gorge, or a crevasse, 1 have

no fancy for scaling a Jacob's ladder ; so,

having inspected the echelle.<, and tried two or

three of the series, I abandoned the attempt,
and ascended the Torrenthorn by the direct

mountain route. Arrived at the summit, I

found a wooden bench, on which I gladly
stretched myself for twenty minutes before

commencing the descent. On the back of

this bench I observed an inscription, which
had evidently been very recently carved. It

was in the following words and order :
—

Bains de Loechk.
GRA^'DE Fkte des Bains !

Le 10 AocT,
a sept heuris du soir,

Une Grande Fete
Aura Lieu

Dans le Carre des Pons.
On t entendra Le Chant du Coq !

Had I heard Poe's Raven croak out this

announcement in my ear I could not have

been more startled. Why the bathers of

Loeche should, and how they could, celebrate

a festival in hot-water, were to me insoluble

questions ; and, still more puzzling was it to

assign a reason for choosing
"

le carve des

/tilts
"

for the occasion, or for the selection of
"

le chant du coq
"
as an agreeable and attrac-

tive entertainment. "Perhaps, after all,"

I mused,
" the last announcement is meta-

phorical, and merely means that the strange
festivities will be prolonged till

'

cockcrowing'

i.e., till early morning."
Whatever this proclamation to the world

from an elevation of 9000 feet might mean, I

resolved, if any such feta took place, to be a

witness of it. The bath ! what associations

crowded my mind as I descended hastily down
the snow-capped dome of the Torrenthorn !

I thought of Archimedes rushing from his bath,

with a cry that was to be immortalised by a

maker of registered shirts,
—the bath was to

him what the bed was to Descartes, a resort

favourable to speculation. But I never read

of the great hydraulist frequenting the Lutrones

of Syracuse or Athens ; though, had he done

so, 1 make no question but he would have

dignified social bathing by philosophy, instead

of lending his countenance to its debasing

follies. The bath ! there Seneca gave up the

ghost ;
there Franklin elaborated many of his

forgotten crudities, while he was strengthening

his body for the more healthy fruits of genius ;

and there, too, was stuck that hog Mar^t by
hands that in dishonouring themselves did him

too much honour
;
there too—and down I came

over a little precipice, and sprained my wrist.

Once more at the Bains de Louche, I sought
the information I required, and with success.

A little Frenchman, whom I accidentally

met, told me, in many words and with many
gestures, that there was a fete to come off that

evening ;
and he not only described the ar-

rangements with eager volubility, but promised
to give me the entree to the baths,

—not in-

deed as a bather, but as a spectator. From

his description I was led to expect a sort of

little paradise of hot water, peopled with

steaming Undines,

Soon after seven o'clock I found myself in a

long room, two-thirds of which, long-wise,

were occupied by four large tanks of hot water.

These were called (j
rands carres, and were dis-

tinguished by numbers, the first being that

patronised by the elite of the bathers. It was

in this that the fete took place. The carres

were divided by galleries, which communicated

with one that extended the whole length of

the room, and this opened on to a large wooden

balcony, which "gave on " one of the carrefours
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of the village, aud commanded, iu the language
of Dick Swivellur,

" an viuititerrupted view of

—of over the way," the only
"

coiitiiigent

advantage
"

being fresh air, which you cer-

tainly could not get itiside. Two doors

opened into each carrr from the drosaing-rooma
devoted to the ladies and gentlemen respec-

tively.

The only illuminated part of this room wjis

the }>icmicr at) re. At the further and darkest

end was stiitioned a band of musicians, upon
whose lungs and spirit-i the hot steam seemed

to have had a most depressing influence.

All the avaiLible standing room in the neigh-
bourhood of the pnuiicr carre was occupied

by the friends of the bathers, porters and

waiters, bathmon and biithwomen, chamber-

maids and laundresses, and their n\unerous

kith and kin, who were all eagerly looking
down into the tank where the festive proceed-

ings were toward. Into the midst of this

throng I made my way, but as 1 could see

nothing of what was goiug on in the tank, I

climbed on to a table which was already suf-

ficiently charged wilh spectators. I must own
that the sight which met my eyes was one of

the strangest I ever beheld. The tank was

decorated with wre;iths of pine branches, and

lighted by a circuhir chandelier, extempo:i.sed
out of festoons of green botighs. The bathers

were already arriving, every one iu come
absurd mascjuorade. Not a minute elapsed
but some new character emerged from the

dark recesses of the dressing-rooms, aud was

greeted witli shouts of applause. Around two
sides of the carre stood a common deal table,

immersed in water nearly up to the slab.

Subaqueous seats surrounded the tank on all

sides, and those which were behind the table

were soon closely tilled by th>i ladies, among
whom were reckoned, by courtesy, a Baroness

who wore the dress of a sailor, and a Man'chal

de France who w;i.s habited after the tradi-

tional fashion of Mrs. Camp. Among the

motley throng was an English la ly, the wife

of a clergyman, who had left her at the baths,

and gone his way for an excursion in t'le

Oberland
;
she wore the kerchief of a gipsy,

and told fortunes iu English, which no one

understood. But the strangest apparition was
the head of an enormous cock. This being the

first time I had seen a human being served up
«e la coij, I was at first in some doubt as to the

humanity of the object : but a succession of

prroternaturally loud Growings betrayed the

featherless biped, and resolved the mystery of

the "chant da coq" on the Torrenthorn.

Immediately after the manifestation of this

unseasonable chanticleer, the head of a still

more anomalous visitant peered into the carre,

strongly and unplea.<(}intly re:uinding nte of an

illustration to " The Huiband's Petition " in

l'.on Gualtier's " Book of B.allads." 'J'his new

phenomenon was none otlier than a cheep'*
he:iil and shoulders, surmounting what I pre-

sumed to be another human l)iped, wlio

waddled acro.ss the tank bk-ating pliintively
in the face of oich young lady, to her no

small discomfiture. I felt like one in a feverish

dream, and almost involuntarily exclaimed,
" Mais CDiiimciit cc inouiicur-la i»:id-il iii'iu'jer

acec la tele dc moutott ?
" an iuquiry for which

I was laughed at. The fact is, that while I

fully realised the possibility of the one mummer
disembarrassing himself of his enormous cock's

head, I completely identified the sheep's head

with its wearer, and m more thought of his

dispensing with that than of his performing
the famous miracle of good St. Bernard.

Then there was a handsome old Italian Abbe

disgui-sed as a village mouutebank, and a judge
from one of the courts of Turin wearing the

shako of a Cossack. Among many other

ladies, whose dresses my space fjrbids me to

describe, were tivo beautiful girls, of about"

fourteen summers, dressed in white muslin

vests and wearing wreaths of green leaves

round their heads.

The tank being complet, the bmqnet with

all its appurtenances was let down from the

galleries to the bathers, who laid their own
service and spread their own viands. Taen

the sheep and cock discarded their hea Is
;
the

removal of the one revealed the hard features

aud dark moustache of a Sardinian officer, while

the removal of the other disclosed the face of a

vivacious Frenchman, whose hair was tied up in

small bunches of pink ribbon. The Litter beg;ui

forthwith to play the clown with an energy
which was amazing, anl his etfortsdi 1 not tiag

for an instant during nearly four hours. Shout-

ing, singing, crowing, and bleating continued

throughout the banquet. That being despatched,

it was supcr.-eded by the dessert, the piece dc

resistance being a largo piece of confectionery,

said to contain a motto
;

thi-i was distributed,

and the motto fell to the .-^hare of a French

lady, who read it alou I : ''La folie est une

chimrrc. Being iloubtful of the rendering, I

demaniled a translation, when two were vouch-

safed :

"
Folly is all nonsense" and " Ma^lne-s

is chimerical." This incident made me doubt

whether, after all, the carre des foiis was not a

.serious di-scription of the place, and I almost

feared to think that I was witnessing a banquet
of lunatics, whose keepers were ranged round

the tank. Certainly, I argtied, if their mad-

ness is chimericd, their folly is the worst non-

sense I ever happened to meet with.

The confectionary soon disappeared. Then
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the champagne flowed freely, too freely, I

thought. Then the table was carried out

bodily, and more champagne was brouglit in,

till the row was frightful ; still, I must own,
the bathers were not inebriated, for the feats

they performed would have been impossible to

people who had not the full use of their

senses. For instance, the Sardinian officer

challenged a friend in tlio gallery to drink,

thereupon he filled a glass of champagne and

flung it cliarged into the gallery, where it was

dexterously caught with scarcely the loss of a

drop.
Next followed a ball, a b.ill in hot water ;

and more uproarious dancing I never wit-

nessed. During the first quadrille I heard

loud cries of " Assis ! assis ! assis !
" from all

sides, and wondered what was the meaning,
not indeed of the word, but of its ap;.'lication.

How could people dancing like mad in hot

water sit down ] I asked for an explanation
of a by.stander, and was told that all these

good people were performing their evolutions

on their haunches ; and that whenever anyone
showed more than head and shoulders above

water, he was thus requested to resume his

normal squatting posture. Then coffee was

served
;

other amusements followed, diver-

sified by snatches of airs from *'
Norma," sung

in unison
;
but the favourite songs were an

It;Jian chanson,
*^
Buon-di, huondi," and a

French round of a very peculiar structure. In

eveiy verse of this round there was a hiatus of

words and music to be supplied by a chorus

imitating the vocal peculiarities of animals, a

different name being called out for each verse.

By eleven o'clock the festivities were brought
to a close. Such was a fete des bains dans le

carre des fuvs.

I subsequently became a bather of the

premier carre. When I took my first bath,
that distinguished tank had, with the exception
of a little ornamental foliage, resumed its

every-day aspect. All fjur carres were occu-

pied ; though to judge from the numbers
then bathing in the first, that seemed the

favourite. The bathers in their brown woollen

gowns were lounging and floating, some read-

ing, some sipping coffee and munching bis-

cuits, some engaged in the discussion of a sub-

i-tautial breakfast
(ct

la fourchette), a greater
number in the discussion of the topics of the

day, others lying across floating tables, dozing;
the majority, for want of something better to

do, exhibiting their proficiency in squirting
water through their fingers into each others

faces at a long range. In one carre a martyr
to neuralgia in the temples was absorbed in

the occupation of letting the water drop gently
from a small sponge upon the part affected,

which already exhibited an extensive eruption.

In another the game of " hunt the ring
"

pre-

vailed, and ill another water gymnastics were

in vogue. The sturdy chant du coq of the

Frenchman resounding "with lively din"
from the premier carre, was promptly re-

sponded to by the crow of an unhappy cochin-

china in the seedy fourth. Of course I saw

and heard all this before descending to the

dressing-room and entering the carre, and 1

must confess the coiqo d'ueil was as disagreeable

and repulsive as it was eccentric and grotesque.

I had now an opportunity of perusing the law.s

adopted by the authorities for the regulation

of tlie baths
;
these were suspended against the

wall oppo.site the main entrance to the salle

des haijts. Amongst other prohibitions the

bathtr was forbidden to spit, smoke, or discuss

religion. Other rules more immediately related

to decency and morality, and the plain French

in which these were expressed would have

astonished anyone who had not been accus-

tomed to the still grosser defenses which every-

where adorn the walls of a French town.

These prohibitions did not impress me very

favourably as to the general conduct of the

bathers : for a preserve implies a poacher, and

a fence a trespasser. Experience soon showed

me the necessity ot something more .stringent

than printed regulations.

O21 entering the premier carre I was

greeted with loud cries of ''Assis! assis!" *' Sit

down !

" This order I found it difiicult to obey,
for I could not squat without tumbling over,

and it was some time before I found the seat

which surrounded the tank. I was soon in

conversation with the old Abbd, who was a

most agreeable companion. He explained to

me fully the action of the water upon the skin :

" II faut que vous sachiez," he said,
"
que la

p>oussei se presente presqne partout sur la

peau apres Vexjnratioa de la bonne part de la

serie de bains." I was puzzled, and asked :

"Mais qit'est-cc que veut dire
' la poussee ?

' "

The Abbe' kindly explained :

" Cela consiste

en petits boutuns rouges qui arrivent—se

fous^ent—d la surface d'l corps. Voytz," he

exclaimed, and lifting his leg out of the water he

offered it for my close inspection. He told me
that the bath^ were resorted to for the most

part for obstinate neuralgia and rheumatism,
as well as for scorbutic and cutaneous maladies.

This was not a pleasant reflection, though it

served to account for the anxiety some of the

ladies had shown to impress me with the

poignancy of their neuralgic sufferings ;
for in

this matter the gentlemen had a decided

advantage, since they could, it seemed, without

impropriety, afford the stranger ocular demon-

stration of the purity of their skins. I remem-
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beret], too, that diving was a favouritu direr-

eiou with some of tliu bathers
;
and tliat Honiu

woro nkuU-cips ;
an<l I hinl iiii iiiKOinfortablo

Buspici Jii that tho pridf thuy took in exhibit-

ing their proficioncy in th:it art, or even tho

sk nil cap, ini<{ht di.H.soinblo " Frt-nch crowns"
and other ailments tli.it conld ii'>t bo ac-

kiio'.vledged.

The doings of tho patients of Loukorbad havf

bi-«':» I'K) often ilfsciilxjd U) lu-fd any particul.ir

exposition here. I will .simply add, that on

tho fifth day of my courm of baths, finding
that I had not duveloped /a poiisatx, and

jinL'iiig from that fact thit I ha<l acquired uo

malady which neceasitatod tho tetlioiis proces.s

of tU-ha'ujner, I left tho Hains de Loecho with-

out regret ;
for

P»cere hoc nnn |ms.slm quinque diehns

CoDtinui.s : quia SDiit talis qiinque t'lxii.'i vitir>

Afiigna.

Which, for the benefit of the unl'-arncd I

translate :
" No decent person couM continue

a course of baths there for five days ;
for what

with »;i)iin' and disgu.st, he would bo literally

bored to death." C. M. Inuleby.

DINAN.

" Now by the teatamont of go<xl Saint Luke,"
Thui to his younger brother swore the Duke,

" And by the bnnet I't" Paul I do dosi^'n

To make the lofty walin of Ditian lliine,
—

Thiiie the \f'\'\ hill wiiii
t>t.it«-ly stroiijjhujds crowned,

Thine the deep valley.s and the plains arouucl
;

And it tliou choose thyself a tittin;; mate,
And keep thee honestly to that estate

Which 1 do yield thee of mine own free hand,
Tliou shalt have p-ace and honnur in the l.iiid."

An I <iille.s l.'kii;{lied, and shook his curls of brown.
And thanketl his royal liroth«/r for the town,
Nor w.iuld deny tluit in the busy north

Lived a fair maiden of transcendant worth—
A li'.ue-eyed (jcrinan maiden, whose true heart
lie c .niii.e*! and owned

;
and straight he would

<U'[>.'irt

To bear aorogs Vwi lcaj(ues of sunlit foam
Ihis northern Idy to his southern home.

I marrie«l them ; and blessed the fair hairwl child.
Whose happy eyes through tcjirs sought liis and

amileil
;

I heard her voice its low love-music s|>eak,
1 watched love-roses kindle on her cheek,
Nor dreamed to see, ere half a year h.ad gone,
Or ere the first bloom of their love had flown.
Her stiffened tineers, ri;:id with dci^ir,
Kcnd the pale splendour of her golden hair.

I curtc him I be. the dnik lUalian fiend,
Wh ), by his mask of .seeming virtue .Hcreene<l,

Dropjied subtle prison in the weak Duke's e:ir

And 8lirre<i him with nnce.naing hinta to fear

The growing favour which his brother gained,
Kor ere tlie.se six sl.iw moons h.ad grown ;iiid waned
We h.-.ard at Dinan how the c 'Urt hid turned,
And with a secret aspiration buriied
To curb our ancient city's rights and powers,
Level her walls aoU aap her rock -built towers.

Lext that her ruler h.>ulJ uo loa^r brook
The O'infiio-s auth<>iiau<l by the Duke,
.\nd growing utroD/, should us<.- hii slrengUt to fling

From otf liis aruiN their lawful manacliog.

And liillea heard the murmur'J threat from far—
The h'jllow tninip

— the sound that prelude* war—
Of horsemen answering to bugle-calU—
And ntraight therewith he fortifiol the walls.

flrcn;;th«-iie<l the ramparts r lund a'jout the town,
.'^iiiiiiiioiied in haste his warriors of renown
From furth thei: i the w/ .de.l »al<-«.

From northern >. od from Mjiubern ! ..'•;,

I'nlil adown each narrow stony street

Echoed the measured martial clang of feet ;

Ami all the nir grew hoarse with lund C'lmraands,
And in St. Sauveui's square met ar'iiod bauds:
The Place du Lr>«esklin movcil with lines of red,
Tlie houses slio >k in answer to their treaJ,

An>l Diiiui, gazin,' southward wiihout fear,

W.titcd the tidings of her fate to bear.

In vain I coansellc<l him ; in vain I strore.

Grown bold by age, grown vehement by love.

To show h'lw this most inno<*->nt defence

Miiiht to the Duke alT»rd a f.iir preU-iice

Why he should strike a."-! le his brother's crown.
And I:iy in dust the strongholds i>f the town

;

For well we knew the fml Italian tiend

Had of onr doings such particulars gleaned.
That, by his cunning »<< arranged, comt.ine<l,

They might reveal how Gillea had de.sicne 1

T.) pluck the king<lom from his brother's hand.
And wave rebellion's llag throughout the land :

TiK) true the warning : ere a look could tell

Swiftly the thunder-bolt among us fell ;

And e:i<.-Ii man, silent, sought his neighbour's face.

As if some further danger there to trace—
Some shadow of that cloud which seemed t<j bro-)d

And fill the awe-struck town with lolitude.

For ere we saw a foe approach our gat^a,
Gillea was summoned by the Breton State-s
And southward diawu by this inviiiible huiid,

(Such was the means the det-p Italian planned,)
Alone and uiibefriended, there was tried

For raising insurrection fnr and wide

l)y Covert means within the Duke's domains.
And seekin;; English aid to share the gains !

He, silent-struck with wonder and surprise.

Answered them only with indignant eyes;
Nor deigned t<> question but with lo.>ks of scorn.

The lies unsparingly by tiaitors sworn.

Huough I he mas again to Dinan sent,

Hut with the brand <>f life l'>ng prisonmont.
Strut k from the hdy light of (tod's free air,

Down to eternal dai
'

'

..bare,
—

Not even she »h'>.se :. ...
To tell the trouble! j.-y she dared not name—
Joy that beue.tth thii sorrow's iron yoke
Grew faint and die<l, and then her young heart

broke.

I Hcrvid him — I fiom early dawn till ni^ht,
I saw the cai;cd lion spend his might
In iruillesa boundings 'g.iiiot Ids prison l>an ;

For when I spoke to hiiu of distant wars—
How Norman nobles sought t-i raise turmoil.

And glut their castles with our g'Xi^lly spoil,

llii dark ejc buruevl, and sinhik his large. veined

hnnd
With fierce pulsations he oouM scarce comman 1

;

And his proud nostril sniflfed the din, the life.

The pasaioa and inaaoity of strife,
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And vuse a hectic f'eivoui- on his face,
Witii such intensity of warlike grace,
Tliat ], an ajicd friar, before I died,

Prayed Gud to see him into battle ride !

Not Ids, but mine the fight ;
frmi day to day,

I strove with that which filled nie with dismay—
How dared I trust his life to one around,
Wjjen thrice, I say, I deadly poison found
Within the cup that nigh had met his lijis ?

Yet va:n my cai-e ! A darkness— an eclipse

Ujisprung from hell appeared to hover there,

Infesting with a plague the wholesome air
;

And as we walked or talked 'twas in a swoon.
That bushed our very voices, while the moon
That crossed the courtyard with its glamour pale,
Saw shadows moving there in coats of mail.

God ! the terror of that blinding morn.
When from his face the ghastly sheets were torn—
When daylight streamed upon the prison bed,
But could not thrill the eyeballs of the dead,
That still glared up in agony of pain,
In dull, dry agony that shrieked for rain

Of tears to cool the parching throb beneath.
The throb that vanished witb his dying breath :

Smothered!—yes, smothered! such the sudden doom
That crushed his life into a yawning tomb,
That smote from earth a form so fair and young,
And left a horror, pallid, writhed, and wrung,
Dark-veiaed and twisted by that hideous gasp
That forced tlie clenched fingers to unclasp,
And laid them cold and nerveless by his side—
He who but knew the dawn of life, and died.

Yes, I am old and weak
; and scarce know how

My soul was moved with anger to that vow
Which bound me as with galling chains of steel

That broke not, bent not, till I could reveal
The horrid thought that like an adder crept
Down to my heart, and there imprisoned slept.
At length he came : I saw him, as of yore,

Pacing his proud-eyed charger on the shore ;

The purple sea was rough with curling white,
That smote the distant cape and sprang in light ;

The sky up-gathered heavy folds of cloud.
And hung them, like a melancholy shroud.
Above the deep that rose in scorn and hurled

Tempestuous waves against the rock-bound world.
He came— I knew him— Frau9ois First—the Duke
Who knew not me, but somehow durst not look
Nor me, uor any man, straight in the face :

Perhaps 'twas affectation— or a grace
To shield us from the overwhelming nod
01 him who ruled vicegerent here of God !

Alone he came ; his bold brow blanched with care,
His face fixed ever downward in despair ;

Kemorse had cut the wormy wrinkles deep
Above those eyes that seldom closed in sleep ;

His listless fingers idly clasped the rein
That drooped and fell athwart the charger's mane.
Then I, who saw him, in my heart's core thrilled
To curse him for the brother whom he killed

;

But as I paused with human purpose weak,
And felt the growing pallor of my cheek,
Lo ! sudden strength possessed me, and there came
From out of Heaven a message like a flame
That kindled all my soul : the splendour broke—
A wind of God blew through me, and I spoke 1

I cursed him not
;

I seized his restless eye,

'

And with wild words that came I know not why,
Nor how, nor whence, did smite him in the teeth.
And bade him, Fran9ois First, prepare for death.

Ye(f, witltin fnrty dui/.i.

They ca:iie, they went.
These unknown words : and, with the warning

spent,
I swooned and fell as dead upon the shore,
Nor longer heard the sullen breakers roar !

Duke Francois gave a feast unto his court;
He talked, he laughed, he swore in royal sport,
He bade be joyous with a stormy shout.
Nor ceas.'d to urge his nobles round about
To pledge him in full flowing cups of wine.
And drink the love of azure eyes divine !

But I, from one dim corner of the hall.

Counting the minutes, saw each pleasure pall
Or ere it touched his lips ; and as a man,
With fevered fingei-s and with visage wan,
Would gasp and sicken in the country air

;

So he, amid the glitter and the glare
Of lamps and faces on that radiant night.
Grew dark within the halo of delight ;

Yet all the more he clutched the golden bowl,
Lest he should hear the mournful music toll

A sad, slow dirge to kill the clashing sound
That whirled the gauzy dancers round and round.
At length he rose, and all the music ceased—

' Look you, my lords and ladies, at our feast.
It were but well fit honour should be given

"

And as he spoke the blasting curse of heaven
Wither'd his tongue, and struck his glazed eye.
While from his lips burst forth an awful cry,

'

Jesu, save my soul !

" And as he fell

That uuknown power commanded me to tell

Aloud his crime and punishment ;
but he,

Gazing across the lone eternal sea,
On brink whereof he stood, nor seemed to hear
The voice that rang his doom into his ear.

For paler grew the face, duller the eye,

Quicker the breath of him who would not die,
But still would wage with God a fearful fight
And clutch with dying hands a beam of light,
Until an unseen bolt from Heaven sped.
And Fran9ois lay in darkness of the dead !

William Black.

SUSSEX, PAST AND PRESENT.

There is not a more picturesque county in

England than Sussex, or one that possesses a

higher degree of interest to the historian, and
holds forth more tempting sources of research

to the antiquary. Standing upon the crests

of one of our glorious South Downs, and look-

ing over richly cultivated plains, it is no easy
matter to force the imagination backwards to

an age of primaeval forests, to resuscitate the

spirits of a past generation, and re-people the

country with the rude and lawless inhabitants

of a barbarous age : it is no easy matter to

follow the index of generations, picturing,

step by step, the gradual development of civi-

lisation, with all its multiplying demands,
awakening new powers of mind, and opening

up new and endless resources.

Generations pass ;
the work that made the

wonder of its age crumbles down into dust ;

war thunders through the land, and a merci-

less soldiery deface the labour of a century.
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Heru uikI tliero are left Holitiiry tuoimments of
|

dayH guiiu by ; MUimliii.; ^''^'X '^'I'l huIuuhi

InuiImHrk.s, provii)g them.selveH rallying puiiitH

from w hich tMii.iiiato lUiiiiy a ijicturn of tho life

loii \>y our foiifiilluTH, aul data .sotting ut rest

many a long vexed hi.itoricnl iinoMtion.

Time was when tho.so same vunlant and

corn-clothed pl.iinn of .SnM.iox wuro covore<l

with a dunso natuial foront, n forent wliicli

gradually foil beneath tho axe of tho woodman,
to supjily till) fnorinoii.s demand for fu«.l

caused by the iron fop^ua of tho Weald, and

Mauler Hu;;{ct and htj uan Jubti,

Tliey did iiinko llie firat cnuiiuii.

still clings to the bl.ickHmith of the Weald,
atlording a curioiiH oxaraplo of how tunaciounly
a fiinily will follow up one trade. The nauj--,

though Well known in many partn, is very
couuuon rouu'l iJii^^ttji, wIiL-ro stood tho for;,';

of " Mr. Iliigget and his man .John," an

iron plate with a rough oi-sting uf a hog, au 1

bearing date 1581, marking the .site of hi.s

homo, and bcsi'lo it the rumains of n hamnier-

portt ;
tho pond ha.s been drained

; notiij, how-

which, from a period nnteceileiit to the llomau ever, tho.se where 8tood the U jyal Urdninco

inva-ion, t-upplied tho kingdom with iro'j, and

continued to monopolise tho maniifacturo of

orduanco as far down as tho seventeenth cen-

tury, tho last forgM being extinguished about

1700, and that only from the economy of tho

smelting being so much gte;iter where coal

took tho place of charcoal.

Works in St. L-'onar-l's Forest, there they still

lie, embosi>med in wiM and lovely woodland

Bcenery. The transport of tho iron was tedious

and dillicult, generally accomplished by water,
the roads being almost impa.s.sable, except

during the frosts of winter
;
and in spite of a

wise law, compelling all occupiers of iron

Very dillereut must have been tho aspect of forges to lay down a load of gravel or stone

for every six loads of coal and every ton of

irou drawn, the ways continued in auch a de-

plorable condition that when Her Maje.sty

Queen Elizalxth made a royal progress through
the County, we find her chronicler reporting
that the delay incurred by tho Queeu was by
no means pleasing, and induced a comparison
to the roads near the Peak, then considered

the wildost and worst in England. At a much
later period, Prince George of Denmark t'X)k

six hours to go nine miles on hi.s way to Pet-

worth, and that too notwithstanding the ai^l

of a boily of countrymen, who propjnsd up his

coach with their brawny shoulder*, at such

times a-s the depth of the ruts rendered au

overturn to bo appreheudi- 1. Within the re-

membrance of people still living, residents

tivo or six miles from Chichester liad to lay in

stores for the winter, it being a matter of ex-

treme doubt whether tho housekeeper could

our quiot downs in that iron age, when, a.s

Drayton sings in his '* Seventeenth Song of

the liiver Thames,"—
These t'oiC'tM, Hs I siy, ilie d.iii.-liters of tli« Weald

(That ill their heavy Itna-jts had long their j^rief con-

ceal'U),

Foreseeing tlieir tle.-ay, oaoli hour so fast come on,
Under the axe's stroke feteh many a grievous groan.
When as the auvil's weight and hammer's dreadful

8'>und

Even rent the hollow woods and queaohy ground,
So that tremljliiig nymphs, oppressM witli ghostly

fear,

Rm niaililciiing to the Downs with loosj dislieTell'd

hair.
• • • • •

Jove's oak, the warlik* ash, veined elm, the softer

beech.
Short h.itel, maple pl;iin, light ash, the bending wyoh.
What should the builder serve supplies the forger's

turn,

When, under public gocnl, base private gain takes hold,
And »e, poor woful woods, t<j ruin lastly sold.

Tho forgers of those days brooked no law, make a journey during that season
; and the

cutting and felling as their convenience suited, origin of the hor.ses' collar bells, still now j>nd

reckle.ss of waste, or the wanUs of coming then to be heard making music along the Sus-

generations; time after time did the otHoers of sex roads, dates to tho time when tho roa Ls

the crown iiiirfere, and We read procla:nations, atfurdol only occasionally a p.a.-i.sing way, and

strongly worded enough, but app irently of this made it nece.vsiiry that due warning shoul I

little avail, the destructiou still went on, tho be given of an appro.iching team. Such being
destroyers laughing at empty threat.s. So tho cuso with these great arteries of civili.sa-

completely, however, have all traces of this tion, tho rudeness and backwardness prevail-
ancient source of wealth pas-sed away, that, ing to a surprisingly late period in Sussex

saving for tho cinders turned up on the site.s creates less wonder; besides, the Parlianiontiry
of the forges, and tho local n kmes of HamunT wars had ruined or banished mo^t of th- in-

I'ond and Hammer Post, the farmer in tlie tluential f.imilies, and devastated the country :

nineteenth century might easily forget that a
,

trade there was little or none, employment
day ever existed when the guns which thun- ! consequently ceased, and honest men became
dered forth detianco to the world were moulded ,

scirce.

m his peace-loving down country.
j

Smuggling ha-l long cxi-sted, the recorl.n

The name of Hogge, or Hugget, rendered '• of the reign of Eilward the First showing
immortal by the distich,

—
[

that an inquiry into the Ulegal export of
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%\ ool from Shoreham aud Steyuiug was brought
bi:f(.re the jurors of tlie huudred rolls. This

kind of suiuggliug arose from the large ex-

poit duty imposed upou English wool. The

history of this trade, contained in Smith's
" Memoirs of Wool," is a curious and interest-

ing picture of the times, and well repays a

jjerusal.

For many years and during several genera-
tions the woollen trade formed au important
item in the prosperity of English commerce,
until it became evident that the facility with

which the trade was supplied, the small amount
of manual labour necessary, and the increasing
conversion of tillage iuto pasturage, was work-

ing a revolution in the state of society, and
that the labouring class were being left with-

out employment. At this juncture Henry the

Eighth framed a law, limiting the number of

sheep kept by a tenant farmer.

The Romney Marsh men, who attained the

most notorious reputation of those lawless

days, were mostly natives of Sussex, and
made midnight journeys into their native

countiy, for the purpose of buying up the

flocks of the South Down farmers, and it is

staied that these "Owlers," or wool-smuggler;-?,
would in a few weeks shear and export 150,000
sheep. So late as 1731, the men of Sussex

are supposed to have smuggled upwards of

150,000 packs of wool by the year, and the

smaller landed proprietors whose "estates bor-

dered on the sea- coast were too much intluenced

by a near but false pro>pect of gain." Lirge
fortunes were accumulated thus in East Sussex ;

nor did the "free-trading" cease until the war in

1793, existing during its later years contempo-
rary with another and still more disastrous

system, namely, import smuggling, R,omney
Marsh still leading the van, the captain of the

band being a man named Hunt, who became
mixed up in the political disturbances of his

time, the smuggling fraternity having none of

them any objection to turn a penny in con-

veying either letters or passengers, when the

chance offered.

In proportion as the duty upon imported
goods increased, so did smuggling flourish, and
so reckless did its followers become that they
enlisted in bands under captains, and established

for themselves warehouses and depots ; they

attacked, broke open, and ransacked the

custom-houses, frightening, or in some cases

bribing, the farmers and tradesmen to keep
neutrality. The Treasury papers of those

years became absolutely amusing, detailing, as

they did, the doings of these gangs.
Life was taken or risked, as the case might

be, with equal disregard, aud there are few

among our downs exempt from the traditionary

gibbet, once decorated by a smuggler's body
hung in chains. The oil folks point oat

scenes of midnight
"
runs," and chuckle over

the way in which they have helped to hood-

wink the custom-house otiicers; and among the

villagers near the coast, nicknames, invented

as blinds, still adhere to families, descending
from father to son.

Many a wild ghost story owes its birth to

the smuggling days ;
it being a very usual

plan to resort to some supernatural history, or

appearance, in order to ward off unwelcome

vLsitors, and keep the coast clear as a nocturnal

rendezvous. "
Ghostesses," according to

popular belief, once existed very widely in

Sussex
;

nor indeed is the belief yet extinct,

although schools, railways, and good ro.ids

have mightily enlightened the rising genera-
tion ; and if you venture to ask one of these

for the whereabouts of .some old-woi'ld ghost,

you are generally greeted with a grin, and

probably setdown as some ignorant "furreneer."

Yet, with all this march of intellect, the

poorer orders retain stnmg faith in charms;
few will venture through a churchyard or

past ruins after nightfall ;
and until quite

lately a sudden blight or sickness among crops
or cattle was preity certain to be laid to some

old woman's door, and many experiments were

tried to convict the " witch."

Fairies and greenwoods are always insepar-

able. But, alas ! the poetic day of fairy lore is

gone. Faygate was a noted place ; but here,

not many weeks ago, a smock-frocked labourer

said to me, when I asked,
" Had he ever seen

a fairy ?
" "

Noa, be Job ! Pharisees be all

drayed.''
" But a friend of mine told me

they were still seen here," I persisted, deter-

mined to get at his real opinion in the matter.

The fellow burst into a laugh, pulled off his

cap, and scratched his head fiercely as he

replied,
—"Den he doe be a gurt grumet, he

doe ! The parson, he reads about dem Pharisees,

but nobody don't think nothing on 'em."

Legends abound, one of the most romantic

being that of St. Leonard's Forest, which was

famed as the abode of a horrible dragon ;
an

uncouth, loathsome creature, neither lish,

flesh, nor yet fowl ;
an animal which, eschewing

the possession of two legs, dragged its un-

wieldy length sei'pent-like along, and made a

trail somewhat resembling a gigantic snail. It

was endowed with the power of elongating it-

self, and of casting forth a certain poison or

venom, that caused instant death to whatso-

ever it touched ;
its voice resembled that of a

mighty cataract, and its
"

presence was so

terrible, that the eye could not dwell upou it,"

and the dread of it drove the dwellers in or

near the forest far away, so much so, that the
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country was bpcoming unpopulatofl, and tho

reclaiiiiuil liiml fulling bick ititu itx orii^iiiiil

coiulitiou. At this juiicturu St. Leonard c»ioe

to tliu rescue, and, arniiiig hiiuHt-ir, ho .HallieJ

forth to destroy this terror
;
anii it is Hai.i that

for nix fliiys he searchod tho forest before ho

fell ill with hia enemy ;
when ho did so, the

battli! Li-stod nearly as long, until at l^ust tho

Buint prevailed. Tho legend,
*

I am sorry to

ay, goes on to record that, though wherever

the good man's bloo<l had sunk in tho green

turf, lily of tho valley sprang up, ho begged
as a reward for this chivalry that nightingales
should never be permitted to disturb him by
their midnight muse. Hence the couplet,

—
That here the a^Mer never sting,

Nor the ni^rhtinpala ever sang,
—

and, a.s far as we could learn, the sweet bird

of night nover pours forth "its out-sobbing

songs."

May field and its legend of St. Dunst^n is,

we believe, better known, but becomes much
more interesting when you have visited the

fino old palace, and seen the veritable anvil,

pincers, and tongs, made use of by the .saint,

when he '• took the Devil by the nose," and
have stood by the window out of which His

Satanic Majesty, when released, took his

famous long stride to Tunbridgo Wells, to cool

in the sparkling spring his tortured nasal

organ, and bestow,—wo should presum- unwit-

tingly,
—the sulphurous element to which pos-

terity owes much exemption from the ills

that flesh is heir to. But, though conquered,
Sitan was not beaten off tho ground, as when
tho church was being built he, remembering
his old grudge against tho patron saint, made
a point of undoing by night what tho workmen

accomplishe I by day, .so that it was only by
working day .and night that the building was

completed, and the print of a cloven foot was

long shown .us proof positive of tho accuracy of
the story.

The labourer in Su.ssex speaks a provincial

dialect, interlarded with early S.ixon and
Norman French

;
ho is very much aiMicted to

long and strong words, which, liaving found
and "made a note of," ho brink's into his con-

versation with a sublime disregard to all

meaning. For example : a clergyman once told

me that, going to inquire for a sick parish-

ioner, he was tolil by her sister "that she died
in the night, (juite aprDpAs .'

"

In all old-world customs Su.ssex is still

rich, and some of the most curious of those
wo have been cnable<l to pick up m ly be in-

teresting. Apple-bowling is one : this is a ch;\rm

supposed to increase tho fmitfulness of the

• Soo i«gfl 153,

orchard, in which a number of U/lii congregate,
and hurruiinding the tree sing,—

SunJ fMt, root, bear well top,

Pray iJ A tfivl im « ;;>><1 hovliag crop ;

Kvprj twii; iipplf.n bi^;,

Kvcry l>ou,;h ni>|>li-i t-riou
;

HiitM full, eapti lull,

T«ll iiuarlcrs, sacks full.

Death generally Vjrings to light some traces of

HUjHjrstition in all parts : here tho ceremony <>{

"awaking tho bees
"

is always performed im-

niediately after any one in tho houto has

breathed his last, and it is done by tapping

gently, and telling the industrious little in-

mate that Death has been there. When a

young unmarried female dies, virgin wreaths

are suspended in the parish church.

The custom of Borough English^ prevails
more extensively in Sussex than in any other

county ; so much so, that it may )>•• looked

upon as the common law regarding copyhold
and other tenements. Among tho tenantry

customs, we shall only mention that of
" Dnnker Acres," so named from the practice
of having a "drinking

"
by .sp«,'nding tho rent

arising from particular pieces of land, locally

called "
Drunkors, or Drinker Acres."

Sheep-shearing was wont to bo a sea-sou of

great merriment, and the late Duke of Rich-

mond took no small pains t> keep up the old

county custom, by encouraging the captains
and tho sheep-shearing bands t'> bring their

men to Goodwood on a ceitain day, and com-

pete for prizes, a supper finishing off tho fes-

tivities of tho day ; songj expre.ssly .adapted
for the occasion are sung, some of them quaint

enough, though we cannot say very much in

praise of the poetic vein of the South Saxons.

Christmas mumming and carol-singing is

still kept up, though the legitimate carols are

generally discarded in favour of some popular
London .street song of tho day, or the Christy
Min-strels' melodies. L D. Fk.ston.

HOW I WAS WOOED, BUT NOT WED.

At the perioil of my lif-' about which I am
going to write, I was not young, neither was I

rer>j old. In years, I certjiinly was not aged,
but having been thrown upon myself at a very

early jHTiod, 1 had learnt to feel ol ler th.an I

really was. However, a lady's age is not, at

best, a pleasing theme, at all events to herself;

suffica it to .say that I w.as fast appro.aching
what is termed a " certain ago ;

"
so that in

regard to matrimony it w.is no longer a ques-
tion of "whom I would take," or oven, "whom
I could get :

"
I had arrived at the last and
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least agreeable stage, viz.,
" who would take

me?"
I bad a comfortable business in the stationery-

line, in a quiet little street in the suburbs of

the town of E in Scotland. My business

was not extensive, but liitherto I had always

managed to make ends meet, and live com-

fortably, though frugally. ]\Iy father had

been in the business before me, but apoplexy
carried him off very suddenly one day, and my
mother having died when I was a child, I was

left alone in the world, saving the companion-

ship of my good old servant, Peggy.
I had been brought up an Episcopalian,

Peggy was a rigid Presbyterian, and 1 may say
with truth that this was the only point on

which we diflered. Peggy hardly believed in

the possibility of salvation beyond the pale of

her own Church, and so, being really fond of

me, it was not unnatural that she should take

a deep interest in my spiritual welfare.

But I must not linger over these details.

After my father's death I had taken a seat in

the organ-gallery of a small Episcopal chapel.

The organist, an old acquaintance of my father's,

was quite an elderly man ;
an original-looking

bein;? enough. His name was Adam Gibson,

he had been a writing-master, had a good ear

for music, and was clever in mechanics, but

with all, there was a strong taint of eccentricity

about him.

He was a short, wiry-looking man, his face

deeply wrinkled, and his eyes, which were

naturally small, looked still smaller from a

constant habit of rapid winking. His hair

was white, even at the period I now write of
;

his figure was peculiar too, the body being

long, and the legs rather short. When he was

animated or excited he would rock himself in

a most remarkable manner on his heels.

Young ladies will, no doubt, be disposed to

look upon Adam Gibson as but a sorry hero of

romance. In myself, I suppose, the romantic

had worn itself out, although I remember the

time when grace of figure, curling locks, and

soft blue eyes, had a charm for poor me, and

when the embodiment of these cost me many
a sleepless night and aching heart

; however,
that was in the days when I had to consider

"whom I would take." Now that I was an
old maid, an improtected female, what right
had I to expect much 1 Adam was attentive

in his way. He jerked out little sentences in-

tended to convey the existence of stronger

feelings than those of friendship on his part
towards me. He used to sit in my little back

parlour, enjoying a cup of tea and butter-toast,
while Peggy looked after the shop ;

and there

it was on one occasion that he jerked out the

expression of his unalterable love, and made a

formal offer of his hand, which I accepted.
Now Peggy did not love Ad.am, she said he

was "crankety," "camstery," and many other

things that were not flattering, and thought I

was foolishly throwing myself away in accept-

ing him as my suitor. But Cupid had kindly
fixed the bandage over my eyes, and L was

efl'ectually blinded for the time.

Peggy was, as I have hinted, a good faithful

creature, but outspoken, as is not unusual with

Scotch servants, when taken into confidence.

I had been invited to a little tea-party at Miss

Tightfit's, the dress-maker, in our street.

Adam Gibson was of course to be amongst the

guests. I flattered myself, as I put the la'^t

stroke to my adornment, that I was a very

imposing-looking personage. I had always

preserved afresh complexion, although I never

flattered myself I was good-looking ;
but my

father had been particular about small points,
such as neat, smooth hair, cleanliness, and tidy
dress. But, to return to this memorable occa-

sion, I was arrayed in a black satin dress

which had belonged to my mother, and on my
head there was an exuberant development of

stiff lace and white ribbons, in accordance with

the fashion of the day. Peggy having, as she

termed it, hooked my back, (meaning my
dress,) I asked her with no small com-

placency what she thought of me. "
Hech,

sirs ! Miss Marthy, but ye're jist like a hairse."
" Like a hearse, Peggy !

" I cried,
" how

dreadful !

" "
Na, na, bairn, it's no that

ye're that awfu' looking, but ye're gran', gran',

jist like a hairse." Well, it was not flattering,

but there was no help for it. I had no time

to remove the funereal-looking garments, and
moreover if I had, I had nothing to substitute

for them, so I sallied forth to Miss Tightfit's.

Here I found Adam Gibson, ready to play
the devoted admirer as far as he was capable.

He had rocked himself for a time on his heels,

and now he was seated in a corner, with a

blue and white spotted handkerchief hanging
over his left knee, engaged in bis favourite

pastime of cracking his fingers ; crack, crack,

went the muscles, as he jerked and twitched

his knotty, knobby digits. His hands were dry
and shrivelled, and every joint was a knob, no

doubt owing to the constant cracking. Pre-

sently we all drew round Miss Tightfit's hos-

pitable board. Adam Gibson was seated oppo-
site to me ;

most of the company being aware

of the state of things bettveen us. Adam

sipped tea, and ate muffins, tfcc.
,
and when he

had concluded, turned his cup upside do^vn on

his saucer, laying the spoon on the top of the

cup. I was surprised to see this performance
in company, although I was used to it in

private. Presently Miss Tightfit begged Adam
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to take anotlier cup of tea, but was met by a

stca'ly rofu.sal witli thtiaks ; however, iii her

hoHi»itiility hho u^'aiu prcHnod him to jiartako of

auothur cup, whurou|K)ii Adam turuud round,

sayiug htoiiily,
—"

Madam, I ujiid no, and

whun I any no, I mean no ;
no ma'am, no

ma'am, no ma'am !

"—tho hutt accompanied
with an emphatic application of Iiiit tint to the

table.

l*(jnr little Mi.--3 Tii;htGt wiw otlectually

BiloDced. I knew the old man meant no

harm, and told her afterwards that it was only
his way ; and nothing,' a','i,'rav.tted him more

than beini^ pressed. Cards soon appeare<l, ami

the rest of the evening passed plciusantly by.

As Adam escorted me homo, it was settled

that our wedding .shouUl take place after the

new year.
On Chri.>tmas-day I went up to Adam's

house, a .strange, (plaint old place down a dark

close, up a still darker stair in the IJigh Street.

The rooms, however, were cheerfid enough,
when you once reached them, although the

access wa-s certaiidy not pka-sjint. They con-

tained all kinds of queer things : there was an

organ, an old-fashioned spinnet, several clocks

of ditl'erent patterns, all going, old china, shells,

tools, barometers, thermometers, a squirrel,

and a canary bird.

Mr. Gibson revered all those his possession.s,

but the squirrel and canary were past all price

in his estimation, and looked upon almost as

.-acred. The canary was tame, and tlew about

the room, singing away right merrily.

'Vhc little children of a very kind old friend

of Adam's arrived to pay him their yearly
visit. They came in, all bright and rosy,

ready for enjoyment. It was to be my duty
to see that tho little fingers were not too busy

among the valuable relics. Adam disappeared
within a largo press ojMjning in tho wall, and

presently there is.sued soundsof glasses jingling.

There was evidently a polishing process going
on behinil tho scenes. One of the small boys,

prompted by curiosity, wickidly peeped in to

discover the nature of Adam's occupation, and

speedily rushed out, and communicated tho re-

sult of his observations to his sister, which wju*

received with many wry faces. It consisted

of an allusion to tho means used for iH>lishing

tho gliusses, for little Charlie imitated i\n

operation of breathing upon his hand and thcu

rubbing it with his pocket handkerchief.

Adam shortly appeared with a tray covered

with glasses and decanters, and again with

another containing shortbread and bun, tho

Scotch Christmas cakes. The children soon

forgot the polishing proces.s, and freely par-
took of tho gootl things. After which Adam
exhibited several of his treasures. He played

tho organ, also thu old spinnet, an I rually ho did

not play badly, the only drawback to it was
the jerky, twitchy way ho li.ul about him, and
which characterised even his playing. The

H([uirr(d next made it^ appearance, .ind wont

through a performance ;
a clock was shown,

which A'iam assured hi.4 young friends went so

Well tbit " tho sun might go wrong, but not

his clock." No one disptiteil this statement,
and at length tho young [tooplo departed, an I

were driven homo in thoir father's carriage.

Adam had put little canary-binl back in iti

caL,'e, and left mo to tako niys-lf home as best

I couhl, ploatling as excuso that tho hour for

the practice of his church music ha 1 arrived.

Punctuality was strongly developed in Adam,
and of course this w.is rather a virtue than

othcrwi.se, although I must say I felt, con-

sidering our mutual position, and that I had
come solely for his convenience, ho might at

lejist have escorted mo safely riown the dark

stairs and close. But this did not occur to

Adam. I remained to put on my bonnet and

shawl, and what pos.sessed me at the moment
I cannot say, for I never was given to practical

jokes, and by no means fond of mischief. Xo
doubt it was a latent feeling of resentment for

what I deemed a slight, that prompted me to

remove the innocent canary from his cage,
and carry him home in my handkerchief.

Arrived at home, an old bird cage w;is spooilily

pressed into the service, little birdie installed,

and .safely hid aw.ay in Peggy's room.

I must say I began to feel some remorse on

noticing the extreme enjoyment my mi.schievou3

joke atfordcd Peggy. I took my usual place

after tea behind the counter, and attended to

customers till the hour for closing arrived.

Our little errand-boy put up the shutter.'*, and
was retiring with his bit of bread-and-cbeese,

with which i'cggy rewarded him when he was

what she termed a "
gude kiirn." Suddeidy

Mr. Gibson entered tho shop, looking pale and

haggard, and in a state of wild excitement ; I

at once guessed the truth, but s;iid not a

word. Ailam sank upon a chair, and ex-

claimed,
—"O Martha, my Ciinary i-i gone!

tho little binl I havo reared and loved, fed

and wired for, taught to sing, and ma-lo tUe

companion of my life, is gone, and where I

Ciinnot tell I

It was truly piteous to see the old man's

grinf. lliero re&lly seemed to be a glimmering of

sentiment in this love for his birdie. I was

ilumb, and felt my position acutely. P<;ggy

suddenly came to the rescue, excl.aiming,^
"
Hoot, man. ye're na gi\un to break yer

heart for a bit birdie
; |>eety me, ano wad

think, to .«ce ye, ye had lo>t .Miss Marthy.''

The contemplation of this contii.gency divl
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not seem to move him much. I ventured to

hint that birdie might come back again, that

he had dropped asleep in some quiet corner
;

but Adam was certain VuU con\d not be. "My
bird is gone, my httle pet birdie," and he wept
hke a child. Peggy, losing all patience with

him, neither sympathised nor pitied him.

My position was becoming momentarily more

painful ;
unable to bear the sight of the poor

old man's grief, I made my escape, and re-

turned with birdie safe and happy in my cage.

I had expected that Adam's delight at the
|

restoration of his darling would completely
remove all anger for my share in the cause of his

anxiety, but I was mistaken. He deliberately

placed the cage on the counter and opened the

door. Birdie hopped on his finger, and he

deposited it safely in his blue and white spotted

pocket-handkerchief, he then took up his hat,

and turning to me, said,
—"

Madam, you ,

have shown yourself unworthy to be Adam
|

Gibson's wife. You have played a heartless

trick, and if you can do this much before
|

marriage, what would you not be capable of
'

after 'i We never meet again, madam, but

mum's the word with me, ma'am, mum's the

word with me. If the world hears of our

rupture, it will be through yourself, not from

me." He put his hat on his head, and I saw

the last of Adam Gibson.

Peggy laughed outright, and I was ready to

cry, not so much from vexation at the loss of

a husband, but that I was conscious I had

not acted well. Indeed, on after reflection, I

was not really sorry that our engagement was

broken off. Mr. Gibson's eccentricities proved
far more numerous and trying to others than

I had at first imagined, and I had also dis-

covered that he was so stingy as barely to

allow himself the necessaries of life.

Thus ended my wooing. I am a spinster still,

and shall probably die one. Peggy and I jog
on together as usual, now and then laughing
over the little episode of my wooing.

A CHAPTER ON SHOES.

The shoes of the ancients, as our own,
seem to have been generally made of leather.

Martial commends the wit of a person who,
meeting the subject of cue of his epigrams
with a cap of kid's skin, observed, that his

head was well shod. They were also made
of the bark of tiees, but especially of the

papyrus. Plautus in the "Bacchides" men-
tions one who wore soles of gold, an extent

of luxury almost incredible, until we read of

shoes encrusted all over with precious stones.

The form of the Hebrew shoe is yet unde-

termined by the Rabbin. The Roman shoe

reached half way up the leg. In front it was

open to the ancle, and there joined with lace

or ribbon. To be hlen chanssc, a tight-fitting

shoe was indispensable. It appears to have

been de rigueur. Dinarchus, in the " Trucu-

lents," is made to exclaim in his utter miser}',
" I've become desperate—and now I haven't

the slightest bit of concern what sort of shoes

I wear." So Ovid advises the lady of his

love never to let her foot "
wallop about,

losing itself in the shoe down at heel."

Fig. 1. Calceus rostratns repaiidus.

Roman shoes were also made as fig. 1.

Tertullian, adverting to the curvature of this

shoe, considered it better to have the feet

exposed to the coldest winter. The Roman

sandal, or solea, was a piece of wood or leather

placed under the feet, and bound on by thongs

Fijr. Caliga Militaris sub luceniai speoie.

of linen or other stuff passing between the

toes, and fastened at the ancle. This seems

to have been originally a fashion used only by
women. In the impeachment of Verres,

Cicero particularizes the fact of his wearing

sohie when prcetor. They seem to have been
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worn by men only on occasionn of ftstiviiy.

The n-pro.ich atUiclurd to \'crrc8, wouM bo

like thiit attcuiiin^' it clork, who wmt to daily

buhiufSB in hlii>i)«rH, with the additionul iilt-a

of effouiinacy.

Military and theatrical shor.s wore di-«tinct

from iither:*. We have given a re[TcHtint;ition

(fig. 2) of a lamp in the shape of a caliija, or

niilifary s-hoe.

Women's shoes were generally white, those

of the ."cuators black, and of the cuiule magis-

trates rcil.

Fig. 3. Anoicut Shoe (rrcncb
luid !Ji>aiiuL.)

Ancient .sl,i>o

(TurkiBli. )

At one time red shoes among the ladies of

Rome were the exclusive privilege of the

demi-moude. They were, however, adopted

by the more virtuous portion of society, long
before Aurelian allowed their use to women,
at the same time denying it to men.

St. Chr}-8ostom regiirdcd all ornamental

shoes as an invention of the evil one.

The military heels—we think that is the tech-

nic;il expression—which are athxed to ladien'

boots of the presint day, seem to be an imita-

tion of a custom of the Persiiuis, who delighted
not to honour short sUitures. They apptar
ever to have been used by coquettes at festive

assemblies, by actresses at theatres, e3peci;dly

in tragedy, and if ono may link together

tiiingH HO inliuitely opposed, by phe«t8 at the

altar.

FigH. 3, 4, 5, are picturcK of boot* anciently
worn respectively by ladies of Franc« and

Spain, of Venice, and of Tuikey. The Vi-no-

tian ap])ears to bo the most elegant, and the

iipiH^r part, that encircling the leg, is not un-

like a fa.shion sometimes used at the present

day. The Turkish bears no remote resem-

blance to a patten.

The thick and coarse sandals worn in all

probability by the Apostles, were c<invert«xl

by the Popes into slippers of white linen, orna-

mented with embroidery, and not unfrequeiitly

precious stones. The whiteness of the lineu

sigi^fied purity from any stain of evil in the

Calccus Martini P.iiw I.

person wearing them. .\fterwards i>urplo

shoe:*, with crosses of gold, came into fashion

with these principalities.

Slaves did not wear shoes, they were called

for this reason oiiatt, pits poudrevx, which

latter appellation was bestowed on one of our

ancient couitji of record incident to every fair

^^ Cv/^^

Fig. S. Calccu« lluuorii ru^w I.

and market, and of which the steward of

him who owned the toll w.is the judge. It

had juristHction of all ciuses arising between

the dusty-footed frequenters of his domain.

Cato and Phociou are said by Tacitus to have

j gone withotit shoes, but their example was

not generally follo\vtr«l ; only in some time of

extraordinary calamity, or in some ceremony
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of religion, the people weut barefooted, as at

the washing of Cybele, the grandmother of

the gods, or in the sacrifices of Vesta. Horace

tells us that Cauidia occupied herself in her

magical incantations with naked feet, in order

to succeed the better in her desires. The

Turks of the present day put off their shoes

at the doors of their mosques.
In tho ninth and tenth centuries the greatest

princes in Europe appear to have worn wooden

shoes,
—or at least wooden soles with the

upper part of leather.

We are tdld by historians, that in the reign

of William Rufus, a man of fashion, known as

Robert the Horned, from his invention, was in

the habit of wearing shoes with long tapering
cavities stretching out from the toes. These

cavities were stuffed with tow, or other soft

substance, and by some ingenious contrivance

twisted into the shape of a ram's horn. The

ecclesiastics of that day, considering them-

selves aggrieved by these ram's horns—though
it is difficult to understand why, unless they con-

sidered them as savouring too much of worldly

luxury and pride,
—declaimed against them

with considerable vehemence and animosity.
The length, however, and tortuosity of the

ram's horns continued to increase till the reign

of Richard II,, when they appear to have

reached a maximum. Those males of the

human species, who are now the ardent vota-

ries of fashion, would, had they lived then,
have tied up the points of their shoes to their

knees, with chains of gold or silver, or perhaps

aluminium, or ccpper gilt. The upper part of

these shoes, in the time of Chaucer, seem to

have been cut in imitation of a church window
;

therein not greatly differing from the shoe cf

Martin I., which we have referred to above.

Chaucer's spruce parish clerk, Absalom,

Had Paul's windowes corven on bis shoes.

They were called crachovjes. They continued

fashionable for three centuries, notwithstand-

ing the bulls of popes, the decrees of councils,
and the declamations of the clergy. At length
the parliament of England thought it not be-

neath its dignity to interpose, and by an Act
of about A.D. 14G3, the use of shoes or boots

with pikes—this appears to have been the tech-

nical term—exceeding two inches in length
was prohibited under severe penalties. Shoe-

makers also by the same Act were restricted

by similar penalties from making shoes or boots

of this character. But so strong was the

vitality of the pikes, that law and religion
were alike disregarded. At last the sword of

excommunication was brandished against the

contumacious, which iu those days could settle

all points whatever—and the pikes gave iu.

The buckle, whose composition, form, ma-

terial, and colour, were causes of great solicitude

to many of our ancestors, was first attached to

the shoe in the reign of James II.

The shoes or slij^pers of the Japanese are

made of rice straw woven. The shoe consists

of a sole without upper leather or hind-piece,
and is crossed forwards by a strap of the thick-

ness of a finger, which is lined with linen
;

from the tip of the shoe to the strap a string
is carried, passing between the great and
second toe like the Roman sandal, and thus

keeping the shoe fast to the foot. When the

Japanese walk, they make a noise like washer-

women in pattens. These shoes are soon

worn out, and a man going on a short journey

generally takes two or three pairs with him.

He changes them when convenient, and the

old shoes remain by the wayside. He never

enters a house with his shoes on, but leaves

them at the door—like a Turk entering his

place of prayer,
—lest he should soil his own

mats, or those of his friend, a mat being an
article to which the Japanese pay almost a

religious regard.
Shoes are not without their share of super-

stition. The casual putting the left shoe on
the right foot was thought to be a forerunner

of evil. Butler in his " Hudibras" adverts to

an accident which occurred to a Roman em-

peror through inattention to this important
matter.

Augustus liaving b'oversight
Put on bis left shoe 'fore his right,

Had like to have been slain that day
By soldiers mutinying for pay ;

—that is, on the day on which the oversight

occurred.

The throwing of a shoe is attended, according
to the imaginations of the throwers, by widely
different results. The shoe cast over Edom
seems to have been a sign of contumely and

reproach, which can scarcely be the case with

a shoe—the old shoe—cast after a happy pair

who have just been going through the form of

the solemnization of holy matrimony. The

object in the latter case appears to be to en-

sure "good luck" to the parties to the con-

tract. The throwing is not confined to mar-

riage, but occurs among uneducated people on

any critical occasion. It is invariably designed
to secure prosperity.

It is said that there was once a ceremony
in Ireland of electing a person to a certain

office, by throwing an old shoe over his head ;

but an excited elector once throwing a little

too low a boot furnished with iron spikes, tho

gentleman on which he wished to bestow the

favour of his support was killed, and the custom

soon after fell into disrepute. J. M.
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A STOUV OF WATHllM-lICII MILL

(I.N ElClIT ClIAITKUS.)

CUAPTER V.

Talbot hastened upstairs, and uidocking
tho door of tho room, wjilkcd to the bed

vvhoreoL Cradock had thrown himsilf tho Jiinlit

before, worn out by fatigue. As he drew tho

curtain asidf, tho silvery light of tho grey

morning fell upon thu uncon!-cio\i8 face of a

toilworn broken man wrapped in deep sleep.

Though tlio face was conunon-place and rugged,

sleep had imparted to it 8onuwh:i( of nohility ;

the profound repose si>ftcr.i.'il the meaner tha-

racteristias of life. Tliis is not a nuirderer's

countenance, nor a murdtnr's sUep, thought
Tall) it

;
and yet so .>-tiongly do I suspect, that

I almost fear to waken him. The clouds that

all the morning ha»l ob.-cured the sun rolled

away at the moment, and his golden rays
streamed full on Cradock'a motionless coun-

tenance ; one side of the face was in deep
shallow, on th.i other the sunli<;ht nsted iu

broad llakcs, and with iU glory awoke tho

sleeper. At fii-st he gazed vacantly ; then, as

the image of his visitor became more di^tiuct

on his half-conscious brain, ho raised himself

slowly iu the bed, and tixiiig his eyes intently

upon Tjdbot, exclaimed,
"
Oh, God, have I dreamed it .' I do dream

it now."

Talbot was silent.

"
I dreamed he came to me last night, and

I did not know him ; now he is come, and 1

do know him.''

He pres-sed both his hands upon his eyes ;

then suddenly remo\ing them he fixed an in-

quiring gaze upon Talltot, as if more fully to

satisfy himself that it was a real presence be-

fore him.
"

Yes, it is he. Ob, Master lliU-ry, would

to God you had never left us
;
but are you

really come back after so many years ? I

heenl that you was shot dead iu the wars,"

Talbot replied :
" My life has been spared

VOL. XIII. No. 326.
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through many a rough day, Cradock, and I

am here on purpose to see you ; thiugs have

goue badly for you and for mo, and now that

I am in the old place again, you must tt-U mo

everything that has liappcnod in my absence."

Cradock's countenance fell
; presently, look-

ing up Avith something of a wistful gladness

in his face, he said,
" I wouldn't mind to die now that I have

seen you again, though things have gone

wrongful with me while you was away. 1 am
old and ill, INIaster Harry, nigh drowned last

night ;
I j^rayed God Almighty to help me

in the storm, for men seemed to have cast me
off altogether.

"

" He did raise up aid in that storm," Tal-

bot replied. "Your life was spared, it was

partly through me that you were rescued.

I was with you then, and I am with you now,—do not interrupt me. You say things have

gone wrong. I am come here fi'om over the

sea to have them set to rights, and you must

help."
"

Yes, T will help, sir, that I will," (then

hesitatingly)
"

all that I can, sir, but I am a

poor miserable man, and I want to get back

to my hut."
"

Well, well," said Talbot,
"
you are alive,

and that's something. You owe me a life,

you know."
"
Ye3, I do owe you a life. Master Harry,

I know that
; nobody else would have stirred

a bit for me ;
but you was always a brave lad,

and if it hadn't been for you I should be dead

now. I haven't a friend left in the world to

look to," and the tears were in his eyes.
"
Come, be a man," said Talbot ;

"
it is no

good to lie whining there. I saved your life

last night : in return you tell me all,
—you

know what I mean
;

I ask you a plain ques-

tion, and I expect a plain answer."
" There's nothing to tell you, sir

; things
have been going on, ups and downs, sir."

" What !

"
cried Talbot,

" do you try to

humbug me. I came to England on purpose
to see you, and I am not to be trifled with in

this way. I will know all before you leave

this room, sir. Now, mark me, you have a

dreadful secret."

Cradock raised his clasped hands.
" You have had it for years ; part of that

secret I know, and I look to you to tell me all.

What, silence ? Come, man, out with it, treat

me on the square ; you will find me an awk-

ward customer by-aud-bye if you play this

secret game with me
; there is a warrant out

for you already—you will go before the jus-

tice, and thence to prison."
" What to Challoner ?

" he wildly exclaimed,
"
Oh, save me from Challoner."

Talbot saw his advantage.
" When the

constable comea " a knock at the door in-

terrupted him.
" All is ready below, sir," said a voice out-

side.
"
Come, my man," urged Talbot,

" there is

not a moment to be lost
; confess to me the

whole truth, and as far as my duty permits I

will stand by you."
Cradock twi.sted his fingers in the bedclothes

the picture of wretchedness and imbecility ;

Talbot regarded him in silence.

"Master Harry," at last he faltered, "I
am bound by a dreadful oath. I never hurted

him."
" There is no oath," Talbot rejoined,

"
against telling the truth. Your duty is

clear enough ;
the whole thing must and shall

come out—you cannot help it. Remember,
Cradock, who I am

;
when I was a child you

loved me, and would have laid down your life

for me
;
think of that now, man, and tell me

your sin and your sorrow."

Cradock fell back in the bed, and in a

broken voice told his miserable story.

"Yes," he said passionately, "the oath

that I have carried in my breast so long that

it has nigh choked me shall hold me no

longer. Why did you leave us. Master

Harry ? If you'd been here I had never

gone wrong ;
I'd never have had that oath

then. Hear the whole, it shall all out. The

master lost his life through ChaUoner and the

papers ; there, that was it."

"Who killed him?—what papers?" ex-

claimed Talbot.
" I didn't kill him : you don't think I

killed him ? Oh ! I wouldn't have hurt him
;

he was a good master to me, God knows.

Hear how it came about. I will out with all
;

hear the whole. I got into bad hands unawares,

part pride. Challoner, overseer here and at

Axton, was a hard chap, a proud dog, that

scarce noticed me
; sudden, he grew friendly,

the villain, and took to joining company of

evenings, going home after sluice time. Says

he,
' I want to see some papers that I think

are kept in the mill, you can tell where they
are.' And so I could, for being in the master's

trust when you was a little boy, I knew a

good deal
; besides, when you went away, the

master, very sorrowful, said to me,
*

Cradock,

mind that box, if I die, then Master Harry
will be sure to come home, and no one must

touch it till he comes.'
"

" My poor uncle," interrupted Talbot, "no
one there to comfort him : would to God I had

never left, and all would have been spared."
" You was best away. Master Harry," said

Cradock, "I misdoubt Challoner; you
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would not have been safe after the master's

death, and you are not »afo now ; he Haiil you
waa deail all aluug, after you had bc-uu gone a

year or two."
" Nevur luiud all that, gu on with your

hujtorj'.
"

" One ni;^'lit as wo went through the clouo

by the river, he was very earneat, 'Jtui,'

Bays he,
* what Btulf it in ; thee's best do

what I tell thue, or it won't be »o jileasant at

the mill.' I a«ked him what ho wanted with

the paiK-rs. lie .s.iid
' The niilLnaro to come to

me by law by and bye, and I jiwt want to .see

all's rijht, and I don't like to a.sk the master ;

I'll look in to-monow night, Jem, afier bluico

time, before you lock up. The ma.ster won't

bo by then, he'll be at Axton over the river ;

mind, I'll meet thee tj-morrow night.'"
"

I Well remember that night, there was

thunder and lightning, the waters were out,

and a roughish time it was of wind and rain.

I saw nothing of Challouer, and 1 went round

to lock up ; just as I put the key in the lock

out pokes his head, and says he,
' don't lock

me up, Jem, but come inside.' I mind his

face now, mortal pale ;
ht knew he was in the

wrong way, and I know it too, but I went in,

God forgive me, little thinking what was to

come. We crept about, tlie night was heavy
with clouds and storms, but the moon was

nigh the full, and we could see our way in the

mill. When we got to the counter, he turns

short round, and says,
' Now wliere's the

papers kept ?
—don't you think to come it over

me. There's no harm ; I will s-ee them, and if

you don't tell me, I'll walk you off the

premises. I do believe you are here now try-

ing to 8te:U sometliing, and pretending all the

while. You tell me where are the papers,

there's nobody here to know about it.' I

grew timid all alone with Challouer,—I was

afeerd of him in that dark place, and I says

'the papers are in the chest up in the loft, but

the box is locked.' * Uh !

'

he cried,
'
I'll see

the box ;
let's up, Jem. ' So to it we went.

Ju:it at that time the moon shone out, and the

sky grew clear. !

" When we got up Challouer opens the

doors of the loft to let in the light, goes to the

chest, whips out his knife, and shoot » back the
,

lock. The first things were the pipers.

•Hero they are,' says he, 'and a pot of money
besides.' lie takes the papers to the open
doors, to look them through by the moonshine,
which was uncoaimou strong just then ; he

turu'i them over. '

Here, Jem, I've got what
1 want, t<is3 the others back into the box.' 1

chucked them in, when at the nick up csmes
the master, who we thought wjis at Axton.

The waters were out in the meadows, so he i

turned back, and, seeing the loft doors open,
runs up unawares. I was so frighted, a straw
wouhl have knocked me down. 'What now,'
he cried,

' Challoner — Cradock— the chest

open, and the things about
; you are robijing

me, villains ! I'll have you to prison for thi*.'
" Ma.iter grips hold of Clialloner to get the

pajMsr from him, and they twi.sts and rampagci
about like mad

;
at la.st, being spent, he cries,

' Cradock help me!' No help came,—God for-

give me my sin ! oh, God, forgive me!—
though help was at h:ind, none came. I let

him cry on, I did nothing when I could have

saved him. Challoner was y<ning and strong,
ami he never had a chance. Challouer drove

him pretty nigh to the loft doors that were

oi)en, then jumping back clear of him he hit

him with his fist right out through, and with

a wild cry the master went down into the

black pool below."

"Do you say that ho di<l this, an<l tliat

you stood by?" said Talbot quickly, with com-

pressed lip, and sparkling eye.
" Do you

mean to say that you stood by while my uude
was murdered /

"

"I was fear-struck, fear-struck, sir. I saw
him go down into the pool as helpless as a
sack of flour, it makes me shake to tell on't.

I saw his face as he sunk under the water,
and it has served me worse tliau the oath, for

I see that face night and day,—always the

s;\ine
;
it don't change winter or summer, there

it is, the same to-day and the same to-morrow,

looking up at me sorrowful from under the

dark pool for ever.
" We both stood shaking and shivering,

staring down at the splashing below that grew
quieter and quieter till all was still.

"
Sudden, Challoner, as if just awake,

turns round, and darts at me like mad. Lay-

ing hold of me, ho cries,
' Swear by the God

above that you won't peach, or I'll pitch thee

str!U.^ht out to h after him, I will
; swe;ir

to stand true,' he says", tightening my necker-

chief till I was nigh choking, so for dear life's

sjike I swore t) keep it hid for ever."
" Uon't tjdk to me of such an o.ith as that,"

said Talbot,
" Challoner shall pay for it with

his life."

"There'll Ik; two lives t.> p.iy ilaii, ma^Ur,**
Cradock replied,

" for Challoner said,
'
if I

hang, thou hang'.st too, ami if fal.-c, I'll sl^oot

thee like a rat, mind that.'
"

" Uf course he Siiid so. You, Cial^ck,
were the only man alive that by telling the

truth could pull him from Lis perch, and send

him to the gallows ;
all that he knew right well.

As for his threats, no good man would have

cared a farthing ; you let him murder my
uncle to rob mc of my inheritance."
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"Master Harry," said the other,
"

I never

knew it was your money, I never did, so help
me heaven."

"
Well, you know it now, and half knew it

before. Go on, sir : what next after the deed?"

Cradock tremblingly continued his recital.

" We listened, all was quiet,
' Where's

the paper ?
'

says Challoner. We looked

about, wo could see it nowhere. * We must

be off,' said lie,
' some one may have heard

the ciy, and be down upon us.' So we clapped
to the chest, slipped back the lock again, shut

the loft doors, and off quiet, but all confused,

creeping out in the moonlight to the meadow,
not daring to look to right or left for fear we
should see it, but I saw it, so did he, and I

see it now "

Cradock covered his face with his hands,
and was silent. After a pause, Talbot said :

—
"This is a shameful history, and one of you,

if not both, ought to die the death for what
was done that night. I believe you have told

me truly, it is well that you have, for I knew
more than you thought : murder will out

sooner or later. I will not say that my uncle's

death is entirely on your head, but you stood

by and saw him murdered, quite enough to

bring you to the gallows." Cradock, with

his hands still pressed on his face, said nothing.
" There is yet one chance for you," continued

Talbot, "and that is to help bring the

villain to justice who murdered your master

and my uncle, and who has heaped years of

misery upon your own head ; Challoner shall

not escape."
" Oh ! Master Harry," said Cradock,

" T

don't now care much what becomes of me, but

that Challoner, for all he do seem so fair out-

side, is a desperate chap, a secret wicked man,
and nobody knows it better than he that's

gone ;
he fears neither God nor devil. He

has rid me tight enough body and soul ever

since that bad time
;
I am never out of his eye,

he spys upon me night and day, and if he

knew that we were consorting, he'd kill us

both like rats."
" Challoner has more to fear from me than

I from him," Talbot replied,
"

let him look to

himself ; my uncle's death shall surely be

avenged. Sent to his account without a

moment's warning, the murderer now fatten-

ing on his wealth, and holding up his head
shameless before the world it maddens me
to think of it. Now finish the story, man,
let me have the rest of this horrid business."

*' It nearly kills me to hear you talk so,

Master Harry," Cradock replied ;

" I've told

too much talready, you'll never forgive me.

I've heard say,
—I've heard the parson say,

that forgiveness comes down from Heaven to

them that confess their sins and repent, and
now when I have repented all along, and con-

fessed the truth to you, I'll never be forgiven
in this life nor in the next. I've been a
miserable broken man ever since, and lonely,
no friends, no comforters, and I can't pray,"
and Cradock wrung his hands,

Talbot was touched. "Cradock," he said,
" I cannot talk of forgiveness yet ;

it may de-

pend upon yourself by and bye ; but now go
on with this wretched story."

" It is bad to tell it. Master Harry, but

you shall have all. We saw something dark

floating about among the reeds below the pool ;

the moon was shining faint just then through
a shower of rain, but we knew what it was,
and crept away to an outhouse behind the

mill, there we waited, both full of fear, not

liking to part company. At last we took heart,
and slipped off, he to Mother Stitchbone's, and I

to my hut. In the morning I went down to the

mill to unlock as usual, as if nothing was
amiss

;
in the orchard I saw Challoner hiding, he

beckoned me over. 'Where's the paper?' says

he,
' the paper that we lost last night. If that

paper is fished up we shall both be hung. I've

been down the river bank for half a mile before

it was strong light, but it's nowhere there-

abouts,' And he said, 'Jem, if you'd not go
to the devil before your time, mind you keep

sharp look out for what's lost
; search the loft,

and spy about, it's there somewhere
; keep all

hid till I come, I'm off now for a bit
;
I know

nothing of yovi nor you of me. There will be

a horrid row presently, but you keep steady, and
all will be right. I shall have an eye upon
you.' Then he sneaked off. I unlocked as

usual, and before the other hands came to

work, ran up to the loft. There was the

paper, sure enough, on the floor in a corner."

"Did you read it ?" Talbot asked.
" I am no scholar, sir, I can't read ; but

Challoner was so earnest, that I thought there

was something in it, and I minded not to give

him that writing. I thought perhaps some-

thing might turn up one day or other."
" Where is it now, then ?

" said Talbot.

"Up in the loft, in the hole where I put it
;

and if not eaten by rats, or spoiled by damp
and cobwebs, there it will lie hid safe enough
till the day of judgment. Challoner kept on

tormenting about it for a long while after-

wards."

"I suppose," said Talbot, "you could

easily find this paper for me, eh ?
"

"
Oh, yes, sir, but I fear it is spoiled after

so many years."
"
Cradock," Talbot asked, after a pause,

" do you think Challoner had it long in his

mind to kill my uncle ?
"
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"
Perhaps not jiint then ; but I don't want '

to say any more," he repliutl evn^ivi-ly.
'

"Spe.ik to the point; you have ilouo well

in tolling all, give me the rest."

"
Well, not just at that time," itiiil Cra-

dock. "
But, oh, (Io<l !

" ho excl;iime<l pas-

sionately, "don't go on worrottiug mo in thi.s

way ; I can't bear it, sir, it'n liko killing him

over again. Challonor in a bl()0<ly murdering

villain, sir
;
he wants my life

;
be will kill mo

yot, and if ho don't, you will. I'll answer no

more, .it's too bad liarrying a poor dovil in

thi.s way. I will answer no more." Cradock

sobbini,', turned his f;ico to the wall.
|

"Corao," said Talbot, "don't be a child ;

you have done your duly in telling me wh it

you have, let tliat cmifort you, man. I feel

that through you my uncle's blood, so long

crying for reilres.s, shall be aven;,'ed ;
let us

work toLjcthor then, and act like men. If

Challonor gets you into his power, there's an

end of you ;
I would not then give a farthing

for your life, ami he may be down upon us at

any moment. Rouse up out of this, you must

be off directly. Got up, dress yourself as fast

as you can, I will return to you in a few
,

minutes." (To U tontinuetL)

THE IRISn PEERAGE.
!

Did we not know but too well the hi.story

of Ireland for the last live hundred years, as

having been, till a very recent date, the worst

governe I country in tho world, and never hav-

ing been allowed to draw her fair share of the

profits arising from her partnership with

England, it might possibly strike us as a some-

what strange and unaccountable thing that,

while the English Peerage is all but exclu-

sively English, and while the posses-ion of a

Scotti-th Coronet argues an uumistakeablo

Gael, the roll of the Irish Peerage presents us

with a strange medley of Englishmen and

Scotchmen,* the native Irish element being

scarcely represented in it at all. It contains

indeed many families of tho purest
" blue

bloo<l," and of undoubted antiquity, but few

of these are sons of the soil itself, few whom
tho Roman of L-atium would have styled

"ludigeniu," or tho ancient CJreek worshipjwd
as "Autochthones." It would indeo I be

dirticult for Mr. Lodge or Sir Bernard Burke to

point out among the oldest of the uobilityhouses
which have struck their roots deeper into the

middle ages of Irish history, or whose names

have come down to us along the stream of time

witli a brighti-r lustre, thau those of Ormonde,
and ClanricarJe, Kildare and Ivinsale, Nugent,

• Tlie PiitTs, E.\rl»o( Fife, are ivc«rs of Irelaiiii. n.>t of
ScotLiuil.

and Fitzinaurice. But all Uiuioarool Euj^hwh

origin
—the lin*t of the Ormond<.*H who went

over to Ireland having boon, according to Sir

Bernard Burke, the chief "Butler" lo King
Henry. But not only tho Butlers of Oruion le,

but the Tidlxjts of Malahide, tho Plunkii-t, iho

Fit?. Williams, tho St. Laurences, the Pro'ttoun,

tho Aylni'Ts, tho Blake.s, tho B<mrkcs, tho

BarnewalU, and tho Dillons, are originally of

Norman st )ck, and eight centuries ai'O were as

much strangers to tho Emerald Isle as the

Hellenes when they settled in tho ancient

Pelasgia. They are part of a horde of immi-

grants into Ireland, who emigrated from tho

shores of Englatid in the old Norman timdh to

bett r their fortunes. Many other families, who
now enjoy tho highest titles and tho large.st

possessions in Ireland, are merely branches of

old, but untitled, English ffimilics ; such are

the Bere3ford^, Chichestcrs, Boyles, P.iken-

hams, Annesleys, Binghams, Southwells, Col-

leys, Fortescues, to say nothing of a host of

others. But unquestionably the great<;r part
of the entire number are sprung from families

who emigrated to Old Erin from England an I

Scotland either in the reign of Elizabeth, when
the Queen transported thither, and perma-

nently located, a large army to oppose
" the

rebellious natives," or else during the unhappy
civil wars of the succeeding century, in wiiich

Ireland pi vyed so conspicuous a part. As to

many of these'advonturers (for such they were)
it must be owned that, until they cam." to the

green shores of Ireland, they wore too often

obscure and unku )wn. Many of them gained
the honours of knighthood and the peerage by
means of their .sycophancy, by playing tho

part of flatterers to the reigning powers, and

by worshipping the rising stui of the Tudor or

Stuart cau.se. They were soldiers of fortune,

contractors and commissioners, civilians and

placemen, individuals who, according to their

own personal qualities, their industry, thiir

good luck, their powers of adulation, or their

skill in making money, found themselves in

three or four generations lifted into titles and

politiciil conscipience by the lever of property
and prosjwrity. Thus, for example, the

Colleys, from whom the Duke of Wellington' is

sprung, trace their descent from a person of

th.at name who wont from Hutland.shiro to

hold a post as captain in the army of Queen
Elizabeth in 1509 ;

and the first of the Beres-

fords went from Westerbam, in Kent, un ier

her successor, James I., to carry into ctTect

the "
plantation

"
of Ulst«'r. The first Irish

Ponsonby was a follower of Oliver Cromwell,
and the first Knox a Glasgow merchant, who

settled in Dublin in the reign of Charles II.

Indeed, in looking over the hereditiry
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descent of the Irish peerages now in existence,

some 150 in number, I am struck with amaze-

ment at finding only one of which it can be

said that it is of genuine Irish and Celtic ex-

traction. I believe that since the extinction

of the grand old title of O'Neill (some ten

years ago), O'Brien, Lord Inchiquin, the elder

brother of the late Mr. Smith O'Brien, is the

ouly Irish peer who truly represents by un-

broken male descent an original Irish family.

The O'Flaherties, once princes in the south,

the O'Donovans, the O'Mores, the O'Gradies,
the O'Reillies, .and the other heads of ancient

Irish Septs, (as the clans were called,) and the

rest* of the old Milesian aristocracy, are indeed
"
conspicuous by their absence," and exist but

sparingly among the landed gentry and the

county families, their broad lands having been

lost by repeated confiscations, and their owners

being forced—too often by their own fault, we
must allow—to go forth into exile, on account

of their adherence to a foreign and proscribed

religion. But every one knows that the pos-
session of an Irish title is by no means an

eq\iivalent for the enjoyment of an English or

even a Scottish Coronet. The truth is, too,

that very many even of the present Irish

peerage are comparatively poor and landless,

besides being unconnected with the Emerald
Isle

;
and this fact tends to confirm the want

of prestige under which it must be owned the

Irish peerage labours. But perhaps the greatest

slur upon the Irish peerage is one which dates

only from the former half of the reign of King
George III : I allude to the years anterior to

the " Union" of 1801.
"
Throughout his whole reign," says Sir Nathaniel

W. ^Vlax;lll,*
"
George III. adopted it as a fixed prin-

ciple that no individual engaged in trade, however

ample miglit be his nominal fortune, should be created

a British peer. Nor do I believe, that in the course

of fifty years he ever infringed or violated his rule,

except in the single instance t before us. He was not

by any means so tenacious of the Irish peerage. In

fact, on the very same day on which Mr. Smith had been
raised to his English dignity, another commercial
member of the lower House of Parliament, Sir Joshua
Vanneck, was created a Baron of Ireland, by the title

of Lord Huntingfield. Indeed, previous to the union
with the sister kingdom, in 180], an Irish peerage, if

conferred on an Englishman who possessed no landed

property in that country, could be regarded as little

more than an empty honour, producing, indeed, rank
and some consideration in society, but conferring no

personal privilege ; neither securing his person from
arrest in Great Britain, nor even enabling the indivi-

dual to frank a letter by post."

* "Posthumous Memou-s of hia own Time," vol. i., p. 66.
f The instance alluded to is that of Mr. Kobert Smith,

JI.P. for Northampton, who, at Mr. Pitt's urgent and re-

peated reqiiest, was created an Iri.sh peer, as Lord Camng-
ton, in 17U6, and advanced to the English Peerage, by the
same title, aliout fifteen months aftei-wards. It is alwa3'S
thought that Mr. Pitt was under deep pecuniary obligations
to this gentleman, which he could not pay by any other
means.

Sir Nathaniel might have added that, some
ten years later, Mr. Thellusson, a wealthy
London merchant, and of foreign extraction,
was raised to the Irish peerage as Lord Ren-
dlesham ; and, curiously enough, after half a

century has passed, both of these families still

hold their broad acres, not in Ireland, which

probably they have never seen, but in Suffolk,
where they hold the highest position after the

Herveys and Houses.

To show the humble estimate in which an
Irish Coronet was held in the time of onr

grandfathers,—the good old days when George
III. was king,

—it will be sufficient to tell the

following story on the authority of Sir N. W.
Wraxall :

—
" I cannot advise his Majesty," said Lord

North in 1776 to a Welsh baronet, "to allow

you a private entrance to your house in St.

James' Place through the Green Park, but I will

get him instead to create you an Iri.sh peer."
After some hesitation as to the vahie of the

equivalent offered, the matter was compromised
on these terms, and Sir Richard Phillipps, of

some un-Hibernian place in Pembrokeshire,
was straightway gazetted "Lord Milford in

the Peerage of Ireland, with remainder to the

heirs male of his body." In fact we are con-

tinually reading of individuals who, unable to

effect an entrance into the British House of

Peers, were forced to content themselves with

an Irish coronet. How cheap these coronets

became at the time of the Union is a matter

of history, and need not be repeated here.

English gentlemen by shoals were on that

occasion created peers of Ireland, and peers of

Ireland in their turn were advanced in
" batches " of no small numerical amount, to

the peerage of England. The misfortune

(from an Irish point of view) was that in

either case the gain was British and the loss

Irish. The Saxon gentleman became not a

whit more Celtic than before
;

he frequently
owned not an acre of Irish soil, and never

even visited the country which so freely be-

stowed her coronets on his friends and rela-

tives. But the Irish peers, j)er contra, on

accepting an English title, were fairly absorbed

by wholesale into the peerage of England :

they came to St. Stephen's, and— perhaps

very wisely
—there they stayed.

As an illustration of the above remarks, let

us take a short retrospect of the history of

the Fitzgeralds, of the ducal house of Leinster,

and we shall see that even this, in more than

one sense perhaps, the mo.st illustrious of Irish

families,
—if we may be pardoned for the

"
bull,"

—is not really Irish, but English, not

Celtic, but Anglo-Norman. There is indeed

no name in the ranks of the Irish peerage, as
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Thouiaii Moore remarks, th.it has been ho

fre<iUfiitly and so pruiniiiuiitly connected with

the politiciil destinies of Irehmd uh tluH riice.

They have generally been dihtini>ui.shed alike

by their ^enerouH dispositions iind iniinnerH,

and their hatred of Kn^^lish doiuiuatiou. Many
of them have HuUered deatli, and honie of them

attainder too, iu attemptH to break olf the yoke
from the necks of tluir fellow-countrymen ;

and their family annals for more than six '

centuries pa.st furnish ample illuHtratiouH of the '

mistaken policy of England towards tho sister

countiy. In later times more than one of the

Fitzgeralds has been honourably distinguished.
'

.When Ireland, after tho long sleep of exhaus-

tion to which a code of tyranny, unexamjiled
iu history, hatl doomed her, was again begin-

ning to exhibit some stirrings of national

spirit, again was tlie nohle name of Fitzgerald

found foremost among her defenders ;
and the

memorial addressed by the first Duke of ,

Leinster to George II., denouncing tho politi-

cal Primate, Stone, as a greedy Churchman

investing himself with temporal power, and

affecting to be a second Wolsey in the state,

marks juiother of those chapters of Irish history

iu which all tho characteristic features of her

misgovernment are I rought together in their

compendious shai)e. This honest lemonstrance

concludes with the following words :
— " Your

Majesty's iuterest in the heiirts of your loyal

subjects is likely to be affected by these arbi-

traiy measures, as few aire to represent their

country in Parliament, where a junta of two

or three men disconcert every measure taken

for the good of the subject, or the cause of

common liberty. Your memorialist has nothing
to ask of your Majesty—neither place, civil or

military
—neither employment or preferment

for himself or his frienils
;
and begs leave to

add, that nothing but his duty to your

Majesty, and his natural hatred to such de-

testable monopoly, could have induced your
memoriitlist to this presumption." The name
of Lord E'lward Fitzgerald, who died of

wounds received by liim iu resisting an arrest

on tho charge of high trejison during the vice-

royalty of LKjrd Cornwallis in June, IT'.'JJ, is

but too Well known to all one readers.
'

The attainder passed upon Lord Edward

Fitzgerald without a previcjus trial and convic-

tion remains a sad blot upon the escutcheon of

the House of Peers, who assented to tho
,

act, though, with bettor sense, they subs<-

quently agreed to its repeaL Hia eldest
j

*
IIo Wivs tlio hilnlHuncI ofUio eolebratod ram'

often (but trrtmri.ii.Mlv) Htatcil to have liccn iiii i

•i ''• ' ' "•• \«'Xo i.f (»rlc:uiM. Wo lo:mi lr..i

1

-.y
—

iiiUiuly, that sht- was tl.^

;
"f tho luuiic of Siiii>., from

olitaiiii-ti liLT, iiiid took hor over to Kr.mco to 1.^

I>auioii to tUo Uiiko's daughter, the IViiic««3 Adchudc

brother, Lord William Robert Fitzgenild, the

father of tho present duke, w;ui unaiiimously

chosen General-in-Chief of the Iri>.h Volun-

teurx in 1782, and, notwithstanding some

marked faults and failings, his aniial<lu man-

ners, his honesty <jf purpose, and hi« well-

attested patriotism, endeared him to the WiAh

{Mjople. He Bucceedeci to the dukedom iu

17 73, and die<i in 1S04, leaving his eldest

son, the present «luke, then a youth of some

twelvu years old.

The family of Fit/gorald, we have Bai<l, are

of English e.\traction ;
in common with tlie

J'itznniu rices (now represented by tho Marquis
of Dmsdowne as Eiirl of Kerrj-), they are <le-

scended from one Maurice Fitzgerald, who

ably supported Henry II. in his contiuest of

Ireland. This Maurice is said to have been a

son of the then Castellan of Windsor, and to

have traced his origin to the princes of South

Wales. For his services he received a grant

of the town of Wexford, and the baronies of

Offaley and Wykenlooe, now called Wicklow ;

and being appointed one of tho governors of

Ireland, slew O'Rourke, Prince of Meath, who

h:id rebelled against the English invaders.

His eldest son, Gerald, defended Dublin

against O'Connor, King of Connaught, and

was created Baron of Offaley. His son

Maurice, who received a grant of Maynootb
and the adjoining lands from Henry III., i^

said to have been the first who brought over

the Friars Minor into Ireland, and eventually

became Lord Justice of the kingdom. His

elder son, Thomas, surnamed the Great, mar-

ried an heiress who brought him large posses-

.'iions in the county of Kerry ; his grandson,

by a similar alliance, added tho laii'ls of Decies

and Desmond to the family estates, and mar-

ried for his Focoiid wife an Irish lady, tha

daughter of Hugh O'Connor, by whom he be-

came the ancestor of the White Knight, the

Knights of Glyn and of the Valley, and t!ie

Kniglit of Kerry, or tho Black Knight Ho

was kille.l with his sun at Callaii, fighting

against Maairthy More, and was succeedeil by
his grandson, named the Ai>o, according to

Burke, from the fact of an ape, or babi.on,

having run away with him ;is ho lay an infant,

deserted in his cradle, and carried him up to

the steeple of the Abbey at Tralee, where he

bore him round the battlements, and after

showing hiu to the gaping crowd, brought him

down again iu safety, and laid him iu his

cradle again. From this fact two apes have

been adopted as supporters to the arms of

Fitzgerald. The child thus wouderfully jre-

served beciune ultimately Prince of Muusier,

and was the ancestor of the Earls of Desmond,

whose descendants, having ranked as the most
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powerful of Irish nobles for more than two

centuries, were attainted by Queen Elizabetli

on accouut of the rebellion raised against

her rule in Ireland by the sixteenth earl,

who was slain in a foray, and his head sent

over to England by the Earl of Ormonde,
and set upon London Bridge. His son be-

came a Protestant, in the vain hope of obtain-

ing the reversal of the attainder, and was re-

cognised as Earl of Desmond by the Queen,
who sent him back to Ireland to bring back

his father's followers to their allegiance. But
Burke tells us that when he came hither and

attended Protestant worship at Kilmallock,
the crowds who followed him withdrew

;
so

that he was forced to return to England, de-

feated in his proselytising objects, and died

there in 1 COl. The old Roman Catholic leaven,

however, was not extinct in the Desmond
branch of the Fitzgeralds ; they migrated to

Spain ;
and the last male heir of one branch

of that noble house died in Germany in 1632,

having borne the title of Earl of Desmond

among the Roman Catholic nations of the

south of Europe, and held commissions as an

ofScer in the armies of the King of Spain and
the Emperor of Germany.
We must now return to the elder branch.

Their history is not without interest to our

Irish readers. The Gerald above mentioned,

having challenged the Lord of Kildare (who
refused the challenge), and having been in

consequence possessed of his manors, was

uliimately created Earl of Kildare by Ed-
ward II. Some generations later the seventh

earl held a parliament at Dublin and at

Naas, in which it was resolved, that, as no
means could be found to stop the carriage of

silver out of Ireland, a fine of forty pence
should be imposed on each pound carried

beyond the seas. He subsequently became
Lord Chancellor of Ireland, but was involved

with the Earl of Desmond, and attainted

in 14G7, though subsequently pardoned and
restored. His son, the eighth earl, was deputy
to the Duke of Bedford, Lord Lieutenant
under Henry VII. He assisted in the pro-
clamation of Lambert Simnel as King Edward
VI., and was present at his coronation in

Christ's Church, Dublin, when the sermon was

preached by the Bishop of Meath. The ninth
earl revolted against Henry, in company with
his five uncles, and died a prisoner in the

Tower, with his honours attainted. Of his

second son, Gerald, eleventh earl, we find a
remarkable account in the pages of Stony-
hurst, a contemporary historian. At the age
of ten he was preserved from the vengeance of
the king by the care of his relatives, and sent

abroad. He wandered about from court to

gion, in which he was reared by his

guardian, the Duke of Lennox. He

court until Cardinal Pole .sent him to Italy to

complete his education. He married Mabel,

daughter of Sir Anthony Browne, and, through
that connexion, obtained the favour of King
Edward, and the reversal of his father's

attainder. In the following reign he was re-

stored by letters patent to the Earldom of

Kildare, with his original precedence ;
and it

is not a little singular that, though attainted

by Act of Parliament, this Gerald actually sat

as a peer in the parliament of 1500, and that

it was not until the eleventh year of Eliza-

beth's reign that the attainder was formally
reversed by Act of Parliament.

From this Gerald the title descended regu-

larly to the sixteenth earl, the first of the

family who conformed to the established reli-

Scottish

married

a daughter of the first and great Earl of Cork
;

his second son, Robert, took an active part in

efi'ecting the Restoration, but was stripped of

his employments and estates by James II.

He was in prison in Dublin when the news of

the defeat of James at the battle of the Boyne
was brought ;

and bursting forth from his

dungeon, by his prudence and courage, saved

Dublin from being sacked. He also had the

honour of presenting the keys of the city of

Dublin to William III. on his landing there.

It was his oidy surviving sou, James, twentieth

earl, who was created a peer of Great Britain

in 1746, and twenty years later was advanced

to the dukedom of Leinster, the only Irish

ducal title existing. His grandson is the

present duke.

Ralph db Peverell.

SLAVERY IN BRAZIL.

The picture which has been drawn of the

free Brazilian negro cutting a melon in half,

and seating himself in one portion and holding

the other over his head to keep the sun oli,

and eating out the inside for his maintenance,

is highly suggestive of the luxuriance of the

vegetation and the happy condition of the

descendant of Ham in Brazil. I cannot say

that I ever saw a negro enjoying a melon in

the attitude described, but it certainly was not

because of any difficulty in finding a specimen

large enough to admit of it.

On first seeing the town of Rio Janeiro

from the deck of the steamer, the mind of

the voyager is filled with admiration at the

glorious picture it presents. Not that there

is much to admire in the town itself, it is the

beauty of its surroundings ;
the brilliant blue

of the islet-dotted sea which fills its bay ;

the picturesque appearance of the Pao d'Assu-
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car, at the outranco of the port ; the white

HuilH of the vesHels Kkiiuiniir,' aloir^ Uii<ler the

Btea'ly pressure of the breezo ; ami, Iwytiiid

the city, the various tiiit< of thu foliago of

the maguiticent trees, and tho faiita-ntic shap^is

of the hills, which Btaiid out ho chariuiiiv'ly

ayaiiist the rich blue sky. Scon from this

position the town itHolf looks pretty, and

there is a general eaj^'ernesH to get jisliore,

which is only equalled by tho desire to get

away from it after a lengthened residence

therein. Ba<.Uy-drained dirty streets, abound-

ing in smells—compared with which that rising

from the mud-banks of tho Thamo^^ in the

hottest weather is a refreshing perfume—
moan-looking houses, and a not over clean

population, do not make a very favourable im-

pros-.iou on the stranger when he gets among
them. It is true there are a few buildings,

public and otherwise, which present a respect-

able app 'arance, but these are not in sutlicient

number to redeem the less attractive features

of the city. It possesses, however, one im-

portant element in abundance, which .some-

what blinds an Englishman to its drawbacks

in other respects, namely, water, which is

brought into it by a tine ariueduct, the iilea

of which the Portuguese colonists probably

brought with them from their native land,

where about the finest structure of the kind

in the world exists. llihia, too, wliich is

another of tho principal cities of Brazil, pre-
sents a beautiful appearance from the sea.

Fine churches, fountains, and groups of sculp-

ture, ornament its streets ; but the streets

themselves are narrow, stinking, and perfect
hotbeds of fever. The remaining city of im-

portanco is Peniambuco, which bears a greater
resemblance to Venice than any city 1 have

visited, and contains more and finer buildings

along its numerous quays than either of tho

cities above mentioned. In the matter of

buildings, there is a great resemblance between
the 13ra/.iliaus and the Portuguese. They have

built a fine opera-house, and we hear of

enormous sums being paid to privu donnc and
such a tenor as Tamberlik, but no model

lodging-houses, or anything resembling them.

Also, they are apt to begin tiie foutidations of

a building on a grand scale without counting
tile cost, and are brought to a standstill from
want of funds, tlius furnishing a convenient

refuge for bats, toads, and all kinds of vermin.

Tlie same want of foresight prevails also in

the matter of roads and bridges. You meet
with roads, broad at the beginning, and lead-

ing nowhere except among trees and under-

wood
;
and bridges, or, to speak more exactly,

the piles of bridge.^, which have long been
abandoned and will probably never be com*

plettid now. The same ambitious desire to do

things on a large sc;de Ls visible in other mat-

ters. I have heard of a bo<iy of learned men

organised in such a complete manner for an ex-

pedition that, after Bi)eniling several thouitand

{Hjund.s in preliminary explorations, the design

had to be given up from want of funds to

CJirry out tho main object ;
and a Frenchman

relates that it was witliin his owx knowledge
that in one in.stitution, tho Fine Arts School,

if I remember rightly, there were nine profes-

sors, who ha<l only three pupils among them.

The empire of Brazil is very far indeed

from being the compact country it apiMjars on

tho map, and its immense extent renders tho

want of roads more seriously detrimental to

its prosperity. So difficult i.s it to travel in

tho interior of the empire, that a very long
time is occupied in the tran.smission of a

despatch from the seat of goveniment to the

most distant province and the return of the

messenger. Practically all communication be-

tween the capital and the immense basin of

the Amazon is by .sea, and until recently

there was immense ditiiculty in passing from

the cities on the coast to the dwellers on the

higher plateaux, and a good deal of danger,

tlie forests which intervene being occupied by
wild beasts and Indians. This is being, to

a certain extent, remedied, thanks to our

countrymen who have superintended the con-

struction of, and fouud the capital for, the

Brazilian railways ; and it may be expected

that in a few years the ex[X>rts from Brazil

will be very considerable imleed, especially

as the planters pay great attention to the

cultivation of their estates and care very little

indeed about politics, divisions among them-

selves on stich small matters being regarded

by them as absurd in the face of the great

danger with wliich they are constantly

threiitened,
—namely, a war of races ; that is

to say, a combined rising of the blacks, the

half-castes, and the Indians.

.\s rcards the number of these, there is

very great ditiiculty in fornxing even an

approximate estimate. I know somo autho-

rities who assert that they compri.so one half

of tho entire population, which would bo

about 4,0011,000; that is to say, :',,500,000

slaves, and 500,000 Indians ;
but I am more

dispose<l to accept a figure between this and

the government estimate, which gives the

number of slaves as 2,500,000, a number

ilerived from the returns of the plautcr.s, who

have a double interest in concealing the truth

—that arising from a desire to prevent tho

slaves from knowing their strength, and the

evasion of tho p.aymcnt of the capitation tax.

These slaves are of every hue, from the deep
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black of the imported African to the sallow

complexion of the planter himself, and but for

the suppression of the slave trade, they would

have soon outnumbered their masters, as indeed

they do already in the coast provinces, and

then we might have expected a servile war

and a repetition of the horrors of St. Domingo
and Hayti, for these slaves are far from having
the cur-like attachment to their owners which

the slaves in the North American States ap-

pear to have had. Brazilians generally are

said not to have the slightest idea that there

is anything wrong in holding a fellow-man in

bondage. The State itself, we are told,

possesses slaves, from whose labours it derives

a portion of its revenues
;

convents have

them, and hold them as the property of the

particular saint to whom the establishment is

dedicated : the Foundling Hospital occasionally

buys slaves as wet nurses
;
and speculative

doctors are said to buy those that are sick, on

tlie chance of restoring them and making a

profit by their sale. It must be said that none

of these treat the slave with animosity. They
regard him with the same kind of feeling as

thiit with which we look upon a horse or an ox,

and treat him with so much indulgence that

in some respects his condition is better than

that of the European labourer. Besides the

Sunday, he has several days in the course of

the year on which to enjoy himself, and in

many cases he gets in addition, to enable him
to cultivate his own little piece of land, the

Saturday also. The cities are full of slaves

and free coloured men. Walking in the

neighbourhood of the quays, you meet with

troops of these, headed by one of their num-
ber rattling a calabash containing pebbles or

shells, carrying loads which would astonish

even a London coal-heaver, singing the while

and moving with surprising ease and elasticity.

So general is this noise that it is a thorough
nuisance to a European of susceptible nerves,
and even Brazilians who have been accus-

tomed to it all their lives complain
and the legislature once ordered it

put down
; but, strange to say, the

of this edict was so injurious to the

of it,

to be

effect

slaves

that it had to be repealed. They lost their

animation and their strength, moved about
like dusky spectres, and wasted so rapidly
as to make it quite painful to look at them.
The restoration of their music and permission
to sing operated like a miracle, and gave the

phy.siologist an opportunity of arriving at

some wonderful conclusions respecting the

power of the nervous system over the physi-
cal. A very large proportion of the coloured

population of the cities are free ; those who
are slaves being for the most part at liberty

to employ themselves as they please, subject
to the payment of a fixed sum per day to

their owners, the rest of their earnings being
at their own disposal, and as the value of an

able-bodied slave seldom exceeds 2001., it is

in the power of almost all of them to pur-
chase their freedom at some time or other.

Meanwhile they are at full liberty to cultivate

their intellect if they feel disposed, the man
who instructs them being under no appre-
hension of receiving a dressing of tar and

feathers, or a gratuitous ride on a Lincoln

rail, for so doing. The shameful relationship,

which is as common in Brazil as in other

countries where slavery exists, of a man being
the slave of his own father, and liable to be

sold like a beast of burden, is greatly miti-

gated in practice by the emancipation of the

slave where the owner is a man of property ;

when his means are scanty, the son can only
obtain his freedom by a course of self-denial

and labour, which, after all, may not be with-

out its moral and physical advantages. It

will thus be seen that the position of the slave

in Brazil is by no means so bad as in other

countries, and his position when he becomes a

free-man is superior to what it is in the Ameri-

can States. If he enters the array or navy he

may, and often does, rise to the position of

an officer, and consequently commands men
of white descent. The liberal professions are

open to him
;
and though the law is an

obstacle to his becoming an elector or a repre-

sentative, where his colour is less than black

he has little difficulty in procuring the docu-

ments establishiug the purity of his origin,

which opens the door of the legislature to

him, and he is treated by the title-bearing

members with at least as much consideration

as is accorded by the high-born members of

our own House of Commons to a fellow-mem-

ber who has risen from the ranks of labour.

Nevertheless, though slavery exists in its

mildest form in Brazil, it is still slavery. The

owner has no more scruple about selling a

slave than I have in selling my horse when it

is my interest or my whim to do so ;
thus the

parent may be separated from his sons and

daughters, and carried away to a distant

plantation, without the remotest hope of ever

meeting with them again, at all events on

this side the river which runs beyond Beulah.

Neither is the unfortunate slave protected

from the violence of the master who happens
to be a brute

;
who may kick, bullet, or

wound him with impunity, or if he prefers to

torture him by deputy he has only to send

him to the house of correction, with a written

request in his hand that he may be punished,
and he will be at once operated upon by the
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flogger maiutained at the cxpenne of the

govornnu-nt. It is, liowever, the fomalo

owners of hIuvcs who givo the luoHt oujploy-
nieut to the»o fuiictioiuiritH.

Nor U the comlition of tho Nlavo in the

interior nonrly ro favourable as iu tho citi-'H.

Everyboily who reals must b« a\v;iro how

energetic illy Kn^land acted in piitting down
the slave trade between IJrazil auil Africa,

even to tho extent of foUowini,' Hlavcn* into

liraziliiu harbours and ports, and seizing

them under tho very eyes of tho authorities.

The emperor and hi/* goverument havo for a

long time seconded tho exerti«)U3 of our

pojple, and it is supposed that very few

Africans are now imported into tho country.
State p'lliny may have had more to do with

tho faithful performance of tho conditions

entered into with us under the treaty than

humanity, as very little consideration must
have 8atis6ed a statesman of tho moat obtuse

understanding that if tlie planters were

allowed to import slaves to any extent they

pleased, tlio empire would very soon bo over-

thrown and a nation of blacks substituted.

The consequence of this observance of the

treaty is a scarcity of labour on tho planta-
tions and a great outcry on tho part of tho

])laMter8. This .shortness of tho supply of

slaves is in one way injurious to the slaves

them.sclves, since it increases their value, ami
thus renJers it more ililficult for them to work
out their freedom. I havo no doubt, however,
that this will be to a great extent remedied by
tho formation of the railways. Planters will

Hnd it comparatively easy to hire free negroes
from the cities to cultivate their estates, and
the facilities offered by steam in conveying
their products to a market, by enhancing
their profits, will mure than compensato for

the doarness of free, as compared with slave,

labour.

Tho wealth of some of those planters is enor-

mou.s. Standing at his door, many a one can

turn in everj' direction, an I far a.s his oyo can

reach, cannot see beyond his own domains.

Ho looks on miles and miles of land, thou-

sands of cattle, and Imndreds of human

beings, and says to iumself,
"

.\11 those arc

mine !

" He is, therefore, more than a king
when ho is at home, and his respect for the

emperor is very similar to what was (At by tho

great English barons f )r their monarch, in the

days of that John whoso name is associated

with Runnymede, or by the Scottish nobles

who acknowledged Mary's son as their sove-

reign. We in England know little of the

efforts made by tho Brazilian Government on
tho continent to turn the tide of Europwin
emigration to Brazil. Why they have not

addrossed thomselveH U) Iri»hmon in a myHtery,

seeing that the ll.iming acconnt« they give of

tho productions of their country and the

prospects of the oini'.jrant aro »n>ugh to en-

tice tho sober Eiiglinhman, and tho cooler

Scotchman, to go there. Tl»e pictures which

used to represent the emigrant lying on his

back idly watching his brea'l growing on

ono tree, and a rolje resembling a .-hirt grow-

ing on another, with numerous catilo (li.-*-

porting aVjout and wanting him to kill and

eat thorn, aro tamo and unattractive as com-

pared with tho statement* put forth in news-

papers and pamphlets touching tho earthly

paradise open to him in Brazil
;

but tho

allurements ofT.re'l have not boon very suc-

ce.s.sful, notwithstandin:^ that the (ierman or

tho Swiss, or any other man, was oUVred a

passage for him.self and family from Hamburtf
to tho empire, and might, immediately ho

arrived, begin cultivating ground on his own

account, or take service at a liberal rate of

wages. But tho result to himself is very
much tho same iu either case. Without

capital of his own, he commences with tho

weight of a debt on his shoulders, then he

takes tho fever of tho country, ami probably
his family does tho like, and ho rises from a

sick-bed with a heavier load than ever to bear.

Depressed by this and tho change of climate,

he is apt to become hopeless, nostalgia ensues,

and ho either pines an^l dies or makes his

escape from tho cuntry. Of course there are

exceptions to this, ami a mechanic may do

well there, but so ho might if he stayed at

home. I might give many painfvd «letails

touching these emigrants, but it would occupy
too much space ; moreover, what I have

already .said is sullicient to place intending

emigrants on their guard against the wile.s of

tho agent, if they aro prudent, or the enticing

allurements of a Brazilian Colonisation Society,

until they havo sjitisfied themselves by careful

inquiry, of the truth of the representations

made to them. At tho same time, while I

•advise the emigrant to bo on his guard, it

is only fair to say that there are cert.ain

parts of the I'uipire of Brazil which con-

tain German colonies iu a highly prosperous
C'Mi'lilion ;

but these colonists, wi.h few ex-

ceptions, landed as free men on government
domain.s, and were allowed several years to

p.ay tho mo<lorate sum demanded for the lo-

cilion a.ssignod them. Tho greater number
of these colonies are iu tho province of Rio

Grande ; and tho independent l>earing of tho

membi'rs who havo been for any length of

time in tho ountry, their success and con-

scijuent power, combined with an increase of

uuiubers, may one day produce iu Brazil the
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state of things which until recently existed in

!North America, aud we may see one portion

cultivated by slave labour aud the other by

free, and the ijihabitaiits of the respective di-

visions engaged in mutual slaughter. Already
in many instances, from the refuge which these

colonies offer to fugitive slaves, planters have

been obliged to retreat to (jther localities, so

that a blow has been struck at this domestic

institution, which is pretty certain to be fol-

lowed by others increasing in force at every

repetition.

ARENENBERG.

The visit lately paid by the Emperor of the

French to the Castle of Arenenberg has justly

brought into notice a place whose associations

are already historical—a place in which the

Queen Hortense spent the years of her exile,

and her illustrious son the years of his early

youth.
The mother of the Emperor bought this

castle in the year 1817 ;
soon after she was

exiled from France. The price of it was

thirty thousand florins. Arenenberg is within

a very few steps of the Lake of Constance ; a

lake more resorted to by French and German
than by English tourists

; yet very worthy to

be seen by these. The situation of Arenen-

berg, says Monsieur Fourmestreaux, in his in-

tere.'ting book,
" La R-eine Hortense," is one

of the most charming in Switzerland. The
house is built upon the side of a hill, over

which great trees throw their shadows. On
one side you may see the little Islaml of

Reichnau, with vines along the shores of it.

On the other side the view is more extensive :

and you see the Rhine, that, escaping from its

narrow bounds, rushes towards the falls of

Schaffhausen. Still further, your eye may
rest upon the misty outline of the Black

Forest, or on the towers and spires of Con-

stance, which are reflected in the clear lake

waters. In the gardens of Arenenberg the

visitor's attention was sure in the old days to

be attracted by the beauty and variety of rare

exotics
; and in the saloons there were plenty

of objects of art to prove the good taste of

the Queen.
A life calm and meditative—such as she

could hardly fail to lead in Arenenberg Castle—gave back to the exiled la ly the love of her

old pursuits ; more particularly hei devotion

to the arts. Drawing and music (occupied a

great p'^rtiou of her time
; and loving art her-

self, she did her best to foster the love of it

in others. Arenenberg gradually became the

rendezvous of many men of g(;nius. Now it

was a famous poet, now a rising painter, now

an old hero of the grand army, who was the

guest of Hortense. Literary men, artists,
"

distinguished foreigners "—all took away
with them feelings of sympathy and re.«pect

for their hostess.

Life at the Castle of Arenenberg was not

the life of ancient times
;

it was the life of

modern days in plan and detnil. Nor was
there anything in the building itself to recall

feudal associations. The castle was not a for-

tress : there were no towers nor battlements.

It was a modern structure, and admirably

adapted for the life that was led there. The

Queen occupied the principal pavilion, when
first she came there, with the Prince Louis,
and the ladies who lived with her. But after-

wards she arranged for the Prince a separate
aud convenient suite of rooms. On the ground-
floor of that part of the house which was occu-

pied by Hortense, were the drawing-room, the

billiard-room, the library, and the little room
which the Queen was fond of calling her ate-

lier. In this suite of apartments were to be

seen several excellent examples of the old

masters, and there w'as also a collection of

precious objects, a part of wliich had belonged
to the Empress Josephine. In an ante-room

there was a splendid portrait of JosepliinOj

from the pencil of Proud'hon. This portrait

is now hanging on the wall of one of the Em-

peror's private rooms in the palace of the Tui-

leriea. Other portraits were to be noticed in

the salons of (^ueen Hortense ;
and there were

some remarkable busts—among them a bust

of Lord Byron, whose works the mistress of

the Castle read frequently, and admired as it

was the fashion to admire them thirty years

ago.

Guests at Arenenberg were perfectly free

to do as they chose during the long hours of

the morning. They generally read, or wrote,

or walked, or joined in some excursion, until

dinner-time
;
and dinner-time was early

—
about five o'clock. After dinner, of course,

they remained together, and tea was served

at eight. They did not keep late hours, in

any particular, at the Castle of Arenenberg.
But now and then they would arrange, after

tea, for a representation, in the drawing-room,
of a one-act comedy that had lately beeu

played at the Fran^-ais, or of some little piece

just produced at the VaudevUle. Nor was

music neglected in the retreat of the Queen
Hortense : it was scarcely likely that it would

be, in her home who gave the French nation

the popular air,
" Partant pour la Syrie."

From time to time eminent composers and

performers came from France and Italy, and

were heard—by no mean judges
—in the Castle

of Arenenberg.
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in tine, onu might repeat that tbo home of

Queen Hortenso was fur many yeara the hume
of good taste in everything that concerne 1 art.

And when that homo was broken up, there

was lost to meu of letters, to i>aiuterH, to mu-

sicians, one more hou^e in which tho objects

that chiefly interested thorn were oijects of

paramount importauc--, ami which the dUturb-

ing political qu-.-stions of the day were not per-

mitted to invade. It wa-t at .\renenborg that

Queen Hortense died ; in thj year 1837.

She had only n achol tho a'^e of fifly-f>ur

years. She wa.s buried at llueil, by the grave
of the Empress Josephine ;

and thus was real-

ised that desire to bo laid in the soil of Franco

which she had exprea-e*! in the lines that follow

—lines that may wtU end thL^ sli_;ht notice of

Hortense and her place of exile :
—

Dans le coars de ma vie,

Si je ne puis revoir

Cette Prance cherie,

Objet de moD espoir, •

Puisse un jour cette terr\
Autrefois mon Lercoau,
A nion heure dernicre

Eire encore moa tooibc-ati.

T. F&£X>EKICK WBDMuRn.

MARY ANX.
She is risht weary of her dnvs.

Her luiig lune days 'ii' dusty kncelinc; ;

And yet
'• The thougbta o you," she says,

•' Has tx)k away my tired feeling.

" For when I've done the ro 'm," she says," And clean'd it all fiom fl -or t j ceiling,

A-Ieaning on my broom," she says,"
I do have such a tire-l feeling !"

But he, the other laK^nrer,
Has left behind • md shieling.

And cumes at last t : t her,

Becaiue he knows her "tired feeling."

"
I know'd yon was to come," she says,
'• For why ? I see'd the swallows wheeling ;

Ai>d that's a sign to me, I says,
•'I soon shall lose my 'tired feeling."

'
I'll ax my Missis leave, I says ;

I canoa work
; my h^art uanu Inhaling :

She ^ive it me, and smiles .i'

'

Well, that'll cure your lii

"
.Vi:d so it will! For days and d > ~

I'la btrotj^ .^.:ain, and dt (<jt kiin.-.io j ;

The thju.:htd u' seeing you," she
.".ly-i,"

H.1S look away my tire-l feelin:.;."

ArTIICR J. MC5BY.

THE TWINa
A Story in Two Parts.

PAUT I.

"Thank Goi> ! we have one friend left,"
said my father, with the first smile 1 had seen
since our troubles cuue u^wn us. At the samo
time ho handed n»e a letter which I eag.rly
gra.^pe^l. It contained an offer of a clerkship

in ono of the «• in Liveri>ool,

couple<l with an .<..... ..... .:' I was st«a<ly
and industrious my fortuue wai as good a.i

made. The writer concealed his name, and
l|

Ix-g'^ed my father not to ,iir to dl-icuver
'

it, but to re.-»t as(*ured t . . .nyatery Wjuld
one day l>e solvctl. In the meantime, if I

accepted the appointment, we were to write to

the merch;i>it direct.

11 ii n.amu wa.s Crump ! 'i

There w:is a bathos in the word—a dis-

cordant tone which j.trre 1 with the gentleman-
like letter I had just real. The name wa.s

so thoroughly plebeian, that for a moment I

felt that my aristocratic notiom and Eton
education would not permit mo to fratembe
with Crumps ; and a fancy portrait of the ri.h

merchant rose before me in the shape of a stout

I"
•' with a red face, and redder nos<».

lu
.,

uou carried me so far th.it I already
felt the grasp of hu hand, as he welcomed
me with a jolly laugh, and in a tongue which
knew not the letter "h ;" but after a second's

thought on our fallen fortunes, Mr. CriKiip's
fancied appearance vanished in the thought of

,

his yellow gold, and brimming purse.
" What a glorious offer!" I exclaimed with

the semblance of a satisfaction 1 did not feeL
" Then you accept it, Percy \

"

"
Acc-pt it ! I should inieed be a fool if I

let such a chance slip through my finger.-*."
" You have taken a weight off my mind,

my boy ; I almost feared you might think a

clerkship beneath you."
" Pride and poverty are lad comjtauions,

father, and I intend to banish the one, till I

can get rid of the other. I am longing to set

to work, and if a stout heait and a willing
hand are at a premium in the money m.arket,
I shall not be long in m.-iking my fortune.

Have you no idea who our benefiictor is .'

"

" Not the faintest I God bless him, whoever
he is !

"

"
I suppose wo in e our thanks

;

in the me.-m time, f.i:
, _

u write to Mr.

Crump and say that I accept with gratitude
the vacant clerkship, and that I .sh.all be ready
to commence my ilutios this day week.''

"Sharp work, Percy."
"

ILardly sharp enough for me ; the sooner

I begin to mount the ladder, the .sooner I shall

re.ich the top ; but I inu~t run .ml ttll motht-r

of my goo<l luck."

-My mother was not so easily imi>osed upuu
.xs my father ; she re.a»l in my face my dislike

to my new calling ; but promised to help in

keeping up the imposition, ^lothing could bo

more di!'ta<*teful than a
'

.^y life to one

so devoted to field sports ;i . .
_

aair pursuits;
but beggars must not be choosers, I remcm-
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bered, aud determined to concentrate all my
energies on one object

—the restoration of our

lost fortune.

Our ruin had been the result principally of

the knavery of our man of business, partly of

my father's extravagance (if hospitality can be

called by so harsh a name). But it matters

little how our ruin was elfected, it is enough

to say that Sir Philip Hariington, from being
the richest baronet, and the owner of the finest

estate in the midland counties, was now the

tenant of a small cottage in Gloucestershire.

Fernley Hall had been brought to the hammer,
and fetched enough to satisfy all creditors,

leaving a small surplus barely sufficient for

our daily wants. Utter seclusion after his

See pugc '.j^i.

former bustling life, and the thought which

perpetually haunted him, that he had been the

cause of depriving my mother of her home,
aud myself of my inheritance, weighed on his

mind so heavily that he became a shadow of

his former self, and no one would have recog-
nised the portly owner of the Feridey hounds
in the wasted man who moped about the lanes

of Gloucestershire. ]\Iy mother for a while

bore up wonderfully ;
but the sight of her hus-

band's sad state was too much for her weak

frame, and at last I had the double pain of

watching the declining strength of both parents.

Such was the melancholy state of affairs at the

cottage when the anonymous letter arrived,

bursting like the sun from behind a cloud,

and turning our darkness into light. My
father's health began from that hour to ini-
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prove, aud my mothet'8 soon followed Buito ;

iiidtud tho chiUigf was so woiiduiful that 1 felt

uo uiiL-asiiuKH in leaving thcni, and htaitud in

wild BpiriU for LivoriKK)! and fortune.

A letter from Mr. Cninip had informed mc
that all arranyements were made for my rece])-

tion into his oflicc, and a SiiLiry wan named,
which exceeded our most Haiiguiuo exix-cta-
tions. 'llio letter contiined also an invita-

tion that 1 bhould remain the gue.st of the writer,

till I was provided with suitable ludgings, and

wound up witli a j)romiso that my life should

be made :i.s plcatuint :us possible. On reaching

Liverpool, 1 drove accordingly to Ro.sobank—
a di.stance of three or four miles from the

town. On pasfing the lodge gato 1 found

myself approaching a magniticent man.siuii,

which seemeil a palace as soon as I had entered

the hall— mirrors, paintings, statuary and

miublo columns were on every side, and yet

nothing waa overdone. Everything was in such

perfect taste and keeping, that no ond could ac-

cu.«e the owner of the house of any attempt
at liispliiy.

'• Con my [wrtrait of the Liverpool merchant
bo correct/" I a.sked myself. "My idial

merchant could not Hourish iu .such an at-

mosphere of refinement."

While I was looking round in astonishment,
the butler informed me that Mr. Cruniji w;us

out, but that one of his clerks was waiting to

!
receive me in the drawing-room. I had deter-

mine 1 to keep all clerks at a disUiuce, and

accordingly I ma'ie my back a.s stilf as possible
as I entered the room. I found a young man,
nnich about my own age, lolling on a sof;i.

Jle threw down his novel and c;ime forward to

welcome me, I could not refuse the hand lie

offered, but I did my best to shako it in the

mo.^t freezing manner, and to return as short

answei-s as politeness permitted, to his crujiiiries

about my journey. '] he refrigerating proce.s.s,

however, took no effect on my new acquain-

lance, who wuuM not see what I was aiming
at— the more stiff' 1 became, the more genial
was his smile, and tho more amuMug his

remarks. His manner was so irresistibly fas-

cinating, and his joyous laugh so contagion.n,

that before ten miiaites had pju-sed, no longer
a would-be icicle, I was laughing heartily with

liini, and rapidly gliditig into intimacy. Robert

Kam.^ay wius strikingly handtome, aud even

had his features been less regular than they

were, his large blue eyes, and the indescribalile

expression of fun which twinkled round his

moutii, would have made them pleiusant ones to

look on.
" If these are specimens of a merchant's

house, aud a merchant's clerk, what will the

merchiuit himself turn out to be f
" was my

thought an the door oiK-ned and Mr. Crump
entered the mom. How ilifferenl the real from

the iileal ! My new master Iw^re himself like a

prince. He was tall, and in his youth muiit have

been a very Hercules, if broad shouMers aio a

fiiir criterion of strength ;
his hair wait curly,

cAJTying out the idea of strength, and itnow-

white, making his dark eyes seem darker from

tlio contrast. J lis features were statues^iue,

straight and s^harply cut, hi.s high forehead

cpoke of great intellect, and a.s he welcome<l

me to LiveriMMil, I observed that his dLiIect

was pure, and his voice singuLirly sweet.

So much for my flight of fancy !

The dinner would have done credit to a

Francatelli. The table fla.shcd with gla-ss and

silver, and conversation flowe»l briskly with th-

wines— Ramsay was tho life of the party, and
his eccentric remarks and ridiculous stories

kept not only ourselves but the servants iu

perpetual merriment. I never passed a plea-

banter evening, and when the time arrived for

R.iin.^ay to leave us, I found my.se! f shaking his

hand as if I had known him for years.
"

Well, Mr. Harrington, what think you of

Ramsay /" a.'-ked Mr. Crump.
"

I never met a more gentlemanlike and

agreeable fellow."
"

I am delighted, Harrington, to hear you

say BO, for he is a great favourite of mine.

I want you to be great friends, aud I have

a propoKil to make which I hope you will

approve. 1 aui afraid you will bo very dull

without a companion, and I think it would be

a capital plan if, when you leave me,—which I

hope will not be inahuiry,—you will lodge in

the same house with Ramsay : there :;re rooms

there now di.-engaged. W hat say you to my
plan r'

" Rut will Mr. Ramsay like such an arrange-

ment t

"

" To bo sure he will—tho truth is, it w;ia

his idea."

"That being the case, Mr. Crump, I shall

be only too delighted to l)ecomo his com-

panion—and friend—if he will allow me."'
" All is arranged, thou—and if you tlo not

consider me too rect-nt a frieml to have the

light of giving you advice, I would recommend

yuu to follow in his ste|>8 : be as stea<ly, work

ius hard, and y>>ur r)rtuno is made."

Mr. Ciump insisted on my not leaving his

roof for a few days, and to prevent my finding,

he said, an old man's society very dull, Ram-

.say was invited every evening to meet mc :

ple:i8ant evenings they were, doubly plc-wyint

after the conlinement of the otHce. I felt how-

ever that I w.^s eiicniaching too much on .Mr.

Crump's kindness, and at the end of the week

seut my traps to my lodgings iu LiverpooL
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When Ramsay and I became more intimate we
told each other our stories

;
and as the smoke

of our cigars curled into the air, we painted

bright pictures for the future, ChiTiese pictures

without any shade, for we both thought that

Ave had had enough misfortunes to last our

ordinary lives. His history was very like my
own : he also was an onl}' child, the supposed
heir to a fine fortune

;
but an unknown

claimant liad risen up and proving himself a

descendant, by a Scotch mairiage, of an elder

branch of the Ramsay family, turned them
out of house and home. The blow Avas too

great for Ramsay's father, he died within

the year, leaving his wife and son well-nigh
destitute. Lord Pitcairn proved himself a true

brother, giving Mrs. Ramsay an ample allow-

ance while she lived, and at her death, some
four years after that of her husband, takiiig
the orphan, educating him, and placing him

finally with Mr. Crump. Trump, Ramsay
always called him, for he shared with me the

dislike of his real patronymic. At last we
never called him by any other name, and never

was a cognomen more applicable. Crump was
indeed a Trump.

Ramsay could tell me little of Mr. Crump's
antecedents, except that he had made a fabu-

lous fortune and was a widower witli two

daughters who were being educated abroad :

report said they were handsome, and Ramsay
and I agreed that if they were only half as

good-looking as their father, and half as agree-

able, they would greatly add to the charms
of Rosebank. We little knew how soon our
wishes were to be fulfilled.

Six months had elapsed since I made my
de'but as a clerk—and much had been done
in that short time. I had mastered my work,
and had received more than one comiDlimeut
from Mr. Crump on my capacities for business,
while home letters informed me that wonders
had been wrought at the old cottage, for both

my father and mother were restored to health

and cheerfulness. Mr. Crump often made
enquiries about them, and always seemed

pleased with my good reports. Ramsay and I

were constantly his guests, and I began to

think that I was creeping into his good books,
as he seemed to take almost as much interest

in me as in Ramsay, though 1 was such a
much more recent addition to his dinner-table.

It was after one of these dinners that he
announced his intention of leaving home for a

week or two. He hoped we should not be

disappointed at hearing that this was to be the
last of his bachelor parties, which he trusted
we had enjoyed as much as he had done

;

he thought however that we should find the

S3ciety at Rosebauk more agreeable for the

future, as his daughters would return with

1dm, and he knew when he was young he pre-
ferred the companionship of young ladies to

that of old men.

This was good uews. In due course the Miss

Crumps arrived, and wdiat was more to the

purpose, we were to be introduced to them at

once, I will not say how long Robert was

occupied on his back hair and white tie, lest

he might take it into his head to retaliate
;

it

is enough to say that we did our best to make
a favourable impression

— for are not first im-

pressions everything ?

Two debutmdcs on a drawing-room day
could not have been more excited, than Ram-

say and myself as we made our first bow to

the fair Miss Crumps : fair indeed they were—
more than fair, surpassingly beautiful. They
were evidently twins, for at a first glance it

was impossible to detect the slightest difference

in form or feature. Their beauty was of a

dazzling order—each possessed the same grace-
ful figure, the same rounded bust, small hands,
and faultless arms. Each head was wreathed

with thick rolls of sun-bright golden hair, giving
a classic finish to their profiles. Their eyes,
like their father's, were dark and melting,
shaded with dark lashes, rarely met with when
the hair is light

—and looking all the darker

for their brilliant complexions. No one who
had seen those eyes could ever forget them,
so strange was their expression. Neither of

the twins could direct their eyes simulta-

neously on one object. This obliquity of

vision w-as equally disfiguring to each of the

twins
;
—in the mildest language they squinted—

squinted fearfully. But Nature never does

anything without a reason, and here she had

placed the only distinguishing mark between

the sisters : the eyes of one had an antipathy,
those of the other a partiality for each other—
in plain terms Geraldine's eyes turned to the

nose, Aimee's away from it—Aime'e squinted
out—Geraldine squinted in.

At the dinner table Ramsay was seated next

Geraldine : Aimde was my companion ;
and

though the cuisine was as excellent as usual,

and the wines as rare, I must confess that I

thought more of the fair girl beside me than of

the delicacies before me, and Ramsay seemed

more occupied with his neighbour than with

Ids knife and fork. In a short time we were

all on the most friendly terms ; Ramsay, as

usual, taking the lead in the conversation, and

keeping all alive with his witty sallies. He
found his match in Geraldine, who was no mean
hand at repartee, whilst I conversed in lower

tones Avith Aimee, who was more retiring

than her sister
; and though our communica-

tions were not as brilliant, or our laughter as
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loud, 1 flatter myself that wo fnjoyed ounielveH

(luito aa much hh tho noi-it:r pair ;
their ^,'i)0<l

futher Hccmed ti» enjoy liimsclf a.s much as any
of UH, and to look with no angry t-yu ujKjn tho

intimacy which had Hprung up bo t'xoticdly

between hia twin heirossos and hi.s two poor
clerliH.

*' What lovely girln !" I exclaimed, m we

stiirted on our walk hack to Liverpool.
"
Lovely," wiUH IJamsay'H reply.

"What a pity they sliould H<iuiut," I ob-

sen-ed.
" What a urumbler y>>\\ aro, Percy! Why,

if their eyes were strais^ht they wduld not bo

women
;
aud you know that ' tho lovoa of the

angels
'

are not considered correct. I must Bay

I prefer an inwanl H(iuint.
"

** ^Vhat a sweet name is Aime'e,'' I suggested,

rather hurt at the last remark.
" Sweet name, indeed ! What a romantic

old fellow it is. I hate romance
;
and so I

will rechristen the Miss Crumps on the spot—
from henceforth lot them bo,

'

Eyes in
' and

*

Eyes otit
'— '

Eyes in
'

for ever, say I
;
there's

no nonsense about her, 1 c;\n see.
"

"
I suppose you mean to insinttate that

tliero is some nonsense about her sister—if so,

1 tiiink your remark impertinent," said I, very
much galled.

" Hurrah ! I have got a rise out of you at

l.i.st. I tliought you were rather spooney ;

but I had no idea things had gone so far, old

boy. 1 shall have to write to the governor
an<l break to him the .sad news that his son is

in love with an outrast."

I could not help laughing at the wretchetl

pun, and reached our lodgings (piite exhausted,
for my brother clerk was iu wild spirits, and his

jokes had kept mo iu a perpetual roar. An-
other cigar and another chat over tho oblique-

eyed beauties sent us to bed to dream,—Robert,
of two gloriuus eyes engaged in an amicable

staring-match ; myself, of two bright orbs

struggling to avoid each other's glances.

Invitations to Rosibank liecamo more aud
more frequent. Weeks tlew faster than over,

now that our labours were rewanled by
smiles from tho beautiful twin-J. W;us it to

bo Wondered at, then, that we lioth foil over

he;id aud ears iu love i I felt sure that our

feelings were reciprocated, at lea-st it was evi-

dent that rJeraliiiue was never happy unless

Robert was l)y her side, and 1 fancied that

Aime'e's eyes grew brigliter when I approached.
This plea-sant state of allairs lasted fv>r three or

four months, and yet neither of us h.id brcatlied

n word of love, however much our hH)ks had

betrayed u.s. At length one bright summer

evening tho happy quartette strolled into the

garden after dinner in seaich of tlio river

brue^cu, leaving old Crump to write some let-

ters. I5y Honio accident wu H«<|);irated ; CJeral-

«lino and iSob taking ouo path, Aimee and uy-
Holf another. An inward Honsation told me
that my hour waw come : I gave a twitch to

my wristbau'lH, aud a tug at ray collar, and

pliuigecl ill iii'iliiia r< .i. There is no occajsion to

chronicle hero my words or actions ;
it will be

enou^^di for the purpose of this true history to

say, that 1 returned to tho hcjuse the happiest

man in creation, for Aimee had promised to bo

my w ife.

My heart and step were liyht as I left Rose-

bank that evening, and I could not help

ob.serviug that there was an unusual elasticity

in Ramsay's tread. I detected him also repeat-

edly smiling to himself, an insanity of which

I found myself equally guilty. I tried con-

versation, but our (questions and answers were

perfectly inajipropriate, and at last I thought it

best to bo silent, tliough I longed to t«.ll him

of my happiness. r>ut Aimee had asked me
not to mention our engagement till I had

spoken to her father, and L meant to be

discreet.
"

I ciui bottle it up no longer, old boy,"

cried Ramsay, suddeidy, "I must make a clean

breast of it. I have proposed to Geraldine,

and what's more, have been taken at my
word."

" What a strange coincidence, Rob! Why,
1 have proposed to Aime'e, and have been

accepted."
*' Give me your hand, brother-in-law ! I con-

gratulate you from the bottom of my heart,
—

are not we lucky dogs, you and 1 i Thank

the goosebeiTies for my goo<l fortune !

"

" Gooseberries ! are you cracked ?
"

"Yes ! Gooseberries, it w;is all that goose-

berry bu.sh. I suppose I must exphun, or

you will think mc a gooselierry fool. Well,

Gerabline and 1 have long had our eyes on a

particularly fine bush, and we thought that the

1 fruit would be ripe enough to-d.ay for our

des.sert : we were right, they were delicious,

and as Geraldine and I were bending over the

bush, our faces touched each other, accidentally,

upon my honour. Tho result may be left to

your im.i;^ination, ami CJer.ildine, in her cndc«v-

ours to punish me for my temerity scratched her
'

poor little hand with a thorn. I grew liolder,

: and st>i7.ing tho wounded meml>er refused to

lot it go till she had promised t> let it be my
property. I'll wager, old fellow, that your
little alVair was more scntimentaL Where did

you propose I
'

"
Amongst the roses."'

"
I thought as much, Percy, you are so

sweetly sentiment^il ;
but lets have the par-

. ticulara.''
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"
I have nothing to tell, except that Aim(?e

promised in the rosary to bo my own dear wife.

But tell me, Bob, do you think their father

will give his consent ?
"

"Of course he will! he -will be only too

glad to hear that we have come to a decision

so speedily."
" I hope he Avill not think that I love

Aim^e for her money. Heaven knows, if she

was penniless, I should love her all the

same !

"

" You might love her, but you would not

marry her—stick to prose, Percy. Crump has

more money than he can manage to spend,

and he wishes us to share it with him ; he

thinks we are two very good-looking fellows,

well born, well bred, and tolerably steady, and

he has fixed upon us for his sons-in-law. I do

not think he has shown bad taste in the selec-

tion, do you? And as exchange is no robbery,

I mean to give a pedigree as long as my arm in

return for his long purse, and shall condescend

to marry his daughter. We will ask his con-

sent to-morrow, and depend upon it we shall

get it."

Bob was right. Mr. Crump offered no

opposition to the double marriage. He gave
us a willing consent, and a hearty blessing.

He wished to see his daughters happily mar-

ried before he died
;
and he did not know two

young men to whom he could so safely entrust

them : we were poor, he knew that, but what

did that signify 1 had he not enough for

twenty sons-in-law ? From that hour he

should look upon us as his sons, and expect to

be treated as our father. And then he led us

into the drawing-room, kissed his daughters,
and blessed us all again. Was there ever

such a Trump in the world ?

I wrote a rapturous letter home, expatiating
on Aimee's beauty, her father's kindness, and

my own happiness, and begged both my
father and mother to write to my fiancee,

and ofier her a corner in their hearts. I

pictured their joy at my prospects of happi-
ness and prosperity as they read and re-read

my letter. Next morning's post brought me
two letters. I tore open the one from my
father first, and, to my horror and dismay,
instead of finding a blessiing, the letter con-

tained a peremptory order to give xip all ideas

of such a marriage, if I ever wished to see my
parents again. Did I wish to break his heart

by bringing disgrace upon a family whose

blood had never been polluted by a me'salliance ?

Did 1 forget that I was a Harrin^rton of

Fernley ?

My mother's letter was all affection. She

said that my father was very indignant, but

that she would do her best to soften his an-

tipathy to my marriage with Miss Crump.
It was certainly not a connection that she

would have wished for me, but as she saw that

my happiness was really concerned she would

loye her new child for my sake. I must for-

give her not writing to Aimee just at present,
as my father had forbidden her to do so

;
she

begged me to come home at once
;
she would

give me all the assistance in her power, and

perhaps we two together might make him re-

lent. She ended by sending in the postscript
her love to my Aimee.

I showed my father's letter to Ramsay, who
treated the matter as a good joke ;

he had no-

idea that my father was such a disciple of the

old school
;
we must open his eyes and teach

him a thing or two some of these day.s. He
sufiered from the gout, did he ? That might
account for his writing so severely. I had

better go at once to Gloucestershire, and get
over the governor ; he wished me good luck,

but he would rather I had the job than him-

self
;

he would as soon face a boa-constrictor

as a Tory with the gout.

I determined to lose no time in taking his

advice. I told Aim^e that I must leave her

for a few days, as I had some business to

transact in the country. I gave her my
mother's love, so that she had no suspicions

that anything was wrong in that quarter ;

but Mr. Crump, in giving me a ready leave

of absence, bade me not to be cast down
even if my father stood out against the mar-

riage, for, if the worst came to the worst, he

thought a line from himself would set all

straight. There was a peculiar expression

on his face which showed me that I might

rely on his words, though I could not fathom

them.

It took me three days' hard fighting to get

over my father, but I did get over him at

last. My mother was my aide-de-camp, and

did me great service
;

she pretended to take

neither side, but with a woman's cunning

always sided with me, without seeming to do

so. My father persisted in declaring that the

family escutcheon would be tarnished, and I

persisted in asking what was the good of an

escutcheon to a beggar, at the same time

painting such a glowing picture of my Aimee's

beauty and refinement, and her father's noble

bearing, that I saw my words were beginning
to tell, though they were received with a

semi-groan, which always terminated in the

word "
Crumps." The fourth day the enemy

surrendered
; my father supposed he must

sacrifice his family pride to his affection for his

sou, and gave his consent and his blessing. I

was so eager to return to Liverpool, that my
parents had not the heart to press me to
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ruiuain, aud I ruturncd noxt day on thu wing*
of tho express, with n storo uf alloutionato

ujei»»aytH fur my liaticeu, niid polito Hiu'tcIjoH

for her father. My heart was alujo«t burnt-

iug with happiness ; the tr.iiu, as it runhed

past towns anil villat;»!S, sconu-d far tfXJ »\n\v

for my new existence. At lunyth the join n<y
came to tui end, a.s all journeys nin.st ; u»y

ffllow-pa.s.m'ni,'ers must havi- thousjht mo mad,
as I rushed to get my portmanteau, liusljin'^

everyone unceremoniously out of my way, and
tho cabman must have thought mo madder as

1 dung it int'j tho cab, and broatlilessly mut-

tered, "Uosebank : a double faro if you drive

fftSt."

It was lucky that we met no members of

a certiiin excellent Society to .stop us in our
mad Ciireor

;
wo richly deserved a summons,

for tho horse wius covered with foam when
we drove up to Uosebank. I threw a piece
of gold into the driver's haml, telling him
to ring, and give the portmanteau to the

servant. 1 could not wait for tho bell to

be answered, but flew round to the drawing-
room ; the windows were, ius usual, opin, but
tho room was empty. 1 entered, and in my
p;i.s3age, knocked <lown a statue and a t^ible.

I couM not stay to .see what damage 1 had
done. I p;i33ed through tho hall, took the
8tairca.se in a few strides, and fouml myself at

the bouduir door. I burnt into tho room,
eager to press my Aimee to my heart.

Goo<l heavens! the sight was enough to mad-
den mo ! There was Robert Ramsay seated by
my Aimee : his arm Wiu twined round her
aleuder waLst : his face was close to hers—he
kissed her, yes, by Heavens, ho kis.sed her :

there could be no mistake about the fact ; if my
eyes could have been deceived, my ears could
not. Oh faithless Aimde ! perfidious, treacher-
ous Robert Ramsay :

Horror-stricken, dismayed, I stood for a
moment petritied at the door, but only for a
moment. Maddened with fury, I ru.shed into
tho room, and called Heaven to witness hmv I

liad been deceived in friend and Jiant eV. Tluy
looked conscience-stricken—Aimee blushed in

her confusion. At the siglit of my rising

auger, Aimee gave a piercing shriek, and
threw herself between us : her eye.-, which
before seemed to me so sweet and gentle,
bliused with anger as sho stoixl like a lion-

ess at bay t'> protect her new lover from
tlie blows of tho lover sho had .so reccully
discarded.

The sight was too mucli for me '. I tried to

shut out tho vision with my iiands, and tiien

rushed from tho room with the intention of

ending my life and my aires in the neighbour-
ing river. On the lauding the rustle of a silk

,

dre»8 caused mo to lo<jk up— Geraldine, Bob'«

Oeral line, w:w before mo.
" What IS tho matter, I'ercy dearest ?" nho

cried.
" (iood heavens ! there U blo'id oa

your hands ; ha.H anything hap]>enod—are you
hurt/" and tlie bra/on hussy, with one of

those loving glances so lately lavisheil on

Ramsay, tried to throw her arms round my
neck.

I pushed her from mo with disgust, and
rushed from tho liou.se.

A I'.ATCH OF WELSH SAINTS.

I AM inclined to think, on duo reflection,

that the expression "the good old times"

is a truer one than the .scollVrs of the pre-

.sent ago generally a<imit. Certainly they
were not so wealthy, so practical, so fertde

in everything that man wants (and does not

want), but lor contentment, innocence, and
• lelightful credulity, commend me to the first

half-dozen centuries anno domini, when the

great bulk of the saints, particularly WeUU
and Irish, tlouri.shed.

If it is true in fact that a good father

makes a good son, Wales mu.-'t be everything
that is perfect, for tlio number of saint^t that

have had their history written, aud their

pedigrees chionicled, is no less than 490. I

am rather afraid that tho fact of having had

such a lot of super-excellent pastors and mas-

ters produced somewhat the same ell'ect that

we see when a family is brought up too

strictly: for Oiraldus Cambreusis, in his History
of Wales, declared that the Welsh wore noto-

rious liars, whole word weighed nothing in

their sight, aud who were not to bo trusted,

iiut Ou'aldui was too hard upon them, for

considering tiiat the Wolsii are Celts, they
are not a bit worse than their Irish neigh-

)>ours, and O Laid us himself wrote a book about

Ireland, which was proved by Mr. Flahertie,

in his " Cambreusis Eversus," to be utterly

unworthy of credit. Giraldus retorteil that

Klahertio him.solf being a Celt was conse-

quently open to the national feeling of lying.

But whatever were tho rights of tliis pretty
little ipiarrel, let me return to my .saint.s, of

wlioite lives some passages are so peculiar, that

I have selected a few, in the hoi^cs that they

m.iy inti^rest my reatlers. At all events they
are interesting as l^earing uiK>n national cha-

racteristics and religion, for, putting aside the

legeiiils, partly miraculous and wholly amu:>ing,

tliere is no doubt but that tiie greater number
of tliese siiintij were holy men, who, with tho

practice of great helf-deni:d, went through a

life of au.sterity and labour, autl by so doing,

gained great lutluence over the rude people
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amongst -whom they lived, partly by true

holiuess, and partly by a strong Avill and a

shrewd capacity for governing their fellows.

The greater number of them perpetuated their

names by founding a church, called after them,
with the prefix

" Llan" attached to it, signi-

fying hrst of all enclosure, then churchyard,
and finally church. Such are Llandeilo, the

church of St. Teilo
; Llangattock, the church

of St. Cadoc, and so on. Sometimes, how-

ever, the name of the founder was too long
and too hard for even their modesty to

append it, such as the case of Llangollen

Church, which belonged, if we may believe

the local historians, to Collen ap Gwynog
ap Chyddwg ap Cowrda ap Caradoc Freichfras

ap Llyr Merini ap Emiri yrth ap Cunedda

Wledig.
The first-named, St. Teilo, ranked deservedly

high amongst the natives, not only for his

world-wide eloquence and learning, but also

for his power in waging war with pestilence,
which was rife in those days. He was made
the third Bishop of LlandafF, his predecessor

having been the holy Dubritius
;
and soon

after his instalment a frightful disease called
" The Yellow Pestilence" (probably a severe

form of jaundice) made its appearance, de-

vastating the land, utterly resisting all the

efforts of St. Teilo, and carrying off Mael-

gwyn Gwynedd, King of North Wales. Sani-

tary arrangements being doubtless defective

(as they are
still)

at LlandaflF, St. Teilo, like a

prudent bishop, beat a retreat into France,
whence too he did not return till the pesti-

lence had abated. Before he came back he

performed a useful service to the country of

Armorica, by taming a terrible viper which
had been depopulating the district

; and this

was done by a process as simple as any of

old Earey, viz., by taking off his breeches and

tying them round the viper's neck. When
one comes to think of it, the novelty of being
dressed in a bishop's clothes was quite enough
to tame any beast.

On his return, St. Teilo was welcomed by a

very large crowd of his congregation, and soon

obtained supremacy not only of his diocese of

Llaudaff, but of the whole of tlie south of

Britain. In addition to his eloquent preach-

ing and his powers of healing the sick, he

possessed an extraordinary bell, wliich had the

sweetest tone ever heard, and also the valuable

properties of sounding the hours quite of its

own accord, and instantly detecting a liar, in

which last attribute one cannot help fancying
it must have had a large practice in that

locality.

But the greatest curiosity was to come at

Teilo's death, for in answer to the earnest

prayers of three churches, he promised each of

them the privilege of obtaining his body,
which difficult problem he solved, to prevent

quarrelling, by granting three bodies, one to

each place. The clergy then retired with their

precious load, each satisfied that they had the

true relic, and that the others had been hum-

bugged. These three churches were Llaudaff,

Llandeilo, and Penally near Tenby.
I believe that Llaudaff was really the lucky

one. At all events there is his tomb in the

cathedral, and there is not the slightest doubt

but that diseases Avere cured and blind people
made to see by touching it. It is singular
that even within the memory of persons living,

it was invariably the custom that every bar-

gain, such as a purchase, <fec.
,
should be rati-

fied at this tomb
;
but this could scarcely

have taken place in the "
good old times."

The first Bishop of Llandaff (St. Teilo having
been the third) was Dubritius, who was en-

deared to Welshmen as the founder of most

of the great colleges of the day, which, if all

accounts were true, far exceeded in numbers

any of the single colleges of the present time.

That of Llanilltyd embraced 2400 members,
"100 being employed every hour, in order

that the praise and service of God might be

continued day and night." This large body
of jjeople required 400 houses to live in, the

foundations of some of which may even now
be traced in the little village of Llantwit, in

Glamorganshire. Then there was the college

of Bangor Iscoed, in Flintshire, where the

number of scholars and students was 2300 ;

and Dubritius is said to have had in addition

a small school of some 3000 pupils at a place

called Henllan. No wonder that with such store-

houses of learning, such a swarm of British

saints issued from thence. Dubritius, who was

Archbishop of Caerleon as well as Bishop of

Llandaff, finding old age creeping upon him,
retreated to the Isle of Bardsey, which then,

as now, occupied a position some few miles

from the extreme point of Caernarvonshire,

from which it is separated by a tidal current

of such force, that the Welsh name of the

island was Ynys Enlli, or the Isle of the

Eddy. To die, or at least to be buried in

Bardsey, was the last wish of all the saints,

who with a view of obtaining this boon

crowded its limited shores to such an extent,

that it is said that the corpses of 20,000 saints

lie there. This assertion, however, is a little

too much for the belief of old Fuller, who sati-

rically observes, that it was much easier to find

graves for so many saints, than saints for so

many graves. Bardsey had some decided

advantages as a residence, for it was perfectly

free from frogs and snakes, and nobody could
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Uit) there as loug ua thero was an olJer wiiiit than
[

himself on tho island, :in iirninytMn<Mt which
would doubtless Lo a convcniiut ono in tho

;

present day, and save a deal of uncertainty.
Tho virtues of St. Dubriiiua did not ccajse

with his life, for on the anival of Uia bones
to be laid with solemn ceremonies in the church
of Llandatf, a heavy htoriu of rain took place,
which was ^'ratefuliy received, as there had
been a drou^^ht in South Wales for more than
two months. Ab soon as tho SJicred bones
airived at the church, they were put into

water to bo washeil after their journey, when
a singuhir phenomenon took i)lace,

—the water

bubbling up and becoming very hot, and tho

bone;* moving about of their own accord.
'J'his fact, it is related, much surprised tho

dean, who retun.ed thanks for so great a
miracle— why, it is not btated. As in all other
trade.i and professions, thero were iii those

early days bi^' saints and little saints
; by the

former of which I uuau those who by birth,

circumstances, or superior learning, became of

importance in tho social polity of the church,
sucli as archbishops, bishops, heads of colleges,
ikc. Amongst them are the well-known Welsh
names ..f Teil.., Dubritius, David, Padarn,
Michael, Iltutus or lltyd, Cadoc, and so on.

The smaller saints were iloubtless equally good
a-s far as piety or morals went, but had a
smaller sphere of action, and shuttled oil' their

mortid coil after giving their names to two,
three, or more country churches. Some of
the so-called Welsh saints wero natives of

lirittany or Ireland, who came over to preach,
and took up their residence altogether in

Wales. Others who were Welsh, left it to

preach iu foreign districts, sijch as St. Aidan,
a pupil of St. David at Menevia (now St.

Davids), who went over to Ireland, carrying
Auth him all tho bees—so that the unfortu-
nate inhalntants of St. David's have over since
been obliged to buy their honey. St. Stinian,
on tho contrary, was born iu Biittany, and
receiving a divine injunction to go and preach,
landeil near St. David's. Here, it is re-

lated, that his preaching made hiui many
eneiiiie><, who became so violent towards him,
as to attack him and cut oil* his head. I!ut

St. Stinian was equal to tho occasion, for
he at once proceeded to walk down to the sea-

shore with his head under his arm, while from
the place on which the head ha«l fallen a
fountain of sweet water immediately sprang.
A legend not very dissimilar to this is told

*^f .

^*" ^^
"'ifred, to whom tho holy well in

Flintshire is dedicated
; but tho story is so

well known that we need not repeat it here.
The story of St. Cenau, or St. Keyne, is

leas sensational, but more interesting to tho

scientitJc reader. It in related of her that aha
took up her abode iii a place lx.-yond the

Severn, wliich was ho iufc-sted with nerix-nta
that neither man nor hmvit could inhabit it :

whereupon she changed all the reptiles into

Ktones, an<l there tiiey are tu be found at the

present times in the shape of ammonite)*,

which, tho legend telU us, "do resemble

the windings of serpents through all the

lieMs and villages, as if they had Iwen

framed so by tho hand of the engraver,"
Llowever plau.sible this explanation is, it iii to

be feare.l that it will not bo altogether ac-

cepted by the geologists.

Ono of the i>rettie8t achievements of the

saints was that of St. Monacella, the dau'.;hter

of an Irish monarch, who wishing to ilevote

herself entirely to religion, retired into the

recassea of a forest near the lierwyn ^loun-

taius, in North Wales. But one day, liroch-

wel, Prince of I'ovis, was out hunting in this

very wockI, and was surprised to find that the

haic had run for protection to St, Monacella,
that the hounds were unable to approach her,

and that the huntsman could not even take

his horn from his lips. From that time forth

St. Monacella beciimo the patron saint of hares,
and there is a lingering superstition in the

parish of Pennant Melangell (in which this

occurrence happened), that if any one saw a

liar^ pursued by dogs, and cried " God and
St. Ml >uacella be with thee 1

"
it was sure to

escivpo. A rood-screen in the little church com-

memorates tho whole of this pretty story in

its carving.
It would seem that tho Welsh legends of

.Siiints always apply to some era in tho

history of the church over which they pre-

.•"ided, such as its fouiulation or building ;

or else to the establi.shment of springs and
Wells (both most common in Wales), wliich

have had miraculous properties attributed to

them, from their well-known powers of re-

storing health. Perhaps tliis cannot be so

much Wondered at, when we remember tho

rude and uneducated character of tho age, aiul

that even in the present enlightened U.iys we

occasionally find amongst the lower cl:u«es a

tendency to ascribe everything that they can-

not under8t;ind to supernatural causes. Again,
with regard to the building of churches, we
find that tho genor.'i.l run of them in the in-

fancy of religion was of the rudest form and
.smallest size, probably little more than cells or

oratories It need not therefore excite much
wonder that whenever any particularly enter-

prising saint erected a church beyond tho pro-

portion of the times, some extra mautfest;ition

should be .sought for to mark either the cause or

the event, as iu the case of the tine old church
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of Clyniiog, in Caemarvonsliire, the building of

\vliich bj' St. iJeuno was characterised by the

constant appearance of a bird, which warbled

such delicious strains that tlie masons in-

variably forgot their Avork, and gave them-

selves up to the musical treat, to the great

disgust of St. Beuno, who finding the work at

a stand, prayed earnestly that the dangerous
j

songster might go, which it did iucontiueutly,
and was never again heard of. The moral

of this story might apply in two ways : either

that the sweet strains of the bird were a device
;

of Satan to hinder the progress of the church, i

or to show us that duty comes before indul-

gence. There is scarcely a parish in Wales i

which has not its holy spring or well, or per-

haps the equally efficacious monument of the

saint, as at Christchurch, in Monmouthshire,
which contained the tombstone of St. Colmer,
where persons were accustomed to sleep on

'

the night before Trinity Sunday, and by so

doing lost all their intirmities.

One of the saints, St. Cynhaval by name,
possessed tlie curious specicdite of curing acute

rheumatism
;
and there is a singular MS. poem

extant, of the date of the fifteenth century,
full of allusions to his successful treatment,
and relating how a "

hoary giant," Enlli

Gawr by name, sought for relief from the

saint, who instead of granting it, filled his

body with fire, driving him in his agony to

the waters of the Alun. But the river, per-

haps instructed by St. Cynhaval, dried up three

times, and so the giant's bones were consumed—no doubt as a frightful example to giants

generally. Thus we see that the saints were

occasionally instruments of vengeance as well

as mercy—a necessary and salutary power
which the unlicensed spirit of the age often

called into action. G. Phillips Bevan.

BALLOONS AND AERONAUTS.

Ix Two Parts.

PART I.

The Ettrick Shepherd says somewhere in

the Noctes Ambrosiauee, that ' ' the agricul-
ture of the sea has been waefully neglectit."
What are we to say, then, to the neglected
cultivation of those azure fields, so boundless
and so near us, property in which must be
measured by the mile cubic,—those etherial

plains without horizon, landscaped with

vapoury Alps and other air-scenery,
— flecked

by white-ficeced clouds, or spanned by the

evening rainbow ? What use have we yet
made of the atmosphere, except in its lowest

stratum ? What researches have we as yet

timidly instituted into its overhanging depths,
save a few private, disjointed, and rather aim-

less essays ?

Several circumstances have combined to dis-
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courage explorers of the sky from piirsiiiiig

their inveHti,'utioii3 to iiiiy gruat extent.

First, the apparent, and in a tlej^rco real,

dangorB of aerostation ; secondly, the expt'n.sivo

nature of the pursuit ; thirdly, the small re-

sults yit attained iu rediuing air-nnvii^'atinn

to any certainty or security ; fourthly, the

toy-liko character of hallooiiH, and their un-

fortunate connection with t< a i,'ard>'iH, Odd Fol-

lows' fetoH, and lireworks ijfnerally ; and la->tly,

the ditliculty, almust amountin'^ to an im-

possibility, of

conducting ex-

periments in

private ;
entail-

ing the necos-

sity of all in-

choate designs

being observeil

at once, and

often laughed
down.

Nevorthe-

less,
'* the air

hath bubbles

as the water

hath ;

" and

aerostation has

always num-
bered its devo-

tees long before

Ra-sselas tried

to escape on

wings from the

Happy VuUey,
even from the

day of the more

daring flight

and lieeper fall

of Icarus.

Tiie science

of ballooning—for it is not

yet an ait—has

also its enthusi-

astic students :

and we are in-

debted to a

young English
officer for the most complete historical survey
of the subject that has ever appeared.* When
we state that Mr. Hatton Tumor's volume, in

boards, weighs exactly nine pounds four

ounces, it will be apprehend*Ml that light as

is the subject-matter of his treatise, a con-

siderable weight of literature has already Ik-cu

accumulated on aerostatiou. As Mr. Tumor's

U.-ai.

.Vstm Cistrx"
ISO.).

By n.itton Tumor. Ch.ipmivn aiid

laborious anil abundantly illuHtratod )x>ok is

necessarily too expent-ivo to Iw in the handn
of very many readers, wo shall mako use of it

as a valuable mine of information, c>ll*'ct«<l

with great care
; and, with tlio author's kinil

permission, illustrate tins paper with »umu of

his engnivingx.
AH aerial locomotion may be divided into

two cla-<ses—that depending on the sjxjcitio

levity of the )>.dloon which gives ascemliii.^

motion
; and that produced by the resistance

and displace-
ment of air

in any direc-

tion, whether

lateral, de-

scending, or

upwards. The
first is repre-

sented by tiro

an i gas bal-

loons
; the

other includes

all flying-ni.i-

chines, what-

ever their de-

tail, and para-

chutes.

Flying-ma-
chines long
preceded bal-

loons iu point
of time. Until

Dr. Black's

period, the dl=!-

coverj' of hy-

drogen and the

method of pro-

ducing and col-

lecting it, the

only balloons

were those

elevated by
r:iritied at mo-

spheric air. liat

a locomotion

whioh should

rival the bird's

flight through
the aky, and which should imitate the binl'H

method of flying, w.as a freipu-nt anil fa-

vourite ilream with thoughtful men in all

ages ; and, on the whole, it w.as not an

nnreasonablo one. We will not go so far

with Mr. Tumor, as to a.ssert that when Kif'g

D.ivid criei] out in t!ie bitter weariness of his

spirit,
*' O that I had wings like a dove, then

would I flee aw.ay, Jcc," he referred to arti-

ficial means of flight ;
nor are wo at present

near the time when, according to the expecta-
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' ' We see no reason

should not be put in

a favourable breeze. .

tion of Bishop Wilkins, men will as usually

call for tlieir wings as they do now for their

boots ; but no impossibility has been shown

that mechanics may not lend man such a

mastery over the air that he may be enabled

to dart and course, rise and sink in it, at will,

by means of appendages to his limbs, in the

same way as snow-shoes give the power to

travel over soft snow, or bladders assist the

tyro in swimming. Aulus Gellius mentions

an automaton dove constructed by Archytas
of Tarentum (400-345 b.c.) ;

"so contrived,

as by a certain mechanical art and power to

fly ;
so nicely was it balanced by weights, and

put in motion by hidden and enclosed air,"

Cardan, speaking of this same dove, stum-

bles at once in his wisdom on the crucial diifi-

culty attending all flying-machines, namely,
the proportion between the motive power and

the weight of the machinery necessary for pro-

ducing that power. The great philosopher,

magician, physician, and madman, says :
—

why such construction

motion, particularly by
. . The light construc-

tion of the body would contribute to this re-

sult
;
as would likewise the largeness of the

wings and the strength of the wheels : . .

and it is probable that this pigeon would take

its flight in a certain fashion, but with a

wavering motion, as lamps do. Thus it would

occasionally mount upwards spontaneously,

flutter its wings, then leave off suddenly, and

fall—its motive power being unequal to the

weight."

Many others exercised their ingenuity in

devising air-locomotion. Quick-sighted as

some of these speculators were, from want of

knowing what we now call the rudiments of

physical science, they are " like children cry-

ing in the dark," or lighted with flickering

rushlights only. Lauretus Laurus says that

the shells of hens' eggs, properly filled, and

well-secured against the penetration of the air

and exposed to solar rays, will ascend to the

skies
; and, he adds, will sometimes suffer a

natural chansre. He does not tell us, how-

ever, what the transformation is likely to be.

As to the filling of the "
eggs of the larger

description of swans, or leather balls," the

confusion is remarkable. It is to consist of
"

nitre, the purest sulphur, quicksilver, or

kindred materials which rarify by their caloric

energy." Mendoza hit upon the rarification

of air by heat
;
and showed the analogy be-

tween a hollow vessel floating in water, even

though made of brass, and of a properly-con-
structed ship brought to the top of the
" aerial superficies

"
(for these early thinkers

supposed the atmosphere to terminate sud-

denly in a surface like water),
" and filled

with elementary fire."

The art magic was, as usual, pressed
into the service for the invention as well as

the explanation of facts. Thus Remigius
quotes Barbelina Eayal, ''that tubs turned

upside down were propelled tlirough the air

by sorcerers, assisted by demons," and the

like. In Charlemagne's reign, Agobard, the

enlightened Bishop of Lyons, saved the lives

of some poor persons who had been made to

ascend in an aerostat, or flying-machine.

They would have been burned for sorcerer.-,

but for the good bishop's better sense. He
wrote on the occasion a work on superstition,

and demonstrated the impossibility of rising

in the air. No doubt he overshot his mark
in ignorance of physical possibilities. Mr. Home
might, however, profitably (or perhaps un-

profitably) study this treatise, which teaches

that it is an error to believe in the power of

magic, which has its existence solely in the

credulity of the people.

As a contrast to imaginary flying, we come,
in later times, to actual attempts to overcome

the force of gravity by means of wings or sails.

In Notes and Queries, September, 1864, an

extract from a letter dated 1607 is given, re-

lating to aerostation :
—" The greatest newes

of this country is of an ingenious fellow who
sailed or went over a high steeple in a boat all

of his owne making ;
and without other help

than himself in her, conveyed him above

twenty miles by land over hills and dales to

the river, and so down to London." This
"
ingenious fellow," the annotator, seeks to

identify with Peirescius (Peiresc), who came
here in the French Ambassador's suite, and

who is described as going to Holland, and

there seeing the sailing chariot invented by
Simon Stevinus. It does not seem to strike

the writer of the note that a boat which would

navigate the air, and pass over a high steeple,

is not to be identified with a chariot pro-

pelled along roads by means of sails.

Wilkins, Bishop of Chester, who died 1672,
reviewed in his "Dsedalus" the various methods

of air-navigation. Setting aside the flight of

spirits or angels, he reduces these to three,

viz. : flight by means of fowls
; by wings fas-

tened to the body ;
and by flying chariots.

To drive a four-in-hand of eagles, or to har-

ness a hundred doves to a post-chaise, is at

least a poetical suggestion, but these steeds

would require careful driving and good break-

ing. If the atmospheric way is unvexed with

turnpike gates, it is also deficient in hedges,

ditches, and other definitions.

Many of our readers will remember the

picture of " Persuasion Better than Force," in
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which a restive iloiikt-y, iijilintTeiit to tho the narao ciiJ^'ol, aii>l which tho riiler mispeii'l*

blows of a Btick, is led vigorously onward by a xix iuchos Iwyoui the a.v»'s iiouo ; thu aiiiiual

buuch of greou food fasteuoJ to tho ond of always purisuiiig a horizon of cabbagoti which

^

Kill Kiiois.

always flics bcforo him. Acting exactly in tho Kai Kaooa, an ancient kin.,' of Porsin, in-

Baniu wriy on tho blindness of animal ap^vjtilos, .
vented a ujeaus of ascending in tho Jiir, by

M. IJciiiicr'* Mc'.li.vl : !w« next i>m-. 1»

binding four eagles to the corners of a frame also for the motive power of the carriage : on
which supported his seat. Four javelins ri.-ing tho jxtint cf each spear was transfixed a piece
from the corners, upheld a canopy, and served of flesh, and as soon as the eagles grew very
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ravenous, the king took Lis seat in his chariot,

and the deluded birds flying upwards to reach

the food above them, carried the car and tlie

king high into the air. The experiment proved
too successful

;
for the tantalized birds still

soaring up to their ravin, carried Kai Kaoos

high and far, till their strength being quite

exhausted, king, birds, and chariot were pre-

cipitated from the sky upon a dreary solitude

in China. The narrator of the story has

omitted to say, as a sequel, whether the king
ate the eag'es, or the eagles dined off the king.

The application of wings or sails to the

body, with a mechanism to which the limbs

gave motion, has had many advocates. In

Edward the Confessor's time an English monk,

provided with wings, flew from a church tower

to the distance of a furlong ;
and in other

countries similar feats were performed. An
Italian exhibited in Scotland, before James

IV., his powers of flight. His wings were

composed of feathers ; but in his attempt to

fly he fell to the ground and broke his thigh.

He was collated to the Abbey of Tungland in

Galloway. In the reign of Louis XIV., a

similar accident befell Allard, a rope-dancer,
whilst making a similar attempt to fly. Bo-

relli, however, showed the impracticability of

human flying, in his work, *'De Motu Ani-

malium," by contrasting the prodigious power
of the pectoral muscles of birds, with the 'com-

paratively small force which can be exerted

by those of man. M. Besnier made, not-

withstanding, some rather successful efiorts in

this direction
;
but his wings, seen in the cut

in the previous page, did not serve to raise

him from the ground, though they allowed

him to fly across a river of considerable width.

Mr. Wise, an American writer on Aerosta-

tion, names Father Lana, a Jesuit, as the

person who verified by accurate experiments
the discoveries made in the seventeenth cen-

tury concerning atmospheric pressure ; and

he, probably following up Torricelli's method
of obtaining a vacuum, proposed an aerostat

consisting of a car or boat, and four exhausted

spheres of copper, which were to take the

place of Kai Kaoos's hungry eagles ; and
since in both cases nature abhors a vacuum,
they were, in rising to find their level in the

atmosphere, to raise the whole apparatus;.
The plan failed, though the conception was

ingenious. A Portuguese friar followed up
the idea in the year 1709, and obtained from
his king a patent or conception for his inven-

tion of a machine to carry passengers through
the air : certain emoluments and places were
to be granted to him, and any one transgress-

ing the king's orier was to be punished with

death.

The experiments or the dreams of the Por-

tuguese friar are leading us towards the era

of balloons. When once the analogy was
traced between the elements of air and water,
various hints would be given by the pheno-
mena of the latter to thoughtful persons as to

the sustaining powers of the atmosphere. A
ball of cork liberated at the bottom of a

vessel containing water ascends rapidly to the

surface ; and the essays mentioned above, to

givo exhausted vessels of metal a levity greater
than the air, were proceedings running parallel
Avith the actions observed in water of bodies

of less specific gravity than that element.

But not for about half a century after Friar

Gusman did men begin to work with atmo-

spheric air artificially heated, or with gas of

low specific gravity. It is true that in 1755
Father Galien of Avignon wrote upon

" L'Art

de Naviguer dans les Airs
;

" and his plans
related to rarified air as the motive power ;

but then he proposed the impracticable method
of "

first catching your air," by climbing up
high mountains, and enclosing the light ethe-

rial air of those altitudes in canvas bags, and

bringing it down for future use ! Dr. Black

made his suggestion as to hydrogen gas in

1767 ;
and in 1783 the Montgolfiers con-

stiucted their first balloon. Mr. Turnor gives
an interesting sketch of the Montgolfier family,
which was noticeable some four centuries before

the culminating point of the balloon ascent.

Montgolfier had previously tried to raise bal-

loons with heated air and smoke
;
but after

the researches of Watt and of Cavendish into

the composition of water, it was determined, at

the instigation of M. Faujas de Saint Fond, to

experimentalise with hydrogen.
" A shout of

joy," says Mr. Turnor, with scientific enthu-

siasm,
"
rang through Europe at the news of

the success of this great experiment, and
the aged Euler on the

It appears to have had
laborious octogenarian ;

for turning his attention to the subject, he

dictated to his sons, between fits of vertigo,

calculations he had made on aerostatical globes ;

and life and calculations stopped at the same

moment.
To raise the balloon Montgolfier, 498 lbs. of

sulphuric acid were poured upon 1000 lbs. of

iron-filings; and the filling the balloon occupied
three days and nights. On the 26th of August,

1783, the luachiuc was moved to the Champ de

Mars in Paris, with a procession of torches (ex-

ceedingly dangerous on such an occasion), and

a cortege of horse and foot guards. In the

silence and enthusiasm of the hour, the very

cab-drivers, not usually known as a religious

body, stopped their carriages, and threw them-

reached the ears of

banks of the Neva."
a fatal effect on the
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selves on their knees, humbly, hat in hand,
whilnt the proccsMion was

p;ia>iiij,'.

No aeronaut ventured to go up with thi^

balloon, which iiicemluil 151 !,';$ feet in two
minutes—a niiiiiito observation, when wo are

told that the sublime body, which had risen

in a pouring rain, then entered the clouds.

It fell, in three-ijuartera of an hour, at a vil-

lage fifteen miles distant from its point of

departure.
The next French experiment appears to liivo

been made by Moiitgollier with riuitied air
;

a fire being made under the balloon. A sheep,
a cock, and a duck were sent up in a wicker

caije atUiched to the balloon
;
and La Fontaine

missed a good fable by dying half a century
before the ascent. All that is known of the

tliieo Companions, is that on reaching the earth

the shee[> was found to have kicked the cock,
and was then feeding ; but what conversation

had preceiied the aggression, the " ten wit-

nesses " who Certify to it do not inform us.

The name of Pilutro de Rozier must be

mentioned with honour as the first person who
made a balloon ascent. It was in 1783, when,
in a fire-b.iUoon constructed by Montgoltiei",

he, first alone, and afterwards with M. de

Villette, rose to heights increasing till they

gained 330 feet of elevation. The balloon,

7-4 feet iu height and 48 in diameter, wiis

confined to the earth by rope.s, and was sus-

tained ill the air by M. de Rozier throwing
bundles of straw on the fire to continue the

rarification of the air contained in it. About
a month later the bolder experiment was un-

dertaken of ascending in an unconfii:ed bal-

loon, and navigating the skies. Tho weather

proveil unfavourable : rain fell, and there w;i3

too much wind. Nevertheless, the bold aero-

naut, accompanied by the Maripiis d'Orlandcs,
and after an adventurous journey of upwards
of five miles, descended in safety ; but that

safety several times depended on De Il<zier's

boldness in throwiug fre>h trus-ses of straw on
the firo which burned in the car or gallery
below the machine which also cont^uued the

voyagers.

Tho first expcriineiit in England dates in

the same year and month. Count Zambec-
cari con-tructed a balloon of oil-silk ten feet

in diameter, filled it with hydrogen, and let it

rise. The next year tho enthusiastic Lunardi

ascended, after innumerable ditficulties and

delays, from Moonields. Hydrogen had now
Buix>rseded heated air as tho motive power,
and ui 1785, Blanchard and Jeffrie-s succeeded
iu crossing in a balloon from Dover to Paris.

Emboldened by these successes, new attempts
were made in France and in England, and
now tho number of fatal accidents attending

them bore a Larger proportion to tho expori-
monts inslitutetl, tho enturprirting Do Ito/jer,
with M. UoULune, being tho first who lout

their lives in pur.-'uing this branch of science.

In June, 178r>, during an attempt to emulate
lilanchartl in crossing tho Channel, tho bal-

loon took fire half-an-hour after the ascout

was commeiicod, an<l tho two voyagers wire

preciiiitated to tho earth, together with the

fragments of tho machine. Among tho first

ladies who ventured into the air, we read with

interest the names of La Maniuise an<i I^
Comtesse do MonLdembert ;

but the balloon

in which they ascended was confined by ropes
to the earth. M. Charles invented the valvo

for allowing the esciipe of gas, and other in-

Kathor L-uiii'a l>o<iit,ni.

gcnious additions, and gis balloons were for a

time named, after him, Charliere.s.

Contemporaneously with these European
efforts to navigate tho air, experiments were

being made in tho Inited States. Rittcn-

house and Hopkins, in Philadelphiii, con-

structed a machine in which forty-sevou small

hydrogen balloons were attacheil to a car or

cage. A carpenter name<l Wilcox wa^ ou-

rageous enough to ascend in this machine, and

after having been nearly drowned in tho

Schuykill river, he cut some of the balloons,

and descended so rapidly that his wrist was

dislocated.

Balloons were first used for strategic pur-
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poses in 1704, when the French reconnoitred

the enemy's position at the Battle of Fleurus

by this means.

In more modern times the death of Madame
Blaucliard in 1819 was the most striking

event ; the balloon, wliich was surrounded by

fireworks, took fire. The longest aerial voyage
on record is probably that accomplished by
Mr. Wise, in America. He ascended from

St. Louis, and after travelling 1150 miles, de-

scended in Jefierson county, New York.

The first eclat of a new scientific invention

being over,

and the ex-

treme curi-

osity it occa-

sions having
been satis-

fied, balloon-

ing passed
into another

phase. The
machine had

been r e n-

dered, for as-

cents and de-

scents, pretty

perfect, its

foTrm was
beaut if u 1,

and its em-

ployment
was always
attended with a charming amount of personal

danger. It now entered the stage of amusement,

sensation, and profit. It was the accompani-
ment of Freemasons' festivals

;
the crowning gem

of Vauxhall Gardens in their spasmodic deca-

dence. Mr. and Mrs. Graham did their Daiby
and Joan ascents ;

the venerable aeronaut

Green went up for the two hundredth and

f;omethingth time ;
and the suburbs of Lon-

don were often awakened at five or six o'clock

of an afternoon by the well-known cry, "A
Bloon ! A Bloon ! !

" and the sight of boys
and maidens rushing away to be in at the

Ascent from NViuchester Ban-acks, 1865.

death, or to gain the immortal honour of

holding a cord, whilst the etherial navigators,
who had paid ten pounds a-piece for their seats

in the car, stepped out smiling, and said their

ride had been very enjoyable, and asked for a

sip of brandy. Additions to excitement became

wanting. Fireworks were displayed from the

car at night ascents, and there were equestrian

risings. Mr. Green went up on "A Steed," as

the broadsides called it, but which was, in fact,

a very small and very depressed pony. At

Cremorne, Madame Poitevin rose as Euroi^a,
in pink flesh-

ingSjOnabull.
Other horses

were lifted

through the

air struggling
and frighten-

ed, till the

feelings and

morality of

the public
could bear it

no more
;
and

when they
were told the

scientific fact

that the suf-

ferings of the

steeds were

enhanced by
the gravita-

tion of the earth acting on the iron of their

shoes, the magistrates rose en masse—we are

speaking metaphorically—and put a final stop
to that business.

It is in the last quarter of a century that bal-

loon ascents have become common. Previously
to 1845, we understand from Mr. Turnor that

the number of personal ascents did not exceed

fifty. We leave the subject of aeronautics for

the present as having entered into its
" debased

period :" when we again revert to it we shall see

the chrysalis give signs of a new and more

useful existence. Manley Hopkins.

THE COMBAT A L'OUTRANCE.

He slandered Mabel, then I smote
The knave upon his loathsome face.

I was hei' husband
;
how they sneered

To see me champion her disgrace !

I bore her cliuging to my breast,
The cowards all around her pressed.

He came a golden type of Mais,
A mummer's king barred up in mail

Studded with silver livet-stars,
His banner flapping like a sail.

His housings were all striped and spanglrd,
With broidered pearls and rubies tangled.

His burgonet was beaten off,

This axe soon swept away his crest ;

My mace struck twice, a ghastly stab

Two inches wide gaped in his breast
;

And, from his vizor beaten in,

Blood smeared his cold and sallow skin.

And that was how I left the beast

Who spat upon my Mabel's fame
;

I tore his flag in two, and trod

Upon the shield that bore his name.

Then spurning praise, and gift, and feast,

I mounted for the blessed East. W. T.
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A STURV OF WATERLEIOH MILL

(ly ElOllT ClIAl'TKItS.)

CHAiTKR VI. <«,Mr. TallMjt," said the capt-vin gloomily,
"Wnii.E Cradock was ilrt;ssin„', Tiilhot ran " in all services there are rt^gnlar hours ap-

down stairs. He fouiul the captain ami Birch- pointed for the nies.<«. Here have I and my
bottom sitting at the table, wailing ; they were messmate been sitting no end of time rubbing
in a bad state of min>.L our hands, with empty inaides and the victuals

vol.. XIII. No. 327.
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staring us in the face. I sent the hostler to

you ]uilf an hour ago.
"

" I beg a thousand pardons," replied the

offender, "but business of great importance,
—•

in short, Captain Salter, particular service has

detained me, and that you know permits no

delay. I shall hope, gentlemen, presently to

lay before you my uiformation, and ask for

advice."
*'

Yes, yes," said the captain hastily ;

" a

meeting of officers, very proper ; but, school-

master, for God's sake pour out the coffee, and
hand over the victuals. What now ?

" he

roared, as Talbot, seizing half a loaf and other

things, hastily bore them off without a word.
" Gad !

"
cried the captain, "this is a smart

officer
;
there's something in the wind. Birch-

bottom, no more waiting ;
hand a couple of

eggs, and then help yourself at once, or by
Jove he'll make clear decks of it." Talbot

hurried back with the spoil to Cradock.
" Are you ready, man 1

"

"Yes, sir."
" Then get out, and drop from the window,

it is low enough. Slip through the garden,
and make for the wood, there lie closely hid

near the old oak
; you remember it ?—our

play place when you were a better fellow than

you are now. I will follow you there : be

quick, or we shall have Challoner's people

upon us. You see, my man, that I am trust-

ing you, and I will try and do what I can for

you if all goes right. Take this with you for

your breakfast, and keep snug under cover tiU

I
come.'j' pradock stole away, and Talbot, re-

turning to his party, met Mr. Carlyon in the

passage,!
" The very person of all others I

most wiphed tp see," he said, shaking him by
the hanji ; "pi^y come into this private room."

Mr. Carlyon followed Talbot, wondering at the

familiarity pf ,
the stranger. He did not re-

member the inari with whose boyhood he had

been long aiii:<l iiltimately connected. Mr.

Carlyon was the rector of Waterleigh, a non-

complairiing x;lergyman-of-all-work, at wages
of 150t a y?ar. ~.He was a widower. The
loss of his yoTingl wife a year or two after

marriage Jiad'marked its history of sorrow in

his thoughtful face
-j sharp lines and wrinkles

were there
;

it wa.s well for him that he had

a daughter, otlierwise so loving and true a

heart might have given way. Talbot saw the

same spare form, pale face, and brown eyes;
his head was silvered, but, with that exception,
he was the same as he had left him twelve

years before, ,,.,-

"I see, Mr. Carlyon, that you do not recollect

me
; tiiy^elye years have changed your thought-

less pupil, Henry Haviland, into a grave old

soldier." . ......

"Is it possible !

" exclaimed the other.
" Ah ! I see it now

j
I wonder I did not

sooner : but such an alteration ! Welcome,
my dear Haviland, most lieartily welcome ;

but
if time has changed you, it has not changed
your name I hope ;

I read it Talbot in your
note."

"I dare say you wondered who I was," he

replied ;

' ' but you miist know that I am here

as a detective, and find it needful to remain for

a time incog. I will explain all to you : it is

a long story, and I will make it as short as I

can. But first tell me how is my little play-
mate Blanche ? Though I have grown into a

rough soldier, and have gone through many a

trying day since we met, I have never for-

gotten her sweet face."
" All is well with us, Haviland, thank God.

By-and-by you shall see your little playfellow.
But do let me know ; I trust nothing serious

has occurred. Why are you here in another

name, and what has happened ? You say you
want help, how can I serve you ?

"

"I shall have to ask your friendly counsel

and support," said Haviland, for we must now
call him by his right name. " I really am in

trouble about a thing that happened long ago,
I mean my poor uncle Greenshield's death."

"Yes," said Carlyon,
" an awfully sudden

removal ; it must have much shocked you at

the time. You were very fond of your poor

uncle, and he of you ;
he always spoke most

tenderly of you. And now, my dear Haviland,
as a mutual friend, let me say,

—for I am aware

that your uncle died without a will, and that

his property passed into other hands,—that if

there is any present need, I shall be so glad
to

"

"Thank you heartily, most heartily," Havi-

land replied, interrupting him ;

" I understand

your kind thought, it is just like you, but you
mistake me

;
it is not about money that 1 am

in trouble. You must know that 1 am a

major on full pay, and that I want for nothing
but your kind counsel : it is a far more serious

matter that now disturbs me
; certainly I was

not bom with a silver spoon in my mouth ; my
father, an officer like myself, lost hi& life in

action when I was a mere child, and left nothing
behind him. Greenshield, who had received

great favours from him, adopted me, brought
me up, and gave me my commission

;
but all

this you know. I loved my uncle dearly ;
he

was a second father to me as long as he

lived."
" He owed everything to your father ; your

uncle told me all about it
;
and I certainly un-

derstood from him, that as his adopted nephew
you were to have been amply provided for at

his death. Greenshield's property was con-
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Biderable, not only from the protitii of the two

liirgottt uiilln iu thu cuuiity, fiiuiily [>u!i.soiuiiuuB

through many guneratiuufl, but from othor

Kourcos ul.so, an>l it w.is guiiur.illy cousidured

that nil wuuM iu tho i-nd Iw yours.''
'•

I thought so too, Mr. Curlyon, when I ,

joined my regiment ; thou ciuno foreign hvt-

vico, tho Crimean uimpaign, iu tho middle of

which I hiid a letttr from Challouer, to nay
that my undo was accident^dly drowned, and,
as tlicro was no will, he had jus hoir-at-liw

succeodod to tlie property. This was a great
distress to me, but I had little time for grief,—death was everywhere, the duty stern and in-

cessant. Next camu India, and its trials and

anxieties
"

"
I must interrupt you, my dear Haviland, ,

but you do not speak of having heard from

mo ; I wrote to you on tho subject of your
uBcle's death at the time, and other letters

since, advising you to return to England if

possible, to iuijuiro closely iuto tlie ciicum-

stauces.''
"

I never had a liue from you," said Havi-
land ;

"
I suspect that my letters were

intercepted, and I should have been in India

at this moment had I not accidentally fallen

in with a fellow from your neighbourhood, a

soldier in the GOth. It was from what he said

of strange reports about my uncle's death that

I determined at onfio to apply for leave of ab-

sence. I arrived hero only last evening, and
in tho few hours that have since elapsed, an

extraordinary combination of circumstances
has led me to a most painful conclusion. Does
it not strike you, Mr. Carlyon, as something
very strange indeed that my uncle should have
mailo no will after what he told mo i

"

'•
I thought .so at the time, Haviland, and it

was strange ; but people act very odiUy about
their wills. Honest in intention, but intirm

in purpose, they put off from d.ay to day, not

only their temporal atlairs, but .also their eternal

interests, all tlie while forgetting that in tho

midst of life wo are in death."
"
Very true, you are right. But to return

to tho iiuestion, Mr. Carlyon, has the suspi-
cion crossed your mind of anything wrong /

"

" God forgive my evil thought," ho replied," such a thing did cross my mind."
" A mysterious death no doubt," Haviland

observed
;

"
may thero not have been foul

play? Remember tho stake."

"Oh! no, no, not in that shai>o did it enter

my mind, 1 thought only of a suppressed will.

It is a horrible suggestion, most horrible, and
should not be made without the surest

wairant."

"But I have tho surest warrant," exclaimed

Haviland, starting up,
" the surest warrant

in tho world, the confoRsion of the murderer's

aooomi<Ucti made to me half an hour ago.'
"
What, murdered J

"
cried Carlyon.

*'
Yes, sir, nmrdered for the inheritance,

and Challoner the murderer. Lihleu," haid

Haviland, after a short pause, to allow bin

auditor to recover from the shock of the com-

munication, "li.Hten!" and he detailed to him
the principal points of Cradock's confession.

"Dreadful indeed—most horrible!" ex-

claimed Carlyon.
" But are we sure / are

we right in thus hastily accepting this man's

confession ? May ho not be an untrustworthy
or malignant witness f

"

"I believe him," Haviland replied, "though,
had I not been instrumental in saving his life

last night, I suspect I should have got nothing
from him

;
the natural weakne.ss of his cha-

racter and his fear of Ch;dloner woul i have

kept him sdent. My arrival here at tho mo-

ment I did seems liko a direct interpo-^itiou of

Providence."
"

It does," said the other eaniestly ;

" and

yet it is terrible to think that thus Challouer,

a man of seeming integrity, of apparent

sincerity in religious duty, muuilicent to the

church, the repairs now going on Jiro at his

expense (' Conscience-money,' muttered Havi-

land),
—should have been thus permitted for

years to wallow unsciithed in his ini.iuity ; but

the decrees of Providence are not thus to bo

questioned. Lead us, O Ixjrd, that our feet

slip not
;
without Thee who shall walk upright ?

Oh, my dear Haviland, this man's sin will

prove a great scandal to the parish ; do you
feel assured that it is as yo\i say I

"

"
Yes," said Haviland,

" and my duty is

clearly before me."
"
Why," continued Carlyon, "this man is

a magistrate, and, though undoubtedly of im-

perfect early eduaition, is regarded with con-

sideration in the neighbourhood ; he actually

male proposids to my <laughter."

"What," cried Haviland, "to Blanche

Carlyon I

'

I

" She did not accept him," sjud the other

hastily; "she always disliked the man, and

never gave him the slightest encour.igement.

But what will you do f what .steps will you
Uike, my dear young friend, in a juncture .so

^
appalling I

"

Haviland, Hushed and angry at the insult

offered to hU dear little Blanche, curtly re-

plied :
—

"The provost-marshal and a b.ilter. But

we must proceed with caution
;
the culprit is

already .-ilanned, .and hits iH.-ued a warrant for

Cradock, hi>ping thus to have him iu his own

hands, when he would take tho opiwrtuoity to

dispose of him speedily in one way <<r other;
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and, as there is no deposition or other evi-

dence, the game would be all his own. For
the present I have defeated this move ; Cra-

dock is in hiding until dusk, then I purpose to

take him with me to the mill to search for the

paper which he says he has secreted there. If

I succeed in recovering this paper, I shall be

master of the whole position : meanwhile the

utmost caution : please do not whisper one word

to any living creature. Challoner, a bold, des-

perate fellow, driven to bay, would not hesi-

tate to commit any violence if he had the op-

portunity ;
I shall therefore keep Cradock out

of the way, until I can safely produce him and

denounce the murderer, and then my uncle's

shameful death shall assuredly be avenged."
"
Vengeance is the Lord's," said Carlyon

solemnly.
"
Quite true," Haviland rejoined,

" and in

this case it shall be man's also, if a scoundrel

has his deserts."

After further consideration, it was finally

agreed that HavUand, when he had visited the

mill, should return to the parsonage, and that

he and Carlyon should then settle what next

was to be done.

With this understanding they separated.
Haviland rejoined the Captain and Birch-

bottom, who had finished breakfast, and were

engrossed in their pipes. The latter, leaning
back in his chair, with his feet upon the win-

dow-sill, realized theunwonted luxury of a whole

holiday, as he lazily listened to the distant voices

of his t^cholars at play upon the village green.
The Captain regarded Haviland earnestly and
in silence, emitting the while convulsive puflfs

of tobacco smoke in rapid succession, a pheno-
menon which indicated a disturbed state of

mind. At last he spoke.
" That was a saucy business this morning ;

the snob Challoner must be pulled up, you
understand—eh ? Hang me, sir, I'm your
man." Relieved by this terse expression of

feeling, he immediately resumed his usual

serene aspect, and went on sedately with his

pipe. Haviland nodded to him significantly,

exchanged a few words with the schoolmaster

upon the present aspect of aifairs, finished his

hasty breakfast, and set out for the wood.
The sun was shining with white tempered

rays in a misty blue sky. It was a perfect
calm. The trees stood motionless, but their

storm-torn leafless branches told how roughly
the October winds had dealt with them. The
narrow grassy path, sodden with the night's
rain and strewn with broken boughs, was

scarcely passable. Haviland remembered the

locality well. As he entered the damp cool

wood the low light and freshness of the place
fell gratefully upon him after his long stay in

India under a tropical sun, and he felt that it

was no longer in dreams that he revisited his

fatherland. He recognised in the glistening
white trunks of the ash and beech, in the

dark green holly, red with early berries, the

familiar friends of his childhood. In former

days he had wandered in the wood with Cradock,
who, considered by Greenshield as entirely

trustworthy, was in the habit of accompanying
his little nephew on his rambles. Now he was
about to meet the same man in the same place,
but in how difi"erent a spirit ! These thoughts
were in Haviland's mind as he stood before the

appointed oak. Cradock, who had concealed

himself in an adjoining thicket, made his

appearance,
" Oh ! Master Harry," he said, "it is a

long time since you and I were here. Oh !

how I do wish it was as it used to be when

you were little, and I was always about with

you ; then, so long as I took care of you,
there was nothing on my mind, now I am
afeerd to see you, sir."

"It is through your own wicked conduct,

Cradock, that this misery has come upon you ;

however, in unburthening your conscience you
have at last done what is right, and your mind
wUl be easier.

"

" It is so already. Master Harry ;
I do feel

more of a man since I told all ; my thoughts
don't terrify me so much as they did before.

I think, if my life is spared, I may be able to

do some good to make amends, and perhaps
have your forgiveness."

" I can't say how that may be
;

it may
partly depend upon your own future conduct,"
said Haviland. " But now attend to me. You
are to stay here in close hiding until sunset

;

when the sun is fairly down, break cover vety

cautiovisly, and creep from bush to bush to

the withy-bed by the dam
;
lie close there until

I whistle, then you shall go with me to the

mill to show me where the deed was done, and
search for the paper." Cradock shrank at

this announcement.
" I don't much like the loft after dark," he

said
;

"
'tis an ugly place, nobody has been in-

side it for many a day."
" It can't be helped, come you must,

whether you like it or not
; you wiU be safe

enough in the mill, I shall be with you ; but I

can't answer for it if Challoner should spy you
on your way there, and I advise you for your
own sake to keep a sharp look out as you go
down to the willow-bed."

"
I'll take care," said Cradock ;

" I am an

old fisherman, but I have done a little business

ashore on the sly now and then, and I know

every bit of cover on the road." He crept
into his place of concealment again, and Havi-
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land, quitting the wood, retumod to the Beetle.

A» ho oiiterod the inn ho wa.s met by the

landlord at the door.
"
Oh, sir," ho exclaimed,

'* I am plail yon
are come. Hore is S<[vurf ChalloinT, with his

men, kickinj^ up a prociouH rumpus, ilo H.iyH

you have bullied tho constable, and provontod
him from capturing Cnidock, ami ho threatens

to take us all up instead. This way, sir. He
is in tho pjirlour.

"

Havilaml followed the landlord into the

house. " This is unlucky," hf thoui,'ht ;
"I

did not want to meet tho fellow just yet, I

am not quite ready for him
;

if ho discovers

who I am it will be awkward." When he

entered the room Challoner confront^vl him in

an offensive manner. There wa.s something

peculiarly unpleasant in this man's general

aspect, though hard to define.
"
Light hair,

close shaven whiskers, dark eyebrows, blue

eyes, a slight ca.st in one, waxy pinkish com-

plexion, strongly built, nearly six feet high,

age forty years :" would have been his descrip-

tion in the Hue and Cry.
" Xo doubt the tuime

uncomfortable-looking fellow as of old, but

attempting the gentleman," thought Haviland.

"Will he know me, I wonder ? No, ho does

not recollect me."

Challoner, who previously to Haviland's ap-

pearance, had as.sumed the high horse, now
drew in a little.

"
Is this the party you spoke of, Mr. Land-

lord, who assaulted the constable to-day on

your premises?" he said, as if to make it

appear that the responsibility of giving tho in-

formation lay with the innocent Stock Gsh.

"That is the gentleman," he replied, "who
is staying in my house, sir."

"
I shall be glad to make this as short as

possible," said Haviland. "
I hear you wish to

see me
;

will you be good enough to say what

you want ? Is anything tho matter, sir ?
"

"
Anything the matter !

" exclaimed Chal-

loner, "a great deal is the matter. I have

been informed, sir, that you, assisted by the

hostler there, this morning forcibly prevented
tho apprehension of a man charged with poach-

ing, tho constable being duly provide<l with a

warrant, signed by a magistrate for the pur-

pose. Unless you can give me a satisfactory

explanation of your comluot, I shall have to

detain you on the charge of an attempt to

rescue a prisoner from the hands of justice."

"Really, sir," Haviland replied,
"

I do not

admit the right you as.surae to inquire into ray

doings, and I decline any explanation ; as for

your threat of detention, I take it for what it

is worth."
" Are you aware, sir," said tho other,

"that yon are speaking to a justice of the

peace ? I am tho magij»trato whose warrant

and signature you thought fit to treat with

cf)nt<-mpt.
"

"
Well, sir, whoever you are," Haviland ro-

plie<l sharply,
"
you havo my answer

;
at the

right time I shall be rea<iy to explain my con-

duct." Then tuniing to the schoolmaster, who
with tho Captain ha<l just entered the room,
"

I believe, Mr. Hirchbottom, you can state

to this gentleman that I ha<l sufficient reason

for what I did in the case of tho man Cradock

this morning, and that my object was not to

obstruct tho course of justice.
"

Challoner's countenance changetl, in spite of

his effort to appear unconcerned.
" Do you insinuate," he said, but in a less

assured tone, "that justice is not fully admi-

nistered at my hands ?
"

"
1 make no insinuations, sir," replied the

other; "you heard what I said, and you may
take it in any way you pleaso."

Challoner was perplexed and alarmed ;
he

did not know what to make of it
;
he folt

there was a game playing against him, but he

could not see the moves. He had no imme-

diate suspicion of Ha\-ilan<l as a principal, but

thought it probable that ho was employed by
some person unseen .as an agent in an inquiry
hostile to himself. He had heard of the boat

expedition of the previous night, and that Cra-

dock had been detained at the inn all night
This wjus quite enough to rouse his alarm,

and the present aspect of affairs in no way re-

assured him. Cradock was Challoner's per-

petual curse
; if he lost sight of him, or if a

stranger talked to him alone, he was tor-

mented with .sickening apprehen.sion. He
knew right well that his status, property, nay,

life itself, were in that one man's power ; and

he had gloomily contemplated more than once

his removal by death, if opportunity offered.

Though now full of anxiety, and panting to

secure Cradock to himself, he felt the necessity

of caution, and thought t<> try another tack.

"
Sir,' ho said,

" as a magistrate, I am at

all times ready to attend to charges brought
before me. Possibly, in this ca.so of a noto-

rious poacher and ill-<ioer, you may have .some

special rca.son for this reserve, or a prior

charge to make against the man ;
if you will

accompany me into another room, I shall be

gl.ad to speak with you in private, then I d.are

say we shall understand each other better, and

thus ficilitato tho ends of justice, the object

now in view, and" (speaking in a lower tone

and confidentially) "if 1 can be of sorvioe, I

shall be glad to a.ssist you.
"

"
I must decline this propositi. mi also,"

said Haviland coldly ;

" havo you anything
more to say, sir ?

"
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Challoner was check-mated. " The man,"
he thought,

" has surely something in his

head about me
;

is it possible that he is con-

nected with the boy in any way ? It shan't

appear, however, that I am to be cowed by
him. Cradock must be secured, or all is lost.

Whoever you are, sir," he said authoritatively,

"this is a most unsatisfactory business. First

an attempted rescue, then a courteous proposal

to confer privately with the magistrate con-

temptuously refused. These circumstances,

added to the fact that you, sir, a stranger,

are found here wandering about the neigh-

bourhood, associating with poachers and vaga-

bonds, render you a fit subject for magis-
terial inquiry. Pray who are you, sir ?

"

" 'Pon my word, sir, I hardly know who I

am
; you will find out by-and-by, no doubt."
" This is evasion, sir

;
who are you 1 Does

any one here know him ?
"

" I know him," said the Captain,
" and if I

had been he, I would have pulled your nose

long ago, my boy ;
how dare you bully a gen-

tleman staying in this house ?
"

"
Pooh, Captain," replied the other,

"
keep

your big words till they are wanted
;
we all

know you." Then turning to Haviland. "As
for you, sir, I have good reason to believe

from your present conduct and other circum-

stances that you are connected in some way
with the person we are in search of, who
I have no doubt will be speedily appre-

hended, when I may learn your proper cha-

racter, and have to summon you before me.

Now, my men, away, lose no more time,

search the premises, and secure your prisoner,

who I am well assured is concealed somewhere

in this public-house or its immediate neigh-

bourhood ;" and Challoner abruptly left the

room.

When they were gone, the landlord raised

his voice and his hands.
" Troubles never come alone. Truly this

is an afflicted house. Cellars half full of water,
officers of justice ransacking the premises, and,
worst of all, an ill name given to a noble hos-

telry. This inn and tavern that has stood un-

tarnished for two hundred years, he called it

a public-house."
"Do hold your whining tongue. Stockfish,"

said his wife,
"
get down-stairs, and bale out

the cellar like a man : by-and-by, when these

justice matters come
ofi", we shall have a pretty

burst of business and no beer. A thirsty
trade is the law, what with informers, attorneys,
and other cattle of the kiud

; and when it

comes to the hanging, then everybody drinks,
of course, a safe and pleasant passage to the

culprit. Stockfish, you are indeed a poof

thing, and I am ashamed of you.
"

While this conversation was going on, Havi-

land whispered to Birchbottom,
"
Pretty decided, I think, eh ? I have my

man safe for the present, but I must be sharp,

or the crimps may get him yet ;
Challoner has

a dangerous look about him."

^ "Very venomous," replied the other, "take

care or he'll nab the fellow
;

like a hound
he'd run him to the death if he once got the

scent."

"Let him look to himself," said Haviland,
" I will bring him to the block, or it shall go
hard with me. I go to reconnoitre," and he

went to the room where Cradock had slept the

preceding night. The window looked out

upon the wood, and he stationed himself there

upon the watch. After some time spent in

hunting for the fugitive, and in noise and

squabbling, the constables quitted the inn,

and searched the garden unsuccessfully. They
went ofi" in the direction of the river, pro-

bably thinking to find Cradock at his old

haunt on the island. Haviland now vaulted

from the window, and unnoticed hastened to

the wood, that he might be near Cradock to

warn him of approaching danger. Concealed

in a thicket, he remained ou the watch till the

day was pretty far advanced. Just as he was

about to quit the cover, he was startled by

Challoner, who, unconscious of his propin-

quity, passed near enough almost to touch

him. Haviland was struck by the expression

of his countenance. The pink waxy face was

deadly pale, the dark eyebrows were contracted

over his rimmed eyes, the corners of the mouth

depressed.
"
Stop," thought Haviland, "where

have I seen that face before ? Why, it is the

very aspect of the spy we hanged at Balaklava.

Horrid as it was, it was not more so than this

man's. If that face is a trustful witness, there

is murder past and present in it. I must be care-

ful. See, he is going along the skirt of the wood,
and through the meadows to the river. It may
be well to have some one at hand to-night while

we are in the mill. But who to ask is the

question. The doctor is a talking fellow,

ditto Birchbottom, and a coward besides
;

the old captain is the best of the lot, though
of course non-combatant, but he will do to

raise an alarm if needed. I will get him down
on some pretext or other. For the present, I

think all is safe in this direction, so now to

dinner, and to keep my friends quiet."
{To be conlint'ed.)

CONCERNING THE GOOSE.

The month of September is happy in its

objects of ornithological interest. None other

of the twelve divisions of the year can boast
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of two anniversaries of such UQivorual obser-

vance as tho Ikt and 2'Jlb of this luontli.

The former of theso days, lookud forward to

with fcvoiLsh aiiticipatiofi for wookH and
m »nths by tho votarie.H of tho fowlinj^-pieco,

semi thousands, yea, tens of thouaauds, «cour-

ing throuijh tlio country, to -{athur health and

strength in tho stubbly fuld, and b.ig their

prey by dint of unerring aim au<i atoady
touch ; while twice and three times their num-
ber anxiously await at homo a p:irticipation iu

the results of thiir prowess. Tho latter d;ito,

agaiu, though attended with less of outward

demonstration and preparation, kindles in tho

broiwts of millions a no less enthusiastic foul-

ing. Tile liDth, while bringing with it such

other associations as are generally connected

with <iuarter-day, has this further attractive-

ness, that it ushers iu among tho pleasures of

the table that succulont bird, tho goose. And
although it docs not quite awaken what Shake-

.speare calls tho *'
liver-vein, which makes flush

a deity, and a green goose a goddess," yet
there are doubtlois few families, possessing the

means, who do not feel it iucuiubLiit on them
on this day to ro.ist a goose. The connection

between this opening of the goose season and
Michaelmas Day is said to have originated in

tho custom atlopted by landlords of regaling
their tenants, wlio came to pay their rents on

tliis day, with a dinner oflf this bird
;
—an

excellent practice and worthy of all imitation.

But this peculiir deferencj and partiality to

tho flesh of tho goose Ls by no means of mo-
dern origin or growth. From very early
times all honour was shown io this bird as a

contributor to tho pleasures of tho palate. It

will be our purpose in this paper to state some-

what of the pa.st history and importance of

this biid.

Doubtless amijug the many animals that went
in two-aud-two into Noah's Ark, the goose,
with measured treai, waddled solemnly into

that place of refuge from the approaching flood,

unless it can be shown on the theory of
" natural selection

"
that the genus anser was

not then in existence. It is true, however,
that in all tho sacred writings there is no men-
tion made of this voluptuous creature. Whe-
ther it was considered by the Jews a clean or

an unclean animal, no where appears from

Holy Writ. In Lovit. xL 18, tho swan is

enumerated among those fowls that were to

be held iu abomination, and, therefore, as un-

lit tor food. Some m;iy perhaps bo inclinotl

to include the goose under this head.

Tho earliest nation among which wo have

any positive mention of our bird are tho

Egyptians. That wondrous people, who cra-

dled religiou iu its infancy, and nurtured the

arts and sciences to a gigantic growth, were

evidently well aware of tho nutritious and in-

trinsic value of goose-flesh. Ilonxlotus (iu

Ii7) relates that the Kgy[jtiari priests were

sustained at the public oxp Mise, an 1 th it each

man of them was daily su|)plied with au
abundance of beef and geese-flesh. This is a

high compliment to the subji^ct of this di*-

courdo, for tho prio-sts, as alw.ays, fed on tho

fat of tho land. Again, Diodorus Siculus

informs us that the goose was a regular and

favourite dish with tho Egyptian kings (ii. !».).

.\nd, higiier honour yet, on several monumentB

araon< this ancient people priests are repre-

sented offeiing tho goose in solemn sacrifice

to the gods,
—

evidouily a dish to please both

gods and men.

Following down tho course of time wo come
to the celebrated race of the Greeks. This

nation, it Is woU known, derived most of their

customs, religious as well as civil, from the

Egyptians. Their founder, Cecrops, whether

a myth or a reality, evidently migrated from

the country of Isis and Osiris. Many cus-

toms and traditions, whose original habitat was

on the banks of the Xile, wore tninsforred to

Greece, continental as well as Peloponnesiaii.

Reverence and respect for tho goose were

among these. The Lacedaemonians, solf-de-

nyiug aud vigorous as they were, thonght it

not beneath their dignity of character to

evince a fondness for this succulent bird.

Were it not f >r a slight difl"erence in the spell-

ing wo might pardonably have assumed that

the Solan-goose was named after Solon, the

celebrated lawgiver of Athens.

In what way tho Egyptians "cooked their

goose," gastronomically speaking, we are not

told
;
nor yet whether they held any one part

of the bird in higher estimation than the rest.

Tho Greeks, however, were uudoubto<lly iu tho

habit of feeding up their geese on ligs, a die-

tary which had the effect of enlarging the

livers of those downy birds. Such enlarged

livers, though very iucouvonieut doubtless to

tho animals themselves, were considered by
their cloihes-woaring fellow-creatures a very

dainty dish. Horace (II. Sat. viii., 88), iu de-

scribing a banquet at the house of one Xasi-

dionus, montijus, among other delicacies well

calculated to exoitd tho interest of any mo-

dern Epicurean, a dish composed of the liver

of a white goose fattened upon tigs. We mAj
as well remark here, by the way, that for the

purposes of the table the white goo.se se^-ms to

have carried off the palm among the cLi&sic

ancients.

The highest honour yet p.iid to our bird

wa.s that given to it by tho R*jmaus. They
held it iu estimation for other than its gastro-
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nomical attractions. From time immemorial

this people dedicated the goose to the service

of Juno, Holy geese were kept in the Capitol

at Rome, set apart for the worship of this god-

dess. It was once the good fortune of these

sacred birds to be the salvation of the city.

The occasion was as follows, as every school-

boy knows. It was in the year b,c, 390.

The Gauls, numerous almost as the sands upon
the sea-shore, liad overrun the fair plains of

Italy. They invested Rome itself, and com-

mitted the city to the flames. The Capitol

alone remained intact, defended by about

1000 sturdy Romans. The invaders, finding

all other means in vain, determined to reduce

this stronghold by famine. They settled down
around it, and day after day narrowly watched

its defenders. Meanwhile, the neighbouring

states, led on by a thirst for revenge, united

their forces, and signally defeated their ruth-

less invaders. Tidings of this welcome event

were brought to the besieged in Rome by a

daring youth, who swam across the Tiber, and

climbed by a hazardous path into the Capitol

itself. The enemy, however, had perceived
it. Soon they discovered the way, and one

night, befriended by the darkness, attempted
to imitate his example. Already they had

gained the top of the rock on which the cita-

del was situated. The vigilance, not only of

the sentinels, but also of the ever-wakeful

watch-dogs had been eluded. The lives of

the gallant defenders seemed at length at the

mercy of the foe. But deliverance was at

hand from an unexpected quarter. A flock

of geese, sacred to the service of Juno, was

kept in the Capitol. Amid all the pinchings
of famine these birds had been kept intact,

and now they preserved their preservers. The
foremost Gaul was already within the fortifi-

cations, when the geese, by their cackling, or

by the flapping of their wings, aroused M.

Manlius, who forthwith gave the alarm, and,

rushing upon the foremost invader, hurled

him backwards upon his companions, who were

following in Indian file along a narrow and

precipitous pathway. The whole band fell in

one confused mass to the bottom of the rock,
and Rome was saved.

But the high gastronomic honour did not

remain without variation with the goose.
Under the emperors our bird seems to have
fallen from its high estate as a noble dish.

Petronius Arbiter, who lived in the times of

Nero, speaks of the partiality for white goose,
and the duck with painted wings,

" as savour-

ing of a vulgar taste." Probably the rage for

peacocks and other rare birds and beasts, in-

troduced as delicacies of the table within the

previous century, had something to do with

this deposing of the goose from his lofty Epi-
curean pedestal. Succeeding generations,

however, restored him to his wonted place of

pre-eminence. The Emperor Geta, who flou-

rished in the beginning of the third century
of the present era, gave injunctions to his

cook to serve up his dinners in alphabetical
order. One day every dish on the table was

to begin with an "
a," the next day with a

"
&," and so on through the whole alphabet.

Under him, therefore, the goose (Lat. anser)
had the honour of beginning every cycle of

repasts.

The Emperor Alexander Severus, the exem-

plary successor of the abandoned Heliogabalus,
in accordance with the judicious training of

his prudent mother, Mammsea, set a pattern
of temperance and moderation, as in other

things, so in the matters of the table. His

usual dinner was made off a chicken, but on

special occasions, on days which he wished to

mark with smgular honour, he added to his

usual dinner our favourite bird the goose.

Not always, however, was the goose eaten

alone in its entirety and simplicity. Messa-

linus Cotta, son of the orator Messala, intro-

duced a dish, consisting of the feet of geese

and the crests of cocks, grilled together. Not

having had the pleasure of tasting this con-

coction, we cannot speak of its peculiar attrac-

tions or otherwise.

So much for the ancients. Following
their example in this as in other things

not quite so harmless, the moderns have

continued unabated their allegiance to the

goose. It has been consecrated, as of old

to Juno, so of late to St, Martin. Medals

have been struck, representing on one side a

goose, on the other the word " Martinalia."

A Christian bishop and a heathen bird !

Strange association ! Misfortune brings to-

gether strange bed-fellows. But what brought

together these entities on the same medal 1

The answer is given as follows :
—St, Martin,

from whom the festival of Martinmas derives

its name, was a bishop of Tours, in France.

He distinguished himself by destroying all the

heathen altars and images remaining in his

day, and died, after this signal service, in

the odour of sanctity, a.d. 400. An annual

festival was decreed to be held in honour of

his name on the 11th of November. So

popular, however, was the memory of this

sainted bishop, that his feast or festival had

an octave ; that is, it was continued for seven

days successively. It was an accepted rule

with his devotees to roast a goose for the family

dinner on the day of his anniversary. Now,
this festival falls exactly when geese are in

season, and it was always celebrated with a
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voracity tlio more eager rs it occurn on the

eve of the jjftit can'nu; wlien fowln could no

longer be proseuted on the tablon of a religious

age. One individual vran, it Heemfi, troubled

with qualm.s of conscience aa to the proprioty
of i-ating goose-flesh, even on the ovo of this

"little lent" Martin Schoock, a Kloniish

monk, was this individual. However, after

diving deep into the weedy pool of casuiHtic

argument, this deliglitud devotee emerged with

the permissioa to roast his ijooae. And thus

the gooAe came to be a standing dishoii the Con-

tinent at Martinmaa, as it is in England to

this day at Michaelmas.

Among impcruil admireri of thia famous

bird, wo must not omit to mention the cele-

brated Charlemagne. He peopled the ponds
of his various residences with these birds, and,

by his fondness for them as a dish at his table,

contributed to give them an additional vogue

among his subjects. At one time the prin-

cipal poulterers in France were called, by way
of distinction, o'/crs.

The manner of cooking a goose is too well

known to need explanation or comment. A
boiled goose i.s seldom seen, but a roast goose,
with all its accompaniments of "

sage and
onions and port wine," is a dLsh meet to set

before a king. These birds are eaten young,
under the name of green-geese. According to

Shakespeare, the spring-time is the season for

breeding.

The spring is near, when jp-een-gcese are abrecJing.
"Love's Labnur's Lost," act i. so. 1.

They are eaten adult under the name of

stubble-geese. Goose-dripping is said to bo

excellent sauce for a Norfolk dumpling.
Leave we now the culinary aspects of our

bird, and consider it under the various otlier

associations with which is is connected. Tlie

earliest of these in most minds is doubtless

the veracious nursery rhyme, which attributes

to the goose vagabond pro^KMlsities, with a pre-

ference for performing its ambulatory exercises
"

up-.stairs and down-stairs, and in my lady's

chamber." On what inci<lent in goose-lifo the

author of these memorable lines founded his

legend, or what particular goose it was that so

had the run of the house, has not been handed
down to memory. Certainly in these days
such privileges are not vouchsafed the anser

tribe.

The story of the goose that laid the golden

eggs, ami the tragic and untimely end it was

thereby brought to, are too well knowTi to

need recapitulation here. It is a credit to tlie

species, certainly, to have been selected as the

medium for conveying so edifying a moral,

though some, doubtless, will bo inclined to

say that none but so silly a bird would be
found at the game of l.iyiug golden eg^
But that the goose is not always silly, may be

learned from the following story. A gOOM
was onco brought a.s evidence in a trial where
Ijord Krskine presided, and ho was so delighted
wth the bird's sagacity, that he dettirminod

to adopt one of hi.s race. Ue chose from a

flock a creature in all things most like the

goose in question. He then lived at Hamp-
stead. He grew excessively fond of the goose,

ma<^lo it his constant companion, and took it

in his carriage, on all occasir.ns, to Westminster

HalL But a carriage drove over, and ended
the life of the poor goose,

"
which," said Lord

Erskino,
" was a fortunate thing, for its wi-tdom

was making me superstitious."

While the beautiful symmetry of this bird,
and especially the undul.iting movements of

its arched neck, can never fail to attract notice

and awaken admiration, it can never be said

that its voice can excite anything but unmi-

tigated di.sgust. The serpentlike hissing by
which its signifies its aroused wrath, or the

ordinary cackling by which it gives vent to

its ordinary feelings, can neither of them be

considered at all musical sounds. According to

Portia (Shakespeare's
" Merchant of Venice,"

act V. sc. 1), this goo.se-cackle is not only not

musical in itself, but is the cause why other

things should lose their music. Thus she

discoursoth,
—

I think

The nightingale, if she should sing Ity Jay,
When every g<Mse ix cackling, would be tboagkt
No belter a musician than the wren.

It is strange that while the swan, which

draws so near "to the complexion of a goose,"
is accredited with powers of song, and is even

dedicated to Apollo, the gotl of song, the Hi>ter

binl, the goo.se, is always spoken of with dis-

paragement on that point. Virgil (EcL it

20) speaks of him.self, in compari-son with

other poets, as a very
" anser artjiUos int€r

olores."

Among other distinctions conferred on our

bird, it ought not to bo omitted to be men-

tioned, that it has even boon made the object
of adjuration. The eccentric Socrates is said

to have made the goose the object of his asse-

verations on some occasions : "By the gooee,

yea," or "
nay," boing a favourite oath of

his. In ridicule whereof the comic Aristo-

phanes has introduced, in one of his plays,

one Ltimpon, a sooth.s;iyor, using the .same

mild form of swearing.
In conclusion, we have but to notice th*t

this bird's u.sefulnes.s does not cease and d©-

tonuine with its death. Even after its fleshy

part has disappeared, and gone to as-similate
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itself with the fleshy parts of other its biped
fellow- creatures, its unfleshy parts, its out-

ward covering, continue to render aid and

comfort to mortal man. The sluggard, as he

turns in his bed, and says to himself,
" Yet a

little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of

the hands to sleep," may remember, that it is

to this "
downy bird," he owes the comfort of

his position. The literary man, the author or

jourualist, as he wields the "pen of the ready

writer," should raise his voice or thoughts of

praise to the furnisher of his "grey goose-

quill." Nor is it any disparagement to the

subject of these lucubrations, that an age of

manliness is discountenancing feather-beds, and

courting the hard mattress of the soldier, or

that steel-pens are rendering the very name of
"

quills" obsolete.

UNDER THE SEAL.

There is no more lovely village among the

Pyrenees than C. Nestled in the bosom of

the mountains, with a brawling torrent running
through it, it lies a little fair and pleasant

spot of human life in the midst of shadowy
solitudes. For much more than half the year
t!ie roar of the avalanche, and the rush of the

water alone break the deep siirrounding si-

lence. The southern sun wooes the snow for

long before she consents to sink into his em-
brace

;
but at length he is successful, and late in

the summer the little town wakes into sudden
movement. A gay little place it is then.

The shops open their bright eyes, and become
brilliant with many-coloured goods of Pyrenean
wool. A little crowd round each arriving dili-

gence indicates the competition of the diflerent

hotels. Before and after the great heat of the

day, omnibuses ply incessantly to and from
the springs, and the principal street becomes

thronged by visitors, attracted as much by the

beauty of C. as by the reputation of its

healing waters. In the months of July and

August, the whole population seem to spend
their lives in this same street

;
for even the

shops are left to take care of themselves, while
their owners, for the most part, lounge about
the doors with cigars in their mouths, turning
in with complete satisfaction to show their

wares to a customer, and equally content if

the day ends without profit. C. is the holiday
resort of the inhabitants of Pau

; and in their

un-English fashion they contrive to enjoy them-
selves thoroughly without disdaining to earn
an occasional five-franc piece at their usual

business. Their daughters, brilliantly dressed,
and with sometimes a shade of more than
mountain bloom, hover about their own and
their neighbours' shops ; and as one of the most

profitable occupations in the place is letting

out horses to tourists, there is often a stray

steed to spare for them, on which to make a

magnificent appearance at the springs in the

morning. Besides these, there are great num-
bers of French visitors who come less for the

waters than to escape the great heats of the

South of France ; a sprinkling of English, as

where is there not 1 and many guides in their

brown coats and dark blue BereU, ornamented

with red and blue tassels, with the scarlet

jacket of an Eanx Chaudes guide, making here

and there a bright spot of colour among their

groups. But above all are to be met at C.

scores of priests of every age and denomination,
from the snowy robed Franciscan, to the jolly

Abbe' scouring the mountains on his pony, with

his gown pinned up, in search of wild flowers

and rare insects. The waters of C.
, however,

are a renowned remedy for complaints of the

throat, and the priests seemed to flock there

chiefly for purposes of cure, belying thereby the

legend which saith that the "
clergyman's sore

throat "
is a judgment of Heaven upon the

Keformation.

It was here, in the autumn of 185- that an

old priest finished his course. I had visited

C. regularly for many summers, and had

known him well, better, indeed, than almost

any one in the place, for he shunned society,

and dreaded making new acquaintances, which

each year had to be broken ofi". Having
come to C. originally for health, he had for

many years taken up his abode there, and did

duty as resident Cure— a good simple old man,
not "passing rich," but living comfortably
on forty pounds a year, with a little garden
and meadow on a slope of the mountain so

steep that the mowing of his hay was to me an

annual miracle. An old deaf housekeeper and

a couple of immense Pyrenean dogs were his

sole companions. Many a cigar had I smoked

at the good old man's fireside
; many a long talk

had I had with him ;
and many a time had I

been shamed out of my Protestant intolerance

by the simplicity and charity of the old Cur^.

And now he was gone, and I was truly grieved.

I followed the remains of my poor old friend

to the grave, and then returned to try to con-

sole poor inconsolable old Julie, who met every

attempt in that direction with the reply,
" Je

n'entends pas, et je'n ai pas besoin d'eutendre,

puisque M. le Cure' est mort." The young
Abbe' who had performed the funeral, at last

persuaded Julie to give him her master's keys,

and allow him to look over his papers and see

if there were any of importance, and he invited

me, as an older friend, to join him in the

examination. There were not many to go

through ;
one or two requests

—a provision
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for Julio—a few letters, ami neveral papers,

boarijigdato many, many ye.ifH before, relating
to bistoriea imparted to him iu the coufeutioual.

Thoyoimg priest glaucoj at those at fjrst a» if

ho feareil to commit .sacriU-ye by doing mo ;
but

they all began with the words,
** Siuce every

person connected with tliese evonts in dead, I

consitler that this Iiistory is no longer under
the Heal of the cont'essional."

I ea>ily persuaded him to bestow thorn upon
me, the more easily as tlicy evidently savoured

too much of the "
shop

"
to bo valuable

possessions to himself. On returning to my
hotel I e.xamined these papers ; they proved to

bo chiefly memcraiida, uninteresting to one to

whom tho persons were unknown
;
but thero

was one story longer than tho rest, which I

thought worth preserving, and now otl'er to my
readers. It wjw iu a woman's hand, and wa.s

heailod by a few words iu tho good Cure"s

writing, to the effect that the emotion of

his i)euitont Madame do M. rendered her

spoken narration so unintelligililo, that he had
been compelled before giving her absolution, to

beg her to state her cjiso in writin.,', pledging
his priestly honour, at the same time, that all

sho might write should be cousi lerod equally
" under the seal." That seal is now removed.
Here is the record of a sad little tragedy, which
took place years ago in this corner of the globe,

unsuspected by all tho world save tho priest
and the two or three persons immediately con-

cerned. .May they all have got happily through
their allowance of purgatory by this time, and
be now sleeping in profoundest rest ! I

You have bidden me write my history, my
Father, before Idle, and I acci-pt tho penance,
but it is tho bitterest you could have inflicted.

You have seen how my tongue failed, anil my
lips refused to speak, when 1 strove to tell you
by word of mouth the history of the last few
weeks of my life. Tho l;ist, do I say 1 Ay
mdeed the last, for I know well that I shall

never leave this bed till I seek rest in one
narrower and tlarker. Oh, that my soul might
sleep there with my body ! Oh, that eternal for-

getfulness miglit bo mine, in-tead of eternal

memory and wakefulness ! 15ut if even now
I never clo.so my eyes without the scene of my
crime and my agony IxdiiL,' present with mo—
if I never sloop but to dream of it—how far

worse will it bo when the faintness leaves me
which is now my only relief i Oh ! it is terrible

to think of existing for years, perhaps for cen-

turies, with my brain and heart on fire with

pain as they are now, and that without tiio body
which at length gives me rest by refu.sing
to sutler more. Yet if I die without his forgive-
ness—my Father, I dare not face the futiu^ .

I will strive to collect my thoughts, and rolata

all that you would know.

I was born in Switzerland, in a little village

on the shorts of tho lake of Geneva. My
father was a doctor, and tui ho pOHsessed a little

property of his own, we wero rather better oflf

than our neighbours, and 1 was sent for my
education to one of the l)est convents in tho

neigh Iwurhood. Hero I p;us;ied my time peace-

fully for several years, ami on leaving it at

fifteen I learnt that my parents had jiromised mo
in marriage to a young lawyer, tlie son of an

oltl friend of my father's. I saw him for the

lirst time the next day. Ho was tall and

handsome, and at fifteen a girl's heart Ls easily

won. Wo lovtid each other almost from tho

tirst moment of our meeting, and it was agreed
that our betrothal should take place as soon

as tho few months ha 1 expired that were

wanting to complete tho year of mourning for

his mother. According to the rules of etiquette,
we shouM not have been allowo'l to be alone

together till after that ceremony ; but my
parents were not .strict, and I used to wander for

hours with Andrt^ by the shores of the lake,

listening to the songs of the birds, and to the

sounds of the sweetest voice, save one, I have

ever heard. One afternoon towards the end of

May, we were strolling thereas usual. The heat

was unusually great for the time of year, and
we had been sitting close to the water's edge,

listening to its soft cool murmur, and watching
its tiny waves rippling in the sun. Ah, how

happy we were ! We wandered slowly on, .say-

ing a word now and then, until we came to a

largo old tree, at the foot of which a man was

lying apparently asleep. Wo ha<.l passed

him, when .sometliing in his attitude attracted

Andre's attention, and he turned back and

touched his shoulder. No movement answered.

1 ^tood a few paces oil", trembling I knew not

why. Audro bent down for a moment and

looked at his face ;
then ho turned to me.

"
Marie,

" he sai<l,
"

I fear he has had a sun-

stroke
;
he h;is fainteil. Ho ought to have medi-

cal advice at once. I can easily carry him to

your father's. Go on and prejvire them—it

may save his life." A cold chill .seemed to come
over me and my happiness, but I obeyed ia

silence. Of course, living where we did, 1 h.ad

seen persons suffering from sun-stroke before.

I knew what a dangerous thing it was ; and with

a heart full of compa-ssion I hastened home,
and Ix^foro .\ndre could arrive with his burden,

my mother and I had made our only spare
room ready to receive the sufferer. My Father,

surely I may hiirry over what foUoweiL That

was not my crime, and I do not think th.at to

dwell upon it need be a part of my penance.

The young stranger was a Frenchman ; and for
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many and many a week I helped my mother
to nurse him. His illness was long and dange-

rous, but he had youth on his side, and a strong

constitution. My father at length pronounced
him convalescent. Alas ! I helped as well as

I could to amuse his slow recovery ;
and before

he was well, before—I must do him the justice

to say
—he had heard of my engagement to

Andre'—he had asked me in marriage from my
father ! Poor old father, he was dazzled, and

so was my mother, by the stranger's proposals.

Perhaps so was I, too, for I did not make the

strong resistance that might have turned them
from their purpose ;

but it is not the custom in

Switzerland for a girl to dispute her father's

will in the question of marriage. Enough.
Before the day came that was to have wit-

nessed my betrothal to Andrd, I was married

to Monsieur de M., heir presumptive to one

of the noblest titles and finest estates in

France. He explained his prospects to my
father with the utmost frankness. He was
heir to his cousin, the Due de B., who with

his wife was already passed middle life and was

childless. I believe the idea of what my son

would succeed to was even then the prominent
one in my mind, as it certainly was in my
father's, who exulted in the thought that a

grandson of his should be born to such great-

ness. We were married
;
and lived—well not

unhappily—for about a year, when my hus-

band, who had never quite recovered the eflfects

of the sun-stroke, was attacked by a fever,

which in a few hours was fatal, and, oh I

shame to say it ! his loss was hardly enough to

cloud my supreme joy and pride in the birth of

Ely baby-boy. My treasure ! my own darling !

I think you would forgive your wretched

mother even now if you could know the im-

mense tenderness and devotion that filled my
heart to overflowing every time that I looked

at you, or held you to my breast in those first

days of your life. I was so proud too—so

proud of my baby, and so proud of his pro-

spects, for they were very brilliant. His cousin

was now upwards of fifty, and had the reputa-
tion of having amassed great wealth during his

long possession of the B. estates, and though
he considered my husband's marriaga a mesal-

liance, and never took any notice of me, yet as

my boy grew up he sent for him to Paris, and

undertaking the charge of his education, pub-

licly proclaimed him his heir. I let him go,

my darling, and never once murmured at all

those long years during which I scarcely saw
him. Was it not for his good that he should be

separated from me ? The Duchesse de B.

had died, and it was natural that the Due
should wish for the society of his heir. I

had moved meanwhile to this neighbourhood.

These springs had been recommended for my
health, and the journey hither from Switzerland

was too long to be undertaken every year.

At length the time came when my boy was

twenty ;
and his cousin placed him in the

French Army. He wrote to me that he was

coming to pay me a visit—coming to show
himself to me for the first time in his uniform.

I shall never forget the day when he arrived.

I had expected him all the afternoon
;
and at

last when night began to fall, I fancied he would
not come till the next day, and was sitting

wondering what could have delayed him, when
the ring came at the anteroom bell which

announced my boy's arrival. I flew to the

door, and stopped, trembling, when I saw the

tall strong form standing on the threshold.

Could that be my boy whom I had rocked on

my knees as it seemed but yesterday ? A second

decided it.

" My mother !

" he said, and almost lifted

me in his arms.
" My son !

" And in a moment the time

since we parted was all nothing. How noble

he looked in his blue uniform, with his bright
brown eyes and black curly hair. And yet
when I came to watch him quietly, there was

something in his look which troubled me. He
was much handsomer than he had been when
he left me, but his expression then had been

'

all sparkling gladness and merriment, while

j

now there was a look of grief about the lines
'

of his mouth when in repose that made me
! feel a vague uneasiness lest he should have

some sorrow which I did not know.

After supper, we were sitting over the fire,

, chatting dreamily of one thing and another,

when my boy roused himself suddenly, and

said,
" Of course, you have heard the great

news, mother ?
"

*<What news?" I asked. "You forget

what an out-of-the-way place this is—the last

that news comes to."

He paused an instant, and then said with

an effort,
"
Only that the Due de B. is going

to be married."

Heavens ! how the blood seemed to rush from

my heart, leaving me pale and sick. The news

I heard seemed ruin to my boy ! Could it be

true ? Was it, indeed, for this that I liad de-

prived myself of the very light of my eyes for

so many years 1 I tried to speak calmly, but

the words came slowly, and my voice was thick.

* ' To be manied, and at his age
—

impos-
sible !

"

*' Too true, however, my mother," said

Henri. " He will be a young bridegroom of

just seventy-two. Monday week is fixed for

the marriage. I shall go up in time to drink

my fair cousin's health at the wedding."
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The bitterness of my disappouitmout would

no longer bo repreBsed.
"
Oh, my boy, my boy ! how criul ! how

terriblo for you ! NNHiy did 1 over aeud you

away to that hateful Paris, to bo ncparatod
from mo fur »o long, aud ruiuoil at huit I

"

''
Ay, why, indeed, mother I" ho answered

lightly, aud yet with a sort of eariiostuess iu

his voice. "It wa.s a grand mistake, but it

is too lato to think of that now. Don't you
want to know somothing about tho brido I

Ilow happy .s/u: must bo to-night, oh, mother ?
"

aud there was something like a snocr upon his

face.

*' What do I care about her ?" 1 answered,

gloomily,
" well

;
who ia she ?

''

** Mademoiselle Caroline de D., aged seven-

teen, six weeks ago. Bah !

" he added, rising

and walking up and down tho room,
"

it'.s a

bad business. These manages de convenauce

are hateful things
—a blot upon France. Well,

my news is told now, and we won't talk of it

any more. Why, I came down here on pur-

pose to forget it and enjoy myself."
Then he stooped aud kissed me, and no

more was said
;
but it w.is a heavy, heavy heart

that I carried to my bed that night.

My boy stayed with mo till Sunday week,
and then returned to Paris, unaccountably, as

it seemed to me, to attend his cousin's wed-

ding, and I was left alone to cherish all tho

bitter feelings excited by the news he had

brought. The marriage duly took place. I

read the account of it iu tho paper—the de-

scription of the bride's beauty, and tho list

of her splendid presents ;
and about a year

and a half later, I read in the same paper tho

birth of her son, the boy who was to snatch

tho iuheritanco from mine. My Father, 1 be-

lieve tho devil entered into my heart that day,
and instead of driving him out, I welcomed

him, and nourished my impotent anger against
the authors of my grief, until it became a

consuming fire. Ah, how rapidly and how

fatiUly it has consumed all my happino-ss.

In the morbid state of my iuii)d at that

time, I used to read greedily ;dl news of the

do B. family that I could find in the papers—the rejoicings at tho birth of the heir—
tho feastings at the lamily place ;

and then

I heard no more of them for some time, ex-

cept that the old Due had ha>l a i>andytic

stroke, and was now a cripple, although still

in i)erfect pos-session of his mental faculties.

At length, about three years after the birth of

the baby—oh, my Father, little more than a

month ago— I roceive<l a letter which threw
me into an indescribable turmoil of mind. It

was from the Due de B. ;
a few short and

cold lines, saying that his infiiut son, having

Bhowu bigns uf delicate health, had \>een re-

commended mountain air by the physicians,
and ho therefore trespassed upon my well-

known kindness ho far as to reciuent that I

would receive tho little boy at C. and take

charge of him for—an indefinite period. The
letter concluded by s;iying that a.s tho Duo
felt coufident that I should not refuse to

do him this favour, he should not think it ne-

ces.sary to await my reply, but should send

tho child by tho first opportunity, and as

would be no doubt most agreeable to mo, he

would entrust the selection of an attendant to

my care, and the child would bo left at my
house quite alone. Tho next day ho arrived—a fine, ro.sy, healthy boy. Bah ! they could

not deceive me by tho shallow pretence of ill-

health. I felt at once that tho father must want
to bo rid of tho child, or ho would never have

sent it to me—to me who hated it. Heaven help
me ! I believed, fool that I was ! that it was
his love for viij .son, the heir he had educated

and cared for fur so many years, that had poi-

soned his affection for hLs own child ! . . . .

I swear before God, and to you, my Father,
that I had no thought of killing that innocent

baby. It is true that the care of that chdd

became to me daily a more hateful burden

from the constant reminder it brought of what

was, and what might have been. It is true

that, as day by day passed on, and no letter

or message came from Paris, I became more

and more convinced that my feelings were

shared by its father
;
but still, when the baby

lips touched mine, and the baby arms clung
round me, I relented, and oven felt a .sort of

compassionate tenderness for a being .so help-

less and 80 tender thus consigned to tl.e care

of its bitterest enemy.
One day I took the boy out upon tho moun-

tains, chiefly becau.se 1 was myself .so rest-

less and unea.sy that tho confinement of

the house was intolerable. A thunder

cloul lowered in the distance, but tho

sky over-hea'l was clear and blue, and the

torrent sparkled brightly in tho sunshine,

Tho street w.%s crowded with joyous groups,

and many peals of gay laughter rang in my
car. Little Bernard was excited and happy,
and his merry .shouts oppressed and irritated

ine. Wo rambled on until wo came to one of

the watorfalli*, of which, as you know, there

are so many in thus neighbourhood. It was

a lonely spot, and very beautiful. -V rock

coveretl with grass and ferns stretched over

the torrent, and below the water rushed,

throwing up clouds of spray in which a rain-

bow shone. I .s.it down on this rock to rest,

holding Bernard by the haniL Dark thoughts

were brooding in my heart. My Father, at
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times I think that insanity was so near me
then that I was hardly responsible for my
actions. Presently the boy grew restless, and
attracted by the rainbow, he tried to pull me to

the edge of the rock. I resisted for some time,
but at length I grew tired of holding him back,
and rose. We walked to the very brink of

the precipice. Some flowers grew just below
the rock on which we stood ; before I saw
what he was going to do, Bernard stooped to

gather them, throwing himself forward over

the rock, with his whole little weight on my
hand. Father, I think the pangs of death
cannot be worse than those I feel in writing of

that moment. The thought flashed like light-

ning into my mind, suppose Bernard were to

fall ? An accident to him at that moment
would make my boy's prospects all bright-
ness ! The horrible suggestion came to me,
1 know not whence, to let the child go.
An irresistible impulse swept over my soul,
and seemed to hold me ix)werles3 in its grasp ;

a dimness came over my sight, and something
seemed to relax and then stiffen the muscles
of my hand. The boy was still leaning over
the precipice ; one moment more—a slip of
the little feet—one little cry, and all was over !

He was dashed on to the rocks below ! For
an instant I was scarcely sensible

;
the next

all the guilt and horror of my crime rushed
orcsr me. As far as I can recall the sensations

of that awful moment, what I felt was not so

much regret as a wild lougiug to follow Bernard.
I was in the act of throwing myself over where
he had disappeared, when a strong arm grasped
mine. I turned, and saw my son—his face

livid, his mouth working with passion. I

struggled to free myself. I tried to break from

him, and rush back to the torrent
; but his

strength was too great ; he held me fast until

he had dragged me out of the reach of danger
on the nearest footpath. Then, when I had
ceased to resist him, he threw me off with a
movement of horror, and as I reeled from him,
I heard his voice—his voice say," Unnatural woman

; hear what you have
done. You have murdered my child !

"

Without knowing what I did, hardly un-

derstanding the words, I threw myself on the

ground before him, and tried to cling to his

knees, but he spurned me with his foot.
"
Listen," he said,

" for by heaven you shall
never hear my voice again. I loved Caroline
de D., loved her so that when she was
forced to marry that fool de B., I could
not lose her. I was constantly in my cousin's
house—her child was mine. He discovered
it a month ago, and tlireatened to divorce his

wife, but had he done so, I, the seducer, was
his heir. Ho consented to forgive her on con-

dition that he should never see the child again,

and demanded where I would have it sent
;

and T thought, God forgive me, that my mother

and its grandmother would treat it tenderly,

and care for it as her o«n. I followed you
here to-day to see my child. Wicked woman,
I demand its life at your hands ! I thought
to see my mother, and I find a murderess !

May heaven forgive you—I never will." . . .

I remember no more until I found myself here

in bed, and oh, but for the future, would God
that I had never come to myself again.

(What follows is in the Cure''s handwriting.)
I had just finished reading the above melan-

choly history when a messenger summoned me
to the death-bed of this unhappy lady. I has-

tened at once to her house, and meeting the

doctor descending the stairs, I drew him aside,

and asked after his patient.
" You are not too late," he replied,

" but

she will not last through the night ;
she is

sinking fast, and the pulse has almost stopped
at the wrist. It is a case of collapse, and I

confess I hardly understand it, for the symp-
toms have not warranted such an end. She

is still young ; only forty-one, she tells me.

She mus.t have gone through a great deal to

have so exhausted nature. She must have

suffered. Ah, well, I will not detain you,

Father
;
there is no time to be lost."

I had just administered the last rites of the

Church, and M;idame de M. lay back in her

bed fainting, when a knock came at the door

of the room. I went to open it, for it was

not fitting that she should be disturbed in her

last moments. On the threshold stood a young
ofiicer in blue regimentals. I knew him in-

stantly, of course, though 1 had never seen

him before, and admitted him in silence. He
entered withoixt a word, and walked to the

bed. Roused by the movement, Madame de

M. turned her head and saw him. With

a loud cry she lifted herself up, and with a

great efi'ort threw herself towards him. He
received her in his arms, and bent his head

down over her.

"
Mother, I am come to forgive you," he

whispered solemnly. "I also have sinned."

We never knew whether she heard those

words. When her son laid her gently back

on the pillow she was dead.

THE TWINS.
A Story in Two Parts.

PART II.

Was I dreaming 1 was I mad ? and then the

truth in all its nakedness flashed across me,

and I understood the miserable perfidy of the

sisters.
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In my absence they hatl come to the Miigular

deturujiiiiition of chiiiiijiiij^ lovim. Aiiiic'o w;u*

to bo liol/s, Cit-raMiiie was to bo mine—a

cool arrau^^t-incut, to siiy tlio lujist of it, to

which 1 Could not undoihtaiul 15otj'» agneiiiy
without first consulting uw. The c«xho, how-

ever, was too clear to admit of a doubt, and I

resolved never again to trust a wouian'n lovo,

never agiiin U) btlie\e in a nim's friondsliip.

Wrutched ia the man whose faith in human

goodness is shipwrecked. I was mi.Mirablo, I

biul nothing left to believe in. 1 w;is glad,

however, that 1 had found out iu time the

wortlilc«snoss <-i luo woman to Trhom I waa

plighted before I was bound to her for life :

and yet huch was tho lovo I boro her, tliat I

verily Injlicve had sho a>ke<l my f i ,1
should have taken her back to niyh ..;: ..^.liu.

Before leaving the ground^*, which would
never be entered by me again, I took c^ne

long List look at those walls within which
I had spent so many ha]jj)y days, and then

like one in a dream walked back to LiverpooL
I looked neither right nor left

;
I heard nothing,

saw nothing ;
and it has often been to me a

matter of :istonishmeut how I ri-ached my

bcC jiilgO iwB.

lodgings in safety. 1 nearly upset my old

landlady, when she opened the door, in my
hurry to reach my room. There I locked myself

up, and longed for my nuithor to comfort me,
but the only comforter 1 had wjus Mrs. liuggins,
who foUowetl me up-stairs as fast as her obesity
would ix>ruiit, and knocking at my door, en-

treated mo "
like a dear good gentleman to

take a bit of something to eat."

I told her that I could not eat, and begged to

bo left to die in peace : and I really did my l)e.st

to die of a broken heart, but death would not

come to me when I called. I lay on my hard

horse-hair sofa for some hours, refu.sing all Mi-s.

IJuggins's entreaties to open my door, but at

length with darkness came hunger— I groi)ed

my way to a tlrawir, and fortunately found a

biscuit, which kept my cravings (piiot forawhile,

only to return, however, with renewed force

after a space. I wa-s thinking of following the

example of pious ..'Eneas and his comrades who,

were ilriveu
" consumere mensas," but it stnick

mo that my mahogany would be tough, and at

the samo moment a delicious clatter of plates

reached my ear. I could not resist those dulcet

souudB, and crossing the room on tip-toe I
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turned the key gently in the lock, the bolt

slided back, and there was no obstacle but a

door between my hunger and the food that

would satisfy it. Mrs. Buggins must have

heard the turning lock, for immediately the

door opened, and my nostrils were saluted

with a savoury smell. I heard the sound of a

tray laid upon the table : I could not wait for

a light, but groping with my hands, seized

the first eatable that came in my way, and

when she returned I was gnawing ravenously
at a small leg of Welsh mutton, when she re-

turned with a moderator, the light from which

displayed to my astonished eyes Robert Ram-

say calmly seated in my arm-chair.

This was impudence ! impudence without a

precedent ! I stood aghast, my mouth was
too full to permit of articulation, and I had to

wait for some seconds before I was able to

splutter out a command that he should leave

my presence. He smiled, and was on the

point of speaking, when, unable to restrain

any longer my indignation at his insolence, I

hurled the loaf at his head. He ducked and

escaped the blow, and I was preparing to

attack him with my fists, when my legs began
to fail me and I fell fainting to the floor.

" How dare you show your false face in this

room, Robert Ramsay ?
" I whispered, as con-

sciousness returned.
"
Percy, you make a mistake. Before

ten minutes are over I shall have all the

apology I want
;
but you are too weak to talk,

my poor fellow, let me lead you to a chair, and
I will talk to you."

I was too weak to resist, he placed me in an

arm-chair, and took a seat near me. Nothing
I knew could explain away what I had seen

with my own eyes, but still I wished to hear

what he had to say without pretending to

listen
; accordingly, I feigned sleep, but though

my eyes were closed, my ears were on the

stretch not to lose a word of Bob's narrative.
" You are quite worn out, I see, Percy," he

began, after throwing his cigar into the grate ;

•' so I will make my story as short as possible.
I must begin, however, from the first, and
tell you that on returning from seeing you ofi",

I found a note begging my immediate pre-
sence at Rosebank. Old Crump, I knew, had
left Liverpool for a few days, and, thinking that
the girls wanted my escort for a ride, I obeyed
the summons at once. I found them in their

walking dresses
; they wished me to take them

somewhere, where, they would not say, till I

had promised to accompany them. I promised
rashly, and then they told me that they were

going to consult an oculist, of whose arrival

they had just heard from their maid. I begged
them to pause before they placed themselves

under the care of a man of whose capabilities

they knew nothing ;
but they said, and said

rightly, that he could not make their squints

worse, and he might make them better. They
told me that no one knew how much they
felt their misfortune, and tlxat they wondered
how you and I could marry such frights, and
then they pictiired yours and their father's

joyful surprise, if, on returning, you and he

should find their squints cured . They quivered
all over with the very anticipation of such an

event. I could resist no longer. I took

them to the oculist, who said the squints were

perfectly curable, and that a slight operation
would set them right. They ofi"ered to undergo
it at once : Geraldine sat down like a heroine

and hardly winced when the lancet touched

her eyes, Aimde was nearly as good, though she

had not your hand to hold. Bandages were

placed on their eyes, not to be removed for a

couple of days ;
we returned in a cab as far as

the garden gate, and there we got out, as they
wished no one but their maid to hear of their

adventure. With much laughter I led them

through the garden, and handed them over to

her care. I was not to see them, they said,

till the time arrived for removing the bandages,
as they intended to keep to their own room.

The time passed quickly. When I returned the

second day I found them in great excitement,

eagerly anticipating their cure. I was to

remove the bandages ;
I untied the knots

with trembling fingers, and looked at their

eyes, but, alas, saw no change. My look of

dismay showed them that the operation was

unsuccessful : they looked at each other, and

then ran to the mirror, when each uttered a

piercing shriek. Aimde rushed into my arms,
Geraldine fell fainting on the sofa. I was

at a loss to understand why your Aimee
had so honoured me, but soon all was ex-

plained, for she whispered in my ear,
* What

shall we do. Bob dearest ? our squints have

changed places.' It was indeed too true :

Aim^e squinted in, Geraldine squinted out."

I started from my pretended slumber when

I heard the strange deno^mient ; and, burning
with mingled shame at my disgraceful con-

duct, and joy to find that Aimde loved me

still, I threw myself at Bob's knees and im-

plored his pardon, and humbly apologised for

my ungentlemanlike behaviour.
" Shake hands, old fellow," he replied, kind

heart that he was
;
"shake hands, all is for-

given and forgotten. I dare say I should

have acted just as you did, for appearances
were terribly against us, though I hardly

think I could have believed that either you or

Geraldine was false. You have spoiled my
beauty for a week, that is all. Now go to

II
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bod, anJ get a good uiijlit's rest : you must go
'

early to lloHoVKink and inaku your j)eaco with
,

Geraldiup, who dooa not like to hco hor lover

with a Bwtdled face and black uycH. Hut I

will guarantee that you aro soon forgiven,

there will bo no tiuio for Geraldine to wa«t« in

anger ; we have all of us to consult bow we are \

to acquaint old Crump of what ban befallen

his daughters. Go to bed, there'H a good

fellow, I am going to turn in early. Good

night"
;

I was HO worn out that I slept like a top,

and believe I should have been sleeping now
had not Ramsay insisted on my jumping out

:

of bod, and, after a hurried breakfast, accom-
^

panying him to Rosebank. Without his pro-

tection I could not have faced the sisters, so

utterly ashamed was 1 of my conduct. Bob ,

almost dragged me into their presence. Aimee
'

flew into my arms, and asked me how I could
j

have doubted her ;
but Geraldine received me

^

very coldly, and looked at Bob inquiringly.
He pleaded for my forgiveness, and assured

her that I had suffered far more than he had
j

done. This she did not quite seem to believe,

but at length she was pacified, and once more I

a united party we sat down to consult about

the common weal.

We agreed that their father must not be '

kept in the dark, but all were unanimous in

wishing to keep the story from the ears of

Liverpool gossips. Bob and I were therefore
,

obliged to give up all ideas of vengeance on

the quack, who would not have had a whole

bone in his body if we had had our way.
It only remains to add that about three

months afterwards Bob and I led our re-

spective brides to the altar, and that although ,

we are some years older now, we do not regret
our choice. J. B.

CARICATURE. I

It would hardly bo too much to say that,

of all the different branches of the pictorial

art, caric:iture has been, and is, the most

generally popular and attractive. And any
explanation of this fact which might be

founded on the notion that it i.n a low stylo
of art, and, as such, appeals to the multitude

rather than to the more edticate I cla.sse«.

Would bo very fallacious both in its premises
and its conclusion. For, in the first place,

though it certainly does not require in the

artist the same description of genius which

inspires a great landscape or historical painter ;

though it does not call forth the same acute and
ever-watchful eye for the ever-varying tints of

nature, united with that mastery of colour,
that delicate but decisive firmness of touch

which have been ho conspicuous in Claude, or

Salvator, or, a)>ove either, in our own Turner;

though again the fervid appreciation of all tluit

is noble and majestic, tender and engaging, of

all in short th.at bears the stamp of any kind of

l>eauty, \hi not, at leiust in any high degree, uecc»-

sary to the caricaturist, as they aro to him who
would reproiluco on his oanva-s the great cha-

ractors or events of history ; and though, were

Im genius in his lino ever so coDsummate,
those gifts cannot be displayed by him with

tlio same loftiness of idea, and perfection of

execution, which aro the glory of Ilaphael and

Leonardo
; though of the lifelike softness of

Correggio, or the fiery energy of Michael

Angelo, he has alike no need
; yet must ho

have gifts of his own of no ordinary frequency,
and of no contemptible order, if he would

achieve high popularity in his own day, much
more a permanent renown with future genera-

tions ; if he would not be content with the

temporary gaze of lookers into shop-windows,
but if he rather aspires to a place in the port-

folio of the collector or in the library of the

historical student. And what those gifts are

wo shall see more clearly, if wo examine first

what are his objects, and the limitations under

which he seeks to attain them. His aim is to

excite a laugh (so far indeed he appeals to the

taste of the multitude, who certainly prefer

laughing to crying, or even to serious think-

ing) ; but to this must be added, that the

mirth which he desires to call forth is only
directed against what deserves to be laughed
at. He aspires to be with the pencil what

the satirist (of the school of Horace, not of

Juvenal) is with the pen. He believes with

the merry little
"

pig of Epicunis's stye,'' that

for many faults and follies and weaknesses,

ridicule is a more efficacious correction than

sterner reproof ;
and just such are the food

which he selects for himself and the public.

For with great crimes ho has nothing to do
;

they aro beyond him. If breaking a butterfly

upon a wheel would be a senseless waste of

power, it Ls equally such, in an opposite sense,

to prick with a lancet atrocities which require

to be extirpated by tlio axe. Treasons there-

fore, murders, and the like, dee<ls of black-

ness such as the law deals with, he leaves to

the law : but deceit, and treachery of all

kinds, whether of actual tuq>itude or such as

originates in mere vanity and snobbish pre-

tension ; intrigue, in either sense of the word ;

inconsistency, whether of character or of jwli-

tical profession ; vagaries of Cushion, of eccen-

tricity, of atlectation, are his legitimate game ;

nor to these does he disdain occasuDnally to

add marked peculLarities of feature or manner.

To do justice upon offences such as these, he
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must be encliiod with a keen appreciation of

men and things ;
with a vivid sense of the

ludicrous and contemptible, combined (and
this not only for the purpose of contrast) with

an equally just perception of what is dignified

and respectable. For it is not more requisite,

it is not even nearly so indispensable that he

should omit no opportunity of showing up the

wrong, as it is that he should never, under any

temptation, assail what is right. To these

faculties the political caricaturist (and he is

the artist in this line whose subjects are of

the most enduring interest, and who has

consequently the best chance of earning a

long-lived reputation) must add skill of a

high class in portraiture, enabling him to bring

unmistakeably before the eye not only the

features and the expression, but the figure,

the gait, the attitude, the whole character, in

short, of his subject : preserving the resem-

blance amid all the exaggerations of bur-

lesque. Moreover, he must be rapid both in

conception and execution— catching his victim

on the wing, and bagging him before he ge-ts

out of sight ;
and he mu.st be able by skilful

grouping, and the judicious use of accessories,
to make his work tell its own story : for an
old joke is no joke at all, and stiil less is that

one whose point requires formal explanation
to render it intelligible. In short he must be

a man of an instinctive sense of propriety, of

wit, of humour, and of unfailing readiness ;

uniting to these qualities the draughtsman's
attributes of correctness of eye and deftness of

hand.

It is not, of course, meant to be implied
that all these quaUties met in the earliest

practitioners of the art : indeed it appears to

have come into existence at an era not par-

ticularly adapted for the development and

display of some of them, namely, at the close

of the middle ages, when refinement and deli-

cacy, even among the noblest in birth or the

softest in sex, were at the very lowest ebb
;

and when natiiral, and political, and, still

more, religious animosities exercised a domi-
nion very unfavourable to scruples of taste.

In his elaborate, and, we must add, most

amusing history of the art, Mr. T. Wright telLs

us that the kind of drawing which we now
speak of as caricature, originally obtained

vogue in Germany among the heats engen-
dered by the Reformation, crossed the Rhine
into France during the furious civil wars
which were the sequel of that great movement,
and first obtained a solid footing among us
when the kingdom was divided against itself

in the Great Rebellion. The mere drawing
of grotesque figures was, of course, no new
practice : indeed it is one which, from the

imitative disposition of mankind in general,

we might expect to have been almost coeval

with the use of the brush or pencil. And
accordingly we find many examples of such

figures on the walls of Pompeii au'l Hercula-

neum, though living characters and existing

customs do not appear to have furnished the

subjects. Jesting on such, we may well con-

ceive, was too dangerous a pastime in days
when Caligula burnt a man alive for a bad

pun. Bat the gods and ancient heroes had

no such champions, and so the wags of Rome
and Naples broke their lances, that is their

pencils, on their mythology, and made fuu of

-^neas fleeing from Troy or from Dido, and of

Jupiter courting Dauae, or bringing Minerva

from his pericranium. In a similar spirit the

mediiBval jokers set to work, though it may
be pleaded in their defence that they were

not at first quite so irreverent, since their

principal butt was the devil himself ;
and iu

very miprepossessiug guise were they wont to

represent him. Horns projected from his

temples, his ears were those of an ass, his

skin was that of a goat ;
for feet and sometimes

for hands he had cloven hoofs
;
his forked tail,

hairless as a rat's, hung between his legs like a

turnspit's ;
his teeth were tusks, his feiTet eyes

mingled cruelty with their cunning. At other

times he was a fox, or a wolf, with the addi-

tion of griflin's wings, or some equal mon-

strosity. And yet, however terrible his form

or apparent means of mischief, he was gene-

rally rendered even mere ridiculous than for-

midable, as being overreached by the superior

cunning of man, or vanquished by some re-

cipe of especial sanctity and power. If he

went to steal beer, the holy water with which

the barrel had been sprinkled held him as

fast to its hoops as birdlime. Did he try to

secure a repentant and fugitive adherent by
a grab at his raiment, his victim escaped him,

not, like Mawworm, by the sacrifice of the

tails of his coat, but, by the aid of the Virgiu,

who whisked him away out of his reach :

while sometimes an advertary of unusual

boldness would turn the tables on him, catch-

ing him by the leg in a trap, or, as is reported

of St. Dunstan, by the nose with nippers as

hot as if they had come from his own fire-

place. But, when Luther began to unchain

men's minds, those who were inclined to his

doctrines found persons whom, if they feared

them less than the devil, they hated more ;

and the stories of the rapacity and sensuality of

the monks and friars were embodied in many
a satiiic cut, in which the Pope himself was

not spared ;
while the Romanists retaliated

with corresponding sneers at Luther and his

nun-wife, or at the ditfereuces between the
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varioas sects of the Reformers, whom they

portr.iyetl, uikUt many a fii,'uriitivo alliiHiou,

HA iiiterriii>tiii!^ their warfuro against the l*u[w

to tuni their arms against each otlior. I

From Germany caricatiiro pi-tseil, as w«»

have Hai'l, into France
; from I'rance, in tho

mi'lillo of the Beventecnth c 'ntiiry, it spread to

ourHolvus. Nor could any country at any time

have l)eon riclier in subjects for a humorous

pencil than Kn-^land then was, when tho diiso-

lute habits of the Cavaliont, and the atrocitiuH

falsely imputed to them, aH'or^lod subjects for

one side
;
and the sour looks, the ungainly

apparel, the dtudiod rudeness an<l blasphemous

hypocrisies of the I'nritans furnished still more

genuine matter of contomptu')us mirth for tho

wai,'H of tho other party,
—who even combined

their indulgence of it with one of their favourite

auiusements, making their playing cardsvehicles

fur it, in whicli wo may easily imagiu'' how

many characters of that day must have jostled

one another in their claims to be portrayed
as the knaves of tho pack. From this time

forwiiiil tho growing tiisto was continually fed

by tho principal events of our history ; many
of which contained indeed no small portiim of

comical ingredient. Tho Popish plot ;
tlie

frauils imputed to tho Roman pricits (even
the Queen herself, Mary of Modena, not being

spared) ;
the scandalous jobs perpetrated by

William for the euricliment of his mistresses

anil Dutch favourites
;
the parsimony of Marl-

borough ;
Dr. Sacheverell's sermon which, ac-

cording to the artist who painted the trio in

council, was the joint production of the par-

son, the Pope, and the devil ; the South Sea

bubl)le with the insane expectations which it

engendered and fostered, and tho strangu vicis-

situiles of fortune which it produced, all fur-

nished prolific theme.s for the caricaturists of

those ages, and make their works a running
record of the times, and of the feelings witli

which tho.se transactions and tho principal
actors in them wore generally regarded ; while

one of tho pictures in which Liw himself is

portrayed is further remarkable as proving
how hrndy the popularity of what may not

unfairly bo looked iipon as the greatest of

literary caricatures, Don CJui.\ote, was already
eetablLshed among British readers ; since the '

Great Projector himself was represent d as

the Knight of La Alancha (perhaps with some
allusion to the woful countenances worn by
too many of his followers), mounted however
not on Hosinante, but on his e.squire's Dapple,

giving a more unmi.stakeable hint of the cha-

racters of those who suffered him to ride them
[

to their destruction.

If the cla.><siticatiou be correct which calls

some of Hogarth's works caricatures (and cer-
,

tdnly his "March to Finchloy," "1 Jeer Street,"
' (fin l^no," ami his prints of Wdkos and

Churchill seem to como under thin descrip-

tion), the art in tho next reign received ita

crowning compliment in the accession of so

great an artist to its ranks ; but the example
was never followed by men of ecpial ominetice,

though more tlian one of our AcadcmiciaiM

has shown as jealous and irritable a tem]>er.

The close of the life of (Jeorge II
,
and the

opening years of his grandson's reign, witli

the corniptioiis of tho elder Fox, the ofhci.d

power of Lord P>ulo, and the cause to which

that nobleman's intluence at Court was usually

attributed, were tolerably prolific of caricatures,

though almost barren, if wo compare thorn

with tho period of the Pi-aco of Paris, and tho

struggles between tho Pitt and Fox of tho

second generation. It was then that Oillray

rose into notice, an artist whose industry and

fertility for a time gave him almost a mono-

poly in the line of the profession which he had

selecteil. He was an arti.st of real humour,

quick in seizing suitable objects for his ridi-

cule, and very skilful in grouping his figures ;

but coarse in tuste, and coarse in execution.

He was almost exclusively a political carica-

turist, and began his career as a partisan of

the Minister, so vehement indeed and bitter,

that susnicions were even intimated that he

wxs in his pay. Hut that tliis idea was en-

tirely groundless is proved by many of his

works, which attacked Pitt himself whenever

he seomeil in danger of lo>ing the public con-

fidence. The truth rather seems to be, that

ho was a dissipated, and therefore a needy

man, with no settled principles, but ready to

assail whichever siiJo .seemed at the moment
to be least popular. Accordingly, on Pitt's

first appearanco in tho Ministry, he drew Fox

as tho devil, looking at tho Prime Minister

and the new Chancellor of the Exchecpjer with

the same envy with which Milton describes

Satan as regarding Adam and Eve in Par;ulise
;

six years later, when the impending Regency ap-

peared to threaten Pitt with political extinction,

Gillray painted him as a vulture trying to fix

his claws inextricably in the crown. When
tho Prince's extravagance beg.ui to excite mur-

murs. His Royal Highncsa wa.s pro<luced in

the character of i'lutilts Surfacf .selling the

portraits of his father and mother. But,
when it Iwcame necessary to apply to Parlia-

ment to pay off tho debts contracted on the

Civil List, tho King and Queen themselves

were spared as little as he had been.

After a time Gillray had some rivab« ; espe-

cially Rowlandson, a man of almost equal cele-

brity, whose inclinations apparently le^.1 him in

the opposite direction to attack Pitt rather
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than Fox
;
but whose equally loose habits led

him in a similar degree to sacrifice his political

partialities to his necessities, and often to be

guided by what would pay best, rather than by

any other consideration. Gillray died in 1815,
and the same year saw the first works of one

who was, almost from the first, allowed to

possess power superior to his, or to any that

had as yet been exercised in that line
;
and

who, though it is now half a century since

he first displayed his talents, still uses his

pencil with undiminished vigour, though no

longer in the same style. Political caricature

indeed George Cruikshank practised but a few

years ; perhaps he had hardly gall enough in

his nature to relish even the harmless per-

sonalities of such an art
; though the changes

and extravagances, or, as he named them, the

"monstrosities" of fashion supplied him with

subjects for some time longer. It is impossible
to have been happier than he was in his por-

trayal of the rapid and fantastic alterations of

dress that milliners and tailors devised for the

perplexity of their customers in his early man-
hood : from long waists to short waists, from

tight sleeves to gigots, which might well have
held a leg of mutton, or bishop sleeves, which

by themselves might have furnished materials

for a chapter ;
from Oldenburg bonnets, like a

kitchen coal-scuttle, to flat-brimmed hats,
which looked as if their model had been formed
in the frying-pan. It must be added that,
as we may judge from other products of his

pencil, if the male sex are, as they are wont
to boast, less whimsical in their changes of

attire, it is since Cruikshank's day that they
have learnt that wisdom. Certainly, unless

the artist allowed himself an unusual license

of exaggeration, man, with his head firmly
held in its position by his buckram cravat six

inches high, cut almost in two at the waist by
stays, with padded hips, and padded shoulders,

tightly laced up, tightly strapped down, had
but little cause to laugh at his fair sister

; and

might wish that the humourist, whose correct

and ready pencil transferred his follies to the

copper-plate, had had less of the skill which
has secured them an immortality of fame.

But Cruikshank had hardly deserted the

path of caricature when the vacant place was
filled by one who, though inferior to him in

originality and force, must yet be admitted to

rank in many points as the first of political
caricaturists. We allude to Mr. Doyle, long
known only as H. B.

,
the popularity of whose

works may at first have been enhanced by the

incognito which for some time he so skilfuUy

preserved ;
since the curiosity thus excited as

to the author caused them to be attributed to

more than one leader of fashion or aspiring

politician, who was either known to handle

his pencil with skill, or supposed to be en-

dowed with humour sufficient to inspire it.

His fertility of invention was absolutely un-

paralleled. In a career of full twenty years,

he published above 900 engravings, or nearly
one a week, of which few indeed were point-

less, many were exquisitely felicitous ;
faith-

ful in his likenesses, admirably correct in his

drawing, he was also gifted with a taste so

polished and true, that, while rarely missing
his object of exciting a laugh, he scarcely
ever descended to exaggeration or burlesque.
He was the Lawrence of caricature, and he

has his reward in a still enduring popularity ;

complete collections of his works selling now
for a price scarcely below that at which they
were originally published. In one point espe-

cially he diflfered from Gillray and Rowland-

son,
—in his political consistency. He was a

Tory, and the shafts of his ridicule were never

directed fiercely against that party, though, at

times, the changes in their position, or the

embarrassment of the chiefs, furnished tempta-
tions to a sly hit which he found irresistible.

Mr. Twiss has preserved a letter of Lord

Eldon's, of the year 1828, in which he de-

scribes his dissatisfaction at the composition
of the Duke of Wellington's Ministry, which,
he reports, he told the hero himself,

" was a

d—d bad one.
" But the story had got abroad

at the time, and, long before Mr. Twiss'a

volumes appeared, H. B. had stereotyped it in

a sketch which admirably portrays the very

questionable satisfaction of the Duke himself

at his own arrangements, and the unhesitating
discontent of the old Chancellor. So too,

when, in the autumn of 1834, King William

turned the Whigs out of office, and, during
the interval that elapsed before Peel returned

from Italy, the Duke took upon himself

the whole burden of the Government, H. B.

could not resist backing up the clamour of

the partisans of the late Ministry with his

pencil : yet if there was fun, there was surely

no irreverence in his drawing of the Cabinet

Council, in which the Duke of Wellington

presided as Prime Minister, the Foreign Secre-

tary was the Duke of Ciudad Podrigo, the

President of the Council was the Prince of

Waterloo,—the whole Cabinet, in fact, except j

the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Great 1

Seal, being able to put their heads into one hat.

There was often a sort of special adaptation to

his subjects in the character of H. B.'s sketches

as well as in their meaning. While the sor-

did, unscrupulous O'Connell was "Satan inlay-

ing with man for his soul," the courtly Lord

Melbourne, whose chief faults as a Minister arose

from his indolent insouciance, was portrayed
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" the Royal Cosaot," fed with dainty bits

by the Queoii'a own fuigtTH, with Hunio of hi.-«

joUoiii^iioH, who mi-stook their greater restlen-s-

aoHs for greater capacity, enviously looking
>u ; or, when in the last aUigo of exhaustion,
restored to temporary animation by the tender

»ro of the ladies of the household.

U. B. is still alive
; though it is many

^ears since ho laid aiiide his pencil,
— it is said

II a tit of disgust at the cold reception ac-

iorded to a caricature of Dr. Cummijig and

(DO or two other champions of Exeter Hall,

le himself being a sUiuuch lloman Catholic.

Jut some years before that a fresh artist, or

ather a body of fresh artist-*, came into the

ield, workin;,' together in the purest spirit of

aricature
; and, from the varied talent which

lumbers bring to a work, touching on a greater

'ariety of subjects than any sin^'le workman
ould deal with, however brilliant his versa-

ility. The brotherhood has been subject to

locasioual changes ; at times, as unhappily ia

he past year or two, to losses through the

laml of death
;
but fresh recruits have brouglit

o its service talent not perhaps inferior to,

hough naturally different from, that of its

iriginal members
; and, though it can be no

oko to have to find a sheet full of jokes every

reek, Punch cannot be said as yet to show

igns of any decay of his powers ; but Tenuiel,

*ritchett, and Keeno are no unworthy suc-

essors {dUsiiniUs ma^s quam dispares) to Doyle
jid Leech. Though the son of H. B. was at

mo time among the most distinguished mem-
•ers of the band who adorned his pages. Punch
ras so far dirtereut from that renowned artist

hat his political bias was Liberal rather than

Jonservative. But it was by no means

Iways discoverable :
—and Lord Brougham

.nd Lord Russell have furnished him with even
Qoro subjects for his mirthful satire than

Peel and Disraeli
; while, so thoroughly good-

lumoured has the satire been, that the tIc-

ims themselves must often, their very warmest
»rtis;iiis must generally, have laughed at their

iouuterfeit presentment. If Peel was admi-

"ablo as the modern Ducrow, trying to ride at

.he same time two horses so difficult to keep
Ji one track as Free Trailo and Protection

;

f the portrait of Lord G. Bentinck as the new
John (liljiin, riding hard to ruin on an express

engine, mingled a lesson of real prudence with
its humour

; if Mr. Disraeli as the political

sheai jack, offering his *' Bucks an assortment
af pledges warranted never to break,'' must
Have raised a smile on the countenance of every
freeholder in the country : so, on the other

lide. Lord Brougham himself must have
twitched his applauding nose at that best of

ill caricatures, his own portrait, or portrait

gallery wo might call it, as a Citizen of the

World, here in his national cowtume, plaul
trouaors incluilod,

— there in the French bloujw

and cap of liberty ;
in one corner with lank

hair and queer-shaped hat, his eye twinkling
with the sly cuteness of the Yankee ;

in an-

other with turban and chibouque subduing
his restless features to the otiose gravity of

the Turk
;
while the painter has ventured to

represent even the greatest personages in the

land smiling at " the new pupil in Political Eco-

nomy, or Lord John in Peel's clothes," Wobe-

gone and helpless indeed does the now Minister

look in the ill-fitting raiment ;
the hat coming

down over his eyes, the tails of the coat trip-

ping him up, the waistcoat covering his knees,

and the trousers tucked up so high as to show

only too painfully how- little the legs are able

to fill thorn. And his more recent displays

present the character of these his earlier elforts.

In fact. Punch is not properly a Tory or a

^Vhig ; but, like most of his countrymen in

their hearts, something made up of both,—
Liberal of his jokes. Conservative of his good

temper, and as impartial as the Speaker liim-

self. One day Mr. Disraeli, after a defeat by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Is consoled

by Mrs. Gamp as "
having done his werry

best to win, wich that Master Gladsting is

such a huucommon strong boy ;

" the next,

Gladsting himself with an awkward seat, and

whip up in the air so as to frighten his new

steed,
"
Democracy," is agonising Pam the

starter, who screams in vain that "it Is not

time to go yet ;" while happier still (in one

sense of the word at least, if not in the other)
is Britannia herself boxing Johnny's ears,

while the unhappy urchin's dirty lingers and

stained pinafore show as plainly as the old

, lady's scolding, what " a nice mess he has got
himself into" by dabbling with pon and ink.

That a publication distinguished for such

good-humoured fun should be generally pro-

scribed in France, is the strongest and strangest

proof how insecure the ruler of that country
must in his heart feel his position to be, when
he can dread its merry comments. But, at the

risk of having ourselves included in the same

sentence, we amnot forbear to recall the recent

i
cartoon of Liberty ti Ui Persujny ; in which

the Duke, as a sculptor, is busily engaged on a

statue of the goddcSH who, as ho Ciirves her,

has her mouth gagged and her hands manacled,
while her feet, equally chained, arc trampling 1

on the Press. No wonder that Liberty herself

is frowning, or that the visitor to the studio,

,

a Mr. Bull, with whom our readers have some

ac<iuaintiiuce, and probably some sympathy,
tells the artist that,

"
if that is his notion of

liberty, it ain't his."
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It may be owing to this diflfereuce in our

notions of liberty, that the Charivari, though
Punch's elder sister, is eo greatly infeiior to

him, both in conception and execution. A
Frenchman, if disposed to be mirthful, or at

least to record his mirth in black and white,

may not laugh at the Ministers, for they are

the Emperor's servants
;

nor at the Opposi-

tion, for they may become Ministers ; nor at an

ecclesiastical vagary or imposture, for the

Church is the main prop of the Imptrial throne
;

nor at a novelty in female fashion, lest it

should be patronised by the Empress ;
nor at

a fresh decree for boy's clothes, lest it should

conceal a jest on the Prince Imperial ;
nor at

the stage, because it is supported by govern-
ment subventions ; nor at the army, lest it

should remind the Carbonari of the garrison at

Rome
;
nor at the navy, lest it should imj)ly

a hankering for the Priuce de Joiuville
;
nor

at the law, since that would show an irreve-

rence f«r the Code Napoleon ; nor at the

police, since they are but officers of the law
;

nor at the city of Paris, because it is the

Emperor who has made it what it is
;
nor at

the country, lest a hint that grass or trees are

green might contain a covert allusion to the

intellect of those who dwell among them. So

that, Avith all these subjects barred, our good
neighbour, Jean Crapaud, is forced to subdue
his sarcasm to a very gentle simper, lest any-

thing more demonstrative should find its end
in that unpleasant laughter which is popu-

larly said to come from the wrong side of the

mouth.

In whatever country it may have been born,
whatever people may have fostered its rising

vigour, in its manly maturity caricature is

wholly our own
;
and the gentleman whom we

have named as our latest artist in that line

is, in one of his characters, no unfit emblem
of what it always should be. Punch, as mixed

by Parson Adams, and commended to his taste

by the favourable silence of Holy Writ, is best

made by adding lemon to brandy, correcting
the lemon with sugar, and seasoning the whole
with a judicious sprinkling of finely grated
spice. Just so a caricature should have

strength such as that of brandy, pungency
like the lemon, which the admixture of sugar
prevents from being overpowering ;

while the

aromatic spice of wit flavours and adds a
relish to the whole. We are not ignorant
that some punch-drinkers of doubtful sex add
a cup or two of water to the liquor, as some

artists, by themselves called good-natured, but
feeble by others, dash their caricatures with
milk and water. But we confess our own
adherence to the maxim of the Irishman, that,
if the ingredients which we have named are

properly compounded, every drop of water
that is added spoils the Punch.

C. D. Y.

CHESS AMONGST THE CELTS.

The ancient game of chess was a great
favourite with the Celts in former times. The

amusements, as indeed everything else con-

nected with this ancient race, which once in-

habited all these countries, have been almost

completely hidden from modern notice. Mr.
Tom Taylor's beautiful translations of the

Breton Lays cannot fail to excite an interest

in everything relating to the Celts. We pur-

pose to collect some of the statements that we
have met with at various times, and in dif-

ferent quarters, about Celtic chess.

There was a prince of Hy Many, a territory

situated in the modern county of Galway, who
was surnamed "the chess-player," no doubt

from his being skilled in the game. In the

same principality the officer who kept the

chess-boards was the same that had charge of

the gold and silver—in fact the treasurer.

In an old will of one of the kings of Ireland,

Cathaeir, he is reported as leaving to one of

his sons, "a man intelligent iu chess-playing," ,

who seems, by the way, to have been good for

nothing else, only his chess-board and chess-

furniture
; which, it may be presumed, was an

antique and elegant way of telling him to live

by his wits, and thank God that he had them.

There is an old historic tale which gives us

the following passage, quoted in the Intro-

duction to the Book of Rights, one of the

Celtic Society's publications, in which Jitlichealf

or chess, is thus mentioned :--

" 'What is thy name?' said Eochaidh. *It

is not illustrious,' said the other, 'Midir of

Brigh Leith.' 'What brought thee hither?'

said Eochaidh. ' To piny Jithcheal (chess) with

thee,' replied he.
' Art thou good at fithchealV

.'aid Eochaidh. ' Let us have proof of it,'

said Midir. ' The Queen, said Eochaidh,
'
is

asleep, and the house in which the fitlicheal is

belongs to her.'
' There is here,' said Midir,

' a no-worse Jithcheal.' This was true indeed:

it was a board of silver and pure gold, and

every angle was illuminated with precious

stones, and there was a man-bag of woven

brass wire. Midir then arranges the Jithcheal,

'Play,' said Midir. ' I will not, except for a

wager,' said Eochaidh. ' What wager shall

we stake ?
'

said Midir. ' I care not what,*

said Eochaidh. ' I shall have for thee,' said

Midir,
'

fifty dark grey steeds, if thou winnest

the game.
' "

I

In the Book of Rights
several times mentioned.

itself the game is

Chess-boards were
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common present from the kiugn to their

lief:*, and if they were liko Midir's, of gold

id filvor, th<y forinod u vjiluablo part of tlio

ipeiid paid by the kin^j to hi-* chiefH. Many
jcli oiitrius as the foUowinij occur in the Book

; Ri-ht.t :—
KntilUil is the kiru "f Ui Uriiiin of fa -no

To five steeds ami five inaiili-U,

'I'eii swords, ten crooked drinking horns,

Teu bondiueo, t**n cheiwbourds.

bo same king, tho King of Connaught, who

ivo the above present, gave also to another

rd two, and to another ten, chess-boar is.

Amongst tho directions for a banquet at

[ira, tho following nmst bo noted :
—

Wine is to b« dealt out to them at Tara

Uutii their 8|)iritH iire increased ; (»ic)

Varii';,'aled drinking horns with their peaks,

Sets (of chessmen) with their chessboards.

A che«-maii made of horn, elegantly carved

to the form of a king sitting in a chair of

ate, was found soaie time ago in a bog in

le county of Moath. This is, we believe, the

ily known relic of the ancient game of chess

I Ireland. C. S.

SUMMER DAY NEAR MAIDSTONE, i

415

Fkw towns in Eiiglmd are more pleasantly

tuated than Maidstone, ami few there are

hose immediate neighbourhood contains more

lat may iiiterest the geologist, tho botanist,

le agi iculturist, or the archieologist in his

srambulalions. The town itself, with its fine

d pirish church,—which is said, by the way,
» bt' one of th" largest in the kingtlom

—tlie

(mains of its archiepiscopal palace, and of the

)lU'go found''d by Archliisiiop Courtenay in

le ri'i.;n of Richard II., as well as many other

iterestiiig remnants of buildings of bygone

fea,
—contains much that will well repay

le trouble of a visit. As our object, h >w

•er, is to taku a day's stroll in tho country
>und Maidstone, we will not hero enter into

ly historical details of the town, but at once

t forth on our pedestrian tour.

Leaving the town on tho northern side, and

issing the Ciivalry barracks, we proceed for

>out a q\iarter of a mile along tho Rochi-ster

id, where a pathway through a chorry-orchard
kes us in the direction of the river Mod way,
*iich Hows silently along in the valley on

IT left. From this point a short walk over

mo gently undulating meadows, from which

ftgniticent views of the surrounditig country
e obt lined, an 1 passing by one or two hop-
rdeus and fiUiert-plantations, soon brings us

sight of the venerable ruins of AUington
atle. This building is situated on tho left

nk of tho Mod way, and cau be easily reached

by cros-sing tlie river in a ferry-lx»at which i»

kept for that purpose at the Gibraltar Inn. The
remains of tho fortress aro of consi lerablo ex-

tent, and many of tho external parts w-to till

recently in a state of good preservation. It

is constructed in the form of a par.illolograra,

having massive roimd towers at tho corners,

with others of smaller dimensions stationed at

various parts. Tlie gateway at the northern

extremity—which is the principal entrance to

tbu biiil ling, and that represented in tho ac-

companying illustration—is even now tolerably

perfect, and is approached by a small stone

bridge over the moat, with which tho gre.-.ter

portion of the castle is surrounded ; it consists

of an archway, with grooves in which the

portcullis once wa.s lowered ;
this gateway is

tlanked on either side by circular towers lighiei

by narrow loopholes. With the exception of

a small portion of tho building which dates

from the reign of Henry Vlll., anl ijuicli is

now cut up into two tenements, AUington
Castle may, indeed, be described as nothing
more than a crumbling ruin, and truly can wo

say of it, in the words of Mason, that—
Time, by his gradual touch.

Has moulder'd intij beauty many a t twer

Which, when it frown'd with all its baulejnenls,
Was only terrible.

Although a castle is said to have been

erected on this spot as tar back as tho Saxon

era, the embattling of the present editice ap-

pears to be of no earlier date than tho reign

of Edward I., for in the eighth year of that

reign, a.d 1281, Stephen de Penchester,

constable of Dover Ciistlo, obtained the royal

licence to fortify and embattle his '' mansion

hou-se at AUington," and by this means tho

place acquired the name of AUington Pen-

chester in several records. This c;v8tle was

afterwards held by the Cobham.s, of Rundale,
in Shorne, by whom the gateway above-men-

tionod appears to have been erected, and sub-

sequently by a family of the name of Brent,

from whom it pxssod, in th..> reign of Henry
VII., to Sir Henry Wyatt, who was in the

service of the king, and who, for his attach-

ment to that monarch before his succession

to the throne, is s;ii I to have sufTored frequent

imprisonment, anl to have lost "seventeen

manors, and his liberty, for engaging in the

plot against Richard III., in favour of the

Earl of Richmond." A curious anecdote is

related of Sir Henry Wyatt, to the effect that

he was once contiued in a "cold and narrow

tower, where he had neither l>od to lie on, nor

clothes sufhcient to warm him, nor meat for

his mouth." Here ho would no doubt soon

have perished, had he not been provi lentially

suppliotl with birds brought to hiui by a fa-
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vourite cat. For this service, Sir Henry in

his prosperity
—for he afterwards succeeded to

several posts of honour, including that of Privy
Councillor—is said ever to have " made much

of cats, as other men will of their spaniels or

hounds
;
and perhaps you shall not find his

picture any where, but, like Sir Christopher

Hatton with his dog, with his cat beside him."

On a monument to the Wyatt family, in Box-

ley church, the above statement is to a certain

extent borne out by the figure of a cat being

there represented. He married Anne, daugh-
ter of John Skinner, of Reigate, Surrey, a

lady of indomitable spirit, as will be seen from

the following incident. During Sir Henry's
attendance at court, she appears ta have kept

up such a liberal hospitality at Allington Castle,

as to render her household celebrated through-

out the country, and on one of these occasions

there was amongst the guests the abbot from
tlie neighbouring abbey of Boxley ; he, it

seems, not content with the good things pro-
vided for his entertainment, sadly disgraced
himself by making too free with the maid-

servants, and for his folly he was condemned

by Lady Wyatt to be taken forth from the

castle, and. there, in the presence of a laughing

multitude, to do penance in the stocks ! The

Privy Council were afterwards appealed to by
the abbot for redress, and Sir Henry, in his

answer to the charge, is said to have replied
somewhat after the following manner :

" My
lords, if any of you had angered my wife in

her own house as that abbot has done, I verily
believe she would have clapped you in the

stocks directly. If you," he continued, "should

AUington Castle.

seem to allow the abbot to play with my wife's

maids, will not your wives think that you
love the sport yourselves, and allow yourselves
as great a liberty ?

"
Sir Thomas Wyatt, the

poet-lover of Anne Boleyn, was the son of

this strong-minded lady, and his son—called

Sir Thomas the younger—was subsequently I

owner of Allington Castle, which, on his at-

tainder for high treason in the first year of

Queen Mary's reign, became forfeited to the

crown, but was granted by Elizabeth, in her

eleventh year, to John Astley, Esq., master

of the state jewels. From the Astleys it

passed into the family of the Lords Romney,
and is now the property of the present
earl.

Allington church, which is a very mean-

looking structure, situated at a short distance

west of the castle, contains nothing to call

forth special mention.

From this point a pleasant walk through

Allington woods takes us to the locks, crossing

which, we continue our course along the bank

of the Medway towards Aylesford, the scenetjl

on the right being exceedingly picturesque
backed as it is by the range of chalk liilb

known as the "back-bone of Kent." Through
the trees before us an occasional glimpse M
obtained of the pleasantly-situated village of

Aylesford, with its church standing on an

abrupt eminence high above the house- tops,
—

so high, indeed, that persons standing in th(

churchyard can almost see down the chimneys

of the houses below. The elegant mansioi

called Preston Hall, the seat of E. L. Betts,

Esq., occupies a proud position on the oppo
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« ftide of the river, iu the ceutro of an ex-

asivo park well studJod with Btutoly treoa,

isxiiig on through tho villago, whioli consintH

incipally of ouo long strout, wo h.vvo tho

urch on our right. This aacrod edifice, do-

laitod to St. Peter, is a hundsouio hulMing,

cently ru.storod, and contaim .several magni- ,

out monumonts to th-j ColepopptT, Banks,

yrcaut, anil Sedley families. Until withiu

last few years, several ancient helmets, |

bards, banners, gauntlets, itc, had for ages

en suspendeil from the walls of .\ylesford
|

urch. Beneath tho wide-sproading brauchos

a venerable yow-treo near tho .southern

Tch, tliero is a gravestone to tho memory o(

bhiLksniith, having upon it the following

tnewhat singular though well-kuowu opi-

ph:-

My sledge and hammer lyes declin'd,

My bellows, t'lo, have lost their wind.

My fire's extinct, my forge decay'd,

And in the dust my Vice is laid :

My coal is spent, my Iron's gone,

ily nails are drove, my Work is done.

Quitting tho churchyard, and proceeding
r alx)ut a quarter of a mile along a plea-sant

ady lane,
—dotted at intervals on tho left-

ud side with handsome villa residences,

loso flower-gardens and lawns slope gently
iwn to the water's edge—we arrive at the

trance to tho Priory, or, as it is generally

yled, "Tho Friars." This interesting fiibric,

lich stamls upon the north bank of the river,

IS erected upon an estate granted by King
»hn, at the beginning of the thirteenth cen-

ry, to Richard, Lord Clrey of Codnor, who
IS Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports and

mstablo of Dover Castle, anil who, having
en sorely wounded in the Holy Land, whore

1 was tended by two Carmelite friars, on his

turn to England in 1240, in gratitude for

oir services, founded this priory, said to bo

e first house of the Cirmelito order esta-

ishe I in P]iigland. At the dis-solution of

juasteiiea by Henry N'llL, .Aylosford Priory
ared tho fate of the other monastic esta-

iahnients, and its pos-sessions became for-

ted to the crown. It wivs soon afterwards

anted to Sir Thomas W'yatt the elder, of

lington Castle, at whoso death it passed to

i son Sir Thom.as, but again reverted to the

)wn, together with his other estates, on his

;;under for high trea.son, as already stated.

Iu the reign of Queen Elizabeth, the Friars

a granted to the Sedley family, and here was
m tlie famous wit and court gallant. Sir

arles Sedley, who became a great favourite

Charles 11.
, and who was frequently visited by

> king at tho Friars. The bed used by His

ijesty during these visiU} is still scrupulously

preserved.
" Fair Mistress Catherine Soilloy,"

a daughter of tho above Sir Charles, by Cathe>

rino, third daughter of John, Earl llivcrs,
who is said to have iidierited tho wit and vi-

vacity of her father, and whoso portrait now
graces tho walls of one of th<r apartments in the

building, was a particular favourite of James

II., by whom she wa.s created Countess of

Dorchester.

Sir Peter Rycaut, father of tho celobrato<l

eastern traveller of tlio seventeenth century^
Sir Paul Ilycaut—next owned this estate, after

which it underwent several changas in the

way of ownership, and finally came into the

possession of the E.irls of Aylesford, in whoso
hands it now remains ; tho earl, however, doea

not reside here, tho mansion being held by a

private gentleman, whi> has greatly embellished

the interior, in a manner strictly in keep-

ing with its ancient grandeur. Many <>f the

building.s, dating from tho fifteenth century,
are in good preservation ;

tho ma.H3ive oak

joists, although upwards of four centuries have

elapsed since they were fashioned, are now to

all appearance as sound as when they were

first put up. The entrance gateway, which is

exceedingly fine and entire, with its towers

on either side thickly coated with ivy, opens
into a largo s^^uare court, wherein appear the

doorways comlucting to the cells. Tho prin-

cipal part of tho piiory,
—namely, the hall,

chapel, and cloisters —were converted into

stately apartments by Sir John Banks, one of

its po.s3e33ors, towards the end of the seven-

teenth century, the cloisters being enclosed

and paved with black and white marble. The

great hall or refectory was to the left on en-

tering ;
it is now divided into chambers ;

whilst tho kitchen, as appears by tho large

fireplaces still remaining in one angle, was on
the east side of the scjuare. The chapel in

tho original b\iildiiig occupied that p.art of the

structure standing e;iat and west, jxarallel with

the river, which flows along on its southeru

.side. This portion of tho oilifice forms, as it

were, a separate wing, and tho upper chamber
is now U3e<l as a drawing-room ;

it is a noble,

richly-carved, oak-panelled ap.artment, and is

fitteil up and furnish" I in a most magiiificnt
and costly m.inner, and cont,iins an inU>resting
collection of coins and other objects of anti-

quity. In a secludeil part of tho garden, s\ip-

posed to have bt-on ne.or the priory burial

ground, and probably tho site of an old sum-

merdiouso, a .small square excavation w.as dis-

covered by the pre.sent tenant during tho pro-

gress of tho ren >vations carried on by him ;
it

was about a foot below the level of the ground,
and paved with innumerable "knuckle-bones"

arr.inged in a circular pattern.
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Retracing our steps as far as the village of

Aylesford, a pleasant country lane on the left,

soon after passing the chnrcli, takes us in the

direction of the Iiilly ground which forms the

northenx boundary of the parish. At the en-

trance to this lane a row of substantial stone-

built houses is observed, with a neatly-kept

garden before them sloping down to the road-

way. This is the Hospital of the Holy Trinity,

founded by John Sedley, Esq., in 1G05, for

six poor and impotent persons ;
it was further

endowed, and almshouses built by Sir William

Sedley, in 1607. Although the endowments

made by Sir William Sedley were of the " clear

yearly revenue of three score and sixteen

pounds," and althoiigh it was intended that

this charity should have " continuance for

ever," this foundation was for several years ap-

propriated to private pui-poses, until, through
the interposition of Mr. Thomas Robinson,
in 1841, it was restored by order of the High
Court of Chancery.

Continuing our ramble up this green and

shady lane, overhung at intervals by towering

trees, and edged in by mossy sandbanks, we
soon arrive at a road branching off towards

Tottington Farm, near which there is a large

stone, which, from its peculiar shape, has

been called the coffin stone
;

it is upwards of

fourteen feet in length, six in breadth, and

about two feet in thickness. Still further on,

on the right, iu the centre of a field imme-

diately adjoining the lane we are now travers-

ing, a confused heap of stones, of various di-

mensions, attracts our attention. This re-

markable group of stones has received from

the peasantry the appellation of The Countless

Stones, from the belief that they can never

be correctly counted. "
This," observes Mr.

Thomas Wright, in his "
Wanderings of an

Antiquary," "is not an uncommon legend
connected with such remains. These stones

are evidently the remains of one of those huge

complicated cromlechs, consisting of more than

one sepulchral chamber, with an alley of ap-

proach, which in Brittany and the Channel

Islands are popularly known by the title of

Fairies' Alleys." According to Thorpe's
"Kentish Antiquities," "this cromlech con-

sists of eight or ten stones, now lying in a

confused heap, it having been thrown down
about the beginning of the last century, by
order of the then proprietor of the land, who
is said to have intended sending the stones to

pave the garrison at Sheerness, after they had
been broken to pieces ; but that this design
was prevented by the extreme hardness of the

stones, which are of the same kind with those

of the other cromlechs that abound in this

neighbourhood, and, together with them, were

most probably dug up in the immediate vici-

nity, as the soil for some distance round is

found to abound with similar huge and inde-

pendent masses." Some writers have asserted

that this monument of antiquity may have

been demolished by some persons digging a

trench beneath, in expectation of finding either

treasure or something that might lead to the

discovery of the purpose for which the stones

were placed there, and that, "the trench being
left open, an elm tree sprang up, which by

degrees raised the stones and threw them to

the ground."

Leaving this spot, and regaining the road

that we have before traversed, a short walk to

the right brings us to the foot of the chalk

hills, which rise gradually for the distance of

about a mile. Here again leaving the road-

way, we enter a corn-field on the left, and

having taken breath, commence the ascent.

The ground here is anything but pleasant for

our pedestrian tour, as it consists chiefly of a

stiff chalky soil, intermixed with flints and

boulders. Having reached the top of a high and

steep knoll, which forms, as it were, the base

of the hill known as Blue-bell Hill, we arrive

at the far-famed cromlech called Kit's Coty
House. This monument—which occupies a

boldly prominent position, commanding towards

the west a very extensive view over the valley

of the Medway, and being backed on the east

by the chalk hills above mentioned—is com-

posed of four huge unwrought stones, three

standing on their ends, and inclining inwar»
to support the fourth, which, lying trans-

versely on the top, leaves an open space below.

Of the two side-supporting stones, one mea-

sures seven feet by seven and a half, and is

about two feet in thickness, and the other is

eight feet by eight and a half, and its thick-
j

ness two feet, the computed weight of eachi

being somewhat more than eight tons ;
the

centre stone is very irregular, and is supposed

to weigh about two tons
;
but the enormoua

capstone, or impost, which is also very irre*'

gular, is twelve feet by nine and a quartet,

and about two and a half feet in thickness,

and its weight is computed at ten tons and a
;

half.

Whatever may have been the origin of these

cromlechs, nothing with certainty appears tc

be known, and many have been the conjectures

and the controversies to which they hav«

given rise
;
some historians affirm that the]

were originally Druidical temples, others tha

they are the remains of sepulchral chamber

of the ancient Britons, " There can be littl

doubt," writes Mr. Thomas Wright, "tha

monuments of this description belong to th

ancient Britons, because they are certainl
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ot more raodern than the Roman iMjriotl,

rhilo they are a« certiiiiily not llouiaii, and

buy are found in great nuniljorn in Ireland,

•hero a Celtic population wa.H t«t:iblishcd.

'he old anti<iuaries, who were accustomed to

jrm theories without sulliciontly exainiuing

ito fact-*, called these monunientH DruiJa'

Itars, believed that they were used for humiin

;iciidce.s, and hazarded strange doscriptiouB

f the rites which were supposed to have been

elebrated upon them. iJut the increiLsed

uowledgo on these subjects h;i8 left uo room

Dr doubt that the cromlechs are nothing more

hail sepulchral chambers. The ashes of the

oad— for in most of these interments we tiud

hat the bo«.lie3 of the deceased have been burnt

—were collected into an urn of rude pottery,

,nd placed, with a few other articles, within

he chamber, and the whole was then covered

rith a mound. In opening many such mounds

[I ditferent parts of the kingdom, the cromlech,

dth the sepulchral deposit within, have been

ouud perfect ;
where the cromlech is now

luud exposed to view without a mound, it

as been robbed of its covering of earth, by
ccident or design, at some remote period."

Some writers have supposed Kit's Coty House

have been a monument erected to the me-

aory of the valiant British chieftain, Catigeru,

rho was slain in a single-handed combat with

lorsa, the Saxon chief
; this, however, appears

be but an imaginary legend, based upon
he ancient recollections couni jted with the

ite, and as such, must be received with can-

ion, llecent rjsearch has proved that Kit's

'oty House forms but one of a considerable

:roup of monuments, the remains of which

xe scattered over the fields below, and which

aay even be traced Jis far as Addingtou Park,

omo eight miles distant, where there are two

ircles of largo stones, and near them an iso-

ited m;iss of similar stones which appear to

e the covering of a subterranean chamber.
' From a tolerably careful examination," says

Ir. Wright,
"

»vo w^ero led to believe that

acre had once e.\isted an avenue of stones

jnnecting the cemetery around Kit's Coty
ouse with that in the parish of Addington—
)gether they seem to have formed the grjind

acropolis of the Belgian settlers in this p:irt

the island. The whole district is thus in-

iresting as one of our hallowed sites, while

le footsteps of the wanderer are drawn to it

Y its rich scenery, diversified with p;is'.ures,

>rn-tields, and hop-gardens, plentifully iuter-

ingled with woods and copses."
We will now proceed a short distance up

I© hill-side, for the labour of accomplishing
le task will be well repaid by the magnificent

'Ospect that there presents itself. Stretch-

ing awuy in the hazy disLunco, uv«r and anou

sparkling in the sunshine, and having the up-

puaraiico of miniature lakes, the river Mulway,
Like a li^iuid itcriH.ul, wiiiJft its hilvury t.ul.

The foreground of the picture on the left in

formed by a huge chalk pit, by the bx'-e of

which the oM Mai'istone road winds its ni'.,".'-d

cour-ie down the hill, pa.s»ing a comnjoii"U-t

roadside inn, yclept
" The Kit's Coty Hoiise,"

at a short distance buyoml which it unites with

the new road near the Lower Bell Inn. At

our feet several dark spreading yew-trues raise

their ho.ary heads, amiilst which the cold grey
stones of the cromlech above-mentioned may
be discernctl, standing like a giant sentinel to

guard the ashes of the mighty dead, whilst in

the hollow beyond, the roadw.iy towards Ayles-

ford can be distinctly traced, dotted at inter-

vals with plexsant homesteads, the background

being completed by the park-like grounds of

Preston Hall on the one side, and on the other

by the open country extending for several

miles.

Here tlie eye,

Unchecked, its vision far around can throw

Upon the bird's-eye view spread out bel.)*,

Wliero far beneath us lies the llowery nn-.-id,

This tield well cropp'd, and that piepare I for svoJ ;

Wliere the old farmhouse comes before i^ir ken
With granary, iiigh-rooPd barn, and hurdled pen ;

The group of corn and iiayricks neatly thatch'd.

With here and there a single one detach'd.
• • • •

While hill and dale, and waste and noxiland blenJ

Their varying b.auties to the picture's eiul.

Descending the hill, and passing ilie Lower

Bell Inn, we follow the course of the road for

some distance along its biuse, when, turning

sharply to the right, a short walk brings us

within view of all that now remains of the

once-famous Abbey of Bixley. Scarcely any
truce exists of this venerable pile, beyond frag-

ments of the garden wall—which, however,

encompass a considerable extent of ground—
a part of the ancient gateway, with portions

of an arch of red brick springing from either

side, and a long building with narrow lancet-

shaped windows, now used as a brewery. The

centre of the abbey enclosure contains a mo-

dern brick -built mansion, encircled by a neat

tlower-ganlen, and shaded by lofty elm-trees.

The situation of the abbey is low and flat, the

grounds being well watore<l by clear runinng
streams ; whilst on the north si le, the hills,

clothe«l with rich and luxuriant foliage, rise

gradually to a tolerable height. It appears to

have been founded in 114G by William d'Ipre,

E;u-1 of Kent, for monks of the Cistercian

order, and to have been dissolved by order of

Henry VIII., at the general
" di.<solution."

The abbey church in its prosperous days wae
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greatly celebrated thro\ighout England for two

remarkable images that it contained ;
one was

a small image of St. Rumbald or Grumbald,
which had attributed to it the power of testing

the virtue of the fair sex, by being immovable

by those who had ever sinned in the least

degree. It is said to have been fastened by
a wooden pin, movable only from behind, and,
as may be imagined, such as could pay the

priest well, could remove the image with ease,

whilst others, not being able to produce the

necessary coin, although perhaps possessing a

greater stock of chastity, might tug at it to

no purpose. The other image alluded to,

styled the Holy Rood of Grace, was alleged to

possess extraordinary and miraculous powers,
even to the healing of the sick. The story

of the manner in which it came into the pos-

session of the monks at Boxley is somewhat

singular, but of too great length to be narrated

here
; suffice it to say that in Ellis's

" Letters

Illustrative of English History," appears the

following concerning this celebrated Rood, or,

as Lambarde calls it, this "ungracious Rood
of Grace :

"

"
Upon the defacing of the late monastery

of Boxley, and plucking down of the images
of the same, I found in the image of the Rood
called the Rood of Grace, the which here-

tofore hath been had in great veneration of

people, certain engines and old wire, with old

rotten sticks in the back of the same, that did

cause the eyes of the same to move and stere

in the head thereof like unto a lively thing,
and also the nether lip in like wise to move as

though it should speak ; which, so famed,
was not a little strange to me, and other

that was present at the plucking down of the

same."

On being examined about these ingenious

contrivances, the abbot and other monks de-

clared themselves to be perfectly ignorant of

the same
;
but it does not appear that they

explained in what way, save by these contri-

vances, the image was enabled, "To bow down
and lift up itself, to shake and stir the hands

and feet, to nod the head, to roll the eyts,
to wag the chaps, to bend the brows, and,

finally, to represent to the eye both the mo-
tion of each member of the body, and also a

lively, express, and significant show of a well-

contented or displeased mind
; biting the lip

and gathering a frowning, froward, and dis-

dainful face, when it would pretend offences,

and showing a most mild, amiable, and smiling
cheer and countenance when it would seem to

be well-pleased."* The " miraculous "
powers

of this image caused great numbers of people

* Lambarde's " Perambulations of^Kent," 1576.

to flock to the abbey, and the result was a

considerable increase in the revenue of the

establishment
;
but the deception having been

discovered at the period of the "
dissolution,"

the Rood was, by order of Henry YIII., in the

year 1538, publicly exposed in the market-

place at Maidstone, and afterwards conveyed to

London, broken to pieces, and consigned to

the flames, before a prodigous multitude, at

St. Paul's Cross. Since the above period, the

abbey itself has fallen sadly into decay—
The sacred tapers' lights are gone,

Grey moss has clad the altar-stone,
The holy image is o'erthrown.

The bell has ceased to toll ;

The loDg-ribb'd aisles are burst and shrunk.
The holy shrine to ruin sunk.

Departed is the pious monk ;

God's blessing on his soul.

As the shades of evening warn us that it is

time to draw our ramble to a close, we cannot

do better than shape our course through

Sandling Woods, from which the view at sun-

set is truly magnificent, when a short walk

brings us into the Rochester Road, traversing

which, beneath the overhanging branches of

trees that surround the grounds of Park

House, the seat of the Lushingtons, we soon

arrive once more in the town of Maidstone,
and thus bring to a termination our day's
excursion through the "pleasant fields of

Kent." Wm. Dampiek.

MY MOTHER.

It is my mother with her raven hair.

Her thoughts aie with the dead,
Are with the lately dead !

Gentle ever
;

—
sitting weeps she there,

Weeping, weeping,
—

silently ever.

There is a band of children romping mad :

Amid their gambols -wild

She marks her only child
;

Kindly ever
;
—

watching, smile.», tho' sad.

Smiling, smiling,
—

mournfully ever.

Hark to the jocund bells' triumphant sweep !

She greets the bride in white.
Foretells a future bright ;

Cheerful ever ;— kneeling, prays she deep,

Praying, praying,
—

hopefully ever.

"What horrid grief was that I had to show ?

A tale too often told !

My mother, though so old,

Truest ever
;

—
clinging, soothes my woe,

Soothing, soothing,
—

tenderly ever.

It is my mother with her silvern hair.

She was my All on earth
;

I never knew her worth !

Loving ever ;
—

waiting, rests she there,

Resting, resting,
—

peacefully ever.

Vere Haldane.

I
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•"SANS MElU'l;"
oil,

KESTRELS AND FALCONS.

r. V rilK ALTIIUU ui- '-t,! V 1,1 \ 1 .\«,.>»rMNK," &c., 4c.

CIIAITKR I. TOKUCAHTER.

TnK expert, in m:itters architoctural or

ecclcsioloi^'ical, will easily point out to you
some dill', reuco, marked and niiitei i:d, in the

li-spect of each and every one of English cathe-

drul towns. But, to the tminitiated observer,

a weary nionotony of colotiriiiLj seems to per-

vade them all. It in woll with us, while we

stand in thu sh idow of the huge western

toweis, or of the soaring minster-spire when

the sun is low. Setting aside all reverence—
the Very sense of seclusion and severance from

the buzzing world outside must needs be plea-

sant, while it lasts
;
min<l and body alike, are

content to rest for awhile iu the midst of

peace, that is not of our time.

It seems to me thit the Ilelligio Loci may
subsint wholly independently of creed ; it may
prevail iu any spot girdled by the grandeur
of ancient stones, where multitudes have wor-

shipped in singUness and sincerity of heart—
however false or mistaken their faith— till it

needs an autiijuarian's eye, to trace among
rxiins the outlines of a place of prayer. Only,
to the building, whatso -ver it may be, there

must attach the grave dignity of age ; there

must be wealth of shadow, not le.ss than of light,

within its precincts ;
eccen'ricities of architoc-

tural bad lasto are scarcely more f.itil, than

the glitter and glare of novelty. Devotion

has 80 little to do with the feeling of wliieh I

speak, that the sternest Puiitan— an iconoclast

in intent—might bo suljected to it uncon-

sciously, under the portico of St. Peter's,

whilst te-tifying fu-rciiy in his lu'art against
all the abominations of the Seven Hills, p.ast,

present and to come : it might steal over a

missionary to the Moslem, whilst n.sting in

the shadow of an eastern mosnue : I myself
have felt it—leaning against the fragments of

an altar, whereon no tiro has been laid since

the deatli of I'au. But, most pious of all j>os-

sible readers ! 1 defy you to feel it, if you
gaze, till your eyes are dim, on the l;w«t new

conventicle, with walls sairlet as sin, and Ceil-

ings wh'.te as sepulchres.
Of course, such aeusatious iire not necessary

or universal (you have only to go into any
famous foreign catheilral, when the long-vaca-
tion army ha-" gone forth, to be aware of this);

but, I fmcy, men often uii-s thiin—like other

pleasant things iu life—from being in too

great a hurry to rest and ponder. Ponder !

Why, Pascal him.-elf could not l>o expected
to meditate, with "Murray "in his hand—lost

luggage on his heart—a wife, querulous or

curious at his side—and a cicemne droning into

his ear discourse, iu worse than an unknown

tongue. Yet things are better, even now,
than they were wont to be. Remonstrance has

done much— ridicule more ; let us hope that

the roving Cockney w ill ere long constrain him-

self, to walk with uncovered head where some
others kneel and cro s themselves

; not to

trample upon worshippers with whom ho can-

not sympathise ; and not to jirattle, an octave

higher than the priest is singing.

So, it is likely that even a very practicJ

layman, with no local «vr profestional iutere-.ts

to bind him to the spot, may issue from the

archway of the close, after the briefest tarrying

there, in an unusually placid, if not pensive
frame of mind

;
not repining

—though per-

chance slightly inclined to regret
—that fate

shoid 1 keep no canonry in store for his own

declining y«ars. In truth, it wuul 1 be hard

to lind a more enviable asylum thim those

quiet mouldering walls—the natural home
of all licliens and mosses and ivies—where

the favoured church-veteran ro>t-t from his

labours ; witli just enough of duty in pros-

pect to give dignity to his office, and salvo the

scrui>loH of the conscieutii^us siiucuii-it.

But, before the stranger has left the cloisters

a furlong U-liind him, bo very sure his mood
will cliango ; the venerable quickly merges
into the ros|>ecUible ; the duUne~s, which «>ome

reprolMtes maintain to bo iusoparablo from rc-

RI>ecLil>ility pure and simple, settles do*vn on

all surrounding o*>ject3, like a «!ens« grey
cloud. The citizens may bo ])leas.<int enough
after their ftushion

; indeed, as a rule, they aro

much given to hospitality, and eutirtain aliens

with no smiJl kiudue-^ ; they are no more to

VOL. xiir. o.-.fl
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be blamed for being slightly lethargic, than the

dwellers in Sleepy Hollow; if there be a lack

of enterprise and visible stagnation in trade,

that, surely, is no affair of ours, who travel

for no *' house " in particular, and whose in-

terest in the Bankruptcy-list is, at least, de-

ferred to a future day. It is hard to say,

why, in such places, one should get bored so

soon. Nevertheless, it is so. After a sojourn

of ever so few week-day hours, we begin—
not without some self-reproach

—to feel as if

we had been dining with a very old family

friend, whose port and prosings are alike

undeniable
;
and begin to be ungratefully

ingenious in inventing excuses for speedy

departure.
Now Torrcaster—wherein this tale shall

open—is not, socially speaking, a whit better

or worse than its fellows. It has, of course,

every now and then weeks of chartered fes-

tivity ;
when some Society—choral or archaeo-

logical
—holds decorous revel there.

Then, in gloomy wainscoted parlours and

passages, there is a ceaseless rustle of soft

trailing raiment ; a shimmer of jewels, and a

glitter of eyes brighter yet ; musical trills of

laughter ;
and the light fall, rather imagined

than heard, of dainty feet, as they sweep out

to conquest or in to repose—the fair guests,

whom the master of the quaint old house de-

lights to honour. Then does clerical stock

go up with a rush rapid and resistless ;
while

the honest Plungers (Torrcaster is a cavalry

head-quarters,) are constrained to submit to

temporary eclipse ; being put on escort duty,

only faute de mieux, or on the morning of the

inevitable ball, where they hope to reassert

themselves—if not to retaliate. Then does

the good old family solicitor, born and bred

within the cathedral shadow,—a man usually

slow and solemn, beyond the telling, in gait,

and speech and manner ; ultra-canonical in his

portly presence ;
whose crown of white hair is

venerable as a mitre—break into a fever-fit of

activity, and work with head and feet, and
voice and hands, like a machine endued for

the nonce with forty manager-power ; as, in

truth, there is great need
;
since the reverend

senior has to do all the work of two score

well-meaning but helpless committee-men.
Then does the whole city break out into a

general extravaganza of flags and flowers ;

going in for pleasure with a perseverance that

ignores fatigue and satiety. Fortunately for

the constitutions of every one concerned, the

curtain must drop on the Saturday at latest
;

when visitors and residents go, each to their

own place ; divided between satisfaction at a

great success, and half-formed resolves never

to undergo the like again.

But such festivals come not even biennially ;

so that Torrcaster has ample time to recruit

its energies in slumber. The placid city

accepts her position very contentedly, and
nods on, from year's end to year's end

; saving
and except a dozen hours in each week, when
she wakes up quite briskly from her doze, re-

lapsing again, before curfew-time on market-

day.
This hebdomadal up-rousing is common of

course to all towns such as I have described ;

if Torrcaster difl'ers at all from others in the

same class, it is, that the county element is, on

these occasions, more prominently represented
there. Not only do the great stock-farmers

and corn-growers flock in to their 'Change ;
but

many never fail to be present, whose interests

are only remotely, if at all, bound up in agri-

culture. It has been a custom, time-honoured

throughout the county far beyond the memory
of man : Torrcaster market reckons on the

countenance of all such Marlshire magnates
as reside within reasonable distance, by road

or rail ; and rarely reckons in vain. The lords

of the soil acquiesce in the arrangement very

readily ; if it entails any inconvenience, it is no

worse than their fathers went through before

them, or than their sons will undergo when they
come into their heritage. So, there, you will

find the same cheery faces, old and young, to

the fore—be the weather wet or dry : you never

hear of a crack fixture of the M.F.H., nor of a

favourite cover being shot, on the day devoted

to Pales.

And the squire-archy has its reward. I am
not aware that rents are lower, or land more

profitable, in Marlshire than elsewhere ; but, of

a surety, the farmers grumble less ; they sup-

port even the ravages of four-footed game with

average equanimity,—one might almost say,

magnanimously ;

—and burn with righteous in-

dignation against poaching, well nigh as hotly

as their landlords. With this comfortable

state of things, I do believe these meetings in

the market-place have much to do.

Then yoke the mules of winged pace,

And, Pliintis, climb the car with me :

we will drive into Torrcaster with the rest of

the world, and see what is a-doing this bright

winter afternoon.

CHAPTER tl. SHADOWS IN THE CAMERA.

Choose any coign of vantage you please
—

not hard to find, since the ground rises steeply

on either side of the market-place—and wait

and watch awhile.

At the first glance you wiU be struck, I

think, with the foreign look of the whole

scene. That strange jumble of architecture
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all arouinl, where the buildcrH «eem to

havu liiiil but ouu lixud idcu— to make each

hoiiHu the stroii'^cst potwiblo coiitntst to itH

neighbour ;
those Kbaq> giibk-H, witli bcauia

sliowiiig thnnij^li the inaHoury, li;^Iitoil huro

aud thoro by latticoil c;usonioiits ; thoso li>w

beetle-browed peut-houson ;
those cluHtcriiig

booths, each with it-s own c;iuvii.s covori/ig ;—
Kuroly, all those thin-^'s wo havo Hcon a score

of tiuios ia our wandirings boyoiul the soan,

wheu some grand old )<(//t-/i<(i(.s tilled the back-

grouud, or the curillun of a Belfry was chiming
uoon.

But soon you begin to realise that you are

actually and tliorouglily at homo. Thi-re is

not a trace of the brilliant medley of colours,

tliat would at once attract— if it did not

fatigue
—your eye, in a similar scone abroad.

You might look in vain, hero, for the (luaint

coifs, the cap-towor.H of stiU'enod muslin, tho

gay kerchiefs twined through shiny hair, tho

glitter of metiiUic ornament,—for any, in fine,

of those characteristics of costume which the

Continental peasantry have cherished for ages.

Even in holiday time, the Marlshire dames and

lasses acorn to enhance their native cliarms, by
the slightest sacritice to the picturesipio. In

spite of contra.sts of coliMiring in her attire,

sometimes almost grotescjue, she that was

homely remains homely still.

Should any illusion as to your whereabouts

linger in your fancy, it will vaui.sh very quickly,
as scraps of discourse come floating up from

tho Babel of tnngues below. Babel, though,
is a misnomer

;
for all are speaking not only

tho same language but the same dialect.

Now tho Marlshire accent is by n<> means
so marked in its peculiarities ;us that of many
other districts. After a moderately long so-

journ—say a couple of years or so—in these

part.s, one, not in tho country born, will bo

able to converse ea.sily enough with a native

of low degree ; yet it is as unmistakable as any

patuis under the sun.

Years ago—shooting in French Flanders—
I came suddenly upon a railway bridge
then in course of construction ; and, being
hot and weary, sate down in a shady nook

to rest. There was a great clatter of tongues

overhead, amongst which iK'rliaps tho Irish

preilouiiiiated (tho contractor himself was an

Emeralder, and patriotic i%n far as the main-

chance would allow). Something had evi-

dently gone wrong. I daresay about threo

score voices might have been going together,
beat pace ; yet, amongst tbem all, I recogni.sed
that one familiar accent—long-drawn, de-

liliorate, unmusical as ever. Nevertheless, it

brought back ."some very pleasant memories ;

80 pleasant, that iucoutiueutly I arose, aud, to

his great burpri-.e and jubilation, bestowed on
the honest Maililiiro man a not illiberal IriiJc-

ijeld, for laiig-nyne's sake.

The marketplace is not very crowdo<I now
;

for tho bustle of serious business was over Ih>-

fore noon. Tliat throng that circulat^js to and
fro is unulo up chiefly of idlers, and of tho

domestic comminsion-agents who h.ive not yet

completed their purch.iseM ;
nor is it deuso

enough, to prevent you dihtingui-shing indi-

vidual figures ea-iiy.

OiH', immediately beneath us, is worth not-

ing, were it only fur the peculiaiilies of its

atiire. The broaii-leafed low-croivned hat,

long-skirted coat, and drab nether clothing,
were fimiliar to our forefathers

;
but to us,

in this century born, they have much of the

ellect of maxquer.itlo. There ia a good deal of

character in tiio rugged features
; and the

massive lioad, framed in long unkempt hair

—rich brown once, but suu-bleached and
weather-stained now, even where it is not

thickly flecked with grey—forms a fitting

capital to the S'luare Doric column, .so solidly

set on its stunly pedestals. No one can look

at Harold Ethel-tune, without thinking of his

own pollard o dcs.

In spite of all this, and an exceeding un-

couthness of voice aud manner, you are not

much surprised when you h'^ar tint no Eng-
lish hou.se, from Severn to Tweed, can boast

of purer blood than flow.s in that old man's

veins. Through good and ev.l fortune,

throiiL,'h the chances and changes of dynasties,
the Ethelstoues of Holt have held and hold a

large portion of the lands that they tilled under

tho Heptarchy; and—what is stranger still—
with hardly a break iu their direct lineiige.

Walking through the portnit-gallery of any
ancient family— you will reni.irk, that cerLdu

peculiarities of fe.iture and expres.-.iou rej ro-

duce themselves, almost exactly, after the

lapse of many generations. Perhaps there are

moral, no less than physical, cycles. If it be

so, surely the spirit of some auce-tor must havo

animitol the rou^h-ho«n carojvso of Harold

Etiielstone. In iiuth, his manner of life very
much reseml)les th.it of a Th.iiie. Ho is out

amongst his flocKS and honls, or riding thiough
his sha<lowy woo Is, sotjii after sunrise

;
he ••itH

tlown .soon after uimju, to a patriaicbal uieal of

mighty joints, washed down by floods of heavy
Marlshiie al

,
to which any comer, on whatso-

ever errand, or of wliatsoever degree, is wel-

come ; and he goes to his rast soon after

curfew. Much given to field sports in his

youth, ho had .sehl 'm i-hot ami never hunted

of late years; lor his whole soid i-< wrapp -d up
in agriculture, of which he is a yhining light,
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albeit somewhat old-fiisliioned iu his pre-

judices. Bo the season foul or fair, old

Harold grumbles consistently ;
but they say

that, with wheat even at 40s., the books of

the great home-farm have shown a steady

profit-balance at the year's end.

While good dame Eleanor lived, there was

ever a regular interchange of hospitalities be-

tween Holt and the other groat houses of the

county, to which Squire Harold submitted with

a sufficiently ill-grace ; but, since her death,

many years ago, he has grown more and more

solitary, not to say boorish in his habits
;

till

now his intercourse with those of his own de-

gree is chiefly confined to greetings in the

market-place, or a passing nod on the road.

He is much more at home with the farmers,

who treat him with scarcely more deference

than one of their own order : his own tenants

are the only exceptions to this rule
;

for Cedric

or Hereward did not rule their ceorls more

absolutely, than does the squire his depend-
ents. He is a kind landlord enough ;

never

unjust or tyrannical ;
and oliedience may

spring not less from love than fear
;
but—be

his behests for good or evil—there never was

man born on his broad lands that twice said

Harold Ethelstone nay.
The eldest of six stalwart sons married a

lady of high degree, and lives on another of

the family estates in a far-ofl" couiity. He
seldom comes to Holt. Albeit there is no

feud betwixt them, the old man ever frets

and fumes in presence of his first-born ;
he is

so fond of his acres that it chafes him to look

on the face of their future lord : it is not the

revenues of Holt—for he is open-handed to

prodigality with his children—but the tillage

of all those fair swaths, and the pruning of

those flourishing woodlands, that Harold half

begrudges his heir.

A strong contrast with the squire, is the

man with whom he is now conversing earnes'ly—so earnestly, indeed, that a fierce light

flashes, ever and anon, out of his broad blue

eyes, as he emphasises his words with much

energy of gesture. A very dapper and debonair

little person—a genial smile always hovering
about his handsome mouth—whiskers almost

too carefully curled for unassisted nature—
dressed in the perfection of quiet sporting
taste : indeed, that riding-coat is worthy of

Saville Row
; the drab cords fit like an easy

glove ;
and the brilliant polish of the butcher-

boots gleams through the thick mud-flecks that

tell of long and fast horse-travel.

That is Mr. Chalkley, of Northam Hall,

owner, in fee-simple, of 2000 acres of t!ie

best land in Marlshire, and tenant farmer of

as many more. He seldom misses a meet of

the M. F. H., riding undeniable cattle, of

whose necks he is not sparing ;
his wife's

ponies are almost as pretty, in their way,
as their fair mistress—no small word : look-

ing to the quality of the liquor (to say

nothing of the liberality of its dispersal,

wherein there is no comparison at
all),

I

would liever dine with him any day than

with his landlord,
—though the last-named

banquets under a roof, groined, gilt, and armo-

rially panelled, lofty enough for the Earl and
K. G. that he is ; while the ivy has not so

far to climb before it tops the grey gables of

jolly old Northam Hall.

Yet is Arthur Chalkley very wise in his

generation. Though things have gone pros-

perously with his family for many years,

so that its importance has been surely,

and not slowly, waxing ;
he writes himself

down yeoman, as did his fathers before him
;

and never—with his goodwill—will his son

struggle into sqi;ire-archy. He finds time for

work, be sure, as well as play ; or his name
woiild not stand where it does iu agricultural

chronicles. Not only from distant English
and Scottish districts, but from far beyond
the four seas, do strangers come, to be ini-

tiated in the wonders wrotight in high-farming

by the scientific develo^^ment of drainage, and

sewage, and steam. Ay, and—with all his

pleasant smile and genial careless manner—
there are tew in Marlshire keener at a bargain
than ce cJicr Chochlee, as his foreign admkers

call him. In that one that he is now driving
with Squire Ethelstone, it would be hard to

!<ay which will get the best of it : about even

betting, I think, with, perhaps, the old one for

choice.

You would guessj, at once, that the occu-

pants of yoider sober brown barouche, drawn
close up to the pavement a few yards further

on, are people of weight and importance. So,

indeed, they are. Sir Pierce Peverell represents

the county ;
and his wife would fain rule it.

Many years ago she signed her own commis-

sion as Luly Lieutenant
;
and since then,

un<ler her tyranny, there have been miiiiy

lualcontei.ts— few rebels. Tlie dames of

higher degree who might well have disputed
the supn-macy, have always been too idle, or

too timid, for serious rivalry.

Taking the baronet first ; you see a man
rather advanced in years, with small white

whiskers hirdly trenching on broad sanguine
chetks ; glassy grey eyes, very prominent and

lustreless ;
with no particular expression on

his face, save lethargic good nature. In his

])resent posture, you hardly realise his great

stature and lankiness of limb
;

but when

erect, his huge head, overlapping a narrow

I
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carcase and nuck unnaturally prolonyod, looks '

EH if it were set on a spear. \Vii«<n you hear

that Sir Pierco PovoruU baa sato amon;^Ht our ,

legislators for luoro than a <iuartfr of a

century, you aro irrcsistiljly ruiuiiulud of

Oxonstifrn'rt hacknoyt'l truJHtn— "
See, with

how little wiHtioui tliis world ia governe<l." i

Of a truth, the poor baronet is bo excee<lingly ,

dull of comprehension and slow of reasoning,

that he fiudn life anything; hut play-work :

yot he plods through his daily rounil of duties

very conscientiously ;
and is generally to bo

found at his proper posts
—

striviiii,' hard to

look as if he understood the business in liand,

and ever ready to record an honest, if a silent,

vote.

t)f a very dilVeront .stamp i.s the dame who

reclines at Sir Pierce's side. There aro traces

of beauty still in the gloomy face ; though,

with that tleid-white complexion and dull

black hair, it must ahvay.s have been of the

funereal order ; but the first thought that

strikes you is—How couLl that woman have

been wo led or won ? Surely, no whisper of

endearment can ever have escaped those thin

cast-iron lips that, even when they smile,

seem to bo performing a set, dista.steful cere-

mony ;
far less could they have moulded

themselves to meet or retxirn a ki.ss : the stiff

straight lashes that shade, without softening,

hani cold eyes, can never have wet with

tender tears.

After one passing glance, you feel disposed
to credit all tlie tales that are abroad about her

ladyship's temper. It was born with her, no
doubt ; for the ancient North-country family
from which she sprang, has long been evilly
notorious for the savage outbreaks of passioM,
which have brought not a few of its members
to a violent enil. In old times, men were
wont to say, that the sim never went down on
a Chiir-ton s wrath, but there was sure to be

bloodshed before morning ; and not a very
remote ancestor of La^ly Peverell's, witli the

certainty of the saifl'old before him, went on

straight to his revenge.

When Sir Pierce brought his bride home,
her fame had preceded her

; there was much

speculation, and not a little wagering, as to

which would take and keep the lead ; the odda

being heavily in the grey mare's favour. Truly,
at first, the race seemed all one way ; her

ladysliip went otl" as if she never meant to be

caught ; but she had to deal with a stubborn,
if not a swift, opponent, who fairly collared

her at l;ist, and ran the longest. Putting

metaphor .aside—she did lead Sir Pierco a

terrible life for some three years after their

marriage ; then the domestic broils appeared
to cease. If common report is to bo believed, ;

peace sprang out of the bo/iom of war— in

this wise.

On a certain memorable occasion, the lady
waa irritated by Sir Pierce's atolid inliircn-noe

into forgetfulness of botli Kelf-re?<pect and Holf-

command ;
it is possible that an accidental

aide-view of the vast re<l vacuous face was an

irresistible temptation : be this as it may, the

story goes that she suddenly raised her hand
—no light or frail one—and smote her liego

lord on the cheek, a good, hearty ringing

blow, that made the ears of those who only
heard of it to tingle. The baronet waa

staggered, but not perceptibly startled or sur-

prised : he paused a little, ruminating silently,

as was his wont, before any active movement
whatsoever : then he laid an iron grasp on

either shoulder of his as.-ailant, and shook and

swayed her to and fro till she grew f.\iut and

breathless, and could scarcely stngger to her

sofa, to crouch there, shivering and m<»aniug.

And, all the while, the heavy benevolence of

his own countenance never changed a whit.

This very unroman tic episixle is to be taken with

several grains of salt
;
inasmuch as it rests on

the unsupported testimony of a discharged

waiting-woman, who professed to have assisted

at it through the half-opened door of a neigh-

bouring chamber
;
but it had no gross elements

of imprubibility, and h:is ever been currently

believed throughout the country-side. CerUiin

it is, that, from that particular epoch, Sir Pierce

has been allowed to 'gang his ain gate
' without

active molestation, and even to exercise para-

mount authority over all important movements

of his household.

But, with this half-8ubmi.ssion to her hus-

band, Lady Peverell's scanty power of con-

ciliation and forbearance seem to have been

exhausted : with all the rest of the world she

preserves, at best, an armed neutrality. She

is fond, and proud, too, in her own cold way,
of her son—a very typo of herself in feature

and temper ;
but the pair aro always snarling

and snapping at each otinr in a truly wolfish

fashion ;
while her daughter (there aro only

two children), who Is unfortunately unattrac-

tive in her ap|)earance, has such a time of it

at home, as falls to the lot, I hope, of few

plain, marri.ageable maidens. It is well for

Janet Peverell, that she was Iwrn with an

excellent constitution, a brave, hopeful heart,

ami a keen eye for silver linings in cloud*.

As it is, she 8eem.s to have her fair share of

life's sunshine. Were it not for her mother's

taunt.s, 1 doubt if she would remark the tardi-

ness of wooers or ocai.~ioual absence of part-

ners ; nor even thus, is she inclined to repine.

She onl}- shakes her comical little head, and

says, witli her own honest laugh, "Never
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miud, mamma : my turu will come soon. " To

which let all her many friends say Amen,
cord i ally.

That small wizened man, with the rest-

less, twinkling eyes and bird-like face—he

always seems to peck while he is speaking
—

who leans over the barouche door, talking

eagerly to Sir Pierce Peverell, is the Reverend

Randal Sherrington, the great oracle of Marl-

shire ;
whom the natives point out with

pride to all new-comers as a very prodigy

of eloquence and learning. Indeed, there is

no subject under heaven that he will not

discuss, with bewildering, if not convincing,

fluency. One curious in statistics once took

the trouble to note down the heads of our

parson's discourse for the space of twenty
minutes or so. The foreign iDolicy of the

Ministry—the costumes at the last country
ball—the merits of a new top-dressing for

heavy land—the decipherment of Runic inscrip-

tions—the orthodoxy of a certain prelatical

pamphlet
—the best way to beat a noted

cover for cocks—on each and everyone of these

topics did he deliver oracular judgment, to

the perfect satisfaction of himself and his

audience. It is a quarter-sessions question
that he has mooted with the baronet ;

if you
ever watched the action of a boring tool on

very tough limestone, it will give you some

idea of the process, whereby the Reverend

Randal is striving to drive his own view of

the case into the porches of the other's sluggish

brain.

Further on yet, close to the arched entrance

to the chief inn of Torrcaster, you see a little

knot of loungers ;
in the midst of whom stands

a burly, middle-aged man, taller by half a

head than any of his companions. That is

Mr. Braybroke, of the Grange—"Frank" to

his cronies—"The Squire" to all the rest of

the world down here. He holds his prece-

dence rather by virtue of office than of posi-

tion
;
for there are half a dozen others, of like

degree, of larger territory, and more ancient

name (indeed, though they have taken root so

kindly in the county, the Braybrokes were

nnvi homines to the grandsires of many now

living). But the present owner of the Grange
has borne on his own broad shoulders all the

management, and half the cost, of the Marl-

shire hounds since he came into his inheritance.

He has had a difficult and delicate game to

play ;
some of the Marlshire magnates are

unusually keen in shooting rivalry, and can

hardly comprehend the co-existence of phea-
sants and foxes. But his tact, and perseverance,
and good humour, have been too much for the

most crabbed of the game-preservitig sceptics :

his hounds ax'e never stopped whilst running

now, let them head whithersoever they will
;

and vulpecide is a crime only darkly hinted at,

even by keepers in conclave.

Time was when Frank Braybroke's bluflF,

handsome face— very like some portraits of

our Eighth Henry—and bright brown eyes,

lingered long in certain womanly memories,
and may have caused more heartaches than

ever he wist of; but the boldest of matri-

monial speculators have long ceased to con-

spire against his peaceful bachelorhood. There

is little of the saint, much less of the misogy-

nist, about the burly Squire. Whispers—
italicised with nods and winks of deeper

meaning than words—have been afloat not

unfrequently anent his frolics in foreign parts ;

but—whatever may have been his youthful
frailties—The Squire has never ventured ' to

dash violently against the throne ' of Social

Justice. The most rigid upholder of conven-

tionalities, need have found no stumbling-
block in such mild misdoings as his county
was bound to be cognisant of. He is steady

enough, now, even the scandal-mongers will

affirm—and with reason good ; for there are

broad streaks of silver in his thick chestnut

curls, and he rides three good stone heavier

than when he wound his first blast on the

Master's horn. He knows every gate and gap
in the country, as well as a hare does her fa-

vourite meuse
;
so that he can always keep

within a reasonable distance of his hounds
;

but he owns to shirking stiff timber and blind

ditches, and looks rather more for shoulders

than for jumping-power in his weight-carriers.

There is a knowing smile on the Squire's

lip just now, as he watches the slow approach
of another Marlshire celebrity, who is hobbling

up, evidently with an eye to business. The

new comer is no other than Tony Cannell,

whose name is a very household word amongst
all such as delight in horse-flesh.

An elderly man of monstrous obesity
—un-

healthily pale and utterly beardless—whose

vast, pendulous cheeks seem to sway hither

and thither with every motion of his ponde-
rous limbs—yet the face is not exactly repul-

sive. There is a meny gleam in the small

deep-set eyes, and a humorous expression
about the mobile lips, that remind you, at

once, of a certain famous Liberator. Think

of such a flesh-mountain as that being— ' a

jocky well versed in numbers' (vide Bonny-

castle, passim). One might as easily fancy

dear John Falstaffe, a captain of light

cavalry. Of a truth, it is many years since

Tony has aspired to witch the world with any
feats of activity whatsoever : occasionally,

with many grunts and groans and maledic-

tions, he heaves himself into the saddle of a
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Htolid cob very much of his own build
; hut, as

a rulo, bo ruikii hU precious carcaHti iu nothiuj^

moro perilous than a capacious, woll-cut«hiuned

gig, with a niodiTiitoly f;i-Ht trottor in thu hh.ifts.

But ho is a wcjiiilerfid judj^jo of hork«-lk'Nh :

thoBo little twinkling eyus of his will pick out

every good and ha I point, from cre?*t to fot-

lock, almost mechanically ; whoth<r tlio animal

bo made up for khK-, Htalo from hard work, or

rough from tho straw -yard. Onco having
hoard Tony, ovor a deal—you cea«o to marvel

at his profe.s!<ional cele!)rity. Since the days
of Ulysses, nurely no morUil tongue over

moved on such well-oiled hinges : in spite of

ghastly faults in grammar, sind an intense

vulgiirity of manner and tone, you would stand

entranced at the ea-sy How of his magnificent

mendacity, a.s you would listen to the gurL;lini^

of a swift deep liver. That brief funeral

oration which another less famous couper pro-

nounced over hia own first-born, might well be

spoken over Tony's grave.
" Bless him !

Tliere never was so sweet a liar !

"

Hark to him now, as he sidles up to Frank

Braybroke, and beckons him a little aside

from the rest, with a certain mystery in his

manner.
"
Mornin', S([uire. I was half afraid I

shouldn't find you ; thoy siiid you was going
out early. Mi^ht I ask you to drive round

by my place ? I wouldn't trouble you for

nothin', you know ; but there's a picter up
there as i,s worth lookin' at

;
one of your own

sort, if ever I see one, and I've known your

stamp these twenty years. Sixteen hands,
dark chesnut— your colour again, Sijuire ; legs
as Hat as my hand an<l clean as a foal's

; as

to Weight—why, I wish I durst ride over a

country,—he'd carry me as siife and easy as a

chair. All this week, they've been comin' to

me with money in their hands and t .ars in

their eyes ; and
*

Tony,' .saya they,
' that horse

I must have, whether or no.'
'

But, e.xoeuse

me,' I says ;

'

I won't pull him out for no'er

a one of ye, till Tho Squire has looked him
over.'"

Tho orator is onipelle I to halt hero, from

lack, not of matter but of breatli, and Bray-
broke's deep, mellow laugh breaks in.

. "Sounds tempting, Tony, certainly; and

your thoughtfulness for me is n-ally touching.
But I'm afraid I haven't a guinea to part with,
nor a tear to shod. We're very full at home,
just now, and I'vo had an extra pull or two

lately ; I ain't atford such luxuries ;is you're

talking of. By-tho-bye, how did ho come to

you, if it's not a deliaite question ?
"

A fit smile of contoutment overspreads tho

dealer's vast visage, as oil ditluses itself over

placid water
; ho kuows, right woll, that the
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customer who stopn to parley in already within

his meshiB.
" Lor' bless you, Sijuiro ! you uiiiy auk

what you like, and welcome. I aim g.jl no
secrets from } ou. I stopped at iJlocliyiidea

last week for the second day's racin' : there I

met young Dick Wylder,—you rememlxsr him ;

his maro ran up for our Hunters' Stakes lut

year ;
—ho had thia horse with him, but ho

didn't mean sellin'
;

if he hadn't been so ter-

rible hard hit, we shouldn't have made a deal ;

1 had to shake the notes at him, 1 can toll

you. Ho rides heavier than you, S<iuire ;

and don't stick at no price fur his cattle. But

ho'a pretty well at tho end of his tether now,

they say ;
tlio' it aint long since he come into

a very tidy fortune. It's a sad ca.se ; but

what can you expect, when a man takes to

driukiu', and gamblin', and gay ladies i

"

The old reprobate w.ags liLs ponderous head,

solemnly and sorrowfully ; just as if he were

not himself the most notorious of evil liverH—
feeding with half his hard gotten-gaius tho

King, the hellites, and the venal Venus. There

is more of real sympathy iu The Squire's face,

though the laugh Ls still in his eye.
" Indeed ! I'm right sorry to hear that :

though I scarcely know Wylder to speak to.

I daresay his ruin began with his buying
horses ho had no occasion for. Well, Tony, I'll

look round and see Perfection, or whatever

his name is
;
but don't expect me to deaL I

give you fair warning, mind."

Notwithstanding which sage self-denial I

should like to lay a shade of odds on the para-

gon in question finding his way to the Grange
stables ; and he may turn out a very honest,

useful animal after all. For Tony Cauuell is

not a whit more of a Barabbas than many of

his fellows : there is moro of a natural racy
humour than of deliberate dishonesty at the

bottom of hb tremendous mendacity ;
at all

events, were he looking out for a plunder ho

would scarcely pick his victim from the ranks

of tho Marlshiro s(iuirearchy.

Anil now —Place uuj: dames.

A measure of prudence not leas than of

courtesy, as L.ady L.iura Brancepeth's phaeton

sweeps down the steep decUno of Xorth Street,

and round tho corner of tho Town Hill, at a

liberal half-speed ; while all obstacles seem to

melt miraculously away before the happy
audacity of the fair charioteer. Her Litlysbip's

favourite colours are black au'l scarlet, and

they are as well known, by tliis time, as thjso

of tho most popular turfite. Vou .see she

mounts them everywhere ;
in tho rosettes

under the ears of tho.se high-stepping browns,
that ."he persists in calling ponies, though they
stand three iuchea over any galloway standard
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known ;
in the glossy bear's-skin, with its

gorgeous lining, that covers her below the

waist so comfortably ;
in the knowing turban

hat wherein gleams a feather like a fire-

flaught ; last, not least, in her full firm lips

and bold bright eyes.

She is the leader of a very fast set in town ;

and, when its members rally round their Reine

Gaillarde—as is their wont at certain festive

seasons—they scandalise the sober neighbour-

hood not a little with their pranks and

vagaries. Lady Laura's admirers—most of

whom, it must be owned, belong to the

sterner sex—uphold her to be as innocent

of wrong intent as the bitterest of prudish
matrons ;

even her enemies, while they keep

up a perfect pebble-storm of small insinuations,

can find no stone weighty enough to damage

seriously her fair fame. She says herself,
—

*' If Mr. Brancepeth don't mind, it is no

business of anybody else's
;

" and so goes on

her reckless way rejoicing ; meeting friend or

foe with the same gay freedom—ever prodigal

of her smiles and chary of her sighs. She

knows that she finds little favour in the Dean
of Torrcaster's scowling eyes, who is some-

what too pointed in his frequent allusion to

Moabitish women
; yet, when the arch-Levite

passes by on the other side, she returns his

icy salute gracefully and carelessly ; just as if

she were acknowledging the reverence of some

hard-riding young farmer—her humble ad-

mirer and sworn liegeman.
The chatelaines of Peverell Park and

Brancepeth Castle meet often ; always with

a show of outward courtesy ;
but at the heart

of the elder dame there is war to the knife,

that she sometimes finds it hard to dissemble.

True, the Lady Laura has never troubled

herself to dispute the other's implied supre-

macy in county matters
;
but Lady Peverell

thanks her not for a forbearance that springs

evidently rather from indolence or indifference,
than from reverence or fear. She hates La
Reine Gaillarde for her haughty beauty ;

for

her popularity amongst men, old and young,
high and low

; for the merry mischief gleam-

ing in her great black eyes ;
most of all, for

the sharp mocking tongue, that spares not
even her own awful name. She would give
ten years of life, to be able—aye, were it only
in thought—to set her foot on the neck that

has never once bowed itself before her, and to

see her enemy's honour laid in the dust.

All this, too, Lady Laura knows
; yet it

chafes her not one whit, neither does she

deign to requite hate with hate. Marlshire

gossips say, that a battle-royal must eventually
come off

;
and should the interests or fancies

of these two ever clash seriously, there will

doubtless be a very pretty quarrel. But

meanwhile, there are no petty bickerings.

When the Censoress is unusually frigid or dis-

agreeable, Lady Laura contents herself with

making a comic moue, and studies fresh

points for future mimicry. They are fond of

boudoir theatricals at Brancepeth Castle ;
and

the * make up
' of its mistress, as Lady

Peverell—with the aid of much pearl-powder,
burnt cork, and a head-dress of the severest

Doric order—is simply perfect.

One more croquis before we close this

bundle of sketches. Mark that dainty dame,

tripping delicately over the pavement to her

pony-carriage, round which are lounging
three or four cavaliers, evidently soldiers in

mufti. Nothing can be more subdued than

the whole tone of her attire, in which the

soberest shades blend so harmoniously ;
that

tiny bonnet is a real triumph of art con-

cealing art ; you would swear it was quite

an accident when, ever and anon, a flutter

of the looped-up dress reveals the neatest

ancle in Marlshire, cased in hosen matching
the striped kirtle of violet and grey. Very

quiet and composed, too, is the pale, de-

mure little face, in which there is no re-

markable beauty, save a pair of large liquid

eyes, of a colour ever changing. When she

speaks there is a plaintiveness in her low,

sweet voice, as if she sought for sympathy in

some secret sorrow.

Yet, O, my friend, I bid you beware.

Blanche EUerslie has wrought as much mis-

chief in her time, as any Vivien of them all,

and is still insatiate of conquest. Under the

spell of her waving hands have bowed them-

selves, ere this, heads as grey
—if not as wise—

as Merlin. Amongst her victims the military

element is very conspicuous ;
indeed the Ser-

vice has suffered from her fascinations since

Blanche's girlhood ; for her father was a

general of high repute, and her late husband

died in his harness, four years ago, as colonel

of a crack cavalry corps. In how many
albums, I wonder, does her mignonne figure

hold the chiefest place ;
and on how many

dreary barrack-rooms does she beam (photo-

graphically) with her soft treacherous eyes 1

Mrs. EUerslie finds it not inconvenient, occa-

sionally, to bring out a special
' scufller

'—
as—" on papa's staff for years," or—" one of

poor Horace's brother officers." The asser-

tion cannot easily be controverted ;
for even

scandal-mongers don't carry old army-lists

about their persons ;
and it invests the whole

proceeding with a halo of duteous piety. Be

it observed, that the fair widow is never more

dangerous, than when she supposes herself to

be flu'ting
—in memoriam.
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Why hHo shoiiM have rcfimoil Revurni

cligiblo ofi'errt, siiico kIio (lotleil hor wee<ln,

wouM ni)t bo oaKy to wiy. It cannot hv, that

matrimonial exporienceH tlottsr lior ; for, tliat

tho yoko novor galloil hor sluntlfr nock, ia

most cortaiii.

Colonel Elloralio was not a wry wiso or

just man ; but ho ha'l senso onon^^li to beliovo

in honosty at tho bottom of hi>» pn^tty pet's

coi[Uotrio3 ; ill it wonM havo faroil with any

lago, that hail dared to breathe a doubt on her
[

honour. Higid, even to tyranny, in matters

of discipline
—ho W!U» tho most submissive of

dome.stic slaves. It wa-H good to see how his
|

manner changed, a.s ho clanked in over his own :

threshold after a lield-<i.iy
—how tho choloric

'

martinet became, instantly, tho courteous host '

—how heartily ho would welcome I'.lancho's
{

prime favorite for tho nonce ; ay, though it

were the especial subaltern, into whom, but

an hour ago, he had been pouring canister-

volleys of malediction ;
for (as his men were

wont to .say, half admirinijly) "ho was a fine

free swearer." While they lived together,

time, ami trouble, and cost were as nought,
in tho Colonel's eyes, wliere any caprice of

liii wife w;us to bo gratitied ;
and when ho

lay a-ilyiiig, it is to be feared, he thought far

more anxiously about her future than his

own. It may be, that tho very fact of her

having been so throughly spoiled and indulged,
mado tho wilful little widow .somewhat cau-

tious : it was, indeed, by no means likely

she would repeat her luck in a second ven-

ture. She was wealthy enough to be able

to satisfy all her not immoderate fancies
; for,

not long before he died, Colonel Eller.slio had

inherited a very pretty estate, a few miles

from Torrcaster ; this he bequeathed, ^vith all

his other worMly chattels, to Blanche, un-

fettered by tho shadow of a condition. With
all his faults, he was too imseltish to nourish

those posthumous jealousies that bettor men,

perhaps, liave not been ashamed to indvdge in.

Had he known that Blanche w.«uld wed again
before the year's end, ho would never have

begrudgeil it, if only ho had been assured that

her fiiir fame ami future happiness «ero (]uito

safe.

*• Don't fret, darling."
These were tho last intelligilile words that

stole, in a hoar.so whisper, from under the Inigo

grizzled moustaches, just before the stern eyes
set themselves for ever and aye.

Perhaijs Blanche was really more prat<<ful
to her Inisband, and more careful <>f his

memory, than the world gives her credit for.

At any rate, .she has bsen more than dittioult

in her ch'ico of a successor. Still young, and
fair enough to mar the chances of many

marriageable maidens (tho Marl«hiro chnprrons
have long ago put tho bliicke!<t croi.^ a'.;aiust

hor name)— still prone to Hirtati'm, and full

of periliius fii-scination as ever—she yet, to all

outward appearance, remains heart-whole and

scathtde-s ; warring under her own <jui'lon,

and for her own hand—a sworn Free Com-

panion.
If there bo any more notabilities abro.id in

Torrcaster markot-place to-day, they must wait

for a more convenient se.'ison to be presented
to you. It is full time that wo set forward,

seriously, with our tale.

CUAITEH III. THUOUGIl TIIK TWILIiiHT.

Of the many inns in which Torrcaster re-

joices, tho *

Nag's Head '

is by no means tho

most eminent. Very mo<le8t it is in outward

pretension ; standing in a bye-street rather re-

mote from the market-place, you might pass
its doors a dozen times without ever glancing

up at tho dusky sign
—battered, weather-

beaten, hard to decipher a.s any old knightly

shield; yet is it much ad'ected by many gentles

and yeomen of Marlshire. Divers give divers

reasons for favouring this especial hostelry :

tho real one, I believe, is to bo found in the

popularity of its bar-maid.

Let it not for an instant bo supposed, that

the attractions of this excellent person arc, at

all, of the Haunting, or meretricious order.

Lucy Denison must always have been very

ple.isant and comely to look upon, but never

a beauty ; and she i.s well stricken in years,

though she carries them so lightly. Even in

early youth, they say, she was very sober in

her attire ; and, of late, she makes few con-

cessions to the fashions of an innovating age.

Perhaps this may have something to ilo with

the acknowledged fact of her never looking

any older
; for, of a truth. Time seems to

have no hold on that hardy perennial. If the

bloom faded long ago from the qiiiet face,

there is, at least, never a wrinkle there, and

tho smooth dark hair h;us not grown scanty

or dull. The Nag's Head has changed land-

lords more than once in her time
;

but none

were bold enough to dream of ousting Miss

Denison from otlice. Through all successions

of dyna-ty sho abides in her own place
—alxso-

lutely stipremo over her nominal supi'riors
—

as immoveable, and far more honoured than

the famous Vicar of Bray.
The familiars of tho Nag's Hea<l treat Lucy

with this much of deference—that they are as

carefid in her presence to abstain fn>m rude

or blasphemous talk, as they would bo before

their own mothers and si8t<'rs ; yet is the

ancient b,ir-mai<len by no means averse to

mild and seemly banter ;
which she parries and
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returns, with the calm self-possession of one

who has dealt with the cunning tongiie-fencers

of two generations. It is 'in her pleasant,

kindly manner, and invincible good tempei',

added to an absolute iucapacity of speaking ill

of any living creature, that Lucy's chief attrac-

tions lie. Not only is she a favourite with

the male frequenters of Torrcastcr market, but

the wives and daughters, even of the chief of

these, sometimes do not disdain to rest them-

selves awhile in her inner sanctum, and will

chat with her concerning county news and the

like, just as freely as they would with any
intimate friend.

It was about the busiest hour at the Nag's
Head of all the day ;

for the winter afternoon

was closing in fast. Such prudent wayfarers
as cared not for a darkling ride, were crowding
in for their parcels and their stirrup-cups.

The narrow passage was almost impassable at

times ; and Lucy's practised hands and eyes
and ears were all doing double duty. On such

occasions, save to a very few privileged in-

truders, the bar was always jealously closed.

Such a one must have been that stout,

elderly farmer—sitting in a cosy arm-chair

near the door of that inner sanctum, through
which no male foot ever passed

—unfolding the

London paper that had just arrived, with a

leisurely air of anticipated enjoj'ment, quite
heedless of the bustle without.

In truth, Mr. Lester has something more
than the rights of vei-y old acquaintanceship
to presume upon. Many years ago he asked

Lucy Denison if she cared to take the keeping
of his heart. It puzzled many at the time—
perhaps it has puzzled herself once or twice

since—to say why she refused the wealthy

yeoman's offer. But refuse it she did
; kindly

and gracefully. Stout John Lester was bitterly

disappointed, and not a little chafed, at first,

but he took the blow manfully, just as he

would have done any bodily pain ;
he was too

busy to indulge in moping, and too good-
hearted to nourish malice : so the two were

soon as true friends again as ever. Indeed,

Lucy has occasionally been heard to banter her

ancient lover on his determined bachelorhood
;

suggesting certain eligible maids or widows for

his consideration
; but—with never a tinge

of romance in either of their honest natures—
they know, light Avell, that both are vowed to

celibacy, not less than any monk or nun.

Suddenly, Miss Denison's quick roving

glance lighted on a single face, in the crowded

passage, and rested there
; chiefly because that

face wore an anxious, troubled expression, that

seemed strange to her—knowing the man.
She beckoned to him, opening, at the same

time, the half-door of the bar.

Theie was nothing very striking in the new-

comer's exterior. A figure something below

middle-height, rather strongly than gracefully
built—features the reverse of statuesque, yet
not ignoble or repellant in their irregularity

—
clear grey eyes, not apt to flash variably, but

meeting friend or foe with the same steady

tranquil light
—hair closely cropped, and bushy

whiskers closely trimmed, both of the same

deep chestnut-red—a complexion whose ori-

ginal fairness, long exposure to wind and sun

could not quite subdue : this, to all whom it

may concern, is the signaJe'ment of one known
to all Marlshire, high and low, as *' Tom

Seyton of Warleigh."
" You want something, I'm sure, sir," the

barmaid said
;
"is it anything I can do for

you 1
"

It was a good point in Seyton's face, that it

always lighted up while he was speaking ;
and

strangers were apt to be favourably impressed
of his

of

voice,

one often

—it had the

exercised in
by the first sound

round jovial ring,

open air.

"
Many thanks. Miss Lucy : it's a shame to

disturb you now. Do you think you could

coax the paper out of Lester's hands for three

minutes ? There's news in it—good or bad—•

that I must carry home with me : and I ought
to have started half-an-hour ago."

"I thought it was something more serious,"

Miss Denison answered, with a light laugh.
" Of course you can have the paper, Mr.

Seyton. Mr. Lester will have plenty of time

to finish it; indeed he's plenty of time for

everything
—except business. Would you be-

lieve it ? He's been loitering about here the

whole morning."
The old yeoman lifted his head, with a look

of comic penitence on his broad face, and held

out the paper before he spoke :

" Dont'ee be so hard on a man. Miss Lucy.
Muster Seyton knows, I mostly work before

I play; and there's not a many earlier in

market-hall than me. They took all the

beasts I had to sell, without much chafi"er-

ing I can tell'ee : that aint my fault, is it ?

And he knows, I don't want no coaxing to

lend him whatever he's a mind to : don't ye,

Squire ?
"

Tom Seyton was too deep in the Times

to answer. It was not long before he found

the paragraph he sought ;
as his eye lighted

on it, the eager expression of his face changed
into one of blank disappointment ;

and he

crushed the paper flat in his strong grip, with

a muttered exclamation of surprise and anger,

that made both his hearers start.

" Lord save us, Squire ! There's nothing

wrong with Crusader, surely ?
"
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companies tho iiecocHity of usiiijj *]i.Hiiirectiu<f

fluids oil their cjittlo-tiuoks, etc IiiKpect'jrM

weru appointed at the ports, hikI in nLarly

every rural district, to »eo that no infected

cattlo wuro allowed to land or coinw to marlftjt,

and to destroy at onco where there was no

hope to save. In addition to these precjiu-

tionary and preventive uiea-suren, most of tlio

A^'ricultural Associations throughout tho king-

dom have met together to consult not only ou

the hest way to remedy the evil and cut it off

alli>;^ether, but al>o for the purposes of mutual

nssurauco. Separation is tho main method de-

vised. Contact with tho contaijion is deem>d

death, or frightfully near to it
;
ho now in 1805,

aH in 17 Go, tho hecatomb ia offered up on the

altar of Ignorance and Precaution
;
so much

wiser only are we than our forefathers.

As to tho number of cjittlo which have fallen

victims to the present visitation, it is impos-
flible to form any opinion, no regular register

having been published. In tho metropolitan
districts alone they can be computed high up

amongst the thousands, wliilst there is scarcely

a county that has not felt the scourge.

The symptoms of tho disease are well known.

Tlio germs lie secretly incubating in the stricken

animal for a period varying from four to four-

teen days, during which the poison, like a subtle

fluid, effectually permeates the system. The
beast is then attacked with a short, husky
cough, and feels dull and prostrate<l. The

loins arc tender, tho back is arched, tho legs

are drawn under the body ;
rumination occa-

sionally continues uninterrupted, and the teeth

grind against each other, whilst the poor
boast yawns as in the early stages of most
febrile diseases. These are but the initiatory

symptoms. Theii follow others of a more
deci led character

;
tho pulse becomes frequent

and full, the breathing laboured, and tho tem-

perature of the body, which is subject to

tits of .shivering, very changeable. Death
closjs the painful scene in from three to twelve

days.
As this is not intended to bo a scientific

treatise, wo need hardly pursue the subject

further, nor enter upon that much more suhtlo

and vexed question
—tho traitmeut of tho

enemy. A congress of veterinary surgeons
has lately been hold in Vieima to study this

ruthless pestilence ;
and as the al)lest repre-

sentatives of tho various veterinary colleges in

Europe have taken part in it, it will bo droll,

as tho French would say, if .something ellectivo

be not devised, not only to check the spread
of the disease, but to make the cure of the ox
or cow attacked a certainty rather than a

vague hope. We must not, however, forgot
the ditUculties wo have to contend with in

cholera, and tiiat t*ie Tlindorpest in not lew

formidablo.

.Vnd tho origin of this Apollyon ? What is

the origin of this frightful plagu», this Kinder-

post or Yasva, or by whatever other name it

is called ? Savans are not agreed ; but there

seem to us some obvious natural cau.Hcs which

tend to generate it / When a poor woman
dies of starvation, she oflicLilly dies of phthi'-is

omacians, or diphtheria virulen.s, accelerated

by insutliciency of food. To us it Is enough
to know sho dies of st irvation. So with tho

liinilerpest. Wo may bo told tho symptoms,
anil that tlio disea«o is epizootic or enzootic,

epidemic or endemic, as it pleases the doctors.

Lut there is no spontaneous generation even

of di<ease, and an effect must have a cause.

Look now at tho vast steppes of the Ea.st, from

whoso weird wilds tho contagious typhus in-

variably stalks forth, like a monstrous spectra,

to breatho a fatal blxst on every homed
beast. Imagine these shelterless plains stretch-

ing away for hundreds of miles exposed in tho

long torrid summer to the blaze of a burning

sun, baking and panting in the heat. Suppose
the summer to be exceptionally hot and pro-

tracted. Tho fierce sky offers no friendly

blue, no tepid azure, but covers the face of

tho earth with a vast white sheet of glowing

rays. The gniss Ls withered, tho water-streams

are dried up, tho ground is parched and gaping
with thir.st. What pasturage remains is coarse,

unsucculent, and tasteless, affording no nouri.sh-

ment. And the cattlo on these thousand plains—what of them 1 Most of them perish off-

hand, or linger on through tho winter, nursing
the germs of disease to communicate them to

the hardier ones that have weathered tho

drought and tho famine. This is no exag-

gerated picture ;
and what wonder, then, if

after a year of sciircity, the kino are impreg-

nated with tho .seeds of a pestilential disease ?

It will bo found, we suspect, couM an

Annual Register be kept, that these terrible

visitations succeed those years when Heaven

hjis withhehl its bounteous hand, and refused

to refresh tho.se wild uncultivated lands with

tho dew of its bloising. U.vuold Kin<:.

lUtAZlLIAN SKETCHES.
iNo. IV.

LiviN<; a.s I was in a Brazilian family, I

gained an insight into many details of private

life of wldoli mere travellers are utterly igu"-

raiit, and I can with truth aver that 1 saw

much to ailmiro as regards the dome,stic m.an-

agement of the Brazilian ladies ;
and though

they may look out of window, or stand in

their balconies in the afternoon, yet that is

excusable when one considers that they
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mostly I'iso at six a.m., sometimes even earlier,

and woik at their iieeiUe before breakfast.

And a vtry pretty sight it is too, let me tell

the reader, to see two lovely women like

Donna Florimla aiid her sister-in-law. Donna

Julietta, sitting on low seats, surronnded by

negresses and mulattoes, all busily plying the

needle,—the ladies not merely playing at work,
not toiling with the dainty crochet needle, nor

manipulating Berlin wools of many hues, but

engaged on solid sheeting and towelling. An
immense quantity of linen is required in a

Brazilian household ;
there is no stint of it,

and consequently the stock constantly requires
to be kept up. Many of the Brazilian ladies

have sewing-machines, which they use to

right good purpose. Those whom I have

known are good wives and mothers, and the

ties of relationship are very strong among
Brazilians in general, for two or three families

will not unfrequently live harmoniously under
the same roof. Indeed I consider Brazil as a

paradise for 'niothers-iii-Jaw,
—that much-ma-

ligned race,
— for in nearly every family with

which I am acquainted, the husband vies with

his wife in showing the mother of the latter

every affectionate attention. Their love for

their children is also very great, and I am
told that in mo.st families it is the custom to

set aside a sum of money that it may accumu-
late until the child has attained a certain age ;

and a most laudable practice it is.

The Brazilians usually spend the day after

the following fashion : they rise early, take a

bath, and afterwards a cup of coffee ; the

husband attends to what concerns his depart-
ment at home, while the wife, if not engaged
in needlework, sees to all that requires her

supervision. They breakfast at about nine

o'clock (and a solid meal it is, too), after which
the husband goes to his office or house of

business, as the case may be, to remain until

about half-past three
; the wife meanwhile is

engaged in her domestic duties, or perhaps in

shopping. The dinner-hour is generally four

o'clock, and the husband, sometimes accompa-
nied by a friend or two, finds his wife nicely

dressed, ready to do the honours of her table
;

for nothing can exceed the frank hospitality of

the Brazilians, whether their means be great
or small,—the best they have is placed before

you, and you cannot please them better than

by partaking unsparingly of it. How many
saudades (to use their own expressive word,
which means tender remembrances) have I of

the many pleasant days I have spent (and

hope to spend again) with my kind Brazilian

friends ! All ceremony banished, the hospi-

tality dispensed by the lady of the house
with a winning grace not to be described.

your tastes consulted, and always remembered.
Dinner over, ladies and gentlemen adjourn to

the drawing-room, where coffee is served, then

conversation and music fill up the evening,

wh"ich, if there be many young people present,
is wound up by a dance.

I daresay that many of my readers may
imagine that I am disposed to view everything
in Brazil couhur da rose. I plead guilty to

the charge
—I repeat it. I only express my

individual feelings, nor can I ever forget how
everything changed from dark to light on
board the steam-packet, after I, a lone tooman,
had presented my introduction to Madame D.

Indeed, from her charming manners and amia-

bility of disposition, and the friendliness of her

husband and mother, I indulged in the most

extravagant anticipations of the happiness that

awaited me in the land I was about to make

my home
; and if my anticipations have not

been exactly realized, and my views are so-

bered down a little, it is through no falling

off in the affectionate kindness which my first

Brazilian friend has ever shown me.
I have just heard that Mr. Christie has

published another book on Brazil, I will

not discuss the merits of the former one, which
I have read, further than to say that to me
there appeared to run all through it a vein of

the morgue, occasionally justly laid to the

charge of my countrymen. And here I will

relate an anecdote, premising that it relates to

a British officer.

Some time ago a young friend of mine was

married to the oflicer in question, and after

the wedding bride and bridegroom went to

spend the honeymoon in France. Arrived

in Paris, the bride had to act as interpreter,
as the bridegroom's knowledge of French was

very limited, but he made up for all deficiencies

in the following manner : when any dispute

arose, whether with a tradesman respecting the

price of anything, or with a cabman on account

of the fare. Captain would shake his

fist at the ofl'ending individual, and shout out
" Remember Waterloo !

" It need hardly be

said that the Frenchmen, naturally irascible,

thus reminded of their national disgrace, were

driven to a state bordering on frenzy, and in-

deed the gallant captain had once been nearly
taken to prison, but for the opportune arrival

of a friend, who smoothed down matters and

prevented his incarceration, much to the joy
of the poor bride, who was almost frightened

out of her wits. But can it be denied that

numbers of Englishmen travel abroad in the

same spirit as above ? I am afraid there are

too many who do, and more's the pity.

A peace has put a stop to the gnerra al

cuchillo that was going on between the Bra-
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zili.ius ami the Monto Vidciius. The former

aru v'ury patriotic, uiid there in no hick of vuhiii-

teer-*, but their feoliULjrt will bo bettor tlo-

Bcribwcl by an extract or two from a letter

writteu to Mrs. C. by her uephew, Seubor

Yuca, as ho i.s calloil,
—a fiiio youiiij man,

extiemily wcll-informcil, an<l full <>{ martial

anlour. After wi.shiiij^ his aunt and her

family health and happinosM, ho Mays,
— " If

it were nut for the di.sappointmunt I foul in

losing so good au opportunity of receiving my
battisiimo di fogo (tiery baptism), I should bo

very comfortable hero. Aloiito Video is a very

gay and pretty city.

"The people hero bear us a deadly hatred,

they allow no opportunity to pxss of cutting
the throat of any lir;izilian whom they can

c;itch unawares ; they all fall ou hiin an ou

a mad dog, na}', even our frionds and allies,

the Colorado^, have murdered a great many of

our soldiers, and ou that accouut we never go
out unarmed

; and yet iu spite of this danger
our men get tipsy, and wander to a distance

from barracky, when they aro huro to fall a

prey to a bauil of assassins, who cut thorn to

pieces.
'*

liowover, to make amends for the hatred

the men bear u-s, the women like us very

much, and they are so pretty, caramba ! that

they make us forget everything else.******
" The atrocities said to have been com-

mitted in Paraguay are of the most revolting

nature, and it is dithcult to bolievo on hear-

ing of them, that .such horrors can take place
in a Christian couutry. They match the

frightful details of tlio Indian Mutiny—but

enough of thi.i sickening tiiemo.

*'
Liist week wa.s holy week, and on Satur-

day I witnes-sed a curious sight. In the

morning a figure very much resembling Cluy
Fawkes (even to the pipe in its moutli), called

Judas, was stuck up in the g.irdeii, its breast

decorati'd with a paper ou which were some
Verses written by tho car|)euter,

—called Sonhor

Francisco, because ho is a whito man and a

Portuguese—.setting forth tlio vileness of his

coipluct in betr.iying his JJivino Master. Pre-

cisely at twelve o'ch»ck a.m. all the h-AU ou
tlio priiui.^es Were set ringing furiuu-ly, guns
Were tired iu ditferent parts of tho grounds,
and then the children of tho house, armed
witli long poles, and followed by a troop of
little negroes and nuilattoes, some of whom
could scarcely todille, rushid forth, seized tho

figure, dragged it along the court-yard, bela
bourin- it with all their might, untd tiiey
were fairly tired out with the fun. They

then set tire to it, and as it wa« ktutfed with

gunpowder in ditferunt partH of itn dreiut,

several explosions to<jk place, that pro<Juced a

very grand effect. But the mont ludicrouA

part of the buMiD0H<4 wils, that Jud&t' head
was BUiTuounted by tho cap of a private of the

tilth battalion, as tho white letters on it

phinly indicated."#»
And now for my impressions as to slaves

and slavery. To me, the negroes in genend

appear to bear a strong resemblance to those

two hi-^li servants whose master addre.s.sed

thom thus :
—

"
Pat, what are you doing ?

"

"
Nothing, yer honour."

" What aro you doing, Mike I"
*'
Helping Pat, yer honour."

And from what I saw and experienced,

they are a most trouble.some race to manage.
It is almost impossible to teach a black to per-
form his duties as a domestic servant systema-

tically. He or she has to bo told the same

thing over and over again, although they may
have been iu the habit of doing it a dozen

years.

Is it not enough to vex a saint, when, after

having overnight given tho most minute and
distinct directions to have a horse saddled by
half-past seven tho next morning, to find on

going into the court yard (after swallowing a cup
of cotl'eo almost boiling) not even the shadow
of an animal ? And when at last, after half-a-

dozen blacks have been dispatched one after

another to tho stables, tho horse does make
its appeariuice, ten to one that the girths are

so insecure that the saddle is pretty sure to

turn round, thus obliging you to dismount

midway to have it properly arranged, and, as

a natural consequence of the delay, you lose

the masenibuinbu (train). I say it is enough
to try tho patience of Job. But tho good
man had not to deal with negroes.

As far a.s I saw, they aro very well treated,

and Ciirefully tended when they are sick,

which is pretty often, for very fow days passed
without two or three slaves being reportetl

ductile (ailing), and thereupon they were visiteti

by the master or mistress, i\ud broth, tea, JL*c.
,

sent to them until they were well again.

The nature of some negroes is utterly imprac-
ticable ; severity has no effect, and kindnciw

Ls shown in vain. In one instance Airs, C.

repeatedly forgave a black for misconduct of

various kinds, and eventually gave him his

lib.Tty, thinking thereby to kinille a feeling of

gratitude in his soul, but in vain. One morn-

ing he coolly walked off without assigning any
re;vson for his desertion, autl has never been

near tho place since. Ma<.lame D.'s slaves
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have so little to do that they are fat and

sleek as moles. And Madame A.'s are treated

with so much indulgence that they impose

upon her good-nature most shamefully, having
found by experience that falling on their

knees and imploring pardon with clasped hands

was almost sure to soften the hearts of their

amiable mistress and her kind-hearted sons.

The above is what I know, and I heard the

same from everybody to whom I spoke,

English and Brazilian. There are no doubt

instances of slaves being treated cruelly, but

is that to be wondered at where unfeeling
masters have unlimited power over beings
whom they consider their inferiors in every

respect ? Nay, even in England have we not

seen instances of a similar nature in persons of

education ? I need only allude to Sloan and

his wife, and other cases where the masters

and mistresses of parish apprentices treated

the poor creatures under them much worse

than I have ever seen slaves treated out here.

And when the slaves are old and past work,

they still live on the plantation or estate
;

they are not separated from their mothers or

their children as paupers are in England, to

be kept in the union in a free country. In the

Brazils the slaves mostly descend from a

father to his children.

One circumstance surprised me not a little,

and that is, that slaves almost always have

money at command
;

" where or how they

get it is not known," as Miss P. remarked to

me,
" but money they always have, be it

much or little." In conclusion, I can only say
that the negroes are a merry, thoughtless race,

terribly addicted to cacha9a (the rum of the

country), and capable of dancing all night

long after their day's work is over, without

appearing the worse for it. And their dances

are grand affairs too. The feitor (overseer)
comes and asks " May the blacks play to-

night, Senhora 1
" And the Senhora's permis-

sion being obtained, preparations for the dance

begin forthwith. And the first thing to be

done is to dress for the occasion. Cocked

hats, stew-pan shaped hats, ornamented with

gold and silver lace, and always surmounted

by feathers, enter largely into the decorations

of the men, while trousers with stripes of dif-

ferent colours figure at these festivities, and

seem to be considered the ne plus ultra of

elegance ; indeed, at the christening of one of

the little negresses my gravity was nearly

upset when Mrs. C. made me remark Pos-

quale, the godfather, who made his appearance
at the ceremony attired in a blue dress-coat

with gilt buttons, and a pair of trousers with

gold lace down the sides ! But to return to

the dance. The negresses dress themselves

mostly in white, some with low bodies and

short sleeves, others with jackets and huge

balloons, but their costume is quite common-

place compared to that of the men. There

are two large drums, at each of which a negro
hammers away with his fist, and a terrible diu

they make, while the others sing to that ac-

1

companiment, and execute a dance, which I

must be excused from describing : sufiice it to

say, that after having seen it once, I had no

desire to see it repeated. But to the negroes
themselves it appears to afford the highest

gratification, nor do they ever leave off of their

own accord
; only when the bell gives the

signal for them to retire to rest do they dis-

continue their exertions, ready to begin

again the next night, if they were allowed to

do so.

So much for what I saw of slavery iu

Brazil.

A STORY OF WATERLEIGH MILL.

(In Eight Chapters.) II

CHAPTER VII.

Haviland returned to the Beetle. When
he entered the room, the cloth was laid. The

captain, seated at the head of the table, leaned

moodily on his elbows. To Haviland's saluta-

tion he raised his forefinger to his cap." The services are going to the devil," he

muttered, "going, going, gone," with a thump
of both arms on the board, in imitation of an
auctioneer's hammer.

"Why, what's the matter, captain? nothing
amiss, I trust 1

"

" The wind's up and down, and there's no

bottom, we neither make sail nor anchor, we
sit with our hands in our breeches' pockets,
and sing yankee doodle, that's all, my
lad. Oh ! a smart, lively, weatherly craft for

me, that don't hang astern, or hang fire
; d'ye

understand, brother ?
"

" Nautical matters ? no, sir
;

I am a poor

sailor," Haviland replied.
" I hardly know

the stem from the stern, but. Captain Salter,

I have a favour to ask of you."
"
What," said the captain, looking up with

alacrity,
" a particular service l

"

*'
Yes, very ;

don't mention it to any one."
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"
By no maniior of means

;
timu and place,

my bov /"

"
Will, I have a little afl.iir, captain, over

the way near the mill this evening', and I ask

your aHsistanco."
" All rii^ht," ho replied,

" I'm yonr man
;

what can 1 do for you, my lad I

"

"
Perhaps, Captain Salter, you may find it

convenient to take a walk in the direction I

have indicated about seven this oveniny, have

you any objection i

"

"None in life. I'enj particular service,

eh ? Pistols, is it ?
"

*' Not exactly. A private matter of my
own. I really can't Bay more just now.

Please come quietly to the mill at the time I

mention, and wait outside till I give you a

call."
"
Ay, ay," exclaimed the veteran, joyfully,

'* ril be there at seven p.m., and ask no

questions."
Ilaviland now K-fc the room for a few

minute-*, when he was gone the captiiiu solilo-

quised.
" Not exactly pistols ;

I don't quite un-

derstand the 'not exactly,'
—probably carbines

or cutla.sses. Love or honour I Love, for a

thousand. I take it that the pretty lass up
at the church is at the bottom of all. Let me
see

"
(countintj the points of the evidence on

the ends of his fingers),
"

let me .see, officer

obsorvt'd by mo from bedroom at eight a. m. in

Waterleigh churchyard. Officer makes faces

at Tarsonago window. In one hour, old Par-

son.ige runs down to Beetle with lull powers
to treat, and work officer off if required.
Challoner looks sweet at Parsonage, Parsonage

looks damned sour at Challoner. Challoner

bullies officer at noon, officer ditto Chal-

loner, and determines cutlasses, John Salter

second. Women therefore at the bottom of

all,
' Q—E— D,' as Birchbottom would say.

Of course, honour not in it, and yet honour is

the better company, honour goes by reckon-

ing and observation, love has neither couquiss
nor steerage. Love is a crank}', backing and

filling, twist-me about sort of craft. Oh !

Lord, even a certain great admiral, of whom
nothing but gooil, nothing but good

"
(touch-

ing his cap;,
" was singed uncommon by a

w iich, let that pass, 'tis the Inck of all.

Women are the rocks ahead in life's couisc,
witli currents .setting ilown upon them in every
direction. If you do get within shot,

'

play
at long taws, for Gotl's sake,' as the Yankees

say ; once at close quarters, and it's ashore

you are, and on your beam-ends before you
can cry Jack Robinson. No age is safe. Gad,
I fiel the smart of that comely she-devil's

bite upon my cheek now. But muui's the

word, and I trust Challoner will g«t his gruel,
if he ilon't I xhall feel it right to h ivo a smack
at him myself, for ho was very saucy. L'.-t

mo see, I know my station, the mill, nevea

j

p.m. 'Twill bo rather dark for correct Hhoot*

ing, so I have no doul>t 'cutlii.s.seH' will bo the

word. Dinner late again, Stockfish, "growled the

aiptain, as the former deposited with great
unction the wine decanters upon the table

;

"
eight bells, four minutes past by Waterleigh

I
clock," pointing to something ho held up in

his hand that seemed like a compass, but
I which was in reality an old ship-chronoraetcr,

arranged by .some cunning artificer for the

pocket of the flapped wai.ntcoat. This watch,
the glory of its pos-scssor, was the torment of

the unhappy Stockfish, and his whole establish-

I

ment. The captain, however outrageous its

vagaries, would admit of no other authority.
" A chronometer by Harrison," he .said with

reverence,
"
very old, but entirely trustworthy,

and rated by myself ;
I could navigate a ship

to an inch by it." Now enters the doctor,

mopping his forehead. " Four minutes late,

doctor, I see you have put on speed. Sit

down, sit down. The doctor murmured some-

thing about his wife waiting. "Never mind
Mrs. Palfreyman, doctor, there's a piece of

boiled beef coming worth all creation, wives

included."

I

The doctor, unable to resist the tempting

prospect, sat down, regarding the captain at-

tentively,

"How are you, Captain Salter ?" he inquired

sympathetically.
"

llight and tight as a trivet, my boy," the

veteran replied.
" Dear me, I heard that there was an acci-

dent, that a conflict had o.;curred between the

military and civil powers, and that you and

j

others were injured, so I just ran round to
' the surgery for my 1 irge instniment case and

dressiiig-ij aiid here I am and nothing wanted,
I perceive."

" What /

"
cried Birchbottom, entering at

the moment,
" the doctor here, and talking

shop at dinner ; a fine, a fine!"

"Never you mind the schoolmaster, doctor.

Keep your instruments ready, my boy, with a

couple t)f extra bullet forceps, perhaps I may
call upon you for them by-aml-by," .said the

ciptain ;

" there was a bit of a row here, but

no bones broke."
"

lie hone-it now, doctor, for once, an<l say
more's the pity,'' cried Birchbottom ;

''

upon

my soul, I l)elieve this dt)ctor would enjoy

pia-ti-ing surgery up )n any of u.s. Didn't

he give the blacksmith's boy, who lost his eye

by a spark from the anvil, hixpence a day to

practice ophthalmic surgery upon him, to sea-
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rify, strabistnatize, and couch, &c., the use-

less organ, whereby the patient realised very

pretty pocket-money, and the doctor a deal of

practical skill in his profession ?
"

"
Birchbottom," replied the doctor, "I see

I must have a little serious conversation with

you, my dear friend ; you are vociferous, sir,

I must take you in hand, and order an imme-

diate sedative, and a dose of castor-oil and tur-

pentine eras mane."

"Vociferous!"' exclaimed Birchbottom, "I
vociferous ? I want a sedative ?

"

*'
Blood-letting," said the doctor, "or the

undertaker will have you, my boy."

"Doctor," said Birchbottom, viciously, "I
hate an undertaker, but I swear to you that I

consider him a far nobler animal than the

doctor his provider."
As both the disputants rose at this crisis in

a menacing way, the captain called to order.
" What now," said the veteran, with the

same voice he would have hailed a lookout

man in the tops,
" what now, eh 1 Pour out

two glasses of wine, d'ye hear, and drown your

animosity, my lads. Doctors and iindertakers

are not worth the jaw you are wasting upon
them."

The captain's mandate was imperative, and
the opportune arrival of the boiled beef at the

moment added its force, and changed the gall

of Birchbottom and the doctor into the milk

of human kindness
; they nodded, and obedi-

ently drained their glasses. All was sunshine

again.

While dinner was being put on the table,

the doctor took Birchbottom aside, and by the

button.
"
Talking of undertakers," he said,

"
it

may be gratifying to you, my dear friend, to

know, hating that profession as you do,
—I

speak in strict confidence,—that their days are

numbered. "

" Numbered !

" exclaimed Birchbottom
;

"
is it come to the last man, then ?

"

"
No, no, you take it in a wrong sense

;

what says the immortal Shakespeare ?—
Oh that this too too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw, and resolve, &c.

I am happy to say that I am now in a posi-
tion to answer his aspiration in a way that

were the bard alive would be highly satisfac-

tory to him. Listen," continued the doctor,

"listen, my boy, an explanatory case in point.
A man at work in a manufactory of caustic

potash accidentally fell into a large vat filled

with a solution of that substance, potassa-fusa,
or as the old pharmacopolists have it, lapis in-

fernalis, and most infernal he found it, for

when the poor devil's fellow-workmen has-

tened to the rescue, lo, the man was gone !

not a vestige of him was to be seen. They
ran the fluid off, one button alone remained
to tell the melancholy tale, all the rest no-

where, so excellent the solvent."

"What a fearful circumstance!" Birch-

bottom exclaimed.
" Mark me, my friend," continued the

doctor,
" from this fearful circumstance, as

you term it, but to me most interesting fact,

1 instantly struck out a boundless reform
;
I

revolutionised, I destroyed the whole brood of

the undertaking kingdom. I gave my scheme
a local habitation and a name, I called it the

Lapis Infernalis Corporeal Solvent, Anti-under-

takering Company, with limited liability,

Lothbury, London, capital 60,000L in shares of

51. each. I am not yet prepared to name my
chairman and directors. I have an M. P. in

my eye, and you and Challoner will doubtless

join the board. Let me see : Augustus Birch-

bottom, Esq., late of Chancery-lane, gentleman,

principal and lecturer at the rural college,

Waterleigh-upon-Thames ;
Robert Challoner,

Esq., Justice of the Peace, Squire of Water-

leigh, &c., &c. ; besides, I must have a chap-
lain and a doctor."

"Peter Palfreyman, Esq., M.D., to wit,"
said Birchbottom.

" With a salary of one thousand per annum,
and a bonus of 500 shares," added the doctor,

rubbing his hands
;

"
consider, my dear friend,

the enormous magnitude of my discovery as

applied to social and funeral interests ; where
now the glory of the undertaker ? extinguished
in a moment by the purer light of chemistry
and physiology ;

no dismal nettle-grown church-

yard, no pompous sextons, no gravediggers,
no coflin-makers, hearses, or borrowed plumes,
all the tinsel of the undertaker gone in an in-

stant
; and then the saving.

"An interment by the company in public

vat, ten and six. In private ditto, two pounds
two.

"You may say why not bum the body,
more antiquo ? I anticipate, and instantly
answer the proposition : the human subject is

not inflammable ; mind, I speak in a physical,

not in a moral sense ; see Trelawney's remi-

niscences of the burning of his friend Shelley,

it took the entire day to do it
; and now the

whole funeral arrangements effected in seven

minutes, thirty seconds. The urn exchanged
for the simple glass bottle, containing the solu-

tion of your friend. Birchbottom, I will of a

surety, if not first myself dissolved, have one

dozen of you, my dear boy. But to carry it

still further, suppose when Nelson died, if in-

stead of the cask of spirits they had put
him "

" Not one word more," said the captain,
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sternly iuterposing, "I have overhi-ani part of
i

your lingo, and it's not fit for tbu c-nck pit, let ,

alnnu the diuint^-rooin, :ind diniier on tiible ;

Hay grace, ductur, and bo hani;eJ to you."
As 80IJU a.s the dinuur wiw ovor, at a nigni-

ficant wink from thu captiiin, Haviland Hlip[>e(I

away, anil left tho rt•^t nf tljo p irty to tlioir

potations. Impatient for tho interview with

Cradock, ho found, as he stood at the inn door,

that ho had somewhat anticipatoil the hour of

his appointment at tho mill, and kiA the sun

had not yet set he stroUotl round by the

church to have another hjok at tho ({uiet par-

sonage.
"

Perhaps," he thought,
'* tho

window so clo.sely curtained in the mornin-^

may now permit a peep oi luy dt-ar Biaiich--.

Hers wa.s tho promise of great beauty, and iio

doubt she is much grown and altered
;

I shall

surely see her to-morrow. As he entereil

the churchyard at tho wicket gate, he was sur-

prised to see a lady there, occupied in clearing

from one of tho yrave-stones tho fallen slates

and leaves left by the storm of the previous I

uight. Haviland paused and regarded her

silently. A biusket of chrysanthon.ums and

other late tloweiing plants was at her side, evi-

dently intended to grace tho dead. The

young lady, ijuito unconscious that a .stranger

was near her, continued her work, until tho stone

was cleared and iu order ; then she began to
'

plant her flowers, pausing and stepping back

from time to time to see the effect.

"I fear," she said, half aloud, "that I shall

make but a sorry tirewoman to this poor deso-
|

late yrave, worn by rain ami sunsl.ine, and so

long uncared for
;
and now, just ;is ho returns.

it is so late iu tho autumn, that dowers are i

nearly over, only chrysanthemums left ;
how-

ever, anything is better than these ncttks and
the rank grass :

—
i

Until natuiun, then, no clft more ntre
|

Than wctfdit unkiiul
;

No glory for tlu' tangled hair,

Bright asters twin'.d
j

AVJth jaainin coM, luul iiiarys'>ld|

Death's l.row to Liiul i
"

She turned, and saw that she wa.s not alone,

t is impossible to conceive a lovelier woman
is ."ho stood in an attitude of surprise, most

limplo and graceful.
**

I beg your pardon," said Haviland, ad-

vancing and raising his hat.
"

1 was not aware
I trust that I have not interrupted you."
She stood with her large eyes ti.\. d upon

lini, lut staid nothing. Eyes so »iark and
UHtron.s. a face .so sweet and seriou-s, ho

bought ho had never Ixheld.

As the two stood thus regardini: each other,
here was a fane suljeot fur a painter. Tho
iaQess trees, and melancholy half-ruiued

church ill the background, redduued bj th«

Betting sun, the gruy old gravu-Htonu at the

feet of two ti.;ures ho lich in youthful beauty,
and in contrast with the desolation around,
combined a whole that needed no further coin-

position for a picture. As Haviland gazed

doubtfully, an expression of cliildish lovo and

innocence, like pa.ssing sunshine, lit up tho

IHtnsivo countenance of the beautiful woman
before him, and he knew she was Blanche

Carlyon.
"

I believe, sir," she said timidly, "that

you are M.ijor Haviland
; my fither has told

mo of your une.xi)ected return, but this is o
sudden

;
I daresay you have forgotten me

;

1 am IManchc Carlyon."

"Blanche," said Haviland," —Miss Car-

lyon, for now 1 may not call you Blanche
"

"Oh, yes," said Blanche, "give mo my
old name

;
I am so glad to see you ; we must

still be friends as in our childish days."
He shook her warmly by the hand.

"I should havo come to you the moment I

returned, but my whole time has been taken

up with a most disagreeable busiiie:s3
;

h;i3

your father mentioned the circumstances 1
"

"
Something he has told me, but not all."

"I shall tell you all, my dear Blanche by-

and-by, for I am sorry to .^^ay that I must
now leave you for a short time, so provoking,

too, just at tho moment of our first meeting
after so many years. I have made an ap-

pointment to be at the mill by .mm.set ujKm a

matter of importance, ari.sing out of this

wretched business, and the red light on the

trees yonder warns mo that 1 have no time to

lose
;

so good-by for the present, I shall

soon return. How mucii you will have to

tell your old friend Harry after his long ab-

.sence. One thing bo .sure of, that in all his

ditlicultiea and dangers ho never forgot his

dear little Blanche, and the happy li ly.s of

tho old time." Blancho Carlyon bhtshed,
looked ilowu, and was siUnt. Sl;e stoo|ied to

take up the basket. *' But tell mo," .said her

companion,
'• wiiat is this that you are doiu^j,

who.se grave are you decorating with flowers /"

He turned to read the inscription on the

monument :
—

SACHED
Ti> TUK Mkm'rv or

BIOHAIU) »iRKKNSlIIliLD,

AOCinKNT-iLLT DHoW.SKD
UcT">UKii 21, 1855.

Haviland regarded the stone for a minute m
silence.

*'
Why, Blanche, this is my uncle's grave,"

he s-aid, sternly ;

" my poor uncle's grave, that

now suddenly and biiefly appeals to me."
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" I trust," she said, timidly shrinking back,
** that I have not done wrong 1

"

"
Wrong, Miss Carlyon," exclaimed Havi-

land, "oh, no, bo sure that I quite under-

stand your kind thought ;
I thank you heartily

for what you have done
; but, coming after

long years thus unexpectedly upon my uncle's

grave at this particular moment, touches me

•i!.

See page 410.

sharply ;
when I think, too, that the innocent

stone looking up all the while to the broad
heaven with a lie on the very face of it has

been made to play its part in a damnable
transaction. It is most strange how all things

combine to the one end
; why, yesterday I

knew nothing, and now the whole tissue of

villany unravels itself clearly before me.

Drowned ?—murdered, Blanche, and the

murderer in my power. Yes, I will have
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fitting rctributiou, that I will : 1 go to a Htcrii

duty."
"
What, munloreil I

"
oxclaiiue<l iJlaiichti,

palo aiul trembliny.
"

I iiovlt know—my
father did not toll mo "

" Dear Miss Carlyoii," he said, f^cntly

taking ht-r hand,
*'

1 frighten you with my
vthenu'iice

;
I ought not to have given way to

this foolish passion at our first meeting, after

8o many years anil when your kind heart

had restored the old stono to tho light,

that the eyes of an unworthy nephew might
look upon his murdered uncle's grave. But

why do I thus distress you ? forgive me
;

I

have been much tried and perplexed of late, 1

feel that I staid away too long, not at hanil

when sorely wanted ; but I must not talk

thus, I go now, I will return to tho Parsonage
in an hour."

Haviland hastily left tho churchyard, and
took tlu! path through the meadows to tho

mill. The river was still flowing rapidly, and

with swollen current. Tho flood had subsided,
but hero and there in the eddy under the

scarped banks, broad sheets of yeasty foam

circling aljout told of the recent strife of

waters. The silvery weeds, dashed with

autumnal gold, beaten down with the uind
and rain of tho niglit, and discoloured with

mud, seemed as if they could never again rise

to wanton in the summer broe/.e. The sun

rested <>n a low hill, his crimson ball reflected

in the thousand ripples of the moving flood,

struck a path of quivering fire between the

rushy banks and leafless alders
; long flights of

rooks, high in the green sky above the sun-glow,
Kiiled homeward to their rest. As Haviland
walked on by tho waterside, each turn of tho

well-remombered banks brought back to him
his thoughtless, childish days, and his mind,
over strained and heated, inscu-nihly ailmed
down under the gentle reproof of nature and
the influence of happy memories. Tho clouds

that oppressed him passed away, and the sun-

shine of Hlancho Carlyon's sweet face came
out into tho picture, but it was not exactly
her face nor the face she used to have ; it was

altering as in a <lreaiii
;

childish innocence,
mature lovi-liness, the thoughtle-s nbanJon
of tho chilli, tho selato grace of tho woman,
blended together like a diss(dving view, to

which the agitation of Haviland's mind jjor-

mitted no definite expression. The sun sot

behind the hills as he walked musingly on,
and the whole aspect of things beavmo changed ;

the river, no longer glowing in the reddening
snidight, now glimmered and greyed in tho

ler eventide, and a broad and shadowy re-

" fell upon hid and wold. Haviland
I used to gaze on tho subdued luid altered

landscape, and to listen to tho moaning of the

river :
—

Ye niglils and aoumls, why do yo tnovo inc so T

\Viu'iii;e is tliis taiiiler mi.sl tli:it (iiiuH uiioe eyen !

Ob luan ! tliy lliought is act on long ago,
On cldldish hope and love, my luart rtijliti.

" It is true," he said, quoting almost un-

consciously tho lines, "it is too true, now at

a moment perhaps of life's deepo.st interest and
sternest duty, my thoughts will go a-stray, and
1 am lingering here with my dear little Blanche

and tho old time. But this will never do, I

must get back again to the business of the

hour." As he turned quickly away, he thought
he saw a man partly concealed behin<l a bu.-h

not more than eight or ten yards from him.

At first ho concluded that it wasCradock. He
whistled, but no response.

" Can it be Challoner, i»r one of his people
thus dogging rao ?

"
thought Haviland, and he

at once ran to the spot,
—no one w;us there.

"This is odd," he said, "tho bu.sh is the

only cover for yards. Tho man must have

been a fleet runner to have cleared the ground
between this thorn-tree and yonder willow-

bed before I came up. He whistled again, and
Wii-s answered by Cradock, who appeared from
between the yielding brushwood. "Hu.sh,"
said Haviland, "did you .see anyone ?"

"
Yes," said Cradock,

"
I saw one upon the

bank."
" You saw me," said Haviland.
"
No, not you," he replied.

" Was it Challoner, Cradock ?"
"
No, it was not Challoner. I saw one

that I see every day in my mind, but not as I

have just seen him."
" Do talk like a reasonable man

; who or

what w;is it that you did see ?

"

"Master Harry," he replied, verj' earnestly,
"

it was my old master sUmdiug looking out

upon tho water. Tho light shone on his hair

and on his face, it was he, and no one else."
" It is strange," said Haviland,

"
I was not

quick enough. No doubt there are spies about,
and wo must be upon our guard ;

I wish I had
run that fellow to earth, whoever he wjts.

Come on, Cradock, tho sun Invs set, and it

grows dusk, wo waste our time here," and
Haviland with his companion qiiitted the

cover, and stood before the mill.

It was a picturesque structure, principally
of woo«l. Tho original stonework h.ad be-

longed to an ancient building, smaller than tho

present. Tho massive buf.tresse.s, narrow loop-

holes, .ind general strength of the old masonry,
showed that tho earlier .'ccupiers of the mill

had studied .safety and self-defence in its con-

struction. It was a wonderful piec«; of colour.

The stone foundation, se n through the clear
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rushing current, was soaked black and brown

below the water-line, and passing through every

gradation of tone, melted above into pearly

groy. Intensely green Avater-weeds, resem-

bling miniature ivy, spotted the l)rown wheels

and umbery piles, and added their startling

brilliancy to the chord of colour. The wooden

additions, though companitively of modern

date, had been raised at successive periods,

until the whole edifice, half masonry, half

oakwood frame, acquired important dimensions,

and now loomed grandly in the deepening twi-

light. Tiers of steep sloping roofs, at various

heights and angles, stood out sharply against

the evening sky, surmounted at their highest

point by a pictnres(jue Venetian sort of tower,

on the top of which a creaking weather-cock

sjleamed with the western glow. Several

quaint casements arched with red brick, and

circled with clustering ivy, some high up in

pointed gables, others in situations where

rooms seemed to be out of the question, re-

fleeted on their narrow panes the cool blue of

the eastern sky. Two powerful water-wheels

in arches underneath the building, indistinctly

seen by the flickering light of the flashing

water, appeared like river-giants slumbering in

their gloomy portals. An open gallery nearly

surrounding the building, in colour Indian red,

tinged with ruddy reflection the dark stream

beneath, which, streaked with silvery foam-

bubbles, rushed out sparkling and rippling in

the cool evening light.

"The old place no doubt as heretofore,"

Haviland exclaimed, "but so ch;;nged ;
either

I see it with other eyes or it has taken on a

very desolate and solemn aspect ;
and how

still ! no sound now save the mocking current,

no beating wheels, no busy cheerful hum

within, no loaded wains, the strutting poultry
all gone, even the merry rats seem to have

forsaken the place."

In fact the mill was deserted. Odd stories

of noises supposed to be connected with the

mysterious death of the miller, and other cir-

cumstances, had deterred people from taking the

premises. Besides, shortly after Greenshield's

death, Challoner had received considerable

additions to the joroperty. Some valuable

estates had fallen in, and he did not care to

have the mill re-occupied ;
indeed he had

latterly talketl of pulliiig down the old beg-

garly hide, as he termed it, and building with

the materials a light bridge to the neighbour-

ing island, and a fishing-box and boat-house

on the site of Cradock's hut.

Cradock continued in Challoner's employment
after the miller's death, and he was still the

nominal custodian of the place, holder of the

keys, aiid keeper of the sluices.

For this easy service he received a weekly
payment and the hut on the inland to live in.

There was some talk at first : suspicion fell

upon him, but time passed on
;
and the thing

with it.

{To he concluded in our next.)

ANA.

Thb Fenians.—These people, of whom we
have recently heard so much, if we believe the

early historians so far as to allow them an

historical existence, were a body of Irish

militia, forming a kind of standing army,
which was employed to defend the coasts of

Ireland from the invasion of foreign foes.

They were billeted upon the inhabitants during

winter, and obliged to maintain themselves by

hunting and fishing during summer. Each

of the four provinces had its own band of these

warriors or champions, but Leinster was the

most fortunate province in incorporating distin-

guished names in the list of its Fenians.

Fingal himself was one of the illustrious band,

which included also the ever-memorable Ossian.

When St. Patrick came to Ireland, Ossian

narrated to the Apostle of Ireland the exploits

of the valiant Fenians. The record of their

conversation, which is still extant, is called the

Dialogue of the Sages ;
but it seems that the

saint and the bard, sage as they both were,

were sometimes on the point of quarrelling.

Our readers may remember the version of an

ancient Ossianic poem which, according to Sir

Walter Scott, Hector M'lntyre gave to his uncle

the Antiquary. St. Patrick there complains

that his devotional meditations and psalms are

disturbed by the old women's tales of Ossian ;

and Ossian, annoyed at the implied comparison

of psalms to the tales of the bare-armed

Fenians, declares in no measured terms that ho

should think it no great harm to wring the

saint's bald head from his shoulders.

The Earl of Surrey, afterwards eleventh

Duke of Norfolk, who was a notorious gour-

mand and hard drinker, and a leading member

of the Beef-steak Club, was so far from cleanly

in his person, that his servants used to avail

themselves of his fits of drunkenness—which

were pretty frequent, by the way— for the

purpose of washing him. On these occasions

they stripped him as they would a corpse, and

performed the needful ablutions. He was

equally notorious for his horror of clean linen.

One day, on his complaining to Dudley North

at his club that he had become a perfect mar-

tyr to rheumatism, and had tritd evtry pos-

sible remedy without success, the latter wittily

replied,
"
Pray, my lord, did you ever try a

clean shirt 1
"
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SANS MEKCU
on,

K E S T U ELS A N I ) F A L C N S.

r. V Tin: aitikh; ok "cuv i.i v i xr; ston k," &c., &.-,

CH.\rTEU IV. FAMILY I'oKTUAITS.

Tkuly, yovi might travel over many a

Ii-nguo of Eiii,'li>li grouiiJ, before meeting with

a h tiuldomer pair than IJes'iio and Brian : yot

the one point that strikes you first, is the

marked contrast between the two.

The girl is a superb specimen of that pecu-

liar type of beauty, common to almost all

nations of Sjandin:ivian origin
—not neces-

sarily involving purity of blood or descent
;

for you find it a^ often amongst the peasantry
a.s ill any other order. We all know its cha-

racteristics : unsparing wealth of golden hair,

not over fine or silky, as a rule
; long, lithe,

shapely limbs
;
and a roundness of contour,

apt to become massively luxuriant all too

soon
;

clear cut a'piilino features
;

a broad

white brow, overhanging the splendours of

briglitest blue eyes, less apt to melt than to

sparkle ; h-vst, but not least, a glorious com-

plexion, in which re 1 and white are too rarely

mingled for imitation by any human hand.

It would, perhap.^, be hard to say why,

looking on beauty such as this, we seem to

feel, instinctively, that the animal clement

there must dominate over the intellectual ;

and why, wishing to do it honour, we should

I exhaust every q^her epithet before wo think

!

of—'lovely.'

Nevertheless, of lovo at first sight (in the

vulgar acceptation of the term), these magnifi-

cent blox'lei, always can claim their fiur share :

of admiration, they engross more than an

arithmetical proportion. If IJesiuo Standen

CJirries her handsome head somewhat higher

than quite becomes a motlest maiden, it is

surely by riglit of many con juests.

Now—turn and look at Brian Maskelyne.
Not often, near tlie centre of the temperate

zone, do you meet with those smooth soft

cheeks, like white camelia petals
—

pale before

the gloss of youth and health has left them
;

that blue-black hair all crisped and waving ;

those great velvety eyes, sleeping indolently
in their languid lustre, till some strong pas-
i-i )n makes them gleam like a jaguar's. It

is one of those faces into whijh vou will see

fortune-tellers and the like peer ever wist-

fully ; oven their simple science c;in tell that

such are g'-neially iloomed, at one se.ison or

another in life, to figure in some sad, if not

sinful, story.

A few months still must pass, before Brian

Maskelyne shall attain his legal majority ; nor,
even then, does he come into the lordship of

the broad demesnes to which ho is the sole

heir. Nay : it is in his power wilfully to ciit

away his birthright ;
for not an acre of the

Mote property is now entailed.

"NVhen the will <>f Brian's father was oj>cned,

some ten years ago, many cried .shame on it
;

and a few scrupled not to accuse the widow, of

having beguiled a weak u.vorious husban<l into

indulging her with an undue stretch of au-

thority, at the expense of her sou.

The terms of the will ran thus :
—

On Brian Ma^kelyne's att;iining the age of

twenty-one, he became entitled to a yearly
allowance of lOOO^

;
four years later—shouU

no forfeiture intervene—he came into unfet-

tered possession of his whole inheritance. Also,

if in the meantime he should marry with hi->

mother's full consent. Mote, and all thereto be-

longing, became absolutely Brian's, for settle-

ment, or any other purpose. But if, before

attaining the said age of twenty -five, he should

Contract a legal marriage, unknown to bis

mother or against her will, then the whole

fee-simple of the estates, and the disposal of

all real and personal property whatsoever, be-

came vested at once in Mrs. Maskelyne ; to be

bequeathed or dealt with as she tliought

proper. Nor could Bri.in ever claim anything

beyond the above mentioned 1000.'., in the

shape of an annuity without power of anticipa-
tion : this pittance the testator considered just
sufficient to give bread and plain meat to a

M.u<kelync who had lost cxste : he did not wLsh

to bequeath to such an o:ie more. In tho

event of Mrs. Maskelyne's death before any of

these conditions were fulfiUe I, nearly the same

powers were entrusted to certiin trustees,

whereof Se^^ton t)f Warleigh w.is the chijf.

But, in this last c.ise, the property real and

vol.. XIII. No. 329.
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personal passed, so soon as the forfeiture

sliould be complete, to the Maskelyne that

chanced then to be the next of kin.

A strange will, no doubt
; yet, perhaps,

neither were poor George Maskelyne's folly,

nor his fair wife's ambition, so overweening as

Marlshire gossips would have them. Looking
back carefully at the records of Mote, you
would possibly abate in your wonder. From
its very origin there has brooded a curse over

that ancient house—the curse of wilful mis-

alliance. Like other hereditary diseases, it

would leap over a generation or so—only to

break out more fatally in the next.

Now the men who successively did this

wrong to the family-honour, seemed impelled
thereto by some temptation, not to be ex-

plained by reference to the general tenour of

their lives.

There was the wicked favourite, whom the

fourth Edward loved—if he trusted not— right

well
; chiefly because he knew him to be more

wild and reckless than himself : indeed, men

said, that, whether in love or war, the kingly
Belial could hardly keep pace with the meaner

fiend. Is it not written—how Hugh de

Maskelyne wedded the daughter of Sebastian

the thievish Portingal scrivener, lusting more

after her beauty than her gold ; and how, two

years after, he arose early from a debauch, and

sate, with an evil laugh on his flushed hand-

some face, while his father-in-law was maimed
and burnt in the pillory ?

There was Richard Maskelyne ;
sworn boon-

companion of Rochester and Etherege ;
known

in all that set as the D 's Dick
;
to whom

Sedley indited the most blasphemous of his

sonnets. Before his beard was grey, he took

to wife the ofl'spring of one of his own tenants—
a buxom Blousalinda, who outlived all his

brutality, and buried him at last, more de-

cently than he deserved
; though she professed

herself heart-broken, before the honeymoon
had waned.

Lastly
—not to multiply examples—there

was Brian's own grand -uncle Godfrey ;
whom

the Regent, not unfrequently, named master

of his revels
;
who would play any man for

his estate, or any woman for her honour
;
one

who, all his life long, had made a mock at

every honest and holy thing
—at matrimony

most of all. It was more than a nine-days

wonder, when he placed a nuptial wreath on

the false hair of an opera-singer, with a reputa-
tion more cracked than her voice, and who had

made a science of infidelity. Be it recorded

though, to La Signora's credit, that she fore-

bore to palm on the family the mockery of an

heir
; so, the direct line was spared so much of

shame.

Now, when it is considered that, in all

human probability, these men could have com-

passed their desire at a far less costly price
than the sacrifice of their name,—it being pre-

mised, too, that of all the commandments they

notoriously least regarded the Seventh,—their

aberration can hardly be explained, save on
the ground of an hereditary malady : a pagan
fatalist would have absolved them at once, as

unaccountable agents of a Nemesis.

With these examples, and many, more,
before his eyes, George Maskelyne signed his

last will and testament. There was no-

thing of the domestic tyrant in his nature
;
for

he was a mild man, of weak constitution and

studious habits, nervously anxious to please

everybody, and devotedly foud of his only
child. It is probable that his sole intent was,
to keep Brian under watch and ward till the

first folly of youth was overpast ; just like

that Arabian king, who locked up his son in a

lonely tower, during the season marked out as

fatal by the stars.

A wise and just precaution : did it ever

once avail 1 I trow not. The locksmith is

yet to be born, whose bolts will baffle the

cunning burglars
—Love and Fate.

To return to that pair of iffnocent lamb^.

There is one other point to be noted about

Bessie Standen.

In spite of her superb exterior, after the

first glance, you become aware of an indefin-

able something, that forbids you to credit

her with good birth or breeding ;
there is a

want of the self-possession and self reliance

inherent in imperial beauty : in her bearing
there is too much of defiance, in her eye too

much of a challenge.

And—listen—the first words that fall from

her red ripe lips, are not precisely drops of

honey-dew. .

"You need not have been so flurried,

Brian
;
nor so anxious to hide me. I don't

believe your fine friend, whoever he was, had

time, in this light, to recognise either of us.

Its rather early in the day, too,
— to feel

ashamed of being seen with me. "

Brian looked her full in the face, with the

earnest melancholy gaze that puzzled her un-

comfortably, at times—with all her superiority

in age and worldly wisdom.

"You're quite wrong, Bessie," he said

gently. "There's nothing
' fine

' about Tom

Seyton, as all Marlshire would tell you : if 1

had known who it was, at first, I should not

been so anxious to hide you ; though he's

quite at home at Mote, and may one day be

my guardian. As for his not recognisijig us

both—you don't know those hawk's-ej'es of liis

as well as I do. But I don't think he would
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have the heart to betniy luo, t vcii to my mother.
[

You shouldn't tauut me with ov-T-aiution :
'

jruileiice is hard enougli to [ricti^o, even when '

you preiich it. A^liamod— ;i-*hamud of you,

my queen ! What makes mo an patiout as I

am—except looking forward to tho day, when

you shall carry your he.ail as hij^h &n the

liaughtiest of them all / Darling, you're not

like yourself to-night ;
or you would never

have spokt'u so."

His voice shook a little as he ended : if the

language was somewhat over-strained, as is

often the ciiso in boyish olopu'iice, it rang
true as steel. Btwsio Standeu'a shapely
shoulder stirred once, impatiently ;

but—per-

haps in spite of herself—she answered in a

Koftotied tone, with a tinge of banter in it

notwithstanding.
" Poor child ! Was I cross with it i See,

I fold my han<ls and ask pardon—so prettily I

And that was Mr. Seyton, was it? Perhaps
he did recognise me

; but, I divre say, you're

right in trusting his discretion. Brian, dear,

you mustn't mind my pettishness
— I've been

more worried at home of late than I can tell

yoiu Yes. I know you'd help nie if you
could ; but you can't, just now, at all events.

Only, you must not keep uio anotlior minute,
I've stayed out too late as it is. I'll write, of

course
; and we shall meet again very soon.

There—just—one—no more." (This sentence

is rather hard to 'stop' correctly.) "You
are not to follow me one step beyond the turn

of the Irtue. I can perfectly well take care of

myself."
There was no second meaning intended in

these last words ; yet her lover felt strangely
conscious of their tnith, as he watched the

firm elastic footfalls, that carried Bessie Stan-

den so swiftly away, through alternate light
and darkness. As he turned slowly away from
the trysting-place, he chid himself for feeling

so depressed and mclanchuly ; but, surely, a

man should be well into middle-age, ere—
even to his own conscience—he need give
reason for every sigh.

Not having any special reasons for discre-

tijii, we will take leave to accompany yon fair

damsel, even to her own firesiile.

The first glimp.so of the interior is not at-

tractive. Whisky and strong Virginian to-

bacco are excellent things in their season—
foul f.ill the faitour who would disparage either—but, consumed in large quantities when the

day is young, they affect the bystander with

a disagreeable sense of incongruity, and are

apt to lay a heavy burden on the atmosphere.
Bessie, apparently, was used to this sort of

proceeding in her family ciick"
;

for her fair

face, ;is she eutered, betrayed no dbgust or

suqjrise ; only, itit expruHniou that, during her

homeward walk, had become somewhat tioftencU

and Kub<lued, grew harder and more defiant,

(juickly
—as silver tarni.sho.<, parsing tlirough

sulphuric fumes.

On one side of a fierce fire sate the ma«tvr

of the household—a handsome, large framed

man of the Oorid type, not so long ago ; but

late hours and hard living have filled and

marred the outlines both of face an<l figure,

till, compared with his former self, he \ouka

like a coarse wood-cut by the side of a fine

steel-engraving.

Mr. Standen had reaitled four years or so

at Torrcaster, and of his antecedents abso-

lutely nothing was known. Ho had no
ostensible profession, unless constant attend-

ance at all the principal rac-meetiugs can

be called such
;
but he had paid his way fairly

enough so far, living very mucli at his e.ise in

all respects, and keeping two or three useful

horaes in his stable. These he rode 8o1>erly,

throughout the winter, with the Marlshire

hounds, evidently looking out after business

rather than sport ;
for he never negotiated a

hurdle, unless a probable customer were near,
in which case he would occasionally astonish

tho natives (who are not easily surprised) not

a little, by a performance over stitT timber.

For reasons best known to himself, he never

allowed his beautiful Bessie to show iu the

hunting-fi-ld, though she rode boldly and

gracefully.

Mr. StautUn's was a very uncertain po.si-

tion ; for the aristocracy, both of city and

county, persisted in ignoring his presence ou

all occasions, or, at the best, indulged him
with the coolest nod

;
while he affected to con-

sider himself as above familiarity with ttio

wealthy burghers. But he was not troubled

with any acute sensibilities, and livid, to all

appearances, contentedly enough in his narrow

circle of acquaintance. This wjus ma<le up
of some half-dozen residents in Torrcaster—
social anomalies like himself—and certain

strangers of horsey exterior, who dropped iu

imiuvited for a flyiug vi.sit His boou-com-

panion, on the present occlusion, was by far the

most assiduous of those cisual familiars.

Christopher Daventry'a was rather a re-

ia.arkable face. The upper part was nearly

I)erfect ; den.se, well-pencilled brows .irolic 1

themselves imposingly over a piir of ken
black eyes, an I the nose was really a study
of delicate chisjlliug ; but the mouth and chin

spoilt all. In spite of an unusu.illy lux-

uriant beard (which he cultii'ated, as if con-

scious of the defects alluded to), before ever

he opened his lips, you felt that the man was

, cunning, ami s-.>usual, and crueL
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He was known among racing-men aa "Kit,
the Lawyer ;

"
or The Lawyer, tout court ;

and, though he was scarcely turned of thirty,

he had earned the soubriquet right well, by an

extraordinary astuteness in picking his way
through the miry labyrinths of turf- law. He
sailed very close to the wind at times, so that

his sails seemed shaking perilously ; but, thus

far, he had evaded both shipwreck and capture ;

though his movements were jealously looked

after, in certain high quarters, just as a

notorious privateer is watched by a neutral

port-admiral. Once caught red-handed, The

Lawyer knew right well what he had to expect—"a short shrift, and a long rope."
The unhealthy atmosphere

—
physically and

morally speaking
—of a gambler's life, seemed

to suit Kit Daventry's constitution ; that head

was as cool and as hard as his heart, and

equally proof against impression ah extra. On
the present occasion, there was not a flush

on his cheek, nor the faintest unsteadiness of

hand, or tongue, or eye ; though the signs of

debauch were plain to read on the face of his

seasoned companion, and they had ' drank

fair
'
all through the afternoon.

Both the men nodded carelessly to Miss

Stauden as she entered
;
but only the younger

spoke.
"
Well, Bessie, what's your best news ? It's

time I were oif
;
but I waited for the last tip

from your training-ground. Did the colt go a

strong gallop this afternoon ? Don't be shy
about it."

The voice was rather a pleasant one than

otherwise, and devoid of any vulgarity of

accent
; indeed, people were often struck with

the contrast between Kit Daventry's tones,

and the slangiuess of speech in which he was

prone to indulge.

The girl did not answer at once, but crossed

the room with her quick decisive step, and
came close behind the last speakei''s chair :

she took off her coquettish little hat, and
tossed it aside

; shaking back, at the same time,
the gorgeous masses of her golden hair, with

a gesture of impatient weariness, that yet was
not ungraceful. Any bystander must needs
have been struck just then with a certain

family likeness between all the three ; nor

was this wonderful
; for the man whose shoulder

touched Bessie Standen's rounded arm, was
her own first-cousin.

"Shy?" she said, rather bitterly than

angrily.
"

It's late in the day to talk of such

things to mc. But I've no news worth the

telling. It's the same old story
— '

Patience,

only a little longer.' I do so hate the part
I've to play, and I began to hate myself to-day—don't ask me why ;

I don't know, or care

to know. And suppose it were all wasted—
all the pain, and trouble, and shame. Don't

laugh. Kit. I won't bear it
;

it is shame—
black and bitter—or I shouldn't feel it."

Daventry's lip, that had begun to curl, set

itself savagely, as Bessie ceased speaking, with

a sob that she tried hard to stifle
; but, before

he could reply, Mr. Standen's thick, hoarse

voice broke in : he stood rather in awe of his

clever nephew ; and, save when far gone in

drink, rarely ventured to beard him.
" Leave the girl alone," he said

;

" I won't

have her chafl'ed and bullied. It's just like

you— to sit soaking and smoking there, and
sneer at her when she comes in, after doing
her best. Never mind him, Bessie dear ; we'll

have the laugh on our side, when you're mis-

tress of Mote. Don't you get down-hearted :

it's a stake worth waiting for
; and, even if

the big coup don't come ofi", you'll always have
a good name and a thousand a year to fall

back upon. As for shame—that's my look

out : it's no shame in you, to do your father's

bidding."
The brief flush of anger that made his first

words sound almost manly, faded as he was

speaking ;
the last were uttered in a querulous

whine : of a truth he did look, just then, so

very base and degraded, that—though un-

grateful
—it did not seem unnatural, when

Bessie turned impatiently away from her

partisan ; addressing rather the bolder villain.

" Do you hear him 1
" she said. " As if a

thousand a-year, with no expectations, would
be any use to us ! Why, we spend more than

that—living as we do.
"

(Her glance, sweeping
round the dingy room, spoke volumes of scorn-

ful commentary.)
" As for a name—it's worth

to us what it's worth in the market—no

more. "

The Lawyer shrugged his shoulders, with

the air of one who, having much the best of

the position, has neither time nor inclination

to quarrel.
" You're both more than half right, if you'd

only drop your heroics. The bisr stake is

worth waiting for. Uncle James
last man alive to advise forcing

And, Bessie, I back you—so far

have Lombard Street, it's no use squeezing
the orange dry. It's just possible, too, that

the young one's name is as good now as ever

it will be. I'm all for keeping things dark at

present. No one saw you together to-day,

Bessie ?
"

" No one, except Tom Seyton. I'm not

much afraid of him
;
he's too simple to see

any harm in innocent flirtation ;
and too good-

natured to throw stones at butterflies. He

and I'm the

the running.
if you can't

don't me credit for biting or stinging,
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I'm certain ; iudood, I think, ho rathor ad-

mircB me, in a distant, honest way."

Davtiitry'.s bhick bn>\VH contracted, till the

doublo archo-s wore nearly one.
" That'.s all you know alxjut it," ho HJiid,

rudely.
"

^^'hy^ you had better havo dono

your lovo-makinj^ in tho market-Hquare, thiiu

in a corner where Tom Soyton could liijht

on you. Good-natured and simple, eh I

Listen, now. 1 was at Urentwood races two

years a<,'o, when there was a row about Tho
V'i.xen bc-ing pulKd ;

it wasn't hiilf a bad c<iso

of roping ;
the mare ran forward enough to

satisfy most jHJoplo ;
but a few would have

it that she never got her head loose. That

kind-hearted fool of yours was tho acting

steward. Wriugton, who owned and trained

the mare, was had up in the Stand. I

couldn't hear what was said
;
but 1 was near

enough to see. I saw, by Wrington's face,

that ho was trying to laugh it oH"
; and I saw

Tom Seytou's Fot, all of a sudden, like a flint-

stone. He did not make a long speech ; but,

before it was over, Ben was looking like a

whipped hound. No wonder : ho might as

well havo shot tho mare, for all the use she's

been since : they've stopped her with the

weight in every handicap, and the Club keeps
a sharp look-out on the whole stable. That
was Tom Seytou's work : he said he'd do it

that day ; and he kept his word. As for ad-

miring you—you vain monkey—ho hasn't an

eye for a woman alive, except his own wife.

He don't trust you far, either, depend on
it

; and he'd slioot Brian Muskol^'ne dead,
sooner than see him married to Jem Staudea's

daughter."
" And the Lawyer's poor cousin "—tho girl

retorted; sweeping a saucy courtesy. "It's

a pity to leave out any of my dis(iualifi-

cation.s. Well— it can't bo helped now
; we'll

hope there's no harm done. I'm not going
to quarrel. I felt rather inclined for it when
1 came in

; but I liiid I'm too tired. I shall

lie down, till 1 feel hungry : I suppose you
«lined hours ago. Don't lo.se your train, Kit.

You won't shako hands ? ( Jood night, then.

1 hope you'll come back in a better temper !

"

Davontry seemed doterujined not to notice

her departure, though his countenance was
rather thoughtful than sullen ; biit, a.s Hes-sio

turned in tho doorway, he looked up, and met
the full mocking light of her great blue eyes :

hi^ wicked face wore a curious smile, as ho n>80

(juickly, and followed her into tlio little hall

without For several minutes, Mr. Standen's
hea^i had sunk drowsily on his breast

;
and he

had taken no part in tho family council with
voice or ear.

" Hold o:i a minute, Bessie," her cousin

said.
" Dun't let us part in tho Hulka. Theru's

been bother enough to-day, t<. croMX a better

temper than mine. Wh.it do y..u think of

Linda's breaking down ba<lly, just aft«r our

money had gone on ? She ooidiln't have lost

at Gainsborough, 1 luiven't told him alx>ut it ;

it's no use. If you don't dock his drink, he'll

get quite childish soon. We must get money
to winter on now, by fair means or foul. Do

you think the young one would put his name
to paper ? It would * melt '

eatily enough,

though ho is under age."
These few words of careless kindnes-s brouglit

a softer look on Bessie Standen's face, than

her boy-lover ha<l ever seen.

"1ft it so bad as that?" she whispered,
*' Well—I must try, I suppose. But you
won't make me speak to him, till there is really
need ? Something might turn up any day.

And, Kit—you might give mo a little more

encouragement, instead of always taunting
and scolding me. I do my best to please you.
All other decoy-ducks aro fed—sometimes at

least."

Daventry stooped forward (tall as she was,
she was the shorter by a head), and looked

hard into her eyes, till Iiis own shot forth evil

gleams.
" What's the use of self-denial," he

muttered,
" when one gets no credit for it ?

"

And he kissed her thrice, passionately.
The girl took the cares.s, not eagerly, but

witli a quiet contentment, as a hard-worked

sempstress might take her week's wjujes : she

took it without a shade of shrinking or coy-
ness ; though on her lips, not an hour i^one,
was laid, lightly and reverently, Brian Miiske-

lyne's pledge of athauce.

The contrast was so great, that, if faith and

honesty were .silent, worldly wisdom might
well have spt>ken loud in warning. On the

one side there were—a pure chivalrous devo-

tion, a high social estate, an ancient and stain-

less name, to win ; on tho other

Bah ! it skills not talking of these things.
It is the old story of the Eastern Queen.

Sitting at tlio state bau'iuet by the side of her

fair young husband— wiili tho choicest daintie.s

of one homisi)hero before her, and a thous;ui I

hearts panting to do her bidding—she only
counts the minutes that shall bring her to

the hovol of her swart, tliick-Upped paraaiour,
where her food will bo garbage, her greeting,
curses and blows.

Uf all created beings, there is none moro

thoroughly disinterested than a woman, bent

on casting herself away. Only—such self-

sacritices, instead of winning approving smiles

from Heaven, must needs make merriment ia

another place.
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CHAPTEK V. PARCEKE DEVIOTIS.

TuE general aspect of Marlsliiie is rather

the reverse of mountaiuous
; iudeed, its mild

attempts at the picturesiiue are limited to

diversities—not violently striking
—of wood

and water. But the natives have always
been proud of their fertile champaign ;

and

rather disposed to pity than to envy the

dwellers in the hill-country. Even where the

ground rises gradually, so that, by a stretch

of courtesy, it might be called an eminence, the

spot seems to have had little attraction for the

builders of aforetime
;

it is iu sheltered nooks

and grassy hollows that most of the more

ancient mansions are placed ;
if you see a

house otherwise situated, it is next to a cer-

tainty, that its foundation-stone is not a

century old.

Warleigh was no exception to this rule.

Lying somewhat remote from the high road—
you might have ridden within half a mile of

its chimneys, without noticing them, unless

the smoke-wreaths curling over the dense

tree-tops caught your eye. The house itself

was a low broad pile of building ;
rather at-

tractive, architecturally, from its irregularity

and grotesque confusion of styles
—a very

olla podrida in brick and stone. Only in the

stables could you detect any unity of design ;

and these were evidently much more modern
in date than any part of the mansion.

Neither were the approaches in anywise im-

posing : the seventy-acre bit of grass-land,

immediately round the house, looked more
like a paddock than a park ;

near the gate, at

one corner of this, .stood a modest lodge ;
but

it was evidently placed there rather for the

gamekeepers' convenience (at the angle of a

principal cover), than because a proud porter
was considered necessary. Entering from the

other side, you had to traverse a long range
of meadows, and to open an uncertain number
of gates for yourself.

But Tom Seyton's friends were used to

this
; and—though they used to ask some-

times,
' ' when that West Lodge was going to

be built that he was always promising them"—
they never expected that such an extrava-

gance would be committed in his time.

The four leagues home from Torrcaster were

done, as usual, under the hour that evening ;

but Minnie wa3 champing her bit, and shaking
her knowing head, quite gaily, when she

slackened speed at the entrance of a green

bridle-road, about a mile from her stable-

door ;
it was simply from force of habit that

she did this
; for, unless under sore stress of

Weather or circumstances, Tom Seyton always

brought his cattle in cool. Apparently, he

was in no especial hurry now
;
for he let the

good bay mare have her own way, and rode

slowly on, with slackened reins
; evidently

musing again. He unlatched the lodge-gate
for himself, almost mechanically, and hardly
raised his head to look around him, till he had

passed under the archway of the stable-yard.
But his reverie was very quickly broken, by
the first words of the groom who came out to

meet him.

"Please, sir, Mr. Vincent's come—not half

an hour ago. You didn't leave no orders
;
so

there was nothing to meet him at the station."

Seyton was as little given to outward signs

of emotion as any old troop-horse ; but he

started very perceptibly now.

"Mr. Vincent come?" he repeated, in

rather a bewildered way. "No, of course, I

gave no orders. I hadn't a notion of his

coming so soon. I'm very glad though."
These last words were spoken more to

himself than to the groom. Was he really

glad ? He walked quickly across the yard,
as if he cared not to take time to answer a

misgiving.
There never breathed a more hospitable

creature than Tom Seyton ;
the merest

stranger was always welcome at Warleigh ; he

would have hated himself for ever if—even

iu thought—he had grudged entertainment to

his Kate's own brother.

But adversity has its awkward, as well as

its distressing, side
;

a great defeat, even

though it involve no deep disgrace, is more
difficult to grapple with than a great sorrow.

They were heathens all
; trained in the

flinty-hearted school of Lycurgus : yet was it

not wholly against nature, when, in Sparta,
after a disastrous battle, women knelt before

the altar clad iu bright raiment, with garlands
in their hair

;
while others sate at home in

mourning garb, refu>iug to be comforted. The
first were thanking the gods for the honour of

their house kept safe, though their hearths

were made chUdiess for ever
;
the last—making

moan over sons, who had come back, to tell of

lost or tarnished shields.

Besides this, the kindest natures are not

always the readiest iu condolence : so it was

likely enough, that Seyton should feel rather

aggrieved, at not having more time to prepare
himself for encounter with the mighty fallen.

In the other scale was to be set, the intense

relief of finding himself no longer the first

herald of evil tidings. On the whole, before

he had crossed the stable-yatd, Tom was

nearly ready with his favourite common-place—
" It's all for the best."

Unless you passed through the offices, the

nearest way to Seyton's own 'den' was through
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u jjOHterji-cloor, oijcuinj; iiitn u nook of turf,

Hcparatcd from tin* rest of the ganleiiB l>y a tall

hedge of clipfR-d holly. The naid dcu was

a large, low room, with three wiiidowH look-

ing out on the grasH-plot, from which the silU

wen- about hreast hiyh.

Those latticed casenii nts wi-re all a glow

just then
; though no lamp or candle was

lighted, the deep luriil glow from neveral

burning oak-lngs was ipiite enough to tlirow

out in strong nlief the figure of a woman

sitting on a deep rocking-chair, close to tlie

hearth, witli h> r back to the windows, and

her head bent forward on lu-r breast. You
do not know that figure yet ;

but Tom Seyton

did, right well.
'' Poor pet :

" he s-aid, half aloud. " So

they've sent her to ground, already."

Mrs. Seyton was accustomed—when beset

by any doubt, or difliculty, or danger whatso-

ever— to 'head' at ouco for her husband's

den (if he chanced to be absent it was just
the .«ame) ;

on such occasions it was almost

impossible to prevent her 'making her point ;'

and very difficult to dislodge her, till the

tyranny was over-past.

She was either dozing now, or in deep

thought ;
for she never noticed thu rustle of

Seytoii's sleeve against the lattice
; but, though

the passage was cnrpetted with thick matting
over stone, she started up at the first sound

of his foot within the outer door, and met
him as he entered, with a smile on her face,

still wet with recent tears.
"
Oh, Tom," .she said ; "you know it all ?

And you know he's come."

1 before her husband answered a word, he

wound his arm round the pretty speaker's

waist, and kissed her twice or thrice.

Many moons have waxed and waned since

Tom Seyton brought his bride home to War-

leigh ;
but he is still prone to o.-^culation as

ever. Whether the suiject under di.scus.<iou

be welcome or «iisagreeable
— whether the

sympathy expected from him be grave or gay—
he invariably opens tlio proceedings of the

Cabinet Council with this absurd ceremony ;

which he woidd no more think of omitting,
thau grace before moat. The number of

matrimonial salutes that Tom must have

fired in his time, is absolutely liewildering to

think of; but the satisfaction of both paities

Concerned .'^eems unabated
;

Ro it is best to

leave them in their follies, especially as such

are only committed en clmmp-clos.
There was no remarkable beauty in Kate

Sey ton's face, yet w;is it one of those on
which the eye loves to linger ; their attraction

|

is rather hard to define
;
but it somewhat re-

sembles that i.if a ple;isant home landscape, ,

seen in the fro«h light of early morning. It

was a face to invito confiileiico— imt familiarity
in the worst sense of tie word. 'Hie muster-

roll of her Marlshiro friends, of high or low

degree, might compare with that of any line

regiment ;
but the county woubl haso risen

against you, to a man, had you hinted at a

liirtatiou of Mrs. Seyton's. No won<ler : ho

would l>e a very remarkable ro^'i', who could

speak of Kato and cnijuctry in a single breath,

alter one steady look into her clear brown

eyes.

One htars of certain < xceptioiml couples
that 'were maile for ^ach other;' surely, if

there be such a thing as predestination in

matrimony, it is exemplified in the case before

us In .some respects, the characters of Kate

and her husband seem moulded in identical

lines.

Both h.ave the f-anie sensible straightforward

way of meeting a diUiculty
—the same knack

of cutting a tangled knot with an honest

dowti-right blow—the same happy faculty of

looking ever on the brighter side of life's

changes and chances—the same simple tastes,

and keen sense of innocent enjoyments. In-

deed, though there is nothing masculine, or

even auiazoniau, in Kate, she sympathises

heartily with every one of her husband's

favourite pursuits ;
and is never so happy, as

when by his side in the open air. She is a

frerjuent guest throughout the winter at all

the country-houses, great and small, within

twenty miles of Warleigh ; and never—unless

Lucina, by chance, forbid— misses a county
ball But the visiting-lists of Belgravia know
not her name : she has never spent a whole

fortnight in town since she was presented,
on marriage. When other women are setting

their homes in order, for the duty-dinners
and obligatory

' at homes '

of the coming

season, Kate is preparing to start for that

famous Norse river, through whose eddies

many a mighty Salur has ru>hetl to his death,

to tlie music of Tom Seyton's whirring reel
;

and over who^o wati rs her own tly has

fluttered— not always harmle,«s!y. In the

early days of her matron-hood, there was a

slight ditlorenco of conjugal opinion on the

point of her tiding to hounds : she wished to

do so without restrictions
;
to which Tom said,

Nay,—infiexibly. But Kato was soon per-

suaded that a man, going straight ovrr the

Marlshiro country, has quite enough on hia

hands, without constant solicitu>le for a cbarer

safety than hw own
;

so—witli just a little

sigh
—she gave up her maidtu-dre.ims of

venatic glory, and re.-iigned herself to ju<liciou9

short-cut.s, and rapid ro.Td riding ; 'throwing
a modest It-p

'

occasionally, when absolutely
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unavoidable. Even so, she sees more of a run

than nine-tenths of the nickers and skirters ;

indeed, some elderly and timid sportsmen in

these parts are very prone to follow that fair

and cunning pilot.

I am not attempting to sketch a perfect

character
;

so it costs me no pain to confess

that, as a mother of a steadily increasing

family, Mrs. Seyton was not wholly blame-

less ; if its well-being had solely depended
on her constant supervision, things would

have gone hard with the nursery at Warleigh.
Yet there was little or no selfishness in this

seeming neglect ;
the fact was simply this :

loving her children much, Kate loved her

husband more ;
for years, he had been so

perpetually foremost in her thoughts, that

Tom's comfort and satisfaction had become
to her almost the whole fulfilling of the do-

mestic law. To be sure, her progeny throve

so wonderfully, that there was little cause for

maternal anxiety. The Dark Angel, whose

wings had overshadowed other homesteads

near, had thus far spared the '

young bar-

barians ' of Warleigh. They grew up, noisily

and merrily ; regarding their mother, rather as

a favourite playmate, than as a parent to be

reverenced or obeyed : a most undecorous

state of things, certainly ;
but convenient

enough, while it lasted.

When you have marked, that, with all her

ten years of matron-hood, Kate Seyton's figure
is still temptingly taper and trim—her silky
hair just as abundant, her step as elastic as it

was at sweet sixteen—though tannage of wind
and sun have darkened the early peach-bloom
of her cheek into a clear ruddy-brown^

—you
will have seen enough of the portrait of the

Pet of Marlshire.

After the pause and preliminaries above-

mentioned, came Seyton's answer.
"

Yes, child : I've heard that Vincent's

come
;
and I saw the Times in Torrcaster.

But I shan't know all, till I know how you
and the Madre take it. I've been thinking of

that, all the way home."
'•' I can hardly tell you, yet," Kate said.

" It came upon us so very suddenly. We
were sitting in the library, and never heard
Vincent ring. He came in, all at once, and
threw that dreadful Glass-paper into mamma's
lap, without speaking one word. She was
braver than could be expected—far braver

than I could be
; for I had to creep away

here, almost directly, to have my *

cry
' out,"

Her husband's broad brow contracted ; and
his lip curled, somewhat scornfully.

" Better than could be expected—you
may well say that, my Kate, I never could
see the pull of these stage-tricks in society ;

especially when women's nerves are played

upon. Why couldn't Vincent tell his story like

a man—instead of like an actor ?
"

"Oh, Tom! " she broke in. "You mustn't

speak so—even to me. You can't think how

beautifully he bears it."

Seyton sat down in a convenient arm-chair ;

still clasping his wife's waist in his arm, and

drawing her pretty head closer to his shoulder.

His face was very plain-spoken as a rule
;

it

wore a quaint expression, now
; wavering be-

tween provocation and amusement,
" Bears it beautifully, does he ? Why, dar-

ling, to hear you, one would think Viacent

was the victim of some great treachery, or un-

deserved misfortune, at the very least."

Kate moved aside, rather pettishly ; though
she did not try quite to escape from the

strong clasp that held her.

"And the examination ivas very unfair,"

she said. "I heard enough to be sure of

that, before I came away. And it's too un-

kind of you—to begin to be sarcastic, just

now,"
The idea of putting sarcasm and Tom Sey-

ton into the same sentence ! The self-evident

absurdity almost upset the gravity of the

accused ; albeit, he was not naturally quick
at taking a joke : he well-nigh laughed out

loud.

"My darling; if I'm sarcastic, I'm like

the man who talked prose without knowing
it. I don't want to be unfeeling, either ; only
I can't help remembering that, when Vincent

missed the Newdigate, you all clung to some

story about the judges not looking through half

the poems. What notions you must have of

the corruption of Dons. They were a very
fair and straightforward lot, in my time.

And why should they have any special spite

against any one man ? 'Depend on it, they
know nothing about 'nobbling favourites,'

there. Whatever the game is—I'd rather

hear the loser complain of luck than of foul

play. It's the worst form out, if you can't

prove your case.

" I won't argue with you," Kate retorted ;

and, this time, she drew herself quite free.

" Wait till you've heard Vincent's story ;
and

then be as obstinate and incredulous as you

please. Only—don't try to persuade mamma
or me."
Tom Seyton dropped his head slightly ;

shaking his ears the whUe, as you may see

a high-couraged pointer do, when sharply

chidden.
" You little vixen !

" he said, as he rose.

" I wouldn't contradict you again
—alone ;

much less with the Madre at your back.

Stay here, whilst I go and see Vincent : it's
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best to get that over at once. I won't tease

him, now or ever
;

1 promLso yoii.
'

Quoth Tom to himself, as ho crossed the
hall—

"If poor Vincent failed in liw lo^'ic-paper,
the examiners must be much harder to deal

with, than tho woman-kind at Warleigh."
The library was a long, narrow apartment ;

with four tall mullioned windows looking out
on the principal flower-garden, and a deep
oriel at the end. A bright, cheerful room by
day—the profusion of dark oak book-cases,
filled with dusky and dusty volumes, made it

gloomy after nightfall ; so that the family-
party, sitting there of an evening, was fain to
break up into groups ;

each creating for itself

a little isle of light in the sea of shadow.

Only two reading-lamps were burning when
Seytou entered ; near one of tlicse, at the
further extremity of the room, close to the
curtains of the oriel, the Victim and his mo-
ther sate together.

Mrs. Fleuiyng had been a remarkably pretty
woman in her time

; and her appearance might
still have been very attractive, had it not been
for a certain peculiarity of maimer and address—«o aggravating, even to disinterested strangers,
that these were wont to marvel how the pa-
tience of her familiars held out.

Many years ago, in the pride and prime of
her beauty, some misguided admirer detected
a striking resemblance between Mrs. Flemyng
and a famous picture of St, Cecilia. The
good lady—whose weakest point, then, was
personal vanity—was intensely flattered, and
resolved to profit by the discovery. Unfortu-

nately her acquaintance with the biographies
of the Calendar was rather limited and vague :

she could not disas.sociate saintliness from suf-

fering : so, ever since that unlucky day, she
had considered it incumbent upon her to ,

, poser en martyre. Had she only done so

outwardly, it would not have mattered so
muoli

; for—possessing, as she did, large I

plaintive eyes, shaded by long silky lashes—
i

the effect was rather becoming ; and, at tho
{

worst, could but have been wearisome from '

too frequent repetition. But, to such as
j

realised that the attitude of meek resignation
was moral, no less than physical, it was un-

\

expressibly provoking.
For Mrs. Flemyng's path through life had ,

been singularly smooth and straiglit : she had
'

never known personal distress or dithculty :
>

her one serious grief had been the loss of a
husband whom she loved after a discreet, dis-

passionate fashion ; and ever since that event
her kinsfolk and relations had been as unani-
mous in comforting and consoling her widow-
hood, as if she had meditated social Sutteeism,

Notwithstanding theso drawbacks, it was
no wonder that she had many warm friends,
or that her own family were so fond of her :

she couldn't liolp looking inj\ired ; but she
never said a hard word to or of any living
creature

; and was perfectly devoted to her
chiMren—carrying devotion, in her son's case,
to idolatry.

As the fortunes of tho said son form a main
part of this veracious tale, it may be well to

give him the advantage of a fair start, in a
fresh chapter.

{.To bt conlinwd.)

RTCHBOROUGH CASTLE.

Fkom tho ancient city of Sandwich, a rural

road, Hanked by green meadows on either

side, brings us, jifter a two miles' drive, close
under the ruins of the Castle of Richborough,
the ancient Rutupium of Imperial Rome. Mas-
sive and grand are tho walls of these ruins,
as they frown down from the cliff, whose foot

:

was once washed by the waves of the German
Ocean, though now it stands inland, high, dry,

'

and deserted, like old AVinchilsea itself. The
walls are clothed with the greenest and dark-

I

est ivy, which mixes its colour with the grey
,

ruins so as to make a tempting subject for

,
the artist's pencil ; and they form a portion of
the celebrated old Roman fortress which kept
the entrance of the Portus Rutupinus, or

estuary which separated the Isle of Thanet
from the mainland something less than 2000
years ago in the world's history. Yes ! it may
be hard to believe, but those golden corn-
fields wliich now bristle with ears of wjieat
once bristled with the spears of the Ciesarean

soldiery ; over what now is little better than
a marsh between us and the village of Minster,
have sailed Roman galleys, and Saxon and
Danish keels. «' Those hills," as Mr. Planchti

observes, "have witnessed the worship of

Woden
; amongst the trees of one of them ''

nestles a village which still bears his name ;

that mill marks the site of a vast pagan ceme-

tery." We are on classic ground : as we
stand on tho height of Richborough, we are

reminded of tho delicate-flavoured oysters
which the Roman ijonrmantls in the days of
Nero or ^'esp;vsian woidd have fetched from
what is now the mea«low-land at our feet,
between us and Pegwell Tiav, through which
tho Stour winds slowly an<l laxily

—the oysters

having long since given way to trout.

Circeiis nata forcnt, .in

Lnerinum .-ul saxam Rutupinove t e<iita fumio,
*^strca. Juv, S.at. iv. 140—2.

•
Woodncsboroiiffh.

t Mr. Pl.incht- Mys, in his "Comer of Kent," p. 12,"
Tlioro :u-u not w;uitijig those who as-scrt that Sandwich
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It may be iuteresting to know tliat within

tho last few years large quantities of oyster-

shells have been actually dug up here, among
the Roman debris turned up on various occa-

sions, and more particularly in the progress

of the works for the railway between Minster

and Deal, which runs immediately under the

very eastern wall of the Castrum.

We find Rutupium mentioned twice in the

Latin poet Ausouius, in the fourth century of

our era, and again, somewhat later, by Am-
mianus ]\Iarcellinus, who is as precise in tell-

ing us what Roman legion was stationed there

in the reigns of Julius Ceesar and Valeutinian,

and under what general it was sent, as the

Times of to-day can be in chronicling the

latest arrangements at the Horse Guards, as

to the removal of the 10th Hussars or 23rd

R. W. Fusiliers from Hounslow to Dublin or

Edinburgh.
There are those who claim for Richborough

the honour of having been chosen as the land-

ing-place of Julius Ca;sar, but we fear that

"we cannot argue in favour of any such tra-

dition or hypothesis. Indeed, it is impossible
now to ascertain with certainty whether these

sturdy ruins stood upon the site of a British

fort, raised by the native chief, Arviragus ;

'"'

but still it is as well-known as if it were re-

corded in the undying pages of Tacitus, that

the walls still existing were reared by the

masters of the ancient world, that through
that nearly perfect postern gate Roman em-

perors have entered and departed in military

state, and that the thouts of joyous multitudes,

mingle 1 with reverential cries of "Ave! Caesar

Imperator," have arisen from the site of that

amphitheatre hard by, over which now alter-

nately the plough passes and the corn fields

"laugh and sing." And, to use Mr. Planche's

own eloquent words, "Those growing masses

of masonry which have resisted the assaults

of time, tempest, and man for eighteen cen-

turies, after all, are the great fact which is

more valuable than a thousand theories."

Vespasian, as an ofEcer serving in Britain under

Aulus Plautus before he succeeded to the

purple, probably entered the natural harbour

commanded by this fort. So, also, in all pro-

bability, did Claudius, who took Camalodunum,
(now Maldon, in Essex) ; Titus, who came
hither as a military tribune under his father,

Vespasian ; Agricola, possibly with Tacitus

in his train
; Hadrian

; Severus (who is said

to have completed the fortress, and who died

was actually the ancient city of Rutupise, and it is so
marked in some maps." But that accomplished antiquary
sees reason for doTibting the accurac-j' of such a statement ;

as also do wo.
* Aut de temone Britanno

Contidot Arviragus.
Juv. Sat. iv. 147.

at York) ; Constantius, and his son Constantiue

ttie Great
;
and Maximus, the competitor of

Gratian for the Imperial throne,
—a Briton

by birth, and who is spoken of contemptuously

by Ausouius as the "Robber of RutupLs.
"

All these must have landed or embarked here,

as the common port of communication in those

days with Gaul ;
and even if it be not capable

of proof, as some *
will have it, that St. Paul

himself came by this route to Britain, to evan-

gelise our heathen forefathers, at all events it

is certain, if we can trust the Venerable Bede,t
that St. Germanus, Bishop of Anxerre, and

St. Lupus, Bishop of Troyes, must have seen

Rutupi;« in all its glory.

The departure of the Roman legions, no

doubt, was a sad blow to the greatness of the

city and fortress, though Rutupiae still re-

tained its importance for some centuries, both

as a mart and as a haven. Vessels from the

south found a safer and shorter passage to the

Thames and to London by passing through
the estuary, than by rounding the North

Foreland and the Nore. J But after the with-

drawal of the eagles of Rome came the Jutes,

or Saxons, under leaders whom tradition calls

Heugist and Horsa, and who, according to the

best authorities, landed at Ebbsfleet, in the

Isle of Thanet
;
and it is said that either Hen-

gist, or his son and successor Eric, established

a Saxon or Jutish sovereignty in this part of

Kent, and fixed on Rutupiae as his residence,

when the old Roman name gradually gave way
to that of Reptaceaster, § or Ricsburgh (i.e.

Ericsburgh). Strange to say, this dynasty

appears to have held its own in peace and

quiet for the best part of a century, and " the

extent of the sepulchral remains at Guiltou,
clo.se by, and the character of the ornaments

and weapons discovered in situ, prove that

a large and wealthy community lived and
died in this neighbourhood previous to the

conversion of the Kentish Jutes to Chris-

tianity. "|1

It was during the reign of Ethalbert, the

great grandson of Eric, that St. Augustine and

his companions arrived in the port of Rich-

borough, probably a.d. 597. Bade merely
states that Austin landed in the Isle of Thanet,
but Thome, a monk of Canterbury, says more

precisely, in insidd Thanet, in loco qui clicititr

Ratisburgh (i.e. Richborough), and Leland

tells us that at that time Richborough was con-

« See Hasted's Kent, p. 4S8.

+ Ecclesiastical History, ch. xviii.

J The laige quantiticci of Sa.xon coins, from those of the

earliest known date (called Seeattas) down to some of the

ninth centiny, prove the contiuuoiis occupation of tlio site.

§ Rutupi i-'ortiua, qui portus a gente Anglorum nunc
covi uptfe ilcptacester vocatur.

Bcde, Ecol. Hist. B. i. ch. i.

II PlanchiS,
" Corner of Kent," pp. 2i, 25.

I
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wderoU to b« a portion of Thfinot. " Tho

holy missionary," H.iy.s Mr. I'liiiichi', "on

If.iviiig tlu) i-liils troil, we are loKI, on t\ Htono

which rotaintxl the print of his foot rh thoii<;h

it liiul beon cl;iy. 'I'his stono was proHorvotl

in a chap«l iii(iic.it"il to St. Aut;iiHtino, afier

liiH canonisation, and crowds of poopio tlockud

to it for many years on tho annivfr.Hury of the

day." This .statoinfiit, thou;,'!i of .scanty histo-

rical wortli, l)oiny traco;il)l« no further hack than

the fourteenth ctiitnry, is at all events valii-

fthle as provini; tho j^onoral l»cliof in the i li-n-

tity of tho sjK)t with some ovont in Austin's

life, and cstahiishing beyond all <loubt and

quontiou the fuct that the Rutupino Road and

Kichborongh itMolf wore, at tho cl >se of t'u>

sixih contnry, tho jjrincipal lantliiiij places for

tnivellera to l>iitain froMi the shores of Gaul.

Hut even if Ebbsfleet, in the ImIo uf Thauet,
on the opposite side of tho u.ilt i-sluary, wm
probaldy the scene of St. Austin's biudtng, ntdt

there is little doubt that it was iu or at the

royal r>sidenco at R-ptacoaster, th it the miJ*-

siouiiry and his cler^^y be-.,'an th<ir l.ib )\m.

At all events, in tl)e
" S.indwich Mauu-

Hcripts,'' printed by Mr. Boys in his collec-

tions,
—a compilation of tl»o sixteenth century,

from anciiiit chronicles and records,—we li:i I

tlio followin:^ account, which has all tho air

of vtitisemblance :

Upon tlie cxst part of Kent lyeth the I.sle 'jf Th»a-.'t,

where Augustine and bis folluws l.iuih.-d, heing iu num-
ber foity petMOiiu, a.s it is repc)rted, who, b/ hia in-

t-rprtler sent to Kuig KlLulUirt, navo the Kin< to

iindcratund thut ho, witli his company, wivt c >n)c from
Iliunu to hnn^ unto liini an I bis |>caple the k'&'I

tidings uf the liuspcll, the way uato etcruai life aad

Ruiii.sof Riih'iorough C:kitlo.

Ilisse to nil them that believe the same; whi'-h tliini;

tli'j King heareing, came shortly after into his pi.illuce
or castle of Ruptictatcr, or liic/tbun-jw, situate nigh
the old city of Stonelmre, and ffif Kin;/ silliuy under
thf cliiT or rock- whtreon Ike castle m buUt, cointnandeci

Aui;usline with his followers to be brought before
Lim.*

This graphic and interesting description is

iu perfect harmony with Bede's statement that

the
kin;,' had "taken precautions tliat thtty

should not come to him in any hou^o, lest

according to an ancient superstition they
uiiLjht impose on him and s > get the bettor of

him :" and certainly, as Mr. Planche remarks,
it is far more prob.kblo that tho 30verei;^n of

Kent should have been seated on tiie sea-

shore under the shadow of his own castle, and
have commandeil tho attendance of the mys-

• "• Comer of Kent," p. 30.

terious strangers, thaii that he should have

crossed over to the oppo.site shores of tho I.-le

of Thauet for tho purpose of au interview witii

them.

It is well-known to every rejider of history
that Ethellivrt's queen. Bertha, Wits a French

prince.H-s, and a Christian, and that she strongly
intluenced her husband iu favour of the Chiis-

tian mission iries. lA,dan I writes,
'* In the

north side of tho castel ys a heildo ia the

walle, now sore defaced with wether ; they
cawle it Queue Bertha hedde.'' A piece of

stone or marble, now worn completely smooth

by weather, is stdl to be seen in the nort.i

postern gate of Richboroui;h ; but, :i3 Mr.

Planche says, it is impo.-'sible for the mo.st

skilful antiquary to determine whether it ia

of Romau or Saxon workmausiiip.
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There is, however, another spot at Rich-

borough vhich tradition itlcutifies very dis-

tinctly with St. Austiu's name, but which it

quite pains one to find out will not bear a

very close or minute inquiry, even at the

hands of the most poetical of antiquaries.

Witliin the area of the castle walls, says Mr. Planche,
and much nearer to the bank than to the western

wall, is what appears to have heea the foundation

of some building, which, from its cruciform shape, is

now pojiularly known Vy the name of St. Augustine's
Cross. Camden, however, seems to imply that in his

day this name was not given particularly to this ob-

ject. He says, "Wherever the streets have run the

corn grows thin, which the common people call St.

Austin's Cross ;

"
but he is speaking of the fields

whereon he supposes the city stood, and not of the

area within the walls of the castium. This is worthy
of observation, as he does not mention "the cross

'

we are describing at all, though recent writers have

from the above passage assumed that he has done so,

and the inference therefore is, that it nas not visible

in Elizabeth's time, and that the appellation of "St.
Austin's Cross" has been transferred to it at a much
later period. Somner, who appears to have written

his " Treatise on the Koman Ports and Forts of Kent"

(published in 16&3) during the reign of Charles 11.,

seems to be the first who mentions it. The words

''Wherever (ubicunque) the streets have run "
dis-

tinctly prove, that in Camden's day there were several

crosses indicated by the partial growth of the corn,
and not one large mass of solid work, an object too

remarkable to have escaped observation.

In excavating round this structure, Mr.

Boys discovered that it stood on a platform,
five feet thick, 104 feet long, and nearly 145
feet wide, formed of a composition of boulders

and coarse mortar, on which was laid a smooth

floor of mortar six inches thick. The cross

itself, measuring from north to south forty-

two feet by thirty-four, and from east to M'est

nearly thirty feet by eight, had been faced with

square stones, some of which remained In

situ.

In 3 822 a subterranean building was dis-

covered beneath the platform, -which was sup-

posed to contain chambers used as store-rooms

for the garrison, a granary, or an arsenal
;

but no indications of any entrance could be

traced, either at that time or as late as 1843,
when the late Mr. Rolfe, of Sandwich, made
a vigorous but unsuccessful attemp)t to pene-
trate the compact masonry.

Mr. Roach Smith, iu his "Antiquities of

Richborough," says,
" The popular notion

that the cruciform foundation on the platform
is the base of a cross need scarcely be refuted,
and the opinion that it may have supported a

pharos is equally untenable."

Mr. Planchd, however, dissents from Mr.
C, R. Smith's view, and urges that the sandy
nature of the soil would have rendered some
huch foundation necessary for the construction

of a tower of sufiBcient size and height to

serve as a pharos.
The rest of the story of Richborough is

soon told. Intestine divisions encouraged

foreign aggres-sion, as will always he the case ;

and towards the close of the seventh century,

Cadwalla, enraged at his brother's violent but

well-deserved death, entered Kent at the head

of a large army, wasted it with fire and sword,

and reduced it to such a state that it never

recovered its independence, and was annexed

at the death of King Baldred, in a.d. 823, to

the rest of Egbert's dominions, and became

absorbed in the realm of England. The place,

now deserted by royalty, suffered frequent

pillage at the hands of the Danes, more espe-

cially by Sweyne and his hordes in a.d. 990—
994, and we have no proof that after this

date Richborough was a place of strength or

importance. The injury done to its harbour

by the receding of the sea and the filling up
of its harbour by sand, which began to operate
as early as the seventh century, hastened on

its ruin, and its commercial wealth and mili-

tary importance were gradually transferred to

its neighbour Sandwich, which had so far super-

seded Richborough in the reign of Canute as

to be described as " the most famous of all

the ports of England."
As early as the time of the Venerable Bede,

who wrote at the beginning of the eighth cen-

tury, we find that the estuary which severed

Richborough from Thanet had degenerated
into a tidal river, only about three furlongs

across, and fordable in more than one place,*

and an old map in Lewis's " Isle of Thanet "

illustrates his description : and some time be-

fore the JSTorman invasion, Richborough had

dwindled down into an insignificant hamlet.

The upper portions of its castle meantime

crumbled away beneath the hand of time,

and the violence of lawless hands, and

"Ichabod" was plainly written on its walls,

those grey walls which still frown over the

lowlands, bidding defiance to both time and

man. Still, even in its diminished shape,

and shorn of its ancient glories, Richborough
was repeatedly plundered and pillaged by the

Saxons, the last instance previous to tiie

Conquest being in 1048, when Sandwich also

was ravaged, and its chief men t-lain.

" At this period," says Mr. Planche',
" the

powerful Godwin was Earl of Kent, and during

his subsequent struggle with Edward the Con-

fessor, the fleets of the king and of his turbu-

lent subject alternately entered the port and

threaded the diminishing channel of the Wan-

sum, and in 1052 Godwin and his son Harold

sailed through this passage to the mouth of

*
Bede, Ecol. Hist. B. i. ch. xxv.
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the Thame.4 on their hostilo ex|K3(litiou to

LoniJou."

Thu baiulet and ca-stle of Iticliborough after

the CouqiiuHL bucainu part and parcul of tho

manor of I-'leet, in tho parish of Ash, which

lias p^uisud through ihu haiiJu of Huvcral uublu

faiuilies, ainongnt others those of D'ArquoH,

D'AvranchoH, Do Vero (Earl of Oxford), Do

Loybouriio, anil St. Loi,'er, and it now lulongrt,

by purchxse, to Mr. .1. iM. Fector, late M.l'. for

Dover. .Sic tratait yloriit rtrum.

Kali-ji db Pevekkix.

A CUAITEK OX BEEF-STEAKS.

Passini; tho other day, as is my daily wont

whtfu in London, under the noble arch which

separateii Fleet Street from tho Strand, I fell

intj a train of musing. Often as, in the course

of business, 1 have stood f.ice to face with

that majestic erection, familiarity ha^ not

in this case been attended by contempt.
I have always thought that our forefathers

much misunderstood the character of Temple
Bar, when tliey made it—as history records—
a resting-place for the heals of traitors. Tho
mutilated trunks of Sir William Perkins and

Sir John Friend could lend no additional

awe to the structure—they could only vul-

garise it. It stands not in need of such

grim adjuncts to impress tho mind—at least

if otiiers feel as I do. In all weathers and at

all seasons, I have looked with reverence upon
the unadorned master-piece of Sir Christopher
Wren

;
it was my privilege, in common with

many others,
—too many, indeed, for the space

they covered,
—to behold it in its greatest gloiy,

on tho day when excited England welcomed
the Princess Alexandra.

But what has all thia to do with Beef-

steaks ? More, perhaps, than is at first sight

apparent. Tho philosopher, whose thoughts
have been directed to the Useful and the Beau-

tiful,—who h;is reflfcted how rarely they are

to 1)0 found united—may trace a subtle con-

nection between the two .subject."*. The beauty
of Temple Bar is only excelled by its useful-

nes-s—the usefulness of a good steak yields
but to its beauty. But the question (toucliing

beef-steaks) which occurred to my mind on the

particular occasion to which I nferred at the

outsft, involves a problem yet more curious.

And to explain this I must enter upon my
grievance—for I have one. England expects
it of every well-regidated man.

Of a home-loving nature, happy in an aflVc-

tionate wife and a comfortable income ;
sur-

rouiuled with olive-branrhes numerous enouijh
to make a pleasant murmur in tho land, but

not so thickly planted as to interfere with my

view of domestic felicity, I am doubtless an

enviable man. But theru ix a cloud even iu

my matrimonial horiy-ou. On certain uvcuingH
I am driven to wander from my home, tor-

mented by a longing which 1 cmiiot rL-vcal to

my wife, but whieli must at all rinks be luitiji-

lied. At night I return, having exorcised the

demon for a time. It is recorded in the

comedies of Aristophanes, that no less a

man th;in Horcules was occiusionally the slave

of a maddening desire fur peasoup : even so

does my soul i)eriodic.d]y pine for a beef-steak.

Kow, I have an excellent plain cook, who
suits me, and does my joints, to a turn. As
the Yankees say, she is

" a whale at chops."

Except when we dine as the Russians dun't, she

is eipial to most emerg-'ncies. But she cannot

cook a steak
;
nor did I ever know one of htr

sisterhood who conM. I have a horror of those

thin, streaky, shapek-.ss lumps, as hard as the

nether mill-stone and as tastele.ss as tho pure
element—the most unwholesome drink, be it

observed parenthetically, that I know of—which

pjuss muster for steaks at the British family
dinner. But once, when a young and innocent

Benedict, with memories of City t'.vems yet

green in mj' soul, I rashly confessed to my wife

a partiality for a steak. And since that time

she persists in ordering for me the lumps of

which I have spoken. I dare not comjilain,

for her steaks are, metapliorically speaking,
her tender point. So, like ancient Pistol, I

cat, and eke I swear—inwardly of course. Nor
can I confess the imperious craving that at

times drives me to wander forth, as I have

described, leaving my wife restless and inqui-

sitive for days afterwar.ls. No man has over

yet been able to reveal to me the "cause of

this defect," or to tell me why, cast of Temple
Bar (the murder is out at last) a typical Eugli.sh

is '"a delusion and a snare."

Poor, indeed, are the best steaks of Lon Ion

compared to those of Paris. I do not speak of

tho productions of those wonderful restaurants

of the J'alais i.'oi/a/, rich with faded gildiiig

and tarnished mirrors, where dinners at two

francs and a-half, including sour bread and

sourer wine to indiscretion, have succeeded

to lrt}it>- it ipiarattti: and r<>i«</'' et noir—where

tho car<f d« jour has replaced tho carie de

jni—where o\ii m'.fiVi?, not fuiir ct
;>(i.<.<f,

is

now the watchwonl—where the unwary visitor

is punishetl by headache, instea<l of heartache.

.\ horrible thing is the bifttk A VAuglaist,
bhick witliout and blue within, which awaits

the man who ventures to those tjuoudam

gaming-houses. To our credit l>e it said,

that the native Gaul, not the Briton, loves

steak." of that "
English

"
fashion. I have

seen ferocious Zouaves devouring, at those
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dirtily-grand tables, dainties at whicli an Eng-
lishmaii'a blood would run cold— mais bicn

mmjlants. But the steaks of these places
arc to the chef d^muvres of the great cafes as

the lumps of my domestic life are to the

triumphs of City taverns : of the unrivalled

daiiity provided by the real masters of the

art I can scarcely trust myself to speak, and

perhaps I had better not try. Those who
have not partaktn of the true Parisian steak

Tvill not believe in a happiness which is in-

effable, but may yet be enhanced by a petit
rerre de Cognac : to those who have, words
would be a mockery, and description as Dead-
Sea apples. Talk of Count de Lagrange and
Glailiateur having "avenged Waterloo." MM.
Philippe and Vachette, with their hiftek a la

&hdteaubriand, did that long ao^o.

But if, to paraphrase Sir .Andrew, we Eng-
lish have, comparatively speaking,

" no ex-

quisite beef-steaks, yet we have beefsteaks

good enough ;

"
though, as I have said, they

must be sought east of Temple Bar. It is no

part of my plan now to enter into any de-

scription of the City taverns : many and va-

rious are they— curious, tumble-down, primi-
tive old places

—with a certain indescribable

essence of gridiron food exhaling from bench and
box even in unfrequented hours, and perhaps a

little—just a little—delightful after-taste of to-

bacco-smoke. My place is not among them
now : the days are past when G. and I used

nightly to wander forth from the precincts of

the Temple iu search of some new tavern,
some untrodden diuing-grouud, if haply we
might light upon some yet unknown variety
of the steak-tribe. We always came back to

one place, in the end ; and in my now rare

excursions eastwards I am ever faithful to it.

It is not the Cock— where the last attendant
is currently reported to have died of sheer

disgust, on being asked for the millionth time
if he was Mr. Tennyson's

"
plump head-

waiter,"—nor the Rainbow, nor any such noted
same. But ask among the barristers

; or,
better

still, among the lawyers' clerks, and

you shall hear of a certain tavern called the
Che.shire Cheese, which lies nestled iu a little

court on the northern side of Fleet Street.

There—it is the expression of a deliberate

opinion
—are the best steaks in London to be

tound
; rich, redolent, and juicy, racy of the

wholesome ox. And in that quiet little place

lingers a virtue which has long fled the more
crowded haunts of diners,

—
cheapness. Well do

I remember how once a party of us met together
to dine, and determined to see which of the

number could spend most on his dinner. E.—
champion of eaters—bore away the palm :

(it is declared, in the traditions of his college,

that he once declared, that nothing whetted

a man's appetite for breakfast like a fried sole

and a mutton-chop) :
—

waiter, ale, and punch
included, E.'8 bill was three-and-sixpence.
But I am lingering too fondly over such me-

mories. There are none such connected with

the benighted regions of the West. True it
i-",

that there exists in Wellington Street a certain

society who proudly style themselves " The

Steaks," of whose mysterious rites great things
have been whispered. Over their door is

written the text—" If 'tis done, when it is

done, then 'twere well It were done quickly."
And it is fabled that from the gridiron, in-

stalled iu the post of honour at one end of

the room, a white.-«leeved cook hands rela)'s

of steaks, hissing hot, to the guests at the

other. This is the last of the Beefsteak

Clubs—descended perhap>* from that over

which PegWofBngton presided in former days,

or that which held its meetings in Coven t

Garden Theatre, with a little golden gridiron
as the badge of membership. But if the re-

putation of " The Steaks "
is deserved, they

but constitute the proverbial exception that

proves the rule. Their tables are not spread
for all who will, as is mine host's of the

Cheshire Cheese, and those of his brethren.

And I say again, that west of Temple Bar

steaks are an impossibility,
—and I want to

know the wherefore. Is there any strange

magnetism in the western front of that build-

ing, repellent of the essence of beefsteaks ?

And does the other side possess a coutrnry

power ? That is the problem which engaged

my thoughts the other day. If ever the time

should come when our taste shall be so dege-
nerate as to permit the destruction of the most

perfect gem of art that graces the streets of

London (always excepting the statue on Con-

stitution Hill), the problem may be solved
;

and we shall see if the emancipated Strand, or

the domestic cooks of more westerly regions,

will be able to produce a steak. From the

culinary point of view. Alderman Picket, who
decreed the destruction of Temple Bar at the

end of the last century, might have been a

public benefactor, though architecturally speak-

ing he was a Goth. Had his sentence been

carried out, what is so dark to me might long

have been clear. But retribution is falling

on the alderman. The structure which he

doomed still cheers the passer-by ;
while the

street which bears his name is to be swept

away by the new law-courts. And it is pos-

sible, that when Themis scatters the mists of

dirt and ignorance in Picket's Place, there

may arise within her precincts a place of re-

freshment where men can really and truly en-

joy a steak. B. B.
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XAIK'ISSUS.

Silver fountain [fivol with sandy iriail,

spring which never goats on mountain fed

or othir cattle stiri'd, no lieast, no bird

roobit'd, nor fullinz branch from any tree,

round it by the neighboaring moisture fed

he green crass waved luxuriant
; above,

he intertexture of the pleached leaves

\\'sj\o It i\-\- .-l.aif, ilii.iui;l» wLlcli Ci.u'J i>cnclratc
r<o suti to Warm Iti wutt'rs.

Here he Uy.
AH hot and weary with his hunting, charm'd

hy that still s{>ot, an^i fountain clear ; but while

Ue sgugkt to quench Lis thirst, anmlier gr«w,
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A sadder tliirst
;
aud as he drank, be loved

An unsubstantial liope, an image, Ijound

By beauty, but reflected but Lis own.
As if it were a form of mortal life

Admiring still the shadow in the wave,
He gazed, still gazing with the same aspect,
Unmoved as statue carved in Parian stone.

Prone on the giound he sees liiie two bright stars

His eyes, his hyacintbine looks he sees,

Nor knows his own, most worthy of a god,
Of Bacchus, or Apollo golden hair'd,
His downy cheeks, his ivory neck and all

His fair young face of snowy white and red—
All, all for which himself is loved, he loves.

Thus unaware he woos himself, and praised
Himself he praises, seeking too, is sought.
And kindles still that flame in which he dies.

How oft the treacherous wave was kiss'd in vain.
How oft in vain he yearn'd with outstretch'd arms
To clasp that neck he saw, and caught, alas !

Naught but the cold, clear water
; what he sees

He knows not, only what he sees he loves,
And what deceives, yet fascinates his eyes.
Fond hoy, pursue the transitory shade
No more, turn but aside, and it is gone ;

It has no life, no motion of its own.
With thee it comes, would pass away with thee,
And leave no trace if thou couldst pass away.

No thought of food, of slumber, or of home
Can wean him thence

; stretch'd on the grass alone
111 the cool dark he looks with hungry eyes,
With dying eyes on that fair falsed face;
Then raising for a little space his hands
To the o'erarching boughs, "Tell me, ye woods—
For many, well I know, in your green dells

Have found fit hiding-place for whisper'd vows—
Was any love more woe-begone than mine ?

Did any pine more truly of all those,
—

Tell me, ye trees, whose so long lives contain
So many mortal ages. Joy I see.

Yet that slcu joy possess not, but am mazed.
No mountains rise between us, no great sea,
This little water works me greater woe.
Aud yet it would be loved, for when I kiss
The stream, below with upturn'd mouth jt strives
As oft expectant towards me—near it seems,
So very near, how little kts our love.

Come to me, my sole idol, surely thou
Wilt not despise me, me on whom all nymphs
Have linger'd long to gaze. Methinks I read
A kind of hope, sweet promise in thy eyes ;

I stretch my arms to thee, thou stretchest thine
;

I laugh, thou smilest
; and I see thy tears

While 1 am weeping ;
thou dost seem to hear

My whispers with a smile— a lover's smile
;

Thy mouth is speaking, but I hear no sound."

Thus sick of love, he sigh'd, and slowly fell

His tears upon the waters, and disturb'd
The sad, false image there. So then again
He plain d,

"
Oh, leave me not, not all alone

;

I may not touch thee, let me then but gaze.
And I will gaze on thee until I die."
With that he loosed his robe and beat his breast,
Making it rosy red, like circled bloom
On autumn fruit, or grapes touched here and there
With orient purple ; and the shadow loosed
Its robe and beat its breast, which when he saw
His sorrow grew upon him, and his heart
Melted like morning dew before the sun.

No more his starry eyes, his ivory neck.
His golden hair may please the nymphs no more.

No more may Echo sue to him in vain,

Wrong'd, slighted Echo, conscious of her wrong.
Who to his Well-a-day yet cave reply,
In I'aint response of jiiiy, Well-a-day.
And then once more he spoke, and by-and-l^y
Farewell, cried Echo, as he cried Farewell.

Tlien laid his weary head upon the grass.
Still gazing on tbe water, till night fell,

A night without a morning, on his eyes. J. M.

A NEW POPULAR DISSIPATION.

Not long ago I discovered that a new kind

of popular dissipation has recently sprung uj),

into which the lower classes of the people e.s-

pecially are flinging themselves with a head-

long aud terrific gaiety. Stated in simple

\ terms, it consists in getting into a square box

on wheels, in companies ranging from a dozen

to twenty or thirty persons, having a steam-

engine attached to a string of these boxes,

and then going screaming over as much of the

country as the railway directories are willing

to carry you across for the money. Possibly
it answers in the case of adults to the sport
of the "

merry-go-rounds
"

at country fairs

for the children ; and in not a few instances

it is notable to see how in just the same man-
ner as the juveniles, the grown creatures seem

to enjoy the sense of the trees, fields, farms,
and villages going whirling by the carriage-

windows. The elderly Chinese entertain their

declining years, I am informed, by the flying

of kites ; the steam-engine is becoming our

mature toy, and we may use it, by-and-by,
as a hobby-horse. With a mean deficiency of

courage, the real state of the case is not

plainly avowed as yet ;
the people indulge in

this queer pastime under the pretext of making
"a railway excursion :" but some company
may yet shake off the hypocrisy, and boldly

lay down a circular line, on which the train

can keep revolving for so many hours at a

time, without pretending to go anywhere in

particular. It is gradually approaching to

this, since the invention of what they style
"

day-trains." You are now invited to go to

places a hundred, a hundred-and-fifty, yea,

two hundred miles distant, and to return ou

the same day. Now, anyone can perceive

that the two or three hours' interval at the

end of the outward journey is a mere prepos-
terous device for giving an apparent object to

the going and coming. Of course, if there

were anything to see in the place the train

runs to, you could not see it in that time ;

and, of late, in my neighbourhood, the com-

panies have so far improved on the plan that

they now ofi'er to take you where it is known

beforehand there is really nothing to behold.

They start trains for the fen districts, and for
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)bsciiro villageH ou tho levtl sta-coast, and

AIrt Kuch-liko localiticH, whcro tho attention

){ their pasHcugura will bo as littlo an puiuiihlo

li.stractod by anything which ineetH the gaze
vhilo thoy aro in a utato of rest. Somo geniuH
)f a raiiway-uiauayiT, wo rcpuat, will, by-aiid-

ly, drop tho pretext of a dcHtinatiun alto-

.fthiT, and from niuiniui,' to ni^^ht wo nhall

)o in luoiicu, neither going nor coming,
rhis new ainuHouient will then havo attained

ts full «lcvclopment, and I treniblo to think

low increasingly faacinating it is then likely

o become. Alre.uiy its ellects aro most

li^astroua in eouie caries, as I wdl show by an

nstauco
;
— it was, indeed, that occurrence

vhic!i was tho means of awakening mu to this

rue aspect of tho matter.

Tho thing came to light in this way. I

Tan present in one of our minor courts of jus-

ico
;
whether I wjis on tho bench or in tho

lock does not, perhaps, greatly .--ignify ; but,
Uat a.s a mero matter of form, I will mention

hat I was not standing in tho latter place.

Another person, however, w;ia, who had the

.pi earanco of belonging to tho artizau chuss,

kod between him, tho court, and a decontly-
Iressed woman, standing to the left of tho

nan, eating a corner of her shawl, the follow-

ng conversation took place :
—

IVic Ctcil: :
" You know, my man, you are

)Ound to maintain your wife.''

Man: "1 ain't bound to maintain her iu

scursioni))g 1 When wo was married at St.

^Liry's, 1 liidn't promise as I'd tind her i'

ail way-tickets for tho west of England, an'

ho Lincolnshire fens, an' tho midland coun-

ies, an' everywheer else, did I ?_"

The ll'ij'c (leaning forward and speaking

irmly): "The last time, your worships, it

viis two hundred an' sixty miles, there an'

Jack, for three shillin'. It wovdd ha' bin a

¥a.Hte o' the money not to g<>."

The Be)uh :
"
Defendaut, has your wife

relatives in thoso parts whom she goes to see V
MiDi, :

" Her mother, as was the hvst o'

ler family, din I three yeer ago ; an', bless

/ou, I'c don't belong to tho west o' England,
\n thees places. Both mo an' lur was bred

leer."

The CUil: :
" Have you anything else against

70UT wife /

"

Man :
"
Only this 'scursioning, and 1 won't

itand it any longer. Now 1 put it to you
"

the speaker went on, adiiressing himself to

he chairman of tho Dench) '"whether, when
rou wont home to dinner, you'd like to find

he key left wi' the next door, an' a message
IS your wife was gone into tho west o' Eng-
aud by a 'scursion for half-a-crown

;
an' for

ler to come knocking at the door at one an'

two oMock tho next morning, rag,'ed to death,—which, I think, it is a woiho wny o' H[H.'ud-

ing tho money tlian drinking."
The H'ife (lifting up her han<lH apptal-

ingly) :

"
Oh, Stephen ! How can you Kiy it

wasn't worth tho money, when somebody in

our carriage reckoned as it harJly come to a

sliillin' fur a hiimlrod miles ?
''

The Clerk: ".My good woman, you must

not waste your husband's money in this way ;

will j'ou promise to sUiy at homo in future ?
"

Human (shaking her head decisively) :

•*
I

must havo a 'scursion now an' then."

The JJench :
" Let the case stand back. Re-

lieving otBcer, we c;in't send a man to gaol for

neglect of family under the.so circumstances."

Tho case did stand back, and how it ended

I do not know, but it startled mo by the new
social danger it disclo.-e<l. That woman was

evidently luider tho full f;iscination of this

railway dissipation, and with fares at anything

approaching to a shilling for a hundred miles

would never be al)lo to resist tho temptation.
Her ill-fatod husband, I expect, is by this

time, along with herself, though in different

parts of the "
House,' an inmate of tho paro-

chial Union. I have since then devoted some

special attention to this subject, and the

general result of my inipiiries h;us been .'trongly

to confirm my first notions as to tho gravity

of the matter. Some months back, I hap-

pened to reach one of the principal railway
stations in tlio midland di.^tiicts by a night

train, and w;is for a moment shocked by the

impression that the premises were on fire, for

the place seemed to bo taken complete posses-

sion of by an excited crowd. A sleepy porter,

however, who, having accustomed himself to

dozing on his legs amid the screaming of en-

gine-whistles, was, of course, not much dis-

turbed by the fainter noises of hum.iu li.n^s,

raised his eyelids a tiillo, and acquainted me
that it wjis an excursion-train which had just

come in ; and the uniformed person cynically

added, waking up a little more iu his aristo-

cratic disdain, that they always took on like

that when they got back. It w;\s too gootl

an opportunity to lie lost, and 1 mixed among
the crowd instantly. Tho following was tho

first snatch of conversation I overheard :
—

First H'oman (tapping another portly d.ime

on the shoulder) :
'' N\ ell, ma'am, havo you

enjoyed yourself / I think you said this

morning you hadn't seen the sea afore /"

S<e^>llll Woman :
*' And atween you an'

me, though I shouldn't say so to anybody, I

don't quite know as I've seen it now. Do

you really think," she added in a confidential

whisper,
" that w.is the sea, an' there wasn't

some mistake ? I could see nothing but a
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streak at the bottom o' the sky, not raore'n

as broad as my two fingers."
First IVonuoi :

" I must say, I were a good
doal disappoiutcd ;

but tliey said the sea was

'out.' Some who went a long way down saw

pools of it about iu the sand."

Second IVonuiti :
" Out ! Then they had

no business to take us -when they knew it

would be out. And where could it be gone

to, 1 should like 'em to say. It looked to

mo just like nothing so mucli as miles an'

miles o' brick-fields when the men wasn't at

work."

First Woman :

" What surprised me "was,

the sky seemed to come down so short, like
;

you couldn't see none of a distance."

Second Woman :
"

I don't believe as that

was the reg'lar sea
; the sea's a very dififerent

place to that, I'm sure. But here is our

Richard coming ;
don't say anything to him."

This, then, was the extent to which a sea-

side excursion had added to the stores of geo-

graphical knowledge in the case of those two

respectable females. Subsequent inquiries
elicited the information that the particular
line of railway in question runs day-trips to

the sea-coast, some hundred-and- twenty miles

distant, and, by a happy arrangement of the

times of starting and returning, contrives that

the two or three hours' rest at the other end
of the journey shall occur at low tide

;
and as

I happen to know the long level line of shore,
with its one little straggling village, where
the excursionists would be set down, I think

the sketch of its appearance given in the above

dinlogue a remarkably accurate one.

"It is awfully tiring work, neighbour,"
said a middle-aged man, dragging himself

wearily towards the station-door. "
T i-hall

have to lose half-a-day at the factory to-mor-

row, I'm sure."

"Ah," replied the individual addressed,
" and that makes it expensive. But, hang it,

it'll cost me a new pair o' boots
;
for that

shingle, I tliink they call it, it cuts like knives."

"So it does, an' if you chance to ha' a bit

of a slip, the green slime comes off dreadful
on your black cloth coat

;

"
saying which hs

twisted himself round to disclose an awful-

looking patch of discolouration extending from
his left shoulder to his waist. " My wife '11

be in a nice temper to-morrow,—I've just lost

her somehow, while she was seeing after her
sister

;
for she's quite spoiled her silk dress,

I expect. She tumbled o'er into one o' those

little pools, an' somebody said salt-water 'Jl

fetch every bit o' colour out o' anything."
I quote this bit of conversation as illustrat-

ing another feature of the excursionist class,
and which has a not unimportant bearing ou

the economics of the question. Both the men
and the women invariably dress themselves in

their best attire for these railway journeys.
The better sort of skilled workmen make their

appearance ou the sea-coasis in broad-cloth

dress coats and severely shining chimney-pot

hats, and their wives recline on sand-banks

and essay to climb rocks in silk and satin

dresses. Trifles of damage, such as those men-

tioned in the conversation given above, have

consequently to be set down for addition to

the cost of the fares. On another collateral

point I have no wish to push my observations

too far. I will, therefore, merely mention the

fact, that, on the night I am speaking of, I

saw at least half-a-dozen persons being ten-

derly assisted by friends oflF the platform, ap-

parently in the most singular bodily condition
;—the influence of the sea-breeze, or else the

too rapid whirling past the carriage windows

of the trees and hedge-rows, had so affecte ]

their nervous systems that they had nearly
lost all power of locomotion, though, in out-

or two cases, the faculty of vocalisation was

still preserved, if iu a somewhat impaired

state, as was evinced by persistent, although
not very successful, attempts at the reproduc-
tion of popular airs. I may add, as having a

kind of indirect reference under this head,
that not a month ago, I lost a small wager
with a railway companion, of larger experience
or more acute observation than my.'ielf, in this

rather curious way. Before starting from our

station, we incidentally learned that a short

way down the line an excursion-train was

shunted on the rails next to those over which

we had to pass.

"I'll wager you anything you like," said

my cunning friend,
" we shall see through

the windows of their train at least as many
bottle-bottoms as there are carriages."

" Bottle-bottoms ?
" I inquired.

"Yes."
"
Agieed," I answered, and the wager was

fixed on.

Five minutes later I had lost, for as we

slowly glided by the excursion-train, nearly

every window afforded us transient glimpses

of heads inside thrown back, with bottles un-

steadily balancing at different angles in the

air above them
;

and the total of the bot-

toms of those articles, some encased in wicker

and others unadorned, decidedly outnumbered

the total of the carriages. That it was not

in every case water which was being so indus-

triously imbibed, I feel quite certain
; for, in

two or three instances, I clearly saw jovial-

looking persons drawing off into smaller uten-

sils coloured liquids from large jar-like vessels,

capable of holding, say, a gallon each ; while,
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in \v« were tardily moving p:i«t tlio tr:iiu,
|

Buvorul of tho occvip.iiit.H of tho can i.igfs ap-

j)'
jiroJ sujiliiig at tho wiiuluws, nii<l trimii-

phaiitly made signal.-*, which would have bi*en

hospitablo only for their l)oiiig iiupraclicibli',

witli glasses iu hand, on tho top-* of which a

far more substantial foim tlntu that of water

waa very distinctly vi^^ibIo. 1 havu little doubt

ill my own niiml that thoso sociable in lividital-i

AvouM, upon their return at nij^lit, and p<>s-

Hibly long before that, show thoso symptoms
of the curious ellects of a change of uir upon
the nervous system wliich I havo alreai'.y al-

luded to as among tho phenomena of thevo

excurstous.

I may as well make the thing look .'us black

as p'»^fil)lo now I am shading it, and in respect

to the bearing of these trips upon the health

of their patrouLscrs, I will give one piece of

evidence.

I have a medical acquaintance whoso bu-

siness (at present) lies mainly among tho la-

bouring cliisses ;
and in a moment of special

coutidence he informed me that he estimated

his professional income in the exact ratio of

the number of these trains. There is, he ob-

served with much satisfaction, tho excitement

caused by tho fear of mi.s>ing the tr.iin, and

tho crowding and cru.shing to get into the car-

riage ; then, ho smilingly went on, comes the

bad air inside, qualitied only by fatal cold

draughts through the carriage windowa
;
sub-

sequently, there is over-feeding and drinking,
for railway passengers (he mentioneil with

much glee) are always under the illu.';ion that

they walk every yard of the way, and con-

sume refreshments accordingly ;
still later,

arrives tho fresh excitement as to whether they
ihall not be left behind, with tho renewed

crush to get into the train, and more bad air

and cold draughts when inside ; and finally,

my friend adds with a chuckle, the excursion-

ists wind up with a walk in the cold night at-

mosphere from the station to tluir homes,

which, of itself, would be enough to give half

of thorn dang.-rous chills. I may mention

further, as a sort of confirmation of these

views, that the present so.isnii has been marked

in our locality by an uniisii.il number of excur-

sion-trains, ami that my friend, the nurgeon,
has announced his intention of setting up a

closed carriage this winter.

Should the railway companies rai?e inte-

rested objections to this topic being treated

iu this way, I reply that thoy owe somebody

something for this p.aper having bo^^n kept
back till the end of the excursion-season. ]'>y

next year, if they bestir themselves, they may
have the circular lines I have suggesteil laid

down ;
and this new popiihu: amusement may

then take place under conditions which wjuhl

mitigate mmy of the evils I havo point«d
out. ^^•. C.

THE CAllKEIl OF A RIU150NMAN.
\\ rril ,V Mi>KM. Ki>ll TMK Fk.si.vn .

^

.\ TKIK .NAKUATIVK.
" You see tlie snioko rising out of the treoi*

on the slojHj of that hill ?"
" Yes."
•'

Well, that u the place where Neal Q
lives, who murdered, it i.s believed, six people,

and v.as hanged >-ix yeais ago on tho MonaghuQ
Jail, for the murder of Mr. D ."

" Wliat was he ?"
" He was as fine-looking a youug man as yc^u

would .see in a day's walking, but ho had a b;ul

eye in his hea-l. He knew (ircek and Latin,

for his father intended to make him a priest,

but as there was a bloiniih on his m.jther's

character, tho clergy would not allow him ti

go to Maynooth. So he became a small

sipiire'-n, rode on horseback round the country,

atten led fairs and markets, courted girls,
< lanced

at we Idings, and spent most of his ti:ae an .1

money in public-houses."
'* Was he ever marrieil i

"

" Yes
;
and he treated his wife badly. ^ly

father was often sent for to reconcile tbom.

She is now married again."
" Is it pos>iblo ? Cuuld she get anybo<ly to

marry her / Surely, she must have fell the

disgrace of having been the wife of Nenl ?"

'' Oh ! not at all. She was coming up here

the other Sunday to chapel, and a Pro'.estant

neighbour, who did not know her, hiving
overtaken her on the road, they fell into

conversation. Being asked whether sho w.i.1

going to church (meaning tho Protestant

church), she turned roimd angrily upon her

•luestioner, and said— '

No, thank GoJ ;
u-y-

thing so bad as that could ever be evened (at-

tributed) to me, or any of my family.
'

Hanging
was nothing."

This conversation took pias,e l)ci«eL-:i uij

and one of my parishioners, soon after my
settlement iu tho most southern part of county

Armagh, in view of th- comfortable an I snug-

lookin,' farmhouse of Neal Q ,
which was

plcasjiutly embowered among trees, on a sloping

hill, within view of the town of Crosamaglen.

The district around me had had a terrible

• Picrv' U lU't II

"

'

IMil>>iiiii in Tiic :

1 .1,

..( t.

wri" i not trtvclicti ti<»^

.. uii Noal y 'hi

out liavc ttocn ouu of tho m>.
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reputation. Four or five agents and bailiffs

hiid been shot dead iu their houses, or on the

p\iblic roads, and more than that number of

thtir assassins had been executed in front of

the county gaol. The murder of an agent
came at last to be considered by the wretched

peasantry in the light of a high and chivalrous

virtue.

"Well, it was a rdiockin' murdher, to be

sure," said a countryman to me one day ;

" but

you see, ever since, we have niver been bothered

about the rint." In some parts of the same

county, no rent had been paid for years. I

asked a peasant what rent the people paid for

their land.

"Oh!" said he, with rising anger, "it

is disgraceful for the landlord to ax it—it

is far too high."

"Then," said I, "you find it hard to pay
it."

"Is it me, sir ? I have not paid a shilling

of rent for fourteen years, and T would like

to see the man who would ax ii."

Desperate and deadly, in consequence, is

the vengeance that falls upon any unhappy
tenant, who will dare to occupy the holding
of an ejected tenant. Sometimes an inge-
nious landlord has baulked the revengeful

designs of the peasantry, by making the

obnoxious tenant the "
life

" of all their

leases
;
so that they are compelled to respect

his safety, and wish "
long life

" to the man
they hate.

This was the district that gave birth to

Neal Q . His father, strange to say, was
a bailiff or "driver" on a Monaghan property,
but as the landlord was a humane and lenient

man in very difficult and trying times, old

Q , though despised and hated by the

peasantry from the nature of his calling, was
never threatened or harmed by Ribbonman or

Rockite. He sat rent-free, and as hh laud

was good and his salary respectable, his fine

handsome boys walked about with their hands
in their pockets ;

and Neal particularly, de-

spising all habits of industry, gave himself
the airs of a young squireen. He attended

chapel with the utmost regularity, but was
never absent from any scene of violence in

that disturbed country. People began to be
afraid of him. One of my parishioners once
told me that " Neal was a fine rattling Irish

lad, with great energy of character, and might
have come to something good, but for the

Ribbon-lodges." He was civil and kindly iu

his relations with his Protestant neighbours, but
he spared no man who had become obnoxious
to the Ribbonmen, Often was he committed
to gaol for his desperate and bloody assaults.

It was his usual remark to the turnkeys on

leaving the gaol—" Take care now of that cell

of mine
;

let no dirty fellow sleep in it till I

return."

On one occasion, the turnkey remarked,

prophetically,
' '

Oh, yes, Neal, the cell will

be kept for you, but the next time you leave

the prison, it will be by a door higher up"
(the door leading to the drop).

Nobody can conceive the system of ter-

rorism that this young man, of strong phy-

siqiie, passionate will, and reckless habits,

established for several years over a wide dis-

trict of country. A friend of mine, the son

of my predecessor in the parish, took a few

acres of land from an ejected tenant, but paid
him handsomely for his tenant-right. The

order went forth, notwithstanding, that my
friend should be killed. The taking of land

under any circumstances was an unpardonable
crime. So, Mr. M ,

as he has often told

me, never went to fairs or markets, except in

company and fully armed, never returned

from any place by the way he set out, never

travelled at night, went armed even into his

cattle-stalls, never stood before a wiudow with

light in the room, and always crossed through
the middle of his fields, avoiding the close and

lofty hedges, that he might all the better baulk

the assassin's aim. It happened, however,

that, on one occasion, he was returning late

from Dundalk, on horseback, when " he met

a solitary horseman." They passed each other

rapidly in the darkness, but there was some-

thing more than a suspicion on both sides

that the riders knew each other. It was, in-

deed, the terrible Neal Q ,
who had been

watching for him for weeks at fairs and mar-

kets, and now swept past him like a whirl-

wind. My friend put spurs to his horse, but

hearing the returning steps of Neal, he dashed

off the main-road and fled with all speed along

a narrow bog-road, which was almost impass-
able in the winter season to either man or

horse. As he knew every inch of the road,

however, and the horse had often traversed

it, he never slackened rein till he reached the

house of a poor farmer, who gave him shelter

for the night. Mr. M got a terrible

fright that night, and has often remarked,
that " he never knew an easy hour tiU the

day that Neal was hanged."
The crime which rid society of this despe-

rado was done, on a public road, within one

mile of a town of 3000 inhabitants, while the

sun was shining in a clear sky, and people

passing homeward from the fair along that

very road. It was the murder of an agent.

The assassins—for there were three of them—•

left him dead on the road, with his venerable

grey hairs dabbled in his blood. They were
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irrosted Boon aft<r tho deed, and lodgod in

;>riHon, But tlurf was no ovidoiico to war-

rant, a conviction (two jurion disagreed about

iho verdict), till ono of tho aMoansiuH turnod

ipprovor, and three men, including Neal

li and an elderly man who had bi-en

iccessory before the fact, were condemned to

lie on tho scafloM. When Neal heard that

)no of tlio accomjiliccs had turned approver,
xo burst into tears, aiul Kiid pas-ionately

—
'* Oh I I'll never Keu Anamar again." This

ya-H his homo.

An intimate aciiu.uiit.vnce of mine, cnn-

lected with the press, was i)resent at tho exe-

:uti<>n. The three men were to bo executed

)U Monday. My friend was allowed to visit

iho prison on Sunday night. He entered the

;onvict'8 room in company with the Governor.

S^eal wa3 leaning against the door-jamb, look-

ng out upon the long corridor of the prison ;

,ho other two men were sitting moodily within,
)ne of them smoking his pipe with great

rigour. Neal at once iJentitied my friend

Ls a reporter, who had been present at his

.rial.

•' You are coming to be present at this, to-

norrow," he said, with the greatest calm-

U'SS.

Yes
;

I hope you are reconcUed to your
"ate."
" If I got my life this minute," said Neal,

•I would not take it."

The visitor was withdrawing, when Neal
sailed after the Governor, with the air of a

nan who was asking a question that did not

jarticularly concern him.
" What time will that take place, to-mor-

•ow r
" Twelve o'clock," was the answer.
*' Will we all go down together ?"

"No," said the Governor, "tho scaffold

»n accommo<late only two."
"
Then, Bryan and I will go together."

Wheu my friend entered tho prLson tho

next morning about nine o'clock, he wa.s

diocked to find tho three convicts dressed in

their shrouds, actually pirouetting round the

^aol yard, like madmen, .seemingly in the

bi;,'hest ocstacies of religious enthusiasm, but
with faces whiter than their shrouds. One
of them was ready to enter into a religious
Jiscussion with my frieiicl ; but Neal said—
"' Oh ! r.ry.in, kt the gentleman alone

;
wliat's

the use of arguing about religion now i Let
js be praying for our .souls." In three hours

Jiore, the prison-bell tolled, and the hangman
:onveyed two of the convicts to the drop.

They were about to make a statement, but the
Roman Catholic clergy stopped them—one
}f these gentlemen at the same time begging

my friend, tho reporter, who wan »tanding ai

tho edge of tho sciffoll, that ho might the

better catch tho last words of tho dying mtn,
to stand a'<ide and allow him to convert un-

heard with Neal. Tho drop fell ami-lHt a

dreadful scre.im from thts women in thu crowd.

I'ryan died almost immediately. Neal nlnig-

gled for nearly 'J-t minutes, aa ho was a largo
and powerful young man. He had cxpre.-wed
a wish to the clergyman to sulfer in dying, as

he hoped thus that his sufferings hereafter

would bo mitigated. Several time.s, while he

continued to stiu^'gle with fearful energy, the

priest ran into tho hangman's room to nee if

he could not shorten the Bufferings of Neal
;

but tho dread finisher of tlie law, who was

perspiring and trembling Mith great excite-

ment, refused to stir from his room, remark-

ing, that " some men were h.irder to kill than
otliers." I saw this very hangman three

months afterwards at the execution of a

soldier in Belfast : he talked freely with us

about the Monaghau executions, for which,
he said, he had got nine guineas, but re-

marked, witli a line Irish brogue,
"

It w;u

pure murdher to hang Pat C ," one of

the accessories to tho murder. This jx)or

wretch, who smoked his pipe up to the hist

moment, came out upon the drop more dead
than alive, and in a few moments was a swing-

ing, whirling corpse.

Thus ended this dreadful vindication of the

majesty of the law, and the sacredness of

human life. Landlords, agents, and bailiil's

breathed freer. Neal's aged mother went

about the streets of Cro.ssmaglen that day,

wringing her hands, and crying out wildly like

a mad-woman. His father had been already
dead. His wife, who had parted from him at

nine o'clock with a dry eye, went homo with

her relations, and in a short time married

again. But—tho strangest fact of all—one

of the clergymen who attended Neal at the

drop, had the audacity to athrm somo years
afterwards that the three men had been mur-

dered by British law. Tliero can bo no doubt

whatever that the scaffold taught an effective

loison to tiie Kibbon conspirators, for, from

that hour, Cro.samaglen lias been one of tho

most peaceful antl prosperous of neighbour-
hoods.

THE L.\ST INTERVIEW.
A True Story.

Thk circumstance I am about to relate oc-

curred full fifty years ago, but rises before me
as freshly ami vividly as then. Most of tho.se

who knew of it, and she who was the most

concerned in it, are now in tlieir silent graves ;

i but thj descendants of some may recognise
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the story which startled our small circle so

long ago.

When, after the peace of '14 was concluded,
the Continent was once more opened to us,

everj' one who remembers it knows how gladly
we English availed ourselves of it to leave our

island home, and seek, some health, others

pleasure in the complete change of scene and

life. My husband and I shared the almost

universal " fureur " and went to France.

Ihere, liowever, our wanderings ceased for a

time, for when we arrived at the picturesque
old town of D., we were agreeably sur-

piised to find Fome old friends there. Soon

after others arrived, and we yielded to their

wishes ihat we should remain.

In those daj's the English drew closely to

each other. Now, when abroad you must be

careful of making acquaintances till you know

3'our compatriot's "motives" for absenting
himself from his native land. Our little co-

terie became intimate friends.

Our house was in a central situation as re-

garded those of our friends ; though it was in

the town, it had a small garden before it,

and a gravelled path led to the hall door.

My husband was fond of society ;
I am still,

I must own, though too old to enter into its

spirit as formerly. Our house was always

open to our friends, but we were especially

glad to see them of an evening ;
then music

and the whist table whiled away the hours till

half-past nine, when the supper-tray appeared,
and at ten o'clock our last guest departed.
Those were primitive times ! Of all our ac-

(juaintances the person I was most drawn to

was a Mrs. Norris, a very pretty j'oung wo-

man, light-hearted, and always cheerful All

tlie most severe critic could blame her for,

was perhaps an extreme love of amusement.
Sl^e was my constant guest. Her husband

was in the army, and, at the time I speak of,

was quartered in Ireland. Mrs. Noiris was
anxious to give her four children a better

education than their limited means cculd pro-
cure in England. Captain Norris had only

just left D. to join his regiment, and had ex-

pressed his wish I would "look after" his

wife and assist her with advice, or in any way
that might be necessary.

Of all the Nori'is children Louisa was her

fiither's favourite, but her mother almost dis-

liked her apparently, if one can use the word
dislike to describe a mother's harshness to her

child. I used to think Mrs. Norris was severe

to Louisa because she feared her being spoiled

by her father's indulgence. 1 afterwards found

that the mother's harshness caused the father's

favour.

One evening our small circle had assembled

as usual at my house, and dispersed about ten

o'clock, Mrs. Norris being the first to leave.

When my husband and I were alone, we
chatted over the little incidents and gossips
of the evening. At last, I took my candle

and went to my room, a front one. I had

undressed, when I heard a noise at the win-

dow like hail rattling against it. Knowing that

the night had been very fine, I drew back the

curtain in surprise, and saw Mrs. Norris stand-

ing on the path.
The servants had long gone to bed, so I

hurriedly threw my dressing-wrapper round

me, and ran down-stairs.

When I had opened the hall- door, before I

had time to ask a question, Mrs. Norris ex-

claimed,
" Oh ! I fear something dreadful has hap-

pened to Charles !

"

" Why do you think so ?" I said ;

" have

you heard anything of him ?
"

"No !

" she answered,
" I have not heard

of or from him lately ; yet, as you know, I

was not uneasy about him, and was quite

happy and cheerful wdth you this evening.
I left you early to go to my children ; they
were all asleep ;

I went to bed directly, but

in about ten minutes after, by the light of

the night-lamp, I saw my husband standing

by my bedside
;
he had a fearful gash in his

throat, from which the blood was pouring.
He spoke to me and said,

'

Farewell, be

kind to poor Lou.' In a moment he dis-

appeared. When I could collect my thoughts,
1 dressed, and came to you, my dear friend,

to tell you I fear something dreadful has hap-

pened to my husband, and I must go to him.

Will you look after my children till my
return ?

"

Travelling in those days was a most disa-

greeable process ;
the slowness, cold, dirt, and

misery of sailing vessels and coaches, made

people generally reflect a good deal before they
undertook a journey, unless they could afford

to travel post. 1, therefore, tried to persuade
Mrs. Norris that she had only dreamed of her

husband.

She replied,
" I had not even closed my

eyes, and I saw him as plainly as I do you."
Then I tried to persuade her to wait for

the arrival of the next mail from England.
"
No," she said,

" he might be dying even

while we are standing consulting together."
1 asked what she thought most likely to

have befallen him.
" He might he fatally wounded, if not

killed in a duel."

Those were the days when duelling was in

its prime ; when, if a man fancied a word or

joke touched his honour, he felt it incumbent
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ou him to call out the ofleiulur, though he

wore hi.H best friuml, and endeavour to wuth

oU tho stain in liii blooJ.

1 aaw it wits uaulos.s tryin;,' to dmuad j Mr».

Norria, go I now huniodly drunsoJ, nu'l hulpod
her preparations for dupiirturo, pronminj^ to

be a mother to lier children in her ahaenco.

Sho travolled post to thu nearest port, thonce

sailud to England, and proccudu>l iinniudiately

to hur husband's ipiiutira in Irelaml.

Sho wjis tho only insido p.xsaenijt'r by tho

coach, and to bt-guilo hor s;id thoughts, bon^jht

a newspiijKT at the first town where they

Htopped to L-hango horsB-s. At tho next stop-

payo the gu.ird found uiy pnor friend souse-

less.

She bdd found in the pap^r an ooc^niut of
tho death of Ciptaiu Norrin by Kuicid') at the

vory mouK.iit aho liid aoen hit appiriUon.
When Mra. Norria roturno i to hur children,

an 1 had in some degree recovered from thU
awful ahock, ahe h[x>ao witii caliunusa of whtt
she callol her "

last intt-rviow
"

with hor huv
band. I remarked that even if aho had
d roamed it, it would have been extraordinary ;

aho was firm in as-sertiiig ali.j La«l not cloitfil

her oy.s, and but just extinguished h-r

candle. Sj 1 aaid no more; but other friend-*

were more pertinacious in insiatiug his preseuce
could not have been a reality.

Her answer wa.s invariably,
"

I .saw him as

plainly as I see you."

A STORY OF WATERLEIOH MILL.

(In Eight Chapteks)

CHAITEU Mil.

Haviland, an old campaigner, searched the

ground about the mill to satisfy himself that

no one was lurking in the neighbourliood ;

nothing being discoverable, Cradock uidocked

the gates, and they entered tho building.
*' It is a black ugly place," .«aid Cnidock,

*' and I do wish it was a different time of

day, and sunshine instead of this dismal twi-

light, and the mill .so lonely, and long out of

work too, I be afeard of something ;
I feel

going right into the valley of the shadow of

death, that 1 have heard tell about iu Pilgrim's

Progress— it is very dark."
"

I have matches : light the cau'lle, Cradock."

Haviland held it up, and looked about him.

The vaulted interior, ribbed throughout with

strong timbers, lesembled the hold of a large

vea.sel, and was imperfectly disclosed by their

flingle candle, who.se rays were lost in tho

gloom armind. In the centre of this chamber,

large wheels, grinding stones, cranks, upright

rods, chains, and other strange ahape.s, tbuihed

into light as the camlle wa'* moved about.

Vast beams of blackeneil oak, niatteil with cob-

webs, formed the framework of the machinery,
And far down between tho ill-fitting plank.s, the

rushing river could be heanl moaning and

jargling round the motionless wheels.

"Queer quarters," said Haviland, "weird

juough for anything ; this mechanical power
n re^wse, with its motionless cranks and

wheels, is a solemn-looking thing, a sleeping

{iaut that at any moment may awake, and
inish tho intmder. Was it here that the dead
»us done I

''
he asked, iu a low voice.

Cradock made no auswer, but pointed to

a step-ladder that led to the upper chamber

of the mill. Haviland a.sceiidod first, fol-

lowed closely by Cradock. The steps con-

ducted them to the topmost tloor, imme-
il lately under the roof. This was a large

irregularly shaped room, crossed by beams

of timber in all directious to 8treugthe;i the

building, which, when the mill w.-vs working,
vibrated throughout with tho throbbing ma-

chinery. Cr.-i lock a Ivanceil first to the f.dd-

ing doors of tho loft, and throwing them wide

open, pointed below. Haviland looked down

upon tho dark pool beneath, scarcely visiide

in the dusk as it .slid under tho building wi:h

low moaning sound, and p;vssing between pile.s,

and eddyiijg round tho mill wheels, emerged
on the other side a rapid torrent.

Hailand tlrew back.

"It makes me giddy. It w;is a horrible

de.ath. I trust the blow stunned him; did he

cry out after the blow was stru-k /

"

" Oh ! yes," said Cralock ;

" one wild cry,

only one."

Havil.and's eyes glared at him.
'" And you stood here, base dog, an I did

nothing : saw him murdere 1, and did nothing !"
"

I did nothing," !<aid Crailock mooddy.
" Most horrilde," exclaimed the other ;

" where was it that you hid tho napor after

the munler ?
"

Cradock turned wuiiout h-jsitA;io:i i • •

corner of tho luft. %
"

It is there," ho sail, pointing up varis ;

" the paper is in a hole just above tlifc be»m ;

I will cluab up."
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" Hold the light," said Havilaud, and giv-

ing the candle to Cradock, he sprang from the

floor, caught the beam, and, raising himself by
his arms, stood upright upon it.

"The hole is close by the beam whore it

touches the -wall," Faid Cradock.

Haviland balanced himself on his knees,

and removing a loose brick, he drew out the

paper. "Stand from under," and he dropped

lightly to the floor. The paper, time-stained,

and crumpled up, had been hastily thrust into

the place of concealment. It was an exciting

moment. It seemed almost impossible that

such a soiled worthless-looking thing should

have already cost one life and put another in

jeopardy. Haviland opened it out.
" Hold the light nearer. It is the will. I

cannot stop to read more. This is enough.
Challoner shall die : I hold his conviction in

my hands."

Cradock fell on his knees.
*' Oh ! now you will forgive me, Master

Harry?"
"Hush !" said Haviland

;
"did you not hear

a noise ?
" He listened. Cradock, pale and

trembling, remained on his knees. Haviland

crossed in the direction of the sound ;
as he

approached the entrance to the loft a shot

whistled past, followed by a piercing cry from

Cradock, the candle was extinguished, and all

was darkness. Haviland, a man of action,

pressed resolutely forward, but before he could

close with the enemy, whoever he was, a

second shot was fired almost in his face, singe-

ing his beard and whiskers. The next mo-
ment he was grappling in a death struggle
with a powerful assailant. At first, fierce ex-

clamations, heavy blows, then a fall which

shook the room, followed by convulsive thumps
upon the floor, told plainly the mortal nature

of the strife. At last, when the noises were

at their utmost height, they suddenly ceased,
and were succeeded by slow laboured breath-

ing ;
one of the combatants was clearly at the

mercy of his antagonist. After a short pause
the silence was broken by Haviland, who
said breathlessly :

—
"
Cradock, are you wounded ?

"

" I am shot," he replied, in a weak voice.

"Shot?" said the other; "what is to be

done ? I have the villain here by the thi'oat

safe enough, but I cannot let him go : I must

strangle him at once.
" Here another desperate

struggle was followed by a repetition of the

heavy snoring breathing, as Haviland, kneeling
on his assailant, tightened his grasp of his

neckerchief.
" If you don't lie still, my friend," he said,

betwixt his teeth, "I will strangle you;
another attempt to free yourself, and it is

your last. Cradock, are you so much hurt

that you cannot move ?
"

"Yes," he replied, "I am too much hurt to

come to you."
" Hush !" said Haviland ;

" I hear a call."
" Hillo hoa, hillo hoa, hoy, a-hoy !" sung

out a well-known voice from below. "D
me, you said not exactly pistols, and here the

thing has come ofi", two shots, and no seconds."
" Make haste, captain," shouted Haviland ;

" come up at once."
' ' How am I to get up ?

"
said the other

;

"it's as dark as the D 's mouth down here :

have you a light aloft ?
"

"No, captain, but just underneath is a step-

laddei", not difficult to mount, mind the ma-

chinery on the left. Cradock is wounded, and
I believe 1 am slightly hit also. I have the

rascal by the throat, and if you had not come,
in another minute I should have strangled him,
but now he shall live long enough to show

himself."

The captain, groping and blundering about,
found the step-ladder, and taking into account

his age and wooden-leg, mounted quickly to

the loft.

' ' Here we are, this way," cried Haviland,
" this way, that is right. Now, put your
hand here into my coat-pocket, and you wiU

find a matchbox ; light a match, the candle is

in the middle of the loft, somewhere near the

wounded man."
The captain soon had the candle alight.
" Look to Cradock first," said Haviland,

"he needs help."
" Do not move me," exclaimed the suf-

ferer,
" I am shot through the body."

" Are you, my lad ? Then we must be off

for the doctor."

"Right," said Haviland, "get the doctor,

captain, as soon as possible, that is the first

thing, and tell the hostler to run for Mr.

Carlyon. I can easily keep this fellow quiet

while you are away, but make all the haste

you can."
" First just let's have a look at him," re-

plied the captain.
" Zounds ! why, what

next ? Yes, I do believe, why, yes, it is—
Challoner. Is it a duel, or what the D
is it, eh ?

"

"
Only a spice of murder, as Stockfish says,"

Haviland replied.
" Murder !

" exclaimed the other ;

" that's

a bad look out. I hoped it was a duel.

Egad ! I always misdoubted the fellow
;
but I

say you have got a stiflish job there holding

him down all the while
; you will find him ride

safer and a deal easier if you just run a warp
about him." And the captain, opening his

knife, separated the rope yarn that suspended
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it, and Becured the wrists of the murderer.
"

I won't stop to ask piirticulaiH now, my
lad ; you tako the kiiifti till I come back : one
doca not know what may happen, nnd it is

as will to bo proviilt" 1 witli tho necossary

weapons.
"

"I want no knifr," I lav Hand replied, "I
have him «.ifo in()Ui,'h. Me is witliin one

minute of his deatli at any moment that 1

choose.
"

"
Hilt, my dear mate.'' said the captain,

"didn't you say you wi-re hit ?"
" Never mind mo now, but be off; you can

take the caiitUe down with you, and leave it

on the millstone bi-low.
"

The captain shook liis head, and surveyed
Haviland anxiously, as he knelt like a liou on
the breast of his victim.

'*
I see that you have been at pretty close

quarters, my boy. he has singed your hair.

Yes, here is the bullot-hole. Egad !

" he joy-

ously e.xclaime.l,
" a very pretty shot indeed

lit is, through the coat-collar, and not a bit of

Iskin even to show for it. All right, hold

hard, my lail, I'll bo b.ick with doctor and

[)ar.-ton in a twinkling to kill and bury as con-

venient ; but what is this ? A pistol /
"
taking

|.t up ; "a revolver, three barrels capped and

oailod, two dischivrgcd ?" he handed the weapon
Ix) Haviland ; "you can keep your man easy
low no doubt till I return

;
I will hasten for

lissistance," so saying, the captain descended

|.he ladder, and disappeared in the darkness,

puriug
the interval Haviland maintained tho

lame position, kneeling on Challoner, his

I

land on his neckerchief. Tho silence was uu-

jiroken, except by low meanings from Cra-

llock.

Half an hour pa^vsed as if it would never
»d : at last voices were heard, and light
shed up from below.

I am glad they are at hand," said Havi-
id to himself

;

" this fellow is safe enough,
it if any of his people meanwhile had come

|t>
the rescue, it would have been an awkward

)mplication."
Tbe first who appeared was the doctor,

|«Bhed
on behind at great speed by the hostler.

^e doctor was nearly breathless, unable to

>ak, except intorjectionally and at intervals.
•' Out of breath—frightful dispatch—gun-

lOt wound, eh ? Any hemorrhage ? hold
)wn the light."

'No, no," Haviland excl.umed, "not here,
^»m all riglit ; look to Cradock, he is there

>nder." Tho doctor went to him.
"No external hemorrhage, where is the
.and ?

"

Cradock pointed silently to the spot where
bullet had entered.

" Ah !

"
said tho doctor,

•'
I see. Cut

away the coat, hostler, you will find HciM«>ni

in the case. That i-t right, another snip in

this direction, cut all clear. Yo^, here is the

wound, over tho third rib on tho left si le : lot

ua examine posteriorly."

The patient w.as raised by the hostler, and

supiHjrted recliidng in his arms. Now several

persons were heard ascemiing tho stairs, and
the captain ai)pe.ired with Mr. Carlyon, Birch-

bottom, and the lamllord ; after a few wurds

with Haviland, they formed a circle round t!io

wounded man.

"Dangerously, oh, doctor?" inquired the

captain.

"Mortally," whispered the doctor; "the
ball has pa<.sed obliquely downward and back-

ward between the second and third ribs, .-ind,

as there is no wound of posterior exit, it is

probably lodged in the spine."
"Is it so?" said the captain solemnly,

taking off his hat
;

"
I saw tho s.ime thing and

heard the .same story sixty years ago : the

Lord have mercy upon him !

"

The doctor considered. " ^Vo must get the

patient to tbe Beetle if possible. Has any-
one brandy ?

"

"
Yes," said the landlord, "catch mo with-

out my tools. I have a bottle anil glas.s."
"
Water, water," moaned the suff-jrer.

" It is the usual cry in such cases," the

doctor observed. "
Hostler, run down to the

mill-stream, and fdl the tu;ubler." The
water was brought, and it revived him.

Haviland called the hostler to him. "Take

my place," he said,
" for a few minutes ;

twist your haml in this man's neckerchief as I

hold it now, if he stirs, twist it m*>re, do you
understand ?"

"
I'll keep a tight rein upon him, sir," lie

replied,
" and if he gets obstropulous, I'll

give him the curb, sharp."
" He cautious, hostler, do not overdo it,

he must not die just yet, if he moves the least

I will beat your side." Haviland now crossed

to the group, and knevling by the wounded

man, took him silently by the hanJ.

Tlio doctor spoke :
—

" We must move the patient sjxsedily ; is

there not a bo.anl or bench to be found liere ?"

"Force the door of the l<>ft from the hinges,"
said Haviland rising. They laid hold of tho

door, and with an united effort tore it from

tho fa'*tening.s.
"

Verj' good,*' 8,aid the doctor,
"

ju.st tbe

thing, lift him upon it." Haviland folded up
his coat for a support to his head ; in thi.s way
they bore the wounded ma;i t<> the top of the

staii-s; here they p»U!-ed, fie doctor felt the

pulse, he whispered to tho cipt-iin : "I fear to
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attecnpt moi'e just now : he will never bear

being carried down these steep steps ; give him
more brandy."

While they -were waiting Haviland said :

" Now, hostler, get the prisoner on his legs ;

he must be removed to a place cf greater se-

curity as soon as may be."

"Ho is sulky, sir, and won't stir."

'* Up with him," said Haviland, and they
raised Challoner upright, preparatory to his

removah Haviland turned for a moment to

the stairs. A loud cry from the hostler, and
the wretched prisoner broke from his captor,
dashed across the loft, darted through the

aperture, and with a fierce yell of rage and

agony, disappeared iu an instant. A heavy
spla'^h succeeded

; the murderer sank into the

dark pool and was gone.
The whole party were horror-struck

; even
the dying Cradock ceased his moans, and

pointed with trembling finger to the place of

exit.

"X >..~V ,7

I

See rage 470.

The clergyman was the first to speak.
"This is the judgment of God," he said

solemnly; "surely the judgment of God,
A sinner gone to his last account, gone to face

his victim in the presence of Almighty God,
and this poor dying creature," pointing to

Cradock,
"

will shortly join him. Let us

pray." He knelt, and the low voice of prayer
alone broke the silence of the chamber of

death
;

the other.s, pale and agitated, their

hats in their hands, stood looking on. Havi-

land, thinking it possible that Challoner might

yet escape to the bank, rushed downstairs ;
he

presently returned, and noiselessly joined the

group.
" Drowned ?

"
inquired the captain.

"Yes," he replied, "the strongest swimmer

could have done nothing in that eddying pool

with his hands tied ; he went through the mill,

and is dead."

The clergyman, still kneeling, addressed

the dying man iu low earnest tones, as he l;iy
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stretched out, with bauds raised in Hiipplica-

tioii. Proseutly bL» lips moved,
"

I do, 1 do

repent," ho nmrmuretl, iu ji faint voici*.

" Thanks bo to Uod," said Mr. Carlyon,

**Loid, now Iftte.st thou thy Hernint depart
iu peace, for his eyes have scon thy wUvatiou,"
and ho ruso from hin knees. The Hchoolmaster

tuok HaviUnd ii-side.

" The poor fellow ha^ made his peace with

(iod, and it may bo wuU," he whispered, "that

Ills dupoi^itioa bo taken as soon as possible ;

liu will never leave this place alive
;
ho is evi-

dently dying ; here are witnesses, the clergy-

man of the parish, and othor persons present.

It" tids be not done, uMplo;i3ant tliinys may
hereafter arise."

" Can the poor fellow bear it, think you ?"

Iliviland replied.
"
Perhaps Mr. Carlyon will

ilk with him on this point, subject, however,
.o the doctor's opinion."
Mr. Carlyon again took his place by Cra-

lock's side, while the doctor, placing his lingers

»u the pulse, nodded to him to proceed.
"
Cnulock," said the clergyman, "your old

riend and master is here."
" What /" exclaimed Cradock, with a yh;tstly

tare :
" what / is he come to drag me along

ith him?"
" Dn nut be alarmed, Cradnck, it is Henry
iviland who is here, your young friend

taviland," he repeated in a louder voice,

Master Harry, you know."
" Where Ls Master Harry ?

"
said Cradock.

" Here am I," said Haviland, again taking
3 hand.
"

1 am glad you are come, sir, I have been

ik a long time," said the dying man. "
I

lut to get up and be doing, and to go away
jug with you."
" Vou will soon go away, Cradock, my
or fellow,'' Haviland replied seriously, "but
Bt I wish you t<> tell Mr. Carly<>n hero in a

V Words what you told me this morning,
3ut the mill and Challoner, do you re-

mber?"
Cratlock shuddered ;

the name brought all

Lin to his wavering miml.
"

Yes, that I will," he saiil,
''

it may save

]l
from thit devil Challoner, thou you will

rich, and forgive poor Cradock."

|[t was a moving scene. The yellow light of

tlaring caudle illumined the pale sharp

jtures of the dying man, features digiutied
the near approach of ileath, as ho lay sup-

I

ted iu the arms of the hostler, and sur-

I

nded by the shadowy group of faces, watch-

tdl he passed away. All observed the

[jiUar e.xpressiou of his countenance. Death
w settling there.

'

It i-i plainly written ou hij face iu comt

haud," remarked the doctor, "but the pube
still holds out wonderfully."

In a faint and broken voice, interrupted
from time to time by diflicult breathing, Cra-

dock related the circumstiucos connected with

Cireenshield's death, which the schoolmaster

took down in pencil in his n jte-book.

Snd'ltiily the doctor made a sign.

Ijirchbottnm pLiced the pencil in Cradock'n

lianil for his mark. "
I aui no sicholar," he

g.-isped.
" Never mind, my poor fellow, make your

mark anywhere ; that is it, that will do."
" Master Harry, have you left me ? I can't

see you. Wdl yi'U let me have hold of you {"

Haviland gave him liis hand again. A si-

lence ensued.
" What is that f

"
said the schoolmaster,

h;istily pointing at Cradock's face.
" What a

change ! Hush, he speak.s."
"

Forgiven, forgiven."
The unsettled expression grew settled,

—ho

was dead.
"
Nothing like it since Lord Nclsou died,"

.said the captain, wiping his eyes.

THE CURTAIN FALL.S. EPIT1I.\L.\MICM.

OcToi'.ER,—April, si-^c short mouths have

passed. Once more the actors appear upon
the stage, and we must yet raise the curtain a

little that you may peep behind it. Pray,
fair readers, throw one—only one—bouipiet,

iu approval of the performers and the drama.

Spring's first sunshine in the air, the clouds

and storms of winter may well be forgotten <>n

such a day as this.

The church stands proudly in her new attire,

not that she looks a whit the less venerable, but

the vigour of old age is renewed. The greeu

daisy-picd churchyard bears no traces of its

recent desecration.

One grave is specially decked with all spring
dowers. A crowd of village children, princi-

pally Birchbottom's scholars (a whole holiiiay

having been vouchsafed to them by that po-

tentate), lines each side of the church-path.

Hush, they are coming. I can see through
the porch that the white and coloured throng
aroumi the altar in the distance is in motion.

It is done. Tliey are m^irrieiL Clap your

bands, little childreu
; ring out, bells

;
here

they come.

Fir.-^t in place, the representative of majesty
and power, marches that veteran warrior, t'lo

captdu, medal ou his bre;ist, gold-headed
cane iu his hand, in the triangidar cocked-h.it,

and breeches to the knee,—the uniform of

the old navy.
Ah I the ciptaiu is getting oiler, he does

not tread as firmly, or Widk as uprightly as

il
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he did
;

will be again preside at the memo-
rial mess, October twenty-one, think you ?

See, the bride and bridegroom. Dear Blanche,
her large eyes are bent upon the ground, she

looks paler than her wont, but how sweet, how

good, how lovely ;
and he too, that has just

taken her for better for worse, is he not a

man ?

"I call him one, and no mistake," responds
Mrs. Stockfish from the centre of the proces-

sion,
" a man a woman likes to look upon,

and no harm neither, the true, the strong, the

brave
;
uncommon handsome, upon my word,

and the lord of the manor beside."

Mr. Carlyon delays a moment, to tell the

children to be siire to come up to the parsonage,
as he has something for them. Huzza, huzza,

from little voices as he falls into the ranks with

Birchbottom and the doctor.

A miscellaneous crowd follows, marshalled

by the landlord
; among these we recognise

Stokes and his son, and lastly the hostler,

who, performing a wedding march upon the

accordion, closes the procession, which winds

its way between the gray old gravestones,

passes out through the wicket gate, and is gone.
So God bless them, we shall never behold

them more.

"Amen," said the voice of Mrs. Siitchbone,

who, with jealous eyes, and vinegar aspect,

contemplated the scene from a casement of

the slated house.
"
Every dog has his day," said she bitterly,

"And 1 suppose I have had mine; I shall

never see these people any more ; though who
is to take my office when I am wanted by-and-

by I should like much to know. However,
turn out I must, and the brute Stokes turn

in, and all owing to that fool Challoner,
—and

to think that I never even laid him out."

With this remark of Mrs. Stitchbone's the

curtain finally falls. J. H.
(Coyicluded.)

ANA.

The Duke of Norfolk and Poor Rela-
TioKs.—Sir N. W. Wraxall relates in Ids "Pos-
thumous Memoirs," that the Earl of Surrey,
afterwards Duke of Norfolk, declared publicly at

supper at the Cocoa-Tree Cofi"ee-house in 1781,
that he proposed in the next year but one,

1783, to give a great entertainment, in order

to commemorate the tercentenary of the ducal

title, it having been created by Pvichard III.

in 1483. It was his intention to have invited

to the festival all the individuals of both sexes

of whom he could ascertain that they were
descended from the body of "

Jockey of Nor-

folk," the first duke of the Howard name,

who fell at Bosworth Field. A few months
afterwards he told Sir Nathaniel that, having
made inquiries far and wide, he had disco-

vered nearly six thousand persons sprung from
his loins, and that a great number of them
were in very obscure and indifferent circum-

stances
;
and that, therefore, as he could not

be sure that six thousand other poor relations

might not turn up, he had been obliged to

abandon the idea.

The Ancient Earldom of Chester.—This

earldom, which is now merged in the superior
titles of the Prince of Wales, is one of the

noblest of all the honours which belong to

our Eoyal Family. Chester was the capital

of Mercia under the Heptarchy, and even

then the great Roman '^ Castrum " had its

Saxon "Eorls.'' A new dynasty came in at

the Conquest, when the earldom, of Chester was

resumed into the hands of the king, and re-

granted by him to Hugh Lupus, one of his

Norman followers, into whose hands he gave
the whole county of Chester, to be held by
him as freely by the sword as he himself held

the crown. Hugh died in 1103, and his son

and successor was drowned on returning from

Normandy in 1120, when the title devolved

upon a cousin, Randolph de Meschines, whose

successor, also a Randolph, took part with the

Empress Maud and her son Henry, and took

King Stephen prisoner at Lincoln in 1141.

Of the next earl, Hugh, we hear but little ;

but Randolph, the sixth earl, was a brave and

a learned man also, and he distinguished him-

self by compiling a treatise on the laws of the

realm. He enjoyed high honour and esteem

xinder Henry II., Richard I., John, and Henry
III. He also fought in the Holy Land under

the banners of Coeur de Lion, and was the

founder of the Abbey of Delacroix in Stafibrd-

shire and of the Grey Friars at Coventry-

Dying in 1233, at a good old age, and having

been three times married, he was succeeded by

his nephew John, who, from the place of his

birth, was named Le Scot. On this earl's

death in 1238, King Henry IIL "thought
it not good to make a division of the Earl-

dom of Chester, as it enjoyed such royal pre-

rogative." Accordingly he took the earldom

into his own hands, and bestowed on the

sisters of John Scot, the last earl, other broad

acres, giving the county palatine of Chester as a

fief into the hands of his eldest son. John

Le Scot, therefore, was the last of the line

the old and independent Earls of Chester ;
and

from that time the eldest sons of the sovereigns

of England have been not only Dukes of Corn-

wall, but also Earls of Chester, from the very

day of their birth, without any patent
or

j

formal creation,
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"bANS MEllCl;
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KESTRKLS AND I"AL<'ONS.

iiv Tin; AL'Tiioi: or "crv r.i vi nu.stoxk,' &c., &<•.

fllAITKK VI. ICONUCLASM.

VixCKNT Fi.KMVNc was stiikiiiizly liko his

mother: in his face all tho best poiuts of her's

were roproducoil
—

groat ik-licacy aud regula-

rity of outline ;
dark expressive eyes ;

aud a

cimiplexiou very clear, though palo. It would

have been ne;irly a perfect face, had it not

beea spoiled by au evident infirmity of pur-

pose about tho mouth, and a disagreeable
• xpression alternately peevish and supercilious.

It was eujiuently the face of a spoiled child :

considering tho circumstances, this ^va3 uo

wonder.

The faniily-wors<hip of which Vincent Flem-

yug was the object, was centred on him at

a very early age. Before he was eight years

old, his mother and sister usid to quote his

witticisms to tht-ir familiar.H, as if the mantle

of Selwyn or Jckyll already rested on his

shoulders
;
albeit he had never uttered any-

thing above tho commonest level of boyish
banter ; which, as ia well known, depends en-

tirely on tho retort—more or less uncourtcous.

Vincent lost his father very early : whatever

other Kins of omission that ea-y-going divine

may have had on his conscience, it would not

bo fair to hold him in anywi>o responsible for

the faulty education <>f the son. It may be

rapposod, that jMrs. Flemyng would be ex-

tremely loth to send her darling adrift on
tho troubled waters of public-school lift) : but

she was peculiarly unlucky, as it turned out,
in her choice of a tutor. An honest, plain-

ppukiu man, with some strength of will and

principle might have done wondirs for tho

boy ; who was anything but l>ad-hearted an
t'oJlll.

lUit tbo Reverend James Kedland was

>imply a selfish Epicurean ;
with just enough

i»f worldly wisdom, to be tenacious of a ci>m-

:'>rtable berth, when once fairly established

ilurein. He was indolent, too, to a miracle :

you might see him, often, basking, in the sun
111 summer, or before a tierce fire in the winter,

I with au empty pipe between his lips ;
because

he was too idle to rise and fill it. It was far

less trouble to float upon the tide of feminine

enthusiasm, than to try to stem or turn it

into a juster chanufl : not actually prompting
the rhapsodies of the devotees—he stiJed

them with a mute consent, and a smile, that

was always rea<ly, if sometimes cynical. Yet,
with all his faidts, Mr. Redland was a brilliant

scholar : he had taken hi^h honoui^s at the

University in spite of that incorrigible iudr>-

lence engrained into his nature
;
and still kt-pt

up his reading in a desultory amatour sort of

way ; finding familiar classictl ground nmch
easier travelling, than any of those modern
works of fiction that involve a mental grapple
with their plot.

So it befel that, when Vincent Flemyng,
at tho mature age of thirteen, went up for hii

preliminary examination at the great public-
school of

,
he was found so very much

forwarder than the average of hii comrades,
and was highly placeil accordingly ;

so highly,

indeed, that he .sat do.vn at once * alx)ve tlie

salt,' as far as fagging was conceruetl.

Strange to say
—even in that new phase of

life, the .spoiling process went on, steadily.

Jack Gratrex, undisputed Cock of the school

(and—if his admirers were to be believed—
of half the country beside), was in the s;ime

house, and at once spread over \'iucent tho

shadow of his seven-fold shieUl. Jack said—
" he knew the Flemynf^i at homo

;

"
which

was true : it was also true that, at the bottom
of his big boyish luart, he nourLshu 1 a hope-
less Cymoniacal pas*iion for the pretty Kate.

Anyone seriously molesting her brother, would
havo fared, under those brnvny hands, not

much better than ilid the groom, who smote

Lufra, tho gazo-houlid of the Dougla-^. It was
nither hard on J.ick, that his simple chivalry
w;is luver called into play ; for his protege'
.scK.)n began to win au indeiKMident popularity.

Even at that time was a very famous
school : tho personal influence and charac-

teristics of the wLse strong-willed man, who
was then the fountain-head of authority
.seemed to filtrate through tho wliole system,
with the happiest results : in those day.i, there

came forth from the gates under the square

VOL, XIII, No. 330.
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grey towers, many brilliant scholars ;
but more

sound Christians, and right-miuded gentlemen.
But the purely aristocratic element was very

scantily represented there ;
and—as it is inva-

riably the case in communities so constituted

—stood at a proportionate social premium.
I cannot see that '

flunkeyism
'
is necessarily

involved in such a state of things ; though
this apparent contradiction has been a stock-

joke against all democracies, since the world

was young. If our American cousins are apt
to be extravagant in their lionization of a lord,

it might be remembered that such an appari-

tion, in flesh and blood, has, till lately, been

scarcely more common, out there, than that of

a Choctaw chief or Nepaulese ambassador

within the Four Seas : it strikes me, we have

bowed down, in our time, before a Bahadoor

or so, whose moral characters would bear no

elose inspection. Advantage of birth is like any
other rarity, after all : it may well have an

attraction in divers places, wholly independent
of any intrinsic excellence in the possessor.

However this may be, it is certain that the
* blue blood,' faintly leavening the honest lump
of the Third Estate was highly

—if uncon-

sciously
—valued at : neither was title,

©r an honourable prefix, indispensable.
When the merits of different public-schools

were Drst discussed, Mrs. Flemyng was strongly
for Eton

;
and the scale was only turned in

favour of by the advantage of compa-

ratively near neighbourhood, and by the fact of a

aear kinsman being an influential Governor of

the Foundation. Her son had reason, in some

respects, to congratulate himself on the choice.

The Flemyngs came of a good old stock;

though the family had never, at any epoch,
been very wealthy or powerful. Vincent's

appearance
—at least, at this time of his life—

"was much in his favour : he was not only a

handsome specimen of the 'pretty page' class
;

but showed blood in all his points, from head

to heel. The future cottonocrats and coal-

owners began, almost at once, to cherish—if

not to court—a creature evidently cast in

a more delicate mould than their own. Before

the first quarter was over, Vincent Flemyng
could count a score or so of adherent?, all older

and stronger than himself ; only too ready to

fetch and carry for hina (morally speaking) ;
and

to humour, to the uttermost, his boyish petu-
lance and caprice. Just so, in the early
decadence of French monarchy, one might
have seen the hobereaux of his native province,

ministering to the insolence of some beardless

court-minion—exiled, for awhile, from the

loyal Paradise of Sin.

So things went on, till in the last year of

his school-life Vincent Flemyng did really

register a substantial triumph, by winning the

English Verse prize. If there was acclama-

tion among his partisans at , judge how
it fared with the woman-kind at home ! They
could scarcely have made more rejoicing, if

their boy had carried ofi" the Golden Violet,
from a congress of all the poets of the age.
Kate read out the poem, over and again, to

her insatiable mother
;
and they both agreed,

that they had never heard anything so musi-

cally sonorous as those turgid decasyllabics ;

though, even an article in the Weekly Growler,
would have sounded rhythmically harmonious,—declaimed in those fresh, round, youthful
tones.

One way or another, Vincent Flemyng went

up to Oxford, with more than ordinary prestige ;

and, there too, the chances of time and season

helped to make the way comparatively smooth

before him.

There are, of course, cycles and reactions in

University life, no less than in the big work-

day world
;

if they recur more rapidly, in the

former case, this only seems natural— com-

paring the span of academic existence with

that of man's generations. For three years

immediately preceding Flemyng's matricula-

tion there had prevailed at Ch. Ch. a hard-

riding, hard-drinking set
;
much given to

athletics of all sorts, and not a little to rough

practical joking. These men carried their faults

and failings, openly, at least
; and, though they

vexed the soul of the Dons with many mis-

deeds, perhaps, even to the worst of the lot,

the formula of a famous horse-dealer might
have been applied

—"
Light-hearted beggars ; j

without an ounce of vice about them." This

set had gradually died out
;
a few of its mem-

bers having finished their appointed course
;

more—having come to violent academical ends.

The Tufts and Velvet-caps, who fell naturally
into the vacant high-places, formed, in every

respect, the strongest contrast to their pre
decessors.

Muscularity—Christian or otherwise—went

utterly out of fashion ; Delia Cruscan indo-

lence, and elegant cynicism, were afi'ected rather

by these beardless Coldstreams
; who, before

they had well glanced into the world's crater,

were ready to aver that " There was nothing iu

it." If in any wise they departed from their

rule of Quietism, it was only in the elaborate

ornamentation of their rooms
; and, even here,

show was made quite subordinate to costli-

ness : the time-honoured hunting-scenes, and

'Pets' of all sorts, were a perfect drug ia

the market
;

but the demand for (so-called)

rare and curious engravings was sufficient to

start a new and enterprising print-seller. On

the morning of a very special fixture of the

i
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Ileythrop or Old licrkiiliire, you might por-

ch.iiico Keo thn o or fuur '

pinks' louiigiii}^

Hlowly forth, j
ust tho »' amiiili/Aii portor ; t-vi-

dently careless ha to tlio chaiicon of beiui; lutu

for tho meet
; but, usuully, a dilatory conHtitu-

tional, late in tliu aftirnoon, \va.s about tho

haulost work of tho clover hacks that most of

those meu owno<l. Tho Uraj,' ami Tho litiUiui,'-

dou both hmguishfd in tln-ir rosjiective Hea-

80113
;
and were scarcely, by force of tr.iiiitinii,

kept from utter extiDi^uishmout. No rattling

choruses, or diHturdimt horns, or salvos of

pyrotechnic artillery, disturbed the midjiiyht

propriety of the iuner ()U;idranj,do ; if lii^hts

burued later than ever in those silent rooms,
whore 'oak' was 'spoitod' so early, that was,

surely, only the affair of their tenants.

Indeed—though it was part of their creed to

ignore politely all law<, human or divine— it

was rare, that any one of the set contravened

openly tho college regulations. Nevertheless,

as time went on, evil wliispers got abroad.

It was noticed that tho old set, after their

noisiest orgies, never wore such haggard morn-

ing-faces as certain of the Quietists, after the

decorous revels, wherein nothing stronger than

iced sherbet, or the mildest Badminton, was

consumed : also, there were rumours—still

more vague—of an intrigue or two in tho

neighbourhood of the city, much blacker than

the average of acadondo prolligacic*. It was

long before such reports reached the ears

of tho authorities, in any tangible shape ;
but

some of the more clear-sighted tutors—wise

and moderate men, yet carrying their ideas

of duty beyond tho doors of a lecture-room—
felt an vmca.sy consciousness of an unhealthy
state of things, and were inclined to wish tho

Iloystcrers back again, in the room of the

Deadly Smooths.

Yet—whatever the leailers might have been—it would have been unfair to impute to tho

generality of tho set a delil)erate vice, or in-

deed anything worse than lioyish affectation.

In truth—as is the wont with budding pliilo-

Bophers of any school—they took a one-sided

view of their favourite models. They forgot
the strong daring manhood, which has lain at

the bottom of the fanta.st:c follies of hero-

coxcombs in every ago. Taking, for instjiuce,

tho prototype of all tho class ; they tho\igI»t of

Alcibiades— curled, odorous, and purple-chwl—
walking daintily through the Agora, or

leaning on Timaiulra's breast ; never remem-

bering, how often he had borne the brunt of

battle, from the day when Socrates bore him
out of the rout, to that winter's night, when
he leapt out to meet his mmderers, his long
hair all a-Hame ; when they—being two hun-

dred to one—dared not wait tho onset, but,

standing afar off, wrought tho bidding of

Pharntbiizus with Bactrian h)owH.

Int<j iliis set— partly from bent of character,

partly from family connections— Viuctnt

Flemyng fell <|uito easily and naturally : very
soon, iiidoed, ho began to bo reckoned amongst
its chiefs ; though— comparing his rcKxirces

and expectations with thoso of most of hi.H

fmuliars— it was tho old story repeated, of

earthenware floating alongside of iron. There

wan a pleasant fiction current among tho

Quietists, to the effect, that each and every
0:10 of their number was capable of almost

anything, if Iv: only chose to trj'. Ere

long, it began to be whispered abroad that

Flemyng did chnoso ;
and that ho meant going

in seriou.sly for honours. In those days,
Moderations were unknown ; Smalls—the only
trial stakes before tho great race for three-

year oMs—tohl no tales. Thus, so many
horses started dark, that it was no wonder,
if some rank impostors were made hot favou-

rites, and enjoyed a vast amount of prospec-
tive fame, up to tho very hour when they woro

proved worthless.

It is very difficult to choke off university

partisanship ; and, nowhere else, can so much
credit be eatablisheil on hearsay. When
Vincent Flemyng went in for the Newdegate,
and failed, his backers were di-sgusted, but not

di-scouraged ; they laid the fault, anywhere
but at tho right door ; and the unconscious

examiners were accused of every species of

judicial deliiKpiency, from bad taste, down to

prejudice anil supineness.

Nevertheless, in any assemblage of true

believers there will be found a sprinkling of

covert or avowed heretics. If Flemyng's own
tutor was beguiled into over-con fiiieii^, by
the showy .'cholarship and imperturbable self-

reliance of his pupil, others were more scep-
tical.

Tho Earl of Tantallon was at the same col-

lege ; training coolly and sedulously for the

political career, in which he has long ago won

great fame ;
he was too cohl and proud—and,

perhaps, too busy—to identify himself with

any especial set ; but h-* 8;iw a good thai of

Vincent Flemyng, and heanl more. When-
ever the lattcr's name was mentioned admi'-

iiigly, tho Earl's fine eyebrows would arch

tlieiuselvos ; and his thin upper-lip would curl

slightly ; incredulity, couKl not be moro

politely, or moro decidedly implied, as many
a b.itlled diplomatist has since had occasion to

acknowledge.

Taking almost tho other extremity of the

social scale
; there was Jock Hazeldean,—son

of a Cumbrian .sheep-farmer, with the spirit of

Person, in the carcase of Kinmont Willie—
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who read and rowed, and drank (by fits and

starts) harder than any man of his year : he

would pitch Aristotle into a corner, and put
on the gloves for ten minutes, whenever he

could find a customer ;
and return, to floor

the Stagyrite, with equal science and satis-

faction. The big Borderer could in nowise

abide the Quietists ;
and utterly declined to

believe in their champion : it was hardly safe

to sound his praises iu that savage presence.

Jock would begin to glower ; and shake his

shaggy black head like a bull preparing to

charge ; and growl out, in his roughest burr :
—

" He be d—d. Saft, arl through !" or words

equally rude and disparaging.

Now both these men had some right to

speak ; for both took the highest classical

honours, the year before Flemyng went in.

The peer's was a good, steady, laborious First
;

Hazeldean's—one of the most brilliant on

record. His viva-voce translation of certain

tough bits in Aristophanes is still talked of in

the Schools
;
he had mastered the passages so

completely that he was able actually to ap-

preciate their humour
; and, when the laughing

examiner put him on, repeatedlj', it was as

much to gratify Jock, as the Dons who
crowded the gallery.

Well—it was all over now : no room left

for hopes, or fears, or prophecies, or for

excuses : truth to speak, the backers of the

favourite had not even the old poor consola-

tion—"he was beaten, not disgraced ;" for

they had not even a fair run for their

money.
Some men, under similar circumstances,

would have brazened out their discomfiture
;

others—more rare stoics, these—would have

accepted it with utter outward indifference.

But Vincent Flemyng was not audacious, nor—in spite of natural and assumed i^oco-curan-

teism—cool enough, to take either of these

courses. He left Oxford by an early train on
the morning after the Class-list was published,
and all the previous evening had secluded him-

self in his own rooms
; declining to see the

face of either friend or foe. He had had time

enough though, to learn—or relearn—his les-

son, during his journey into Marlshire.

So, when Seyton first saw his face, the old

languid superciliousness was there
; though it

might be a shade paler than usual.
" How are you, Vincent ? I'm glad you've

come straight here
; though I'm right sorry

for the cause. Perhaps you don't care to talk

about it, just now ?"

Tom spoke cheerily and heartily, as was his

wont ; yet, somehow, as the two shook handf
,

even a stranger might have guessed there was
little cordiality between them.

*'
Thanks," Vincent answered, ** You're

always very kind. But there's little enough
to tell

; and that little I was trying to explain
to my mother. I was very unlucky in my
papers.

"

' ' So Kate said
;
but she didn't seem quite

to know how that came about."

The other man's face lowered and darkened :

he did not fancy being cross-questioned, even
when it was easier to answer than now."

"
It's simple enough," he said, after a

second's hesitation.
" The examiner, who set

the logic and science papers, is at daggers-
drawn with my tutor : they're always quarrel-

ling : he took good care to puzzle Leighton's

pupils."
" And were all his pupils equally un-

lucky ?
"

Seyton could not for his life refrain from
that awkward home-question ;

but he was

sorry he had spoken, before the words were
well uttered

; for he saw that the maternal

martyr was already calling Heaven to witness

against his unsympathetic hardness of heart.

Indeed, under ordinary circumstances, that

good dame—though she loved him as her own
child—had a way of looking at Tom, as if he

were one of her many trials.

Vincent Flemyng had a certain
'

facility of

excuse and evasion
;
but the gentle instincts

that were born with him were strong and
vivid still : he had never in his life told a

direct lie. So he answered, now, straight-

forwardly enough ; though the slow, sullen

syllables came, one by one, through his set

teeth,
' '

Leighton had one First, and three

Seconds."

Then came rather an embarrassing pause,

during which Mrs. Flemyng's hand stole into

her son's, and drew him gently down to his

old place by her side
;
while Tom felt more

guilty than ever.

"Some horses can win under any weight,"
he muttered at last, half apologetically.
' '

Well, I dare say there is a good deal of luck

in these things. I didn't mean to worry you,
Vincent

;
but I'll leave you to the Madre again

now. I've several things to do before dinner,
and the dressing-bell will ring in ten minutes.

They'll make you comfortable, of course, in

your old room."

So Seyton took himself off to his own den,
with the pleasant conviction of having utterly

mismanaged the fir.st interview.
" I mufled the whole thing, Kate :" he said.

The kind little woman forbore to ask him

another question.
Dinner went off much better than could be

expected ; but the ladies had scarcely left
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tho room, when that unlucky Tom—whoHo

evil star was oiniiiouHly bij^h that ovcuiug—
contrivud to briny on a frosh imhrnijUi}.

" Whataro joiir plans, Vincont ? "hoa.sked,

innocently ; wishing to givo tho conversation u

turn, (|uito away from tho reCc-nt troubles.

"1 shall ;^ij to Uumu almost immediately,"
vr&s the answer; "and stay there some months,
at lea.st. I've boon thinking—yes ; before this

week—of taking up painting as a profes.sion.

It would suit mo aa well or better than any

other, I ilare say."
Tho vague recklcHsne.s.s of tho reply

—to

say nothing of a subtle con temptuousness of

tone— grated unplea«antly on Soyton's ear.

besides this, ho was not free from certain old-

fashioned preju'licea. Admiring both art and

literature in his simple way, ho could not di-

vest himself of the idea, that the profe.ssor3 of

either must be more or less alhliated to tho

Brotherhood of Bohemia. Ho drew his lips

together ; evidently suppressing with difficulty

the long low whi.stle that always, with him,
betokened vexation and surprise.

" You know your own mind best, of course,"

he said, after a pause,
" and your chances of

success, too
;
but surely it's a pity you didn't

think of all thu two or three years sooner. It

I
might have saved much time, and—money.

[Look here, Vincent
;

I haven't said a word to

I

the Ma Ire (though perhaps it's more her affair

[than mine), nor to Kate either ; but Deacon

[told me, when I saw him in town, that you
had been selling out heavily within tho last

Isix months. Ho didn't say how much, and I

idn't ask him
; but it was enough to make

look very grave. I do hope, it was to

sttlo all tho Oxford ticks. I know they mount

ip, like tho very tievil, at tho end of the third

rear ; and, no doubt, it's wisest to clear e7ery-

»ing off at a sweep."
Vincent P'lemyng felt very angry—too angry

\m preserve his habitual supercilious saiujfioid
I—too angry to avail himself of the avenue of

ipe, left in his brother-in-law's last words.

he spoke, ho criniied a walnut to shivers in

lie crackers, with a vicious emphasis that

5uld not bo mistaken.
" Deacon's an old fool, and an oM woman

Into the bargain ; or ho wouldn't talk of his

client's air.iirs to p(>ople whom they can't in

|ho least concorn. 1 shall get some ono else

p manage my busiu' ss in future. I don't

^hooso to be questioned on matters, for which

am accountable to no one alive. It will be

lime enough to trouble my mother, when I

lak her for money."
Tom Soy ton ha i an invariably good temper.

|[e
was also speci.dly indulgent to tho irrita-

lou9 of sorrow or adversity ; and had the

highest idea of courtesy at hin own table
; but—with all this given in— it was hardly safe to

abuse an absent friend in his preMence.
" You're not yourself just now," he said,

sternly.
" Yet that's no excuse for words like

the-!e. Deacon is an old man—old enough to

have known your father and mine, and to have

been trusted implicitly by both. But there's

not an honester heart, nor a clearer head,
within a mile round Lincoln's Inn. I don't

think the threat of withdrawing your business

would frighten him. He'll throw it up of his

own accord, if you give him mucli more of (<uch

work to do. Perhaps ho is rather behind the

world though ; for it never struck him, when

talking to your sister's husband, that he was

talking to an outside stranger."
Tom chocked himself here, with a valiant

effort (for he was in a very unusual heat of

temper) ; and went on in a much milder tone.
" Well—don't let lis quarrel, Vin.eut. If

it's only for the women's sake, we're bound
to keep the peace. Of course you're out of

leading-strings long ago. I only spoke as I

would have done to any other old friend of

mine ; and because I'd do a good deal to save

you from getting into trouble
;
and more still— I tell you frankly— to save sorrow to your

mother or sister. But I'm fated, to put my
foot into it. If you won't have any more

claret, shall we go into the library ? Kate
has hardly had a glimpse of you yet."
Now—though Flemyng had carried the

thing off with rather a hi:,di han<l, and had

not had much the worst of it in that brief

passage of arras—it did occur to him, when
tho first petulance of anger had passed away,
that it might have been wiser to take Se}'tou'3

hints in tho spirit in which they were evidently
offered. Ho ha».l no present or pressing em-
barrassments to fear ; nevertheless—bbister

and brazen it as ho would—ho could not shake

off tho stubborn fact, that a huge can tie of his

patrimony had gone, to pay off play-debts,
incurred in a few of those *

quiet
'

evenings
above alluded to ; leaving tho majority of the

tradc-acccmnts still unsettleil.

On entering the library, Seyton m.i le straight

for his own peculi.ir armchair ;
and t<x)k, as it

were, a ' he.ader
'

into the p.iges of a famous

sporting serial, that lu-ul arrived iu tho course of

the day ; he diil not come fairly to the surface

during tho remainder of the evening. It w;is an

unusually interesting numlxjr
; narrating how

tho hero, on th.at not'irious savage Phc Cfui-

niKil, utterly vantpiLahe 1 and cut doirji the

cracks of Roundaboutshire ; .and—.after .selling

his mount for a fabulous sum to one of the

flyers of the hunt—won back the aniaial, with

a hatful of money besides, at chicken-haiiard.
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Nevertlieles-*, these stirring adventures did not

so entii-ely engross the reader, as to make him

insensible to two separate aggravations.

The first was, a consciousness that those

three, talking low at the farther end of the

library, had not— for the moment—one single

feeling in common with him, Tom Seyton.

To be sure, Kate did, ever and anon, cast

certain conversational scraps in his direction
;

but this was, evidently, more to prevent her

husband from feeling himself entirely an alien

and outsider (perhaps, too, a little to ease her

own conscience), than because she wanted or

expected him to join them. The second thorn

in Seyton's side was this. He had his own

opinion, as you know, as to how far Fortune

was to blame in the recent disaster. So, it

was sufficiently provoking to be aware, that

the victim was being loaded with about the

same amount of pity and comfort and cherish-

ment, as might fairly be awarded to some

valiant invalid, who has brought back wealth

of bloody honours from a fair foughten field.

On the whole, it was one of the least re-

munerative evenings that Tom ever spent at

his own fire-side
;
nor was it great wonder if,

rather before his usual hour, he betook him-

self to his own den
;
where Kate—more than

half contrite now—found him, shrouded in

smoke-wreaths, dense enough to make their

brief peace-making almost an invisible per-

formance.
(To be continued.)

ALT BREISACH.

There are few more remarkable spots in

Europe than the rock- platform, where stands

the church and what remains of the old town
of Breisach, in the Grand Duchy of Baden.

It is now seldom visited, for it lies on that

part of the Rhine which has ceased to be a

medium of communication, its traflac having
been absorbed by the parallel railways of Baden
and Alsace. The view from the precincts of

the church is panoramic. On the west rise—
over a flat plain, with the divided river and
its islets in the foreground—the Vo.sges movin-

tains, culminating in the Ballon d'Alsace.

They are now, while I write (at the beginning
of April), striped and sheeted with snow.

The Black Forest mountains appear to advance

from the south-east to meet them, so that

the grand dome-like Belchen, seen to per-

fection with its snow-streaks not far from

Badenweiler, appears to stand at the end

of the nearest reach of the Rhine. To the

east rises, at the distance of a couple of

miles, the isolated volcanic elevation called the

Kaiserstuhl, and behind this the Black Forest

range of hills, which here attain their greatest

height. To the north lies the Rhine and the

low lands in the direction of Strasburg, here

and there broken by volcanic hummocks of

the fame nature as the Kaiserstuhl, and which

have mostly been taken advantage of in the

middle ages as sites for cjistles to command
the river. A painter would find it hard to

light upon a better spot fur studying sunrises

and sunsets, while to gain a good view of the

church and what remains of the fortifications,

there is no place like the Eckartsberg, a twin

hill, just across the lower town, crested by a

battlemented fortalice.

The antiquity of Alt Breisach is abso-

lutely prehistoric. The Roman name " Mons

Brisiacus," applied to the hill on which it

stands, is supposed by some antiquarians to

be derived from the Celtic equivalent to
"
Breakwater," as it probably formed in early

times an island in the Rhine. The Romans
built a fort at Breisach in the imperial times,

which doubtless had a close connection with

their other settlement of Riegel, or Rigola, at

the other end of the Kaiserstuhl. The legends
which relate to Breisach had their origin in

that dim and confused period when the young
and healthy barbarism of the German tribes

had just supplanted the effete civilisation of

Rome, and the so-called Alemanni, under the

name of Suabians, were serving under Clod-

wig, chief of the Franks. The Harelungen in

these mythical times were the rulers of Brei-

sach. They traced their descent in an un-

broken line to the German war-god Woden,
whose alias in these parts was Hugdietricb.

Harelung was a son of Amelung by his third

wife, and half-brother of Dietrich of Bern, or

Verona, who plays a conspicuous part in the

Lay of the Nibelungen. Breisgau and Breisach

fell to his share in the division of the lands of

the mythic emperor Amelung. His wife was

the beautiful Volfriane, whom he obtained by

special favour of the goddess Freia, who en-

dued him with miraculous graces, in order to

captivate her. Hard by the castle of Hare-

lung lived Eckart, surnamed the Trusty, who

gave his name to the opposite eminence of the

Eckartsberg. This hero is said to have been

naturally so honest that even before he was

bom he reproved, by a significant movement,
his mother when in the act of uttering some

insincere expression. This brings to mind the

story of the god Balder, who was so truthful

that vessels containing adulterated liquor would

burst in his presence. He is said to have

baffled the wiles of the Herned Siegfried by a

timely warning to the smith Meine, who had

fabricated an invincible sword, so as to pre-

vent the former from getting it into his pos-
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Bession to uko ag.'iiuat the Duko of Hurgundy,
his liege lonJ.

Wheu the Duke of Iiur{,'uiuly, in despair
from defeats ho had Mistaiiud, whh on the

puint of killing himself, Eckart routeil hiH

euomics, losing his yotmgeHt son in the fight.

To ic(iuite him the Duke put to death liin

two other sons on an unworthy suspicion. As
Eckurt after this was riding through a wo mI,

well-nigh heartbroken, he camo on the ungrate-
ful Duke, whom his enemies had woundetl and
Kft for dead. lie placed him on his own

horse, bore him homo, and tended him till ho

wa« well. When, on another occaiiion, »
mountain opened, and giantH and dwarfii

camo out of it to ti^ht the burguudiiuia,
Eckart was nlain, having overthrown a hoat

of enemie.s. He wa.s truly, according to the

notions of thoHO dayn, a moilel vaHiaL Hm
character is contrasted with that of th<,' fal)»e

Siliich, Ermenrich's mar.thal. Thiii Sihich,

however, was not without oxcuho for hia

treachery, for his wife, Ottilio, had been dis-

honoured by his suzerain. (Jn this he swore

the utter destruction of the imperial house.

He began by causing Ermtnrich to put his two

Open Crypt, Alt'liroi«tcb. Soo pngc 4'M.

•ons to death on a false suspicion. Then ho

Bauaged, by aid of Ereia, that Volfriane, llare-

'Ong's wife, should be caught in an intrigue
ith the Murgrave Ivan, whom Ilarelung

ew, but him.self died of his wounds, leaving
us sons to the guardian.'-hip of Eckhart the

sty ; but they came to an untimely e^d,

iug hanged by their uncle, Ermenrich.

ikart, by his just hostility to Ermenrich,
used him to besiege Breisach, and there is

other ver>ion of his <leath, according to which
succumbed to number.-^, having slaiu live

LTondred men with his own hand. Cue is

cmpted to think that the character of the false

Sibich is borrowe i iVoni some traits of I.oke,

the 8[>irit of mischief, or devil, in the northern

mythology, who compa.s.se8 the death of Balder.

It was sjiiil that the spirit of Eckart, after his

death, useil to stand sentry before the ojtcn-

ing of the Venusberg, where Freia dwelt,

warning aw.ty all who might be in dai^ger of

meeting with the fate of Tanidiiiuser. In the

carlie.'-t historical times, Brei<ach had it-* glories

and Butferingx. At the tn-aty of Verdun, 841,
when Fnince and Germany were divided, it

fell to Ludwig the German. In the time of

the Emix>ror, Otto I., Eberhard, the Frau-

conianduke, w:is punished for dis;itlectiou with

M
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a fine of 110 horses, while his inferior com-

panions in arms were compelled to undergo
the quaint punishment of carrying dogs.

Eberhard, in revenge, formed a league against

the German king, and held out against him
in Breisach, whioh Otto proceeded to besiege,

942, and obtained by surrender when Eber-

hard had been treacherously killed at Ander-

nach, on the Rhine. Breisach, at a later

period, seems to have fallen into the posses-

sion of the see of Basel, and then into the

hands of the noble house of Ziihringen, the

chief branch of which came to an end in 1218.

In 1162 its church was enriched by the re-

liques of the saints Gervasius and. Protasius.

According to the legend, Archbishop Rainald,
of Cologne, who was coming down the

Rhine with the reliques of the three kings
and those of the said saints, was obliged
to drop the latter at Breisach, since the

boat containing them was miraculously de-

tained until they had been so deposited. In

1212, Breisach received the Emperor Fred-

erick 11.
,
after Otto the Wolf, had been ex-

pelled. In 1317, Breisach and the other

towns about the Kaiserstuhl were involved in

a war with a powerful family of robber nobles

called the Uesenbergs, and succeeded in en-

forcing their better behaviour. In the time of

Rudolph I., Breisach received the pretender,
Tili Kolop, who gave himself out for Frederick

II. resuscitated, but perished at the stake

when the town was taken after a short siege.

In general, the fortunes of Breisach accompa-
nied those of Freiburg, but in the War of the

Peasants it succeeded in holding out when

Freiburg was taken. The most memorable
event in its history was the siege the town
sustained in the Thirty Years' War, being de-

fended by the Imperialists against Duke Bern-

hard of Weimar, 1638. The movements of

the Imperial armies in the neighbourhood in-

duced the Freiher von Reinach, who held

the town, to make a most obstinate defence,
so that before he capitulated upwards of 2000

persons are said to have died of hunger. The
most loathsome kinds of food bore a fancy

price, and there were even many instances

of cannibalism. The siege cost Bernhard

1,100,000 thalers and 8000 men. After the

death of Bernhard, which occurred not long

after, not without suspicion of poison, Cardinal

Richelieu managed to secure Breisach for

France, by corrupting of Ertach, the Swiss

commander of Bernhard's forces. The Rhein-
thor of Breisach, leading to the bridge, was
built at the same time as the fortifications, in

Vauban's style. The bridge exists no longer,
but the gate stands, a singular monument of

the bad taste and arrogance of the French

court in those days, 1653. The rivers Rhine

and Danube are represented as allegorical

figures held in chains by Mars, and this distich

is added—
Limes eram Gallis, nunc pons et janua fio ;

Si pergunt Galli, nullibi limes erit.

The peace of Ryswyk, in 1697, brought back

Breisach to Austria, but in the war of the

Spanish succession, 1714, it fell into the hands

of Marshal Villars. The commandant of Frei-

burg, Colonel Thann, tried to take it by a

stratagem similar to one practised by the Black

Douglas against an English garrison in Scot-

land, biit in this case not so successful. He
concealed 2000 armed men in a train of hay-

waggons for the supply of the town, but the

signal for the surprise was mistaken, and the

soldiers who had got in were taken prisoners.

After the death of Louis XIV. ,
Breisach again

reverted to Austria. The decline of the town

dates from the destruction of the fortifications

by Maria Theresa
;
and in 1793, the French

revolutionary army utterly ru.ined the remain-

ing defences, and much of the tovm itself, by
a most wanton and merciless bombardment.

To such a shuttlecock of war, as Breisach

proved, fortifications are an unmitigated mis-

fortune. In the grass-grown streets of the

present upper town, the remains of former

prosperity appear, in the sites of old mansions

turned into gardens, the present garden walls

having blocked-up windows in them. Brei-

sach is supposed capable of resuscitation by
the projected railroad between Freiburg and

Colmar, should the present peaceful relations

of France and Germany continue. The dull,

fortified town called New Breisach, which dates

from the age of Louis XIV., is on the French

side of the Rhine.

The original of the church at Breisach was,

according to tradition, a Roman basilica, dedi-

cated by the latitudinarian emperor, Julian,

as a temple to the god of the Christians. The

form of a cross was given to it in later times

by the addition of a transept in the Byzantine

style. Towards the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury, a choir was added, in the purest style of

pointed Gothic, built above an open crypt of

remarkable beauty, through the arches of which

appear pretty glimpses of the surrounding

scenery. The most remarkable objects in the

interior are a splendid altar of carved wood-

work representing the Coronation of the B.

Virgin by one Hans Lievering, who flourished

towards the end of the sixteenth century, and

a handsome lectern of an earlier date. Hans,

a common artisan in wood, was in love with

the daughter of a wealthy merchant, who re-

fused his consent to a marriage, unless he

could succeed in carving an altar-piece higher
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than the church itself. This ho accom-

plixlioJ ;
and to eniiblo tho uroction to hUnd

williiu tho building, tho culininatiiig orua-

ment, a cross, w:i3 buut on ono 8ido. Amoii<,'

tho earlier ruligiouH picture! in ouo of tho

Crucitixiou, ropreBonliiig our Lord sui clad in

tho dress of a Kumau soldier while fixed to

tho cross
; and in a chamber in tho external

wall of tho nave is a hideous represontation of

tho scene in tho garden of Gothsemano, with

figures of tho size <>f life. What remains of

the religious houses, of which Breisach could

boast several, has been utilised, as is generally
tho case in tho Grand Duchy, for educational

purposes. If Alt IJreisach were put in com-
munication with tho rest of tho world, its

charming site on tho Rhino would make it a

pleasant residence, while it would bo conve-

niently situated for trading purposes. At

present, it Ls whispered that its chief industry
consists in smuggling. (J. C. Swavne.

With i»atieiit trust sUo waila
;

* rladncsa liaa flud aad grief rcmaioji,
IJul yet, among tho iuin):;Ht''r-tr]viuji

WlifU eiitciiii;; tlir.j' tlii! Ji wi-IIM
(»nl<.',

WLere har|>M of ^dM li. !

She, tiuchinK that traii

In all tho hurht uf triuinpbin;;,
Will kuuw the key-nutt, auffet-inrj.

Fauikn Bosasqot.

ISIDOllA.

Love t<i<>k up tho lliiri) of Life, and siaoto ou all the
fhiinlfi with iiiit;ht.

Sun 'to tho cUonl of iyiil, that trembling ])aMVl in niusir out
of night. I,. H k-.I KV II M 1 ,

I.

She sang in Spring of Hope :

In the deep glade of ilex-trees

Fann'd by the whisp'ring •\pril breeze,
Ailjwn the sunny emerald slope
She sang the uatia-song of Hope,' He coinolh home," giie said,

"
to bring

The roses of a southern spring.
And while I wait for hiui, I sing."

II.

Then glcam'd the Summer's sun,
And 'nealh the ruddy glow above
She breath'd the melody of Love.
Her instrument so sweet and shrill

Waked echoing niu.sic sweeter still.

Ono lay Iteside her foct—her dress
To ciasi) with piis»ic)uato caress

lu deep tho' bilcut tenderness.

III.

While .\ntninn's soft< r lint

With russet wreaths strew'd gold along
—

She sang a fuller, graver song.
Maturer joys of Matronhoo^l
In trauqud tone and fervent mood.
With ohftston'd cadence seoin'd to dy,
The niejisuro of her minstrel.sy,
Its burden peace, not ecstacy.

IV.

P>ut now she sing"! of Do.itli ;

For Winter's soKnin, virgin snow
Has crown'd with .silver that pure br< w.
Her lyre still echoes thro' fast tears,
Green memories of by-gone years.
The tenour of her piercing strain
Refined and purified by p.iin
Foreshadows undimm'd joy again.

NAVAL MODELS AT SOUTH KEN-
.SINGTUN.

Fkw persons need now to be told what ia

an ironclad, an armour-plated ship of war
; tho

newspapers are full of information ou this

matter. But, when a now order of things is

about to bo commenced, or a new principle
transferred from theory to pnictice, we are all

the more bound to keep an eyo occa.'^ionally
on the past, even in gratitude for that which
has been a necessary forerunner of the present.

Nay, more than gratitude ;
the present really

cannot bo perfectly understood unless wo
attend to some of the steps by which it has
been reached.

This is the manner in which tho very curious

naval collection should be viewed at the South

Kensington Museum. As to that Museum
itself, it would bo hard to guess what it will

come to by-aud-by. Tho place is a sort of

artistic and scientific refuge for the destitute,

opening its
"

boilers'' and its new galleries for

the reception of whatever ainnot find room
elsewhere. Katlaelle Cartoons, Sheepshanks
Gallery, Vernon Gallery, Turner Drawings,
Jacob I'.ell Collection, Ellison Collection, Col-

lection of Miniatures, .Architectural Collection,
Museum of Ornamental Art, Art Library,
Museum of Building Materials, Educational

Museum, Museum of Natural Products, Col-

lection of Photographs, Museum of Patents—
we must have good eyes anil much patience to

I

become really acfpiaintod with the contents of

all these several dep.irtments. And now, to

add to the list, tho Admiralty have sent all

the naval models which useil to be at Somerset

House, together with others from other quar-
ters. In aid of this collection, some of tho

noted shii>-buildiftg firms have contributed.

Insomuch that, if a visitor does not know a

ship by heart, from the main- top-gallant-
mast-head ilowu to th« keel, it will not be the

fault of tho South Kensington Museum.
Tho full models, models of ships in their

finished state, show how greatly the general
contour has changed. Vessels are narrower
than they used to be, in relation to tlie length
and height ; they have what shipwrights call

finer lines, calculated to cut through the

water with much higher speed. The Great
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Harry, the crack ship of Henry VIII. 's time,

presents itself to ns in this collection as a mass

of carved and bedizened uppcrworks, rearing up

prow and quarter deck to an immense height.

It was in its day a ship of 1000 tons burden,
and carried 700 men, and 120 small guns ;

but most assuredly it was no clipper ;
it never

could have distinguished itself at the measured

mile. The Royal Sovereign of Charles II. 's

days, we see at once, was a ship of better pro-

portions, and appears certainly to have been

a beautiful object. Then, examining the

various models as exhibited in glass cases, we
can trace the gradual progress towards the

finer lines adopted by modern shipbuilders.

Here is the Victory, of 100 guns, built in

173.5, lost with the whole of her 1000 men
in the English Channel. Here is the more
famous Victory, associated imperishably with

the death of Nelson. Here is the hapless

Royal George, the loss of which suggested one

of Cowper's smaller effusions. Here is the

Terror, connected with the fate of poor Sir

John Franklin. Here are the Ajax, the

Gorgon, the Diana, the Picque, the Vernon,
and other men-of-war of various rates and

kinds, belonging to different dates in the pre-
sent century. Here is the Queen, 116-gun

ship, of 3000 tons register, built in 1839, and
one of the last of the old three-decked sailing

ships : especially worth looking at, therefore, as

nearly the last instalment of a system now al-

most wholly abandoned. Here is the splendid
Victoria and Albert, perhaps the finest vessel

to which the mere name of "yacht" was ever

given. Here is that wonderful paddle steamer,
which has recently been established as a ferry-
boat across the Mersey, from Liverpool to

Birkenhead, provided with such galleries and

overhanging decks, as to accommodate some-

thing like 1600 passengers at once. Here is

the audacious Evelyn, which her Glasgow
builders have no compunction in calling by her

real name as a "
blockade-runner," in open

defiance of the laws of nations
;
she looks as

if she could cut through everything, except
stone walls.

And then there are not wanting models of

those ironclads whicli are now producing a

thorough revolution in shipbuilding ; most of

them very ugly, but all of them very strong,
and offering us a choice between the ram, the

broadside, and the cupola. Perhaps the most

splendid model ever yet exhibited, relating to

ship affairs, is that which the Thames Ship-

building Company has contributed to this col-

lection. It represents the Northumberland,
ironclad ram, lately built by the Company for

the Government. The model is something
like 20 feet long, and is most beautifully

finished. The masts, boats, deck- fittings, all

are there, even the sailors' hammocks, stowed

within the bulwarks in such a way as to

afford a shield against musketry. The for-

midable ram of the prow, a huge mass of

iron, sharp at the front edge, tells us what
a terrible thing naval warfare may become,
when enormous ships dash against each other

in the way that this prow suggests. Pos-

sibly
—we do not know it as a fact—the North-

umberland may look ugly and heavy on the

water
; but here, in model, there is something

graceful even in the ironsides. As "fine

feathers make fine birds," perhaps the sumptu-
ous case within which the model is placed,

with its carved and polished mahogany, and

its vast sheets of plate glass, may have some-

thing to do with the attractiveness of the

model itself.

Not only are there complete models to illus-

trate various kinds of ships ;
but there are

half models, pictures, and diagrams to contri-

bute towards the same end. The starboard,
or right hand half of a ship, is generally ex-

actly like the larboard, or left hand half
;

insomuch, that either one will sufiice to repre-

sent both. This half-model plan is the one

usually adopted by shipwrights ;
and the spe-

cimens here are very numerous. There are

the Cumberland and the Vanguard, and all

sorts of three-deckers, two-deckers, frigates,

corvettes, gun-boats, and so forth, looking
trim and neat, and ofiering facilities for com-

parison one with another.

The actual construction, the very skele-

ton, of a ship, however, is perhaps best shown

by the sections and parts of vessels, which

are very numerous and varied. One case

contains models of stern-framing and diagonal
riders ; another, models of side-framing and

futtock-timbers
; another, models of bow-

framing ; another, models of the longitudinal

section of a 74-gun ship. Then there are

models of stern-wales (horizontal timbers),

of keels and beams for ironclads, armour-

plate fastenings, steering apparatus, stern-

posts, hawse-holes, cat-heads, screw propel-

lers varied in pitch and in number of blades.

We are shown a method devised by Admiral

Chads, for repairing a leak near a screw-pro-

peller. We are shown a model about 6 feet

long, of a 74-gun ship so constructed, that the

starboard and larboard sides exhibit two en-

tirely different systems of framing. We are

invited to inspect a model of fastening wooden

beams to an iron ship ;
and a method of

fixing armour-plates to the hull of an ironclad

is exhibited. Two or three ponderous masses

of iron, strangely mis-shapen and irregular,

present to view the way in which iron is
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coiubiiioj iii order t^ mako armour- platos ; tho

rofiuoil and puddle I uias^us ot uicUl which,
when heated to whiteiiesH, are oith'.r rolled or

hamuitred with treiuoiiduus force, till th>'y

coalesce iuto platen four, five, hix, or more
iuches iu thickuess. (A receut ShouburyueHii

experiiueut consisted in the vaiu attempt of a

oUUpouiider to Hliatter ati armoiu-platu «eicn

inches thick ;
but the GUU-pounder people

say
— ** Wait till wc boyiii, before you give

your veriict. ")

Who hhall count up tho number of thinys
that coiiHtitutu a xhip's tltiings ? None but

tho ship's "huaband," perhaps, a sort of me-

ilium between a shipwrijjht and a mariner,
whose busiuess it is to sue that the lloatiug
la ly (a ship is always

" she" to a seaman), is

duly dockeil out with all that properly pertains
to her. Hero are all tho odiis and ends at

any rate,
—some shown by specimens, some by

models. Models of capstans, windlasses, and

screw-jacks ; models of huge anchors and chain

cables
; models of cabins, hatchways, ship

ventilators, logs, deep-sea leads
;
models of

ina.>ts and rigging ;
models of helms an<l drift-

ing rudders
; jacks, pumps, mariner's compas",

swivels, lanterns, magazines, skyligiits. And
then there are the murderous concomitants

of a ship-of-war's fittings
—guns, mortars, car-

ronades, slide-*, beds, cartridge cases, ram-

ibeaks. Tiie telegraphic steering apparatus,
now so useful in our larger ships, is illustrated

by models
;
and so are various kinds of so-

phore and the signalling apparatus usei

from ship to ship, or between a ship and the

shore.

Tuore is a beautiful series of models of tho

BlocK Making Maehiuery, invented by the elder

Brunei, each machine a triumph of ingenuity
iu itself—one to cut oQ' pieces from an elm

log ; one to shape these pieces iuto rect-

gles ;
one to bore tho hole for the pin on

hicli the she.kVes of tho block are to turn
;

e to cut thj mortises in which the pulleys
to turn

; one to shap'j the pieoo into a

rt of octagonal pri.^m ;
one to give this

irism the proper curved exterior ; one to cut

each of the faces the grooves intended to

vceivo tho ropo, by which tho block is to bo

wispendod when in use
;
and two mote ma-

ines for making the sheaves of /t(//ium-ri<<i-.

Che models lovk so nicely constructed, th;it wo

nay perhaps credit them with powers enough
O make a tiny block them.selves. Against
uie of the walls of tho gallery are models of

oasts, so placoil as to illustrate what the

Admiralty calls the "
establi.-hmont

"
of a ship.

Ji the reguhir clock-work routine of the Royal
Dockyards, a wooden man-of-war of a parti-
mlar rate or kind used to have a mainmast

'

of a particular size, a foremast of a parti-

cular size, and topma-sts, top-gallantjt, yards,

bowsprit, >i:c., all having a cettain ratio to

each other. This collected group of mea-

Hurements woii called the " establiithment ;"

and by degrees there arose no less than eighty-

eight of such establLshments, from the largest

three-deckers (of which the mainmait was ll.'<j

feet long, by 4*2 iuches in diameter) down to

thu smallest boat that carried a in:ist. The

number bewildered the shipwrights ;
and Sir

William Symonds, some years ago, taking a

cireful review of the whole subject, came to a

Conclusion that there was no suflicieiit reason

for thus minute classiticatioii
;
he reduced the

number of e.stablishments to little more than

twenty ;
and tho whole of these are illustrated

in the collection by models in the ratio of

five-eighths of an inch to the foot. But, how
inomeiitous arc the changes now going on !

Hero aro we despising our good old wooden

men-of-war, despising still more such jls have

no steam power, making ma.uy of our masts

of iron, and talking of cupola-ships, in which

masts would cither be left out altogether,

or made wholly subservient to the renuire-

ments of the cupola, it is in suggesting such

comparisons between the p:ist and the present,

that this Naval Museum is S) valuable and

interesting.

As may well be expected, such a collection

is rich iu crotchets, novelties, and inventions

I

of various kinds. My Lords of the A liui-

riUty have always complained that they are

more beset by inventors than any other public

: department ; and th^t the inventors have more-

over a troublesome habit of blowing up the

Admiralty, if the inventions are not duly at-

tended to and patronized. Well, considering

how public mouey is squandered by this de-

partment, we ought not perhaps to be much

surprised if individuals here and there wish

to get more than their proper share of plums
out of the pudding. Be this ;is it may, there

are here some really curious things. There

are ex.imples of tho tivin-screw propeller, in

which, instead of a single screw in a line with

the keel, there are two, one on either side,

placcil more or less distant ajxirt, and more or

less distant from tho extreme stern of the

vessel. Very remarkable facilities for steering

are atforiled by some of these double -sere as ;

and hopes are entertained that vessels will be

much more manageable out a', sea by this .aid,

than they have hitherto been : seeing that the

two screws may be worked either in harmony
with or in opposition to each other, and that

, one may be worked without the other. There

is an ap{Xiratus for running home and firing

I fourteen guns at oucc, a sott of orthodox
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infci'nal machine, if tlie hopes of the inventor

are realised. There is a very ngly-looking

maeliine, by Mr. Byrne, intended for the de-

struction of ships ;
it appears something like a

barrel, about 30 inches long, but what kind

of vicious food it has in its vicious stomach,
we do not know. There is a model of a

32-pounder rocket case, about 28 inches long ;

those who know what a fizzing, buzzing, burst-

ing thing an ordinary sky-rocket is, may form

some idea of the tremendous power possessed

by a Congreve rocket of this large size. There

is an invention intended to show how far gutta

percha is likely to be useful as a material for

cartridge cases. There is Mr. Bermingham's
model of a new shot-proof ram, looking more
"like a whale," than even Caliban did to

Trinculo, and as unlike a ship as we can well

imagine. There is a wonderful " anti-col-

Usion dial" for preventing shipwrecks ; a trea-

sure if it but answer to its name
;
but as it is

a metal plate engraved all over with lines and

circles, we fear that it is only one of the contri-

vances for determining the direction of a ship's

course at sea : useful, it may be, but taking

cognizance of only one among a multitude of

causes of shipwreck. There are some of the

very ingenious inventions for lowering ships'

boats at sea
;
one of which, at any rate, Mr.

Clifford's, is known to have been directly
useful in saving lives placed in peril by a

sudden calamity to a ship. There are models
of all the contrivances belonging to the appa-
ratus of that admirable society, the National

Lifeboat Institution : the lifeboats, the car-

riages on which they can rapidly be brought
to the sea-shore, and the necessary appli-
ances.

There are numerous clever productions and
models to illustrate the various kinds of life-

rafts, life-buoys, life-belts. Life-capes, &c., all

supposed to have an inveterate tendency to

float when other things are sinking. There
is a model of an ice-boat moving on three

skates, whereby a gentle wind is sufficient to

propel a light craft over the surface of ice with

considerable rapidity. There is a case of odds
and ends which were picked up from the

wreck of Admiral Kempenfeldt's hapless ship
the Royal George. There is another case of

oddities, showing the way in which barnacles

stick to the bottom of vessels in certain seas,
and greatly interfere with their speed. And
there are others containing specimens to show
in what manner the teredo bores holes in

hard pieces of timber, and how other pieces
are made to crumble away by the influence of

dry rot. But to enumerate these would re-

quire a separate article.

G. D.

BIRDS OF THE BEACH.

Many of our shore-birds retire for incuba-

tion into remote localities, whither it is not

always convenient to follow them. Some, how-

ever, though they usually select for that pur-

pose solitary places, do not migrate to great

distances, and the lover of nature may there-

fore, without difficulty, visit their haunts.

These haunts have often an interest irrespec-
tive of the birds themselves : there are charms
in wild nature, whatever form she wears,—in

the mountain, in the low sandy moor, in the

shore of the sea.

Few of our littoral birds are more worthy
of notice than the tern {Sterna hirundo, Linn.

),

the ring-plover {Charadrius hiaticula, Linn.),
and the oyster-catcher (Haematopus ostralegns,

Linn). During several successive seasons I

have observed these birds when nesting and

rearing their young. The locality which I

visited for this purpose is an exceedingly in-

teresting one, the name of which I refrain

from giving, because I fear that if it were

made generally known its beautiful feathered

inhabitants would soon be destroyed or scared

away. The sea-beach is steep from enormous
accumulations of shingle, and immediately
above it is a moor several miles in extent.

During my visits the weather was delightful,

and all around was still and beautiful. The

sea-zephyrs were so gentle that they scarcely
moved the bent which grew in great profu-
sion over the waste, but they sufficed to waft

from the earth the agreeable perfume of the

wild thyme. Numerous native flowers bloomed
on the sandy mounds, and conspicuous among
them was the lovely Convolvulus Soldanella.

The subdued moaning of the sea, the buzz of

insects, and the cries of birds rendered the

silence of the place the more perceptible ',
and

even the insects increased its beauty. Richly
coloured butterflies, with flapping wings,
skimmed the warm ground ;

and more nu-

merous than any other species was the small

but beautiful Polyommatws Alexis. Brilliant

coleoptera flew and ran along the sand-banks,
and threaded the patches of moss which here

and there marked the shingly portions of the

moor. The humming-bird sphinx occasionally

darted from flower to flower, over which it

hovered, and from which it, while on the

wing, extracted the essence.

The pleasing effect of the landscape was in-

creased by distant prospects. Some miles in-

land rose lofty hills, the slopes of which were

clothed with dense plantations of pine and

larch
;
and between them and the moor lay a

tract of undulating cultivated land, on which

stood many a picturesque primitive cottage.
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Over the sea in the homou appeared, in various

gratJation.s of a^uro tint, a raugo of Scotch

nimiiitaiiis, ainl far to tho aouth noblo Haml-

clill'a u.xliibiteil their gruy slopua through tho

iiitervuniug haze. (>aiiuets in large partien

were feeding in the oflin;,', Htriking from a great

elevatinii ut the fry which abounded in the

tide.

On my several visits to this shore, I found

that tho breeding operations of tho torn were

performed on the shingle on the beacli, wliiL-

the ring-plover an 1 tho oyster-catcher deposited

their eggs on tho sandy edge of tho moor.

As the vi-sitor proceeds along this edge a

general alarm Ls taken. Numerous tern.s

assemblo overhead, bcatuig the air with their

gently-moving wings and uttering their mild

scoldings, lliug-ploveis, whistling a.s they go,

retire in all directions from the presence of

tho intruder
;
and oyster-catchers take long

circuhir flights, crying incessantly and anxiously
until they alight on a tuft of sand or a heap
of shingle. It is seldom that the oyster-

Ciitcher will approach the visitor within a dis-

tance I if less than sixty or seventy yards.

Tho habits of the tern are exceedingly inter-

esting. From time immemorial, 1 belie\'e, a

colony of these birds has visited annually the

same locality. It is not easy to find theii-

nests, which are simply hollows made in the

shingle, and the eggs resemble tho stones so

much in their general colour that they can

only be distinguished by a quick eye. The
colour of the eggs is generally an olive-brown,
bhjtched with dark brown

;
and I have observed

that tho small stones on which they are de-

posited are often marked with dark stains very
much like those on tho eggs. How apparent hero

is that ex(iuLiite Providence without which the

balance of nature could not be maintained !

The egg resembles the stones in colour, and the

instinct of the bird prompts her to deposit it

among them, that, though exposed, it may be

unnoticed by depredators winged or human.
A friend and myself on a recent occasion

found several terns' nests by concealing our-

elves near tho shore and watcluug the birds,

liefore they alight on their nests—and, as far

as I have been able to ascertain, it is not

"ftcn they do so—they hover for some time

over them, gradually descending very much in

the siime manner as kestrels do when in pur-
suit of their prey. I have never seen them

sitting on their eggs, nor have I met with any
person who has. I have observed them on
their nests, but their wings were then raised

and in motion. Tho peasantrj' in tlie neighbour-*
hood had often noticed this peculiarity, and
told us that tho terns descended upon their

eggs for the purpose of turning them. The i

birds, indeed, when in this poititiou, appeared
I as if eugiiged in such an operation.

i Tho tern never lays m ro than throe cggB ; I

have never seen more than tw«> in a ue.-i, and

the same actinic power which warms into life

tho embrj'o-ostrich assists, thougli with leas

force, tho parent tern in bringing into existence

her otfspring. The heat of tiio shingle during
tho sunny days of Juno conduces largely to

the hatching of the eggs. The young terns

(juit the nest soon after they leave tho shells,

and then move about on tho beach and con-

ceal themselves among tho pebbles. They are

covered with down, tho body being of a

greenish grey hue, e.xcept tho underpart, which

is of a dull white. The beak, legs, an 1 feet

have not then that beautiful crimson colour

which they assume in the adult bird. I was

on one occiision much interested in the appear-
ance of the legs of a young tern which had not

left the shell many days. They were un-

doubtedly thicker, though of course softer,

than those of an old bird, and were of a

brownish yellow or buff colour. I may add,

what seems incredible, that they actually

appeared longer than those of a full-grown tern,

I regret that I omitted to measure them and

compare the length with that of tho legs of

adult birds which I shot. The young tern cries

when laid hold of, and its cry is precisely the

same as that of the old bird. The shortness

and slenderness of the tern's legs are well

adapted to its habits. It is almost always on

the wing. When tho young birds begin to fly

tho tarsi become firm and hard. Tho tern

resembles tho gannet in its mode of fishing :

it strikes from a considerable height at the

small sand-eels or fry on which it feeds, but

it does not descend deep into the water as the

gannet does. It finds the small fishes swim-

ming on the surface, and rises into the air the

moment it has seciu-ed its prey. When terns

are rearing their young they allow themselves

but little sustenance, as almost all the food

they procure is given to their young. Upon

opening several terns which when killel had

young broods, 1 found that, except one, they

contained no food, and in that one I discovered

only two or three minute vortobroB of a very

small fish.

The term sea-swallow as applied to this bird

has allusion to tho similarity botween its tail

and that of tho swallow. Tiio shortness of

tho tiirsi may also perhaps have led to tho

comparison. Its flight has no resemblance

whatever to that of tho swallow ;
the move-

ment of its wings is like that of a la iy's fan

when used by its fair owner to cool her

flushed cheeks. The tern's graceful form and

the delicate pale blue-ash tint upon its back
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and breast, combined with its long snowy-

forked tail, black cowl, and crimson beak and

legs, give it a light and beautiful appearance
as it flies. It floats upon the Vireeze like

some fairy of the air, without a staiu upon its

plumage, an emblem of purity.

The nests of the ring-plover and oyster-

catcher are very like that of the tern. Each

lays its eggs in a round hollow which it makes
in the shingle or sand, and never constructs

a nest of materials collected for the purpose ;

a nest so constructed would not suit the

habits of these birds. They, like the terns,

are irregular incubators, and by no materials

which they could collect would so much heat

be obtained in warm summer weather as that

produced from the small stones or the sand

when immediately exposed to the sun's rays.

Thus by any other arrangement than that

which nature has provided, incubation might

The Tern's visit to her Nest in the Shingle.

be retarded and the vitality of the eggs im-

paired. However seldom these birds and the

terns sit upon their nests during w'arm days,
it seems necessary that during the night and
in wet or damp weather the hatching process
should be promoted by warmth from their

bodies. I have observed small pieces of dry
seaweed under the eggs of the tern and oyster-

catcher, but they had not, I believe, been

placed there by the birds, but had been acci-

dentally lying on the shingle or sand when

the circular indentation for the reception of

the eggs was made. Dry pieces of seaweed

are often scattered over the spots where the

eggs are laid, having been carried up by high

spring tides or blown up during severe gales.

The eggs of all these birds, though they difl'er

a little in the ground colour, have more or

less dark blotches or streaks
;
and small shreds

ef dark seaweed among the pebbles or on
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the sand render them leas Tisiblo than they
'

otherwise might bo. The ring-plovor hiys

four and often tivo eggs ; the oyHter-catuher

three, fuur, and occasionally live.

Tliere in no bird wliich evinces greater Holi-

citiide for ita youug than the ring-plovur. Afl

soon as tlio young l>irdH throw oil" the Khell

and gain a litth^ strength, ihiy have the nest.

This often happens the day after they come
from the shell. Until they are able to move

about, tlie hen-bird visits the nest, and covers

them over with hir wings. The young are

clothfd with a greeniah-grey down mottled

with minute dark s{)ots, and have a white

ring round the neck. If the heu-bird bo dis-

turbed or alarmed when her brood ia very

young, she displays her anxiety for its safety

by endeavouring to attract the attention of

the olTender to her.-elf. She at first runs

along the ground, tumbling about as if cue of

hcT wings were broken, as the parti idge does

uncler simihir circumstances. 1 have seen the

ring-plnvcr thus run a distance of fifty or

si.xty yards, reeling and tumbling as she went

along, and then take a circuitous flight back
to the nest. Upon a recent occasion I found

two young ring-plovers, which had apparently

just left the shells, ami which when discovered

were several yards apart. After examining
the little things, I resolved to retire behind a

bank of siind and watch the conduct of the

old birds with respect to their yount,'. After

the lapse of a few minutes 1 observed the hen-

bird alight near her young ones, and imme-

diately run at full speed first towards one,
which I thought she fed, and then towards the

other. The tiny things then followed her,
when she stopped, and took one under each of

her wings, and remained with her wings

spread over them until again disturbed.

The fears of the oyster-catcher, wlien appre-
hensive of danger to its young, are expre.ssed

by inceisaut loud short whistles, whilo it takes

long circuitous flights. The young of these

birds, like those of the tern and ring-plover,
are covered with down, and, as they lie on

the shingle, it is vesy ditlicult to discover

them. When in danger they usually hide

themselves between stones and lie ilown per-

fectly flat
; and thus they remain without

stirring, suffering themselves to bo Uiken up
the hantl. The instinct of the young, as

ell as their colour, doubtless often preserves
(them from destruction. A young oyster-

tcher when nearly fledged would make no

despicable meal for some of the largest of our

redatory birds, but even the tele~scopic eye of

o peregrine falcon can .seldom observe it

ouched in the shadow of a stone. The

con, however, is not the most dreadful of its ,

enemies ; if it were found by the raven, the

hooded-crow, or even the herring gull, it

would soon bo devoured. I havu Keen a

herring gull seize a young but full -fledgod

song-thrush, and swallow it alive.

The oyster-catcher never alight^ upon the

water ; it is not we])-fo'.tod, though t!n-re in

a rudiment i>f a web between its middle and
outer toe. It is not therefore cliuMcd with the

swimming-birds, but it can neverthele.ss swim
and dive with very great ease. A gciitleman
well ac<ju!iihted with most of the habits of

this bird was somewhat surprised lately at see-

ing a young one, which had oidy been about

two days out of the shell, run, when alarmed,
into the sea. He told me that on his attempt-

ing to seize it the little creuture swam out,

dived, and paddled under water with the ex-

pertness of a cormorant. Subseijuently to

this occurrence he and I found a young oyster-
Ciitcher which was partially fledgod. We took

it up, andlet it go near the water's-edge ; we
then chased it, and it ran into the surf, divod,
and swam out to a distance of fifty or sixty

yards. We then retreated, kept out of its

sight, luid watched it. After the lap.se of a

quarter of an hour we saw it return to the

shore, land, and run at full speed to the spot
where wo had found it. The speed with

which these birds run is surprising. Nature

has wisely supplied the oyster-catcher with

ability to swim and dive. If it had not this

ability, it would often have to encounter great
risks and dangers, for it feeds near the edge of

the sea, and is sometimes overtaken by a wave
;

besides, the young birds are sometimes during

spring-tides swept into the water. Their

ability to swim and dive, moreover, often pre-

vents their falling a prey to other bir l.s. The

food of the oyster-aitcher is found on the

shores which it inhabits. It has a long and

powerful beak, with which it pierces sand and

mud, and thus captures tho.so creatures which

they contain ;
.small crabs too, and several

species of mollusca, furuLsh its repasta. The
tj

ring-plover feeds, during every season of the

year, chiefly on the .seashore; 1
.s.-\y chiefly,

for in the dusk of winter evenings its whistle

is not unfrequently he.ard in marshes near the

sea. During winter insects are scarce, and,
like other shore bird.t, it is then often com-

pelled to visit meadows and wct fields in

search of small slugs and worms. Wh n in

pursuit of wild fowl by mooidight, I h.ivo

often met with flocks of ring-plovers. Ou
atich occasions I have obser%*ed that wild-

ducks arrive at the feeding-ground later in the

evening than do other night-feeding birds.

The .sportsman who is patiently waiting for

the arrival of ducks, is often suddenly staitled
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by a torrent of snipe sweeping past him with

wonderful rapidity, screaming and alighting

near him in all directions. The cry of the

lapwing and that of the curlew are then heard

overhead. Ring-plovers next give signals of

their approach, and, last of all, the hissing

sound produced by the wing3 of wild ducks

attracts liis attention.

The oyster-catcher is an effective object in

the marine landscape . It has not the elegance
of the tern, yet its size, its bright red beak

and legs, and its black and white plumage,
render it very conspicuous as it runs along
the wet sand or takes a rapid flight over the

surface of the water. Flocks of young oyster-

catchers are frequent in the autumn. There

are often four or five nests within a mile's

length of shore, and the young birds produced
from such nests associate, and for a time

appear in flocks, which migrate before winter.

The few facts here recorded may probably
not be without interest. Of the habits even of

the birds and other wild animals which dwell

in the wastes and solitudes of the British

Isles our knowledge is very limited. The
more attentively, however, we apply ourselves

to the study of their habits, the greater are

the interest and pleasure which that study
afi"ords. New and clear evidence of the

beautiful adaptation of every species of creature

to its own peculiar sphere is daily exhibited.

The exquisite harmony evinced in the whole

economy of nature ; the wisdom of the laws

by which the several species of animals are

governed ; their diligent observance of those

laws, and the untiring energy with which

they perform their respective duties, are all

worthy of our attention, and afford abundant

proofs of the existence of a great Superintend-

ing Power moving around us.

"YET ANOTHER GENUINE SPIRIT."

When" I was staying some time ago at a

country house, I met there a little Trans-

atlantic damsel (a connection of my host's),
with whom I used to talk a good deal, as her

descriptions of her life in the country amused

me, and reminded me now and then of pictures
in the " Wide Wide World," such as that

of the "bees" to "make candy," &c. She
was a different type of girl from the young-

lady Yankees I had hitherto met—less young-

ladyish, and more fond of the country and its

pursuits, for the simple reason that she had
been brought up there

; whilst the other girls

(American) that I had seen had all been city

damsels. In one of her confidences,
—it was

on a rather weird November day, whose grey

sky and moaning wind had made us think

and talk of ghostn,
—.she told me the following

story, and as she is exceedingly matter-of-fact,
it made the more impression on me. I give
it in her own words, as nearly as possible,
Yankeeisms and all.

" In the summer, and, indeed, almost the

whole year round, we live in a large wooden
house in the country, some miles from the

city, where we go for a short time in the

winter. We move into the country quite

early in the spring, almost before the leaves

are out upon the trees, for mother likes the

country, and she would hardly move into the

city at aU but she wishes to see her

friends once in a whUe, as we live in a wild

place where hardly any one takes the trouble

to find us out. Two years ago, mother was
taken very ill in town, and continued so until

it was almost time for us to move into the

country. A week before we went, she asked

me if I would go there the next day with the

men and girls (Anglice, servants), and remain

(until she came) to superintend the arrange-

ments, and also see that good fires were kept

up to get the house thoroughly warmed before

she came. As it was frequently damp in the

early spring, and as I knew mother would

feel it from being delicate, I readily consented,
and started next day for Woodville, our i^lace

in the country. We arrived there in the

evening, and were soon busily engaged in

putting things to rights, so that I had no

chance to feel lonely that night. I must

describe a little the situation of our house

before I go on with my story. We live in

the midst of a great forest, many miles from

any one else, and so very wild is it, that from

the windows we look directly out into the

pines, with the long avenues between the

trunks carpeted with pine-leaves, and roofed

by the interlacing branches. The wind moans

so drearily through these avenues, and often

and often when I was a child I used to lie

awake listening to the sounds and imagining

strange stories about them. My room looked

to the north, and upon the side most exposed
to the wind, but when the house was full of

people and noisy I used not to notice it much,
and had not time to think of the dreariness ;

this night, however, I felt lonely
—there was

not a sound inside, only the wind moaning
outside. I drew the curtains, and locked my
door, and it looked so cosy then with my
fire, that I soon chased the gloomy thoughts

away and undressed and went to bed. I did

not sleep much, as it was new to me to be

there alone, and I felt the want of com-

panions. The next day, feeling still more

lonely, I wrote to my mother, asking her to
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Bend some of my friends to me to keep me

coiupany in my .sttlitudo. 1 Hpont ono more

uiglit alone, and the next day wan intensely

cheered by seeinj^ the coachman tlrivo np to

the door with my cousin Maud and another

friend—just the ones I could have wished

for, particularly Maud, an hho wa.s very lively

and full of fun. Wo drew up to the fire and

had a cosy chat, and I told thuin how lonely
1 had been. I said that I had only expected
oiif of them, who wi>uld share my room, and
that therefore there had been no other put in

order or warmed ;

'

however,' I said, 'if you
will both share mine, as it is lirge, I should

bo very happy to have you, and 1 could put
a little cot-bed in or make one up on tlte

Bofa,' 'Oh uo !

'

they both exclaimed, 'let

us all bleep in your bed—it is so large
—and

then we shall scare away the bogies !

' We
went up to bed rather early that night, and
as a precavition against thieves, I locked the

door, after carefully looking under the bed
and about, to see that all was safe. In a

short time we were all in bed, and I put out

the candles. My room had only one door—
leading into the pa.%sago (the one 1 had locked),
and there were two windows, one at the head
of the bed, and the other <m the opposite side

of the room. After tlie candles were out,
the tire threw strange flickering shadows

[.about upon tlio walls, which were hung with

bows and arrows, a stag's head and antlers,
nd a variety of old Indian weapons, so that

Maud remarked in fun,
' What a ghostly old

place! no wonder you were lonely; hi>\v the

wind moans about the house. Did you ever

see a ghost i 1 should think this ju.st the

place for ono if there were such things.'
"Just at that moment the wind rose again,

iud it .sounded like voices of laughter mocking
aor. 'Did you hear that, Lily /' Maud asked.
•

Oh, yes ; it's t>nly the wind ; it often moans
ike that.' Finally, we all went to sleep. I

ihould think it was about the middle of the

ht, when I was awakened by a loud rap
m the window furthest from my bed, so I

started up and listened ; it was not repeated,
I thought it miglit have been a little bird

vhich had tlown against the window, and I lay
lown again. As 1 was trying to go to sleep,
here came another rap, louder than the first,

ad I started up again : then it stop|H)d.
?here were the other two girls fjist asleep by
ay side

; why had they not waked as I had .'

Tie noise was so loud tiiat I thought the

window must have been cracked. The idea
f ghosts or spirits never entered my head ;

nd then I said to my.self that perhaps the

oise was not so very loud, as the other girls
re not waked by it, but that my imagina-

tion was excited. Then I trie^l to account

for it in several ways : could it be little twigs
blown from the trues on to the window ? or

could it bo some ono outside knockin.,'. This

last thought suggested another : soiuuiiiue*

my brother, when he was locked out, used

to throw pebbles against tho window to wake

some one up ; might he not have ridden over

from Cambridge, which was about twelve

miles distant, and come to stay with me, hear-

ing that I was alone at Woodvillo I Just

then another rap came, an<l 1 jumped out of

bed, and running to the window I opened
it and called, 'Who is there?' No one

answered. It was full moonliglit ; so clear

that I could look all aijout. My window was

up ono story, with a rustic trellu reaching
from it to tho ground, covered with honey-
suckle. No ono could have climbed upon it,

for it would hardly have borne a cat ; and,

besides, who would be so really mean as to

play a practical joke on \is girh ? that idea

Wiis absurd, for there was no one in the house

but the servants. I waited a few minutes,
but still saw and heard nothing. Maud w;i3

now awake, and asked me what I was doing
there. I did not wish to frighten her with

my fears, so I said,
'
I am looking at the

strange shadows in tho moonlight.'
'

Well,'

she replied,
'
it certainly is an eccentric way

of being romantic, standing at an open win-

dow in your night-dress this time of year !

I am almost frozen.' So I shut the window,
tried the door, which was still lockeil, and

popped into bed. I had no sooner got com-

fortably arranged, than a loud ilouble rap came

on the window, making us all start up, and

Maud exclaimed,
' What was that / Oh, Lily,

I do believe there are ghosts here !

'

Still,

not wishing to alarm her, I told her it was

only the wind, and so we lay down again.

No sooner were we all quiet than again the

raps came, only this time three in ipiick suc-

cession. Strange voices seemed to be laugh-

ing outside, and then—oh, horror of horrors !

our bed began slowly to lower it.self
;

it went

down, and down, and down. There was no

sound of pulleys or anytliing, only the mock-

ing laughter outside. Was I awake ! oh yes ;

and the others, too, for we grasjx-d each

other's hands convulsively, each afraid to

speak or move. I remembered a story I had

reatl (it is, I think, in 'Anne of Geierst«in),

in which a traveller is let down on his pallet

by pulleys into a vault below. Hut then, I

asked myself, how covdd that happen in a

house wliere I had lived so long, and which I

knew all about. But, that the be<l fa* going

down was no mistiike ; we all felt it, and lay

there quaking and trembling, not even daring
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to jump lip and strike a light ;
not knowing

what was on either side of the bed ;
and in

this state of terror we lay till the grey of the

morning. It seemed long, oh, so very long,

before there was the least light ;
the darkness

was so thick about us, and we felt as if we

were sunk down so low into some dark gulf.

But, then—oh, what a relief it was when we

began by the dim light to distinguish the

pieces of furniture about the room, proving
that we were still in my room, and not sunk

into the horrible pit we had imagined. There,

too, were the four bed-posts standing at the

corners, gaunt and erect
;
but the mattress,

and we on it, lay flat upon the floor.

"And now the cause of it all flashed into

my mind. It was an old-fashioned bedstead

with a sacking bottom, which was stretched by
means of two cranks, so that when the sack-

ing got loosened it could easily be wound up

again. The extra weight of three people in

bed had made the cranks slowly unwind,

loosening the sacking and thus letting the

mattress sink gently on to the floor. Thus

the mystery of the bed was explained ;
but

what was the cause of the knocking ? I

laughed when I found out what that was,
which I did shortly ;

for on going to the win-

dow where I had heard the noise in the

night, I found—a tooth-brush ! dangling mid-

way knotted into the cord of the blind. I

had pulled up the blind on my friends' arrival,

and put the window a little open, and the

cord of the blind must have in some way
formed a slip-noose round the handle of the

brush and pulled it up with it. The air

througli the window blowing the blind to and
fro made the brush rap against the glass, and
no wonder the noise was loud and that I

thought the glass would be broken.
" These two mysterious things (the noise

and the bed-sinking) coming together, made
us really scared, and I wouldn't pass such a

night again for a sum of dollars.
"

G. A. W.

AUTUMN IN THE LINCOLNSHIRE
WOLDS.

Beautiful as the country is at all seasons,
a lover of nature will never find it more at-

tractive than in autumn. Old and young
alike are bewitched by the mature grace of the

year in its robes of ruddy gold with the last

rose of summer tangled in its trefses. There
is a dash of sadaess mingled with our delight,
for day by day the vivid tints of the wood-
lands pale, and each evening closes a shorter

day. Twilight falls with keener chill, and
the grass is often too damp for a mid-day
stroll. The second, or St. Luke's summer.

however, before the stormy winds of winter

set ui, ranks in many respects amongst the

most pleasant periods of our curious climate.

Yet one day at that time will often sum up
in itself an epitome of the year. The "vapour-
broidered blue " of early morn, the sultry

mid-day hours, evening with frost, or heavy
dew, the gentle breeze that tumbles the ripe

pears to the ground, or stirs the bronzed

foliage of the horse-chestnut and the bright

yellow leaves of the lime avenue, the storm

that rages for a night and strews the garden
with desolation—these and many more such

meteorological freaks endear us to the close of

the year. We linger with its presence in far

more thoughtful mood than that in which we
watched spring radiant with young life. So

much sweeter are buried joys than all the

charms of anticipation.

The flower-garden is now brilliant with

asters and dahlias, if the frosts of late spring
have spared them, as they did not do in many
places in 1864. Old-fashioned people are re-

joicing in the tall hollyhock blooming amongst
the shrubberies, the only place where its spires

tell efiectively in a garden ;
and bidding fare-

well to the year's flowers, as chrysanthemums
alone have now to be expected. The same

dearth prevails amongst wild flowers. A few

blossoms of the pink cranesbill hiding in the

ditches, yellow corn-marigold and scarlet pop-

pies flaunting on the banks are almost the

sole survivors of summer's profusion. Long
damp nights and cold mornings are severely

trying vegetation, and sundry dry leaves arrest

our attention shivering by the side of the

path at the thought of the destruction impend-

ing over their brethren. Let us diverge into

the fields, it is there that the true glories of

autumn may be discovered. Along this brook

named from an old Danish hero (the very
name heck by which it is known telling of its

nationality), we shall find a walk full of

interest.

Oh, for a Creswick to paint that ash !

There it stands in the hedge-row, immoveable,

vast, and symmetrical, like the fabled Ygg-
drasil of the northern mythology—the great

world-tree w^hose roots struck deep into the

universe. The sunlight is sti'eaming over the

hill and flickering in manifold splendours on

its dark foliage, while the long bunches of

keys come out golden-hued in strong relief.

A well-grown ash is a magnificent objecb in

autumn. The hedges around look rather for-

lorn and ragged ;
the bright-coloured hips and

haws somewhat enliven them, however, and

no east wind is as yet tearing down their

pride. It seems an idle bit of folk-lore which

would assign a severe winter to an abundance
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of these hawthorn berries ; as long as wo have
|

observed, the two facts havo ha<l Ui neceswary i

connection. Still, it is a remark he.ir I every

autuinii, unl, however lo^^icaliy wo joiiuler

over tlio inference, wo shall geiieniUy tin>l tho

belief iuaonsiVily ileepening tho joys of autumn
'

from the contrast it suggests of a dark and

dreary winter.

A walk in tho woodland paths is very plea-
sant just now, but they lack tho charms of i

animation they have lat-ly (]isi)liyed. A
moralist may muse on this fact as ho strolls

along, just as Adtlison might havo done in the

fiilenco of Westminster Al»b-'y. Insect life

for the most part has faded out, save that the

morning's sun awakens swarms of flies which

have passed the night under the patulous sy-

ciinore leaves, and 8<Mids them to join tho

sluggish wasps and gorgeous butterliies that

munt the ivy-covered tree-stumps at this time.
,

he inconspicuous flowers of the ivy aro now '

ittractive to insect^^ of all kinds. Tho ten

»nd twelve spotted lady-birds abound in or-

hards. r.irds aro almost wholly silent. If

e see a sw.iUow or two left behind, they do
lot fly as blithely as in July. Our summer
varblers have all left. September is the limit

»f their stay. Starlings assemble in flocks,

Old the jackdaws are as saucy as ever, but
mewhat more sedate on their hollow trees.

^"0 wonder th it they look sad : the hooded
row will soon be over from Norway to dis-

uto with them the few dainties of winter.

Halt I ^\ hat is that low timid screaming
1 the underwood i Doubtless it is a rabbit

nrsued by a weasel. Step cautiously behin I

aLs tir, and watch. There the tenilied ani-

mus, half fascinated by its enemy's per-

jvenuice, and already as good as caught !

'ole-cats and weasels are very destructive to

ibbits at this time of th'» year when eggs and

oung binls are not to be found. Only let

oe fairly settle on the scent of a rabbit, and
je animal may duut)lo and twist as he will,

acape is hopeliss unless its pursuer tires or

drawn ofl' by other game. The fell little

•eature, who.so bito is certain death, is gene-

Jly too persistent a blood-tracker to desist

11 its fangs are in the rabbit's neck, and the

/es greedily selected as the favourite morsel.

^e know of a case in which a rabbit thus pur-
led ran cowering into a wheel-rut near a

is8or-by, who happened to bo a naturalist.

e stood still, guessing what would ensue,
»d immediately afterwards a weasel darteti

it of the underwood and seized it. It was
once rescued, but that one bito w.-vs enough,
.ough terror had doubtless combinol to

oond the weasel's attack. Tho poor little

ambler was dead. I

A l.irg© district of wo«idUnd in Hants (to

tell another anecdote on ihi.s jMjint), a)>'Jundod

in rabbits, ami, as always happeim, unleMi

their numb<-rs are kept down, they did inr il-

culable tl:imago to tho young plautalions un 1

crops. The keeper, therefore, granted an ar-

mistice for a time to his natural enemies—
stoats and pole-cats

—and even made an alli-

ance with thom against tho rabbiLs wh<> were

too many for him. With no fear of that

dreadful gibl>et by the forest lodge before

their eyes, the weasel tribe now diligently

spent tho still autumnal days in hunting down
tho rabbits. Our keeper posted himself in

tho rides, and as often as a shrieking rabl^it

ran acrms, ho shot and removed it, thus ren-

dering tho weasel's appetite still more keen,
and pressing its natiral instincts into his mas-

ter's service against tho rest, in a way which

none but an intelligent keeper could devise.

Let us now cross these breezy mead<»ws of

the wolds where tho cold sheets of sunshine

career along as ono may fancy them doing
over the boundless savannahs of the New
WorM. To render the parallel more complete,

yonder are herds of black Galloways which

will do very well for buffiloes in tho dLstince

with their shaggy foreheads. But on a nearer

approach their soft eyes, .Juno's own, disarm

o\ir suspicions at once. Quiet, homely crea-

tures such as Rosa Bonheur loves to paint,

and tlie shepherd's children to pet in the lonely

Scottish glens, they hail the approach of cold

weather with delight. Before we pass, notice

tho wonderful effect of sunshine on their rough
coat.s. According to Mr. Kuskin, "tho velvet

of a brown bull's hide in the sun is lovelier

than any leopard's or tiger's skin." Leaving
that huge chalk quarry to our left, fringed

with a few melancholy larches, wo will pass

over tho rolling dips peculiar to chalky dis-

tricts, and tho great feature of the.se Lincoln-

.shiro wolds. A few sea-gulls .are Lazily flap-

ping their wings overhead, a sure sigti of mugh
weather impending, or these birds would not

have como so far inlaml. They are black-

heiwied gulls (Lttnis liilibimdiis), and in .ill

probability belong to a numerous community
which has established itself during the breed-

ing season at Sir .1. NelthoriK-'s park. These

meadows aro very f.imous places for mush-

rooms. Most people regard them simply
as delicacies, but they aro said to rank next

butcher's me.at in nutritive cjualities. I'nliko

veLieUition in generid, they give off carbonic

acid gas, as do animals, and absorb oxj'gen,

which may be the foundation of the aUjve-

mentiouc<l theory. In some years they
abouuil far more than in others ;

last year,

18G4, was most prolific with them. Their
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production seems connected with certain me-

teorological conditions, warmth, wet, sunshine,

<fcc.
;
or like the appearance of difterent spe-

cies of moths and butterflies in greater num-

bers at one season than at anotlier, which so

sorely puzzles the entomologist, it may be due

to laws at present unknown and undreamt of.

And now we enter a larch wood skirting a

sheet of water known as Croxby Lake. Listen

to the jays chattering at our approach ! We
have few birds with brighter plumage. Here

is a gap amongst the trees : stand still and

observe that pair of jays for a moment. The

setting sun pours a flood of yellow light upon
the fading foliage, and in it sit rejoicing our

two birds. How brilliantly their wing coverts

come out, barred with lustrous blue ! How
delicate are the tints of purple on their heads !

To see our British birds to advantage, they
should always be viewed in a full stream of

sunlight. Most people think the starling a

dull-looking, sombre bird
;
but it is wonderful

what beauties he displays when the light falls

on him. So, too, with the iridescent plumage
of the jackdaw, turtle-dove, and even the

rook ; to compare great things with small,

their lustrous hues can only be matched with

the metallic glitter of the wing cases of many
of our beetles under the microscope. Similarly
let no one think that the beauty of the salmon

as it lies extended on the marble slab of the

fishmonger's shop, is to be named in the same

day with its silvery pink-flushed tints as it is

drawn out of the water.

Pushing our way through spruce firs and

yews that form a sombre belt to the lake,

here we are at its quiet waters. Yonder
floats the swan, as in " sweet St. Mary's lake,

double, swan and shadow." Up flies a crowd
of widgeon and mallards from the sedges :

they are not much molested here, and repay
their protection by the confidence with which

they remain. There the bald coot ploughs
her course across the reed-bed. All is very

quiet and very peaceful. The lake, though

containing only some thirty acres, forms a

home for numerous species of birds. We have

a list before us of a hundred varieties observed

here, and others might easily be added.

Amongst them are such rarities in the present

days of drainage and high-farming as the

avocet, hen-harrier, and great northern diver.

The nightingale is yearly drawing nearer to

these parts. At the upper end is an osier

holt forming a good fox cover, where Reynard
can frequently enjoy that tempting morsel, a fat

wild duck
;
and before long the echoes of the

hills will be roused by his enemies " matched
in mouth like bells, each under each

;

" and
the dark plantations be enlivened by horse-

men in scarlet. Few prettier sights can be

imagined on a bright winter morning than a
" meet "

at Croxby Lake.

however, warnThe lengthening shadows,
us to return while the glow of sunset still

lingers on the larches. Byron tells us, what

an English autumn loses in green it makes up
in yellow : but it required a more subtle ob-

server of nature to call our attention to the

rosy tints that so often float over woods or

fields in an autumnal evening. It is then

that our climate seems to approach closest to

the transparency of northern skies, in which

the delicately pencilled lines and faint yet
decided tints of the sunsets are said to be so

inconceivably splendid. Indeed, at all seasons

of the year Lincolnshire, if it occasionally has

a murky atmosphere, makes up for it by its

vast expanse of sky. In most parts of the

county the horizon strikes a stranger as being

immeasurably more distant than in other

counties, owing to the flatness of its low dis-

tricts, and in these elevated parts of the county
into which we have rambled with our readers,

the same charm is even more conspicuous.
Aerial efl'ects are common on the wolds. We
have seen a splendid mirage of the sea during
a sunset when all the eastern horizon seemed

one vast ocean, though but a very small glimpse
of the sea could really be obtained. Dwellers

in Lincolnsliire fondly welcome these aerial

efliects, these boundless skies, as some com-

pensation for the absence of the more decided

features of natural beauty which mark other

English counties. If Devonshire can boast

her deep blue sky, and compare it with the

hues of that overhanging the Bay of Naples, a

Lincolnshire man can point to the immense

tract over which his tamer skies extend, and

at all events, in winter he has the better in

the competition.

Evening falls chilly and damp, and we hail
.|i

with pleasure the hospitable roof looming be-

tween the sycamores, where dinner and a

bright fire await us. Lxjcullcts.

LA RABBIATA.

(From the German of Paul Heyse.)
The sun had not yet risen. Over Vesuvius

lay a thick grey sheet of mist, which stretched

away towards Naples, and obscured the little

towns along the coast. The sea was calm.

The harbour was built in a narrow bay under

the high and rocky Sorrentine coast, and here

the fishermen and their wives were already

moving about, and pulUng to shore the boats

and nets which had been lying out all night.

Others prepared the barks, trimmed the sails,

and got out the oars and masts from the caves,
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which were built deep into the rock, and in
f

which the tucklo was kept at niyht. Nut an

idler was to be seen—oven those who were
!

too old to go out in tho bouts, helped to ]>ull

iu the nets
; and here aud there on one of the

;

flat roofs stood an old woman, turning her
|

spindle, or busy looking after her grand-
children.

" Do you see, Rnchela, there is uur padre
curato I" said an old woman to a little creature

ton years old Htandim,' near her, ami busy
with her spindle.

" He is just getting into

the boat
; Antonino is to row him over to

Capri. Maria Santissima ! how sleepy the

reverend gentleman looks !" And so saying,
she waved Iier hand to a pleiusant-looking
little priest who had just settled himself in

the boat, after having first Ciirefully .sjtread his

black cloak over the wooden bench. Others
on the shore paused in their work to watch
the padre go off, as he nodded and bowed
from side to side.

" Why must he go to Capri, grandmother ?"

said the child
;

" have they got no padre there,
tliat they must borrow ours ?

"

"Don't be so silly, cliild," said the old

woman
;

"
they have got padres enough, and

the most beautiful churches, aud even a hermit,
which we have not got. But there is a grand
eignora there

; and she lived hero in Sorrento

for a long time, and was very ill
; so the

padre was often obliged to go to her with tlie

Sacrament, because they thouglit she would
not live till the morning. A\ ell, the Holy
Virgin has helped her, and she has grown
strong and well again, and can bathe in the

sea every day. When she went back to

Capri, she gave a whole heap of beautiful

ducats to the church and to the poor, and
would not go till the padre had promised
to visit her, so that she might confess to

him. It is astonishing what a deal she tliinks

of him
; and we may ble.ss ourselves that wo

have got such a padre, with t;Uents worthy of

an archbishop, and who is so run after by
graml people. The Madonna protect him,"
and with these words, she nodded to the

little bark which was just going to push off

down below.

"Shall wo have fine weather, my .sou.'"

isked the little priest, glancing doubtfully
.iway towards Naples.

" The sun h.xs not yet shone out,"' answered
:lje lad ; "he'll soon drive away that bit of

:og."

"Tlieu pull away, so that we get there
liefore the heat."

Antonino was just taking the long oar to

push out into the open sea, when he suddenly
stopped, and looked up towards the steep ,

path which led down from the little town of

Sorrento to the harbour beneath. A hli^ht

girlish figure was viitiblo up there, hurrying
down over the .stones, and waving a handker-

chief. Siie carried a little bundle under her

arm, and her appeaninco was poor enough.

Nevertheless, t<he had a lofty way of carrying
her head, and the plaits of hair which were

coiled over her forehead seemed to crown her

like a diadem.
" What are wo waiting for I" a.sked the

padre.
"
Somebody Ls coming who wants to go t<j

Capri too. By your leave, padre, we sha'ut

go the slower, for it's only a young girl of

scarcely eighteen years."
At this moment the girl appeared from be-

hind the wall which hid the winding-path.
"
Laurella," said the patiro ;

" what has .-^hu

got to do at Capri ]"

Antonino shrugged hi.s shoulders
;
the girl

hurried forwards, her eyes cast down.
" Good morning, la Ilabbiata," cried some

of the young men who were standing round.

They would have said more if the presence
of the padre had not held them in respect,

for the cool way in which the girl received

their salutation seemed to make them more
insolent.

" Good morning, Laurella," said the padre ;

"how goes it i art thou going to Capri ?"
" With your leave, padre. Ask Antonino ;

he is the master of the boat. Every one is

master of his own property ;
and God ruler

over us all. There is a half carlme," said

Laurella, without looking at the young boat-

man,
"

if I cjin go for that."
" Vou can use it better than I," muttered

the lad, pushing away some ba.skets of orange.s

so as to make room for her. (Ho was going
to sell them at Capri, where the land is too

dry to produce oranges enough for the wants

of the many visitoi-s. )

"
1 will not go for nothing," answered the

girl, bending her black eyebrows.
" Come now, child," .said the padre,

" he Is

a good lad, anil does not wish to enrich him-

self from thy poverty. There now, get in"—
and he gave her his hand—" and sit down by
me. Why, ho ha.s sj)read out his jacket for

thee to .sit on ; he ditl not ilo as much for

me ; but young people are always .so ;
for the

smallest bit of womanhood, jMJople care more

than for ten holy fathers. Now, no excu.ses,

Toniuo ; it is as our Gud has m.aile it ;" mean-

while, I^aurella had got in and sat down,
after having first carefully pushed away the

j.acket. Tonino let it lie, but umttered some-

thing between his teeth ; then he pulled hard

against the current, aud the little boat flew
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out into the gulf.
" What hast thou in thy

buudle ?" asked the padre, as they sped away
over the Kea, which was just lit up by the hrst

rays of the sun.

"Silk, cotton, and bread, padre; the silk

ia for a woman at Capri who makes ribands
;

and the cotton for some one else."

"Hast thou spun it thyself?"
"

Yes, padre."
" If I remember rightly, thou canst also

make ribands ?"
' '

Yes, sir, but my mother is worse again,

so that I cannot leave home, and we cannot

pay for a loom for ourselves."

"Worse, is she 1 Dear me I when I was

with you at Easter she was sitting up."

"Spring is always the worst time for her
;

since the great storms and the earthquakes,
she has had .<!0 much pain, that she has been

obliged to lie down."
" Do not leave off praying, my child, and

asking the Holy Virgin to make intercession

for thee. When thou earnest down to the

shore, they called thee '
la Kabbiata. ' Why

so ? It is not a nice name for a Christian, who

ought to be meek and humble."
The dark face of the girl glowed all over,

and her eyes sparkled.
"
They mock me, because I don't dance

and sing and chatter like the others
; they

ought to let me alone, I don't meddle with

them."
" Thou mightest, however, be pleasant to

every one
; others whose life is easier may

dance and sing, but even one who is sad can

have a pleasant word for all."

She cast down her eyes, and pulled her

eyebrows over them. They went on a little

while in silence. The sun had now risen in

full splendour over the mountains
;
the peak

of Vesuvius reared itself over the sheet of

cloud which still clung to its base, and the

white houses on the plain of Sorrento peeped
out from the green orange-trees.

" Has nothing more been heard of that

artist, Laurella, that Neapolitan who wished
to have thee for a wife V asked the padre.

She shook her head.

"He came to take thy portrait, why didst

thou not let him ?"
" What ilid he want with it 1 There are

others more beautiful than I—and then—who
knows what he would have done with it

;
he

might have bewitched me with it, mother said,
and hurt my soul, or even killed me."

"Think not such sinful things," said the

padre, seriously ; "art thou not always in

God's hand, without whose will not a hair of

thy head can perish ? and dost thou suppose
that a man with a portrait in his possession is

stronger than the great God ? besides, thou

couldst see that he only meant kindly to-

wards thee
; would he have wished to marry

thee otherwise 1"

She was silent.

"And why didst thou refuse him? They
said he was a good man, and would have

supported thee and thy mother better than

thou canst do with thy little bit of spinning
and silk-winding."

" We are poor people," said she, passion-

ately,
" and my mother has been ill a long

while
;

w^e should only have been a burden to

him. I could never pass for a signora, and

when his friends came to see him, he would

have been ashamed of me."
" How thou talkest ! I tell thee, child, that

he was a good gentleman ; besides, he was

going to settle at Sorrento ;
there will not soon

again be such another, who seemed to be sent

straight from heaven to help you."
"I don't want a husband; never!" said

she, quite determinately, and as if to herself.

"Hast thou taken an oath, or wilt thou

turn nun ?"

She shook her head.
"
They are right who call thee obstinate,

j

though such a name is not nice ; dost thou

not consider that thou ai-t not alone in the

! world, and by this stubbornness thou makest

the life and the sufferings of thy poor mother

I only more bitter : what sufficient reason was

there to refuse every honest hand which would
'

support thee and thy mother ;
answer me,

Laurella ?"

' ' There is a reason," said she, gently and
'

hesitatingly,
" but I cannot tell it."

" Not tell it—not even to me—not to

thy father confessor 1 At another time thou

wouldst have no difficulty in telling me ;
is it

not so ]''

She nodded.

j

' ' Then relieve thy heart, child ;
if thou art

i in the right, I will be the first to allow it ;

but thou art young, and knowest nothing of

I

the world, and some day thou mightest re-

pent that for a childish fancy thou shouldst

have thrown away thy happiness."

I

She cast a rapid, timid glance at the lad

who sat at the end of the boat, rowing busily,

j

with his woollen cap pulled down right over

j

his brow. He was looking sidelong at the

I water, and seemed to be lost in his own
'•

thoughts. The padre observed her glance,

I and bent his ear nearer to her. " You did

not know my father 1
"
whispered she, and her

: eyes became fierce.

j

"
Thy father ? Why, I think he died when

!
thouAvast scarcely ten

;
what has thy father, who

I may be in Paradise, to do with thy obstinacyV
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" You JiJ not know hitn, pa'iro ; yoti do

not know that ho is ontirt-ly to bhuao for my
mothor'a illness."

« How so ?"
" BecauBo he ill-iisfd her, ami hi'at h'-r anil

kickol her. I still rL-meiuber the iiiyhtH when
ho came homo in a rage ; sho never saiil a worl,
and did every thini^ that ho wished

;
but ho, he

beat her till my lif.irt wa.H ready to break
;

I

used to pull the bod-clothes over my head,
and protend to sleep, but in reality 1 crietl

the whole niyht. And when ho saw her lyinjj

on the floor, tli'-n s\iddenly Iw would cliai)i,'o,

and dra'.,' lier up, and kiss hor till nhe screamed

(Jilt that he w.jull stitltj hor. M >th)r forbilo

mo ever to ttiy a word about it, but it wore
hor out, so that now all tho.He lon^ years since

ho died she has never i,"»t wdl, and if she

should die soon, wliich God forbi<l, I know wi-Il

who killed her."

The little priest shook his h-'atl, ami seemed

unwi lingly to ackiiowlodi^o liis penitent in the

rijht. At last ho said,
*'

For:,'ive him, as thy
mother has ; do not fix thy thoughts upon
such Siul pictunjs, Laurella ; better times will

come, and make thee forget it all."

Sec pogo 502.

" Never shall I forj^'et that," .sriid .«1p> shu l-

dering, "and therefore I .shall remain sinijle, in

order to bo subject to no one who will first

ill-treat me, and then fondle me
;

if any one
wanted to beat nio or kiss me now, I shoidd

know how to dofetnl myself, but my mother
SOiild not defend herself from either blows or

kisses because .she loved him
;
and I will not

be made ill or wretched by any one because I

iove him."

"Thou art a child, and talkcst like one
that knows nothing of what goes on in the

(rorld
; aro all men like thy poor father, th.it

they give way to every temper and pa-ssion.

and ill-treat their wives ? ITivst thou not soon

plenty of good jH^ople in the neiijhbourhootl,

and wives who live in peace and unity with

their husUinds ?"
"
Nobody know how my father treated my

mother, for she would a thousand tidies rather

have died than have complained of it to any
one, and all beca<iHo she loved him ; if love

seals one's lips when one ought to cry for

help, and makes one defenceless against wrong
such as one would not endure from one's worst

enemies, then I will never give my heart to a

man."
"

I tell thee thou art a child, and knowest
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not what thou sayest ;
when the time is come,

the question whether thou lovest or not will

often arise in thy heart, and then all these

resolutions will be forgotten."

Again a pause, after Avhich the padre began

again :

" And that artist, didst thou make up thy
mind that he would use thee ill 1"

" He used to look as I have seen my father

look when he asked pardon of my mother,
and wanted to take her in his arms to make

peace with her again ;
I know those eyes, it

made me shudder to see them again."
After this she kept a persevering silence.

The padre was silent also
; perhaps he was

thinking of many beautiful maxims which he

might have held up before the girl, but the

young boatman had grown uneasy towards the

end of the confession, and this checked him.

After rowing for two hours, they arrived in the

little harbour of Capri. Antonino carried the

padre out of the boat over the little rippling

waves, and carefully set him down. Laurella,

however, would not wait till he waded back

for her
;
she gathered her little skirt together,

and with her wooden slippers in her right

hand, and the bundle in her left, she nimbly

splashed through the water.
" I dare say I shall be at Capri a long time

to-day," said the padre, "and thou needest

not wait for me
; perhaps I shall not re-

turn till to-morrow
; and, LaureUa, when thou

reach est home, remember me to thy mother
;

I shall come and see you this week. Thou wilt

go home before night 1
"

"If I have an opportunity," said the girl,

and pretended to be busy with her dress.

"I must go back, too," said Antonino, try-

ing to speak in an indifferent tone
;
"I shall

wait for you till the Ave Maria
;

if you don't

come then, I will go my own way."
" Thou must go, Laurella," broke in the

little padre ;

" thou canst not leave thy mother
alone at night ;

art thou going far 1"
" To Anacapri—to a vineyard."
" And I must go towards Capri ; God pro-

tect thee, child, and thou too, my son."

Laurella kissed her hand, and a farewell

escaped her, which the padre and Antonino

might both appropriate. Antonino, however,
did not claim any of it

;
he pulled off his cap

to the padre, without even looking at Laurella.

When both, howev^er, had turned their backs

upon him, he let his eyes wander after the

holy father for an instant as he wearily

plodded through the deep shingle, and then

fixed them upon the girl, who had turned to the

right to go up the hill, holding her hand over

her eyes to shield them from the buruing sun.

Before the path disappeared, she paused a

moment as if for breath, and looked back.

The shore lay at her feet, with the sea lovely
in its intense blue ; above her towered the

lofty cliffs—it was indeed a view worth look-

ing at. It so happened that in glancing to-

wards Tonino's boat she met his eyes ;
each

made a gesture of impatience, and the girl

continued her way with a sullen expression on
her face.

It was not long past noon, and already
Antonino had been sitting for two hours on a

bench before the osteria. He must have had

something on his mind, for he was constantly

getting up and walking into the sxia, and

looking hard at the paths which led right and
left to the two little island towns.

He then said to the hostess that he was

afraid of the weather : it might remain fine,

but he well knew that colour of the sea and
of the water

;
it had looked just like that be-

fore the great storm when he had had so

much trouble to get the English family safe to

shore.
" How have you fared at Sorrento," said the

hostess
;

" better than we did here in Capri 1"
" I could not have afi"orded maccaroni if I

had had only the boat to depend upon ;
now

and then taking a letter to JS^aples, or taking
out a signor to fish

; that was all
;
but you

know that my uncle has great orange-gardens,
and is a rich man

;

'

Tonino,' said he,
' so

long as I live you shall not want, and when I

die, you'll find yourself provided for
;

'
so with

God's help, I have got through the winter."
" Has he children, your uncle ?"
"
No, he was never married, and was a long

while away from home
; during that time he

made a great deal of money, and now he's

going to set up a great fishery, and will put
me at the head of it.

"

" Then you are a made man, Antonino !"

The young sailor shrugged his shoulders.

"Everyone must bear his own burden,"
said he, and then he jumped up and looked

again right aud left after the weather, though
he must have known that there is but one

weather side.
" Let me bring you another bottle, your

uncle can pay for it," said the hostess.
"
Only one more glass," said he,

" for you
have a fiery kind of wine here—my head is

quite hot already."
"

It does not go into the blood," said the

woman
;

"
you can drink as much as you like ;

there, my husband is just coming, you must

stay and talk with him a little."

And the stately padrone of the tavern ap-

peared, coming down from the mountain, his

net upon his shoulder, aud his red cap on

his bushy head. He tiad been taking some
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fjflli to tho town, which tin* grainl la'ly hatl

ordoroJ for tho fjooJ priost from Sorrcuto.

When ho caught Might of tho young man, ho

wavod him a coniial welcome, Hat down on
tho ht-nch beside him, and began to talk.

Ilia wifo had junt brouj^ht a socond bottlo

of piiro unadulterated Capri wine, when

footsteps were heard crunching on thu hard

Hand to thu left, and Liiurella madi her ai>-

pcarauce on tho road from Anaciipri. She

gave a sliglit nod, and then stood still.

Antonino jumpeil up.

"1 nHi.>-t gu," s;iid he, "it in a girl from

Sorrento, who camo across early to day with

the priest, and wants to get back to her sick

mother lM'ft>ro night."
"
Well, well, there is plenty of time before

night," said the Ijsherman ;

" she will have

time to drink a glass of wine. Here, wife,

bring another glass.
"

"Thank you, I won't drink," said Laurella,
thout moving.
"Pour out, wifo," said the man; "pour

)ut, she must drink."

"Leave her alone," said the lad; "she
las a .'itrong will ; what she does not wish,
lot even a saint could persuaile her to do ;"

.nd with tliat he took a hurriod leave, ran

lown to the boat, undid the rope, and stood

raiting for the girl.

She nodded once more to the hostess of tho

iVem, and then sauntered slowly towards the

oat. She first looked round, as if she ex-

ected other passengers to appear. On the

aore, however, there was not a human being ;

ae fishermen were either asleep or out at sea

ith their lines and nets
; at the doors sat a

»w women and children asleep or spinning,
ad the strangers who had come over in the

loming were waiting for the cool of day to re-

»rn. Laurella could not look back very long,
•r before she knew what he was doing. An-
iniuo had taken her in his arms, and carried

er like a child to tlie boat. Then he sprang
after her, aii<l with a few strokes of the oar

ley were on the open sea. She had seated

elf at tho fore-part of tho boat, with her

tck half turaed towards him, so that ho could

ily see her profile ;
her features were graver

uin usual
; there was an obstinate expression

•und the delicate nostnl ; over the low brow
e hair fell thickly, and the full lips were

jhtly closed. After they had gone on a little

bile in sUenco, tho sun began to scorch her, so

e took the cloth in which the bread was

rapped and threw it over her head. Then she

!gau to make her dinner of the bread, for she
A tasted nothing at Capri. Antonino could

»t see her do that for long. He took out one
the orange baskets, and lianding two oranges

to her, said ;
" There is soraethin:; to eat with

your bread, Laurella
;
don't think that I kept

them for you ; they rolled out of tho basket
into the boat, and 1 found them when I put
the empty baskets back a;,'ain."

" You eat them," saiil Ltiurella
;

" the bre.id

is enough for me."

"They aro refronhing in tho heat,'" said

ho,
" and you have been a long way."

"
They gave mo a gl<is.s of water up on tho

mountain," said she
; "that has refreshed mo

already."
" As you like," said he, and let them drop

back into the basket.

lleiiewetl silence. The sea was .smooth as a

mirror, and hardly rippled round the boat
;

the white sea-birds who built in the caves on
tho shore pursued their prey without their

usual cry.
" You might take the two oranges to your

mother," began Antonino again.
"We have some at home," said she, "and

when they are finished, I shall buy fresh

ones."
"
Oh, take them to her from me."

" She does not know you," said she.
" Y'ou might tell her who I am," persisted he.

"I don't know you either," said she.

It was not the first time that she had so

ignored him
;
a year before, when the painter

had just come to Sorrento, it happened on a

Saturday that Antonino was playing "Boccia,"
with other young fellows of tho place in the

square near the principal street. There thw

artist first met Laurella, who pas.sed along with-

out seeing him, with a pitcher of water on her

head. The Xeapolitm, struck with her appear-

ance, stood and gazed after her, though he was

standing in tho very middle of the apace chosen

for the game, and might have cleared it in three

steps. A ball which hit him roughly on the

ankle soon reminded hiiu that this was not

the place for such meditations. He looked

round as if he expected an apology ; the young
boatman who had thrown tho ball .stood silent

and defiant in the midst of his friends, so that

the stranger found it advi-Hiible to avoid an

altercation, and walk away. Yet the incident

had been talked about more than onco when
the painter openly courted Laurella.

"
I don't know him," ."said .she, hcsititincly,

when tho painter aske<l her whether .she refused

htm for that nide lad.

They sat in the boat, like the bitterest ene-

mies, and yet the hearts of both were beating

wildly. The goo<l-tempered face of Antonino

was violently fiusbed ; ho struck into the water

so that tho spr.iy spla-shed over him, and his

lips trembled as if with angry words. She

pretended not to notice him, but [lutting on
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her most careless look, leant over the edge of

the boat, and let the water run rippling through
her fingers. Only her eyebrows still quivered,

and it was in vain that she held her wet hands

against her burning cheeks to cool them. Now
they were in the middle of the sea

;
far and

near not a sail was to be seen ; the island

had disappeared, and the coast lay far away
bathed in sunshine ;

not even a seagull broke

the solitude.

Antonino looked round ;
a thought seemed

to rise within him. The flush suddenly died

from his cheek, and he let the oars falL

Involuntarily, Laurella turned to look at

him, startled, but fearless.

" I must put an end to this," broke forth the

other; "it has lasted too long already, and

I only wonder that it has not made an end of

me. You don't know me, you say ? Have you
not observed long enough how I have passed you
as if senseless, because aU the while my heart

was bursting to speak to you ? and you—you
made a wicked face, and turned your back

upon me !

"

"What had I to say to you?" said she,

shortly ;
"1 saw quite well what you were

after
;
1 was not just going to give myself up

to the first person who cared for me
;
for as a

husband, I don't like you ;
neither you nor

anybody else."
" Nor anybody," screamed he

;

*'
you won't

always say that, because you have sent off

the painter. Bah ! why you were only a child

then
;
some day you will feel rather dull, and

then, proud as you are, you will take the

first j'ou can get ;
no one knows his future."

' '

Possibly I may some day change my
mind

;
what does it matter to you ?

"

" What matters it to me ?" he broke forth,

and sprang from the bench so that the boat

all but upset
—"what matters it to me? and

you can ask such a question when you see

the state I am in. I only know that I'd

rather die than allow myself to be so treated !

"

" Have I ever engaged myself to you?" said

she
;

' ' can I help it if your head is turned ?

What power have you over me 1"

"Ah! true enough," said he
;

"
it's certainly

not written down, nor has the lawyer put it

into Latin, and sealed it
;
but this I know,

that I have as much right to you as to go to

heaven if I am an honest fellow
;
do you

fancy that I will stand by to see you go to

church with another man, while all the girls go
by and shrug their shoulders ? am I to be in-

sulted like that ?"
" Do as you like," said she

;
"I shan't be

afraid, however much you threaten
; besides,

I shall do what I like ?
"

" You will not say so long," said he, and

trembled from head to foot ;

" I am man enough
not to let my whole life be blighted by such a

piece of insolence. Do you know that you are

here in my power, and must do what I like ?
"

It was now her turn to tremble, but she

turned her flashing eyes upon him.
" Kill me if you dare," said she, slowly.
" One must not do anything by halves,"

and his voice grew softer
;
"there is room for

us both in the sea ;
I can't help you, child," and

he spoke in a dreaming, almost tender tone
;

" but we must go down, both of us, and at the

same time, and now !" he screamed, and sud-

denly seized her with both arms. But in an

instant he drew back, his right hand covered

with blood, for she had bitten deep into it.

" Must I do what you like ?" screamed she,

and pushed him from her
;
"let us see if I am

in your power ;

" and with that she sprang over

the edge of the boat into the water, and for an

instant disappeared ;
she rose again, however,

directly. Her little skirt was clinging tightly
to her, her hair was undone by the waves, and
streamed about her neck

; she made no sound,
but swam with all her might towards the

shore.

He stood in the boat leaning forwards, his

looks fixed, upon her, as if a miracle was being
worked before his eyes. At last he roused

himself, seized the oars, and with all the

strength he could muster, pulled after her,

the blood all the time dropping from his hand

into the bottom of the boat. In an instant

he was by her side, quickly as she swam.
"
By the Holy Virgin," he screamed,

" come

into the boat
;
"I was mad, God knows

;
what

was the matter with me ? it was like a flash of

lightning, so that I did not know what I said

or did. You are to forgive me, Laurella, only

spare your life, and come back into the boat !"

She swam as if she heard nothing.
" You cannot swim to land," said he, "it is

still two miles
;
think of your mother

;
if any-

thing were to happen to you, she would die of

grief."

She measured the distance from the coast

with her eye, then without a word she swam

to the boat, and grasped the side.

He stood up to help her, and as he did so

his jacket, which was lying on the bench,

slipped into the sea as the boat leaned over to

one side by the weight of the girl.

Dexterously she lifted herself into the boat,

and took her former seat.

When he saw her safe, he took to his oars

again .

She meanwhile wrung out her little skirt

and squeezed the water from her hair ;
as she

did this she saw the blood in the bottom of

the boat
;
she cast a quick glance at his hand,
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with which he plied tho oar as if there was

nothing tho matter with it.

" Thero !

"
said she, au.l h.-ui^l' d liiin hiT

handkerchief.

Ho shook hia head, and rowed on.

At la.st she wtiit nj) to him, and bound tho

handkerchief tightly rouml the ileep wound.

Then she took the oar from him, m\ich iia ho

tried to hinder her, and seated herself oppo-

gito him, not lookiii;^ at him, but steadily at

the oar, which wiw stained with his blooti, and

with which she rowed on swiftly and steadily.

They were both palo and silent ;
as they

drew nearer to land, they mot several fiiher-

men, who were going to lay their nets for the

night.

They called out to Antonino, and teased

Laurella, but neither looked up nor answered

a word. The sun was still pretty high over

Procida when they reached the port.

Laurella shook her skirt, whicli had dried

:i!.;ain, and sprang on shore.

The old spinning-woman who had seen them
8tart in the morning, again stood on tho roof.

" What's the matter with your hand, To-

rino }" she called down ;

" blessed Jesus ! the

boat is covered with blood."
"

It's nothing, commare," answered the

other. *'
I tore myself on a nail

;
to-morrow it

will be all right ;
the confounded blood is

always so ready to run, that it looks more

dangerous than it is."
**

I will eomo and put on herbs for you,"'

said the old woman; "stop, I am coming
now."

" Don't trouble yourself, commare
;
it's done,

and to-morrow it will be all right and for-

gotten ; my skin is sound, and heah quickly

enough."
"
Addio," said Laurella, and turned towards

the path wliich led up the mountain.
" Good night," called the lad a'ter her, with-

out looking at her.

Then ho carried the things out of the boat,
and climbed up the little stone stairs to his

house.

Tlicre was nobuly in tho two rooms in

which Antonio now paced backwards and
for w.irds. Through the wooden shutters of

the little wimlowscamo a fre-sh breeze which
le had not felt on the sea, and the coolness

md the solitude did him good. He stood for

I long time before the picture of tho Ma«lonna,
uid looked devotedly at the littlo silver paper

jlory which was stuck over it
;
but to pray did

lot occur to him. For what should he ask,
vhen he had no longer anything to hope for f

"ho day seemed to him to stand still
;
ho

onged for tho night, for he was weary and

cxhaustoii with Iohh of bloo<l. His hand be-

gan to pain hiui \iolently ; ho seated himself

on a htool, and undid the bandage. Tho blood

now burst forth again, and ho found that h'\»

hand was much swelled round tho wound.
He wa-shed it carefully, and cooled it for a long
time. When ho looked at it again, he dis-

tinctly saw the mark of Laurclhi's teeth.
" Sho was right," .taid he,

**
I was a brute,

and deserved nothing better. 1 will st-nd her

back her handkerchief to-morrow by Giuseppe,
for sho shall not see me again." Then he care-

fully wa.shed tho handkerchief, and spread it

out to liry, after he had again bound up his

hand as well as he could. Then he threw

himself on tho bed and clo.~ed his eyes. The
moon .shining into tho room, and al.'-o the pain
in his hauil, awoke him out of a half-slumber.

He was just getting up to bathe it again,
when he heard a rustling at the door.

" Who's there ?" he cried. He opened the

door, and Laurella stood before him.

Without a word she entered. She threw

ofl' tho hamikcrchief from her head, and placed
a little basket on the table. Then she drew a

long breath.
*' You came to fetch your handkerchief,"

said he ; "you might have spared yourself the

trouble, for I meant to ask Giuseppe to take

it to you in the morning."
"

It's not the handkerchief," she answered

quickly ;
"I have been on the mountain to

get herbs for you, to stop the bleeding ;

there," said she, taking the lid oil' the basket.
" You give yourself too much trouble,"

said he
;

"
it's already much better, and if it

were worse, it would only bo what I deserve,

r.ut yon should not be here at this time ; if

Some one were to meet you, you know how

they gossip, though they don't ktow what

they talk about."
"

I don't care about anybody," said she, pas-

sionately ;

"
I must see your hand, and put the

herbs on it
; you can't manage it yourself."

''
I tell you it is unnecessary," said he.

" At lo;ist let mo see for myself ;" and with-

out another word t-he seized the hand, and

untied it.
" Jesu Maria!" cried she, with a

shudder, when she wiw the great swelling.
" It has swelled a li.tle," said he,

" but the

Bwolliug will soon go down."
She shook her head.
" In that .st.ito you won't be able to go in

the boat for a week."
" The day after to-morrow, I think,'' a.aid

he quietly ;

"
besides, what does it matter ?"

Meanwhile she had fetched a basin, and

again w.ashed the wound, he standing and

bearing it like a child. Then she put her

herbs on it, which at once relieved tho bum-
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ing, and bound up the baud with strips of

linen from her basket.

When it was done, he said,
" Thank you ;

and listen, if you would do me another favour,

forgive me for the madness which got the

better of me, and forget all that I ever said or

did. I don't know how it was, you never gave
me any occasion for it, that I am sure of, and

you shall never again fiear anything from me
to wound you."

"It is I who must ask your pardon," she

broke in
;
"I ought to have put everything

differently, and more pleasantly to you, in-

stead of irritating you by my stubbornness
;

and then besides—the wound !"

" It was self-defence," he exclaimed; "it

was high time that I should be brought to my
senses

; besides, as I said before, you did me

good, and for that I thank you. And now go

away to bed, and there—there is your hand-

kerchief, which you can take with you."
He handed it to her, but she remained stand-

ing, as if struggling with herself ; at last she

said,
" I made you lose your jacket too, and

all the money for the oranges. It all came

upon me afterward*; I cannot give you another,

because I have no money, and if I had it would

belong to my mother. But here is the silver

cross which the painter gave me the last time

he came. Since then I have not looked at it,

and I don't like keeping it any longer in the

box
;

it is worth a few piasters, my mother

said, and if you sold it, your loss would be

partly recompensed, and the rest I will try to

earn by spinning at night.
"

" I won't take anything," said he, brusquely,

pushing away the bright little cross which she

had taken out of her pocket.
" You must take it," said she

;

"
it may be

an immense time before you can earn anything
with that hand. There it lies, and I wiU
never set eyes on it again."

" Then throw it into the sea," said he.

"It is not a present that I make to you, it

is no more than your right."
"
Right ? I have no right to anything of

yours," said he. " If you should ever meet
me again, do me the favour not to look at me,
so as not to remind me of what I owe you.
And now good night, let this be all ;" he put
the cloth and the cross into the basket, and
shut down the lid.

When he looked up and saw her face, he

was terrified
; great tears were streaming down

her cheeks, without her making an eflbrt to

stop them.

"Maria Santissima!" cried he, "are you
ill ? why, you are trembling all over."

"It's nothing," said .she, "I am going
home ;" and she staggered to the door.

Here she could no longer control her tears,
and leaning her head against the side of the

door, she burst into loud and passionate sobs,
but before he could reach her to detain her,
she had suddenly turned and thrown herself

on his neck.

"I cannot bear it," she screamed, clinginw
to him

;
"I cannot listen when you say kind

words to me, and let me go away from you,
with all the blame on my conscience. Beat

me, kick me, curse me—or if you still love

me after all, there, take me and keep me, and
do what you like with me—only do not send
me away from you."
He held her for a moment sobbing in his

arms.

"Do I still love you !" he cried, at last.
"
Holy Mother of God ! do you believe that

all the blood in my heart has been drawn out

by that little wound ? Do you not feel it

beating as if it must burst my breast to get
to you ? If you only say so to tempt me, or

because you pity me, go, and I will forget it all
;

you are not to think that you owe it to me, be-

cause you know I am suffering through you."
"
No," said she firmly, looking up from his

shoulder, and fixing her streaming eyes pas-

sionately on his face, "I love you, and—nay,

why should 1 hide it from you—I have long
feared and struggled against it

;
and now I

will be dift'erent, for I cannot bear not to look

at you when I meet you. Now I will kiss

you," said she,
" so that if you were ever

again to feel doubtful, you might say to your-

self, she has kissed me, and Laurella would

not kiss any one but the man she has chosen

for her husband." She kissed him three times,

and then she tore herself away, and said, "Good

night, dearest ! go to rest, and cure your hand,
and don't come with me, for I am not afraid,

not of anybody, but of you."
With that she glided through the door, and

disappeared in the dark shadow of the wall.

Long after he remained at the window

gazing out on to the dark sea, above which

the stars seemed to float I

The next time the little padre curato emerged
from the confessional, where Laurella had been

kneeling a long while, he laughed gently to.

himself. "Who would have thought," said

he to himself, "that God would so soon take

pity on that wayward girl ? and I blamed my-
self that I had not attacked that demon of

obstinacy more strongly ! But our eyes are

shortsighted for the ways of heaven. Well,

the Lord be praised, and grant that I may
live to be rowed over the sea by Laurella's

boy ! Heigh-ho, la Eabbiata !

"

I. Vox. G.
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cuaitl;; vii. moknixu miiNCid cucnsel.

Tlu'ii sleep on, my bab)',

Ami rest while yuu may ;

For strifo cume-< witli wakiug,
AuJ sorrow with day.

So, if I remember aiight, ran the lullaby

tli.it I ouce heard crouued over a cradle. It

seems to me, to coutaiu more of false seuti-

meiit, that! id sdlowable, eveu in uiirsery

rhymes. If the night has closed upou some

titter sorrow, a gross folly, or black dliaster,

the first wakiug momeuts are, iu themselves,

half au atouemeut ; but these momeuts must

have beeu exceptioual eveu iu hi^ life, ou

wlioso sepulchre was graveu the oue ghastly
word— ' MisEKRiMus.' Few there are, of souud

mind aud body, who will uot owu, that there

is no such moral touic as a moruiug breaking

freshly aud brightly. Every oue knows the

ending of Longfellow's ballad, that begins
—

I have read in some old marvelluua talc,

Some legend old and vague,
How a lejjion of spectres, wan aud pale,

Beleaguer the walls of Prague.

The gentle poet-philosopher never drew sax

apter or truer parallel.

Tom Seytou would have felt almost as mucli

ashamed of wakiug, sad or sorry, as of walking
with a rackiug headache ;

either must have

been induced by au excess over night of oue

kind or anotlicr, aud Tom was more temperate
than most of his convivial turn. lie had

nearly forgotten the small crosses and vexa-

tious of the previous evening, when he came

down to his early breakfast
; ijuleed, Kate,

albeit well used to mini.ster to his appetite,

could not forbear bantering her husband ou his

remarkable prowe.^s tliat moruiug. Not very

often, between August and April, wa.s Seytou

present at tlie firet family meal ;
which was at

AVarkigh rather au irreguhir and uncertain

aHair, determined much by the individual tiistes

of the guests. Jlrs. Flouiyng always break-

fasted late, and disliked breakfasting aloue :

s.) Kate humoured her mother, of comse ;

taou.^h she would much have preferred sharing

1
Tom's grill, instead of simply pouring out his

te;i.

Seytou had not much time to t-pare, ou this

particular murniug ; for Wrothim Liu^s, where

he was bound to shoot, lay twelve long miles

away ; aud the owner of that famous cover

considered its annual beating in the li^ht of a

solemn fe^tival ur sacrifice, to which only a few

favoured initiates were bidden : if one of these

had beeu a minute late, of a surety he would
that hour have lost his grade, and been

reduced to the rauks of the outer profane for

' over. Nevertheless, Tom did manage to

appear in the breakf<ist-room, just as \'iucent

Flemyng louuged listlessly through the oppo-
site door—with the air of a man who has

no interest whatever in what is set before
I him ; aud considers appetite, rather a plebeian
, weakness,

" You won't mind my leaving you i" Seyton
'

a.sked, Jis soon as the greetings were over (rather

prolonged ou the part of the sb>ter aud mother).
'' Kate can do the honours of the stable just as

well as I ; you can ride auythiug that's fit, of

course. You don't hunt
;
so it's of less con-

seijuence, that the hounds are the other side of

the country to-day. But it's a pity you don't

care for shooting ;
it would be such a rare day

for the warren, aud we've haidly put a ferret

in yet. ^^'ou't you take Haynes there, for a

hour or two /

"

Vincent Flemyug turned on liLs brother-in-

law hid wonted look of snpercdious languor ;

yet a keen observer might have detected iu his

glance a covert scrutiny.

"Thanks, very much," he faid ; "but the

warren won't tempt luo. 1 should be glad,

though, if you could leud me a cjuiet hack—
warranted uot to pull. 1 rather think of going
over to Charteris lioyid."

They were iusiguificiint words enough, and

very negligently spoken ;
but eyes, less watch-

ful than Kate's, miglit have .seen a duubt and
trouble cloud her hu>band's face

;
his assent

came, after a pause, with uudisaembled reluc-

tance.
" You can ride the Kitten, of course ; and

I'll auswer for her giving you no trouble.

But it's a lougish pull from here, and you

VOL. XIII. No. 331.
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can't get back till long after dark. Or, stay
—

if you mnst go, wont yoi; take Kate with you 1

She owes them a call, I know."
Vincent Flemyng's smooth white brow could

lower sullenly enough, if anything thwarted his

humour; such was eviilently the case just now.

But Kate struck in with the ready partizan-

ship of womanhood, before her brother could

answer.
" That's so like you, Tom, I never knew

you remember any except shooting engage-

ments. You forget that the Martyn's come

here to luncheon to-day ; though you asked

them. I shall have to do a long hour's pen-

ance, for your flirtations with that tremendous

florist, while she criticizes my poor conserva-

tory. As for the ride—it's not a bit farther

for Vincent than it would be for me
;
and

what has the dark got to do with it ? I'm

sure he knows every inch of the road."

Among other characteristics of the female

special-pleader, you may remark that, if part

of her case be rather weak or suspicious, she

is fond of bringing in—more or less irrele-

vantly—certain truisms or incontrovertible

propositions. In this target, if her antagonist

be not exceeding cunning of fence, the fair

gladiator will catch several thrusts, that would

be hard to parry with her blade.

There was sense in Kate's remark, certainly ;

indeed, in her last words there was rather a

redundancy of truth. And so her husband

seemed to think, as he muttered below his

breath—
"Yes, there's no doubt of that : he knows

the road well enough : a turn too well, for that

matter."

Luckily for the peace of the community, not

even Kate's quick ear caught the sense of the

murmur ; and, while Tom paused, still some-

what irresolute, Mrs. Flemyng's gentle plain-

tive voice was heard.
" I'm very glad you are going over to

Charteris, Vincent, dear. I've two or three

messages to send to Marion, besides a mono-

gram for her velvet-work. I think the young
men of this day are far too apt to be idle

about calling, and to forget their old friends.

YouHl never follow that fashion, darling, I'm

sure."

And the excellent lady glanced around her

—a ray of satisfaction beaming through the

habitual twilight of meek long-sufi"ering
—as

who should say—
" See : among my many trials, I'm still

alive to the comfort, of having borne a con-

siderate and high-principled son."

Honest Tom Seyton could hold his own
well enough with the outer world

; but in the

bosom of his own family, he was essentially

non-combatant. Seeing the state of the odds

against him, he utterly declined further con-

test
;
and gave up the point with an expressive

shrug of his broad shoulders—as he had given

up many another.

All this time, you will observe, that the

person principally interested in the question
had spoken never a word. The reason was

simple enough.
" Do nothing for yourself

that others will do for you
"—was one of the

prime tenets of Flemyng's life-law. So soon

as he perceived that his sister and mother

were ready to fight his battle, it no more
occurred to him to interfere, than it would

have occurred to our Iron Duke to lead the

stormers at Badajoz. Nor was he in any-
wise grateful for the timely succour : he had
come to think, that it was the duty—if not

the privilege
—of his womankind to take all

possible trouble off his own imperial hands
;

accepting such service, as a matter of course,

with the impassible serenity of a Cheddar

dairy-farmer, or Sioux brave.

So Vincent sate silent, and somewhat sullen,

till Seyton's face showed plainly enough that

no further opposition was to be feared
;
then

he came, languidly, to the front again.
*'
Well, 1 suppose it's settled then ? As

I've rather a fancy for going to Charteris

Royal to-day ;
and as it seems to please

mamma ;
and as you're sure the Kitten will

carry me safely, Tom—perhaps you'll be kind

enough to order her, when you start ? I should

like to get over there by luncheon-time. Of

courge, I'd rather have had Kate's company ;

but, it seems that's out of the question."

He smiled as he spoke ;
and the low soft

voice inherited from his mother sounded musi-

cally ; but, both in voice and smile, there was

overmuch of sneer.

There w\as something so ^intensely cool in

the way in which the speaker took everything

for granted, that Seyton, in the midst of his

vexation, was almost moved to laughter.
" You've settled it among you, certainly,"

he said.
' ' After all, Vincent, if you choo.se

to take a long, lonely ride, it's more your
afiair than mine. There's the cart coming
round

;
I've not another minute to spare.

I'll order the Kitten for you, in an hour ;

for Heaven's sake, take care of her knees.

Kate—I want to say three words to you, be-

fore I start."

No stronger proof could be given of Tom's

inward discontent, than that simple caution.

He Avas fond of his horses, but liberal to a

fault in lending them.

Amicus equus, sed magis amicus hospes,

might have been carved over his stable door ;
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now—perhapB, for tho first time iu hU lift*—
ho mounted ;i guost, with a w;iriuii:^. Hit last

worda to Kato iu tho liall wore briof tfunugh ;

but spokcu with a gravo eaniostuosH, vury uu-

usual with Toui Soy ton."

"See, cliild— I don't want to ho uncliarit-

ablo. I hato scamlal jis I di> tlio dovil : and

I'm tho hist luan alive to spoil fair Hpoit. But

I don't think, all tho fooling that wont on

over yonder hwt autumn, coino^ under that

head. If it's to begin a'.,'aiu, I'll have neither

lot uor part in it. You needn't tell me
'there's no real harni iu it.' It's harm

enough—to set all the idle tongues iu tho

country going."

Dearly as Kate loved her hushand, and

Ciirefid as she was, never deliberately to run

counter to his will ; she was ratlier disposed to

untler-estimate his capacity ;
and scarcely gave

credit enough to the strong, clear coinuiun-

sense that rarely led him astray. In trilling

debates, she was apt to side with the opposi-

tion, till she Sixw that Tom was seriously in-

terested
;
on appreciatiug which state of things,

she would ' rat
' with a proiujititude rarely

equalled, even in domestic politics.

To do her justice, she had not consilered

the present question, as one of any real

moment whatever. Not till her husbmd

spoke these last few words, did she under-

stand that his scruples and appreliensions were

irly roused : all at once, in spite of her

lero- worship of Vincent, it fl:ish'd across her,
that Tom might possibly be right afcer all.

Her heart smote her as she answered, with

I nervous laugh ; looking up, the while, into

aer husband's eyes rather anxiously.
" You dear old goo.se ! I h >pe you are

alking of what you know uotliiug about.

iut I'm so sorry, you're vexed. If i had

imly known, you
"

Seyton cut the contrition short, after his

9ual fashion
;
and tho light was on his face

^aiu ;
as he bent it to the farewell salute.

" Don't worry, pet ;

" he .^^aid, cheerily.

I' Perhaps I'm disquieting myself, and you,
111 in vain. But Vincent is past b >yhood,
ow ; and the fair lady, y<)nder, l> us vory little

rudenco—or principle, either, 1 fa icy
—iusilo

er handsome head
;
and John Chviteris has

either hands nor nerve to drive a sKitiish

|ae
—even if ho would take the trouble to

^

•y. It's just as well Vincent i.s going to

more, he had turned tho bend of the atenue.

It is must e>rtaiu that he caineil no tronble-

.some misgivings with him
;

for ho had never

boon in better spiiits nor in Ijottcr Hhootitig

form, than ho was on that day—a rod lctt«r

one, even for Wrolham Lings. His pL-rform-

anoo at one osjieijial corner— whore ho Mtood

.side by nido with a fam )uh shot from the

North-country, in a hollow that gave the

rocketers goud twenty yards advantage—
ast )ni-'hed the stranger not less than it

gratitii-d the natives.

Bit Kato watched her husband rnther wist-

fully till ho was (|uite out of t-ight : as she

turned into the house she sigh d once, audibly ;

and the shiver that ran through her pretty
shoulders came not all from tho keenuesi of

tho winter air.

An hour later, Vincent Flemyng, aHired in

riding gear, a thought too gorgtious for winter

travel, took the ro.id, carrying his m >tlier'8

commissions, and her tacit bles-.ing. Not
seldom— if history speak sooth—have as

eminent Christians wished a worse errand, 'God

speed.'

While the Kitten bears him smoothly and

swiftly over fifteen miles of dreary level road,
it may lie woll to say a few words, concerning
Charteris Royal and its tenants.

CHAPTKR VI II. CHAKTERIS KOYAL.

For many and many a year has that great
house stood in the foremost rank of the stitely

homes of En4lan<l. The county Gazetteer

(though the estate stretches far into Marlshire,

the mansion is pitched a long league over

the Chalkshire border), soars iut > elo |uence
whilst dditin,' on the glories of the ili-mesne,

and the treasures of the galleries and st ite-

rooms. Yet, a critic dly artist c eye wo d I find

little to re-*t on admiringly. The pa-k is v k-«t

enough, certaiiily ; it has never bjeii con-

tracted since tho day when (ri't/c the (•azet'^eer

again) Queen Bess coursed a stag for two full

hours witliiu the boundary-wall ; but it has

few natural advautag's, save a wealth of im ue-

morial trees ; for tho Hat Marlshire ch imp liga

encroaches here on the neighbouring county
to tho verge of tho far horiz >u.

Neither is there anything especially impos-

ing about the mausiou itself
; though it is

placed judiciou ly enou:^'i on the lik>di •>t

swell of rising groumi, an J backed by a dark-

ling mas.s of WL>odlind. There a'o some.aly. Mrs. Charteris will have some one
se on hand, before he has been g mu a month houses—some m n and women too—tliat

-that's one comfort. Meanwhile, I wish him oven length of years cinnot m.ike voierable.

ck with his adieus, and I hope he'll get Charteris R )yal w is one of the-e. Witii "it,

I

.em over quickly."
Tom's foot Wiis on the hiU-steps as he

the eye of the aut'quiry rove i over a h ige

heavy pile of Gotliie architecture, tdl it grew

i\4
oke the last words; aud, in two minutes

j
satiate and weary ; withjut lighiiug on a single
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coigu of relief, where some quaint delicate

fancy of the builder had come out, in con-

trast with the solemn grandeur of his plan.

And so it was within doors : portraits, and

landscapes, and battle-scenes, and liunting-

groups, by the hundred, covered every yard

of wall ;
and every available corner held a

statue; but there was scarcely a master-piece

among them. There were a few good enamels,

and mauy specimens of rare old china
; these,

for the most part, were to be found in ajjart-

meuts, where the vulgar public could never

hope to penetrate. There were priceless trea-

sures, too, in the wire-guarded book shelves of

the vast library; but the waudering bibliophile

was fain to take these on trust ; for a madden-

ing glimpse through the crimson curtains of

the door-way, was all that the implacable

cicerone would allow. The furniture, except
in one or two of the state-rooms, was entirely

modern.

On the whole, most visitors, after making
the grand tour of the mansion, issued into the

air, with the weary satisfaction of men who
have accomplished a long set task ; mingled
with a vague, guilty craving for instant bodily

refreshment, in the shape of ardent drink.

Whoso has plodded through the palace of

"Versailles, will, I think, appreciate and excuse

such a frailty.

Eut the gardens were simply superb, and

fully deserved their fame
;
not more on account

of their extent and varied character, than for

the extraordinary care with which they were

tended—care, which had, evidently, not been

intermitted for generations. Every foot of all

those square miles of turf, was trim and

smooth-shaven as a bowling-green, even in

obscure nooks and corners, where no foot of

sojourner or stranger was ever likely to wander.

Leaning over the broad marble balustrade

of the terrace overlooking the Italian garden—
you began to realise more fully than you yet
had done, that this was the dwelling-place of

a family that, for centuries, could have known
no ruinous reverse, but must ever have been

waxing in prosperity, if not in honour.

This waa absolutely true of the Charteris'

of Charteris Koyal. No change or violence of

political winds had been able to wreck, or

seriously damage, the stout and stately argosy

freighted with their fortunes : it weathered

the two fiercest tempests that have laid

England desolate, without starting a plank, or

parting a rope-strand.

In the War of the Roses, the family es-

poused the winning side
; and reaped there-

from no small advantage. The head of the

house was playing at soldiers in his nursery,
when the cannon were roaring on Marston

Moor : his mother and guardian—cousin of

the MacCallum More, and wily as she was

proud—(her hard handsome face fronts you
as you enter the north gallery) contrived to

temporize ;
without absolutely truckling to

the Protector, or betraying her loyalty ; so

that, when the king came to his own again,

she and her young sou v/ere able to ruffle it aa

bravely as the best, with consciences as clear

as their rent roll.

Since then, one Charteris after another, in

direct unbroken lineage, had succeeded to that

goodly heritage ;
and each had added to it,

acre by acre, whenever a fair chance presented

itself. They were a sober. God-fearing race
;

just and charitable in the main
; coveting no

man's goods, and never meddling oppressively
with their neighbour's land-mark ;

but the

absorbent process
—if slow—was not less

sure : there were curiously few small holdings,

within miles round Charteris Royal.
The head of the family usually sate in Par-

liament, as knight of his shire
; placing his

pocket-borough at the disposal of the Chief,—for the time being—of the old-fashioned

Whig party. The cadets went forth into the

different professions
—the army or navy, for

choice—and served their country decently in

their own honest hum-drum fashion. No
Charteris ever sate in the Cabinet, or on the

Law Bench : only one was thrust upwards by
the force of interest, till he dozed among the

bishops : the chronicle of English worthies—
in art, or arms, or song—almost absolutely

ignore the name. But, if they achieved no

notable renown, they seldom fell into any

grave disgrace or disaster. The black sheep,

that occasionally varied the cleanly monotony
of the fruitful fold, were so few and far be-

tween, that it was easy to slur over their

names
;
such gradually sunk below the surface

of the general respectability ;
and their place

knew them no more.

In their vices, the Charterises never forgot

the old monastic maxim—
Si non caste, caute tamen ;

and, even in their follies, they were me-

thodical. For example, Squire Christopher, in

whose time the present huge mansion arose,

almost as it now stands, was afflicted from his

youth upwards with a building-mania ;
but he

restrained himself, till he had wedded a very

wealthy wife
;
and then indulged his tastes at

the expense of the unsettled portion of her

fortune, without loading his patrimony with a

single mortgage.
Most of the family peculiarities above alluded

to, were reproduced in the present represen-

tative of the name. John Aylmer Charteris
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was by no means a popular character. People
calloJ hiiu prouil, i)oiupouH, overbearing, 8tiff-

necked, and a dozen hanl iiaiucs l)u.si>Iu. He
was simply a c;uuiouH, coMblooilcd man ;

iucapablo of acting on iuipulso ; singularly

undemonstrative, even when most strongly
moved

; (juito alivo to the advantages of hia

position, but still more keenly alive to its

duties
;
these he tried honestly to fiiliil, without

fear or favour ; dealing, intentionally, no harder

measure to others than ho would have dealt to

himself. If he was proud, ho was proud of his

station unly. The veriest cynic alive could

huld his own personal merits of no less account,
than did John Charteris. Ho was just as plain

and unpretentling in every one of his tastes, as

in his outward appearance and attire. But, by
a simple train of exhaustive reasonin;^', ho had

come to consider his own domain as the very
centre point of the universe. He argued thus
—" The first country of the world is England ;

the first county in En^dand is Chalksliire
;

and the first property in Chalkshirt! isChartuiLs

lloyal."

Of this important tnjst he held himself to

be practically only the steward, as his ances-

tors hail boon ; anil, whenever he stood stiiHy
m his dignity, he believed himself to be only

lischar-in^f one of the duties of that state of

ife, to which it h:iil pleased Providciico to call

lim.

Thouijh half the match-makers in England
ore hard upon his track, John Charteris

ever seriously thought of marriage till he was

mg past thirty ; when his father's death put
Im in possession of the family honours. As
on as the d.iys of mourning were expired, ho
jtook himself to a certain cousin—a discreet

111 honourable matron, well versed in matters

atrimonial—and bade her provide him with a

ut.al>le wife
; by which he meant to imply, a

aideu of blameless repute and ancient lineage ;

ch an one as would bo likely to beautify the

lad of his table, ;ind ln'ar an huir to Charteris

jyal.

The good damo had only her kinsman's

»rest at heart ; so it is hard to say why her

aice fell upon that special

PeuDilotjs lass wi' a long pciligreo :

, there, certainly ended the paniUel between
1 selected bride, and the decent, sponsible

nsel, whom the Laird of Cockpen went forth

woo.

Marion Delancy was the fourth child, and
est daughter, of a disreputable Irish baron

;

jse ambition it seemed to be, to illustrate in

own person the wild traditions of two
erations back, when the 'strong blootl' of

Tribes found vent, in setting God and man

at defiance. Ho gave hia children food, and

raiment, and shelter—such as his roving life

would furnish
;

but his notions of i>aterual

obligations ended hero ;
for their training,

mental and moral, ho liad neither heed nor

care.

Marion grew up amongst her brethren,
with no more educational advantages than fell

to their share
;
these were about as groat, as

would be bestowed on the lails in any well-

regulated training-stable. She must have

passed into womanhood, a helple-s hoyden,
had it not been for an aunt who took her in

charge when she was fifteen—partly compas-

sionating her forlorn condition
; partly antici-

pating possible prolit to herself from the

beauty, which, even then, promised wonders.

lUit it wa.5 too late, to give the girl anything

beyond a few superficial accoujplishmenta ;

just enough to give her a fair start in the

social race, anil to enable her to hold her own
in haiudc conversation. Luckily, M;irion hiid

a keen natural wit
;
and tact eiiougli to stop

when she was getting beyond her depth, before

sho began to flounder ungracefully : if she did

muke a mistake, her pleasant voice and entio-

ing eyes often made her audience laugh with,

instead of at, the blunderer. Be this as it

might—her lUlut was an unquestionable suc-

cess
;
the Wild Irish Giil did not take the town

more completely by storm. I'eople were good-
natured enough to identify her rather with her

chaperoue,
—a damo of uuimpeached reputa-

tion, though a veteran schemer—than with her

scape-grace sii'o ; and doors, as a nilo jealously

guarded, opened wide to welcome her beauty.
Karo beauty it assuredly was, though of a

peculiar type.
Had tliis talo been written five years ago,

one Would have apologised for painting one's

lieroiuo rousse; in these days of Raciiaelesijue

be-devilments, such excuao would cerUiinly be

wasted.

Whilst we are on the subject, let me confess

that, only with an effort, do I refrain from up-

lifting my testimony against this hist v.-ii:ary

of our womanhood. I will .simply remark—
not intending an unsavoury parallel, but rather

interjecting a pious Ahsit omen—that the

epoch, when the auri-com.il mania most no-

toriously prevailed, w.as in tho d.iys, when a

cerUiiu Me^isaliua led the fashions in Imperial
Homo

;

Nigrum davo criDcm a)>sconiieute galero.

And those ingenious white-Wiishers, who have

made a martyr of Catiline, and a piiilau-

thropist of Robespierre, luive not yet seen fit

to set up that august lady, as an example for

our wives and sisters to follow.
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So—without more preamble—let us avow,
that no flattery could have called the gorgeous
masses of hair, that seemed too weighty a

load for the small head and slender neck,

chestnut, or auburn, or golden, or—anything
but a rich, unmitigated red. Yet, even in

those days, no one thought of instancing this,

as a defect in her beauty. It rather seemed

to soften the outline of features, that might
otherwise have been too severe iu their Grecian

purity. There was a want of shade, certainly,

in the faint pencilling of the brows
; but, en

revanche, the lashes were dark and heavy,

matching well with melting eyes of the deep
Irish grey.

Manou Charteris was now in her twenty-
sixth year ;

so far, rather slight than grandly

developed in figure ; yet she carried off an

unusually lofty stature right royally. She
had certainly fulfilled the chief condition that,

as was aforesaid, her husband had in view, when—by deputy—he first sought her hand. She
had borne him a sturdy heir, and a second son

besides
;
as though to guard against contingent

failure of issue. She presided at his g'eat
ceremonious feasts

; looking like a masterpiece
of Tintoretto in the gorgeous apparel that she

loved to wear—and with reason ; for even

her enemies allowed, that Mrs. Charteris could

stand a combination of colour, that, on other

women, would have appeared tawdry and

vulgar, if it had not made their beauty seem

pale and wan.

Nevertheless, there were many who—not

being over captious or censorious as a rule—
scrupled not to afBrm, that Lady Syndale had
committed the prime error of her match-

making career, in electing this brilliant dame
to rule over her nephew's household.

Marion was inexcusably rash and reckless,
at times—to say the least of it

;
so much so,

indeed, that her partisans were wont to make
this a great point in her favour

; arguing,
with some show of plausibility, that anyone
who could afford thus absolutely to dispense
with outward forms of precaution, must have

very Utile wrong intention to conceal. She

flirted, quite as outrageously and openly as her

sworn friend and ally, Laura Brancepeth. But
there was this difference between them. The
last-named coquette was much more in<liscri-

minate iu her sport ;
and would count half-a-

dozen 'cripples' around her in the course of

an evening's flight-shooting, without one clean-

killed bird
; whereas Marion rather resembled

Cooper's veteran hunter, who, when he wanted
a mallard, slew it, stone dead, with a single
bullet from Killdeer.

V\ ith all her imprudence, the mi^itress of

Charteris Royal was no remiss or uncourteoua

chatelaine. She had plenty of tact, as has

been said above, when she chose to use it ;

and knew better than to neglect
—much less

discomfit—any one of her husband's friends
;

indeed, sometimes, she seemed more solicitous

about their comforts and amusements than

about those of her own intimates, who were

almost all of the fast set ^"^^ excellence. Per-

haps, she thought these last wore fully capable
of taking care of themselves.

All this while John Charteris plodded on the

decent tenour of his way ; caring not a whit for

any of these things. His wife's appearance
would have done credit to an establishment,
even more magnificent than his own

;
he never

expressed a decided wish, that she did not carry

out readily and promptly ;
he always found her

perfectly good-tempered, and sufficiently inte-

rested in his favourite plans to be able to sym-

pathize on their success or miscarriage ;
and

she was ever specially attentive to such guests
as he himself delighted to honour. Recognising
all this—not without sober self-congratula-

tion—John Charteris expected nothing more.

During the brief wooing which was transacted

mainly by proxy, he had not thought it neces-

sary to simulate devotion to his fiancee ; nor,

since their marriage, had he ever paid her

more attention than courtesy and kindliness

demanded. But—had he loved her as his own

soul—he could not have trusted her more

implicitly. In spite of all the perils, that were

sure to beset the path of a beautiful, heedless

woman, ever ' too much alone '—
perils that

a more obtuse man could hardly have ignored—there never had crossed his mind the

glimmer of a suspicion, that Marion could

possibly go astray. It is true, that the world

had never accused her of anything more than

folly, and perhaps heartlessness ;
but—had

evil reports been rife, and John Charteris been

compelled to interfere—he would have done

so, only to save the family credit and dignity

from vulgar aspersion.

As things stood, he would far sooner have

thought of begrudging his wife her amuse-

ments, than of stinting his son in his play-

hours.

On that same child, be it observed, John

Charteris had bestowed all the natural affec-

tion, that it was given to his cold stolid nature

to feel. People said that, had the heir been

suddenly removed, his brother would soon

have been set up on the same pedestal in the

father's heart
;
but this was the merest matter

of speculation.

Now, you know enough of the mansion and

its inmates, before you follow yon gay gallant

under the ponderous portal-arch of Charteris

Royal.
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tllAITER IX. CHAMP CL03.

TiiKKK wiiH only :i small party in the house

just then
;
and all the men folk, with one ex-

ception, were out cover-shooting. John Char-

teiis had l)usiui'.ss at homo that mornini,', and

had no intention of joining tiiL-otluTH till after

luncheon. JAke almost all intensely respect-

able men, gifted with good digestion and not

given to Hold sports, he much affected a heavy

mid-day meal.

It seemed to Flomyng, that the other's

greeting was unusually cold and constrained.

This may not have been all fancy ; though in

the vanity of his egotism he .set it down to the

wrong cause. Without being specially hard or

uncharit.ible, Charteris was utterly incapable
of .sympathising with ill success. He had a

vague idea that no man, unendowed with a

liberal independence, ha.I a right to shirk the

work appointed for him, or to fall ignomini-

ously short of his set purpose. And Vincent

Flemyng's attainment of high university ho-

nours had been, for a year or more, considered

throughout the country-side as a foregone con-

clusion. It was rather a relief to both parties,

when the luncheon pron;:' cut short cold condo-

leuces and formal inquiries ; and John Char-

teris, with evident alacrity, led the way to the

scene of action.

There, at least, the visitor ha<l no reason to

be dissatisfied with the warmth of his wel-

come. Had the fair chatelaine been aware of

her husband's shortcomings in this respect,
she could scarcely have made more charming
amends.

Marion had never set her foot on Irish

ground since early childhood
;
but—besides

the eyes above alluded to, and a delicious suspi-
cion of a brogue—a certain impulsiveness of

manner would have told you, at once, on which

aide of .St. George's Channel she was born.

I

People, paying tlie merest visit of ceremony,
went away with the comfortable conviction,
that Mrs. Charteris had taken a fancy to

them at first sight ;
and many were afterwards

appressed with unmerited stdf-reproach, on

finding that the acquaintance, so auspiciously

X)mmenced, never progressed another step
;owards real intimacy. If she comported her-

elf thus with comparative strangers, you may
juess how she would welcome a special

avourite.

Nevertheless, during luncheon the discour.se

rsLS confined to trivial generalities. Flemyng's
ecent disaster was utterly ignored ;

and
/larion's eloquent eyes, for a while, were tlLs-

reetly dumb. Before the meal was fairly

ver, the host went his own way—with sliglit

lid I .lid farewells, it must be owned
;
and

,

Vincent was left, once more, to fcuinino con-

solation.

The reception-rooms at Charteris Royal
were arranged, thus. From the main corridor

opened stiite- saloons, unequal in pize
; beyond

which state-guests were not exjMJCted to pene-

trate. From the snudler of these presence-

chambers [i( you were of the inner circle)

you passed into the Green Drawing-room— a

pleasant apartment enough, not too largo for

comfort. Some good cabinet pictures lined the

tinted walls
;
and many small tables of mar-

queterie, buhl, and mosaic, were loaded with

precious nick-nacks, from all climes and coun-

tries.

Beyond this again, lay the real Gynx-ceum—the boudoir of the beautiful cho.tidaine ;

wherein, if .scandal was to be trusted, she sat

and wove nets to catch men's souls.

Savo to a very few of either sex, it was, in

truth, a sealed chamber. Many curious

glances had been levelled at those mysterious

portals, as they opened to give admittance or

egress to one of the elect ;
but the keenest

eye had never caught more than a rapid glance

of pale-blue damask, and gleams of silver
; for,

within the door swept down a curtain of dark

velvet, thick and ponderous as the cuntrc-v iit

of a continental cathedral ; impervious alike to

sight and sound.

The small party at Charteris Royal, just then,

was made up, almo-.t entirely, of Marion's own
friends. Every one knows the freemasonry
that exists in such a set

;
it is not without its

social advantages : if staid busy-bodies would

imitate the tact and good nature, with which

the Honnes refrain from troubling themselves

about their neighbours' concerns (so long as

purposes clash not), it would save the world

much disquietude, and yet not involve any
connivance at crime. On the present occasion,

when the coti-ric assembled in the(5reeu Draw-

ing-room forebore, either by wonl or gesture,

to testify surprise or intelligence at the vanish-

ment of two out of the midst of them, they
did not consider themselves accomplices iu

anything, beyond a very venial fiiitatiou. But

our modern court dames are far better trained

than their auct-stres-ses of Lady Heron's time
;

I believe they Would a.ssist at even a royal

'scuffle,'
—were such a thing possible in this

our day—without once being tempted to laugh,

or glance aside.

The famous boudoir was an irregularly-

shaped hexagon, witli (livers nooks and re-

cesses
;
of these, the one furthest from the

entrance was nearly filled up by a deep broad

couch, strewn with many cushions, and a very

low, luxurious arm-chair. Somehow—at the

first glance it struck you, that the la.-«t-named
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piece of furniture was, as it were, part and

parcel of the other
; just as the little fald-stool

outside, is inseparable from a confessional.

The sternest Puritan must needs have owned
the seductive influences of the place ; even

hail he resisted the temptation to wax'amative,
or at the least, confidential. A warm, lan-

guid fragrance, in the coldest season, stole in

from the winter-garden without ;
the murmur

of an unseen fountain was just audible enough,
to save dead silence, if converse should halt ;

the sun himself could only peep in, modestly and

discreetly, through a screen of giaut ferns.

Mrs. Charteris subsided, quite naturally, into

her favourite corner among the cushions ;
while

her companion occupied the above-mentioned

cmiseuse, with the air of one resuming a familiar

seat
;
and her eyes said,

—" Tirez le premier."
Now Vincent Flemyng's meditations,

during his long lonely ride, had been the re-

verse of saint-like. Other devils besides Belial

had been whispering in his ear
;
and he was

just in the mood to hearken readily.

Ever since his discomfiture he had been in

a restless, spiteful frame of mind, wanting—
as the populace would plirase it— ' to take it

out of some one.' Like many men of his weak
moral stamp, he was strangely tenacious in

his resentments
;
he knew, well enough, that

his proceedings at Charteris Royal had already
made Seyton uneasy, and were likely

—if per-
severed in—to vex him yet more. Vincent
had always been vaguely jealous of his brother-

in-law, though he afiected pity for his good-
natured rusticity : he had begun to hate him,
within the last twenty-four hours. Of course,
this was not the chief excitement

; indeed,

riemying was, probably, not conscious of it
;

yet, like an extra draught of strong liquor, it

was enough to make him more vicious and
determined. Had it been otherwise—had he
owned the motive to himself—it would not have

been the first time that malice has given a spur
to lagging love.

Unhappily, no such stimulus was needed
here. Vincent had been much more serious in

his *

foolery,' than Tom Seyton suspected, or

than Mrs. Charteris—to do her justice
—had

any idea of. He aspired to more solid food

than the light and illusory cates—sugared and

perfumed though they were—with which, alone,
the trained coquette seemed disposed to feed his

devotion ; and fully iutended, at the earliest

opportunity, to wriug from her a direct avowal,
or to compromise her in her own esteem.

Taking all things into consideration, you
will see that Vincent Flemyng meant mischief

that day. He had scant time before him,
too

;
and more than once, as he rode along,

had flashed across him the terrible text—

spoken on the verge of the Unpardonable Sin,
and quoted by Sathanas since, perhaps oftener

than any other morsel of misused Scripture—
" What thou doest, do quickly."

Before he reached Charteris Royal he had

arranged in his mind a very promising pro-

gramme ; but, like many others that look

pretty on paper, it did not seem so feasible

when the critical moment came.
" An ounce of practice is worth a ton of

theory,"
—said some practical philosopher of

old time.

His words were true, if trite. We are

apt to forget, in these erudite days, that all

the science under the sun will not, under

certain circumstances, compensate for the lack

of promptitude, or daring, or coolness. If

mimic war became a stern reality, I can fancy
a certain famous and irascible commander

wishing, regretfully, that he had once more at

his elbow the simple, straight-going galloper,
at whose head he has so often levelled volleys
of strong language ; and some of the compe-
titive cracks might show to disadvantage, by
the side of that gay and debonair aide, who,
when a Russian round-shot rolled his horse

over under him, arose with slow deliberation—
standing still, under a feu d'enfer, till he had
brushed off every particle of dust from his

sleeve—and then returned to the shelter of

the trenches, with the same measured, giace-
fvil gait, that has borne him through many a

morning lounge by the Rails.

Surely, the apophthegm applies, Tarn Veneri

quam Marti.

It has been stated once before, that cynicism
was a favourite tenet of the Quietist set.

Lauzun or Casanova could scarely have dis-

coursed more learnedly on certain subjects,

than did some of these callow libertines, whose

experiments, hitherto, had been made only
in corpora servlli. If you hearkened to them,

they would have you believe, that the siege of

any virtue whatsoever, was the merest ques-
tion of time and opportunity. In this dis-

course, Vincent Flemyng had ever been as

forward as his fellows. But, since he began
to bask in Marion Charteris' smiles, his tone

had sensibly altered ; though he had the grace

to refrain from any poiuted or personal allu-

sions, he spoke with the aplomh and authority,

of a passed bachelier es amours.

It was provoking enough, when the moment
of action came, to find his theories fail him,

as better ones have failed better men ;
but

the truth must be told. Vincent Flemyng re-

mained silent till, for very shame, he could no

longer underlie the challenge of the dark grey

eyes. Then he spoke—not very much to the

purpose, after all.

z^J' K
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" Vou have not pitioil mo, yet."

Now, iu that opening, thorc wan wor-o than

a blundor of inexixjrior.ce. Tho veriest novice

—not an etjotist into tho bar<,'ain
—wonM have

known better than to make his first wonls of

confidence, after lontj abs<-nco, turn on his

own good or ovil fortunes. Thiiikinj,' over

the.se things later, Marion CharterU appre-
ciated tho ijaucheiie an it deHi-rved ; though,
for tho moment, it passed unnoticed.

" I've done nothing elso, .xinco tho bad nowH

camo," sho said, .softly.
" Hut pity bore.'j

somo people so, th:it I didn't like to spe.ak

of it first. Tell me how it happened."
-\nd ho did tell her ; glozing over his own

deficiencie.s, and laying hard blimo on others ;

as he well knew how to do. But, hero

again, ho won imi>licit credit and boundless

sympathy.
"

1 never heanl such .in atrocious shame,"
Mrs. Ch irteris said ;

" I've no patience with

those prim prejudiced Dons
;
and theyaro not

a bit better than tho rest of us, after all. I've

never believed in them, sinco we pas.sod through

Oxford, .soon after wo wero married ; and John

took mo to see his college ;
and tho Master

wanted to make love to mo, while ho was

showing me founders, and martyrs, and all

that kind of people. I shall never forget his

long-windcJ compliments ;
nor the way he kept

looking side-ways out of his wicked old eyes.

I'm very glad you've done with thorn all. But—
poor Kato !

—what a disappointment it has

been to her ! I'm almost as sorry for her as

for you. And Mr. Soyton must have been

bitterly vexed, too. It was only last week, we
wero talking about it."

Fleniyng's face lowcre<l .sullenly. He was

selfish enough, to wish to monopolise all the

sympathy, and to grudge the tiniest share of it

to the sister who loved him so dearly; but the

mention of hi.s brother-in-law's name— just

then, and from those lips
—chafed him sorely.

" Kato bears it well enough," he answered,
rather coldly and carelessly.

** As for Seyton— I can't conceive what possible interest my
tfairs cjiu have for him. I wish ho would not

be so fond of meddling with them. J'urlons

?aulie clidse. I've something more serious to

y to you to-day."
Marion's handsome oyes opened, rather

widely, at Flomyng's first words, for their

bitterness fairly puzzled her
; but, as ho spoke

e List, they settled into a look of demiuro

wpectatiou, beneath which sparkled a gleam
f covert amusement. In very truth, what

i she to fear—with her five years in hand,
uid the experience of a score such '

paa.<sagea
'

;o aid her }

Vincent paused awhile, as if to give fuller

effect to his communication. Then he said,
with some Hoh-mnity—

"
I i-tart for Koine next week

; it in uncer-

tain when I may return."

Now. at this point in his programme,
Marion was supposed to st-art, or chaD;,'u colour

visibly
— if she repressed a faint cry. L'n-

luckily, nothing of tho sort took place.

When tho Earl of Salisbury, with infinite

toil and difiic\ilty, brought his battering en-

gines to bear upon tho battlements of Dunbar,
and discharged them with great pomp of pre-

paration, it mu.nt havo been a sovero trial oven

of that good-natured noble's temper, when
he saw no more damage done than the raising
of dust, that tho Amazon's kercliief CouM sweep

away. Alas, my brethren ! Many dames and

damsels, since Black Agnes's day—not of

the haughty Douglas blood—have been found,

saucy enough to set at nought the heaviest of

man'.s artillery.

It is no wonder, Flemyng felt inten.sely dis-

comfited, when, looking earnestly on his com-

panion, he met—not the expected signs of

trepidation
—but a light, mocking smile.

" And is that all, beau sire ?
" she sai>l.

*' Do you know, that you almost frightened mo
with your solemn preamble I You could not

look more dolorous, if you were going to be

transported, instead of starting on an 'outing'
for your own good plea-sure. I should rather

envy you, if
"

Vincent broke in here : he was so very

angry, that ho could hardly keep within the

bounds of courtesy.
*'

I do envy j/ou
—your faculty of being

amused. When I like people, I hate to leave

them for long ;
and I don't see anything very

exhilarating, in indefinite ab.seuce."

Mr.s. Charteris saw that her gay humour
had carried her somewhat too far

;
sho was

not tired of her pretty plaything yet ;
and w.as,

besides, really too good-natureil to hurt any-
one's feelings wittingly. Her face .softened

on tho instant ; and the smile faded from her

lip, though it lingered in her eyes.
"

Indeed, 1 «lid not mean to be unkind. I

had not an idea of indefinite .absence. W]\j
cumot you como back when you please ?

Vincent, surely you havo not got into any

scrape
—already f

"

In the midst of the lavish we.alth and

luxury of her present existence, .some of her

childish memories haunted M.vrion still. Sho

could not forget, how often her old Turkoman
of a father would pluck up his tent-pole at

the shortest notice, and depart for fresh pas-

tures, having exhausted all tho forage around

him. Even now, her only iilea of a grave

embarrassment was, one of the exchequer.
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shrirking, or

Flemyng answered, less impatiently than

before, but still with a marked discontent, and

some slight hesitation to boot
;
for his financial

conscience smote him, just then, as it had

done the night before.
*'

iS'o,
—that is not the reason

;
at least, not

the main one. But 1 think of going in for

painting, as a profession. They tell me I

might succeed—anyhow, its worth trying,

I'm s-ick of book-work. Besides, what should

keep me here, or make me hurry back ? No
onf will miss me, except my mother, and Kate
— if Seyton will let her. Some will be glad

enough, when I'm gone. I think, your hus-

band will be one of these. His manner to-day
was hardly to be mistaken."

If Marion had shown fear or

even dislike, at the mention of that last name—
the name that she was bound to honour above

all—it would have been better, than the care-

less contempt that she took no pains to con-

ceal. Yet, it may be, that some of the scorn

that lightened over her face may have been

rousted, unconsciously to herself, by the

childish fretfulness of that last reply.
" What an ingenious self-tormentor it is,"

she said. *'I wonder if anyone ever took the

trouble before to decipher Mr. Charteris' looks

and manners, so carefully ? I never did, I'm

ashamed to say. I am sure you are wrong—
not that it would matter much, if you were

right. I believe he rather likes you than

otherwise
;
but he would no more think of

showing disapproval of my friends, than I

should of betraying that I was bored by his.

I fancy the painting scheme, very much ; it

would be so nice to sit to you, when you were
famous : and you will be that, I know—if

you'll only try. But you can work just as

well here, after one season in Rome,

listen, Siguor d'Urbino
; you don't

any favour, for the ingratitude of

words in that cross speech of yours ;

be magnanimous, and put you in good humour
again, without more teazing. Do you know,
that, when I was amused just now, it was more
at the coincidence than anything else ? It ivas

a coincidence : for you could only have guessed
by a miracle that we think of spending next
Easter in Home."

Vincent Flemyng must have been made of

stuff marvellously stiff and stem, if he had
not been instantly cured of bis evil temper ;

though perchance he ran the more risk of suc-

cumbing to another malady ;
for those last

seemingly simple words were barbed by a

glance of perilous meaning. He was not often

wont to show surprise and pleasure, so openly
and naturally as he did now

; indeed, he an-

swered, with an audible catching of the breath.

Now—
deserve

certain

but I'll

"Is it possible ? It would be too cruel, to

mock me with false hopes ?" i,Mg,. . I**"' i

With the tiny broidered glove tbat she held

in her bare right hand, she smote him lightly

on the cheek.
"
Ah, slow of belief ! It would serve you

right if I told you that it was only an idea,

not an arranged plan. But I'm not in a

cruel mood to-day ; besides, you've had enough
to wfirry you lately, poor thing ! It is quite
settled that we are to be in Rome early in

March, to stay
— that is, I shall— till the

middle of May. John wiU only convoy me
there and back, I suppose : he would pine to

death if he were two whole months away
from Charteris Royal. Don't you wonder

how it was first thought of ? It's simple

enough. His only sister will never leave

Italy while she lives, and her health is very
uncertain now. And Aunt Minna, who was

more than a mother to me, seems a fixture

there, too. So we are going to pay our

respects to our respective relatives ;
a sort of

pilgrimage, you know. Isn't it touching 1

And I shall be able to superintend your

studies, and criticise your models, and get you
to lionize me over the palaces in your play-

hours. Enfant, es-tit content a la Jin ?

Though her tone was bantering still, and

bespoke the easy security of woman dealing
with boyhood, Vincent Flemyng was rather

more than content, and he told Marion so—
this time without hesitating.

It is not necessary to chronicle their

converse further
;
those brief, broken sentences

—more subdued than the tinkle of the distant

fountain—could be edifying to no readers of

mine : to some, possibly, they would not

even be new or instructive. Yet every one

might have been uttered aloud, and overheard

by any but ill-natured ears, without involving
either of the speakers in a suspicion of in-

tended guilt. They were simply the common-

places that might pass between very old

friends, who were about to be separated for

a while
; flavoured perhaps with a slight spice

of coquetry on the one side, and sentimental

folly on the other. No very pungent season-

ings, one would say. As the North-country sage

remarks,
— " That's as thereafter may be."

It is true, that Marion had called Vincent

Flemyng from childhood by his Christian

name, and looked down upon his recent man-

hood from the height of five-aud-twenty

summers
;

it is certain that she had now no

other intention than that of prosecuting
—at

his expense
— fresh studies in her favourite

science
;

if any shadowy compunction crossed

her mind, that some harm or sorrow might

possibly come to the subject of her experi-
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mentfl, she Btifl*»d it by thinking of the charm-

ing wifo that she wouM Bo.irch out iiiid pro-

vide for him Rome d;iy ; r>r of ji'aloiny
—

proHCiit or prospuctivo
—she fflt not a whit.

But—it was, perhaps, just ntrihution— she

had mistaken the character with which uhe

had to deal.

Vincent Flemyng'n infirmity of purpose and

lack of nerve prevented his being really

dangerous as yet ; be ha 1 also .some few very
faint scruples still to cast b-hind him

;
but

there w,i.s a blick drop in his blood, that

i\-ith time, practico, and r)pportunity, w;ts coon

to tinge his whole nature. No generous im-

pulae.s or high aspirations had over taken

root in his shallow, ariil heart : yet the ground
did not long lie fallow before the evil Sower

was busy. Truly, the tares grow rank and

rife there alrea<ly ; though the season of ripen-

ing and reaping was not yit.

Si)eakiiig as an individual, and an out.sidor,— I decline to trust, in any shape whatsoever,
either love or friendship Platoniad. In all

ages, it seems to have been little better than

a delusion and a snare.

Did the devotion which began en tout blen,

et tout honyieury always hold pure to the end,

when, in the soft lamj^h] tVOc, the troubadour

chanted, to ears willing and unwilling, the

praises of his sovereign lady ? Scarcely so : or

we should never have heard of such stories as

that one, which might stand side by side with

the Thyestean liorror. I doubt if the fashion

answered, under the starched rfijimc of th-i

Virgin Queen, when the courtly Audacity
wooed his fair Discretion in the long-winde 1

conceits of Euphues ; or, later, when Chloris,

in rouge, powder, and patclu's, blushed over the

mawkish pa-storals of a periwigged Amyntas.
I doubt yet more, if it can answer in these days
of ' innocent fastneases,' when our children cut

their wisdom toeth so exceeding early ;
when

Prudery on her promotion disdains not the

"decorative devices of Anotiyma ;
and when

Herb is prone to distrust her own fiiscinations,

aided by the sisterly Costus.

I am far from insinuating that modern Pla-

tonics must necessarily, or even probably,
OOme to grieC I simply suggest, that the

principle is more treacherous than that of

Dpen and avowed flirtation, shielded by no

specious pretexts of ancient friendship, occult

jympathies, or ditference of age.

From all this it may be inferred that, if a

majority of the matrons named in this tale

ihouM comport themselves after a fashion un-

Jecoming the sedate liignity of their order, it

oes not follow that their chronicler should

mdorse such proceedings, or hold them up a.s

odels for imitation. On the other hand, I

will not in anywiso admit, that the statu of

things here depicted is either ima^^inary, or

grossly overdrawn : the colouring may bo

coarsoly or clumsily laid on, if you wUl : I

deny that it is exaggerated.
Did not that illustrious philosopher, who,

from the height of his rc->thetic citU'idri, \n

good enough, week by week, to dictate to as

what, morally speaking, we ought to eat, drink,

and avoid, indite, only hist season, otio of hLs

most authoritative e3.s.iys on Wives and their

Followers ? Remembering how, when the said

edict was issued, it only provoked a twitter

of irreverent mirth amongst the 'light-mindoJ
birds' that it was meant to warn— I expect
that this meek protest of mine will meet with

no better fate.

In the present case, Mrs. Ch irteris committed

herself to no direct avowal
;

her companion
ventured on no r.isher familiarity than that of

laying his lips lightly on her hand at parting ;

but she promised correspondence, and mide
several other small concessions, chiefly pro-

spective, which it is needless here to parti-

cularise. With all the advantage of superior

age and experience, she achieved but a very

Pyrrhic victory after all.

It was no great wonder if Vincent Flemyng
issued from the tctt-H-tcte with a flushed che.;k

and sparkling eyes—contented and hopeful,

if not wildly triumphant. He h-ad gained a

short step or two on that evil roal, whore the

last strides are so fearfully long and rapid ;

novice as he was, he know th.at right well.

So, when they rejoined the party in the Green

Drawing-room, ho took part in the somewhat

lively word-pl.ay, with a confidence and succesB

which rather surprised even his patroness her-

self
;
and caused Lady Greystoke—one of the

best judges of 'colts' in all England—thus

to deliver herself to Marion soon after ha

departed :
—

" You've always shown good ta-ste in choos-

ing your cavalieri, dear ;
I must say that. I

think yoiir p.age promises very fairly. Tie's

dreadfully conceited, of courso ; but I think

conceit suits that style of face. He wants

repose ;
and you must t«ach him not to look

round, after each of his sh.arp or pretty

speeches, to see if the hit is palp.able or not.

But all th'-.se things are a mere question of

elucation : don't you agree with me i"

And Marion answered not in words
;
but

araile-l a little demure smile, in which there

was satisfaction, but scant personal interest—
very much .a-s if lier pet performing bullfinch

had been highly praised.

On the whole, as the Kitten bore Flemyng

rapidly .and safely homewards, he was w.anned

with a comfortable inward conviction, of having
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achieved a decided social succeF-s, and of hav-

ing, perchance, left a little crop of regrets

behind him. Indeed, during all the remainder

of the evening he bore himself with a compla-
cent—not to say conquering

—
air, which

chafed Tom Scytou sorely, and puzzled his de-

voted womankind.
Vincent's brief stay at Warleigli passed oflF

without any further 'breezes;' but Mrs.

Flemyng was the only one who felt, or testi-

fied, desolation at his departure. Even un-

suspicious Kate confessed to herself, that a

sojourn in foreign parts might be beneficial to

her brother's moral, if not to his worldly, pro-

spects.

So Flemyng, after settling some necessary
Oxford claims, and making brief preparations
in town, started, with two travelling com-

panions, on one of the myriad roads that, as

the proverb tells us, lead to the site of the

Golden Column.

(To be continued.)

LUCY'S GARLAND.

r<

Here are roses, little Lucy,
Gather'd all by me ;

Persian roses, which Firdusi

Would have loved to see.

Here is bloom and tender softness-

If you seek for such—
Shelly pink and satin softness,

Sliding 'neath the touch.

Here is self-sufficing beauty—
If you prize that same—

Which is never dull'd by duty,
Nor destroy'd by fame.

Here is all the subtle veining
Of a high-bred band,

Ladylike and used to reigning ;

Certain of command.

Here, too, is a purer power.
And a more divine :

my rose ! hath any flower

Such a breath as thine ?

Thou, who dost not care to win us,

Thou, so meek and shy,

Blessest more the sense within us

Even than the eye.

You have heard ray sayings, Lucy ;

And your mother knows
That I love, like old Firdusi,
Evermore the rose ;

Yet, for all their fragrant breathing
And their lustrous hue,

Not a rose of these I'm wreathing
Is so sweet as you, Arthur Munbt,

I
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TWO CHAITEllS OF LIFE.

By the .•*.imioK of'Tkouble at Tuoun-
IIILL."

CIIAtTKU 1.
" WouKU AND WON."

'•Wii.vT tho douce ha.H como over you,
Llew. /" uiul tiio sjH'iiker, a fftir laiui, with

a bright houu^tt fujo, i>itohu>l down hi-t ti^h-

in;j-tackle, and seized thu tdlor uf the boat.
*' Vou don't want to try whether it is true th it

wator.H cannot ((iiunch luvo I

"

''
I winh you'd not mako such a confounded

fool of yourself," replied the other sulkily,

gett.ng rod in the face, and showing temper in

the tremble of tho upper lip. Tho fair man

give hiui a (juick glance, and then pulling his

cap over his eyes, lay down <>n his back, say-

in:,' pivseutly, 'Example i.s bettor tliim precopt ;'

at least, tho copy-book 1 used in my chddhood

had it so. Yi)U are iu love
;

I have never been ;

you are evil-tempered, bad company, and in-

clined to bo quarrelsome. Ergo, love is to bo

avoided by tho.se who desire to live at peace
with their fellow-men." Then suddenly chang-

ing his voice and lifting him-sclf up, he 3;iid :

'• Let's have a puU, Llew., the tide is un the

turn, and will bring ua iu again ;
au liour's

.stretch will put your digestion in hotter

order."

His companion, although he made uo verbal

answer, sot about doing what was required of

m
;

ho rolled up his line, lighted a fresh

igar, and took to his oar keenly if not kin<lly.

rhL>y pulled straight out for tho matter of a

uple of miles, neither broaking silence, then

:hoy pau.sed, and Llew., looking a little ruffled,

•aid :
—

"
I say, Charley, I'm a devU of a temper ;

•ou shouldn't try to rilo me, especially about

ou know what. 1 have got niy.self into a

nes.s, and—and, the fact is, I moan to marry
ice iu spite of them all,"

"The douce y<iu do ! then it's worse than I

pectod. ^^'hat do you mean to keep a wife

n i"

"I'll emigrate."
" No you won't. It costs money, you

ee."
*'

I'll take a private tutorship."
" But they won't take your wife too. I'U

sU you what you'll do : you'll drop tho afl'air

Itogether. Seriously, you cannot afl'ord to

lai'ry. Alice's father is a sensible old fellow ;

e won't have anything to say to you ;
he's as

roud iu his way as you are."

Llew. made use of an expression by no

teaus complimentary to his intended father-

i-law, and Ids adviser went ou :

" Or put it ill another way. Supp<iso you
mid have her, and made her Mrs. Derwin

to-morrow—how alo it your now relations I

her people would bo your i>eople, you
see."

"Stop tiiat, Charley; i'ni in tarn-st
;

1

moan to marry Alice, and 1 uu-an to cut all

her relations. W ho wits tho parson you intro-

duced mo to at Tenby /

"

"Cornish, an old Wadliam man
;

he's :,'ot a

curacy down in the.se parts somewhere, and i-t

a capiUil fellow across country, and not so

bad at brewing punch."
" Would ho come over hero for a day or

two ?
"

"I don't see why ho .should not
; but, why !

you don't want him to do the 8[>licing, eh \

"

"
Ye.s, I do "

"
By Jove !

" and Charley Shifuor drew a

loni,' breath. " I hope you won't get angry,

Borwin," he went on speaking very gravely,
" but I'd rather not have anything to do with

this ; you are certain to repent it sooner or

later. Not that Alice is not a good and

pretty girl ;
I believe she's all that, old fellow

;

but it's her friends. And then your uncle,

he'd put a spoke in your wheel at once. I

wish you'd be reasonable. Let's cut away to-

morrow
; come, there's a good fellow

;
she's a

dear little body, and it will bo a wrench, you
know, but better a scar than an open wound. "'

Charley spoke from his heart, and with a

sincere feeling of anxiety for his friend ; but

then he had never been in love, and forgot
that reason has sometimes very little to do

with tho tender passion. He paused, thinking
his argument too clear not to take effect, and

then, as Llew. did not atiswor, he held his

peace, mentally comforting himself with the

retioctiou that his words had told,
—and—that

his friend was thinking of them. They rowed

leisurely iu, dipping their oars slowly and

fpiietly, the tide doing most of tho work for

them
; just as the keel grated against tho

beach, Dorwin said :

" We'll start to-morrow, Charley."
" That's a good fellow," and all the clouds

pas-sed away from Charley's face; "you'll
never regret it."

"1 don't intend to," was the reply, uttered

in rather ambiguous tones ;
and then landing,

tho two men bhouldered their tackle, fish, and

rugs, and mounted tho hill to the little inn,

where they h.ad taken up their quarters a

month before, with the intention of reading

hard, an intention Shifner kept up a-s f.ir as

tho Field and Bell's Life were concerned,

while Derwin might very soon have made per-

sonal application of Byron's lines,
—

My ouly books were woman's ljv>k«
;

the blue eyes, fair face, and light form of a
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Deighbouring farmer's daughter having effec-

tually banished all other power of study.
A few hours later, Derwin, pretending to go

to bed, bade good night to his friend, and
took his way out of the house, along the path

leading to the castle, which, rising grimly against
the moonbeams, was throwing mysterious
shadows upon the hill-side. Not a breath of

air moved the leaves or grass, or disturbed the

surface of the river, down which, it being full

tide, the stream was just keeping up a moving
rain of silvery sparkles in the centre of the

broad bosom of the water. There were very
few people stirring at that hour

;
the villagers

worked hard and early, and went soon to

bed in those days, and the country folks,

who, after the manner of the Welch, came
down to bathe, saw no beauty in evening

lights. So it was that Mr. Derwin had the

castle-road to himself, and having passed

through the fir-wood and reached the open
path upon the south side of the hill, he

walked more slowly, pausing, and turning to

look back now and then, as if in expectation
of seeing some one. At last, reaching the

steeper part of the hill, he sat down upon the

grass, and whistling softly, gazed over Carmar-

then bay, lying quiet and lake- like between
him and the dark mountainous outline of

Gower's land. The moon was full that night,
and hung low in the blue heaven, casting a

broad glistening path of light across the water,

along which one solitary fishing-boat was glid-

ing, the oars throwing showers of fiery sparks
as they dipped in the water. It was veiy

lovely, very peaceful and holy, but Derwiu
V, us only looking at, not thinking of it

;
he

scarcely knew whether it was land or water,

moonlight or daylight. Presently a quick
light step came along the turf, and Alice

Morgan stood by his side.
" You are shaking, darling," her lover

whispered, as he held her hand, and gazed
into the sweet eyes, growing unnaturally large
and bright in contrast to her pale frightened
face.

"
Yes, surely ;

Mr. Shifner was talking to

father, and they were saying you are to go
to-morrow

;

"
she looked round at him fixedly

for a second or two, then lifting away his arm
from her waist, she rose, saying in a loud hard

voice,
—"And it's true, indeed then, and I

might have known it all along. God forgive

you for deceiving my heart, but it's me that's

been foolish and blind. Yes, indeed, I knew
you were a gentleman like the rest of them,
but I thought I could read love and truth in

your eyes."
Derwin had let her talk on, partly because

he was tempted just for the moment to take

Shifner's advice, partly because in her vehe-

mence and despair there was a new spell and

power in her beauty, and partly because it

was pleasant to hear how the very passion she

gave way to told of her love
;
but when she

paused, with a long sobbing gasp for breath,
he held out his arms, whispering :

"Alice, my beloved, you are coming with

me."
She clasped her hands together, and bent

forward as if to read his face, whispering in a

low husky voice :
—

"God forgive you. Why are you tempting
me?"

"
It's no temptation, Alice, I swear," and

as he spoke he sprang to his feet, and took

her hands in his.
" You shall be my wife, I

never meant anything else. I have no one to

stop me marrying whom I please ;
and you,

darl.'ng,
—

they'll never keep you from me."

Alice began to sob hysterically now : and

shaking and crying, she clung to him, as he

told her his plans, hopes, and promises, which,
as he was excited, Derwin poured forth vehe-

mently, and, as far as the feeling of the

moment went, truthfully.

He told her his future could present no

difiiculty, which, with her by his side, would

prove unconquerable ;
life must be all love

and happiness, its very hardships, tinged with

the rosy hue, would look like blessings.

The moon rose higher and higher in the

quiet sky, the silvery path was gone ;
inch by

inch, the tide left the glistening sands, and

Derwin still drew pictures of the time to come,
of the world he was to show his wife, and

Alice listened, nestling to his arms, and

now and then asking some question, which

from the very insight it gave him into her

simplicity and innocence, stirred still more

deeply the better feelings of his heart, and

gave just enough light of pure love to blind

him to the passion that was hurrying him on.

When they parted that night Alice had pro-

mised to meet him at the nearest railway

station upon the morning following his depar-

ture from Llandstephen, and they were to be

married in London.

Derwin did not take his friend into his con-

fidence. Probably a railway carriage is not

conducive to secrets. Perhaps he was be-

ginning to doubt the prudence of his scheme.

Shifner's noisy college chaff and talk was

bringing back other feelings, and he grew
more and more absent and nervous.

They reached Tenby in time for dinner, and

Shifner, misinterpreting his friend's cloudy

spirits, concluded that after all, if love could

take such a hold upon a man like Derwin, it

must be a still more desperate thing than he,
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Charles Shifner, had eveu imagined. There

Vfus only ouu curu ho kiiuw of, and that was

to drown dull care ; thtreforo ho ordored a

capital dinner, and pofMiadod Llovv. to try a

peculiar combination of liijuidrt, browed iu

a special manner, coucocted by a famouH graiid-

uncle of Shifner'f. But his exiteriment failed,

Dcrwin pronounced it atrociouH, and drank

mildly of whisky-punch ; so that Shifner out of

veneration for his uncle's memory, did more

than his duty to his own manufacture,
and found it ex{>edieut Ui ntiru aixjut

midnifjht, siMMuring the waiter that he was

going to be married next day to the maid of

LlaugotLlen.
As soon as Shifner was safely out <>{ the

way, a dog-cart was ordered, and Mr. Derwiu,

leaving an explanatory note iu the colfee-room,
was driven oil" to the htation, whence ho pro-

ceeded to the appointed rendezvous, where,

Soo pngo itl.

eUed and frightened, Alice stood almost alone

pon the platform, waiting for the train.

CHAITER 11.
<* L()VEI> AT LAST."

As soon as their marriage was duly so-

dmnized, Alice wrote to her parents : but no

Inswer

came
; again and again she covered

beets of paper with petitions for pardon, but

hey all fell, or at least seemed to fall, un-

eeded, and at last she gave up writing, or

speaking of her old home, trying hard to give

up thinking too. But thought is not so easy of

control, and many a bitter tear ran down the

young wife's cheek in the silent watches of the

night ; tears that, alas ! soon began to have a

two- fold meaning, for already the spell was

breaking. College terms had begun again,

Derwiu had taken his wife with him, and

domiciled her carefully out of the way of the

usual haunts of the college-men. He had en-
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countered Shifner, and a somewhat stormy
altercation had been the result

; Charley's
code of honour and Mr. Derwin's not exactly

agreeing ; so that when his old friend did his

duty, (all honour to him, a very painful one,)
and called upon the bride, he knew very well

by whose orders she was " not at home," and
never repeated the experiment.
No one else called

; for, although it was

pretty well known that Derwin had married,
he never spoke of it, or in any manner acted

like a married man
;
and his friends resented

this want of cordiality by pretending to ignore
his marriage, the boldest now and then taking
their revenge by chafling him about his caged

beauty.
And yet, though acting with such false

pride towards his acquaintances, Derwin was
not as yet an unkind husband

;
the gloss of

first love had not worn oft', and Alice was all

that man could desire in a wife. The first
I

vacation they went to a south coast bathing-

place, and there the trials that were afterwards

to crush out every hope and joy began. Der-

win met some old friends, and did not intro-

duce his wife,
—they were sure to patronise, and

then laugh at her and him, he reasoned to

himself; therefore he determined to leave the

place, but not before he had promised to spend
a fortnight with his friends at their country
place. The prospect was a pleasing one. So
he took Alice to London, and leaving her in

lodgings, went to fulfil his engagement.
He had told her he would be a fortnight

away, but the fortnight became four, five, then

six weeks, and there had come neither letter

nor ti lings ; and although horrible visions of

railway accidents and sudden death in every
imaginable form filled Alice's mind, she still

waited, and dreading lest she might act con-

trary to her husband's wishes, or ofi'end against
the customs of the world, she made no in-

quiry. At last a new trial came upon her,
she was without money; the landlady grew,
first impatient, then suspicious, and finally
turned Alice out, upbraiding her with dis-

gracing her house.

Alice was bewildered
; there seemed only one

alternative, and that was to go to Derwin's
uncle's house, the address of which she fortu-

nately remembered, and there obtain some in-

telligence of her husband.
The man-servant looked at her rather sus-

piciously as she asked whether he knew where
Mr. Derwin had gone, and half closed the
door as he replied :

—
"Yes, ma'm, he's gone to Australia; his

uncle got him an appointment, and he sailed

three weeks ago, all of a hurry ; hadn't time
to leave any P.P.C.s."

How Alice bore the intelligence
—how she

concealed the death stroke, and managed to

walk quietly away from the eye of the curious

domestic—was one of those mysterious feats of

self-command now and then accomplished by
those whom the world looks on as the weakest,—women. The shock, though it fell suddenly,
had struck deep into her heart

;
she never

doubted its truth'; something catching at her

heart, and throbbing in her brain told her it

was even as the man said, and that he was

gone. But why ? wherefore had he not seen

her—written to her ? what business could

have been urgent enough to drag him away
without giving him space to bid her fare-

well ? Very, very slowly she began to see the

truth.

Wandering aimlessly from street to street,

unconscious of time, and startling night
revellers with her ghastly face and despairing

eyes, she passed the night ;
and when morning

dawned, cold, misty, and, in the great deserted

streets of London, indescribably lonely, she

began fully to comprehend the weight and

depth of her husband's villany, and her own
desolation. Deserted by him for whom she

had disobeyed and left her father and mother
—what could she do 1 Suddenly the com-

mandment she had broken flashed upon her,
" Honour thy father and thy mother, and thy

days shall be long in the land." She had dis-

honoured them, why should her days be pro-

longed ? surely it was God's will that they
should not be long ;

death would come soon,

and if it did not come of itself, could she not

seek it 1

Starting up from the doorstep upon which

she had half fallen, she walked hurriedly down
the street, remembering that but a short time

before she had passed a bridge, below which

ran the broad dark merciful road to death,

and crouching by the parapet, she tried to say

her old childish prayers, the same she had

repeated at her mother's knee. Her mother !

what was there in the word to cause such a

thrill through the girl's frame, and send a

wUd sensation of life and tenderness pulsing

in her veins ?

Tears came rushing from her eyes, and

bitter sobs mingled with the half wild, but

wholly penitent prayer :
—

" God forgive me if I thought of murdering

my unborn baby, and spare me strength for

its sake."

Poor people of every degree seem to cheat

themselves into a belief that London is the

very El Dorado of work and wealth—that

you have but to say
" Give me work,"

and employment stands ready. Alas I hosv
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many an aching heart, how many starving

lips have mournod, too late, the terrible de-

ItiHion !

Alice begged from house to house for work,
and at last, wearied by disappointment, and

conscious that lu-r wom.in'H time of trial w;u

coming, she sought the l:ist rL-fugo of the

homeless, and the baby, whoso life had saved

her life, was born in the lying-in ward of a

city workliouso.

As soon as Alice was able, she left the

union, and by the help of one of the nurses, ;

obtained work iti shirt-m.iking for a clu'.ip out-

fitting shop, badly paid enough, and requir-

ing close sitting far into the night to make it

bring in the b.irest livelihood ;
but work was

no toil now
; the tiny little creature, kicking

an(l sprawling upon the lloor beside her, gave
her new energy ;

she was not stitching for

her own life, but for the life of the cliild of

whom Ood in his inscrutable wisdom and
wise mercy had made her mother. As months

passed into years the chiM throve and grew ; ,

Alice worked harder and harder, early an<l

late, but with a new sense of enjoyment and
life springing up in her heart,

—a sort of

vague fore-shadowing that the child would
somehow restore the husband of her youth,
and bring back her past happiness.

Eight years had gone by since Derwin loft

her, when in passing a newspiper shop she

stopped to pick up some torn scraps of paper,

thinking there might be something to read to

her boy. Almost the first name that met her

eyes was that of her husbantl ; it formed part
of a sentence something about a death, and
the succession of an unlooked-for heir. Stag-

gering ratlier than walking into the shop,
Alice pointed to the words, and asked the

man if ho could get her a newspaper with the

I

paragraph complete. The man happened to

be gooil-natured, ami seeing the woman's

distress, took some pains to hunt up a paper
of corresponding date. Armo<l with this,

Alice hun-ied home, and there read a curioiis

story, the story of her husband's life, the

portion mixed up with herself only left un-
touched

; the tir.-t part she knew, but the part

dating from his departure for Australia,
was all new. He had, it seems, succeetled at

first ; and then by one of those crushing strokes

of Providence, his good fort\ine had deserted

him, all his newly-aci[vured wealth was swal-

lowed up by unlucky speculations, everything
he put his hand to failed, when, reduced to

^^'S-'^T. bo left the colony and returned to

England, there to find himself next heir to one
of the finest estates in Wules. Thither he had

gone, welcomed and received as a sort of hero, ,

and worshipped for the very troubles he had
known.

"Has ]»() ever sought me!" wa.s Alica'a

first thought, as after reading the story nearly
a dozen times over, she laid down the news-

paper.
" Has he tried to find mo ?

"

Then she remembered how fruitless such a

search would be. Who knew her ? How
could ho trace her ? She must write, and tell

him where she was, and how she had sutfered.

So write she did, not once, but many times,

hope growing fainter each time. No answer

cimo, and there seemed but one thing left,
—

to seek him out, and give him up his child,

then hide herself away ami die. Despair gave
her reneweil energy, ami supported her during
all the long weary jouniey; when footsore,

hungry, and woaiy, ."he begged from cottage
to cottage for the food and shelter necessary
to support life : at la-t the trial was drawing
to a climax

;
slie heard the old familiar tongue

again, and fancied every voice was that of an

old friend.

But when she saw the house he h.ad in-

herited, her heart sunk. How dare .she, a

beggar in rags, go up to that stately home and

claim the master as her husband? In all her

trouble an<i anxiety, no thought such as this

had entered her mind
;
now it came with over-

whelming force, crushing down every ray of

hope. Irresolute, she stood by the lodge-gate,

then turned away, only however to return, and

gaze wonderingly again.
The lodge-keeper came out, and she hid her

boy's face in her shawl
;
then convinced, mother-

like, that to see the child's face once was to

remember him for ever, she took him down
the road, and bade him w.ait for her, and

went back alone to question the old woman
;

but the gates were closed, and as she stood

inicertain whether to ring or not, the quick
trot of a horse upon the gravel of the avenue

caught her ear
; peering through the iron bars

of the gate it needed no second glance to tell

her that the rider w.as her husband
;
and then,

utterly powerless, deaf, blind, and only con-

scious that he was coming to her there, and

that they were to meet, she stood clinging with

both hands to the gate.

Tile loilge-koeper, hurrying out, thrust her

angrily aw.iy, and a.s one side of the heavy
iron gate swung open, Alice's agony burst

forth, and a long inarticulate pent-up cry

came from her lips, as, her hold relaxing, she

fell almost under his horse's feet.

Derwin had seen the white face through the

bars, .ami knew it .again .as inst;iutly : and as

he sat there, apparently waiting the opening of

the gate, a thous.and old long-buried feelings

welled up, and beat fiercely at his heart. He
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saw himself in his true light : he knew he had
been a blackguard—that the death-like face

stariug at him with such wild eyes might for

all he kiiew be that of a mad woman, more,
a mad wife, wrecked, maddened by his crime.

He dared not recognise her, and he dared not

pass her
;
fasciuated and spell-bound, he heard

her cry, and knew it was his name that rang
out like an appeal to an avenging God. Then
he saw the old lodge-keeper kneel down by
her, and heard her cry out that the woman
was dying in a fit.

Slowly and mechanically Derwin got down
from his horse, and helped to carry the body
into the lodge. As they did so, the child came

running up, and throwing his arms round his

mother, began crying piteously. Derwin' s

self-control was leaving him now, and fearful

lest he might betray himself, he despatched
the woman to the house for wine, and locking
the cottage door, stood looking at her whom a

few years before he had left in the pride of

youth and beauty. Derwin was not such a

hardened villain as he tried to make and
think himself; like many another nature, so

long as you kept out of his sight the misery
or pain he was causing, he could go on in his

own selfish, heartless course
;
but once bring

him face to face with the sight of his crime,
and the devilwas cast out of him. No thought of

his deserted wife had ever materially disturbed

the newly-made squire's thoughts, until he

kept that watch by what seemed her death-

bed, and then he knew what he was and what
he had done.

So absorbed had he been for a few minutes

that he forgot the boy, when he did think

of him, he stared long and inquisitively at

the child's face, his own features gradually

softening and growing strangely like his former

self as he gazed.
" What is your name ?" he asked hoartely,

and making an effort to speak calmly.
"Llewellin Derwin," replied the child.

A shock passed over the man's face
;

all

strength, self-possession and control were

swept away, and as the words,
" My God for-

give me !

" burst almost unconsciously from
his lips, big tears welled up, and blotted out

the wondering face of the little boy.
Some of us may remember how, after a

season of intense anxiety, sleep has fallen

upon us, sleep
—or rather a trance—during

which the drama of illness, death, or danger,
we have just escaped, or suffered, is reacted,
and realized in its most dreaded shape ;

we

may remember how we awakened from that

sleep, our heart quivering with agony, and our

eyes too wild to weep ;
—awakened to find

the whole a dream, to look up at the newly

risen sun, and to recognise the very fruition

of hope.

Something like this was that awakening of

Alice. Her first conscious glance fell upon
her husband's face, not as she had seen it in

that terrible moment when she fainted, but as

she had prayed to see it. There was no talk of

pardon, or reproach ; Alice silenced both. Both
had suffered

;
and although the loving gaze of

the wife missed much from the care-worn face

resting upon her hands, yet she saw deep in

the eyes the love that was to brighten her

future life, and enable her to forget the sorrow

of the past. I. D. Fenton.

TURF MEN.

One of the "
sights

" of London, neither

piquant nor profitable, neither pleasant nor

picturesque, is unquestionably that swarm of

pestiferous loungers, of a miscellaneous class,

who between the noontide hours of 11 a.m. to

2 p.m. daily amuse themselves with the neat

little
"
game of speculation

" at the unsophisti-

cated foot of Saffron Hill.

That crowd, which surprises the intelligent

foreigner and no less the intelligent Briton

from the provinces, who chances to pass

along Farriugdon Road, consists of Betting-

men, or, as they call themselves for. the

sake of moral euphony, Book-makers. Their

object is money-making, and they do not dis-

guise it. Your money or mine they are ready

to stake and take—if they can only get at it.

It is a queer world, my masters. We have

had our Golden Age, when gold seems to have

been no object ;
and our Silver Age, when life

appears to have been sicklied o'er with the pale

cast of moonshine. We have had our Age of

Bra?s, when men's hearts did not fail them

for very modesty, and our Iron Age, which

collapsed when King Hudson fell. And now

we have the Verdant Age, the Age of Turf,

when green youths pay tribute, mint and

cumin, silver and gold, to those Mercurial

divinities of the Swindling Olympus popularly

worshipped as "
Knowing Cards."

The Spirit of Speculation is rampant in our

generation. Whoever has a sixpence must risk

it to make it a crown
;
whoever has a crown

must convert it into a guinea. This mania of

illegal money-making is a moral rinderpest; it

is epidemic and communicative. Lotteries have

been abolished, and gambling-houses demo-

lished
;
we leave rouge et noir to the kursaals

of Baden and Homburg ;
and cards and

dice, brag and lansquenet, to the Cercles of

Paris ; yet the plague of gambling bursts forth

amongst us more vicious and virulent than

ever, and infests and infects the whole nation
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liko an ulcer. For ten months of tho year,

evtry week ofFera a now tenijjtation ;
for ten

months of tho year, every journal, daily ami

weekly, assumea to be a prophet of good luck,

and "give the tip;" for ten months of tho

year wo are deafened with tho cry of "
odds,"

whilst little
** events" cropping up perpetually

in every comer of tho kingdom, from Now-
castle to Goodwood, from CMu^tor to Cam-

bridge, keep tho Hordid game alive.

At one time this pa.'^sion was somewhat re-

strained within innocuous bounds, and rarely

did the Hood of speculation ovtrllow the dykes
of " The Corner." Now we have an al /rcsco

Tattersall's at nearly every open space in Lon-

don. On these racing Rialtos men of most

ancommercuvl mien—though on money bent—
lo daily congregate. They lay their argosies

the backs of two and t.ree year olds, and

t them galloping oil' like beggars on horse-

k. They might as well have embarked
eir treasures on board tho Flying Dutchman,
e Venetian's risk was zero to theirs, and

touio might well believe /(i;»we// safe had he

om pared his chances with the chances of a
' favourite

"
for the Derby or the St. Leger.

itorms wero all /it had to dread ; but on the

f what contretemps are prepared, "thick as

utuma leaves in Vallombrosa," to mar the

rightest prospects of the sanguine backers and

lyers ! The health of a horse may fail on the

.ay of running, or his temper may be soured,
r the prophetic hero of tho event may refuse

) start
;
he may bolt, or fall, or sprain a foot.

he weather may be villanous, and the course

ecome a very Slough of Despond, fetlock-deep
I mire. A hundred unforeseen accidents, due
) physical causes, may dash success, to say

Dthing of the little immoral by -play that

>metimes goes on between jockey and owner,
be horse entered may be scratched late in the

iy, or, after being declared to be '* run to

in," may be found, the race over, nowhere,
lere are tricks on the turf as in trade, and
lie one is as honest, mark you, as tho other,
lid no more. But those tricks, whilst they
'Ur thousands into tho banks of a few astute

friends of tho tuif," abstract them from the

ckets of tho " innocent "
million.

A curious trait is it of the civilisation of

nineteenth century, this gathering of men
tho dust- heaps of tho metropolis. ^^'hero-

er "
rubbish may be shot

"
ia ailverlised to

e scavenger, groups of horsy-men are sure to

m themselves. Their head-quarters, bow-
er—their central Bourse—is on "tlie Ruins,"" Dick's Liind," as the unsavoury ueigh-
urhood of Saffron Hill is named in their

ng vocabulary. There, in tine weather or

il, they assemble by hundreds. ^Vho are

they—these " loafers
"

? Where do they hail

from ? To whom or to wh it do thoy belong ?

There is a perpetual bustle on that mount of

dirty and grimy dust and a.she8, and with

an air of industrious cxcitemtMit they do, liko

Cowper'rt Admiral, nothing with a deal of hkiil.

" A queer lot,"
" a motley set" indeed !

Gambling, like adversity, makes men ac-

quainteil with Htrango bed-fellows. Aggro-

gating this human ant-hill as an iindistingulsh-

ablo musH, casting an eye over tho crowd, and

taking stock of it as a whole, who would

imagiu'j that its individual atoms wero so vari'd

and heterogeneous—so dissimilar in social posi-

tion, if not in spirit ?

Let us accost one or two. Shall we begin
from the top of the scale or tho bottom }

Wliilst we are speaking, here steps burly
John Barleycorn from a dog-cart. He is not

exactly prepared to burst upon that bad emin-

ence in the full glory of his equipage, so he

draws up on the opposite side of the way, a

little distance off, and hands the reins to one,
of whom it is impossible to say whether he be

companion or servant out of livery. However,
they are familiar, and we will believe him to

be companion, a friendly attendant minding
the horse a low minutes for the bribe of a

ride. John is a large man—broad at the

shoulders, broad in the head, broad in the

face, broad in the beam, thick and heavy
about the legs. His attire is broad and large

to correspond. He wears a stunted hat with

a broad brim
;

his coat and waistcoat are

broad, and his boots, at the toes especially,

preternaturally broad. The colours of his suit

are not outrr, but he has a pjissioTi for heavy

chains, huge pins, and colossal rings. You

might take him for a Califoruian digger, did

you not know that he was a publican in the

Borough, aiul kept a hou.se much affected by
the whole tribe of horsines.s. With a huge
Cabana in his moitth, be crosses the road and

mingles with the confraternity on the heap.

Scarcely has he left when a light waggonette
draws up, and a fair-haired, dandified exquisite,

in a pale-coloured paletot, white waistcoat, and

grey trousers, leaps down. A straw hat,

trimme 1 with dainty blue ribbon, nattily re.sts

upon his small hea^l, scarcely disturbing the

auburn clusters so deftly arranged by the re-

cent barber. Ho is superior to superlluous

ornamentation, and has only an Albert ch;un to

hold his watch, and a thread of a silk guard,
from which dangles his oyo-gla-ss. Septimus
Gos.samer w;us originally a hatter in the City,

but he bated work, so be lent money, on very

good usury, to men in the same line of busi-

ness as himself who required it Finding the

pursuit to pay, he sold his interest in the firm.
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and to his bill-discounting added a little specu-

lation on the Turf. He was fortunate enough
to gain admission to " The Corner," and might
have been seen any day before Ascot or the

Cambridge, or some great occasion, doing a

thing or tMO with an earl or a manjuis. What

brought Septimus Gossamer to Saffron Hill,

I cannot say. Are the revised regulations

of the new Tattersall's too stringent to em-

brace him ? Here, however, he was
;
and

from the manner in which he half-lounged,

half-swaggered into the unsavoury crew, I

should believe the only object of his coming
was to extend his connection. Perhaps he

thinks, by patronising Saffron Hill, he can im-

part to it some of the air and fragrance of

Knightsbridge.
We now see one who is indeed a melancholy

specimen of the weakness of human nature—
the power of infatuation. He is tall, and of

a livid paleness ;
his black hair and beard are

of a dirty, grizzly grey ;
he has a painful stoop,

and his eye looks glazed and watery. He wears

the shabbiest, dirtiest, and most threadbare of

black suits, clerical cut, except that the trou-

sers are tight at the ankle, an old weather-

stained napless hat, and a white cravat, which

but once in the week is clean, and then ac-

quires only so much cleanliness as the washing
and bleaching on the flat roof of a house within

a stone's throw of the Old Bailey can give it.

This man was a clergyman, but his passion for

gambling, like Aaron's serpent, has swallowed

up every other passion
—even sense of decorum,

decency, and morality. For years he attended

billiard-rooms near the Inns of Court and in

the Strand, and played young men who had
come up to town flush with money to keep their

terms and eat their dinners in the Temple or

Lincoln's Inn. They were mostly University

men, and played at pool or pyramids with a

recklessness which gave their cool, gold-devour-

ing, speculative senior a mighty advantage.
For this passion of play. Presbyter

—
very few

knew his name—threw up friends and prefer-
ment

;
he abandoned an honourable calling and

brilliant society, and hid himself by night in

garrets where no one could ferret him out, to

slink next noon into one or other of the bil-

liard-rooms, where he would pass the remain-

ing hours of the day. It was generally known
what he had been

; but this was rarely thrown
in his teeth by the frequenters of the place,
the youngsters being only too gratified to wield

a cue against the skill of one whose eye was

perfect and hand unerring. It was a lesson

they were ready to pay for at any price.
After a time, however, he was followed from
room to room by a young man whose fortune

he had partly won, and whose prospects he

had totally blighted—a young fellow who had
lost examination after examination through
excessive love of billiards, imbibed from his

perpetual bouts with Presbyter. For Presbyter
was a great temptation. If there were no other

fellow in the room to play with. Presbyter was

sure to be there
;
and many who would have

gone to their chambers to read hard, stayed at

his invitation, only to exclaim as the night
closed in, perdldl diem—and they might not un-

frequently have added, a £10 note. To avoid

this persecution. Presbyter abandoned the bil-

liard-room, and frequented, secretly, low pub-

lic-houses, which were well known as betting
haunts. Thus he fell down and down, till he

is left with but one friend in the world,—
his money, which he hoards up with a

miser's greed
—with an unholy rapture. He

is said to be wealthy ;
he has, howover, such

command over himself, that, whether he wins

or loses, he never moves a muscle of his impal-

pable, pale, almost inanimate face. Not even

a hectic gleam lights up his cohl, lustreless

grey eye, when he harvests a prolific stake.

He takes it as a Pi.othschild would his divi-

dends at the Bank.
I select one more arrival for his life-portrait.

In his youth the next new comer was, like

Eugene Aram, an usher in a school, and doing

creditably, when his father died and left

hiui £2,000. Though he was the last man
to be suspected of gambling proclivities, the

mania seized him at once, and he speculated

on the rise and fall of the Funds. Plodding,

patient, plain, and painstaking, with coarse

black hair, rugged complexion, and of diminu-

tive stature, he naturally passed with little

note. There was, however, in his eye a cun-

ning twinkle
;
the lid hung over the baU,

making it dull and sleepy, but occasionally it

brightened up, especially were money-making
the topic of conversation, unseen, however, by
the casual observer. The conversation over, the

face relapsed into its wonted apathy, and the

eye lay semi-buried behind the fallen lid. On

the Stock Exchange, however, Josiah Glass was

not successful; his £2,000 dwindled down to

£500 ; so he turned his attention to the Turf

and Horse Racing, and he is now to be seen

any day at "the Ruins," or in the narrow

lane behind Meux's Bi'ewery, another of the

Betting-men's haimts, with book and pencil,

taking and giving odds. His seedy appearance

might lead one to infer that betting on the

course was not more profitable than speculat-

ing in time-bargains ;
but such is not the case.

Josiah Glass is cautious, and knows as well as

any man alive how to "
hedge."

Having particularised three or four cha-

racters, the rest come on in a scramble. John
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Barleycorn drives up in hin tloj»-cart, anJ Sep-
timus Gossumor in his waggonette ; but tbenu

ari! not the only api'cimi-in of veliicnlur lifu

upon this sporting liiU. Kvery lieMcriptiou of

trap, fi.>m a costerraonger'.s truck up to n

Newport ragiiell, painted and Iwdaubed with

luul, with Htoi'd and harnoMs to match, tako.'^

its station along the road, especially when any

jreat event is coming off: the ChoHtor cup for

lice, or the Cambridgeshire stakes, or tl>e

^ .market running, or the grand i'rix de

aria, the Premier Criterion, or the I*rix

'ItlVzheim. Inside the rotten railing the very

itl-rair, the rng tag and bob-Uiil of the "groat
nwxsheil " do congregate. Prize-iighter.H,

og-fanciers, running-meu, night-house waiters,

finitesimally small tradesmen, butchers,

reengnicers, billiard-markers, card-sharpers,

lechanits, clerks and mes-sengers, beor-houso

eepers, the baker's man, o.stlers, stable-boys,

ud *' cabbies
"—in a word, nearly every chiss

f low society has its representative here, who
either too idle to gain a living by honest and

means, or too impatient to wait the tirdy
ess of regular business to make a fortune,

ac ambitious, the avaricious, and the dis-

jected pursue the same game, indulge in the

e pursuit on the same disrepntaVde Moimt

Dishonesty. The avaiicions, tliat he may
ve a hoard of gold on which to feast his

g eyes ;
the ambitious, that ho may

fry otl' some lofty prize he has sot his

art upon, or enjoy the lu.xury of a

allhy establi-shment
;

the di-atfected, tliat

may shake off the yoke of labour and
I me imlependent at once of his master and

I.

tasks. iJut some there be wlio, ensnared

a false hope, stake their hist sovereign on
•

i-thiiig more precarious even than the dice,

they may at one lx)und disentangle them-

ve« from the serpentine meshes of the terrible

i-discountir. I^iocoon's fate they feel is

irs, should they not burst the living debt-

ters of those fearful blood-suckers ; and
IS they seek in tins depraved comnninity to

ress the follies of the pa.st, and bind Virtue,

ho will but follow in the wako of such com-

ly, to their heels for the future.

The .'system for losing one's money is ex-

oaely simple. There are various centres

ere the process may bo ejusily gone through.
3 book-makers—that is, the layers of odds

inst race horses—have little stands, somo-

»t like the music-stand of an itinerary
:man baud, on which their names are

iteil. Appended to each stand is the busi-

3 of the day, together with a list of the

ri i3 of the next six hours, and the names of
' horses to be run for the various cui^ and
'

eps. But this is not alL The trauaactious ,

of Messrs. Whi->tl.'r and Fiddle, and their rival

book-makers, are by no meanH contiue<l to the
" events " of the day or the next four-.-ind-

twu-nty hours. They extend over unliinit«d

time and space, and you can lay ou the next

year's Derby, or back the horse that will not

win the IVix de liois-llou&tel r.t the Chantilly
Autumn Meeting. To the.se stationary wolves

the young lambs meekly go, Tlie simpleton
who l)acks a horse pays tlie amount of his bet

to the list-keeper or proprietor of the stand.

Some of those grandees of speculation bold

many stands and stations, so they have a

luruin tctien-i, to whom they give the tit'.o of

cler.., and business is done with these as with

the great head hiiu.self. The amount which
the Arcadian youth pays is duly entered into

a book, and ho id then rewarded with a num-
bered ticket something after this fashion :

—

which, in the event of the horse he has laid

on winning (I),
ho presents to the proprietor

the morning after the race, when thtj money Ls

expected to be paid. When his horse does

not win, the gentle youth quietly keeps aloof

from tho disastrous spot,
—for a time.

These layers of odds, these stand-keepers,
these venturers on the stride of a horse—these

men who play f.ist and loose with fortune,

and calculate how not to lose, belong, as a

rule, to tho highly meritorious order of pub-
'

licjins of the wine-and-spirit-license order ; beer-
'

house keepers, not of the wine-and-spirit- I

license order ; purveyors of cheap dinners, and

dispenses of coffee (decocted) which is not

from Mocha or Araby the Blest, and tea which

is neither from China nor Assam. Some of these

magnificent speculators have frequently no less

than a hundreii bets upon an important race.

In this, howover, as in everything else, there

is an aristocracy of taste ainl interest, so that

while some will stoop so low as to receive a

sluUing or sixpenny slake, others will not con-

descend to enter yuur name in their books

under a gold piece.

Marvellous as njay seem tho capacity for
ij

gambling possessed by those horsy gentry, not !

le-'^s remarkable is tho area over which their

fancies roam. The objects of their affections

are not by any means international, they are

cosmojwlitan.
Que might imagine that tho glorioui

pri7,es contended for at Chester, Ep.Hom, As-

cot, Goodwood, Doucaster, and iiewinarket,
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Dot to mentiou fifty other minor events,

would liave satisfied tlieir greedy ambition.

But the racing-man of to-day seeks ampler
fields for his enterprise or venture, and he

crosses the Channel, metaphorically if not

positively, and is present in spirit at the con-

tests of Paris and Chantilly, Rouen and Deau-

ville, Baden and Homburg. To him the

Grand Prix de Paris (the French Derby), the

Prix de Diane (the French Oaks), the Prix de

Longchamps, and the Prix de I'Empereur are

of equal interest and importance with the

English Derby or St. Leger, the Ascot Cup or

the Cesarewitch. He would even go farther.

If it were feasible, these gamblers would gladly
stake their feeble sixpences on the races of

Ning-po, and bet on the Grand Green Dragon

prize presented by his Celestial Imperiousness

Ki-Tsiang, the Ta-liwang-li of China. What
to them does it signify whether it be a horse

or an elephant, a giraffe or a camel, that

runs ? Their object is to make money or lose

it ;
and make it or lose it they will. The

magnanimous cry that racing encourages the

breed of horses is, to use a cant term-—gag ;

for, from the highest to the lowest, the sole ob-

ject is to reap as many golden ears as they can.

A few, the "
highly respectable

"
patrons of

the Turf, may endeavour to combine the two
;

and the strawberry leaf may wreathe a head

really calculating how to propagate and foster
" true bloods "—the aristocracy of the equine
race. But what do the riff- raff who block up
our causeways, who gather in the neighbour-
hood of "Dick's Land," or slink behind the

blank wall of a brewery, know of the points
and qualities of a horse, much less the horse

they are about to back ? They could not
detect a thorough-bred from a cab-horse, an
Arab from a hack, to save their lives, much
less their pence; and were they shown Gladia-

teur or Fidelite', Lord Clifdeu or Ely, without

being told beforehand who they were, they
would regard them no more than they do a

knacker in an omnibus.

This is not the place to open the question
how far the present system of racing does

promote the breed of good horses
;

it is

enough to assert that racing is not encouraged
with that object purely and simply, but

merely because it affords increased oppor-
tunities to the gambler to "lay on,"

—merely
because it panders to that hideous and gigan-
tic vice of betting which is fast becoming a
curse throughout the country. Were the

encouragement of a better breed of horses the
main purpose of racing, a few annual trials

would be sufficient. The evil, however, has
so grown and multiplied itself within the last

few years that there is scarcely a little town
that has not its "event," and every day of the

year teems with a new chance.

Harold King.

BALLOONS AND AERONAUTS.
In Two Parts.

PART II.

Parachutes would have been described by
Martinus Scriblerus as the art of sinking, prac-

tically considered. The means of rising in the

air having been found, the next step was to

invent a method of descending without neces-

sitating the return of the aerial machine to

the earth. An umbrella was probably the

germ of the idea
; and in our immediate day

more than one female has been saved in

falling from clitfs by her crinoline. Within

our own recollection, a child of about three

years fell from the nursery-window of a high
London house to the pavement below

; but,

as the wind is tempered to the shorn lamb,
the summer air rescued the innocent, and by

filling out the skirts of her clothes, caused her

to sink gradually and with gyrations till she

came so lightly to the ground as to escape

injury.

The rising of a body through a heavier

medium, as a cork in water, a pea in quick-

silver, or a balloon in air, is the displacement
or extrusion of the lighter substance by the

gravitation of the weightier one. The up-

bearing of a body heavier than the medium,
through which it would sink by the same

force of gravitation, is due to the resistance

and sometimes the condensation of the par-

ticles of the medium in which it acts
;
and

the retardation will be in proportion of the

extension of the parts of the falling body.
Air- resistance is then the principle upon
which parachutes and flying-machines depend
for their action. It seems, from a note by
Mr. Monck Mason, that parachutes were in

use in Siam when visited by a French mis-

sionary two centuries and a half ago ;
and

that in Lyons, M. Le Normand had let him-

self down from the top of a high house, by
the aid of this appliance, in 1783. On a

second experiment, his leg was broken, by hia

parachute descending too rapidly. In 1797,

Garnerin constructed a parachute by which he

descended from a balloon at an elevation of

2000 feet. The descent was perilous, for the

parachute failed for a time to expana : and

after it had opened, and the immediate fears

of the immense concourse, who had assembled

in Paris to witness the attempt, had been re-

moved, the oscillations of the car in which

Garnerin was seated were so violent as to

threaten either to throw him out, or, on

i
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m
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ttrriTiiig at the j^ound, to daah him on tho

earth with violence. Ho o.sc;iik!i1, howovtr
;

an 1, in ISU'J, exhibitoi his ox^xiriaient in

Loutlun, tlio balloon asceniling from North

Audloy Street. Though tho luu-achnto lias

been Hcveral tiinos employuU sincu that tiuio,

it appears only ouco to

have been Urtc<l with

profit ;
ami tlmt on the

ocaisiou of a I'olo, who,

1SU4, ascended from

Warsaw with a liro-bal-

loon, which at a con-

siderable altitude ignited,

and tho aeronaut siive<l

his lifij by de.scinding in

a parachute.

Attempts wore made

I

by speculative minds to

remedy tho two faults of

die instrument con-

itructed on the uml)rella ~
^^-_

arinciple, and which was

izposed tu the danger of

lot opening in sufticient

time after commencing tho

iesceut, and of oscillation to a hazardous de-

pree. Applied mathematics were brought to aid

ihe investigation of the subject, and at lait a

fiachino was projected in which tho umbrella

r rather, a hollow cone, was inverted, as

een in tho cut above. It was at first sup-
losed that this form would secure greater
esLstance fr<>m the air and greater

onseiiucnt safety. In 1814, a

eutleman named Cocking gave
ome lectufes in London on the

larachute and its true form. In

837, having constructed ono of

tiese machines in a manner ho con-

idered perfect, ho recjuosted per-

,ou to make an ascent with

r. Green's balloon and try its

e. It w;is not without much

iportunity that he obtiiined per-

ission from Messrs. Green,

ughes, and Gyo, to accompany
lem in a balloon (light, appa-

tly from tho danger which

foreseen by them to Mr.

locking, and possibly to those

a the car of the balloon itself.

Chis danger was pointed out very

Ustinctly by Mr. Monck Ma-^on

a an oxbaustive paper on par.ichutes which
le communicated to the Morning Hcr:Ud tho

ay before tho experiment was made. Hi'i

entitle examination of the .-^ubjojt enabled

dm to point out tliat from tho construction,

feight, itc, of Mr. Cooking's parachute, one

of TWO ovonts must inevitably take place :

either that it would como to tho gr Aind with

a vel(»city dastructivo to tho iu<livi<iual
; or

that, if tho instrument were made lens Ktrong
and heavy, it would give way or colLipso be-

neath th" forces dovelopo'l in tho descent.

Jv

lir. Ccickiiiij'8 r.irachut '.

On the appointed evening the ascent was

made, in tho Nassau Balloon, and when the

cord which sustaineil tho parachiite w.as cut,

tho result justitie 1 Mr. Mason's prediction ;
it

descended with dangerous rapidity, oscillating

fearfully, aTid at last the car broke away from
the parachute, and Mr. Cocking wis precipi-

M. Qamoriu'a I'M-ttcliutc. Sco \)a^c Hi.

tated to the ground from tho height of some

hundre<I feet. Tho writ-r of the nowspaj->er ac-

count of tho fat;d occurrence w.xs pri>b.ably .an

Irishman. He s.ay8 the persons who went in

pursuit of tho unfortunate aeronaut,
" hcArd

groans proceeding from a field, near Lee."
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The groans, however, proceeded from *Ir,

Cockiug. "On going in that direction they
found the unfortunate gentleman literally

dashed to pieces ! And just as they were

loosening his cravat, he breathed his last in

their arms. He was speedily removed to the

Tiger's Head Inn, where four medical gentle-

men attended. Their services were, however,
needless."

Since that fatal experiment, parachutes may
be said to have fallen to the ground. Yet a

far bolder experiment was made in America

the next year, by Mr. Wise, who determined

to explode his balloon at a great altitude, and

try the effect of descending with the collapsed

machine, trusting to the resistance of the air

to give sufficient retardation to his fall. This

bold and curious aeronaut made his ascent

from Easton, Pennsylvania, ht the midst of a

thunder-dorm ; and having let down a small

concave parachute with a cat, and another, on

Cooking's principle, with a dog, both of which

reached their destination with safety, Mr.

Wise rose to the height of 13,000 feet, while

the storm flashed and pealed a mile below

him. In passing through the storm stratum,
*'it seemed to him as though heaven's artil-

lery were celebrating the occasion as a pro-

gress of the new-born science." In such grand

style do Americans think, or express them-

selves : with such auguries do enthusiasts en-

courage themselves. Mr. Wise trusted that the

balloon in a flaccid state would form a sort of

parachute, and that in falling the lower hemi-

sphere would " cave in,"—would be driven

up into the concavity of the upper half, by
the rapid descent. The balloon exploded.
The hydrogen rushed out with a tempestuous
noise, and in ten seconds the last particle was

gone. The experimentalist says he never lost

confidence in the ultimate success of his con-

trivance
; but we quite understand his feeling

that the first moment was one of awful sus-

pense ; and it ought to have been to a person
who had risen with a baUoon through a

thunder-storm, and then at 13,000 feet ele-

vation had purposely burst it—unless he was

altogether hardened. The instrument acted

according to the hypothesis, and Mr. Wise
reached the earth in safety : for after such a

descent, the merely being pitched out of the car

ten feet would count as nothing. He "con-

gratulated himself on the result of this ex-

citing experiment, and before many minutes
had elapsed, resolved to repeat it in Phila-

delphia at the first opportunity."
His next ascent was attended with some

interesting observations. He emptied some

bags of dust which he carried with him
; and

to the spectatca-s the balloon seemed for a

moment enveloped in a cloud. On passing a

solitary cloud, and crossing its angle of reflec-

tion, he felt a very sensible heat, "showing
clouds to be good reflectors of heat, as they
are of light." Getting near this cloud the

balloon became agitated, and made alternate

rotations, and the cloud appeared to recede

from the balloon
; but it might have equally

been that the balloon was repulsed from
the cloud, for the action was clearly that of

electricity ;
and on discharging some more

bags of dust, they clung in a great measure to

the balloon, even the heavier pai tides, and
remained attached some moments. On risin?

considerably above this point, or stratum, the

dust fell from the machine ia a cloud.

In October, the same year, he repeated his

explosive experiment. The silk on this occa-

sion burst open from top to bottom. This

unexpected fracture at first somewhat alarmed

JNIr. Wise, but the next minute he s;i\v the

advantage of it, for "he slid down upon the

atmos)3here, in a spiral course, with an uni-

form velocity," his collapsed balloon acting
like a ship's mainsail. The bump when he

did touch the earth was not harder than that

caused by jumping from ten feet to the

ground : a sensation which any of our readers

can try, if they please. After this, Mr. Wise

ridiculed the idea of there being any danger
in going up a couple of miles and then pur-

jjosely bursting your balloon
;
and he won-

dered that the newspapers should stigmatise
such easy descents as miraculous escapes. Ou
the side of the journals, we must however

admit, that, safe as may be this way of reach-

ing the earth, there was some novelty about

it at the time.

On another occasion, the same experimen-
talist saw the sand lying in an open sack in

the car drawn up to the balloon, by the elec-

trical efiect of the imprisoned hydrogen ;
then

the sand fell off again, and repeated the move-

ment. Also, when Mr. Wise, at a high alti-

tude, the thermometer standing at 36°, and the

balloon very distended by diminished external

pressure, looked inside it, to see how the gas
was getting on, he found that the hydrogen,
which had been of a milky colour when he

left the ground, was now transparent, and

was giving out water which dropped freely

from the orifice of the balloon, and had a

strong sulphurous odour. He accounts for

this effect by some powerful electrical action.

On this occasion he was obliged to explode
his machine a second time, on touching the

earth,
—but he does not explain in what way.

Once only Mr. Wise found himself in a

difficulty which alarmed him. Ou ascending

in May, 1839, just as he was about to start,
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a f,'outleraan from tho

)uth
" was iiitroUucuil to

aud 80 huM him in

)uver8atiou, that when lio

veroJ the riiitraiiiiii:^ cnrJ

occaried to him tljat tho

ilve-roiH) liad not been bo-

ired ! The miiitako cuuhl

>i now bo romodicd. Fur

mouiont lio begun to du-

oud, aud would have givt'u

I that he pos-sessed in tlio

aid lo bo down on lartli

ain for oue minute. Soon

idiiig that a lieavy heart

IS nut tho thing for asctutl-

in a balloon, he rallieil

i spirits,
*' took oil" his hat,

d swung it around
;
which

IS vociferously re.-<poijd(.d

from below." The crowd,

wever, little kuew about

i valve-rope, whatever the

uthtru geutKm.iu may
ve done. Mr. Wise let

wn a parachute contiiiniug

animal
;

Siiw it picked up,
1 with more sentiment than

aid have been expected,
vied that cat or dog, aud wished ho \*;us

its bide on tcrni jinna. For the fact

s he was driving rapidly towards the At-

itic Ocean, without even the security of

.ng able to burst his balloon : j,'oins; at the

M. L.ukdolle's Design. Soo page &3S.

M. (. .a.vrd*8 "L'Aifc'lo. ---. , -.

I ate of fifty miles an hour
;
and his machine

in such unfortunately gooi n-pair as uut tj

afford the hope that it would explode, col-

lapse, or meet with any favourable accident.

L'n ler those disheartening circumstances, he

found that he had alrcaiy
used up oue half of Jersey,
and tliat Princeton was not

far ahead. Just at this time

he entered into a thunder-

storm : tho water pouicd
down from the balloon with

a noise like a mill-dam !

The lightning shot in zig-zag
tl.i.4ie3 through tho rolling

clou is
;

aud tho thunder

rattled like the discharge of

small arms. (Wby small I)

It w:is a magniticent sight ;

" but in recurring to his

critical situation, its charms

]'a~i.se«l from his mind." When
it l)ecame apparent that ano-

ther hour would carry him
to the Atlantic, he admiu
that the moment was embar-

ras-siug ; but conaideriug that
" what must be must," his

thoughts turned iu a very

practiail way towards his

provisions for a voyage to
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Europe, and those cousisted of "half a pound
of water-crackers, half a pound of cheese,

iind a bottle of porter." He estimated,

however, that this stock would be sufficient

to take him across at the rate at which he

was travelling
—

fifty miles an hour
;

but

he could not hope that his gas would hold

out for three days, because the neck of the

balloon was left open. Considering every

alternative for securing personal safety, he

thought of jumping overboard whilst first

leaving land and plunging into the ocean
;

but on reflection he gave up this idea. Then

he saw the great Atlantic swelling proudly to

the arched roof of heaven. There was no

time to be lost. He had endeavoured to

split his flag- staff, and to fasten a penknife so

as to cut the silk ; he tried to burst the

balloon by jerking the car violently ;
but this

plan failing, he determined to try the efi"ect of

an extreme ascent ;
threw his ballast over-

board, and shot up into the air till the dis-

tended sphere discharged the gas copiously at

the neck. He continued to jerk the car, and,

at last, oh joy ! the valve-rope rolled out of

the neck sufficiently for him to reach it. Mr.

Wise's descent into a Jersey farmer's peach-

orchard is graphic and lively. We conclude,

as he writes the account himself, that he was

not killed— but he does not state the fact.

Aerostation, after this, enters into modern

times, and we need not follow it. The scien-

tific ascents of Mr. Glaisher in Mr. Cox well's

balloon, and the observations taken at the

time with a host of instruments and published
in the leading journals, are known to most

intelligent readers. In 1840, Mr. Green

proposed to cross the Atlantic ;
but the at-

tempt was not made. In 1843, Mr. Hewson,
an engineer, designed an aerial ship ; and Mr.

Roebuck introduced a measure in the House
of Commons to iitilise the invention. The
" Aerial Transit Bill

" was read a first time,
—

but not oftener. Proposals were also made
to establish a company for carrying out aerial

navigation ;
and a model for an ellipsoidal

balloon to be propelled by the Archimedian

screw, was exhibited at the Adelaide Gal-

lery.

Mr. Coxwell made his first ascent in 1844,
whilst M. Delcourt in Paris was experimen-

talising, and M. Monge, son of the great

mathematician, was making calculations for

the couhtruction of a copper balloon, and

the intrepid Wise was making adventurous

journeys into storm-clouds and other meteoric

difficulties, and gaining volunteers for a pro-

jected journey across the Atlantic. The
science was gathering form. In 1845, Mr.

Coxwell started The Balloon, or Aerostatic

Magazine, and continued to publish it at

intervals till 1859. In 1846, Mr. Wise,

during the war between the United States

and Mexico, submitted to the American Go-

vernment,
" An Easy Method of Capturing the

Castle of Vera Cruz." It was to be done by
means of a " balloon of common twilled

muslin," and was to fire down shot and shell

on the doomed fortress. In 1847, Albert

Smith made two ascents in the Nassau and

in Mr. Gypson's balloons, and gave charac*

teristic accounts of them in the public papers.

Attention began to be directed to the use of

balloons for strategic purposes, and in 1848

Mr. Coxwell, at Berlin, discharged shells,

grenades, <fec., from the car of a balloon.

In 1849, M. Arban crossed the Alps from

Marseilles to Turin in a balloon. Soon after-

wards Mr. Bell made an endeavour to propel

a balloon by screws and fans. And in 1861,
Dr. Moreaud was making experiments with

regard to the application of steam to aerosta-

tion. In 1862, a committee of the British

Association was formed, containing the names

of several leading scientific men, amongst

others, Sir J. Herschel, Sir David Brewster,
Colonel Sykes, Mr. Fairbairn, Dr. Tyndall,
and Mr. Glaisher, for the purpose of carrying
out systematic experiments upon the tempe-
rature and hygrometric condition of the air,

at different elevations, and the scientific

ascents of Messrs. Glaisher and Coxwell, were

the result of the movement. In that year

the highest elevation ever attained was accom-

plished
—namely, seven miles. The minute-

ness and accuracy of the observations made

are shown by the tables formed by Mr. Nash

in one of these scientific excursions, and which

Mr. Turnor gives at length in his volume

named "Astra Castra," to which we are in-

debted so greatly for the facts given in the pre-

sent and former papers. Its author made his

first ascent in Mr. Coxwell's Mammoth Balloon

from the Winchester Barracks in October,

1862, in company with Colonel McDonald

and five officers of the 60th Rifles, and they

accomplished the distance to Harrow, where

they descended, in sixty-six minutes. The

distance being seventy miles, the rate of trar

veiling was upwards of a mile a minute. The

vignette at the foot of the former article
*

represents the ascent from the barrack-yard.

The immense balloon constructed by M.

Nadar, and called Le Geaut, is described by

himself in excited—perhaps we ought to say

inflated
—

language, in the periodical named
" L'Ae'ronaute." It consisted of two balloons

of silk, one within the other—for greater

strength, made of white silk ;
its diameter

* See p. a92.
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three or four huudred feet would allow a

survey being made of a circle of tweuty miles'

diameter. The enemy will probably try, by

flights of rockets, to destroy such balloons of

observation when they come within range.

The subject is one that appeals to the fancy
and imagination. It is especially the theme

for dreamers. Mr. Hatton Turnor gives

amongst his zincographs the picture of a

proposed balloon of discovery planned by
Professor Robertson, and which looks very
like a caricature ;

whilst the elegance of

Godard's Aigle (shown in our illustration on

page 529) shows the testhetic capabilities of

such machines.

A few words must be said about flying-

machines. It has been proposed to combine

fans, wheels, and sails with hydrogen balloons
;

but the more philosophical idea is to make

gravity and not levity the motive in one

direction, which is to be overcome in all other

directions by mechanical means of propulsion.
The little toy so common now with children,

in which motion is given by a coiled string to

a wire spindle fitted with four paper wings at

a small lateral inclination, and which flies up
to the ceiling and maintains itself there a few

seconds, is the principle involved in most

modern flying-machines. "What the screw of

a steam-boat is in the water, so these fans, are

in the air. The object to which they are

attached must be heavier than the medium

through which they move, and the resistance

of that medium is the fulcrum to which the

leverage is applied. A submerged vessel

moved with a screw would be a complete

parallel in another element to an aerial flying-

machine. An idea of this design may be

gained by the representation of the idea of

M. Landelle, given on page 529, whilst the

combinative plans for aerial motion may be

seen in the nightmare-looking plate which

follows on page 531.

It is time to speak of Mr. Hatton Tumor's

important contribution to this branch of

science. His volume, named "Astra Castra," is

a resume and compendium of the history and

literature of aerostation. It is written with

zeal and devotion : it is interesting through-

out, and in paits amusing. Mr. Turnor has,

we iinderstand, already made four balloon

ascents, and is prepared to undertake farther

flights. His quarto volume of five or six

hundred pages is abundantly illustrated with

zincographs, woodcuts, and even some photo-

graphs. An old leaven of classical scholar-

ship breaks out in places ;
and Italian and

English verse, more or less connected with the

subject in hand, swells the book into its large

proportions, lls'or does the author altogether

disdain the drolleries and satires which his

theme has called forth, but gives them wth
an evident enjoyment of the fun, even though
aflecting his particular hobby. The name
" Astra Castra " was selected from part of the

motto of the Lindsays : Astra Castra : Numen
Lumen.
We will conclude with a recommendation

of prudence. Many persons may feel drawn
to attempt balloon ascents, as many are in-

duced to climb Matterhorns, pizs, pics, cols,

and those perpendicular heights in which
"Commodore Rogers" shone so greatly. But

many reqmsites are needed : a steady head,
calmness

; self-command, and fertility of re-

source in difficulties
; endurance, and agility.

Without these it is better to confine oneself

to terra firma, to do the Rigi, or even Hamp-
stead or Highgate Hill. If one cannot rise

with the eagle, let him, like the raven, find

profit and safety in the fleeces of the nibbliog

sheep. Manley Hopkins.

THE "SILENT LAND."

She would not allow bim to be buried, but carried

the corpse wlierever she went.— "Life of Joanua of

Spaiu."

I.

Lonely in her palace weeping,

Dim-eyed watch beside him keeping,
Deemed she not that he % as sleeping,

Far away iu the "Silent Land."

II.

On couch of gold and purple laid,

Banner and crown and cross displayed,
Idhe had herself her love arrayed,

For his sleep iu the "Silent Land."

III.

Vain all consolation given,
Vain their earnest talk of Heaven—
Talk of sins and sorrows riven,

By that bleep in the "Silent Land."

IV.

She only smiled and shook her head.
And bade them come with lighter tread,
For he was sleeping, and not dead,

Far away in the
"

Silent Laud."

So she sate beside him ever.

Widow's garments wore she never,

Nought her heart from his could sever,

Tbo' he slept iu the "Silent Laud."

VI.

"Watching by that which once had been,

Never again to smile was seen

That woful, widowed, distraught queen,
Till she drew near the "

Silent Land."

vn.

But then iu thought once more a bride,

She laid her down at Philip's side,

And calmly diifled down the tide

To her sleep in the "
Sileut Land."
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CHAFTER X. KELO I>E SE.

You may rotnoinber that Torn Seytoti, iu

liis first perpl'-'xity after witnessing a certain

interview on bis roaJ home from Turrcaater,

rcsiilvod within himself that he "would talk to

Kate about it." Tuis ho carried out on the

morrow of the day, the events of which have

been told in the last chapter.

Mrs. Seytoii was quite superb in her iudi^'-

natioii. Boiug a very woman, of course tlie

vials of her wrath were poured out on the femi-

nine culitrit; and—also, of course—at tlie end

of hur tirade, she professed herself " unable to

guess, what attraction Brian could find, in that

audacious vulgar style of beauty." Suddenly
she broke oQ' with a cjmic horror; seeing, or

thinking she saw, signs of dissent iu her

husband's fjwo.

"
Oh, Tom, I do believe you adn)ire her.

Don't confess it, if you do : 1 couldn't stand

that:'

Seyton's hearty, jovial laugh rang out,

unrestrained.
"

I won't be intimidated," he said.
"

I

do admire her, in a certain way ; not ex-

actly as a woman, but as a very magnificent
animal. An<l I don't quite see the vulgarity

you talk of
;
at least, not on the surface : there's

enough and to spare below, I daresay. But

as to the aiulacity
— I go with you thoroughly,

my Kate. I'd shut Brian up in a mad-house,
if I had my way, sooner tlian see him make
tliat girl m'stress of Mote. Even if she wore

perfection, her connections are simply infa-

mous. There are all sorts of shady reports

aboiit the father, though I've never taken the

trouble to listen to them
;
and there's a cou.sin

always hanging about the hou.se, than whom
there's not a cleverer scoundrel unhung ; that

I happen to know. What's to bo done ? I

suppose I ought not to kei'p Brian's secret,

if he has one
;
and yet, of all things in this

'World, 1 hate meddling with other people's
affairs. Perhaps there's nothing more than

folly in it, after all."
*' There Ciin't be a doubt about it," Kate

Bald, decisively ;

" I'm sure, poor Mr. M;i3-

VOL. xni.

kelyno al.vays expected you to look after

Brian. Besides, you would really bo his

guardian if anything happened to his mother
;

and something would happen, if that boy were
to commit hiu.-ielf irretrievably. It would
kill her

;
I'm certain of iu"

" You're more than half right," Seyton
answered,

*' but one's duty needs to be made

very plain, before one can swallow the '
tale-

bearing' pill ; especially when it's t ile-b<.aring

of women, to women, I'll tell you what I'll

do : I'll sound Brian himself fir.st. He's sure

to be at Claxton Wood on Monday, and it

will be easy to find an opportunity. He's a

good lad enough at bottom
;
and he re;dly likes

me, I do believe
; he'll ti-dl no lies, if he don't

own all the truth. 1 shmldu't be much
afraid for him, if this particular folly waa not

in his bloo I."

With this Kate was f.iin to be content
;

indeed, she herself thought it about the best

plan ;
for she liked the tale-bearing part of

the business not a whit better than Tom diil
;

and would have infinitely preferred, that

things should be set right, without troubling
Mrs. Maskelyne.

Claxton \N'ood held a fox, as usual, but not

one of the right sort : the varlet kept dodging
round the edge of the brakes, till half the

horses out were frett^'d into foam with per-

petual false starts
; and then died ingloriously,

after a brief, sulky ring through a few deep
inclosures.

It was a long dLstauco to the next likely
draw

;
for oven the hounds never dr.amt of

finding iu the copses and belts that they
bustled through, as a matter of form, on their

way. Seyton 8.>on found himself alongside of

Brian Miuskelyne, to the rearward of the long

Ciivalcaile, t!iat jogged on by two's and three's,

along the narrow laaes and field-road.s. Few
words—and these of no significance

—had

pissed between them, besides the wonted

morning greeting ;
but Brian kne.v perfectly

well what Jseyton wanted, when the Litter's

whip handle touched him lightly on the

shoulder. Ho reined back till they rode alone

No, 332,
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together, ami waited quietly for the other to

begiu.
Tom Seyton, being absolutely incapable of a

long oration, was apt to come to the point with

scanty form of words. He did so now, though
he spoke with all gentleness and consideration ;

claiming no shadow of authority or title to

interfere, beyond that of hereditary friendship.
" I was only a boy when you were

christened," he said,
" but I remember your

fiither's proud, happy face, as well as if it were

yesterday. I remember that same face, the

day before he died—how pale, and haggard,
and eager it looked, as he held my hand, and

whispered :

' You'll help Brian, if ever you
can V I promised him I would

; though I

wondered why he had not put confidence in

some one older than I was, and wiser and
cieverer than I ever shall be. And, by God's

help, so I will, so long as we both shall live.

Brian ;
that is what makes me say to you, to-

day, that T would rather—a hundred times—
see you lying by George Maskelyue's side, than

sitting by Bessie Standen's, and calling her

wife."

Voice and lip shook a little as he ended,
and the blutf honest face was strangely
troubled

;
nor had Elian's been quite free from

emotion throughout ; especially since the men-
tion of his dead father's name.

There was nothing in him of Vincent

Flemyng's fretful perverse conceit
;

nor had
one Avord of the warning chafed him. Having
loved and honoured his counsellor for many
a year, he did not love or honour him a whit

less, for having spoken out boldly, much that

he knew himself to be tiue—whether he would
heed it or no. In his great black eyes, as he

answered, there rose once more that peculiar
Icok—half earnest, half dreamy. Seyton,
who had known his face from babyhood, was
struck just then by its ominous, melancholy

beauty, as though he saw it for the first

time.
" Don't think me mad," he said,

" or too

ungrateful, because I can't thank you pro-

perly ; or answer you on the spot, exactly as

you would wish. You are right in much that

you say ; wrong—where you don't know those

you speak of, I will promise you, to think

over every word you have said : I can't promise

more, just now. I don't ask you to keep my
secret : but I do think your speaking to my
mother would do more harm than good. I

would tell her myself if there wei-e anything
to tell

; and so I will—always."
He held out his hand

; and the other

pressed it heartily. Nevertheless, there was
a steadfast calmness in Brian's tone and
manner that Seyton liked ill

; it savoured too

much of a set purpose, a pre-ariauged plan of

speaking. But he felt rather at a loss how
to continue the conversation : it was not pre-

cisely a case for argument. Besides, that non-

resisting reticence is so very difficult to grapple
with. Perhaps it was a relief to both, when

they were interrupted by one of those Mar-

plots, who infest even our hunting-fields,

ranging up alongside.
Who knows not that respectable, blundering

creature, with the broad flat face, weak smil-

ing lips, and vacant eyes ;
who is perpetually

breaking into confidential cornei's, not so much
from curiosity, as from helpless awkwardness
and lack of tact

;
whose position in life, as the

objectionable Third, seems to be no less clearly

defined, than that of the Fourteenth guest at

Parisian dinner-tables ?

It was one of these worthies who ranged up
alongside of the pair ;

and prolonged his plati-

tudes about sport and farming, till the first

whimper of a hound in Denton Spinny drove

out—from Tom Seyton's mind at least—all

other anxieties, save and except that of getting,
as quickly as possible, to the favourite corner,
whence he generally secured a good start over

about the stiffest bit of vale in Marlshire.

The)' had a very quick half-hour
;

then

some steady hunting ;
then a sh^rt, sharp

burst, and a kill. The young one, that Tom
was schooling that day, came out brilliantly.

Nevertheless, as he rode slowly homewards,
his contentment was dashed by more than one

misgiving of having bungled in his mission
;

and Kate—though she said it not—was rather

of the same opinion, when she heard the little

that her husband had to telL

Had they known all the truth, both might
have used the comfortable unguent, that has

soothed the souls of many abler negotiators,
—

the reflection that all the diplomacy on earth

would, probably, not have arrested what was

to be, or turned him aside from his appointed

path who was bound to * dree his weird.
'^

Maskelyne kept his word, when he was alone

at night, in thinking over all the words that

he had heard that day. He thought—till his

face grew white and worn with the inward

struggle ;
a sharper one, truly, than often is

waged within so young a breast.

For most boys, tempted in like manner,
seal their own ruin in a paroxysm of rash un-

reasoning passion. But Brian set his hand

to the work deliberately ; counting first the

cost to its uttermost farthing. That he should

make light of the peril of his worldly prospects,

and the possible loss of his inheritance, was

only natural. He was just at the age, when

those who have only heard of such things as

poverty and embarrassment, are loth to believe
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in the cruelty of Time : to
'

these nimple
Erabtiiuia tlio Futnro pioiiiiseH jill rt-wanla,

uud iio puiUHliinent'). Ijo^idcs this, iJriau

knuw tliiit, at tho woral, ho cuuM Init bo loft

outiirly dopt'iuU nt on lu.s moihor ; uiur pcr-

hiips ho kuow, too, hotter than any one,
how fir lio might rtly ou hor wo;ikuoaa or

leniency.

To ilo him Bituplo justice
—not thus appuarud

to him the pale, ((uiet shadow, that ho often

that night Heoiaed to staiul at his Hhoulder.

There Wits no uioiiaco iu tho soft eyes, that

seemed to look into hi^ own with a sad appeal ;

nor on the teinlor lips that never, since they
fust touched liis cheek, could ho remember
sot or stern. li' Emily Maskelyno had e.xer-

ciseil hor authority austerely
—or oven con-

scientiously, as many would think—her son

would have emancipated himself far more

easily : now— there Wivs no yoke to break.

For a while, it seemed as if the gentle plead-

ing would prevail. But, soon, by Brian's side

stood another phantasm—scarcely shailowy in

its brilliance of colouring, and clearness of out-

line ; willi a smile on its scarlet lips, mock-

ing, but tempting still
;
and wealth of promises

in the glorious blue oj'es
— the semblance of

Besaie Standen, as he saw her la.st ; half

withdrawn from his embrace, and murmuring
low— "Just one—no more." As he nmsed,
her warm fragrant breath seemed close to his

cheek, and almost fanning his hair. Besides,
his tioth was already plighted.
Do you doubt, which of tliose two pleaders

conquered at the hiat i

Brian Miuskelyuo felt a certain relief, wheu
his mind was mado up, and his course of

action finally determined. He was not likely
to change either now

; for, in spite of a cer-

tiiin tenderness of nature, he had a strong
taint of his 'dour '

race—noted for their reck-

less obstinacy of resolve.

Within fjve minutes after the great (piestion
of his life wiis decided, ho had fallen into tho

deej) dreamless ^leep that bo often follows a

bodily or mental conflict.

CIIAPTER Xr. A LEAT IN THK UAUK.

Nkveu gardener watched tho rarest tropical
"
plant, more carefully than did Emily M:iske-

lyne, her son. On this especial morning, there

appeared some slight reason for anxiety. Tho
dark circles round Brian's eyes made them
l.>')k unnaturally bright and largo ; and there

w.i. fever both in brow and hand. But ho
«.i- tolerably well practised in parrying his

njuiher's solicitudes
;
and he suou managed to

satisfy her, nuw.

Though there was something forced and

j

nervous iii his laugh and manner, tho com-

posure with which ho bore himself wa<» quite

marvollou-s, considering thu circun)iitances.

Truly the patrician youth of Sparta or Rome—
hardenetl by all tho rough work of tho gym-
n;i3ium, and tho stoicisiu of tho Schools—
compared to their modern anti-typen, wore
tho merest tyros iu tho Art of Taking Thin-'i

Coolly.

Brian Ma^kelyue purposed that day to go
forth from his homo,—not to return thither,

\ndo8s bringing with him his bride. Several

causes contributed to this seemingly insane

precipitation ; though none were sufficient to

excuse it.

First, there was opportunity— chief, since

tho world began, of all
'
iiritamenta of evil.'

The squadrons quartered in Towcester held

high festival
; embracing regimental races,

private theatricals, and the inevitable ball : to

this entertainment Brian was invited (he culti-

vated soldiers a good deal, and was down for

the Household Cavalry) ;
and ho was to stay the

week out, being put up in barracks. So he had
no occasion to invent an excuse for absence

;

while he would have leisure enough, to con-

cert a plan of proceeding with his betrothed.

Next, there was the natural impul-e to carry

out, as speedily as possible, the decision that

had been long— if not long enough—in doubt
;

suspense and uncertainty, that were as mat-
ters of course, twenty-four hours ago, seemed
intolerable now.

It is the way with all conscripts, iu every
kind of warfare. They can never be kept

steady in the trenches
; though they will ad-

vance very readily to the storm. Surely, the

most martial of all slogans, is—" Staud F;vat,

Craigellachy."

Furthermore, Brian had an exaggerated
idea of Seyton's influence and power. Their

conversation had left him utterly in the dark,
as to how the latter would act

; and he was

possessed with a vague apprehension as to tho

consequences, if Tom wero to combine with

the Regent-Mother to thwart him. Be.sides

all this, ho had that morbid horror ol a

'scene' which h;is made older and wiser men
moral da^t^vrds ; causing them to .seek tem-

porary safety in flight, though they left duly
and Inimanity bihiud.

Ciiuyou unlerst;iiid, how Brian's conscience

perforce held its peace, whilst ho meditated

nothing less than a black crime i

It seems to me that, among tho-o which

our laws punish heavily, there are many sins

more venial, than some that mock at all human

justice. Short and sharp shrift would old

I

Draco have given to the reprobate, who should

I

have lifted his hand ag.ainst the mother that

1 bore him
;
but—oven in that code— I presume
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no punishment was set down for the son that

broke his mother's heart, by leaving her—per-

chance for ever and aye—without a word of

warning or farewell.

Just such a wrong did Brinn purpose now
;

a wrong so bitter, that it might have cost a

remorseful pang to poor Emily Maskelyne's
worst enemy, if she had ever made such a

one in her gentle life. Yet he was of a

kindly, generous nature in the main
;
one of

the 'well-conditioned youths,' after poor Lord

Carlisle's own heart.

If all the romantic nonsense, that ever has

been written or spoken about Love, were true

to the letter, there would still be excuse needed
—and wanting—for the cruel exclusiveness of

the passion : self-saciificing with regard to

one being, and ruthless to all others— it some-

times contrives to ignore natural aflfections,

not less easily, than the other parts of the

Whole Duty of Man.
If pride and envy prompted the first mur-

der, I believe that the old question
—" Where

is the woman ?
"—might have been asked,

and answered, on the occasion of the first parri-

cide.

So Brian Maskelyne—being such a one as

I have tried to describe—on this occasion sate

with his mother through breakfast (which
he consumed with a very tolerable appetite) ;

answered her questions ;
and listened to her

plans for the future, without any outward sign
of emotion. He scarcely shrank or shivered,
when the poor lady bade him good-by ; with

pome jesting cautions about "
taking care of

himself, and not getting iuto mischief in

barracks, or at the ball." Yet, Emily Maske-

lyne did remember, in the desolate after-days,
that her son's arm lingered long round her

neck, and that he turned on the threshold,
to kiss her a second time.

She had good reason to remember that

caress. It was the last that ever passed be-

tween those two—the last that ever shall pass ;

unless lips may be laid on lips, in greetings

beyond the grave.
Brian's conduct was heartless enough, in all

conscience
;
but there is just this much to be

Buid in his favour. He did not contemplate a

permanent separation, or even a very long
absence from home. The fact was, that he
had never fully realised the objections to his

intended alliance ; this was partly his own
fault, partly the design of others. It is true

that, had he chosen to inquire, or even to

listen, he would have heard much to the dis-

advantage, and very little to the credit of

Standen pere : but Bessie's connections had
had the tact to keep themselves sedulously
in the background, so as not to interfere with

the effect of the prominent figure. On the very
rare occasions when Brian had visited the

damsel at her own home, tiie old man had

always been absent. He hardly knew Kit

Daventry by sight ; though that astute indivi-

dual knew Iiim, as well as he did the owner of

the leading Derby favourite.

Therefore, you may understand, why Brian
could not appreciate the motives, that would

urge his gentle, indulgent mother to prolonged
resistance. He thought that she would be

seriously vexed at first, but would soon yield
when she found his happiness irretrievably in-

volved ; nor, at the very worst, could he con-

ceive that she would hold any fault of his, un-

pardonable. It was so much better, that she

should know nothing till all was comparatively
settled

;
if the first shock could once be got

over, and Bessie allowed to present herself at

Mote, her lover doubted not but that her

charms would soon conquer both prejudice and

scruples.

Thus he went forth on his unholy errand—
if not with cheerful confidence, at least neither

desponding nor gravely self-reproachful. And
behind him, sti'ide for stride, moved with his

awful even pace. Time, the Avenger.
The post came in early at Mote. Mrs.

Maskelyne's correspondence was always brought
to her in bed, with that normal cup of tea,

which brace? most of our dames and damsels

for the labours of the day. On the fourth

morning after his departure came a letter from

Brian : needless to say, that it was opened first

of the pile.

The maid, who was busied in the room on
some of the duties of her calling, was startled

by a low gasping cry behiud her. She turned,
and found her mistress struggling for breath,
with a terrible agony on her white face—
physical, it seemed, as well as mental

; for the

hand that was free—the other crushed the let-

ter—was pressed convulsively on her side.

But Mrs, Maskelyne did not faint, and

soon recovered herself sufliciently to speak ;

though only in a weak whisper. The words

were—
" Send to Warleigh at once, and beg Mr.

Seyton to come to me."

Then she told the maid, to put some sal-

volatile within her reach, and to leave her.

With all her gentleness and consideration,

Mrs. Maskelyne's household never dreamt of

questioning one of her commands
;

so the

woman went, albeit reluctantly and under

protest. She was an old faithful servant :

nevertheless it deserves to be reconled, to her

credit, that she kept all surmises and mis-

givings to herself
; and, after despatching the

messenger, only confided to her fellows in the
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steward's room that " hor mistress bad ha<l

bad uuwrt tliiit moniiii:;, niid sho hopud it had

nothing to do with Mr. lirian."

Aftor ii whilo Mrs. M.i.kflynn'H 1)l'1I rang.

Sho went throUL;h hor tuilotlo (juito ijuictly

and composedly ; though sho still luokod vory
wan and weak, and her breath cvory now and

then soomed to fail her. Sho ovon triod to

eat somo br«'ukf;u4t, which meal was always
served in her Ixxidoir when she was alono.

Almo.st before this niol.mcholy i)retencij wjis

over, thero waa a sh;irp ring at the great

bell ; and the poor lady felt a momentary

relief, when Seyton's name was annoimced.

It was but six miles or so to Warleigh.
Tom's hack was at t!io door when th<? messoiiger

CJiino
;

for the M. F. If. met far otf that day.

It took him three minutes to change his pink
for a shooting-jacket, and to get to saddle ;

twenty more, at a stretching gallop, brought
him to Mote. He guessed, rii^ht well, why
he was sent for ; the letter that Mrs. Miskelyno

put into his hand, without speaking a word,

did not greatly surprise, though it grieved
and angered him bitterly.

Jt Wiis a cold cruel letter
;
shameful for

Brian to have penned, even if every word in

it had been prompted by others. He was not

good at epistles, to bo sure (indeo I his educa-

tion had been decidedly de.sultory, depending
more on his own very moderate z.-al, than

on tlie will of an obse'iuious tutor) ; perhaps
the unwonted attempt, to be earnest and im-

pros-sive, gave him a sort of moral cramp : but

old fools, as well as young cnes—raeauLng to

be solemn—are often simply formal.

The letter set forth the writer's p.assion for

Miss Standen
;
his fears that it would not, at

present, be sauctioued by his mother
;

his

hopes that .she would soon accord her consent,

'without which we can never be happy ;' his

tentious of absconding, accompanied by the

'air oi'joct,
' who knows sho can trust to my

,onour
;

' and his lixed resolve neither to pre-

nt himself at Mote, nor to bo brought back

ther, unles.s thti union were authorised and

.pproved. A few common-places of excuse

,d regret, and—nothing more : no clue given
the retreat of the fugitives, and no a<ldre.s3,

yond one—vaguo enou.,'h, surely, to shelter

ly criminals— Fosto ll<.'stante, l*jui.s. As to

hether immediate marriage was contemplated
)T no, there was silence discreet aiul absolute.

No wonder tiiat such a letter made Tom
feyton savage. Tliough, even tlien, he blamed
)thers more than the unhappy boy, he felt for

brief space as he never thought to feel,

>wards (JoiJrge Maskelyne's son. But—had
le been thrice as angry— ho would have kept
»ack all bitterness, in pity to the stricken

woman who sate there, waiting so anxiously
for counsel, if not cjmfort.

*' Mrs. .Maskelyn-'," ho Haid, striking the

paper sharply with his finger ;

•' don't vex

yourself, now or hereafter, alxjut the tone of

that letter. I would swear Hrian never w^roto

one word out of his own head. I can fancy
how it was dictated."

" You had .some idea of this, then—and
never told me ?

"

Those Words were too gently spoken to

sound upbraiding ;
but it wjw very, vory long

before Seyton forgot the piteous look, which

gave them such a siid signiticance. All along,
ho had known that such a <iuestion must
come : yet, fore-knowledge did not prevent his

feeling painfully contrite and confu.sed
; the

boM, open brow, that since childhooi had
never blenched before his own sex, was apt,

you will remember—with leas re;vson than

now—to vail itself in the presenco of womau-
hool.

" I did wrong, perhaps," ho answered,
after a pause ;

"
yet not so wrong, as you

may think—not so wrong, T do hope, as to

for'uid your trusting me stilL This Is all I

knew."

Then, as briefly and simply as wa.s pos-

sible, he told her—what you have heard

already. It was not in Eiuily Miu^kelyne's
nature to nourish resentment long, against

any living cieiture ; much less against a loyal

fiiend, who could only have erred unwittingly.
Before ho had half done speaking, Seyton saw

that sho hail forgiven him
;
as he ended, she

took his hind in both h r own, and touched

it with her lips. Tom almost started—they
were so deathly colil.

•' You meant kindly," sho said,
" as you

always do. And speaking to mo could have

done but little good ; it might only have

made more bitterness between mo and my
po >r boy. As it was, he di 1 kiss me—ho

kissed me twice,—before ho went. You will

never quite giro him up, I know thac ; my
husl)and knew it too, or ho would n- t have

10'>ke 1 so happy when he died. But, oh !

how could he leave such a heavy trust to me 1

I am neither good nor wise enough to bear it.

I have known, all along, th.it, when the ti.no of

trial cime—and it was .sure to come— I should

fail, miserably. Now, if I had only my own

strength to rely on, I think I sho iM lo.*o my
head utterly. But I will try

—indeo^l I will—
to do my duty, if you wdl only help me,

I will act juat as you advis-, without ques-

tioning ;
and neither writj nor speak a word

that you do not s;inction. But you will not

leave me to myself ?

''

All this while her thin white fingers never

i
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relaxed tlieir clasp of the broad weather-

staiued baud
;

it seemed as if the mere phy-
sical support gave some small comfort. Yet

that same hand shook sometimes like an

aspen, as Seyton tried all the resources of hU

simple healing skill.

He pointed out to Mrs. Maskelyne that,

as Brian had uot broken out into overt re-

bellion, by avowing au intention of immediate

matrimony, there was still a possibility of

bringing him to reason. The Standen party
were too cunning to precipitate matters ;

and

would never advise absolute forfeiture of the

great heritage. There was a chance of work-

ing on their cupidity, if all direct influences on

Brian failed. But on one point Tom took his

stand inflexibly : not the faintest hope was to

be held out that Mrs. Maskelyne would

sanction the alliance, either now or hereafter ;

or that—if her veto were set at nought—she

would refrain from exercising the powers re-

verting to her by her husband's will.

While they were yet speaking, there came
another jangle at the ponderous hall-door bell.

There was a curious uncertainty about that

ring : it looked as if it had been begun timidly
and dubiously, but finished off" with a sort of

nervous impatience. Tom, at least, guessed
who the visitor was likely to be, before the

card was brought in, which Mrs. Maskelyne

passed over to him, without speaking, but

with a startled look in her eyes.

was engraved thereon, in capitals, huge and

ponderous enough to have represented a
' warm '

city-name.
" Will you see him here ?" Seyton asked ;

as

if the interview was a matter-of-course.

Mrs. Maskelyne bowed her head in assent :

in truth, she felt hardly equal to the physical

exertion, of moving to another and distant

room, just then.

Tom had time to say—
"
Pray let me speak for you ;

and don't

interfere, however harsh or hard I may seem.

You haven't an idea of the sort of person with

whom we have to deal."

The last words wore hardly uttered, when
the visitor was announced.

CHAPTER XII. A HEAVY FATHER.

Mr. Standen, as was afore said, had once

been a very personable specimen of the florid

style. He had certainly, that day, maiie the

most of the outward advantages that drink

and alvancing age, had left him. There was
little to object to in his attire

;
it bore traces

of a sharp ride from Torrcaster ; but the

well-polished boots gleamed through the

mud-flecks, and tho pale-drab Bedford-cords

fitted him, with artistic ease. There Avas not

an inappropriate wrinkle in the snowy muslin

folded round his massive throat ; even his

gloves were neat, if workman-like : in fine,

the whole '

get-up
' was that of tho heavy

middle-aged sportsman ;
and it was very credit-

ably done. But some of the other accessories

were rather a failure
;
at the second glance,

the travestie was apparent. The bloated face,

with its turgid veins ; the watery eyes, blink-

ing under heavy flaccid lids
;
the weak, pen-

dulous under lip ;
told of deep debauch over-

night, an 1 frequent morning
' refreshers

'—of

long vigils in heated billiard-rooms and crowded

hells,
—of anything, rather than honest hard

work, under sun and storm.

Nor was the visitor's manner very prepos-

sessing. The cleverest of his class will swagger,
when they are at all nervous. That Mr.

Standen was so, could not be disguised : indeed,

as he glanced rounl the room on entering, he

started palpably.
The fact was, though he had fully reckoned

on being confronted with Seyton sooner or

later, he never expected to find him at Mote.

There was nothing aggressive, or particularly

imposing, in Tom's demeanour as he stood with

his back to the fire, in the Briton's favourite

colossal attitude. Nevertheless, it might
have discouraged a bolder schemer than Jem
Standen was, before drink had spoilt his nerve.

If the keen grey eyes were not warlike or

defiant, they were watchful exceedingly ; the

very pose of the square, upright figure
—

poised

lightly, yet so solidly, on the sturdy lower

limbs—betokened a man whom it would be

difficult to delude or cajole, utterly impossible

to bully ; moreover, the bluff sun-burnt

face, that, a few minutes ago, had been so

pitiful and tender, was now—as Daventry had

described it—'set like a flintstone.'

Mr. Standen was further embarrassed by
doubts and misgivings, as to the style in which

his salutation should be made. He had met

Seyton often enough in the hunting-field and

elsewhere to establish a sort of acquaintance ;

yet he could not but remember that Tom—fami-

liar, if not friendly, as a rule, with every class,

from lord to labourer—had never favoured him

with anything beyond a careless nod, or casual

remark in passing. At first, he thought of

offering his hand ; but drew it back again, just

too late to dissemble the intention ; finally, he

contented himself with a circular bow, ad-

dressed to the company in general. Now, this

sort of conyS is rather a trial, even to au

expert courtier entirely at his ease : judge
of its effect when executed by poor Jem

Standen.
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His liiHt remark, too, was wr inlcrfully natf

and tnilhful.
"

I wished to «eo Mr!<. Minkelyiic, aluiic.
"

Seyton had a Btniightfuiwiird siiiiplicity

about him, which wa.s HouiutiuioH muro di-cou-

cortiiig than otlior uion's HarauHiiis.
" I've no doubt you ditl (therc'n a ch;iir

close behind you, Mr. Standin) ; but Mr*.

Maskelyne is not equal to such an interview, |

just imw. Sho wisboa me, not only to bo

prc^ient, but to speak for her. Is it not bo?"
She assented in a voice that liiirdly f;dt<'red

at all. Duiiiig the last few minutes, there had

come to the unhappy huly a certain feverish

access of strength ; springing from the very

extremity of her disgust iiud despair. She

li;id asked hersi If the (jucstion
— "Shall such a

creature as th:it, ever show himself at Mote ."is

the father of ils mistress.'" And .she had

answered— resolutely enough, for the nonce— '

" Xever
;
while T can stir hand to prevent

it."
'

Standeu sat ilown on the proffered chair,
^

very readily ; but, for some seconds, he kept

tapping his boot with his riding-whip, as if

unceitaiu how to begin: he was e\i<lently

still ill at ease. Ever sinco the hall doors

swung to behind him, he had felt an oppres-
sion of moral breathing, answering to the

physical sensations of such as climb un-

wonted heights : the social atmosphere was, by
xoany dtgieos, too mrtfied. At last, he cleared

Lis thruat and spoke ; addressing himself, per-

force, to Seyton.
"I presume, you know upon what business

[ have come hero ]
"

"
Partly so, but not entirely," Tom replied ;

•*
it must refer to yonder precious composition,

)f cour.^e
"

(he point-.d contemptuously to the

etter, lying open wluro he had cast it on a

ble near) ;

" but we don't know, whether

ve are to suppose, you are acquainted with its

onlents. NVe duu't know, either, whether

"ou come solely on your own acct unt, or as

n ambassador fiom others."

His antagonist was pnpaied for him hero
;

ud came to the parry and ripeste with com-
leudable promptitude : that look of injured

uity had probably been practi^ed, more than

ce before.

"I consider such doubts an in.sult," ho sai I,

ushiug angrily (those sanguine cheeks were

Iways apt ennugli at th.it sign of emction) ;

I have not the falute&t idea of the contents

f that letter, which, I presume, is written by
It. lirian Maskelyne. And, as to other.-;,

know no more of their movements or iu-

intions than you do,
—if so much."

"
Dou'tj excite yourself," Tom retorted,

•oily and carelessly ;

"
there's not the smal-

Io8t occoaioa for horoica. Thin ij< neither the

time nor place for insults
; and such thiiigM are

it) singularly bad taste, when a mere matter of

business is bi in.,' diacMsscd. It was nccecsary
to know on what grounds we stiirted— tluit'fi

.ill. As you come, then, solely on your own

bu-^iuess, perhaps you'll bo good enough to

state it, as conci.sely as possible."
" Winitever you do—keep cool." So spako

Kit the Lawyer, that very morning ; after

refusing to allow his uncle a second stirnip-

cup. The w.irning had been ringing in Jem
Standen's ears ever since

;
but he well-nigh

forgot it now. There was .something in Sey-
ton's tone and manner—thoujjh both were

quiet to a degree
—that sorely giilled even the

casc-harelened sensibilities of the drunken,
!-hamele.s.s old turfite. He ground his teeth

hard
; and, so, just managed to drive back the

coarse, passionate words that must have brokca

off negotiiitions at onco
;
but he answered, al-

most in a growl.
*' My business is simple enough. I v..as

away from home all yesterday, and only got
back by the early train this morning. My
d;uighter had disappeared : .she had gone out

early in the evening, and had not been heard

of since. She had left this note for me
; you

can see it, if you like
;

it tells little that you
don't know already, I daresay. I wish to be

informed, what are Mrs. Maskelyue's feelings

on tiio subject ; and what are her intentions

with regard to her son ? That's only natural,
I think."

Tom waved back the protTered ducument
with a gesture of rather ex iggerated polite-

ness.
" Thanks. I don't fancy the reading of Miss

Standen's confession would help us much. It

is probably nearly a counter^jart of the one

before us. So you were away all yestcrd.ay,

and all la.st night ? That was very unlucky.
And you can give us no eluo to their retreat ;

nor even to the route they would take, if they
went beyond Paris ? More unlucky still.

But such things will h;ippen. YeU think it

natural that you sliould inquire into .Mrs.

Ma.skelync's feelings and intentions } I

regret that I ain't quite :igreo with you. It

strikes me, that, with her feeling.s, you have

no ccncern whatever
; any more than you have

with mine. As to her intentions— I'll try and

make them cle;ir to you. I believe I under-

.stand them thoroughly."
The other lifted his head, that h.ad sunk

nearly to his breast, and glared up once at the

speaker, with his sullen, \ loodshot eyes. Ua
this scant encour.agement, Tom went on^
placidly as ever.

" Yuu are here on your own account ; that's
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understood. Nevertheless, I must give you

just the same answer, as will be sent to Biiau

Maskelyne. He says, in his letter, that he will

never return to Mote, unless with Miss Standen

as his accepted wife. Then—he will never

return at all. I don't wish to be offensive
;

but plain-speaking is necessary. We decline

the alliance, absolutely and unconditionally.

Wait,—it will save time, if you hear me out. I

need not go into the objections ;
it might not be

pleasant for you to hear them all
;
but they

are insurmountable, now and for ever. I

say
' we ;' because Mrs. Maskelyne has pro-

mised to be gui led by me in this matter
; and,

further, if anything were to happen to her, I

and the other trustees would stand in her

position towards Brian, with less discretionary

powers. The penal clauses of the will are

very stringent and clear, as I dai'esay you
know. We are prepared to put every one of

them in force, sooner than countenance or

condone such a marriage as this."

Standen broke in here—speaking hurriedly
and hoarsely.

" But he must marry her—else what will

become of my child's good name ? Do you
|

suppose that is worth nothing ? Or that she

is not as dear to me, as yonder boy can be

to his mother—let alone yourself, who have

chosen to interfere ? We'll have justice if

there's law in England, in spite of you."
" Pardon me," Tom retorted.

" I don't

see the ' must '
at all. I wouldn't talk too

much about * law '

either, if I were you : the

Law, as far as I remember, isn't fond of hold-

ing minors to matrimonial bargains. I don't

intend to dispute the value of your daughter's
fair fame

;
or your fatherly affection either. I

only wonder, it did not teach you to look

more sharply after her proceedings. It's im-

prudent—to say the least of it—to allow girls

to keep assignations in the dusk
;
as I happen

to know she did. You didn't hear of it—of

course ? But perhaps, you have heard of the

proverb, concerning the worst sort of blind-

ness."

The other rose up—his face all a-flame. In

truth, Seyton's tone of late, had grown un-

endurably provocative : he was not aware of it
;

and, indeed, was rather priding himself, in-

wardly, on his diplomatic calmness
; but,

momentarily, he was more and more over-

mastered by wrath, and loathing, and scorn.

"Do ycu stand there, and tell me coolly,
that my child is to live and die a harlot

; (he
used a coarser term) because she's not good
enough to satisfy your family pride ? It's en-

couraging seduction : neither more nor less.

And you call yourself a Christian and a gen-
tleman ?

"

It is probable, that the heat and passion of

the man were neither assumed, nor attribut-

able to mere greed of gain, or lust of power.
He thought, no doubt, fiist and foremost, of

the rich prize that seemed slipping frooa his

daughter's grasp : but he may have thought
too, with a pang of real remorse, of her honour,

perilled
—perchance, lost—in vain.

That furious outbreak quieted Tom Seyton,
more effectually than any remonstrance could

have done
;

for he was conscious of being,
to some extent, accountable for it. He
answered first, Mrs. Maskelyne's nervous

glance of appeal : anything in the shape of

violence was so utterly strange to her, that it

was no wonder if she felt shocked and

frightened.
' '

Pray forgive me : if I had been more

guarded, you would not have been exposed to

this."

His tone, as he went on speaking, brought
Standen to his senses at once : it was no

longer contemptuous or insolent
; only, very

grave and stern.
" We both seem to have forgotten in whose

presence we are talking. There are great

allowances to be made for your excitement,

Mr. Standen
;
but you must not say one other

word in that tone—much less such words as

you have used—if you wish to prolong the

conversation. I confess, it seems to me need-

less and useless, to do so. I look upon seduc-

tion no more leniently than you do : but I

like to be sure that the term is not misapplied.

I'm not fond of advancing more than I can

prove : so I say nothing more of Miss Standen

than—this. From all I've seen and heard, I

believe her to be as capable of taking care of

herself, as any woman alive, of her age. And
further—I believe that same age, to be a year

or so in advance of Brian Maskelyne's. The

case is good enough for my conscience, any-

how. I hope I shall never have a heavier sin

on it than preventing this marriage, if it be

possible ;
or of punishing it to the utmost, if

it can't be prevented. You can force it on

in spite of us—we know that. It will be

quite legal in a few months' time. Only re-

member, you, and all it may concern, are

fairly forewarned. They will have 3 0001. a year

during Brian's life : at his death there will not

be a shadow of provision for widow or child ;

unless he can afford to insure his life. You

heard Mrs. Maskelyne say, at the beginning,

of this interview, that she wished me to

speak no less for her, than for myself. I

speak for both, now. If Brian chooses to

cast his birthright away, and you choose to

abet him in his deed, you shall do so, at least,

wilfully and wittingly. Upon one shilling
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beyouJ wliat I have uamoil, neither you nor

ho need reckon."

Though Soytoii spoke with :i soloum firin-

nes-ty th.it oirrio I conviction evt-n to the base

Butpicioin nature ho aUlreivsoil, ho felt oxcecil-

ingly nervous—if truth must bo toll— as he

withrlrow hin keou Ht'-atlfwst oyoH from Stan-

den
;

iiii'l turned them—h df-iuiniiringly, h.ilf-

waniingly—on Mrs. Ma-skolyno. Ho feared

that tho trill would prove too strou'^ for the

uulMppy mother's resolve ; and tliat, by voice

or gesture, she Would strive to soften down
the harshness of his own concluding words,

liut tlio lady's faci) was bowed down in her

clasped liands : though tho wan fingers quivored

visibly, they veiled efTojtually all sign of weak-

ness, from friend or foe.

Jom Stinden was fairly
*

penned.' Ro-

hiarsing theno tliiiig-i (or as much as he dared

confess), in tho sad sobriety of ne.\t morning,
to his discontented nephew—he thus, in tho

metaphorical
'

milling
'

tongue, described his

own sensations.
"

It's devilish easy work for b.ackcrs, Kit ;

they've only got to sit comfortably on the

straw, au'l tell their man to 'go in and win.'

He's a d—d awkward customer,—is Seyton :

I never meant to tackle him, alone ; you know
that. I tell you, I was over-matched from

Brst to la«t : I did no good at out-fightin'^ ;

md I did worse still, when I tried to close.

dur-'o him ! lie wan as cool as a cucumber,
hill) 1 was hitting wild. I was g' tting grog-

:ier every minute
;
ho'd h.ave bored mo down

i>n the ropes in no time, if I hadn't got

.way."

Under tho circumstances, 'getting away'
as perhaps tho wisest thing Jem Standen could

o. He stoo 1 silent, for a brief space.^ after

leyton h id finished speaking : and then said

lowly—
"

Is that y-.ur last word I"

"Tho very last :" Tom answered,—"at
ast—here. I've two or three more to say,
jat it may be for your advantage to listen to;
at that you can decide for yourself: I don't

tsist on your attention. I'll show you tho

lort way to tho stibles, if Mrs. Maskelyne
ill allow me. 1 suppo.se your horse was
ken there."

He stooped and whispered a few syllables of

icouragement in the poor laily's ear, as he
.Bsed

; and then walked to tlm door, jnnt as

mposcdly, as if ho were m;ir.shalling out an

dinary visitor. The other man followed,
th a ."ort of sulky, helpless ac(puescence ;

ry much like a bear who has just returned

obedience, after breaking collar ami chain,

it on tho threshold he turned, and glared at

i quiet figure— still motionless iu its

stricken attitudo—with a bitter spita on bis in-

flamed face.

" You'll \vi.-^h mo back a,;ain, one of these

fin » diys, my lady"—ho said, in a gruff

whisper—so low, that Seyton, in the corridor

without, dill not catch tho wonls.

It is doubtful if Mrs. .Maskelyne h sard

them aright : she started slightly, like ono who
hears suddeidy, some harsh or disagreeable
sounil ; but she never rai.sed her hea<l, or

seemed otherwise to heed.

So,
—with oven less ceremony an 1 dignity

than had attemled bis entrance—Mr. Standen

went forth, for ever, from the presence of the

mistress of Mote.

Seyton spoke never a word, till they ha<l

pa^sed through a maze of stone jKLSsages leading
to a postern door, and so out into an alley of

laurels, the further extremity of which abutted

on the stable-yar I.

Tiien, ho stopped short
;
and accosted his

comiianion abruptly. Once more, his tone

had changed ;
it was not marked by bitterness

or sarcasm, nor even great earnestness, now
;

there was rather in it, an easy familiarity, not

especially 11 ittering to the person addressed ;

such as one mi'^ht use, chaffering with a second-

rate horse-dealer.
" Look here,"—he said.

" We'll drop all

that humbug, about your not being privy to

this affair from tho very beginning. Xow—
it's not tho slightest use, your firing up : I

only (piarrel with men of my own station, and

my own age : you can walk on if you don't

caro to listen. You do caro ? That's well.

Alter all, I don't know that you are really to

be blamed, for doing your best for your own.

That's hardly tho point, though. You'vo not

made much ground, so far; and, tnist me, you
never will. Wouldn't it bo worth your while,

to draw stakes? You needn't be afraid of

naming a sum. Brian am do little himself,

even if he would : but you shall ho s-atisfied,

if I have to mortgage Warleigh. My children

will get it back one day— if I don't. Tho boy
can never be of much use to you ;

and he's

very dear to usf Won't you let him g" free?"

His honest eyes did not seek to disguUe
their e jgerness : but Jem Stauden's met them,

coolly and cunningly.
"Are you aware wh.at you're doing /"he

asked. " You're cimply tempting me, to sot a

price on my daught».'r's virtue."
" Not a bit of it,"

—Tom retorted, iu uo-

wi.se disconcerted. " There's a limit to every-

thing : I wouldn't do iliaf, to sivo my own

son,
—let aluio another man's. Brian says in

his letter, that '.-he hiis trusted to his honour:'

she was right enough in douig so. Til swear.

You know, aa well as I do, that, while matters
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are iu abeyance, she would be as safe with him,
as with her own brother, if she only holds true

to herself. Anyhow, it is on these grounds,
that I propose compromise to you—on your
own terms—mind. And justice shall be done

to Miss Standen—as far as our side can do it.

I'll engage that, too. Do you understand me,
at last ?

"

Once more, the old turfite looked full at the

other—not a common trick with him, by-the-

way—this time with a devilish malice on his

sensual face, that a painter of Hell-Breughel's
school might have studied.

"Yes: I understand you, quite well," he

said
; dropping every syllable deliberately.

*' I've listened to you, very patiently, you
must own. Now, listen to me. You want to

know what I'll take to draw stakes ? Well—
more than you could pay, if you mortgaged

Warleigh to the last acre, and Mote to the

back of that. You're fond of your boy—are

you ? So am I—so fond that I mean to keep
him

;
and make a man of him, before I've done.

And you'll see that my child has justice done

to her 1 I'll see to that. She shall hold up
her head yet, higher than the best of all your

stuck-up madams, when he has made her an

honest woman : she shall
"

A volley of blasphemy rather spoilt the

effect of a speech, that would otherwise, have

been almost imposing : it was so bitterly in

earnest.

In all phases of life you meet with strange
anomalies and self-contradictions

;
but oftenest,

I think, in natures essentially base or criminal.

Has it not been often quoted as a characteristic

of turf-men, that they will forego almost a cer-

tainty of enormous gains in the future, simply
because they cannot keep their hands off the

crisp notes that once have fluttered before

them 1 Jem Standen was an ordinary spe-
cimen enough of the class

;
not a whit more

sagacious or resolute than his fellows
;

a few

thousands (and, here, it was question not of a

few) would have been a perfect God-send, in

the actual state of his finances : yet he was able

to put the lure of immediate avarice aside, with

a determined self-denial, worthy of the wisest,
that everhave toiled on through hard privations,
towards their appointed end.

True it is, that the astute adviser, on whom
he had chiefly relied from the first, had strictly

enjoined the negotiator, by no means to

hearken to any present compromise whatsoever.

But it is more than doubtful, if his soddened

intellect, and weakened will, would have held

fast to that counsel, in the moment of trial,

had both not been backed up by the prompt-
ings of his temper—savage enough, like many
other sluggish ones, when fairly roused. The

temptation, of administering one straight-

forward 'facer' to tl)e adversary who had

punished hioi so sharply, was too irresistible.

A '
facer' it xmdoubtedly was

;
such as, for a

moment, morally to stagger stout Tom Seyton.
After the first emotion of surprise had passed,
his anger began to rise rapidly ;

more so, per-

haps, than it had ever done in his cheery,

easy-going life. Looking back on the events

of that morning, with very mixed satisfaction—he always felt especially thankful that he

was just able, then, to repress an outbreak

of wrath. Had he vented it on such an object,

Tom would never have shaken off the after-

shame. As it was, he answered coolly enough,

apparently ;
but a taunt sprang forth, that at

any other time he would have kept within his

lips, if he had bitten them through.
"Make her an honest woman? Did you

ever hear King James's answer to his nurse,
when she asked him to make a gentleman of

her son ? He said :

'
I'll make him a baronet

if ye will. Lucky ;
but the Devil himself can't

make him a gentleman.' There, you may
apply that story at your leisure. I've done

with you. Here's your way." He threw the

door open near which they were standing, and

shouted through it, to a groom in the stable-

yard.
"

They'll bring you your horse directly.

You'll do your worst, of course
;
but I don't

despair yet. Greater miracles have been

wrought, than rescuing that imhappy boy
out of such hands as yours. One word more:

you'll do wisely if you shift your quarters

soon. Marlshire will be too hot to hold you
after all this."

After that Tom Seyton turned on

his heel and walked slowly back into the

house
;

never heeding the coarse laugh of

defiance, with which the other answered those

last words.

He spent some time with Mrs. Maskelyne ;

doing his very best to cheer her, and to dis-

semble his own disquietude. Before he left, a

letter was written to Brian, almost entirely at

his dictation,
—you may guess in what terms.

They resolved to await the answer, before

taking any steps to trace the fugitives. Strong

coercive measures—in the event of their being

discovered—even Seyton allowed, it would be

unwise and unsafe to use
; for, if Brian were

brought home, he could only be detained

there during the remaining few months of his

infancy ;
once his own master—he would be

only more set on taking his own way. . -y
<

So, againTom Seyton rode homeward through

the twilight, bearing evil tidings to Warleigh.

At the meet at Rylstone that day, there had

been many speculations as to the cause of his

non-appearance ; but, in four-and-twenty hours.
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t]ie news of Brian MaAkelyiiit'H folly had

Bpruail throughout the county ; and all woiuliT

at Sfyt.>n'.s absence co;imc<I. 'I'ho all'air w.w

till) chiL-f aiiliject of covur-8i(lo t;ilk for many a

day after ; but no ono thou){ht i>f questioning
Tom Suyton ; even the rough yeomtu had Uict

cnontjh to keep silence, or ch.ingo the subjtjct,

if they h.ippein'd t<> be di(*cuH.siug it whou
liu tlrew near. For all men knew, hovr close

Wiis thu old friendship subsi-ting betwi'i-n

Moto and \\ arlcigli ;
and imw nearly, disgrace

lighting on ono family would, of a surety,
touch the other.

(To U contintied.)

A HOME FOR HOMELESS DOCJS.

' Love me, love my dog," is an old pious

ii.junctiou, which has been somewhat moditioJ,
oi rather extended laterally and longitudi-

nally in our times. The uew Litter Day com-
mandment is, "Love your ueighbour'a dog,
or 2s'o-.Man's dog, if it come to th:it, as your
own." Whoso seetli a dog which hath lost its

way, or its owner, and is pining and starving,
lank of limb, lustreless of eye, sore of foot,

hanging at the jaws, and loitering on the

Queen's highways, or about the Lord Mayor's
commercial thoroughfares, is earnestly re-

juestod to take pity and compassion upon
the same, and to bring or sen 1 him ofl', not

o the vagrant warJs of the Uidon-Work-

oouse, but to the Home for the Homeless of

(he canine race, to thj R.-fuge for the Desti-

;ute of the univensal family to wliich belong
lear little hairy-mantled Pnyllis, the majestic

S'eptuue, the vigilant Jip, and the noble Beth-

ielart.

Suiely Humanity has in all ages made much
l»f this foud and faithful favourite. Has not
lis artless fidelity been the thi'me of a thousand

>oet.-, from the d.iys of blind old Homer to

•ur own 1

Tbu joy. the solace, and the ai<l of roan
;

Tilt: rich lu.iri'^ giiurdiaii, and tlio poor man's friend,
Tlie only onaliire fuiilil'ul to the qiv\.

So sang Crabbe, in his natural simple verse ;

vhilst the cynical liyron pays the dog a similar

ompliment, embalming liis virtues in tli-;

oUowing polished lines :

The firmest friend,
Th»; first to wcKomc, fonniost to ilcfenil,

Wii.stf hoiiesl heart is still his master's own,
Who lal>ours, tighld, lives, breathis for him alone.

Only in one instance am 1 recollect a

pitelul def.unation of ch.-iracter, and then tlu'

lundoring abuse of the muddle-headed calum-
iator detracts mightily, a-s Mister Pepys
'ould say, from the gravity of the charge,

keeping L.iunce, who cannot tell whether his

loft shoe or right iihould represent hiH father

or mother, thus maligns his patient follower.
"

I think Crab my dog Ik- the Koiirest-natured

dog that lives : my mother weeping, my father

wailing, my sixter crying, our maid howling,
our cat wringing her hands, atid all our houM
in a great perplexity, yet did not this cruel-

hearted cur shed ono t-ar." liut may not

this villanouH accusation bo the dyspeptic

v.ipouring of a bilious mind ? Liunce, like

Heraclitus, was never happy, and saw all

things, even his small dog's conduct, through
the distorting medium of a veil of tear.i.

Wo congratulate the whole community of

l^uppydom, or D.»glaii<l, whichever it may
be, that it is so. If, as Congrcve Bays, in

the "
Mourning IJride,''

" Muiic hath charms

to soothe the savage brea.st," surely the loyal

nature of the dog has power to arouse a

sign of feeling in hearts whose fliuty com-

position seemed incapiblo of harbouring a

tender sentiment. The grim and savage
President Thuriot lost some of his ferocity

when hi fondled a spaidel, and Robespierre
had the astounding inconsistency to rate a

lady, who had come to plead for the life of

her husband, sounJly for her inhumanity in

stepping on the tail of a little pet-dog
—it had

got, as dogs will do, in the way—as she turned

rouud to leave the room. *'
Madame," said

the furious Jacobin, working himself up into

a purple rage,
" had you a spark of humanity

in you, you would never trample upon a poor
harmless dumb creature." Mary, Queen of

Scots, wliose comjdicity in the murder of

Darnley is pretty well established, was foud

of dogs, and a troop of them accompanied
her to her execution ;

whihit the Czarina

Catherine IL, who thought id more of de-

claring war against Turkey than of eating a

cutlet, wept bitterly over the death of her

favourite lap-dog
—nay more, she gave ii a

magnifijent funeral, and wrote the following

pathetic couplet, by way of epitaph for iu

tombstoue :

Ci pit La Duchess' Amlfrjon,

yui iui>rJit .Monsieur K'jicrBou.

La duchesse Anderson being the name of tha

pet, and M >:.sieur Rogerson the name of the

Empress's English dentist, whosa leg the ht'do

vix.-n had bitten, a piece of bravery evidently

impres-Hcd strongly as a meritorious action on

the poct isti.' br.iin of her Muscovite Majesty.

So much for imperial versification !

From M.arie Stuart, Queen of Soots, and

C.itherine H., Czarina of all the Russia.", down

to the Committee of Ladies who.se tender sym-

pathies for our "
poor dog Tray" have induced

them to found the Temporarj- Home for Loat

and Starving Dog.'*, b but a brief step
— a
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common feeling bridges over a wide gulf. In

a by-street in Holloway this friendly shelter

for poor lost caninify may be seen. It is

unpretending in aspect. Unlike some of the

charitable insiitutions for human snffeiingaml

indigence, it presents no magnificent exterior.

You enter not by stately gates flanked by
Gothic lodges, and approached by a dense

avenue of flowering shrubs, rhododendrons, and

azaleas
;
no variegated parterres, crowded with

richly-tinctured bedding-plants and roses, in

whose gorgeous urns the sun mixes his glory,
"

till beam appears to bloom and flower to

burn," meet the amazed sight ;
no splendid

building, worthy to be the palace of a mer-

chant prince, terminates the meandering drive.

Kindly as may be the intentions of the fair

patrons and protectresses of the stray Phillis

and starving Gelirt, they have wisely united

economy with their love for the canine race, and
not suffered their zeal to outstrip discretion.

As you walk down HoUingsworth Street

from east to west—no, from north to south
—you see, on the right-hand side of the

way, broad folding-doors, coloured a dark

green, grown darker by age, on which is

painted in white letter>i, whose whiteness

is somewhat faded by time and dust, and

yet is conspicuous enough not to be missed :

"
Temporary Home for Lost and Starving

Dogs." Entering, you find yourself in a

spacious court, part of it gravelled, part paved
with pebbles, and the rest, the greater part,
still grass, as it was in the days when the

Caledonian Road was not, and this district of

Islington was still green and open fields. The
sward is railed ofl" from the other portion, and
here the canine paupers run about at will,

in happy fellowship, for the dogs, I learn, are

exceedingly well-behaved, and few are the

quarrels amongst them. They appreciate the

blessings conferred upon them, and eat their

paunch and meal in peace. Here, too, is no
distinction of persons. As they are picked

up and sent to this temporary paradise, so are

they received and welcomed on a perfect foot-

ing of equality and fraternity
—a model pan-

tisocracy, which would have delighted the heart

of the poet Collins, or Republican Southey,
or his metaphysical friend Coleridge. Pug
dares not turn up his nose at a new comer,
nor Terror, the bull-dog, growl at the conceited

Poodle. All are as one—dogs great and small,

high-bred and low-bred, briudle and mongrel,
bloodhounds and foxhounds, harriers, beagles,

terriers, mastitis, and retrievers, poodles and

skyes, bull-dogs and toy-dogs, dogs from New-
foundland or Australia, from Siberia or Green-

land, in this Arcady the Blest dwell in perfect

harmony. Should any, mistaking the philan-

thropic spot to which he is consigned, and the

eleemosynary character of his position, prove

obstreperous or noisy, a muzzle is put upon him,
and he becomes in a few hours as meek and

grateful as a French or Russian journalist. In

this Metropolitan Lilliput everything is ad-

mirably ordered, and the police regulations ob-

served with a spontaneity and good will, that

might afford an excellent lesson and example
to far superior beings

—if Pug admits any such

to exist.

The objects of the charity (?)
—

well, why
not charity ?—let it be then, of this Humane
Institution, should not be misunderstood. It

was founded five years ago by a lady whose

acute sympathies for the race led her to in-

quire what could be done for the helpless,

houseless, homeless starvelings, we see by thou-

sands running about the street'*, life a bur-

then to themselves, they a nuisance to the

public. Look at that wretched object on four

legs ; you can count his ribs through that flimsy
vesture of hair and skin with which nature

has clothed him. He trots about, propelled

by a forlorn fate, now poking his hungry
' nozzle into the gutter, now into a stray heap of

I rubbish, sniffing for an old bone, a piece of

carrion, or a mouldy crust. Happy would he

j

be if, like his Cairene and Turkish brethren,

he were permitted to become the scavenger of

the metropolis. But the sanatory reformers

have been beforehand with him, and he is

worse off than the gleaners after a bad har-

vest. What is to be done with him ? He is

a veritable Ishmaelite in dogskin. His teeth

are against every man ;
and every man's foot i

is against him. He is at enmity with the ''

police, and the gamins only make sport of him.

It was indeed a bright idea which suggested

the temporary home for him— and mark well,

it is but a temporary home. This institution

is not intended as a permanent asylum for old

and worn-out favouiites, neither is it a hos-

: pital for the cure of gentlemen's sick dogs-
it is simply what it professes to be, a place to

which humane persons may eend really famish-

ing dogs. The object is threefold—namely,

to restore them to their owners, if they have

any ;
to provide the unclaimed with new

homes, if possible ;
and to dispose of them

'' (ominous phrase !)
otherwise in case of ne-

cessity.
' Of course in this little canine republic,

though a democratic spirit is supposed to

prevail, there are, as I have already stated,

many ranks and orders of dogs ;
it is a

society framed very much upon the model of

human society, and wouM form a study for

Sir Edwin lyandseer or Wolf. There is, for

1 example, the aristocratic well-bred dog, whose
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soft Hilky coat and portly atoinach Kpeak of
'

good living aud guuerous care. He, ten

cliaiic's to ouo, ban xtrnyi-d away froin hii

higliiiig iiu-trca.s, and will, in all pruljaliility,

be ruclaiuied. l^Iow can ho aniociitu with the

rifT-ralF of tlio HtrootH ] Thou thcTo in tho pri>-

fe:i>ioiial ilog
—tho rctricvor, tho iM)iiitcr, or

tho terrier, a very Niiuruii at porting—who
in sonio myiitctiju^ way h;i.H Tiuiid hiinoelf in

tho Hhulterin)^ konurl of Ilcllinjjsworth Slroot.

Ili-t iiiattir will iluubtloH.H learn of hin wht-r.i-

abouts and nttcuu him ouco more for tho hill-t

and fiolil'*. Then there in tho bourgeois dog—
a giKKl iiHcful kind of animal fur the hou^o,

whose value will not fail to pr<>cure him a

liberal purchaser aud gonerou-4 master. Thi-n

there is, I am sorry to s-^y, the canuillr, tlio

tag-rag and bob-tail of I'uppydom, inchiding

mongreU and cura of the very lowe.it degree,
whom nol)ody owns or wants to own. All

that can be oaid of, for, or to them is a para-

phra.sc of tho vain Neapolitan patrioi's aphor-
iam— " See Napiles, aui die.'' To these un-

fortunato-i it munt bj proclaimed—" See tho

paradise in lloliovray, and die." They arj of

no use to themselves, or to others. Let them

loose, and they would only live over again
tho name sniu-culuttf famishing life, kicked

aud cutfetl and worried, to bre ithe out their

last breath iu the guttc-r, aud to have thi^ir

deal Circasi's crushed and mangled by the

ruthless wheels of Pickford's vans, or throwu
into tho Thames to become the fljU;im aud

jetsam denounced by Parliament iry Blue-

books, the sport of every chan.jiug tide.

Let them then die. Is it not better for

them to close their eyes in peace, and obtain

a decent and becoming buri.al / Hear what
tho Committee of gentle Lidies have to

•ay ujion this point. They
*' cannot too

j

earnestly impress upon the public tho wicked-

nsAs of wilfully turniag dujs out. If a person
wish to get rid of a do^', it woul I be intiuituly

better and more merciful to destroy it at ouce '

by a quick and ea.sy death, than to turn it !

out to tho almost certainty of a {>ainful ouo iu

the streets." Of course, the dogs have beeu i

oonsulte 1 ou thd point, and by an honourable

niculal resolution de'egate the pjwer of ter-

mihaiing their worldly woes to tho philan-

thropic Witt'iiagomoto. Wo wonder if these

»ag«« philosophers are profound b.lievcrs in thj

metempsychosis ?

I

(treat as are tho blessings conferred on poor
doggy by the Temporary Homo, they are, like

everything else, comparative. How can the

epicure nurtured on dainty fricandcaux dc
,

Venn d I'oseUle or supremes de tolaU'.e atix irufc*,
moistened too with choicest Burgundy or Bhe-
i'i-b vintages, relish a bucolic beefsteak, or a

i

grea-ny log of pork, w.othoii down with hard

Uct)ber ale I How can the princes* luiuri-

oiisly reared in tho ]ialace, a'li.lo t!io homely
comforts of the vill.i / So is it with geuile
scUMtive dog kiml ; and their feeling* thould

l>e accordingly couHiltred. Honco the Com-
niitte-u caHlioH tho public, that not only ii it

a great wrong to tho iustitutiou, but u yrtat

cruelty to the poor animals, to bring or send

out of mere caprice, or to escijHJ some trifling

inconvenience, any who l>y their *'
broUj^ht-

ingvup," as Mrs. Sarah Gamp woulJ say,

are above it : fir whilst, we are reininde I,

the really homtl'-vs dog soju sho*s his sense

of gratitu lo at being provided with food and

shelt' r, the dog brought from a home which

he has leanit to reganl as hu own, and from

a luxnter who up to tliit time has been i>er-

haps kind to him, au 1 wh )m the p0)r dog lovea

truly, naturally pines, as all will rea^lily be-

lieve who know thj sinailive and aff^dim^aU
character of the animaL So we hojw tbat

henceforth no one out of mere caprice will

turn a discarded favourite into the streets.

Poor Piiillis, or tiny Fan, what woul I they

do, cast thus ruthlessly upou the ** wide wile

world"?

By way of conclusion, we would seriously

ob.-erve, that as a branch of the Soci'.*ty for the

Protection of Dumb Animds, the Temporary
liMtue for Dogs is a very useful and humane
in->t)tutiou. Most of us are fond of dog.s, aud

we owe them s imo slight return for the plea-

sure they atiord ua. Since the establishment

of the Home upwards of 10,00J have Ijeen

re.-eived into it. Of these, le.ss thin a hilf

have been re-cl dmed ; many have been par-

ch ised by persons de-«iriiig to procure a good

dog ;
the rest, after having been kept a certain

time, have been put harmlessly out of their

own au 1 others' way,—in a word, destroyed.

Not a few are brought or sent in such a fear-

fully di.sea.se i and mangy .stite, that it i* a

mercy to clo.so their existence then and

there
;
and frequeutly would it have saved

useless trouble had the police become their

executioners when they were first discovered,

instead of having them l.iu led at tho doors of

tho Home, with a chancj of coutamina'ing
otlicrs. Henceforth there is no necessity t >

allow a dog to iierish in the streets. Any
person seeing an ajjp.'irently ownerless dog

famishing, should exert him>elf to have it sent

to this asylum in UoUiugsworth Street, or to

one of its branch receiving-houses ;
and any

one who h.as got tired of his former pUymate,
aud would be rid of him, should consign him

to an abode where he would receive food and

shelter.

Thoee bringing or sending a dog are under-
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stood to resign all right to it
;
and lost

dogs, if not reclaimed within a fortnight, are

liable to be sold. We would indeed advise

all persons who have lost their dogs to apply
to the Home, as lliere is always a very fair

chance that somehow or another they may have

found their way to that resting-place.

There is one more feature connected with

this institution well worth noticing. Families

going out cf town can leave their dogs at the

Home to be taken care of, at a tariff regulated

by the size and voraciousness of the animal.

This will, we feel assured, be hailed as a great

boon by hundreds who, when seeking the

sea-side, are 2:)uzzled what to do with their

minions. Take them into the country they
cr.nnot

;
to leave them at home they are

afraid.

We have little more to add, than to request
the public, when the annual bazaar for the

beuetit of the Home takes place, to visit it,

and see what pretty things the agile and

skilful fingers of fair lady dog-fanciers, ani-

mated by affectionate associations, can do, to

relieve the distress of little Diarmid and liis

fello V". -creatures.

Harold King.

THE GOLDEN ORIOLE, AND THE
WATER OUZEL OR DIPPER.

It is now some years since I was fishing for

salmon in the river Wye, near Buillh, in

Brecknockshire, while on a visit to some
friends at Llangoed Castle, situate a short

distance from that town. It had been the

residence of the Macnamara family, and here,
we believe, that brave and well-known Admi-
ral Macnamara died, so much talked of as

having killed Colonel Montgomery in a duel,

consequent on a quarrel occasioned by their

dogs having fought while the two parties were

riding in Hyde Park. Admiral Macnamara's

dog died at and was buried at Llangoed Castle,
and a suitable inscription was placed over his

grave, and I examined it with some degree of

interest.

The scenery of the Wye as it flows near the

Castle is extremely beautiful. In some places
ihe river rushes over shelving rocks and falls

mto deep pools, and then pursues its course

along banks covered with flowers, and in some

places overshadowed by tall trees. These shel-

^/iug rocks are very dangerous for anglers, for

E^ on after I was at the place, a gentleman,
while standing on one of them with water-

proof boots on, slipped, the water rushed into

his boots, and the weight of it carried him
into the pool below, and he was drowned be-

iore any assistance could be afforded him.

The mixture of woodland scenery with the

sparkling and rapid river in this locality, was

very pleasing. Here and there large .slabs

of rocks might be seen, which were only over-

flowed during the floods of winter, but were

I now covered with a profusion of wild onions

and some aquatic plants. Here, also, for th'-

first time, I saw that beautiful but scarce bird,

the golden oriole, fly across the river, probably

having its nest in one of the tall neighbourin.;

trees. It is about the size of a blackbird, and,

like that bird, is a good songster, and, in a

state of captivity, imitates various tunes. 1 1

is very diflicult to procure a young bird of

this species in England, but they are by no

means uncommon in France and Italy, in

which countries they are frequently sold. I

would recommend this circumstance to persons

having an aviary in England, as the oriole

would be an interesting addition to it. A
writer in the Naturalist mentions having seen

a pair of yov.ng birds nearly in full plumage
exhibited for sale in the public market at

Cologne, for which he was asked the moderate

sum of three shillings, I am not aware that

they have yet been introduced into the col-

lection in the Zoological Gardens— if they

have not, they ought to be.

I

This beautiful bird is very scarce in this

country, though, as I have said, by no means
,;

uncommon on the Continent ; indeed, it may
be said to be an almost accidental visitor to us. ,

It feeds on fruits and insects, and its nest is m
constructed of leaves and grass, although Mr.

'

YarreU states that the materials used in form-
;

ing it are sheep's wool and long slender stems
^

of grass, which are so curiously interwoven as

eventually to confine and sustain each other.

He adds that the nest is rather flat and saucer-

shaped, generally placed in the horizontal fork

of a bough of a tree, to both branches of which

it is firmly attached.

It owes its name,
"
golden oriole," to its

yellow colour
;
and when on the wing, as I

have seen it, its appearance is very striking,

and, indeed, beautiful.

These birds are very common in America,

and, according to Mr. Nuttall, are migratory,

appearing in considerable numbers in west

Florida about the middle of March. On their

first arrival they appear full of life and activity,

darting incessantly through the lofty boughs

of the tallest trees, appearing and vanishing

with restless inquietude, and flashing at given

intervals into sight from amidst the tender

waving foliage, and then seem like living

gems intended to decorate the verdant gar-

ment of the fresh clad forest. It is called

the golden robin in America. Another Ame-
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rican author ptates that the«o birds are no inKtinct, nho remained faithfully nitting nnin
attached to their progfiiy, that the fenialc sho txpired.

has been tiken and conveyod to a cage on Audubon htattH that tlioy feed tlieir young
her eggp, on whit-li, with rosoluto and fatal generally en small catcrijillaTK, which the parent

f^s

lirtls swallow and disgor£:o on arriving at tho birds of America, as they will imitate v.irious

lest. In a stuteof confinement they soon become birds, and even tho barking of dogs and other

luniliar and even jdayful, allowing themselves animaU.

|>
be handled with patient inditference. They But it is time to refer to that curiou-s and

*ay almost be classed amongst the mocking interesting bird the water ouzel, or dipjer, as
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it is called, from the circumstance of its en-

tering a stream and seeking for insects at the

bottom of it. Although this bird is not web-

footed, it is able not only to sink itself to the

bottom of the water, but also to dive and

walk about,
—water constituting, it would seem,

their favourite element. At about the same

time I first saw the golden oriole, I met with

the dipper on the banks of the river Wye.
It had its nest ciiriously concealed under a

large stone on the rising ground above the

stream. It was composed of grass, roots, or

rather fibres of plants, and chiefly of decaying

oak-leaves, of which a considerable number
were used. It swims and dives with great

facility, and although naturally a shy bird, it

evinced no fear on being looked at when it

was searching for its food when under water.

It is supposed by many persons that the

dipper can walk at the bottom of a stream in

search of insects, &c., but it can hardly be

called walking, as it progresses itself
;
but it is

only able to do this by great exertion of both

its legs and wings. It will, however, some-

times float on the surface, and then dive below

it. They are early and very agreeable song-

sters, cheering their wild haunts by their

simple, clear, and sweet notes, something like

those of the thrush.

The American dipper appears to vary very
little in its appearance and habits from that

of this country. It has been observed by an

eminent naturalist of the United States that

this bird was seen swimming among the rapids
of the clear mountain streams in the vicinity
of the Columbia river, occasionally flying for

short distances over the surface of the water,
and then diving under it, re-appearing after a

long interval. When on the land it would

sit and jerk its tail like a wren. They are

never seen to perch on branches, but frequent
the gravelly beds of rivulets strewn with rocks,

and flit from stone to stone, watching their

aquatic prey, and after it is seen, plunging
after it, and precipitating themselves, without

fear, amidst the eddies of a brawling flood.

While under the water they appear silvered

over with rapidly-escaping aerial bubbles, and
can bid defiance to every enemy while de-

fended in so singular a retreat.

Such is a short account of two rather rare

birds in this country, the golden oriole and the

dipper. The first is seldom seen, being very
scarce in this country, and the dipper only by
those who reside near a remote and rocky
river. It would be an amusing bird and at-

tract much attention if it could be introduced

into the Zoological Gardens.

Edwakd Jesse.

LORD PALMERSTON.
Sit iHrmon'am.

Although the daily and weekly press has

done ample justice to the public life of the

departed statesman, whom we have just laid

to rest in Westminster Abbey, yet we feel

sure that we may be pardoned for devoting
a short space to a few reflections on his career,

such as may well accompany the portrait,

which we give on page 550, of the represen-

tative statesman of the age.

We are not about to record here the facts

of Lord Palmerston's lineage and parentage ;

they are written in the pages of Burke and

Lodge ;
and in the dust of the grave, at all

events, the head of the Temples, with a pedi-

gree dating from Anglo-Saxon times, is

"Equallaid
With the poor crooked scythe and spade."

It is enough to state that Lord Palmerston

was born on the 20th of October, 1784, and

that he was the eldest son of the second

viscount, a man of considerable literary con-

nections, on whose death, in 1802, the subject

of the present sketch attained the dignity of

the Irish peerage, which had been conferred,

just eighty years before, on his great-grand-

father, Henry Temple, whose fattier, Sir John

Temple, had been successively Solicitor and

Attorney-General for Ireland, and Speaker of

the Irish House of Commons.
At the early age of ten, we find him sent

to Harrow, for which place he cherished, to

his dying day, an especial affection. He was

eminently a public school man ;
and it was at

Harrow, under Dr. Drury, that he early learnt

the useful lesson of giving and taking, and as

the "
fag

" of an upper boy, was taught how

to obey by the rough, but wholfsoiue disci-

pline of the place. It was here that, like so

many other statesmen, he obtained his first

qualifications for the posts which he afterwards

filled, as he always most freely acknowledged
to his friends in after-life.

Of his old schoolfellows at Harrow but very

few remain. We can count only three
;
Sir

Adolphus J. Dalrymple, the Earl of Lonsdale,

and Earl Onslow, though possibly one or two

more may be still alive.

He is reported to have been a merry, genial,

good-humoured boy, with a fair complexion,

and curly hair, and to have been a general

favourite among his school-fellows. It is well-

known that, among these, he was able to

reckon Lords Aberdeen, llipon, and Byron,

and Sir Robert Peel
; but, beyond this fact,

little is known of his school-life. Our readers,

therefore, may bo interested at learning, on
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the authority of un old Harrovian, that Henry
Temple—for that was the ii;imo which he then

bore—liked Peel (who was considerably his

junior) very much, and, to use tlio schoolhoy

phrase,
"
got on with him "

very well. Byron,
on the other hand, who must have been also

lower in the school than himsilf, ho could not

endure, but thought him sentimental, con-

ceited, and insincere. The boy to whom ho

is said to have been "fag" was Henry Law,

who, having been long vicar of Standon, Plerts,

died at Bath a few years since, and whose son,

Mr. William Law, was for some time Lord

Palinerston's secretary. Any visitor who
cares to enter the great schoohoom at Harrow

may see his name,
" TEMPLE," with the

date "
1800," carved by his own hand on the

same panel, with those of Byron aud Peel
;

and the wiitir of thtse lines has seen his lord-

ship, within tlie last few years, pointing out

his name with pride and pleasure, to frieuils

who have gone down with him to Harrow as

visitors to the school.

It must have been quite at the commence-
ment of the present century that Henry
Temple exchanged the Latin verse-making of

the upper school at Harrow for the philo-

sophical lectures of Dugald Stewart at Edin-

burgh, who was then the mo&t widely known
of professors in his own peculiar line. Although
young Temple was born and nursed in the

purple of Toryism, it appears that his father,
ill sending him to Edinburgh, followed the

more ancient Whig associations of his family ;

and, if we may believe Lord Palmerston's own
words, littered publicly but a year or two ago,
the lectures of the great Whig politician did

not fall in his case on barren soil.
"

I passed
three ye.trs of my youth in studying at the

University of Edinburgh : and I will frankly

own, without disparagement to any other seat

of learning at which I had the fortune to

reside, that I enjoyed greater advantages in

the acipiiremeiit of useful knowledge and
sound principles during my three years' resi-

dence in Edinburgh than I possessed at any
other place."
We next find Lord Palmerston, in 1803,

not long after his father's death, entered at St.

John's Coll.
, Cambridge, then under the master-

ship of Dr. William Craven. Apparently, it

was not the custom of young noblemen at

that time to bestow much attention on the

mathematical tripos, and as the classical tripos
had not yet been institute'!, they generally
cpntented themselves with taking an honorary
"pass," and seeking distinction in other paths
and walks of life

;
in this respect e.\hil>itiiig

a marked contrast to our own day, when we
have seen the heir to the ducal title of Devon-

shire, and the eldest son of Lord Rayleigh, to

say nothing of Lord Lyttelton, carrying off

the highest honours which the University
could bestow.

Authentic reminiscences of his University

days are rare ami scanty ;
but those who

knew his cotcmpuraries at St. John's say that,
as an undergraduate, he passed for a m.ui of

considerable ability, though it was never

augured by his most sanguine friends that he
would rise, like Pitt or Canning, to the highest

posts. Ho was lively, high-spirited, and as

fidl of fun as a schoolboy ; aud no bad hand
with his fists, as many a "bargee" on the banks
of the Cam, long since passed away, could

have testified, liis tutor at St. John'.s, it

should be added, was Dr. Wood, afterwards

lieail of that college and Dean of Ely ; and
it should be mentioned to Lord Palmerston's

credit, that although ho did not seek Univer-

sity honours, ho showed such mathematical

powers, that, in spite of his not being a I'ead-

iag man, he took a high place in the college

examinations, lu after life, when he went
down from time to time to Cambridge, as

member for the university, he was remarkable

for his good humour, tact, and kindness, and
entire freedom from all atfect.itiou, humbug,
and pomposity ; but even then none of his

friends dreamed that he would ever make

good running in the race for the premier-

ship ;
and it was thought rather a good joke

than otherwise for the Combination Room of

his college, when one of the fellows, return-

ing from town, during a parliamentary crisis,

some thirty-tive years ago, brought it do^vn as

a piece of club news, that there Wius a rumour
at the West-end that Palmerston was likely to

become Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

In 1803—5 there was no "Union" debat-

ing club at Cambridge : but Lord Palmerston

must have secured for himself a high reputa-
tion for ability, if in January, 1800, wbeii as

yet he had not put ou his gra'iuate's gown, he

was solicited to contest the University in the

Tory interest against Lord Henry Petty (after-

wards Marijuis of Lansdowne), the youthful
Chancellor of the Exchequer of the Grenville

Cal inet. It was no disgrace to have been

beaten by such a rival
; and before the

end of the year he had the satisfaction of

finding himself elected to the House of Com-
mons as M.P., not for Newport, as the papers
have generally asserted, but for the borough
of Hoi>h:im, Thougli elected by a double

return, he was seated on petition ;
and the

contes*t was remarkable as having led th-:! late

Lord Lyuilhurst to write a legal pamphlet on

the subject
—the only book which he ever

penned.
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Hiiviug Silt for four years as M. P. for

Newport, Isle of Wight,, iii May, 1811, we

find him elected M.P. for his University,

whose confidence was not withdrawn from

him for just twenty years. At the end of that

time, in 1831, he was defeated, the country

clergy having taken alarm at the rapid pro-

gress of Reform, and his own gradual adhe-

sion to the ranks of the Whigs. After this

date he sat for a few months for Bletchingley,

and fur two years, in the first reformed Par-

liament, for the southern division of Hamp-
shire ;

;iud defeated th<re, he found a refuge

in 1835 in the borough of Tiverton, a con-

stituency which was faithful to him to his

death, as he was faithful to it.

He had not been many months in Parlia-

ment when he was offered and accepted a

Junior Lordship of the Admiralty, from

which, in 1809, he was promoted by the

Duke of Portland to the post of Secretary at

War. In this capacity he served under six

different administrations iintil May, 1829,

when, along with Huskis^on, he withdrew

from the Duke of Wellington and went inxo

Opposition.

Up to this date his duty had mainly con-

sisted in moving the annual estimates ;
but he

carved out other work for himself, and showed
himself a zealous reformer in his own depart-

ment, in which he obtained for the soldier

various augmentations of pay and of pension
for active service, while he effected very large
retrenchments in the unchecked and unaudited

expenditure of the War Office.

The principles which he had imbibed in

early youth at Ediuburgh gradually cropped
out in Lord Palmerston during the "progres-
sive" administration of Canning, a large share

of whose mantle appears to have fallen on his

shoulders
;
and his intimacy with Huskisson

helped further to detach him from the Tory

party. In 1830 he fairly threw his lot in

with the Whigs, and not very long after the

delivery of two very powerful speeches on our

foreign relations in general, and more espe-

cially on the affairs of Portugal, Lord Grey
entrusted to his hands the Foreign Portfolio,

thus placing him in a position in which he

could carry out with tolerable freedom the

large and liberal views Avhich he had learned

under his former master as to the true policy
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of England towards the nations of the Con-

tiueiit of Europe.

The rost of Lord Palmerston'.s stiry is soon

toll. With the exception of the time that

^ir Itobert Peel hcM the reins of Goveiumeiit

iu tlie winter of 1834-5, an<l again from 1841
to 1B4C, the .seal.s of the Foreign Office re-

mained iu Lord Palmenston's hand.-^, from the

accession of the Whigs to power in 1830
down to nearly the end of Lord J. Russell's

administratiou. Under Lord Abrdeen he

hfld the Secretaryship of State for the Home
Department ;

and on the break-up of the

Coalition Cabinet at the beginning of 1855,
and the secession of the Peelite party, he

found the eyes of the nation fixed upon him
as the only Minister in the efficiency of

whose administratiou of public afl'air.s the

nation at large felt confiJence
;

the only

pilot who could " weather the storm." From
that time, if we except the very brief in-

tervals of Lord Derby's two short-lived ad-

ministrations, he held the Premiership till the

day of his death.

This is not the place to recount or recapitu-
late the various events in which Lord Palmer-
stou has played a prominent part during the

past ten year.s. They are part and parcel of

contemporary history, and the future Macaulay.s
and Froudes will do ample justice to their

memory. Nor will we say more about his

foreign administration than just remind our

readers tliat throughout the length and breadth

of the Continent he made the name of Eng-
land to be held in awe, and the British flag to

be respected, so that every Englishman who
travelled in foreign parts might well feel

secure from harm when it was known that

he carried in his pocket the passport of

Palmerston.

It was during his tenure of the Home Office

that Lord P.duierston first became in any
sense the idol of the people. Here his mea-
sures were sensible and practical, and his

manner of dealing with them was such as

went straight to the national heart. He
abolished much of the nuisance of those tall

smoky chimneys whicli darl^ened the air of

the metropolis ;
he stopped the unwholesome

and indecent crowding of our City church-

yards ; and he inaugurated a series of im-

provements in our town drain ige and other

sanitary arrangements which, it is to be hoped,
vriW be gradually carried into effect as fully
as he could have wished had his life been pro-

longed.

From the time of his incumbency of the

Home Office it is not too much to say that

Lord Palmerston Avas Prime Minister desig-

nate
;
and when he succeeded Lord Aberdeen

in 1855, the country accepted him with accla-

mation as its natural leader. How he suc-

ceeded in bringing the Russian war to a

favourable issue, how he forfeited power for a

short year by an inopportune concession to

France, how he rose from his temporary fall

like a giant refreshed, and how he exercLsed

his recovered strength during the last six

years, is known to the youngest of our readers.

P.ilmerston the Prime Mini^ter was es.sentially

the same man with Palmerston the Foreign

Secretary and Palmerston the Secretary at

AVar, but he no longer presented the same
characteristics to the world. *'

Having been

accused of meddling too much iu the internal

concerns of other States, he lived to be re-

proached for his persistent non-intervention.

Having been identified throughout the thirty

years' peace with a policy inherited from the

great war, he lived to be regarded as the mo.st

pacific of English ministers."

We have said that he was a public school

man, and an Harrovian to the last. The very
last time that he was present at his old school

: was on the occasion of the visit of the Prince

! and Princess of Wales in 1864, for the
'

"speeches." On that occasion, when Dr. Butler

was showing the Royal party round, he re-

I

ferred the Princess to Lord Palmerston to be

the showman of his own name, a task which

he immediately undertook with his usual good
nature. He al.so laid the foundation-stone of

the Vaughan Library on July 4, 18G1, at

I

the requtst of the present head-master, and

j

the ol I Harrovians who had subscribed to it,

I with an evident reaiiiness to pay that com-

j

pliment to Dr. Vaughan's successful adminis-

I

tration of the school. It was a pouring day,

pouring during the process itself, which had

to be performed under umbrelliis ; aTid Lord

I
Palmerston, with his usual facetiousness,

managed, in his speech, to bring in some funny

comparison between education and the "
fer-

tilising showers," which refreshed and im-

proved the soil, though they were not always

exactly to the taste of those who were exposed
to their influence. On these occasions, he

generally got jauntily on horseback again, and

rode back to London in time for the afternoon

debate, without stopping to trouble himself

about the "
spread," to which all the rest of

the guests were repairing, at the Head Miister's

house.

There was also another point in which Lord

Palmerston identified himself most heartily

with English tastes and feelings. He was at

heart a horseman, and a devoted one. He
rode well and constantly. During the "sea-

son "
there was no more interesting sight, par-
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tica?atly for oountry cousiiiSs than the Piviuier,

rtvthor late iu tlie afternoou, putting his horde's

head str:vight dowu Rotteu Row, and pound-

ing away iii a lon^, swingeing trot, vitterly

hovdUss of the crowds of idlers atid butterflies

who watcheil bis progress. This w-:\s his daily
**

coustitutioual." and as pxxl exercise as auy
raaw upwarvis of three severe and ten could in-

dulge in : and theu every uov\- and theu we
hearxi of his riding dowu to the Derby, or

mounting his farouiifej hack, and .qoing miles

before breakfast to seo a favourite try his

paces.

He was also a *• Turfm:m '" iu the best sense

of the wv>rvl. If we may believe Bell's Life,

*'so far back as the year IS 16 he ran a filly

cadltd Mignonette at Winchester, while curi-

ously enough the last appearance of his colours

over the same course duiiug the p;vst summer
was Tiith the three-year-old Wade, by King
TyMtt;* and on Wevlues^lay, the very day of

bis death, a ho:s*of Mr. Mvutgomerie's, be;ir-

r :
*'

•. viate name of P.^m, by Prime
2- ^ .-.0 opening n\ce at Kelso. "But
it was not until alv>vit the time of liis marriage
that Lcrxi Palmer^ton really took rank .\s a

Turfite, creating, as he did, some amusing
sensation with the most renowned ruuutr he

ever p<>-sessi-il, Ilioua, by Priam, a cast-otT from
Lcr.l Gev^rge Beutinck's stud, who won the

gn?at autumn h;uidicap of the year, the Cesare-

vitck at Xew market." Memonible Jis this ric-

toiy might be to the master of Broadlands, it

was rendered still more so by the discussion

that ensued as to the proper pronunciation of

the name of the stake^ and the whole world

found still more difficulty in giving the name oi

the winner, and for week after week a wordy
warfare was carritd on as to the claims of the

Omega or Omicron. The point was idtimately

T^ened, not to the Jockey Club, but to the

heaths of the neighbouring university, when a

ded&icn was giren iu favour of the * o '

long,

and, of coarse,
* a deal of money dianged

bands.*' It must not be inferred from this that

bis kmiship was a heavy bettor ; on the oon-

tnuy, he *' sever stcod a stake in his life, but

pAtionised the puisoit from his innate love of
kots^ acd sport.'
And what was the secret and the aource of

Ids great popuLtrity *in''^"g all t^^saawa of his

coanUyiuec. ? Is was not his transcendent

aims, bis exalted idea of what was best in the

aletxaei, and the devotion with which he fol-

lowed it oat in addon. It lay in his thoroogh
identaficataoa of himself with the people whose
dristinies be swayed. He wils in all his tastes

and sympathies a tbotoo^h E&glishman. He
did nut focg^ at seven^ the lessons be bad
learned as a public adool-boy at Harrow azty

'

yeivrs befoiv. He was one of ourselves, and
;
we all of us tVlt that he thoroughly repre-
sented our feelings and our ideas. He was

1 large hearted and intensely practical, and
I moved among men and women of every class

; and nmk jis ouo of themselves. He did not

i live a hermit life, but was always ready and'

! accessible to those who sought him. He
j sympiithised intensely witli the world outside
'

the gates of Cambridge House, and rejoiced
at every opportunity of identifying himstlf
with it.

" He never was so h;»ppy as when pre-

siding over some county gathering, or so much
at home as when ado!res-iug a mixed audience,
whose noise and merrimeLt delighted him.
He was ever jovi;d and gei;i:vl. Ou the

Tiverton hustings, at a^ricuhunU dinners, as

the ^'oirfe of Mechanics' Institutes, at g;\ther-

ings of Volunteers, wherever people, and

especi.-illy young people, might have met to

enjoy tliemselves, he w;vs always rea«ly to

make them a speech, mingling grave with g:\y,

and tempering the ofl'-band s.illies of his

humour with the fruits of his matchless ex-

perience. His unfailing good-humour and
inexhaustible animal spirits, if they obscured
to some extent his more solid endowments,
not only carried him through anxieties ituder

which many a younger man has sunk, but
endearevl him to all who came within their

influence,
''

It must be owned, then, that these were
solid reasons for his popul.urity. The simple
truth is, that he was greater than party names.
In the words of a writer in tlie Daily Tele-

graph,
" HLi party was his period, he belonged

I to events. He had no convicti. n so strong as
'

tha: History could take very great care of her-

self and of the future, if we only helped her by
; doing onr very best for to-day." And in spite

I

of all his failings and shortcomi:.gs, the wide-

\

spread appreciation of Lord Palmerstou's ser-

! vices, by friend and foe alike, was due, in a

pre-eminent degree, to his superbly English

qualities. He has died at the zenith of his

£une. A little less of toil, and we should not,

perhaps, have seen peace kept for EugLind ; a

little more, and the march of events wculd have

passed beyond the brave pace of his failing feet

As it is, he could not himself have chosen a

happier hotu: to pass an-ay than this, which

leaves his memory fresh and green for ever

among his countrymen for sagacity, patriotic

spirit, and political success, and clustered

^mnt with qualities so sterling and so native,

that the funeral oration which will be spoken
for him by a thousand lips says almost all

when it says,
" We have lost the most English

I

Minister that ever governed Eng\\r.d."
Ralph oe Pstk&klu
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A TJilAD.

OyK of the few tbat loved me

To t'.i<, fif off wett, 0/j 4i l>'/>tJ«w qo/et^
Hbi iais I »ball uerer ku9v *

OrK; of the few tliat lored me,
VVa? laid i/i t»»;r ^rare last tpr'mti ;

I &.7i left tnii<jra—f</r laj wtsddlc^ niora

Ko jvj-UrJk »ill erer ring !

ni.

Ooe of tbe few that loT*!d me,
Lf»»e« me no m^/n—not be !

Hie ii':swt be fcoW for tbe Jcust of goW,
'

lifc a bitter ©i:*]d woxld t/> me !

I

THE CLOSED STAIRCASE.

I v.'Ai> walking Tjp and dcnm the clcaet.ered

court of 8i. Oftwal'i'8, with my fri<?u'i liryc*,

one evening earl/ in the I^iiit Teria of 185—,

It V, a-i only my i5e<5ond term of reisi/lence, and
an Jiryce was on the point of taking M>; degree,
I regarded him with a con;dderaV>le aiaotxiit of

respect, not to say awe ; for he it wa« who had
allowfid me to rab off Uiy freshuess upon Viinrt,

and feaved me, by many a timely hint, from
seveial of the errora and yay^'t^rie* incidental

to the uninitiated in undergraduate life. I

had fag:^ed for hica at nehoolf and the mutual

friendship ono; begun there, and intermpted for

a hpace of three years by his residaiee in tibe

Univeriiity, had n.ow gprong up again more

v/armly than ever. And now, meetitig again
after the vacation, which he had Kpettt in

d reading in hijs colk^e rooms, there was
the u-JTial comparing of note? on ererjr otmoeir-

able Hubject, slipping by impereeptii^ geada-
tions from fckatiug lo poHtic-, from polices to

theology, and thence round again (taking in
the o;i:rlri of e-.-il, and tbe intermediate istate

of ezi-,tenee by the way), to the chsne&n Ihai

feO-and-BO had of obtaining thevarant nzdT^»ty
scholarship. At Ian it seemed as if we had

pretty well exhausted everything
*' ocmT^s-

able ;" the current of our talk flowed in a
shallower and BtiU Bhallower rtream, and we
were on the point of Beparating £01 ibe va^stf
which was far advanced, when a f^gf"f1 qnee-
tion of nine altered the whole course of alEaiiz,

and kept us out of our respective beds for a
consiJerahde period longar. It aroee thus :

from the court, at regular iniearrals, wisareasea

ope:.ed, each one leading to three or four
"erent feets of rooms, all with tii^ oecopants,
there was never a set of rooiUB racant for

?^ length of time in college. But in one

part <^ tbe eoturt, at the «oatb coruer, whece,
in tbe natural eoome of tbingx, o/ie would bare

expeet^l to «^ a 8tairca«e likewuse, tb««e was

mmfij a door, shtit dose, Vmmnji it for

p«ba^ tbe bandredtb time in otir <Ate>iii of
tbe eourt, I earelemly lu/innA against it, no*

tieed thai it wa« fast, juod bad no bauble, k>ry-

1m^, or otbor means of opening ; and ttxtmsyj,

io Bryoe, asked wbetber a sbam ^^or wa-.

supposed to be ^tber mefal or omsMmttal by
tbe intelligent arcbiteet of tbe eoort. To
wludi he r«pli*>d with rather a meaning
smiJe :—

*'
Deddedlf nsefinl in tbis case, if tcaditun

is to be beMered."
*'

What,*' said I, ^is there some vge&ul and

peeoliar vintage of olJ p'/rt, x^s^^ifA. ffx tbe

most ftcdemn eazooses of most andeat fellows,
iowbieb admisHon is gainedby a secret spring,
known only to tibe beteditarf «id iuriolable

butler r'
*•
No," said he lax^aing.

"
Bottle*, if wtj

be behind that door, mu.>;t deserve the «o!.ri-

2'*ef we give to emytj one?, a* we roll taem
isiVj the coTDia of the room at «u;^;»«r-tim.e,

—
* dead men.' However, if you choose tf> hear

the etory a« it wa« told me by my old Tutor,
who wa* a junior fellow of St. Oswald's when
tbe erents catmng thai door to be clo^e^l to^^

plaee** ^lere be ^to it another kitjc, wMsk
made me ooli to mj toes), ''and if 70a wili do
toe tbe jiutloe to htMere ibat I am not pcae-

tiang on jonr ii^;einions iosoeaiee, I am at'

tareJy at your wsarnee,^

01 comae I gladly zmeaied, and tboo^ I

bad £^ so tieefj fire numtttes anee, at thai

mom^ot I could bare warranted to l^eep

awake for a week. 'Btje^ siartsd oS wiib the

etoty, wbisb I ^e in bis own words, as fsac

as I ^n remember them :—
*' I think I eame 1^ h^e hsiUer iniiialed

than most taea in tibe lore of the vmreiatty,

oinng io old J^tnson, who spi?3at at lea«t half

tbe timewhai he oa^it io bare been poli'lung

1^ my Gtedc lambiea, in rediinf ihnllinf
tales of Im own nndeigradoate Me ; striking,

undoubtedly, most oi them were, and moch
better fan than eomporing a dialagae (a los^

way)afiberSophodes; none c^tib^a bare, how-

eror, ic^tained so firm a hoid on laj wood as

the one eotmeeted with, or rat^^c ssailed by^
that door. It appears that one of Im moat

intimate ftiends, named Mazsdai, moved into

those rooms <ndy a diort tame befose his

d^ree^ baring pEeriondy 'k^t' in t^ town.

The eidlege was not «>fiiill ib^at as now ; maoj
other ecdleges, which hare now sank into com*

paratire jntsgnififianee by tte ade of SL

OawaLTM, wcse then eixspeiitoEB wi^ it in

point (ot nnmb^s ; and be ^kmo theee roTms
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as being in a quiet and retired coruer of the

court, where he might adventure that often

repeated, but generally unsuccessful, experi-

ment of making up for three years' laziness

by three months' reading. He had got com-

fortably settled in the rooms, and had begun

carefully to parcel out the day, as is the cus-

tom of readiug men, into slabs of study, meals,

and exercise. One evening, it was the 15 th

of November, 179— (he had every reason to

recollect the date), he was returning home,
rather later than usual, having been detained

at his 'coach's' rooms over an unusually refrac-

tory and hysterical Greek chorus, when he

noticed in ascending the stairs to his rooms an

unusual illumination in the sitting-room. Not

being sure whether he might not have left

his candles burning, or whether his bed-maker,
who was not averse to brandy, had fallen a

victim to spontaneous combustion, and was an

unwilling holocaust on his hearth, he hurried

up and in, when a most remarkable sight pre-

sented itself. The room was brilliantly lighted

by wax candles, fixed in sconces against the

wall, and in massive candelabra, evidently old

college plate, which were set on the table
;
the

table itself extended from end to end of the

apartment, and on each side were seated young
men in the dress of the end of the seventeenth

or early part of the eighteenth century, carous-

ing much after the manner of their descen-

dants of the nineteenth. The post of chair-

man was occupied by a remarkably handsome

young fellow, somewhat older apparently than

the rest, and with a countenance which bore

unmistakeable traces of dissolute living, and
who seemed every now and then troubled by
some unpleasant thought which clouded his

brow, though he was the life of the party,
and seemed to be continually firing off fresh

wittici;-ms to keep them going. But still his

mind was evidently not there
;
he kept glanc-

ing at the door, as though expecting some
one to enter

;
and now IMarsdeu noticed for

the first time that the seat on the right hand
of the host was vacant. No sooner had he

noticed this (for he stood at his own door

spell-bound, but with every faculty, save that

of speech, at its extremest tension), than the

seat was filled, and filled by a fair young man,
whose boyiirh and innocent cast of features

strangely contrasted with that of the head of

the table. Over the face of this latter, as the

youth entered, there seemed to pass a mali-

cious smile, as he lifted his glass, and pledged
the new comer. While this was going on,
Marsden was not conscious of hearing any
sound, nay, by a sort of double .sense, while

kept alive to the quasi-reality of the scene be-

fore him, he could see, as in a shadowy back-

ground, his own hooks, surmounted by his

own bust of Plato, which looked far more

ghost-like than the ghostly banqueters.
" And now the drinking seemed to become

fierce
;

the youth on the right hand, who at

first refused wine, was yielding to the polite
entreaties of his next neighbour (who again
and again motioned to the servants to re-

plenish his glass), and was gradually becoming
flushed and heated. The whole company ap-

peared to get disorderly, healths were drunk
with great rapidity, and all the well-known

accompaniments of undergraduate suppers in

their most advanced stige, seemed to be taking

place ; and just at this time Marsden noticed

that the countenances of all the others, with

the exception of the fair guest, were such as

would stamp them as belonging to what we
should call the " worst set

;

" and their ex-

pression was not improved by intoxication.

At last all seemed to be either asleep or

maudlin, save the host and his next neighbour,

who, doubtless from the lateness of his arrival,

together with his abstemiousness at first, had
thus held out. But now he too seemed

rapidly becoming like the rest, when on a

sudden the host rose, went to a small cabinet

(for the servants had quitted the room), and
took thence a small bottle labelled "Tokay."
Filling a glass, he handed it to his friend, who
draTik it off with a sort of foolish half-tipsy
smile : but in one instant the smile changed
to an expression of pain, then to one of

horror, and then, as he caught the eye of the

host fired on him in malicious triumph, to

one of indescribable hate. Making a violent

effort to rise from his chair, and a fruitless one

to clench his fist and strike his foe, his whole

frame relaxed, and fell forward
;
and at the

same moment there was a hideous groan, and
the whole sight,

—
supper, guests, poisoner, and

poisoned,
—vanished, and the room was in utter

darkness. * * * *

" Marsden awoke to find himself in his bed,

diligently attended by his old Led-maker, who
was giving him and herself alternate spoon-
fuls of brandy and water,

" The state of insensibility in which she

had found him, required, alas ! no explana-
tion from him in her eyes, as it was not a very
uncommon experience of hers to discover her
'

young gentlemen,' one or more of them, prone
on the floor, rather than on the beds, of their

apartments on her arrival in the early morn-

ings, and had she sought for or expected any

account, Marsden was by no means in a

humour to give one. At first, indeed, he

made up his mind to tell nobody, and of

course, ten minutes afterwards, when his

friend Johnson came into his rooms, he de-
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tailed his strange vision of the preceding

night at length. Sad to say, Johnson's coun-

tenauce expressed the belief that MarsJen had

returned for one night at least to the some-

what reckless orgit-s vrhich had adorned hi«

early terms of residence, and was suffering

in consequence thereof, and his only comment
on the story was,

' My dear fellow, if you
rrill go on getting drunk up to the threshold

of your degree, you will most undoubtedly be

plucked.' So Marsden said no more, and

merely contenting himself with writing a brief

abstract of that scene which he himself knew
not how to account for, he did the most sen-

sible thing under the circumstances, and tried

to forget all about it. A month rolled by,

the t*rm waned, all but a few steady readers

were departing, or had already departed, to

their homes for Christmas. The fifteenth of

December was just closing in, gloomy and

damp, and Marsden sfttled, with a wearied

sigh at the vanity of life, such as is not un-

common at two-and-twenty, to his books.

Wonderful to relate, he gjt intere?ted, and

several hours flew by without his relaxing his

attention. However, on looking at his watch,
and seeing it close on midnight, he was

drowsily determining to go bed, when on a

sudden his whole room seemed to become
illuminated. He was at the time standing at

an upright desk for reading in one c 'rner of

his room, and instantly faced about. To his

honor and astonishment, he beheld the same
scene alrearly described, of the supper, and

the poisuniug, re-enacted in every par-

ticular. * * * *

" 'We shall get you better soon, old boy,'

said Johnson to him, as he bent over him about a

fortnight after the above date
;

' but you
have succeeded in reading yourself into a

brain fever, and may consider yourself lucky
that you have escaped with no worse conse-

quences than temporary baldness, and the

appetite of an ostrich.'
" lilarsdeu replied by two questions :

" ' What day of the month is it? and when
can I be moved ?

'

" ' It is the second of January, and in

about a fortnight's time we maj* get you away
from here.'

" To Johnson's surprise, and almost alarm,
Marsden sprang up, or rather half sprang up,
in bed, and, seizing him by the arm, said :

" ' If you don't get me away in less than a

fortnight, you may spare yourselves the

trouble, for the undertadvers will do the job
more satisfactorily.'

" Johu5.on endeavoured to qniet him, think-

ing, not unreasonably, that the fever had not

yet left hiin, anJ indeed he was worse for

' some hours afterward*. But later in th-i

evening he repeated the .st'-ry he had told to

my old tutor six weeks before
; and John9r>n

sen^-ibly informed the doctor, when he called,
of his friend's dread of a repetition of the same

• scenes on the corresponding day of January,
if he were suffered to remain so long ; and
with considerable risk to Marsden, happily un-

attended with b:wi results, he w.as moved out

on the fourteenth of that mouth.
" The rooms have never since been

occupied."
"
Well," said I, as Bryce paused here, "had

no one the courage to brave the spectral sym-
: posium ?

"

"
Yes," said he,

" the next night Johnson
made a point of sitting up in the rooms, but

he unfortunately had taken so much in the

way of gentle stimulants to nerve him for the

expected terrors, that he awoke, after a some-

what uncomfortable slumber, at four o'clock iu

the morning of the 16th to find himself iu

profound darkness, and with a violent cold in

the head."
"
But," said I again,

" was no explanation
ever offered of the extraordinary scene of

which Marsden was witness ?
"

"Only this," rep'.ied Bryce; "some weeks

afterwards, when he was slowly recruiting his

health at his father's house in Leicestershire,

he found among a bundle of old papers in a

disused room, a strange confession of an

ancestor of his, whom he had heard of as a

wild fast liver, who had suddenly sobered

down, gone abroad, and turned monk, but of

whose history but little was known. The

manuscript cont dued a very ordinary account

of love and jealousy, induced by a handsome

young rival in the affections of a certain young

lady, ending with an obscure vow of ven-

geance against him. Then came a blank, and

afterwards these singular words :
—

" 'Nov. 16, 109— : Good God ! am I to

go through that horrible evening again ? Not
a soul but myself knows or suspects that 1 had

anything to do with his death : they put it

down to excessive drinking and excitement ;

and here am I forced by some frightful fitte to

commit the same gha-tly crime iu spirit as

each fifteenth day of the month comes round !

Forgive me, O God I
—but I know it cannot

be. I must carry about a living hell within

me till I die !

' Here the MS. ce .sed

abruptly. Whether its contents were intended

to be made known by the unhappy man (who
before the end of the year had quitted

England for ever), or to be left in obscurity,

it is impossible to say. At any rate, the

narrative was not found till the time I men-

tion, and T need hardly say materially retarded
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Marsdeu's recovery. He was never able to

ascertain whether the vision had appeared to

others before his time, or whether, as a descen-

dant of the murderer, he had been specially

favoured la the matter. Nobody else ever

repeated the experiment, which failed in

Jolinson's case, for the story came to the

Master's ears, aud as the rooms occupied by
Marsden were not particularly convenient or

particularly wanted, and as he had a great dis-

like, as he said, to further addling the brains

of undergraduate members of the college by

any additional distraction, he caused the

door you see at the bottom of the staircase to

be fixed firmly in its place : and it hasn't, as

far as I am aware, occurred to any succeeding

college authorities to have it opened since.

But I do not despair of a seance being held

there yet, as there are one or two of the

junior fellows who believe in that sort of thiog,—and in nothing else. But come," concluded

Bryce,
"

I ought to have been in bed hours

ago, so, if my fire has not hopelessly subsided,
we will contrive a small jug of '

Bishop
' be-

fore we turn in." W. J. L.

A DANGEROUS CURE.

'*
Halloa, Harry, old boy!" exclaimed

Tom Alhin to his old college chum Harry
Thornton,

"
you look as if you had the

cares of the world on your shoulders. Had a

skirmish with madame, eh ? Not been mar-

ried six months, and begin to show the un-

mistakeable signs of repentance : doesn't speak
well for matrimony, 'pon my word it doesn't :

depend upon it, there's nothing like steering
clear of the ladies altogether."

"
Tom, my dear Tom, you are mistaken,—

indeed you are," said Harry, with a forced

laugh. "I "

"Mistaken!" interrupted Tom, "not I,

indeed
;
when did you ever find me mistaken ?

No, no ! I'm a great deal too clear-sighted for

that. I never in my life beheld such a change
as I see in yon since,

—
since, well, it's no good

mincing the matter,—siuce you were insane

enough to marry : there, that's the truth.

"Why, my good fellow, you are no longer the

jolly, merry, good-tempered, easy going fellow

you were, but a miserable, wietched, dejected,

surly
"

"Tom, for goodness' sake, stop!" exclaimed

Harry, excitedly. "I shall go distracted, mad,
if you continue in this jocose strain. I've

been annoyed and worried lately. I'm not in

a fit state to stand chaff. But as regards my
marriage, I believe I'm as happy as most mar-
ried men

;
in fact, my happiness would be

complete, but "

" But—ah ! that's it, Harry, we are coming
to the point now. That little word 'but'
tells a long tale. ChaflSng aside, Harry, old

friend, there is a change in you, a lamentable

change. Come, now, you had better unburden

your mind
;

whatever you tell me, rest as-

sured, will be kept strictly private, and it is

said ' two heads are better than one,' so be-

tween us let us see if we cannot change the

dark threatening face of aflairs into smiles and
sunshine,"

Harry remained thoughtful some time. He
certainly was in a very awkward position. To
confess that his wife was getting very self-

willed, and almost unmanageable, was not at

all pleasant ; and yet it w^as evident Tom
guessed something was wrong ; he was such a

sharp, shrewd fellow
;

it would be perfectly
ridiculous attempting to disguise the truth

any longer. So in a hurried manner he related

his domestic grievances, how he was almost

wearied out with the continual eruptions which
disturbed his domestic happiness. The slight-

est opposition on the most trivial subject,
would send his wife into violent hysterics ;

till

at last he was obliged to give in for the sake

of peace and quiet ;
in fact, he might say his

life was becoming a burden to him.
"
Yes, and so it will be," said Tom,

" un-

less something desperate is done."

"Desperate!" reiterated Harry, ia an

alarmed voice.
"

Yes, desperate," answered Tom ;

" but

don't alarm yourself unnecesf^arily. What I

mean is this ; yours is a desperate case, and
therefore requires desperate means to effect a

cure. Hysterical young ladies require very

peculiar treatment. There are a few, but a

very few, who understand how to treat them

properly ;
aud those poor unfortunates who

don't, aud are obliged to live with them, may
consider themselves doomed to a life-long

state of wretchedness. Now, if you don't

wish to be placed amongst those wretched

martyrs, you must follow my injunctions im-

plicitly. I have made hysteria a study for

some time, and have at last hit upon an ex-

cellent remedy ;
and though not in a position

to practise it myself, have had numerous proofs

of its beneficial effects on the wives of several

of my friends. Now, you say your wife on

the slighest opposition, on matters however

trivial, goes off into shrieking hysterics, and

you, for the sake of peace and quiet, give
in ;

it is that absurd '

giving in ' that does all

the mischief. Now, take my advice, the next

time your wife creates any disturbance, or you
see any signs of a coming st rm, instead of
'

giving in,' and bathing her head wiih Eau-

de-Cologne, and calling her by every endear-
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iug epithet under tlio sun, and terming your-

self a brute of a liusbaud for causliii^ your
own darling little wife such unhappiuess, and

kissing away her tears, promising that in the

future she shall reign supreme, and all kind

of absuniities,
—

s^jpaA- in a loud voice, say your

patience is worn out with such nonsense
; you'll

stand it no longer, something must bo done
;

it will be impossible to go on living in that

•wretched state. You might, in an undertone,
but audible enough for her to heai', suggest

such a tiling as a separation ;
then wind up by

putting ou your hat to go out, but take care

before y.ju go to dash a jug of coM water over

her face
;

it has a marvellous eliecfc of bring-

ing hysterical people to their senses, particu-

larly if nature has Ujt beneficently bestowed

a becoming wave to the hair, and art supplies

its place. Ring the bell in a decided manner,
and place her under the maid's care, with

strict orders not to spare cold water. But be

sure, my dear fellow, to bang the street-door

loudlij after you, so as to leave the impression
that your temper is seriously aroused, and

that it would take some time, and great altera-

tions in her conduct, to bring you round again.

The great object to be achieved is to make
her fear the consequences of exciting you into

a passion : once do that, and you'll have very
little trouble with her afterwards."

"Impossible, Tom ! I could never do it. In-

deed I could not. Lilian is so fragile, such

harsh treatment would kill her."
" Kill her, nonsense ! Women are not so

easily killed as that. But I'll tell you what,

Harry ;
if you don't take my advice, you'll re-

pent. Now listen, while I give you a few

cases of married uahappiness, and then see if

you don't alter your tone. I knew a fellow

who had a vvife who used to imlulge in hys-
terical tits to such a frightful degree that his

home was made perfectly wretched, and the

only peace he had was when he was out of it.

JJy Jove ! I shall never forget one night re-

turning home from the Club together ; my
cigar went out, so I walked on with him to

his domicile to get a light. Oh! what a sight

presented itself to our astonished eyes !

Althmigh i)ast midnight, tht-re stood Madam
ill the hall, with a lighted taper in her hand,
which illuminaied her beautiful angry face

;

her hair was tos.sed back from her white fore-

head, and her .splendid eyes almost flashing

tire ; she cert.iinly di I look marvellously beau-

tiful as she stepped forward with the air of a

tragedy (jueen, and almost shrieked through
her pale quivering lips,

— ' Where have you
been ? I demand an explanation. Don't tell

me you have beeu to the Club, it's a paltry

excuse, and I wonder you can stoop to such a

mean subterfuge ;
but 1 will not be silenc-nl in

this manner, 1 am d>termined ti know wht-ro

you pass your evenings.' And on she went at

such a rate, that it almost t(Kjk away my lireath

to listen. Then he retaliated, and accused her

of being the cause of his frequent ab^entment

from home. It was getting so awfully hot

that I thought a third person was not very
desirable. So off I bolted. Tne last thing I

heard of this happy pair was that he hid got
a separation on the plea of incompatibility of

temper. It was an unfortunate thing that

such a magnificent creature should fyll into

wrong hands, who didn't understand the art

of breaking in. And I know another fellow

who leads a cat and dog life with his wife

from the same cause
;
and he hasn't the pluck

to try my remedy,"
" Horrible ! horrible !

" exclaimed Harry.
"Ah! horrible indeed. Well, my dear

Harry, if you don't look out, you'll lind your-
self in the same predicament ;

so pray be warned

iu time. ]\Iy cousin's wife remin.ls me very
much of yours: a j^retty charming liitlj thing
as long as she had her own way, but coul iu't

stand contradiction. lie, like a sensible fellow,

adopted my plan ; and now they are one of

the happiest pairs in Christendom. I coiild

tell you of numerous other successe.^, but as I

have an appointment at one, and it wants but

five minutes to that hour, I must say aJieu."******
"

Lilian, dear 1
"

Lilian was buried in the luxurious cushions

of the sofa, reading, and did not, or would not,

hear her husband.
" Lilian !

" ho repeated, in a louder tone.
" Good gracious, Harry, how you startled

me ! AMiat ?
"

" I was thinking, dear, we ought to go and

see my mother
;

it is so long since we were

there, I am afraid she will think something h
the matter." Harry spoke nervously,' hiiving

a vague idea that his suggestion would not be

received kindly.
" My dear Harry, what is the matter with

you to-day i Wliy can't you read the paper,

and be quiet, and let me li ive a little peace ?

I shall never finish this book, if you keep in-

terrupting me. Oti, dear ! what unsettled

mortals men are ! they never seem contented.

The idea of going out this cold day to see

your mother ! No, I can't go."

"But, my dear Lil, it is really a duty we

owe her : I should not like her to think she

is neglected."
" Oh ! well, then, Haixy, if you consider it

such an imperative duty, pray don't let me

prevent your discharging it ;
but I do not con-

sider it mine to spend a long tedious evening
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with an old lady M'ho always torments me by

asking if I know the last new stitch in knit-

ting, and giving me receipts for some extraor-

dinary puddings.

Harry was astounded. Was it possible that

was Lilian—his wife—speaking in that disre-

spectful light manner of his saint- like mother !

It was more than he could put up with.
"
Madam," he exclaimed passionately,

"you strangely forget of whom you are speak-

ing ;
for the future, if you cannot speak in a

different strain, I beg you will be silent," and
he looked defiantly towards, the sofa. What
a change he beheld in his wife's fair young
face ! The closed eyes, and spasmodic workings
of the mouth and throat, he knew too well

foretold a coming storm, and it was not long
before it burst forth in all its violence.

Lilian was in hysterics, stronger than he had
ever witnessed before. What was to be done ?

Suddenly Hashed across his mind Tom's

remedy ; it had succeeded, Tom had assured
him positively it had, why not now ? anyhow
he would hazard it. No time was to be lost

in hesitation
; he must act at once. So he

commenced by walking hurriedly up and
down the room, with his arms folded in a de-

termined manner. He told her it was useless

carrying on those ridiculous scenes any longer,
that they had ceased to alarm him ; and if

they continued he had made up his mind what

course to pursue, and hinted in an undertone,
as Tom suggested, the probability of a sepa*"

ration. So, after dashing a glass of cold

water over her and placing her under the

maid's care, made his timely exit, with a tre-

mendous bang of the street-door, and con-

gratulating himself that he had performed his

part admirably.
The banging of the street-door seemed
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thoroughly to .arouse Lilian. What ! he had

guiie out, left her in tliat statu ! Oh ! how
cruel ! how cruel ! What could have clian^ed

him so terribly / Harry, who was usually ho

kind and gentle, to da.-^h cold water over her

so mercilessly ; surely he covdd not be respon-
sible for his unfeeling actions. A demon
must have possessed him, and he was acting
under its evil influence. And the word

separation she was positive she heard, what

could it n:ean ? Perhaps—perhaps he had gone
to consult a lawyer. What could she do ?

what shoidd she do ? The thought was mad-

dening.
"Oh! Jane," she ciied, in a despairing

voice to the maid, who was busil}' employed
in bathing her temples with cold water,

" I

feel so—so ill—so wretched."
"

Yes, ma'am, I dessay j'er does. My last

young mistress used to feel just in the same

kind o' way, so low, and sinking like after

one of her—let me see— 'attacks,' I think she

called 'em."
" Did—did she sufl'er like me ?

" asked

Lilian, plaintively.

"Lor bless yer soul! she was afllictcd

a A fid bad with 'sterics. I never see the like

of "em. Poor master had a hard time of it

with her."
" But I suppose ho was very kind ami

gentle, Jane I

"

"
Well, ma'am, he was for a time

;
but

gentlemen ai'nt got much patience : they
don't seem to understand them kind o' things.

O, lor ! I shall never forget one day if I live

to be a hundred years old. Mistress was in

awful 'sterics, I bathed her head, and gave her

sal volatile, and sich like, but nothing seemed
to do her no good, she went on a screechiug
louder than ever. When all of a sudden, up
jumped master, like a madman, and gave her,

oh, lor ! sich a shaking ;
it was a mercy he

didn't shake the very life out of her."
"
Oh, how dreadful ! did she die I" asked

Lilian, in a frightened voice.
" Die ! bless yer soul, no. 'Sterics don't kill."
"
No, no. But the shaking, didn't that kill

her, .J.me ?
"

'•

Lor, no, ma'am
;

it seemed to do her a

world o' good : she never had 'em after the

shakiii
.J.

"

"
liut Jane, he must have been a very pas-

sionate man."
"

Well, no, ma'am, he was generally looked

upon as a very kind, peaceable gentleman ;

but yer see he had a great deal to worrit him,
and it was more than he could a-bear."

"
It was a Very sad case indeed," sighed

Lilian. " Poor thing, how I pity her ;
it

would have killed me, Pm sure. Oh ! yes, I

never, never could have survived tliat. But,
Jane, j'ou don't think that— tliat your niai.ter

would ever— sliake me, do you .'

"

"
Well, really, ma'am, I shouldn't like to

say ;
but when gentlemen gets into passioiiH,

there's no knowing what they won't do.

Passion is a awful thing. Bless me ! I re-

member my grandmother telling me of a man
in a fit of passion, who "

Lilian was in despair. Good gracious !

was Jane going to relate any more atrocities ?

She should go frantic, she felt convinced, if

she had to listen. She had better put an end
to the conversation at once by pleading

fatigue.
"
Jane," srie said wearily, closing her eye.^,

"I feel very tired; 1 think if I were alone, I

might try and sleep a little."

"Well I never !

"
thought Jane. "If gentle-

folks ain't the oddest kind o' folks that ever I

.see; one moment they ai'e a screeching enough
to have the house down, and the ne.xt, oh, lor!

talking about going to sleep.' And Jane left

the room, feeling aggrieved at bjing dismissed

so suddenly.
When Lilian was alone, instead of sleeping,

as she had led Jane to believe she should do,
she began seriously to reflect on the past. The
more she thought of Harry's conduct, the

more extraordinary it seemed
; tlie unfeeling

things he had said and done, .she could never

forget, uo never. Oh ! if he should ever in a

lit of passion shake her,
—but surely he woull

never do anything so barbarous as that. And
yet Jane, evidently by her conversation,
didn't seem to think it improbable. Well, if

he did, she was quite certain that she should

die of a broken heart. Then what a life of

remorse he would lead, to think that he had
been the cause of her deatli. Then Lilian's

thoughts wandered oft' into another strain.

Harry she felt sure would return home peni-
tent

;
he would see that he had acted wrongly

and rashly, and would beg and implore her

forgiveness in such touching heart-rending

language, that it would be impossible not to

forgive him. But of course she should im-

press upon him the heinousness of his doings,

aud that if such things ever happened again,
he must not look to her for mercy. But lis-

ten,
—

yes ! that was his step; the culprit was

in the hall. Lilian's heart beat wildl}*.

What a long time he was hanging up his hat !

How ditierent to what she had expected : she

thought he would have rushed in frautically,

thrown himself on his knees, and vehemently

besought her pardon. What could it mean ?

But there was no time for further meditation.

Harry was now coming into the room ;
she

ndsed her eyes to his face ;
that one look was
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eiiougli ;
it told her plainer than words could

have exi^rcssed that peuitence was not there.

Then it was not momentary passion that had

caused him to act in the way he had. No, no !

he must have meant all he said and did
;
or

why would he not speak now ? Why look so

cold and stern ? Oh, that she could die ! yes,

that very minute. What had she now to live

for ? what would the future be to her ?—all

dark and drear.

Dinner passed over in gloomy silence, and

the evening commenced in the same way.

Harry sat in the easy-chair, reading the paper,
an if unconscious of his wife's presence.

Lilian watched him anxiously, expecting every
niinute that he would show some symptoms of

contrition
;
but no, hour after hour passed by,

and still Harry's heart remained hardened ;

at last she began to doubt if it ever would

soften. But she would wait no longer ; it

was hopeless to think he would be the tirst to

speak, and to go on living in that wretched state,

she coiddn't do it. She would appeal to his

feelings. She felt sure, if .she told him how
much she had suffered, the wretched sus-

pense she had endured, he would relent.

And she would beseech him never to treat her

so again.
"
Harry," she said, in a low, quivering

voice.

No answer.
" Oh ! Harry, dear Harry ! Do speak to

me
;
I'm so very very miserable."

Harry rose slowly from his chair, and sat

down by her side on the sofa.

"
Well, Lilian," he said gravely.

"
Oh, Harry I if you only knew all I have

suflered, how wretched I have been, I'm sure

you would feel for me. Promise me you will

never behave to me again as you did to-day."
"

Lilian, I shall only promise on one condi-

tion, that is—remember—that you never give
me cause to do so."

" 1 will try, indeed I will," answered

Lilian, earnestly.

"Well, my darling, if you really try, I'm
sure you will succeed."

And Lilian did succeed in overcoming her

little weakness. Whether it was her deter-

mination to conquer, or the fear of a good
sound shaking, still remains a mystery. But
suffice to say, Harry is never troubled with

any more "
scenes," and his home now is a

perfect elysium. W. A.

PKOLONGED SLEEP.

There are several cases on record of a pro-

longed abstinence from food, but they are

mostly of old date, and one at least, after much

vain watching, was discovered to be a cheat.

W^hat credit is to be given to Dr. Blaiide's

statement, we are not in a position to decide
;

but we may at all events believe thaT he him-
self is a firm believer in it. The account he

gave was rea 1 at the French Academy, and in

substance it was as follows. A young woman,
twenty years of age, fell asleep and slept for

fifty days. This was in 1854
;
and nothing

of the kiud recurrel imtil the beginniug of

1862, when she suddenly fell asleep again,
and did not awake until March, 18G3. Every
imaginable effort was made to rouse her, but

without effect
; she continued to remain asleep

without showing the slightest sign of being dis-

turbed. Her breathing was almost impercep-
tible

;
the pulse low

;
the skin rosy and fresh.

She neither ate nor drank, and yet there

appeared to be a slight tendency towards

fattening. On reading his first paper, the doc-

tor entered into some speculations concerning

sleep, which are very imperfectly reported. It

seems that he disingnishes three kinds of sleep :

the diurnal, the annual, and the metamorphic.
We have all had experience of the first ; the

second corresponds with the hybernation of

certain animals
;
the third is transitory, as in

the case of the transformation of a caterpillar
into a butterfly. Sleep he considers to be a"

peculiar form of life, and the primary condition

under which life is manifested. Everybody
will not agree with him in his theory, but his

views are worthy of attention. Subsequently
he made anf^ther statement on the same subject ;

and in confirmation of it he quoted the names
of other doctors,

—
Segalas, Dumeril, Darson-

ville, Puel and others. For an entire year, a

lady presented the same symptoms as Mailame
Macleod and Louise Durand

;
tha^- is to say,

animal life null, organic life good, bnt reduced

to a minimum
;
the pulse slow, breathing almost

imperceptible, the flesh soft and fre.sh, no

diminution of flesh, but an absolute insensibility

and general contraction. At first every eflfort

was made to awaken them, or to keep them
from falling asleep again when ihey were

awake
;
but finding the utter uselcssness of

this treatment, the doctor thought it was cruel

to continue it, and suflered the lady first

referred to, to sleep as much as she was inclined,

its salutary influence having been speedily dis-

cerned by him on the two first occasions of her

falling asleep, they having followed on two
'

severe attacks of illness, attended by intensely
acute suflering. The question why sleep should

enjoy the privilege of rendering persons in-

sen>ible to pain, and of i)reserving them from

loss of flesh, is one whioh men, with all their

scientific knowledge, are very unlikely to

solve. G. L.
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CHAPTER Xlir. IN HIDING.

If Seytoii was dissatisfied with the issue of

the word-du.!l, it is certiun, that his elderly

adversary did uot return to his own phice iu a

very jubilant frame of mind : indeed, as he

rode soberly back towards Torrcaster, his

meditations were of the gloomiest.

The prospects of the joint-stock matrimonial

company—such in truth it was—did not look

very promising, so far : the risks swelled

enormously, and the possible profits dwindled

in like proportion, as Mr. Standen contem-

plated them. He began to be heartily sorry

that he had let Bessie go. The house would

seem very dreary without her
;

he did not

look forward with any satisfaction, to the

society of his saturnine nephew ; guessing,

tolerably well, what solace or encouragement

might be expected from him. Furthermore,

though he had aft'ected to laugh them to

scorn, he knew better than to disregard Sey-
ton'a last words,—whether they were threat

or warning. Torrcaster would be no home for

one, against whom the face of Marlshire's

favourite squire should be set in enmity. It

was a nuisance, too : the place was central and

convenient
;
and he had been very comfortable

there, on the whole. The hoary old proliigate
—

who had ceased, one would have thought, for

many a year, to incumber himself with home

sympathies—felt something like an honest pang
at this last disturbance of his grimy Lares.

His nephew was abroad, when Mr. Standen

reached home
;
and he took the precaution to

recruit his energies and fortify himsolf against

catechising, with a hurried dinner, and divers

'drains' of extra strength. This was done

so eflectually, that when the Lawyer returned,

he could get but very little out of his uncle, of

a coherent or satisfactory nature. Mr. Standen

•was sullenly reticent, or obstinately obscure ;

and even made one or two absurd demonstra-

tions of asserting his paternal dignity ; hinting,

that what had passed was his concern and no

one else's, <fec.
,
&c.

Kit Daventry kept his temper admirably
—he

always did, when there was nothing to gain by

losing it—and listened quite patiently to the

elder man's maundering^, intersprinkled with

vague defiant curses (for Jem Standen, iu the

quarrelsome stage of drink, resembled the

famous writer of Perth, who " stude in ta

middle of ta road, and swoor at lairge") ;
till he

had extracted nearly all the information he

cared for at the moment.
This much was clear: all overtures of alliance

had been positively rejected at IVIote, without

holding out the faintest prospect of relent-

ing : but a heavy compromise had been ofiered,

which the Torrcaster ambassador had indig-

nantly declined. Seyton had acted throughout
as the plenipotentiary of the other side

; and

the negotiations had scarcely been carried on,
or broken ofi',

with strict diplomatic courtesy.

On this last point, indeed, Mr. Standen seemed

disposed to be rather more communicative ;

priding himself, as it were, on the truculence

that he ultimately displayed.

"He 'bested' me above a bit, at first,

Kit
;
but I gave him as good I got before I'd

finished with him. You couldn't have done it

better yourself
—d—d if you could."

This he repeated more than once, with many
drunken chuckles ; and, indeed, was muttering
words to the same effect, as he staggered off to

his bed-chamber.

The Lawyer saw hia respectable relative

depart, with contemptuous unconcern
; oidy

sending after him one aspiration of very doubt-

ful benevolence. Then he mixed a huge
tumbler of his wonted strong mixture, and

fell to musing : no man ever saw Kit Daventry
intoxicated ;

but he was one of the steady,

silent, solitary drinkers, whose meditations

are seldom dry.

"Couldn't have done better, myself"
—he

muttered. "
Perhaps the old fool spoke truth,

there. I'm not afraid of many men
; but, some-

how, I don't seem to care about tackling Tom

Seyton, with his blood up. And I'll pound it,

it was up to-day. I'd have given something,

though, to have seen that jolly face of his with

a real storm on it. 1 can't think why I hate

that chap so : perhaps I'U know before we die.

VOL. XIII. No. 833.
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Anyhow, I could have clone no good, if I had

been at Jem Standen's elbow ; the father was

bound to show himself, alone, in that scene :

it's not the poor cousin's turn to come on—
just yet."
He laughed a low, soft laugh ; that, yet,

might have grated on the nerves of an indif-

ferent listener : it was so infernally significant,

both as to the past and the future. Then,

the current of his musings seemed abruptly

to turn into a channel, over which fell darker

shadows.
*'
Suppose it were all to go wrong, after all ?

Perhaps it would have been best to take their

money down, and have done with them. I

wonder, how much they would stand ? No
sum was mentioned to-day, I'll swear

;
or he'd

have blurted that out, at all events. It's not

too late now. We must see what the boy's

name is worth, though, first ;
and we'll put it

through the mill, before he's a week older.

He needn't grudge paying for such a pretty

toy as Bessie—pretty enough for a prince, for

that matter."

As he paused again, a dark savage look came

over his face
;
and his strong white teeth

glittered above his lower lip, while they wrung
it hard.

" I wonder, how long he'll keep his promise?
Not long

—if she tempts him as she can tempt.
Curse no, I hardly mean that ; perhaps she

will be honest—in her own way."
He rose, and shook himself with an angry

impatience.
" I don't know what's come over me to-

night. I believe I should get jealous, if I

went on maundering here : and that's a com-

plaint I've never sutiered from. I've been too

poor and too busy, I suppose : it's like the

gout ; only rich old men ought to have it.

I'll go down, and see if they've got a rubber

at the Rooms. Tliere won't be many more

chances, here, of picking up money. We'll

have to clear out of this before long
—that's

certain.
"

You see, the astute Lawyer had already in-

dorsed Tom Seytou's warning. He left Torr-

caster himself on the morrow, and did not

return. His uncle only staid long enough to

dispose of his horses and furniture. Then, he
too disappeared ; going no one knew whither.

It is only fair to relate that, if he left an indifie-

rent reputation, he left no debts, large or small,
behind him. Mrs. Maskelyne received a for-

mal note
; containing a London address, in

case she should wish, at any future time, to

write to Mr. Staudeu : that gentleman utterly
declined to communicate with Seyton, verbally
or by letter. The address was at a West-End
hotel of rather indifi'erent repute,

— 'to be

called for.' Then followed a long interval of

silence and mystery ;
for from Brian never a

word of answer came.

But to the chronicler all these things are

clear. The rebel had not fled near so far,

as he would have made his people believe :

he had chosen—or rather there was chosen

for him—a safer hiding-place than even

Paris
;

the safest perhaps in the civilised

world—a large London suburb. It is not

worth while to define the neighbourhood more

particularly : a dreary uniformity pervades aU
these out-posts of brick and mortar, that,

year by year, testify to fresh inroads of the

mighty army of masons, on the '

greenery
'

beyond.
The aspect of such places is rather depressing

to a stranger. I have known men get quite
fcilent and moody, on their way to pigeon-

slaughter at Hornsey Wood
; falling into

gloomy speculations, as to what manner of

people resided in the sombre villas, and how

they contrived to exist there. But this espe-
cial neighbourhood is cheerful, and fuU of

healthy excitement, compared to some others,

farther to the East or South
;
where the

craftsman seems to have exhausted his cun-

ning, in producing a melancholy monotony of

architecture. Only one thing on earth, I

think, can beat them in this line—the long

straggling street of an Irish village, built en-

tirely of limestone, seen on a real ' soft' Irish

day.
In a Terrace, such as I have described, did

Brian Maskelyne take up his quarters
—uncom-

plainingly, if not contentedly. He was not

under the same roof with his betrothed. She

dwelt close by ; under the protection of a con-

venient aunt, who had turned up, just at

the crisis when a cJiaperoii was indispensable.
Thither Brian had brought her, with all honour

and honesty, straight from her father's house.

He spent most of his own time with Bessie,

as a matter of course
;
but he had never once

attempted to claim a single privilege, beyond
such as are universally permitted to avowed
affiance. He showed infinite tact, in glossing

over, or ignoring, the blunders of speech or

manner to which the aunt was unfortunately
liable

;
and sometimes perhaps he rather

puzzled the worthy dame with his punctilious

courtesy,
" I can't make out, whether he's chaffing, or

not," she observed, once, rather sulkily.

To which the niece made answer, with a

sort of disdainful impatience—
"Chaffing? He don't know the meaning

of the word."

If all the world had witnessed their pro-

ceedings, Maskelyne could not have been more
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careful to avoid any imprudence that might

compromise the fair fame of bis intended Inide.

Kit Daventry allowed that much, when he had

once seen them together ; and, thenceforward,

was carefid to alwtaiu from the ancient

cousinly familiarity
— at least in Brian's pre-

sence. Furthermore—the poor boy forced

himself to take Bessie's connections, as ho

found them
; meeting them always cordially,

or, at the least, courteously. But it was piteous,

sometimes, to see the struggle, with which he

would repress an involuntary start or shudder ;

for never a day passed, that did not bring

some fresh shock to the instincts—prejudices,

if you will—inherent in his pure proud
blood .

The hardest work of all, was to be con-

sistently civil to Kit Daventry. Even when

the latter meant to be most conciliating,

Brian hated the crafty handsome face from

the bottom of his soul ;
and almost preferred

the sneering insolence, and affectation of su-

perior worldly wisdom, that the other cared

not always to conceal.

Mr. Standen had introduced his nephew to

his intended sou-iu-law, as the man of all

others "able to work the wires." By which alle-

gorical expression, he wished the latter to imder-

stand, that the Lawyer was the properest person
to put him in the way of procuring supplies that

were urgently needed. To do Standen justice—he had never, from the first, disguised his

own straitened and precarious means : so,

Brian was neither very much shocked nor

surprised, when Daventry suggested an im-

mediate interview Avith a certain money-

lending celebrity.
*

Money-lending' is hardly the right word to

use
;
for Mr. Hart professed to have no per-

sonal interest in any of these transactions,

beyond acting as 'middleman' between the

borrower and the capitalist. People took this

profession
— like many other assertions proceed-

ing from the same quarter
—with many grains

of salt ; but it was no one's interest to contra-

dict—much less disprove
—it,

CHAPTER XIV. AD LEOKES.

Late in the twilight of a foggy winter's day,

Ma.skelyne and Daventry got out of a close

cab at the quietest corner of the secluded

street in which Mr. Hart's modest offices were

placed. When the noiseless door swung open

by some invisible agency, the latter led the

way in, with the assurance of one treading on

familiar j^round : of a truth, Kit had passed

through that dim passage pretty often
; though

never, in such good company as now.

They found the fiimous attorney, alone in

his sanctum. So famous indeed was David

Hart, and eminent in his peculiar line, that

he well deserves brief biograpliical notice.

Of his origin or birth-place, absolutely no-

thing was known : taciturn on all subjects—
he was unusually so with regard to liis own

early history ;
the most that was ever extracted

from him being a vague admission tliat
"

his

fatlier had been unfortunate ;" from which the

more charitable inferred, that the eaid senior

had been the hero of an extraordinary fraudu-

lent bankruptcy ;
while others affirmed that,

under another name, he had incurred and
endured the extremest penalties of the law.

However, David Hart's first appearance in

the world was made some score of years ago,

as an attorney in a very small way of business ;

so small indeed, that he could afford to attend

the principal race-meetings pretty regularly,

without seriously neglecting the interests of

his clients. It soon began to be noised abroad

among the lesser fry of ring-men (not nearly so

numerous then, as now), that, if any one

wanted a modest temporary advance, on mode-

rate security, and didn't mind paying for it,

David was a pretty safe draw. From the very

first, with an apparent rashness of confidence,

he showed a supernatural sagacity in avoiding
bad debts

;
like an old fox, he would pass by

the daintiest bait, that had the taint of the

trap about it. He would advance a hundred

where no one else would have ventured ten
;

and, again, would refuse accommodation where

everything seemed to promise fairly : in either

case, it almost invariably turned out, that the

caprice had sound reason at the bottom of it.

Before long, he made professional acquaint-

ance with two or three wildings of gentle birth,

who could no longer afford to be fastidious in

choosing their company ;
but roughed it, as best

they could, in the tatters of smirched purple
raiment. Thenceforward, it was easy to extend

and elevate his connection ;
till now, there was

scarcely a great house in England, concerning
which David Hart could not have told tales—
some,

' too strange not to be true,
' At least,

so he himself averred ; and, though the man
was on occasions a measureless liar, he seldom

indulged in purposeless or vain-glorious false-

hood.

He had been employed, no doubt, in more

delicate commissions, than the mere raising of

moneys on usury. When things had come to

so hopeless a pass, that regular practitioners

would have naught to do with them, people

said—" Go to Davy Hart"—very much as

they might have advised a friend in mortal

sickness, to try some kill-or-cure quack meili-

cines, when all the resources of allopathy had

been tried in vain. Truth to say, the remedy—even if successfid—was often nearly as fatal
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to the patient's constitution, as the disease

could have been.

If the class of Mr. Hart's clientshad improved,

socially speaking, the character of his transac-

tions remained much the same : no really good
or reputable thing ever came out of the office

of that legal Nazarene. Indeed, to such he

did not aspire : he had cast his lines too

long in troubled waters, to care for an-

choring in quiet land-locked inlets, where

there was safe holding-ground ;
he knew, well

enough, that the heaviest fish and the greediest

to boot, are taken in the ruffle of tumbling

tide-ways.

But of business—such as it was—he always
had his hands full. After the great race-

meetings, his day was scarcely long enough to

give audience to all the unlucky backers, who
had been 'plunging' to such fatal purpose, that

they were fain to seek David's aid before en-

countering Black Monday at the Comer. The
borrower was always sure of one of two things—a point-blank refusal, or the cash down

;

and the amount— so long as there was security
to bear it— signified nothing. For, putting
Mr. Hart's own resources entirely aside, there

was at his back a knot of Hebrew capitalists

(he had married late in life a wealthy daughter
of the tribes), who could have taken up a

Foreign Loan, among them, had they been so

minded.

The outward appearance of the man was
rather significant of his character. A .short

stiirdy figure ;
with broad brawny shoulders,

and a strong bull-neck, on which was set a

square solid head, fringed with crisp grizzled
hair : the face would have been common-place
enough, if it had not been for a pair of deep-
set black eyes, remorselessly keen, and lips,

braced and rigid. He had none of the unc-

tuous civility, aflfected by many of his fellows,
so disagreeably suggestive of deglutition ;

both
voice and manner were brief and brusque,
almost to rudeness.

At the first glance, a str?nger felt that he
had to deal with a person of no ordinary resolu-

tion. In truth it was so : there never breathed
a more thoroughly dauntless man, than David
Hart. Endowed by nature with very firm

nerves, he had acquired a large stock of the

most useful—if not the most heroic—sort of

courage ;
the courage of Empeiria. Nor was

this wonderful ; for, in his time, he had stood
face to face, with almost every phase of human
desperation.

The offices too, had a character of their own.
In the outer room sate one or two shai-p-

looking clerks of rather tender years ;
who

never seemed to do anything but take copies
of correspondence, and go on hurried messages.

The inner chamber, wherein Mr. Hart received

his clients, resembled rather a luxurious

smoking-room than the solemn sanctum of a

solicitor
;
the furniture was rich and massive,

and the arm-chairs models in their way. There

were hardly any law-books visible ; but on
a side table reposed the very latest eflitions

of the works of the ingenious Sir Bernard
;

and not one of these crimson vobunes had
time to grow dusty from disuse. No piles of

japanned deed-boxes lined the walls. Mr.
Hart knew better, than to make a show
with such ill-omened properties : the least

imaginative stranger would have found in

them a ghastly significance ;
such as would

attach to things of price, adorning the cottage
of reputed

' wreckers.' For, if in that office

you had lighted on any muniments, you
might have safely sworn, that over the heads

of their ancient owners deep waters had closed,

long ago.

Indeed sometimes, it seemed as if David
took a cynical pleasure, in making the line of

demarcation, between himself and the old-

fashioned family solicitors, as palpable as

possible ;
he never disregarded etiquette more

audaciously, than when confronted, in his

own chambers, with these worthy men.

There he would sit ; rolling out volumes of

smoke from an enormous cigar, (he smoked

incessantly, the rarest tobacco that money
could buy) till his respectable covfrcre

—what

with physical asphyxia, and professional horror—would hardly be able to whisper faint re-

monstrances.

Mr. Hart rose, slowly and indifferently, when
his visitors entered

; meeting them with very
scant ceremony ; indeed, to Daventry he only
vouchsafed the coolest nod

;
while he indicated

a chair to his companioTi, with the hand that

still held the unextinguished cigar.
"

It's rather late, Mr. Maskelyne," he said,
* ' and I have no time to spare. Kit Daventry
has partly explained your business to me

;
but

I should prefer hearing it from yourself. My
first questions are always the same. How
much do you want ? For how long do you
want it ? What is the nature of your security 1

"

The harsh hard voice, with a decided

coarseness of accent, jarred unpleasantly on

Brian's sensitive ear. But for the questions
themselves he was well prepared ;

and answered

them, as clearly and concisely as he could.

Mr. Hart nodded his head twice or thrice,

to show that he comprehended, and made a

few biief pencil notes
;

his own fiice seldom

told tales
;
but perhaps it was, just now, a

trifle more discouraging than usual. He
seemed to ruminate, for more than a minute

after the other had finished speaking ; bending
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his brows, and growling to himself under hLs

breath, as was his custom.
" The security is queer,"

—he said at last,— ** devilish queer ;
there's no getting out of

that. It may be worth a hundred thousand
;

and it mayn't be worth a two-shilling stamp.
I don't care ao much for your being under

age, Mr. Maskelyne. I'm much mistaken if

you're one of the sort that plead infancy and

put their l)acker in the hole
; (wo nuist have

another name, of course—if it's oidy Kit

D.aventry's there.) Compliments are not iti

my line
; so you may take that, for what it's

worth. I havn't seen the will yet ;
but I've

no doubt you've stated it correctly. You can't

wonder, that the matrimonial clause staggers

me. Boys will be boys—I don't wish to be

impertinent—and you've only to run dead

counter to your mother, to be comparatively

beggared : f<jr a life interest in 1000/. a year
is hardly enough to carry what you ask for—with the insurance and our interest. I'm

quite frank with you, you see. You expect to

pay well for accommodation, of course
; you

would never have come here, instead of going
to your family solicitor, if you had not had

your reasons."

Maskelyne bowed his head in assent, and
seemed to reflect in his turn. Suddenly, he

looked up and spoke, too rapidly for any one

to interrupt him
;

tliat some one would have

tried to do so, is most certain, had Daventry
guessed what was to follow.

" I don't want to take your money under

false pretences. 1 do intend to marry, and I

have no hope, at present, of gaining my
mother's consent

; indeed, she has i-efused it

already. So the penal clause will come into

effect, if she chooses to carry it out. I do not

think she will choose
;
but that is only my

opinion. Now you know all the risks, you
can decide if the aftair will suit you."

The proud, dauntless look on the fair yovxng

face, became it well. Mr. Hart's lip curled,
somewhat less cynically than was its wont

;

but he appreciated yet more keenly—he had
a grim humour of his own— the expression of

Kit Daventry's. For once, the crafty schemer

could not control his countenance
; surprise,

alarm, and vexation were written there, in

characters tli.at a cliild might have read aright.

There was little of the heroic type about the

famous David, certainly ; but, at that moment,
his feelint^s were not unhke those of the Lord
of Luna, when—

He smiled on those bold Romans,
A smile serene and high ;

He looked on the tlinohiug Tuscan,
And scorn was in his eye.

"You're frank, at all events, Mr. IMaske-

lyne," he said.
"

It's best, perhaps, always
to tell the truth to your lawyer and your
doctor. I wish I could get all the world to

think so. You shan't lose by it, now. I'll deal

with you, neither worse nor better, than I

should have done if you had kept back that

confession ;
if Kit Daventry tells you other-

wise, don't you believe him. But, you see,

j
you'll be entirely at your mother's mercy, if

you once take a step that can't be recalled.

You know how far you can trust to it :
—I

don't. Is she very fond of you 1
"

Mr. Hart put the question quite simply and

naturally, like any other mere business inquiry ;

but it brought a dark red flush of passion on
Brian INIaskelyne's brow, and a wrathful

flame into his eyes. He was prepared to bear a

good deal in the way of humiliation
;
but not

to hear his mother's love made a matter of

discount and interest.
" I shall give you no further information,"

he said
; rising as he spoke.

" If it don't suit

you to accommodate me, I'm only sorry to have

taken up your time to no purpose ;
and I'll

wish you good evening at once."

Mr. Hart saw that he had made a blunder;
but he was far from being disconcerted by
such a trifle

;
sensitive scruples were entirely

out of his line
;
he had no more innate delicacy

than a wild boar, and nearly as tough a hide.

Yet he was not a bit inclined to resent the

rebuff
;
indeed he laughed—quite good natur-

edly for him—as he answered Brian.

"You needn't be so hasty, sir. Once more—I

didn't mean to be offensive. But one is obliged
to be inquisitive, especially in such a risky
aff>iir as yours. I think I shall be able to

manage it for you, if, as I said before, you're

prepared to pay our price. I must look care-

fully into the will, of course. If you'll call

here at the same hour the day after to-ni.>rrow

]

I'll give you a final answer ;
and the money—

if we make a bargain—as soon as the insiiranc©

I
can be completed. And you might as well

come, alone. I don't fancy umpires when I'm

[ dealing with my clients, young or old. I stand

]

on no ceremony with Kit, you see : we know
each other, pretty well."

Mr. Hart certainly did not stand on cere-

mony with the worthy in question : he had not

once, thus far, recognised his presence or exis-

tence, save by these conversational siilestrokes—dropped in the careless, half unconscious

manner, with which a man at his meal throws

scraps to a hound at his feet.

But the Lawyer hail his temper under admir-

able control
; and never let it loose, when the

luxury was likely to be expensive, as was the

case, apparently, just now. He only pressed

I
those wicked lips of his tight together ;

and
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shot one malign glance from under his thick

black brows
;
then he said, with a hard, forced

laugh :

"
Yes, we're pretty old acquaintances,

—too

old to quarrel, at all events. You've your
own way of doing business, Davy ;

and I'm the

last man to wish to interfere with it, or to

meddle with what don't concern me. Mr.

Maskelyne will be just as safe in your hands,
as if I were at his elbow."

Somehow, Mr. Hart did not seem at all

propitiated by the other's evident wish to con-

ciliate and concede.
" I think so," he said—very drily

—answer-

ing only the last words
;
and turning abruptly

from Daventry.
"
Well, good night, Mr.

Maskelyne : I shall expect you, at the time I've

named
;
and I hope to have good news for

you—if it's good news, to hear that you can

buy money dear."

So Brian and his companion departed ;

separating, as soon as they were fairly in the

street, without exchanging a word relative to

the interview just concluded. David Hart

smoked on in sUence for several minutes after

he was left alone
; frowning and muttering, as

if rather discontented with his private thoughts.
At last he said aloud, in his usual slow, dogged
tone.

" It isn't often I feel squeamish about a

real good thing ;
and this is one, I do believe—

fishy as it looks. But if, refusing him the

money, would get that pigeon out of Master
Kit's hands, he shouldn't have a feather to

flutter on, from me. It wouldn't though.
There's more than pluck in those big eyes of

his ; there's the determination to go to the

Devil his own way—if ever I saw it. So, he

may as well pay toll to me, as to any other

pike-keeper on the road."

With that, Mr. Hart arose and went hLs

way ;
first pitching his cigar into the grate,

with a vehemence wholly disproportioned to

the occasion.

If ever the memoirs of David the Great
should be written (they would be much more

amusing, and full of incident, than the last

crack sensation novel), 1 trust that his biogra-

pher will touch, leniently and lightly, on the

instance of weakness here recorded. It is

the solitary one that—as far as the world
knows—can be quoted against him

; and,

doubtless, was afterwards amply atoned for, in

other cases, by several gratuitous twists of the

foeneral screw.

When Maskelyne returned at the appointed

time, Mr. Hart received him, not a whit more

cordially than before. He merely said that

the money was ready, if Brian chose to take it

on the terms then laid before him. Indif-

ferent and careless as the latter was in all

financial matters, those same terms almost

startled him
;
but he made no remark, after

reading them twice through, except one of

simple assent.

Mr. Hart gazed at him, steadily and pier-

cingly.
"
Now, mark me," he said in his harshest

voice,
"

It's just as well, you should under-

stand fully, how things stand with you. In

the first place, you cannot legaUy be bound

by anything you sign now
;

it's a mere debt

of honour till you are of age ; when, of course,

you will complete the necessary deeds. That's

our risk ; for the second name on your bill

isn't worth the stamp. If you eventually
succeed to the Mote property, your present
incumbrance will be cleared oflF like a cobweb ;

if you are cut down to the lOOOL a year for

life, you'll be little better than a beggar.

You will have to assign your life-interest to

us, of course ;
and the residue, after paying

interest and insurance-premiums, will hardly

keep you in gloves, if you dress as you are

accustomed to do. That's your risk. Only, if

matters come to the worst, don't expect any
leniency from us : you're fully warned."

Brian met the scrutiny without flinching :

there was a shade of hauteur in the tone

of his reply ;
but not a whit of anger. He

had indeed a vague idea, that the other meant

well, in his peculiar way.
" I understand, perfectly," he said.

" I

have to thank you for the trouble you have

taken, in making everything clear, I'm fairly

warned, as you say. I don't complain of yoiu*

terms now
;
and I shall not complain, if cir-

cumstances should compel you to exact the

last letter of your bond. Neither shall I forget,

that you have trusted to my honour. We
may consider the matter settled, then V

' '

Certainly : it will take nearly a week to

complete the insurance
;

but you can have

money sooner, if you are much pressed for it.

You had better sign these bills now ;
and you

can tell Daventry to call here, and write his

name across them, early to-morrow. I under-

stood, from the first, that secresy is one of your
chief objects ; and I have not even suggested

your asking any friend of your own to join

you."

"Yes," Brian answered, more eagerly than

he had spoken yet. "It is very important
that no one connected with me should know
of my being in town, just now. I'll do

anything that is requisite ;
but I can't show

myself, nor give my address, unless I know it

is safe. Won't this make a difficulty about

the insurance ?"

The other laughed a short surly laugh ;
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expressing confidence in his own powers, and

pity for the innocence of his client.
" You may trust all that to me," he said.

"It's part of our business to keep things

dark, without asking why, or wherefore. The

sharpest detective in England would get no

clue, from any proceedings that I manage for

you. There'll be no difficulty whatever about

the insurance. The doctor can pass you here,
if you like^; and you can sigu what's requisite

here, too."

His rapid fingers kept pace with his tongue,
all the while he was speaking ;

as he ended,
he tossed over to Brian a cheque filled up to a

large amount.
' * That will serve you for the present, I

daresay. Take care of it
;

it's
' to bearer,'

you see. Any one can get it cashed for

you.
"

So, with few more words, they parted. But
as Brian was leaving the room, Mr. Hart laid

his hand on his arm, and said, as if a sudden

thought had struck him.
*' One moment, Mr. Maskelyne. I'm not

your regular man of business
; but, if I were,

I wouldn't charge you anything for the piece
of advice I'm going to give you ; especially,

as it is hardly likely you'll attend to it. I

don't ask you what you mean to do with all

this money—a large sum, mind, for a man
who can have few debts to speak of. But, it

strikes me, you've got into a queer lot—a very

queer lot—for one of your age and position to

be mixed up with. That's no concern of mine

either, you'll say. Perhaps not
;
neverthe-

less, I will advise you so far. In any affair

whatever, that has to do with a woman, or

a horse, do you back your own judgment, and
act on your own impressions—rather than put

yourself in Kit Daventry's hands. I'm not

going to explain myself ; but you may tell

him what I've said, if you like. There, I

won't detain you any longer. Good night.
Your shall hear when you are wanted."

And he almost thrust Maskelyne through
the open door.

Brian did not think it requisite to mention

to the lawyer what he had heard. But he

never quite forgot David Hart's warning ; and
had cause enough to remember it, afterwards.

(To be contiixucd.)

THE MOUNTAIN SPRING.

AH IDYLL.

Oh, for the spring, the mountain spring,
The merry-eyed, petulant, wayward thing !

Where doth it come from ? none can tell,

None ever gazed on its mossy cell.

Only the wild flowers nestle there.
Or the soft green fronds of the maidenhair :

Only the moonbeams dare to stray

To that saf:red nook where the waters play.

Down from the steep hill-side it ran,

Hut not one can ttll where its course began.

Long out of sight you may hear it glide
—

Down the rough clefts of the mountain side ;

At times with cavernous voice it groans,

Anon it rings o'er the shelving stones.

Or again 'tis hush'd like a child to sleep.

And you think it is lost in some fissure deep ;

Then it starts afresh with a laugh and a spring,

The bright-eyed, petulant, wayward thing.

Yet it hath its shadows too, broadly cast

By the beech-trees thick with the reddening mast,

By the old oaks spreading their branches wide.

Or the stately ash-tree, the mountain's pride.

And it hath its tale too, of grief and wrong—
The ring-dove told it in plaintive song.

The swallow heard it, and straightway flew

With pitying kiss to the surface blue.

The willow caught the sad tale one night,

And droop'd ever after its foliage bright !

" Gone to-morrow— though here to-day !"

This is the tune the waters play.
" Onward for ever—now fast, now slow,

Down to the spreading deep below.

Though the scenes be fair, yet I may not cling

To the summer blossoms, or buds of spring.

Though the sunbeams play on my silver breast

In their radiant sweetness, I dare not rest.

Should I chance to linger, foul miry clay

Might thicken the waves which so fearless

play ;

Or great stone barriers rise between

l\[y rain-fed source and the lake unseen.

But 'tis onward ever—no pause to grieve

O'er the scenes I love, or the land I leave.

The giant branches which stretch o'erhead

Un me their withering leaves have shed ;

Toss'd on my breast, they must hasten on

To the bourne where their kindred all have gone.

I know not where are tliose regions blest,

Where the leaves pale not, where the waters rest—
I know not all that the wild winds say,

When they tear the trees from their roots away !

I know but little, yet I obey— "

This is the tune which the waters play !

C. S. C.

HAWAII AND CAPTAIN COOK.

The interest which has been excited by the

arrival in this country of Emma, the dowager

Queen of the Hawaiian Islands, has naturally

directed attention to the early history of that

remarkable group ;
and so connected as is that

history with the fate of Captain Cook—one of

the most illustrious and successful of British

navigators
—it has always had a singular charm,

especially for the young. The likeness of

Queen Emma of Hawaii, which we give on

p. 571, is taken from a photograph by M.

Silvy, and forms a not unfitting illustration to

the sketch and narrative which follow.

There is a vivid contrast between the

condition of the Sandwich Islands at the

time of their discovery in 1778, and the pre-

sent year, iu which the widowed queen sets
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foot, for the first time, in Europe. The -wild

and almost naked Polynesian tribe that on

Captain Cook's visit first worshipped and then

slew him, are now clothed and in a better

mind
; though no doubt much remains to be

done to fix and render fruitful the plants of

civilisation and religion which seized the soil

so rapidly. Already they yield us as their

blossom a lady, who, without having ever be-

fore quitted her native shores, comes among
us with all the graces of cultivated taste and

intellect added to the beauty of her natural

disposi-tion. Affable, yet truly dignified,

Queen Emma charms all those who approach

her, and is the welcome guest of the noblest

and most educated members of English society.

The queen dowager is still young, under

thirty ; and her lady-in-waiting, whose com-

manding height and figure make her look

older than she is, is two or three years the

mieen's junior. Her only child died about

three years since, and she has been a widow
about a year and a half.

It was on the 18th January, 1778, that a

portion of the Archipelago, then named the

Sandwich Islands, was first discovered by
Captains Cook, Clarke and Gore, when tra-

versing the South Pacific Ocean in H.M. ships
Resolution and Discovery.

Out of the twelve islands three only appear
on that occasion to have been visited, and the

account given by Cook of the first land ap-

proached, which he terms Atooi, conveys a

favourable impression of the inhabitants.

They crowded to the shores, and with min-

gled curiosity and astonishment, greeted the

strangers ; ultimately putting off' for the ships
in canoes, and ready to commence an active

traffic—willingly exchanging pigs, fish, fowls,
and sweet potatoes for nails and bits of iron

;

articles which they appeared to value more
than any others that were offered for their ac-

ceptance. Indeed, it was evident that these

people were not wholly unfamiliar with the

metal they so highly prized, and they were
aware it was a substance far better adapted to

the purposes of cutting and boiing than any
their own country produced, and they eagerly
asked for it by the names toe (adze) and
hamaite (knife). Beads and other ornaments

they returned as useless, and appeared equally
indifferent to a looking-glass which was pre-
sented to them. But they gladly accepted,

though they did not know to what purpose

they were to be applied, articles in earthen-

ware, such as plates, cups and saucers, <fec.,

and with these they returned to the shore in

order that they might examine them at their

leisure.

Although they at first manifested a thievish

disposition, possibly under the impression that

they had a right to everything they fancied,

they abandoned this evil propensity when made
aware that their conduct was disapproved and
could not be persevered in with impunity,
and it was afterwards observed with great
satisfaction that in their commercial transac-

tions, either alongside the ships or on shore,
the natives never attempted to cheat, but

rendered faithfully to the dealers the articles

agreed upon for exchange. Animal food ap-

pears to have been abundant, and the value

attached to iron something extraordinary, for

it would appear that several small pigs were

given for a sixpenny nail.

The strangers were received with the great-

est deference, and when Captain Cook, who
landed from armed boats, reached the shore,

the congregated body of natives fell prostrate
before him (thus offering a similar tribute of

respect to that which they rendered to their

own chiefs), and from this humble position

they could only be induced to rise by the

most expressive and encouraging signs. The

captain was then presented with a number of

small pigs, and with plantain trees, much the

same ceremonies being observed as he had

witnessed on like occasions in other islands of

the Pacific. When the offering was made, a

long prayer was recittd by one individual,

the rest of the company joining in the responses.

Cook readily accepted these gifts, and made
such return as was in his power, having brought
with him from the vessel various articles which

he judged would be acceptable to the untu-

tored islanders. The friendliest relations

being thus established, and any timidity which

might have existed on the part of the abo-

rigines having vanished as they threw away
the stones with which they had originally

armed themselves—they conducted Cook to

on ample supply of excellent water, and wil-

lingly took part in such service as was required

by him by assisting the sailors in rolling the

water casks to and fro.

They were a people of a nut-brown com-

plexion
—robust and well-made in figure : the

expression of their countenances was pleasing
and open rather than strictly handsome,

though for the most part they were possessed
of good eyes, and tall, and had long, straight

black hair. Though not remarkable for grace
of form, or expressiveness of feature, they
seemed to be blest with kindly, frank, and

cheerful dispositions, and they manifested an

innate good breeding, which raised them in

the opinion of the navigators above the in-

habitants of the neighbouring islands.

The dress of the wo^jien differed but little
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from that of the men, and consisted of a piece
of cloth wrapped about the body and reaching
half way down thu thighs ; the children were

altogether unclothed. The ornaments they
wore were of stones, shells, bone, and polished
wood.

Both sexes appeared to be export swimmers,
leaving their canoes and diving beneath them
on the most trifling occasions, or joining their

friends, though at a considerable distance.

It was very common to see women with infants

at the breast jump overboard when the surf

ran so high that they could not land from the

canoes, and without endangering the lives of

the little ones swim safely to shore.

The women managed their infants with

great affection, and the men lent their ready
assistance in these tender offices—the happi-
ness resulting from these domestic ties, and

many other circumstances, indicating a race
far removed from the ordinary savage.

From the observations he was enabled to

make during inland journeys, and while pro-

ceeding along the coast of Atooi, Captain
Cook calculated that as many as sixty villages
existed in that island, and that the population,

though insufficient to cultivate the whole of
the land, was tolerably numerous,—exceeding
probably thirty thousand souls.

The country on the N.E. side wag found to
rise gradually from tlie sea towards the foot

of the mountains which occupy the centre of

the island. Except about the villages, wood

appeared to be confined to the interior. Near
the houses also were observed groves of plan-

tain, sugar-canes, and ground cultivated for

root crops. The taro appeared to be exten-

sively grown in the valleys, potatoes and canes

occupying the higher levels
; they were planted

regularly in some determinate figure, generally
square or oblong, but destitute of enclosures.

The great quantity and superior quality of
these crops may probably be attributed quite
as much to the care bestowed on agricultural

pursuits as to the natural fertility of the soil,

which seemed to be uuadapted to the bread-

fruit and cocoa-nut, the few trees that were
noticed not being iu a thriving condition.

Yet, notwithstanding the skill evinced in til-

lage, the general appearance of the country
indicated that it was capable of much more
extensive improvenieut, and that tlioroughly

cultivated, it would be capable of maintaining
at least three times the number of inhabitants

it then contained—large tracts equally fertile

apparently with those occupied lying entirely
fallow.

Great neatness was displayed in the con-

struction of their dwellings, which, though
deficient in ventilation, were internally clean.

Mats laid upon dried grass covered the Uoors,
and attbrded comfortable sleeping accommoda-
tion

;
anil a bencli, occupying one end of the

a[)artinent, contained the few vessels used for

domestic purposes, which were formed from
hollowed gourds. These articles were fre-

quently stained and polished with good effect,

and wooden bowls and dishes were found

among them as nicely wrought as if executed

by the turner's lathe. Indeed, the whole of

the native manufactures displayed consider-

able taste and ingenuity : their cloth, made
from the munis papxjilfera, though in texture

rather inferior to that found in some of the

other islands of the Pacific, was coloured, or

dyed, by the inhabitants of Atooi in a superior
manner. Among the articles brought for ex-

change were short cloaks and caps shaped
like helmets, made of feathers fastened to a

groundwork of net, the designs executed in

red and yellow with an efl'ect which led Cap-
tain Cook to describe these articles as such as
"
might be considered elegant, even in coun-

tries where dress is more particularly atteu'Ied

to." The mantles were those of ceremony,
and the scarlet feathers were furnished by the

plumage of a bird found in considerable num-
bers in the country, and supposed to be a

species of merops, of which the skins, dried,
but not otherwise prepared, were freely offered

for sale. With these adornments the owners

were at first very reluctant to part unless in

exchange for muskets, but some mantles were

eventually purchased for very large nails. White

mats, some of considerable size, and orna-

mented with coloured stripes and figures, were

made there—these probably formed occasion-

ally a portion of the dress—as they were

thrown over the shoulders when ofi'ered for

sale, and these were of a superior texture to

those used for household purposes, which were

coarse and strong. Among their articles of

handicraft might also be mentioned small fans

of wicker work, with handles tapering from
them of the same material, or of wood ; these

were nicely wrought with cords of hair and
fibres of the cocoa-nut intermixed. The great

variety of fishing hooks were also very care-

fully executed
; they were met with iu bone,

in wood pointed with bone, and in pearl-
shell. One was procured nine inches long, con-

structed out of a single piece of bone from

a large fish. The elegance of form and

beauty of finish of this implement could

hardly have been exceeded by the productions
of a skilled European workman.

They cooked their vegetables by baking in

ovens formed of heated stones ;
and from the

large provision prepared at the same time it

was supposed that a whole village messed to-
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gather. Animal food seemed to be dressed

in the same way, as the few utensils seen could

hardly have been turned to the purposes of

stewing or boiling. Their repasts were eaten

off wooden trenchers—the women, who were

not permitted to share with the men, partaking
of their food at the same time in a contiguous

spot.

Many games and amusements were popular,
but for the most part they displayed the skill

rather than the strength of the people. The

dances were usually accompanied by the sounds

of rude musical instruments, to which were

added the vocal performances of the women,
which produced a tender and pleasing eflfect.

Yet, notwithstanding the state of semi-

civilization which he found, Captain Cook very
soon suspected that the revolting practices of

cannibalism and of human sacrifices were not

uncommon in the Archipelago. In this opinion
he was confirmed by various circumstances

which occurred on board as well as by his ob-

servations in the villages. In the interior,

and evidently connected with their worship,
he found spots where human oblations had

been offered to the memory of certain chiefs,

and in these places the taboo prevailed as in

other localities of the Pacific. What appeared
to be a piece of human flesh was on one oc-

casion observed in the hands of a native who
went on board. He showed some reluctance

to exhibit the contents of his parcel ;
but

being pressed on the subject, admitted his

willingness to devour it. A still more start-

ling remark was afterwards made by another

individual, who, on being requested to desist

from an intrusive act, asked whether the

punishment of disobedience would be the for-

feiture of life, and that his flesh should be

eaten ? A companion at the same time inti-

mated that sach would certainly be the fate

of the Europeans, should any unhappy cir-

cumstance lead to an interruption of amicable

relations, and place the two parties in the posi-
tion of enemies.

The favourable situation of the Hawaiian

Archipelago as a refreshing place for ships was
not unnoticed by Cook, who observes that,
had these islands been known to previous na-

vigators, vessels which formerly traversed the

ocean with supplies of provisions and water

barely sufficient to preserve life, might here

have been secure of procliring such necessaries

as they might require, and that, too, without

running the least risk of losing the voyage,
the ports lying within the range of the east-

erly trade winds.

Such is the account, but much abbreviated,

given in Cook's voyages of the condition of

the Hawaiian Islands, and of the reception

which he and his companions received from

the inhabitants.

We will now turn to a "
History of the Ar-

chipelago," written by native students of the

school of Lahainalula, and received by them
from the lips of some of the oldest aborigines.

From these original writings some idea may
be gleaned of the state of the country and of

the impression made on the native mind by
the unexpected appearance of the strangers.

We quote from the " Mooolelo Hawaii,"
which has been ably translated into French by
M. Jules Remy, who resided many years in the

islands, and enjoyed during that time many
opportunities of acquiring the language and

studying the habits of the people.

An opinion appears to prevail among the

natives that the Archipelago occupies a space

where formerly no land existed
;

and this

theory derives confirmation even from the

fabulous tales of unenlightened ages, which

ascribe their parentage to Vakea and Sapa,
and their rising above the waters as the re-

sult of a natural birth. The physical aspect

of the people is described by themselves as

similar to that of the population of the neigh-

bouring groups, and they are of opinion that

they spring from the same common stock as

the natives of Tahiti, Nuuhiva, and other

islands. On this subject also there is a tra-

dition, *'In the period of profound ignorance
the Hawaiian said :

' Men came in the first in-

stance to plant themselves here from the midst

of the air.' Now the falsity of this assertion

is known."

Captain Cook seems to have come to an er-

roneous conclusion in supposing that his ships

were the first that had ever visited these

shores; "the elders relate that in former

times several vessels foundered in this Archi-

pelago, and that others were seen in the dis-

tance in the open sea which did not come to

an anchorage." Although their historical

narratives were traditionally preserved, there

can be little doubt that the leading circam-

stances of the following recital are true :
—

"
During the reign of Kealiiokaloa, Chief of

Hawaii, a vessel arrived. Kanaliloha was her

name, and Kukanaloa the name of the stranger

who commanded it. His sister was on board

with him.

"As they steered towards the land, the

ship struck at Pale de Keei, and was torn in

pieces by the breakers. The stranger and his

sister reached the shore by swimming, and were

saved. It is not well-known, but it is pro-

bable that the greater part of the crew pe-

rished.
" The laud gained, the pair prostrated them-

selves on the shore, either because they expe-
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rienced some hesitation when they remembered

their forlorn condition
;
that they found them-

selves in the presence of men of a diiierout

race ;
or that they were overcome by fear.

Very long their prostration lasted, and on ac-

count of it the name of Kulou, a word which

signifies the act of prostration, was given to

that part of the coast.
" When evening came, the people offered

them the hospitality of their hearths, and

spread provisions before them, asking them

whether they were acquainted with that sort

of food. They answered,
' We know it—tho

plant buds and produces leaves.'
"

According to tho Hawaiian history, tho

stranger became the father of children by a

native woman, and the ancestor of chiefs ami

other members of the community. The insular

accounts also refer to a Spanish galleon, the

Nuestra Senora do Cabadonga, on board which

was found, wheia captured by Anson, a map
of a group of islands which had been seen

Emma, Dowagor Quocn of the Sandwich Isles. (From a Photosruph by M. SUvy.)

during the voyage, and named by the Spaniards
" The Monks," but which from the correspond-
ence of their geographical position, probably

represented the Hawaiian Archipelago.
The native account of the arrival of Lono

(Captain Cook), is as follows :
—

' ' It was at Vaimea, in Kauai, of which
Kaneoneo and Keave were tho chiefs, that

Lono's ship first entered the roadstead, in tho

month of January, in the year of our Lord
1778. He anchored at night, and when the

day came the inhabitants, in the presence of

this wonder, manifested their astonishment by

uttering loud cries.

"
They said to one another, * What is this

great branched thing /

' Some of them said,
' It is a forest which has slipped into tho sea,

'

and the excitement was very great.
" Then the chiefs ordered some men to go in

canoes, that they might properly examine this

unknown visitor. They went and reached the

side of the vessel,
—there they saw the iron which

covered the exterior, and they were in ecsbacies

at the sight of such an abundance of iron.
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" In fact, they were previously acquainted
with irou, though they had met with it but

in small quantities : here there was much more.

They then went on board, and there they
saw men with white foreheads, bright eyes,

and horned heads,"' and heard an incompre-
hensible language.

"
They thought that these men were women,

on account of the resemblance in the mode of

dre?siiig the hair at that period. They ob-

served also that there was a great deal of iron

on hoard, and they were overpowered with

wonder, and they returned and related to the

chiefs what they had seen, and spoke of the

abundance of iron. On hearing this, one of the

soldiers of tlie chief said,
' I will go and take

possession of this booty, since pillage is the

field of nourishment to me.' t
"

'J he chiefs having consented, the soldier

went on hoard the vessel and carried off iron.

When he did so they fired upon him, and this

man, named Kapupuu, was killed. Upon
this, those in the canoes made off, and returned

to shore
;
where they related that Kapupuu had

been killed by a gunshot.
" At night the cannon were fired, and the

fire rose in the air
;
the people supposed it

was a god, to whom they gave the name of

Lonomakua
;
and they thought it would be

well to submit.

"A princess, named Kamakahelei, the mo-
ther of Kaumualii, cried out,

' Let us not

make war upon our god— it will be better to

conciliate the god, that he may be propitious
to us.' Then Kamakahelei gave her daughter
to Lono (Captain Cook), as a wife. The wo-

man's name was Lelemahoalani
;
she was the

elder sister of Kaumualii. Lono cohabited

with this woman, and the other strangers also

with the women of Kauai, who prostituted
themselves for iron. After that the women
were seized with disense, and then the men
were seized with disease, and this dreadful

evil became very common in our Hawaii.

Behold the devouring gulf of this Archipelago !

Sin and death—this is what they first intro-

duced into our Hawaii. Shame be to those

who brought such a curse upon us.
" Lono quitted Kauai for the N.W. coast

of America, and some months passed before

he returned and cast anchor on the north side

of Maui Hikina. He arrived within the same

year that he had anchored at Vamea, in

Kauai, namely, on the 30th of November,
1778.

" At the time that Lono arrived at Maui,

* They mistook the hat for a part of the head.
t Tlie Hawaiian word "hao," which signifies "iron"

means also "to pillage," "to fcike," "to lay hands upon."
Hence the play of words—"

It is iron
; I will go and iron

this booty ; since to do so is my trade."

Kalaniopuu had come from Hawaii to Maui
to make war against Kahekili, and after a

battle had returned to settle his forces at

Vailuaiki in Koolau.

"They rested at night, and when they
arose at early dawn, thej"^ perceived that Lono
had anchored quite near to the shore. * * *

"
They observed the form of the vessel—

the masts and their appurtenances
—and the

openings in her sides. The inhabitants were

greatly astonished, and said to one another,
' This is the bearer of the cannon, of which we
have heard. They are noisy things.'

"
They had, in fact, already learnt that

the cannon was a noisy thing, for the people
from Kauai had visited Oahu, and had related

to the people of Oahu all that they knew respect-

ing Lono.
" The Hawaiians had inquired what was the

appearance of the ship ;
he described the

masts, the sails, the flags.
"
They then asked what the men were like

;

he replied,
' the men are white men, they have

loose skins and angular heads, they are gods,

they are volcanoes, for fire issues out of their

mouths,* their sides contain bags of treasures,

bags that go down deep into their boiiies.

From these recesses, when they thrust in their

hands, they draw forth awls, knives, iron,

necklaces, nails
;
in short, all kinds of things.'

" The Hawaiians also asked,
' What is their

language ?
' Here the mau stood bolt upright,

put his malo by his side, a fragment of a

gourd, imitating the manner of the strangers,

then drawing the broken calabash from his

side, said,
' This is the way they speak : A

Mkapalale, hikapalah, heoluai, oalahi, valava-

laki, vaiki, poha, alohakaJiiki, aloha haehae

aloha ka vahine, aloha ke keiki aloha ka liale,'

" This man had described the stratigers be-

fore the arrival of Lono at Maui. When they
saw the vessel and its equipments they found

that it answered exactly to the description

that he had given them.
" Then Kamehameha went on board the

ship. When the evening came, the vessel

hoisted sail and disappeared, and Kameha-
meha passed the night on bo.ard. The iidia-

bitants thought that the strangers had carried

Kamehameha off to a strange country. They

regretted him, and bewailed his losswn concert

with Kalaniopuu.
"But when the morning came the vessel

brought Kamehameha back, and he leapt on

shore. Then they went away again, and on

this occasion sailed towards Hawaii.
"
Having quitted Maui, Lono made for

the coast of Kohala in the island of Hawaii
;

it was on the 2nd of December that he ar-

*
Referring to the pipes smoked by the sailors.
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rived there, and the mountains were covered

with suow. The spot where he cast anchor

was liear to Kukuipaliu. The natives has-

tened to look at the vessel, and they observed

that the foreigners were at their meals.

Then they cried out :

'

Truly, these are gods !

Behold they are eating human flesh, aud fire

bums in their mouths.' At tins place Louo

purchased pigs
—a pig being given in exchange

for an iron hoop, which would be useful to

convert into hatchets and fish-hooks.
*' Lono sailed thence, and' on the I7th Jan-

naxy, 17 TU, reached the roadstead of Kala-

keakua.
" The chief of the island of Hawaii at the

time of the arrival of Lono was Kalaniopuu.
He was, however, constantly at Maui to make
war upon Kahekili. The arrival of Louo oc-

curred at the time when the sailing of the

canoes was not permitted, on account of the

.nual kapu (taboo).
" But he being present, the people thought

it proper to put the craft to sea, as the god
Lono had arrived in his ship. The idea was

widely spread among them that he (Lono) was
the true God, and that his vessel was a temple.

" Aud the people saw the caulkers putting
tow into the sides of the vessel

;
and named

these strangers the race of Mokuhalii, or the

constructive gods of cauoes. Aud seeing them
with fire in their mouths they gave them the

J
name of Lonope (Louo volcano); aud looking

iipou them as gods, the people hastened in

crowds to adore Lono.
" The women went on board in great num-

bers to prostitute themselves with the strangers
who gave them iron and looking-glasses ;

aud
as they examined the mirrors, the women per-
:;eived their own likenesses in them, and were
istonished at their grandeur. But they
washed ofi' the quicksilver, and the reflected

mages were gone, aud they then much re-

^'retted being unable longer to see themselves.
"

'J'he inhabitants looked upon Lono as a

|od, and accordingly rendered him a large
tribute of adoration and praise. They brought
aim offerings of pigs, of food, of the stuffs of

che country, of other things, aud without jnit-

bing a price upon anything they presented
them as they would to the gods. The priests

xpproached him with prostrations, threw a

scarlet mantle upon his slioulders, aud then,

tvithdrawing, they gave him pigs and other

matters, prononncLng at the same time long

harangues. These discourses, which were the

regular form of prayer, were uttered with ex-

treme volubility. When Lono landed, the

greater part of the natives fled, seized with

terror, and those who remained prostrated
ibhemselves before him in reverence

;
and he

was conducted into the house of the gods as

well as into a toinplo, where they worshipped
him. Like Herod, Lono accepted thb adora-

tion. Anyone miglit think that for this sin,

and also for having introduced amongst us the

adulterous disease, God struck him dead.
*' On the 24th of January, Kalaniopuu re-

turned from Maui ; to prevent the women
! going ou the water he proclaimed the kapu ;

and the strangers then landed in crowds, to

give themselves up to profligacy.
"
Kalaniopuu displayed generosity and kind-

ness towards Lono
;
he gave him plumes and

feather mantles. In fact, Kalaniopuu rendered

him adoration.
" On the 4th of February Louo departed,

but when he arrived opposite Kavaihae, he

observed that one of the masts was split, and
he returned to Kalakeakua to repair it. On
the return of tlie vessel to the anchorage, the

natives continued relations with him,—rela-

tions, however, which were less frequent and
intimate than before.

"The intrigues of the foreigners with the

women had lasted a long time, and some of

them were much taken with the visitors
;

in

consequence of which the islanders were very

angry.
" ^Vhen the inhabitants began to manifest

opposition, the strangers were not backward

in using their guns ;
besides which, they took

possession of the canoe of a chief named Palea ;

who, in consequence of his resistance to this

act, fell struck by a blow from an oar. Upon
this his men fought with renewed strength,

and commenced throwing stones. At length

Palea arose, and, afrail of being killed by
Lono, caused the strug^'lo to cease.

" Some little time after, Palea stole a boat

from the vessel. To this act of robbery he

was probably instigated by revenge ;
but his

greediness for iron might have led him into

wrongdoing. This, however, was the imme-

diate cause of contention.
" Louo commandetl the chief to seek for the

boat, aud to restore it to the vessel
; this,

however, it was impossible to do, as it had

been broken up for the sake of the iron,

" Lono and his men, armed with guns,

landed, that they might take possession of

the chief, -with the idea of takiug him ou

board—to remain until the boat was reco-

vered.

,

" At the time Louo landed to take Kalanio-

puu, Kekuhaupio was hastening from Kui to

Kaavaloa, and another cliief arrived at the

same time in a canoe.
" ITiose who were left on boai'd fired, aud

the chief named Kalimu was killed ou the

spot, aud Kekuhaupio, who had witnessed his
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death, hurried to land, and it was he who pre-
vented Kalauiopuu from going on board.

" When the people found that a chief had
been killed, they raised the war-cry ;

a man
at tliat moment approached Lono, with a

wooden knife in his hand. Lono was afraid,

and fired, and from that moment the combat

began.
" Lono then drew his sword and struck a

chief, who vigorously laid hold of him in re-

turn, but with the view rather of impeding
his action than of killing him.

"
Indeed, he shared the popular opinion

that Lono, being a god, could not die. But
when he uttered a cry of anguish in falling,

Kalaimanokahoovaha discovered that he was
but mortal. From the moment that he ceased

to believe in the divinity of Lono, he did not

hesitate about striking him
; and he died im-

mediately from the effect of a blow dealt by
the chief.

"
Upon this the strangers who remained in

the vessel discharged their artillery, and many
met their death in consequence. The natives

had not the same weapons, and they vainly

sought to protect themselves from them. The
cannon on board redoubled their fire, and

many people were slaughtered.
" After that Kalaniopuu, with the people

and the chiefs, fled inland, carrying off with
them the bodies of Lono and of four other

strangers who lay dead at his side
; and they

reached the summit of the precipice of Kaa-
valoa.

"There Kalaniopuu offered up Lono as a
sacrifice : and when the rites were concluded,
the flesh was stripped from the bones ; and
the bones, the palms of the hands, and the

entrails, were preserved.
" And the flesh was consumed with fire.

The entrails of Lono were eaten by some

children, who took them by mistake for those

of a dog, and thus it came about that they
ate them. A portion of the bones were car-

ried back on board the vessel, and the re-

mainder were kept by the priests and wor-

shipped.
" On the 23rd of February the vessel left

Kaavaloa, and on the 29th of the same month
reached Kauai

; from Kauai she sailed for

Kiihau, and on the 15th of March disappeared
altogether."* John Bowring.

* It is remarkable that, although Captain Cook was ac-

companied by a second vessel, the authors of the " Mooolelo "

never refer to more than one, and in this omission we
observe the chief divergence of the two accounts. The
narrative of Captains Cook and King refers constantly to
the docile character and friendly disposition displayed by
the islanders, and the account of the sad catastrophe which
ultimately terminated their amicable relations, and of the
circumstances which preceded the unfortunate event, fuUy
confirms the native history from which we have so Uirgely
quoted.

CITHAKA,
A Dream of Poesy.

I.

As the bright Hesper star

That scarce is risen ere it sets again,

Quenched in the shadows of the later night,

Are all the yearnings of the Poet's soul.

Vain the impassioned voices of his lute,

As is the plaint of some lorn woodland bird

That in the watches of the dewy eve,

Upon the .saffron tints of Autumn fall,

Sits warbling out the story of her woes

Alone and all unheard. Ah 1 who shall tell

The griefs, the joys, the hopes, the sickened heart

That Proteus-like by hours alternate sway
The fierce, inspired Singers of the world ?

II.

Born was the Poet in an ancient morn

Of life ambrosial, filling this wide earth

When sweet-toned music breathed through all the

spheres,
And fairy footsteps wandered light as air

Adown the sunny meads of moining-tide.

Soft, mystic voices of another world,

Like waifs prophetic on the break of dawn,
Went whispering tremulous through the summer

skies,

Ringing sweet changes on the west-wind's breath,

Or chasing fragrance from the sun-kissed bed

Of od'rous violets. A spirit ruled

Unseen through all the joy-songs of the morn.

Thrilling as with a super-human plow

Through hill and dale, as 'twere some angel bright

Had stol'n awhile from heaven's chalice cup
One loving drop of blissful life to lull

The hearts of men to dreams of utter hope.

III.

* * * * Id this rare hour

The Poet soul first took exquisite shape,

And as the green plant drinks the sunlight in

Amid the rosy smiles of some May morn,
Eftsoons to yield its treasures out again
In stately summer-blooms, so did the glow
And witching melody of that fair morn
Dive deeply to his heart and sow the seed

Of immortality. Ah ! well I marked
And gloried in the god-like sight to see

The high-soul budding in the poet-boy.

The yearnings undefined, the passion-fires

Of thoughts and aims, and wild unshapen moods

That heaved and panted in that world-young

breast.

Finding no outlet, as a new-caught bird,

That through the gilded barriers of his cage

Sees the green meadows stretching far and wide,

And madly flutters all his strength away,

Yet freedom never more.
But one by one

The golden days of summer came and went,

And in the growing age of fleeting years

The boy did ripen well into the man ;

The vague, unshackled thoughts of earlier birth

Took goodly form. As some rare instrument

That, touched by 'prentice hands, doth only give

Tentative notes, wild and irregular ;

Yet when the master-player sways the strings,

Is all aburst with ordered melody.
Thus waxed he into manhood's strength at last,

A very world throbbed high within his heart

Of ripe resolve and fair-winged flights of hope ;

The chambers of his soul, like crowded hives
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In sultry June, were thronged witli busy aims.

Adown the aisles of Time, yet unfulfilled,
Came the full echoes of eternity
Like some fair oracle upon his sense.

He heard upon the passion of the storm,
Or in the coyest bird-note of the glades,

Alike the Eternal voice— and in the dew
Soft glistening in the king-cup's golden eye
He saw sweet tears of mercy dropt from heaven.

He lived above the life of other men—
Love dwelt omnipotent witliin his heart,

And stalwart Freedom thrilled through all his nerves.
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High leapt his soul to think how fair a home
Of poesy was this good earth of God's

;

But orer-soou the halcyon dream died out!

For, as he mingled in the ranks of men,—
Of men that buy and sell, and, grovelling in

The incessant task of bartering, fondly think

The utmost aim of human work achieved

That makes this cartli one mighty market-place,
—

The high soul sickened in the plague-like breath

Of Mammon's incense odour, and his heart

Grew faint amid the deadly pestilence.

The echoes of his own prophetic voice,

Cassandra-like, came back to him unheard;
And like a pilgrim in a place of tombs,
Seated upon the ruins of the past.

The songs he sang were lost in mocking tones,

Dying away ere scarce the voice was heard

Upon the dreary twilight of the dawn.

T.

In the calm moments of the day's eclipse,

As one by one the dewy stars lit up
Their crystal lanterns in the purple sky.

And deep-hushed silence dwelt through all the

zones.

The Minstrel sought the solace of the hour;
He looked beyond the rift of yellow cloud—
He gazed beyond the throng of summer stars—
And far into the immortal spheres of space
His soul was lost.

Disconsolate his voice,

As some lone echo on the dark sea-shore

Took mournful cadence in this sorrowing song.
" Too soon, too soon the Poet seeks the world

;

Too soon he claims amid the ranks of men
His golden heritajio, and only scorn

Requites the labours of his lofty song.
He sings beyond the ken of present days,
And him they cannot know, they call him mad,
The beetle-headed crowd ! what should it reck
Of treasures hidden in the womb of Time ?

Of golden blossoms in Futurity
To which their puny efforts, good or ill.

Are but the fostering soil—the mire whence springs
A spotless rose into th' Eternal dawn.

Yet so indeed the tale hath ever been—
The flower but blooms for one short sunny hour.
And then is crushed into the earth ajrain.

Or, at the best, is gathered for the nonce
To breathe its beauty and its fragrance out
Ere it is cast like any vagrant weed
To float adown the silent waves of Time,
The sweet-voiced chime of music rising sweet
Upon the pauses of the world-wide din !

Then soon, as breaks the hoarse-voice murmur
fortii

Of bickering crowds anew all faintly lost
Into itself again.

So comes the cry,
Heard for a moment 'mid the maddened storm
Of some lost mariner far out at .sea,
Then hushed fur evermore ! Alas ! the song
The Poet sings is but a hapless one —
A lonely plaint amid a hmelier world

;

The music of a soul that, pouring forth
Its own rich ecstasy of love and hope
Unto the grosser thoughts and aims of men.
Finds no response,

— a song that, born at first
Of the Infinity, the Soul of souls
Must wander back as did the dove of old
Into the ark whence first it vainly flew."

Richard Atkinson.

ORPHANS AT MUNICH.

"There! I've got the Heir Btadt-Ilath's

(Town-Councillor's) letter of introduction to

the Frau Oberin Alphonsa ; make yourself

ready, and we'll drive off at once to the Eliza-

bethans," cried my kind young friend, Frau

von S., as she suddenly appeared before me
one fine morning in January last.

"To the Elizabethans! have you secured

some hobgoblin vehicle, then, for a journey
to Hades ?

"

"
Only an "

objective" droschky, my dear
;

charge 12 kreutzers (Anglice, 4d.).
" My Elizabethans are members of the order

of the '

Englische Fraiileiu,' who have taken

charge of our Municli Orphan Asylum. Saint

Elizabeth, the sweetest of queens and saints,

is the patron of the asylum chapel
—whence

' Elizabethans
;

' then the ladies are named

'English damsels,' in memory of their founder,

an Englishwoman, who gave a very wholesome,

practical character to the order, ignoring piety

of the merely sentimental and fakir sort with

the dust and ashes view of duty—you mis-

doubt the black-gowns, you wicked heretic ?

Well, you shall judge for yourself, aud ac-

knowledge, I fancy, in the end, that some good

may even exist in a Romanist Nazareth ;
aud

that you may appi-eciate what you see, give

ear to the facts and figures I have gathered

for your delectation.

"Our City Orphan Asylum traces its fiirst

origin to 1605, when a private citizen made

provision for the support of the destitute

orphans of Munich. In 1774 our munici-

pality bought a house for their reception. In

the troubles consequent on the great war, the

house was sold, and the children sent for the

most part to peasants in the country. Then,

too, there had been a Court Orphan Asylum,
founded by Elector Max. I., 1627, available

for the orphans of the Court '

Personal,' and

those of poor citizens
;
this was dissolved in

1803, and the young inmates scattered through
the rural districts. A Franciscan brother

founded an asylum in a faubourg of the city

in 1751, with voluntary contributions, but

the funds were afterwards mismanaged, aud

the institution was dissolved, or rather united

with the '

City Asylum.' In 1818, our

municipality first took charge of the several

institutions for destitute children, and rented

the house in the Fiudling Strasse now used

for them ;
it had been formerly a lying-in

hospital."
"
Why, you talk like a Parliamentary Com-

mission, my dear," I said.

"If you doubt my facts, invoke Dr. Wid-

mer's 'Topographie of Munich,' and if you
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want to he enlightened, don't indulge in levity.

Now I shiiU look at my notes. Well, then,

our asylum accepts only orphans born in wed-

lock, and oidy wlieu they are already six years
of ago ; because tlie doctors discovered very
soon that the younger little trots got ou mucli

better with private nurses, found among the

peasant women in the country. Illegitimate

orphans are provided with ' foster parents
'

at

the cost of the municipality ; they make, 1

am sorry to say, sometimes tifty per cent, of

the whole number. These ' foster parents
'

are paid about 30 florins (3/.) a-year for the

board, and. 5 florins 30 kreutzers (10s.) for

the clothes of their charges ;
30 florins (21. lO.s.)

being given for schooling. The Euglische Fraii-

lein are paid for the board of each child in

the asylum, and for each member of their

order there, just 3hl.
(!) aday, but for the boys'

master ami overlooker Ls. 4.d. The lady supe-
rior draws a yearly salary of 7^., each of the

lady teachers G/., the lay sisters receive ol.

Eighteen pounds are paid annually to tlie

lady superior for lighting, and hve pounds for

the demands of wliitewash, itc. At least the

management is not expensive, you'll allow.

You'll be rather disgusted to hear the asylum
fell into the care of the order in consequence
of the injury it suflercd at the hands of a

secular master and mi.stress, who were dis-

missed in 18G1, and who had contrived to

give the children an utter incapacity for any
useful occupation, with the slightest smattering
of Noah's Ark orthodoxy.

Now my notes are exhausted
; you are

ready >.

—AUo)is !
"

^\ e had a long drive through the towji
;
the

tall white houses glittering in the sun above
broad lagiines of mud. The famous half-

yearly fair was in full activity ou the grand
Dult Platz boulevard. Many were the booths

that exhibited the home-spun, home-bleached

linen which in its rags makes the joy of our

paper mills. On scattered cart-loads of straw

in the bosquets of leafless trees lay scores in-

numerable of pots and pans, fashioned as their

forebears were long centuries ago.
" Orna-

ment " of yellow, or brown, or blue, dashed

on with a line, free hand and liquid brush—
no servitude here to arid " willow pattern," ;

or exasperating
" wild rose." Booths of

saucepans from Roschberg ; gingerbreaii, pale
and bilious and limp, from Nuremberg ;

"prints" from Augsburg, spinning-wheels
from Holland, stationery from Berlin. Little

excitement, no noise
;

women behind the '

stalls knitted the perpetual stockings ;
men

meditated on vanity, perhaps. Here and
there the restless eye of a son or daughter of i

Israel alone represented the spirit of commerce,
j

In the rear of all this, in a cormr, a i'nnch

and Judy show. Punch evidently as unprin-

cipled and riotous as ever—who would care

ir,r a Piuich who had joined a "Ciiristian

Young Men's Association I
" The show was

flanked by a v<ist book-stall with a great dis-

play of objets de vertu and cheap prints, one

of the latter represented Napoleon in heaven,
with the Duke of Wellington bearing a laurel

crown to lay on the hero's cocked hat. Then
we passed the Zoological Gallery, where a

hurdy-gurdy was playing
" My heart's in the

highlands" (Mein Hertz ist in Hochland),

apparently to the disgust of one of the

tigers and several macaws, who seemed intent

on drowning the barrel. Then the caravan

arlected by the Artistic Fleas. In England,
if a flea is civilised it is made "industrious;"
on the Continent, it devotes itself to "art."

From a long rank of little shaded stalls, where

white-aproned women had floury hands and
red faces, there came an odour suggestive of

an "
engine room "

in salt water, but here im-

plying light dumplings boiled in butter. As
this odour faded on the air, we passed the

Karl's Thor (a specimen of pasteboard style of

architecture), and proceeding under the lime

trees of our Sun Street, we soon reached the

street of the Foundlings and our destination,
" The Waiseu-Haus," at No. 3.

A few years ago the Findling Strasse was

a quiet open road vi-here squirrels made them-

selves at home in the trees
;
now the great

flooil of bricks and mortar fast rising over

every vacant apace in ]\Iunich is making its

way even hither, though as yet but hesita-

tingly. The vast Theresa FieUl, where the

annual races and agricultural show are held,

lies at the farther end of the street, suburban

gardens occupy its greater length, and very

quiet and pleasant is its aspect.

The Stadt Waisen-Haus is of red brick,

three stories hign, with a lofty tiled roof ;

substantial and cheerful of aspect, it would

not seem out of place in an English country

landscape. Fresh white curtains hung at the

windows, which were nearly all open, and

only those of the groiuid-floor provided with

bars. The brass about the door shone re-

splendent. Our touch on the bell was an-

swered by the portress, a lay sister, and a

"braw, sousie
"

lass, with round red cheeks and

dark sparkling eyes ;
her gown of black serge,

black veil, and stifl", unlovely coif, were alto-

gether unable to tone into demureness the

good humour and good spirits visible in every
line of her countenance. Ou receiving our

letter of introduction to Frau Alphonsa, she

bade us enter, and at once conducted us up
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the broad oak staircase to the "Conversation

room "
(parlour).

It was a small apartment, remarkable for

nothing but its excessive cleanliness. The
floor was bare,

—no peculiarity in Bavaria;
stuffed benches, covered with snowy linen, lined

the walls
; a few chairs were placed round a

modest little central table ;
little bolsters

covered with crochet-work were rested against

the casements to keep out draughts ;
a por-

trait—of an early benefactor, probably, with

a pretentious shirt collar—I have observed

that *' benefactors "
generally have a weakness

for those appendages—hung at one end of the

room, the charter of the institution occupying
the space over the door.

We had scarcely taken note of these things
when the door slowly opened, and I prepared

myself to meet an imaginary Mother Superior,
stern and grave of aspect, but beheld instead

a beautiful young girl, fair, blue-eyed, smiling ;

she wore the dress of regular members of the

order—heavy black gown, white linen apron,

cuffs, and tippet, with a coif of lawn with pro-

jecting stiffened wangs (something like a horse's

blinkers turned backwards) over each ear. A
black gauze veil, just brought over the edge
of the wings, was pinned down above the fore-

head to the coif, and left to float behind the

wearer's shoulders.
" The Frau Oberin is engaged at the pre-

sent moment," explained this gracious vision,

"but she will be very soon at liberty, and

begs me to assure you of the pleasure your
visit will give her." Then with that delight-
ful ease combined of good breeding and amia-

bility, the young lady entered into conversa-

tion
;
told us how she had formerly made part

of the mother community at the famous pen-
sionat at Nymphenburg (a suburb of Munich),
where the daughters of the higher nobility
are chiefly educated

;
but she added, smiling,

" I much prefer my task here, the little folks

are so much more affectionate ; and if they have
not been under very bad influences previously,
are so much more tractable, and even more

eager for instruction. Poor little folks, our
house is not a school, but a home to them, and
kindness has been often such a rare luxury that

their affection is easily won. Then when they
leave us we do not lose sight of them

; our

girls, when into young women, con-

stantly visit us, and always gather in con-

siderable numbers for the Christmas party,
and we have letters very often from those who
*

go to a distance.'"

In reply to a question of ours, the Fraiilein

informed us there were then 70 boys and as

many girls in the institution. Of course, the

sexes are kept in distinct portions of the

building. The Frau Oberin Alphonsa (Lady

Superior) has the entire superintendence of

both households and the domestic training
of the girls, assisted by three ladies of the

order and eight lay sisters—" and we are

reall7 very busy, notwithstanding our num-

bers," added our informant. " We should

need more of us," she added, "if the children

received their schooling within the institution,

but, much to our regret, by the rules of the

foundation they must attend the District Public

Schools." A wise rule, perhaps, notwithstand-

ing the regret of that kind lady.

A very lovely, nay, touching picture, did the
"
Englische Fraiilein" offer as she sat by us,

her fair young face illumined by the sun
;

an atmosphere of tranquil happiness seemed

to surround her, like the glory the medieeval

painters set round their saints. Her voice was

very soft, subdued like her gestures perhaps

by conventual discipline, but there was no

touch of regretfulness in her clear bright eyes.

She had thus early renounced the possibility

of all that is dearest to the heart of woman,
and seemed quite unconscious of the sacrifice.

" Heaven grant," I could not but inwardly

exclaim, as I looked at her,
" Heaven grant

she may never learn repentance."
We were still talking of the asylum when

the "
parlour

" door again slowly turned on

its hinges (convent doors never open quickly),

and the Frau Oberin entered. Again not

the type I had imagined, but a delicate, yet

active-looking little lady, self-possessed and

quiet in manner, an administrative faculty

looking out of her quick clear eyes, whilst the

household charities shone pleasantly in her

smile.

After a few words of cordial greeting, she

offered to show us over her establishment, and

we left the conversation room under her

guidance. We now first noticed an iron

grating across the centre of the corridor, and

learnt it caged the boys on each floor within

their proper limits. Beyond it lay their

room for study, a fine airy apartment, the

master's room, a boys' sleeping room, warmed
in very cold weather by an iron stove

;
the

beds were much the same as those for the girls

we saw afterwards. A corner of the apart-

ment was partitioned off for the overlooker's

bed. The washing apparatus consisted of two

large troughs, but reforms are to be introduced

in the matter. A chamber for the boys'

clothes adjoins their sleeping room. On the

other side of the railing on this floor is the

girls' dining hall, the dining-room of the sis-

ters, a committee-room, and the parlour we
had just left.

On the second floor are the female dormi-
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tories : we entered that of the younger girls

first, ^a fine large apartment witli many win-

dows overlooking the street. The beds stood

in three ranks down the room
;
each had its

little night table, with a wash basin (too much
like a small pie-dish, perhaps), a small stone-

ware mug, a drawer of the table hokliug hair-

brush, tooth-brush, comb, <kc. The Frau

Oberin called our attention to a cleverly con-

trived slide at the foot of cacli bed, which,
when drawn out, formed either a seat or a

Bhelf for clothes. What a boon such a luxury
ould be to the convalescents in an English

"workhouse ward, who have no choice but be-

tween sitting on their beds or lying down.

The beds had straw mattresses, my conductress

explained apologetically :

* '

it would be scarcely

kind to use our children to indulgences they

may never find elsewhere, and so horse-hair

and feathers to lie on are reserved for the sick

room." The sheets were of calico, though the

boys have linen, as "
they rip any weaker

texture into shreds with dreadful rapidity ;

"

la feather piUow, stout blanket, and nice large

plumeau made no uncomfortable little nest,

A grown-up bedstead occupied one comer of

the apartment ;
white dimity curtains enclosing

it made a little private apartment for the

"Fraiilein" who has charge of the ward.

The children are never left without supervision,

night or day. An atmosphere of genuine in-

nocence is created around them, with no pos-

sibility of learning that there is such a thing
as wickedness in the world— unless it be

from their "manual of confession," perhaps.
The dormitory of the elder girls, on the other

side the corridor, was the same in its arrange-
ments as that we had just left, but the win-

dows overlooked the garden ; and the walls

preached lessons on the dangers of carnal

vanity, exemplified in representations of the

'fall of Absolom, and Joseph's mishap, with

I

his polichrome coat. There was a stove in this

as in the other dormitory, and a large crucifix

hung on the wall.

"It is singular," said the Frau Oberin,
" how much more susceptible to cold the chil-

dren of the very poor appear to be than those

of the wealthier classes. We have to use the

greatest care on the first admission of our

charges that they do not sufi"er from our har-

dier habits
; they take cold on the slightest

exposure, possibly from the lower vitality inci-

dent to poor living, but principally, I think,
from the avoidance of fresh air in-doors com-
mon with the uneducated. Open windows in

winter seem a thing imheard of to many of

the children, and I am often requested by
their friends, on their admittance, to let their

bed-clothes be warmed for them at uiiirht.

They are sure tlie
*

poor things
'

will be ill

unless it is done."

As we proceeded down the corridor, we
found several of the orphan girls busily scrub-

bing, and very pleasant it was to see the con-

fident, placid smile with which they rose to

greet their superior, who had a kind word fur

each. In the work-room, which we next

entered, there were some twenty girls busy,
some cutting out clothes, others sewing, others

knitting or mending stockings, under the su-

perintendence of a Fraiilein.
" We have some trouble," observed Frau

Alphousa,
" to repress the longing our girla

have for *

fancy work,' but we keep it down
without any compunction. We try to produce

good domestic servants, to be afterwards good
wives and mothers, and we find that if a child

can once fabricate a bit of embroidery or cro-

chet lace, the handling; of a scrubbing-brush

becomes at once a cruel hardship, and she wUl
do anything rather than go into service. We
do not attain any model excellence in needle-

work," she added
;

" to do so we must sacri-

fice the practical character of our system

greatly. The girls do not cease their daily
attendance at the public school until fourteen,
and during the remaining two years of their

stay here I employ them half the day in sew-

ing, and half in house work, washing, ironing,
and so forth. They, however, can cut out

all their own clothes and masculine under-

garments. Under the late management, a

division of labour on the factory system was

carried out, so that some of the children sewed

admirably, others learned kitchen duties,

others cleaning ; but very little beyond their

peculiar speciality ; so they were quite help-
less when out of the institution."

The stocking-mending in

course, aided by a wooden
progress was, of

[
within the

article operated on, a great help to tiny fingers.

One little maid, seven years old, was evi-

dently not a little proud of a grand darn she

had grafted into a masculine sock, and which

she exhibited to the Frau Oberin with modest

triumph.
After looking at the seams and the knitting

and darning in progress, and speaking with

the good-natured-looking Fraiilein presiding
at a little central table, but who had risen

to specially introduce some of her best work-

women to us, the Fi-au Oberin called our

attention to two items in the simple fur-

niture of the room we had not previously
noticed—two broad low presses, with multi-

tudinous drawers, standing on either side the

door. Grown-up, growing-up, and infant

dolls, were promiscuously sitting on doll chairs,

or lying prone iu the absence of joints, on the
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top of tho presses. Sadly worldly-minded

dolls, some of them, with a quitf unaccount-

able taste for the pomps and vanities. None,
I suppose, quite wore hoops beneoth their

petticoats, but they imitated that carnal ap-

pliance with great succes!=. Necklaces, frills,

and furbelows were exhibited in profusion :
—

bad the desif^ns thereto been evolved out of

the inner consciousness of these demure little

needle-women ?

" Show your pretty things to the ladies,"

said the Frau Obeiiu to one of the children,

a pretty black-eyed little lassie, who immedi-

ately went down on her knees, and with a

great tug pulled one of the drawers open,
then retired and watched the effect the exhi-

bition had on us. In the front of the drav/er

lay two or three books, book-markers, half

a dozen little shells, and various mysterious

valuaoles, with a background of pink silk cur-

tains drawn from side to side of the tlrawer—
behind them we had a bird's-eye view into a

chapel ! tiny-coloured prints made its fres-

coed walls, ruled writing-paper its windows,
a draped seidlitz powder box the altar, on

which stood tiny wax candles, vases of flowers,

and a crucifix. The admiration Frau von
S. and I expressed at these wonders made
various other orphans anxious to show their

drawers, as we could plainly Ree in their faces
;

and otheis again who had nothing to show
rather sad. Some drawers were laid out as

zoological gardens, others as more or less ele-

gant ai^artnients ;
in one of these latter hung

probably the only looking-glass within Frau

Alphonsa's domain, and I regret to say that

a dissipated- looking young female doll was

gazing at herself therein, whilst her child, in

swaddling clothes, lay with its head under the

stove.

I think it was not difficult to tell by the

contents of the drawers if the little owner had
still a mother living. The greater number of

the "
pretty things

"
are, however, brought

by the " Child Christ," at Christmas, under the

great tree which then lights up so many joyful

young faces. It was not quite easy to get

away from the work-room, the little people
were so very happy in showing their accom-

plishments and possessions, but we finally bade
them farewell, and next looked into the ward-
robe room adjoining the larger dormitory,
where each girl has her own little press for

her clothes. Supernatural order was main-
tained in these presses, of course. In each

hung the green frock and mantle of fine duffle

cloth for winter Sundays and festivals, the

new Scotch gingham of brown check for best

summer wear, another no longer new for

change or work-days, a little bibbed apron of

the same material, like specimens I had noticed

on all the children
;
the quilted hood for

school-journeys in winter, the black hat for

grander occasions, the little silver-lace "
regal

Haub," a remnant of the old Munich costume

still preserved by a few of the serving maids

of Munich, and which looks very neat and be-

coming pinned deftly with silver pins over

the chignon.
On a shelf lay the half-dozens of under-

clothing and several little collars worn on

Sundays and Saints days. In a larger apart-

ment at the end of the building on the next

story, and which, being built over the chapel,

cannot be applied as a tlwelling-room, were the

presses filled with new clothing for both boys
and girls, and that in use also by the former.
"
Boys," explained our conductress smiling,

,

"are so incorrigibly
'

boys,' that is, so incorri-

gibly untidy, that we cannot leave their clothes

I

in their own care, but only give them what

they require for the week on each Saturday

night ;
we do not trouble their master in the

j

matter
; besides, the most exemplary men are

rarely better than boys themselves in these

matters of keeping drawers and presses in order.
"
Boys who go to service from our institu-

tion," said Frau Alphonsa,
" are allowed, if

well-conducted, to send their underclothing to

be washed and mended here for two years,

and very sorely the young blacksmiths and

bricklayers try the skill of our little maids."

In answer to a question from Frau von S.,

she informed us that a complete suit of clothing

is given to each child on leaving the establish-

' ment. Formerly the girls received the green
dufHe dress they had worn in the asylum, but

as the stuff is peculiar, "they not unnaturally
did not feel quite at ease in it after leaving

us; besides," she added, smiling, "it seems

they need dresses much wider and longer than

those worn here, so now they have them made
i for the outfit of green merino ; moreover, four

of the girls who yearly quit us receive a mar-

riage portion of 500 florins (45 J.)
from a fund

for the purpose with which the Emperor of

Brazil endowed the institution ;
until their

marriage, or reaching the age of twenty-one,

they only receive the interest on their little

fortune. It is curious," observed Frau Al-

! phousa,
" how critical of outward appearances

these children all are ;
when I tirst came among

them, I allowed the new inmates to mix at

once with the rest, before receiving their school

clothing. I soon, however, found it neces-

sory to keep them mi secret until fully cos-

tumed ;
their too-often very poverty-stricken as-

pect had the worst efl'ect on their reception, and

destroyed all due feeling of equality : female

vanity, I fear, is ineradicable."
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The two rooms vised as iufirtuaries lay at

;he eud of the corridor, and we proceeded to

/isit them, lu the first there were three little

jiils, convalescents from measles, under the

jharge of a good-natured-looking little old lay

lister. The children—two of whom were

aursing dolls, the other was knitting
—looked

irery happy at the sight of the Frau Oberin,

uid the eldest immediately coming up to her,

iaid very pathetically,
"
Oh, please Frau Obe-

rin, may we go down to-day ;
we are so, so

itroug all of us ?
" The lay sister here stated

;he doctor had declared them "quite restored."

*Theu to-morrow, my children," answered the
[

iind lady, "you shall go down, but you must
|

dl have a warm bath before doing so." A
jhadow fell on tlie expectant little faces, but

;hey brightened up presently, an I the youngest

assie, just six years old, found self-possession

mough to say, exhibiting a very rugged piece

jf sock,

"Oh, Frau Oberin, she won't let herself I

)e knitted nicely ;
she gets always such a fat

«g."
" Never mind, dear ;

we'll find a fat boy
tO wear it," was the consoling answer.

As we proceeded to the lower story, Frau

Uphousa gave me the following particulars of

lach day's occupation :
—The children rise at

ive or half-past, according to the season, take

)reakfast, and spend the remaiuiug time until

even o'clock in studying school tasks
; they

hen hear mass and proceed to scho d, return-

.t eleven, when they amuse themselves as they
•lease until dinner, which must be over by

nitlday. They have free time from noon until

>ue o'clock, then a quarter of an hour for study,

Mtl to school again till four, when the "
vesper

Dread "
is eaten, and tasks recommenced at

ive for half an hour
;
then follow an hour and

, half for play. At lialf-past six supper is

aken, occupying half an hour, then free time

uitil a quarter past eight, when evening

)rayers are read, and by nine o'clock all the

:hillren are in bod. The only dirt'erence in

J"

he time arrangements for the two sexes, is

hat the girls leave for school and return Imlf

•in hour later than the boys—to avoid any

jnseeudy romping by the way. Saturday and

Wednesday are half-holidays.

In the kitchen, which we next visited, there

.vere three or four lay sisters busy preparing

iinner, with the assistance of several of the

3ldcr girls. One of the sisters, whose tippet

lad got into a state of disorder from the loss

of a pin, and was in process of revolving round

iher neck, became suddenly aware of this, and
Dlushed deepest rose-colour as she re-arranged
the garment and curtseyed to the Superior.

Great copper pans made the kitchen wall re-

splendent ;
the floor was of red glazed bricks,

cool and clean
;
the stove, a grand snowy pro-

montory of Dutch tiles, jutted almost from the

wall to the centre of the room. A vast cop-

per niarmitc, full of soup, simmered on the

iron hearth
;
another scarcely less large gave

out a pleasant odour of stewed fruit. Two or

three little girls were cutting up vegetables,

others preparing salad, others, superintended

by a lay sister, conducted the operation of

cooking the golden-hued great nuddn (light

dumplings as eaten in Olympus, I am told).

"You will doubtless be surprised at the

simplicity of our diet table," said Frau Al-

phonsa ;

" but our children, you will confess,

do not appear to suffer under it," and she

glanced at the rosy faces and dimpled arms

of the little cook-maids. The details of the

children's meals are as follows :
—Dinner on

Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday, meat-broth,

boiled beef and vegetables ;
on Monday, Wed-

nesday, and Saturday, broth, with peas, «fec.,

vegetables and pudding ; Friday, broth, pud-

ding, and stewed fruit. At four p.m., each

child has a piece of bread and stewed fruit ;

supper either consists of a quarter of a pint

of beer with bread and salad, or broth and

bread. The great festivals are celebrated with

roast veal, and Easter is marked with eggs,

ham, and plum-cake.
At a sign from the Lady Superior, one of

the lay sisters brought us platters with the

broth to taste. It was very good from the

quantity of vegetables cooked in it, though
without meat.

" Our children really seem healthier with

but little meat," said Frau Alphonsa. I may
remark as a commentary, that the vegetables

which form an important part of their food,

are cooked much more succuleutly than ia

England.
A plate of giant nudeht and stewed pears

was here brought ns by the lay sister, who

beamed at us so beseechingly, I could not re-

fuse to taste them. The nudcln tasted greatly

like rather dry Yorkshire pudding. They
constitute the usual fast-day dinner. I ima-

gine the little maids looked at us while eating

these things with scarcely less interest than

if we had been pelicans at the zoological gar-

den devouring Hounders.
" Our bills of fare," observed Frau Al-

phonsa,
" do not admit of our pi educing any

but very plain cooks, but the children at least

learn the rudiments of the art thoroughly.

j

"We glanced into the ironing-room, where a

I

lay sister, assisted by half-a-dozen little girls,

was busily clear-starching the "
lady's" coifs,

and next proceeded through the iron grating

, into the "
boys' department." In the great
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dining-hall
—a fiue apartment looking on to

the gard n—a score of boys were busy sowing

platters, knives and forks, broadcast over the

long tables amid an uproar worthy of the

Charterhouse. Quiet ensued as soon as the

black robe of Frau Alphonsa was perceived,

and several lads gathered near her, evidently

very proud of any notice she bestowed on

them. They were dressed in stout cloth

jackets and trousers of no distinguishing form.

Like the girls, they attend the public school,

and the resident Superintendent is charged

merely with the duties of maintaining order

among them, and insuring their application

to their tasks. The resident Master instructs

them in elementary drawing, modelling, and

various mechanical arts, in order chiefly to

pleasantly occupy their leisure hours. The
' ' Master " now entered the room, and after

greeting Frau Alphonsa, invited us to inspect
his especial domain, a great room adjoining,
with carpenters' benches, drawing boards,

piles of card-board, and chips and shavings

enough to give it a very business-like aspect.

He showed us a multitude of pretty saw- car-

vings : picture-frames, clock-cases, brackets,

card-trays, gorgeous articles of the bonbonniere

specie, brilliant with the most resplendent
French papers, and forming work-boxes,

writing-cases, jewel-cases, glove-boxes, boxes

for every thing conceivable capable of boxing.
Mats in scrolls of diflerent coloured papers
formed in mosaic were there, made by the very
little boys. All the work of the year is kept
until Christmas, when prizes are given for the

best specimens, and it afterwards is sold to

shops in the town.

The drawing lesson, however, constitutes

the boys' greatest pleasure, the Master assured

me
; to be excluded from it their chief punish-

ment. " We do not try to make artists of

them," he added,
" but it is no slight advan-

tage for the future smith or carpenter to be

able to represent his ide.as tangibly on paper,
even though but roughly."

I had remarked the good carriage of the

boys, and found it explained by the fact of

their attending the public gymnastic school

thrice weekly in summer, whilst they have
drill exercise all the year. On calendar holi-

days, in fine weather, they make two long
excursions in the country, and on Wednesday
and Saturday have an hour's walk

;
their

school being half a mile distant ensures daily
exercise to a certain extent, and in warm
weather they go twice weekly to the swimming
school. We walked round the garden, which
is of great size, and provides the establish-

ment with fruit and vegetables for the whole

year : of both far more is consumed than could

seem possible with our habits. But for the

garden it would be scarcely possible for the

ladies to make the payment of twelve pounds

per head for the whole establishment at all

cover the necessary expenses.
A lay sister was busy digging up a store

of potatoes.
" We have too much work for

one gardener," explained Frau Alphonsa,
" and

we cannot afford two, so I let the sisters

manage the work. They like the open-air

employment extremely."
There were numberless little arbours in

shady nooks of the garden, and two large

covered places on the grass where the children

dine in warm weather. A large wash-house

stands built near the house, and adjoining it

are the bath-rooms, with warm and cold water

laid on. Boys bathe weekly when not attend-

ing the swimming-school, the girls once a

month. Four cows supply the establishment

with milk
; we looked into the cowhouse, where

the dark-eyed, turtle-dove coloured ruminators

were solemnly submitting to the attentions of

a brisk little lay sister whose coif had got

dreadfully awry, giving her a very mundane

lookof roguishness, notwithstanding her endea-

vours to set it right in time.

We had really trespassed too long on the

time and kindness of Frau Alphonsa, but her

patience was inexhaustible, and " we must cer-

tainly look at their little chapel before leaving

though
* a very humble place,

' " It was, in-

deed, as simple in its arrangements well-nigh

as a Nonconformist meeting-house. The

whitewashed walls were relieved only by two

tablets bearing the names of benefactors to the

charity, among them I noticed more than one.

American. A few lay sisters were kneeling

within the doorway, and the Lady Superior

knelt with them whilst we walked round to

the altar.

But we had now seen all our kind conduc-

tress could show us, two hours had slipped

away since we entered her doors, so after sit-

ting to rest a few moments in the little parlour,

where the beautiful young Fraulein joined us

once more, and after further pleasant gossip, we

rose to leave. The ladies accompanied us to

the door, the rosy little porteress emerged from

her nest, a cordial adieu was exchanged, and

the City Orphan Asylum of Munich, and

the kind ladies there, will remain henceforth

assuredly among my very pleasantest recol-

lections. E. S.

DIGGING FOR TRUTH.

Twenty years ago a party of quarrymen

blasting the limestone rock at Caldy Island,

near Tenby, laid open a cavern, the flooring
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)f which consisted of a thick covering of

ujimal matter ;
in this were embediled bones

3f the mammoth, rhinoceros, lion, tiger,

ayjBua, great cave bear, <fcc. Subsequeutly
;wo more caves were opened out—one on

CJaldy, and one on the mainland at a curious

latural elevation, about a mile and a half

rom Tenby, called "
Hoyles Mouth."

This " Mouth" is the entrance to a series of

jmall caverns running into and tlirough the

imestoue strata. Traditionally, these were

iuppo.sed to have b.'en the resort of smugglers,

ilthough, from examination, their size pre-

jludes the idea of anything of a bulky nature

jeing concealed, the innermost cavern being

)nly accessible by a passage so small that a

man has to lie at full length and crawl in like

serpent.

The first examination of this cavern was

jtiade in I860,* when, among a curious con-

Iflomeration of shells and fish bones, remains

)f comparatively recent animals were dis-

jovered, together with a few bolts and arrow

teads.

Since then nothing further was attempted
intil a few weeks ago, when a couple of gen-

•lemen visiting Tenby set about a scientific

examination, and brought to light much that

v&s interesting and new.

They commenced work at the entrance, where

he discovery of a number of worked stones was

uade, and in a lower strata the upper molar

>f the great Irish elk {inecjaceros),
an animal

vhich existed simultaneously with the great
ave bear, a tooth of which was dug out during
he former excavation. Some of these worked

tones were of a peculiar sort of semi-vitrified

rap, a dull green colour with whitish specks,
nd translucent at the edges, having the same
racture as flint. In the interior chamber of

the cavern, under the stalactite floor, they
«ame upon the bones of the great cave bear, a

tortioQ of which they were able to extract

vhole. Near this lay remains of the hyajna,

ox, deer, and ox. In the passage, at a distance

)f about forty feet from the iimer chamber,

phey found also hyiena, fox, deer, and goat

')ones, a worked flint, and the skeleton of a

arge bird.

By no means the least interesting portion
)f this discovery was that all these excavations

vere made below the old hard natural floor,

jroviug incontestably that the owners of these

jones had been contemporaries with the mam-
noth, or animals of the Pleistoceneau period.
Under a shelf of the same substratum, and

learer the entrance, the lower jaw ani part of

lihe heel bone of a man were found.

* Sec Vul. in. p. 243.

A careful examination proved that at some
remote period the sea must have washed into

the cavern, the action of the waves being
visible, together with the still clearer evidence
afforded by a thick depo.sit of shells in such a

position as to show that they had been cling-

ing to the surface of the roclc. Now as

Hoyles Mouth Cavern is quite 100 feet above

sea level, and situated nearly two miles from
the high water mark, we have additional proof

corroborating the extraordinary rise of level

which has taken place in the neighbourhood of

Tenliy, even within the recollection of tho.se

now alive, some of the old men remembering
" how small craft used to go nearly a mile

over what is now pasture land, and that their

fathers had seen boats discharging their cargoes
at St. Florence."

Two posts are still to be seen by the hedge
side, a mile and a half from Tenby, w^hich

were originally placed there to show the depth
of the spiiug tide.s. The ordnance survey,
taken in 1850 by Captain Aldridge, showed
that certain rocks in the bay oppo.^ite what is

known as the Borrows, had risen nearly two
feet nearer the surface than they were given in

the former chart laid down eighteen years

previously. And old Tenby sailors are very

eloquent about the "growing of the rocks."

That a great rise in the shore line has taken

place is thus incontestable, and also that the

district which has risen rests wholly upon a

substratum of carboniferous limestone, no
trace of any such rise being discernible where

the coal line begins. The bones discovered

upon Caldy Island are another strong proof of

the changes wrought in the face of the coun-

try, thijugli in this case of a diflerent nature,
there having evidently at some long antecedent

period existed a connecting line of dry land

between Caldy and the mainland, it being

quite clear tliat no such animals as those

pointed out by the bones there laid bare could

po.ssibly have exi.sted upon so small an island.

We see thus, that although the level may have

risen on one hand, it has fallen on the other
;

and there is ample evidence by authentic

written documents in the possession of old

Pembrokeshire families that a considerable

tract of land has been submerged upon the

west coa.st, au'l of which the "
^Myvyrian

Archaiology," speaking of this drowned Hun-
dred of Cantr\v-y-Gwaelod, says,

" there is not

only a general tradition, but even the names
of a certain number of 100 overwhelmed towns

and citie.s, of the harbour's, and of the eminent

men who governed them."
It is also recorded that when William Rufus

stood upon the shore in Pembrokeshiie he

attirmed it to be on his mind, to make a bridg-j
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of boats across to Ireland, whose shore he

could distinctly see.

Another submerged forest stretches from

near the Monkstone rocks to the Ray Gwyne
points by Pendine

;
and here, amidst inter-

lacing roots often coated and hid by peat,

rise the stocks of considerable trees, some

black and crumbling at the touch, others

sound, and ringing to the stroke of the

hammer.
The geology of Tenby and its vicinity has

deservedly attracted much interest, and as

some description may help to elucidate the

discovery of the dry bones and their history,

I shall take the liberty of quoting a page out

of Mr. Mason's clever little history of Tenby.
He says :

—
The formation chiefly developed here is that called

the carboniferous. It includes the mountain limestone

which supports all the coal strata, and is itself sup-

ported by the old red sandstone, and beneath that by
the Silurian strata. The coal measures lie to the north
of the town, and yield anthratic coal. They abound
in the ferns and equiseta, the fossil relics of a former
state of the earth. The so called "beetle-stones" are

nodules of clay-ironstone, the centre or nucleus of

which appears to have been sometimes animal and
sometimes vegetable matter. These are found on the

shore towards Saundersfoot, where they occur among
the ironstone.

The mountain limestone lies to the south of the

town shorewise. The Castle Hill is composed of it.

This formation is divided by its fossils into three parts,
the lower abounds in crinoideau remains, especially
their stems ; the middle portion may be identified by
its corallines, among which are the lithostrotion

basaltiforme
;
and the upper by large bivalve shells,

chiefly producta.
The old red sandstone commences at Skrinkle Bay ;

the junction of this well-defined formation with that

last named may be traced by the eye from Skrinkle
across the sound to Sandtap Haven, in Caldy, the

further side of the island being entirely old red, while

the nearer is the limestone. There are not many
characteristic fossils of this formation yet discovered

in our Pembrokeshire developments. It thrusts itself

up to form the lidgeway, which is overlapped on
either side by stratum of mountain limestone.

At Freshwater succeeds, in due order, the silurian

formation, so remarkable for that strange extinct

crustacean called trilobite, the tails of two species of

which occurring there seem to identify these with the
lower beds. Again inland, near Narberth, perfect
specimens are found of the same formation.

The coal basin of Pembrokeshire extends
from Saundersfoot to Milford Haven, ruuning,
as the anthratic or stone coal seams always
do, in a westerly direction. Intimately con-

nected with the geology of Tenby is its

climatology. Built as it is upon a peninsula,
the town has strictly a marine atmosphere,
free from intense frosts, fogs, or any very
great variability of temperature. It is pecu-

liarly adapted as winter quarters for those who
suffer from pulmonary complaints, and on this

point the evidence given by the resident

medical men perfectly agrees.
There is no part of the kingdom more open

to geological research. From the Percelly

mountains, upon the borders of Cardiganshire,
to the cliffs walling off the force of the At-
lantic from the southern shores, the country
abounds in objects of interest. Every turn of

the way opens out some new beauty, or ob-

ject for historical curiosity ; and no coun-

try is richer in legendary lore than Anglia

Transwallia, or little England beyond Wales,
so called by Giraldus because of its peopling

by the Flemish colony sent thither by Henry
I., the descendants of whom to this day bear

such a marked dissimilarity to their Cymric

neighbours, that a line drawn through the

county might almost seem to divide two dis-

tinct people. On one side you would find the

language of the Cymry, and on the other

English,
—

English, not Flemish, being the

language ordered to be spoken by the settlers
;

and moreover, it is curious that the colony

having been first settled for some time in the

north of England, they still make use of many
expressions and terms common to the border

country. I. D. Fenton".

AN AUTUMN DAY AT PEVENSEY
AND HURSTMONCEAUX.

Pevensey Castle is one of the most inter-

esting antiquities in East Sussex, and possesses,

moreover, the advantage of being exceedingly

easy of access
; further, it is only six miles

distant from the more modern, but not less

picturesque ruin of Hurstmonceaux Castle, from

which point the tourist, on his progress be-

tween Brighton and Hastings, may continue

his drive, take a peep at the remains of St.

Micheldene Priory, and regain the Brighton
and Hastings Railway, by vray of the branch

line from Hailsham. To accomplish all this,

it is true, you must make an early start, but

then it is equally true that the pleasantest
hours of a summer day are those while the

sun is still low enough to throw long shadows

across the dewy grass. The morning lights

upon the smooth dovras are well worth getting
out of bed to see, if it be only to catch an

inkling of the delights of an artist's life, and

gain a key to the beauties of the landscape
world.

Pevensey Castle stands within view of the

London, Brighton, and South Coast Rail-

way, half a mile or less from the station

bearing its name. Around it lie the villages

of Westham and Pevensey, each with an old

church, showing signs of Norman handiwork,
but sadly out of repair, the former especially
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ears unhappy evidence of a churchwarden's

imauia for white-washing ;
the chancel screen

has actually been boarded up, so th:it during

part of the service roiul from the coiuuiunion

table the officiating clergyman hiis a very faint

chance of being heanl ; in winter the chancel is

.lispensed with altogether. There are a nxuuber

of Hag-tombstones hearing date in the wveji-

teeuth century, and a cottage just without

the churchyard created great interest in my
nind from the fact of an almost illegible date,

ilthough I subsequently discovered, much to

ny chagrin, that the stone had been picked np
n the churchyard, and being cleverly inserted

luder a rafter in the ol<l cottage, made to do

lew duty, and profitably bring many a six-

)ence into the pockets of the sharp-witted
enants.

Once a sea-port, Pevensey is rated in

)omesday Book as containing GO burgesses,

nd 50 who paid acknowledgments to the

aonks, making in all 110. Things must have

one ill with the old town, as in records dating
bout the time of Edward the Confessor's

eath we find that the inhabitants numbered

nly 150 souls.

The castle stands upon a rising slope, and

ie outward walls accommodate themselves to

ae nature of the ground, thus deviating from

le rectangular form usually followed in

Qcient Roman fortifications ; they are of

reat thickness and considerable height,

hile their strength may be fairly judged from

'le fact of their durability, and by the test of

^le 1600 years which have passed away since

le Civitas Anderida of the Romans frowned

•oon the great Forest of Pensavel. The
I aterial used in the construction of these walls

; flint bound together by sea-sand and mortar,
i' extraordinary consistency. In prosecuting
I le drainage of the inner moat, a basework of

looden piles was discovered below the stone

I uudations. These piles were perfectly soxmd,
id some leaves and twigs of trees which had
lien into the interstices were also in a state

'complete preservation.

I What nature had spared might well bo

l)emed worthy of man's respect ;
but the in-

ilkbitauts of Pevensey Avere singularly delicient

•j
veneration, and some years ago actually

|ade use of their fine old castle as a quarry,

fueling ofl' the casing stones to the height of

!:me fourteen or fifteen feet along the outer

ills. Modern good feeling has made an

tempt to remedy the evil, in a very unsightly
^. \nner, 1

1 ickwork

'cuit of seven acres, enclosing the castle

as it is called, the small castle;

built upon the eastern side of the walls,

filling

These
up the spaces with red

outer walls describe a

A
ijjoper,

or,

J Ijis is built

and is of Norman architecture, i li.-.u I upon
the old Roman fouuil itions. The gateway
faces west, is fianked by two handsome towers,
and was approachi-d by a draw-bri<lge, and

portcullis gate ;
the moat extencls round

two sides, anl is overlooked by the watch-

tower. The keep, which is upon the eastern

side, overlooks wliat was the 8eal)0ard, and
is in complete ruin. in the inner court of

the Norman castle are the foundaU(^ns of a

chapel, and near it an old well of rather sin-

gular construction, being of a cylindrical form,
with the lower portion cased in by wood. The
well was opened up by some members of the

Arch;eological Society, and has siaco been

nearly filled by rain-water, into which droop
the long, bright, glossy green fronds of the

hart'8-t(jngue fern, throwing a dim mysterious
reflection on the brown water. Glistening in

among them, I was fortunate enough to catch

sight of a stray sunbeam, and shall long re-

member the lovely picture.

From the Keep the view is extensive, and
at once suggests the reason of this situation

having been chosen. Upon the south stretches

the sea-line, broken westward by the bold

front of Beachey Head
;
eastwar>l lie the well-

known mai"she.s, once covered by the sea, but
now aSbrding unsurpassed pasturage t > hun-
dreds of fine Herefords and thousands of

sheep ; to the north, beyond a narrow strip of

marsh-land, rises a rich imdulating country,
once covered by the Forest of Pensavel, the

Cair Andrea of the Roman records. Here
from hill-side and valley rise church-spires in-

numerable, the square tower of Hailsham
Church crowning the western height.

It was from the great forest that the castle

derived its name,
"

Ctiir Pensavel Cait," or

the fortress by the wood, being the original

assignation. The lords of Pevensey were

lords likewise of the forest until both were for-

feited to Henry I., and were by him bestowed

upon Gilbert de Aquila, in whose possession the

place reached its climax of magnificence and

power, and obtained the distinctive title of
" the Honour of the Eagle," the first in right
of its having been royal property, the last in

deference to its new master's surname.

In 1394, the estate having again fallen to

the Crown, was bestowed upon the Duke of

Lancaster
;
and Sir John Pelham, one of the

famous old Crowhurst fiimily, was appointed
Constable. His charge was held in a stormy

period. Sir John was a staunch partizan of

the Red Rose, and while absent with Lis royal

master, the Castle of Pevensey was held in

siege by a Yorkist Army, composed of a

hastily organised mob of "Sussex and Kentish

men." Like the Lady Blanche Aruudell,
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at Wardour Castle, Lady PelliauQ, nothing

daunted, put herself at the head of her little

garrison, dispersed the enemy, saved the castle,

and afterwards wrote a humorous and modest

letter to her " dear Lord," making very light

of her heroic work.

On the accession of Henry IV., he rewarded

the faithful services of Sir John and his lady

by granting to them and their heirs the

Constableship of the Castle of Pevensey in

perpetuity, adding thereto all the rights and

privileges attached to the " Honour of the

Eagle." It subsequently became in a manner
a royal prison. James, afterwards the first,

of Scotland, was confined here by order of

Henry IV. ; an imprisonment which broke the

old king's heart, and left a blot upon Henry's
name. Joanna of Navarre was another illus-

trious captive.

Looking down from the Keep it is not easy to

realize the state of the surrounding country
before the gradual retirement of the sea,

followed by the draining of the "level,"
or marshes, laid hundreds of acres down in

emerald green pasturage ; nor is it easy to

imagine the Ashbourn River, now a few feet

wide, bearing up to the very walls of the castle

the curious and clumsy Roman galleys, manned
with their bearded and helmeted crews.

The road to Hurstmonceaux lies across part

of the marsh, the ditches of which are full of

water-lilies, lifting their lovely white cups,

brimming with gold, and encircled by their

broad floating leaves. The "level" is entirely

pasturage, so richly and luxuriantly green that

you do not seem to miss the hedges, only

greeting them as a pleasant change when you
leave the marsh-road and strike off into the

higher coimtry, where, between Devon-like

banks, overhanging hedges festooned with

clematis, honeysuckle, and the pretty purple
flowers of the deadly nightshade, the road
winds on, past quaint raftered houses, peeping
down from above, and looking like veritable

nests among the green branches, very peaceful
and home-like.

Wittering is the only village upon the road

to Hurstmouceux
;
and a well-kept, well-to-do,

picturesque place it is
; church, schools, and

parsonage showing, as they ought always to

do, the over-looking eye and cultivated taste

of the master. About a mile further on, we

turned in through lodge-gates, and saw before

us a wdld -looking common.
" We'll soon be at the castle now," said

Sam, our driver, looking over his shoulder with

a grin, and mending his pace with the applicv

tion of a short cart-whip. And so presently,

upon reaching the top of a slight ascent, we saff'

the castle lying in a small plain, immediately

below us, not resembling a ruin, but tempting

one to think it still habitable by the clearly
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defined walls and battlements, and reminding
lis strongly at this distance of Carew Castle in

Pembrokeshire, although on nearer approach
the likeness ceases. Hurstmonceaux is built of

brick, the only stone used being the frame-

work of the Avindows, the mouldings, and

battlements, which are a sort of green stone,

quarried at Eastbourne. The form is a paral-

lelogram, enclosing four courts
; octagonal

towers flank each angle, but all these are lost

sight of by the side of the grand old gate-

way tower, than which I have never seen an

architectural work of the kind that impressed
me more sensibly with the idea of combined

strength and beauty. It is square, and occu-

pies the centre of the south front, having on

either hand turrets rising nearly eighty feet

above the level of the moat : these are oc-

tagonal in form for fifty feet, then gradually

decrease, and become cylindrical, terminating
in slender watch-towers. A bold cornice,

machicolated and embattled, runs along the

summit.

Cross loop-holes and musket-holes pierce the

flank towers in three tiers
;
the outer compart-

ment is lighted by square windows, and orna-

mented by a stone carving of the "
Wolf-dog

and banner "
crest of the Fiennes Family.

Hurstmonceaux is a combination of "Hirst,"
or thick wood, and "Moncieux," the surname

of the Norman lord upon whom William the

Conqueror bestowed the broad acres and dwell-

ing house of Hirst. The records of this family
are exceedingly meagre. The first of the

Monceaux lords of whom we read is Waleran,
son of Idonea de Hirst. The second Waleran
is historically known as taking an active part
ji the Lancastrian wars, forming very possibly
3ne of the ' '

corapanio
" that laid the Castle of

Peveusey and Lady Pelham in "a manner of

siege." He afterwards formed one of the

amous Dover Garrison, where his gallantry
teems to have been so warmly appreciated by
leury, that upon his accession he granted
lim a full pardon, and even paid a visit to

Hurstmonceaux upon his route from Michel-

lene to Battle, The ancient house fell by
narriage into the possession of Sir John de

?ieniies, a scion of a Boulonais family deriving
ts name from a little village in that distdct. *

;t was the grandson of this Sir John who
)uilt the Castle of Hurstmonceaux, and whose
on married Joan, heiress of Lord Dacre, and
v&a in her right declared Baron Dacre, and

tyled Dacre of the South to distinguish the

amdy from another branch settled near Gills-

and in Cumberland, the " Hot Lord Dacre,

*
Dating its importancj from Canon de Fiennes, Earl of

loulogne in 1112.

with many a spear," written of by Sir Walter

Scott in the "
Lay of the Last Minstrel."

It was an unfurtuuate descemlant of hers,

who, charged with poaching in Sir John Pel-

ham's park, was beheaded at Saint Waterings,
a place of execution for the counties of Surrey
and Sussex, and so called because of the brook

being dedicated to Thomas ii Becket
; Chaucer

states it to be the spot where pilgrims on their

way to Canterbury paused to water their

horses. The young Lord Dacre, whose execu-

tion may be more properly called a political

murder, was succeeded by his brother, and ho

again by Thomas, Lord Dacre, created Earl of

Surrey, who spent a princely fortune in orna-

menting the castle
;
but as he died without

direct heirs, the property was sold, and pur-
cliased by George (sometimes called Chancellor)

Naylor, to whom succeeded Francis, son of the

famous Bishop Hare, of whom Pope speaks in

his poems more than once.

In those days men who aflected a fashion-

able life, found no pleasure in country society ;

and Francis Hare, being one of the court

gallants, let his fine old castle fall into disre-

pair, and filially to ruin : indeed such an extent

had the work of destruction been permitted to

reach that his half-brother and heir thought
fit to unroof and completely demolish the in-

terior, erecting and adorning from its spoils

the modern mansion of Hurstmonceaux Place.

Since those days of Vandalism it has become

the property of the Curteis family, to whose

good taste are owing its present careful preser-

vation, and the facilities which are aflforded to

tourists.

From Hurstmonceaux to Micheldeiie the

drive is pretty, and truly characteristic of

Sussex. You cross the Ashburn and Cuckniere

rivers, and passing through Hailsham, reach

the Priory, which, being closely connected with

the former interests of Pevensey Castle, appears

I

naturally to claim a portion of our present

paper.
Micheldcue Priory stands upon the river

Cuckmere, which winds prettily down the

valley, feeding the moat, now sparkling witli

water-lilies, and fringed by ferns, reeds and

underwood. A substantial bridge spans the

moat, and gives access to the gateway-tower,

through which you enter a large inner court,

where stood the dwelling-house of the monks,
who were of the Auguitiuian order, sometimes

called Black Canons, and formed a half-way

chiss, not bound by such strict rules as the

regular clergy, and usually heard of as a right
I

jovial brotherhood.

The Priory is now in a state of deplorable

1 ruin, a farm-house and buildings having been
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erected out of the materials left standing by
time. There is scarcely anything known of

its history, except that it was founded and

endowed by Gilbert de Aquila, and that it

afforded a resting-place to royalty upon more

than one occasion.

The old trees, and many-hued underwood,

clustering round and dipping into the moat,

and the bits of grey time-stained walls,

would make a pretty subject for a water-colour

sketch. But time was too pressing to allow

me a chance of bearing away such a memento
of my visit. Time, tide, and trains wait for

no man
; and so, reluctantly enough, I obeyed

my friend's summons, and turned away from

the tempting view, J, A.

ANA.

Earth Eateks.—As a general rule, when-

ever a person alludes to the existence of a

people who sustain life by eating earth, his

hearer or hearers commonly listen to him with

an incredulous smile, and the inward reflec-

tion that travellers tell strange stories. A
paper on the subject was read not long since

at a scientific meeting, in which it was said

that certain kinds of earth are really endued

vrith nutritive properties. A tribe at the

mouth of the Amazon, say two recent travel-

lers, whose veracity we are told can be relied

upon, content themselves, or at least try to do

so, with a fatty ferruginous earth, of Avhich

they eat about a pound and a half a day. Nor
is this the only place where this earth can be

obtained, nor is its use confined to those who
are unable to obtain anything better ;

in Bo-

livia, for instance, an earth of this kind is

sold in the public market, an analysis of which

yields the following results. Every variety of

these earths is almost entirely composed of

fresh-water infusores, or microscopic shells.

Their nutritive properties therefore are doubt-

less owing to the retention of animal sub-

stances by these shells, which thus consti-

tute a species of antediluvian sustenance. It

is not only however in the south that this kind

of nutriment is made use of
;

in a country
where warmth is of the first necessity, namely,

Lapland, the inhabitants make use of a white

mineral earth, in the absence of cereals.

This dust is composed of nineteen species of

infusores analogous to those now found in

the neighbourhood of Berlin. In testing

this skeleton dust, which is found in consi-

derable quantities in Sweden and Finland,
as well as in Lapland, E,etzius discovered

that it contained a large proportion of animal

matter. G. L.

TO PATTY.

(fdu an album.)

What can I write within a book
Which is to face a face so pretty—

Upon a page, to meet thp look

Of one so young, and dear, and witty ?

sweetest thoughts come to my call,

Thoughts sweet as she is, if there be such
;

Fancies more fair than c^nie at all,
—

Fairer than fairest !— she should see such.

Oh, that in flowers my utterance were !

That, from the pas;e, might bloom my fancies

In sweetness fit to pleasure her,

In lilies, jessamines, and pansies !

*' Sweets to the sweet
;

"—'twere only right,

Rhyming to her, to write in roses

Such dreams as Summer to her sight,

la odorous violets, disdoses.

Ah. should I seek all nature through,
The bloom that sweet-st to the bee is,

How poorly would it, page, on you.

Show, to the reader, half what she is !

She moves, like June, through sultry hours
Warm'd with such sighs as should be utter'd.

Not in weak words, but passion-flowers.
That lovers' twilight vows have flutter'd.

Silence must praise her ; language fails ;

Ah, he who would with utterance woo her,
Must breathe such songs as nightingales

Or music's self would murmur to her !

She came to show to our blest sight

What heaven to earth could lend of beauty,
Therefore our blessings are her right.

And to adore her is a duty.

Well, at her feet all hearts may fall !

sweetest shape of heaven made human,
She sums, in her dear self, the all

Of loveliness that's lent to woman.

To prove God's goodness to our eyes,

Spring and the sight of her were given.

She shows us Eve in Paradise,

And what the angels are in heaven.

Ah, how I wish ! alas, in vain !

(To write "
in vain," ah, how I suffer !)

That I were twenty-four again,

And not a married, grey old buffer !

Then how about her I would sigh !

With gloves as spotless
—boots as natty,

As some one's she knows ;
Lord ! how I

Would love a girl whose name is Patty !

Well, heaven be with her all her way
To heaven itself through death's dark portals

While here our angel makes her stay,

May she know but the joys of mortals !

Wherever with the hours she roam
Her path through flowers and sunshine still be—

Be hers such 1 )ve as lights my home
When she is forty

—as she will be !

W. C. Bknnktt

a
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CHAPTER XV, TDE WHITB FLAG.

StowLY and drearily the days crept on at

Mote ; as d ly.s will do, heavy with hope
deferred. The delicate beauty was dying fast

out of Emily Maskelyne'a wan face ;
and in

her soft eyes there came often the haggard
look—half eager, half weary—common to all

such as

Watch for steps that come not back.

Often, too, her brows would contract sud-

denly, as though from a spasm of physical

pain ;
aud that significant gesture, the hand

pressed quickly to the side, was terribly fre-

quent now.

It was understood, as a matter of course,

throughout the county, that ordinary visitors

would not be acceptable at Mote. Only a

very few intimate friends called from time to

time
;
and to none of these did Mrs. Maskelyue

ever unclose her lips, on the subject of her

sorrow, save to Seytou and his wife. These

two came, not seldom
; though Tom always felt

as nervous as a woman, before going into that

presence, and utterly depressed, for hours

after leaving it. Like most other men of his

stamp, ho was a very coward in front of a grief

which he could not lighten. Tender aud
True have been coupled together, many a

time and oft ere this, since the day of the Good
Lord James.

At last, Seyton's stout resolves so far

yielded, that heofiered himself to go in search

of Brian, and to liscertain how things really

stood, if he could not prevail upon the latter to

return. It was a sore temptation, evidently;

yet Mrs. Maskelyne withsto d it. She knew

enough of her boy's wilful naturL-, to be sure

that any overtures, short of the one main con-

cession, would only embitter him in rebelliou
;

aud she had not yet come to the point of

surrender
;
more than all, she mistrusted her

own powers of resistance, if they should meet

face to face.

But, soon, the restlessness that so con-

stantly attends long bodily or mental pain

began to po3se.s3 her, unendurably. As Brian's

twenty-first birthday drew near, his mother
could no longer resist a morbid desire to find her-

self, on that day, anywhere rather than at Mote.

Had they not, ofcen and often, talked over

togfther their simple programme of festivities ?

And now wliat had it all come to 1

The old family doctor, who shook his grey
head more dolorously with each visit, had more
than once suggested complete change of air aud

scene, as a possible remedy, sinca all others

seemed to fail. Suddenly, Mrs. Ma.skelyne
took him at his word. She only tarried long

enough to provide herself with a travelling

companion—a niece, who had always been her

favourite ; and then started for the south of

France and Italy,

Seyton—whom she consulted, as a matter of

course, before definitely fixing anytliing—con-

firmed her strongly in her intentions
; he, too,

thought that anything would be better for the

unhappy mother, than wearing her heart out

slowly amongst familiar objects, endowed, each

with its own pang.
He strove very hard to speak the last words

cheerily, as he leant over the door of the rail-

way carriage in which Mrs, Maskelyne half

reclined,
—she was falling fast into the ways

of a confirmed invalid,
" Don't worry yourself, if it's possible to

help it, with looking for news. I promise

faithfully, that you shall have thi-m, good
or bad, directly 1 have any to send. But

besides that, Kate or I will write often
;
and

you shall answer, whenever it won't tire you.
Miss DevcTfUX— I shaU never believe in a

yonug lady's nursing agaiu, if you don't bring

your aunt back to us, quite strong aud well."

But Tom's stout manhood nearly broke

down just then ; and his list
' Goo 1 bye

' was

barely intelligible, for a dry knot in his throat

was choking him painfidly.

The populir squire of Warleigh, with his

merry nud or smile ready for every acquaint-

ance, high or low, was most unlike the mooiiy
horseman who rode b.u k through the streets of

Turrcaster
; speaking to none, an I seldom lift-

ing his bent head from his breast. The men

VOL. XIII, No. S34.
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who saw Tom Seyton's face that day, shook

their heads afterwards more ominously than

ever, when they blamed Brian Maskelyne's

folly, and speculated as to his future fortunes.

There are memorials existing yet
—

telling

how, in old time, pilgrims, to atone for some

deadly sin, travelled from one far country to

another ; halting often, and, at every station,

enacting some fresh refinement of penance.
Without consciousness of guilt, and without

intention of self-torture, poor Emily Maske-

lyne went on a scarcely less woeful journey.
Yet it could hardly have been chance that

guided her
;
but rather one of those strange dis-

tempered fancies, that are among the saddest

symptoms of mortal decay. What else could

have made her follow, step by step, the track

that she had passed over two-and-twenty years

before, in the first blush of matronhood ?

George Maskelyne, without being a pedant,
was what our fathers used to call—an elegant
scholar. He delighted in teaching his fair wife

the traditions—legendary or historical—that

make many bare plots of classic soil not less

holy to the antiquarian, than the ruins

shadowed by Mount Palatine. He had a

low, soft voice, especially pleasing to the

loving ears that listened in those halcyon days.

Very often the desolate woman—desolate both

as wife and mother, now—heard it again, as

she lingered, over the ground they had trodden

together.

And the features of each place were so won-

derfully unchanged. When she halted by
Trasitnene, there was the same ghostly rustle

and whisper in the reed-beds, that stirred

them in th? gloaming long ago, when those

two stood by the dusky water
;
and George

Maskelyne—warming with his subject, as men
of peace will do when speaking of war—
told the story of the great battle. How, in

despite of omen and augury, the Consul led

his legions to the onset, through the white

shroud-like mist, that soon swallowed up
standards and eagles ; and how the darkling

fight went on—no man heeding or staying his

hand—though the ground was rocking with
the earthquake, that laid walled cities in ruin,
and changed the very face of Nature

; till, at

the last, Flamiuius went down before the

Insubrian's lance, and a hopeless struggle
became desperate rout. There, was the very

pass, through which the wild riders of Numi-
dia came hurling into the press, from their

ambush behind the shoulder of the hill
;

trampling down the fugitives in the shallows,
or spearing them as they drowned, till lake and
morass were merged in one hideous crimson

swamp.
So on—southward ever-—till she saw once

more the primseval olives on the verge of the

Sorrentine plain : not a leaf seemed to have
fallen from the grey gnarled boughs, since she

last rested under them
; and heard that, under

that same shadow, some of those who bore

arms before Troy may have lain down to sleep.

But the sharpest pang of all came with the

memory of the hopes and fears, that her hus-

band had shared with herself, when—long
before their journey was done—they knew that

there was promise of an heir to Mote, Heaven
had hearkened once—once only—to George

Maskelyne's prayer ;
and his house was not

left childless. Had it come to this—that his

widow should think in her heart, that there

might be crosses, heavier to bear than the

curse of barrenness ?

No—many times, No. In the extremity of

famine, the poor mother never forgot to be

thankful for past years of plenty, when, from

morning to evening, she feasted her eyes to their

full, on the sight of her darling growing up in

strength and beauty, like a stately palm.
Famine.

Alas ! the word was only too applicable,

now. No other could express Emily Maske-

lyne's intense craving for the tender words and

caresses, that had made up the one great de-

light of her quiet life. The night-season

brought her no respite or rest
;
for her brief

troubled dreams were ever haunted with—
The touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that was still.

There are separations harder to bear, than

those caused by one sheer sweep of the Death

Angel's sword.

It was not wonderful, that the invalid's

health did not improve on foreign travel, as

physicians and friends had hoped. She her-

self, probably, nourished no such delusions,
from first to last. But, as summer faded into

autumn (they were then once more in the

north of Italy), Mrs. Maskelyne grew
weaker so perceptibly, that she resolved for

many reasons to hasten her return. She
saw her niece was getting more depressed
and nervous, daily : and sharper and more fre-

quent came the inward warnings, to delay the

setting of her house in order no longer : more-

over ghe was possessed by the instinctive long-

ing—common to so many creatures besides

man—the longing to die at home.

So it happened that, an October evening
found Emily Maskelyne once more at Mote.

Almost her first words were to ask, if the

Seytons were at Warleigh ? When she heard

that they were expected home from Scotland,
at the end of the week, she seemed quite satis-

fied ; and rose the next morning in better

spirits, than she had shown for some time past.
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Neitherdid the journey appear tohaveexhausted

her, as much as might have beeu expected.

Even Miss Devereux was obliged to acknow-

ledge this
; though she remonstrated against

her aunt's imprudence, when the latter an-

nounced that she had telegraphed for the

family-solicitor to come down from town, for a

long business-afternoon.

But gentle Emily M;iskelyne couM be as

firm, sometimes, as the most n-puLsive of

strong-minded women
;

when she said—
"
Margaret, darling

—don't think that I will

over-exert myself ;
but—it must be so—"

the girl felt it would be cruel to argue

further. The legal interview did not last

so long as she had feared it would
; though

more than one instrument was executed,

which certain of the household were called in

to witness. It appeared that the telegram
had told the solicitor enough, to enable him

to bring all necessary papers with him.

But, when he had departed, and the two

women were alone again together, a great dread

overcame Margaret Devereux,—looking on the

change that those few hours had wrought in

Mrs. Maskelyne's face. Yet, in this change,
there was nothing ghastly or startling : what

was expressed there, was hardly exhaustion
;

rather, a repose too intense to be natural—
the solemn heart-calm, won ouly after long

weary war.

Over that peace there falls ever an awful

funereal shadow : it is such a one as broods

in quiet churchyard nooks, where neither sun

nor wind may wander—so thickly grow cypress
and yews ; if any light is cast thereon, it is

a faint distant glimmer from the Light that

may never be quenched, streaming through
the half-opened doors of Heaven.

In answer to her niece's questions, Mrs.

Maskelyne would only allow that "she was a

little more tired than usual :

" indeed she seemed

to be in no pain, and was sleeping quietly when
the doctor paid his evening visit. The old

man sat by her side, waiting till she should

wake
;
and his earnest eyes never moved

from the sweet quiet face, till they grew hazy
and dim. He had known and loved that

face for more than a score of years ;
and he

knew—now, without a glimmer of doubt—
that he had a duty before him that night,
from which the strongest and wisest of men
are apt to shrink—the speaking of a death-

warrant.

That duty, though, he did perform, so soon

as he was left alone with the invalid after her

waking ; he said afterwards that, in his long

experience, he had never seen the shock fall,

to all appearance, so lightly ;
that it was no

surprise, was very evident. The only point

on which Mrs. Maskelyne showed anxiety, was
that of time : her eagern'-ss was almost pain-

ful, as she asked, "if she might reckon at

least on three or four days."
In her peculiar ca.se, it was very difficult

to speak with certainty : it was one, too, on
which further advice was absohitely useless

;

even if the invalid had not owned to a

nervous dread of seeing any strange physician.
So the old doctor was fain t(j give her such

poor comfort, as he could hold out con-

scientiously. If no sudden shock assailed

the system, it was most probable that Mrs.

Maskelyne would survive the fourth day. This

seemed to pacify her, to some extent
; for

it was the Seytons that she was so anxious to

see, and they were expected home late on the

following afternoon. More than once it was
on the doctor's lips, to suggest that Brian

Maskelyne should, if possible, be found ; but
he refrained. He knew no more than others

did, of the actual state of the estrangement ;

and feared lest he might produce agitation
that would be instantly fatal.

Neither was Miss Devereux wholly unpre-

pared for the heavy tidings : and she bore up
bravely. But the next day was intolerably

long ; she was far more impatient for the

evening that was to bring Seyton, than the in-

valid herself, who lay still, hardly speaking or

moving : it seemed as if she was husbanding
the last grains of life, with a set purpose.

The twilight was closing in, when suddenly
Miss Devereux started up with something like

an exclamation of joy ;
the sound of rapid

wheels had come, so much sooner than she had
reckoned on, that she forgot, for a moment,
the doctor's caution. But the iniprulence did

not, apparently, do any harm. Mrs. Maskelyne
looked up, with only a deep quiet joy on her

face
;
and said :

*' The Seytons ! I am so very thankful.

Will you ask him to come to me, first, alone I

Kate won't think I'm unkind, I know, darling.

You will sit with her, won't you, till I send

for you /

"

The groom from Warleigh had had the rare

good sense to tell his master, at Torrcaster,
how urgently ho w.is needed at Mote

;
so he

and Kate h.id ilrivtn thither, straight from the

station. With an intense relief and sense of

reliance, Emily Maskelyne heard Seyton's step
outside her door : those quick (irm footfalls

alwiys seemed to bring with them comfort

and courage.
Once more, in silence, their fingers were

locked together ; and, once more, the weak
wasted hand was the firmer of the twain.

But Seyton spoke first ;
he had hardly opened

his lips even to Kate, since he heard the evil
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news at Torrcaster ; aud, now, his voice

sounded hoarse aud uusteady.
" You never wrote one word of this : I

might have come too late."

She looked up at him, with the faint smile,

that became so well the delicate beauty of her

face.
•' Why should I have written—only to

make you sorry, too soon ? And I knew you
would come in time. But there is something

worf^e, that you must forgive me—if you can.

Let me tell you, while I am able ; though I feel

strangely stronger, siuce your wheels awaked

me."

Emily Maskelyne's simple confession was

very soon over, in spite of the breathing that

grew, every miuute, more labouied and irre-

gular. On the previous day she had executed

two deeds. In the first, she gave her full

consent to the marri.ige she had hitherto

opposed ; in the second, she provided fur the

ceremony having been performed clandestinely ;

and exercised the powers thus accruing to her,

by bequeathiug everything, without reserve, to

her son. There could not be a more complete
or unconditional surrender

;
and Mrs. Maske-

lyne hardly tried to excuse it.

"1 know I have been weak, and wicked

too—" she said. "I have betrayed my poor
husband's trust

;
aud broken faith with you.

Ah, why did either of you trust me ? And I

did my best : I held out—indeed I did—till

my heart was broken. I grew cowaidly and

false, when I felt that I must die soou. I

could not die in peace
— I could not lie quiet

in my grave
—if my own darling Brian thought

I had dealt hardly by him— even if it was

hard justice. I had ratlier it was so : I had
rather that he—and you—and any that care—
should know that his poor mother loved

him, better than anything else in all the world—better than her own duty. But I could not

have done this—and lived on to see, what I

must have seen
;
aud bear, wliiit I must have

borne. That would have killed me
; and

killed me in cruel pain. !N'ow 1 am spared all

this : it is best—far best— so. Only say that

you forgive me
;
and that you will j^ray that

George may forgive me, too ?
"

U er voice, for a brief space, had grown quite

etrong and firm in its passionate earnestness
;

but, as she finished speaking, it sank into a

whisper so faint as to be barely audilJe
; aud

she lay pauting painfully for breath ; hardly
able to swallow the cordial, that Seyton held

to her colourless- lips.

Forgive 1

The doubt need no more have troubled

Emily Maskelyne, than it need have embit-

tered the death-pang of any martyred saint.

Had she confessed a mortal sin, instead of a

weakness thut the Mother of God might have

owned, Seyton could only have spoken such

words of kindly comfort, as he tried to murmur
then.

For her husband—his pardon be sure,

was granted already. The hearts that were

tender and pitiful here below, will scarce

become austere and stern, when the mortal has

put on immortality : not among the spirits of

just men made perfect, will hard measure be

dealt to the frail ones of this earth, who—
having borne their burden faithfully for awhile
—sink under it at last. Aud, you will remem-

ber, this was no sacred trust, involving the

welfare of a human soul
;
but only a prevision

of pardonable family-pride. Perhaps, even so

great a thing as the mere worldly honour of

his house had, for many a year, been to George

Maskelyne among the trifles, swept away like

thistle-down by the first breath of Eternity.
"Don't talk about forgiveness," Seyton

said, when he could speak plainly.
" It is I

who need to be forgiven, for having taxed

your strength so cruelly. It is following my
counsel, that has killed you. But I believed,

we were acting for the best : God knows, I

did." - - .

She took his hand, once more, into both her

own—
" He does know it—good, true friend : He

knows too how I thank and bless you in my
heart. But, indeed it is best—so. I have

something more to ask of you. Yes : I thought

you would guess it." He would have risen

from his seat, if she had not held him fast.

" There is no reason why my boy should not

come to me—now. You will find him and

bring him, if it is possible ?
"

All Sey ton's prompt energy returned, directly

there was ahythiug to be done : he looked at

his watch, as coolly as if there had been no

question of life and death ;
and spoke with his

usufd brief decision.
" I shall catch the mail from Torrcaster, if

I start in ten minutes from this time. I don't

fear UiUch difiiculty in tracing Brian. Stan-

den's address will be clue enough, if it is fol-

lowed up sharply. I do think, you may reckon

on seeing us here before noon to-motrow.

Kate will stay with you of course, till I re-

turn : she would hardly let me come up alone,

as it was."

Mrs. Maskelyne bent her head gratefully ;

but still her clasp was on his wrist : she had

evidently not said all her say.
" Two or three words more—only two or

three"—she whispered. "I hope and pray that

1 may be spared to kiss my own darling, and

press your hand once more. But even if God
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should rule it otherwi.se, I shall go to Him

quite peacefully and quietly, if you will pro-

mise me one other thing. You promised it

year.", ago ;
but everything is .so altered that

nothing binds you now. In spite of all that

has happened
—that may happen—will you

stand by Brian to the last ? I don't ask you
to countenance his marriage : I don't ask you
to bring Kate here

;
or to come yourself, unless

on urgent need. I do ask you—it is much I

know—never quite to desert my poor boy . He
cannot escape sorrow, I fear, if he escapes

shame
;
but ho will only want your help the

more. I have no near relations left : but I

would rather trust Brian to you thau to my
own brother, if he were living still. Say you
will do this : say it—so—with your hand in

mine."

Halting between each sentence—between

each word, at last—her failing voice only just

canied her through : but every syllable went

as straight home to Seyton's heart, as if it had

been uttered in the trumpet-tones of an Angel.

On the bluff Saxon face there came a certain

grave dignity
—the dignity of strong sedate

resolve :

" I will stand by Brian to the very last, that

I will ;
and help him to my very utmost,

through good or evil report
—be it ever so evil.

He may choose to reject my help : but—when
I forget to render it—may God forget me and

mine."

For a minute or more Emily Maskelyne lay

quite still
;
no intelligible sound escaped her

lips, that moved incessantly as if in earnest

speech ; but the eager tension of her features

relaxed, as they .settled into calm content—the

foreshadowing, surely, of the peace that would

be perfected soon.

After a few words more of no special import,

Seyton went to fetch his wife. The brave

little woman was the very person to be relied

on, under such circumstances. For, though
there were sorrow and sympathy enough at the

bottom of her kindly heart, there was no fear

of her breaking down. And—fond as she was

of the Maskelynes—her friendship with the

family was much more recent than that of her

husband, and had never been knit so closely.

So, it was but natural, now, that she should

be less strongly moved than he.

It was full time for Seyton to bo starting.

His farewell words to Emily Maskelyne, were

very simple and brief : he had good reason to

reckon on seeing her, at least once more ;
and

he knew how important it was to spare her

further agitation. His hand was on the door,

when he heard her voice—quick and hurried,

as though some nervous panic had smitten her

suddenly—

"You feel sure you will bring liim back

early to-morrow ? Quite sure ?
"

It was ill for Seyton's after peace of mind,
that he turned on the threshold to answer

;
for

the dying woman's eyes met him full, and they
followed him for many a day. In that last

look, there was an awful craving agony, yet not

utterly hopeless ;
such as might be seen in the

eyes of wrecked sailors, well nigh mad with

thirst, when above the horizon mounts the

small black cloud, from which—if there is

mercy in Heaven—some drops of precious

water may fall.

That brief backward glance did more to

unman Seyton, than anything he had gone

through yet. It was lucky, the time was

so pressing ;
for he could scarcely trust him-

self, to mutter a few words of encouragement :

then he closed the door quickly, and sprang
down the stairs. Even so, a man might flee

from some haunted house, after meeting one

of the fearful tenants face to face.

But his presence of mind came back, before

he had gone a mile tlirough the cool night air :

and his plans were all made, before he reached

Torrcaster. His own cattle were scarcely

equal to another rapid journey ;
but he ordered

post-horses to be kept saddled, so as to be

ready to start at a moment's notice, on the

arrival of the *

special
'

by which Tom pro-

posed to return if his mission succeeded.

There were no passengers that he knew by the

up-traiu ; and, so far, it was well : for he pre-

ferred his own meditations—gloomy as they
were—to the torment of answering or evading

enquiries.

CHAPTER XVI. TOO LATE !

Between ten and eleven that night, Seyton
drove up to the hotel, where Standen had

said he was to be found. It was not one of

the regular 'sporting houses' which always
look busy, if they do not seem especially

cheerful or inviting ; but, rather, one of those

nondescript establishments to be found in

certain West-end by-ways, about which hangs
a dreary air of shabby gentility far more

repulsive than the glaring vulgiirity of other

taverns. One fancies that the frequenters of

such places, must resort thither—not for con-

vivial purposes, or even for the ordinary

pursuit of their calling
—but to concoct some

unusually deep robbery, or merciless '

milking.'

Seyton soon learnt that the man he sought

had not called at the hotel, for some days.

But there did not seem to be any mystery
about his private abode, which was situated

in the suburb above alluded to. Indeed, the

landlord was disposed to be quite communi-

cative ou the subject.
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"I've known the time, sir," he remarked

sagaciously,
" when I'd have looked twice at

my man, before giving Jem Standen's address,

at this hour of the evening. It looks as if he

was wanted, rather particular. But he's no

call, to keep dark now ;
and hasn't had, for

some months past. I never remember him so

flush of money : he must have been in some

rare good things lately. It's pretty sticky of

him—not to have put any one of his pals

on."

Almost before the other had done speaking,

Seyton was in his hansom again, and driving

rapidly to the address he had obtained : he

found the house after some little trouble ;
for

the geography of these settlements is still

rather vaguely defined.

The door was opened by an ill-favoured

servant enough ;
with a sullen atrabilious face,

bloated withal, and fishy eyes ;
in his shabby

black, and dingy white neck-tie, he looked

something between, a mute out of place, and
a debauched dissenting minister—a fine full

ticket-of- leave flavour pervading all.

In answer to Seyton's enquiries, this per-

sonage stated that "his master was out, and
he didn't know when he might be in

;
but

that Mr. Daventry was at home, if that would
do as well." It appearing, that such was the

case, he bade the visitor, rather surlily,
" wait

where he was ;" and, after taking the latter's

name, disappeared through a swinging baize-

door into the interior of the house.

It seemed as if the servant had acted over-

much on his own responsibility, in making the

above admission
; for the half-muffled sound

of sharp harsh words, ending in a bitter oath,
reached Seyton's ears, as he waited. But ere

long the Cerberus returned, more sulky than

ever ; and growled out something that might
be interpreted into—" Come this way, please."

During those ten minutes, Tom had leisure

to reflect on certain reports, relating to Kit

Daventry, that had reached him since they last

met in the street
; for no personal acquaint-

ance existed between them.

Rumour had not been kinder to Standen
and his nephew, when they vanished from

Torrcaster, than she is wont to be to better

men, whose backs are fairly turned. It is not

astonishing, that men of their peculiar stamp
will make almost any sacrifices, to avoid being
made the subject of public talk : they know,
right well, that when the ball of gossip is

once set going, it is impossible to say when it

will stop ;
and the chance of a flash of light,

falling on some secret comers of their past

life, is as terrible to them, as the gleam of a

dark-lantern might be, to a robber whose pro-
fession is avowed. This thought was in the

Lawyer's mind when he said, in his soliloquy—
" We'll have to clear out of this, before long."
He guessed, too, that he himself would be

more roughly dealt with, by common report,
than his uncle and confederate.

So indeed it turned out. Long ere this,

Seyton had been made aware that there was
not a more shameless scoundrel living, than

the man with whom he was now seeking an
interview.

The room in which Kit Daventry gave audi-

ence was comfortable enough, at first sight :

but, the new, costly furniture was beginning
to look dirty and tarnished already : it was
no wonder

;
for the atmosphere was laden

with the close acrid fumes of stale smoke and

strong liquors, so as to be nearly unendurable

to healthy lungs.
The Lawyer's appearance and demeanour,

that night, were by no means prepossessing.
The anger, only half vented on the awkward

servant, lingered still in his scowling eyes, and
black lowering brows : the visit was evidently
both unexpected and unwelcome

;
and this he

did not take the trouble to disguise. He rose

as Tom entered, bending his head with a surly

civility (which was not acknowledged), and

spoke, abruptly ; without going through the

needless form of ofi'ering a chair.
* ' May I ask what you wanted with my

uncle ? If it's a mere matter of business,

perhaps I can speak and act for him. I pre-
sume you would not have come here on any
other—after what passed between you when

you met last. Indeed, I happen to know that

Mr. Standen would not have seen you, if he
had been at home. It was a mistake, that

you were let in, at all."

The man's manner was coarsely ofiiensive
;

but his tone was strangely free from the slang

vulgarity that usually characterized it
; and all

his cool cunning could not conceal that he

was, for some reason or another, very ill at

ease.

"He would have seen me"— Seyton an-

swered, very quietly.
*' But you will do just

as well : for my business cannot be simpler.

I want Brian Maskelyne's address, at once : I

must see him without a minute's delay. It is

a question of life and death.
"

The scowl on Daveutry's face grew blacker,

yet ;
and his teeth gleamed through his beard,

as he almost snarled out his words :

" I thought as much : by I did. So

you think you're to ride rough-shod over us—
I know some of what you said to Jem Stan-

den, and guess more—and then come and

find us ready at your beck and call, to help

you to your ends 1 Brian Maskelyne's of

age, and his own master. If he'd wanted to
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see you, he'd have told you so himself. But
he's too much spirit for that. He .won't bo

the first to give in." (Tom remembered after-

wards, the raising of the voice just hero
;
and

the furtive glance at the folding-doors that

closed the farther end of the room.) "And
you want his address ? My uncle would have

given you the same answer, as I do.—I'll see

you d—d first."

The rudu ferocity of the speaker's manner,
was so strangely at variance with his habitual

sneering coolness, that a child would have

guessed, he was blustering to keep up his fail-

ing courage. And there was some reason for

this.

Do you remember one sentence ia a certain

soliloquy
—

" I would have given something, to have
seen that jolly face, with a real storm on
it— ?"

Kit Daveutry had the opportunity of en-

joying that spectacle now, gratuitously.
With all his kindness of heart and easy-

going ways, Tom Seyton was somewhat cho-

leric by nature : lie had not been in a quarrel,
since he left school, more serious than a

poaching fray ; but he was no more likely to

brook insult patiently, than the 'humane'

King of Connemara. He thought, in his con-

science, that Emily Maskelyne's death lay,

chiefly, at the door of those who had beguiled

away her son, and confirmed him in rebellion.

The arch-schemer—as he had reason to believe—stood there now
;
insolent and defiant, as

though conscious of the triumph, that was, in

truth, already won. And this—when every
second was priceless ;

and the briefest delay, a

wrong done to her who lay yonder in her

mortal agony. Then—keener than ever—
rose the memory of the terrible look that,
ever since he met it, had been driving Seyton
onward, like a goad. His intentions and cause
were good, certainly ; but the savage devil

that, for the moment, reigned in that honest

breast, might have prompted the hand of

Cain.
" Look here "—Tom said, speaking very

low. "
I haven't time to bandy words with

you. You'll give me that address within the

minute, if you're wise. For I'll have it out
of your throat—by fair means or foul."

As he spoke, he moved slowly nearer and
nearer to the other—his own face transformed

past recognition ; and with a fell meaning, in

his eyes, btjfore which a bolder viUaiu than

Daveutry might have quailed.
But the Lawyer was a coward to the core of

his knavish heart. He was much the taller, if

not the more powerful man of the two ;
and

sparring had formed part of his education.

Indeed, ho was reckoned rather a dangerous
customer, in those brief midnight broils, that

are generally decided by the first blow or

so
;

where neither pluck nor stamina find

much room for di-splay ; that big diamond

ring was worn, for use no less than ornumeiit
;

the sliarp facets would cut a temple-veiu as

with a poniard-stroke. But, on the present
occasion he seemed to put but small trust in

the resources of * science ;'
and evidently

preferred a non-combative policy. Help was

very near, of course
;
but this—if he remem-

bered it at all—did not embolden him to play
the bullying out. Perhaps he felt, much as

WycUffe did, when quoth the grim buccaneer—
Might I not stab thee, ere one yell

,Could rouse the distant sentinel ?

There is hardly a creature on earth so helpless,

as a cool cunning man, fairly distraught with

fear.

As Seyton drew nearer, Daventry put up
his hands

;
but it was only to deprecate

violence, and to entreat parley.

"Don't—don't—be so hasty"—he stam-

mered
;
with a change of manner, that, under

other circumstances, would have been irresis-

tibly ludicrous. "
I'll give you the address,

if—it's really a question of life and death, as

you say."
Tom was too earnestly intent on one object,

to notice the miserable evasion—it could

hardly be called self-deceit—with which the

other strove to cloak the dastardy of a sur-

render at discretion. His own face was still

very stern, but the fierce menace gradually
faded from it, as he answered, in the same

suppressed voice—
" I said wrong : it is a question of death

only. Brian cannot hope to see his mother

alive, if he reaches Mote after noon to-

morrow. "

What Daventry's reply would have been—
whether he would have attempted the lie of

condolence, or allowed his sordid anxieties to

appear—can never be known.

Before he could open his lips, the folding-

leaves behind Seyton burst open with a rattle,

and Brian Maskelyne stood there
; clutching

the door-handle like a drunken man, as he

swayed to and fro ; his great black eyes

gleaming unnaturally ;
his fair smooth cheeks

blanched to a dead opac^ue whiteness.

By dint of pondering on the shame ami

sorrow, already wrought by the wretched boy's

wilful madness—to say nothing of what must

surely come thereafter—Seyton had contrived,

up to this moment, to keep his anger warm ;

but, at that ghastly apparition, all resentment

was swidlowed up, in pity for the awful

punishment that, he saw, had already begun.
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He entirely forgot the presence of a third

person, ars he turned to meet Brian, with out-

stretched hands, and a smothered exclamation

of welcome.

But Maskelyne shrank back, repelling the

other's advance, as if he himself were plague-
stricken

; and spoke to Daventry, with a

horrible quavering laugh, that made Tom's

blood run cold.
" Didn't I tell you, it would be so ? It has

killed her. But I've shown a proper pride—as you call it—and we shall have our own

way, at last."

A strong gripe was on his arm, before he
could utter another word.

"This is no time for reproaches"—Seyton
said, sternly

—" far less for reproaches, wasted
on him. Surely you will come with me, this

instant ?
"

Brian bent his head, and followed, sub-

missively : in the door-way he turned, and
looked back at Daventry, who still stood sul-

lenly apart, in a bewildered helpless way.
"You'll let Bessie know"—he' said. "She'll

guess why I could not tell her myself, or write

one line—to-night."
The next minute he was in the street, at

Seyton's side.

The Lawyer drew a long breath, when they
were fairly gone ; and, turning to the table,
filled a glass brim-full with biandy : his hand
shook so, that he could scarcely carry the

dram to his lips, un spilled.

"Tliat's well over"—he muttered. "I
didn't see my way out of it, five minutes ago.
There's madness in that boy's blood, I do
believe. And, as for the other—d—n him—
I know, now, why I always hated him so.

I'd sooner face a dozen roughs, than those

infernal eyes of his, when the devil comes in-

to them, as it did to-night ;
and I'd as soon

trust my neck in a halter, as in his fingers, if

he meant mischief,"

As he mused on, his brow began to clear
;

and the wicked, sneering smile, curled his lip
once more,

" It looks very much as if the big coup
were coming off, after all. It isn't likely, that
the mother will die game : she wouldn't have
sent for her pet, to tell him he was cut off

with a shilling. I wonder where that tipsy
old fool has got to : he's later than usual ; he
won't be fit to talk to either, when he does
come in. So I'll go down and tell Bess the
news. Good Queen Bess ! Here's her health

;

and there's for luck."

He pitched the empty glass into the grate,
with that low so^irnois laugh, described be-
fore

; and, without more ado, went forth into

the night.

Brian only spoke once, on their way to the

railway.
" Why was I not told of this, sooner ?

"

" I only knew it myself, six hours ago"—
was the reply. Not another word passed
between them, till they got out at the station.

It may be well to mention here, that

Brian's presence in Stauden's house that

evening (which looks very like a stage-trick)
was the most natural thing imaginable.
He was not yet a-weury of the beauty for

which he had paid such a fearful price : but

the most infatuated bridegroom—aided and

abetted by a more sentimental companion
than the fair Bessie—might own, before his

happiness is two moons old, that some slight

distraction to the monotony of love-making,
is not to be despised. Putting his wife

aside (for wife she had been, these months

past), poor Brian had not the chance of

interchanging a single idea with a congenial

spirit : he had never cared much for read-

ing ; and, in the hocognito which for obvious

reasons he was compelled to observe, amuse-

ment and employment were alike out of

his reach. His dislike and contempt for

Bessie's male relatives—for the cousin espe-

cially
—had increased well-nigh to loathing.

Nevertheless—from pure lack of something to

occupy his thoughts, when not amatively en-

gaged—he had interested himself in the turf-

speculations of the pair. This especial night
was the eve of a great race-meeting ;

and

Brian had gone down to his father-in-law's

house to settle, finally, how his money should

go on : not finding the latter at home, he had

remained to talk over matters with Daventry,

They had been warned at the terminus that

a 'special' would probably be needed; so it

was as long as might have been expected, be-

fore all was ready for a start. While they
were waiting, Seyton took some hasty refresh-

ment— it was many hours since he had tasted

food—and tried hard to make his companion
follow his own example. Tom had a decided

belief, as to the relation of the physical to

the moral powers ; and he guessed that both

would soon be sorely tried. But Brian re-

jected everything but soda-water, which he

drank eagerly, unmixed with spirit. Per-

haps he was right ;
there was evidently fever

in his veins already ;
for two round scarlet

spots shone out on his white cheeks ; and his

hand was, by fits and starts, burning, or

deadly cold.

Not long after midnight, they were plung-

ing forwards through the dark, at the speed,

that can only be got out of a light-loaded en-

gine, with the rails clear in front, for hours to

come. And, still those two were very silent ;
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yet, a few words Seytoii forced himself to

9pe:ik. Ho held it shame, that one stoue of

the wall, built up of late bjtweeu Briau and

his mother, should stand, while his hand

could pluck it away. So, as briefly as possible,

he told how Emily Maskelyiie had yielded

every point in dispute ; and had forborne to

visit, even with the lightest penalty, her sou's

fatal rebellion.

Not a gleam of triumph or satisfaction

dawned on Brian's dreary face, as he listened.

Only the big storm-drop-!, that had been

gathering slowly under his long dark lashes,

rolled down, one by one. But he male no an-

swer ; and thenceforward, to the journey's end,

kept his eyes constantly closed—evidently not

thinking of sleep, but to show that he wished

to be left entirely to himself : tlu^ fancy the

other was only too ready to indulge.
As Seyton studied his companion's visage

more attentively, he felt surpri-;ed at himself,
for not having noticed, at the first glauce, how
much it was changed. It wa-t not its ex-

ceeding pallor which struck him so pain-

fully ;
for that was natural just now

; neither

were the features unhealthily emaciated
;
but

Tom would rather have seen signs of past or

present disease, than the weary care-worn look

of premature age. Yet it was not the thought
of what Briau must have crone through,
that made his old friend so sa 1

; rather, it

was the certainty of what the future had in

store. Ill fares it, surely, with him, who, in

the battle of life, has a sore wound under
his maiden harness, ere the onset is fairly

sounded. No wonder that, while Seyton
gazed on the work of the last few months, he

should have remembered the gloomy text—
" If they do these things in the green tree,

what shall be done in the dry ?"

They were scarcely delayed five minutes,
after reaching Torrcaster : the posters were

standing ready saddled, close to the station
;

and every one was on the alert. The cause of

Seyton's night-journey had been noiseil abroad
;

and there was not a true man in Marlshire,
who would not have given his best horse, to

forward that errand. The driver had his

ma.ster's orders, to spare neither whip-cord nor

steel
; and carried them out with a will. The

famous elms of Mote rose, gaunt and grey in

the early dawn-light, as—still at a furious gal-

lop
—

they swept through the open loJge-g ites,

and up the maiu avenue ; caring nought if

the thunderius' wheels cjave warniun: to those

within. What is prudence with the sick, is

mockery with the dying ; and there is small

need of caution, when hope is past.
As the swing of the carriage at the turn

threw Seyton against his companion, he felt

the other shiver as though in an a^u -fit.

There was nothing b>it pity in his heart, be

sure, just then
; yet his voice sounded sharp

and stern, as ho pressed Brian's arm
" You must command yourself—in mercy to

her."

The strong hand seemed to have a magnetic
force of its own, for the other ceased to

tremble
;
and said, quite steadily, though in a

whisper—
" You may trust me."

Before another word was spoken, the car-

riage drew up before the huge Norman arch

that shadowed the entrance. Briau Maske-

lyne was at home, once more.

Seyton sprang out first; but—quickly as he

moved—a stieam of light poured through
the opening door before he was fairly on the

threshold ;
and Kate cast herself on his breast,

as he came in.

He knew it all at once—knew that his

journey had been utterly in vain ; for, in spite

of his good speed. Death had travelled yet

faster—knew, that he had not been able to

lighten, by one whit, the remorseful burden

that Brian Maskelyne must bear thencefor-

ward for ever. He knew all this, before Kate

could murmur through her tears—
"Too late! Too late !

"

If those words—ominous at all times—fell

on Seyton's heart like drops of lead, how,
think you, did it fare with that other close

behind, who—clasping his hands over his

writhen face, like a man stricken blind—stag-

gered back into the outer dark, with a bitter

wailing cry 1

This was what had happened at Mote that

night.

For an hour or more after Seyton's de-

parture, Mrs. Maskelyne seemed to doze ;

at least, she lay quite stdl, with closed eyes,

breathing regularly. But she woke up, all at

onco, panting and scared, as though from

some evil dream
;
and asked, eagerly, for the

parish-priest, who lived hard by ; indeed, the

rectory stood within the park-wall. He was

not long in coming ;
for all the evening

through, he had been expecting the summons.

By the time he arrived, Mrs. Maskelyne was

quiet again ; and, outwardly, was more com-

posed than any one of the women who shared

her last sacrament. But the valediction of

the Church was scarcely spoken, when there

came on a spasm of pain, more swift and

terrible than any that hai preceded it : before

it ended, the least experienced of those present

knew, that they wore standing in the solemn

fore-shadow of the Dark Valley.

At last the cruel throes that shook every
fibre of the wasted frame, grew fainter and
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rarer
; till, under the strong stimulants, Euiily

Maskelyne reviveJ, enough to speak ouce

again. She lookeJ up at the doctor, who had

he. her iu his arms all through the pa-

roxysm, and said, quite distinctly
—

" Then it is nearer than you thought—
much nearer 1

"

" You will suffer no more pain"—the other

answered in a hai'd constrained voice ; he

could frame nothing better than that brief

indirect reply ;
for he had not been so un-

manned, since he stood by his own daughter's
death-bed, many a year ago.

She drew herself free from his clasp, with

a strength that surprised all who saw the

effort
; still gazing up into his eyes; but now,

with a wild eagerness in her own.
" I can bear pain

—any pain
—if I may

only see Brian once more for a few minutes—a very few. Cannot you help me to this 1

I will take anything you give me. Ah, do,
iu pity, try."

The doctor's sturdy frame quivered like a

willow-wand from head to heel, as he spoke,
hoarse and low—

" I believe, that no science could say more
than this—It is as God wills. Yet it is hard,
that you have only my poor skill to appeal to.

I ought to have been more firm about calling
iu a better opinion."

The gentle heart, that had never refused

pitiful charity to any breathing creature, as-

serted itself even amidst the bitterness of

death. Emily Maskelyne felt actually re-

pentant, as she saw shame and self-reproach on
her old friend's honest face. She pressed his

hand hard, as she sank back on her pillow.
" Do not say that : it makes me feel so

ungrateful. No one could have done more
for me ; and I should not have been happy in

any other hands. You said well. ' It is as

God wills.' I will try not to murmur any
more. Let me rest now,"
And so she lay for many minutes

;
never

stirring lip or muscle
; though sometimes they

heard a sound like a smothered moan
;
and a

tear or two, at long intervals, rolled from
under her heavy eyelids. When she roused

herself, she beckoned the women who were

present to her side, one by one, and gave to
each a farewell kiss. But she spoke never a

word, till Kate's face was touching her own :

then the slow, weak whisper came—
" Kiss my own boy, for me—my poor boy.

And tell your husband—I trust "

Her voice died away in a long labouring
breath

;
and no other

intelligible syllable
passed Emily Maskelyne's lips, though they
were moving often, as if in inward prayer.
After this, Kate thought she suffered no pain ;

and life departed in a faint fluttering struggle,
like the agony of a wounded bird.

Does all this seem to you who read, unreal

or improbable—the overwrought creation of a

roinancist iu search of a sentimental episode 1

Perad venture it may be so. Not being
well up in cardiac physiology, I am scarcely

prepared, at this moment, to prove that a
* broken heart ' can slay so swiftly and surely,

unaided by mortal organic disease. But if

such a malady does exist, I do honestly be-

lieve, that the mothers who have sunk under

it would outnumber—aye, ten to one—all

the lovesick maidens that ever wore wreaths

of willow,

(To be continued.)

LEGENDS FROM THE ARDENNES,

Amongst the crowd of English who annu-

ally visit Spa, there are but few who explore

much of the adjacent country. The Salles de

Jeux, the daily concerts, the water-drinking
and baths, the breakfast at the Barisart, and

dinner at the Rocher de Caucale, present too

engrossing and too frequently recurring at-

tractions to permit the passing visitor to ex-

tend his excursions beyond the surrounding

walks, or a few hours' drive in the neighbour-
hood. Yet he would be amply repaid by a

week or a fortnight's tour on foot, or on horse-

back, through the ever-varying scenes com-

prised within the provinces ofLie'ge, Namur, and

Luxembourg. Sublimity and magnificence he

certainly must not expect ;
but contrasts the

most lively and agreeable continually present

themselves. The wind-swept heath, the sha-

dowy forest glade, the bushy slope, the shel-

tered valley, always enlivened with its rapid

stream or tiny purling brook, awaken sensa-

tions as advantageous and pleasurable of their

kind as the imposing grandeur of Switzerland

and the Scotch Highlands. There he will

come in contact with an intelligent and hos-

pitable peasantry, always repaying civility

with civility. Outside the circle too, within

which visitors at Spa generally move, Spa

prices dwindle away. At the little town of

Laroche, for instance, equally remarkable for

its beauty and for its exclusion from popular

guide-books, the writer, after a week's so-

journ, was agreeably surprised to find himself

charged at the rate of three francs per diem

for lodging and good substantial board !

Here, then, we have the combination, so rare

in these days, of a salubrious climate, varied

and often beautiful scenery, and cheap living.

But there are other attractions to be found

in the Ardennes, besides those already men-

tioned, and which wiU prove more alluring to
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mauy ruincls : the numerous legends, namely,
which btill cling like moss and ivy to many an

ancient church and ruined chateau seen by
the tourist as he traver.->es the country. If

any of our readers should think cf visiting

Spa, it may prove interesting to them to bo

made acquainted with some of tlie quaint
legends and fancies which yet linger in the

surrounding district.*

I. Few who make any prolonged stay at

Spa fail to vi.-<it the grotto of Remouchamps.
On the roadside, about half a mile beyond the

grotto, may be seen the Church of Dieupart, the

architecture of which is superior to that of most
of the country churches in tliat district. The

following legend is connected with its erection,
about 500 years ago :

—
At that time there stood upon a height,

above where the church is now seen, a cha-

teau, the lord of which, at the date of our

story, was a bold and wicked man, the terror

of the neighbourhood. He had lived there

for about tifceeu years with his wife, who had
borne him no offspring, and who had come
with him from some foreign land, where he
had spent his youth, rumour said, in a most

disreputable manner. One day there came to

the gate of the chateau a youthful Minne-

singer, one of those minstrels who passed from
town to town, from castle to castle, delighting
the ears of their denizens with romantic ballads,

sung to the accompaniment of the harp, and

receiving in return bed and board for a short

time, and wherewithal to support them on
their journey to their next halting-place. He
was admitted to the presence of the lord anl

lady of the castle, and forthwith began his

lay. At the first stanza a deadly pallor over-

spread the features of the baroness, and with
a trembling voice she demanded whence he

came, from whom he had learned tliat ballad.
"

I come from Treves," was the reply,
"and the ballad was taught me by an aged man
with whom I dwelt, and who, when I was

sufficiently well skilled in the art of music, sent

me forth, and bade me sing it in every town
and castle which I sliould enter."

The seigneur of Moujardin, observing that

his wife's emotion was becoming more and
more visible and intense, ordered the minstrel
to quit the chamber, but to await in the castle

his further orders. AVhen he was guue, the

baroness exclaimed :
—

" Those words ! that air ! methought they
were known but to myself and to my father."

"The minstrel is without doubt a spy,"
said the suspicious baron, "whose object it is

•
See, for fuller information on this subject, a collection

of legends, entitled
" Le Val do I'-Vmbloro," published at

to discover our abode, and give information

thereof to some enemies
;
but he shall not re-

turn to give intelligence to those who have

sent him."
" Oh ! slay him not," said the baroness

;

" add not the murder of this innocent youth
to a list of crimes already too long.

"

"
Well, well," answered the baron,

" 1

shall not deprive him of life, but it were dan-

gerous to give him his liberty ;
I will confine

him in one of the chambers of the castle." So

saying, he went forth to e.^ecute his design,

but the Minnesinger had disappeared, and

could not be found. A few days elapsed, and

the young minstrel again appeared at the

castle. He was taken by the baron to a

secret chamber known only to himself, in a

remote tower, far from the inhabited portion
of the chateau,

"Now," asked the baron, "tell me where-

fore thou hast come to this castle ? I know
well that thou art here on some se3ret errand,

and if it be not revealed thy days are num-
bered."

But the minstrel gave no other answer than

that which he had given before.

"Thou art obstinate, then I 'tis well that

thou shouldst know the punishment that

awaits thee : neither food nor drink shall pass

thy lips until thou shalt tell me all I desire

to know. The place whence thou comest,
the ballad thou hast sung, are tokens that

some hid 1en design brings thee here ;
'tis

my will that thou disclose it. I will return

to-morrow, and give thee one more chance for

thy life
;

if thou art still obstinate, I will

leave thee here to perish
"

The baron then departed, carefully fastening
the door as he left the chamber.

The next day found the brave minstrel as

determined as before to make no further

revelations, and so the cruel baron left him to

his dreadful fate, informing his wife tliat he

was merely keeping him in custody, as he was

more than ever convinced that the minstrel

plotted mischief.

Three days had elapsed since he was im-

prisoned, when an aged man arrived at the

chateau, wearied and footsore, and having
craved and obtained an audience of the baron,

demanded if he knew aught of a youthful

minstrel, who, he had heard, was last seen at

the castle.

" Thou dost not remember me," continued

the stranger : "I am thy wife's father. Thou
didst carry off, at the head of thy robber band,

my daughter from her home at Tre'ves, and

ever since I have made fruitless efforts to dis-

cover thine abode. At length I bethought me
of a means which has proved successful : I
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knew a sweet ballad whicb my daughter had

composed in her youth ;
this I taught to a

boy, who, neglected from his infancy by his

own relatives, lived under my care. Him I

bade go forth, and sing this lay in every town
and castle until he should find my daughter,
and then send me intelligence where she lived,

that I might see her ere I die. This youth
came here; thou didst not recognise him,
doubtless : he is thy brother "

The baron stayed to hear no more
;
he has-

tened in an agony of terror to the secret

chamber, flung open the door, and btheld ex-

tended on the ground the lifeless body of his

brother. He caught up the motionless form

in his arms, intending to convey it where

remedies might be applied ;
but—horror !

—in

his confusion he had closed the door from

within, and it could not be opened but from

without. His cries were unavailing : none
knew of the chamber but himself.

For some time the disappearance of the

baron caused the greatest excitement; but at

length, while some repairs were being executed

in the masonry of the castle, the workmen
discovered the secret chamber', the half worm-

eaten, yet still recognisable, corpses of the two

brothers, and a written document containing
the confession of the baron.

The lady of Monjardin, struck with horror,
caused the chateau to be pulled down, and
the present church of Dieupart to be built

with its stones.

II. The traveller towards Prussia fi-om

Liege may see, at the distance of about three

miles from that town, on the summit of a

mountain on his left hand, the walls of a little

chapel peering through the foliage of a grove
of ancient trees. It is the Chapel of Notre
Dame de Chevremont. Within it stands a

miraculous image of the Virgin, and hither,

every Sunday and holiday, and especially at

Whitsuntide, flock crowds of pilgrims from the

surrounding villages, with the twofold object
of devotion and amusement. There is nothing
in the chapel particularly striking or interest-

ing to the artist, but an inscription over the

altar piece will at once arrest the attention

of the English visitor, it is :
— *'

S. Maria
ora pro Anglia, 1C88." The following legend
accounts for the erection of this chapel :

—
The Bishops of Lidge, as is well known,

were, previous to the French Revolution,

temporal as well as spiritual princes. In the

latter part of the tenth century, the diocese

was governed by Notger, an able prelate, it is

said, but one who seems to have been better

fitted for his civil than for his ecclesiastical

position. At that time a strong keep crowned
the hill of Chevremont, and thence the lawless

baron to whom it belonged was wont to sweep
down with his numerous retainers, and des-

poil and terrify the dwellers in the beautiful

valley of the Vesdre. Numberless complaints
of the outrages committed by him were poured
into the ear of the Bishop of Li^ge, but all

the efforts of that prince were unavailing
either to punish or convert the hardened

sinner,
—his heart was as impregnable as his

fortress.

When his wife gave birth to her first-bora

son, the Baron of Chevremont, with the

shamelessness which arose from his sense of

perfect security, invited th^ Bishop of Lie'ge

to his castle to baptize the infant.
" I will come," answered Notger,

" and as

a token of my respect for so high and mighty
a seigneur, I will bring all my chapter with

me."
Great preparations were made at Chevre-

mont for the due reception of the prince-

bishop, who, on the day appointed, arrived at

the castle, accompanied by his canons, all

arrayed in splendid ecclesiastical vestments.

They were admitted into the castle hall, and

the baron was preparing to welcome them in

pompous terms, when, on a sign given by the

bishop, the pretended canons doffed their

copes and cassocks, and presented to the gaze
of the astonished criminal a band of steel-

clad men, all armed cap-k-pie. The wily

Notger, finding impossible all other means of

chastising the robber-baron, had seized this

opportunity of introducing his soldiers into

his keep. We need not add that the baron

received the due reward of his misdeeds ;
and

the victims of his cruelty, grateful to heaven

for their deliverance from its scourge, erected

the chapel which stands close to the site of

the destroyed castle, remains of which may
still be seen

;
and in the museum of Lie'ge are

preserved various coins, arms, &c., which have

been found amongst the rubbish.

III. The Cascade de Coo is well known to

visitors at Spa, not so much because of the

waterfall, which is not striking, as for the

beautiful scenery which all along follows the

course of the river Ambl^ve, and which at

the above-mentioned locality is perhaps seen

at its best. Half-an-hour's walk from this

well-known spot brings one to the hamlet of

Trois-ponts, on a hill rising above which stands

the solitary Church of S. Jacques. A strange

belief, which he who is anxious to dispel the

misty wreaths of fancy might easily verify or

destroy, but which the artist and poet will

leave untouched in its awful beauty, is attached

to this lonely edifice. Here, it is believed

amongst the peasants, every Good Friday at

midnight is celebrated what in their dialect is
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called "la peineuse messe," that is, the sad
|

mass. No earthly congregation assist thereat;

no mortal priest performs the doubly mystic
fimction. As midnight strikes,

—as that day

passes away on which alone, according to the

Roman ritual, the sacrifice of the mass cannot

be ortered,
—the windows of S. Jacques sud-

denly flash with light, the doors are opened

by unseen hands, and misty forms—the souls

of those who sleep in the adjoining church-

yard, and who have not yet passed through
the purifying flames—flit into the church.

The last parish priest ofiiciates, and he must
be served by a mortal acolyte, the only being
of flesh and blood amidst that ghostly throng.

Due warning is given beforehand to the person
chosen to fill this oflice, and woe betide him, if

ho shrinks from it !
— his aflairs will never

prosper, no enterprise of his will be blest
; if,

on the contrary, he have sufficient courage to

be present at that awful mass, he will ever-

more be remembered by those whom he has

assisted, when they pass from the gloom of

purgatory to the golden halls of Paradise.

IV. There is, or was, a curious belief in

the Ardennes, respecting a strange being, in-

vested with mysterious powers, named Le

Toucheur, which the following narrative, told

more at length by the author of " Le Val de

I'Amblfeve," well illustrates.

Marie Henrard, the wife of a substantial

bourgeois in the village of Basse- Bodeux, not

far distant from the hamlet of Trois-ponts,
mentioned above, on entering her room one

morning in the year 184—,
was beyond mea-

sure surprised to find it occupied by an indi-

vidual, anything like whose dress she had
never yet seen. When she first saw the

figure its back was turned towards her, and it

seemed to be examining minutely the various

objects that hung on the wall. It was clothed

in a long tunic of sheep-skin, resembling in

shape the chasuble worn by Roman Catholic

priests ; yellow hose, and shoes of rough
leather were seen below, and on its head was

placed a hat with widely-extended brim
;

its

hair was long and tangled, and its apparel
was worn with age, and bespattered with mud.
On seeing tliis strange intruder, Marie Hen-
rard uttered an involuntary exclamation of

surprise, which immediately caused the figure
to turn round, thereby revealing the bearded

visage of a man seemingly of five or six and

twenty years of age. His surprise at seeing
the mistress of the house was apparently no
less than hers at seeing him.

"Pray, madam," he said, "what may you
want here ?

"

" Want here ! a strange question to ask me
in my own house."

" Your house ! it is my mother's, madam,
and this is my chamber

; though, parbleu ! it is

changed wonderfully since yesterday evening."

Thinking that she had to do with a fool or a

knave, Madame Henrard bade hira q\iit the

house, otherwise she would bo under the ne-

cessity of calling for assistance.

"Pardon me, madam," answered the

stranger, "you seem to labour under some

delusion. This house belongs to my mother,
Annette Grisart, widow of Henri Grisart, the

late censier of the Baron of Rahier."

Madame Henrard vouchsafed no answer to

what seemed to her the words of a real or

pretended madman, but going without called

lustily for help. Her husband and two or

three other men responded to the appeal, and

the so-called son of Henri Grisart, shouting
for his mother, and denouncing his captors as

brigands and assassins, was carried o3' to the

awful presence of M. le Bourgniestre. Here,
in presence of a crowd of villagers, he was

closely interrogated, and all that could be

gathered from his statements, confused and

bewildering in the extreme, may be summed

up in a few words. The evening before, he

said, he had gone a short distance to pay a

visit to Clotilde Lemaire, whom he was about

to marry. While returning home, he was met

by a sturdy mendicant who begged for an

alms, and who, on being refused, raised his

stafl", and struck him on the back. He felt

himself suddenly overpowered by a feeling of

faintness, and was sensible of rolling down

a ravine which was bordered by the path

along which he had been walking. He had

remained, he supposed, all night in a state of

insensibility, for when he awoke he found him-

self lying at the bottom of the ravine, deeply

imbedded in the long herbage, and the morn-

ing sun shining upon him ;
if any doubted the

truth of what he said, let them go to a spot

which he described, and they would see the

form of a man distinctly visible on the soft

spongy ground where lie had lain. A depu-

tation immediately set off' for this purpose,

and those who remained behind laid their heads

together
—the conseil communal officially, the

rest officiously
— to determine whether the

scared prisoner before them were rogue or

fool. What puzzled these wise-heads, and

would have puzzled the wisest, was that he

spoke of persons and of a state of things long

since past
realities.

before the Baron of Rahier, he threatened to

appeal to the Abbot of Stavelot, and even to

the Prince-Bishop of Liege,—dignitaries un-

known fur the last sixty years. He was un-

acquainted, too, with any one familiar to those

away, as if they were present

He demanded to be brought
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around him. While their perplexity was at

its utmost height, oue of the oldest villagers

present asserted that during his youth he had
heard of the sudden disappearance of the in-

tended husband of a girl named Lemaire, who,
after making another marriage, had lately
died a widow at an advanced age. He had

scarcely made this statement, when the assem-

bled villagers were startled by hearing the

prisoner exclaim,
" Le voilk, le voilk ! there

is the man who struck me !

"
Having

uttered these words, he fell down in violent

convulsions, his face suddenly assumed the

aspect of an old man's, and he expired. The

person to whom he directed their attention

was apparently a sturdy beggar, who, on being

interrogated, denied having ever seen the un-

fortunate man who now lay a corpse on the

floor. He had just entered the village, he

said, on his way to Stavelot
;

he was a li-

censed mendicant, as his papers testified, and
he was therefore allowed to proceed on his

way without molestation. To complete the

mystery, the party which had set out to dis-

cover the place where the dead man had spent
the night,

—or about seventy years,
—returned

fully confirming what he had related : at the

exact spot described by him they had found
the form of a man distinctly traced out on the

ground.
The aged villager before mentioned now

gave out as his decided opinion that Grisart

had been struck by Le Toucheur, who, accord-

ing to the local tradition, was a deathless

wanderer on the earth,
—an instrument in the

hand of Providence for recompensing the

charitable, and for taking vengeance on the

cold-hearted, and that, under the influence of
a spell, he had lain in a lethargy for more
than seventy years. B.

KING SOLYMAN AND THE HOOPOES.

King Soltman sat on his carpet of state,

And, revolving the toils of the world in his pate,
Bethought him to visit the Islands of Rest,
In the regions of sunset, far, far in the West.

He clapped his hands thrice. At the summons
there came

The chief of the Eunuchs, Al-Kadjir by name.
Who humbly before him bowed down, to receive
The command that his highness was going to give.

"
Go, bring me, Al-Kadjir, the Carpet of Gold,
And lay it before me all smoothly unrolled,
With its mystical writings by which I divine,
Its circles in circles, and line crossing line."

AI-Karljir has brought him the carpet ; he gazes
On triangles, circles, and manifold mazes.
Then, sitting down on it, says "Cabbala !" thrice.
And mounts in the air, and is gone in a trice.

He mounts in the air, over mountain and tree,

O'er land and o'er river, o'er shore and o'er sea
;

And the Carpet of Gold bore him on to the West,
Toward the regions of sunset, the Islands of Rest.

Astronomers, spying the Carpet of Gold,

Said, "At last there's the comet we've often

foretold!"

And a mariner, draining the last of a jar,

Half frightened, cried out, "Look, a wandering
star!"

But alas ! it was midday, and terribly hot,

And Solyman wished his umbrella he'd got.

And thought, as he felt the sun burning his back,

By sunset he'd look like Al-Kadjir the black.

Now the King of the Vultures was moving that day,

With his queen and his tribe, and they came on his

way.
Now Solyman well understood, to a word,

The language of man, and of beast, and of bird
;

So he called to the King of the Vultures, and said,
''

King of the Vultures ! fly hither, and spread

Thy broad feathered wings, and thy neck with its

down,
To shelter my back, and my neck, and my crown."'

But the King of the Vultures replied with a scream,
"

king ! I'm not qidte such a goose as I seem ;

To an isle they call Britain I'm taking my brood—
Tbe Commission of Sewers there keeps us in food."

King Solyman lifted his hand to his head.

And in wrath to the King of the Vultures be said,
" From henceforth no down on thy neck shall theie

grow;
By the name of unclean among fowls shalt thou go !"

As he cursed, so it happened. The soft fluffy down
That grew from his shoulders right over his crown,

Unpeeled itself neatly, not leaving a speck.

And left him all naked and raw jusqu'au bee:

And his queen and his brood and the whole of the

race

At the very same time shared his bitter disgrace ;

But the heu birds, tho' grieving, yet some comfort

took

In the thought that like evening dress it would look.

Down fluttered the fluff
; by a passing breeze caught

It was blown o'er the sea till it came safe to port ;

When philosophers, challenged its cause to declare.

Said 'twas cirrus—a matter that's formed in the \dr.

But the King of the Sparrows was busy just then

In building a nest for his Majesty's hen
;

^

And, being in natural philosophy weak.
Flew off with some cirrus of hair in his beak.

To follow the lead of the king is but wise ;

So each sparrow-cock with some cirrus home flies ;

And pecking and patting it down with their breasts,

With cirrus that season they lined all their nests.

In process of time in each egg there began
A "struggle for life," as the proper phrase ran ;

When lo ! not young sparrows came forth ; but, 'tis

clear.

The sparrow-hawk species had origin there.
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II.

But Solyraan, wliat with the heat of the sun,

And wliat witli the vulture's desertion, was done
;

And .'•aid to himself as he sighed, lookint; down,
"

I'll be black, for already I'm being done browa I"

As he spoke, lo ! before him a gay bird there fleve,

To whom lie cried sharply,
"
Hi, there ! who are

you
9"

" Your slave," said the bird, not at all in a fix," Is Dpupa Epops, Passerine, Order Six
;

" And a name or two more, 1 1>elieve ;
—let me see

j
—

An Isodaotylus
—lenuirostris :

—dear me !

These long names confound one
; by the short one

alone.

The King of the Hoopoes, I'm commonly known.

" Can I wait on your highness ?"

"Why, what can you do?"

Kinc Solyman answered, "you bare-head Iloipoe?"
And he sighed, as he gave him his finger to pick,

" There's a blister come up on the nape of my neck !"

-^=^>^.-.i^V:'.^>r3=^

1^

* Ah ! it's shade that your majesty wants !

" So away
Flew the King of the Hoopoes as merry as M.ay,

And screaming out "Hoo—poe !" with voice loud

and shrill.

All the tribe of his subjects attend on his will.

Then upwards he leads them, and shortly he brings
Ov<.r Solyman's carpet, and orders "Join wings !"

And so, flying close like an army, deeji shade

For his head and his neck and his shoulders they
made.

And still as the Carpet of Gold floated on

Thoy shclt( red the King from the heat of the sun ;

Till at last they arrived at the Dooi-s of the West,

When Solyman stopped, and the King thus ad-

dressed :

"
King of the Hoopoes ! your wings and your tail

Have certainly saved me a coup-de-soleil ;

And I feel myself under a great, obligation

To you, and the wings and the tails of your
nation.
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" My viiiit down yonder this time will be short
;

In three days I hope to be back at my court,
On the fiiurth day come thither, and then you shall

choose

A reward for yourself and the tribe of Hoopoes."

The king of the Hoopoes returned in great glee
To bis home in the woods by the African sea ;

And thus to his queen, being somewhat elated,
The service he'd done to the king he related :

—
" My brother the King of the Jews was delighted
To meet me ;

and—what do you think ?—he's in-

vited

Your husband to go there, for me to advise him
On a family matter (poor fellow

!) which tries him."

Upupa Epops, as you doubtless expect
From his Majesty's bragging, was rather hen-

pecked ;

So, to keep bis prestige in her Majesty's eyes,
Like men he resorted to bunkum and lies.

And all to no purpose ! her feminine wit
The "Truth in things false," like M. Tupper, .soon

hit,

So, having unburdened his mind to his mate,
He went to consult with the Council of State.

III.

Assembled in order, the Council of State
Met the following morn for a solemn debate,
And with two days on hand, their opinion to speak,
Each Hoopoe gave play to his powers of beak.

His Majesty, perched on the top of a beech,
Kubbed his beak on a spray and delivered "the

speech ;"

A matter of form, for which nobody cared
;" An innocuous oration," the critics declared ;

He briefly informed them of what they all knew.
And remarked that he thought they were wise,

loyal, true
;

That said, he retired, and left them to choose
For themselves what to ask for the tribe of Hoopoes.

All day they debated
;
for each had his whim

And would have the Council be counselled by him
;

So at last, with debating all wearied and worn,
The meeting adjourned till the following morn.

"When Upupa Epopa retired to rest,
The Queen perched herself on the edge of the nest,
And meaningly begged to be told by her lord
"What he would consider the fittest reward ?

Too old was the king to be taken with chaff,
And he well knew the tactics of his better half

;

So a look of inquiry towards her he threw.
And suggestively asked her, "My dear, what would

youV
" Tour Majesty knows," said the Queen, "I've no

voice

In questions of State—so, of course, I've no choice
;

'Tis the cock who frames laws and votes taxes, and
then

To obey and to suffer remain for the hen."

More conjugal chat of this character passed ;

And Upupa Epops got grumpy at last
;

So, pinned in a corner by process inductive.
He had to confess that his views were desti"uctive.

In short, it was no use his beating about.

Magna est Veritas—and the Queen got it out
;
—•

" I should ask him to help me to drive beyond seas

That Merops, the King of the Eaters of bees !"

"
King !" said the Queen, "you can't be aware

Of the state of your bead, that it's really quite bare;
You've a patch on the top that is mangy and raw,

Quite nasty to look at, it's so like a sore :

"
I've noticed the same on the whole of the race.

And am thankful to think / don't share the dis-

grace :"

(Here Upupa winked to himself as he said
"

It's a pity you can't see the top of your head !")

"
King Solyman doubtless would give you some down,
Or feathers, or something to look like a crown ;

Stay
—

always when asking a favour make bold—
Just ask him to give you a toupee of gold 1"

" But my Council of State," said the King of Hoopoes,
"

I left it for them to advise what they choose."
" Council ! pooh ! with that great dab of red on their

skulls,

They've got no more sense there than gannets or

gulls."

The Queen of the Hoopoes was getting too deep ;

King Upupa Epops went wisely to sleep ;

But the matter wis settled, for, strange to relate,

In every nest ran the self-same debate.

So when the next morning the business came on.

It was put to the vote and then carried nam. con.

That the King of the Hoopoes should forthwith be

told

That the choice of the nation was—toupees of gold.

IV.

On the day he'd appointed, King Solyman sate

In the Hall of iieception, in grandeur and state

Outshining tiie glories of Ormus and Ind,

With Al-Kadjir, the chief of the Eunuchs, behind.

The King of the Hoopoes, most punctual bird,

In the Hall of Reception in due time appeared,

And, advancing his Majesty's linger to peck,

Hoped the blister had gone from bis Majesty's neck.

Some slaves entered first with a dish of pilau,

"Which Upupa Epo[js had ne'er seen before;

But the cook, well aware of the visitor's taste.

Had served up another of lack-beetle paste.

"
King of the Hoopoes what choice hast thou

made,"

King Solyman said,
"
as reward for that shade ?

'Tis only to name the decision to me.
And the favor is j^ranted iu earth, air, or sea."

" The petition, King ! I may safely declare

Is one more immediately touching the 'air :
—

Your Majesty, doubtless, has olten remarked

That the top of Queen Upupa's head has been

barked ;

" And use what she will, washes, unguents, or oils,

Kalydor, or pomatum, ^—ia spite of her toils

Still a patch on the top remains mangy and bare

Where her Majesty still wants luxuriant hair.

" Her Majesty's grief is the grief of the nation ;

So the Council of State, after grave consultation,

Have settled among them, nem. con., to make bold

To ask for each Hoopoe a toupee of gold."
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King Solymin whistled in utter surprise,

And furrowed his eyebrows, and op».-iied his eyes,

And at last Le said,
" Grautcd ! at sunrise to-

luonovv

The toupees of gold you shall have—to your sorrow !

'

King of all Boobies ! your choice makes it jilain

That the toupee of gold won't he rooted in brain
;

And when of your folly you've learnt to repeut,

C'oiue again, aud a wiser petiliou present."

At sunrise next morning 'twas strange to behold

Each Hoopoe's head crowned with a toupee of gold ;

To watch bow they'd flutter and ininciiiKly strut

Delighted to see the grand tigure they cut.

All the birds of the air, full of envy and malice,
'

Caiue civilly chirping to (Jpu|.a'.s Palace;

, But the iMockiiig Bird mocked, and the Duck ob-

,
served "'quack !"

And a wee bird said "Hum" as they flew away
back.

And one was so merry, he opened his mouth,
And laughing flew off to the Isles of the South,
'Where the people, not knowing the comical farce

He had witnessed, still call him " The Laughing
Jackass."

But the Tody, a sort of a distant relation,

'Was really oppressed with his deep admiration,
And lovingly told tiiem of all he had heard

Said in envy and malice by every bird.

Eight glad were the Hoopoes that their elevation

Had caused to the feathery world such vexation ;

And tho' tiie false homage tl ey got was too plain,
—

Golden toupees they wore, aud their pride felt no

pain.

V.

Now ofif to Grand Cairo of course they must go,

Before men their novel adornment to show ;

But the boys of Grand Cairo, not given to flatter,

Most vulgarly cried out, "I say, who's your hatter ?"

The cockneys of Cairo had got up some clubs,
Witli a view to promoting tlie increase of f;rubs ;

Their rules were quite simple
—'twas merely to kill

Any bird with two legs, feathered wings, and a bill.

The consequence was that no bird could appear
Without risk of an arrow, in Cairo or near

;

The whole of the count?y was on the <jiti
vive

At the sight of a feather alarums to give.

Alas ! for the Hoopoes, all Cairo turned out

To hunt them, and shoot them, and mark them,
and shout

;

—
The Cockneys, obeying their rules and directions ;

Collectors, to try and improve their collections ;

The ladies, because they were sure a Hoopoe
Would look lovely if stuck on a bonnet of blue ;

Their husbands, because it waa cheaper than

buying.
To catch them alive, whether sitting or flying ;

Philosophers, leaving the picking of bones,
Knocked them over by scores with philosophers'

stones
;

And. classed and arranged, any day you may see 'em.

Glassy-eyed, stufi'ed and camphored, in Cairo

Museum.

Gold turns into money ;
so toupees of gold

Were quoled on Change, rose, declined, and were

sold
;

And the bu'ls and the bears, skilled in jobbings
and riggings,

Found the Hoopoes a sort of aerial diggings.

Alas for the Hoopoes ! their pride had its fall

As they moui ned that they had any toupees at all
;

And, so thinned was the tribe, that on UiiUpa's nest
" Kara avia in terris

"
he wrote round the crest.

So quick with the Council he held consultation

On the crisis affecting the heals of the nation,

When his minista-s piumised a Bill ot KiCorin,

Kept their \>\ di;c, aud it passed through the House

without storm.

King Solyman, holding a Royal Divan,

Was playing at
"

Treattj-of- Peace-with-Japan
"

When U(iupa Eiiops sa<,l, sad to behold,

Coiue flying before him with toupee of gold.

But quantum mutatus ! how down in the beak !

His feelings would scarcely allow him to .speak;
—

"
King ! it was trutu that your Majesty told.

That sorrow would come i'roui a toupee of gold ;

*' We can't go abroad but the low vulgar tribes

Of common tree-birds scream and whistle their

gibes ;

While man, on whose head grows a comb of black

down.
Snares and shoots us, from envy of our gold crown.

" Your Majesty's slaves, in this woful condition,

ApproacUing with shame, make their humble

petition.

The toupee of gold remove from our head,

And leave us no matter how mangy and red !

" This truth we remember the poet has told—
'

Dneasy lie heads that wear toupees of gold ;'

And better a head tliat is hideous to have.

Than one that all creatures are longing to shave."

"
King of the Hoopoes !" King Solyman said,

"
I'lu glad to find wisdom has come to your head ;

And better a head that is ugly and wise

Than one tLat is foolish, but pleases the eyes.

" When sunrise to-morrow shall light up your nest

The gold shall be changed for a fe.ithery crest,

To keep in remembrance King Solyman's ride.

The shade that you made him, and also your pride."

So it came. On each Hoopoe you see to this day
A crest made of feathers, all brilliant and gay,

And their song, wheu translated by those who've

been taught.

Means "Experience is never so good as when

bought." Pluma.

KING JOHN" OX THE STAGE.

A YEAR after the Restoration, J*Ir. John

Evelyn, having attended a performance of

"Hamlet," found occasion to note that "the

old plays begin to disgust this reBued age

since His Majesty's being so long abroad."
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Accordingly it happened that many an old and
wonderful dramatic lamp was exchanged for a

new and worthless one. The old plays were

discarded—suffered to go to sleep : among
them Shakespeare's tragedy of "

King John."

The original representative of the part of

King John was doubtless Richard Burbage,
the leading actor of Shakespeare's time. But
of early performances of the play no record

has come down to us. For long years "King
John " was lost to the stage, and it was more
accident than anything else that at last jogged
the players' memory on the subject,

—com-

pelled them to recollect how valuable a work

existed, asleep and shelved, neglected and

dust-covered, in the repertory of the theatre.

Colley Gibber's adaptation of " Richard the

Third " had met with great success, had kept
the stage for long years. He was thus pro-

bably induced to lay violent hands upon
"King John," and to offer to Mr, Fleetwood,
then manager of Drury Lane Theatre, a ver-

sion, or rather a perversion, of that tragedy.
Then arose a great cry among the critics :

not, possibly, so much because they loved

Shakespeare more as that they liked Gibber

less.
"
King John" was re-christened "

Papal

Tyranny ;" the parts were distributed among
the players ;

the rehearsals proceeded, and a

date was fixed for the first performance of the

nt)W-old play. But the clamour grew to a

height ; Fielding brought a farce upon the

stage of the Haymarket in ridicule of the

proceeding ;
the journals teemed with severe

censure of this further meddling with Shake-

speare. Gibber paused, lost heart, stole to the

playhouse, and without saying a word to any
one of his intention, took his play from the

prompter's desk, pocketed it, and went his

way. When Pope, in his second edition of

the "Dunciad," dethroned Theobald and gave
his place iu the poem to Gibber, a line—

King John in silence modestly expires—
recorded the temporary abandonment of

"Papal Tyranny."
But the stir about the matter had done

some service
; public attention was drawn to

Shakespeare's "King John;" Mr. Rich, the

lessee of Covent Garden Theatre, probably for

the first time became acquainted with the fact

that such a play was in existence. An enter-

prising, if not a very enlightened manager, he
at once determined upon its revival. On the

26th February, 1737, the play was produced
upon the stage of Govent Garden. This was,
no doubt, the first time it had been repre-
sented since the days of Shakespeare. The

part of King John, was undertaken by Delane,
a popular actor from Dublin, who first ap-

peared at Goodman's Fields Theatre in 1731,
and fortliwith ventured to challenge the stage

supremacy which Qiiiu had enjoyed without

dispute since the time of Booth, Delane had

his admirers, who accounted him superior to

the great Mr, Quin, but it does not appear
that this was at all the general opinion. As

King John, Delane made no great impression

upon the town. His physical qualifications

for the stage were remarkable : in voice and

person he was singularly gifted ; but, pro-

bably, his intellectual advantiges were less

admirable, while it is suggested that his devo-

tion to the Tragic Muse was somewhat inter-

fered with by the persistency of his adoration

of Bacchus. Faulconbridge was sustained by
Mr. Walker—famous as the original Cap-

tain Macheath—a large-limbed, black-browed,

hearty, humorous, manly actor, who was a

great favourite with his audience and acquired

fame in the part. Davies, the biographer of

Garrick, says that though Sheridan, Delane,

Barry, and Garrick had all attempted Faul-

conbridge, "they all fell short of the merits of

Tom Walker,"* Ryan, memorable as the

young actor whom Addison selected from a

tribe of players to appear as Marctis, in

"
Gato," now represented Pandulph, Con-

stance was played by Mrs, Hallam, a favourite

tragic actress who had made her first appear-

ance at the theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields

in 1723, and whoso tragic powers survived

and prevailed over a most untragic and un-

wieldy figure. Indeed we learn that the pub-

lic insisted upon her appearance in characters

for which, however mentally she might have

been suited, her bodily proportions clearly un-

fitted her. It is said that Foote, most irre-

pressible of jesters, observing behind the

scenes a large
"
property

"
barrel, to be rolled

about the stage by the Mad Scholar in Van-

brugh's adaptation of Fletcher's "Pilgrim,"

inquired concerning it
; but, before he could

be answered, cried out,
" Oh ! I see, I see !

Mrs. Hallam's stays, iu which she played

Monimia last night." According to Davies,

Mrs. Hallam's Constance was natural and im-

passioned, though less pathetic, spirited, and

dignified than Mrs. Gibber's. Altogether the

revival of "
Bang John" was attended with

considerable success.

The year 1745 brought with it much excite-

ment and alarm. Encouraged by France,

Prince Charles Edward—the "
Young Cheva-

lier," as he was styled by his friends ;
the

"
Popish Pretender," as his foes delighted to

designate him—was threatening invasion. It

* For a more particular aneount of Tom Walker, see a paper
entitled "

Captain Macheath," in Once a Wki-.k, Vol IV.,

p. 4S7.
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ccurred to the managers that the reproduction
f
"
King John," with its spirited protests

guijiSt Papal encroachment, would be appro-
riate under the circumstances, and would

iirely secure public applause."' Accordingly,
a the 2Uth February, 1745,

"
King John,"

'as performed at Drury Lane Tlieatre, Gibber's

daptatioii of the play, under the name of
•

Papal Tyranny in the Keign of King John,"

aving been produced on the loth at Covent

rardeu. The Drury Lane playbill contained an

dvertisement appealing to gentlemen not to

*ke it ill that they could not be admitted

ehind the scenes,
" the play being so full of

Tiaracters that any company there will be of

treat prejudice to tlie performance." Garrick

layed King John for the first time ;
Delaue

as now Faulconbridgc, Macklin Pandulph,
id Mrs. Gibber ConstcDice. Davies considered

lat in the resolute reply of the King to the

ope's Legate, Garrick, notwithstanding all

is fire and spirit, produced less efiect than

uiu with his dignified aspect and pompous
oquence, or than Mossop, who afterwards

.ayed the part, with his powerful voice and

lergetic utterance. In the scene where the

iug hints at the murder of Arthur, it was

>mplained that Garrick's art was too visible

kI glaring.
" If ever his quick intelligence

eye and varied action failed him, it was

are," says Davies
; and he expresses his pre-

tence for Mossop over both Quin and Gar-

ck, and affirms that Sheridan was superior to

1 three. In the subsequent scene, however,
hen Hubert comes to tell of Artnur's death,
arrick was held to have triumphed over all

)aipetitors. But it is clear that the part did
3t altogether suit him. Probably he never
It completely at home in it

; he seldom re-

lated it, and presently, as we shall see, re-

,gued it to play Fanlcunhridije. Mrs. Gibber
\ Constance was held to be incomparable,
revious to the performance Garrick had met
uin at the Bedford Gotfee House, and ex-

ressed some doubt as to Mrs. Gibber's being
ale to do justice to the force and passion of

le part. "Don't tell me, Mr, Garrick,"
:ied Quin, warmly,

" that woman has a heart,
ad can do anything where passion is re-

uired." And the result seems to have justi-
ed Mr. Quin's confidence. Davies tliought
onstaiice was Mrs. Gibber's most perfect cha-

acter, and describes her agonizing scream as

• Modem playgoers may boar in mind th.it whon in 1851
3rtain events occurred which led to the enactment of what
1 known as the "Ecclesiastical Titles Assumption Bill,"
King John" was pUyed at one or two of the London
deatres, and the King's denunciation of the Pope was re-
eived with loud and long-continijcd cheering: the audi-
nee accepting John as a Protestint hero for the time
eing, and losing sight of the abject submission which was
follow on tlie heels of his assertion of independence.

' she went off the stage with the words " O
Ljrd ! my boy !" as something never to be for-

; gotten. Macklin did not shine as Pandulph.

Quin said of him that he looked like a cardinal

who had been formerly a parish clerk, and

Davies considered that neither his person,

voice, action, nor deportment conveyed any
idea of a great dignitary of the Ghurch.

At Goveut Garden, in "
Papal Tyranny,"

I Quin was Ki)(.g John ; Ryan, Faulconbridgc ;

Theophilus Gibber, the Dauphin ; GoUey
Gibber, Pandulph ; Mrs. Pritchard, Con-

stance ; and the beautifid Mrs. Bellamy,
I Blanche. The play is a wretched mangling
'

and mashing of Shakespeare : nearly every
line in the original i.s tampered with, and every
scene maltreated, while the interpolations are

i incessant. In the dedication of the printed

play Gibber says impudently, "I have en-

deavoured to make it more like a play than I

found it in Shakespeare." He thought that

Shakespeare had not made King John suffi-

ciently resent tlie insolence of the Pope's
Nuncio. " It will require," he writes,

" a

nicer criticism than I am master of to excuse

his being so cold upon so warm an occ;i=5ion."

It is rather hard to impute it to Shakespeare
as a fault that he did not foresee how popular
would be attacks upon the Papacy when the

Pretender threatened invasion—how valuible

in Mr. Gibber's eyes was the Act for securing
the Protestant Succession. The characters of

Constance and Faulconbridgc are completely

spoiled in Gibber's version. The first act of

the original play is altogether suppressed ;

Austria is omitted ; the dispute between the

King and the Nuncio is much expanded ;
in

the scene where the murder of Arthur is first

spoken of, the King bids Hubert shut the

window shutters (a most miserable stage trick
!)

before they proceed to discuss the subject ;

not only does the King's death take place at

Swineshead Abbey in the last act, but the body
of Prince Arthur is also carried there for in-

terment, and Lady Gonstance comes over to

England to attend the funeral ! These are

only a few of the absurdities of Gibber's

adaptation.
One of the curiosities of the representation

was the return of Gibber to the stage, after

an absence of fifteen years. He had retired

in 1730, on being appointed Poet Laureate,

and now, at the age of about seventy-five, he

ventured to present himself to the audience in

the character of Pandulph. He was indul-

gently received, but his performance con-

siderably taxed the patience of the public.

His voice, never strong, was now extremely
feeble

; he was required to speak and make
himself heard in a theatre of a far larger size
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than he had teen acciistome-i to ; while, from
the lo*s of his teeth, his articuliition hai be-

come very defective. Theu his elocution was

of an artificial sing-song style that p-ertained
to a past generatim. The natural mauuer of

speaking introduced by ila^klin and Garrick

had superseded the traditional oratory of the

st.*ge. Cibber was continually advising Mrs.

Pritchard, the Cofufance of the night, to

torn her words, as he called it
; but the actress

declined his counsel, and the applause which

attended her ptrtbrmance testified to the cor-

rectness of her judgment. On the other hand,

Theophilus Cibber and Mrs. Bellamy adopted
the old actors method of elocution, and were

far less favourably received : there seemed,

indeed, a disposition upon the part of the

house to visit upon the sou the displeasure they
were ashamed to manifest towards the father.

Cicbers deportment was thought to be over-

done and extravagant. He assumed a stately

gait and supercilious aspect, with most lofty

gestures, waving up and down a roll of parch-
ment as he paced the stage.

" In short," says
Davies,

" his whole behaviour was so starchly
studied that it appeared eminently insignifi-

cant, and more resembled his own Lord Fop-
pington than a great and dignified church-

man,''

Hubert was played by Bridgewater, who so

ably supported Quia in King John as to re-

ceive the special thanks of that famous actor.

Bridgewater, in addition to his profession as

a player, was a coal merchant. Qiiin, in con-

gratulating him on his careful acting, reminded
him that he was not invariably entitled to

credit in that respect
—" for you know.

Bridge,'*' sail Quin,
" sometimes in the midst

of a scene you are thinking of meaiuring out

a bushel of coals to some old <ax>ne, and are

afraid you will never get your money from
her." When ^Ir. Bridgewater took a benefit,

he annonnced at the bottom or his pL.ybill
that tickets were obtainable " at his wharf
near White Fryars."

''Papal Tyranny" was played ten times,
and brotight to the theatre a profit of some
four hundred pounds. The play, however,
was not repeatird after its first season.

Gibbers la»t appearance was on the 26th

February, the last, night of the performance
of "Papal Tyranny." He survived until

December, 1757 : long enough to discover the

mistake he had committed in improving
Shakespeare, for he saw his adaptation thrown
aside and the original text reverted to and
receired with unhesitating approbation.

The "
Popish Pretender" arrived at last, in

spite of King John's protests, delivered in

Messrs. Quin and Garrick's finest manner amid

I

the prolonged plaudits of the theatre. Prince

Charles Edward landed in Scotland, unfurled
his standard, gathered an army round him,
came forth in triumph from the Xorth, spread-

ing alarm on all sides, and causing something
like a panic in London. Kiug George hurried

over from H anover
;
the Habeas Corpus Act

wa-s suspended ;
the household troops en-

camped in Hyde Park
;
the City merchants

opened a subscription at Garraway's to raise a

quarter of a million for the service of the

king, rallied round the Bank of England, and

took measures to sustain public credit, and
mee: "a run." "Owing to the Scotch re-

bellion," records a historian of the stage, "the
theatres at this time were in a great measiue

deserted." 2s^o wonder. The town had some-

thing else to think about besides plays and

players just then. The children of Thespis
evcu deemed themselves bound to manifest

their loyalty, and abandoning
"
property

'"'

weapons, armed themselves with real swords

and guns, and prepared to fight for the king
should need be. The General Advertiser of

September 23, 1745, announced that Mr. Lacy,
master of Hds Majesty's company of come-

dians at Drury Lane, had applied for leave to

raise two himdred men in defence of His

I Majesty's person and government, in which

the whole company of players were willing to

engage. There must have been but "bad
business" at the theatres on " Black Friday,"
the 6th December, when the news arrived in

Loudon that the Pretender was at Derby,
between the Duke of Cumberland's army and

the capital Better tidings came in presently,

however. The Highlanders were retreating.

The country was saved. Later occurred the

victory of Culloden ; the frantic joy of the

Londoners at the news bore witness to the

extent of their previous apprehensions.
" John

Bull is as haughty and val ant to-night, as he

was abject and cowardly when the Highlanders
were at Derby," said Smollett, as he walked

from the Golden Ball in Cockspur Street to

his lodgings ia ^layfair, his wig in his pocket,

lest it should be burned by sparks from sqtubs

and bonfires, and his sword in his hand, lest

it should be stolen, or he should be molested

by the riotous mob ;
and he cautioned his

companion. Dr. Carlyle. afterwards of Inveresk,

to hold his tongue, lest his northern accent

should draw upon them insult or attack. At

last all danger was over
; people could go

to the play in peace once more
;
and the

kings of the theatre had their own again.

In 1751 Garrick's great rival, Spranger

Barry,
" the silver-toned," first appeared as

. Favlconbridge ; but the performance disap-
: pointed his admirers, and was comparatively a
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lilure, Barry's forte, was pathos and senti-

leiit ; and, apart frum hLs noble physiaJ

dvautages, he was by no means qualified to

epreseut Faukonbridyc. In 1754 Garrick

ilayed Faulconbriilge to the Kiny John of

dossop. Garrick's small figure made it a

latter of some difficulty to find an actor of a

till smaller figure to appear as liubtrt Faulcon-

rldye, and louk properly mean by the side of

lis illegitimate brother. At last one Simpson,

Scotchman, the "starved apothecary" of

he theatre,
—"as feeble in body as he was in

cting," says Davies—was selected as being of

ufficientl)' miserable aspect for the part. But
ill Garrick':? spirit and art, it was found, could

lot make amends for his phj'sical deficiencies

n Faulco)Jn-idge. A critic of the time com-

laiued that he had "neither sufficiency of

igure nor heroic jocularity." Mossop was

onsidered successful as the King ; his acting
ras always distiuguished for its fire and

igour, if not for its grace. In 1700 "
KiLig

oliu
" was played at Drury Lane by royal

ommand, and with great success. Garrick

ras said, however, to have been much hurt

hat his FanJconbridge was less admired by
ieorge the Third than Sheridan's King John,
nd in consequence he stopped the run of the

'lay, and quarrelled with his rival. It may be

emembered that Churchill, iu the "Rosciad,"
lakes especial mention of Sheridan's per-
ormance of King John, and after com^laiuiug
f his inharmonious voice, his •violent action—
In royal Jolm, with Philip anery grown,
I thought he would have knocked poor I>avies do'rni,

le concludes favourably :
—

View the whole scene, with critic judgment scan.
And then deny him merit if you can.

Where he falls short, 'tis Nature's lault alone ;

Where he succeeds the merit's all his own.

'!ondance was played by Mrs. Yates, whom
)avies regarded as the legitimate successor of

dxs. Cibber in the part.

Subsequent King Johns were Powell (during
Jarrick's absence from England), Reddish,
nd Henderson

; i^idJcon^j/Jj/e being sustaiued

)y Hollaud, Palmer, and Smith
; ^Irs. Barry,

.fterwards Mrs. Crawford, gaining great fame
ts Constance. Then we arrive at the Kemble
>eriod, aud find on the 10th December, 1783,

Siddons appearing at Drury Lane Theatre
or the first time as Co7istance to the King
Tohn of her brother, and the Fanlconbrldge of
' Gentleman "

Smith. The play was pro-
luced by the express desire of George the

Third.

It was Mrs. Siddons' boast that she gradually

mproved in all her characters, and that she

lever repeated her performance of any part

»}eric

I or

without studying it anew. Her Congtance, it

is remarkable, did not, in the first instance,
meet with that recogrjitioa from the public
that it afterwards received. No doubt it was

originally a less powerful and perfect per-
formance than it became ultimately ; but it is

also true that, early iu her career, a large

party of critics had, for reasons into which it

is not necessary to enter, banded themselves

together to hinder the success of the actress.

Campbell, her biographer, was present at her

performance of Constance ten years after she

had first vmdertaken the character, and speaks
in glowing terms of the consummate genius of

the representation. "I could speak," he

writes, "as a wonderstruck witness to her

power. ... I see her, in my mind's eye,

the embodied image of maternal love and in-

trepidity ;
of wronged and lighteous feeling :

of pioud grief and majestic desolation. With
what unutterable tenderness was her brow bent

over her 'pretty' Arthur at one moment, and

in the next how nobly drawn back in a look at

her enemies that dignified her vituperation !

When she patted Lewis on the breast, with

the words,
' Thine honour ! oh, thine honour!'

there was a sublimity in the laugh of her

sarcasm. I could point out the passages where

her vicissitudes of hurried and deliberate

gesture would have made you imagine that her

very body seemed to think. Her elocution

varied its tones from the height of vehemence

to the lowest despondency, with an eagle-like

power of .stooping and soaring, and witn the

rapidity of thought." Constance does not

appear after the third act of the play, and at

one time a sort of fashion prevailed auiong the

spectators of quitting the theatre after Mrs.

Siddons' part was concluded : a compliment
to the actress somewhat at the expense of John
Kemble and of Shakespeare.

Mr. Boaden describes the dress of Mrs.

Siddons as Constance. She wore " a black

body and train of satin, and a petticoat of

white, disposed in certainly the most tasteful

for.ns of that day ;

" aud she dishevelled her

hair "with graceful wildness."

John Kemble, it is clear, was eclipsed by his

great sister. Yet his King John must have

been an impressive and picturesque perform-
ance : the scenes with Hubert subtle aud

solemn, the death at Swiueshead elaborately

powerful. Hazlitt complained that Kemble
could not harrow or electrify ;

that his acting
was without master- touches, and " the deep,

piercing, heartfelt tones of nature." But
then H:izlitt was a devoted admirer of the

Koan school of acting, which was absolutely

antagonistic to Kemble's, Indeed, he com-

mences his criticism upon Kemble's Kin{i

''
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John:"'— "We wish we had never seen Mr.

Kean. He has destroyed the Kemble reli-

gion ;
and it is the religion in which we were

brought up. Never again shall we behold

Mr. Kemble with the same pleasure that we

did, (fee."

In 1803 it is necessary to chronicle the

appearance of an amendment of Shakespeare
after the manner of Gibber. The offender on
this occasion was Dr. Valpy, who having
altered "King John," with the object of its

being performed by the pupils at his school at

Reading, was mad enough to print his new

version, and further to publish it by bringing
it upon the stage of Covent Garden, for the

benefit of Mrs. Litchfield, who played Con-

stance. He omitted the first act of the original,

added new matter of his own (notably, an allu-

sion to the state of France in 1800
!),

and even
dared to interpolate extracts from Gibber's
"
Papal Tyranny." As Geneste says of the

Doctor and his play,
' * he seems to have sat

down to correct Shakespeare as he would cor-

rect a boy's exercise, putting in and putting
out as it suited his fancy." The version appears
to have been only once repeated. Mr. George
Frederick Cooke was the King John. He was
received with hisses, and was compelled to

apologise for his indisjjosition on a previous

night before he was allowed to commence his

part.

As an instance of a strong cast we may note
a performance of "

King John " at Covent
Garden in 1804, when Kemble and Mrs.
Siddons were supported by Cooke as Hubert^
Henry Siddons as Salisbury, and Charles

Kemble as Faulconhridye. Such an array of

talent affords ji;sti6cation to those old play-

goers who delight in descanting upon the
"
palmy days of the drama," and its subse-

quent decline and fall. For many years the

Faulconbridffe of Charles Kemble was an

especial delight to the theatrical public.
Cooke's Hubert was particularly admired.

In 1818 Edmund Kean, at Drury Lane,
made a few appearances in King John, with-

out achieving any great distinction, however.
In 1823 Mr. Macready played King John at

Covent Garden for the first time. Twenty
years later the same actor, having become
lessee and manager, produced the play at the
same theatre on a scale of extraordinary
splendour, and made the part one of the most

perfect in his repertory.
"
King John " was produced at the Prin-

cess's Theatre in February, 1852, and was the
first of those decorated revivals of Shake-

'

speare which distinguished Mr. Charles Kean's
career as manager. Mr. Kean was, of course,
the King John, and Mrs. Keau the Lady
Constance, Mr. Alfred Wigan being the FauU

conbridge ; but the most marked histrionic

success was probably gained by the Arthtir

of Miss Kate Terry, then a child of ten years
of age. In spite of the splendour and accu-

racy of the scenery and appointments, "King
John " did not enjoy the protracted run of Mr.

Kean's subsequent revivals, and the play was

not reverted to after the season of its first pro-

duction.

In conclusion, it may be noted that, in the

present revival of "
King John " at Drury

Lane (Nov. 1865), the part of the King is

sustained by the actor (Mr. Phelps) who

played Hubert under Mr. Macready 's manage-
ment. DuTTON Cook.

VALLOMBROSA.

* This was in 1816, however, when Kembles powers had
much declined. He was on the eve of retiring from the
stage.

Thick as autumnal leaves that strew the brooks
In Vallombrosa, where the Etrurian shades,

High over-arch'd, imbower.
Milton's "Paradise Lost."

Florence the beautiful was full of flowers

and gaiety, and people hurrying frantically

through the streets busily seeking some new

excitement,
—floods of brilliant sunshine bath-

ing the city from morn till eve,
—

gilding the

sombre old Palazzo into youth again
—

flashing

down perpendicular rays of glory into quaint
old-world courtyards, and narrow bye-lanes,

lighting up mouldering escutcheons and for-

gotten decorations, and dressing the old town

with more than a semblance of its youthful
bloom. It is early spring iu our own far-oflf

land, but real summer in this more genial

clime, and the motley crowd of northern bar-

barians who have been busy all winter in

ransacking the ruins of Rome, or the art

treasures of Naples, are collecting here in

numbers for their annual migration back to

their colder homes, following the wise example
of those cosmopolitan birds, the swallows

;
so

the familiar features of John Bull, and his

even more familiar red-covered guide-book,
meet you at every turn. The shops are full

of pretty toys, and the stream of foreign gold
flows freely into native pockets, but under the

influence of all this noise and exciting bustle

Florence becomes—darelsay it?—a trifledusty,

and we began agitating anew a long-talked-of

expedition to the leafy shades of Vallombrosa.

In vain people assured us there would not

be a single leaf out on that mountain height.
" Recollect Vallombrosa is a bit of Switzer-

land dropped by chance into Tuscany ; you

may see pines iu plenty, but as for chestnuts.
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le glory of that region, not a vestige of green |

ill be visible ;
there will be nothing tit to

It, and as you must be the very first travel-

irs who have pas-sed this year, the beds will

B daoap, and you will be frozen." To all

lis we replied by quoting
"
Come, gentile, la

lezza notte d'Aprile," and declaring that the

rospect of Swiss pines, and possibly Swiss

ild flowers, was too tempting a prospect to

e resisted. Besides, were we not all on the

oint of leaving Florence for our various des-

nations,
—and few are the English travellers

ho do not fancy themselves bound to be at

)me particuhir place by a given day : for,

lough doubtless " Time was made for slaves,"

ill there are many Britons, in spite of the old

mg, who are most abject slaves to that inex-

ible old deity with the emblematical scythe

id hour-glass. So taking a solemn farewell of

ir friends over-night, who looked on us as self-

jvoted martyrs going on an expedition almost

dangerous and fruitless as one to the North

ole, we started, a merry carriage-full, by
ven o'clock one morning, and soon left the

isy, dusty streets of Florence behind us, and

et many country-folk seated in their com-

rtable light
" calessini

" with each a swift-

otting clever little pony, jingling their mu-
;al bells, and shaking their tall head-plumes
.d many-coloured tassels with great pride
.d delight ;

and long narrow carts with con-

dini bringing in their farm fruits to market—
me of the women very handsome, with faces

lose rich colouring and exuberant vitality

oke of the southern sun : for the pallid Italian

eek belongs essentially to the denizens of

e city, and the Tuscan peasant woman is

ten as rosy and healthy-looking as her De-

nshire sister might be. We pass fields of

iers that have just broken out into leaf, but

11 retain in patches that wonderful orange
nost flame colour, which decks the young
igs before the leaves burst forth, and or-

lards gay with many-coloured anemones
;

ery shade of grey is to be seen, but the

mmonest are those deep red ones with glow-

; black centres : we stop sometimes to pluck
tall dark purple orchid, or a yellow tulip,

d finish off the bouquet with the graceful
le green wild arum, which we insist ou ga-

ering, notwithstanding the country prejudice
to its poisonous nature ; and as we advance

rther, and the sun gains more power, we he-

me sensible of that peculiarly fresh odour,
like everj'thing else, unless it is a faint idea

honey-dew—1 mean that indescribable scent

lich floats over the opening flower buds of

9 young vines,
—and so at last we reach a

lage, and are instantly greeted by melan-

oly sights, squaUd beggars and helpless

cripples brought out and laid by the way-side,
each cripple having a noisy, active relation

by him, to run screaming after carriage-, and

pick up stray coins : happily, under tho new

riffime in Italy such sights are fast disappear-

ing. Wo stop here to water the horses, and

see that great preparations are being every-

where made for the approaching hot weather,—an Italian does not seem to think much be-

forehand of winter,— cold weather is a misery
to hiua, so he wraps his cloak around him in

the style of a classical toga, and prepares to

endure in silence as he best can ;
but for

summer it is a diiferent thing, even the very

dogs are all shaved in anticipation
—not like

the conventional poodle, but a clean sweep
over everything but the ears. Here is a vil-

MouuUiu Chiklrcii, Peliigo.

lage dandy taking an airing
—of course he

walks up to examine our carriage-full
—and his

two clean-shaven dogs with him : one of them,

being country-born, accepts his position con-

tentedly, but the other, an unhappy mongrel

skye-terrier, is evidently so much ashamed of

his long bony appearance that he hardly knows

how to bear it,
—he turns his head shyly and

deprecatingly towards the strangers, but, meet-

ing only sincerely sympathizing looks, ventures

to howl plaintively, and the dandy thinks that

we are stricken dumb with admiration of his

foreign dog. We meet, on leaving the \'illage,

lines of picturesque, clumsy carts, drawn by
tho.se grey, large-eyed, patient oxen, with long

pendants hanging from their ears, made of

cuttings of various-coloured cloths, which swing
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gracefully as the animal moves, and no doubt

assist materially in keeping off those wearisome

flies the pest of a hot climate. You some-

times get very pretty peeps of the river, and

rugged sides of the Val d'Arno, where the

railroad is making rapid progress, driving its

way apparently through the mountain range

that bounds the valley of Florence on this

side. At length we reach a way-side inn,

where the horses can get some refreshment,

but we w^alk on to find a shady spot where

we can eat our dejeuner, the materials for

which have come with us. We are obliged to

be content with an olive-tree, where we succeed

in making a very comfortable meal, though I

am sensible of a certain amount of shrinking

from our temporary shelter, as olive-trees are

apt to be infested by various grubs ;
and then the

country people believe each tree inhabited by a

sort of guardian spirit in the shape of a snake

(what a melancholy falling-off since the classical

days of the Dryads) ! and though I believe that

notion has arisen from the snaky-looking folds

of the trunk and branches, still it makes you
look warily round,—indeed, I think altogether

the olive is more suggestive to the imagination
than pleasant in reality

—that " tender green
"

is apt to grow monotonous on repetition, and

I know few objects so hopeless for a picture,

they want "tone " so dreadfully. The natives

are always working at their olive-trees ;
some-

times they dig a deep trench round them and

fill it with water, then they lay bare the roots,

and cut at them in what seems a wantonly
cruel manner : no wonder the poor tree twists

and writhes its long arms together in agony.
It is a singular thing to see, as you do some-

times in Tuscany, corn growing under the

olive-trees, and vines trailing their long stems

from one tree to another ; so that you have

literally, as well as figuratively, nearly all

that man requires
—

corn, wine, and oil—close

to your hand. I really believe the natives

think more of the olive harvest than any
other

; they always begin a conversation by
telling you how the olives are looking, and
then lament the high price of oil, which has

more than doubled of late years,
—and that in

Italian households is a grievous change. Olive-

trees only look picturesque in autumn, when
the peasants are gathering the little black

plum-looking fruit. It is very different from

our English notion of olives. I remember

seeing a la(]y, passionately fond of them at

home, eagerly putting ont her hand for a ripe

olive, and finding to her horror her mouth
filled with fresh Lncca oil. Our route led

through m ae thinly-planted olive woods till

we reached Pelago, where the road ceases,

and you must leave the carriage and take to

ponies ;
and here it is necessary to be very de-

termined about having ponies, as the people

always try to persuade you to take a bullock-

cart, and half an hour in that kind of convey-
ance is enough to dislocate every bone in your

body. Fortunately, we had been previously

warned, and refused to listen to anything
about bullocks

; so, while the ponies were

preparing, we strolled through the town—a

quiet primitive little place, with the Tuscan
" cachet " on everything around : no other

word expresses this kind of scenery. There

is a decent enough village hotel here, which

artists, when out on sketching tours in sum-

mer, sometimes make their head-quarters.
The children, who as usual followed us in

crowds, are very pretty, with bright clear

skins, and slight, delicate limbs. The materials

for many pictures could be found among them.

The village does not look poverty-stricken, and

boasts a very picturesque bridge over a wide

bed of large stones, even now perfectly dry,

but no doubt in winter a raging torrent. Soon

after leaving Pelago you enter the great belt

of chestnut-trees that clothes the mountainous

; approach to Vallombrosa, the paved pathways
are quite shadowed over by their interlacing

boughs : certainly the foliage was not abun-

dant—the young bright green leaves were

drooping, as is the wont of chestnut leaves to

do when they first meet the bracing spring

bree^^es. After an hour's ascent the air grows
'

keener, and you begin to hear the melancholy
I

"
sough

" of the wind through the pine-trees,

and to see banks of brilliant emerald moss,

thickly besprinkled with the very wild flowers

we had hoped to find
;
and then you come to

a cross erected on an open space, with a glo-

rious view over the Val d'Arno. No wonder

artists abound in Italy, for nowhere else can

they luxuriate in such wonderful subtleties of

colour. After this the chestnut-trees become

rarer, and pine and beech wood more plentiful,

till you reach a mountain valley covered with

lovely greensward ;
and those who see fresh

turf every day can hardly imagine the delight

with which our unaccustomed eyes welcomed

the home-like sight, for there is very little

turf, properly so called, in Italy. On the

plains the grass grows so strong and rank, that

any attempt at mowing it only lays bare the

roots. Even at Demidorf's Villa, with every

appliance that modem civilisation can suggest

in the way of mowing and watering machines,

the turf is a failure. No summer drought

ever scorches the eternal verdure of these luxu-

riant pastures, watered by trickling streams

and sheltered by thick groves of trees, and at

the end of a poplar avenue, gleaming out from

a dark background of pines, stands the con-
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nt with its tall tower. We, however, mem-
irs of the proscribed sex, are not allowed to

)proach the convent. We turn aside towards

.e
"

foresteri;i," a dwelling set apart for the

16 of travellers. Gentlemen coming hire

one are admitted inside the walls of the

nvent, but mixed parties are sent to the

foresteria," which is precisely like a dak

ingalow iu India, a large unfurnished-look-

g room in the middle, and sleepiTig rooms

I round. Scarcely ha'l we dinniounted than

lay brother came hurrying in to welcome us,

I the more heartily that no visitors had ar-

k'ed for some months : we were the harbingers

summer. He advised us to lose no time in

ling lip to see the sunset, and promised to

.ve dinner ready on our return, and we

irted, under the charge of a feeble old monk,
10 no doubt was considered casehardened by

ne,
— as these brothers, belonging to a very

lict order of Beueilictines, ought not even to

hold a woman : nevertheless we saw enough
aven heads peeping out of cell windows to

nvince us that the rules of the convent had

led entirely to eradicate that so-called femi-

ae failing of curiosity. And then we strolled

t on green turfy paths, bordered by spark-

ig streams, antl gathered delicate wood ane-

)nes, the wind-flower. There were plenty
other flowers, but none so lovely as the

nd-flower, which wo had found nowhere

in Italy, The various coloured anemones

it so plentifully besprinkle the plains, boast

more florid style of beauty than this fragile

an. We were only deterred by the fear of

•ing ourselves from penetrating further into

3 wide-spreading forest at the back of the

aveut,— \vho>e solemnity in the fast-deepen-

j
hush of twilight quite equalled my pre-

iceived notion of those "EtrurLm shades"

3 blind poet loved .so well
;
and the old

)nk warned us not to loiter too long, lest

should miss the sunset : and so we turned

I
into the steep winding paths that lead (still

ider pino- trees) to that pearly-white Para-

ino which we had often seen as a tiny

ick gleaming out from the mountain side

ten we stood gazing on that uui(|ue land-

(,pe spread out before the triple arches of the

•nte Vecchio, in Florence. Our garrulous
aductor showed us the rocky bed, and told

the history of the old hermit who always

pt with his face towards Florence, perhaps
breathe a daily thanksgiving that he was

e from the distracting turmoil of that tur-

leut city, perhaps only because he w;vs a

,n of taste, and loved to look on the fair

lley lying at his feet. Then we waited for

louel to enter that little white-wa-^ht-d

ipel, whose threshold must not be profaned

by the frivolous foot of a woman. The old

monk pityingly shook his head as he closed

the door on us, firndy believing wo were dying
with curiosity to see the meagre content! of

those whitewashed wal's. " What could you
do to us if wo ran past you now ?

" we have

sometimes asked of monks unlocking the gates

of cloisters to let us peep in—such as those of

San Paolo, for instance, whose long vista of

twisted and frttod columns, and low Moorish

arches half hidden in luxuriant vegetation, are

well worth more than a peep.
"
Nothing," replies the alarmed cnstode.

" Then why are we not allowed to go iu ?
"

"
I do not know," murmurs the puzzled

monk,
" unless it is that women make such a

noise."

The masculine visit to this particular chapel

being soon over, we proceed to the plateau in

front of Paradisino, and wait patiently to know
if we are to be so fortunate as to see the sun set

or not. We are not irapatieut ; the landscape
is worth looking at, though not just now sur-

passingly beautiful, for after all it is the magic

colouring of Italy that throws such an un-

earthly charm over everything. The view may
be a very coramon-place one,—and seen in tha

grey light of a winter morning there are many
home scenes far moie attractive,

— but just as

the glamour of love flings a radiance over the

plainest face, so does the most simple object

flash into life when touched by the fiery sun-

set of the south. Standing on Fiesole, foi in-

stance, the Coldest northern heart must fall

prostrate in admiration, when the whole world

seems bathed iu an atmosphere of lambent

flame, a paly soft pink, but indescriliaWy beau-

tiful. It is like the rosy glow of Switzeiland,

but warmer, more tremulous, and mixe<i with

gollen light ;
and seen through that medium,

each hill looks like a dream, each valley a

very paradise of untroubled rest. The houses

are fairy dwellings, ami the trees shiver for

one moment with excess of deligtit, and then

sink into deep dreamless slumber as the dying
sun " fades from ruin, rock, and river," and

the cold blue pall of night silently broods over

the world. At the present moment our pros-

pects look rather ghiomy, a grey haze had ga-

thered in the west, lehiiid which the " orb of

day
" was fast disappearing. Our old gui<le

Wivs much di<tres<ed lest the sun shoidd not

do his duty, an I we not seeing Florence should

never believe how beautif' 1 it was : but be-

hold our u'ood genius is in the ascendant I the

mist is yieUling, out beam the sun's rays, and,

touching the spot where Florence lay hidden

a moment before, it springs up into .>-igtit
at

once, an enchanted city ! It has a very

str.inge effect : the rays passing over the
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towu, it appeared to us as if the city

were a panorama slowly moving across our

eyes, and as each well-known builHiug is

illumined for an instant, and then disappeared,
it looks like phantasmagoria ;

and the old

monk announced with a sigh of relief,
" Ecco

il Duomo," as the cathedral and campanile si-

lently loom into sight, and are enshrined, a

tiny shadow picture, in a slanting ray of ruddy
light

—never to be forgotten. In a few seconds

it was all over, and the pine woods looked al-

ready dark and cold as we descended their

winding paths back to the "
foresteria," and

found dinner ready, and the lay brother

prepared for any amount of talk. The first

thing was to bring to our notice an English

copy of Milton's works, which fell open natu-

rally at the extract about the convent. I

wonder how many people would have heard
of Vallombrosa had Milton never visited it.

A secluded mountain convent, not more beau-

tifully situated than many others, it would
have remained almost unknown to the outer

world, but a single ray of the divine fire of

genius has touched it, and behold the name
stands illumined for ever ! The convent cui-

sine is not exactly first-rate, but they gave us

plain food better cooked than we should have

found in any of the village hotels. It is said

that gentlemen who are admitted to the monks*

Pelago.

own refectory find nothing to be desired, but

carrying a dinner some hundred yards in the

cold air must be a somewhat trying process.
The monks make a great deal of money out of

their forests. The extent of land possessed by
the convent may be imagined when their tax

to Government amounts to 20,000 scudo—and
a Tuscan scudo is worth four and sixpence. All

these revenues will in time lapse to the State,
as the doom of most of these large convents

was sealed even in the Grand Duke's time
;

they were then forbidden to choose any new

members, though sometimes as a favour per-
mitted to take in a new novice, but no farther

grace is allowed them, and when the present

brethren die out their property returns to

Government. I remember on first coming to

Italy being much puzzled to find no distinction

made, as with us, between convents and monas-

teries
; everything is a convent here, only you

specify if it is for men or women. The Italian

difference between a monastic or a convent

life relates solely to the varying orders, whe-

ther the monks lead a sort of fiimily life to-

gether, or are secluded each in his own cell.

We rose the next morning without having

sufi"ered any harm from the damp beds that

were prophesied for us, and took leave of the

foresteria. You must not ofi'er any remunera-

tion for your accommodation, but may leave
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bout a scudo each for the servants of the ea-

ablishmeiit. Nothing was left for us now
ut to view the chapel, the only part of the

onveut wo might enter, and the lay brother

astily sent off to desire the musical genius

f the fraternity to be in attendance that we

light hear the organ, a very good one, played
rith some taste by a man who had never

card any other music—entirely a self-taught

rganist. The lay brother spoke with great

ride of " our genius," and it had evidently

een a subject of some speculation in that

imple-minded confraternity, what their genius

light have turned out, had he only been sent

3 Florence to hear the wonderful organ of the

>uomo. The convent has a hereditary right

3 a musical genius, for one of its earliest

rethren was Guido Aretino, in the eleventh

iutury, who was the inventor of the musical

amut, and also supposed to be the originator

the arbitrary division of music into lines

ttd spaces, those enemies of our juvenile days,

he chapel has nothing to distinguish it from

umerous others
;

the French carried away
hat valuables it once contained. The pre-

snt buildings date only from 1637 ;
the con-

jnt was originally founded in 1070, by

ualberto, a Florentine of noble family, who,

eeting a man with whom he had a deadly
ud one Good Friday, near San Miuiato, pre-

ired to slay him. The unfortunate man,

eing no escape, knelt down to ask for mercy,

'.tending his arms in the form of a cross, and

iploring Gualberto to remember what day

ey were celebrating. Struck by this appeal,

ualberto forgave him, and as the two newly-
conciled enemies went to the church of San

iniato to cement their friendship by prayer,
e image of our Saviour on the cross bowed
; head to Gualberto, who immediately de-

•ted himself to a religious life. This legend
.s furnished pictures to various artists. Bid-

og adieu to our friendly lay brother, and safely

eking away our iloral spoils, we remounted

x ponies, and with many farewell looks at

e peaceful old convent, returned to Pe-

jo, where the carriage was waiting to take

back to sunny Florence
;
and as we entered

e walls of the " Beautiful City," we acknow-

Iged that the splendid garlands of yellow
d white Banksia roses that were flung in

ch wild profusion across the trees and over

e garden walls were as lovely in their way
the simpler beauties of the mountains.

r some days our rooms were decorated

th various saucers filled with pale, delicate

iud flowers and soft emerald moss
;

but

3se too soon faded away, and left us only
Ir undying memories of the leafy shades of

illombros:!. M. A. W.-D.

=4

CELTIC TRIBUTES AND STIPENDS.

The " Book of Rights," one of the publica-
tions of the Celtic Society, gives, amongst other

curious particulars, the amount and kind of

tribute paid by each lord or head of a tribe to

the prince of the province, and the amount of

stipend or present given by the prince to each

of his chiefs in return for military service.

From this, no doubt, the book received its

name, as it gives the rights of the prince as

against the chiefs in the matter of tribute, and
of the chiefs in regard to the stipend or pay
due to them from the prince.

There were in Ireland at the time to which

this book refers, at least six provincial kings or

princes, each of whom had under him a great
number of chiefs or lords. As might be ex-

pected, the tributes varied with the territories.

The tributes included oxen, cows, wethers,

hogs, cloaks, mantles, masses of iron, and
salted pig. For most of these Ireland is noted

at the present day, especially for the salted pig—the gentleman that pays the riiit. There

was only one territory bound to furni.sh iron
;

it was in the kingdom of Connaught. The
cloaks were to be of every description and
colour

;
some chiefs had to bring red, some

purple, some white, and not a few parti-

coloured cloaks. The tributes were either of

natural products or home-made material. To
state an idea of the amount furnished, we will

give the revenue of one of the small provincial

princes. The king of Uladh, who held the

territory comprising the modern counties of

Antrim and Down, was entitled to 500 beeves,
1150 cows, 450 oxen, 850 hogs and pigs, 300
fat wethers, and 800 cloaks of various colours.

It might be instructive to notice the number of

cattle, sheep, and pigs at the present time in

the same territory. Down and Antrim, a few

years ago, by the Parliamentary Return, con-

tained 248,000 cattle, 103,000 sheep, 92,000

pigs. The amount of the revenue of the king of

Uladh, if the animals were reckoned at the

modern valuation, would amount to £15,347
per annum, rejecting fractions and details. He
would be an ingenious statistician that could

show that Ireland had not improved since the

so-called "
good old times ;

" even if we disre-

gard the fact that the cattle, sheep, and swine

of the Celtic tribes were wild and kept in herds

in the forests and on the mountains.

The stipends, or presents, or pay given by the

prince to his chieftains comprised
—

horses,

sc'nuia, (suppo.sed to be horse-trappings,) shields,

swords, drinking horns, gold rings, chess-boards,

bondmen ami bondwomen, hounds, coa's of

mail, and last of all, ships. In addition to all

these, to some lords were given tunics, cloaks

I
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and cattle. Horses appear to have belonged

only to chiefs, and to have been used only for

war : they never appear as tribute from the lord

to the prince, but they were a very common
article of stipend from theprince to the chieftain.

Drinking horns are continually referred to in

accounts of banquets in ancient Irish history, and

seem to have been the only vessels so used.

Chess-boards were a more common present

in some territories than in others. Bondmen
and bondwomen were, undoubtedly, prisoners

of war, of whom there was no lack as long as

the coasts of Scotland, England, and France

couLl provide them. It was in one of the forays

made by a Celtic prince on France tbat St.

Patrick was carried to Ireland, where he spent
his boyhood, herding swine on the Antrim hills.

The bondmen and bondwomen are sometimes

minutely described as "strong men," "not

sickly," and "brown-haired bond-women;"
these and other appellatives were used to bol-

ster up the lude metre in which most of the

accounts are given. The ships were given by the

king of TJladh to some of his chiefs : some

however of the chiefs living along the southern

and western coasts also got ships as stipend from

their princes, as well as the chiefs of Down and

Antrim. These two counties possessed the

greatest maritime power, from their nearness to

Scotland, to which there was continual traflBc.

It was one of the prerogatives of the prince of

Uladli to have a fleet on Strangford Lough
(Lough Cuan), and the lord of DuflTerin, amongst
other things, was entitled to ten ships from the

same prince. It is remarkable that the present
Lord of Dufferin is a sea king too, though his

far famed yacht has roved much further and to

better purpose tlian ever the vessels of his

Celtic predecessors did in times of yore,

C. S.

THE FITZGERALD ARMS.
TO THE EDITOR OF " ONCE A WEEK."

Dublin, Nov. 2, 1865.

Sir,—In your number for Sept. 23rd *

a writer gives an account of the origin of the

arms of the diical house of Leinster, which

may or may not be correct. But at all events

it is at Viiriance with that given by the present

Marquis of Kildare in his account of " Wood-
stock Castle," near Athy. He says that an
alarm of fire having been given at this castle

about the year 1200,
" In the confusion that

ensued the child was forgotten, and when the

servant returned to seek him, the room in

which he lay was found in ruins. While
there lamenting his supposed death, they heard

a stiange noise from the top of one of the

towers ; on looking up they saw a monkey or

• See pa^c 371.

ape, which was usually kept chained, holding
the child in his arms. The child (who was

John, Earl of Kildare, and head of the Fitz-

geralds) afterwards adopted the monkey for

his crest and supporters, and some of his de-

scendauts took the additional motto of ' Non
immemor beneficii.'"—lam, sir, your obedient

servant, Curiosus.

HEAD AND HEART.
"
Heart," quoth Head, "thou'rt ever fretting,

Panting evermore,

Beating like a netted linnet

'Gainst its prison door.

Say, how can I give tbee quiet,
All thy troubles say,

For this never-ceasing riot

Wears my peace away."

"
Head," said Heart, "I'm very weary.

Living all alone,

Dwelling, like a sculptured maiden.
In a vault of stone.

Choose me some heart that will listen

To love's gentle lore
;

Laugh and weep with, aye be near me.
Leave me nevermore.

"
Heart," said Head,

"
I've cast about me.

Guessing at thy slate,

Kansacked all the world of maidens
For thy fitting mate.

And, like hawk in air, I circle.

Watching how the shrike

Fears his victim, while I hover,

Doubtful where to strike.

" Now 'tis dark -eyed Leonora
I would win for thee.

Now 'tis thought of light-eyed Alice

Softly stirs in me.

So, like Mahomet, I waver
In the realm of love ;

Shall I cage the soaring eagle,

Or the gentle dove ?

" Juno-like is Leonora
In her haughty mien.

Flashing pride, and scorn and passion
Like the Ethiop queen.

Queen is she by beauty's birthright,
Cold as distant star,

Conqueror-like, with trains of captives

Following her cai-.

" But the simple-nurtur'd Alice

Comes like summer morn.
With a zephyr herald stirring

Fidds of Idaded corn.

Dewy-fresh, with softened sunlight
In her guileless eye.

Trustful, truthful, daisy-natur'd
Born to love or die."

"Head," said Heart, "with Leonora

Pain would come, and grief.

Pride and coldness soon would sere me
Like a winter leaf.

But with Alice twined about me
All my woes would cease.

And a wail of trouble never-

More should cloud my peace." . J. R. C.
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ii SANS MEECI;"
OR,

KESTRELS AND FALCONS.
BY THE AUTHOR OF "GUY LI V I XG S T X E," &c., &c.

CHAPTER XVII, DILETTANTI.

And all this while, Vincent Flemyng tarried

still iu Home. Yet his success had hardly
been so great as might have been expecteil,

considering the advantages under which he

started there. For hi.s introducer was more
familiar with the place than most of the natives,
and—albeit young in years

—had long ago been

gifted with the freedom of the Eternal City.

The father of Vesey Ferrars had been an

amateur-painter of no small renown, and still

more celebrated as a collector : he himself had
never ventured on anything more ambitious

than some meek water-colours, and rarely
trusted to his own judgment in picture-pur-

chase; but there was born, and abode with

lim, a great veneration for Art, and affection

for artists.

As a rule, the modem Maecenas is, simply,
I social nuisance. Even poor patient penni-
ess Phormio must be sorely tried, sometimes,

)y that pompous benevolence, and condescen-

lion measured out by the grain ;
while to the

lisinterested public such patrons are absolutely
ntolerable.

But amongst those affable tyrants, Vesey
vas not numbered. He hated the very word

muniticcut;' and would have resented its

.pplication to himself, as a personal insult.

iVheii he gave a good price for a good picture,
te did not consider that he was conferring the

lightest obligation ;
neither did he think, that

he possession of one of the best private gal-
iries in Europe, warranted him in overbearing
he professional opinions of better judges. He
,ad learnt the secret—rare amongst men of his

lass—of being able to render help without

uplying patronage : help, too, in right good
easou. His name was of evil odour in the

ostrils of certain dealers, dwelling iu the pre-
incts of Soho. Not uufreciuently, when they
ad nearly clinched an admirable bargain, by
he simple process of putting on the screw,

hey came back, to find that a timely visit

rom Vesey Ferrars had enabled the intended

ictim, for the nonce, to laugh at their beards:
> the baffled middle-man was fain to depart ;

>L. XIII.

muttering words, much akin to those that issue

from the mouths of wreckers, when they see a
stranded vessel go suddenly afloat.

I think, such cur.ses must be as well worth

earning, as the blessing of a mitred bisliop.
In truth, Ferrars was such a thoroughly good

fellow, and had so many tastes congenial to

their own, that the artist-guild would have
welcomed him enthusiastically, had he come

among them with never a plack in his pur.se.
But—ahoiidance de hien, ne nnit jamais : they
were quite content to take him, with all the

great possessions on his back that he carried so

lightsomely ; and the most cynical of the cari-

caturists forbore, even in secret, from making
a mock at his Vaudyck beard, and mediteval

eccentricities in velvet and feather—small

vanities to which Vesey was notoriously prone.
His acquaintance with Flemyng was not of

long date ; it had sprung up while Fen-ars was

paying a brief visit to a younger brother at the

same college : but he began to take an interest

in Vincent, from the moment that he discovered

the latter's artistic propensities. These were
not very definitely developed at that time

;
for

it was in the days of ro.se-coloured anticipation,
Avhen Flemyng reckoned on academic triumph
as a certainty ;

and proposed to choose a pro-

fession, at his ease. Yet, even then, it was
settled that he should bear Ferrars company
that winter, to Rome.

Thin gs were greatly altered now. But Vesey's

sympathies were only enlisted more strongly,
when he learnt that the other meant, hence-

forward, to follow Painting as a professiou, in-

stead of au amusement. He was wont to look

on the silver side of every man's shield : so, it

is not wonderful that he should have given
Vincent credit for much more earnestness—to

say nothing of talent—than was iu that weak,
unstable nature.

There w;is ever jubilation iu the studios,

when it wivs known that Vesey Ferrars had
come to the fore again : before he had been

twelve hours in Rome, he heard ' NYelcome '

spoken in nearly as many languages ; and never

a man of them all, but meant what he said

A A No, 335.
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heartily and honestly, without flattery or hope
of advantage. There was usually a sort of

chronic ' feed '

going ou during the first week

after his arrival : but, on the present occasion,

Vesey himself gave an entertainment of unusual

splezidour
—not to say, solemnity

—which taxed

the resources of the Lepre to the very utter-

most
;
not so much in the way of cooking, as

of accommodation.

Only men of some mark were bidden to

this banquet, at which Vincent Flemyng was

recommended to the good graces of the whole

cosmopolite fraternity : the host would have

had every member of it there, had it been

possible ;
and was hardly contented with that

crowded representative chamber. The guests

were all in high good-humour, and anything
but critically disposed ; moreover, Vesey Fer-

rars's voucher had always, hitherto, been found

more or less trustworthy : nevertheless, on

several of those present Vincent Flemyng's first

appearance did not leave a favourable im-

pression.

He was pleasant and polite enough, cer-

tainly ;
(lid not obtrude hia own opinions, and

listened to those of others with an agreeable

deference ;
seemed determined to be pleased

with everything and everybody. But artistic

eyes—accustomed to watch and chronicle

every varying expression of the human coun-

tenance—are very keen observers : some did

not fail to remark, that little heartiness lay

beneath the smooth surface-courtesy ;
and

with such, the supercilious curl of the upper

lip could not pass current for a smile.

Old Dick Haddo, who has hung about

Rome these thirty years
—doing nothing on

earth but deliver art criticisms, (which are

really valuable) since a misguided relative left

him a modest competence—till he has come
to be considered the Doyen des Ateliers, on the

morrow, embodied the feeling of more than

one malcontent, in his own coarse slip-shod

language.
" Don't tell me, it was the garlic got into

his nose "—the irascible senior grunted, in

answer to a meek apologist. "I saw it t\un

up, before the olla—-devilish good it was too—came into the room. The company wasn't

good enough for him—not such as he'd

been used to—that's about the mark of it.

As if, what was good enough for Vesey, wasn't

good enough for him ! We'll have to be civil,

of course
;

but—you mind me, boys—that

chap will never let us be more, if we wished

it, ever so."

Yet the opposition was decidedly weak, nu-

merically ; and Vincent Flemyng had a good
woiking majority in his favour, to start with.

His personal appearance was decidedly attrac-

tive ; and this goes further peihaps, Avith

the artistic lot than with any other purely
masculine confraternity ;

his manner too was
soft and pleasant enough—bar the covert su-

perciliousness ;
and there was a sort of sup>-

pressed brilliancy in his conversation, as if he
could be more clever, if he would : moreover,
in the few sketches that he had troubled him-
self to finish, there was undeniable promise.

That was the most provoking—though not

the worst— side of Vincent's character. He
was always promising : as for performance—
Altro.

All things however considered, he got, as was

aforesaid, a remarkably good start. Before

j

Vesey Ferrars went southwards, he had done

i

his friend a last good office, by gaining for

i

him admission into a famous studio, whose

doors, as a rule, were only opened to pupils who
had already won a certain reputation. So—•

having omitted nothing that could set Vin-

cent forward on his way—he left him, with

great confidence, to the mercies of the Future.

I

But the old desultory lack of purpose, and

over-weening self-confidence, that had marred

j

tke scholar's success, hung round the embryo
painter, like a loose cumbrous robe : he had

no idea of '

stripping to his work,' much less of

j

toiling slowly and steadily onwards, with strain

of limb, and sweat of brow.

However, truth to tell, before he had time

to settle fairly down in his new pursuits, there

came a temptation into his life, that might
have been a reason—if not an excuse—for

idleness, in a more earnest enthusiast. I doubt

gravely, if Pygmalion achieved any triumph
worth mentioning, after it seemed good to

Erycina to grant his prayer.
You guess what I mean, of course ?

Marion Charteris was punctual to, what we

needs must call, her tryst ; and, thenceforward

for many a day, Art had but a fickle follower

in Vincent Flemyng.

Everything happened exactly as the fair

dame had predicted, or—promised. Her liege

lord certainly escorted her to Rome
;
and saw

her luxuriously established in a breezy primo

piano on the slope of the Pincian, with an

ample credit at Torlonia's. Having done this,

John Charteris considered himself clear, for the

present, of marital obligations ;
and devoted

the rest of his spare time to his invalid sister.

He made little difference betwixt any of

his social duties ; going through them all—
whether as magistrate, legislator, landlord, or

head of a family—with the same stolid solemn

pertinacity ; striving to render to every one his

or her due, and never a whit more. Before

the week was out, the bucolic nostalgia had

possessed him, and he had started homewards ;
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leaving his fair wife to her own devices, with-

out a single doubt or misgiving : unless such

were implied in his parting warnini;
—

" Mind you wrap up well at night, Marion.

Chills are very dangerous, here."

During that week Flemyng kept himself

very much in the backgroimd : he had tact

enough to know, tliat it would be unwise to

dissemble his presence altogether ;
so he called

once, when Mr. Charteris w;vs nearly sure to

be out, and Marion was equally sure to have

some female friends with her. He need not

hive troubled himself to bo diplomatic : it is

more than doubtful, if John Charteris noticed

that particular card amongst the heap of

others ;
if he did, it is most certain that it

did not cost him a second thought.

But, when King Katte's back was fairly

turned, bright eyes began to gleam out of

the dark corners of the Mause-Thurm ; and,
ere long, the innocent games began.

Vincent Flemyng could not exactly take up
the flirtation at the point where he had left it—few men have the luck to do that—but he

found Marion only too ready to avail herself

of his escort on all possible occasions, and to

accept his homage—uttered or implied. In-

deed, the two were almost inseparable, though
seldom—so far as tlie world knew—alone

together. Loitering through picture-galleries

of a forenoon—riding homewards over the

purple Campagua through the deepening sha-

dows—lounging in the twilight palcki of the

Tor di Nona—withdrawn a little from the

crowd of dancers thronging the saloons of

Grammoat, Doria, or Colonna—that pale
discontented face was never far distant from
Marion Chatteris's '

shining shoulder.'

Discontented it was : for, day by day, the

conviction forced itself more gallingly on

Flemyng, that he was wooing a phantom, and

striving to grasp a snow-wreatli. His over-

weening vanity made him slow to recognise
the truth

;
but he did recognise it at last,

with a bitterness of spirit hard to describe.

Yet the idea of relin(iuishiug the pursuit
never crossed his mind for an instant

; and
this pertinacity arose rather from weakness
than strength of character.

A practical profligate, resolute of purpose
and will, would soon have brought matters to a

climax ; and—if unable to bow another neck
to the yoke—would, at once, have broken it

from his own. But Vincent was a very tyro,
in everything save theory. Moreover, his

passion—breaking out, at times, in fierce fitful

flashes—was by no means an all-consuming
flame : it never engrossed him, to the extent

of making him insensible to the temptations
of high play, to which he became, daily, more

and more addicted. Also, he was well aware,
that the position of ciciabeo to a famous

beauty, gave him a certain social importance,

though not of the most creditable sort
;
and—

He dared not put it to the touch,
To win or lose it all.

So—occasionally indulging in feeble eS'orts at

rebellion—he followed still in the train of his

fair conqueror ;
a querulous, but not unwilling

captive.

Yet, Marion Charteris paid more than a

nominal price for her amusement.

There are women who—relying, let us hope,
on their final integrity of intention— will com-

promise themselves more for coijuetry, than

others will do for crime. She, of whom I

write, was one of these. Something, perhaps,

ought to be set down to her deficient moral

training ; something more to the reckless

nature inherited from the wild old robber-

knight, her father : but, with all this given

in, it must be owned that Clarion's conduct,
about this time, was imprudent in the ex-

treme.

In most places, there would have arisen

a scandal blatant and venomous. But Rom in

society—though free from Florentine licence

—is rather inclmed to lenient short-sighced-

ness in such matters. The natives have their

own little affairs to attend to
;
and trouble

themselves not at all with alien peccadilloes :

whilst, under soft Italian skies, the British

Censor Morum notoriously mitigates the ter-

rors of his front, and the raucour of his

tongue.
Yet two women did take up their p^irable

against the error of Mrs. Charteris's ways—
her aunt and her sister-in-law. Of the first,

Marion was rather fond ;
and she met that

remonstrance with a gay contemptuous gojd-
humour.

" A boy like that, bring your pupil to

grief? Pas si bete, ma tante. Poor Vincent

means no more harm than—I do. We've

known each other ever since we left our nur-

series, you know. Indeed, I consider him

quite in the light of a sheep-dog : and there

are plenty of wolves prowling about here ;
I

shouldn't feel safe, quite alone."

To which the other replied, with some

asperity, that " she didn't believe in nursery-

friendships ; or in male sheep-dogs of temler

age ;
or in

"

"What do you believe in. Aunt Milly?"
Marion asked, simply.

This question rather disconcerteil the elder

lady ;
for her articles of faith were, iii truth,

exceedingly few and vague : before she could

collect herself to reply, Marion had flitted on

her wilful way.
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But with the other monitress it fared very

differently. There had never been much love

between the sisters-in-law. Lady Eainscliffe

was a thorough Charteris—staid, solemn,

and intensely respectable ;
her temper, that

had never been serene, was embittered by

protracted ill-health. She had disapproved
of her brother's marriage from the first, and

had not scrupled to express her opinions

openly ;
neither—upon the rare occasions of

their meeting—had she shown any disposition

to conciliate the fair stranger. It must be

owned that the tone of her remonstrance, now,
was rather judicial and menacing ;

and too

full of allusions to '

peril of family honour.'

Marion stood and listened, with half averted

head—so patiently, that the other began to be

proud of the wholesome terror inspired by the

elaborated oration : but, as the last syllable

was spoken, she turned and looked Lady
RainscUffe full in the face—the pupils of her

deep-grey eyes darkening, as was their wont
when she was bitterly angered.

"Did my husband leave you any commis-

sion, to watch or to school me ?" she asked,
with an ominous calmness.

The other was so surprised, at overt defiance

where she had expected submission, that she

could hardly put into words an indignant
disclaimer.

" I am glad of it
"—Marion went on, just

as quietly.
" Glad for John's sake, as well as

my own. We have never had an angry word
since we were married. Perhaps you did not

know that ? We have seen you so seldom at

Charteris Eoyal." (She smiled, as her an-

tagonist winced under the stab. Her brother's

fancied estrangement, which she always im-

puted to Marion, was one of Lady RainclifFe's

heaviest crosses.) "So, I understand, you
have spoken entirely on your own authority ?

I shall not stoop to defend myself, or deny

anything. I dare say the '

family honour '
is

just as dear to me as it is to you. I have my
children to consider, as well as myself, you
know." (Stab the second : the other's mar-

riage-bed was barren.)
"
But, if you think it

is not safe in my hnnds, you had better write

to John and tell him so. I won't bear malice

for what you have said, now ;
I suppose you

spoke according to your own ideas of duty.
But I cannot thank you : if you had meant

kindly, you would have spoken in another

tone. I will never listen to another word on

this subject : it will be best, that we should

both forget it has been opened at all."

As Marion swept from the room—with head

erect and neck wreathed superbly, like a queen
decliuing to plead before a vulvar tribunal —
astonishment, rather than wrath, kept the other

silent. Could that haughty woman—with her

imperial defiance and disdain—ever have been
the wild Irish girl whom she had looked down
upon for years, with a contemptuous dislike, as

a pretty wayward poppet, at the best ?

Strict and austere, and often-times uncharit-

able. Lady Eainscliflfe was not vindictive. Con-
viction somehow crept over her that, through
all her reckless coquetry, Marion was clear

of guilt either in fact or intention : having
once realised this, she abandoned all idea of

writing to her brother. She knew what in-

curable misery has often been wrought by
such tale-bearing

—there are trees that wither

away utterly, if their bark be once rudely rent

away—and Lady Rainscliffe was too just, if

not too generous, to incur such fearful risk,

to avenge her own affronted pride. There

never could be cordiality betwixt them
;
but

it is doubtful if she did not like her sister-in-

law better than before, when the first burst

of her temper had passed.
Cannot you fancy the capital, that a finished

coquette would make out of these two passages-

of-arms, when narrating them to her supposed

fellow-culprit ? Some of these ingenious young
females have a knack of amplifying the pro-

portions, and disguising the substance, of a

simple offering of millet and honey, till there

seems to issue therefrom the unctuous reek of

a hecatomb.

It is so pleasant to be able to say to a

servitor, on the point of *

striking' for higher

wages—
" See what I have undergone—for you."
Uttered low and plaintively, and aided by

a judicious amount of eye-play, this talisman

will rarely fail in bringing back rebellious

spirits to their allegiance.

Mrs. Charteris had other sops too at hand,

wherewith to pacify her Azor, when he grew
fractious and growled over-loud. Like all

other men of his stamp, Flemyng was much

given to small causeless jealousies.

Marion knew right well, how to turn this

weakness to account. She would get up a

mild bye-flirtation ;
and carry it on till Vincent

began to sulk, and finally, to upbraid. Then

would ensue a scene of charming penitence

and mock submission ;
and the offender—

Folding her white hands so meekly—

would accept fair terms of truce ;
the prime

condition being, of course, the dismissal of the

obiioxious intruder.

Altogether, it was very 'pretty fooUng.'

Nevertheless, before Easter was past, the

lady had grown i-omewhat weary of her pas-

time, and of her playmate—if the truth must

be told. She was not really sorry when
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her husband came

Borry, either, that

i i

to fetch her home ;
not

John hurried her away
ill such haste (a pet Bill of the Chalkshire

landowners was *

on,' immediately after the

recess) that the bustle of packiiig-up scarcely

left space for one brief leave taking.

So, all might have ended harmlessly ;
and

the beleaguered garrison might have marched

out, with all the honours of such unholy war- i

fare
; leaving no tell-tale tropliy in the hands of

the assailant. But Mrs. Charteris was too

thorough a woman, to leave well alone.

Several of her intimates came down to the

Piazza de' Teriuine, to wish her a last good-

speed : amongst these was Vincent Flouiyng.

Marion was fairly frightened by his white

haggard face, and wild hopeless eyes. They
haunted her on her journey

—there was no

chance for one word of private farewell—
till, for the hrst time in her life, she grew
remorseful.

Pity—she could not gue?s, that her stricken

3wain had been deep in lansquenet, till day

broke, and he dared tempt evil fortune no

further. The ' red gold,' whose loss troubled

him most, just then, was not, I dare aver,

that which shimmered in her glorious tresses ;

and cheeks are blanched by late hours, not less

rapidly than by thwarted love.

Such a knowledge would have saved Marion

rom an unpardonable folly. Acting on her

first impulse, she employed her first available

moments of solitude, in writing to Flemyng.
She had done this before

;
and uivers note-

lets had fluttered his way, during the Roman

philanderings ;
but there was nothing seriously

compromising in any of these : moreover, she

relied implicitly on hu repeated assurance, that

3very scrap of her handwriting was burnt as

joon as it was reail : with all her little wiles

ind coquettish stratagems, she was her-elf

utterly incapable of a deliberate falsehood ;

md it was about the last thing she suspected

in others.

This letter was very different. It was not

exactly criminal ;
because the writer had no

positive guilt to confess or imply : but many a

sinner, to whom mariiage-vows are a mockery,
would have expressed herself less rashly and

unguardedly : it was such a It-tter that few

wives would see in their husbands' hands, with-

aut feeling faint with fear and shame— such

ds few mothers would hear read in their chil-

dren's ears, without a wish that the eaith

would open, to swallow up them and their

dishonour.

A score of times, at least, during the week

sifter that precious epistle had been posted, did

poor Marion wish it recalled. Slie wished it—
baving perfect trust in the faith and discretion

of the man to whom it was addressed. The

punishment would almost have equalled the

offence, if she could have seen the crafty satis-

faction, succeed the first look of surprise on
Vincent Flemyng's face, as he read every line

twice carefully over
;
and then locked up the

lettc'r in the inmost recess of a dispatch-box,
that held other enaamplos of the same hand-

writing ; muttering half aloud—
" I must win, the next time we play.

She'll never trump that card."

With all these Platonic diversions and dis-

tractions, it is easy to conceive how Vincent's

studies must have languished. To any con-

versant with such matters, it will be needless

to say that the fair Cause herself was first and

foremost in upbraiding the truant.
" I positively will not have you come out,

to-morrow, till you have done such and such

an amount of work."

Ah, comrade of mine ! Have not we, in

our time, heard words like these ? And do

we not know, pretty well, what such prohibi-

tions are worth ?

Overnight, we bow the head, and murmur
submission. But the morrow breaks bright
and breezy ; the very day for making mirth,
or making hay, or making—never mind what

else. Flesh is frail ;
too frail for self-sacrifice,

just now. We will work double-tides, when
skies begin to lower ;

let us take our pleasure

a-field, whilst they are cloudless.
' Art is

long ; Life is short '—quotha ? Then Art can

the better afford to wait. So

Bhick Bayard from the stable bring ;

The rain is o'er, the winds are down.

No other, this blithe morning, shall ride at our

bonnibell's bridle-rein.

When we came into the presence of our

mistress and monitress, were her brows bent

very menacingly ? I trow not. Just a sem-

blance of surprise, perhaps
—or a shake of the

head, more saucy than reproachful
—and then

came the sweetest smile, that condoned the

ofl'ence, and gave absolution in full.

All through those weeks of idlesse, Flemyng
had nourished vague resolutions of buckling
to work in earnest, so soon as Mrs. Charteris

should have departed. When this happened,
he did make some such effort. But the mind,
no more than the body, is to be relied on,

when it is once thoroughly unstrung ;
there is

a time when energetic action ceases to be a

matter of will.

You remember, the favourite theme of

Scandinavian legends : how the valiant Sea-

King went on from conquest to conquest,
I making sp^rt of toil and peril in the hardi-

I hood of his might ;
till he fell under the

1 spell of some lovely witch-lady ;
in whose
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lap he lay, till his stark sinewy limbs grew
round and enervate, and his brown brawny
hands soft and womanly white : how, when
the charm was broken at the last, he donned

his rusted armour, and went forth to do battle

as of afore-time
; but, finding that his strength

had become as nought, came to a shameful

end. Such stories repeat themselves, infinitely

often, in every century of ths world's history ;

rarely, even in a cycle of ages, does the

prowess of Sardanapalus startle friends and

foes.

The parallel holds terribly true with those,

who'-e life-battle has to be fought out with

dexterity of hand or brain
;
and so Vincent

Flemyng found it.

It is not likely, that, even with steady

labour, he would ever have achieved any great

eminence, as a painter. There was a weak

washy 'prettiness,' about his best efforts, more

discouraging to his master, than crudeness of

conception, or coarseness of colouring. There

was no substance to improve ;
a fatal— ' thus

far and no farther
'—stamp, was set upon each

and every one of Vincent's most ambitious

tentatives. If he was no favourite with his

fellow-students, it is certain that no profes-

sional envy lay at the bottom of his unpopu-

larity.

Unpopular, he unquestionably was. He
did not over-awe his associates in the least

;
or

even impress them, as he supposed, with his

social superiority ;
the honest fellows were

simply bored by his manueiisms and affecta-

tions. Most of them had been brought into

contact—more or less familiar—with Britons

of infinitely higher rank than FJemyng could

pretend to
; they had no democratic prejudices

against the ' Swell '

pur et simple. A man
was just as welcome at their club, coming
thither in his evening armour, straight from
the saloons of the Doria, as if the dust of a

grimy studio lingered on his raiment and
unwashen hands. It was merely a question
of doffing the 'white-choker'—metaphorically
if not literally

—and making oneself at home.

But, to neither the one nor the other of these

things, could Flemyng condescend. Naturally

enough, the circle of his intimates narrowed

daily : he wearied the patience even of those

who would have petted a quarrelsome cur, that

had been owned by Vesey Ferrars : as the

spring advanced, the only familiars that were

left him, were certain members of the English
Club

;
the connecting Link beirug a common

devotion to high play.

Vincent began to feel much the same dis-

gust for Rome as he had done for Oxford,
after his discomfiture in the schools : but, for

many reasons, it did not suit him to return to

England, just yet. He would have been half

ashamed to confess, that he had given iip his

new profession, on such brief trial : besiJes

this there were certain creditors at home, whom
he did not wish to face, till his finances were

more flourishing.

He wandered about Lombardy and Pied-

mont, in a desultory purposeless fashion,

through the summer; sketching a little now
and then

;
but not pretending to do any earnest

work. He would attach himself, for a day or

two, to any party of his acquaintance that he

chanced to meet, and quit them just as capri-

ciously. During this time, he wrote not unfre-

quently to Mrs. Charteris, and she was weak

enough to reply regularly ; though she never

again committed herself, as she had done in

that one unhappy letter. But he had become
so remiss in his communication with Warleigh,
that even Kate grew weary of the one-sided

correspondence ; and Mrs. Flemyng found it

hard to excuse her boy even to herself. In the

beginning of autumn, Vincent came across a

college-friend who was preparing for a start

up the Nile : very little persuasion was needed

to induce him to join the party.
That languid mock-travel was exactly suited

to his character : he wa.s made to lie under

an awning, and quote scraps of dead lan-

guages, between puffs of cigarette-smoke, till

the pleasure-trip seemed to assume a certain

business-like form, and the least erudite of his

companions felt like a scientific explorer.

There let him bide, for awhile. Not often

again, while his life shall last, will Vincent

Flemyng float on smooth, silent waters.

CHAPTER XVIII. SHALL OLD ACQUAINTANCE
BE FORGOT ?

Mrs. Maskelyne's was a very quiet funeral

It must needs have been so, under the circum-

stances, even if the poor lady's wishes, to that

effect, had not been clearly set down in her

brief testament. Amongst the few intimate

friends and old retainers, who saw her laid by
her husband's side, was Seyton of Warleigh.

He was standing by the open vault, when the

rites were done—half uncertain, as to whether

he should address Maskelyne or no—when the

latter touched his arm. The two had not ex-

changed a word since that night, when Brian

was left alone with his dead ;
for Seyton had

joined the simple foot-procession at the hall-

door of Mote, without crossing the threshold.

"I want to speak to you"— Brian whispered.
" Will you come to the library ? Mr. Nesbitt

will be there too." The last-named was the

rector of the parish, who had just performed
the ceremony.

" I will wait for him," Tom answered ; and,
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when the clergyman was ready, the two walked

slowly together across the park ; following

Brian very closely. They weio half-way to

the house, before either spoke. Then Soyton
broke the silence abruptly.

" You can guess what he wants us for ? It

is to speak about his wife. Do you know if

she is here ?"

"I know that she is not," the other said.

" I learnt so much last night, accidentally.

It is a terrible business, altogether. I wish I

saw my way clearly ia it, or rather through it.

It will be so very awkward for us, when she

does come."

It was a cold raw gusty morning ; but the

divine looked uncouifortably warm, just then.

He was a pious hard-working man, and ner-

vously anxious to leave no duty undone
;
but

sadly deficient in moral courage and worldly
wisdom. He owed everything that he pos-
sessed to the Maskelynes : perhaps it was no

wonder, if the prospect of a condict betwixt

gratitude and the obligations of his office, faiily

appalled him. But Tom Seytou had very
little sympathy with trepidations such as

these.

"I don't understand you," he said, rather

sternly.
* '

AVhy should there be any doubt or

diflicuJty ? If the marriage was properly so-

lemnised, at the proper time, and no previous

lightness of life can be proved against Mrs.—
Mi's. Maskelyne

"
(the word seemed to choke

him),
" there can be no possible reason why my

wife, or yours, should not call on her. If it

be otherwise, Brian would not venture to pre-
sent her to either. As to intimacy—you'll
use your own discretion, I suppose ;

as I shall

mine."

Though the good parson was somewhat

abashed, for the moment, he was certainly
comforted by this decisive view of the case.

Neither spoke another word till they entered

the library together.

Brian JMaskelyne was sitting at a table

strewn with papers and open letters, leaning
his brow on his hand. He lifted up his face

as tliey came in—such a wan weary face—
greeting them mutely ; then his head dropped
again ; and so he sate, for a minute or more.

When he began tt) speak, his eyes were still

shaded.
" You may think me unfeeling and unna-

tural, perhaps, in troubling you with my own
affairs, at such a moment. I cannot help that.

I do so, because I hold it to bo my simple

duty. For the wrong I did my dead mother,
God will judge me—if He has not done so

already. I cannot atone for this, by failing in

other duties. I know right well what dithcul-

ties are in store for me and mine. It is just

for this reason, that I have calleil in here to-

day my parish-priest, and the fiic-nd whom
my father trusted in, not less than I do. It

is about my wife of course, that I would

speak. Will you look at these papers ?"

It was strange to hear that dull mono-
tonous voice, and formal utterance, issuing from

lips sc:ircely darkened with down
; the terrible

incongruity struck both the hearers, as they
took the proifered documents, and perused
them silently.

They were only two
;
and simple enough.

The first was a marriage-certificate, regularly

signed and fully attested
;
the ceremony having

been pei-formed at a suburb,ui church, imme-

diately on Brian's attaining his majority. The
other was the affidavit of Anna Maria St'nden,

spinster ; stating that her nieoe had resided

under her roof and sole charge, from the day
of her flight from Torcaster to the eve of the

wedding—inclusive.
" The proofs are not full enough, I dare

say"—Brian went on, after a pause. "At
least, the world might easily find a flaw ia

them. But they are all I can give. Will

they not be sufficient for you ? See now—I speak not only as before God, but before

my dead mother
;
for her coffin is not covered

yet— I believe my wife to be as pure as she

was, when by my father at the altar. Seyton—Tom Seyton—you've known me from my
cradle : you don't think I am lying ?

"

His tones rang out boldly
—almost wildly—

now
; and, as he rose to his feet, with flushing

cheeks and sparkling eyes, there shone out on

his face an honest chivalry, not unworthy of

the race, who—with all their faults and follies—had seldom thoroughly belied their motto— ' Do or Die.'

Tom Seyton rose too, quickly ;
and his

hand met Brian's half-way.
" Of course 1 believe you. I couldn't help

it, if I would. And Nesbitt is satisfied too,

I know. My wife shall call here, as soon as

your doors are open again. That is all I cau

promise, at present. But Brian—I want three

words with you, alone, before I go."
The minister, albeit not over sagacious on

such points, had the tact to perceive that the

grand principle of—'least said itc'—was

especially applicable here. It is not necessary
to record the set formalities, with which he

proceeded to indorse the opinions of the pre-

vious speaker ; after which — and certain

ceremonial condolences— he took his departure,
with a mind agreeably lightened of its load.

Not till the door was fairly closed, did

either of the other men open his lips. Then

Maskelyne spoke.
" Let me say one word first. She has
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written her pardon here "—he touched a letter

lying before him—" but 1 hanker to hear the

words,
*
I forgive.' I think 1 might sleep, if

I heard you say them once. She trusted you
so fully ; and you were M'ith her so nearly to

the end, that you might almost speak for her.

Won't you try and say those words ? Per-

haps it is a sick man's fancy ; for I do feel

strangely ill,"

"I do forgive heartily"
—Seyton answered—" at least, I would, if you had done me

the faintest wrong ; and that your poor mother

did so, no one knows better than 1 ; though
Kate gave you her very last message. You
must not give way to sick fancies either : you
must be man enough, to bear great sorrow—
aye and great remorse—as you would bear

great bodily pain. Besides, you have hard

work before you—in many ways—for many a

day to come. It seems cruel to speak, as I

must speak now : but it would be worse

cruelty, to leave misunderstanding behind me.

You said just now— * I had known you from

your cradle
'

: that is why I use language, as

plain as I should to my own child, if he were
of your age, and stood where you stand.

Come what may, you will always be welcome
at Warleigh ; and, if you are in any real

need of me, you may reckon on me, while I

live, either here or elsewhere. And we shall

always meet on the old terms, on any neutral

ground. But for your wife—it is different."

His face darkened visibly,
—"She shall have

Kate's countenance and mine—if she thinks

it worth having—thus far. No one shall

speak of her before me, otherwise than is fit-

ting of the woman whom you married fairly

and honourably—though in secret. And Kate
shall call here, formally, at regular intervals,
if you both wish it. But closer intimacy
there never can be, I wish—from my heart

I wish—that, out of the old friends of your
family, we were likely to stand aloof—yes,
alone.

"

Brian looked up at the speaker, rather

piteously than angrily,
"Do you mean that I am likely to lose

them all ?
"

There was a full minute's pause ; then the

low steady answer came.
" Such as come often here, will have loved

your mother—less than I did."

I have said before, that some of Tom Sey-
ton's abrupt home-truths were apt to cut

deeper than if they had been aimed in malice :

so it was now. At the last word Brian Mas-

kelyne sank backward into the chair behind

him, burying his face in his hands once more,
with a scarcely repressed groan. When he
looked up, his long black eyelashes were wet.

God help him ! With guilt and troubles and

responsibilities enough on his shoulders to

crush a strong wise man, he was but a boy in

many ways, after all.

" There never can be anger between us
;
I

know that much, "he said,
" See—even now,

I can thank you for what you have done :

aye—and for what you have promised to do.

But I can't speak of these things any more,

to-day. Perhaps I shall be better, when I'm

alone. Won't you come over, and help me
through this business that makes my head

whirl, to-morrow or next day ? I shall be

quite alone till I go up to town."

Tom assented readily ; and soon after went
his way. He spent most of the two following

days at Mote. During that time, not a word
was interchanged, on any save business-topics.

But, as Seyton stood on the hall-steps bid-

ding Brian good-by, the other detained his

hand, whilst he spoke slowly and reluctantly,

as though urged on by some inward prompt-

ing, that he would fain have repressed.
' ' One word before I go. I didn't like

your look, when you first mentioned my wife.

You know nothing against her, surely ? It

must have been only my fancy. Tell me it

was so : tell me that I am safe—quite safe—
in trusting her. By heaven, I should go mad,
if I did not feel sure that all her heart and

love is mine, after what she has cost me."

Seyton shook himself clear of the earnest

grasp, with a kind of abrupt energy.
" What puts such ideas into your brain ?

"

he said almost roughly.
" It wiU soon wear

itself out, at this rate. I know—absolutely

nothing. Will that satisfy you 1 Now—good-

by. You're almost late as it is."

As he watched Brian drive away, Seyton
felt something like the self-reproach of an

honest man, who—for good and sufficient rea-

sons— has withheld part of the truth that he

might have told. He hiew nothing, cer-

tainly : yet vague rumours—the first faint

smoke-wreaths from a smouldering fire—had

reached him, not over favourable to the fair

fame of the beautiful bride : his own inward

convictions—prejudices, if you will—spoke
still more plaiuly. Not to mince matters—
Tom felt assured that, though she might
succeed in hoodwinking the world, and her

husband, to her life's end, Bessie Maskelyne
was little better than the worst of her sex at

heart.

Most people, I think, would allow that he

was justified in holding his peace. It would

sadly disturb the equilibrium of society, if

such candid opinions were often laid upon the

altar even of hereditary friendship.

(To he continued.)
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BORDIGIIERA
;

A NEW WINTER HOME.
"VVanderixo oa the Contiueut is veiy de-

lightful, but wandering occasionally becomes

wearisome, and the traveller is glad to pitch
his tent in some quiet spot and ruralise a while.

In summer it is easy enough to find all that

can be desired, but in winter it is difficult to

find a mild climate with a habitation of mode-
rate comfort, unless one resorts to a regular
invalid colony. Such were our reflections as

we lingered over the breakfast- table at Lugano,

having just determined that it was high time

to quit our comfortable quarters there for some
more southern clime. But where should we

go ? Doctors' advice and doctors' books in-

clined us to the Riviera, but Nice was crowded
and conventional, and Mentoue invalid and
medical. San Remo might possibly supply
what we sought : or suppose we were to visit

the scene of Ruffini's charming tale, and recline

beneath the waving palms of Bordighera. A
wanderer's tent is soon pitched and soon struck,
and it would be easy to move if either climate

or lodging failed to satisfy us. And so the die

was cast, and after loitering a few days at

Milan and Genoa, we took our places in the

Nice diligence one fine morning, and trundled

merrily along the far famed Corniche Road, the

beauties of Avhich have been often described

by the pens of far more able writers than

myself.
Once arrived at Bordighera, we settled down

very comfortably, lodging in a hotel, which,

though not very large, was clean, and in which
the cooking would have done credit to an estab-

lishment of far greater pretensions. We were
for a time its only inmates, and enjoyed all the

comforts of a private country house without its

expenses or incumbrances. However, ere long
stray visitors from Nice, Mentoue, and San
Remo flocked in.

But let us leave these personal matters, and
take the reader Avith us for a stroll. As we
saunter under the olive grove at the back of

house, just notice the wonderful network of
the gnarled and twisted branches, and look at

the tiny peeps of blue sky between the leaves,
and the deep shade beneath the thick-set trees.

We soon come into a well-worn path, said, with
some probability, to be an old Roman road

;

follow this up, and ten minutes will bring us

to the town. Mind that we look not back till

we ascend to yonder archway, which admits
us within the walls

; but now turn round and

say if ever a more enchanting scene greeted

your astonished gaze. The archway forms a
framework to the picture ;

in the foreground
the stately palms wave their broad fronds

gently with the breeze, their tips lighted

by the sun, and all beneath in ever-varying
shade.

Beyond is a perfect sea of olives, which looks

now dark, now light, as the wind raises a

ripple on its surface, just lifting up the tiny

leaves, and turning first the dark and then the

lighter under side to view, and in the di^stance

the mountains rear their lofty heads, and in

front of them is the quaint old town of Venti-

miglia, the lutermelium of the Romans, which

is mentioned by Strabo as a good-sized town.

It has been the scene of many fierce contests,

the most serious of which occurreel on the revolt

of the inhabitants against the Genoese Re-

public, in 1221, when the Poilestat of Genoa,
who must have been a man of amazing energy,
diverted the river Roya from its course, and

built two fortresses on the left bank and a new
town on the plain, the remains of which gave
ri.se to the present suburb of San Agostiuo.

Though so fiercely besieged, the inhabitants

held out for a year, and euvlured all the horrors

of famine before they surrendered to the Po-

destat. Veutimiglia now contains a population
of 0300. The cathedral stands on the site of

the ancient temple of Juno, and tradition in-

forms us that the church of St. Michael was

formerly the temple of Castor and Pollux.

Another legend states that St. Barnabas was

the first bishop of Ventimiglia ;
it Ls still a

bishopric.

And now let us skirt the town wall and stand

upon the common. We know no view upon
this coast so lovely. Look eastward, and again
the waving palms give an oriental aspect to the

scene
;
the red rocks which head the first point

glare in the sun with a fiery glow ; beyond
these a second point runs out, of more peaceful
and cultivated appearance. Two villages or

little towns are on this headland. That on the

crest of the hill is Colla, which boasts of two

good-sized churches, one of which, surmounted

by a large white dome, is conspicuous on the

right. Just beneath Colla is the little village

of Ospedaletti, for the origin of which " Doctor

Antonio " accounts by a tradition that a ship

belonging to the Knights of Rhodes landed

some of their men here who were sick of the

plague, and the barracks which they erected

for their reception formed the nucleus of the

present village. High bove Colla rises a moun-

tain peak, a grey, mysterious, bluish outUue,
while further out, beyond the point, is a more

distant promontory, more barren in its as-

pect and dwarfed by distance, but not too

far to see the white speck upon the point,

which is the sanctuary of the Madonna della

Guardia.

Now look westward ; again the waving palms,
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again the rippling sea of olives, but wider in

extent than that we saw before. To the

right are black hills of olives, with here

an ancient tower peeping through the trees,

and further off the little chapel of Santa

Croce gleaming on a higher point, with the

faint grey outline of the Alps just tipped with

snow bevond. Straight before ns is Veuti-

miglia ;
the Mentone mountains, the Gran-

moiido, the Berceau, and the Aiguille rise

behind it. Beneath these mountains lies

Mentone, formerly an insignificant little town,
now a famous refuge for invalids, with three

English doctors and two English churches, and
all the comforts and appliances of English

living. Then comes the black streak made by
the olive trees on Cap St. Martin, and beyond
it the white walls of the casino at Monaco

glitter in the sun, standing on a promontory
by itself, just a size smaller than that on which
the town of Monaco is situated. A huge grey

rocky mountain rears its square head perpen-

dicularly behind the town
; just below the head,

the tower of Turbia appears. Still further to

the left is the promontoiy of St. Jean, with

the lighthouse on its point, which marks the

entrance to the natural harbour of Villafranca.

To the extreme left is the dim outline of the

Estrelles, mountains of quaint, fantastic shape,

formerly the terror of nervous travellers be-

tween Toulon and Nice, but now tunnelled by
the railway. Between Villafranca and the

Estrelles you see a low black line, rising to-

wards the end
;

this is the promontory of

Antibes, on the other side of which is the bay
of Cannes and the He St. Mariruerite, where
the mysterious Man in the Iron Mask was long
confined.

But we have travelled far from Bordighera,

and we have plenty more to see. Turn your

eyes in a south-easterly direction, look along
the horizon, and you will see a fairy-like vision.

Snow peaks glistening in the sun, strange and

irregular in form, and so distant that you can

hardly believe you saw nothing when you
looked in this direction yesterday, and that you
will probably see nothing in the same direction

to-morrow, yet there it is—Corsica itself; that

highest snow mountain is the Monte Rotondo,
9000 feet high. And now, if you can tear

yourself away, let us cross the common, and

keeping under the south wall of the town, we
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ivill go through the grove of palms which skirts

the east aucl uorth sides of the town. It is

ibout the largest j?rove in the ueighboiirhood,

though tlie trees are hardly so stately and well

grown as those in the garden just licneatli the

town, of which the illustration oj^posito will

give the reader some idea.

Or if you arc inclined for a longer excursion,
we can foil nv up the first valley as we walk

towards Ventimiglia and pay a visit to Bor-

ghetto, that quaint little village perched mid-

way up the hill-side. I well remember what a

pleasant pic-nic we had there last spring, and

how, while some of our party sketched that old

archway and the quaint corner of the street,

the populace assembled round us en masse,
struck with the novelty of the idea that any-

thing in their Borghetto could be worth

painting. I remember, too, how the younger
members of the community clustered round us

when we ate our dinner under the olives, and
threatened for a time to molest our peace, till,

to our great amusement, one little fellow armed
himself with a long stick, and having perched
himself on a high bank, kept the others fairly
at bay. In the square, by the church, a tablet

on a house records that Carlo Botta, exiled

from Piedmont, on account of his political

opinions, in 1794, lodged within its walls, and
that the nephew of his host erected the tablet

in honour of the event in 1859.
There are two other excursions well worth

mentioning. The first is to Perinaldo, the

I
other to Dolce Acqua ; they may, however, be

united, and one long walk will suttice for both.

Perinaldo is celebrated as the birth-place of the

a^itronomer, Jean Dominique Cassini. who dis-

covered the satellites of Saturn. We must
follow up the second valley, and make up our

minds for a twelve-mile walk with plenty of

scraTnbling.

Three little towns which we pass, Valle

Crosia, St. Biagio, and Soldano, will give

you plenty of opportunities for sketching, if

you are inclined to loiter
;
or if you pi'efer

a bit of wild nature, wait for a few miles, till

we come to a rocky pass, where the stream

comes boiling and bubbling down between two

high rocks, which nearly meet, and which pre-
sent a most singular appearance. And now let

us hope that you do not mind a stiff climb, as

Perinaldo is far above us.

The last time we came here, one of our

party rode a rough pony well used to

mountain paths, but the poor beast was well

nigh beat by the steep ascent which we have
to mount, and when we met some peasants
near our destination they stopped and gaped
with astonishment, declaring that they had
never seen a horse up there before. But

I

still, after sundry rests and backward looks
'

down the long valley, through which we trace
'

the winding stream, while at the far end a

lovely bit of dark blue sea embo.somed in the

olive-!, Avith bright blue sky above, completes a

charming picture
—at last we are up, and after

wandering about the curious alleys, dignified

by the name of streets, and eating our luncheon

in the cafe of the town, and admiring its ceiling,

on which a rude representation of Mercury is

bounded by a circle intended for the world,

about which its quarters are inscribed in large

reci letters, with no servile imitation ot correct

orthography : after we have done all this, and

feel refreshed, we must go homewards across

the mountains for the sake of seeing Dolce

Acqua.
It will repay us well, for we get a panoramic

view of the snow ranges on the north, while

beneath the path the hills are clad with thick

pines, and then a little further on we look down

upon two more towns, Apricali and Isola Buona.

Near the latter is a sulphurous spring, which

may some day bring fame to the littla town, as

it is said to be highly beneficial for all diseases

of the skin. And now we are just over Dolce

Acqua and its fine old castle, which is in a state

of well preserved ruin. It is a famous place

for pic-nics. One very merry one took place

there last year, when we encamped upon the

green turf in the castle, while all the children

in the town came to see us feed ;
we requested

them to keep at a friendly distance, on the

understanding that when we had done they
should begin, so forthwith they took their

places upon the walls and there sat round us,

laughing and chattering while we feasted and

made libations on the ground. Then sallying

forth amid clamorous demaiids for sous, we

wandered about among the dark arched streets,

and chancing on a fl igeolet player and a large

empty room, some of our party amused them-

selves with dancing, to the admiration of the

natives.

Like Ventimiglia, Dolce Acqua has seen

stormy days. In 1425 the inhabitants of the

former town besieged it, and in 1G25 there was

a regular revolution in the little town, the in-

habitants taking up arms against their lords.

The river Nervia runs through the town, and

is crossed by a most singular bridge, of a single

lofty pointed arch of about thirty-three metres'

span.
The walk back down the valley of the Nervia

is very picturesque, but we have neither time

nor space to dilate upon its beauties. One

great charm of this country is its endless

variety, and those who really love beautiful

scenery will not be sorry to make acquaintance
with Bordigheni. H. S.
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"DINING WITH THE KING."

We have so seldom an opportunity of obtain-

ing a glimpse at the vie pritce of Royalty,
more especially as connected with personages
and incidents of a contemporary date, that we

offer, with an assured confidence in its more than

ordinary interest, the following brief narrative,

which commemorates the particulars associated

with a private dinner at Buckingham Palace,

as detailed from the communication of a late

distinguished clergyman, who enjoyed an official

connection with the court of William the

Fourth.

The gentleman alluded to was the Rev.

John Sleath, D. D.
,
&c. ,

Subdean of the Chapel

Royal, Prebendary of St. Paul's Cathedral, aiid

High-Master of St. Paul's School. Previously
to his appointment to these dignities he was

for some years a Master of Rugby School
;

and he was a native of the county of Warwick.

He held other preferment in the Church, be-

sides the offices enumerated
;
and was widely

known as a most accomplished scholar, and
was the possessor of peculiarly urbane and digni-

fied manners, that eminently qualified him for a

higher position in the table of ecclesiastical

precedency, and of courtly distinction, than

he ultimately reached. His expectations of

being elevated to the episcopal bench were,
for several years preceding his death, very

confidently entertained
;
and we believe they

were encouraged in quarters which fully justi-

fied his ambition of gaining a promotion, to

which few of his contemporaries could more

honourably have aspired on the score of per-
sonal merit.

The papers of the day having announced the

intelligence of Dr. Sleath's introduction at the

royal table, one of his more intimate friends

took an eai'ly opportunity of obtaining from
him the particulars of his visit, which are here

given as recorded, for the information of a

mutual acquaintance, in a letter of the same
date.

On the Sunday preceding the reverend doc-

tor's invitation to dine at the Palace, some one
at the royal table had alluded in terms of very
warm approval to a sermon preached that

morning at St. James's by Dr Sleath, upon
which the King, turning to Mr. Wood, Prince

George's tutor, said— "
Wood, tell Dr. Sleath

he must preach next Sunday at Chapel Royal ;

you must write to him." On the Wednesday
following, he received the King's commands
to attend a new bishop's doing homage at half

past ten o'clock
; previously to retiring, at the

conclusion of the ceremony, he was honoured

by His Majesty's further commands, that he
should dine that evening at the Palace.

It is generally understood, in the circles

more immediately cognizant in matters of

courtly ceremonial, that a dinner at the private

table of royalty, though esteemed an enviable

privilege by the invited, is by no means usually
a subject for very agreeable recollection, save

as far as the indulgence of a sentiment of grati-

fied self-esteem may lead persons so honoured

to chronicle the event with feelings of qualified

satisfaction. But a participation in the plea-

sures of the board, as dispensed under the

genial influences called into exercise by the

frank and easy joviality and unmeasured con-

descension of our late popular sovereign William

the Fourth, was an occasion of real festive

enjoyment—an event of unmistikeable gaiety

and good cheer. The open-hearted cordiality

of the King, and the amiable and unassuming

deportment of his most estimable consort,

Queen Adelaide, put each guest fairly at his

ease, and gave a welcome that enhanced the

sense of the royal courtesy.

The party assembled on the occasion here

particulai'ly alluded to, appears to have con-

sisted of individuals who formed an attractive

entourage around the hospitable and princely

board. On Dr. Sleath's arrival, he was shown

into the reception-room, where he found the

King standing before the fire, talking to Lord

James O'Brien, the Marquis of Winchester,

Viscount Hill, Earl Amherst, the Earl and

Countess of Mayo, two aides-de-camp, and a

maid of honour. He was received in a very
marked and gracious manner, and soon felt

himself perfectly free from any idea of formal

constraint. Presently arrived the Queen, and

made her salutations in an easy quiet man-

ner, in acknowledgment of the profound
obeissances of those present. Her Majesty was

soon followed by His Royal Highness Prince

George of Cambridge, who, after making his

bows to the company, accosted in a warmly

friendly manner, Dr. Sleath, with whom he con-

tinued to converse in a tone of lively and

unaffected heartiness. We should have noticed

more particularly the appearance of the Queen,

who was attired in full mourning—a satin

gown, boa, long necklace, and gauze cap, con-

stituting the principal features of Her Majesty's

toilette. When dinner was announced, the

King said—" Prince George, take the Queen.''

His Majesty took the Countess Mayo ;
the

Marquis of Winchester the maid of honour.

The party consisted of about sixteen persons ;

there were no presiding seats at the table as on

ordinary social occasions in general society ; no

"top" and "bottom," to use conventional

terms implying the common arrangement in

such matter.s.

The King and Queen sat opposite each other.
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|ou each side, at the middle part of the table
;

[Prince George on the left hand of the Queen,
the Marquis of Winchester ou her riL,'ht ;

then

the maid of honour, and then the Doctor. The

Queen, to use Dr. Sieath's expression,
*' was

very cpiiet," and addressed lier conversation

chiefly to Prince George, but only talked a

little durinj,' her stay at table. The King
" was

very pleasant." No dishes were set upon the

table—nothing in the shape of eatables ap-

peared there. The entire space was covered

with an immense variety of ornamental articles,

curiously and elaborately constructed, to which
a striking effect was communicated by the

softened lights of the uumerous wax candles

that clustered above the board. Ten servants

in superb liveries assisted during the dinner,
and behind the King's chair stood a gentleman
in black, who gave His Majesty wine. To des-

cant ou the varied succession of appetising
viands would be superfluous. Even princes are

restricted to the enjoyment of the same objects
of food participated by their subjects as ordi-

nary delicacies. Thus, cod-fish, soles, white

soup, turtle soup, roast beef, fowls, cutlets, pat-

ties, game of all kinds, and sweet-dishes of every
conceivable variety, were handed about to the

guests with that prompt and skilful attention

peculiar to highly-trained servitors in our best

houses. Soon after the fish was distributed the

King said to Dr. Sleath—"Remember you
preach to us on Sunday ; and will you do me the

honour to take wine ? What do you do with

yourself those holidays?" "Sire! I go into

Warwickshire, where I was born, to see all my
friends." "Ah, well: Amherst, fill your glass—you are a Warwickshire boy. Here's to the

I"

health of the Warwickshire lads and lasses !

"

at which they all laughed, and drank the toast.

(We are not, en passant, sufiiciently well ac-

quainted with the noble lord's antecedents, to

say how he verified the King's assertion of this

conection with the county referred to.) After
the dinner, a magnificent dessert was put upon
the table, the cuiq) d'ceil of which was a spec-
tacular treat to be ever afterwards recalled with
a feeling of unabated admiration. The men
stayed to change the ice-plates, and then left.

After a rather brief interval the Queen nodded
to the King, who immediately said aloud—
' ' Door !

" which was opened by the man in

black
;

all the gentlemen stood up : and then
the Queen arose, and her two ladies, and left

the room. The gentlemen sat till eleven o'

clock, the King
"
very pleasant ;

" he left the

table alone, and the rest a quarter of an hour
after.

They were shown to another part of the

palace
—the Queen's Private Drawing-room.

In the gallery were two servants preparing tea

and coti'oe. No eatables were introduced.

The toa-eijuipago was of tlio utmost possible

splendour. Prince George was in high spirits,

very attentive, repeatedly asking them to take

more. They found Her Majesty seated at the

table, doing
"
rough stitch," Lord Hill talking

to her
;
the King half asleep, leaning on the

table
;
the two ladies talking together. They

were all very chatty and agreeable. At half-

past eleven, the Queen walked ofl" with her

ladies, and the rest at twelve, the King wishing
them a hearty

" Good night."
The doctor preached the ordered sermon on

the following Sunday, and alluded therein very

happily to the Duke of Gloucester, then lately

deceased
; and he was afterwards assured that

his discourse had afibrded their Majesties the

highest satisfaction.

Robert Bigsby, LL.D.

OUR FOX TOBY.

" Toby " was born in a wood, out of the

mazes of which he was taken to Oxford to be

educated. He began life, like many other

celebrities, in a humble sphere, and, as is

often the case, his talents and promised beauty
in early childhood were not appreciated ; for,

whereas his brothers and sisters were much

thought of, Toby was little esteemed, and suf-

fered much the same fate as did the '' Ugly

Duckling." There is no doubt that his amotir

propre. was constantly being hurt, and that

he was wretched at finding himself despised.

However, from the city he was promoted to

the university, and entered (on the sly) at St.

Edmund Hall, through the kind assistance of

his undergraduate benefactor. College life

generally shows what men are made of. Often

will the idle school-boy, on entering upon his

university life, determine that his career there

shall be a contrast to his school life ;
and so,

making a good start, and backed by good re-

solutions as a reading man, he keeps himself

lip to the mark. Or, on the other hand, the

clever captain of a school, the gainer of end-

less volumes, which testify of his various

successes, finds, on reaching the university,

many others, even amongst his own friends,

who excel him, and who are so far above

him that he gets discouraged, and thus he

easily gives in to the advice of his non-read-

ing friends, and with Alexandrian rapidity

cuts his well-knit Gordian knot of knowledge,
the work of years. That done, he thinks he

has shown himself a man, and commences

enjoying himself as fast as possible. Away
fly his airy-built castles of " a first," or rather

of his striving for "a first," and of his reading

out a prize essay or poem from the Rostra to
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an admiring audience. (We will not say that

the audience admire him, or that generally

they are very attentive.) But now perchance
his airy castle seems likely to become a sub-

stantially-built mansion, where there is no
need of taking your furniture on valuation,
but where it is kindly given to you. The
Rostra from which he is likely to hold forth,
are not of quite the same shape as that which
he once wif-hed for, and the audience he is

likely to have, is not quite so "
gentille

" or

so "recherche'e" as he had anticipated. Such
are often his prospects, and were it not for

some hard-working man, who comes forward

to help his once "family hope," not only with

great trouble, and to the detriment of several

other hopes, but with a i^addened heart, which
has received one of its heaviest wounds, and
one from which it can never be healed, he
woidd be entirely ruined.

Toby's aspirations were of the highest order,

for, ou entering first into his college life, he

passed through an ordeal of fire from which
he emerged scatheless. He plunged into the

strictest solitude, though all appeared to him
dark and hopeless. Still he made the attempt,
for his first college act was to dash up the

chimney of his friend's room, where a fire was
still alight. How long he remained there

seems uncertain
; that he came down there

was no doubt, and that he worked hard that

night also none could gainsay. The ink he
used was soot, and he wrote (indistinctly)
even over the clean linen which was lying
about the room, preparatory to his friend's

"going down" next day. The books bore
marks of his fondness for them, for he had
searched them through and through, his teeth

being the witnesses. Again, kindly trying to

help his friend with his portmanteau straps,
he had bitten them also to pieces. Toby's
first "long" passed like many "longs,"
in being out in the air from morning till night ;

but, as he was always for doing all things

thoroughly, he stopped out also from night
till morning. His daily life varied but little

;

sometimes he would be unchained from his

house, and go out with his walking-stick, or
rather rnnning-stick, which was fastened to
his chain at the farther end. It was heavy
enough to prevent Toby's little pads from

carrying him too far and too quickly away,
but not too heavy to prevent him from running
about and enjoying himself with his new friend

Captain, who (just like a friend) seemed made
to help Toby idle away his "

long," for Cap-
tain was a " badeau " of the first order. He
was a species of dog marine, being as efficient

on land as on water. He was a retriever, but

having early in life given up his profession,

he would spend his day in doing nothing, and

helping others to do the same. Captain for

some time, I am sorry to say, was very un-

friendly to Toby, for he sulked about like a

dog in the manger roucd his kennel (which

was given to Toby), although he himself never

was in it or went near it. However, by

degrees he became more courteous, and would

at last condescend to play with his friend :

and very amusing it was. When Toby had

his running-stick on, he would mew almost

like a cat, as he lay on his back wagging his

tail dog like, as if he were glad ;
then suddenly

he would dart up, and run at Captain, nibbling

his paws, then race away over the flower bees

without the slightest respect to the biightest

geranium, or the most fragile little annuals,

bounding round and round the standard rose-

trees, and shaking down the full-blown

flowers in a blushing shower over him, till at

last he could not easily unwind himself with-

out help ;
and then woe betide any lady in a

light- coloured dress, or with her dress fes-

tooned so as to display a white jnpon, if she

tried to help him
;
for most ungratefully, and

unlike Mr. Punch's captivating Toby (who of

course is as great an admirer of ladies as his

master), he would fly at it, and hold it in

his teeth. It is though more gallant to sup-

pose that he was so taken by the lady as to

display his admiration by kissing the hem of

her garment, and that thus aftt^r all he was

worthy of being Mr. Punch's Toby's namesake.

When unwound, he was more vicious than

ever, and ran all the more violently at Captain.

Sometimes he would feign being tired, and

Captain would become bolder in his play, then

foxily would Toby nibble him much harder,

and pounce up and tear away afresh. Toby
was perforce a vegetarian, so he would tire

sooner than Captain ; moreover, alas ! the

gallant marine was a coward, and would, when

too much bitten, turn tail, and run away.

The first time that Toby passed a moonlight

night with us we shall not easily forget. His

n.usical serenade was something so fearful

that it can only be compared to fancied noises,

such, for infctance, as the yowl one has read of

in the Irish fairy legends, given by the imp
that was exorcised by the brewing of egg-shells

made by the poor mother whose child had

been carried away, whilst an imp had been put

in the cradle instead. It was Like a prolonged

yowl of hopeless despair, so plaintive, so

uncanny, that it simply terrified our unaccus-

tomed ears. Even when one knew that it w as

Toby addressing la lutta senza vd, it made

one long for Cynthia to be covered, lovely as

she was unveiled. I am afraid (in anticipa-

tion of his future fellowship) Toby was fond of
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eating, and, if he knew a biscuit was in your

pocket, his long nose would rout about till

you gave it to him. Moreover, being pro-

vident, he would, to the grass's detriment,

burrow holes wherein to deposit occasional

bones, which he used to have as a treat, or

maybe ho was a fox sextan child. I also

fancy that he brought to bear his Oxford

philosophical training by the digging of graves,

which he never filled, and that when doing so

he was searching for the valuable stone.

When Toby came out to walk with us—par

pare)t.tlicsCy I have heard that but one tamo

fox ever followed de son chef, and a farmer's

wife possessed it. Whea she went to market,
her fox followed her, and the story goes on to

say that the fox suddenly leapo I up in front of

the good woman's hor?e one day to save itself

boo I'lli^c Oj-

from the hounds
;
—

well, when Toby came out

to walk wiih us, he was held by his chain, but

never would he walk in the direction you
wi>hed him to go ; you might coax, or pull

violently, or give spiteful hasty tug-», or use

rough means, or try to go the way he was

going—no ! all was in vain
;

he would in-

stantly change his way of going ; his favourite

way was to 8trugi;le violently backwards ;
but

sometimes, when the freak took him, and he

fancied somebody was coming behind him, he

would dash on in front frantically, nearly

pulling you down, or through fright he would

wind himself round and round you tightly, so

that you could not move. I often wonilered

that the poor little fellow's head was not torn,

off. A\ hen he was panting or weary, we used

to carry him. In the cricket- field he enjoyed

himself, being fastened to a tree, one of a

belt of trees and shrubs. Anybody could

I
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stroke him without fear, save when they came
in the viciuity of his precious brush, when he

would turn sharply round, and bite qui que ce

soit

Poor little Toby ! often did he try to run

away, and often did he succeed, but being

short-winded, and having his enemy chain on,

he was soon caught again. At the end of his

first "long" Toby returned to a lodging in an

Oxford cellar—not, alas ! a Christchurch one

in Canterbury quad. His second "
loug

" he

came again to pass with us, and he Avas to

have our home 'mid the downs for his, and to

be for the future amidst his many old friends,

who had been so kind to him. But I am
afraid that his Oxford training had not pro-
fited him much

; for, not being contented

with the gentle domestic life of the previous

year, when he still had homeine influence to

restrain him, he became restless, and would go
in search of exciting amusement. Once, nay
twice, he was found 'mid some nei.;hbouring

gorse. On the second occasion, being a regu-
lar excursionist, he had started on a Sunday
morning in quest of pleasure, and a neigh-

bouring farmer found that eight of his fowls

had gone, decoyed by Toby's bad example.
Ah me ! the next Sunday was Toby again

missing ; missing too were the fowls of a kind
friend of his, decoyed in the like manner by
him, and yet Toby's adopted parents had not

(such was his lady friend's generosity) to

replace the missiug fowls.

A long, yes, a very long, week was Toby
gone ! And there came no tidings of him
till on the Monday week a cart arrived from
a neighbouring farm which contained two
sacks

; from out of one came the remains of

thirty-two fowls
; in the other sack was Toby,

in consequence of his evil courses, quite reck-

less and savage. Not only had thirty-two
fallen victims to Toby's rapacious appetite,
but thirty-two others, too mangled to be

brought here, were lying in Applesham farm-

yard. After such a bouquet of horrors, Toby
was sent back to Oxford to his undergraduate
friend and former owner. Your last Oxford

term, my Toby, was but of fourteen days' du-
ration. Your first ordeal, as we saw, had been

by fire, when, not through any fear of singling,
or of the unkind impetus which might be given
to you by Professor Kingsley's Mr. Grimes—
poor little Tom's master sweep, but through
your natural timidity, you ascended

^ your
friend's chimney.

Your last ordeal was forced upon you by cruel

men and dogs, who broke in upon your privacy,
and chased you away and away till at length
a kindly fox syren, rising 'mid a little forest of
water wraithine reedy spears, made way for

you, and laid you lovingly on a glorious
couch of soft blue lent by the forget-me-nots,
the cool water chaflng your fevered brow.

Then at the fox syren's word you were con-

signed to her arms, and so you sank to rest.

Doubtless you are a Vulpine water-baby, and you
have seen sweet little Tom, the water-baby, to

whose tender care I resign you. So Toby
you lived, and so you died. We cannot let

your waifs and strays end without telling of

your gentleman friend at Applesham. The
trouble that you caused wa felt that we could

never repay. But our blank cheque sent

to replace the sixty-four victims, we could

not have expected to be returned intact. Yet so

it was. It came back from our generous

neighbour accompanied by a kind note. And

moreover, before the last echoes of the guns
had died away on September 1, there came

from the same kind quarter a leash of par-

tridges. Oh Toby ! had you been with us

still, we should have tried to make you
blush as we told you with what forbearance

and generosity your rapacity had been re-

paid. But before all this had happened you
had left your home on the downs, travelled

back to Oxford, and there had come to your

untimely end.

Maby Henrietta Wilson.

AN EVENING AT A WORKINGMAN'S
CLUB.

A FEW weeks since, I received a flattering

invitation from a Working Man to spend an

evening with him at his Club. The word Club

sounded droll at first on my ear from a man
in a laboui'-stained corduroy suit

;
but a mo-

ment's reflection corrected the involuntary

impression, and I cordially and gladly ac-

cepted the invitation. And why not 1 The

Poor Man is equally entitled to his Club aa the

Rich, and more so. The Rich Man has a thou-

sand ways of passing his time, a thousand dis-

tractions, which the Poor Man has not. The

one need never be weary or ennuied but from

the excess of his leisure and opportunities,

from an embarras de richesse ;
whereas the

other has need of every kind of salutary

amusement to keep alive in him that better

part which is but too little thought of in the

toil and drudgery of life. Gladly I accepted

the invitation, especially as it promised to

afibrd me an excellent occasion to study a new

phase of my fellow-labourer's existence, and

to note what were the practical results of a

grand social movement with which I had

heartily sympathised, but which I had, like

many others, too little investigated.

The note of invitation was accompanied by
the following handbill, or circular :

—
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WORKING MEN'S CLUB,

Street.

Comfortable Reading Rooms.

Well lighted .and supplied with Newspapers, the bfst

Periodicdls, and upwards of 100 Voluiucs ot Books.

a smoking and coffee rooms,

chess, draughts, bagatelle, and skittle-grocnd.

Evening Classes, and Lectures om Interesting

Subjects.

Discussion Class on Tuesday Evening.

Singing Class on Wednesday Evening.

Geometry Class do. do.

Chess Class, Thursday Evening.

Drawing Cia.'^s, Friday Evening.
A Free-and-Easy on Saturday.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP.
2d. per week, or la. 6d. per quarter in advance.

No member admitted under 18 years of age.

Working Men are earnestly invited to support this

Club, the management being in their own hands.

J.B.—House of Call for every class of Working Men.

)pen on Week-Days from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m., and on

Sundays from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., for reading and
conversation only.

i.11 who take an interest in this movement are invited

to call and see the rooms.

The last sentence especially applied to me
nd seemed to be a second invitation, indorsing
bat of my friend. Accordingly one evening
set off to pay the promised visit.

Both time and place were remarkably pro-

itious, and ofiered some touching contrasts,

'he night was wet, cold, and dreary, and
lade one long to be indoors. The ueigh-

ourhood, too, in which the Club had been

stablLshed was squalid in the extreme. The

as-lights at the low butchers' and green-
rocer.s' shops flared through a dense mi.st, or

earn, which was rendered lurid by the flare
;

ae pavement was .sloppy and slippery as I

rudged along, Avhilst the i)ools of Avater in

ae streets and gutters appeared on fire as

aey reflected the fluttering flames of the

.•adesmen's burners. Every obji'ct was drip-

iug with wretchedness. The pallil creatures

ho flitted by me in this rank atmosphere of

iscomfort, or grouped themselves for shelter

eneath the eaves of the doorways, had a

)antesque appearance in tht-ir forlorn and

Daking misery. It seemed to me that in

iie street, in which the Club was situated,

>espair had established his head-quarters. A
lack banner might have waved across its

atrance, inscribed with the motto,
" Abandon

ope all ye who enter here."' It was narrow,

•w, overhanging, dark, and dilapidated
—the

perennial den of suffering. Those who abode

within its gliomy precincts partook of its

grim chaiaoter, and, as they passed, shook their

drenched frames with a shud<ler that said,

true as language ever conveyed the meaning
of the heart, "This cannot last long ;

a few,
a very few, years of neglect and disease, and
then—Death,'' yes. Death the Rest-giver ;

Death the Comforter. Two women weje

lingering near a brilliantly illumiuatcd and

gorgeously decorated gin-palace. Taking some

cojjpers from their pockets, they turned them
over and over again in the palms of their

hands, reluctantly, apparently, to pait with

them, or calculating if they had enough for a

quartern, and let us hope, to spare. Bat

such a night ! they must have the burning

solace, the hideous consolation of alcohol ; so

after a moment's talk they dashed into the

splendid Hall of Ruin dazzling with liyht and

colour. Was not that shelter far less pitiless

than the streaming skies and the nipping
wind ? Deplorable Refuge !

—what a Circeau

stye the interior !
—what men, what women,

what lan<:uac:e !

Opposite, exactly opposite, to this gilded
sink of misery and sin was the Club—a neat

comfortable corner-house, well-lighted from

every window. What a contrast to the tumble-

down tenement.^ which stretched away right

and left into the reeling darkness ! The next

house had many of its panes broken, and

patched up Avith paper or rags ;
the shutters

and window-sills were rotten and black with

soot
;

the door was literally plastered with

mud. Poverty,—hopeless, degraded, prostrate

poverty
—was written in every feature of that

forlorn building, the liume of at least half-a-

dozen families.

What a contrast, too, to the flaunting,

flaring, blazing "public" on the other side of

the way, was the Club.

I crossed over, knocked, and at once gained

admittance. ^My friend and host for the occa-

sion was, I learnt, up-stairs, presiding over a

public debate, so was unable to receive me in

person ;
but he had left word that on my arri-

val 1 should be shown into the Parliament

Chamber.

A glance round into the passages and rooms,
as I went up-stairs, revealed an air of cleanli-

ness ami comfort, of peace and order that told

marvellously by the side of the scenes I had

just quitted outside.

WV'll would it bj for those who question

the orderly disposition of the masses, their

power of self-control, and their readiness to

hear reason, to be pres-ent at such a discus-

sion as I listened to tiiat memorable evening.

They would soon convince themselves of the
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patience, good-humour, and let me say, gravity,
with which an EngUsh arti.san and common
labourer can conduct a debate. We do not

expect to find their names and speeches re-

corded in the chronicles of Hansard
; yet

many of the observations thrown out on the

occasion of my visit would not have been mis-

placed in the voluminous pages of that mys-
terious editor and publisher.

The room into which I was ushered was

amply large for the purpose ;
in fact, it had

formerly been two, but had been converted

into one by the demolition of a pair of folding-

doors, and a slight widening of the breach

thus made. Forms were ranged along by the

walls, whilst at the upper end, constituting a

bench of honour, stood a table placed cross-

wise, behind which sat the principal speakers.
1 he subject of debate was a well-worn one,
" The American War, and the Justice of Neu-

trality," whether England had been right in re-

maining neutral. I forget the exact form of the

proposition ;
but this was the sum and sub-

stance at issue :

" Was England justified in

remaining neutral 1 Was the North originally

in the right or in the wrong ?
" Here was a

pretty wide field, and the subject, I must say,
v/as widely treated. I am not going to report
the debate of that evening. I will, however,
indicate a few of the chief features of the dis-

cussion, in order to show the manner in which
it was conducted, and the style of the rhetoric.

I went prepared
—I had been fore-Wiirned—

to hear some forcible, not to say rough-hewn
oratory. And to such I was treated, though
in a mitigated degree. The want of polish
and refinement was by no means so conspi-
cuous as I expected to find it

; curious, how-

ever, was it to notice how strong the ruling

pasnon was in each speaker ;
how ho made

each subject turn upon some idiosyncrasy, and
revolve around it, however unconnected or

alien the train of argument. Thus one man—
a deep original thinker, who expressed his

views boldly, not to say bluntly, made the
"
currency question

" the pivot on which all

his ideas moved. This style was somewhat
novel to me

;
but not to the majority of the

audience, who were amused with his ingenuity,
and good-humouredly put up with remarks,

comments, and financial facts they had heartl

fifty times before. A second speaker took a

politico-philanthropic view of the question,
and nothing less than negro-suflVage would

satisfy him
;
a third regarded the subject com-

mercially and socially ;
a fourth took a histo-

rical and international survey of the question ;

i\nd so on.

Of course, the speakers displayed a great

variety of power and eloquence ;
as much, in

, colour,fact, as the difi'erence in the fashion

and material of their clothes. Some were

better informed tlian others, havii)g read

thoughtfully, if not largely ;
some had a na-

tural fluency of speech, and a vivid imagin-
ation

;
some had had greater experience in

addressing an audience. All, however, con-

ducted themselves with decorum and cou6-

dence, every encouragement being given even

to the weakest and most tedious to go on.

What appeared still more striking was the

serious demeanour of the assembly. Every
one seemed to feel that he was taking part in

a grave debate, and not in a mere desultory
rhetorical display, started for the sake of an

hour's amusement. An excellent regulatioa

limited each speaker to ten minutes. A sand-

glass stood on the table, and when the foun-

tain became exhausted at one end, the Presi-

dent turned the crystal cascade upt^ide down
with a gentle tip. This is au unmistakeable

sign to the Demosthenes of the moment that

his eloquence must cease. Should he, how-

ever, in the glow and excitement of his decla-

mation, forget to notice the falling sands, or

fail to hear the gentle tap, the company re-

minded him of the fact, either by a slight

shuffle of the feet, or an appeal to the chair-

man. It was plea.sant to witness how good-

humouredly he who had the "ear of the

hou^e " submitted to the discipline of silence.
" Time up," was a sore cry to more than one,

but it was cheerfully obeyed.
As soon as the debate was over, my friend

joined me. He was not only anxious to have

my opinion, but evidently nervous, I could

see, by the excuses and apologies he made
abovit it.

" You must not look here for elegance of

style, and 1 dare say the grammar was not

to your ear altogether pure," was almost the

first words he uttered.
" To say nothing," I interposed with a smile,

"of the dumb ' h's
' made to speak, and the

bold ones burked."
" If you don't get elegance, grammar, or

your
'

h's,'
"

replied my friend, slightly an-

noyed,
"
you have strength of expression and

sincerity. Every man spoke his convictions ;

what he said came from the heart."

"Don't mistake me, my fiiend. What I

have seen and heard has delighted me exceed-

ingly. The moral good effected I consider

incalculable."
" I am glad to hear you say so."
" I say so frankly, because I think so. To

get labouring men in their every-day clothes,

just leaving off work, to turn in and sit and

listen to such a debate as I have heard to-

night, is a great fact
;
then the opportunity so
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kfforded of ventilating opinions amongst these

vorkmen is a great gain ; and I was pleased,

ilso," I added, "to see ho little of the 'stump'
ntroduced by either of the speakers. Mode-
•ation in the views put forward struck me
brcibly."
" If any one had ventured to express too

jroad an opinion," replied my gniJe,
" he

cnew he would bo warmly taken to task by
.robably the next npeaker ;

he's free iu every

espect. You cannot imagine the good effected

)y the fact, that all are equal in this Wittenji-

•emot.
"

I have dwelt longer on this phase of the

kVorking Man's Club, as it seemed to me the

lighest and most remarkable. There were,

lowever, other phases, each good in its way,
vhich I will briefly note.

^Vhilst the fore>;oing conversation was taking

)lace, my friend had conducted me into other

)arts of the Club. On the storey above the

lebating-room is the Library. It was iu an

ncipieut state
; nevertheless on the table lay

everal weekly and monthly periodicals, illus-

rated and non-illustrated, some new.spapers,
.nd a pamphlet or two. Thus any member,
vho felt so disposed, might come in and gather

ip the news and opinion^' of the day in what
i^as verily a studious quiet. On the shelves

fere a few, a very few books, the gifts of

riends. They were mostly of a miscellaneous

lescription, and included tales and sensational

lovels, history, travels, die. Although it

aust be confessed the majority like light

eading—and why should they not ?—many
.elight iu scientific works, and the works of

jfriters on political economy. This latter class

f reading, however, belongs mainly to the

killed artisan. His strong mind, like his

trong hand, must have something solid and

ough to handle. There was also a feeble at-

empt at a natural history museum in the room.
)n the mantel-shelf were ranged—not, how-

ver, iu complete order—several geological

pecimens, with the names attached to each of

hem
; above the mantel-piece was a case of

tuffed birds, and in a recess some dried plants
nd herbs. If I remember rightly, there was
.Iso a drawer containing a smull collection of

Iried moths and butterdies.

"Our natural history collection, like our

ibrary," observed my friend, who, by-the-by,
found took a prominent part in the manage-

aeut of the Club, "is not large ;
but it will

TOW Strange as it may seem, several of our
aembers have already shown a deep interest

• jth in geology and botany, and I have great

iopes of before long being able to furnish them
rith a larger collection."

Thinking I had seen enough of the educa-

tional department, or apartment, my friend

took me down-stairs to the ground-floor. A
delicious aromatic odour, which reminded one

of Araby the Blest, or at least of the Mocha

berry, filled the passages, which, I was told,

proceeded fron the kitchen, where tea and
coffee were always kept hot, and could be had,
at " the shortest notice," and at a " moderate

price," iu conjunction with bread and butter,

toast, egg", bloatern, a chop, or a rasher of

bacon. The criisine was not very spacious ;

it was originally the back parlour, and had

been fitted up with a coffee-shop battery, or

ran.i;e, and decorated with cups and saucers,

plates and dishes. The cook and her hus-

band were installed in the house in the capa-

city of warders, and in addition to the duties

of the kitchen, had to keep the establishment

neat and clean. Much of the comfort of the

members depend upon them.

There were only two places mere for me to

visit—the bagatelle-room and the skittle-alley.

The bagatelle-room adjoined the kitchen
;
in

fact, it was originally the front parlour. It

was a good commodious size, and here I found

several young men .standing over the game,
some as players, some as spectators. They all

seemed to take a lively interest in the stroke

of the cue-holder, and its success. These

young men were the same who, six months

back, frequented the bagatelle-rooms of public-

houses, played for pots of beer, and wrangled
over the results of the game. Here there was

the utmost order and good spirits ;
no gam-

bling was permitted by the rules of the Club,
or maltdiquor. Smoking, however, was not

prohibited, and this luxury several of the

young fellows indulged in with infinite zest.

The skittle-alley was a stage lower down. It

had formerly been the courtyard and collar.

It was now thrown into one, and was nicely

fitted up, and fre(iuented by the more active

and muscular of the members.

To one point I must draw particular attention,

otherwise my account of the Club would do

it signal injustice. The night I attended was

a "parliamentary night" ;
had I visited my

friend on a Tuesday or a Saturday, I should

have been regaled with a discussion or a concert,

known as a Free-and-Easy, according to the

evening. The debate to mo, however, was

worth all the rest, for it told me more dis-

tinctly and emphatically into what these Work-

ing Men's Clubs migh: eventually be developed ;

it showed me advantageously the chiss and
character of the men who become members,
and gave me a general estimate of their moral

and intellectual calibre. These institutions,

I felt convinced, as I left that night, will be-

come colleges
—if they are not so already

—in
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wliich lessons of order, self-control, and true

morality will become insensibly inculcated and

permanently acquired.

A word in general about the Clubs. Will

they endure, and wherein does their vitality

exist ? That they will last has become self-

evident
;
the basis of their strength and growth

lying in their constitution. They are free

from what Charles Dickens happily terms
" that grand impertinence—patronage." The

first and essential principle of these Clubs is

self-government. On this rock they stand.

They are managed and controlled by a body
elected from amongst the members, and by
themselves. That they have kind and influen-

tial friends who give them counsel, aid them
with their experience, and sometimes lend

them material support, is true
; but these be-

nefactors do not and cannot directly, without

the franchise of the whole Club, interfere in

its governance—least of all as patrons or so-

vereign directors. Naturally there are many
details which the members, left to themselves,
can scarcely be expected to carry out

;
but

when once a Club has been launched and set

afloat in the right direction, it is astonishing
to find what marked administrative capacities
its committee has shown. To the Working-
Men's Club Union much, too, is due, for it

has done great things in extending the forma-

tion and consolidating the foundation of these

Clubs, supporting them, indeed, through the

swaddling stage of their existence, until they
had strength enough to stand alone. When,
however, they have been cut adiift of the

parent institute, they have, as a rule, thriven

exceedingly well.

One good sign—and one my chivalric na-

ture will not allow me to overlook—is the

favour the Clubs meet with from the women.
Enlist female influence on your side, and you
are safe. Many a wife has already blessed the

day her husband paid his first instalment for

admission,
" My husband," said one woman to the

secretary of this very Club, "used to spend
his week's earnings at the 'public' on Saturday
night, except a little he brought home to me,
and what could he do the other evenings ?

He would hang about after Monday outside,
until some one asked him to take something,
for he had a score there by Monday. Now
he gets to his Club, as he knows he shall get

good company, and a ' some ut '
to amuse

him
;
and he may smoke, though he cannot

drink
; however, he has his pint afore he goes

in, and there is no more temptation. He
comes back to me regularly, and is at his

work betimes."

Here is practical reformation. What occurs

in one case will occur again, and in hundreds of

instances. The good here effected, it may bo

said, is of a negative character
; yet it can hardly

be negative, when it drags a victim back from
vice. Neutral ground is fallow ground, ready
and waiting for the hand of the husbandman

;

so is it with the human heart and intellect
;

if you can draw them back from a false course

of afi"ection and argument, you have achieved

a great work. Fortunately the Working Men's
Clubs are calculated to do more than reclaim

drunkards
; they are prepared to elevate his

tastes and habits, and to make each subscriber

an eminently respectable member of society.

Harold King.

FREDENSBORG.

Some nine miles west of Elsinore, in the

northern part of the island of Zealand, is

situated the castle of Fredensborg, the favour-

ite country residence of the King of Denmark.

Adjoining the castle, and bearing its name,
lies a small town, or rather hamlet, consisting
of rustic cottages, whose white walls in sum-

mer form an agreeable contrast to the dark

foliage of the trees and shrubbeiy by which

they are surrounded on all sides. Two or

three narrow streets, with small, one-storied,

and brick-built houses, form the rest of this

diminutive place, and are chiefly noted by the

tourist on account of the superlative badness

of their pavement. The inmates of the cot-

tages are mostly old ladies and pensioned offi-

cials—military as well as civil— with their

families, who have resorted to this place on

account of its cheap living, and quiet, beauti-

ful, scenery. Indeed, the latter is the sole

attraction, which, during the summer months,
draws a large number of visitors from Copen-

hagen, the distance being only about thirty

English miles. Their number has considerably

increased since Christian IX. selected the pa-

lace for his summer residence, and by so doing

caused it to be joined by rail with the capital,

reducing the journey to about an hour's ride.

The surrounding country bears a strong re-

semblance to an English landscape, and at

this time of the year presents a pleasing suc-

cession of yellow cornfields and dense forests,

principally composed of beech and oak—the

former with its light green, downy foliage,

decidedly predominating. One small pros-

perous village, with its white church, is quickly

followed by another, and another. The pea-

sants are a robust and healthy-looking race,

among whom poverty seems unknown.
The palace lies in the middle of an exten-

sive park of old majestic trees, whose lofty

crowns hide it from all sides, the spire, point-
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ing towards the blue sky, being the only por-

tion of the building visible from the en\'irons.

About a hundred yards farther back lies Esrom

Lake, separated from the palace by the gar-

dens and avenues of the park. The ground

slopes gently down towards the lake, whose

aim surface is but seldom ruffleil by the wind,
jncircled as it is by an uninterrupted rangu of

nighty beech forests. In some places the

:rees stand so near the beach as to reflect their

hick cro'.vns in the clear water. Half hidden

n this girdle of woods may be seen a couple
>f ^dllages with their rustic churches, whose

jells, ringing for vespers, are distinctly heard

>n the opposite bank on calm evenings. Op-
)Osite Fredensborg lies E~rom, another small

lamlet, from wliich the lake derives its name,
vith the remains of a monastery, where, be-

ore the reformation, the good friars dozed

.way existence, secluded from the noise of the

luter world.

Fredensborg Castle was founded by King
•^rederick IV., and finished by the same
aonarch in the year 1720. In its principal
.all took place the signature of the treaty of

eace, then just concluded between Denmark
nd Sweden, which event obtained for the

ew palace the name of Fredensborg, i.e., the

istle of peace. It is built of brick with stone

Dpings, and constructed in the usual tasteless

;yle of that epoch ;
it having been subse-

uently whitewashed has not improved its ap-
I earance. An avenue of fine lime-trees leads

i om the high-road up to the paved entrance-

)urt, in the middle of which stands the statue

f Peace. When I visited the place, some

ght years ago, the court-yard was overgrown
ith weed, and everything bore the mark of

tecay. However, the interior of the palace
as Well worth inspecting. Everything ap-
3ared to be in the same state as when
ihabited by the Dowager Queen Juliane

[arie and her court. The rooms were lofty
id spacious, with beautifully moulded and
iinted ceilings. The furniture consisted of

xge Venetian mirrors, richly carved consoles,

id white-lacquered ottomans and chairs, from

hich the gilding had almost entirely faded

ff&y. Covering the walls, was a large col-

ction of pictures, chiefly portraits, among
hich I noticed the young Prince Frederick

he "
Arveprinds "),

of whom the late King
rederick YII. was a grandson.
It was in this quiet abode that the widow

f Frederick V., Juliane Marie, spent the lat-

5r part of her agitated life. And, indeed,
er career had been a stormy one. A princess
'

Brunswick, and sister to the celebrated

uke of that name who fell at the battle of

3na, she became the second queen of Frede-

rick V. At her marriage she found her royal
hu.sband already immersed in those dissipated

habits, which, not many years after, sent him
to join his ancestors in the chapr-1 of Roeskilde.

Juliane Marie was a strong-minded and am-
bitious woman. She soon succeeded in as-

suming the place of the king at the head of

the Privy Council, thence administrating the

aflairs of the State, while His Majesty got

tipsy in the company of his German favourites.

The new queen tried even to secure the suc-

cession for her sou, the hunchback prince, as

he was afterwards popularly termed. In

order to attain thi^^ end, she made an attempt—so said her enemies at Court, and their

number was legion
—to poison the Crown

Prince Christian, during an illness, and was

only prevented from doiug so by the timely

interference of a Norwegian nurse, who had

witnessed her pouring a powder into his me-

dicine.

On the death of Frederick V., which hap-

pened in 1766, his son, Christian VII., as-

cended the Danish throne, and the influence

exercised hitherto by Juliane on the govern-
ment of the realm ceased at once. She with-

drew without resistance, but from her retire-

ment she continued to keep a vigilant eye on

the movements of her successors, Struensee

and Brandt, entertaining numerous intrigues

with their enemies. Meanwhile, Christian

VII. had married his beautiful cousin, Caro-

line Mathilde, sister to George III., a princess

whose misfortunes have obtained for her such

melancholy renown. The chief instrument in

her fall was Juliane Marie, who after that

event emerged from her obscurity, and for

twelve more years took an active part in the

government. In 1784, she retired for the

last time from the Cabinet Council, and shortly

afterwards took up her residence at Fredens-

borg, where she passed the last twelve years

of her life iu the midst of her small court,

only leaving this peaceful retreat now and

then, for an excursion to Elsinore, or to the

other side of the lake. Whatever may be

said of her oflicial career, and the faults or

crimes to wlii'ch she was prompted by a sense-

less ambition, thus much must be owned, that

her private life was stainless, and her sojourn

at Fredensborg was wholly devoted to the cha-

ritable task of helping the poor, old, and suf-

fering. To those who surrounded her she

was kind and aff'able
;
and her death, which

occurred iu 1796, at the age of seventy-six,

was sincerely bewailed by everybody who had

Known her intimately, as well as by those poor

homes, where her never-failing benevolence had

kept misery from the door, and alleviated the

pain of illness.
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So much of Queeu Juliane Marie, the last

occupant of these stately aparfcmeuts. During
the following reigns Fredensborg was most

undeservedly neglected and left to decay.

Among the curio.«ities pointed out to the

visitor, is a long, narrow, dark, and almost

perpendicular staircase, which leads in one

straight flight from the top of the building to

the bottom of the cellars. Its mysterious and

gloomy appearance, in addition to several acci-

dents of which it has been the cause, has

obtained for it a certain celebrity. It is told

that, during the reign of Frederick V., a Ger-

man Margravine fell from the landing straight

down to the depth below, and was killed on

the spot. Her ghost took possession of the

stairs, and frightened all whose business com-

pelled them to pass that way. Another tra-

gical story, in connection with the same stair-

case, is related of the young and handsome

Countess de Bevtrn, the favourite lady-in-

waiting of Juliane Marie, who met with her

death in a similar manner. She had been

missing for several days, and all researches had

been without result. Every corner had been

explored, but no trace was to be found of her,

and nobody could give the key to her disap-

pearance. At last, the fatal staircase was

thought of, and there, alas ! at the bottom,
was found her beautiful body, mangled and

lifeless. Her remains were buried in the

royal chapel, and for a long timo the queen
was disconsolate.

During my stay at Fredensborg, my favour-

ite resort was the park, and I used to stroll

through its long and silent alleys, dreaming

myself back to the past, when the Court of

Juliane Marie gave life to the place. I could

see all its former inhabitants : the courtier,

with his powdered wig, and long stick, strut-

ting stately through the hjfty hall, escorting
some German-Danish niaid-of-honour with her
"
panier

" and red-heeled shoes. I could hear

them laughing and chatting in the solitary
haunts of the j^ark, where so many a rendez-

vous had taken place, which seemed now more

solitary than ever, and the quiet, sunny lake was
no longer enlivened by the queen's merry sail-

ing-parties. But the spirit of the past seemed
still to linger about these solitudes, and people
them with beings of a bygone generation.

I left Fredensborg reluctantly ; and two or

three years have passed since I saw it last.

So, if anybody should visit it now, after having
read this sketch, he may perhaps find some
alterations in the palace, which were necessary
to render it a habitable residence for the sove-

reign of Denmark
;
but the placid and charm-

ing scenery is still such as I have described it,

and the veteran trees of the park are still

spreading their majestic crowns as a roof over

their avenues, while the breeze is carrying

across the lake the sound of the pleasant bella

in Noddebo and Esrom.

H. F. HOLSTEBROE.

JOSIAH WEDGWOOD AND HIS WARE.
Part U.

Josiah Wedgwoud's Fiist leapot. See page 642.

We owe an apology to our readers—and,

we fear, to Miss Meteyard also—for not

having sooner made good our promise
* of

carrying on our account of Josiah Wedgwood's
career of honourable industry and artistic pro-

gress to a more recent date than the point

where we left him. But apologies are a waste

of words and of time
;
so we will resume our

pen without further preface, or further expres-

sion of our regret.

At the "Ivy House" and the "Bell

Works "
t we find Josiah Wedgwood no sooner

fairly in>talled as a " master potter
" than he

resolves to devote his special attention to

the improvement of the ordinary cream-ware

which had been up to that time the chief pro-

duct of the neighbourhood, in which his

energy, industry, and artistic skill, joined to

his chemical knowledge, helped him con-

siderably. Miss Meteyard writes :
—

The manufacture of wliite ware, relief tiles, and

small ornamental articles, was carried on at the new

works. But Wedgwoo'l saw clearly that it was not

these classes of ware which would either open or secure

a new and great market. What was wanting was a

ware of a superior desciiption, so excellent in all

respects as to be suited to the tables of the upper

classes
;
and which, when improvements and facility

in production should enable the raanufiicturer to sell

it at a cheaper rate, might reach those of the middle

classes. He had for a considerable period, as we have

seen, turned his attention towards the improvement of

the ordinary cream-coloured ware, manufactured_at

* See page 10.

t These works were so called 1)oca(isc the workmen were

called together to their work by a bell instead of by a horn,

as bad been customary up to that time.
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various pot-works in Barslem ami iti neighbourhool.
Bub his experiments had been desultory ;

rather di-

rected to future purposes thao iiiiiuediate lesults. He

now, however, concentrated all his energies for a

period in this one direction. Every easeniial of body,
glaze, form, and ornament was alike the object of bis

Mercury uuiting the bands of Knglaiid and France. Flaxnun.

Groiij) of J;uspgr Ware, Iroia tho Uuliuctiou vt Air. b. C. Uall.

are. But through the various nece-^sary processes
ais patience was often sorely tried ;

bis repeated
failures most disheiirtening. One kilu after auother

was pulled down in order to correct some defeat, or

effect some necessiry improvement. Ilis losses from
this source alone were at this period very heavy, and
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the ware itself was often destroyed before he could

bring his firing processes to the requisite degree of

pei'fection. His chemical combinations often baffled

him
;
.and his experiments both in body and glaze

would, after the greatest pains, turn out entire

failures. Yet, unwearied and indomitable in spirit,

he persevered, and success came. He had to invent,

and, if not that, to improve almost every tool, in-

strument, and apparatus ; and to seek for smiths and
machinists to work under his guidance. Lathes,

whirlers, punches, gravers, models, moulds, drying-

pans, and many other things were all variously im-

proved. He often passed the whole day at the bench

beside his men, and in many cases instructed them

individually. The first pattern of each original piece
he almost always made himself ; and though no great

draughtsman, the enamellers could work from his

designs.

This work, as might be expected, cost him

days of toil and sleepless nights, many of

which he spent, while the rest of his house-

hold were in bed, in careful chemical experi-
ments, lu addition to these labours, he gave
his spare time to the improvement of green

glazed ware, agate knife handles, snuffboxes,

perforated and streaked dessert plates, and
other substitutes for the foreign earthenware

and porcelain so largely imported at that time

by the ships of the East India Company, and
the Dutch fayence, generally known as Delft

Pottery. At length, and after repeated

failures, he produced, by a mixture of native

marl and sand mixed with clay, as perfect an
imitation of oriental porcelain as had ever been
attained by the Delft potters of other days.
His success in matching an article of this kind
for a wealthy Staffordshire gentlamen helped

greatly to establish his name and reputation,
and ultimately led to extensive commissions.

We have not time to follow Josiah Wedg-
wood through all the successive steps by which
he rose to greatness in his time, and made his

name, perhaps more literally than any one
before or since has done, a household word.
Were we to attempt to do so, we should far

exceed the limits of a periodical like this, and
enter fairly into rivaky with Miss Meteyard's
formidable volume, a task from which we
should shrink with dismay. Those who would
wish to pursue this subject in a technical and
scientific manner will be amply rewarded by a

study of the first instalment of her " Life of

Wedgwood," and the shorter but completed
work * on the same subject by Mr, Llewellyn
Jewitt, F.S.A., from which we have borrowed,
by permission, the exquisite illustrations to the

present paper.

We have already said, or at all events
have implied, that with all his poetic taste

and high scientific attainments, Josiah Wedg-

* The Wedg^\'oods : being a Life of Josiah Wedgwood, &c.
,and a History of the early Potteries of Staffordshire, by

Llewellyn Jewitt, F.S.A., &c." Virtue Brothers, 1S(J5.

wood was a thoroughly practical man. He
was no visionary schemer

;
but he had the

gift, the great gift, of foreseeing and seizing
on opportunities, and of making them con-

dusive to the great end of his life. This is

the secret of his connection—a far more im-

portant one than, perhaps, is generally ima-

gined— with the projjosal of his friend and

partner Bentley, to join the rivers Trent and

Mersey together by a navigable canal. His
first meeting with Bentley at Liverpool, durmg
an illness, appears to have been the work
of chance, if there be such a thing as chance

in the world
; but this partnership with a

man of a thoroughly congenial spirit had the

greatest influence on all bis after life. As an

inland manufacturer, Wedgwood felt deeply
interested in a scheme which he foresaw would

cheapen the transit of both raw materials and

manufactured goods ;
and Bentley, as a meai-

ber of the Liverpool Corporation, was equally

impressed with the importance of such a plan
for increasing the commerce of his native

town. Accordingly, having taken Brindley
and Smeaton into their confidence, as engineers
and surveyors, the two friends, just a hundred

years ago, published a pamphlet urging the

necessity of the scheme, which happily was

warmly espoused by Lord Gower, the great-

grandfather of the present Duke of Suther-

land, and at that time the most influential

nobleman and landowner in the county of

Stafford ; by Sir William Meredith, then

M. P. for Liverpool, and Mr., afterwards Lord,

Foley. It is well known how, after a long
and patient struggle, Mr. Wedgwood saw his

scheme taken up by the Duke of Bridgewater

himself, and how the bill for uniting the

"Grand Trunk" and the "Bridgewater "Canals

passed through both houses of Parliament and

received the Royal Assent.

From that day forth the fortunes of the

Staffordshire potteries in general, and of

Josiah Wedgwood's in particular, were made.

In partnership with Bentley, he produced by
far the best wares, and, aided by the internal

vfater communication, he could send his wares

to a ready market, safely and cheaply, and

without the vexatious delays and frequent
accidents which would occur on the old bridle

roads along which they had formerly been

cai-iied by pack-horses.
Ever fond of old classical associations, Jo-

siah Wedgwood now resolved, that as the

public at large had begun to patronise iu his

wares a renaissance of ancient art, due credit

should be given to the soil whence that

revived taste ha'l founrl a material for its

affection and worship. Accordingly, when he

realised the object of his early aspirations, and
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id bought, for some 3000?., a residential

itate near Burslem, he christened the place

tniria, in acknowledgment of the debt due

from modern potters to the potters of ancient

Tuscany. As our rca'lers are aware, tliis

Etruria became in half a century a populous

Peace preventing Mare from bursting the door oi Juuus's Tomiile. Flaxnian.

d thriving district, and has contributed But though Josiah "Wedgwood "was thus

ry largely to the
pro.sperity of the trades practical and laborious, he could show himself,

d manufactures of the central districts of on occasion, a thorough gentleman iu the best

igland. meaning of the term ;
and his innate self-
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respect and good sense inspired him, almost

intuitively, with all that is retiuired to make

the courtier.

His skill was first mentioned to Queen Char-

lotte by Miss Chetwynd, a lady of the court,

and connected Avith Staffordshire by family ties.

We read in Miss Meteyard's book :
—

Mr. Wedgwood now rarely made a journey to London

without paying bis respects to liis "good patroness,"

Miss Chetwynd, at the Quttn's or Buckingham House,

as Buckingham Palace was at that day called. Oc-

casionally a summons came from royalty itself. The

King wanted tiles, or something new in milkpans for

the dairy at Frogmore, or the Queen wished to see the

latest patterns iu cre«m-ware. How handsomely Mr.

Wedgwood dressed himself on these occasions, the

bills will just now show. His sword, bought at "y^
sign of y^ Flaming Sword in Great Newport Street,"

was of the best make, his waistcoat was resplendent

with lace, and the barber profited by both his chin

and his wig. He must have looked well in this cos-

tume, although time and thought may probably have

not yet illumined his strongly-marked face with all

that mingled expression of benevolence, refinement,

goodness, and meditation, which sit enshrined on Sir

Joshua's noble portrait of this gieat Englishman.
A most charming anecdote has come down to our

day, in relation to one of these visits at court. Jlr.

Wedgwood was summoned to the Palace, and, on

arriving at the appointed hour on a sunny spring or

summer's morning, was ushe;ed into the royal pre-

sence. The Queen stood with her ladies beneath an

unshaded window, and here it was that Mr. Wedg-
wood advancing made his obeisance, and, displaying

the ware he had brought, answered the royal ques-
tions. But as her ilajesty thus stood examining some

exquisite specimens of the art, which years of ceaseless

toil and unrepined obscurity had brought lo this per-

fection, the sun's power increased, and its rays, falling

on her face, caused her obvious annoyance. The pos-

sible etiquette was to have mentioned the matter to

one of the unobservant ladies in attendance, who in

turn would have summoned a page or royal footman.

But Mr. Wedgwood thought only of removing the in-

truding glare, and that speedily. He simply walked

straight to the window, and pulled down the blind.

The Queen, aware in an instant of the relief and its

cause, looked up from the object she was regarding,

and, inclining her head, smiled her thanks. "
Ladies,"

she said, addressing her attendants,
" Mr. Wedgwood

is, you see, already an accomplisiied courtier." It was

courtesy, however, learnt in the school of nature—the

offspring of a manly and generous respect for woman—-

and he would have shown it as much to a peasant as

to the Que.n, who was his foremost patron.

For the latter part of Josiah Wedgwood's
career, as we have said, Mr. Llewellyn Jewitt

is our trusty guide. Like Miss Meteyard, he

has enriched the pages of his admirable bio-

graphy with some of the most beautiful and

costly illustrations, exhibiting in chronological
order nearly all the finest productions of the

great man's skill. Foremost among these in

date, and perhaps in archaic interest too,
stands his cut of the first teapot made by
Josiah Wedgwood. The relic is still carefully

preserved at Etniria, and though its original

spout is gone and has been replaced by one of

metal, it is valued by its owners as above all

price. We give it as a head-piece to this

paper.

Perhaps the most beautiful of all is the

group of articles iu jasper ware on page 639,
as given by Mr. Jewitt, from the fine collectioa

of Mr. Samuel Carter Hall, and the bas reliefs

made under his superintending care by Flax-

man, who owed, to say the least, some of his

after celebrity to the excellent practical school

in which he had been trained unJer the great
Josiah. Not less exquisite in its way is the

chaste dejeitne service of what is known

par excellence as "
Wedgwood Ware," from the

very perfect collection in the possession of the

Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P. We
wish that we had space at command to give

specimens of ceramic art applied to beads, neck-

laces, and bracelets, medallion cameo-portraits,

vases, inkstands, trays, and other articles of

what Mr. Punch once styled
"
bigotry and

virtue." Mr. Jewitt's illustration of Flaxman's

design for a set of chessmen, still preserved at

Etruria, is given on the opposite page.
As he grew on toAvards old age, Josiah

Wedgwood held patriarchal rank in his family,

and was honoured and respected, not merely
in his native county, but throughout the

length and breadth of England ; and even ia

foreign countries his worth was known by

report. Down to nearly the last few months

of his life he was active and busy in the dis-

charge of his duties, and few men could look

back at five years shore of the Psalmist's

"three score years and ten "to a life spent

more usefully or more honourably. He was

seized with his last illness during the coiu-se

of the year 1794, and he bieathed his last

calmly and composedly, surrounded by his

friends and his family, on the 3xd of January
in the following year.

Such men as Josiah Wedgwood,
" the heroes

of our great industries," as Miss Meteyard

gracefully and forcibly calls them, do not live

in vain. Their good deeds, their frugal, in-

dustrious self denying sober lives, their patient

industry, their persevering skill, in part may
be said to " follow them," in part to remain

with us their successors, as hints to us to go

and do likewise. It has been well remarked

that our military and naval conquerors are

expensive luxuries after all ; and that they

often do as much harm as good—from one

point of view, at least—cannot be a matter of

doubt. As a modern writer says,
*' There is

nothing for which we pay so dearly as our

victories and our acquisitions by the sword ;

but the man who takes the clay from beneath

our feet, and makes out of it a means, not of

destruction, but of existence for thousands of
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lis fellow creatures, is a benefactor to his

iind, about whom there can be no manner of

ioubt . . . and it is only just that the re-

aaarkable men who have enlarged our means

of maintaining ourselves, and given work and

bread to our people, should to some extent

ihare in the popular veneration side by side

with the more magnificent heroes of the battle-

field. A new province, even if the times per-

mitted such an acquisition, might well be less

important than a new trade ; and to develop

the internal resources of a country is a work

of more real and actual importance than any
mere addition to her wealth and extent."

There i.s, of course, little of epic interest in

1 man who begins life a humble mechanic and

ends it after having taught his countrymen
how to combine beauty with skill, and cheap-

ness with liigh art, in respect of a few articles

af daily in-door use ;
and his services are in-

apable of being compared with those of an

Alexander, a Napoleon, a Wellington, or a

Nelson, simply because they have no point in

ommon, and there is no common standard by
whi'jh to ju<Ige them. But the lives of such

:TQen as Josiah Wedgwood, George Stephenson,
xnd Brindley, reveal not only much of the

workings of individual minds, but also many
eatin-es of the great heart of the nation and

people who gave those great men birth
;
and

perhaps it maybe true, as a writer in " Black-

wood "
remarks, that there is

" no Stafford-

hire grandee whose family archives could

throw so much light upon our domestic story

18 does the biography of this master-potter,

Qow, after the lapse of more than half a

century, given into our hands."

And if we ask ourselves what was the chief

secret of Josiah Wedgwood's great success in

life, as compared with most inventors and men
Df genius, we should say that it lay in his

steady practical nature. He was one of those

men who seem made to succeed
; conservative

of what is good, but ever ready to advance

to progress and to reform, where progress and

reform are necessary. Ho was fond of a high
order of art, yet far from visionary, perhaps

scarcely imaginative ;
but with his soberness,

he was genial and courteous to all. He had

a faculty of drawing others to himself.

Gentlemen entirely unconnected with iiis art put
theiusrlves to pains to collect drawinjis fur him when
that happened to be in their way ; or if their minds

took a scientific turn, they made f xperiiuents fur him,
and he'ped him with hints as to the chemical elements

which could be combined most successfully. He ap-

pears throughout his life a perlectly comprehensible
and reasona'ile man, honestly devoted to liis prufes-

sion, but no way addicted to those flights of imagina-
tion which go beyond the general sympathies

—a man
who could give and t;ike, and whose honest tendency
to increase in substance and wealth and comibit gave

body and bhape to bis other aspirations. He, &jo,

could help his neighbours, as they helped him. Art
was with him no passion, but a sensible purpos»,

meaning more than the mere production of beautiful

things or wiunins.' of person;il fame. Such a character

is more cougeuial, perhaps, to the English mind than

the half-crazy genius, possessed by one idea, could

ever be
;
and accordingly everybody helped Wedgwood

heartily, and encouraged him, and bought his wares,

and aided his researches ;
so that, instead of losing;

life and fortune iu the perfecting of his fiivourite art,

as so many have done, his art brought him wealth and

reputation, and an enlarged and expanded life.
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In conclusion, we may congratulate Stafford-

shire, and England in general, that in this

life of Wedgwood its magnates and territorial

aristocracy stand out in their proper position

if they would be true to the name of an aris-

tocracy, in respect of their dealings with the

great man of whom we have written
; and, as

Miss Meteyard very justly remarks, "The
Duke of Sutherland has at this moment no

brighter jewel in his ducal coronet than the

revelations which Wedgwood's letters now

published, make of the graceful and friendly

intercourse which existed in the last century
between Trentham on the one hand and Burs-

lem on the other."

It is only the parven'u, peer of yester-

day, or the peeress picked up at hap-
hazard from the cotton mill or the timber

wharf, that despises honest industry and un-

titled merit. To their honour be it said, the

Leveson-Gowers, the Talbots, the .De Greys,
the Chetwynds, the Sneyds, the Ansons, the

Broughtons, the Heathcotes, the Bagots, and
the heads of other noble houses of Stafford-

shire were the first who used—we purposely
omit to say patronised—Wedgwood's exquisite
cream ware, praised it far and near, and
recommended it to their friends. The foun-

dations of this success lay of necessity in the

great genius and enthusiasm which, joined to

unwearied and persistent labour, had enabled

him to grasp the laws and secrets of his art,

and the skill with which he applied his results

practically ;
but it is not the less an honour or

less a truth, that the nobles of his own county
were, as they ought to have been, among his

earliest customers and truest friends, and that

their simple and graceful courtesies bring to

mind the dukes and princes of the age of the

Renaissance. Honoa alit artes, is an eternal

truth
; and artes prosunt patrice is another.

May the children of those nobles in the third

generation learn to emulate their virtue in this

respect, and then the aristocracy of Great
Britain need not fear an early downfall.

E. Walfotid.

THE WATER OUZEL.
TO THE EDITOR OF " ONCE A WEEK."

Btjxton, Ath Nov., 18G5.

Sir,—After a pleasant walk through Monsal
and Miller's Dales yesterday, I was returning
to Buxton by the highway which leads from
this place to Derby, and at a little distance

on this side of King's Sterndale I had the

pleasure of making the acquaintance of the
" Water Ouzel, or Dipper." I did not at the

time know its name ; and thinking it might be

some rare English, or possibly a stray foreign

bird, I have paid a visit to the library in the Hot

Bath Colonnade, where I have been able satis-

factorily to identify my unknown feathered

friend with the "Water Ouzel, or Dipper," the

subject of an article by Mr. Edward Jesse,
in your number of to day.

Thinking the coincidence curious, and also

that it might afford pleasure to some of your
readers to know another locality in addition to

those mentioned iu Mr. Jesse's communication
where this very beautiful and interesting bird

may be found, I have troubled you with this

letter.

I am not resident in Buxton, but on makin"

inquiries I find that the Water Ouzel, or Dipper

(which, by-the-way, is also called the Water

Blackbird), is, if not common, at least not rare

iu this neighbourhood, and that occasionally in

the winter season it may be seen very con-

tentedly earning its own living amongst the

waterfowl in the waters which ornament the

Hall Gardens here.

The river Wye runs brawlingly along on the

left side of the turnpike, the main highway
of the old coaching days leading from

Buxton to Derby ;
and it was when walking

on this road, at a distance of about two and

a-half miles from Buxton, that I saw this

pretty bird perched, or standing, upon a small

stone in the water, and so absorbed in its

own business, whatever that might really be,

that it remained under my observation at

least two minutes, showing off the little

"perky" airs and graces which I find are so

characteristic of the bird before diving into

the quickly flowing stream, when, of course, I

lost sight of it. I am, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

M. W.

FIRST LOVE.

We wander'd on the mountain's brow
At eve, iny love and I

;

To watch the sunset's fiery glow,
To hear the fir-tree's sigh.

I woo'd the maiden by my side,

She hung her bashful Ijead;

And would you know what she replied,

And what your poet said ?

" A boon !

"
said I, "by those fair stars

That gem th' all-golden west,

And brighten through yon blue-Iaced bars

Like islands of the blest !

" Grant me my boon, sweet maid, and leave

Thy lover lapp'd iu bliss !

Ah, bend thy stately neck, nor grieve
To spare thy swain—a kiss !

"

My goddess turn'd her dovelike eyes,

And stilled her blushing fears ;

Drew near, and then—to my surprise

Instead—she box'd my ears I

W. M. Q.
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KESTRELS AND FALCONS.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "GUY LIVINGSTONE," &c., &c.

CHAPTER XIX. AT HOME.

We need not linger over the triumphs of

le Standen party, when they knew that the

rand prize was fairly within their grasp,

ithout let, hindrance, or deduction. There

lay be something picturesque in the swoop of

le rapacidci' ; they are but a sorry sight,

} they sit, flapping their pinions over the

uarry before the batteniug begins.

It is hardly fair, though, to apply this

mile to Bessie Maskelyne at Mote. It would

ave been well, if all her impulses had been as

lameless and natural, as that which caused

er pulse to bound exiiltingly, as she roved

irough the long gilded galleries and gorgeous
iloons of her new home

; finding it deliciously

iflicult to realise the truth, that she was

bsolute mistress of all. Of aU—with a very

•ifling exception. Of the rooms that had been

peciaUy his mother's, Brian kept the keys ;

ad no one but himself was allowed to cross

leir thresholds. Bessie troubled herself very
ttle about this whim

; indeed—so far as her

usband was concerned—she was not likely to

e jealous either of the living or the dead.

For some time, the two were entirely alone,
b Mote. As the excitement and novelty wore

S, the lady's restless spirit began to chafe

nder the splendid monotony that she had
ace thought so enviable

;
and she became

ibject to occasional fits of rather decided

etulance. Brian was everything that was

ind, certainly ;
he seemed fonder of her every

ay ; and was always ready to attend her

'hithersoever she fancied to wander, on foot,

1 carriage, or in saddle. But he had by no
leans shaken off what Bessie—more forcibly
ban elegantly

—
called, 'the mopes.' It pro-

oked her sometimes, to see how listlessly
—

loiost despondingly indeed—he would shake

is head, when she ventured on any specula-

ion, as to ' when people would begin to call

tc,
'

: the best interpretation to be put upon
is manner, was, that he thought it too soon

D speak of such things, as yet.

Before the days of mourning expired. Marl-

tire had had ample leisure to discuss the

term.s, on which the new dynasty at Mote

ought to be received.

It was rather a puzzling question to most

people. There was no solid reason, for keeping
Mrs. Maskelyne without the pale. Both the

squire of Warleigh, and the rector of Motes-

bury, were in a position to aflirm that the

marriage had been perfectly regular, albeit clan-

destiue—the inducement to secrecy being pal-

pable
—and that there were not the faintest

grounds for imputation of ante-nuptial frailty.

The lady's parentage was objectionable, of

course
;
but not a whit more so than that of

several dames, who had gradually made their

way into the inner circle of Maidshire society,

after hovering awhile on its verge. Besides

all this, it was notorious that poor Emily
Maskelyne had—however reluctantly—ratified

Brian's choice, before she died. This last

point, Bessie's advocates made their battle-

horse
;
and they rode it to the front, upon

every possible occasion.

But the other side argued, that a consent,

extorted as it were in articulo mortisy was

invalid in Social Law. Moreover, they pointed
the finger of scorn at the testimony of Anna
Maria Standen, spinster ; alleging that such a

witness was wholly undeserving of credit ; so

that an awkward interval, really, remained to

be accounted for. With these stem casuists

Brian's own assertions went for nothing ; for—
said they—a husband's evidence, in such a

case, is no more to be received, than a wife's

in an ordinary Criminal Court. The gist of

the whole argument came to this—that Jem
Standeu's daughter was not entitled to the

benefit of a doubt.

The disputants soon ranged themselves, for-

mally, into bands.

Lady Peverell— finding that, by a rare

chance, the feeling of the county was likely

to be with her, when she wished to make her-

self disagreeable
—set her austere face against

Mote, like a very flint-stone ;
and took her

stand upon the bold ground of— *

cut, without

compromise.'
As a matter of course, La Eeine Gaillarde

OL. XIII. B B No. 336.
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headed the opposite factiou. The instant she

heard what line her ancient antagonist had

adopted, she announced her own intentions of

calling on the bride, as soon as tlie decencies

of mourning would allow
;
and of 'taking her

up, if she turned out well.' On which, the

elder dame retorted—letting off the steam of

a virtuous high-pressure with a snort, wrathful

and resonant— ' That she had long ceased to

be surprised, at anything Lady Laura Brance-

peth might say or do.'

And so matters remained, for awhile.

Both parties were naturally anxious to

enlist the Seytons on their side
; or, at the

least, to have the advantage of their opinion.
But Seytou utterly declined to enter into the

merits of the case ; merely saying that,
*
they

should call, of course
;

' and Kate, even with

her intimates, only committed herself to the

avowal that,
' she should do exactly as Tom

told her.' The subject was so evidently pain-
ful to both of them, that the most inveterate

busy-body shrank from pressing it.

The chatelaine of Brancepeth kept her word :

her ponies came spinning up the elm-avenue,
two days after it became known, that the doors

of Mote were open to the world again. Truth

to say
—she was rather disappointed with her

visit.

All her courage and self-possession
—she had

plenty of both—could not enable Mrs. Mas-

kelyne to appear in her right place, whilst she

did the honours of her new home. She might
have fared better, perhaps, with Brian by her

side
;
but he chanced to be out

;
so she had

to bear the brunt of the interview as best

she might. She was clever enough to know,
that she was not playing her part well ; and
this provoked her, intensely ;

for she would
have given a year of life, to have sent that

especial visitor away, with a favourable im-

pression : the effort to seem at her ease made
her manner bold, almost defiant. No wonder
that the other, who—with all her reckless inde-

pendence—was grandc dame to the tip of her

dainty finger, felt the conviction grow, every

instant, stronger, that there never could be

any sympathy betwixt herself and the superb
rvturicre.

"
It's a great pity, my dear," she said,

—
making her moan to a confidante, " I wanted
so much to take her up, if it was only to vex
Grimalkin." (So, she feared not to speak of

the august Peverell.) "But it won't do.

She'll never suit us : I can see that. Some-
how—I don't think she's honest ; and there's

a perpetual !• elf-assertion about her that no
nerves can stand.''

Neither was Bessie's first interview with

Mrs. Seyton much more successful
; though,

here, the fault was not all on her side. In-

deed, an old friend might have been puzzled
to recognise merry, frank-spoken Kate, in that

sedate personage, dropping one decorous com-

mon-place after another, like one who repeats

a set wearisome lesson. Perhaps Mrs. Maa-

kelyne was not wholly unjustified, in afterwards

characterising her visitor, in her own forcible

language, as— '
stiff and frumpish.'

On this occasion, Brian was present. But
he was too nervous, to be of much use ia

making things go off, more smoothly and plea-

santly.

Much more bitterly would Bessie Maskelyne
have chafed, if she could have guessed at the

struggle and constraint, with which Kate

Seyton forced herself to sit out her appointed
half-hour. Something near akin to loathing

sprang up in her gentle nature as she looked

on the usurper, enthroned—audacious, trium-

phant—in the seat of her who had sunk so

lately under shame and sorrow. The very

mourning, that could not tone down the splen-

dour of Bessie's gorgeous beauty, seemed a

mockery and insult. With the gleaming blue

eyes before her, and the clear ringing voice—
not always subdued enough—in her ears, Kate's

thoughts went back to a sweet pale face, that

once lay so close to her own, whilst the weak

lips whispered
—

" Kiss my own boy—for me—my poor

boy."
With all this in her mind—and more—she

would have been no true woman, had she

forced herself to be cordial. It was no wonder

that these two should have parted, for the first

time, in mutual distrust and dislike.

Mrs. Maskelyne, it must be confessed, was

not always so unlucky. As she grew more

settled in her fresh dignity, much of the

awkwardness above alluded to passed off, and

certain asperities of manner were quite smoothed

away. Some of her visitors—especially of the

male sex—were too dazzled by her personal

attractions, to be very critical ; they thought
how superb she would look, presiding at one

of the great entertainments for which Mote

used once to be famous, but which had been

much less frequent of late years : seen at the

end of such a pleasant festive vista, Bessie

Maskelyne, to such eyes, appeared well nigh

faultless.

But none of these last-named adherents were

of importance enough, to turn the scale of the

county's verdict. It must be owned, that this

was unfavourable by a considerable majority

of votes : indeed, after being as it were set, for

some months, on her trial, neutrality was

about all that Brian's wife could fairly reckon

upon.
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He did not try to delude himself, either

as to her position, or his own : truly, hardly a

day passed, without givinj^ hiiu reason to re-

member certain words, spoken by Tom Seyton
on the morning of the funeral. Few, indeed,
of the old friends of the family crossed the

threshold of Mote, after the first formal call
;

moreover, when he met sucli accidentally, he

fancied— it could scarcely be fancy—that there

was on their faces a cold reserve
; or, some-

times, a pity yet harder to bear.

Realising all this—did he once repent his mar-

riage, or begrudge its cost ? Not once, I dare

aver. Though remorse for the sorrow he had

brought on his dead mother haunted him still,

like a ghost, lie bore his burden alone
; and

never thought of making Bessie an accom-

plice in that mortal sin. Nay—each visible

sign of the world's avoidance, drew him closer

to his fair wife's side
;

till even her hard

hollow nature began to be touched by the

delicate tenderness, that never slept or slack-

ened.

Before very long, Mr. Standen put iu an

appearance at Mote—invited specially, by
Brian

; for Bessie never troubled herself, to

make a suggestion on the subject.

However jubilant ho might have felt at

heart, he made his entry, by no means with

flaunt of colours, or beat of drum. That
same rdligio loci, which overcame him on his

first visit, possessed him again, directly he

had passed the poiiderous portals. Every
one knows the faint antique half-aromatic

fragrance, which pervades old halls, hung with

mouldering trophies of chase or war. To most
nostrils it comes, gratefully enough ; but it

weighed down Mr. Staudcn's lungs, like the

fumes of strong incense.

He responded to his son-in-law's greeting
with much deference and ceremony. The
lord of Mote and its broad acres, was a very
different personage from the penniless refugee,
over whose head hung the sword of disin-

heritance.
" If you'll put me in some out of the way

corner, I .shan't trouble you, much"—he said,

meekly. But he was hugely delighted, when
he was shown the apartments prepared for

him.

They were three pleasant rooms enough, in

a remote wing, looking on the one side over

the park, on the other into the stable-quad-

rangle. Bessie had selected them, herself
;

and she deigned to express a hope, that her

parent would ' make himself at home' there.

He did so, thoroughly, after a while ; but,
for all practical purposes, ho might as well

have been located a league away from the

house. He soon found out that ' late hour.s

didn't always suit him ;' and petitioned to be

allowed to dine, occa.sionally, in his own rooms

and at his own time. Th(j fact was, that he

could neither eat nor drink in comfort, in the

presence of the Butler—an elder of venerable

presence, who was in the habit of Mixing'
Mr. Standen with solemn questioning eyes.

He preferred being ministerprl unto by one of

the under-footmen, .set specially apart for that

.service, with whom he could prattle affably

during meals
; pleasing himself the whUo with

the idea, that he was '

condescending.'
Ere long, he was on terms of confidential

familiarity with the head-coachman, who—
albeit intensely respectable

—had for many
years made the Racing Calendar his favourite

study. It was quite a sight, to see those two,

conning over the handicaps, and '

spotting
'

probable
'

good things
'—

grave and authorita-

tive, as Cabinet Councillors.

Jem Standen rarely ventured to race-meet-

ings, now ; and did all his betting by com-

mission. He had grown much shakier, of

late
;

and the roaring turmoil of the Ring
bewildered him, though he was familiar with

its every sound. Indeed, the poor old Silenus

was rapidly becoming incapable of harming

any one—but himself. He still drank hard

of nights ; but, as it was always in solitude,

none, but the purveyor of his liquor, knew hoip

hard. He would creep out, on snuny after-

noons, on the

dawdle about

going beyond

back of a sober hack, and

the woodland rides ; rardy
the demesne-walls ; halting

whenever he came to a good point of view,

to mutter to him.self—with a weak vacuous

chuckle—
" All Bessie's—every stick and atone of 'em—Bessie's.

"

But he was happy enough—happier than

he had ever been in his disreputable life—and,

perhaps, quite as inoffensive as any crapulous
eremite of ancient time.

Twice or thrice, Maskelyne was compelled to

go to town on business ;
and Bessie bore him

company. On each of these occasions, Kit

Daventry called on them
; beyond these for-

malities, no intercourse was kept up with him
—so far as Biian knew. He did not think it

necessaiy to honour all his wife's relations ;

and the Lawyer was not pressed to pay an

early visit.

Indeed, a year and more passed away,
before that dark handsome face showed itself

at JNIote.

CHAPTER XX. XEVE TU SPERNE CH0RE.1S.

A LONG vaulted hall, over-narrow for fair

proportion, and made narrower still by the

side-rows of quaint old pillars supporting the
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dusky roof
;

somewhat clumsily, though

gaudily, decorated ; and very tryingly lighted

with a line of tiny gas-jets running round

the cornice, and a huge centre chandelier ;

the floor far from unexceptionable ;
for no

amount of hard rubbing can efi'ace the dents

of nailed shoon, left from the last farmers'-

meeting held in the Town Hall of Torrcaster, •

There is a provincial air about the whole

presence-chamber, which surely does not extend

to the company there assembled. For, at certain

seasons, the great families of tw^o counties

emulate each other in striving to fill it be-

comingly ;
and over the uneven flooring glide,

as lightly as they may, many feet familiar with

Palace parquets. The good folk in those parts

are very proud of these gatherings; and dis-

tance and weather on such occasions become as

things of naught. Delicate dames who, in

the midst of the season, are apt to wax plain-

tive over the necessity of attending some

entertainment in the south-western precincts

of Belgravia, will gather their party together

quite cheerfully for a ten-mile drive through
the cold, when the object is one of the Torr-

caster balls. They are pleasant enough, too,

to tempt many strangers to repeat their visit

as often as they can get the chance
;

so

that not a few of such faces are as well-kuown

in the Town Hall as those of the native

gentles.

It is about the noon of night ;
and people

are settling to their work, or play, in earnest.

The best men have got through nearly all their

duty-dances by this time, and have leisure to

think of their private and selfish interests.

Divers tablets are crowded already with those

mysterious hieroglyphics that leave so much
room for feminiue diplomacy : for sometimes

they seem like the Median code—at others, as

if written on flowing water.

Several of our acquaintances are to the fore,

you see. You have time for a long glance
round before the next waltz begins.

There is Blanche EUerslie in her favourite

comer, somewhat in ihe shadow of the pillar,

though a gleam of light falls athwart one side

of the demure, dainty head bent down, just now,
in pensive languor. She has made good use

of her time already, and wild work with the

heart of the stalwart cavalier who stands by
her side, speaking at intervals in brief ener-

getic whispers ;
never relaxing the while the

voracious gaze of his fierce glittering eyes.

Vereker Vane has commanded these five

years past that famous light-cavalry corps
—

The Princess' Own Prancers. He is one

of the best tacticians in the service, though
very young for his grade ;

and has invented

several new manceuvres, so extraordinarily

difliculfc, not to say dangerous, of execution,
that a certain Prussian General was moved
almost to tears of envy, when they were gone
through for his especial benefit. Vane is a

bitter martinet on parade, but the cheeriest of

all convivialists in the mess-room, and else-

where ; indeed, some anxious mothers of

cornets have said, that it would be well if

the Colonel did not promote revelry quite
so much, both by precept and example. For
some of the boys are rather a sorry sight of a

morning ; while the effects of late hours and

deep drinking are thrown o3"from his cast-steel

constitution, like rain-drops from a covering
of water-proof.

Yet it is easy to see that Vereker Vane has

lived all the days of his life
;
his handsome

face is neither haggard nor drawn, but there is

a hard battered look about it that tells its own
tale. He is apt to be somewhat abrupt and

overbearing, even in the making of love
;
indeed

the gallant's amours have hitherto been mostly
of a facile, not to say, venal description. The
fortresses he would have stormed opened their

gates before the first trumpet had done sound-

ing ;
and the fruit that he plucked would have

been over-ripe for most tastes.

After this brief sketch, you will guess,

perhaps, what chance the poor Sabreur will

have in the white, lissom hands of Blanche

EUerslie.

Standing somewhat aloof, and watching the

proceedings of his superior with amused ap-

preciation on his broad comical face, is another

ornament of the same corps ; known all over

England as—"Daddy Goring." He got that

sobriquet— no man knows how or why—
within a week after he joined, and it has

stuck to him ever since. There is nothing

truculent, or even martial, about his appear-
ance. Round and rubicund as a full-blown

abbot, he was born for one especial office—
that of a Master of Revels. Of a truth, he

radiates conviviality wheresoever he goes ;
at

any symposium he seems out of place, else-

where than in the presidential chair
; strangers

have been known to come into his presence
morose and morbid, and to depart more than

decently merry, exhilarated not by strong

liquor, but solely by the jovial contagion.
No amount of ill-luck, or contrariety of cir-

cumstances, has ever been able seriously to

disturb his glorious self-complacency, or to

abate the flow of a rich Rabelaisian humour ;

he laughs at love, as at all other earthly
troubles

;
and the "women like him never a

whit the worse.

Daddy Goring is a favoured guest in all

manner of mansions
; and can accommodate

himself to his society, with marvellous facility
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and Tinerring tact. Perhaps he himself prefers

the free-and-easy stylo ; but his '

company-man-
ners '

fit him like a glove ; and he seems not

less at his ease whilst singing a second to Violet

Pendragon, than when his deep sonorous voice

trolls out one of those equivocal ditties that

solace the small hours of our militant youth.
It is an acnlastic sort of lift-, to be sure

; but,

were anything to befall that stout bacchanalian,

a wider social blank would ensue than would be

left by miuiy sour-visaged Solomons.

Others too are watching the pair ; amongst
them Lady Laura Brancepeth, who is some-

what aggrieved by their proceedings. Vereker

Vane is just the sort of cavalier that she likes

to enrol in her own body-guard, the standard

of which is somewhat higher than that of the

Household Cavalry ;
for La Heine GaiUarde—

herself of superb stature— will abide no

dwarfish courtiers. So, with no serious

designs on his peace of mind, she chafes

none the less at seeing him entirely engrossed

by the dangerous widow. One of her in-

timates, reading her feelings aright, whispers
with provocative intent,

—
" La belle Blanche is playing her little game

again, I perceive. How quiet she is over it,

too !"

To which the Lady Laura responds—biting

her scarlet lips angrily
—that—

"
Still waters never run straight."

She has a terrible knack at travedie of

proverbs, and has occasionally scandalised

jociety not a little by her misquotations ;

/hough no one can help laughing at them.

5uch as overhear, laugh now, of course
; and

,he culprit herself joins in, quite heartily :

ler shortlived vexation has almost vanished,
Defore ten bars of her favourite waltz have

5een played. She will be worth looking at, a

ew seconds later, when she swirls past Lady
Peverell—going best pace with a partner

villing and able to breathe her—yet not so

"ast, but that she finds time to flash back

)ver her shoukler a merry defiance, in answer

o the other's scowl.

Chalkshiro is almost as efiectively repre-

ented on these occasions as Marlshire itself :

rom the first-named county several large

)arties have come in
;
the largest of all, from

)harteris Royal. Marion is in brilliant beauty

o-night ;
but she does not seem in her wonted

ligh spirits ;
a nervous worried look creeps

mt on her face at times
;
and a certain abrnpt-

less of gesture betrays some inward anuoy-
i,nce or care. This is observable even whilst

he is conversing most animatedly with the

ortunate cavalier, who stands, very evidently,

lighest in her favour, just now—a tall tlark

lan : with hair and beard trimmed after a

foreign fashion
; and features decidedly at-

tractive in spite of the utter languor that

pervades them, and broods in the large sleepy

eyes.

Lord Ranksborough is rather a remarkable

person in his way ;
if it were only for the

curious contradictions in his temperament.
There never was born a lazier or more per-

fectly imperturbable creature. He had never

deigned to seek seriously, a help meet for

him—indeed he was scarcely quoted in the

marriage-market now—and was rather too

prone to divert his loneliness by other men's

fire-sides. Though he had never yet been a

partner in any fatal misdemeanor, he had an

unhappy talent for compromising the objects
of his admiration. But even these flirtations

he conducted in a serene impassive fashion ;

dropping a low earnest word now and then,
with the air of one who lays a priceless pearl
at his mistress' feet

; and filling up all blank3

and pauses with the eloquence of his practised

eyes.

Strangers, looking on Ranksborough for the

first time, thought it a jest, when they were
told that he was one of the very hardest men
over a country that ever sat in saddle ; and
that seldom has fleeter or stauncher stalker

dealt death amon<' the deer. It was stranse

to see, how he would pass from a state of

complete repose to the extremes of physical

exertion, and relapse again, rapidly as an un-

strung bow.

It may bo, that these contrasts in his

character invested the man with a certain

attraction and interest. For he was very
popular in his own set

; and womankind
seemed to find more fascination in his listless

homage than in the assiduous devotion of

others. It was evident enough to-night, that

Marion Charteris was a willmg and heedful

listener. Yet, as was aforesaid, her glances
would wander occasionally

—
always in the

same direction—with the vexed impatient

expression of one fretting under the vigilance
of a third person's eyes.

If you follow those glances, they will lead

you straight to the corner, where, half masqued
by a pdlar, stands Vincent Flemyug ; with

jealous wrath written in every line of his

lowering brow.

He is a good deal changed since you sa\r

him last,
—

scarcely for the better. That long

Vandyke beard, which he is gnawing so savagely

just now, is picturesque certainly ; but it does

not suit his peculiar style of face : moreover
a stdlen di.-tiustful look has settled down
there, almost more iinpleasant than the old

superciliousness. It is hard not to believe that

the man would be c;vpable of much that
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was base and bad, if he ouce got thoroughly-

vicious.

He has only been back in England about a

week ; and this is his first meeting with Marion.

He had received one brief note, begging him

not to call at Chatteris Royal—for reasons here-

after to be explained
—till after the Torrcaster

ball. The explanation had not come yet ;
for

he had barely had the opportunity of a hurried

passing greeting as she swept in in the midst

of her party, leaning on Ranksborough's arm ;

whose support she seemed rather loth to

abandon. He might, of course, have joined

the group that— constantly changing its

atoms— surrounded Marion wherever she

chanced to linger ;
but this did not suit

Flemyng's purpose : scattered crumbs of con-

versation were not likely to satisfy him, after

so long a fast. So he stood aloof, nursing
his anger moodily ; scarcely deigning to reply

to salutation or question ; watching ever for

such penitential sitnials, as were wont to pacify

him, long ago, in Rome. But now, the dark

grey eyes had no message for him.

About this time, something that he saw—
or fancied he saw—overcame the last faint

promptings of prudence and patience : he

walked with a quick decided step towards

the spot where Marion was standing,
—still

engaged in a virtual teU-d-tete, though the

throng brushed her ample skirts on passing.

There are fair recluses, who can create for

themselves, and one other, a convenient soli-

tude in the inmost heart of a crowd.

Now Vincent was giiilty of a gross error in

generalship, even before entering into action.

0, pretty page, whose dimpled chin

Never hath known the barber's shear ;

hearken to the counsel of a senior, tottering

on the verge of two-score.

If she in whom you trusted hath shown

signs of treachery ;
or even gone openly over

to the enemy's camp, and you think to bring
her back d main armee, be cunning, I pray

you, in choosing the season of your onslaught.
If you cannot catch the fair renegade walking
alone—like Alp on the moon-lit shore—let

the attack be made at any other moment,
rather than when your rival is her only pro-

tector, and must, perforce, judge the combat,
if he do not draw and strike in.

Nor was this Vincent's only mistake. The
first words of one who, without sufficient

warrant, troubles confidential converse, should,
at least, be guardedly courteous and defe-

rential : Flemyng's were neither.
" You can spare me this waltz, I know 1

"

The faintest note of interrogation would

express all the question that was conveyed ;

indeed, there was a familiar assumption of

authority that, under the circumstances, bor-

dered nearly on insolence. Ranksborough's
slumbrous eyes opened, broad and black, on

the intruder in haughty astonishment
; while

Marion's cheek flushed, painfully, with vexa-

tion and shame. Her lips were sharply com-

pressed for a second or two, as if she had some

difficulty in repressing her first impulse to

speak : had she obeyed it, Vincent Flemyng's

vanity
—tenacious as it was—would hardly

have survived the shock. I don't mean, that

she would have answered the discourteous

according to his discourtesy ;
she could easDy

have retorted with one of those graceful rapier

thn^sts that, in all ages, have proved far

more deadly than even the slash of two-handed

swords.

But, with all her recklessness, poor Marion

knew right well—though she knew not all—
that it would never do to push matters to

extremity just now ; it was necessary to tem-

porize, if only to quiet the suspicions that she

saw gleaming under Ranksborough's arching
brows : she had not been so much interested

in any capture for a long time ; it would be

too hard to lose her hart-royal when he seemed

fairly in the toils. If she could command her

voice, she could not quite command her Irish

eyes : they shot out one natural glance
—

only one ; then the long lashes drooped ; and,

when they rose again, the eyes, too, were

schooled. But, if to the * white witches '
of

our day were given Canidia's power, of wither-

ing with a look, Vincent Flemyng would have

felt a curious sensation in the very marrow

of his bones. Yet was her laugh not un-

musical, as she made answer.
" I must spare you one turn, for old

acquaintance sake, though I don't mean to

dance much to-night ;
and travellers have pri-

vileges, too. But you need not have made
so sure of it, beforehand. That comes of

smoking pipes with pachas, whom ' to hear is

to obey.'"
As she laid her hand on Vincent's arm, she

turned on Rauksborough the prettiest pleading
look : words could not have expressed more

plainly.
—" I had better humour this fractious

child. Be patient: I shall not be very long

away.
"

And Ranksborough—a passed interpreter of

such language—bowed his head gently ;
whilst

his lips rather intimated than syllabled,
—

'* Ne vous ginez pas."
The disgraced favourite was utterly uncon-

scious of that rapid interchange of signals ;

but his tone was sufficiently sullen, as he mur-

mured,—
'* I suppose I ought to apologise for taking
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j^oii out of such pleasant (x^mpany, even for a

few minutes. It is wortli being absent for two

jrears, to come back and lind ouesulf so wel-

come,"
'* Nonsense !

" she retorted, pettishly.
" You

know, very well, that there's nothing to apolo-

gise for ; unless it is for that absurd coiitiden-

tial fashion of addressing me before an utter

stranger."
" No stranger to you, Madonna, at least.

I can guess now why it was better I should

keep away from Charteris E,oyal."

Marion half withdrew her hand from the

axm on which it leant—far more lightly than

in the olden time.

"You tvill not allow one to be glad, you
are home again. It is such up-hill work, paci-

fymg you suspicious people ! My reasons

were simple enough. The Cardales were stay-

ing with us. You know what a mauvaise

'aiujtie hers is
;
and she don't like me. She

nade up a whole book of fables about my
joings on in Rome

;
and a few of them are

lot forgotten yet. I really couldn't aflbrd to

five her a chance of publishing a second edi-

",ion. They have gossiped quite enough, in

;hese parts, as it is.

Flemyng made no answer. They were

Talking then beyond the line of pillars, and

lear the lower end of the hall, which was

omparatively deserted. Looking up into

lis face, Marion saw an evil smile dwelling
>n his lip, that made her feel vaguely uncom-

brtable.
" ^Vhat are you thinking of ?

" she asked,

mpatiently. "I do wish you would speak
.ut.»
" I was thinking," the other said,

" how

'ery prudent and provident you had become
if late—how much more prudent, than when
•Qu posted that charming letter from Genoa.

. was reading it over only late last night—
fS a sort of sop to stay one's appetite, you
:now.

"

A very bold heart—over-bold said her ene-

oies—beat under Marion Charteris' girdle ;

>ut it was as though a frozen hand grasped it

low
;

for several seconds, she felt faint and

iireathless.

The dim fear that had haunted her, from

he very hour, when she had began to repent

laving set her hand to sucli a record of guilty

oily, stood before her now, visible and tan-

jible. There was no dissembling the cruel

tubborn fact : she lay at the mercy of one,

irho was not likely to yield an inch of his

'antage-ground. For she read only too rightly

-he malign meaning of the eyes, that belied

he assumed carelessness of the speaker's tone,

t was a bitter moment for Marion Charteris ;

bitter enough to have atoned for more than

one venial sin. And no darker guilt lay

on her conscience : lightly as she seemed

to esteem the duties of wife and mother,
she had never rendered herself absolutely un-

worthy of either name
;
she had given the

world a right to speak jestingly of her—no

more.

She had no idea how Vincent would use

his power : she only knew that he could

use it ; and the knowledge made her sick

at heart. Even her husband's homely figure,

that never yet hud over-awed her fancy,

seemed, just now, to assume the austere

dignity of judge and avenger ;
she felt as

if she dared not trust herself alone in his

presence. She could laugh at those exagge-
rated terrors in after days ; but, while the

tit lasted, it was not so easy to realize its

humorous side.

"You—you told me you burnt every line

I wrote," she whispered, as soon as she reco-

vered her breath a little.
" How could you

'^ Did I say so ?" the other retorted, with

insolent coolness. " We said so many things
in those days, that we have forgotten since.

There's no rule without an exception. I sup-

pose I made one, in favour of that letter—
and a few more. It is quite a model, in its

peculiar style ; though, 1 daresay, you could

improve on it now : practice makes perfect, of

course. I wonder, if others would appreciate

it as much as I have done ?
"

The Irish blood, that never yet counted

cost or danger when tyranny was to the fore,

surged up in Marion's veins, hot and daunt-

less. She dropped her tormentor's arm
;
and

looked him fairly in the face, without a sign

of submission on her own.
" We have had rather too much of this. I

had hoped we might meet as old friends should.

It seems this is not to be, and I must sue for

peace. Will you tell me your terms \ I've

been utterly foolish, of course ;
but—what

would you have me be ? I dhl trust your

word, Vincent. You had better speak plainly.

Vague tlireats don't frighten mo. Am I to

understand
"

' ' This is not the place to talk about

terms," Vincent broke in savagely ; speaking

always iu the same smothered undertone.
"
Only understand, that you are dealing with

a man, now, instead of the boy that you fooled

so long. I'm older, at all events, if not wiaer

or better, than when we parted."
ller eyes rested on his face, till, heated as

he was by bitter passion, he shivered inwardly
under their freezing scorn.

" A man !
" she said.

" What woman
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could doubt your manhood, when you give
her proofs like these ? Do I not treat you
with all possible respect ? I should hardly

say to a boy,
' What is it that you require

of your haudmaid ?
'

I suppose the first con-

dition is, that you should have the entree to

Charteris Royal. You will do us too much

honour, whenever it shall please you to come
there,"

A little ironical curtsey gave the last

finishing-stroke to the mock humility of the

defiance. Flemyng was getting very much
the worst of the word-play. He felt he must

have breathing-space ;
and this could only be

gained by breaking ground. He did so, not

ungracefully ; indeed, the soft, gradual sad-

ness that overspread his features would have

done credit to an abler facial artist,

'* At least, do not speak so," he murmured.
" I would rather hear you speak angrily, a

thousand times. It was my fault for pro-

voking you. I believe I'm half mad to-night.

Forget every word I've said yet ; and forgive—as you have forgiven before. Can you
make no allowances for me—coming back after

such an absence, and finding that my place
near you is quite fiUed up ? I insist on

nothing—far less threaten. Only I should

like to come for a little while to Charteris

Royal, whenever it suits you perfectly."
Now Marion was not in the least deceived,

or thrown ofi" her guard, by this sudden

lowering of her adversary's sword. But her

woman's wit told her, that it was for her

advantage, to accept for the moment even that

hollow truce ; it told her, too, that her best

chance of annihilating the proofs of past

foUy would be found under her own roof. She
answered with her old bright mischievous

smile,
—

" That is better, beau sire. It is so stupid
for old friends to quarrel. We'll forget and

forgive all to-night's hard sayings. Why
shouldn't you come to us, next Monday 1

Some bores will be gone by then ; and several

great people are coming. Amongst others—
no, I won't tell you. It shall be a pleasant

surprise. The Roman memories will all vanish

when you've once seen her. Don't begin to

protest. There's no time just now. You asked
me to waltz, you know ; it would be as well

to take three turns, if only for the look of the

thing, Besides, I'm curious to see if you've
lost my step, out there in the East. Perhaps
the Almeli have taught you better ones."

He laughed low to himself—thinking how
his strong will had triumphed. The next

second, his arm was round her waist
; and they

were merged in the throng.

(To he cmitinued.)

THE ANSWER.

I.

A LITTLE note, sweet-scented, delicate,
Has lain upon my table half the mom,

And I, poor coward, fear to know my fate,

Feeling myself but worthy of her scorn ;

Wishing, regretfully, I had forborne

To mar the quiet dream in which 1 moved.
And been content in silence to have loved.

ir.

In silence to have loved her, nothing thinking
But how to serve her with a fervent zeal.

And show no outward signs of worship, shrinking
From any word or act that might reveal

The secret of my heart ; for noiv I feel.

Now hope is dead within me, in what measure

Unconscious hope was parcel of my pleasure.

III.

It is not fit that she, so young and fair,

Should love me with the love that makes us one ;

There is a tell-tale grizzle in my hair.

Time hath cast over me a sober tone,

The bounty of my youth is past and gone :

It is not fit ! she is too young and fair !

I feel the truth within me, and despair.

IV.

Yet hope is strong and fights against my reason,

Upholding still, although I feel it vain.

The fond presumption, with a zealous treason

Against the honest knowledge that is pain,

That she may love me as I wish, and fain,

Weakly and foolishly, I would rely

Upon the promptings of kind cruelty.

I have played rashly, and the die is cast

That beggars me or gives me double stake ;

Yet for some minutes—they will be the last—
I cling unto my doubt and will not wake
To reap the harvest of my fond mistake.

Enough ! I overcome my dread at last.

What is it ?
" As a Friend "— Ah ! all is past.

W. G.

ARMIES AND THEIR SUFFERINGS.

The advancement of Social Science, which

brought together so large a number of distin-

guished men at Birmingham, has recently

attracted to Berne a great many of the most

learned and philanthropic men of continental

countries. The papers read there have not

yet been published, at least so far as I am

aware, but diflferent continental journals have

given extracts or brief summaries of portions

of them, as interesting to Englishmen as to

men of other nations. Among the subjects

of greatest and most universal interest dis-

cussed, were the cost of armies, and the care in

time of war of the sick and wounded soldiers

composing them : two subjects closely linked
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together, and affecting every individual in

Europe on pecuniary or humanitarian grounds,
or by a combination of the two. Respecting
the first of these questions, some of the ablest

writers have long been contending that armies

are a great waste of time and money which

might be expended in carrying out the grandest

public works, and the cause of intense bodily

and mental suffering such as the liumau mind
is capable of forming only a faint conception
of. That the arguments of these writers have

been influential in England and throughout

Surope is no longer a (question of doubt.

Those wlio have opportunities of learning the

real state of public feeling on the Continent, are

well aware that, even in the most warlike nation

of the Continent, there no longer exists a desire

for war, but, on the contrary, a very sincere

desire for peace. It is no doubt true that this

desire arises chie6y out of financial considera-

tions
; but it is of little consequence whence the

desire arises, so that the labours of those who
have devoted themselves to the abolition of war
on higher grounds are crowned with success. To
a certain extent their efforts have borne fruit,

and there is scarcely a nation on the Continent

which has not already, or is not about to re-

duce its army. The principal speakers at the

Berne Congress seem to have wisely abstained

from urging impracticable measures, and to have

endeavoured to show how a large military force

may be kept in readiness to repel aggression at

the lowest cost. The example it recommended
was that of Switzerland ; and the importance
of the subject from a social point of view is a

suflScient reason for giving some of the statis-

tics a place in our colvimns, though we can-

not, of course, guarantee their absolute correct-

ness.

The defence of Switzerland is entrusted to a

militia, respecting which we are told that the

total number under organisation, armed and

equipped with twenty per cent, of special arms,—meaning, we suppose, such arms as we include

under the names of tlie Whitworth rifle, the

Lancaster, breech-loaders, and so forth—is two
hundred thousand, with forty-five mounted
batteries of artillery, and three thousand

3avalry. The average time devoted to the

military service is from one hundred to one

hundred and ten days for the infantry ;
one

iundred to one hundred and seventy for special

irms, with an addition of fifty per cent, for non-

wjmmissioned oflicers, and one hundred for

jfficers of higher grades : which represent six

lays and a half yearly per man of the organised

irmy, and is equal to half a day for the entire

Dopulation. So much for tlie lost time. The

sspenditure on account of this militia is boi'ne

jy the Confederation, the cantons, and the

men themselves in the following proportions :

—The Confederatio'i pays £112,000, the

cantons £188,000, and the men themselves

€30,000 ; altogether the money expenditure
is £330,900 ;

which is about 32s. 7\d. per
head of the whole population of Switzer-

land. Including the payment of one franc

a day to each man wliile on service, the

total military expenditure will be £370,000

yearly.

This outlay of time and money is contrasted

with that which Belgium expends under the

head of military expenditure. That country,
which has a population double that of Swit-

zerland, viz., 4,800,000, makes up her army
yearly to 100,000, with fifteen percent, of spe-

cial arms, twenty-five mounted batteries, and

sLx thousand cavalry. Thirty-eight thousand of

these are on permanent active service ; which

gives one hundred and forty days for each man

composing the army, or three days per head of

the entire population of the kingdom. TIjg

money expenditure is altogether £2,080,000 ;

whereas, if its expenditure was at the same race

as that of Switzerland, it ought not to exceed

£800,000 ; and this we are told with three

hundred thousand more men than Switzerland

has.

Taking Belgium as an example of the remain-

der of the European States, and the entire

population of Europe at three hundred and

eighty millions, the military expenditure of

about £120,000,000 will be at the rate of ten

francs sixty centimes per head, against three

francs forty centimes per head which it would

be if the Swisa system were adopted through-
out Europe.

" The effective force of European armies on a

war footing," says one journal,
"

is 3,000,000 ;

on active service at least 1,500,000; repre-

senting a loss of 550,000,000 days. With
the Swiss system it would be only 180,000.

Finally, the Swiss system being at the rate of

eight per cent, of the population, its system of

organisation would give Europe twenty-three
millions of soldiers instead of three millions."

This last argument seems to be urged for the

purpose of inducing governments toabandon the

employment of standing armies, by convincing
them that they might possess a much larger

military force at their command if they tlid so,

and at a cost greatly inferior
;
but it is quite

evident that the substitution of a militia force,

by throwing obstacles in the way of getting

an army together, is recommended because it

would prevent war from being declared without

greater deliberation than at present,
—

is, in fiict,

a step towards abolishing war altogether. I

merely give here such statistics as 1 have met

with, and have no means of testing their cor-
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rectness ; as for the subject to which they

refer, that could only be satisfactorily dis-

cussed by going into the matter at great

length.
We now come to the other matter referred

to at the beginning of this paper, which has the

sympathy of all, however extreme their views

on the subject of war may be, viz., the allevia-

tion of the suflferings of the sick ao I wounded
soldiers.

The subject is one which has for a long time

engaged the attention of humane men, and
which has passed out of the domain of theory
into actual practice, and in which English-
men very honourably distinguishe 1 themselves

during the Danish war.

It is far from being a new idea, and instances

might be given of treaties between English
and foreign commanders for the purpose of

sparing the unfortunate soldiers as many of the

evils consequent on war as could be contrived.

But what is sought now, since M. Dinant of

Geneva revived the subject, is to form a

regular organisation for the purpose. The

thing was tried on a great scale in America

during the late war. In that country, arrange-
menta for the care of the sick and wounded
soldiers were altogether non-existent, for the

very sufficient reason that, not expecting a war,

they had no army, and that, when this essen-

tial of warfare was got together, all the other

requisites had to be formed afterwards. No
description that has been written could con-

vey anything more than a faint idea of the

terrible sufferings of the men after a battle in

America, from being left uutended for many
hours, and it has even been asserted for days,
after the battle, on the spot where they fell

mutilated by shot and shell. To alleviate these

horrors, a society calling itself the Sanitary
Commission was formed, and to supply it with

funds. Sanitary Fairs were held in Philadelphia
and elsewhere, which were in fact bazaars on a

prodigious scale, the contributions to the stalls

of which were made by private individuals, and
included every conceivable article. Thus, the
saddler sent saddles

; the shoemaker, boots
;

the tailor, habiliments ; the farmer grain
or poultry, or anything else he had on hand

;

and so forth, down to very small matters in-

deed, contributed by the very poor, nothing
being rejected on account of its small intrinsic

value. In Philadelphia alone, about five hun-
dred of the principal ladies of the city sat at

stalls day after day to dispose of these articles,
and who, moreover, adopted every conceivable

device which feminine ingenuity could suggest
for increasing the funds to be devoted to the

furtherance of the charitable objects they had
in view.

European Governments, as we are all aware,
have entered into an arrangement for the pur-

pose of alleviating the sufferings of the sick

and wounded in the event of another war
; and

not before it was required. Probably some of

our readers may have seen the returns com-

piled by Dr. Chenu, of the sacrifice of human
life caused by the war in the Crimea, showing
that of the 800,000 who perished, only a

comparatively small proportion were actually
killed in battle, and that the rest died of

their wounds and sickness, a very large number
of whom would have lived if they had received

prompt aid. M. Dinant now gives us similar

information with respect to the single battle of

Solferino. The result of that one day's fight-

ing in killed and wounded, including the Aus-

trian and French and Sardinian armies, was a

loss of three field-marshals, nine generals, fifteen

hundred and sixty- six officers of all grades, of

whom six hundred and thirty were Austrians,
and nine hundred and thirty-six allies, and

about forty thousand non-commisioned officers

and soldiers. Two months later, forty thousand

more had to be added to the total of deaths

arising from fever and other maladies conse-

quent on this battle and the pernicious effects

of the climate and other causes which grew
out of the war. But this terrible slaughter by
disease does not convey to the mind any true

idea of the fearful sufferings to which the

unfortunate sick and wounded were subjected.
After the battle of Solferino, the wounded had

to be transported in vehicles which would have

caused serious pain to healthy persons if forced

to travel in them for any length of time, and

which must have been productive of terrible

agony to the maimed soldiers, dragged as they
were by bullocks and mules through an atmo-

sphere loaded with dust to Castiglione in the

first instance, and thence to Brescia, a journey
of four days, before they could receive the care

and attention their condition required. The

objects of the association are not restricted to

the mere distribution of medicaments or delica-

cies supplied by or purchased out of funds

furnished by charatible individvials, but extends

to the mitigation of their sufferings in every

way. The ingenuity of inventors is called upon
for the production of articles for this special

purpose, and a space will be allotted at the

Paris Exhibition for showing them.

A good work once begun rarely stops at the

attainment of the object for which it was ori-

ginated. It has been proposed that societies,

international or otherwise, should be organised
for the purpose of giving relief to sufferers by

sweeping catastrophes, such as extensive fires,

inundations, and epidemics.
G. LUMLEY.
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A REGION OF LAKES.

By THK AlTHOK OF "ICELAND: ITS ScENES AND SaGAS."

Kirek'.H JOkiiU.

iPPipp
1- -

HERE i3 an Icelandic saying,
" As countless as the isles in the

Breida Fjord, as the hills iji the Vatus Dale, and as the lakes on
the Arnar-vatus Heath."

Olsen, in his map of Iceland, seems to have spirted the ink from
his pen over a portion of his paper to represent the islands, to have

given up the hills in despair, and to have put in the lakes at random.
A mysterious region is that of the lakes. I sliall never forget my

first vision of it. Having travelled all day through a valley between

ice mountains, \iiider glacier-crowned black cliffs, rising to a dizzy

height without a break, and topped with a precipice of green ice, shut

in behind by ridges of deepest snow, shut in before by a huge jokull
with precipitous sides and cloud-topped cap ;

not a blade of gra.ss any-

where, not a sound of living creature, insect, or bird, to relieve the dead silence. On ascending
I snow-patched hillock, there suddenly burst upon me a wondrous view. I saw a vast tract

jf deep purple desert, extending to the horizon, studded all over with spangles of water.

From the height whence I gazed, tliis desert seemed to be a dead level, but such it is not
;

it

s in reality a rolling tract of upland, elevated about 2000 feet above the sea.

The descent to it was accomplished with no small amount of difficulty, on account of the

iccumulation of snow, and its rotten condition. We had to scramble down a staircase
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of obsidian rocks of deep glossy black, thread

our way amongst the debris of avalanches, and

over huge glacial morraines, picking our course

as best we could, for road there is none, till

at last we heard the melancholy pipe of the

whimbrel, and the call of the plover, and in

another moment we came upon a little grey

wintry turf. I had an opportunity here of

noticing the devastation caused by the spring
thaw

;
for in the midst of a barren slope of

bald rock, some ten acres in area, rose a snag
of good soil to the height of twelve feet. The

whole of this slope had been at one time co-

vered with twelve feet of rich soil, but it had,

by some change of direction in the descending
rush of thawed snow-water, been swept clear,

leaving only one fragment of earth capped
with grass, accidentally preserved.

The depth to which soil accumulates in

Iceland is astonishing, and I have ridden

under bluffs of the most rich earth which,
xinder a warmer sun, would prove invaluable

as a dressing
—the volcanic constituents of the

soil being such as produce the most luxuriant

crops. But in Iceland no use can be made of

this excellent material, for no grain will ripen,

and it is a question whether the climate would

permit green crops to come to maturity. At
the foot of the pass rolled the Hvita, or White

River, appropriately so called on account of

its milky appearance, the water being full of

undissolved snow. The stream rushes along
with the violence of a torrent, and we had
some difficulty in fording it : some of the horses

lost their footing, and were swept down the

stream, but recovered themselves at a bend in

the river, and all reached the opposite bank
in safety.

After a canter over a tract desolated by a

volcanic outbreak, which has covered it with

black sand and huge piles of scoria, we drew
rein at a green patch surrounding a turf hovel,
and I pitched my tent for the night, hoping to

advance into the heart of the lake region on
the following morning ;

but towards miduight,
as I sat in my tent skinning a magnificent

great northern diver which had been shot

that day, and occasionally looking up at the

range of snow mountains standing up like a

wall before me, I noticed white clouds gather
over their heads

; then black ragged masses of

vapour accumulated over the sky, and within

scarce five minutes the stillness of the Arctic

eight was broken by a storm which raged
with awful fury. There was neither thunder
nor lightning, but the sound of the wind

roaring down the snow valleys, and shaking the

avalanches off their ledges to fall with a crash

into the chasms and ravines which opened on
all sides, was overpoweringly grand. The rain

came down in torrents as though the sluices

of heaven were opened ;
but the little teut

kept the water out and stood up against the

wind, though it shook and swayed in the

blast. It was an anxious night, as we feared

lest the pegs or guys should give, and we be

exposed to the violence of the gale without

shelter. Towards seven o'clock in the morning
the storm abated, but it left behind it such a

threatening sky that I was obliged to defer my
journey tiU. the following day.

As rain fell incessantly for twenty-four

hours, I was confined under canvas or within

the hovel. The latter is in reality a farm-

house ;
it is square, and is built of turf. The

windows are mere holes a few inches square,

to admit the least possible amount of light

and no air. It would have been impossible

for us to have slept in the house on the pre-

vious night, as every bed was full to overflow-

ing
—the farm containing six beds, and each

bed four sleepers. When I add that the sleep-

ing-room measured about fourteen feet by
twelve feet, it will readily be imagined that no

Englishman would like to take up his quar-

ters in such a stifling hole. I spent the day
in dressing bird skins, and finishing some

sketches made the day before. Next morn-

ing the skies were cloudless, and we started on

horseback for the lakes under the direction of

the farmer, who professed to know something
about the lie of the land.

A strange ride over huge slabs of lava, in

and out among bristling jags of stone which

once had been in a state of fluidity, skirting

an impatient little river, the Northlingafljot,

which made its way seaward, notwithstanding
all the harriers of lava thrown in its way ;

twisting and doubling, the brawling river

pushed on, driving forward with steadfast pur-

pose, or with that obstinacy which always suc-

ceeds, however great are the impediments laid

in its course.

The first part of our ride was enlivened by
the abundance of the flowers adorning every

rock and every patch of soil. The lemon-hued,

yellow-eyed Dryas odopetala ; the dwarf cam-

pion in patches, pink of the teuderest blush

hue, or red as blood, sometimes even snowy
white

; saxifrages of various kinds, white and

quivering in the sharp air, golden and low-

growing in sheltered nooks
;
Geranium sylvati-

cum in full leaf, but not yet in a blaze of

flowers ;
bullet-headed Parnassia, waiting for

a warm west breeze to coax them into expan-

sion ; pale violet butterwort, defying wind

and weather, and shaking its delicate head

above some swampy spot ; sundew, sparkling

in its array of gems ;
the Alpine erigeron show-

1 ing its modest pink head on every grassy
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atch, the daisy of Arctic meadow-laiul. But

'hat la yon iuteusely blue point in a bed of

urf ? The miuuto Gentlana bavarlca just

pening in the warm .sun. I see more of tho.sc

lue specks, and the little slope on which it

rows resembles a piece of green carpet,

hrough which runs a thread of azure. And
low we are in the region of lakes, landlocked

mong stony hills, and of all sizes
;
some large

binding sheets of water, others mere tarns.

Cacli is tenanted by a couple of dreamy swans

oating in all their spotless whiteness of

•reeding plumage, and reflected as white in

he still water. And here and there we come
•n a northern diver in her ball-dres^ of black

ace over white silk, and her bliie-green me-

allic head-dress
;

or perhaps we hear wild

eeird laut^hter and mocking cries from be-

lind a trap hill of shattered blocks, and on

urmonntiug it we find that there is no Nippon
aakiiig merry in his pool, but the diver re-

oicing at her incubation, sitting on her dingy

gg, and calling to lier mate, whom her car-

•uncle eye has detected, as a black blotch

.gainst the sky, returning with a fish for his

pouse.
I must have passed a score of lakes before

inding one where there was sufficient grass for

ay horses, and even then the amount was so

canty that it would only last them a single

light. The lake where I camped was the

jesser Eagle-Lake, a fine sheet of water ex-

-ending some two miles between barren hills.

?he view from it was magnificent. Eirek's

fokull, a noble pile of black rock and ice, stood

ip before us in shape like a gigantic bride-cake.

?he sides are precipitous fnjm whatever point it

3 viewed, rising straight up from a desert of

ava which has boiled out at its base and has

lowed for twelve miles from its source.

The largest of the lakes is the Great

Cagle-Lake, one historically interesting, as it

j'as the place of refuge of the greatest hero

celand ever saw,—Grettir the Strong. GrettLr

?as outlawed on account of having acciden-

ally set fire to a house in which were the sous

f a certain Thorir. The young men were so

(runk at the time that they perished in the

lames. Thorir set a price on Grettir's head,
,nd hunted him from one retreat to auotlxer,
ill he took refuge on the brink of the Great

ilagle-Lake, the most elevated of all the sheets

>f water in the district. I visited the spot,
nd traced the ruiued foundations of the brave

nan's hut. It was June 28th, and my horse

)roke the ice with his hoofs as he trod over a

rozen swamp to reach it. Here Grettir spent
bur weary years, from 1019 to 1022, and he
eft it because his enemies had discovered his

etreat, and were continually attempting his ,

life there. He supported himself by fishing,
and by taking birds' eggs in spring.

I found a party of fishermen, two men and
a boy, on this lake. They had built them-
selves a hovel fourteen feet long, six feet

broad, and only four feet hiijh ; yet they had
in it a fire, supplied with fish skins and bones.

1 looked within, but the odour was insuport-

able,
—the smoke making its way out at the

door, the cabin being unprovided with chim-

ney or window. It was l)uilt of stones rudely

piled up to form walls, and roofed with turf.

The ground around was literally covered with

the insides of fish, which the men had cast

aside when they had opened the fish. The
stench was intolerable. In winter the place
is quite deserted. The men were dressed in

sheep-skins, with fur cape, the hair turned

outward
; they had long grey beards, and their

faces were tanned brown with exposure, so

that they presented a troll-like and decidedly
"
uncanny

"
appearance.

A pretty cascade tumbles into the lake at

the east end ; near it is a ruined hut built for

the convenience of travellers. Some theologi-
cal students, with the Bishop, were once snowed
in there, and the Bishop ate the students, or

vice versa, I really forget which.

I had a thirteen hours' ride over russet

desert that day, only meeting with a patch of

grass on one spot, and that was not what I

had supposed an oasis to be, yet without it the

desert would be quite impassable. We had to

rest the better part of an hour on this patch
of grey wintry turf, that the horses might get
a mouthful. I spread a macintosh on the

ground and seated myself thereon tailor

fashion, in an india-rubber poncho, and bore

the wind and pelting rain and snow as stoically

as possible.

THE SKELETON IN THE CHAPEL.

A SHORT time ago, after I had retired to

my room for the night, some events occuiTed

so extraordinary and unaccountable, that I can

no longer refrain fi'om laying them before the

public, in the hope that some ingenious per-
son maj- be able to throw some light on the

tissue of supernatural, proceedings which took

place before my eyes, and which I am anxious

to write down exactly as they occurred, while

they ai"e still quite fresh in my mcmoiy.
But, that my tale may not be supposed to bo

merely the result of an excited mind or a

superstitiou-s temperament, I solemnly a.ssure

my readers that I am not nervous, and that I

do not—or, rather, that I did not—believe in

ghosts. Disbelief in the supernatui-al was
almost a part of my religion, and many a time
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have I laughed 'at my sisters as they walked

along the passages of our old house, clinging
to each other, and peering carefully into all

the deep recesses and dark corners, after some
tale of horror had been told in the twilight,

making their blood run cold. To me, such

stories were mere evidences of the credulity of

my neighbours, as I never failed to account
for them all, satisfactorily to myself, by the

admission of human agency, and concealed

mechanism. But now my creed is shaken, and

my secui-ity gone.
I must first describe my home. Part of it is

so old that no accurate date has ever been

assigned to it, though popular tradition asserts

that it was built by one Sir Ealph de B.
,
the boon

companion of madcap Harry, and the sharer of

the wild fi-olics of his youth, and in his steadier

and regal days his devoted follower thi-ough
many a bloody field, on^ one of which he won
his spui-s, being knighted by his master on the
field of battle. At length, being fall of years
and honours, he obtained permission of the mo-
narch to retire from active seiwice; and em-iched
with the spoils of war, he proposed to end his

days in peace and comfort in the strong castle

he had caused to be erected on the spot where

my paternal home now stands, and of which
one dilapidated wing, now remaining, forms

part of our present habitation. This wing I
must describe minutely.
The ground-floor consists of a long low room,

formerly the dining-hall, and now used as a

lumber-room. It has a deep recess, for a fire-

place, at one end, and in the other and along
one side, are narrow lancet windows, through
which the light tries almost in vain to penetrate,
BO thickly are they overgrown with ivy. Above
this are several decaying floors, which di-

vided the d ining-hall fr-om the living-rooms,
and these again fr-om the chapel, which, in

accordance with the beautiful notion which
prevailed in the olden time, was built near the

roof, that the prayers of the believers might the
more readily ascend to Heaven. The stones
with which it was built were fast crumbling
away, and were thickly covered with moss and
lichen; the rafters overhead were few, and
broken, and gave easy access to the birds and
bats, who were now its only inhabitants. This
desolate scene often brought to my mind the
lines in the beautiful poem of a great author
now lately dead,—

" The wild bird rears its callow young
Where once the pealing anthem rung."

The more modern part of the house, which
was of the date of Queen Anne, had been
bmlt by Sir Hugo de B., when he had

retrieved the fortunes of his family by long
service in foreign parts, and retm-ned to Eng-
land in the early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury, to find the home of his fathers a burnt

and blackened ruin; for his father, so runs
the legend, had oS'ended Cromwell by con-

veying secret assistance to King Charles, and
in revenge the Eoundheads set fire to his

castle one dark night, and burnt it to the

gi'ound, all except the portion described above,
which somehow escaped the flames. This

old part was joined to the new house by along
dark passage, now never used, and the door

at the end, which opened into the remains of

a kind of gallery which ran along one side of

the chapel, was kept locked and bolted, and

had been so from time immemorial. My own
room was the nearest inhabited one to this

passage, and was near enough to the ruin for

the screams and wild cries of the strange birds,

who often assembled there at night, to reach

my ears, and sometimes almost to prevent my
sleeping ; and often too I heard the wind

whistling and moaning round the old waUs
like a melancholy spirit; but these sounds

never made me nervous, I knew too well what

they were. More to please my friends than

myself, a loaded revolver was always kept beside

my bed, in case of any adventiu-ous burglar

cUmbing up the rotten old staii's which led

from the dining-hall to the chapel, and thence

along the edge of the battlement to my window—a thing which might easily be done.

On the night in question, from force of

habit, I examined the loading and priming
of my barrels before going to bed, and felt

convinced that I was fully a match (with such

efi'ective friends as they were) for any man who

might choose to distui-b my slumbers.

For some reason I could not go to sleep, and

lay tossing restlessly in my bed, getting more
and more angry at my unusual wakefulness,
and occasionally consulting my watch by the

light of the moon, which streamed brightly
into my room. Twelve o'clock, one o'clock,

and stUl I lay wide awake. I was just think-

ing, in despair, of getting up and taking a

book, when I heard a sound, so mysterious, so

thrilling, and yet so distant, that I ran hastily
to the window to see whether some person were
not calling for help in the park. I could see

nothing, and was trying to convince myself
that it was all imagination, when the sound

was repeated; and this time there was no

doubt about it ; it was the cry of a woman, a

wild, despairing, agonizing cry, and now it

sounded nearer. I was turning to the door,

intending to rush out and give the alarm, when
a hand was laid on my shoulder—a cold, icy.
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leavy hand. I turned my head, and saw—
lothing ! The pressure of those fingers wa.s

lietinct, finn, and resolute. I was rooted to

he ground with horror. Then from out the

lilence rose again that bitter shiiek, more

vild, more agonizing, more prolonged. I can-

not describe the honor of it, nor can I describe

the sense of utter helplessness and incapacity
which seized me while those icj' fingers pressed
on my shoulder ; they seemed to chill and

freeze my very being, and almost to deprive
me of consciousness. I had an intuitive feel-

tiue 1'. ouu.

g that I must make some strong effoii, or

36 my senses. I made it. I sprang foi-wai'd,

ized my revolver, and fired it wildly over

y shoulder. The fingers relaxed their hold,

heard a low, mocking laugh, and something
ce a cold breeze passed by me. I began to

eathe again, and looked round. Uncon-

iously I fixed my eyes on the broad ray of

oonlight that streamed into the room. As I

oked at it another ray of light, cold and

ue, seemed to cross it at right-angles ; by

agrees it became clearer, and a certain part

of it scomod to grow more dense. Gradually
it assumed a form ;

the foi-m of a child, with

its hands clasped over its heart ;
and between

its fingers trickled—oh, horror I
—a stream of

blood I I covdd not take my eyes off it. It

came nearer, floating on in that false moon-

beam. It came close to me, stopped, raised

one hand, and beckoned to me to follow. It

was not courage, nor my own wish, but an

iiTesistible impulse whicli compelled me to fol-

low it. Slowly it glided through the door,

which opened of its own accord, along the long
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unused passage, tlirougli the bolted door at

the end, and which opened, like the other, into

the gallery of the old chapel. Again it raised

one hand, and pointed into the chapel below,
and vanished. But how can I describe the

sight which met my eyes ? The chapel, instead

of wearing its usual desolate and ruined aspect,

was now gorgeously decorated in that rich and

fanciful guise of which the Eoman Catholic

worship admits. But the details I could not

distinguish, for it was but dimly lighted by
two candles near the altar and one small lamp
in a distant corner. By degrees the Hght grew
brighter and flickered on the golden chains of

the censers, and on the bright gilt frame of the

large altar-piece, and disclosed to me the scene

which I wiU endeavour- calmly to paint, though
the recollection of it, and of the horrible sen-

sation of that cold hand, which I again felt

on my shotdder, almost deprives me of the

power of calm reflection even now. Had it

continued longer, I am convinced I must have

gone mad. On the altar-steps lay the form
of a lovely boy, dead, and with a stream of

blood flowing from his heart, dyeing the stone

with its crimson stain. Near the body of the

mruxlered child stood a giii with head averted,

listening to the words of a young man who
was evidently entreating her to grant some

request, for he knelt on one knee before her,
and in so doing tm-ned his head. Shall I ever

forget that countenance ? So wicked — so

hypocritical—so demoniacal ! He held a dag-
ger in his hand, but held it out of sight of the

girl, whose face I could not see, but whose size

and figure gave me the idea of her being about
seventeen or eighteen years old. He seemed
to beg and beg more earnestly, and she as

firmly to refuse. Suddenly he started to his

feet and pointed to a distant corner of the

chapel, where I saw the lantern gleaming.
The giii turned her face imploringly towards
him. I caught sight of it as she did so

;
it was

pale and beautiful, and her long tresses of light

waving hair hung negligently down her back.
This time she seemed to be imploring and he

refusing ; at last she fell to the ground, faint-

ing, and, with a glare of triumphant malice,
he seized her by her hair and arm, and dragged
her across the chapel to the spot where the

lamp was burning. I followed them with my
eyes, and saw—a hole in the wall, evidently

recently made ; a workman, with stones and

mortar, standing beside it. Could he ?—no,
the idea was too horrible—and yet, yes, he is

going to wall her up alive ! I tried to scream,
to leap headlong into the chapel ; but no, I

lost all consciousness from that moment.
When I recovered, I found_myself lying~on

the ledge"! which 'I have before '^described as

forming the remains of the old gallery, the

moon shining coldly thi-ough the rafters, and
the chapel in its usual state of solitude and

ruin. I began to hope it might be all a dream
—a feai-fully vivid one ;

but no, the door which

had opened of its own accord to my super-
natural guide, was now locked and bolted on

the chapel side, so that it could not have been

unfastened from the passage. By climbing
down the crumbling wall I reached the floor

of the chapel, thence by a stairway to the

battlements, along the edge of them to my
window, which was fastened on the inside

;

breaking a j^ane, I undid the latch, and let

myself in. The door was locked on the inside.

One of the barrels of my revolver had been

fired. This, then, was no dream—no fancy.
As soon as I saw the first labourers coming

to their work in the morning, I called to them
to come to the chapel with pickaxes, and de-

siring them to pull down the wall which last

night had appeared so freshly disturbed, but

which now was moss-grown like the rest, I

sat down to view the result of the investiga-
tions. As I expected, the wall returned a

hoUow sound at the first blow ; and ere long
a perfect skeleton was discovered. The sur-

prise of the workmen was great, not so my
own. What a fearful tragedy had been ena cted

here ! But who were the actors ? Who were

the victims ?

Since writing the above I have made a

careful search through the family papers, in

the hope of eliciting something which might
throw some light on the dark scene in the

chapel.

After much trouble in deciphering the old

haK-destroyed records, I think I have suc-

ceeded. On one torn scrap of parchment I

find the following words : "In ye ye are 1620

dyed Sir Eeginalde. To his sone
, young

Master Eaymonde, the good knight leaves his

all
; in default of herrs, the inheritance will go

to the sister of the young Sir Eaymonde,
Mistress Elizabeth, now aged of eighteen

years."

Another story, and one which seems to ajiply

strongly to the scene I witnessed, I gather
from the tattered remains of a kind of joui-nal

kej)t probably by some old retainer of the

family. "One nighte of this yeare (1621) a

sad tragedie did happen. The younge Sir

Eaymonde and his faire sister were loste.

Mastere Guy, who had come to the castle in

hopes to win for his wife his cousin. Mistress

Elizabeth, caused great searche to be made for

them; and soon brought newes that the body
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)f the younge Sir EajTnondc had been found by
tiimsolf lying doade on ye steps of yo high

iltare, slain, as it did seem, by a dagger. Nor

lad more than three daies passed, when he

lid declare to us that likewise the bodio of his

aii'e cousin was found, in a river of water,

listant five miles away, and that his vassals

,voro bringing her dead bodie in a fairo coffin

;o bo buried in the oldc chapclle with yo bodie

,lso of her brothere. Sii- Guy was now, by
nheritance, master, and did give orders for

he biuying of his cousins. Ye bodio of uui-

Ilearc

Mistress Elizabeth came, nailed up in a

•offiai, so that none of her olde retainers did

ook on her sweete face again. For her loss

hey grieved much; the more that Sii- Guy
vas a hard mastere to them, and being false

oth to Cromwell and to Charles, his castle

pas burned about his ears, and he was forced

fly for life to France. We heard he was

laine in a duel, and no one grieved for him."

I had the supposed coffin of Elizabeth de

5. examined, and, as I anticipated, it was

mptj'' ;
nor was there a trace of its ever having

leen otherwise. This is all I have been able

glean on the subject, and it certainly affords

key to the scene which I saw, and the skeleton,

'hich was exhibited to many, is one proof

mongst others that what I went through that

ight was no di'eam, but an inexplicable \dsion

ctuallj' seen by my waking sight.

COUNT RUMFORD AND THE
ENGLISH GARDEN.

To my mind, the first thing, or one of the

rst things, to be examined in every town is

16 public garden or public walk that grows
at of it. This may be an English, or a

juutry, point of view. It may seem ridi-

ilous to those who judge towns as centres of

usiness, and those who look on them as centres

f gaiety. Others may object to it as intro-

ucing a compromise between town and coun-

y, and stealing the beauties of the one to

oak the diuginess of the other. If you want
esh air and grass, the shade of tlie trees and
leir breezy motion, they would tell you to go
) the country. But everybody cannot go to

le country, and wh)' may not the workers in

)wns have some little imitation of what they
innot have in reality ?

The Germans understand tliis better than

e do. With less pedestrian enthusiasm than

16 English, they provide facilities for walking
ith far more liberality. I do not remember
) have visited any German town which had
at some park or garden as an oasis in the

asert of houses. But of all those I have

isited, there is not one to compare with the

English garden at Munich
;

it ia not too much
to say that it is the one gi-eat attraction of the

place ;
the only one which cannot be ques-

tioned, and from whoso merits there Ls no

deduction to be made.

No capital city is better situated than Vienna,
with graceful hills and lovely valleys in its

immediate neighbourhood, with many gardens
about the suburbs, and the wide open Prater

leading down to where

Her great Danube, rolling fair,

Enwinds her isles.

But each of these places has to be reached by
a long walk through streets and among houses

;

nor is there any one of them that equals the

irregular design, the winding paths, of the

Euglish garden. Much the same fault is to be

found in Dresden. Other parks are void of

water, or limited in extent and variety. The

park of Weimar is so small, and its muddy
Ilm so far inferior to the free dashing streams

that are diverted from the Isar, that Mr. Lewes's

rapturous description of it in his "Life of

Goethe" is almost more appropriate if applied to

Munich. " The park fills the foreground of the

picture, and always rises first in the memory.

Any one who has spent happy hours wandering

through its sunny walks and winding shades,

watching its beauties changing through the

fulness of summer, and the striking contrasts

of autumn as it deepens into winter, will

easily understand how Goethe could have been

content to live in so small a city, which had,

besides its nest of friends, so charming a

park."
The English garden, as we may learn from

the guide-books, was laid out by Count Rum-

ford, under Carl Theodore, the last Elector of

Bavaria. The spot was originally a desolate

and marshy wood, running parallel with the

course of the Isar
;

it is now a park four miles

long and a mile broad ; a perfect labyriuth of

walks between the stems of spreading trees,

with occasional patches of meadow opening out

on either side, and with water-courses through
which the swift streams that have been turned

off from the Isar, run with almost natural luxu-

riance. Not far from the entrance is a water-

fall, and the bed of the stream where it dashes

down is strewn with wild moss-grown blocks,

around which the water foams and gambols.
At another place it is taken in to form a swim-

ming-bath ; and a basin of clear spring water,

with fountains and jets, makes a pleasant change
from the cloudier river

;
—coffee-gardens, baths,

and places of resort are planted about the park,

where music plays, and the towns-people flock

out on Sundays and holidays. In one place

a Chinese pagoda, in another a lake, with boats

iu summer and skating in winter, and mill-
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tary music stealing over the distance. These

places are the delight of the people of Munich.

But the man in search of solitude may enjoy

the lovely walks without interruption or intru-

sion. And the number of lovely walks can

hardly be computed ; you may choose a new

one day after day, and yet return to the old ones

without satiety. I may say with Comus,—
I know each lane, and every alley green,

Dingle, or bushy dell, of this wild wood,
And every bosky bourn from side to side—•

My daily walks and ancient neighbourhood.

The winding walks, intersected by the roots of

trees, the expanse of green, in which the mag-
nificent clumps stand aloof like stags in a pas-

ture, the smooth sweep of sward leading along

the swift stream to the rustic bridge, the curve

of the stream, with the fall of its bank, seen

through the trees above Like a picture of the

Danube winding miles below, are but a few of

the beauties you must ever linger to observe,

the charms that Nature scatters so lavishly

where a little help is given her. In the autumn,
when one has come back from the country, the

summer seems to have nestled here in a cosy

nook, and to be meditating a longer stay. In

winter, the heavy snow settles on all the boughs,

and weighs them down, so that you seem shut

in by the bars of a cage, or wandering through
a magic forest, in which all the trees are of

solid silver. The snow lies smooth and thick

on all the little sprays as if crystallised, and

each step brings you into another frame or

setting of white branches, as if you had lost

your way, and could find no landmarks to

take you back again. The dark water, fed by
the snow-blackened sources of the river, courses

rapidly between banks of smooth deep white,

and snow confused with foam breaks over the

waterfall. And then, as spring comes on, how
the buds break out into the very tenderest

green. Next come lilac-flowers and apple-

blossoms, covering the whole area with deli-

cious scents. And gradually the shade grows
thicker as the sun is more powerful, so that

the burning rays come softened through the

screen of foliage, the fierce white changed into

refreshing green.

King Louis of Bavaria has attempted to im-

prove the English garden by erecting a small

temple on a mound not far from the entrance,

and in this temple a monument to the garden's
founder and embellisher. Following that ab-

surd theory which prevails in the small king-
doms of Germany, and which assigns any im-

provement eflfected during any reign to the

reigning monarch, so that inefiectual opposi-
tion is ranked as encouragement, the King
has inscribed the names of Carl Theodore and

Maximilian Joseph on this monument ; but the

name that ought to have been placed there ia

that of Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford.

I am very much inclined to believe that

Munich owes more to this man than to many
of its kings. The English garden is certainly

a more pleasant sight than the desolate streets

with their gloomy public buildings. And in

other ways I imagine the influence of Count

Rumford is fax more felt than any royal

patronage. The cheerful and contented air

of the Munich people, the absence of very

striking cases of poverty, the apparent well-

being, the scarcity of beggars, cannot fail to

impress the visitor. These are not results that

can be attained by private benevolence, which

can only touch isolated cases, and leaves the

general want without any visible effect. No
doubt King Louis has distributed his money
with great munificence, and has done a. great

deal of good, so far as personal charity cau

avail, but his entire neglect of practical mea-

sures would have entailed more want on a suf-

fering people than any amount of giving could

have remedied. The steps taken by Count

Bumford, on the other hand, struck at the

root of the most inveterate evils. A perusal

of his Essays--' is a most valuable preparation

for any study of Munich, and I am much in-

debted to Mr. Helps for having put me on

their scent. In the first series of " Friends iu

Council," Vol. i. p. 74, Milverton is discov-

ered reading
" Bumford's Essays," and being

asked what he finds to interest him there,

replies,
—"

Everything he writes about. He

is to me a delightful writer
;

he throws so

much life into all his writings. Whether they

are about making the most of food or fuel, or

propounding the benefits of bathing, or inveigh-

ing against smoke, it is that he went, and saw,

and did and experimented himself, and upon
himself. His proceedings at Munich to feed

the poor are more interesting than many a

novel. It is surprising, too, how far he was

before the world in all the things he gave hia

mind to." It is almost to be wished Mr.

Helps had gone more into details. Count

Bumford's Essays are not much known to the

readers of the present age, and yet they seem

to contain many hints that might be valuable

even in our present more advanced state of

science ;
and in matters which are not purely

scientific, he seems to have been so much be-

fore his age that he has not been caught up

yet. This is particularly noticeable in regard

to his crusade against mendicity in Bavaria.

He tells us in his first Essay that the preva-

*
"Essays, Political, Economical, and Philosophical." By

Benjamin, Count of Rumford. Fifth Kditioii. London :

printed for Cadell & Davies. 1800.
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ice of beggars throughout the country had

come at last iusvipportable ;
the laws which

isted against beggary were never enforced,

d begging had become almost a recognised

ofession. Strong sturdy healthy men infested

e streets and public places of Munich ; it

IS impossible to cross the street without

ing attacked by them ; they went round to

I private houses, and stole if they had an

iportunity ; they even went into churches,
id begged of people who were praying, so

at undisturbed devotion had to be purchased
them. They exposed their own children

iked in the coldest weather, and beat them if

ey returned home without money ; they stole

e children of others, and maimed them in

der to exhibit their sufferings ;
there were,

short, no bounds to their rapacity. In the

untry, the children even of the best farmers

ade a point of begging from passengers.
One scarcely ever met a person on the road

I foot, particularly a woman, who did not

>ld out her hand for charity ;" and the

epherds who tended their flocks by the road-

ie had a deduction made from their wages
consideration of the opportunity they had

begging from the travellers. These state- i

snts are fully confirmed by other writers.

the life of Lessing we find a letter of the

te of 1771, which states that a lady on the

ly from Munich to Augsburg was surrounded

one place by at least eighty beggars, and
at the circle did not move until the postilion

3naced it with his whip. Whole families run

ter you in Munich, says the same writer,

d cry out that they ought not to be left to

irve.

Such was the state of the evil which Count
amford resolved to remedy ; and the measures

took were effectual. In the first four years
ter the adoption of his measures above ten

cusand vagabonds were arrested, of whom
'o thousand six hundred were taken in Mu-
ch alone. The mere process of arresting
3uld not, of course, have been sufficient un-

?s something was done with the beggars,

mthey tells us that mendicity was effectually

ppressed in Hamburg by an establishment

r their relief. But Count Rumford's plan
ems to have been something better. It pro-

ibly served as a model for the steps ordered

J Napoleon in 1807. In two letters to the
'

[inister of the Interior, Napoleon directed '

lat a hundred depots for the poor should be

itablished, and every street beggar was to be

,ken there. "But he must be treated kindly,"
ids Napoleon ; "it would be unjust and
iiel to treat him as a malefactor. All we
ust do is to turn him to a useful occupation.

"
i

hese were Count Rumford's principles. He ,

began by cantoning regiments of cavalry about

tiie country, who were to make daily patrols,

and apprehend all tliieves and vagabonds. In

Municli the officers and non-commiasioned

officers of three regiments of infantry were sta-

tioned in the streets on the day appointed for

beginning tlie arrest of all beggars, and in less

than one hour the town was thoroughly cleared.

New Year's Day, 1790, was selected for the

opening day, partly, no doubt, to begin the

year, and partly because that day was con-

sidered peculiarly set apart for giving alms,
and the beggars were sure to muster in full

force.

The Count assembled the field officers and

the chief magistrates of the town at his lodg-

ings, explained to them his plans, and a.sked

for their assistance. That the measure might
not be considered a purely military one, each

field-officer was accompanied by one of the

magistrates, the chief magistrate attending the

Count himself. The Covmt and the chief-

magistrate had hardly got into the street when

they were accosted by a beggar who asked for

an alms. The Count arrested him imme-

diately with his own hands, and the others,

having so good an example set them, were not

slow to follow it. All the beggars who were

taken up were conducted to the Town Hall
;

their names were written down, and they were

sent to the military workhouse, where they
were employed according to their ability. At
first the awkwardness natural to those who
had never done a piece of work in their lives,

caused them to be occupied with the easiest

tasks
; but in time the encouragement they

received, the high payment made them for

their labour, added to the real pleasure of work-

ing, contributed to push them forward, and
their contentment as they advanced was quite
remarkable. In one place the Count dwells

touchingly on " the exquisite delight which a

sensible mind must feel upon seeing many
hundreds of wretched beings awaking from a

state of misery and inactivity, as from a dream,
and applying themselves with cheerfulness to

tlie employments of useful industry,
—upon

seeing the first dawn of placid content break

upon a countenance covered with habitual

gloom, and furrowed and distorted by misery.''

In another place, after describing the enforced

idleness of children who were too young to

work, and the jealous emulation they felt

when witnessing the acti\dty of others, he

adds,
"
they frequently solicited with the

greatest importunity to be permitted to work,
and often cried most heartily if this favour

was not instantly granted them. How sweet

these tears were to me, can easily be imagined !

"

What a pleasant picture these passages present
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US, and how different is Count Rumford's

plan for persuading people to work, from that

adopted down to the present day in youthful
education !

Cleanliness and regular meals were impor-
tant allies in the Count's system.

" I con-

sidered," he says, "what circumstance in life—
after the necessaries, food and raiment—con-

tributes most to comfort, and I found it to be

cleanliness. So very extensive is its influence

that it reaches even to the brute creation.

With what care and attention do the feathered

race wash themselves, and put their plumage
in order, and how perfectly neat, clean, and ele-

gant do they ever appear ! Among the beasts

of the field, we find that those which are the

most cleanly are generally the most gay and

cheerful, or are distinguished by a certain air

of tranquillity and contentment ; and singing-
birds are always remarked for the neatness of

their plumage. And so great is the effect of

cleanliness upon man, that it extends even to

his moral character. Virtue never dwelt long
with filth and nastiness ;

nor do I believe

there ever was a person scmindously attentive

to cleanliness who was a consummate villain."

Mr. Dickens might have quoted the last sen-

tence (the italics are Count Rumford's own) as

a motto to his Christmas story of Tom Tiddler.

But the details furnished about the food sup-

plied to the inmates of the workhouse are even

more important, as they furnish the links of

the reasoning which guided the Count in mak-

ing his well-known economical soup. Each

person received a pound and a quarter of a rich

wholesome soup of peas and barley mixed with

cuttings of fine white bread. The cost of this

soup amounted to one third of a penny per

portion, and afterwards, when potatoes were
added to the soup, the cost was reduced to

scarcely more than a farthing per portion. Of
course prices were then much lower than they
are now. It is not uncommon to hear resi-

dents of sixteen or twenty years in Munich
assert that prices have doubled within their

recollection, but the figures given by Count
Rumford serve as a check on such exaggera-
tion . The price of beef, of wood, of barley, of

flour, is at present exactly double, sometimes
a little more than double, what it was in 1 795,
I confess I have been much pleased by disco-

vering the actual state of the case, as the mar-
vellous increase in prices that is often quoted
implies a marvellous increase of prosperity, and

consequently a previous state of half barbarity.
A French bishop used to congratulate all the

Germans he met on the great progress their

nation had made, appealing to the German
name for gloves (hand-shoes) to prove that no

long time before the Teutonic nation must

have gone on all-fours. The same deductioa
would needs be forced upon us by the doubling
of prices in twenty years.

But to return to the wonderful qualities of

the soup. The cost of wood for cooking enough
soup for a thousand persons was only four-

pence-halfpenny ; the peas and barley were of

course bought in large quantities at a time

when they were abundant, and the voluntary

gifts of stale bread and scraps of meat from

the bakers and butchers, on whom the beggars
had formerly levied contributions, considerably
diminished the expense and enriched the com-

pound. In 1795 there was a custom ia

Munich, as there is to this day, of the butchers

being allowed to throw in bones or scraps with

the good pieces of meat to make up the weight,

for the price of meat is fixed by authority, and

this is the only means of disposing of the

refuse pieces. Families have, of course, very
little use for such scraps, and it was often the

custom to throw them into the poor's tub, so

that they served to thicken the soup.

Carts were sent round every day to collect

these donations, one with a cask for soup,

another with a covered tub for meat, and

another with a closed chest for bread, and

small tubs inscribed "for the poor," were

hung tip in all the butchers' shops in town.

The bread given by the bakers was generally

the stale bread of former days, which was more

fitted for eating in the soup than fresh bread,

as it was dry and hard, rendering mastication

necessary, and thus assisting powerfully to

promote digestion,
" It likewise," adds the

Count,
"
prolongs the duration of the enjoyment

of eating, a matter of very great importance

indeed, and which has not hitherto been suffi-

ciently attended to." The bread is not boiled,

as in those tasteless soups which disfigure the

usual excellence of French tables, but the soup is

poured hot upon it the very moment before

serving. But the chief merit is assigned to

the barley, with which the Count realised sur-

prising results, and which he considers the

rice of Great Britain, He says it thickens a

vast quantity of water, imparts a degree of

richness to the soup that nothing else can give,

and with little taste in itself, renders more sa-

voury ingredients peculiarly palatable. In the

portion of soup provided for each person in

the military workhouse, and found amply suf-

ficient to satisfy the appetite, as well as to

support life, there entered only six ounces of

solid food, and yet the weight of each portion

amounted to twenty ounces. If any one is so

much interested in these statements as to wish

to make the experiment himself, I must refer

him to Count Rumford's volumes. He will

find the chapters on popular cookery more in-
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resting, as Mr. Helps has told him, than
\

any a novel. i

One of Rumford's recommendations aflbrds

curious commentary ou Mr. Helps's remark

uching his advance on lu« ago. It is since

.e appearance of the " Friends in Council
"

At the Russian bath lias been so much urged
I in England ; yet I find Count Rumford ex-

aining its advantages, and recommending its

loptiou, in an Essay dated sixty years ago.
j

is only the other day Mr. Trollope was '

lling us of the bad eflects ou the health and

mplexion of the heating by warm air in
I

merica, and one constantly hears Englishmen

eaching up the open fireplaces and kitchen-

nges of their native country over the stoves

d baking of Germany. Rumford has an
|

say on the advantage of living in warm
oms at an even temperature, and quotes the

cellent health of the Swedes and Russians,
eir little susceptibility to cold, in spite of

e sudden transitions from hot rooms to in-

ise frost, in proof of his argument. The
aater part of a volume is devoted to a de-

;

•iptiou of kitchen fireplaces, and of a new
3cies of roaster intended to supplant the

age and spit. Another long essay is given |

the remodelling of open fireplaces, and we
) told in a note that the first experiment
ide with fireplaces in London was in Lord
Imerston's town residence in Hanover Square,

experiment soon followed up in other houses

town, as well as at the same nobleman's

it at Broadlands, near Southampton. That
unt Rumford had only the general good iu

iw in all these improvements, and that he
voted himself most generously to the wel-

e of others, appears from a note in this

ay on chimney fireplaces, iu which he re-

ests the public and manufacturers to ob-

ye,
" That the author does not intend to

:e out himself, or to sufier others to take

b, any patent for any invention of his which

y be of public utility ; all persons are at

1 liberty to imitate them, and vend them
their own emolument, when, and where,

1 in any way they may think proper ; and
)se who wish for any further information

pecting any of those inventions or improve-
uts, will receive (gratis) all the information

)y can require by applying to the author,
o will take pleasure in giving them every
istance iu his power." I cannot help think-

; that something might be made out of very

Jiy of his suggestions at the present day.
To be thwarted and opposed is the fate of

iry reformer, and Count Rumford does not

m to have been excepted from the rule,

e ingratitude of Munich to him is no doubt

iking when we consider the services he has i

rendered. A street is named after him, it is

true, but being placed where scarcely any
visitor to the town would bend his steps, its

existence is hardly known. It may be that

the scene of his labours was in that quarter,

which, in other circumstances, would be a suf-

ficient reason for commemorating him there.

But the French have not put their Place

Kleber in the desert, nor have the English

given the name of Wellington Street to the

road that crosses the Field of Waterloo. No
statue or monument of Rumford stands in the

open places of Munich, although the corpora-

tion have been so hasty to commemorate King
Ludwig that they have raised him a statue iu

which everybody can detect a sad want of resem-

blance. And Bavaria is still wanting in

things which Rumford was not allowed to

supply. He tells us that he wished to im-

prove the breed of horses by buying valuable

mares, and giving them, under certain easy

conditions, to farmers who had grounds fitted

for breeding; but his attempts were frustrated

by supineness or jealousy, and the breed of

horses suffers to this day.
E. WiLBERFORCE.

TO PERSONS ABOUT TO MARRY.

Gasping and tired after my late exertions

—fori had just been cheering at the top of my
voice, and commiting all the other madman-
like absurdities considered necessary now-a-

days to the starting of a "happy pair" on

their nuptial career,
—I leaned against one of

the portico pLUars of my friend's house for a

m'oment's rest. My hand yet ached from the

effects of the bridegroom's last spasmodic

squeeze, my heart was warm, and my face, no

doubt, beamed with the reflection of the uni-

versal joy. I envied immensely the glorious

happiness of my old chum, and was lost in the

wonder whether the day-dream of my life

would ever come true, and the like happy fate

be decreed me, when I was startled by a

plaintive voice at my elbow saying
" Oh ! poor

things ! poor tcretchcd things ! How I do pity

them !

"

I turned, and lo ! the dejected speaker (than

whom I never saw a blither, prettier specimen
of feminine humanity, although at this moment
both brow and eye were clouded by a melan-

choly quite incomprehensible to me) stood

gazing with sad eyes after the retreating

carriage, and murmuring to herself,
" Poor

things ! poor things !

"

" Good gracious, madam, what do you
mean ?

" exclaimed I, startled out of delicious

dreams and all my proprieties as well ;

" here

I've been envying my old friend, and thinking
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him one of the luckiest dogs in existence !

married to an uncommonly nice girl
—

possessiug

plenty of money, plenty of friends, and a nice

place, and just off for his houeyuioou ! What
can a man want more ? And yet you lament

over him and his wife as if they were the most

miserable of mankind ! Really, madam, I can-

not see the need for so much commiseration !

"

Perhaps I was rude for speaking so sharply to

the fair lady ;
but I was an innocent young

bachelor, just escaped for a day or two from

those miserable dust-bins yclept
"
chambers,"

to act as best man and supporter to my oldest

and greatest friend, and fully believing that

nothing could be required to perfect human
bliss beyond a nice wife and plenty of money ;

so that the shock to my feelings was great, and

indignation mastered, for a second, that ur-

banity and extreme politeness for which I am
in general so famous.

If I could but find words to express the pity
in her look at the thought of my puerile de-

lusion ! the melancholy of her slow shake of

the head as she answered,—
" The plenitude of friends and riches, and

the possession of a nice place, are doubtless

chief ingredients in the cup of happiness ; but

believe me, there cannot be a greater sarcasm—a more cruel quip— than calling the first

short time of married life,
' a honeymoon,'

and the victims to it, a '

happy pair !

' " Then
with a retrospective sigh she added,

' ' I'm sure

J never was half so miserable in all my life,

and I have heard many another say the

same,"
" My dear madam, you amaze me ! and

really
—a—I can scarcely imagine it possible for

a honeymoon to have been other than happy,
when you were the fair bride ! At all events,
I'm sure your husband would not endorse that

opinion."
"You are quite mistaken, sir," quoth a

good-looking man who had lounged up to us,
and evidently overheard my last speech,

together with its elegant compliment,—"
quite

mistaken. I entirely agree with what my wife

says. I never in aU my life was so utterly
and truly miserable, as during that first

hideous week of our married Ufe."
"
Week, sir ? I thought a honeymoon was

always a month ?
" was my quick and ardent

rejoinder.
" A man must have much greater powers of

endurance than I possess, if he could manage
a month—we cut and run at the end of a

week, didn't we, love 1
''

" At the end of a week 1 Why, Harry, we
were only four days alone

; don't you remember,
Capt. ,

of the 13th, dined with us on the

Saturday, and then he came on Sunday and we

persuaded him to breakfast and lunch with us

on Monday, and between whiles to go to the

Minster, although, poor dear, he was so seedy !

Do you recollect what a frightful cold he'd

caught when the window was open the evening
before after dinner, and we were all as cold as

charity, only far too polite to one another to

ask for it to be shut 1 He really was quite a

godsend, for you know we couldn't have

survived if it had not been for him !

"

"
It's perfectly true—I don't believe we

could—It was awful !

"
said the ci-devant

happy man.
*' But excuse me !

"
interrupted I, aghast,

" do you really mean me to understand that the

scene of all this misery was that delightful old

place, York, where I always fancy there is more

amusement and interest than anywhere out of

Town ?
"

"Oh, no, no
; perhaps we could have endured

existence there for a few days. But you see,

sir, we had been unluckily victims to your

delusion, and thought that because we were

just married, we must perforce be happy, and

in need of nothing to amuse us but our own

charming selves. And so, we settled to go to

a desolate, horrible place called Bolton Abbey
"

(it was just an easy afternoon's journey from

where we were),
" where we thought it would be

heaven on earth, of course—to wander about

enjoying the delight of each other's society and
—a—in fact, make fools of ourselves, as every

one else does ! I know one thing
" added

he, viciously, "I never was so sick of any one

in my life as I was of my wife all the time—
never !

"

The lady laughed, and seemed, by the rueful

shake of her head, entirely to reciprocate this

last piece of politeness ;
while I, intensely

amused, and anxious at the same time to hear a

man's real experience of what had always

been to me the brightest possible day-dream,
answered—

"
Well, but I have always heard that Bolton

Abbey is quite the reverse of desolate and

miserable—a lovely place, with charming walks

and a nice old-fashioned inn and first-rate

fishing
— "

"
Fishing !

"
cried both in a breath,

"
why,

my good friend, whoever thinks oi fishing on a

honeymoon 1
"

"
No,

" continued the gentleman,
"

it was an

accepted fact that we were a '

happy pair,' and

what further was needful ? Besides, it was

useless to think of out-door amusements, for

we were married in the middle of winter, and

the weather was cold and foggy ;
while as for

the charming walks you talk about—the paths

were one mass of clay and mud, and as the

fashion of wearing very long dresses had just
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clie in, and my wife considereil it the proper
t as to walk arm-iu-arm, of course she couhlu't

h i hers up, and there it trailed, all draggled

a| dirty, about a yard behind her ! If I'd

T seen it before marriage iusteail of after,

lould have declared off, for I don't think

t re is anything that disgusts me so much as

tjt—but as it was in ' our honeymoon,' for-

th, I didn't dare, for the life of me, utter a

d of complaint."

'Oh, it's all very well to talk of your

aloyances, dear ! I wonder what mine were

^!U I arrived at our journey's end and found

rything I especially wanted, left behind !

! would you believe it, sir ? Only married

bour or two, and the first thing he did was

t< orget to see my boxes put in, and so when
fl arrived, as I said, at Bolton Abbey, my sole

p sessions were a very small bonnet, and some

c 3 and collars ! Talk of my draggled dress,

ii 3ed !

"
(the poor lady was quite in a huff at

t bare recollection)
" what was that to a

flle without her Boxes?"
Well but, my love, I did telegraph for

n."
'

Certainly," was the unmollified answer ;

hat else could be done ? and that was my
1(1,. It's no use to try and get out of it,

•ry. You lost your wits and head altogether
: day, and never found them again the whole

3 we were there, to judge from appearances,

f^I never knew any one half so dull as you
e!"
' And what wonder if I was dull ! There

n't, sir, a book to read, or a bit of work to

p her "
(pointing to his wife)

" out of mis-

if,
or anything, indeed, but a Times a fort-

it old, and a torn number of the Illustrated

don News, with pictures representing the

dus of Noah and his family from the ark,

omethiug equally ancient. No, there was
n ling to be done but stare at my wife the

M le day and try to look affectionate
;
and

fl 'D I could stand that no longer, to steal

i y and do my best to kill an hour or two
1 a cigar."

And then, at your nice old-fashioned inn,
t<

M

n

h

f<

q

t]

U

d

tl

chimed in tlie lady,
"
every one knew

were ' moons
;

' and if we but stirred out of

sitting-room, there were eyes witliout

iber peeping round every corner, and we
rd the servants laughing, until we really
as ashamed of ourselves as if we had been

;e wicked ! It wasn't very much better,

er, when at last we fled to York
;
for on

day there were people that we knew in

Minster, and we could see them pointing
•lit to others of their friends, for they nod-

and smiled, and made me feel so abashed

, could I have made anyone believe me, I

would have vowed we had been married a

dozen years at least !

"

•' But after this terrible week wa.s over,

madam," said I, when my mirth had somewhat

subsided, "may I ask what became of you then ?

For I suppose you hardly dared run home

again directly and confess the result of your
'
trial trip ?

' "

"
No, we didn't go home, although, oh ! how

I longed to get away and make an end of play-

ing at matrimony. We went to stay with

some friends, but it was almost worse here than

ever for me—for Harry had made such a fuss

about the quantity of luggage, that, thinking I

could do without, I had amiably left my very
swell things at home—so imagine my horror,

when we arrived, to find I had been expected
to be all en (jrand torn., and there were all sorts

of people invited to meet us, and dinner parties

every night
—and poor I had again to figure

in the horrid character of a Boxless Bride !

Certainly it was a dreadful time. But /i* was

all right, as there was plenty of hunting and

shooting, and we had had quite enough of the

aftections at Bolton Abbey to make us thank-

ful to be rid of one another for a while !

" Ah I

" she added, as I struggled to restrain

my laughter within decent bounds
;

"it's all

very well to laugh noiv, but you wouldn't have

laughed if you had had all the misery to endure

which we had "—
(the emphasis on that misery

was tremendous) : then, after a pause, she

continued with the greatest earnestness—
" But it is not only from our own suft'erings

that I bid you beware of entertaining any such

delusive idea as that 'happy pairs' enjoy
themselves. Ask anyone who is not trammeled

by sentimental nonsense, whether their honey-
moon was not the most wearisome, detestable

part of their lives, and I'm sure you will find

we have not exaggerated the horrors of the

institution at all. Why it is an institution, I

cannot think. Why people cannot get married,

and stay at home and have a merry time of it,

like our neighbours in France, who see their

friends and ilance and amuse themselves, in-

stead of being turned off, two poor wretches—
into some out-of the-way place to mope them-

selves almost to death ! However, I suppose
while it is the accepted mode of procedure, it

is only the sensible few who will refuse to give

in to it
; only, my good sir, be advised by us,

and wlun your time comes to beman'ied, don't

be deluded into sacrificing yourself and your
wife on the altar of popular prejudice ! Don't

you go for a honeymoon !

"

With which solemn warning, my fair friend

turned away, and, putting her arm within her

hu.sbaud's, sti oiled off, to revive their spirits and

smooth down the rufl3ed feathers of their
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memory by recalling the satisfactory fact that

they could not commit such a mistake again ;

and leaving me with the firm conviction that

my pet day-dream is all moonshine— that

marriage appears to be a very equivocal enjoy-

ment, and a "
honeymoon

"—rank madness.

The touching recital of

floated not unheerled by.
consideration of all I had
fixed resolve. If ever I

one of the sensible few-

honeymoon.

my friends' troubles

From the profound

heard, I evoked one

do marry I will he

-I will not (JO for a

M. M. T. 0.

"IN THE CLOUDS."

Sitting underiifath a tree

I build airy castles,

While in every cloud I blow-

Float my fairy vassals,

Dancing round me, dancing round

me,

Circling in the vapour,
Like the midges o'er a pool,
Like the boys it leased fmra school,

Or moths around a taper.

Let me preach in playful tone
With the due inflation ;

Pointing morals, sure as fate,
To my congregation.

" See this slender rod of clay.

White and frail and little,

Type of poor mortality,

(Th;it Death snajis in cruel play,)
Life is no less brittle."

Thin and sharp and winding blue

Rise the clouds al)ove one,

Lingering o'er the preacher's head

(How can such thin::s love one ?)

Half contemptuously I roll

Up my striiion paper,
" Riches beauty, glory

—all"

(Let the words like good seed fiilH

" Vanish like a vapour." W. TiiOKNDnnT.
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[?HE BONE MAN OF HOSTONIO.

s^ a recess beside the great west door of

fc church of Hostouic, iu Bohemia, stood for
1

u ly generations a gaunt skeleton, its skull

<1 )piug on the breast, and the hands folded
j

:i hough in prayer. Immediately before it

«v the tomb of a noble family once residing

II he neighbourhood, but now extinct.
I

'he strange attitude of the skeleton fixed
|

tl idea in the popular mind, that the Bone !

JV 1 prayed witliout ceasing to a dead woman,
w lay in the vault before him. Several

ti !S was the skeleton removed from its niche,

;ij buried under the green sod in the church-

yi I,
but on the following morning those who

a e to early mass saw the grave open, and

ul turf folded back, and within the sacred

bi ding stood, as before, the wliite Bone Man
w . drooping head, and folded hands, at the

VI t door. And well might he be condemned

b; he judgment of God to stand thus, year

b; 'ear, before the tomb, for long ago he had

b« . a lawless knight, fearing not God, nor

r« rding man, and he had come in his wan-

d( igs to Hostonic, where he had seeu the

L of Hostonic, the only daughter of the

n( eman who then inhabited the castle whose

rij i are now the haunt of the owl, and he

hj brought the Lily to shame, and to au

ea ' death. When the old lord in anger
sl( him, his corpse would not rest in its

L,'ii a, but rose, and stationed itself at the

he of the tomb, with the dim eyes fixed on

th sepulchral stone which hid the Lily, and

th 5 he awaited his release. The corpse be-

ca ) a skeleton, centuries rolled by, and still

th release had not been effected. But one

III dng those who went to church found the

iii i empty, and the skeleton had crumbled

iu a little heap of grey dust. How this was

if ted I will relate, as the Bohemian pea-

sa y tell the tale.

16 night there was uproar in the tavern

of ostonic
;
three brothers, ^vith their pockets

fa )f money, had been drinking and gambUng
;il lay, and purposed continuing the same

ar iements all night. Their drunken shouts

ar laughter continued till long after every
Ik e iu the village was closed, and every

lij extinguished.

ley were waited upon by a servant girl

w had been deserted by her husband, and

w had but lately, for the first time, become

a other. By her poverty she had been

di m into service. iMany a rude and ugly

jo at her expense was made by the tipsy

m but she remained silent, modestly and

pa ntly waiting on them without speaking
m ! than was necessary.

As she came out of the cellar with full

pitcher, one of the brothers said to her, laugh-
ing

"
Well, my girl ! 1 suppose you are busy

making clothes for the baby, eh ]
"

"
Ah, sir !

" she replied ;

" I have not the

materials of which to make them ; would that

1 had. The poor little lamb will need them,
indeed !

"

"
I'll tell you what," said the second bro-

ther, shaking his head drunkenly :
"
you must

earn the money to buy them, and the cradle,

too."
*'
Only too willingly, sir !

"

"
Well, I don't miud giving you the money,"

continued the thoughtless fellow ;
"if you

will do something for it."

*'
Anything which is not beyond my

strength," said the girl eagerly, as her cheek

fluslied with hope ;

"
tell me what I am to

do, and I will do it."

*'
Nothing very difficult, my girl, no-thing

ve-ry dif-fi-cult," quoth the intoxicated man ;

and then, with a burst of laughter, he said,

looking round to his brothers for applause,
"
you shall fetch me the skeleton which stands

at tlie church door ! Eh, lads, she ^hall do

that, shan't she
;
and we will pay her .'

"

The maid recoiled in horror, and her cheek

blanched,

"Oh, sir!" she said faintly; "do not

make a mock of me in my misery, and tempt
God with such profanities !

"

But the other brothers praised him who had

made the ofl'er, and drawing their purses from

their pockets they poured out tlialers and

groschens, and made of them a small pile in

the middle of the table.

" There !

" shouted they ;

" fetch us the

Bone Miin, and you shall have this as a bap-

tismal gift for your brat."

The poor girl trembled in every limb ;
she

looked at the money, and then at the red,

heated faces of the drunken men, and she

knew not what to say. That little pile of

silver would, indeed, be a goJsend to her,—
but at what a cost was it to be won ? She

thought of the gloomy churchyard, and the

solemn cliurch, shrouded in darkness, and of

the skeleton standing iu the wall niche before

I

the tomb.

"Come, you must not be long making up

your mind," said tlie eldest of the brothers ;

" we do not make such offers more than once."

I

" Let me have two minutes to decide," she

•

begged, looking once more at the money, and

then, riying to her chamber, she bent over

[

her little one and kissed it.
"
Anything for

thee, my poor one !

" she sighed ;

" and if it

i be a sin, may God iu His mercy pardon me."
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Then, after having crossed herself, she re-

turned to the parlour, and agreed to do what

the three men required.
As she left the tavern, all was dark, a keen

wind blew over the country, beneath a still,

star-spangled, cloudless sky ;
it wailed among

the eaves of the houses, and tossed the autumn

leaves about in the square of the little town.

The chtirch stood on a rise ; as the young
woman approached it, her heart beat faster.

She opened the churchyard gate as the

evening bell tinkled ; she stood still, and re-

cited her "Ave Maria" with fervour, then

stepped out of sight, to allowthe sexton to return

without observing her. The old man, bent

double with age, went coughing from the

graveyard to his bed, and she remained alone

among the dead. For some moments a strug-

gle raged within her ; she shuddered at the

prospectof what she had to do, and felt disposed
to return to the inn, but love for her babe

prevailed, and she walked up the path leading
to the church door.

And now there was a feeble glimmer in the

east, and the new moon peeped above the

horizon ; and she shuddered as she stepped
into the shadow of a mulberry-tree which grew
in the churchyard.

She turned the handle of the door, and the

latch flew up with a noise which was echoed

through the vaults and aisles of the church.

A feeble, rosy glow from the lamp burning
before the Blessed Sacrament gleamed on the

altar, but a white moonbeam through a low

window fell along the west waU, bringing out

the skuU and folded hands as frosted silver,

in strong reUef against the ebon gloom of the

recess in which stood the Bone Man of Hos-

tonic. As the frightened girl looked on the

skeleton, it seemed to her as though the

fleshless mouth moved in prayer, and as though
a blue flame flickered in the eye-cavities.

The girl summoned up all her courage,

grasped the skeleton, flung it upon her back,
and ran through the churchyard, passed the

gate, flew with her rattling load across the

market-place, dashed into the tavern, cast

the Bone Man on the table, and sinking on
to a bench, burst into a flood of tears.

A silence fell upon those in the room
;

all

looked with a shudder at the heap of bones,
and then with astonishment at the girL Even
the three brothers recoiled from the skeleton

as it was flung before them ; the courage of

the maid amazed them
; they had reckoned

on her turning back at the churchyard gate,
and had calculated on joking her on the

failure of her courage.
But the eldest, staggering to his feet, said," I tell you all, the lass has well earned her

i

money. She shall have it, and sit down by
us and have a drop of sometliing to warm her

too."

In the meanwhile the girl had somewhat
recovered herself, and she was called to *the

table to give an account of her expedition.
But she, still pale with fear, only replied to

their questions with—
" God saved me from anything very ter-

rible
; but, as I carried the skeleton, it seemed

to me as though some one were following.
Xot for any money would 1 do it again."

" But what is to be done with the Bone
Man ]

" asked one of the brothers
; "he can-

not remain here, and I daren't take him back,"
" Xor I," said the second.
" And I am quite sure," hiccoughed the

third, "that I couldn't walk as far."
" The skeleton must go back, that is posi-

tive," said the first : "we shall get into troo-

ble if it is found here."
" Then let her who brought it take it back,"

thundered out the second with an oath.

The maid, shuddering at the thought of

having to make the horrible expedition again,

exclaimed,
" That was not part of our agree-

ment. I have kept my portion of the con-

tract, and you have said yotu^elf that I hare

earned the money."
" So you have, my girl ; so you have, un-

doubtedly," said the feUow ;

"
but, hang it '.

we don't want to have a skeleton lying amongst
our glasses, and under our very noses, wMif".

we are making merry. I'd take it myself i;

its proper place, were my legs steady enough,

and my conscience clear. We wiU give you

more money, if you will replace the Bone Man
in his old position in Hostonic ChurcL"

' '

Oh, sir !

"
gasped the maid

;

" I cannot '.

indeed ! I swore that I never would tempt God

like this again for the love of gold.
"

" Xor shall you," quoth the toper ;
''noi

a groschen shall you get from any of us, if

you do as we bid you ; but this will I pro-

mise,
—I have no children of my own, and I

will pay for the education of your little babe

when it is old enough to go to school, and I

call these comrades here to witness, that the

lad shall not be unremembered in my will."

The maid looked with trembling at the

hideous object which spraddled across tli-

table. Her breast heaved ; she folded h-:

hands in prayer and closed her eyes. The

agitation of her feelings, and the battle of

conflicting passions, were clearly traceable on

her countenance. Suddenly her face became

calm.
" As you wisli," she said, resolutely ;

"
it

is God's wilL Yours be the sin, and you will

have to answer for it."
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Agaiu she knelt to the woman in black,

and prayed with fervour for the Bone Man.
She pleaded by the hopes of salvation, the

mercy of God, the Redeemer's wounds
;
her

tears fell on the sepulchre floor ;
she wrung

her hands, and sobs broke the thread of her

prayer. Still the pale woman remained un-

moved; still did she read in the great book

without raising her eyes to the weeping peti-

tioner before her, and only at intervals shook

her head. An hour passed thus
;

the girl

clasped the rim of the sarcophagus, and writhed

in the vehemence of her sux>plication on the

pavement. There was no change in the pallid

woman, save that the wreath about her tem-

ples had shed its withered leaves, and had

broken into tiny fresh buds.

Faint and weary, despairing of success, the

poor girl again retraced her steps to the upper
world. The skeleton was at the top, leaning

forward in breathless eagerness, and grey fear

spread over its ghastly face.

" Has she forgiven me ?
"

The maid sadly shook her head.
*' Back again," moaned the strange voice ;

" without you I cannot obtain pardon. If

you cannot procure my release, I am accursed

for ever. Quick ! midnight is long past, and

all must be decided before cockcrow."

The trembling bony hands were wrung in

bitterness of distress.

Once more the maid descended. The same

scene was re-enacted. Again she supplicated,

and again, for all answer she obtained was the

shake of the pale woman's head. The girl

had pleaded by the name of everything sacred

and had failed, she seemed to have nothing
left by which to plead ; but, with her head on

the cold floor in the exhaustion of her hope,
she asked for pardon for the knight in the

name of her own little new-born babe.

At the word the great book was closed, the

pale woman looked up, and a flush ran over

her face, the wreath of roses around her head

burst into a glorious white flower, filling the

vault with exquisite fragrance.
" For the sake of thy little babe he is par-

doned," said the woman. Then she sank

back in her coflin, the great book fell closed

on her breast, the lid shut down with a clash,

and the lamp went out.

The maid hurried above with joyous heart,

guided by the patch of silver which the moon
cast on the topmost step.

" She has pardoned you !

" she cried, as she

saw the white face gleaming down to her.

The voice which replied was soft as the

murmur of a summer-breeze among the corn.
" You have done well in asking in behalf

of an innocent child. I in my life spared not

innocence, and God sentenced me to find no
rest till in the name of an innocent child I

could obtain release."

The skeleton knelt towards the Blessed Sacra-

ment, before which burned the sanctuary lamp.
"
Glory be to God !

" he said, and extended

his fleshless arms, and his jaws moved in

prayer and thanksgiving.
The girl looked at him, kneeling in the

glory of the moon, and a sweetness and calm

settled over the face, divesting it of all that

was dreadful. Softly and almost impercep-

tibly he seemed to melt away, with the peace-

ful and beautiful expression on the uplifted

countenance steadily brightening, and when

the crowing of the cock rang out sharply

through the night air, the Bone Man of Hos-

tonic was a little heap of dust.

S. BARiNG-GotrxD, M.A.

ANA.

Identification op a Murderer by means

OF PiiOTOGRAPHY.—In a tale which was pub-

lished in this periodical some months ago,* the

discovery of a murderer was described by
means of a photograph taken from the victim's

eye. Not long since there appeared in the

Gazetta del Popolo the following paragraph :

"A great deal has been said in foreign journals,

especially in England and America, of a curious

experiment made on deceased persons, which

consists in reproducing, by means of photo-

graphy a few hours after death, the last object

on which the eyes rested. Our own journals

have repeated these statements, and have re-

lated instances in which these experiments

have been successful, but few believed them,

and especially men of science, who, in the

matter of discoveries, are always incredulous.

When the body of the woman Spagnoli was

found, Leopold Viti, chief of the police at

Florence, resolved to put the matter to the

test, though it was not absolutely necessary to

the discovery of the murderer, who was then

strongly suspected. A photographer named

Semplicini was entrusted with the conduct of

the experiment ;
and the care he took to

succeed was not to be surpassed. The eye

was magnified to the requisite dimensions, a

photograph was taken of it, and to the aston-

ishment of the chief of the police, and it may
be added to that of the artist himself, there

appeared the image of a part of the body and

the profile of one of the two men who had

been in prison for some time on the charge

of murder. A comparison between the photo-

graph and the individual alluded to, left no

doubt whatever on this point.
* See Vol. XI., page 137.
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(( SANS MEllCI:"

on,

KESTRELS AND FALCONS.
BY THE AUTHOR OF "GUY LI V I NG S T X E," &c., &c.

CHAPTER XXI. A KALEIDOSCOPE.

Even in that whirling eddy, oue or two

Qusiug features might present themselves to

sinterested observers, like you and me.

If you want an ensample of the miseries of

ill-assorted match, there is one ready to

'Ur hand.

Early in the evening, Harry Anstice, a

ief-corner-stone of tlie ^MarUhire squire-

shy—moved thereunto by his evil genius,

d by '47 claret,
—ventured to proffer himself

a partner to Violet Damer, y-clept by her

'n very fast set 'The Firefly.' The damsel—
lowiug nothing furtlier of the aspirant, than

at he owned many broad acres, and seeing
it he was 'a marvellous proper man'—in-

•ibed him on her tablets not unwillingly.

>w, Violet has an artist's love for waltzing ;

d does it, some people say, almost too well for

lou-professioual. Having quite as keen an

i for matrimonial main-chaucei5 as her fel-

ys, she would hardly entrust herself to the

r-apparent of a dukedom—a notoriously
id mover '—without making moan over the

f-sacridce. Harry Anstice is but a moderate

-former, with all the advantages given in,

abundant elbow-room, and an indulgent
•tner used to his ways. Ever since he

de that rash plunge, he has been haunted
;h misgivings, lest—having undertaken a

k far beyond his power—he should be

)Ught to open shame. The.se doubts and
rs have waxed stronger, as the moment of

al drew nearer
;

he has been fidgeting
)ut nervously all the evening, too flurried

attempt anything beyond square dances ;

t, nevertheless, has waxed hot already,
re than is becoming.
" I was all in a lather, before I got to the

rting-post"— poor Harry said
; describing his

isations to his chief confidant.

At last, his courage is brought to the stickiug-
nt with several agonising turns of the screw

;

1, clasping his partner's delicate waist with

onvulsive energy, he plunges headlong into

whirl, with that blind recklessness which

often accompanies a sinking heart.

Before they have taken five turns, the Firefly

recognises the ap^) illing fact that her cavalier

is steering wild, and has not the faintest

power of regulating his own long vacillating

stjps, much less of guiding hers, aright ; in-

iustead of avoiding collisions, by a dexterous
side sway, or quick reverse, he blunders on,
as if it were the bouuden duty of others to

clear out of his track— "just like a great White

Elephant,"—said the lady afterwards (she had

just been reading somebody's Diary in Siam).
As a matter of course, both have rather a

rough time of it. Now, there is a very
dauntless spirit, and tough vitality to boot,
within that fragile frame of Violet's

; she minds
hard knocks in the press of battle as little as

any Maid of Orleans or Saragossa ; but it i^

too aggravating, to have to go to the ambu-
lance after a simple field-day, where, for all

possible evolutions, there is verge to spare.
A sharp word is on her lips, when Harry
anticipates her, by staggering back into the

outer circle—dizzy and breathless. Yes, ac-

tually breathless
; though he can do his mile

in 5 20 any day, and can walk half the

keepers in Marlshire to a stand-still. He
tan scarcely stammer out some vague

"
hope

chat she is not tired ;" to which the Firefly

responds—
"
No, not tired ; but "

Completing the sentence with a quick, up-
ward glance, like a sting, which will rankle

long in poor Harry's memory ; warning him,
let us hope, against meddling with those

bright-eyed little town-mice unadvisedly.
Of a very different stamp is that otlier

couple
—

floating along, smoothly and lightly,

as dancers seen in a dream
;
while solid ob-

stacles of flesh and blood seem to melt out of

their path, like bodiless shadows. The pretty
blonde with the large, brown, plaintive eyes, is

Minnie Carriugton ;
betrothed a mouth ago

with great parental exultation—herself con-

tentedly acquiescing
— to the wealthy rector

of Mudiford Magna. Her cavalier you may
possibly have heard of before. It is no other

than Bertie Grenvik

.. xiir. c c No. 337.
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Things, amatory and financial, have gone
rather hard of late with that graceless Cherub;

and, according to his custom, he has decided

on absence from the scene of action, till the

different emhrogUc shall have disentangled

themselves. He has come down to the

country, with " a whole carriage-bagful of

good resolutions," as he himself expressed it
;

and has taken the pledge of total abstinence, as

far as love-making of any sort is concerned, for

the entirety of his long leave. Truth to say,

the goblet that he has drained so often, and

more than once foresworn, seems perilously

near his lips just now.

Yes, it is a very sympathetic and confiden-

tial performance altogether ;
and exceeding

pleasant to look' upon to disinterested by-

standers, such as you and I. Yet it were

better, perchance, if that waltz had never been

played.

Better, certainly, for the peace of mind of

yonder rubicund divine, who watches the

couple in evident travail of spirit ; vowing,

doubtless, to himself that measures, short,

sharp, and decisive, shall soon be taken with

these vanities ; and that never again, with

his free will, shall his spouse-elect gyrate in

the grasp of a godless guardsman ;
and waxing

even hotter in his distemperature, till at last,

he feels as truculent as one of the crop- eared

chaplains who preached fire and sword against

tlie bravos of Alsatia, and the pages of White-

hall.

Better, too, for the langonreuse Minnie

herself ;
whose dreams may be haunted, for

some time to come, with recollections of soft

chestnut hair, almost brushing her own tresses ;

and of a low musical voice, murmuring those

broken sentences that form texts for so many
after meditations, I doubt if, during the next

week at least, she will hear the heavy step of

her plethoric affianced without a guilty shud-

der of repugnance.
As for that reprobate Cherub—it were folly

indeed to waste pity or thought on one who, if

'

scuffling' be sin, is surely long past praying
for.

There to the right
—a little wide of the

heart of the throng—goes Vereker Vane
; you

can guess who his partner is, though his tall

figure almost masks her just now. The sol-

dier's face is set, and his eyes are glittering

with a sort of fierce eagerness ;
even so, may

have looked some tawny-haired rover in the

rough old times—carrying off his beautiful

prize through shivering lances, or over angry
waters

;
such an one as the hero of that

famous song, in which you seem to hear the

swirl of

winds—
waves, and the whistle of

Like the swift cormorant,

Wlio, with broad wings aslant,
Seeketh some rocky haunt,

With Ills prey Ladtn ;

So under mist and rain,

Beating to sea a.?ain,

Through the wild hurricane,
Bore I the maiden.

And, in the little quiet face that rests on

the stalwart martialist's shoulder, you will

read nothing but the trustfulness of weak

womanhood, confiding in her natural protec-

torate. Yet, I wis it is not hard to discern,

which is the stronger and. governing spirit of

the twain. Omphale was clever enough in

her own benighted day; but she might have

learnt a lesson or two worth all her simple

science, sitting at the tiny feet of Blanche

Ellerslie.

One more croquis, f(jr old acqitaiutance

sake, before we leave that fair company to

their diversions.

Look at Kate Seytou, gliding swiftly and

steadily along, supported by the solid right

arm of the Major of the Princess' Own.

Alec Turnbull is rather a character. He

is far senior to his chief, both in age and

length of service ; and, some think, is even

better in certain points of drill, though

not so brilliant a tactician. The ancient

family of which he is a cadet is very poor,

and has no interest to spare. So he had to

save and wait for many a weary year, before

he could purchase his troop ;
and might have

waited yet longer for his majority, if a death

vacancy had not helped him. Indeed, he could

say
—like that veteran whose mild little joke

answered so well—" It was no wonder if he

were somewhat bald, when so many had gone

over his head."

He might have been comparatively affluent,

and a field-officer long ago, if he would have

exchanged : but the one aim of his life's am-

bition has been, to command the Princess'

Own
;
and it is rumoured he has laid by

enough to attain this, whensoever Vereker shall

become weary of soldiering. No earthly thing

is so near to the Major's heart, as the honour

and well-being of that famous corps. He be-

lieves as religiously as any other Article of

Faith—and he is a sincere, single-hearted

Christian—that there neverwas such a regiment

since the days of chivalry
—

And never will be, till the world shall end.

In spite of his personal economy, the veriest

spendthrift of them all is not more free-handed

than he, whenever there is a question of ex-

pense that may augment the festive renown of

the mess. It is, indeed, mainly owing to him

that the Prancers are so marvellously popular.
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youngsters are always fornl of Old Alec

thej' call him, with a kindly irreverence

HI his back is turned) ;
and he keeps tliera

to the social collar admiraldy, whenever

t|^ show signs of shirking. Ho insists tliat

incumbent on soldiers, who have been

pitably receiveii in a county, to recipro-

)y being over ready to breathe such

f^ale relatives of their hosts as may be choro-

jhically inclined. And this maxim he has

kt'd up for many years by example, no less

1 by precept. Practice has made liim per-

to a certain extent ;
he waltzes with a me-

c lical precision, just as if he were executing
a evolution in the saddle. If not a very

iant, he is a very safe, cavalier ;
and is no

e like to bring his partner to grief, than to

lb
' a squadron in the field.

o Kate is not much to be pitied, after all.

!, too, is evidently her husband's opinion,—
leaning against a pillar, near to the top

he hall, discoursing horse-and-houud talk

. Frank IJrayljroke
—ceases not to follow

xdmiriugly, with his lionest eyes. Every

eeding year, Tom retlects, with increasing

faction, that his pet
" can hold her own

the best of them still."

nd there is no lack of competition. For,

oi|;hese special occasions, it is the want of

IV Ishire matnmhood—still short of life's me-

f(

bi

14

w:

hi

SI

w

n—to indulge their in the danc-rn

in ine
; many that, in town and elsewhere,

n« r venture on anything beyond a staid

()\ .rille or chastened Lancers, or beam on

yc from the wall with a steady lustre, flash

ox for the nonce—tlie brightest of revolving

lijs.

It's a very full meet, to-night," says the

SJre, at last.
" I make out several new

la and all the old ones—but one. Doesn't

it jm strange
—not to n.'e a single represen-

ta e of Mote ? Brian's mourning is weU
ov surely?"

ad Tom Seyton's face darkens, as he

an ers—nearly in the words of that bold

la< who bearded the regicides in their den—
He has more sense than to be here."

I
ore sense : or, perhaps

—not enough of

CO

m(

cei

fei

se

fe«

Tt

ne

ou

en

bn
thi

,ge. For Maskelyne was becoming a

I coward, as far as liis wife was con-

d. Nor was this so wonderful. At the

gatherings at which they had been pre-
—

archery-meetings and the like— the

ig of the county was not to be mistaken,

cold civilities of a few, only made tlie

ct, or aversion, of the majority stand

in stronger relief. I5rian knew, well

»h, what awaited them, if they should

I it out at a Torrcaster ball. He guessed,

the scanty circle that would rally round

Bessie would be made up of courtiers, of whom
even she need not be proud— a few beardless

comets, too young to be seriously compromised

by any small social folly
—two or three * out-

siders
'

of the squirearchy, who might think

it worth while to sacrifice somewhat of their

dingy dignity to the dinners and preserves of

Mote—a stranger or so from a far country,
like Bertie Grenvil ; privileged offenders, when

they could plead a fair face as an excuse.

For his own position, Brian had entirely

ceased to care ; but, on his wife's account, he

was morbidly susceptible : he felt that he could

not face the present ordeal. She herself—
with all her wilfulness and self-reliance—did

not feel very eager for the encounter
;
and—

when her husband expressed a reluctance to

go—thought it better to acquiesce sullenly ;

reserving her sense of injury for a more fitting

occasion.

Perhaps, both were right ; though, with

every backward step before the tide .setting

against them, they lost ground never to be

regained.
Did you ever, at an assembly where the

notabilities of a county are gathered together,
see a beautiful woman put, wholly or even

partially, imder the ban ? Such as have

assisted at such a spectacle will not lightly

forget it : I think that modern civilization

can show us few sadder ones. It happens

somehow, that seldom or never is a plain or

unattractive female tied to this social stake :

almost always, it is some lovely Lady Glamis,
with whom frail humanity cannot but sympa-

thize, even if she have deserved her doom.

It is all pitiful exceedingly : the hardihood

of the victim as she rears her fair white brow,

defiantly, against her tormentors
; striving

not to betray the smart, were it by the quiver
of an eyelid, while the small poisoned shafts

come home—the eager lighting-up of her face,

as some ancient friend, or recent acquaintance,
draws near—the blank disappointment, harder

than anger to dissemble, as the prudent

knight passes by, unheeding—the feverish

triumph, in the midst of pain, when some

paladin, more reckless than his brethren-in-

arms, dares to wear her colours, at least for this

night's tourney : more pitiful than all—to

such as reverence the tenderness of woman-
hood—the scarcely covert exultation of the

skilful archeresses, who, safe behind the ram-

part of the Chateau Vierge, smite and spare

not.

You will be good enough to remember, that

I am not speaking of proven guilt, where the

presence of the culprit is an insult to her

former fellows : but only of those cases of

rumour and surmise, where no worse can be
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alleged against the lady than the vague

Irishism,
— ' She has had a blast.' Neither

am I prepared to deny that,
' whatever

is, is right?' But—admitting the justice of

the sentence—it follows not, that we should

delight in witnessing its execution.

Moreover, an instinct of humanity, and

not one of its worst, impels us to condole—
if not to side—with any one overborne by

superior numbers or superior strength ; and

this is wholly irrespective of the righteousness

of their cause. A most exemplary divine—
by no means Ultra-Muscular, and Anti-

Colenso to the back-bone—confessed to me,
awhile ago, that, throughout the first of

recorded Sacred Wars, his sympathies went

consistently with the Philistines—save in

the matter of Samson.

CHAPTER XXII. LA BELLE DAME SANS MEKCI.

Ik the boudoir, at Charteris Royal, once

more.

Darkness has set in an hour ago ;
one

shaded lamp in a remote corner scarcely re-

lieves the general depth of shadow
; only when

the oak-pile smouldering on the hearth bursts

into fitful flame or a tiny volcano of sparks,
the walls and hangings shoot out gleams of

blue and silver
;
the fountain still tinkles on,

with the same subdued monotonous music
;

and the same faint ex<jtic fragrance hangs in

the air, as when you last were here.

Once more Marion is deep in a tete-a-tete ;

but, this time, a woman shares her confi-

dences.

A singularly picturesque group—seen even

in this imperfect light.

The fair chatelaine is nestling on a broad

velvet cushion
;

her right cheek pillowed
on her arms that are crossed over her com-

panion's knees. The latter half reclines in

the depths of a vast low lounging-chair ;

the hand that supports her chin coming
forth a little out of the shadow, so that each

flash from the embers falls on the slender

wrist and shapely fingers. In spite of the

intense indolence of the attitude, you will be

struck, at the very first glance, by its inex-

pressible grace. You cannot judge of the

colour of their raiment
; yet, somehow, you

know that it is rich and rare
;
even before a

fire-gleam, brighter than its fellows, brings
out sheen of velvet and shimmer of gems.

Let us say a word or two as to the

stranger's outward seeming— speaking, as

though she were now in the full day-light,
tinder which, sooner or later, she must needs

appear.
Yet to some who read, she may not be ut-

terly a stranger. For—more years ago than

are pleasant to count—I, who write, tried to
sketch that same face

; and failed, I daresay
as I surely should fail, now.

Yet it lived once, in flesh and blood
fatally

fair ; the face of Marmaduke Dorrillon's wife—born. Flora Bellasys.
A few summers have passed over her head

since she first sat for her portrait ; but no
shadow of change has marred her royal

beauty. The superb figure has fulfilled the

promise of youth—no more
; the severest

sculptor could not wish it lighter by a line :

the bright healthy blood mantles as richly as

ever under the soft olive skin
;
but the clear

rose-tint is not a whit too warm in colour :

the features, though they bear the stamp of

strong passions and stronger wUl, are still

matchless in delicacy and refinement of out-

line : more liquidly lustrous than ever, dream

or glitter the fathomless hazel eyes.

It is a loveliness, that absolutely 'kills'

the outward attractions of otlier women.
Marion Charteris is undeniably handsome—
handsome, too, in a peculiar and strikmg

style ;
but when, later to-night, she stands by

Lady Dorrillon's side, she will seem hke a

pretty fading water-colour, hung next to a

fresh master-piece in oils.

Yet, ia that marvellous beauty, there is

something that warns you to beware. It is

not such as a man, if he were wise, would

wish to see near his own fire-side
;
not one

from which he might hope to draw comfort

and cheer, when the day's hard work was done.

It reminds you of those gorgeous tropical

flowers, whose perfume is so subtle in its

strength that none can long inhale it, with-

out dazing of senses and swimming of brain.

There is rather a remarkable picture, that

perchance you may know. I forget how it

is called
;
but I think Noel Paton painted it.

A low sandy shore, over which lower leaden

clouds, deepening into a night-black horizon.

In the foreground, a crowd of struggling

figures : almost every age and craft of man-

hood is represented there. A portly priest,

duly shaven and shorn
;
a poet, with the

fresh laurel-wreath gleaming in his long loose

hair
;
a senator, in robes, that ought to sweep

around him in graceful dignity, but sorely

dishevelled now
;
a miser, griping mechani-

cally the money-bags that could not help him

here
;
a lean haggard despot, his hollow temples

shadowed with the tyrannic crown ;
a fau:

youth, with soft beardless cheeks, and lips made

for tender smiles—not to be writhen thus;

and, saddest sight of all, a stalwart veteran,

crushing in his mailed gripe the slight staff of

Acrasia's banner. On each and every one

of these faces, diS"ering widely in feature and
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atural expression, the] same stamp is set
;
a

esperate louging, a very agony of desire,

larks them all
; and with this seems to

lingle a sort of iustinctive^horror, as thou<{h

ley wist of their doom. Yet none the Ie^B

igerly do they press onward
;
so intent on

ae object, that they scarcely heed other

imptresses in their midst
;

meaner miu-

ters of the Queen-Syrou ; wlio, with her

.coking smile and pitile.«s magnetic eyes,

)ats in front of the throng, luring them to

leir graves in yonder sullen hungry sea.

Few, who knew the woman, ever could look

I that picture without thinking of Flora

oirillon.

They were great allies, those two : though,
:e many more important ones, their alliance

vroured strongly of a protectorate. Self-

Ued and wayward as she was in most matters,
d with most other people, Mrs. Charteris

rely stood up for her own opinion when it

.8 in direct contradiction to the other's
; and

appreciating her own powers of fascination

•y higlily
—she would never have dreamt of

ting herself against that especial rival,

us, it was not strange, that no serious

agreement should have troubled their

sndship, since it was first formed soon after

.rion's marriage. Nevertheless, they were

. exactly in the same set
;
and met, oftener

their own houses than anywhere else. John
irteris was not a rigid disciplinarian, as you
aware

;
but he would scarcely have allowed

wife to be regularly enrolled in the coterie,

vhich Flora was the acknowledged leader.

Che Flemyng flirtation had been carried on

al ost entirely in the country, and at Rome
;

a it so happened that Lady Dorrillon, albeit

p 'ectly cognizant of its rise and progress,

•cely knew the male culprit by sight,

^nd now Marion, having told her tale, and
le her moan, looked up in her friend's face,

f< consolation and couuisel. Flora liked the

p ty penitent, as well as it was in her nature

U ike any woman ;
nevertheless she seemed

VI er inclined to dally with her distress
; for

j

s< ral moments passed before she made answer
;

ai as she mused, her full scarlet lips wreathed
[

tl iselves into a smile, wherein there was some-

tl g of satire, and a not unkindly disdain.

There has been more folly than I dreamt

of aa belle. And are you quite, quite sure

y< have told all I Half-confessions only be-

"w er one. It is hardly worth while for iis

to lay at cross-purposes ;
I really would help

y<| if I could."

le dark grey eyes, that were gazing np
solleadin^dy, grew brighter and larger, with

a prise natural and unfeigned.
I haven't an idea what you mean," Marion

'

said quickly.
" What could I have kept back/

j

And what earthly reason could I have for

I making half-confidences to you ? It's very
I unkind of you, Flora—and not like you a bit—to be so suspicious and unbelieving."

As Lady Dorrillou answered, her white
lithe fingers strayed delicately over the pretty

speaker's smooth, soft tresnes
; in that very

j

fondling there was a sort of careless iniif-

ference
; she might have been toying »vith

i the silky ears of her favourite spaniel.
1

" Don't be plaijitive, please. If you are

: more innocent than I thought possible, there

j

is no harm done. I certainly did suspect

something more serious than what you have

confessed. It seems I gave you too little

I credit for common sense, or—too much ; for I

,

never heard of such costly child's-play. Then

j

you are quite sure, that he has no hold on

you whatever, except your unlucky sins upou
paper ?

"

Marion was not puzzled now
;
she under-

stood the other's meaning right well. The
flush deepening on her cheek, came not from
the red flickering embers.

Weak, even to wickedness, are many
natures, even when not wholly perverted.
Instead of feeling thankful that she had

nothing worse than reckless coquetry to own,
she felt, for the moment, almost ashamed of

her innocence in the presence of the beautiful

cynic who, from the height of superior science,
smiled down on the novice with a sort of con-

temptuous pity.

I write '

science,' advisedly. For no one

knew, of a surety, how fivr Flora Dorrilloa

carried out in practice the tenets of her evil

philosophy. It was popularly believed that

her principle was, to take all—giving little or

nothing in return. This much was certain :

no favourite had ever yet been established so

thoroughly in her good graces, as to avoid

disgrace
—and disgrace without warning—-

when a fresh caprice was to be gratified ; she

would cast a heart aside, when she had drained

it dry, as you would fling away an empty
fruit-rind. But the world could only babble

on surmise. Of all whom her fatal fiisciua-

tions had lured to moral, if not to social,

wreck, never a one had bewailed defeat aloud,
much less boasted of victory.

There is a sad story, told by Lever right

well, of a veteran of the Great Army, who
was brought to a court-martial for having
ciirried out a secret order of JXapoleoa,

Very long and piteously the crimin:d looked

for help into the pitiless marble face of his

chief, who could have saved him with a word ;

and, finding there no leave to speak, accepted
the extremity of dishonour, jather than put
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in one justifying plea ;
till at last Ms brain

reeled under the agony, and he went forth

from before his judges hopelessly insane ; never

more to utter any intelligible words, save

these—"
Siloi^ce a la mort."

Even so, Flora DorrUlon's victims—having
broken plight with all others, and trampled

duty under foot—never forgot that one coa-

signe; and, to the very end, kept faith with

their betrayer.

The absurd compv.nctions above alluded to,

Mrs. Charteris would scarcely have owned to

herself : you may be sure, she was not tempted
to coufess them, even to her confidential friend.

Indeed, her disclaimer was as plain and positive

as could be desired, and carried conviction with

it irresistibly.
" I see my way now," Flora said, decisively.

" I think we can get you out of this scrape,

mignonne ; and it will be a good lesson for

you. Now, I know as well as possible, what

you're going to say.
' If you are once quite

safe, you'll never flirt again.' How very
childish ! You'll flirt to-night, and to-morrow,
and to the very end of your appointed time. It

isn't worth while making vows to me ; especially

as I don't mean to set you any further pe-

nance
; indeed, I don't think it likely you

will fall into such a trap again. What puz-
zles me is—how you ever were caught at all.

Any one who could act so very basely, as this

man seems to have done of late, ought hardly
to have been fatal to your peace of mind.

There's the danger of derogating, ray dear :

you never know exactly where you are, or

what is coming next. Deuzil Ilanksborough
would hardly play you such a trick as this, on

any provocation. You had better choose your
cavalieri from our own set, for the future.

Now—tell the truth—did you ever really

care for Mr. Flemyng 1
"

Once again, Marion blushed slightly ;
as she

mused for a second or two, the soft pensive
smile was playing on her Up, that is usually

provoked by a pleasant or tender memory.
She ought to have been sketched just then; as

she looked up into Flora's face, with a charm-

ing expression of mock penitence.
" Well—I don't know. I'm afraid I did

care a little at one time, after a quiet fashion.

It seems strange now, of course. But he

really could be very nice, when he liked. And
then—we were such very old friends. I'm
sure I never meant any harm from first to

last. That is what makes it more cruel of

him, to torment me so."

Lady Dorrillon shrugged her beautiful

shoulders, as if her friend's simple sophistry
was not worth sifting or refuting.

" If it was so, it can't be helped," she said,

with a little sigh.
"

It's no use scolding you
now. A much graver question is—do you
care the least bit in the world for him, at this

moment ?
"

A grave question ? Graver in truth than

either wist of. Walking through forest-land,
ever and anon we come across an ash, or

beech, or elm, on the bole of wliich is painted
a rude red cross : iu the root there is no

!-ign of decay ; the branches flourish wide

and fair
; yet we know, that the hollow

mouldering pollard hard by is not more surely
doomed : the woodman's hands may be fuU

for the present ;
but it is a simple question of

months or weeks or days ;
before the leaves

are green again, that trunk will cumber the

ground no longer, but make room for its

luckier fellows.

Let us use, once again, the most ancient of

all similes, comparing man to a tree. There

was nothing solemn or menacing about that

pretty pair ; they looked no more like judges
than the dainty boudoir looked like a Star

Chamber. Nevertheless, then and there, on

Vincent Flemyng's life the death-mark was

set.

Perhaps some instinctive consciousness made
Marion pause ; and, when she did answer, her

light laugh may have dissembled a vague
trouble or fear.

' ' No—I am sure I don't care for him now,"
she said, with a firmness that cost her an

efl'ort.
" The foolish fancy was over, long ago;

if there had been any danger of a relapse, I

should have been thoroughly cured, the other

night . I wish, sometimes, we could be friends

again. But I suppose there is no chance

of that 1
"

"Not the faintest," Lady Dorrillon retorted.
*' Once more—you must be quite frank with

yourself, as well as with me. I cannot help

you, unless you can give Mr. Flemyng up

absolutely, without reserve, except, of course,

as an ordinary acquaintance. I will not be

hampered with regrets and repinings on your

part, much less with jealousy. That last

would be especially inconvenient, you know.

Don't look scandalised : it's quite possible to

be jealous, after one has ceased to care : or

—where would our small vanity be ?
"

*

Scandalised,' was hardly the word to

describe the expression of Mrs. Charteris' face,

as she gazed up at her companion, with

bewildered eyes.
*' You—you don't mean to say, that you

will take charge of him, yourself 1
" she said,

as soon as she could recover breath.
" What else could I mean ?" Flora answered,

carelessly.
' ' I see no other effectual way of

helping you. You might look a little more
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grateful, my Marion. Can devotion go
farther, than throwing myself in the enemy'.s

path, to draw oflF hi.s fire, and give one's friend

time to escape ? To speak the truth, I rather
want amusement, just now, and thi.s atlair has
so many new lights and shadows in it, that it

promises to be quite picturesque."
The cool way, in which the other took it

for granted, that she had only to will it, to

detach her own sworn servant, was almost too
much for Mrs. Charteris' equanimity.

" You make siiro of success, at all events,"
she said, rather petulantly.

"
Perfectly sure, ma tontc hllc ; it being

understood that you stand aloof and waive all

possible claims. I am not greatly afraid of

any other rival, who Ls likely to appear here."

Under the mock-deference of the reply there

sparkled a covert satire, sufficiently provoking.
But Marion's brief irritation was over already ;

she was too wise to quarrel over phrases, with
one who was ready to help her in lier time of

need
; besides this, you know that she had

an unlimited respect for Flora's powers of

fascination, even when compared with her own.
She sank back again, very meekly, into the atti-

tude in which you found her
;
and answered, in

her prettiest coaxing way.
" I don't think it would make much dif-

ference, dear, even if I did try to keep him.

I believe it's all true, that men say of your
sorceries, you terrible white witch ! But are

you not afraid for yourself, knowing what
Vincent Flemyng is capable of 1

"

A fitful flash from the embers lighted up
the superb hazel eyes, glittering in disdain

;

and the scarlet lip curling.
" Afraid ? Afraid of a spiteful boy like

that—and fore-warned too. Thanks, for the

compliment. I would make you such a pretty

courtsey, if I were not so comfortable here.

No : I think we may venture to try conclu-

sions, even with such an unscrupulous diplo-
mat as le sieur Flemyng."

There was a silence for a minute or two :

then Marion spoke softly
—almost timidly.

" Don't be angry, dear. I am not regret-

ting Vincent now ; and this is my very, very
last moment of weakness. I can't help remem-

bering that he w scarcely more than a l)oy ;

and I can't help fearing that you will work
him some deadly liarm

;
without intending it,

perhaps. But—Ah, Flora, you liavo no

pity."

The beautiful face did not become set or

stern
; yet a certain change came over it, re-

minding you of a picture unskilfully glazed, so

that colours—softly blended before—seemed

contrasted hardly ;
and the grave grey eyes

looked, not into her companion's, but straight

into the fire
; RtnmtjL.ly Btviij au i lirm. 1/

Homo of Flora's victiiiu* couLi liars ralchci her
countenanco while that chanKo abwio iht-ro, it

might havu mivod them many a heart-acbo it

warningH can over wive.
" No pity i You are ritjht. And, niiall I

tell you why ? It is bccau>io men, who ar«

really men—tnio, brave, and iitrong
—havo

nothing to fear from xu. As for the othora

what pity do they deserve ? Don't they uk»,
every day, women a.s gootl

—if not aa well

[

born and well taught—as you and I, an>l

I

lling them aside when tbuir fancy pall^ lika

; their faded yellow ro«e.4. Do yoa Kupptjiw

any one of those would halt, if ho saw our dia-

j

honour at the end of the path thai it pleaaod
him to take ? I shall never pity any living
man again. Yos— I do pity one, sometimes—
my own husband."

There was no change in the indolent gntm
'

of her posture ; her voice never rose a Dot«

above its wonted measure of harmony ; bat

the bitter earnestness of the Hpoakfr v;nt a
'

shiver through Marion Charteris' ner%-e«, which
were remarkably steady as a rule.

I

"I can't bear to hear you speak so," sbo

whispered, drawing closer to her friend, aa
'

frightened children do. " You will make me

I

wish I had told you nothing."

j

Lady Dorriilon's face softened inntantly :

she laughed a little low laugh, marvellously

musical, though slightly tinged with mfxikory.

I

" I was on the very verge of heroics. It is

all your fault, ma miffnonne. You provoked
mo by becoming tearful over a creature like

that ; wlio would make capital out of your
i foolish notes, just as a dishonest clerk mi^ht

I

out of papers that don't belong to him. I

;

can't see mucli difference between domandin);

money, and insisting on compromUing ciinoe«-

sions : it's simply extortion iu cither cum.'.

But don't concern yourself for Mr. Flemy-
he has nothing wnrso to fear than a >;..»;,.

lesson, which I think he greatly nf«Mi.i. Now,
I am going to send you back to the othen :

they have been wi-arj'iiig for you—at lca<t

some one has—thus half-hour, 1 know. .\nd

I must write one or two letters before I drx^**.

You must play your own part naturally ; it's

not a difficult one : hut don't ovirdo cunti-

dence, in trying to show that you art' not

afraitL I only want you to trust mo, now :

you sh.ill thank mo, when you car:
• -

flrith

a safe conscience-— II >'>/. itto ; <<"

So^having first dropped n lijjht ki»s on her

companion's upturned brow— il !«Tippo«c no

feminine covenant is binding without thi* m»1)

Flora DorriUon broke up the cnbinot -council,

and went her way.
For some minutes after she was left alone,
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the expression of Marion's face was pensive, if

not melancholy. As she mused, her lips

parted once, and two words escaped them :

" Poor Vincent !

"

There was nothing like sharp sorrow, or

heavy sadness in her tone, but rather a vague

passing regret, such as one might feel,
—stand-

ing by the grave of a friend, over whose head

the tomb-slab was laid, years and years agone.
Then she rose, and shook out the folds of her

ample raiment, and straightened a tress that

had fallen awry ; smiling that suppressed half-

smile of contentment, that is rarely absent

from a fair woman's face, when she stands

before her tiring-glass. Even so, you may
see some beautiful bird '

preening' her ruffled

plumage, after a storm-shower. When Mrs.

Charteris joined the circle in the green draw-

ing-room, not a ti-ace of trouble lingered on
her smooth brow, or in her laughing eyes : she

was thoroughly and naturally herself again
—

brilliant in outspoken banter
;

caressive in

whispered confidences.

When Vincent Flemyng arrived, shortly
before the dressing-gong sounded, she wel-

comed him with her wonted impulsive cor-

diality ; albeit the announcement of his name
broke up a most promising tcte-a-tete, in which

Denzil, tenth Baron of Ranksborough, had

deigned to evince some slight signs of vitality.
(To he continued.)

" WEIBERTEEUER."

"Woman's Tkuth."

(based on an ANECEOrE BELATED IN "0KC3 A WEEK,'
VOL. XI. PP. 390—1.)

Autumn comes without its dances
Round the wine-press on the hill ;

Through the vine-boughs armour glances,
And the trumpet soundeth shi-ill :

Fiercely wages war between

Guelph and kindred Ghibeline.

Archers on the castle towers,
Arm'd with arbelast and bow,

Hurl their darts in deadly showers
On the enemy below :

And the siegers are not slack

Fifty-fold to hurl them back.

Few the garrison ! and fewer
Grow their numbers day by day ;

Yet their hearts are braver, truer,
As their numbers ebb away :

Every archer fights for ten,
And the women fight like men.

But though they are brave as ever.

They must needs give in at last
;

For, where man could enter never,
Famine has already past :

Famine, far a deadlier foe

Than the Ghibeline below.

" Hah ! they fail," cries Conrad roundly,
"Arms and strength alike are lost

;

And they soon shall pay right simndly
For the trouble they have cost :

Not one soul shall live to tell

How they fought, and fought so well.

" Eue it shall this proud Pretender !

Ho there ! Trumpets sound a truce
;

Heralds, bid them to surrender,
Listen to no vain excuse :

If they hesitate or doubt,
Tell them we will smoke them out.

' '

Tarry, for a moment tarry :

Say their women may go free ;

And that each with her may carry
Her most precious property :

Conrad's word is pledged that they
Shall go scathless on their way."

Quick the heralds did their mission,

Standing at the gate without ;

Nor long waited the decision.

For all cried with one great shout :

" If our women are to live,

Gladly we our lives will give.

" Let but one short hour be given,
One short Lour before we die ;

Just to make our peace with Heaven,
Just to wish our wives good-by :

We will then throw wide the gates,

And march out to meet our fates."

In the fortress all are kneeling.
All within the camp is still

;

While St. Killian's bells come stealing

Through the vineyards up the hill :

And the Neckar murmurs on

Mournfully past Heiligbronn.

Women—weeping, moaning, shrieking
—

Gather round the castle gate,

While the draw-bridge beams are creaking.
And the chains clank with the weight :

" Hold thee !" cries a maiden,
" hold !

I can save you, young and old.

" What the count has freely offer'd

From the heralds we have heard
;

Why not take what he has profler'd ?

Why not take him at his word ?

Let us carry through the host

What we prize and value most !

' ' Wliat so dear as fathers, brothers ?

What so dear as husbands, sons ?

Come then, sisters, wives, and mothers,

Carry out your precious ones :

Brother ! I can carry thee.

Weak and hungry though I be.

' ' Think not of the heavy burden.
Think not we are feeble-kneed

;

Only think how great the guerdon
If we (and we shall) succeed !"

For a moment all was still.

Then a shout arose, "We will."

The portcullis, now ascending,
Blocks the gateway up no more ;

And beneath their burdens bending,
O'er the bridge the women pour :

While, to keep their spirits calm,
Soft and low they chant a psalm .
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They are hail'd with shouts of laughter,
As they totter down the road

;

Bibald troopers follow after,

Jeering at their novel load :

But the love that inaketh strong
Bears them gallantly along.

Conrad hears the shouts with wonder,
Quick his charger he bestrides

;

Scattering the crowd asunder,

Straight into the niidst hy ridea :

And Lis wrathful eyes descry
The strange troop which passes by,

" Hell-hounds !" cries he, hoarse with passion," This is not a time to jest ;

Think you that in this strange fashion
Ye will quell my an^er best ?

Know ye not my word is jiass'd.

That this hour shall be your last P
**

Ah, too well I" replies the maiden," But your word is pledg'd likewise ;

That we women may pass laden—
Laden with what most we prize :

Thus we pray : nay, claim of thee,
With our burdens to go free."

See, his face grows kind and tender,
In his eye a tear shines bright;

"Women!" cries he, "I surrender,
Ye have won a bloodless fight :

Won a victory, in sooth,
With no arms but love and truth.

*' These men surely would have perish'd
H:vd you been less fond and true ;

Take the lives so dearly cherish'd,
Faithful women ! as your due :

And as now our fight is o'er,
Let us all be friends once more."

Deep in prayer the Guelphs are kneeling.
And the Qhibelines are still

;

While St. Killian's bells come pealing
Through the vineyards up the hill :

And the Neckar dances on

Joyously through Heiligbronn. B,

A SERMON ON PRECIOUS STONES.

Possibly the commercial value of colour was
never exemplified in a stronger manner than
in the matter of precious stones. Indeed,
jewels often depend upon their tint only for

their names and value
; the same identically

composed precious stone being either an ame-

thyst or piece of rock crystal, an oriental

;opaz or a ruby, by the addition or absence
)f a small portion of mineral pigment of diffe-

•ent hue. Thus, a piece of rock crystal is

iomparatively valueless, whilst an emerald is

>ne of the most costly of jewels ;
a ruby again

3 even more valuable than tlie diamond,
whilst the topaz is of very iuferior value.

Cven the faintest flush of colour often gives a

alue to the diamond which is far beyond its

^orth when pure—an instance this of the value

f adulteration. Mr. Harry Emanuel, whose
'ork on precious stones has afforded us the

material for this
article, ilhistratci ihis fact

by stating that a diamond, the worth of which
uncoloured would have been (from iU weight,
four and three-quarter grain.-.) only I'li'J wa«
lately s..ld for £l}UL», in couueciucuco of p«j«-

se.s.siiig a vivid green tint.

Althougli the diamond is not really the
most valuable of jewels, yet as it is suppoaed
to have precedence of all other goms, we nH^H

speak of it hrst. Possibly, however, iU
commercial value is most constant of all

jewels, as it is the subject of investment to a

greater extent than any other. In times of

commotion, kings or princes, and the wealthy—
generally subject to suffer from sweeping

changes—look upon diamonds as their best
friends

; their passports, in fact, to the atten-
tion of the foreigner. What pemmican is to

meat, precious stones are to value. They are
the concentrated essence of wealth—a king's
ransom in the compass of a marble. Nations,
civilised and only semi-civilLsed, believe iu
this currency ; it is a circular note that the
bearer never need fear will be dishonoured in

whatever quarter of the globe he may happen
to be. Diamonds and other precious stones,

however, like gold, are liable to fluctuate in

value according to the laws of supply and

demand, like the meanest article of commerce.
A revolution brings forth these " flowers of
the mineral kingdom," as they have been

poetically termed
; at first a numbei of them

are thrown upon the market, and they ecline

in value in consequence. An example of this

occurred in the revolution of 1848. In all

cases where civil communities are of long con-

tinuance, however, and causes of fear are pro-

longed, they gradually rise again in Talue

until they reach exorbitant prices. In the

great revolution of 178'J, fur instance, dia-

monds rose to a famine price, and up to the

termination of the civil war iu America, they
were gradually beccmiug more valuable in that

country.
The diamond, like most other jewels, is

found generally in granitic gneiss, and in

torrents of rivers diatnbuted over the whole

world, but they are mainly to be found in

tropical countries. It would seem that where
the sun shines with the greatest splendour,
where the vegetable and the anim;d creation

put on their most gorgeous colours, there also

in the depths of the earth the vivid liutre of

this gem shines the brightest, and assumes the

largest proportions. The miuoii underground
bloom as gorgeously as the flowers above.

The diamond, ;« we all know, is composed o£

pure carbon crystallised, and is the hardest

known substance. Indeed, thLs (quality, upon
which much of its value depends, has in man/
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instances been the cause of its destruction,

the old rude test of its genuineness being to

place it upon an anvil, and to strike it forcibly

with a hammer, the idea being that, if pure,

it would rather break the hammer or bury
itself in the anvil, than split. Of course,

many valuable diamonds have been destroyed

by this ignorant trial in times past. The

diamond is by no means always colourless. It

is sometimes yellow, red, pink, brown, green,

black, and opalescent ;
the admixture of

colour depending in some cases upon a metallic

oxide. The Indian diamond appears to be the

most prized in the market. JSIewton, from

its great power of refracting and dispersing

light, when compared with glass, came to the

conclusion that it was combustible
;
a scientific

forecast, which Lavoisier verified by burning
it in oxygen, and obtaining as a result car-

bonic acid. Although our analysis of this

gem is perfect, all efforts have failed to con-

strui^t it
; indeed, chemistry is wholly at fault

to produce artificially any of the precious gems,
with the exception of the ruby, small speci-

mens of which have actually been produced in

the laboratory. The diamond is split easily

with the grain, but it is upon the tact and

judgment with which it is cut and polished
that much of its value depends. The English
were at one time famous as gem cutters, but

the art is now whoUy lost among us, and most
of the fine gems are now entrusted to Dutch
Jew . The gem is cut upon. a wheel smeared
with diamond dust—the only material that

effectually touches it—and it is polished in the

same manner, a steel disk being employed for

the purpose, smeared with fine powder, and

revolving at a great speed by means of steam

power. At the present time the most fashion-

able form is the double cut, which presents a

great number of facets, rendering the flash of

the gem very brilliant. The table cut, such

as we find in old diamonds, is much less

sparkling, as it has a very much less number
of facets, and a great expansion of table or

flat upper surface. The Indian diamond
cutters leave as much of the gem as possible
when cutting ;

an instance of this was seen

in the Great Exhibition of 1851, where the

Koh-i-Noor was exhibited, in which the cut-

ting followed apparently the original outline

of the stone. Our readers will remember how
much this gem disappointed their expecta-

tions, as it looked like a mere lump of

glass. Its weight was then 186 carats. In
the intervals between this and the last Exhi-
bition it was, after much consultation, given
into the hands of M. Coster, of Amsterdam,
who recut it with such skill that, although it

lost in the process 80 carats, it yet ap-

peared quite as large, and was transferred at

once into a blaze of light. When diamonds

are found difiicult to split, without fear of

great loss, they are sometimes sawn with fine

wires fitted into a saw bow and anointed with

diamond powder and olive oil. Rose-cut dia-

monds are now coming much into fashion, as

they are very brilliant in appearance at a very
small expense of stone. It is really wonderful

the delicacy with which these gems are cut, con-

sidering the smallness of their size
;
as many

as fifteen hundred having been known to

weigh only one carat.

The larger diamonds, from their great value,

have all some extraordinary history. As a

rule, like the stormy petrel, their appearance
in the market in numbers is an indication of

a storm. Their portability makes them the com-

panion of royal fugitives, and more than one

brilliant of value has witnessed bloody and tra-

gical scenes. The Koh-i-Noor, for instance, has

changed hands in many of the convulsions

that occurred in India before our advent. It

was seized at the conquest of Delhi by Ala ed

Din, and subsequently came into the possession

of the Sultan Baber, the Great Mogul, in

1526
;

it continued in the possession of this

line of princes until Aurungzebe entrusted it

to a European to reset it. This he did, but

so unskilfully that it was reduced from 793

carats to 186 carats—the size, in fact, it

appeared in our Great Exhibition of 1851.

The Emperor refused to pay the workman for

the destruction of his jewel, and we think it

speaks well for Aurungzebe, as Indian em-

perors went, that he did not take off his head

at once. It afterwards fell into the hands of

the great conqueror Nadir Shah, was passed

on in his line, and finally it came into our

possession at the capture of Lahore, and was pre-

sented to her Majesty by our troops, with whose

family it will remain, we suppose, until some

future conqueror seizes it to set in the crown of

some empire yet to arise in the new world. The

Cumberland diamond, of the value of 10,000^.,

was presented to the Duke of Cumberland by
the City of London after he had rescued the

burghers from the Stuart dynasty at Culloden.

We fancy the City would have kept their

money had they foreseen that it would ulti-

mately pass to the treasury of the King of

Hanover. The Orloff diamond, set in the

sceptre of the Czar of Russia, weighs 194^

carats, and possesses a most romantic history.

It is said to have formed one of the eyes of an

idol in a Brahmin temple, and to have been

set in the peacock throne of Nadir Shah, It

was stolen by a Frenchman, and ultimately

fell into the possession of the Empress Cathe-

rine II. The Regent, or Pitt diamond, was so
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called from having been purchased by the Duke
of Orleans, Regent of France, of Pitt, the

Governor of Fort St. George. Scandal said

that the governor stole it. It is certain, how-

ever, that it was purloined from the Garde
Meuble in 1792, but was restored in a very
mysterious manner. It was afterwards set iu

the pommel of the sword of the Emperor
Napoleon I. The Florentine diamond, now in

the possession of the Emperor of Austria, is

said to have been one of tliree lost at the

buttle of Granson by Charles the Hold,
Duke of Burgundy. It was found by a Swiss

soldier, and sold by him for one florin. It

afterwards came into the possession of Pope
Julius II., who presented it to the Emperor
of Austria. The Sancy diamond's history is

still more curious. It was actually taken
from the body of the Duke of Burgundy, and
found its way in 1489 to Baron de Sancy,
who sent it as a present to the King of Por-

tugal. The servant by whom it was being

conveyed was attacked by robbers, when he

swallowed the stone, and after his death it

was found iu his body. James the Second
afterwards possessed it, and he sold it t( ) Louis

XIV. It disappeared iu the French Revolu-

tion, but turned up again, which the renowned
blue diamond, by-the-bye, never did, and was

piurcha^ed by Napoleon I., who again sold it

to Prince Demidoff. The Nassak diamond, of

78| carats, was taken by the Marquis of

Hastings at the Conquest of the Deccan. The

Hope diamond is of a sapphii-e blue, and
since the great French diamond was lost it

is considered the most unique gem of its

kind in existence. In the Russian treasury
there is a brilliant red diamond of 10 carats,
and at Dresden there is a green diamond of

48| carats, that once belonged to Augustus
the Strong. The value of diamonds has con-

siderably increased of late years, and as the

wealth of the country goes on augmenting it

s likely to increase still further. Brilliants

|P
on increasing in value as they increase in

uze in an extraordinary degree. Thus, a

orilliant of one carat is worth 18/.
;

of two

;arats, 651. ; of three carats, 125/. ;
of four

Jarats, 220/. ; of ten carats, 320/. Beyond
Ais weight they become fancy articles, and of

jourse, fancy prices are demanded for them.

The most valuable of all jewels, however,
s the ruby. This precious stone depends upon
ts colour, as we have sai'l before, for its value.

Che ruby, sapphire, and oriental topaz are com-

)osed of identically the same materials ;
the

ed sapphire is a ruby, the blue rul>y a sapphire,
he yellow ruby a topaz. They are all termed

])orundums, an Indian name. The ruby is the

lext hardest thing in nature after the diamond.

The finest rubies are found in the kingdom of

Ava, and in Siam
; they are aUo found iu

Ceylon and in many parts of Europe.
The King of I'urmali takes one of hi>»

titles from it, that of " Lord of the Ilubie.s."

In Burmah they are a royal monopoly, and
none of any value are allowed by law to leavo

the kingilom. The fin<ling of a lino ruby is

made a state event, and a proco-Hsiou of (gran-

dees, with soldiers and elephants, ate sent out

to meet it. The colour varies from pale rose

to deep red, but the tint that is uio.>t highly-
valued is that of the "

pigeon's blood."

Of old, many magical propertie.n were as-

signed to the ruby. It was considered an

amulet against poison, plague, evil thoughts,
and wicked spirits, and its posses-siou, as a

consequence, kept the wearer in health. When
he was in danger it was supposed to darkei;,

and to become biiglit again oidy on the passing

away of peril. One of the largest rubies

in Europe is a French crown jewel, once

adorning the order of the Golden Fleece. Her

Majesty exhibited two stones said to be rubies

in the Exhibition of 18C2, but Mr. Emanuel
asserts that they are nothing more than spintds,

a spurious kind of ruby, of little value. The

King of Burmah is said to have one in his

possession of the size of a pigeon's egg. A
true "pigeou's-blood" tinted ruby of one carat

is worth from 14/. to 20/.
;

of two carats,

from 70/. to 80/.
;
and of four carats, from

400/. to 450/., which latter v;due is more

than double that of a diamond of the same

weight. As we have before said, smidl rubiei

have been made by chemists artiticaliy, but

never gems of any size. Now as small rubies

are plentiful in nature, it is very doubtful

whether it will pay to make them oven upon
a manufacturing scale.

The sapphire, although composed of idea-

tically the same elements, with the exception
of the colouring matter, is of far Km value

than the ruby. The colour often vario.s much
in the same stone, some portions of the gem
being very nearly black, whilst the other ia of

a light blue. The clever l.ipidary can correct

this by cutting away all the black part, ex-

cepting a small spot reserved fur the cutlet,

or small fine flattened point underneath.

When looked at through the table, or broad

upi)er surface of the gem, this point of dark

blue gives by refraction a beautiful azure

lustre to the jewel. The ancients used to call

all blue stones sapphires, just aa thoy cidleil

all red ones either ruljies are carbunclesi. The

sapphire is invested by earlier writers with rare

virtues, of course. It was s;iid to be such an

enemy to poison that if put into a gla-ss with

a spider or other venomous reptile, it would kill
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it ; and a great many other virtues were

attributed to it we need scarcely mention.

The value of this gem does not, like that of

the diamond or the ruby, increase with its size,

although in smaller sizes it is even dearer than

those brilliantf", one of 1 carat of pure colour

being worth 20?. These gems are liable to

be imitated so closely as to deceive the best

jewellers. Mr. Emanuel tells us, for instance,

that ** a noble lady in this country formerly

possessed one which is, perhaps, the finest

known. The lady, however, sold it during
her lifetime, and replaced it by an imitution

so skilfully made as to deceive even the

jeweller who valued it for probate duty, and
it was estimated at the sum of 10,000?., and
the legficy duty was paid on it by the legatee,

who was doubtless chagrined when he dis-

covered the deception." We have no doubt

whatever that many other noble ladies have
from "

impecuniosity" substituted sham for

real jewels with the like impunity : such is the

faith we put in station, that even glass
—seen

through the sublime medium which surrounds

a Duchess—shines like an emerald of the

pureit water. Both the oriental amethyst
and the oriental emerald, which are varieties

of corundum, are very rare : the green variety,
or oriental emerald, indeed, is so curious that

Mr. Emanuel, with all his vast experience,

says that he has only seen it once in his life-

time.

The cat's eye jewel we are told is becoming
fashionable, being considered, in India,

—and
what is more strange even in Europe— lucky. We
wonder at nothing in the shape of superstition ;

and can quite understand that a gem of this

kind only lately was purchased by a nobleman
for £1000. The topaz is now little sought
after. The colourless ones are termed Nova
Mina, or slave diamonds

;
those of light blue

are termed Brazilian sapphires ;
those of a

greenish hue are termed aquamarine ; and the

Brazilian ruby is the artificially-obtained pink
or rose-coloured topaz. It is often obtained

in large masses. In one of the cases in the

British Museum there is a mass of white topaz
that for many years was used as a door weight
by a marine store-dealer. In London a very
fine stone can at the present time be bought
for a few shillings.

The emerald and the beryl have the same
chemical composition, and differ only in colour.

The finest coloured emeralds are found in New
Granada, in limestone rock. It is also found
in Salzbury, and in Siberia. The Spaniards,
it is asserted, came into possession of many
hundred weight of emeralds when they con-

quered Peru : hence their value fell in the

Middle Ages. Orientals, especially the Mahom-

medans, we should say, set great store upon
the emerald, believing that it imparts courage
to the owner, that it is an infallible preser-

vative of chastity, and that the safety of

women in childbirth is ensured by it. Like

many other gems, the ancients ascribed many
medicinal properties to it when ground down.

The emerald is but rarely found perfect, and
when perfect, it ranks next in value to the

ruby. Perfect gems are worth from 201. to 40?.

the carat
;
but they do not, like the diamond or

ruby, advance in price with the size. There are

many large emeralds in Europe. There is one

in the Austrian treasury weighing 2000

carats, and the Duke of Devonshire possesses

one weighing nearly nine ounces. The value

of the beryl or aquamarine is trifling. An
enormous beryl was found in America, weigh-

ing five tons ! They must have everything in

that country bigger than everybody else. It

is used in Birmingham for imitation jewel-

lery. The garnet, again, has many varieties,

and is scattered over the whole globe ; when
cut tablewise and "

tallow-topped," as it is

termed, or convex and smooth at the top, and

flat at the bottom, it is termed a carbuncle.

There are a large number of what may be

termed valuable, rather than precious, stones,

which belong to the quartz system. Among
these are amethyst, cairngorm, onyx, sardonyx,

cornelian, calcedony, agate, jasper, blood-

stone, rock crystal. Rock crystal has been

used in the arts from the most remote times.

It is found in large crystals sometimes, and is

scattered all over the world. There is a spe-

cimen in the Jardin des Plantea at Paris

measuring three feet in diameter, and. weigh-

ing 800 pounds. It is used by opticians for

the lenses of spectacles, and in India it is

hollowed into cups and goblets of amazing
thinness and beauty. The Chinese, the Ja-

panese and the Egyptians also use it for

ornamental purposes. Like most precious

stones, it is very cold, and the Japanese make

balls of it to cool the hands ! In old gold-

smith's work crystal is often introduced, and

as it was considered that it would turn colour

if poison came near it, cups and goblets of it

were often used by the great who went in

fear of death in this shape. Of course it was

supposed to possess magical virtues, and we

have all read of Dr. Dees' famous crystal globe.

Even in the present day a well-known London

phy.sician, a believer in spiritualism, pre-

tended to discover secrets by the use of a ball

of crystal. The onyx and sardonyx have long

been used for cameos, and the value of the

material is vastly enhanced by the art that is

sometimes employed upon them. Some of

the ancient cameos are very valuable. The
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art of eugraving upon the.se stoiioa has lutteily

vastly improved : a ta.ste has Hpniiig up for

fiuo canioos, and some very credit^iblo engrav-

ings have been made. We should not be

surprised, now that fashion run,s in this direc-

tion, that very iiue works of art will ouco

more be seen.

The iridescent wondrous-tinted opal, we are

told, is nothing but quartz and water. There
are .several kinds of opals, the chief of which
are the precious or " noble

"
opal used by

jewellers, the lire or reddish opal, the common
opal, and the Mexican opal. When the ditle-

reut tints in au opal are distributed evenly
over its surface, it is known in the trade as

Harlequin. This is a rude way of designating
the exquisite blending of hues which make
this jewel so beautiful. The iridescence is

owing to minute lines on the surface of the

gem, which decomposes the light, just in

the same manner as they do iu mother-o'-

pearl. Steel buttons used to be engraved with

very minute lines to produce the same effect.

The flashes of colour in this precious stone

are always most marked in a warm day, the

knowledge that heat enhances the brilliancy
Df the stone always leads the dealer to hold it

.u his hand for some time before showing it to

lis customer. Mr. Emanuel, referring to the

'act that the Mexican opal loses its beauty
vheu exposed to water—from the fact, we sup-

oose, that the water fills up the fine lines iu it,

4nd prevents the decomposition of the reflected

ight into its primitive elements—says, that Sir

Valter Scott having in "Anne of Gierstein"

.scribed this fact to supernatural agency, the

tone came to be considered unlucky, and

hey consequently went out of fashion ! We
re willing enough to believe in the folly of

ishiou, and in the amount of superstition

float, especially in the upper circles, but we
link the fall in the value of opals can scarcely
e ascribed to such a cause as this. They are

ow again in fashion, however, and are likely
) continue so

;
for in addition to the singular

3auty of the gem, they are, we are told, the

ily precious stones which defy imitation. Fine

pals are very valuable
;

as much as lOOU/.

as been given for a large stone for a ring or

rooch. The ancients prized them very highly ;

id. Pliny relates that Nonnius, a Roman

anator, was sent into exile by Marcus Antu-

.us, because he would not part with an opal
the size of a filbert, and valued at 1 70,000/. ,

ihich the latter coveted. The finest known
i)al is in the Museum at Vienna, said to be

orth 30,000?. There is also a very fine one

Qong the French Crown Jewels.

The opal reminds us somewhat of the pearl,

gem—if Ave may term a simple excrescence

by that name—which hw always boun held iu

high estimation by mankind. The finest j>carlu

come from the pearl fi^ll(.•ries at Ceylon. They
are found iu the shell of a largo Hpecies of

oyster ;
and it is believed, with much nhovr of

reason, that tiiey are nothing more than Home

foreign bo ly which finds its way into tho.sholl,

and which the fish covers with a Hecrotiou

similar to that with which it lines its HhelL

A pearl, when sawn through, shows that thii

secretion has been deposited in l.iyt-rs, one

upon another, ro\ind s^mu central body, just
in the same manner iu which layers of phos-

phates are deposited iu the human kidney
roun I some foreign body, and reiultiug in

the calculus or stone.

The Chinese, with their singular ingenuity,
liave taken advantage of this method of action

on the part of the oyster, and have for age.i

been in the hvbit of inserting small objects

inside its shell, in order to insure their being
covered with this pearly secretion. Small

idols are thus coated, but the secretion is not

the true pearl secretion, but a similar sub-

stance to the mother-o'-pearl. Besides the

Ceylon fisheries, there are some in the Persian

Gulf and in Borneo. The pearl fisheries at

one time occupied a large number of men, but

now the diving-bell is employed, and their

occupation is gone. Independently of the

labour of diving to the bottom of the sea, and

remaining there sufficiently long to gather a

hundred oysters from the bottom, where the

pressure of the water is so great that the

divers often came up with blood issuing from

their noses an<l ear.s, there was great danger
from sharks. Indeed, in such fear were the

divers from these enemies, that they would

not dive unless the shark charmers were

present and mumbling their incantations whilst

they were at work. The pearl was anciently

considered a preservative of virtue, although

Cleopatra certainly did not dissolve hers with

that intent. Although the pearl will dissolve

in a .strong acid, it is needless to say that

vinegar is far too weak to produce such au

efl'ecr. It is a pity to be obliged to demolish

such a pretty story, but the truth must be

told. The oriental pearl is just as much

prized now as in ancient times. The charming

harmony it ha-s with a delicate skin h is alway.i

made the necklace of this material ."O much

valued. It used to be one of the boasts of

the famous La ly Hester Stanlioi>e, that water

could run beneath her instep without wetting

the sole of her foot, and that her jwarl neck-

lace could not at a little distance be detected

upon her neck. Among the famous pearls

existing at the present day is one belonging to

the Shah of Persia, valued at G0,000/. Her
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Majesty wan presented with a fiue necklace by
tbo 'E?iSt Irsdia Company, and the one possessed

by the EcnpreRS of the French is famous. In

Ear-j-ps tlio pearl is not considered to be perfect
ucless it is of pure white, slightly transparent,
and either perfectly round or drop-shaped.
In China and India, however, they are

preferred of a bright yellow colour. In

North America and the West Indies the

pearls have a pink colour
;
and the Panama

pearls have a metallic lustre something like

the hue of quicksilver. Black-lead coloured

pearls are much prized by some persons. We
are told that pearls cannot be imitated with

success
; but those who remember the case of

pearls in the Great Exhibition of 1862, will re-

member that real pearl necklaces were exhibited

side by side with imitation pearls, and the

best judges were deceived. Those who possess
fine pearls should remember that they are

liable to be discoloured by contact with acids

and gas, and noxious vapours of all kinds.

This is the reason that the chandeliers

in Her Majesty's theatre were supplied with
wax candles, and that in all the balls of

the aristocracy gas is never to be seen, ladies'

beauty, as well as their pearls, not being im-

proved by its powerful light.

There are numbers of valuable stones and
substances which are not so rare as to come
under the denomination of precious. Thus,

lapis lazuli is found in such masses as to be

used in the adornment of furniture. This

stone used to be far more valuable than at

present, as the finer tints were ground to make
the costly colour ultramarim. But chemists

have found out the means of producing this

colour artificially at a very small cost. Mala-

chite, again, is used for vases, <fcc., by the

Russians. The doors of this material in tlie

Exhibition of 1851 will be remembered for

their brilliant green colour. Jade, again,
seems to be in especial fiivour in Japan ; some
fine samples of this stone are to be seen in the

Exhibition at South Kensington. Amber used
to be fashionable, but it is now wholly gone
out, except for mouth-pieces to pipes. It is

still used in oriental countries for the adorn-

ing of various articles of furniture. Amber is

a resinous gum, and is found principally on
the shores of the Baltic, swept there principally
from the exudations of the pine forests on its

borders. Coral is another material, the dark

rich variety of which has latterly been in little

demand. In our youth we remember that the

only colour ever seen was that of the lip, a

deep red
;
now the run is all upon the delicate

pink tint, the colour of the rose-leaf. A large

drop of this colour is worth from 30?. to 401.,
and even the smaller pieces are worth from

1201. to 1501. the ounce. There are white,

yellow, and black varieties of coral, but they
are of little value.

Mr. Emanuel gives some very valuable hints

touching the means of ascertaining the iden-

tity of gems. As a rule, he says, stones,

either cut or rough, which can be touched by
the file are not precious stones. Again, he

says, it is a very common practice to deceive

persons by cementing a genuine stone on the

top of a piece of glass, or a valuable gem, as

the sapphire for instance, with a piece of gar-

net. These are so artistically formed that it

is difficult to detect them. We are told again

that passengers by the P. and 0. Company's
steamers are often taken in by the natives at

Colombo, with blue and other coloured stone

cut in facets, and imported from Birmingham
as doublets. False pearls, as a rule, are al-

ways larger than real ones
;
the holes which in

real pearls are drilled very small and sharp, in|

mock pearls are larger, and have a black edge.

Sham pearls are also much lighter than real

ones, and much more brittle. There is a

trick, too, in the setting of gems which is

worth knowing. When jewels are set "open,"
the interior of the setting is enamelled or

painted, to throw a tinge of colour into the

gem; and where the diamond is in question,

and it has a yellow colour, the inside of the set-

[

tiDg is often of polished silver to correct this

objectionable colour. In the matter of pearls

again, it often happens that these are some-

what different in colour, which is easily percep-

tible when viewed separately. But when

strung together they so reflect the light one

upon the other, that these diflferences of tint

are lost. The moral is, that when buying a

pearl necklace, the purchaser should cut the

string and examine each bead separately. As

we cannot imagine any of our readers making
such purchases upon their own judgment, this

advice seems quite superfluous, as a professed

valuer of gems would be pretty certain to take

this precaution, A. W.

THE EPITAPH OF ADONIS,

AN IDYL.

I WEEP for fair Adc^is, he is dead :

Adonis dead : Adonis—ever more

The faint Loves mourn to make my undersong.

Venus, sleep not on thy purple bed,

Arise, sad heart, rise in thy watchet weeds

Of woe, and heat thy bosom—tell to all

How fair Adonis, how thy darling died :

The faint Loves mourn to make my undersong.

He lies among the mountains, his white thi.i;h

Is wounded by a tusk—a cruel wound.

Leaving lorn Venus in her utter pain,

Outbreathing faintly there his life he lies,
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The while adown his flesh of monntain snow
The black blood trickles : softly on his eyes
The lids fall like a tomb ; the rosy warmth

687

Flits from his lips whc-reon fon'l kisH.B die ;

And that htst kiss which Venus wish-.d Vi last
For ever, grows the cold kiss of the dead.

She kisses still, but dead Adonis knows
No more her kisses. He is dead. I mourn :

The faii^t Loves mourn to make my undersong.

His wound is deep, a deep and cruel wound ;

But Cytherea bears close to her heart
A wound yet deeper. See, the dogs he loved
Stand howling round him, the young Oreads

Weep, Aphrodite with wind-scattered hair

Wanders wild -eyed, nnsandal'd, through the wold,
Whose thorns oppose her cominc, and are stained

Tearing her bare flesh, with a blood divine.

So sorrowing aye for her A.ssTrian spouse

Through many a long, rank, pathless glade alone,

Forwearied by her sorrow, she is borne.

He lies among the moontiins. His dark^blood
Gushes around his navel, by his wound
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His breasts are all empurpled, and beneath,
That side, before so white, is ruddy now.
Her gloried fere is gone, with him is gone
Her godlike beauty, who was beautiful

When Adon lived
; but all her loveliness

Is lost -with lost Adonis. Woe is me !

All the far mountains, all the oaks cry woe
For lost Adonis

;
all the waters weep

Their tears to Aphrodite ;
from the hills

The fountains warble wailing ;
the wild flowers

For pity blush like moining. Never more
For ine, Cythera cries

;
from holt and fell

Still echo answeis plaining, Never more.

Woe for sad Cytherea, never more
W^iU he awake—who would not utter woe
For the dear love of Cypris when she saw,
And seeing knew a wound which none might heal ;

Who saw the purple on his wasting thigh.

Who, folding him in her white anus, cried Stay,

Unhappy Adon ! once, but once again,
That I might hold thee, clasp thee close around.
Press for the last time thy cold lips to mine.

Wake, wake a litile, Adon ! Kiss me now,
Kiss me, so long but as a kiss may live,

So on my mouth thy latest sigh may fall

Fleet from thy soul, and ebb into mine own.
So may I drain that sweetest draught, and so

Drink in thy love, and so for thy dear sake

Keep as thyself thy kiss when thou art flown.

Thou fleest far, Adonis, thoa wilt come
To Acheron, and see its grisly king.
I cannot follow thee. Woe worth the while
That I must live in anguish, as a god
That cannot die, alone. Persephone,
Receive my love

; tby power is greater far

Than mine ; and all most fair flows down to thee.

Thee, too, all hapless, thee I fear, and still

With impotent insatiable grief,
Bewail my dead Adonis.

Thou art dead

Indeed, thrice beloved ! I am alone.

My fond desire has parted like a dream,
And the faint Loves are idle in my hall.

My cestus is undone. Why wouldst thou hunt—
Why, why wast thou so brave who art so fair

As fair as ever mortal wight was fair—
The noious boar, rash boy ? So Cypris mourned :

The faint Loves mourn to make my undersong.

Woe for sad Cytherea ; never more
May Adon to the Paphian Queen return.
Whose tears well ever up in her blue eyes
And fall with Adon's blood upon the ground,
Begetting flowers—her tears anemonies,
Each purple drop of his dear blood a rose.

Lament no more thy love among the hills.

Here, Cypris, a soft couch, a bed of leaves
Is strewn for dead Adonis. It is thine.

Dead, yet how beautiful, shrouded in death
He lies, as if in slumber. Cover him
With those soft robes, wherein the livelong night
He slept a sacred sleep close to tby side.

See, on that golden bed he seems so sad.
Yet love him still. With garlands of all flowers
Crown him, though all did sicken with his pain,
And the whole earth did wither when he died.

Drop Syrian ointments on him, balmy myrrh
No

;
let it go,

—for he, alas ! is gone,
Thy sweetest myrrh is gone. Young Adon lies
In purple like the sunset, while around
The faint Loves weep their gusty undersong.

For him, to memorize their sorrow, falls

The wealthy witness of their yellow hair,
Their bows, their arrows broken all, and one

Burns his full quiver, while another brings
Water in golden urn to w.ash his wound.
This Love unties his sandals, and behind

That fans him ever with her silver wings.
Woe for sad Cytherea. He is dead !

The faint Loves mourn to make my undersong.

The starry lamps which light the marriage doors

Are quelled by Hymenreus, and the crown,
The marriage crown of flowers, is loosened all.

And flutters to the ground. They sing no more
"
Hymen, oh Hymen," only murmur woe.

The Graces weep the son of Cinyras,
Yet moie tlian Hymenseus— he is de.jd ;

They whisper to themselves. Young Adon dead.

Woe for sad Cytherea ! He is dead !

The faint Loves mourn to make my undersong.

For him with wilder and far sadder wail

Than thine, Diana, all the Muses mourn.
Still crying Stay ! to him that cannot hear.

Who fain would hear their cry ;
but never more

Will she, the Virgin, loose him. Cease thy dole,

Cytherea ! weep no more to-day.

Thou must renew, alas ! thy ancient dirge

When the sad Hours lead on another year.

THE METROPOLITAN CATTLE
MARKET.

When Smithfield was doomed,—not, how-

1 ever, before the cup of indignation and the

i

vials of wrath of the British public had been

repeatedly filled to overflowing,
—the Corpora-

tion of London had to seek out a new site for

a new Metropolitan Cattle Market. The task

was not an easy one. The convenience of the

public, as well as the convenience of the trade,

and, we may add, the convenience of the

beast, and that smaller fry, calves, sheep, and

pigs, had to be consulted ;
not to mention the

convenience of that nervous and sensitive in-

dividual, the landlord of those acres and tene-

ments in the neighbourhood of which the new

tabernacle for cattle-purchasing might be

pitched. The health of nearly three millions

of people demanded that the new mart should

be established in a remote locality, whilst the

interests of the salesman and butcher demanded

that it should not be fixed at an inaccessible

distance from his home and business. For

the dumb animals themselves also, it was de-

sirable that they should not have a long jour-

ney to travel
;

whilst the keen-scented land-

lord snified depreciation of his property in

every breeze that might blow over the thousand

stalls, stealing and giving odours other than

it stole and gave when sweeping over a bank

of violets to please the fancy of Duke Orsino.

There was that abortive speculation, the

Islington Cattle Market, ready to their use,

had the Corporation chosen to adopt it
;
and
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this they might have had, as many havo

their books, their clothes and furniture, second-

hand. But the tide of prejudice had set iu

strong against the melancholy enterpri.so of

Mr. Melsom
;

besides which llighbvny, Stoke

Newington, and Kingsland were throwing out

neat little avenues of villas and semicircles of

crescents which threatened to environ the

spacious area fondly ilroamed-of years past,

by its sanguine proprietor, as a suitable suc-

cursale, if not substitute, for Siuithfield. In

fact, the Lower Road district w;is f.ist becoming
obsolete as a locale for cattle- herding.

The Corporation, however, which, like the

renowned Wonter Van Twillor, "could never

make up its mind on any doubtful point," by
a miraculous effort at last did select a spot.

The spot selected was one of the favourite

resorts of cricketers and racket-playera, and of

those rambling Cits who a decade or two since

1

delighted in strolling out into the grassy

suburbs, and climbing the little nio)dag)ies

that here and there dot the country, then in

the immediate vicinity of town. Highgate
and Hampstead, and Muswell Hill were rural

retreats iu those days,
—alas ! to be so no longer.

The invincible invader with his trowel and

shovel has been advancing up hill and down

lale, pushing on his eutreuchuieuts and throw-

ng up cities of brickwork, until the Cockney
tias discarded his once-beloved haunts, and

mpelled by a more ambitious spirit, and
Iriven by steam, now hurries to the sea-side.

Brighton and Southampton, Margate and

?outheud, attract magnetically his pleasure-

mrsuiug footsteps, and old familiar places see

ds face no more.

It is true that a new generation has arisen,

7hich knows not, and cannot know, what the

orth of London was five-aud-twenty, nay, fif-

Ieen

years ago. Many still remain, however,
j^ho recollect with rapture and delight the

reezy Copenhagen Fields. It was an easy
'alk from any part of Loudon north of the

"hames. Making for King's Cross, where one

f the most hideous statues ever raised to the

lemory of royalty occupied the open space in

"ont of Battle Bridge, you took the road to

le east of the Small Pox Hospital, having on

Dur left hand fields, where sparrows, even

len, were game to the sportive Cockney, and

1 your right for a quarter of a mile or so,

ast-heaps and brick-kilns. These, however,

iissed,

you plunged into veritable coiiutry-land.

ou were in a real lane, with real hedges, that

ally leaved and blossomed each spring and

mmer, and you breathed the sweet breath of

,ture. Maiden Lane, as it was and is still

lied, was then no fiction. The dew fell

lon the green herb, and you might gather

the daisy and the butter-cup, the cowslip and
the primrose to your heart's content, as you
mounted the hill by the winding road. Dip-

ping into Vale Royal, and then .Iwelliiig for a

moment on the beauty of Hello l«le, you
struck into the path that led diagonally up to

that cluster of trees on the crown of tho hill

which you knew indicated the liouso or tavern,
the goal of your discursive peregrination. Not

only, however, may Ichabod bo written on tho

battered features of all this hapless district,

but a curse that curses friend and foe has

smitten it. First came tho Great Northern,
and furrowed the fair fields with broad cuttings,

and grasped acre upon acre for gooils stations

and coal depots. Then the North London
threw up embankments and arches along the

valleys and blurred the face of their beauty.
But worst of all. Vale Royal and Belle Isle

were doomed to become the site of the most

offensive manufactories known to Civilisation,
—

Barbarism never invented such pollution,
—

until the sweet air of heaveu, hero once so

fresh and so healthful, has been converted into

a poison-blast. Knackers, and bone-boilers,

and blood-manure makers have taken possession
of the spot, and made it reek with loathsome

odours and pestilential effluvia—not long,

however, to hold possession, it is to be hoped.
It is disgraceful that such foul works should

be permitted in the midst of a neighbourhood

largely covered by a highly respectable class of

habitations ; you might as well go and set up

your tent beneath the shadow of the upas-

tree.

These merry Copenhagen Fields were, then,

the spot selected by the Corporation of Loudon

for their new Cattle Market. The site recom-

mended itself. It was admirably adapted for

the purpose. It was high, and on the brow

of a hill, thus possessing two e-icelleut attri-

butes,
—it could easily bo drained, and there

would always be a plentiful supply of fresh

air. As you gazed from- its crest, you looked

down upon Lorn lon, and tho cross of St. Paul's

seemed simply on a level with your eye. Un
the left and behind lay HoUoway hollow, the

threshold of the ascent to Highgate, and on

the right the ground sloped down again to-

wards Kentish and Camden Towns. In March,

1854, tho first stone w;us laid, ami so rapidly

were the works carried on that by June, 1855,

extensive as they arc, they were complete<l.

The market was then formally opened, amidst

great enthusiasm, by the late Prince Consort,

with a curious mixture of royal and civic

pomp. The cost of construction was some-

thing under 400,000/.
London may well be proud of ita splendid

cattle mart. No country in tho world can
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boast of anything to approach, much less to

rival it, either in area or position, cleanliness

or convenience. No special room was given
for architectural display ;

nevertheless in the

centre stands an elegant clock-tower, a kind

of Italian campanile, the belfry of which com-

mands a magnificent view over several counties,

including Hertfordshire, Essex, Surrey, and

Kent, The base is encircled by a belt of

shops and offices, built in harmony with the

tower, and forming part of it. The miscel-

laneous business, however, carried on here

cannot be very great ;
for a cattle-medicine

chemist, an agricultural ironmonger, and a

vendor of such coarse clothes as a drover is

likely to need, are the sole representatives of

general trade. To compensate for dulness in

these departments, great activity is manifested

in the bureaux or offices devoted to financial

matters. These offices consist of branches of

London banks, and are always open during
market hours. The Great Northern, the Lou-

don and North Western, the Great Eastern,
the North London Railways also have offices

here, where a good deal of business is trans-

acted, a large proportion of the cattle being

brought to the modern Smithfield by rail.

Nor is the business of the banks insignificant.

One salesman perhaps will have five hundred
head in his charge, and the money transac-

tions incidental to so large a deal must neces-

sarily be large. This, moreover, is complicated

by the fact that the beasts come from many
different owners, go to many different buyers,
and have to be accounted for individually,
with salesman's commission, miscellaneous

charges, and market dues on each. These

last, we may here remark pai'enthetically,
are not very onerous, amounting on the

whole to threepence-halfpenny, that is, two-

pence toU as entrance fee, and three-halfpence
" a tie."

The extent or area of the market is about

eight hundred and 'fifty feet square. One
half of it, divided from the other by a road-

way that leads up to the central offices, is set

apart for beasts, the other half is devoted to

calves, sheep, and pigs. Upwards of 7000
oxen and 25,000 sheep can be easily accom-
modated here, and on more than one occasion

no less than 32,000 sheep have been sold in

a day, fresh flocks coming in as the others

have gone out. What with the lowing, the

bleating, and the squeaking, a lively chorus is,

it can easily be imagined, kept up here on a

busy morning. The ox, however, is a patient

animal, and it is not very frequently that ho

disturbs the drowsy air
; but the long sharp

mouths of the sheep are ever open, uttering a

shrill monotone, which, taken up and repeated

with scarcely a semi-tone of variation by ten

thousand mouths, distracts the ear with any-

thing but a concord of sweet sounds. The
bullocks' half of the square, to continue our

description of the market, is divided by wooden
barriers into twenty alleys, each about thirty
feet wide, with a six-foot space between them.

These are rented by salesmen, who have the

beasts entrusted to them ranged side by side

in two lines, their heads fastened with a rope
to the balustrade, so that the purchaser has

plenty of room to pass down the centre and

inspect the stock. Every bullock, according
to the statutes ot the new Smithfield, must be

thus tied. On the other, or western side of

the. central road, the sheep are confined in

pens, and here they huddle and swarm together,

a woolly heap, as is the wont of sheep. As

for the pigs, being tender and sensitive crea-

tures, they enjoy, with the calves, the privilege

of a covered endosuro, to protect them against

the inclemency of the weather
;
and here they

wallow or lounge, growling a plethoric grunt
in porcine beatitude.

One of the chief features of the market,

however, is the range of buildings constructed

on the south side. These are the layers and

abattoirs, or slaughter-houses. In the layers

a large number of cattle can be comfortably

accommodated, everything being fitted up on

the most improved plans, and with the latest

inventions for keeping them clean, warm, and

airy. To cattle arriving from a distance these

berths are exceedingly welcome, and it would

be a good thing, and conducive to the better

health of the beasts, and consequently to the

better condition of the meat, were they used

more frequently than they are. Cattle driven

up from the country, or even from the London

disembarking wharves, require rest and food

to recreate their strength and bulk before

being appraised, sold, and sent to the shambles.

But unfortunately their last hours know no

such bliss. They are hurried and worried to

the market, and Avorried and hurried to the

butcher's. What a state then must their flesh be

in when they fall beneath the fatal blow of

the slaughterer's poleaxe ! What with travel,

excitement and alarm, dogs and drovers,

hunger and thirst, it must approximate a semi-

diseased condition. This might easily be

remedied if the grazier or salesman would

house them for a night or so close by, and if

the butcher would but consent to use the

abattoirs, which were especially built to pre-

vent the cattle from being driven through the

crowded streets of London, a source of fear to

the foot-passengers, a pain and nuisance to them-

selves. The more we see these poor creatures

dodging their way down Farringdon Road and
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Bridge Street, crossing Holboniand Fleet Street

on their way, the more they excite our pity, aud

make us wish the Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Auiiiials were ubicniitoii.s. Tlio

Drover, numbered and badged a.s he in, .shows

by no means the patience
—

scarcely the intel-

ligence
—of the beast he drives, goading him

behind, whilst the dog, more stupid even than

his master, snaps ami bark.s at him in front.

In fact, it would puzzle the judgment of Her-

cules to decide even for the poor beast which

way he was intended to go.

On Mondays and Thursdays the market is

a kindof luternationalExhibition, withtheright
of sale and immediate removal. The cattle that

crowd its stalls and pens represent the cattle

of nearly every country in Europe, not to say
of every county in Englaud, Wales, Scotland,
aud Ireland. The small black heifer of Aberdeen

with its short crisp curly hair; the fine rich

brown sleek-ribbed bullock of Devonshire, a

British buffalo in appearance ; the fat flanks of

the Sussex breed.s, and the small Breton-like

herds of Wales, are all to be met with here.

But this is not all : Spain sends us some of her

best cattle, imposing with their long branching
'

horns, if not with their bulk and stature.

From the swamps of Bessarabia, the steppes
'

of Hungary, the fertile wastes of Poland, the

marshy meadows of Jutland, the lowlands of

Holland, and the fat pastures of Flanders, from

Turkey, and Italy, Spain and Portugal, and

many other countries, England receives weekly i

supplies of livestock. What haa been said of

oxen may be said likewise of sheep. There is

scarcely a kingdom on the Continent that is

not feeding a herd or a flock for the Londoner's

dinner-table. And well for us is it that our

neighbours are thus busily and peacefully en-

gaged, mindful of our necessities. Woe to

England when her provision list falls short,

and the Christmas-table lacks the traditional

roast beef ! Thanks to tho wise legislation of

the last few years, however, there is little

chance or feav of so unwisbed-for a consum-

mation
;
and in the meantime we import, and

import, and go on importing, happy in the

results.

Few, perhaps, really reflect on the momen-
tous question, where does the daily dinner come
from. They have faith, and so believe that as

Dreakfast, dinner, tea, and supper have suc-

3eeded each other in the order and routine in

ivhich they had been accustomed to succeed

jach other from infancy upwards, so tliey will

jontinue to appear at the regular hour aud

rjeason. No one doubts when he goes to bed

.hat the sun will rise,
—why doubt then that

'

he supply of food will ever fail ? To show,
'

lowever, how extensively we depend on
1

foreign countries for our beef and mutton, and
how our dependeuc- is daily increaiiug,
we give tho following interesting stati-jtic*,
which are well w..rth cousid.Tation

;
for not

only the English grazier, but the English
dinner-eater is concerned. Going back fiftticn

years, we find that England imported live

stock in the undermentioned proportion :
—

C.itlle. Sheep. I'igH.

1850 . . GG,4G2 143,498 7,287
1855 . . . 97,527 102,(542 12,171
ISGO . . 104,509 320,219 24,452
1804 . . . 231,734 490,243 85,302

This year, too, we shall find the proportion
to be amply maintained. All these animals,

however, it must be understood, do not find

their way to the London market. Some are

landed at our northern ports, and feed our

friends in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire
; others

again go to Scotlind, and some to the west,
Bristol and Liverpool receiving not a few.

The number of foreign cattle brought to the

Copenhagen Market is nevertheless very great,
and if it increase in the ratio it has increased

during the last few years, the foreign would
seem likely to swamp our native-grown beeves.

The total number of beasts sold was in the

years —
British. Foreign.

1802 . . 300,517 249,051 51,466
1803 . . 309,030 229,392 80,238
1864 . . 339,408 220,294 119,174

And there is little doubt that 1805 will see

this proportion between British and Foreign
cattle sold diminish rapidly, until the balance

lies in favour of the Continentalist.

So important have our foreign transactions

become, that it may be wortli while to .say a

few words on the "carrying" trade, which has

grown up in consequence. As we are com-

pelled to eat foreign cattle, there cannot but

be a certain pleiisure in knowing how they are

brought, and what troubles the beasts them-

selves experience.

Upwards of twenty foreign ports, we would

inform our reatlers, are ever busy shipping
cattle for England. Most of them lie on the

Dutch coast. For example, Amsterdam, P>re-

nien, Hamburg, Rotterdam, Tonniug, Antwerp,

Harlingden, Medomblick, and Ostend, do a

large trade tliis way. But some are found

in the extreme south
;
and of these we m.ay

mention Oporto, Cadiz, an<l Gibraltar. Revel

in the Baltic fiuiiishes a few, but the m.ijority

come to us from the northern harbours we have

already mentioned. T.> these points they are

driven, or conveyed by rail, from the interior,

and of course in various stages of health-
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Herds'of them may be met in the north by the

autumnal tourist far away from the sea- coast,

noisily urged on by a Prussian bucolic or a

Dutch drover ; whilst if his steps lie in Spain
or Portugal, he may not impossibly see, what,
in its transmigratory state, will form his

Christmas dinner, drawing a wine cart drowsily

along the road to the port. Little does the

patient animal dream that when he has com-

pleted his journey, and left the barrels at the

merchant's, he will be expatriated for his

pains, that, shipped on board a steamer, he

will have to undergo the horrors of the Bay of

Biscay, and perhaps brave the turbulence of

the huge Atlantic rollers in a storm, to be the

first to be thrown overboard, should it be

found necessary to ease the labouriug vessel.

At the best of times, when the sea is calm and

the sky blue, it is a painful passage for him,
for neither ox nor cow was formed by nature

to make marine excursions. Not much better

off are the beasts that traverse the North Sea,

though the run is made in fewer hours. Galea

are very frequent and very terrible on those

stormy waters, and the trials of the poor
bovine passengers become consequently very

great. With the utmost care that can be

taken with them, there must necessarily be much

suffering ;
little less indeed than that caused

by the once terrible Middle Passage. For-

tunately the cattle are not so sensitive

as even a nigger, and so do not die off so

rapidly.

As we have said, all the cattle that leave

foreign parts for England do not reach London.
A large portion, however, is absorbed and con-

sumed by the metropolis. These are brought

by a fleet of thirty fine-built fast-sailing vessels,

which are constantly on the road laden with

supplies. Very few of them, it must be con-

fessed, are devoted solely to the purpose of

shipping cattle, the majority being passenger
vessels. There are, however, three or four,

—
the Maas, 900 tons burthen, for example,—
which have been built and fitted up solely with

a view to cattle-carrying. And admirable are

all the arrangements for the comfort of the

poor beasts, those in the hold even having

plenty of air. They are ranged in three tiers,

and have ample space between each. Another

great improvement is, that the cattle, instead

of being swung up by pulleys,from the decks

and holds, walk up by an inclined plane,
rather steep it is true, but rendered safe for

the hoof by strips of wood being nailed down
crosswise. By this means a drove may be

easily and speedily disembarked, the cattle

following one another up the gangways in

"excellent good order." Three wharves—and
three alone, we believe—receive cattle. The

British and Foreign Wharf, near the London
Docks ;

Brown's Wharf, Blackwall, which be-

longs to the General Steam Navigation Com-

pany ; and the Brunswick Cattle Wharf, the

property of the Blackwall Railway Company.
The Brunswick will accommodate 900 beasts,
the British and Foreign 1,250, and Brown's
Wharf a much larger number. If the cattle

are landed at a time when it is legal to drive

them through the streets, they are at once de-

spatched to the Caledonian Road Market, a

long and foot-sore journey ;
if not, they are

kept waiting at the wharves, huddled together,

hungry and thirsty, until the driver may start

with his charge.
Before concluding, one thing must be de-

nounced, and that is, driving cattle away
from the market in the busiest hours of the

day. The law, we were taught to believe, ia

very strict on this point. If there be a law

to the effect, the proviso is shamefully set at

defiance, and O'Connell's declaration that he

could drive a coach and six through any Act
of Parliament, is here out-Heroded, for every

day we find droves of cattle driven through
one. Does the statute refer only to taking cattle

to market, without considering the converse of

bringing the cattle from market 1 If this be so,

we can only smile at the wisdom of the wise-

acres who legislate for us. They are evidently

monoculists, and cannot take a binocular

view of things. Having, however, legislated for

one direction, perhaps they will now be able to

legislate for the other. Having prescribed the

hours between which cattle may be driven to

the market, perhaps they will prescribe certain

hours when they may be driven from it. At

present the sheep and oxen are beaten and

worried through our streets during any period
of the day, causing infinite alarm to the public,

and adding seriously to that disgraceful blockade

of our thoroughfares which is already intoler«

able.

GRANSON AND MORAT.

Glokious days of early summer on the Lake

of Neufchatel ! The sun is blazing, without

a cloud, through the long day ;
those who

wish to see him rise must be astir early ;
and

to do this comfortably, it is well to secure a

room at the top of that handsome tower, built

round a central court, called the Hotel Belle-

vue. It well deserves its name. There lies

the whole lake, of most perfect form and size,

spread out below, and beyond the Bernese

Oberland, with the chains contiguous, stretch-

ing in a long line to the east and, under

favourable circumstances, to be seen just at

sunrise or sunset, the phantom dome of Mont
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Blanc. In spite of the bright .^iin, the " Uise "
|

is blowing viciously, making quite a sua in the

lake, and rentlering the luoruing bath ditHcult,
'

and driving tlio dust wildly about the streets I

of Neufchatel, till it seems thoronghly dis-

tributed into every object capable of rtCLiviiig

it, such as clothes and hair and beards. There '

is no escape from the glare and heat and dust

of the Jura limestone but in the waters of the

lake itself. Neufchiitfl is a pretty town,

rising up the hill out of the lake, which '

washes on a long quay, solidly built of stone, i

and planted as a promenade. What it con-

tains to be Beeil is soon seen. There is the '

old castle, now used for public offices, and its
'

church, mostly of debased architecture, but

containing a curious round arch of immense

antiquity ; and near the porch, inside, a fine

sculptured monument of numerous mediieval

iames and knights, one of the latter in his

prhite panoply, closely resembling the ghost in
•' Don Juan." Neufchatel is most interesting,

is having nearly caused a war between Switzer-

and and the late King of Prussia, surnamed

plicquot,
in January, 1857. This canton, as

ve know, slipped from the feeble grasp of

hat monarch, its titular liege-lord, and is

low as free as any other member of the Con-

ederatiou. The case might have been difier-

nt now, had Switzerland to deal with Bismark

nd his master, intoxicated with the fumes of

)uppel. However, from the front they
howed in 1857, it is not likely the Swiss

I'ould

have quailed before the Prussian eagle ;

nd the associations connected with the neigh-
ourhood of Neufchatel are, in truth, more

ispiriting to the invaded than the invader,

ew words are pronounced with greater pride

Y the Swiss, than those which head this

iper, and they are certainly, in a great

leasure, justified by the facts. Granson and

t[orat

were victories on a far larger scale than

le immortal skirmishes of Worgarten, Sem-

ich, and Niifels, and gained over a chief far

ore redoubtable than the leaders of the

ustrians ;
for Charles the Bold, of Bur-

indy, before the bolder mountaineers brought
s crest to the dust, was accounted the

eat captain of the age. Still these great

stories were gained in what we should

tempted to call rather the silver, than tho

Iden age of Swiss heroism. The Swiss, in

ose conflicts for existence, in which they had

jght with the fury of despair, had been

rprised by the discovery of their prowess,
d were now fully aware of it. They had

quired the character of the most iron-fisted

'antry in Europe. Kings ami dukes had

|un to court their alliance. They had come

love fighting for its own sake, and were begiu-

I

uing to see that they might make war pay for

itself, and eventually become, iu* tlieir de.sceud-

anta afterwards proved, a thoroughly good
investment of their natural capital of thewB
and sinews It is probable that, in the

campaigns of 14.70, Charles thtj JJuld was (juite

as much afraid of tho Swiss, as tiiey were of

him, and tiiat his great invasion of their

rugged lan<l3 was prompted (luite as much by

anger at their annoyances, as by mere lust of

conquest. Is was gall ancl wormwood in

those times of chivalry for a liclteil knight and

powerful sovereign to be detied by a set of

low-born cattle-drivers
;
and doiibtle.ss Sir W.

Scott, iu his " Anne of Gierstein," draws a

faithful picture of the feelings of the duke
and his friends with regard to the Swiss.

Besides thus, the Dukes of Burgundy had

gone out of their way to be civil to the Swiss.

Philip the Good had condescended to be

feted, and, in return, had lavished bows and

smiles on the Bernese, on a journey he made
into Germany. In 1407, the same prince
made a treaty with Bern, Zurich, Freiburg,
and Solothurn. The magistrates of those

towns had drunk of thi duke's choicest vin-

tages at Dijon—vintages which, as all lovers

of good wine well know, stand alone in the

world. These good relations were inconsistent

with the dream cherished by his son Charles,

of a Burgundian empire, extending from tho

mouth of the Rhone to the North Sea. Yet

it is not quite clear that he would have at-

tempted to conquer the Swiss, had he not been

brought into disagreeable contact with them.

After taking Lorraine from Duke Rene, he

managed to get Sigismuud of Austria, who
had been roughly handled by the Swiss, to

mortgage Alsace to him. Over this province

he indiscreetly set Peter von Hagenbach, who

provoked the Swiss by exactions practised on

their travelling merchants ; and the Con-

federates were exasperated to the highest

degree when they heard that Hagenbach had

SJiid, in reply to remonstrances,
" If the Swiss

do not keep quiet, I will Hay the bear of

Bern, and make myself a pelisse out of his

skin."

The Swiss had, also, cause to complun of

Jacques of Savoy, whoso brother, Amedee IX.,

had put him in possession of the I'ays do ^'and.

From Charles the Bold no redress was to bo

obtained
;
but that was not the case with his

rival, tho astute Louis XI. of Franco. Louis

embraced the cause of the Swi.ss most warmly,
for the very good reason that it was his own

cause as well, and he saw in the Confederation

an instrument put into his hands by fate, or

his patron saint, for getting rid of his formid-

i

able adversary. He poured oil on the fire of

J
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the affrouts felt by the Swiss, and caused

them to conclude au alliance with him against
the duke (13th August, 1470), to which,

however, the cantons of Zug, Unterwalden,
and Glarus refused to be parties ; probably,
because their situations had kept them clear of

Burgundian complications.
Informed of what was in store for him,

Charles, either not anxious to quarrel with

the Swiss at all, or wishing for time to com-

plete his preparations against them, sent en-

voys through the country, whose endeavours

at conciliation, when nearly successful, were

frustrated by the intrigues of the King of

France. In the meantime, Charles quarrelled
anew with the Archduke Sigismund, and
Louis managed to reconcile the Swiss with

Austria, so that, in case of a rupture with

Burgundy, they had no occasion to fear their

hereditary enemy at their backs. The prin-

cipal author of this alliance, besides Nicholas

of Diesbach and Scharnachthal of Bern, was
the cunning prelate, Jost of Silenia, a man of

Lucerne, provost of Miinster, who aspired to

be the French bishop of Grenoble, He re-

ceived 21,000 francs for distribution in the

Confederacy. In June, 1474, the treaty of

Constance leagued against Charles the Arch-

duke Sigismund, the Swiss and the Upper
Rhine towns. All the towns of Alsace im-

mediately rose against Burgundy ;
the tyrant

Hageubach, the Gesler of Alsace, was executed

at Alt Breisach, with the aid of the Swiss.

Diesbach of Bern saw that the crisis was come,
and, in anticipation of the wrath of Charles,

persuaded the Confederates to declare war

against him. The Swiss, 10,000 strong, with
8000 Alsatian allies, invaded Upper Bur-

gundy, and beat at Hericourt 20,000 Bur-

gundians, under Jacques of Savoy, to the cry
of " Bern and St, Vincent." The standard
of Lisle was taken, and 3000 men of Franche
Comte' left on the field ; twelve castles and
three towns fell to the victors. But this first

campaign cost the Swiss the life of Diesbach,
the chief instigator of the war, who fell sick

and died at Porrentrug. His death, how-

ever, did not cool the ardour of the Swiss
;

they invaded the Pays de Vaud, the men of

Freiburg acting with those of Bern against the
Duchess of Savoy, their liege lady, who was
allied with Burgundy.

In three weeks sixteen little towns and

forty-three castles fell to the Confederates,

taken, to use a Thucydideau phrase, at the
first shout of their voices. Thus fell the

memorable town and castle of Granson, south
of Neufchatel, escaladed without artillery.
These conquests were attended with savage
circumstances in many cases ; with massacres

of inhabitants of towns, ami throwing of gar-

garisons over batdement.s, and decapitation

of captains. At Estavayor, on tho east of the

lake, the Swiss put ganison and people to

the sword, even the women and children, and,

what was even more shocking to that age, the

priests. The government of Bern was obliged

to write in remonstrance : "These unheard-of

cruelties, contrary to our ancient customs,

might bring on us the wrath of God and

the saints." Morat, more fortunate than

Estavayer, averted its fate by timely submis-

sion. Its population were half German, half

Roman
;
the German element prevailed, and

it became subject to Bern and Freiburg.

Geneva bought mercy from the Confederates

for 28,000 crowns of gold, and Lausanne owed

its safety to its ecclesiastical character, the

government of Bern having taught at last

respect for the Church to its eager soldiers.

In the meantime, the Valais was also the

theatre of war. The Valaisans, aided by
4000 Swiss and Graubundeners, beat the

Savoyards at the battle of La Plauta, with the

loss of 2000 men (13th November, 1475),
It is not to be wondered at that Charles

became furious. The Sndss had bearded in

his den the lion of Burgundy, the destroyer

of Liege, and the conqueror of Lorraine. They
now heard, to their consternation, that he had

quitted Nancy, in spite of winter, and was

moving towards Besan§on, with 50,000 men,

the elite of all the fighting nations, some

English included. They learned also, not to

add to their comfort, that Louis XI, and the

German emperor, Frederick III., had played

them false, each imagining that he had a

prospect of allying his son with Marie, the

daughter of Burgundy, In this difficulty of

the Swiss, their enemies in the Pays de Vaud
'

took heart of grace. Before the duke left Besan-

9on, Guillaume de la Sarraz, in revenge for his

burnt castle, fell on Yverdun, at the northern

end of the lake, and made short work of the

Confederate garrison. On the 6th of February,

1476, the Burgundian army was in full march

on the country of Neufchatel, and appeared

suddenly before the castle of Granson, de-

fended by 300 men, and two captains of Bern,

Hans Wyler and Brandolphe de Stein,

j

From Neufchatel to Granson, along the

brink of the lake, is about one hour and a half

; by rail. While in German Switzerland the
'

open cars prevail, in French Switzerland it

'

seems a principle, for what reason I do not

know, to buy up the cast-off carriages of the

French railways, which make their first un-

promising appearance at Bienne, to one arriving

from the north. The raUway cuts through

I
the lower parts of the fortifications of the
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castle of Granson, which Btill towers Bcoriifiilly

above it, iu excellent preservation, cousideriiiLj

its ago and fortunes. In consequence of the

recent death of the proprietor, I wiw unable to

see the interior
;
but the i,'rcater part of the

trophies of the battle are to be seen elsewhere.

To return to 1470 ; the little garrison of

Granson repulsed undismayed two assault>i,

and even made sorties, in one of which Bran-

dolphe de Stein, carried too far by the ardour

success, was made prisoner. Wyler, left

to himself, showed the white feather. A
gentleman, half Jiurgiindian, half Alsatian,
came with proposals from tlie duko, telling the

garrison that Bern and Freiburg liad alrwidy
fallen, and ollering their lives. This gentle-
man managed to get one hundred llorins out
of the Swiss for his g(»od oflices. But thoy
unfortunately reckoned without the host, for

as soon as they had surrendered, Cliarle.^ hung
up to trees or drowned in the lake the whole
412 of them, being mostly men of Bern and

7 <i\^^\'r

^

Castle of Grausju.

?reiburg. Wild with rage and thirsting for

/eugeance, the Confederates, 24,000 in num-
)er, marched iu three columns to meet the

iuke's army, more than twice as numerous,
[t was the forenoon of the 2nd of March,
1476. From the neighbourhood of Concizc,
iowards Neufchutel, the Jura falls back,

eaving a considerable margin to the lake.

The Swiss no doubt wished t(3 catch Charles

Defore he was able to attain this freer field of

iction between the steep and the shore, as the

Austrians were caught at Morgarten in 1315.
The warriors of Bern, Freiburg, Solothurn,

ind Bienne formed the first column of the

Swiss advance. When tliey came in sight of

the enemy they all knelt down in the snow,
made the sign of the cross, and otfercd up a

prayer for victory. The Burgundians did like-

wise. The second corps was led by Hassfurter,

of Lucerne, conspicuous by his long beard

and long coat, which concealed a lame leg.

The first charge was made by Cbateau-Guyou,
of Orbe, at the head of the ducal gendarmerie.
But the forest of Swiss pikes was not to be

l)ome down by armed coursers. The artillery,

then a comparatively new arm, was brought

up to breach the living wall. The Bur-gun-

dians were looking with admiration, mingled
with anxiety, on its eflfects on the Swiss ranks,

w hich it tore without shaking, when thoy were

attacked on the left flank by the second

column of the Swiss, which had turned Vau-

marcus, and would thus have the advantage
of the ground.

Then the Bastard of Burgundy, who com-

manded the artillery, fearing to lose his un-

handy guns, fell back towards Corcellea and the

duke's main order of battle. This "
strategical

^-
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movement " looked much like a flight ;
at all

events, the Calabrians in the duke's army
believed it to be so, and faced about. The

Duke, however, holding his standard in one

hand and lance in rest in the other, seconded

by the Prince of Tarentum and other lords,

succeeded in restoring the battle, when all at

once the ominous sounds of the horn of Unter-

walden and the bellowings of the bull of Uri

were heard from the direction of Fiez. At
the same instant another body of Swiss ap-

pears on the heights between St. Maurice and
Bouvillars. The Burgundiana again turn to

fly, and this time with better success. Their

captains cannot prevent the panic from being

universal, though Chateau-Guyon seizes the

banner of Schwytz, and hews against the

eighteen feet long pikes. He falls, and the

victors pass over him, while Charles himself is

involved in the general rout, and dragged with

it as far as Jougne. Those days at the begin-

ning of March were too short for vengeance,
and the Swiss pursued the enemy far into the

night. Their appetite for slaughter was re-

freshed the next day by the sight of their

companions hanging on the trees about Gran-

son, so they forthwith stormed the castle and
treated the garrison in the same manner.

Some of the circumstances of this battle recall

those of that by the Lake Thrasymenus, and
"the defiles fatal to Roman rashness," the

Swiss reserves playing the same part in deciding
the victory as the ambuscade of Hannibal.

The victory of the Swiss at Granson only
wanted the capture of Charles himself to com-

plete it, as everything else of value that he

brought to the field was taken. It is difficult

to understand why he brought a million florins

in money, and many precious diamonds with

him
;
he may have intended, in case his suc-

cess was only partial, to try what other arms
could do with the Swiss leaders. As it turned

out, he had no time to negotiate, and he fur-

nished the principal Swiss towns with a num-
ber of noble trophies, which they show to this

day. Charles was defeated, but not cowed.

In spite of remonstrating friends, who repre-
sented that there was much to lose and little

to gain by war with the Swiss, he swore to let

his beard grow till he had punished his enemies

and razed Bern to the ground. So he made
a levy of one man in six in his dominions,
had the bells of the churches and the caldrons

in private houses cast into cannon to replace
those he had lost, and he soon reviewed at

Lausanne a,n army as formidable as the first,

containing, besides his own subjects, 6000

English and 15,000 Italians. This time his

mark was Morat. It was a point of honour
to retake this place. It lay directly in the

road to Bern, and although the country was

ridged with hills, and covered with forest, it

did not present any difliculty like the natural

trap which the Jura and the Lake of Neuf-

chatel formed for an army.
Some curiosity was excited at Neufchatel

as to how the steamer advertised to sail for

Morat was to reach that place, as, according
to the imperfect maps in the possession of our

party, the two lakes of Neufchatel and Morat

appeared to be divided by a considerable strip

of dry land. On reaching, however, the

northern end of the lake of Neufchatel, we
entered a navigable river—the Broye—which

flowed from one lake into the other. Its

channel may have been artificially altered for

the sake of draining the marsh, for it ap-

peared to be almost too good to be natural.

On the low, flat, sedgy banks we saw some

Cuyp-like groups of big cattle, and on enter-

ing the little lake of Morat saw with pleasure

that its shores, though not craggy or pictur-

esque, had a gentle and pastoral character,

and the soft beauty peculiar to Windermere.

The lake of Morat has been compared to the

sea of Gennesaret, and seems to resemble it

in abundance of fish, as well as in other cha-

racteristics. One of these fish, huge of size

and most forbidding aspect, looking as if it

had grown fat on dead Burgundians, though
its teeth were little more than rudimentary

knobs, was shown us in the Museum. It is

said to inhabit the mud in the deepest part of

the lake.

Morat, or Murten, is one of the most tho-

roughly picturesque little towns in Switzerland,

or even in Europe. It is perfectly surrounded

by its ancient wall, with towers at intervals.

These towers have each its conical roof, in

some places oddly built askew. The battle-

ments of the walls have been protected by a

roofing, which gives them the eff"ect of a ship's

side with a row of port-holes. The walls still

bear the honourable scars of the Burgundian

artillery, one tower near the northern gate

having received the severest punishment, such

as only long-continued pommelling with those

elementary cannon could have inflicted. In

places stone balls are still sticking, but they
must have been purposely built into the

walls. At the landing-place of the steam-

boats the first house is the Hotel du Bateau,

a fine study for a painter. On entering the

gate a street is seen with arcades on each side

like Bern or Chester, and quaint gabled

houses run in all directions. We are pecu-

liarly fortunate, for we happen to arrive on the

22nd of June, the very anniversary of the

battle of Morat. The garlands, and the flags,

and the decorated fountains, and the patriotic
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mottoes about the streets set oflF the ancient

buildings to the best possible advantage. On
a house, formerly iuhiibited by Pater Girard,
a beneficent monk, stood the following in-

scription :
—

" Du gehiJrest bent in unsrer MItte
;

Nicht wahr, Pater Giran], hier weht gute Luft,
Wo wir feiern frei iiach alter Sitte

Was der grosser Tag uns in Erinnrung ruft.

Zieht voriiber, muntre Kinderschaaren,
Koiumt buld wieder, Ihr bringt neue Freud,

Zielit voriiber, Geist aus fiiistern Jahren,
Eomm nicht wieder mit dem alten Leid.

The verses allude to the children's festival, for

which this great day id set apart. First, all

the schools receive their prizes in the church,
after a preparatory religious ceremony ; an<l

nothing can be prettier than to see the blush-

ing little maidens in fresh dresses and wreaths

called up to receive, one by one, the testimo-

nials of diligence or good conduct. Some, I

was happy to see, still wore the becoming
cantonal costume. After this, there is a pro-

cession through the streets. The boys are all

in arms, «>f Mars, that is to say, not of

nurses
;
and it is edifying to see how martially

they march and manoeuvre, and to hear the

"thunder of the beardless captains." The

Jugendwehr of Switzerland is a noble insti-

tution. A little free country, surrounded by

big military bullies, cannot teach its chil-

dren too early that their arms must save their

heads, aul that lesson is most effectually in-

culcated on such anniversaries as this. After

the procession, the collection in the Gymna-
Biom is thrown open to the public, and the

relics of Morat are inspected. There are still

jome of the queer cannon which did the

aaischief to the wall, put together so rudely,

;hat they must have been more dangerous to

'riends than enemies—as elephants are said

10 be in war. And there are arquebuses,

lalberts, and partizaus, double-handed swords,

ind a huge club covered with spikes
—most

I'ffectual

in a stout hand for smashing armour-

ilates or thick skulls imder heavy helmets.

Vnd in an upper room there is a very credit-

ble picture by a modern artist, showing
ow the lightly clad, but heavily armed

rarriors of the mountains, with their faces

t with holy j'>y, hammered the drooping

iiivalry with their iron masked and cuirassed

hargers into the waters of the lake. I was

rawn along by the schoolmaster with the train

f boys singing patriotic songs to the heights

) the south of the town, over which the

attle principally raged. On the way the

)wers of Morat stood distinct against the

cy, and brought to mind the prominent fea-

ires of Belliuzoua. The youth pic-nic'd

under some huge limes
; one of them marked

as that unil'^r wliich the Swifts lead.;rrt hold

their council of war. As to ray own dinner,
it met with an adventure. Whilst I woa sit-

ting at the little inn awaiting it, a sheep dog
rushed out with a tine pie:e of kalbsbraten in

his mouth, the inhabitants of the ina after

I him ;
he managed, however, to secure his prey

I and bolt it. His owner, the farmer, was
ordered to pay for the kalbsbraten ; ho ob-

I jected to the price charged, which was that

I which I should have hai to pay had it been

I served to me, and wanted to pay the market-
'

price of the stolen meat. I am not clear how

they settled it, but it was the only kalbsbra-

ten to be had, and I had to content mya-df
with "

stierenangen," or broiled eggs, bo that
' I had to keep the festival of Morat on fasting

fare. On the brink of the lake stands a

grand but simple obelisk of stone, bearing
the inscription,

"
Victoriam, 22 Juui, 147G,

patrum concordii partam novo signal lapide

Respublica Freiburg. 1822." A building
which once existed, filled with bones and
skulls of dead Burgundians, was destroyed by
the jealousy of a Bargundian regiment in the

French Revolutionary army of 171)8 ; an act

worthy of the Prussian vandals who broke

up the Danish lion on the field of Idstedt.

On the whole the scene of this day vividly

recalled Macaulay's noble ballad on the battle

of the lake Ragillus :

"the proud Ides of Quinctilis

For ever marked with white,"

when Rome triumphed over her ancient

despot with the thirty Latin cities at his

back. But to return to our historical sketch.

Aware of the gathering of the Burgundiiin

storm, Bern and Freiburg sent to Morat a

garrison of 15U0 men, under the conduct of

the gallant Adrian von Bonbenberg. This was

in the month of April, and bodies of the enemy

began to appear in front of the town. He
wrote to tlie government of Bern :

" Do not

be in a hurry ;
wait for the Confederates. I

will hoM Morat as long as I have a drop of

blood in my vt-ins." On the l)th of June the

whole Burgundian army appeared stretching

over two leagues, and deploying to the .sound

of martial mu^ic. On the I'Jth appeared the

van of the Confederates. Never had Switzer-

land mustered in such strength befoi-e. The

army was composed of more than ;$i),000 men,

and with the population of that time must

have comprised most of the fighting force of

the Cantons. There were 11.000 pikes.

10,000 halbexts, 10,000 arquebuses, and

4000 horsemen of Lorraine and Alsace, very

effective auxiliaries. Under the linden of
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Villars-les-Moines the council of war was held.

Herter, the commander of the Basle and

Strasbnrg contingent, proposed to fortify the

camp after the manner of the enemy, but

Felix Keller, of Zurich, exclaimed,
" No

barricades for us ; we will attack as our

fathers did." The attack was planned in

three corps. The first, forming the van or

left wing, was led by the Bernese Hans von

Hallwyl, with the Freiburgers Vuippens and

Fegely, as lieutenants. The Zurichers, Hans
Waldmann and WUhelm Herter, commanded
the centre, the reserve, of the right wing, was

commanded by the old councillor of Lucerne,

Gaspard Hertenstein. The Count of Thierstein

commanded the cavalry. The Duke Rene,
whom Charles the Bold had dispossessed,

marched with his halbert on his shoulder like

a common soldier in the Confederate ranks.

After the usual prayer, the sun broke through
the clouds, and lit the verdure of the yet un-

bloody field. Hallwyl exclaimed, "Con-

federates, God is with us. He sends his sun

to light our victory, as a hundred and tliirty-

seven years ago he lighted the victory of our

fathers at Laupeu." The first sweep of the

Swiss van surmounted the Biu-gundian fosse,

and took the park of artillery, the artillery-

men being slain at their culverius
; and quick

as thought the men of the Oberland and
Entlibuch dragged their own cannon over

the ditch and rampart, and brought them
to bear on the enemy. Meanwhile, there

is a terrible melee in the central battle where

Waldmann is engaged. It sways doubtfully,
when Bonbenberg comes to the rescue at the

head of the relieved garrison of Moral Her-

tenstein, with his reserves, now cuts in, and
the hostile masses, shaken before, begin to dis-

solve. Still there is a focus of resistance

where the guards of the Duke stand, and as

one would expect when the Duke of Somerset

directs the shafts of a body of English archers.

But damp weather had slackened the bow-

strings. Somerset falls. His yeomen fall

around him. The Burgundians are completely
routed. Charles, like the great Napoleon,
at this fatal moment, loses his head, and

gallops oflf to Payerne with a few cavaliers,
struck with consternation at the piles of dead

he was leaving on the field, and with the

sight of the flower of his chivalry driven like

sheep before wolves to be swallowed in the

lake. The Swiss gave no quarter. The sol-

diers of the Count of Romont, who climbed

the trees for safety, and thence got the nick-

name of "
squirrels," were reached by aveng-

ing arrows. None escaped but the vivandieres

and female camp followers, who had doubtless

-erved the cause of the Swiss by being in the

way. The number of the slain, always diffi-

cult to determine, even now, appears to have
been about 15,000, or almost half the number
of the Swiss army. The Swiss were after-

wards rather proud of the saying,
" as cruel

as at Morat." But the cruelty of Morat was
not purposeless. It secured Swiss independence
on a firm basis

; and although Switzerland has

j

since been washed over by the tides of war, its

j
conquest and permanent occupation have gene-

'

rally been considered out of the question to

j

this day. May it ever be so
;

for nations

j

which have preserved their ancient liberties

have grown few in number, and we above all

others should sympathise with the Swiss, not

least, that, like ourselves, probably on account

of their freedom, they are among the best

abused nations in Europe. It is well known
that the sequel of Morat was the defeat and

j

death of Charles close to his usurped capital
I of Nancy ;

a just Nemesis ! A German pro-

i

verb says that he lost " Vor Granson das Gut,
vor Murten den Muth, vor Nancy das Bliit."

G. C. SWAYNE.

A CHAPTER ON PLANTERS.

Man in his generations, says Homer, is like

the trees ;
"as is the race of leaves, such ia

that of man." If there were not a constant

succession of mankind to take the places of

the generation that is dying away year after

year, the population of the whole globe would
soon show a retrograde change, and our own

country, dependent as she is on the increase

of her population for her progress in commerce
and trade, would exhibit sad marks of a going
back on the sun-dial of her prosperity, if the

trees cut down year by year were not replaced

by others.

The planting of trees, then, may be allowed

to take rank among other branches of industry,

as an agreeable and useful art, and one which

might well be considered even a branch of

patriotism, while our strength lay in our
" wooden walls" instead of our " iron clads."

Moreover, it is an ancient and venerable art.

Not to enter into examples taken from the

Psalms and the rest of the Old Testament,
our classical readers will remember how that

Homer describes Laertes as beguiling his sor-

row for the prolonged absence of his son by
the planting of trees. Pliny enumerates many
similar instances. The "

Corycius Senex "
of

Virgil's Georgics finds a solace in the same

employment. Horace, too, advises his friend

Varus to relieve the anxiety of private life and

the cares of public life by planting vines.

Scipio rejoiced in planting olive trees, and

Cicero at his Tusculan Villa did the same.
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Plutarch tells us that the people of Litenium

I

regarded with superstitiou-i reverence the olive-

trees and a beautiful myrtle, which Scipio

bad planted iu their neighbourhood yearn be-

'ore. And even Hannibal, the fierce and fell

eader of the Punic soldiery, employed liis

irmy in the work of planting olive-trees, thus

ilmost realisin;,'
—in fact, if not in spirit

—the

)eautiful metaphor of Scripture whicli speaks
>f

" swords and spears
"
being turned into

'plough-shares and pruning hooks."

It is proba1)le that no trees were planted or

ransplanted by the hand of man in Britain

ntil the Romans introduced among us the

hestnut, the Castanea mollis of Virgil. But
•om that time down to a comparatively recent

eriod, there has never been wanting a due

iccession of landscape gardeners, who have

itroduced among us, and largely extended

le growth of the various forest trees which

Id to English scenery that special charm of

irk-like vegetatiou which we seldom see

road.

The greatest planter ever known in Scotland

thought to have been the late Janies Duff,

irl of Fife, who is said to have realised an

mense fortune by planting with useful and
luable timber trees no less than 14,0U0 acres

land that down to his time had been wholly

productive. The first ^larquis of Breadal-

ne and the late Duke of Athole are sdd to

ve added largely to the value of th ir re-

active properties by planting on them some

)00,000 of trees apiece. Pope's Lord

thurst, too, planted a vast number of trees

his park near Cirencester
;
and though he

jun the work when he was already forty
irs of age, yet, as ha lived to see more than

1 ety birthdays, he had the pleasure of

a.ing and walking, of riding and driving,
ler the shale of trees which he had planted
h his own hand. The late Lord Garden-

le—a Scottish Judge of Session—was a

at and entliusiastic planter ;
and many

33 of his rearing embellish the village

ch he formed close by Lawreucekirk, in

county of Kincardine. *'
I have tried a

iety of the pleasures which mankind pur-

," wrote his lordship, "but I have never

shed any of them so much as the enjoy-
it arising from the progress of this vill.-ige."

^true is it, as Cicero * writes:—Quid ego
am satus, ortus, incremeuta commemorem /

ari delectatione non possum ut mere

sJ^ctutis requietem oblectamentumque nos-

oii Cujus quidem non iitilitas

solum, ut ante dixi, sed etiam cultura et

iji natura delectat
; adminiculoium ordiues,

c4tum jusatio, religatio et pronairatio vitium.

s

r

E

De Scnectute, ch. xv.

sarmontorumipie ea, quam uixi, aliorum am-
putatio, aliorum iuunis-io Xeo
veru aegetibus solum et pratis et vinei* et

arbustis res rusticie lajtao sunt, sod otiam hortig

et pomariis."
John Ev.lyn, the philosopher of Wotton,

passed much of his time in the planting of

trees; and his "Sylva, or a Discourse on Forest

Trees" is ono of the most popular and, in

some senses, most valuable works in tlie entire

range of English literature. In a letter to

Lady Sunderland, ilatc I Deptfonl, Aug, 4th,

1()90, ho thus alludes to his fondness for

planting trees antl shrubberies :
—

^Yhcn many years ago I came from rambling abroad,
observed a little there, and a great deal more since I

came home, that gave me much satisfaction, and, as

events have proved scarce worth one's pursuit, I cast

about how I should employ the time which hangs oa
most young men's hands, to the best advantage, and
when books and severer studies grew tedious, and
other impertinence would be i)re3sing, by what inno-

cent diversions I might sometimes relieve myself, with-

out complyance to recreations I t loke no felicity in,

because they did not contribute to any improvement of

the mind : this set me upon platilinj of trees, and
brouiiht forth my "Sylva," which booke, infinitely

beyond my expectiitions, is now also calling for a fourth

impression, and has been the occasion of propagating
many useful timber-trees throughout this nation. Hig
late M^ijesty, Charles II., was sometimes pleiised to

take notice of it to me, and that I had by that booke
alone incited a world of planters to repair their broken

estates and woo Jes, which the greedy rebels had wasted

and made such havoc of. Upon this encouragement I

was once spe-iking to a mighty man, then in despotic

power, to mention the greate inclination I had to serve

his majesty in a little office (the salary, I think, hardly
300/.) whose province was to inspect the timbjr-trees

in his majesty's forests, and take aire of their culture

and improvement ;
but this was conferr'd upon another,

who, I believe, had seldom been out of the smoke of

London, where, tho' there was a greate deale of timber

there were not many trees. I confess I had an inclina-

tion to the imployment npon a publique account as

well as its being suitable to my rural Runius, borne as

I was, at Wotton, among the woods.
• •

Thus,

niadarae, I endeavour'd to do my countrymen some
little service, in as natural an order as I could for the

improving and adornin!! their estates and dwellings,

and, if possible, make them in love with these usefull

and innocent pleasures, in exchange of a wastefull and

ignoble sloth which I had observed so universally cor-

rupted an ingenuous education.

Again, s.ays Evelyn, in another passage,
* ' Let it be observed that planters are often

blessed with health and old age," and ho sup-

ports his assrtion by several Scripture allu-

sions. Writing in his eighty-first year, he

adds,
" If God shall protract my years, and

continue my health, I shall bo continually

planting tiil it please Him to transplant mo
into one of those glorious regions above,

planted with perennial groves, an<l trees bear-

ing immortal fruit
"

It should be remembered

that besides the classic grounds of Wotton
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Court, near Dorking.—which still are in the

Lands of his lineal descendants— Evelyn

planted an estate near Deptford, called Sayes

Court, a work on which he is said to have

spent no less than seventeen years of his life.

Sir Robert Walpole rejoiced to throw aside

the cares of statecraft and to spend hours

upon hours in planting trees with his own
hands

;
we see with what result in the magnifi-

cent trees which are still the pride of his

spendid mansion of Houghton, in Norfolk,
now the property of the Marquis of Chol-

mondeley. In a letter to General Churchill,

Walpole says :
—"This place affords no news,

EO subject of amusement and entertainment to

fine men. My flatterers are mutes : the oaks,

the beaches, the chestnuts, seem to contend

which shall best please the lord of the manor.

They cannot deceive : they will not lie. I, in

return, with sincerity admire them
;
and have

as many beauties about me as fill up all my
hours of dangling ;

and no disgrace attends

me from the age of 67."

The greatest planters in Wales were Mr.

Johnes of Hafod and the late Sir Watkin
Williams Wynn. The former so adorned his

mansion and estate of Haford that he is said

literally to have " made the desert smile," as

Lord Shrewsbury did towards the close of the

last century at Alton Towers, in Staffordshire.
*' Mr. Johnes," says a local writer, "con-

verted H4fod from a desert into an earthly

paradise." From October, 1795, to April,

1810, this model of a country gentleman

planted nearly a million and a quarter of

young trees, besides rearing a great many
oaks from acorns. Sir Watkin Williams Wynn,
during his long lifetime, is said to have planted

nearly a million of forest trees from 1200 to

1400 feet above the level of the sea, and to

have done for Merionethshire what Mr. Johnes

had done for South AVales. In the year 1815
he planted in the neighbourhood of Llangollen

30,000 wych-elms, 35,000 mountain elms,

40,000 sycamores, 63,000 Spanish chestnuts,

80,000 oaks, 80,000 ash trea , 1)0,000 larch

firs, 102,000 spruce firs, and 110,000 Scotch

firs.

Dr. Watson, well known as a controversial

writer in the early part of the present century,
and as Bishop of Llandaff, planted many thou-

sands of trees on his estate— Calgarth Park,

Westmoreland; and in his "Memoirs" he

enters into the following calculation as to the

glory of England, her navy, which at that

time, of course, was identical with her wooden
walls:—*'A 74-gun ship takes 2000 trees of

two tons each, and supposing forty such trees

growing on an acre, clears fifty acres of wood-

laud. Supposing that the navy, for the con-

struction of new ships and the repair of old

ones, would require ten times that quantity,
500 acres would supply the annual consump-
tion, and 50,000 acres would supply the de-

maud for ever, if trees of 100 years' growth
are large enough for navy timber-." E.

ANA.
3

The Duke of Norfolk and Hair-Powder.—At a time when gentlemen of every rank
and description wore hair-powder and a queue,
the Duke of Norfolk (then Earl of Surrey),
had the courage or singularity to wear his hair

short, and to renounce powder, except, of

course, when it was necessary to go to court

on a levee day. True to his fancy, in 1785
he proposed to Pitt to lay a tax on hair-

powder instead of one of that minister's pro-

posed taxes on fenaale servants. The hint,

though not accepted by Pitt at the time, was
acted upon by him some years afterwards, and
hair-powder still finds a place in the list of our

domestic taxes. In reply to Lord Surrey, Pitt

observed that the noble lord, from his high
rank and position, might po.ssibly dispense
with hair-powder, but that such was not the

case with ordinary and untitled individuals,
and indeed that few gentlemen would permit
their servants to appear before them unpow-
dered. The last member of the House of

Lords, who used to wear his queue and hair-

powder in his seat among the Peers, was the

first Duke of Cleveland, who died a little more
than twenty years ago. E. W.

Another Frtjitful Vine.—A remarkable

instance of fecundity, which deserves to be re-

corded elsewhere than in the official journal of

St. Petersburg, has been published within the

last few morrths. Twenty-two years ago a

woman was married to a man named Molte-

hanow, and from this marriage there sprang
six infants one after the other, six times twins,

once there were three, and on the last occasion

four, which entered the world in the following

order : on the 8th April, a boy (living), at

midnight of the 9th and some time after, a

boy (since dead) and a girl (living), and on

the night of the 14th, a girl, also living. The

strength of the poor woman was, however,

exhausted, and she died, at the somewhat

early age of forty. It will be seen, therefore,

that she had bestowed on her husband in all

twenty-six children, sixteen boys and ten

girls. Of this number nineteen have died.

The place where this remarkable event, or

rather series of events, occurred, was at a

village named Tzvetow, in the government of

Koursk. G. L.
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''SANS MERCI;"
OR,

KESTRELS AND FALCONS.

r.Y THE AUTHOK OF "GUY LI VI NGSTONE," &c., &r

CHAPTER XXIir. SNAKE CHARMING,

One of tho most popular of English living
iters— good ou all poiuts, but specially
od in his pleasant practical philosophy—
narked, awhilo ago, on that natural law

lich obliges every grown male to face his

bilities, moral if not financial, whilst per-

ming certain portions of his morning toilette,

seems to me, that the aphorism applies, in a

•dified shape, also to tlio aute-praudial hour

erein a man dons leisurely, piece by piece,

evening harness. Ordinary mortals—
".h no definite object iu view, or conversa-

nal reputation to sustain—finding them-

i ves under a strange roof, on the point of

< ifronting a large mixed society, are apt at

h a season to take stock of their resources

i prospects.
3o Vincent Flomyng—sitting, half-drowsily,
T the blazing fire in his comfortable cham-

,
whilst his servant made the last necessary

paratious—fell, inevitably, to musing over

position at Charteris RoyaL His specula-
is were very parti-colo\xred.

Turning the roseate side outwards first—
re was the pleasant fact of being established

;he best possible quarters, with every chance

retaining them, so long as it should please
I to tarry ;

the recollection that he was

re, rather by his own will than from the

I invitation of others, did not damp his

',mph, just then
;

for it brought with it a

g|
teful consciousness of power. Besides, the

68 of Marion's welcome were yet ringiug in

ears
;

was it not likely that she had

ady repented of her vagaries, and— far

n bearing malice—was ready to make peace
, amends, after tho fashion of bygone
s?

Jut, in folding and re-folding any mantle

•v^itsoever,
the dark lining must .'^ooner or

r be revealed. Ere long, tho hue of Vin-

b's meditations began to change disagree-

r. He was both prompt and pertinacious
ds resentments, as you know : he had con-

ed an antipathy
—not unmixed witli dread

f DenzU Rauksborough, from the first mo-

1

a

I)

c

a

i]

VI

ment of their meeting in the town-hail of Torr-
caster : he could not disguise from himself,
that the man who liad supplanted him gjemed

dangerously at home here. Moreover, Fle-

myng's eyes were sharp enough to have re-

marked, ou entering tho green drawing-room,
tliat Rauksborough was sitting alone, and
aloof from the rest of the party : it needed no

very vivid or suspicious imagination to fill up
the blank space at liis side. Witli that, rose

the memory of certain glances that Vincent
had intercepted, iu tho course of that same even-

ing at Torrcaster : ho could not mis-construe

these, any more than that look of mingled
aversion and scorn, when Marion rose under
his hand, and defied him. la truth, the chd-

tdahie of Charteris Royal, enthroned in the

midst of her own set, appeared a much less

impressionable and assailable personage, than

the Fiametta of eighteen months back.

Eighteen months ? Why, it seemed as many
years, since he heard her so re-christened.

Besides all this, there was the reluctance,
common to most men of his temperament,
when they have to encounter a company of

comparative strangers. For, with all his

vanity and outward superciliousness, Fle-

myug's self-possession and self-reliance were,

really, below par : though he owned it not to

himself, and would never have forgiven you,
had you hinted at such a possibility, ho felt

ill at ease in cert:un presences and nituatious—not so much from natural shyness as from

want of nerve. Ho felt instinctively, that he

had little .sympathy to expect from tho sacioty

then assembled at Charteris Royal : neither

was tho ma;ster of tho house likely to afford

him countenance or support. Only under one

banner could ho hope to battle successfully : il

faUail arborer le cotiUon.

Now this state of things is e.xoeodingly de-

pressing anil discouraging, oven to persons of

strong or stolid mind.

Some years ago, half-ascore of men were

sitting round the dinner-table of a pleasant

country-house, not many leagues from Don-

caster. It was the evening of a Leger very

XIII, D D Xo. 32S.
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disastrous to backers ;
aud nearly everyone pre-

sent had been plunging more or less heavily.

But they were a tolerably seasoned lot, and,

thus far, had taken their punishment gal-

lantly if not gaily. At a very late hour,

some demon—cloaking his malice under the

specious pretext of ' what is due to society
'

—prompted one of the party to observe—
" Don't you think, it's about time we joined

the ladies ?
"

There was a pause ;
and then made answer

a cynic, bolder than the rest—
" How can we do that—when they havenH

got a single feeling in common with tis ?
"

The dreadful truth of the objection (for

only the males had gone in to Doncaster that

day), added to the contrast, of present defeat

with the hopeful speculations of the evening

before, struck every one, only too forcibly.

The proposer of the move looked in his fellows'

faces ;
aud—finding there only the reflection

of his own discontent—gave up the suggestion,

with a dreary laugh ;
and they all fell again to

moody drinking.

Just at this point in Flemyng's reflections,

he chanced to remember that hint of Marion's,

concerning some great attraction that he was

to meet at Charteris Royal. He had forgotten

those words almost as soon as they were

spoken ;
but he turned his head, lazily, now,

to ask his servant if he knew who were stay-

ing in the house, and who had come that day.
The man had not had time to gather a com-

plete list
;

but he ran over seven or eight

names ; amongst them were those of Sir Mar-

maduke and Lady Dorrillon. The slight start

that Vincent could not repress must have been

as purely instinctive and unaccountable as the

shiver which, according to old wives' tales,

warns us that a foot is treading on our grave.
He had never been near enough to Lady Do-

rillon to touch the hem of her garment ; and

had only seen her about a score of times, in

the Park or at the Opera ;
for Vincent had

never yet entered into London society
—

pro-

perly so called. On each and every one of

these occasions, he had been impressed—as

who was not %—with her marvellous beauty ;

and had, perhaps, once or twice, watched with

a vague envy the coming and going of such

'gilded youths' as had the entree to her box on

the grand tier. But it had never entered

even into his vanity to conceive, that he could

himself be brought actually within the range
of her artillery. Nor, indeed, did it so occur

to him, now. After tli;it utterly inexplicable

start of surprise, he felt only that disinterested

gratification, mingling with a faiat curiosity,

that might affect any of us, finding ourselves

unexpectedly under the same roof with some

royal or famous personage. If he speculated
at all, it was to wonder, who might chance to

be the lady's favourite for the nonce ; with a

shadowy idea of gaining some useful hints

from their proceedings.
The sum of Vincent's meditations came to

this. He would secure a few confidential

words with Marion as soon as possible. If he

attained no other advantage, he would at

least be able to ascertain his own position more

clearly, and become aware of the general 'he'

of the social ground at Charteris Royal. He
knew that it was the lady's habit, to be first in

the state-saloon wherein the guests assembled

before dinner ; and he resolved to bring off one

of the brief tete-a-tetes, that had been not un-

frequentiy managed in the old times. He
was wise enough to be aware that he had

pushed intimidation quite far enough already ;

and was now prepared to accept any decent

overtures of peace ;
without scanning the condi-

tions too closely.

With these magnaminous intentions, the

gallant addressed himself to the business of

his toilette, without further delay ; and got

through it as rapidly as was consistent with a

little extra in certain details
;

such as the ar-

rangement of the profuse glossy hair which

was still one of the best points in his personal

appearance.
About a quarter before eight, Vincent laid

his hand on the lock of the state drawing-

room ;
with a confidential smile ready on his

lip, that meant—all sorts of things ;
condona-

tion of the past ; intelligence for the present ;

solicitation for the future. With this expres-

sion—really artistic in its way—he intended

to bear down upon Marion, as she sate in her

favourite corner, near the further angle of the

huge fire-place, and facing the main entrance.

As the heavy oak swung noiselessly on its

cunningly-wrought hinge, a low murmur came

from within : as Flemyng stood still and

listened mechanically, he could discern two

voices ; one of which he knew for Marion

Charteris'. A bitter blasphemy crept out

between his teeth—he had grown terribly apt

at cursing of late—as he thought, whose that

other might be ? For ten seconds or so, he

hesitated whether to advance or retire: then

he entered
; clearing his brow as best he

might, for he felt it lowering sullenly.

But the cloud lifted from his face, before he

had gone three steps beyond the threshold ;

for then he was aware that one of her own sex

was Marion's solitary companion.
The stranger was sitting with her back to

the door
;
she never stirred from her half-

reclining posture as it opened ;
and never

stayed the slow sway to-and-fro, of the gor-
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geous feather-screen, wliich she seemed to hold

rather as a pkythiug than a guard ; for a

jutting angle of the ponderous carved mantel

shielded lier from direct fire-heat. So, as

Vincent Flemyng advanced, he only saw the

topmost tresses of a glossy dark coronal
;
and

here and there, the soft subdued shimmer

that comes only from perfect pearls. But he

knew as well, as if ho had perused the picture
at his leisure, that he was looking then, on a

beauty world-renowned
;
and that ten steps

more would bring him face to face with Flora

Dorrillon,

As 1 have said before, Vincent would

have resented the imputation of bashful-

ness, as a mortal insult : nevertheless, it Ls

certain that he would have waxed nervously

diffident, then, had time been given him to

think. But, before ho quite reached her side,

Marion Charteris looked up, with her merriest

glance of mischief
;
and beckoned him nearer

with a sort of impatience.
" How dreadfully slow and languid every-

one is, now-a-days. Vincent—you glide into

the room as if you were going to tread a

minuet ; and Flora—you won't rouse yourself
for three seconds

; though I've been setting my
heart on this meeting for ever so long. And
it is 80 lucky, that it should happen before any
of the stupid people come down. I mean you
two to be the greatest allies. Such very old

friends of mine might dispense with formalities.

But, wait—I'll go through the ceremony pro-

perly.

She rose, and performed the presentation in

due course, with a courtly stateliness, wonder-

fully graceful in despite of its mock-solemnity.
In Lady Dorrillon's smile there Avas less of

mirth, than of apology and appeal : it said,

as plainly as if the words had been uttered,
" You know this madcap, as well as I do ?

You won't hold me accountable for her wild

humour? "

And the long lash-fringes were lifted slowly
till the full light of her earnest eyes rested on

Vincent's face ; dwelling there, whilst she

went on speaking.
" I am very glad, we have met at last, Mr.

Flemyng. I have heard so much of you of

late, that you hardly seem a stranger, now.

And from others, besides Marion. Did you
know that Everard St. John was a cousin of

mine ? He has talked of nothing but your
Nile voyage since he came back ; except when
tie has bemoaned his being prevented going
on with you through Palestine. He has

shown me some sketches, too—only two or

three—^just enough to make me long to see

nore of your handiwork. It would bo odd if

.ve did not get on well, for a little while, at

I

least : we have so much common ground to

talk on."

As she ended, she held out her gloved
hand, quite naturally and frankly ; yet, in

that action, there was nothing brusque or

bold : but rather a gracefvd waiving of super-
lluous ceremony.

If you have at all realised the overweening
vanity, and extreme sensitiveness as to his own
social position, that were salient points in

Vincent Flemyng's character, you will be able

to form a fair idea of his state of mind at this

especial moment.
In all his life he had never felt so trium-

phantly elated. It has been hinted before

that, even in earlier days, he was not insen-

sible to certain solid advantages, not of the

most creditable nature, attaching to tha post
of cavalier-in-waiting to Mrs. Charteris ; the

recollection of these may have helped to fan

his wrath, when he saw—or thought he saw—himself supplanted. It is sliameful to write,
but true. At the bottom of Vincent Flemyng's

passion lay, not only intense selfishness, but a

calculating fore-cast most unusual with men
of his years. He had come over to-day, in

full confidence of wringing some valuable con-

cessions from Marion, even if it were hopeless to

regain her favour
; but such a triumph as this

had never entered into liis dreams of dictation.

A new vista in life seemed to open before

him, as name after name rose in his memory
of men far removed above their fellows, in

rank and wealth and power, if not in virtue

or wisdom, who had, from time to time, t;lit-

tered in the courtly circle that called Flora

Dorrillon, queen. In that circle might n<>t he
—Vincent Flemyng—be already numbered ?

Had not the Sovereign herself—of whose im-

perial caprice so many tales were told—
promised him advancement even before she

claimed his homage ? He was on terms of

tidoiement—at second-hand—with these two

fair women already ; for his own Christian

name seemed to mingle naturally with tlieirs.

That first familiar address, was a great, if unin-

tentional, stroke of Marion's policy.

Altogether, Vincent was so perturbed, that

he could hardly mutter some incoherent com-

mon-places, as he bent over the slender gloved
hand—rather lower than courtesy demanded ;

so low indeed, that the gesture wanted but

little to have made it a salute.

Would it have taught him caution or dis-

trust, if he had looked behintl him just then,

and marked the scornful mischief gleaming in

his old love's eyes 1

All this, which is so long on paper, was

brief enough in action : yet the time for con-

fidences Wiis passed, almost before Flemyng
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stood erect again. For tlie centre-door opened,
to admit one guest after another in rapid suc-

cession. But Flora Dorrillon was none of those

who do their work negligently. The faintest

possible gesture of her fan told Vincent that

he need not stir from her side just yet : in-

deed, though she favoured others with a few

careless words, as it were in passing, she did

not virtually break off her talk with him till

dinner was announced.

That talk had turned only on the most or-

dinary topics conceivable : nevertheless, as

Vincent followed in the wake of the others, he

was sensible of a strange bewildering lightness

of heart and brain, mingling with a keen plea-

sure, that made the pulse throb almost pain-

fully : he remembered vaguely having felt

much the same, whilst yielding to the influence

of his first dose of hachis. It was lucky that

neither of his neighbours at table were dis-

posed to draw heavily upon Flemyng's con-

versational bank
;
for it is most certain that

such drafts would, that night, have been reck-

lessly dishonoured.

There were the elements of a tolerably

pleasant party there ; if one were in form to

appreciate them. It is not worth while to

give a catalogue raisonnee
;
but one or two

more figures may be picked out, that you may
the better realise the scene-accessories amidst

which the chief characters move.
Do you see that dainty dame, dressed in

the very perfection of quiet taste ; sitting, as

it were, in the shadow of the huge centre-

pyramid of foliage and flowers, so that the

light of the chandeliers falls on her with a

chastened brilliance? That is Lady Greystoke—not lightly to be spoken of by whoso ad-

mires Ai't in all its branches : she is probably
the choicest extant master-piece of cosmetic

science.
" A perfect picture

"—
says Flora Dorrillon,

scanning her critically through the mask of

leaves.

The words are not more malicious than true.

It would be well for many of our modern
tintoretti if they bestowed as much care in

choosing and laying on their colours, as Lady
Greystoke's artists expend ou their handi-

work. She began
'

painting
'

quite e^rly in

life—none knew why—when her complexion
could have faced any scrutiny, unaided : the

has gone on painting ever since ; not strain-

ing after absurd juvenility ; but gently toning
down the evidences of advancing years ;

she

has allowed a soft sprinkle of silver already to

appear amongst her glossy braids
; and she

will glide gracefully down the decline till she

shall show us how old a^e can be charming
without ceasing to be venerable : but—she

will paint, to the very end ; and murmur
perchance with her latest breath—

. . . . Give this cheek a little red ;

One would not, sure, be frightful when one's dead.

The man on Lady Greystoke's right, empha-
sising his rapid utterance with a mobile energy
of gesture, and incessant eye-twinkles, is

Robert De Visme
; also a remarkably clever

person in his way.

Despite his foreign patronynaic, and rather

foreign vivacity of manner, he is an English-
man bred and bom

;
not particularly well-

bred or born, either. For many years he
was a hard-working barrister fairly successful,
if not eminent in his profession : it was not

very long ago, that they made him Com-
missioner of* Unstamped Deeds. From his

earliest start in life he had had one object

steadfastly before him—a seat in the high

places of society : for this he had worked pa-

tiently and sedulously, as many work for a
seat on the Woolsack. He was not only him-
self a capital talker ; but possessed the rarer

talent of making others talk in their turn
;

after spending an evening in his company, you
might fail to recollect any single brilliant wit-

ticism falling from De Visme's own lips ;
but

you would certainly remember that the con-

versation had never once languished ; and

would, perchance, be impressed with an agree-
able conviction of having contributed your
own full share to the general amusement.
Men began to ask him to mess, or to their

bachelor dinners, long before they thought of

introducing him to their home-circle, or to

their feminine relatives : but invitations of a

somewhat informal character, to river pic-nics
and the like out-door festivities began at last

to drop in : thenceforward he found his way,

slowly but surely, upward, till he settled into

his present position, which he holds, as he

holds his Commissionership,
' for life, and

during good behaviour,'

From the moment that his foot was set

fairly down within the Inner Circle, Robert

De Visme took his own line, and has kept it

ever since. He knew right well that Beauty
is never more avid of homage, than when she

can arrogate it no longer : he knew how

keenly ears—once disdainfully deaf—watch for

the lightest sound, when

Tarcius junctas quatiunt fenestras

Ictibus crebris juvenes protervi ;

and he turned this knowledge to good account.

Leaving to those who are ' to the manner

born,' the budding charms of spring, and the

matiirer glories of summer, he has constituted

himself the squire of such dames as must own
to late autumn, if not to early winter. In
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rendering this devotion, he ran, you will per-

ceive, no risk whatever : hia own peace of

mind was, evidently, as safe as that of the an-

cient matrons whom he delighted to honour : be-

yond the grand climacteric there is a case-

mate—safe if somewhat dreary—proof against
all the artillery of scandaL But these harm-
less petits soins he knew how to invest witli an

earnestness and air of reality, which saved

them from insipidity ; the anecdotes, too,
with which his talk was thickly studded, were

always sufficently spiced to suit the palate of

his hearers : so that the Pompadour e?i rc-

traitc in the draught of mawkish water found

all the flavour of the old forbidden wine.

In counting on quinquagenarian gratitude,
De Visme reckoned not without his hostesses :

his table, during the season, is strewn with as

many cards as that of the most eligible guards-
man

;
and the doors are open to him of more

country-houses than he has time to enter. He

might have married more than once, advanta-

geously in point of rank and money ;
but he

has enough, and more than enough, for his

needs
;
and is well aware that he would not

better his position by altering his state. So,

though Lady Greystoke—his '
first mistress

'

for the nonce—is a widow of some years' stand-

ing, neither she nor the rest of the world are

likely to misconstrue his attentions.

That elderly man, near the upper end of

the table, with a fine benevolent face, and

hair like white spun-glass
—

leaning forward

with an air of gentle deference, to answer a

laughing remark of Mrs. Charteris—is also

rather a note-worthy character.

Cecil Castlemaine is the younger brother of

a penniless earl : he started in social business

some two-score years ago, with a patrimony of

three thousand poimds, his wits, and the

honourable handle to his name. One division

of his capital was spent in about eighteen
months

;
the other two have maintained him

ever since, living on the fatlings and first-

fruits of the land.

Trainer in ordinary to the Nobility. There

you have his profession : though only tacitly

acknowledged, it has long been as clearly

defined as if he dated his letters from Rliddle-

ham or Ilsley. Yet, there is not the faintest

taint of the Mulberry Hawk about Cis Castle-

maine. He neither plunders hLs pupil in

person, nor stands in with other robbers
;

but, as far as lies in his power, will prevent

the youth from being bled more freely than is

good for a plethoric financial ist. \N hen the

heir to the JNIarquisate of Carabbas comes to

his own, and requires that his house be set in

order, or '

mounted,' as becomes his station,

he betakes himself to Mr. Castlemaine, and

prays that respectablij pursonage to tarry with

liim, till all thene things he completed. There
is no compact, of course—verbal or written

;

but :dl is not the less thoroujihly unde^^tood.
Nor does Cecil consider that ho undcr-lieB

any obligation, in thus living in perpt-tual
free- quarters. Independently of hia own
practical usefulness to his entertainers—he
considers it the bounden duty of wialthy
and well-born youths, to minister to the ne-

cessities of the veterans in their own clasa ;

such neceseities being the pruneur.i of every
clime. With the newly-enriched plebeians,
\mtil after the third generation, he will have

nought to do.

Truly, Cecir is anything but a \Tilgar para-
site. His manner—perfect at all times—
savours of the deference of the Old School,
with womankind : Vjut with his own sex he
is more apt to lead than to follow ; in hia

extreme of courtesy there is not a shadow
of oV)8equiousne?s. His manner of speaking
is slow, and somewhat solemn, without being

exactly sententious ; and at times, there is a

sort of suave sternness in his demeanour that

rarely fails of producing its efl"ect. Thu most

pampered menials were never known to treat

Mr. Castlemaine lightly or irreverently ;
in-

deed, in certain establishments, such as hare

been already alluded to, you would see the

servants, occasionally, look to him for orders,
even in presence of their natural lord. And
so he floats contentedly down the Great

Stream, attracting the envy, if not the ad-

miration, of many ;
in very truth, though it is

difficult to respect, it is impossible quite to

despise him.

His present charge is that small pale youth,
whose smooth face is stamped with snch a

palpable impress of precocious cunning, that it

reminds you isTesistibly of the legends oon-

cerning fairy changelings.

Lionel Haniross comes of a very ancient and

wealthy stock ;
the scions of which, for many

generations, have been more famous for their

vices than their virtues. The present repre-

sentative of the family is not likely to com-

promise himself by any extravagant follies, or

costly sins. But if the spirits that led his

forefathers astray have departed from him,
there has coiuo in their stead, a cold selfish

avaricious devil, worse—some would think—•

than all iho other seven. He took to the

Turf before ho was fairly of age, and, in the

first year of his apprenticeship, contrived to

make himself both ilisliked and distrusted by
the mora reputable members of the craft : even

the ring-men are beginning to be »hy already

about meddling with his money, either as

backers or layers ;
and deem it best to leave the
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Hardress 'good things' entirely alone. He
ia by no means a pupil after Cis Castlemaiue's

heart ;
and people say that ere long the tutor

will give sharp and sudden warning.

One more sketch—and a sadder one—again

of a man far advanced in years ;
who sits on

Marion Charteris' left hand.

In those features there are traces still of a

personal beauty, in spite of the weary pain-

stricken look which is, plainly, habitual there.

There is a haggard watchful expression in

the eyes, half-timorous withal ;
the frequent

nervous smiles are so mechanically courteous,

that they light not up his face a whit. If

you are easily moved at sight of human

misery, I think you would begin to pity that

old man, before hearing his name : if you did

not do so, after learning his story, you would

be harder of heart than—La Belle Dame Sans

Merci.

In the latter days of the Kegency, Sir Mar-

maduke Dorrillon was at the zenith of his evil

fame
;
about this period he fought that fa-

mous night-duel which some ancient gossips

in Florence have scarcely yet forgotten. He had

succeeded one of his own countrymen in the good

graces of a fair Marchesa ;
the latter boasted

one afternoon, at the Casino d' Nobili, some-

what too loudly, of a certain love-token which

he still wore. Sir Marmaduke only heard of

this after sun-down ;
and the two men crossed

swords before the moon was high. The

Englishman knew himself to be less cunning
of fence ;

and deliberately exposed his own left

side ;
when he felt the cold steel in his shoul-

der, he threw himself forward on the blade,

and drove his own home, till hilt and breast-

bone clashed. That same night, at the Opera,
Dorrillon sate, in his accustomed place, close

behind the Marchesa's white shoulder. He
tarried not long ; only long enough, to give

the lady back the trinket which had cost a

life
;
and to whisper a few words that made

her cheek paler than his own : then, in the

sight of all Florence, he kissed her hand in

courtly farewell, and went his way—to see her

face no more.

Perhaps Sir Marmaduke was not worse than

the other dandy dare-devils of that wild time
;

nevertheless, it may be presumed that, in his hot

youth and fiery manhood, he did rather more

than his fair share of mischief to man and

woman—to foe and friend. If it was so, re-

tribution has rarely been more complete on

this side of the grave, than that which has

fallen on him.

He loves his wife, not with a sober paternal

affection, suited to the difference in their

years ;
but with the helpless, consuming passion

which is, often, the heaviest curse of undis-

ciplined old age. He is so nervously afraid

of irritating her, that he dares not even look

disapprobation of any of her proceedings ; in-

deed, his whole life is spent in striving to an-

ticipate her caprices ; thinking himself over-

paid for the costliest sacrifice, by a faint care-

less smile, or a cold formal caress.

But you will see more of Flora's husband,
anon.

There are more faces round that table, that

would scarcely pass unnoticed in a crowd : but

you need not pause to examine them
; for

some you know already, and others may as

well remain strange to you, for aught that

they have to do with this tale of ours.

Yet you may find something amusing, if

not instructive, if, for a few seconds, you
watch Bertie Greuvil.

The Cherub's countenance is a perfect study
of mild melancholy : it is only too plain, that

he is endeavouring—not unsuccessfully—to

induce his neighbour to sympathise with his

sorrows. By all that's atrocious—the neigh-

bour is no other than Minnie Carrington.
Mrs. Charteris, despite the press of her own

affairs, had found leisure to remark ^hat pro-

mising flirtation at the Torrcaster ball. Being

exceedingly good-natured and indulgent in

these matters—on the non ignara mali prin-

ciple
—she has asked the Carringtons to dine

and sleep, quite out of their turn
; for the

ordinary Chalkshire squirearchy are invited to

Charteris Royal, according to a regular 'roster.'

The mother—a good woman, but vain and

weak withal—could not bring herself to put
aside the unwonted honour ; but she has

began to repent herself ere this ; and tries to

counteract her imprudence, by shooting volleys

of warning glances at her daughter, accompa-
nied by short sharp coughs at intervals : the

poor lady might as well reserve herself for the

reprimand which will, sooner or later to-night,

be Minnie's portion ;
for the damsel's eyes

and ears have, just now, a special retainer.

Bertie Grenvil knows how to ride a mile-

race as well as most men ;
and he is forcing

the running remorselessly. Minnie has found

courage—not without much blushing and pretty

hesitations—to attempt a little meek chaff

on his celestial nick-name ; requesting to be

enlightened as its origin, &c.

To which the Cherub makes answer with a

diabolical gravity—
" It was because I was so very innocent,

when I joined ;
and so childishly easy to be

imposed upon. And I'm not a bit harder or

wiser now, Miss Carrington. If you only

knew how dreadfully people take advantage of

me—your sex, worst of all. But one wouldn't

so much mind being trampled upon, if they
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would be a little sorry for one sometimes.

You're all so pitiles.s ;
tliat's the worst of it."

And Minnie—having some vague intention

of putting in a disclaimer of mercilessuess on

her own account—looks up timidly in the

speaker's face
;
but her long lashes droop in a

sudden shyness nearly akin to fear
;
and she

mbsides into roseate silence. Of a truth, there

ire not many women of her innocence and

ige, who—when ho means mi.schief in earnest

—can meet, untroubled, Bertie Grenvil's eyes.

And, all this while, Vincent Flemyug sits,

ike one in a dream, eating and drinking, me-

;hanically, what is set before him, with an utter

lisregard of the proper succession of meats, or

nixture of liquors. If he rouses himself for a

Qoment from his reverie, his glances wander,
ot towards the top of the long table, where

iord Rauksborough holds the right-hand place

f honour
;
but rather towards the lower end,

here in the proximity of Lady Dorrillon,

ohn Charteris' arid conversational powers
ave been forced into unnatural bloom

;
whilst

is dull respectable face hangs out temporary
lumination in her honour.

^ (2'o be continued.)

TEGA.

(translated from the RUSSIAN.)]

Bv the river s bank at ev'iiing
Loud a fair maid's ditty rang,

Calling home her geese from waud'rliig,
Thus the black-ej'ed maiden sang :

Tega, tega, tega, my geese come home !

Seek me not, ye lord.s and ladies
;

Leave me rather wand'ring free :

What are all your gold and beauty
And your palaces to me ?

Tega, tega, tega, my geese come home !

'Tis enough to have him by me
;

Life its happy course shall hold :

Tears are bitter
;
but the bitt'rest

Are the tears that fall on gold.

Tega, tega, tega, my geese come home ! J. B.

THE MAROONS OF JAMAICA.

En a recent number of the Times, Governor

re, of Jamaica, is reported to have spoken
follows:—"To the fidelity and loyalty of

Maroons it is due that the negroes did not

imit greater devastations, and that the

ellion has not been a more protracted one.

is owing to them also, under the alile

lership of their indefatigable former cap-

1,
now Colonel Fyfe, that the chief rebel

ler, Paul Bogle, was captured, and that

t recesses of the mountain fastnesses were

ched, and the insurgents captured, de-

lyed, or driven from them." A short

al )unt of these people, therefore, may not be

ulcceptable to our readers.

In 1G55, when .lamaica was taken by the

English from the Spaniards, several of the

Spanish inhabitants went over to their own
island of Cuba

; and, as if wishing not to be
too far separated from the liome whence they
had been driven, they settled theaiselves on
that line of the Cuban coast which w;is only

twenty-four hours sail from their beloved

Jamaica. Some families, however, with nume-
rous slaves, remained at the north and north-

eastern part of the island.

AVe had not many troops at tliat time in

Jamaica ; only a suflicient number to occupy
the southern coast, so that there was no one to

interfere with the clustering together of the.se

Spanisli families in a town called Sevilla

Nueva, which was situated near St. Ann's

Bay, and which had risen to some consequence
under the Spaniards.

For some time they had lived there un-

molested, keeping up an intercourse with their

countrymen, who had been compelled to

abandon Jamaica, and who, no doubt, oftmi

cast longing looks over the wide waters

towards the home whence they had been

driven. At length Don Arnoldode Sasi, the

vanquished Spanish governor of Jamaica, with

five hundred of the exiled Spaniards and a

thousand troops from Spain, landed at Rio

Nuevo, and immediately proceeded to build a

fort there.

Captain Doyley, the English governor of

the island, no sooner heard of this invasion

than he marched up from Kingston with a

body of six hundred men, attacked the

Spaniards, and forced them, after a severe

battle, to abandon their settlement and sei'k

refuge in Cuba.

After tliis contest numbers of the Spanish
slaves were missing ; they had lied to the

woods for shelter in ditferent parts of the

island—the great primeval woods, whose soil

in many parts had never been trodden by the

foot of man ;
and these fugitive slaves were

called Mamons, or hog-hunters.
For many years they carried on a trouble-

some and desultory warfare against tlie English
inhabitants of Jamaica, encouraging rebellion

and harbouring runaway slaves. Collecting

in large numbers in the mountains of Claren-

don, under a chief called Juan de Bol.as, thoy
liistressed the small island settlers by their

nightly predatory excursions, phuuleriJig

houses, destroying cattle, and carrying oflf

slaves by force. For many years they re-

tarded the settlement of that part of the island

of Jamaica, keeping the estate-holders in

continual alarm, obliging them to build their

houses very much in liie style of foils, with

Haukera aud loopholes for tlie purpose of
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firing on the assailants when they advanced

too near. After the death of Juan de Bolas,

they wandered about in small parties under

petty leaders, but hearing that it had been

decreed by the Legislature of the island to

penetrate, if possible, with an armed force

the recesses of the forest, and seize the ma-

rauders, they consulted together and found it

necessary to elect a chief of wisdom and

prudence, bold, skilful, and enterprising, and
such a commander they considered they had

found in a negro called Cudjoe.
He appointed his brothers Accompong and

Johnny leaders under him, and in a very short

time the Clarendon Maroon party became a

well disciplined body of men, strong in their

wood fastnesaes, which could not be invaded.

All efforts to subdue them proved ineffectual :

though they suffered greatly from surprises and

well-projected attacks, their numbers conti-

nued to increase : for they were joined from

time to time by discontented slaves, principally
those imported from the Coromantee country,
on the coast of Africa, a people inured to

savage warfare.

Yet negroes from other tribes joined Cudjoe,
the Cattawood party and the Kencuffees, in

which line the succession of their chiefs con-

tinued. At this time, too, a curious set of

negroes joined the Clarendon Maroons, a people

concerning whose origin no actual information

could be obtained. They had been imported
&om Africa, but their skin was of a deeper jet

than that of the ordinary negro ; they inter-

married with the Maroons, and became a part
of that body of people. Their features resem-

bled those of the European ;
their hair had

not the tight curl which is the peculiar cha-

racteristic of the negro, but was wavy, soft,

and glossy ; their form was delicate, and their

stature low
; and, though evidently not pos-

sessing the hardiness and strength of nerve be-

longing to the negroes around them, they were
less indolent in motion, and more industrious

and energetic than their sable brethren. The
Maroons did not confine themselves to the

Clarendon district of Jamaica, but took posses-
sion of the forest-land in different parts of the

island,
—at Trelawny, Montigo Bay, Spring

Vale, and at the eastern end of the country
they had their strongholds.

Before 1730 their warfare was carried on
under Cudjoe in a regular and disciplined
manner. Guerilla warfare, short skirmishes
with sudden attacks, was their favourite mode
of fighting. They were more provident of
their ammunition than the white troops.

Though Cudjoe's settlements and provisions
were frequently destroyed, though from time
to time he was driven back into the woods.

still he was not conquered. He would issue

out again with his men, placing a strong guard
at the mouth of the defile, and then cautiously

ascending the mountain, would fire down on

the enemy.
At length Cudjoe removed his seat of go-

vernment from Clarendon to Trelawny, and

was quite a Leonidas in his choice of posi-

tion, which was at the entrance of a deep glea

plentifully supplied with water, and accessible

only by a very narrow defile. His brother

Accompong he established on the northern

borders of St. Elizabeth, where the country
afforded plenty of cattle.

For several years the Maroons thus lived in.

a state of savage freedom, ia indolence while

their provisions lasted and ravaging the sur-

rounding country when these were exhausted.

It is said that while committing these

depredations they were tolerably quiet, unless

by any accident blood became visible, and

then no chief had power to stay the hand of

his meanest follower. So anxious did they
become to destroy life while thus excited,

that they were too impatient to torture their

prisoner, but despatched him as sfJIedily as

possible.

This continuous and harassing warfare with

the Maroons was most distressing to the

inhabitants of Jamaica, and in accordance

with the earnest wishes of the whole white

community the Governor proposed a treaty of

peace.
It was stipulated in this treaty that Cudjoe,

his captains and adherents, were to enjoy a

state of entire freedom, that they were to

keep in their possession a large tract of land

lying near Trelawny town, and be allowed

peaceably to cultivate the soil and sell the

produce thereof at the Jamaica markets, but

that they were to be true and loyal subjects

to the king, and to be ever ready to assist in

putting down rebellion among the slaves.

Dr. Russell was chosen to conduct the

treaty with this singular and wild people.

They were tired of war, and Cudjoe had sense

to know that the proposal of the British

Government was by no means a disadvan-

tageous one. Yet the Maroons could not

quite trust the white men; so Cudjoe col-

lected his force, and cautiously awaited the

approach of the peace-makers
—for Dr. Russell

was accompanied by two friends. The negro

chief had chosen a spot favourable for imme-

diate action should anything like treachery be

intended on the part of the English. His

men were placed on a broad mountain ledge,

the extremity narrowing into a passage, upon
which the fire of the whole body might bear.

In. one of those deep dells, quite in the back-
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ground, the women and cliildren were con-

cealed, aud their valuable things deposited
under the earth. Dr. Russell went forward

alone, and begged to see Cudjoe. The chief

soon appeared,—a short, very stout man, with

strongly-marked African features, and a

peculiar wildness in his manners. Ho had a

large hump on his back, partly covered by the

tattered remnant of an old blue coat, for he

wore no shirt
;
a pair of loose trousers not

reaching to his knees, and a small round hat

without any rim, completed his eccentric

costume. On his right side hung a horn with

some powder in it, and a bag of large cut

slugs. Under his left arm, supported by a
narrow strap that went round his shoulder,
was a mushat or short broadsword, and his

person, clothes, and accoutrements were all

soiled and stained with the red-brown earth of

that part of the country. Dr. Russell was
soon joined by his friend CoL Guthrie, who
offered to change hats with Cudjoe as a token
of friendship. To this he agreed, and at

length timidly entered into conversation with

the deputy, persuading some of his men to

come down from the rocks and stand by him,

keeping possession of their arms.

Cudjoe then threw himself on the ground,

embracing the white men's legs, kissing their

feet, and asking their pardon. All his ha-

bitual ferocity seemed to have forsaken him,
and he was at once humble, penitent, and

ibject. His men made many attestations of

oy when they found they were to be friends

with the white people.
Under a large cotton tree, growing in the

niddle of the town, the treaty was signed,
fter which, with a few occasional outbreaks,
he Maroons went on very well, assisting the

vhite men to discover runaway slaves
;
and

heir help in this matter was invaluable, from
Jie ease with which they traversed the woods.

n 1795 the Maroon war broke out, but they
rere not all disloyal, for the Accompong
laroons—those who had had for their leader

'udjoe's brother Accompong—stood by the

'hite men with unswerving courage, as did

Iso other companies of this extraordinary set

f people.
1 cannot enter into all the details of this

i'ar. Although Lord Balcarres, the governor,
*d 1500 regular troops under his command,
ad some thousands of militia, yet the nature

Hhe country distressed them in their marches
;

hile to the Maroon, rock or precipice, tangled
ood or slippery steep, presented no obstacle

hatever, and their forest fastnesses were

ipregnable. The guerilla warfare cut off our

en in numbers, and the public mind, con-

ierably agitated by the great revolution in

France and the state of affairs in St. Domingo,
was very much in fear of a revolt of the

slaves throughout the island.

At this crisis, a commander of the Spanii^h
chasseurs offered, with a few of his men,
accompanied by their Cuba dogs, t<i bring in

the rebellious ^laroons from their strongholds

in the heart of the great forest.

Tliese dogs were well broken in : that is to

say, they never killed the object they pursued,
unless they were resisted. On reaching a

fugitive negro they barked at him till he

stood still
; then, crouching near him, terrified

him by growls whenever he attempted to

move, at the same time barking occasionally

to give notice to the chasseurs of their success,

who, when they arrived, easily secured their

prisoners.

When the Maroons found that they had
lost the security of the woods, they sur-

rendered in vast numbers. Many of them
were sent to Nova Scotia, the people there

engaging them in a kind of apprenticeship.
The very first winter that these negroes

spent in Nova Scotia was one of imusual se-

verity. While it lasted the Maroons were

housed, fed, and kept warm, amusing them-

selves sometimes throughout the whole day by

playing at cards. However, when the warmer
weather came, softening the streams aud smiling
on the pastures, the Maroon was unwilling to

work, in many instances sulkily refusing to

do so.

This state of things could not be continued,

and the negroes were sent off to Sierra Leone,
the Maroons in Africa having consented to

receive them.

For some little time Jamaica was tranquil,

but in 1798 a band of ninaway slaves formed

themselves into a body under a negro leader

called Cuflee. Their stronghold was in the

heights of the Trelawny mountains. The

banditti gradually increased, and excited the

greatest alarm in the country.

Lord Balcarres convokeil the Assembly,

sending against the rebels that kind of force

which effectutilly dispersed them. He ordered

that the Accompong Maroons should accom-

pany the militia, "for," said he,
"
they are

a body of men who have ever remained faith-

ful to their King and country."
The Maroons still keep up a distinct charac-

ter among the negroes in Jamaica, and the de-

scendants of the Accompong Maroons are at the

present time among the bravest in warfare en-

gaged in putting down this dreadful rebellion.

Strange that Governor Eyre bears testimony

to their good conduct in words of the same

import as those spoken by Lord Balcarres full

seventy years ago.
L.
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METAMORPHOSIS.

(from the GERMAN uF ROBERT REINICK.)

Laughing spoke to me the maiden,

Seest thou high above me flying

Yonder bird that in wide circles

Midst the crimson clouds doth flutter?

Up, and art thou such a certain

Shot as thou art always boasting.

Take thy aim and strike him surely,

Let him at my feet be lying."

Thus, then, spoke to me the maiden.

I the bow then rashly grasping,

Aim'd in haste to shoot the creature—
Dazzled by the clouds of crimson,

Lo ! I mi.ss'd tlie mark, and, failing,

Saw the mark at which I aira'd

Was in the eyes of that fair maiden.

Woe ! there whizz'd an arrow sharp

Through the air, my heart transfixing.

And I sank down, bleeding, wounded—
At the feet sank of the maiden.

Then the bird flew through the air.

On a rosebush he descended,

And the startled little rosebuds

Hush'd up into roses glowing ;
—

Nestled close among the branches

Sat a little winged urchin.

To the maiden spoke he laughing :

" See the bird becomes the hunter.

And the hunter is the victim ;

Take him, he is thine for ever."

JOLIA GODDARD.
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ORPHANS IN ENGLAND.

British charity is magnificent. Magnificent,
.ot in the sen.so only tliat it i.s full t^ over-

owing, generous, and profuse, but that it is

uperial in its tastes. The source of its

berality is, like the ocean that beats upon
;3 coasts, boundless

;
not a human want

ut, if made known, is rapidly and feelingly

applied ; not a human ailment, but meets the

3od physician hastening to relieve and mitigate

;
not a sigh bursts from the friendless heart,

ut a kindly heart is ready to offer sympathy
id consolation. So true is it, as Sir John

owring say.s, that :
—

Life's cliiirities, like light,

Spread smilingly afar,

id penetrate the darkest recesses of poverty,
le deepest chambers of aflBiction.

It is, however, in the manner in which
ritish charity is dispensed, that it becomes

agnificent.

We do not mean to arrogate for Great

•itain a monopoly of the virtue of charity.
lank God, wherever there is distress, wherever

ere is need of comfortable words or generous

ts, the wide world through, there will be

.md the apostle of consolation, offering the

p of cold water to the parched lip, or the

5thiug oil to the wounded pilgrim. But
•itish charity is more extended and varied,
irches out every form of misery, mental

d physical, and has institutions of its

n, which we look for in vain in other

antries.

W^e might take our hospitals, for example,
dch are unrivalled in the world, and which

celebrated American writer did not hesitate

boast he envied us. There is St. Bar-

)loniew's—one, only, amongst the numerous

iliug iustitutions of London. Where will

found a similar institution, either in the

:ellence of its internal arrangements, the ex-

it of its relief, or the imposing grandeur of its

ihitectural features ? The old Maison Dieu

Paris, although, of late years, considerably

larged, and now being entirely rebuilt on a

md scale, was nothing to it. Again, we

y turn with justifiable pride to our educa-

nal charities, and where shall we find any
lilar educational charities in the world I If

confine ourselves to London, there is Christ's

•spital, and the Charter House
;

if we quit

udoD, there are the Bedford schools, and

Iston's schools at Bristol
; and, were we

inclined, we might throw in Eton, and

.rrow, and Rugby, the Canterbury and

Chester schools, and many others, which

re mainly established and endowed for the

rpose of encouraging and promoting learn-

ing amongst the indigent classes of the com-

munity. That the funds have been, in too

many instances, diverted from their original

object, wo may deplore, but it in no way mili-

tates against the assertion that, evt.-n in its

educational form, Briti-sh chaiity is magnifi-
cent.

There is another form of British charity,
which equally confirms what we assert of it.

The liberality that has of late years been

displayed in the support of the (Orphan ia

prodigious, and speaks with the voice of a

trumpet for the deep and generous love which

wells up in the capacious British heart and
overflows into the capacious British purse,

loosing, as with a celestial solvent, the cords

that confine there the idle and otherwise sel-

fish coin. Scores of such eminently Christian

hoajnccs might be enumerateil, which have risen

within the last twenty or thirty years, at the

bidding of the Angel of Mercy. What are the

proud and stately castles, conjured into exis-

tence by the wand of the Magician, and filled

with ogres and evil genii, compared with these

golden palaces, reared by the good Spirit

Charity, and peopled with bright, happy faces,

rescued from the aby.ss of poverty, perhaps of

crime ? W^e pray especially for the "fatherless

children and the widow "
in the beautiful litany

of our Church, and St. James enumerates it

as foremost in the rank of Christian duties " to

visit the fatherless and the widow in their

affliction," We visit the widow, when we take

from her the burthen of her fatherless child,

and we visit the fatherless most surely, and

most in accordance with the sacred injunction,

when we insure for him the blessings of a home.

To those who have been bereft, these Asylums
and Orphanages are, in many instances, better

than home would have been to them ;
for here

they learn not only to love, but to study ; they
learn the duty of oliedience and self control

;

they leani the true character of Virtue, and the

heavenly quality of Religion. They see illus-

trated in their own position the greatest of the

three excellences—Faith, Hope, and Charity,

NN'liat, however, must fill even the most un-

thinking with emotion, is the ma<jmficcnt way
in which British charity is dispensed ;

and of

this our orphan asylums afi'ord a noble ex-

ample. Visit any one of them, and you can-

not but rejoice in the splendid building and

the spacious ornamented grounds which havo

been devoted to this sublime purpose. There

is the Wanatead Asylum and the Soldiers'

Orphan Asylum, and the Reedham Institute.

They all testify how large is British sympathy
for childhood's woes, and how ready it is to

lessen them. Nor would we end the list now,

but that were we to go ou it would be as dilhcult
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to stop the enumeration further down as here,

and the>e are sufficient to iUustrate what we

mean when we say that British charity is mag-
nificent. It is not only bountiful, but it fruc-

tifies into magnificence ; everything connected

with it is on a magnificent scale. Take a

glance at the Reedham Asylum. The build-

ing itself is magnificent ;
it stands on a mag-

nificent site, commanding from its elevation on '

the Surrey hills a magnificent view of the

scenery around ; and all its arrangements are
j

magnificent in their way. !

If we would select another instance, it 1

should be that of the British Orphan Asylum
at Slough, which we lately visited, and which,

as it is still fresh in our memory, we would

describe, in order to show not only what

British liberality is, but how excellently it

works, not only how great it is, but how wor-

thily it is dispensed. It is the ten talents

bringing other ten talents ;
the good soil pro-

ducing some sixty and some a hundred fold
;

the grain of mustard seed that springs up,

and with its sheltering branches covers a mul-

titude of miseries.

The British Orphan Asylum is neither the

youngest nor the oldest of its kind, but it is

an instance of a faith in British charity which

is largely meeting with its reward. Its history,

moreover, is interesting in other respects.

Nearly forty years ago,
—1827, the livret placed

in our hands informs us,
—a few private indi-

viduals in the north-east of London, associated

themselves to succour and plead the cause of

the orphan. For seven years from this time

might have been read on Kingsland Green—
now, alas ! no longer Green, or green, but bricks

and mortar, streets, rows, terraces and cres-

cents—the following inscription upon au un-

pretentious house of the grim Georgian style of

architecture, The District Orjjhan School. This

humble eflfort attracted so much sympathy that

its philanthropic projectors determined to ex-

tend the sphere of their operations. Premises

at Clapham Rise were purchased, and the in-

stitution was removed to them. Here it as-

sumed a more national name, and became
what we have long known it, the British Or-

phan Asylum. At this stage of its existence

the establishment consisted of a matron, mas-

ter, and governess, with forty-six chiL'ren, of

whom nineteen were girls and twenty- seven

boys. Still it continued to grow and deve-

lope, and, as the principle of its action was

good, to obtain increased support. With sup-

port the object of its sympathy increased like-

wise, and in 1844 it was found necessary to

add a wing to the buUding, thus rendering it

capable of accommodating one hundred and
ten children. And all this while, if we mis-

take not, the institution thrived on donations
and voluntary subscriptions. But, as in the
afiairs of men there is a tide which ebbs and

flows, in the aflairs of public bodies, living on
the hand-to-mouth regime, there are similar

ebbs and flows. The British Orphan Asylum
experienced such fluctuations, and the greatest
in the year 1854. In that year there were

rumours of war, and mighty preparations for

the Crimean campaign. Just as we were

sitting down to our Christmas plum-pudding,

whispers began to be heard of frightful suffer-

ing and death among our brave soldiers on the

heights of Balaklava. They were perishing

by hundreds from cold and damp, and insuf-

ficiency of food and clothing. Those months
of horror and distress wUl be ever memorable

in the annals of English history, as evincing
two things

—the noble pluck and excellent

discipline of British troops, and the prompt
and deep-felt sympathy of the British people.

No sooner were the whispers confirmed than

private and public benevolence set to work to

remedy the evil and restore health and vitaUty

to our little army on the bleak ridges of the

Chersonese. Home institutions, however, suf-

fered from the generous response of the nation

to the distress amongst our battalions perched
amid the snows and winds of Inkermann, and

the British Orphan Asylum suffered with the

rest. This depression was, however, tempo-

rary, and the elasticity of the British purse,

and the catholicity of British charity soon rec-

tified the balance in favour of the British

Orphan Asylum ;
and in 1856 its premises had

become overcrowded and incapable of accom-

modating, with a due regard to health, the

hundred and thirty inmates to which the

number had now swelled.

A monument of human, we will not say

folly, but miscalculation, there stood near the

station at Slough, a palatial looking house,

which of late years had remained untenanted.

When the lines of the Great Western Railway
were first laid down, it was built for hotel

purposes ;
some sanguine speculator, imagining

princely accommodation essential to the courtly

visitors who would have to alight at Slough, for

Windsor
; Royalty, too, it was hinted, might

occasionally take shelter within its hospitable

wings. But,

The best laid schemes of mice and men
Gang aft agley,

An' lea' us nought but grief and pain
For promised joy.

A railway was projected from Slough to

Windsor, and the glory of the regal place of

embouchure from the train soon departed.

The South Western Railway, moreover, ex-

tended its line from Richmond and Twick-
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uham, to the Forest-city, so that Slough
eceiv'L'd a double blow, aud became a veritable

'lough of Desponi. The hotel scheme was relin-

uished, and, like tlie foolish goo.se reputed to

e too much for a lunch, and not enough for a

inner, remained unlet, as it was too large

)r a private family and not large enough
)r a nobleman's residence. Fortunately,

owcver, its suitableness for a public estab-

shment was brought to the notice of the di-

)ctors of the British Orphan Asylum. Tliey

jusidered the idea, inspecto 1 the grounds and

remises, closed with the vendors, and tran.s-

rred their wards from Clapham Rise to this

3VV Home, on the 22nd of June, 18G3. T^fo

lys afterwanls, the Prince aud Princess of

^ales attended for the purpose of giving iclat

t the formal inauguration of the building, and

ere received by a large number of the nobility,

'utry, and dignitaries of the Church, who

,me, not only to do honour to their P^oyal

ighnessos, but to testify their sympathy with

e noble objects of the institution.

On this occa.sion, and a few minutes before

e arrival of the Prince and Princess of Wales,

r. Edward Mackenzie, of Fawley Court, late

gh. sheriff of Oxfordshire, sought an audience

th the directors ;
this was granted, when that

ntleman generously offered to liquidate the

rchase of the Slough estate, aud the exfjenses

tailed by the repairs of the premises. This

lounted to no less than £14,000, and by one

luiliceut donation Mr. Mackenzie cancelled

} building fund debt and the anxiety of the

ectors as to the future prospects of the es-

)li.shment. The estate immediately recei .ed

) name (jf Mackenzie Park, in honour of the

uor, and will remain a monument of a

endid liberality so long as the British

phan Asylum exists.

One more historical incident in connection

,h this institution we will mention, and then

ludon the Past for the Present. In 18G4
r Majesty was graciously pleased to visit

I minutely inspect the establishment, when
) expressed herself highly satisfied with the

angements in every department.
On leaving the Slough Station the British

Dhan Asylum lies straight before you, in

t it looks as though it were an outwork of

station itself, which, doubtless, it was

finally intended to be. Spacious gates
i uit the visitor into the grt)unds, aud a wiiie,

1 1- gravelled roadway, flanked by a bosi^uet

laurels and rhododendrons bordered with

rer-beds, curves up to the princijial en-

ice—a, spacious and lofty hall. It was

ards the close of summer, or scarcely so

1
I,

for the finger of. autumn had not yet
t ;ed one leaf with its umber tint, when

pleasure and duty
"
compelled our steps," to

use a Creek phra.se, to the Asylum. Thi
trees, the shrubs, ami the parterres wore
luxuriant in beauty, and it wouM bo difficult

to imagine a .spot
—so admirably is th-i man-

sion situated, and so judiciously have the

grouiuls been laid out, where yoiiths could

disport and study, recreate and leirn the

elementary les.sons of life, more Bucce.ssfully.

We know not the points of the compa.ss at

Slough, so wo will confine ourselves to saying
that on the right hand, as wo approached the

front door, we camo upon a lovely lawn, en-

circled by a thick belt of overshadowing trees,

suggestive of grateful coolness in the hot

months of the year. This portion of the

premises is set apart for the girls, upon whose

section of the building it sides. At the

back, from the entrance hall, is situated

the boys' playground, fitted up, if we recol-

lect rightly, with swings and gymnastic

paraphernalia ;
whilst close at hand is a field

where in summer-time the lads can play
cricket and other athletic games with bat and

ball.

We shall spare ourselves and our readers a

minute description of the interior, yet it wovdd

delight many a mother's heart to see how

comfortably aud healthfully housed an orphan
child may be. The rooms ate not only

spacious but lofty
—magnificently lofty ;

and

this throughout the whole range of the build-

ing : not only the lower stories, but the

upper ;
the first aud the last are equally excel-

lent in this respect. In the schoolrooms, both

for the boys and girls, the ventilation Ls per-

fect, and a glance at the bright ami cheerful

faces of the children would testify to the happy
results of this salubrious system. Enter the

dormitories, and a long vi-stv of neat little iron

bedsteads, the clothes upon them tidily turned

down, greets the eye, whilst the floors are kept
so clean and white that, to make use of a

homely phrase,
"
you might eat your diuner

olf them." Many a middle-class man's plat-

ter is not h df so clean. The same may be

said of the lavatories aud bath-rooms, and

those rooms lined with curious tall cupboards
called presses, which contain the ample ward-

robe of each child. In wandering through

chamber after chamber, and mounting stair-

case after staircase, the idea of comfort, clean-

liness an I order, and their concouiit.int happi-

ness, is rapidly realised. 'J'ho whole aspect

of the place breathes .an air of ipiietudo

and contentment which it seems to us must

sulxlue to gratitude and affection even the

most stubborn heart of youth. And from

what we heard we have every reason to be-

lieve that the blessings, substantial and pal-
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pable iudeed, showered down upon tliem by
the benevolent, are appreciated by the orphan

pupils, who learn to regard the Asylum with

genuine love, and look upon it as a veritable

home. Kindness is tlie watchword of the

superiors in the institution, and all act, or

strive to act, towards these fatherless lyroteijh

as they would have been done by had their

parents still survived to look after their inte-

rests and consult their happiness.
Few things can exist now-a-days in the

dark, at least in England. The life of such

institutions as that of the British Orphan
Asylum is the light of publicity. They can-

not thrive without that light. If they are

deprived of it they will pine and die, as

flowers deprived of the light of the sun pine
and die

;
and thus, to a very great extent,

they possess a check against abuses which

might otherwise creep in and corrupt them.

Every man who subscribes his money for

certain purposes has a moral, if not a legal

right, to see that those purposes are carried

out, and if they are not, he knows that he has

a powerful remedy in withholding his subscrip-
tion. In philanthropic enterprises of the kind

we have been inspecting there are, however,
other and better guarantees that the objects

proposed will be realised. The very promoters
are actuated by the kindliest feeling ;

all

connected with it have one common aim
;

they are actuated by the most Christian mo-

tives, and therefore they are above suspicion.

Only in the subordinate departments can the

rust of negligence eat into the gold of bene-

volence, and the moth of corruption fret

the vesture of charity. To prevent, however,

negligence, or corruption, supineness, or un-

kindness on the part of those to whose imme-
diate care the happiness of the children is

entrusted, the directors in the instance of the

British Orphan Asylum have made very ample
provision. A house committee, consisting of

not less than six members of the board, is

appointed, whose duty it is to visit the insti-

tution, regulate its domestic arrangements and
submit a monthly report of their proceedings
to the directors. There are also lady visitors,
subscribers to the charity, who are autho-
rised to visit the building at all times, to

inspect the clothing and food of the children,
and make, either individually or collectively,

suggestions on the management, proposing any
alterations or improvements they may think

desirable. There is, again, an educational

committee, and to them is entrusted the task

of watching the progress of the children

in their various branches of study, to examine
and recommend persons duly qualified for

the situations of masters and mistresses
; to

order the necessary books, and . generally

superintend the instruction of the children.

And admirably have their labours been dis-

charged, if we are to judge by the results.

The specimens of writing, mapping, and

illuminating, shown to us, exhibit great pro-

ficiency in the executants. But our judg-
ment is comparatively of little worth by the

side of a much greater and severer test. At
the recent Oxford Local Examination, out of

three, candidates sent up, two passed in the

first class and one in the second, giving a per-

centage of class and position to the school

equalled only by one other in the kingdom.
These are facts which speak their own praise,

and need no comment from an alien pen.

Again, out of 162 candidates who attended

the examinations held at London, two of the

scholars of the British Orphan Asylum took

the seventh and eighth places respectively.

The curriculum of education comprises "tho-

rough English "-—would that the Higher

Colleges deemed this moro essential—Latin,

French, and mathematics. To diversify the

programme a drum and fife band, consisting
of thirty performers, has become an institution

in the Slough Asylum.
The rules regulating the mode and grounds

of admission are just and humane. For

example, no child can be received as a candi-

date of admission whose father is not dead,

paralytic, totally blind or lunatic, and whose

mother is capable of providing for it. Not
more than one child of a family can be ad-

mitted at the same election, and that child must

be above seven years of age and under twelve.

Another enactment wisely declares that any
diseased, deformed, or infirm child shall be

ineligible. In fact, so stringently is this

rule carried out, that in all cases where con-

stitutional disease, or other infirmity, in-

capacitating a child from education, or from

association with other children, shall develop

itself, or be discovered after its admission into

the asylum, the directors are empowered to

require the friends or sureties to remove such

child on receiving a month's notice from the

secretary to that effect. The result is, that

both the boys and girls wear the bloom of

health as well as youth, and the number on

the sick list is minimum.
There are we believe in the institution at

the present moment 100 pupils
—102 boys and

58 girls. They remain until the age of

fifteen, when they are drafted off into the

great army of daily bread-winners, the boys,

as a rule, obtaining situations in the mercan-

tile houses of the City, the girls entering

families, principally as nursery governesses. It

is a gratifying proof of the excellence of this
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institutiqp and of the affection with which it the list of aiinnal Rub-'crihen» may be found

is remembered by those who have shared its
|

the uames of mauy au old pupil
Christian nursing and hospitality, that amongst Hakolu Kinc.

THE LEGKND oF THE LUCKHAllTS.

ING Robert on bis deatb-bed lay, wasted in every limb,
lie priests bad left, Black Douglas now alone was

watching him :

he Earl bad wejit to bear those words, "When I am
gone to doom,

ite tbou my bc;ivt and tear it straight uut<i the

Holy Tomb."

II.

OBglas shed bitter tears of grief
—be loved the buried

man,
3 bade faiewell to home and wife, to brother and to

clan;

And soon the Brace's heart embalm'd, in silver casket

lock'd.

Within a galley, white with sails, upon the blue wares
rock'd.

in.

In Sp.iin they rested, there the King besought the

Scottish earl.

To drive the Saracens from Spain, his galley sails to

furl
;

It was the brave knight's eagerness to quell the Pay-
nim brood

That made him then forget the oath he'd sworn upon
the rood.
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IV.

That was his sin ; good angels frown'd upon him as

he went
With vizor down and spear in rest, lips closed, and

black brow bent :

Upon the turbans fierce he spurr'd, the charger he

bestrode

Was spJash'd with blood, the robes and flags he tram-

pled ou the road.

V.

The Moors came fast with cjmbal clash and tossing

javelin,

Ten thousand horsemen, at the least, on Castille closing

in;

Quick as the deer's foot snaps the ice, the Douglas
thunder'd through.

And struck with sword and smote with axe among the

heathen crew.

VI.

The horse-tail banners beaten down, the mounted
archers fled—

There came full many an Arab curse from faces

smear'd with red,

The vizor fell, a Scottish spear had struck him on the

breast
;

Many a Moslem's frighten'd horse was bleeding head
and cliest.

VII.

But suddenly the caitiffs turn'd and gather'd like a
j

net.
In closed the tossing sabres fast, and they were crim-

|

son wet, j

Steel jarr'd on steel—the hammers smote on helmet I

and on sword.
But Douglas never ceased to charge upon that heathen I

horde.
j

Tin. I

Till all at once his eager eye discerned amid the fight
'

St. Clair of Roslyn, Bruce's fiiend, a brave and trusty

knight,
j

Beset with Moors who hew'd at him with sabres drip-

ping blood—
'Twas in a rice-field where he stood close to an orange

{

wood.

IX.

Then to the rescue of St. Clair, Black Douglas spurr'd
amain,

The Moslems circled him around, and shouting charged
again;

Then took he from his neck the heart, and as the case

he threw,
" Pass first in fight," he cried aloud, "as thou wert

wont to do.
"

They found him ere the sun had set upon that fatal

day.
His body was above the case, that closely guarded lay.
His swarthy face was grim in death, his sable hair

was stain'd

With the life-blood of a felon Moor, whom he had
struck and brain'd.

XI.

Sir Simon Lockhart, knight of Lee, bore home the
silver case,

To shrine it in a stately grave and in a holy place.
The Douglas deep in Spanish ground they left in royal

tomb,
To wait in hope and patient trust the trumpet of the

Doom.

AN OLD MYSTERY REVEALED.

My uncle was a man of mark in his day,
not only by reason of the name he bore, and
from his vrealth, but because of the notoriety
he had acquired from his performances in

connection vrith sundry wagers ; not the least

notorious of which was his descent from

Westminster Bridge into the Thames by means
of a parachute of his contrivance. The rage
for betting at that time on every conceivable

pretence which induced him to perform this

and other dangerous experiments, with other

causes, greatly reduced his income, but it was

still so large that he was able to live in good

style in a house which then stood on tlie bank
of the Thames near the grounds now included

in Kew Gardens, when the crime I am about

to relate was perpetrsifced.

In this house there lived with my uncle and

aunt a cousin of mine, Ellen Shifinall. As
I had spent much of my time in the same

house, the relations between us had been very

intimate, nor had they been much weakened

by an absence of nearly two years spent in a

foreign city, where I had been attached to an

embassy. For my own part, I can say that it

never entered my thoughts to marry her, nor had

I, until it was too late to think of it, any suspi-

cion that she had thought difiFerently. But

when I had the pain of knowing this, I believed

that I had only lost a possible wife, and gained
a firm and true friend.—How little I knew her

heart !

Shortly after my return from the Continent

I married, and, with my wife, went to live at my
uncle's untn we could hear of an estate for sale

that would suit us. We had been there some

weeks, and were as happy as newly-married

people can be, which is as much as to say that

we lived in as perfect a Paradise as it is possible

to find on this earth. Beside my cousin and

us, there was staying in the house a German

doctor, who had brought a letter to my uncle

from Prince Severin, a Servian for whom my
uncle had a great friendship. He was a

man for whom I had no liking ;
and no

cause for disliking, unless the behaviour of

my cousin towards him occasionall}', which

looked too much like a concealed iutimacy,

might have inspired it. One evening the

conversation had turned on the origin of the

superstition in Servia and elsewhere that there

were vampires who returned at night to drink

the blood of the living, and what could have

originated the further idea that the victims of

these nocturnal visitations in their turn became

vampires also. Many were the dreadful stories

related by the doctor ;
I could not help shud-
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dering niyself, and happening to, look at my
wife I was quite startled to see liow pale aud

frightened she looked. I instantly seized an

opportunity offered by a remark concerning
somnambulism tu turn the conversation to that

subject.

After wo had all retired for the night, my
wife and I sat up for some time in our dressing-

room talking over the events of the day.

Generally she was the very reverse of serious,

but on this particular evening she was very

grave. It was iu the dead of night that I

woke—hot, unrefreshed, and almost trembling
under the influence of a vague dread of some-

thing ;
and which for want of any other reason

I at the moment attributed to a dream. I

was 30 nervous that, although I believed my
wife was sleeping, I laid my arm across her chest

in the hope that it would awaken her. Vain

hope ! she had entered on her last sleep.

I felt my arm instantly become wet.

Frightened and terrified I raised myself on my
other arm, and shook aud called her by her

name. No answer was returned. With a

feverish energy I rose, and went hastily int(j the

dressing-room for a small lamp which it was I

our constant practice to leave burning when we
|

went to bed. Returning with this, I held it so
:

that it should throw its light on her face. The
|

bed-clothes had fallen back in their place when
[ withdrew my arm, so that the whole of her

body but her face was concealed, and this was

white as the whitest marble and as stouy-look-

ng. Then it occurred to me to look at my arm,
vnd I found that the sleeve which covered it

ivas stained a deep red colour. With a strong
jffort of will, I drew down the clothes. Until

;his moment I had acted almost without

jonsciousness. There was the dread upon me
.hat my wife was dead, but it had not yet
ittained the force of conviction. It seemed so

mpossible that a human being who, as it

.eemed to me, but the instant before had

)een answering my remarks and sympathising
ivith me should be now incapable of either,

Ihat I had acted under a kind of impression
hat it was a dreadful dream, and that all

vould come right presently. My last faint hope,
)r impression,—I hardly know what to call it

—was destroyed when I litid bare my wife's

)osom. * '^ ''' There—marking tlie source from

vhence the blood had oozed which lay in the

lollow beside it—was a dagger, the blade of

vhich was completely buried iu the wound,
ind only the handle projected from it. I had

10 need to withdraw the weapon to recognise
t as one which I had broughc with mo from

Athens
;
and which I had a sudden and distinct

ecoUection of having noticed the day before in

ts place beside other curious weapons in my

room. My impulse was now to alarm the

house, and my hand w;is on the boll for that

purpose, when the movement was checked

by a sudden thought that the blame of the

crime would rest on me. I was incapable of

considering but one idea at a time, aud could

not look at a subject from moro than one point
of view. The thought that I shovdd be sus-

pected of the murder set me thinking of the

force of the evidence against me, and in a few

minutes I was <[uito stupefied on finding how

entirely I was without an answer to suchacharge.
The love I bore her would be no reply to the

fact that she was murdered by my own dagger
while she lay sleeping beside me, that my arm
was red witli her blooJ, and that there was no

other person who could be charged with the

deed. I was young, and deeply as I loved

my wife I could not but feel keenly the misery
of my own situation ; and I was so over-

whelmed by its dangers that I remained

I know not how loni^ reflectmg on it. This

hesitation lost me, for the more I thought of

my own risk, the more incapable 1 became of

considering anything beyond it. The dread of

death, and of such a death, filled my mind, and

gave rise to the desire to discover some means

of escaping it. In the blindness caused by the

fear that was on me, I was but just conscious of

my actions
;

all sentiment was dried up, and

the death of the woman I had loved so dearly
was nothing in my estimation to the peril I my-
self was iti. The foremost thought in my mind
was how I should conceal the body. It did

not occur to me that the concealment of the

body would not screen me, but as I said before,

I could only follow one idea as it presented it-

self. The idea of concealment suggested the

idea that the river would be the best place for

the purpose ;
there it might remain beneath the

water until it had so changed that the trace

of the wound would be no longer distinguish-

able. I had no sooner conceived the last idea

tlian a strange revulsion of feeling seized me.

The thought of doing anything tliat would dis-

figure tlie body of the woman who but yester-

day was liviuL.', and whoso arms had closeii

round my neck as she with mock earnestness

entreated me not to make her go with my
cousin on the water was too dreadful to contem-

plate. But this feeling soon yielded to one

more selfish. I crept silently to the window,
drew back the curtain, and looked out. The

moon was just visible between the trees from

where I stood, and I could distinguish the

ripple of the waves in the line of light it threw

across the river. It was not more sUent out

there than in the room whore I was, aiid yet

what a difl'erence ! I turned my head as this

occurred to me, and there I saw, instead of the
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silvery rays of the moon and the ceaseless,

gentle flow of the water, a pallid face, and a

blood-stained bosom lighted by the dull glare

of the lamp. I opened the window silently and

got out. There was nothing stirriug, and after

I had made sure that there was nobody to see

me, I climbed back again, wrapped the corpse

in the sheets, and lowered it from the window to

the turf below. I then took it in my arms and

carried it towards thejjjtiver, carefully keeping
out of the streaig^ of light, narrowed to little

more than a streak by the trees between which

it shone. I had no clothing on beside that in

which I had risen from my bed, and with the

body in my arms I plunged into the river,

intending to sink it in the middle of the stream.

Then another difiBculty arose I had not before

thought of
;
the tide was flowing, and notwith-

standing the blindness caused by the fear I was

under, I knew that the body would probably be

floating past on its way downwards after the

search for it had begun. I then thought that

the safest place to dispose of it would be to

carry it to an island which occupied the

middle of the river and bury it there. Acting
on this idea 1 put the corners of the sheet into

my mouth, and struck out for the other side.

To draw the body after me as I swam across

was not difficult, the difficulty only began when
I had to drop my feet into the clayey mud on

the bank of the island and to make my way
among the trees until I reached a kind of creek

which I knew to be there. However, I

accomplished this at last, and I feel ashamed
even now when I think of the ignoble manner
in which fear made me act. I laid the body
in the mud at the head of the creek, and pressed
it under until it was completely buried, and I

relied on the brandies of the trees which grew
there to conceal the disturbance of the almost

stagnant water, I waded down the middle

of the creek to the river, and then stripping ofi'

my shirt I tore it to fragments and let it float

away bit by bit. Then I swam across to the

other side, and standing in the water I scruti-

nised every portion of the ground, and every
window of the house, before I ventured to land

and creep stealthily towards it. After closing
the window, my first act was to examine the

door of the bedroom. I had not thought of

this before, and I received a fresh shock when I

found that the door was locked as I had left it

the previous night, and the key remained in the

hole
; there was another entrance from the

dressing-room, but as the dressing-room could

only be entered from a bath-room which was
never used, and which could itself be entered

only by a person passing through a room opening
into my cousin's bedroom, I thought no more
of that. I declare that till this moment I had

been so utterly absorbed in the frantic desire to

remove the body to prevent the accusation of
murder falling on myself that I had not thought
of anything beyond it

;
it seemed to me that

when that was done there would be no difficulty
in inventing a reason for her absence. It had
never for an instant entered my mind that I

had really committed the murder, but now a

suspicion came into my mind with the swiftness

of light. I remembered that on the previous

evening we had been talking of somnambulism,
and it now occurred to me that I must be a

somnambulist once more, as I had been in my
boyhood, and that I had done the deed

unconsciously. All the horror I had felt before

was as nothing to what I felt under this new
idea. The more I thought of it the more pro-
bable it seemed. Remember I was unable, as I

have already said, to think clearly under the

dreadful affliction that had fallen upon me,
and now my only desire was to escape from
the spot. I had nerved myself to brave the

suspicions that I knew would attach to me
while I believed myself innocent, but now the

case was totally changed, and believing it

possible that I might without the consent of

my will have really committed the deed, filled

me with indescribable terror. I dressed myself
in fear and trembling, hardly daring to look

round me. I once more opened the window
and looked out. It was much darker than be-

fore, for the moon had gone down, and day had

not yet broke, and the stars which shone

palely here and there only reminded me that but

a few hours before the being I loved best in the

world had been standing beside me looking at

the same firmament, and that now she was

lying in a bloody grave, and I, her husband,
was a fugitive, with the almost certainty of a

death equally violent, and, in addition, dis-

graceful, if I were taken.

There were in those days few houses in Kew,
and these were chiefly cottages scattered at

intervals beside the highway. It was easy to

avoid these by keeping along by the river side,

whicli I did as far as Lambeth Palace, where

I got into a ferry boat in which the sculls had

been left by its owner, and rowed from thence

to a timber wharf which stood on Avhat was then

known as Pedlar's Acre, where 1 landed, and

from thence made my way to Southwark, that

being the most crowded place, and where a

single individual, however dressed, was least

likely to attract attention.

I had purposely destroyed some of my cloth-

ing, and dropped it into the water, and this

gave me an opportunity of buying other articles

in place of them at an old-clothes shop without

exciting attention
;

it was a very common

thing, as the woman who kept it remarked, for
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QQen to lose their clothes ia that neighbour-
hood. I stayed in this part just long enough
to get some breakfast, and then went on to the

high road taken by the stage coach to South-

ampton ;
and after walking about a mile or two

it overtook me, and 1 found a place on tlio roof

ind was carried to that port ;
from whence

[ embarked for Buenos Ayres, then occu-

aied by a whole colony of foreigners who had

jone thither to make their fortunes, and where
—though I was not aware of it when I decided

m going there—I was less likely to be noticed

han in any other part of the world.

I remained in South America several years,

ometimes in one State, sometimes in another ;

low fighting in one of tlie little armies which

vere incessantly engaged in warfare, and at

tther times living the idle life of a guacho at

-ne of the estates belonging to the many men
rhose acquaintance I had made in my rambling
areer

;
but never remaining long in one place,

liere was a constant dread upon mo tiiat I

hould one day be seized for the crime of wliich

had at last ended by believing myself guilty.

)uring all these years I believe I never knew
'hat it was to liave rest—my body slept, but

ly mind was then occupied with dreams, which

•ere more painful than the worst of my waking

loughts, because they wei'e not under my con-

:ol. Notwithstanding this conviction, tliat I

lould one day be taken for the murder of my
rife, the desire seized me to return to England,
desire I could not shake off, and to which I

u last yielded.
I stayed but a short time in London before

Ding on to Kew. The village, I found, had

rown considerably since I last saw it
;
the inn

had not unfrequently slept in, in my young
ays when I did not wish to disturb them at

ome at unseasonable hours, was still there,

at had been largely added to, and was now
illed a hotel. The landlord however was

le same, though from a slim active fellow he

ad grown grey and fat. Pretending that I

lid. come down for a few days for the benefit
*

my health, I flattered his vanity by convers-

g familiarly with him, and, as soon as I

ired, I questioned him concerning the people
ho had formerly lived in House : for

had already ascertained that those who lived

1 it Avere no relatives of mine, and that they
id occupied the house some time. The

:count he gave me was broken by many
lestions, but it was iu substance as follows ;

id I leave those who read this to imagine
hat my feelings were when I heard it.

After giving many details concerning my
icle and aunt to which I need not refer, he

ent on to say
—"A good many years ago. Sir

impson ,
his wife, and a nephew named

Ashton Thorp and a young lady lived in it.

Mr. Thorp was married, and had his wife with

him. One night, aftlt wishing i\u: family good

night, they disappeared and were never Been

again. They had been in bed, and thrre were

some little marks of blood on the blanket, and
one of the sheets was gone ; the window too was

found open, and everybody believed they had
been murdered. There was a German doctor

living in the house, aijfe one of the women-
servants told Sir Sampson thafr she had seen

him coming from Miss Shittnall's (that was Sir

Sampson's niece) bedroom late that night, after

the family had gone to bed. "SVhen she was

asked how she came to be up at such an hour

she said that she had gone into the study to

look at some pictures her ma.ster had had sent

him from London, and had gone to sleep there,

and she was creeping quietly along the passage
fjr fear of being heard, when just as she was

opposite Miss Shiffnall's door the doctor came

out, and looked dreadfully Avhite when he saw

her, and turned back again for a moment and

spoke to somebody. Sir Sampson was furious

when ho heard this, and turned to the doctor,

who was in the room, and asked him if what

the woman said was true. The doctor said it

was, but said he had only gone there to take

Miss Shiffuall a draught she had asked him to

prepare for her, which he had promised to do,

but had forgotten until it was too late to call

her maid, and he had therefore taken it himself.

This did not satisfy Sir Sampson, though he

said nothing more just then, but left the room

A\ath his butler and went to Mr. Thorp's

room. They examined everything there, and

the butler called his master's attention to a

door opening from the dressing-room into a

passage leading to the bath-room, which he said

had been opened, though the bath-room was

never used. They both then went along the

passage, and found that the other door had been

opened ;
which they could see by the broken

cobwebs that were hanging down. After this

they went up to the doctor's bedroom, and

just as they got inside the room they saw him

with a bottle in his hand which he seemed to

be going to poiir on the sleeve of a shirt. I

suppose Sir Sampson had begun to be suspicious

by this time, for he knocked the bottle out of

the doctor's hand, and snatched the shirt away
from him. "Well, it tunied out that there was

blood on the sleeve, and Miss Shillnall, who

was not up when the (luestiouing
was going

forward, and had not heard what the iloctor

had said, declared to her aunt that she had not

seen him the night before, nor had he brought

her any draught. The end of it wjus that Sir

Siunpson, who was very fond of his nephew,

had the doctor taken to prison.
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*'
They searched everywhere for the bodies, ]

but for a long time the only thing they found
were some pieces of linen with Mr. Thorp's
name on floating in the river, and that made
them keep on every day for a long while, until

at last they found Mrs. Thorp's body buried

in a creek on yon island, with a dagger in her

breast. I was there at the time, but I should

not have known her, nor would anybody else,

but they proved it was her by her being

wrapped in a sheet which had got Sir Sampson's
coat-of-arms and name on. They never could

find the body of her husband, though they dug
up the bottom of the creek from one end to

the other to look for it, and it was supposed
that it had been carried away down the river

by the tide or else sunk in it. They say the

tloctor looked like a man dazed when he was
told where they found Mrs. Thorp's body.

" There was never such a stir in this part
as when the trial came on. The Duke and
Sir Sampson went up together, and I believe

pretty nearly everybody else followed their

example. I got a good place in the court,

through Sir Sampson's footman, who took me
in with him.

*' The doctor was very quiet while they were

giving evidence against him,until Miss Shiffnall

was called, and then he began to fidget about
and bite his nails. I don't think he quite
understood the full meaning of what she said,
for though his face kept changing from red to

pale, and from pale to red, he looked puzzled
whUe she was speaking. He might have been
found guilty without her evidence, for a

foreigner was brought forward who said he was

nothing but a spy,
—and this, of course, had a

great efi'ect on the jury ;
but she said that she

had often heard him speak angrily of Mr. Thorp,
from whom he seemed to have received some

slight. There was a counsel who spoke for him,
and tried to make things appear different to

what they were, but it was no use
;
he was

hung two days afterwards. They say that

after he was condemned he told Sir Sampson
something about Miss Shiffnall. I don't know
what it was, but she left them and went away
a good while, until after Lady died, and
then she came back again and stayed with Sir

Sampson until he died too. She lives now in

that cottage over there, where you see a head
with snakes curling all over it above the

door."

t- 1 was so utterly confounded by what I had
heard that if I had not walked away the land-
lord could not have failed to perceive my
agitation, and, as I was less altered than he,

except in colour, might have recognised me,
or at any rate have suspected who I was. The
more I thought of the matter, the greater

seemed the difficulty of comprehending what
had really happened. That the doctor had
for some mysterious reason murdered my wife

I willingly believed
;
on the other hand I knew

that he had no share in removing her body to

where it was found, and that he was equally
innocent of murdering me, of which he had
been suspected. I thought my cousin might

help me to a comprehension of the matter, but

I felt a great aversion to making myselfknown
to her, because in that case I must have

explained how I came to be alive, and the

cause of my leaving home, and possibly of

causing her to suspect that, after all, the doc-

tor might have been innocent and that I alone

was the guilty person,
I followed her about from place to place

with a kind of fatuity, and I dare say she

thought I was a harmless imbecUe, for she

could not help noticing me, though I took care

not to approach near her, from the fear that

she would recognise me. It was not an unfre-

quent occurrence for her to go to London, and

on those occasions, if I followed her so far as

the newly-opened railway station, I never went

to town
;

I did not wish her to suppose that I

was a spy on her actions. One morning when

we were near the station it began to rain, and

for the sake of shelter I followed her in. I

was walking up and down at one end of the

platform when the train drew up, and it had

hardly come to a stand-still before the whistle

sounded the signal to depart. The train

moved on the instant—screams, and shouts to

stop, followed, which though obeyed as quickly

as possible, was not quick enough to prevent

several accidents. My cousin, who was getting

in the carriage at the moment it moved on, was

thrown down, and fell between the carriages

and the platform. I rushed forward to save

her, but was only in time to assist in getting

her from beneath the train. Her clothes and

legs were crushed into one mass, and she was

quite insensible. We carried her into the

station, where the other sufferers too were

brought, except one, whosehead had been nearly

severed from his body and lay stretched on the

platform, a frightful spectacle. A doctor was

soon on the spot, and after a short examination

he pronounced my cousin's case hopeless ;
the

upper part of both her legs had been completely

crushed. He had brought some stimulants

with him, and as soon as she gave signs of a

return to consciousness he administered some

to her. I tried to soothe her when she began

to complain, but the moment she heard my
voice I saw her eyes brighten, and from the

startled look on her face, which drove away
the expression of suffering it had borne just

I before, I guessed she had recognised me ;
it
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as as though approaching death had sent her

and back to the days of lier youth. Directly

fterwards, from the words she uttered, and

le questions she asked, 1 found that this was

)
;
but she seemed to think that I was not a

)al being of flesh and blood. I left her to get

)mething on which she could be moved to her

Dme, and soon found some men who uuder-

ok to carry her there on the sofa on which

le lay. I went in and sat down beside her.

11 the time I remained in sight she kept her

'es fixed upon me, and once when I wetted

sr forehead with the sponge dipped in vinegar
e raised her baud feebly and touched mine,

t this touch she seemed to recover energy,
id told the woman who was waitinc' in the

om to go away. Tlien she spoke to me, and

lied me by my name, and I was forced to

veal all that I have told. She made no re-

ark on what I said, but asked me with an

imation which surprised me if it was certain

at she could not live long. I had seen per-

ns die violent deaths too often to think much
that change which must come to all, and I

1 not hesitate to tell her what the doctor had

id. She closed her eyes, and there was a

itching of the featui'es which showed that she

jarded death with less indifference than I

i
;
but she soon recovered her composure,

d gave me the explanation of the mystery
lich had made my life a burden to me. It

Q be told in very few words.

She acknowledged that the love we had

me each other from our childhood had

engthened in her case with the advance of

3, until, at the time I returned from the

liversity, she had come to regard me with

levotion which ruled her whole soul. She

3ught too that I loved her so much that I

)uld eventually make her my wife, so that

len I married another she hated my wife with

intensity which she herself described as

,dness, and little by little the desire to kill

: grew so strong that she determined to exe-

;e it. She at first thought of poisoning her,

t the difficulty of procuring poison without

jiting suspicion against herself when my
'e died induced her to encourage the

(dances of the foreign doctor until she had

[uired such an influence over him that he,

.ng a man without scruples, recei« ed her

its readily, and at last they discussed the

irder openly between them. He probably
3 too keen-witted not to suspect her motives,

mgh she represented that her reason for de-

ij]g to get rid of my wife was from the fear

it she might reveal to Sir Sampson some-

ng she had seen taking place between them.

lOwing how fond I was of my wife, it had

i occurred to her that I could be suspected

of murdering her, nor was she aware that her

accomplice intended to use violent UK-ans
; he,

however, had determined on effecting it iu

such a way that suspicion must inevitably
fall on me : for this reason he had selected

the dagger which was known to belong to me
;

his knowledge of anatomy enabling him to use

it in such a way that his victim had not time

to cry out.

It cannot be necessary that I should say
more. My life, though a wretched one in

comparison with what I expected it would be,

might have been worse. I might have died a

disgraceful death, and at all events I have

been spared the misery of going down to my
grave with the belief that when I met my wife

in another world it would be a meeting between

a murderer and his victim.

A DAY AT SANDWICH.

We stated in our recent account of Rich-

borough and its Castle,* that as the glory

of that ancient Roman settlement and fortress

waned, the town of Sandwich rose gradually
into fame and wealth. It lies about a mile

and a-half south of Richborough, and nearer

to the sea, on the southern bank of the Stour,

at the point where that river takes an easterly

instead of a southern course. It is surrounded

on every side by a verdant lea of meadows,

occupied as marsh and pasture land, above

which rise the church towers and quaint red

roofs of the town, after a fashion which gives

to the place the air of a foreign city, and you

might easily fancy, as you look upon it, that

you are beholding one of the mediieval cities

of Ghent or Flanders. A nearer view, how-

ever, will serve to di.spel the illusion ;
and the

stranger, on entering its streets, will find him-

self in a place

Gabiis desertior atque
Fidenis vicus,

somewhat like old and decayed Wiuchelsea,f

only that it lacks its picturesque position on

the hill-side, and is not so far gone to decay.

But the grass grows in the highways of Sand-

wich, and scarcely a face is seen peeping out of

the gabled windows which flank its streets.

Except upon a market-day, you may look in

vain up and down its High-street for a passer-

by, or a child at play ;
and indeed it is a

common local saying that iu Sandwich nobody

ever goes in or out of the front door of his

house except on the occasion of a wedding or

a funeral.

Sandwich, or Sandvic, the ticm on the

Sand, is supposed by most antiquaries to

* See page 407. t See Vol. XI. p. 604.
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in

gardens which

be identical with the Lundenwic of which

Saxon chroniclers make mention as the princi-

pal port and place of resort for merchants

trading between foreign parts and London.

It appears to have been called Lundenwic until

the Saxons were supplanted by the Danes,
when it obtained the name that it still retains.

It embraces three parishes
—St. Clement's, St.

Mary's, and St. Peter's—besides a district

which is called the Liberty of the Hospital of

St. Bartholomew, and its population is a little

above 3,000 souls. These are mostly employed

seafaring pursuits, or in the market-

surround the town, and which

are said to have been among the first in

England where vegetables were reared for sale,

and are still unusually productive.
Even when the haven and port of Rich-

borough decayed, and the sea gradually left its

cliflFs, there was still room at Sandwich for a

large and convenient haven. We do not find

any mention of Sandwich by name until the

year 665, somewhat more than 200 years after

the first appearance of the Saxons in England.
But in the times during which the Danes in-

fested our coasts, the port became so fre-

quented that it is styled by the author of

the Life of Queen Emma the most noted of

all the English ports. From its first rise the

place appears to have been regarded as the

property of the several sovereigns who ruled

over the country, and it continued in this state

until 979, when King Ethelred bestowed it

upon the Cathedral of Christ Church, Can-

terbury, free from all secular suit and service,

except the duty of repelling invasions, and
the repairing of castles and bridges. But this

arrangement, so derogatory to the dignity of

the town, was of short duration, for in 1023,
after his accession to the throne, wesoon

find

in

finished the building of the town, and gave,
or rather restored its port, with the profits of

the water on both sides of the stream, for the

support of the church and of the monks re-

siding there. From this time, the town made
a rapid rise in its population and importance ;

and before the end of the century it stood in

such high repute that it was made one of the

Cinque Ports, and in the days of Edward Con-
fessor it contained 370 inhabited houses. At
the Domesday survey in 1080, we find that
" Sandwiche paid forty pounds of ferme and

forty thousand herrings to the food of the

monks."

During the eleventh century the town con-

tinued to grow in importance, and ships from
all parts entered its convenient harbour,
whence foreign merchandise was sent on by

that Canute, as was perhaps natural

a Dane, made Sandwich independent,

land to London. Though partly burnt by the

French in 1217, it rose like a Phoenix brighter
out of its ashes, and was largely recompensed
by the favours and privileges bestowed upon
it by successive sovereigns. Thus Henry IIL
confirmed all the tolls and customs before

granted to it, and added a market, and the

right of taking a toll of twopence upon every
cask of wine entered inwards at its port. In

the reign of Edward I. the prior and convent

of Christ Church, Canterbury, gave up to

Queen Eleanor, in exchange for lands else-

where, all their rights, privileges, and posses-

sions at Sandwich, excepting their houses and

keys, and a free passage in the haven in the

small boat called the " vere" boat, and the

liberty for themselves and their tenants to buy
and sell toll free. The king confirmed this

privilege in the same year, and placed in the

town the staple for wool.

From nearly the time of the Conquest,
Sandwich continued to be one of the chief

rendezvous of the Royal fleet, and was con-

tinually visited by the English Sovereigns on

their way to and from the Continent. The

town soon showed signs of its increasing pros-

perity in its population, which contributed no

less than 1500 mariners to the navy of the

port ;
and its navy was so strong that when

occasion arose the mayors of Sandwich could

furnish no less than fifteen sail of armed

vessels, which sadly annoyed the French and

tempted them here, as at Winchelsea, to make

frequent reprisals. Thus, no less than twice

in the reign of Henry VI. the French suc-

ceeded in ravaging the town and plundering
its inhabitants, Charles VIII. of France, on

one occasion, having sent a force of several

thousand men, who landed and sacked the

town ; and to add to its troubles from foreign

enemies, Sandwich was pillaged by the Earl

of Warwick in the same king's reign. To

prevent the recurrence of such disasters. King
Edward IV. surrounded the town with new

fortifications of considerable strength, for the

repair of which he assessed an annual payment
of 1001. out of the revenues of the customs.

This step gave a new impetus to the trade

of the place, and as the harbour was the safest

and most convenient refuge from the perils of

the Goodwin Sands, and the merchants who

frequented it were both spirited and success-

ful, we find that before the end of Edward's

reign the receipts of the harbour and custom-

house rose to 17,000?., and that the town

could boast of no less than ninety-five vessels

of superior tonnage.
But it is not always high water on the

ocean
;
and there is an ebb as well as a flow

in the aflfairs of cities, as well as men. The
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jea, whicli had so far befriended Sandwich as

;o raise it i^to the proud successor of tlie

locayiug glories of Kichborough, now began
;o show an altered front. Like Fortune her-

self, fickle ^Neptune,

Ludum iiisoleiitem luJere pcrtinax,
Trausmutat iucertos honores,
Nunc mihi, nunc alii beuignus.

In the reign of Henry VII., and of his son
md successor,

he river Stour

•r Wausum
)egan sensibly
o recede

;

*

nd such large
racts of marsh
inds were left

neovered that

Jardinal More-

en, thenArch-

ishop of Can-

jrbury,—who,

y the way,
as a capital

lan of busi-

3SS, and had

private eye
» future ad-

intages of a

ugible kind

-enclosed a

jnsiderable
irtion within

sea-wall. His

cular neigh-

)ur3, as might
I supposed,
are not slow

follow the

ample of so

•ly a leader.

he result

ight well be

pressed al-

3st in the

)rd8 of Ho-

3e, "Con-

Tuc Kslicr's G.itc, S;uii.vlch.

icta pisces jequora sentiunt, jactis in undam
)libus."

The river-god, indignant at beholding his

loved river thus compelled
" minores volvere

rtices," vented his anger and wrath upon
a devoted town of Sandwich ; and, as the

'er no longer had free entrance and exit for

waters, the harbour became choked with

id, and the haven fell rapidly to decay.

Leland, writing iu the reign of Henry VIII.,

says
—" Sandwich is neatly walled, when? thcj

town standeth most in jeopardy of enemicM.

The residue of the town is ditched and mud-
walled. There be iu the town four principal

gates, and three parish churches." A portion
of these walls are still to be seen along the

south bank of the Stour, but of the principal
"four gates" only one now re.niains, viz., the

Fishers' Gat«,
at the bottom

of Quay (now
called Key)
Street, ofwhich

we give an il-

lustration.

Mi-ifortunes

do not usually
come singly,

and the fata

of Sandwich
shows no ex-

ception to the

rule. We read

in the account

of Eastry Hun-

dred, inserted

in Mr. White's
" Kentish Di-

rectory," that,

"The sinking
of a great ship,

iu the time

of Pope Paid

IV., in the

very mouth of

the haven, by
which the wa-

ters had not

their free

course as be-

fore, from
the sand and
mud gathering
round about it,

together with

the innings of

the stream, had

the decay of the

So late .IS the first year of Rich.ird III. ship ssniled np the
on .IS hi^h as Richborouffh : for in that ycAr, us appears
the C\iriioi;itiou biioks of Sandwich, the mayor iiruercaa
nish ship lying outi^idc ltichb<jr»H)^b, to be removed.—
ite's Directory of Kent. vol. i., p. 2y7.

the lauds on each side of

such a fatal effect towards

haven, that, in the time of King Edward VI.,
it was in a manner destroyed, and the nary
and mariuera dwindled almost to nothing,
and the houses then inhabited did not ex-

ceed two hundred. This occasioned two

several commissions to be granted
—one iu

the 2ud year of that reign, and another iu the

I'nd year of Queen Elizabeth, to examine the

state of the haven, ani make a return of it ;

iu consequence of the first of which a new cut

was begun by one John Rodgers, which, how-
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ever, was soon left in an unfinished state.

There are evident traces of what was done

towards making this canal still remaining on

the lands between the town and Sandowne
Castle

;

—and in consequence of the second

commission, other representations and reports

were made, one of which was, that the in-

tended cut would be useless, and of no good
effect."

The haven being thus rendered all but use-

less, except for vessels of very small burden,

the town went rapidly to decay, and in all

probability would have sunk into the same

state of ruin in which Winchelsea now lies, if

it had not been for the persecutions raised

against the industrious Protestant population
of Brabant and Flanders, who, weary of the

yoke of Rome, were driven into foreign parts,

or went into foreign exile, and some of whom
brought to England the manufactures of paper,

silk, and wool, in which our country was very
far behind the age. Most of these refugees
were prudently located by Queen Elizabeth in

various parts of the country, so as not to stand

in each other's way ; and some workers in

baize and flannel settled at Sandwich, between

the town and the mouth of the haven, under

the licence of the Queen, given to such of them
as should be approved by the Archbishop of

Canterbury and the Bishop of London, about

400 souls in all. About the same time a

body of natives, finding their seafaring occu-

pation gone, turned their thoughts towards

gardening as a profitable speculation, and the

soil round the town being well suited to the

growth of vegetables, if they could not turn

their swords into ploughshares, at all events

turned their anchors into mattocks, and soon

drove a flourishing trade, sending up the pro-
duce to London by water-carriage.

In spite of some jealousy between the

foreign and the native population, the town
throve fairly, and before the end of Her Ma-

jesty's reign, employed sixty-two sailors and
seventeen small vessels of less than twenty-
four tons, in the fisheries and the coasting
trade. Thanks to these sources of industry,
the town prospered so far, in spite of the decay
of its harbour, that in the reign of James I.

the receipts of the custom-house very nearly
reached 3,000?. : but, as Mr. White says, "by
that Prince setting up the company of Mer-
chant Adventurers, and appropriating to them
the trade to Germany and the Low Countries,
this place soon fell to decay again ;

and though
the descendants of the Dutch and Woolloon

manufacturers still remained here, they

entirely discontinued those

manufactures they had originally carried for-

ward, and mixed among the rest of the inha-

bitants in the exercise of the various occupa-
tions in the town

; and thus Sandwich, though
it has since increased in the number of its

houses and inhabitants, yet having lost its

manufactures, the principal part of its trade,
it was deprived, likewise, of that wealth and

repute it had derived from them, and in pro-
cess of time has dwindled down to the same

obscurity as other towns ; though all these

trades gained a firm footing in England, and

have since flourished in the midland and

northern counties, where canals and waterfalls

abound. "

Yet it must not be imagined that the good

people of Sandwich looked tamely on the

blocking up of their harbour, and the conse-

quent decay of their fair town. On the con-

trary, even from the time of Richard III. down
to the present century, they have made the

most strenuous exertions on behalf of that oa

which they feared to see " Ichabod "
written,

and have repeatedly petitioned the aid of the

Crown and the Parliament.

Mr. White thus epitomises his record of

some of these efforts :
—

In Queen Anne's reign (1705) commissioners were

sent down to make a survey for a new haven, who

reported such a harbour would be of great advantage,
but nothing further was done towards it. This

occasioned petitions to be sent to the House of

Commons in 1736, praying for a new harbour near the

Downs, and in 1744. the address was ordered by the

House to be presented to the King, that he would

send proper persons to view the haven, and examine

whether a better or more convenient harbour might be

made from the town of Sandwich into the Downs, near

Sandwich Castle, fit for the reception and security of

large merchant ships and men-of-war, and it was

resolved by the House that such a harbour might be

made, and be of great advantage ;
the whole expense

of which was estimated at £389,168, exclusive of the

ground to be purchased : but the kingdom being

engaged in an expensive war with both France and

Spain, the work was suspended. After this, petitions

were presented to the House in favour of a more

convenient harbour, at or near Ramsgate, capable of

containing a greater number of merchantmen and ships

of war, and at a saving of several hundred thousand

pounds. There was a petition, likewise, from Sand-

wich, setting forth, that if piers were extended into

the sea at Ramsgate, it would, in a short time, warp

up the mouth of Sandwich Haven, ruin the trade of

the town, and by stopping the course of the river

Stour into the sea, would drown the lands between

Sandwich and Canterbury. But the house, after due

consideration, gave the preference to the making of a

harbour at Ramsgate, and an Act passed for that

purpose, as well as for cleansing, amending, and

preserving the haven of Sandwich, in the 22nd of

George II. (1749).

By this Act, to quiet the opposition made by Sand-

wich, a yearly sum of £200 was granted out of the

profits and dues of Ramsgate harbour, which is paid

to the corporation. This Act, as well as another in

1765, were repealed by a subsequent Act in 1792,

passed for the further improvement of Ramsgate

harbour, but which contained the like provisions for

that of Sandwich, with a further power vested in the
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tices of Sandwich, with respect to the puni.shment
persous who may remove the buoy.s, inoorlug-posts,

1 C0U8, &c., or take ballast from the channel aiiles,
( shores of the haven, without the licence of the
1 ror and jurats.

More recent enactment.s have enabled the
il authorities to dredge the river .Stour, so
to keep it from becoming narrower or shal-

er. It is still about one hundred feet in

th, and twelve feet deep at high water
a ag the quay shown in our illustration.
1 » exports of the town are chiefly timber,

the trade lies mainly with Scotland, and
countries adjacent to the Baltic.

IS might easily be supposed, a town which
3 played so important a part in the civil

commercial history of our land as Sand-
1 could scarcely fail to be rich in ecclesias-

reminiscences. We have already spoken
eneral of the monks of Sandwich, and the
which they took from the fishermen

; but

lay be interesting to specify one or two
ious foundations in particular.
1 the year 1272, Henry Cowfield, a

G( nan, founded a priory in the town of
OS Iwich, for the order of friars called Car-
mi tes, and from the habit they wore, ^V^lite-
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but his endowment of it was so small,

William, Lord Clinton, who was a much
r benefactor to it, was afterwards reputed
iOle founder. The churches and build-
of these Carmelites were in general large

tately ; this at Sandwich had the privilege

inctuary, and there were buried in it

al principal inhabitants of the town. It

dissolved in the twenty-seventh year of

y VIII., and was by that king granted
aomas Ardene, to hold of the King, hi

It was situated on the south-west side
e town, and some of its foundations may

stil)e traced.

e Hospital of St. Bartholomew, which
3 just beyond the south-west end of the
on the road leading to Eastry, was

Led by Sir Henry de Sandwich, in honour
J saint whose name it bears, under a bull

pe Innocent IV. (a.d. 1243—54), though
tradition asserts that the hospital was
lenced at a still earlier date. Mr. White

saj(
—
he Custumal of Sandwich there is mention made
38 priests employed by the brothers and sisters
:iate in the chapel for the souls of certain bene-
1. Such as were most liberal in their donations
Jitiils and other religious foundations, acquired
me of tirst, second, and third founder, and thus
of the famUy of Sandwich were successively

d the founders of it, and were from the first the
rted patrons of

it, till Sir Nicholas de Sandwich
id thj ijatronage of it to the Mayor and Barons
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hospital in solemn procession, the laity of Sandwich
leading the way, some with instruments of music,
others, to the number of seven score and more, bear-
ing wax lights, provided for the occasion, followed •

after these were the clergy, in their proiH.T habits,'
chanting hymns and carrying tajiors. It does not
api)ear that this hospital was actually incor[.orated by
any royal patent till the 27th of Henry VIII., who
confirmed the dispensation which Archbi.sh^jp Cra'nmer
made to it, the only public instrument of foundation
before being the bull before mentioned of Pope Inno-
cent IV.

The hospital, which, we are sorry to say,
wears a rather woebegone and unsightly ap-
pearance in these days, when such a spirit of
architectural restoration is abroad, consists of
sixteen tenements for poor and decayed men
and women, who are still called " Brethren "

and "
Sisters," and have a chapel and ceme-

tery of their own. In the chapel there is an
altar monument, covered with a slab of Sussex

marble, in which lies the effigy of a man cased
from head to foot in a coat of mail, with a
shield over his body, and a sword lying along
his left thigh. There can be little doubt that
it is meant for the founder, Sir Henry de
Sandwich

;
but opinions are divided as to

whether it is a tomb or a cenotaph ; and it is

only fair to state that when the supposed
tomb was opened several years ago, no coffin

or bones were found in it. Mr. White tells us

that,

When the Reformation took place, the chaplains
officiating in this chapel were of course dismissed, and
it does not appear that any regular provision has been
made since for the maintenance of a minister to per-
form Divine Service in it, though a sermon is preached
every mouth by one of the ministers of Sandwich.
The benefactions to this hospital have been numerous
and ample, and a portion of the charity estate has of
late years been increased in value by the South Eastern

Railway passing through it. Sixteen brothers and
sisters have each an annual pension of 48/. per annum.
The inmates are appointed by the Coqwration, and are

usually such as have been reduced from better circum-

stances, there being no prescribed rule either as re-

gards age or residence.

Besides St. Bartholomew's, there is, in the

corn market, a hospital dedicated to St. Thomas,
with a chapel, and apartments for eight men
and four women

; and also another, in St,

Peter's parish, bearing the name of St. John.
There is no evidence as to the exact date of the

foundation of this charity, but there is extant a

grant or other lieed dated asfar back as a.d. 1287,
in which it is spoken of by name as " Domus
Dei et S. Joannis <le Sandvico." It was part
of its original design, in addition to maintain-

ing fifteen inmates, to extend the benefits of

hospitality,
—like the old Maison Dieu at Dover,—to strangers and pilgrims on their way to, or

return from, foreign parts.

Sandwich is rich also in other buildings of

interest
; and the gables and the corners of
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tlie streets are extensively adorned with bold

and quaint carvings of a grotesque character.

In High Street there is an ancient house, now

occupied by the Rev. Henry Pemble
(?),

in

which it is said that Queen Elizabeth was

lodged during one or more visits to the town :

the building is in an excellent state of repair,

and the rafters and other timber of the upper

part are certainly nearer four than three cen-

turies old.

The Guildhall, or, as it is usually called,

the Court Hall, was erected in a.d. 1579,

during the mayoralty of one Edward Wood,
whose initials are to be seen carved over the

doorway. It was originally built of wood,—
perhaps in fiantastical allusion to the worthy

mayor's patronymic,—but has since been

cased with brick. On the first floor are the
*' Council Chamber " and the offices where the

business of the Corporation is transacted
;
and

in an upper room still stands the ancient

cucking-stool
—that salutary cure for the

punishment of scolding wives—which if it

could have language, no doubt could tell us

many a merry tale to laugh at as we sit over

our dinner at the Bell, or the Fleur de Lis,

the Salutation, or the George and the Dragon.
The churches of Sandwich look handsome

and imposing when seen from a distance
;
but

two out of the three, at all events, will not

bear a very close inspection even from one

who is a layman in the matter of ecclesiastical

architecture. They were fine edifices once,

no doubt, but the hand of time and decay
has been heavy upon them, but heavier still,

we suspect, have been the hands of the cor-

poration and churchwardens. It appears by
reference to Mr. White's "

Directory," that

the greater part of both St. Mary's Church

and that of St. Peter fell to the ground, the

former in 1667 and the latter in 1661. In

St. Peter's are several interesting monuments,
among others one of Adam Stanner, a priest,

who lies covered by a coffin-shaped stone,

surmounted by a stone adorned with mutilated

Gothic characters. St. Mary's Church must
once have been very magnificent, to judge by
the inventory of its silver and jewels, of which
the former amounted to 724 ounces at the

time of the Reformation.

In this church are numbers of monuments
and iuscriptions too numerous to mention
here

; among those in the chancel is a large
stone robbed of its brasses, which commemo-
rated the deaths of the Manwood family ; also,

a monument of stone much defaced, with the

figures of a man and a woman kneeling, for

Abraham Rutton and Susan his wife, with the

date of 1608. In the 35th year of the reign
of King Henry VIII., William, Lord Clinton

is said to have been interred under a gilded
arch in the south wall, which arch was walled

up in the time of King Edward, An an-

choress had her cell at the east end of this

church in the 20th year of King Henry VIIL
A short distance south-west of St. Mary's
Church was a church or chapel dedicated to

St. Jacob, supposed by many to have been a

parochial church
;
there is nothing left now to

point out the situation of the building, the

cemetery remains, and is occasionally used as a

burial place for the use of St. Mary's parish.

This church-yard seems to have got into lay

hands at the suppression, for in 1578 it was

enfeoffed by Edward Wood, to certain persons
for the use of the parish. At the south-west

corner was a hermitage ;
the last hermit was

John Steward, whose duty it was to minister

to strangers and the poor, to bury the dead,

and pray for the people in the chapel ;
it was

destnoyed, as well as others of the like sort,

in the beginning of the reign of Edward VI.,

and on its destruction John Steward was ap-

pointed vicar of St. Mary's. It appears that

this church or chapel was under the manage-
ment of the officers of St. Mary's Church;
and there was in it a brotherhood of St,

Catherine, which was benefited by the will of

John Wynchelse, of Sandwich, The ancient

fabric appears to have been repaired in 1445

and 1478.

St, Clement's Church, the largest and finest

of all, stands at the east end of the town, on

somewhat higher ground than the rest. It

consists of a nave and chancel, both with

spacious side-aisles, and a central tower of

semi-Norman character, which was formerly

surmounted by a spire. The ceiling of both

nave and chancel is of handsome panelled

wood, and was once exquisitely coloured in

blue and gold ;
and in the chancel there still

remains the seats used by a religious confra-

ternity when saying their services. The

Church is said formerly to have contained

chapels named after St, James, St. Margaret,

St, George, and St, Thomas
;
and to have

been the home of a religious brotherhood,

established for the honour of St. George of

merry England, whose statue they carried

yearly in solemn procession round the town.

There are still some fine remains of mural

monuments, and the pavement shows traces of

abundant brasses which were torn from their

places by the ignorant zeal of the Puritans.

The Dutch residents were once allowed to

have prayers and a sermon here, as in the

cathedral at Canterbury, upon paying towards

the expenses of the service. When I visited the

Church a few months since, I fonnd that the

upper part of its tower was being pulled down
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in order to be rebuilt more strongly, and that

its fine peal of bulls were lying in the north

chancel, sentenced to be sold by the church-

wardens and other parishioners, in order to

apply the money to the expense of repairing
the fabric. A happily- conceived letter to the

rimes, signed
"
Campana," denouncing the

jacrilege and Vandalism of the gootl people of

Sandwich, drew public attention to the matter,
md in about a fortnight afterwards the Arch-

)ishop of Canterbury sent down an inhibition,

vhich stopped the sale, and saved the bells :

Jiese, it is hoped, will be rehung as soon as

he fine tower which held them is rebuilt.

With respect to St. Peter's Church, it is

)ut fair to state that a vigorous ellort has been

oade of late, to render it a little more worthy
f its former glories. The vicar states in an

ppeal which has just been made public, that

y the help of parishioners and strangers, he

as been enabled to rebuild the gable end of

lie chancel, restoring the window according to

le original mouldings, and inserting Powell's

nted quarries, at a cost of about £300. He
ids—
I am now desirous of putting a new roof on the

lancel, it having been condemned as unsound
;
and

• the nett income averages about 90/. a year, including

es, and as by law the rector is obliged to keep the

ancel in repair (which iu my case is impossible), I

a constrained to appeal to a liberal public for aid.

le parishioners, numbering 1085, consisting almost

tirely of small tradesmen, artisans, and labourers,
e doing all that they can for the maintenance of the

3t of the fabric, which is in a very ruinous condition,
sides being filled with ''pew lumber" and a

three-decker." We are desirous, moreover, of re-

ilding the south aisle, which has been a ruin for

wards of 200 years. We have started a weekly
ertory for a restoration fund. The surrounding
itricts are very poor.

When it is borne in mind that from the

ae of Athelstan to that of Charles 11.—a

ousand years—kings and princes have fought
or visited and resided iu the town

;
that

3 fleets of England have sailed thence ; that

mariners and trained bands have done good
•vice in the defence of their country ;

and that

has been the cradle and nursing mother of

>ny of its manufactures, we can hardly
jpose that Englishmen will allow such a
ble fabric as this church, with its splendid
il of bells, standing in the centre of the

vn, to fall into ruins for the sake of a few
udred pounds. E. WiLFuKn.

A LOST LIQUOR.

Under date the 3rd JMay, 1CG4, we find

•. Samuel Pejiys chronicling:
—"I went

h 11 r. Norbury near hand to the Fleece, a
m-house in Leadenhall, and there drank

1 m, and by-and-by broke up."

Mum, known as a wholesome kind of malt

liquor, originally prepared in Germany, waa at
this time in much favour. In a book called
"
England's Improvements by Sea and Land,"

by one Andrew Yarranton, published in 1(377,
there is an extraordinary proposition for bring-
ing over the mum trade from Brunswick, and

establishing it at Stratford-upon-Avon. Thore
can be no doubt, however, that in addition to

the mum imported, large quantities of it were
manufactured in England about this time

; the

popular demand for the liquor, of course, in-

ducing a plentiful supply of it. In the Har-
leian Miscellany may be found the reprint of

a curious work entitled,
" The Natural His-

tory of Coflee, Thee, Chocolate and Tobacco,
in four several sections, with a tract of Elder
and Juniper Berries, showing how useful they

may be iu our Coti'ee-Houses
;
and also the

way of makiiuj Mtim^ ivith some remarks upon
tliat Liquor. Collected from the Writings of

the best Physicians and Modern Travellers.

Printed at London for Christopher Wilkinson,
at the Black Boy, over against St. Dunstan's

Church in Fleet Street, 1G82." The receipt

given for the manufacture of mum, professes
to be in accordance with the method adopted
by

" The House of Brunswick, and as it was
sent from thence to General Monk."

To make a vessel of sixty-three gallons, we
are instructed that "the water must be first

boiled to the consumption of a third part,
then let it be brewed according to art" with

seven bushels of wheat-malt, one bushel of oat-

malt, and one bushel of ground beans. When
this mixture begins to work, the following in-

gredients are to be added : three pounds of the

inner rind of the fir ; one pound each of the

tops of the fir and the birch
;
three haudfuls

of Carduics Benedictxis, dried ; two handfuls

of flowers of liosa Sulis ; of burnet, betony,

marjoram, avens, penny-royal, flowers of elder,

and wild thyme, one handful and a-half each
;

three ounces of bruised seeds of cardamum
;

and one ounce of bruised bay-berries. Sub-

sequently ten new-laid eggs, not cracked or

broken, are to be put into the hogshead, which

is then to be stopped close, and not tapped for

two years, a sea-voyage meanwhile being re-

commended as vastly benefiting the liquor.

One Dr. ^-Egidius Hoflnian was inclined to add

to each hogshead six handfuls each of water-

cresses, brook-lime, wild parsley, and rasped

horse-radish, but these were regarded aa

supplementary ingredients to be used or not,

according to the taste of the manufacturer. It

was to be observed, however, that the horse-

radish "made the muni drink more quick than

that which had none."

Our author proceeds to state that if the
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mum-makers of London are careful and honest

to prepare the liquor after the prescribed

Brunswick fashion, it cannot but be regarded
as a powerful preventive of scorbutic and cal-

culous disorders. He relates as an historical

fact that "when the Swedes carried on a war

against the Muscovites, the scurvy did so

domineer among tliem that their army did

languish and moulder away to nothing, till

once encamping near a great number of fir-

trees they began to boil tho tops of them in

their drink, which recovered the army even to

a miracle: from whence," he says, '*the

Swedes call the fir the scorbutick tree to this

very day." To the turpentine contained in

the fir he attributes its curative properties,

and considers that as turpentine has been

proved to be very efiective "in preserving
even dead bodies themselves from putrefaction
and corruption," it cannot fail to be of great
value to the living

—a somewhat specious

reasoning, it must be owned. Further on he

admits that the liquors into which the shavings
of fir are put may be apt to create pains in

the head, but this disadvantage he considers

to be outweighed by
" the vigor and preserva-

tion of the drink.''

The especial value of mum was held to arise

from the absence of hops in its composition.
Some authorities were found to maintain reso-

lutely that hops
" do spoil our English ales

and beers, ushering in infections, nay, plagues

amongst us." The eggs used in the composi-
tion of mum were supposed to prevent its grow-

ing sour,
— "

their shells sweetening vinegar
and destroying acids." The authority of one

Dr. Stubbs, who had made a voyage to Ja-

maica, was quoted in this respect. Dr. Stubbs

professed to have ascertained by experiment
* ' that eggs put whole into a vessel preserve

many drinks even to admiration in long

voyages : the shells and whites will be devoured

and lost, but the yolks left untouched."

Finally, mum was held to be of value as a pre-
ventive and restorative in cases of consump-
tion. The author expresses his apprehension,

however, that several Londoi are not suffi-

ciently honest and curious to prepare their

mum faithfully and truly. If they do, he

affirms, that they are so happy as to furnish

and stock their country with one of the

most useful liquors under the sun ;
and he

lays stress upon the fact that the ingredients
in its composition are very rare and choice

simples, there being scarcely any disease in

nature against which some one of them is not

a sure specific, and he seems to imply that

the combination of these ingredients must

largely increase their curative properties. He
apologises for the incompleteness of his work,

but trusts it may be favourably received as

"an essay or topick for men to reason upon
when they meet together in public houses," by
which term he probably did not intend to

signify inns and taverns simply.
In one of the 400 letters addressed by Sir

Eichard Steele to his wife, we find him writing,
under date December 4th, 171 7 :

—" I went
to bed last night after taking only a little

broth ; and all the day before a little tea and
bread and butter, with two glasses of mum,
and a piece of bread at the House of Com-
mons. Temperance and your company, as

agreeable as you can make it, will make
life tolerable if not easy, even with the

gout."
Steele was at this time Member for Borough-

bridge in Yorkshire. It is presumable, from

the general tenor of his letter, that he took his

two glasses of munj medicinally. There is

hardly need to state that a modern member of

Parliament might apply in vain at Bellamy's
for the liquor. Mum has become an obso-

lete drink
;
and is not, we imagine, likely to

come in vogue again. Even the most daring

experimentalist in cups and mixed drinks will

probably slirink from testing the merits of the

concoction above described. It was most

likely taken with sugar, though the receipt is

silent in that respect. Even then it could

hardly have been, one would fancy, a very

inviting beverage. It had its day of favour,

however, and may now be regarded as a lost

liquor. It probably disappeared as porter
and stout became popular. Our ancestors did"'

not relish that bitterness of the hop, which is

decidedly a desideratum in modem brewing.

They liked sweet drinks, and added sugar to

their sack and sherry. Of Macklin, the

actor, when a hundred years old, his biographer

relates,
" It had been his constant rule for a

period of thirty years and upwards, to visit a

public-house, called the Antelope, in White

Hart Yard, Covent Garden, where his usual

beverage was a pint of beer, called stout,

which was made hot and sweetened with

moist sugar almost to a syrup. This, he said,

balmed his stomach, and kept him from

having any inward pains." To many the

remedy will seem almost as bad as the dis-

ease. Gentlemen of the old school may even

now be found who hold Bass's celebrated beer

and Amontillado sherry alike in abhorrence.

Of old those favourite drinks would have

been deemed wholly unpalatable, unless

immoderately sweetened. The bitterness of

the beer and the peculiar dryness of the

wine, however valued nowadays, would have

found singularly few admirers in the last

century.
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KESTRELS AND FALCONS.
BY THE AUTHOR OF "GUY LI VINGST NE," &c., &c

CHAPTER XXrV. COFFEE AND A CHASSE.

It was more the spirit of perversity and

ntradiction, than the auciont attraction,

lich caused Flemyng to manceuvre his way
Mrs. Charteris' side, almost immediately

entering the greeu drawing-room.

Only Lady Greystoke was sitting very near

irion ; and the ears of that excellent lady—
turally discreet—had waxed somewhat duller

late, from causes over which she had no con-

1. It would have been a fair chance enough

explanation, or settling of differences, had

icent been that way mcliued ;
but—far

m this—he only felt anxious to keep as far

possible on safe neutral ground. Never-

less, it was absolutely necessary to make
le allusion to what had passed awhile

ore : there were certain rough edges, left

the breaking-off of their last confidential

verse, which needs must be planed and

ji i.shed away.

I

' Do you know what I come for ?
" Vin-

c t said, in a subdued voice, which yet dis-

c itiy avoided a whisper. "It is for absolu-

t '. I've been restless from repentance ever

s: e Wednesday night. I don't think I could

c e my eyes under your roof unless I heard

a n that you would forget and forgive. I

c t think, how I could have been so rude
a overbearing. But you must have known,
t I could never mean seriously to threaten.

•J ; say
' Go in peace'

—it won't take you
Ic —and then, I will trouble you no more."

nee again, for the very last time, Marion's

hi t—a warm and kindly one, in despite of

tl many faults that warped it— softened

to .rds Vincent Flemyng. Her dark grey

ej were rather sad as they rested wistfully

or| is face.

Yes—I can forgive freely
—now

;
and

fo: t—in a little while— all that is worth
fo: tting. I would far rather, not beUeve
th you could ever be deliberately criiel. lb

wqd be so easy to prove it, too
;

if you
1 only Vincent—you know what Iwc

m<

ough the words were scarcely audible by

the ears for which they were intended, the

strange earnestness of the speaker did not

escape Lady Greystoke, sitting hard by : but

that discreet dame only shifted her own posi-
tion slightly, so as to screen IMarion's face

from general inspection ; and then looked

straight to her front ; betraying no further

consciousness by the shadow of a sign.
If Flemyng's heart had been large enough

to hold common honesty—to say nothing of

honour ;
if he could only have met frankness

with frankness, and confiileuce with con-

fidence
;

it might not have gone so hardly
with him in the after-time. But this was just
what he could not do. He thought within

himself—
" This is what she has been aiming at, all

along ;
with her soft seductive ways, and

sham cordiality. She only waits to be quite

free, to throw off the mask, and set me at de-

fiance. But she may serve me well, yet ;

from fear, if not from love. So—shall I give
her back those letters ? Not if I know my
own mind, and my own interests."

Curiously enough, the new sensations that

had sprung up within him, since he fancied

that Flora Dorrillou's smile encouraged him to

hope, made him less inclined to be generous
to the woman who had paved the way for him,
there : the commercial value—socially speak-

ing—of IMarion Charteris rose with each fresh

evidence of her power. Besides, to a vanity
like Flemyng's it was intensely gratifying, to

hold the lure to which so beautiful a tercel

must needs stoop, whether she would or no ;

it was not likely that of his own free will, he

could cast away hood and jesses.

It id hard to write—perhaps, not pleasant

to read—of such baseness. But, this is not a

story of Dreaiulaud, where all thiii^rs are done,

decently and in order. If you write of this

coarse work-day world, you can no more ignore

certain repulsive phases of character, than you
can write a history of London, without men-

tion of its courts and purlieus. It is not wise

or needful to linger over a di-;agreeable subject,

any more than it is, to jldncr in an unsavoury

to: ciir. n, E Ko. 339.
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alley. But in our walks abroad—whether it

be the body or the mind that wanders—be

sure that we shadl see the sordid, oftener than

the savage side of crime.

Yoa will remember, being warned long ago,

of the black drop in Flemyng's nature, that

was sure sooner or later to come to the sur-

face
;
so that you were not tricked into any

false interest in his fortunes. True it is, that

ackual yellow dross never entered into Vincent's

speculations : with this single exception, he

seems not a whit more deserving of sympathy
than that ingenious gentleman—lord of vague

Pyretean hectares—who awhile ago made his

plaint before the Marlburian judgment- seat,

and found a worthy Gallic sitting there. Yet,
in despite of his cynicism, natural and ac-

quired, Hemyng made but a poor business of

evasion and denial : to affect to misunderstand

Marion, would have been too absurd.
" I guess what you mean"—he murmured

hurriedly.
" You—you shall have back, all

you want : really, you shaU. But—I—I've

brought nothing with me, here."

He was lying ;
and she knew it

;
she would

have known it, if the nervous tremor of his

tone had not helped to convict him. At that

instant the latest spark of pity or tender-

ness for her old playmate, died in Marion
Charteris' breast, as suddenly as if a torrent of

ice-water had swept athwart it. The very fact

of realising the position, would have given her

courage and self-possession, had either been
j

lacking. Something told her that the persist-
ence in intimidation came not from the petu-
lance of jealousy, but rather from cool sordid

calculation : from that moment, she ceased to

be afraid of, or for Vincent Flemyng. She
felt towards him, exactly as she would have

felt, in the presence of some importunate

creditor, whose claim could not conveniently
be settled on the spot : if she had blenched

before such, she would not have been her

father's daughter.
But a politic instinct made Mrs. Charteris

droop her eyes from their steadfast gaze, and

pass her filmy kerchief lightly over her lips,

before she spoke : otherwise, the expression of

one or the other must surely have belied the

careless gaiety of her words.
" I fancied you would have been more

thoughtful, when you could guess at my
wishes so well. But you will set me right
with myself, sooner or later

;
I am not afraid.

It is so much pleasauter, to trust
;
and easier,

too, now. For you will very soon oease to

trouble yourself, about me or mine. Poor
me ! Didn't 1 tell you, how it would be ? It

is cruel, to chain you here, when you are

wanting to be elsewhere
;

and—wanted—I

' dare say. You needn't look penitent : it is

the way of the world
; and there are plenty

more sinners, to keep you in countenance.

Go, and prosper."

Flemyng was, constitutionally, unapt to

betray emotion by any change of colour
; but

^

the veriest novice could not have blushed
'

more palpably than he did, as his glance
followed Marion's, towards the remote comer
where a select circle was already beginning
to form round Flora DorriUon. And then,
his brow lowered sullenly : for, on the chair

nearest to the lady's right-hand, lounged the

man whom Vincent honoured with his special

hate. It was some comfort to mark that the

conversation, over yonder, seemed general and
not particularly interesting to any one con-

cerned : the Ustlessness was heavy on Rankg-

borough's face
;
and Flora was fluttering her

fan slowly and monotonously, like one whose

attention is only mechanically engaged.
The looker-on need not have disquieted

himself, had he been aware of all the truth.

They were very old friends—those two
; and

knew each other too thoroughly, ever to have

been more. Ranksborough liked to take his

coffee in the immediate vicinity of a handsome

woman, just as he liked to have a master-

piece of Ettjr's confronting hin-i in his own

dining-room ; and Flora valued her artillery

of fascination far too highly, to waste it in

blank- cartridge practice.

But that one glimpse of the state of things
over against him utterly overset all Flemyng^s

powers of dissimulation and self-control
;

though neither were of a mean order. A
nervous irritation possessed him

; making it

intolerable to stay where he was :. the utmost

that he could do, was to gather his moral

forces together, so as to beat an orderly re-

treat. In this he succeeded not iU.
" I accept the dismissal," he whispered ;

bowing his head with a mock humility.
*' If

I were to argue with you, now, it would take

up too much of the time that belongs to

others : I had nearly forgotten that you are

hostess here. But I'U try and convince you,

whenever you have leisure to UKten."

And so, Vincent sauntered slowly away.

If you have ever watched a carrier-pigeon

circling round and round, at starting, before

she makes her point, you will have a fair idea

of the meanderings that saved appearances,

and yet brought him in brief space to Lady
DorriUon's side.

Marion Charteris drew a long sigh, rather

of impatient weariness, than of regret, as she

turned to Lady Greystoke.
" How gauche you must think me," she

said.
" But it will not happen again. I was,
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eally, obliged to speak seriously to Sir.

'lemyng. He borrowed some pbotograplis of

line, in Rome ; aad 1 have never been able

D tret them back. It makes a dreadful blank

1 my book ; and, I believe, he only keeps

dem, to tease me. It is so very tiresome of

im."

The elder dame glanced at the speaker,
•ith her keen black eyes—still bright and

itirical as ever ; and her smile was full of

leaning,
" Don't apologise, dear. I think you were

uite right to speak seriously, under the cir-

xmstances. Only, I should have filled up
le blank in my—book, long ago. It i> very
resome of ilr. Flemyng, though- But pages
6 apt to be tiresome, when they outgrow
igehood : and then—there is but one way
ith them, iu any well-ordered household."
" But one way, indeed"—Marion answered,
th a light laugh. Just, then, other guests

Ithered round her ;
and she was the plea-

Qtest of hostesses, once more.

jN'otwithstanding the fascination that over-

re him, and the encouragement of a quick

waning smile as he drew near, Flemyng
trayed no great haste or eagerness in join-
r the circle round Lady Dorrillon. For

'eral minutes he was content to hover on

i outskirts thereof ;
and did not come fairly

the front, till the chair on Flora's right-

id was empty. Even in his animosities

acent was not apt to forget the better part
( valour ; something told him that it would

advisable, for the present, to avoid a pos-

lity of bre<iking a conversational lance

1 h Ranksborough. Neither did the latter

s m anxious to give such a chance ; after

i shing the last drop of his chasse very
I urely, he rose and lounged slowly away.
'

there was something in his manner that

ijtated Flemyng vaguely ;
to say nothing of

al >rt of amused iutelli,'ence that seemed to

II er-lie the laziness of the great black eyes,

ks Ranksborough departed. Flora's ample
a t expanded, in some mysterious fashion,

t it half-shrouded the chair on which he

ll been sitting, and warned off intruders :

a adly mysteriously did it contract a few

s nds later, when Vincent found himself

a Jentally in that especial corner ; leaving a

tiptingly vacant seat.

[ave you ever watched a real mistress of

c4iettish tactics manoeuvre her drapery ?

ll fimious mantle, that put all the dames of

elot to shame, save only Sir Caradoc's tnie

,
cannot compare with some modern rer<(*-

g'(jastu capricious elasticity,

nyhow, Vincent seemed to fall, quite natu-

,
into the post of honour

;
neither did"

any of the others seem inclined to begrudge
it him. They all belonge<l to the class with
whom an instinctive tact supplies the void of

delicacy, should such be wanting : seeing that

their fair chieftainess had a fancy for a fet*-t!l-

tete, they bowed, courteously, to the; caprice,
without any sign of impertinent intelligence ;

and so, dropped off, one by one, leaving Fle-

myng, at laht, alone in his great glory.
Once again, they talked only on common-

place topics
—mutual friends, incidents of

travel, and the like
; yet none the less, in a

brief hour's space, wild work was wrought in

Flernyng's heart and brain.

There was rather a curious paper written

some time ago, bearing on the connection be-

tween Sound and CJolour
; illustrated, if I

remember right, chiefly from the experiences
of the blind. If your musings had strayed in

this direction, after listening for awhile to

Flora Dorrillon, there would, surely, have

rben before your mind's eye, visions uf deep

gorgeous crimson, or imperial purp'e. And,
through all the soft richness of those tone-,

there thrilled a subtle vibration strangely con-

tagious ; so that your own voice began to

tremble, long before you were aware that you
had hearkened to her—not harmlessly.
When the party broke up for the night,

Vincent went to his room, to doff his evening

armour, and to don loose raiment fit for the

tabagie. But this purpose seemed forgotten
as soon as the door of his own chamber closed

behind him
;
for he sate down in the nearest

arm-chair ; and, in three minutes, was staring

into the embers, evidently iu a reverie not

lightly to be broken. Nor w.is it broken, till

it was too late to ihiok of joining the smokers

below : even if he had felt in cue for their society.

The least astute bystander would have realised

the truth which, perchance, Vincent did not

disguise from himself—he was fairly bewitched.

Bewitched.

It is a pretty word enough to write
;

and, when uttered by a pair of rose-hud

lips, is scarcely less effective than Prunes

or Prism. Do you know what it means,
sometimes ?

It means, that a mind has become sud-

denly warped and marred, as a body might
be by a palsy-stroke ; so that the plainest pre-

cepts of laws, divine or human, seem weary

lessons, learnt byrote longago,and no: worththe

remembering : it means that a man would stab

his best friend iu the back, to win one of the

witch's smiles ; and rob an altar, to buy gew-

giiws for a white neck or romided arms ; and

tnul his familv-houour in the mud, like a

thread-bare cloak, to keep a wanton's slipper

unsoiled. And in the symptoms of the mala^iy
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there is a terrible sameness. When it has fairly

taken hold, -wisdom and folly, courage and

cowardice, virtue and vice, are all as one.

The keen eyes that could pierce even the twi-

light of Hades, could see little difference in

the swine wallowing in Circe's sty,

(Jb be continued.)

ENIGMA,

I SAW her first when she %ms my -whole—
Though a sweet and placid smile

At times o'er her sadden'd features stole,

Their sternness to beguile.

I saw her next when she did mj whole

(Though with head cut off, I own) :

No peace was now in her troubled soul,

But she spake wild words, and without control.
And her eyes with madness shone !

I saw her next when 'mid peaceful shades

Of the cloister'd halls she stood
;

And my -whole, twice beheaded, she ever prayed,

Though with scarce-moved lips, and with lowliest head
Of that gentle sisterhood.

But once again I beheld her there :

Silent and still she lay
—

And her lips now moved not e'eu in prayer.
And the flowers which lay all lifeless there,
Seem'd emblems meet of the being fair

Whose spirit had passed away !

What now remains for that tender maid
But my dark and dismal -whole ?

By virgin hands she is gently laid—
And the bells are toU'd, and the prayers are said,
That in peace may rest her soul !

Te who this mystery unroll,

Say if my tale be not my -whole ? C.

PASCUA DE NAVIDAD.

Da me, Dorila, el vaso

Ileno de dulce vino,

que solo al ver la nieve

temblando estoy de trio,
* * » •

Dejemosla que caiga

Dorila, y bien bebidos

burlemos sus rigores
eon tiernos regocijos.

bebemos y cantemos
;

que ya el Abril florido

vendni en las blandas alas

del cefiro benigno.*
Juan Melendez Valdez.

Christmas at Madrid is one proof that

latitude is but a poor guide as to climate.

Situated one degree more favourably than

Rome, sensation would suggest Siberia, Last

* Bring me, Dorila, the bowl,
Fill'd up with luscious wijue.
For only from seeing the snow
My limbs are shaking with cold.

• » « «

But let it fall as it will,

Dorila, bring me the bowl,
And with gladsome words and tender
VN'e'U sing and drink, and drink and sing.
And mock its freezing rigour ; j

winter was certainly an exceptional year, and
it may be said that it is not fair to take it as a
criterion ;

but then the season at which you
go to stay at a place is always an exceptional
season. Cold it certainly was, beyond any-

thing to which our English home had inured

us
;

while the snowfall on one occasion shut

us in from all communication with the rest of

the world for days together. Some friends

were three days reaching us from Burgos (a

distance we had traversed in as many hours

a few months before), suffering the most \m-

usual privations by the way, having frequently
to turn out and walk, and occasionally help in

the snow clearing. This was towards the end

of December, and we had returned but a few

"weeks before from Seville, where we had cele-

brated Guy Fawkes' anniversary under an

August sky. Seville herself, however, was not

spared very long, for a month later the cold was

so intense there, that it was said the lamps
could not be lit because the oil was frozen !

Perhaps no heavier snowfall was ever ex-

perienced in Spain than that of last Christmas-

day. It was computed that its bulk was of

2,044,868 cubic metres, of which nearly one

million metres lay on the roofs of houses. It

is not surprising that some sank under their

share of the weight, while many serious acci-

dents were caused by avalanches falling off

them on to the passers-by. Some small out-

lying houses had their doors blocked up, so

that the inhabitants could not get out till

neighbours came to their assistance. In the

Puerta del Sol, the very centre of the "Coro-

nada Villa," a man was frozen to death one

night ; and the number of limbs broken every

day from persons slipping down on the frozen

snow was most astonishing. But it may be

doubted whether any mishaps were so acutely

felt as the disappointment caused by the

loss of the Coriida de Toros on the Fiesta

de Navidad
;

it was hard to forego it

on that day of all holidays in the year. To

hold one, however, was impossible. The Plaza

de Toros was a very hemisphere of suow,-~

accumulating all day, hour by hour, and pre-

sented a very novel appearance. The clearing

out this snow was a lengthened and laborious

operation. •

For at hand are April's flowers,*
Borne on Zepliyr's wing benign
To renew this world of ours.

*
April is not exactly the month of flowers -with us; but

in the south it is otherwise. Thus Metastasio^
Senibra gentile

Kel venio un fiore

Che in sen' d'Aprile
Si disprezz6.
Fra I'ombra e bella •

L'istessa stella

Che in faccia al sole

Non si miro.
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Tho same cause which tIepriveJ the Madi-

u08 of their truly national sport, however,
ovided them another, iu which they have

3S often the opportunity of indulging. Au
on as the snow-storm ceased, and the hardy

rrendcros, or scavengers, had, with the aid of

ades, and carts, and bocas dc riego, begun to

!ar its eifects away, every inch of slvating

Dund was crowded with i^utinadoics, female

well as male. The avaihible area, however,

sadly limited. It was almost laughable to

s crowds of anxious expiTts (and ('/(experts)

iting for their turn round the Estanque, in

) Ketiro Gardens, calling up the image of

) borders of the Pool of Bethesda, while its

aensions would invoke the nickname of a

bi from any genuine northern votary of the

,tes.

5now-balling, too, soon became a favourite,

1 ; it would seem also a dangerous pastime,

c 3S having occurred in which a blow from a

1^1-directed snow-ball was avenged by the

list of a narvaja.

\. more peaceful snow-amusement was found

i|3utting out statues in the fragile material

ing the interval of skating, and orna-

a|iting therewith the balustrade round the

mque, adding a really handsome, and in

ly instances well-finished, though so very

tijsitory, architectural adornment to its

inte.

hristmas is nowhere the holiday 25«»* excel-

el; that it is in England. In Spain Easter

ce iinly takes the precedence. It is remotely

pi ared for by a Carnival
,
which surpasses

th of any other country of Europe at the

pr !nt day, and ushered iu by Holy Week
.so inities, quite unrivalled iu their elabora-

tic It gives its appellation of Pascua to all

ot •

festivals, which extend their celebration

ov more than three days, but itself is digni-

fie with the high-sounding title of Fascua

M )»',
or caressed with the pet-name of Pascua

de ores. Hence Christmas only shines by a

bo; wed lustre, and is called the Pasch of the

Nt ity.

I religious festivals have their cultus in

Sp . For even where devotional and tradi-

tioi . customs are weakened in their grasp on

pon ar observance, the cessation from business

ibour aflbrds an indulgence for which thean(

Spi

of

on<

ard always embraces an excuse. Plenty
tier observances survive also. And ivs

Qstance among many of the old habits

ag themselves on to the new we have

obsl'ed at the railway stations in Spain pla-

card announcing cheap trains for the JRomerias

or 4c;rimages !

lad

Pascua de Navidad certainly does not

hs share of attention. Winter being </ic

season in Madrid, it is about Christuiistide that

the gayest reunions take place. Tho masked
balls are perhaps the most characttristic as-

semblages. Those at tho Teatro Ileal are con-

sidered the best, and are attended by people
of the first society, but admission being by
bought tickets, it is impossible but that there

should be a great mixture of ranks. Those of

the Zarzuela Theatre are even more numerously
attended, but are perhaps less select. Every
endeavour is used to maintain the greatest

decorum, and even dancing; is seldom indulged

in, though a baud plays dance-music. Usually

only the ladies are masked. Masked balls

have also at various times been got up by tho

nobdity at the conserv'atorio for the benefit of

the poor, and for these the tickets are sold

only to persons known to the promoters, and for

further security they are required to prove their

identity at the entrance. At one of these

a ^masque of the surrender of Granada was

got up ; the representatives of noble houses

wearing tlie actual costumes of their an-

cestors. The Queen was dressed as Isabella

the Catholic
;
the beautiful Duchess of Medi-

naceli, however, represented Boabdil's mother.

There are others commonly held at the

Salon de Cajyellanes, the Circa de Paul, and
other dancing-rooms, but these are quite

inferior.

Spaniards are proverbially not a party-giving

people ; still, European customs are beginning
to spread among them, and the old gossiping,

card-playing tertuUa is retreating before the

innovation of the gayer haile, which, however,
iu spite of the similarity of sound, and of our

word being derived from it, does not answer to
" ball

"
so well as to the literal rendering of

"a dance,"
—sarao being rather the equivalent

for the former. The salons of the Duqnesa de

Feruau-Nuiiez and those of the Marquesa de

Sotomayor were particularly distinguished for

the number and brilliancy of their receptions.

The magnificent palace of the Duke of Medina-

celi, opposite the Cortes, at the end of the

Carrera San Geronimo, was also the scene of a

stirring entertainment, private theatricals being

given for the benefit of tho suflorers by the

autumn inundations.

Our older festivities connected with the

Christmas holiday have also tlieir Spanish

counterpart. The yule-log finds its transla-

tion iu the nochcbucHo, and the same word

stands for a torta of almonds, pine-kernels, oil,

honey, and eggs, which is by no means a des-

picable substitute for our national mince-pies.

Our turkeys are emulated with literal exact-

ness, only instead of quietly displaying their

corpses pendent over a shop-front, tliey are

paraded alive in flocks through the streets,
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where they strut along in all the majesty of

their plumage-mantles, their pregonadores (or

hawkers) shouting deafeningly, "Pavoo-o, pa-a-

voo, quien me compra."
*

The custom of sending cards of congratula-

tion, is one of very general acceptation ;
last

year upwards of 130,000 such passed through
the post of the interior

; 95,000 being deli-

vered in Madrid alone.

In the matter of asking Christmas-boxes,

too, our habits are most closely reproduced ;

and not only in the asking, but also in the

attempted repression of the practice. Last

year the Conde de Belascoiu, Alcalde Corregi-
dor (or Mayor) of Madrid, forbad all subor-

dinate civic employes to ask for acjumaldos,

except the harrenderos who had grappled so

bravely with the snow nuisance, and the

serenoS) antiquated night watchmen, so called

from having in this climate, in the majority of

nights, to declare the weather "
all serene," in

their hourly chant.

At some churches for nine days before the
25 th December music with special reference

to the Nativity is used in the Mass, hence
called Misa de Pastorela. We attended one
one day at the Church of Nuestra Seiiora, in

• What strange combinations people love to make be-
tween seasons and their feeding ! Why does the xVmerican
mix whipped eggs and sugar with his brandy on Christmas
Day, and call it egg-nogg? And what can it signify to the
Neapolitan whether or nut he gets his eapitone on that day ?

Surely conger-eel on any other day would taste as sweet,
and yet he will pay his last farthing rather than forego the
dish. It is fair to the taste of the Spanish pcoj ile to say that
all their Christmas confectionery is most excellent; and
Seville is particularly delicate and successful in her prepara-
tions of this nature. It is sin-prising that some of these
delicious compounds have not found their way to England.The caciotto di campagna, however, with which Itome re-
gales you at Christmas, must bear away the palm from
everything that can be devised in this line.

the Plazuela de Cebada, and on another day

in the Oratorio del Caballero de Gracia, insti-

tuted by a very interesting society called "of

the Holy Child Jesus," for the support and

instruction of poor children. The effect was

certainly rather peculiar than pleasing. One

is not used to hearing bucolic instruments in

church, and the panderetas and tambores (tam-

borines and drums) do not overcome one's pre-

judices by their melody ; still less does the

primitive one-stringed rabel. At the same

time we would not deny such adoption of

the homely accessories of life of the common

people, and the associating them with the

mysteries of religion, probably has a tendency
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awake their attention, and win their sym-
thies.

It Ls not only in churches that this pastoral
isic is heard. Like the Pflfftrarl of Rome,
asants come into the towns, and play their

^tic music through the streets. Probably
i original intention nf the custom was, as

ire, to serenade the various little shrines

lich make such picturesque bits for our

3tch-book reminiscences, in every street. If

^ it is frustrated in Madrid, for not one such

to be seen anywhere, and, without this ex-

e for them, their monotonous sounds are

letimes very provoking. The municipal
a horities indeed placed some restrictions on
t infliction this year, but the street boys, too

X quitous to be made amenable to any mo-
d ate repressive measures, kept up the prac-
ti with toy parodies, aided by the still more
o :5ctionable zambomba. This strange little

it rument of torture, the dictionaries tell us, is

*'
sort of rustic drum ;" but it only resembles

a 'um in so far that a part of its apparatus
o jists of a tightly-strained piece of parch-
a t

; but instead of being struck by a drum-
si { a bit of cane is inserted through it, and a

h( h disagreeable thumping noise is produced

b; Forking it up and down with the hands.

s curious as the various kinds of food

w ,h persons think it necessary to appropriate
to ifferent solemnities, are the various kinds

of Dunds similarly adapted. After all that

pc 3 and romancers have fabled so prettily of

th nusic of the pcnph of the sunny south, it

is ird to be disenchanted by travel. Yet
he difl'orent from the idea we have indulged
<if le dulcet sounds which were said to move
ev inanimate things, and—

. . . rigidas deducere moutibus ornos,

is e music of the timbrel and pipe in its

ac .lity. And how wearisome must have
bei these picturesque serenades under the

rc} ve have so long loved to see reproduced
on nvas, when to)ii-tom'd on a true Spanish

gui •. Truly it must have needed a warm
pas mate southern affection to have survived

th< rdeal ! How is it again that discordant

an< ain-giving noises are made to express joy
anc istivity ? No Christmas would be com-

ple (nor indeed any minor festival) for the

dvv« !r in the little Italian jmcsi without a

du€ ischarge of his odious viortaletti reverbe-

rati through his mountains. Scarcely less deaf-

enii and distressing are the crackers and pistol-

sho vith wliich the United States gamin sym-
boli I his raptures on the same occasion. But
of a

zam
larif

iins, the worst is that produced by the

nba of the Peninsula, yet the Peninsu-

love it. The climax to all the noisy

demonstration of preparation for the festival is

reached on Christmas-eve—Nochebucna—the

GOOD night as it is emphatically styled. The
feast of the Divine Infant—the Nino Dios—
is of course pre-eminently the children's feaat,

and they positively run riot with their dnlce.f

and toitas, and above all with tlnir dreadful

zambombas. We, who have lived through and
survived the fair in the Piazza S. Eusachio,
on the Roman Epiphany, thought ourselves

proof against any annoyance of the same nature,
but even that night-long,

"
savage and shrill

"

infliction did not provoke us to the same pitch
of exaltation as the Mmbumba. The natives

seem hardened to it, and the children have it

their own way. Juvenile parties, however,
are not an institution of such common adop-
tion as in England ;

when they are given

they are generally in fancy dress. We were

not able to find any tradition of the Present-

giver, who, under the ideal of Father Christ-

mas in England, I'EnfaiU Jesus in France,
St. Nicholas in Germany, and la Befena in

Italy (immortalised so humorously by Geradag-

uuoli), comes down the chimney, and puts toys
and bonbons into the little stocking hung up
there in faitli and confidence the night before.

The French marchands located in Madrid im-

port great quantities of their sucreries, but the

national dalces need stand in no fear of being

superseded, their excellence will stand any
comparison. Among the best which occur to

our memory is the turo7i, a hardish paste of

preserved almonds, hazel-nuts, or pine-kernels,
and honey, sold in large bars like .soap, also

in ornamental boxes, and mazapan, another

preparation of almonds lighter in colour. It

is generally made up into the forms of various

kinds of fish, and of fabulous monsters, and

gaudily decorated with coloured sugar.* And
these and other eatables are sent as presents
from one family to another, but are not

specially destined for the little ones. The
children's "bright particular" amusement
consists in making up representations of the

Stable at Bethlehem, with all conceivable (and

inconceivable) accessories. A large traffic is

carried on in the various materials for this

purpose. At night they are lighted up while

the children dance and sing before them, for

in all national amusements in Spain the primi-

tive practice of treating dancing and singing

as simultaneous performances is strictly adhered

to
; these are called Nacimieutos, and are

found in every house, small and great, through-
out Spain. In the churches, too, they are

got up with more expense and on a larger

• At the moi-c elegant bouses .salmon is de riftufur for

the Nochebuena supper. Wboro this cannot be afforded,

btsvtjo, ii kind of bicsmi, takes its place.
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scale,* and in many of the theatres tliey have

representations iu which the figures are super-

seded by living persons, who hold quaint dia-

logues suggested by the occasion. Midnight
]Mass is very generally attended, and is called

Misa de Gallo, or the Cock's Mass, because of

its being said at the hour when he is supposed
to sing out his first chant.

Nor are works of beneficence forgotten.

There are no sjiecial royal gifts for the poor,

but the birthdays and namedays of some of

the royal children fall near this time, and on

these occasions the Queen always gives alms

largely. The Archbishop of Toledo distributed

60,000 reals among the charitable institutions

of the capital. It is on the 24th, the Good eve,

that all the prisons and tlie Hospital General are

inspected. All the numerous hospitals for the

poor and for foundlings, distribute extra rations

on the day itself, t The rancho of the soldier,

too, receives an addition, and (this year, at

least) many thousands had leave of absence to

spend the holiday with their families. But
while the stores of corn, and wine, and oil,

—
the staple products of Spanish soil,

—are being

opened wide, it is a rare thing for the frugal

Spaniard to give way to excess. The word

icrracha, a wine skin, only requires the sub-

stitution of a masculine termination to make
it denote a drunkard ; the word exists, so, no

doubt, therefore, does the idea it denotes ; but

it is not one which ever forces itself upon you
as you walk by the way. This year a very

touching ceremonial took place during the

Christmas season. It was a religious function

at the Church of San Cayetano, got up at their

own expense by the operatives of the cigar

manufactory(burnt down a few weeks before), in

thanksgiving for the benefits received during
the suspension of work, which had so nearly
missed being their ruin, and for their so speedy
return to regular employment, San Cayetano
is a large church, but it was crowded in every

part on this occasion by these industrious poor

people, in their humble but picturesque garb.

CHPtlSTMAS BELLS.

1865.

In broken notes of sound,
The voice of distant bells

Falls fitfully around,
Borne o'er the rimey dells.

Anon in wailing tones

It breaks against the breeze,

* In the archives of the Cathecb-al of Zaragoza are pre-
served some curious entries of the expenses of these plays,
e.g., "seven sueldos for making up the ox and ass, six
fueldos for wigs for representatives of the prophets, ten
Kueldos for gloves for God the Father and the angels !

"

i On the four following days most of the Establecimientos
ih beneflcencia are opened to invite the visits of the pros-
porous to their needy brethi-eu, who often benefit considei-^
ably by the arrangement.

Or in sad accents moans
Amidst the shivering trees.

In fragments o'er the glades
It falls, or floats aloft

;

Then tremulously fades

In echoes low and soft.

But other, nearer chimes,
In laughing octaves run,

In memory of old times,
And what the days have done.

Then changing, clang and wail

Up in their prison high.
And sob, and groan, and rail

At their captivity.

Ringing :
—

flinging wild notes everywhere !

Clanging :
—hanging discord in the air !

Cbiming :
—rhyming words from brazen throat !

Pealing :
—

stealing o'er the meadows and tbe moat I

Dying :
—

sighing gently as a child !

Floating :
—

gloating o'er their tumult wild !

Swinging :
—

springing suddenly to life !

Surging : —urging nature into strife !

Laughing :— quaffing the sweet and eager air !

Groaning :
—moaning in a weird note of despair t

Yes, how they sigh,
And seem to die :

But like expiring ember,
At slightest breath

They leap from death.
And wrestle with December !

Oh, 'tis strange
How they change.

In rhythmus and in measure,
Now tolling sad,
Now almost mad,

With throbbing pulse of pleasure.

But not long thus,
—the ringers sooe

Will catch the proper metre,
Staccato first

;
then rippling tune

Grows every moment sweeter.

Away, away, the music flies.

O'er mead, and wold, and river,

Arpeggio movement shakes the skies,
And makes the belfry quiver.

Away, away, the cheerful sound

Flies with its Christmas greeting,

And laughs along the icy ground.
Where snow-drops pale are peeping.

The crocus hearing chimes of mirth,
Puts on her brightest yellow.

What cares she for the frosty earth.

When peals ring out so mellow.

The blackbird, in a love-lorn mood.
Is pecking at red berries,

But hark ! those joy-bells make her food

As sweet as summer cherries.

In truth all nature hears the strains,

With heart of honest gladness ;

They ring surcease of human pains,

And ring
—a death to sadness.

They ring of friendship, and the grasp
Of hands in manly greeting ;

They ring the softer tender clasp

Of Love and Psyche meeting.
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They ring oMivion of the years
Whose sunset was in sorrow ;

TLey drown in waves of sound, the fears

That cloud the dawn to-morrow.

They ring the allluent tabic spread,

They ring of that sweet maiden.
Who comes with modest silent tread,

With gifts for poor folk laden.

They ring in tones more sweet than all,

Of Hopes the Cross has given,
And then their glad notes rise and fall,

Like Christmas bolls in Heaven.
Sydney Whitino.

A PLANTER'S CHRISTMAS.

Some years since, I was located at St. John's,

Jitigiia, and early in December I was ln^•ited

y a Ml'. Morant, a friend, one of the princii)al

lerchants of that island, to meet at dinner

olonel Dyett, a planter, who owned one of

le largest sugar estates in Antigua.
The result was that I spent a very pleasant

'ening, and received an invitation to spend
.6 Christmas holidays at Shirlcj', the Colonel's

antation. As he was a hearty, jovial old

mtleman—for planters were gentlemen in

6 days of which I wiite—and as I under-
3od he had a very amiable woman for his

ie, a young and lovely daughter, and a

ece who was the belle of Antigua, I of course

lepted it.

I am neither a nervous, a bashful, nor a

perstitious man, but somehow, a few days
;er I had accepted the in^-itation, I felt a re-

•-tance to go. Instead, therefore, of looking
ward with pleasui-e to my ^^sit, the idea

lame repugnant to me.
fVe sometimes have presentiments of coming
nts, and it appeared to mo that this visit

old have some very important influence on
•

career. This idea never left me, but fixed

ilf on my mind like an incubus,

lowever, ha%-ing accepted the in\-itation, I

i bound to go; and accordingly, the day
tore Christmas, I and my fi-iend Morant,
D was to accompany me, rose at daybreak,
[ after a nine miles' ride across the hills,

ad ourselves at Shirley.
)n our arrival we were met at the door by
Colonel, who shook me warmly by tho

d, and then led mo to tho breakfast-room,
jre I found the whole family assembled.
he first person I was introduced to was
}. Dyett, a middle-aged, good-looking lady,

\^ >, though Eui-opean born, was rather inclined

adulge in the colonial drawl,

fter a few words of simple courtesy on both

s, I turned round and found myself faco

ice with two yoimg girls.

" My daughter Cecilia, and "my niece Mrs.
Shields," said tho Colonel, introducing thom.

I was somewhat startled at tho matronly
epithet applied to his nioco, for sho lo<jked

quite a girl. Sho was, however, very beauti-

ful, and when sho .smiled sho showf-d so many
dimples on her sweet oval faco that I tliought
I had never scon a more fascinating little

creature.

Cecilia was younger than her cousin, being,
as I judged, about seventeen. Sho, too, was

very good-looking, but hers was tho style of

beauty which is usually tci-med jiretty, conse-

quently .she did not impress me .so much as

her cousin.

There were several other persons pre.'ent,

but, as they do not figure prominently in my
narrative, I shall give no description of

them.

Breakfast passed off pleasantly enough, and

shortly after I sought and found an opportu-
nity to ask my friend about tho niece.

"Mi-s. Shields must havo man-iod very

young," I said. "Is her husband away ?"
"
Away I yes, he's dead," he replied.

" He
was a planter in MontseiTat, a rich old fellow,

a great fiiend of her father's, and Anne mar-
ried to please him

; but now she is going to

marry to please herself."

"Is she engaged ?
"

I asked.

"No, not that I am aware of; there's a

chance for j-ou if you like to tiy."
" I ! no, no, I am the last person she would

bo Hkoly to take a fancy to ; besides, I'm not

a marrj'ing man."
At this point we were joined by Cecilia and

the fail- widow, and were hurried off to seo tho

fun going on among the negi'oes.

Wo found the Colonel superintending giving
out tho Christmas allowance, and a right-merry
scene it was.

Negroes are the most lively creatures ima-

ginable, and tho people at Shii-loy woro on

this occasion tho most unaffectedly happy I hud

ever seen.

Nothing could be more odd or novel than

the whole scone—the shouts, the gaiety, tho

wild laughter, and sudden bursts of sing-

ing and dancing, were all different to anything
I had ever seen.

Tho chief fim, however, consisted in flouring

each other's hands and faces, and then culling

out, "Look at ho white face and he whito

wig!"
"WTiether tho fun was all spontaneous I had no

means of ascertaining, but certainly it was tho

loudest and most \unestrained I had over wit-

nessed, for they all talkcil, sang, danced, and

shouted atTone and tho same time.^and, in the
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violence of theii- gesticulations, tumbled over

one anothei', and rolled upon the ground.
Tliere is nothing like laughter for making

people intimate, and in an hour I was as

fi'iendly with the fail" widow and her cousin as

if I had known them for years.

At this point I may say that, so far from

wishing to fall in love with either of these two

giiis, I had made up my mind not to do so.

Love, in my estimation, was an effeminate sort

of passion, a mawkish sentiment, fit only for

women ;
in short, I looked upon it as a weak-

ness which, as a man, I was bound to despise.

But these ideas were gradually vanishing
under the influence of Anne Shields's frank and

winning cordiality.

In vain I resisted—in vain I tried to be cold

and distant—in vain I set up all my guards :

Ann e Shields' smile beat them all down. She
was detei-mined that we should be friends, and

spite of me she gained her point.
I must say that this evident preference of a

veiy pretty girl flattered my vanity, for there

were two or three handsome young fellows of

the party who seemed envious of my position,
and anxious to supplant me. But while see-

ing this, I remembered that there was a West
Indian proverb which said that mosquitoes and
Creole gu-ls always showed a decided predilec-
tion for a new an-ival ; and as I had proved
the certainty of the first part of the adage, I

fancied I was now about to experience the ti-uth

of the latter.

Notwithstanding all this—^notwithstanding
that I thought this prepossession was but a

transient one, and that in a few days I should
be thi-own on one side for the next new-comer,—there was something so arch, so graceful, and
so animated in all she said and did, that, as the

day progressed, I felt such an extraordinary
sensation creeping over me that I began to

fancy I was bewitched. As to being in love,
that I certainly was not—at least I thought so.

I verily believe that the most gullible thing
upon this earth is the human heart. When I

retii-ed to bed that night I was, in my own
estimation, nothing more to Anne Shields than
a casual acquaintance, and she was the same
to me. She was very beautiful, 'tis time, with
all the fi.-esh graces of youth about her, light
and sunshine in her eyes, health and happiness
on her cheeks and lips, and, as far as I could

judge, that goodness and viiiue which add a

chann to beauty.
She had been, as I thought, amusing herself

at my expense, and I had entered into the

joke, believing that we perfectly understood
one another—that there was no harm nor any
risk in it.

I lay for some time thinking over the events

of the day, for my brain was heated, and I

could not sleep. After thinking for a consider-

able time, I found the little widow occupying
such a prominent part in my futui-e plans that

I began to see the danger of my position, and

detei-mined to retreat in time.

The worst of it was, that I had promised to

take an early ride with her, and I knew that

early morning rides were dangerous with Creole

gills ;
and thus between thinking and dream-

ing I fell asleep.

When I arose in the morning, I laughed at

my "
night thoughts;" but nevertheless when,

as I stood on the verandah, I heard the rustle

of a lady's dress, my heart began to beat in a

most extraordinaiy manner. The cause of this

agitation was to me a mystery, but it was very

pleasant, and I did not care to analyse it too

closely.

On tui'ning round I saw Mrs. Shields ad-

vancing towards me. She held out her hand

frankly, which I took and pressed warmly,

why, I did not rightly know, but it was a very

pretty little hand, and veiy soft ;
in short, I

could not help it, and I should have liked to

have detained it in mine much longer than

etiquette pennitted.
At this moment the Colonel and his daughter

made their ajipearance, followed by a couple of

black fellows with horses, and in a few minutes

we were all galloping up the mountain road—
if there be such a thing in Antigua.

By a little strategj', in which the fair widow

displayed more skill than I had given her credit

for, the Colonel and his daughter rode before,

and she was thus enabled to flii-t with me un-

observed.

How I bore it all I know not; but I feel

sui'e I was yery much like a mouse in the

hands of a cat—nevertheless I was sorry when

we turned to go back.

As we neared Shirley I was reminded of

what I had almost forgotten
—^that it was

Chi-istmas-day. All was bustle and activity.

The whole of the field hands were in a state of

commotion. Such a cackling, laughing, and

singing could not be heard out of a negro

village; besides this, as we approached, a

gi-oup of black giiis in the gayest attii-e came

galloping and racing to see who should be first

to wish massa a "Merry Ckristmas."

On returning to the house we found several

additions to oui' party, and great preparations

were being made for the Christmas festivities.

We had scarcely finished our repast when

the sound of the tom-toms, or negro dinims,

caused all the ladies to disappear to attire

themselves for the coming scene.
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great-grandfathers and great-

On going out on to the verandah I saw a

p'eat an-ay of negroes in the distance, and the

lead di-iver, a tall follow in a black hat and
due coat with gilt buttons, mai'shalling them
wo and two.

In a few minutes the procession started.

''irst came a party of musicians, two boating

am-toms, two rattling shaky-shakios (cala-

ashes with stones in them), while a tiddle and

triangle brought up the rear. Evoiybody
'as dressed in their gayest attire, and the hats

nd instruments of the musicians were doco-

ited with many-coloured ribbons.

After the band came the young childi'cn, two
id two ; then the boys and girls, then the

mng men and women, followed by fathers

id mothers, grandfathers and grandmothers,
id, finally,

•andniothers

Another band brought up the rear, the whole

them, as they approached, laughing, dancing,

ggling, and twisting in a most extra-

dinary manner.

When they had passed before the verandah,
e dancing ceased, and they ranged them-
Ives in order.

A.t this moment the Colonel's voice reached
"
Come, gentlemen," ho said,

" take your
[tners

; oiu- part of the play is now about to

pn."
. did not wait for a second invitation, but,

pping inside, I tucked the little widow under

ai-m, and then waited to see what was to

ow.

I chair was placed in front of the verandah,
I the Colonel, advancing, took his wife by
hand, and conducted her to her seat,

ing up a position on her right. The rest of

-, party ranged themselves on either side,

a|
then the ceremony commenced,

'he negi-oes advanced to the chaii- in suc-

ion; some brought little bouquets, some
lents ; some shook hands, while others made
J speeches full of good ^-ishes to massa
missus and all the bucki-a ladies and

tlemen.

lien the tom-toms beat, and they aU sang
lorus, clapping their hands as an accom-
ment. Songs and dancing followed—the

t

P
1(

a:

a

fo

tl

b<

m
ps

th

be

ler full of good wishes foi a good croji, and
latter was such dancing as I had never
re seen; it seemed as though St. Vitus

h^got hold of the whole company.
le figures I do not remember

;
but the

ner in which the women set to theii-

aers I shall never forget ; the jigging of

bodies and the wagging of their heads were
nd measuj-e ludicrous,

certainly was the gayest Chiistraas scene

I had ever witnossed. Th*,- girlf*, plump and
sleek as moles, waio arrayed in white dro.'-KOs

with bright-coloured borders, their hoods

adorned with flowers and handkerchiefs, while

the men wore all dressed in the very height of

negro fashion.

Perhaps, however, the funniest part of the

scene was tlio band. IIow they all did work I

Violins, triangles, and shaky-shakios emula-

ting each other, not only in the performance
on their instruments, but in the movements of

their bodies and the contortion of their featiu'cs.

Then the dinimmers—how tliey did drum, and

how they all perspired, and .stamped, and

wagged thcii' heads I

No one seemed able to keep still. Even the

old men and women and the small children

showed by their- contortions how impossible it

was. Arms involuntarily went up and down,
and dark feet wiithcd like eels.

Presently came the gi-and feature of the

festival : a sort oijxis de deux a la fandango, per-
foimed in the first instance bj' a couple of dark

beauties, whose faces shone like wax.

They commenced by advancing and retiring,

holding up their frocks d la minuet de la cour,

with theii- heads bent and their eyes cast upon
the gi-ound. This was followed by another

advance, with both feet close together, toeing
and heeling it verj' gently, and retii'ing in the

same manner ; then the feet were straddled in

a somewhat indecorous manner for ladies, and

they commenced to move round and round

with a motion similar to that exceedingl y droll

one adopted by some tragic actors, who, when

bent on deeds of blood, sidle up to theii- victims

by an alternate action of the heels and balls

of the foot, without taking the feet from the

gi-ound.

These were the grand features of the dance ;

but I must not omit to remark that the feet

did not take the most active part in it, that

being executed by a prominent part of their

person, known in polite society as the seat of

honoui-, the wi-iggling of which transcended

description.

When the ladies had finished, a tall mulatto

beau handed out his lady. The ease and non-

chalance vs'ith which this sable eleijant led out

his partner was admirable, and his bow was

perfection ;
but the dignity of the whole thing

was slightly marred when, with arms akimbo

and tho palms of the hands turnetl out, ho

advanced towards his partner. He was,

though a young man, quite a chai-aoter. IIo

wore a large black hut rakishly planted on

one side, a high shirt-collar, a ycvy short

round green jacket, white duck trousers fit-

ting tightly to his person, and white jean boots,
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tipped with i:)atent leather. His body was

short, and his legs long and thin, so that he

looked very much like a daddy-longlegs going

thi-ough a fandango.
The holiday was universal ;

so much so

that we were obliged to have a cold dinner,

and even that we had to get for ourselves, for

the negroes were too busy, either in dancing
or in cooking their own dinners, to recollect

that the buckras required anything either to

eat or drink. StiU, though it was the fii'st cold

dinner I had ever eaten on Christmas-day, I

never enjoyed one more.

About seven o'clock, just as the negroes

began rather to flag, we commenced dancing.
After one of the dances, in which little Anne
Shields had been my partner, we went out into

the verandah to cool ourselves.

It was one of the loveliest evenings I ever

saw. No one who has not lived in a tropical

country can form any idea of the splendour of

such a night. The moon was at the full
;
the

sky of the brightest blue and cloudless ; there

was just breeze enough to make the cocoa-nut

trees wave their graceful branches and show
their silvery tiats. Just iu front of us, a little

stream glanced and vanished, as its tumings
and windings were exposed to the full light of

the moon, or were shaded by the noble trees

that studded the pasture.
The prospect was so beautiful, and the air

so cool, that we were tempted to descend and
walk about the shrubberies.

The fii-st steps we take ia the labjTinth of

love are so pleasant, the first view is so capti-

vating, that we recall them in our memory
with delight. It is thus with me : I love to

recall the incidents of this evening as I walked
with Anne in the moonlight.

Up to the time of my seeing her I had not
known what love was. I had heard that it was
the most exquisite sensation which a hiunan

being could at any time know, but now I was

experiencing the truth of what I had heard,
and was enjojdng the raptm-e of this enchant-

ing sensation in all its perfection.
There was no longer any doubt about it : I

was a victim to the young ^vidow's charms. At
fii'st I could not believe that the magic of a

girl's eyes could have worked so great a change
in me. I felt that I had entered on a new
existence ; that I was, as it were, floating in

another and more exalted region, far above all

sublunaiy things.

Eveiy soft emotion which had hitherto
slumbered in my heart seemed suddenly
awakened ; everything I saw was coloiu-ed by
the rainbow tints of love.

For more than ten minutes we walked among

the flower-beds—which, with a lawn and a
small English-looking park, were agreeable

appendages to the Colonel's mansion—without

utteiing a word. I was longing to teU her of

my love, but for the life of me I could not

get out a word ; and she, why I could not tell,

was equally silent
;
and on we walked, she aU

the while leaning on my aiTn in that sweetly

confiding manner which giiis have when they
are angling for a poor fellow's heart. How-
ever, if not one word of love was spoken, of one

thing I am certain, that it was revealed to our

hearts; though no syllable was uttered, the

reality shone so plainly in our eyes that there

could no longer be any mistake about it.

I do not wonder at people sajdng that love

is a delirium, for it is a whiii of the most in-

sidious, delicious sensations a poor mortal ever

experienced. But love is not only a deHrium :

it is a fantasy ; it not only lends enchantment

to moonlight and myrtle gi'oves, but also im-

parts to the most prosaic things a touch of

poetiy.

Up to this period I had always been set down

by my fi-iends as a cautious, rather stoUd, but

sensible fellow, and now, here was I going

headlong to the deuce ; about, in the language
of the world, to make a fool of myself, and

all for a pretty face and a pair of glancing

eyes.

Ha ! but then, what eyes they were—what

a world of love swam in them ! and, besides,

there was a pair of pouting Hps which seemed

to want kissing; and I felt sure that, if

I made a fool of myself, I should kiss them

very often . No wonder then that I was anxious

to get to the deuce.

Propinquity is a great thing in matters of

love ; and having Anne by my side, and feeHng

eveiy thi-ob of her heart, I found myself each

moment drawn towards her by a more power-
ful and ii-resistible spell.

"
Anne," at last I said,

" the last few hours

have revealed a secret to my heart ;
has it been

the same with you ?
"

She did not reply to me, but turned away
her head.

"Anne, dearest Anne," I j^ersisted ; "you
do not answer me ?

" She stiU continued

dumb, and I went on. " Never mind
;

silence

gives consent, so I will go on. You must

know—nay, you do know—that I love you."
" I may have hoped so, but I did not hnow

it," she answered quickly.
"
Hoped so !

"
I exclaimed ; "bless you for

those words, for now I know that your heart

is favoui-ably inclined towards me. But though

cii-cumstances have, in an almost maiTeUous

manner, shown me the beauty of youi" heart
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md mind, yet I cannot expect that I can have
nade the same impression on you."
She was again .silent ; but it wa.s evident that

hero wa.s a .straggle going on, for her bosom
leaved rapidly and iiTogularly ; suddenly she
aised her clear blue eyes to mine, and said :

"You -nill think it strange, perhaps iin-

romaidy, in me to say so, but I was the first

love ; my heart has been yom-s iiom the
irst hour I saw you."
I cannot describe the sensations I expo-

fenced as she uttered these words
; but they

lade mo perfectly happy. "\Micn, however,
le had ended, she seemed quite overcome by
yr own sensibility, and, placing her small
hito hand timidly upon my shoulder, and

ying her head upon my breast, biu-st into a
'rreut of tears.

In an instant my arm was around her ; she
as locked to my bosom, and her lips wore
essed to mine.

"Hallo, you traants 1 Vhcro arc you?"
Ucd a voice fi'om the verandah.

'Pray take away your ai-m," she whis-
red

;

' '

they wiU see from the house ; besides,
makes my heart beat as if I were doing
nothing wi'ong; though a widow, I am a
vice in love."
" But not in the art of plea.sing," I said.

•'No flattery, sir, or I'll discard you," she
)Iied plaj-full}'.
'

Come," said the Colonel, as we reached the

isc; "you are only just in time for the

j -de.''

rVhile I and my sweet little Anno had been

e-making, the negi-oes had not been idle ;

I, as a wind-up to the day's fe.sti-sdties, they
;e now about to have a grand illumination.

t was not a very elaborate affair; for it

sisted chiefly of a bonfii-o and a number of

^0 chandeliers and bushes, the branches of

.ch were stuck aU over with blazing torches.

I effect, however, was really beautiful, and
excessive rapture of the negroes was as

\^
I worth witnessing as the sight itself, and
nod a very pleasant fini.sh to one of the

piest days I ever spent.

hi-istmas is a happy season
; but to me it is

jliarly so, for my mind always reverfs to

day I spent at Shii'lcy, and its pleasant
ouement.

f course the reader will understand that

r shortly after—that is, m the following

1

f(

t;

J

p
SI

c

t]

w

—Ajmo and I were united ; for when
3le are as much in love as we were, the

ler they get married the better. In con-

ion, I can only hope that among my readers

e may not be a less happy couple than

U-e. T. E. SOUTHEE.

ANA.

The Evqineer axi> Napoleon.—The fol-

lowing is represented a.s a nowly-discovered
letter by Robert Fulton, the ctlobrated engi-
neer

; who, some years later, madu an oiler to

Napoleon J. to make steam vessels which
could tow the Tes.-<el.s with which lio was

mauojuvring at Boulogne across to En;,dand.

Happily for the English of these days, the

Emperor referred the proposal to the membera
of the Acad(5mio des Scioiices

; who, with the

slowness and dislike of novelties which often

characterised scientific societies in those days,
took fdenty of time to give an answer, and
that answer was the usual one—it pooh-poohed
the proposed invention. The letter is dated
4 Pluviose in the year xi., and wa^ addressed
to the Conservatoire des Arts-et-Mutiers of

Paris, and ran thus :
— " I send you herewith

a sketch of a machine I am constructing, with
which I propose to make vessels ascend rivers

by means of fire pumps. When my experi-
ments are completed I shall have the satis-

faction of inviting you to see them
;

if they are

successful, I shall reserve to myself the right
of making my labours a gift to the republic,
or of deriving from them the advantages which
the law authorises. At present I deposit
these notes in your hands, in order that if a

similar project reaches you before my experi-
ments are concluded, it shall not have the

preference over mine." G. L.

THE PILGEIMAGE TO KERLAAR.

(FROU the GERUAN OV nEINBICU HEINE.)

She stood beside the lattice : her boy lay on his

bed ;

"Rouse, rouse thee now to look at the folk going by,"
she said.

"
I am sick, my mother ! I cannot see or hear ;

I think of my dead Gretcben
; my grief is hard to

bear."

" Up ! Twist thy crown of roses
;

for Kerlaar let us

start ;

And t-ike thy book : Christ's mother will mend thy
broken heart."

The chdirraen all go chaunting : the painted banners

shine,

For now the pilgrims enter Cologne upon the Rhine.

The mother joined the hindmost, and led her son so

pale,

And chaunted in the chorus, "0, blessed Mary,

haU!"

The mother of Christ at Kerlaar is robed and crowned

to-day ;

To-day she must succour many, for many are come to

pray.
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The Eick and wounded praying where gentle Mary Many come thither on crutches who since the dance

stands,
]

have led,

Bring waxen image-offerings, and waxen feet and Many can play the viol whose fingers before were
hands.

;
dead.

Whoever a hand doth offer, is forthwith whole of The mother took a taper and moulded a waxen
hand, '.r^

-

heart.
Whoever a foot doth offer no longer lame doth Take that to Mary the Virgin : thy woe shall all

stand. depart.

He^takes the image sighing : he sighs as his gift he
•^-,-. brings.
Tears from his eyes are springing : from his heart his

petition springs.

"0 Mary ! highly favoured, who ever with God dost
dwell

;

Mary, Queen of Heaven ! to thee my erief I
tell.

^ ^

"I live with my dear mother in the city ol

Cologne, . ,

Where the bells of a hundred chui-ches chime with

heavenward tone.

"And near to us lived Gretchen ;
but Death hath

torn her away.
A waxen heart I offer. mend my heart, I

pray !
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" Mend my heart, and early and late I will not
fail

To pray at thine altar, chaunting, holy Mary,
hail!"

While the sick boy and his mother in their little

chaml/LT slept
The mother of Cbrist came softly and through the

daikuess stept.

Bending over the sleeper, her tender hand she
laid

Where his broken heart was beating, and smiled, but

nothing said.

The mother saw in a vision the Virgin come
and go,

ind then she woke from her dream, and the dogs
were barking below.

Hold and stiff on his pillow, her boy was lying

dead,
ind the red red Lght of morning flickered about his

head.

'he folded her hands as the sunlight coloured his cheek
so pale,

».nd she murmured, lowly chaunting, "0 Blessed

Mary, hail!" B.J.

CHEISTMAS IN A SUMMER HOUSE.

We were scarcely settled for the winter in

le small Gei-man capital which was to be oui-

ome for the next foui- years, before our fiiends

egan to ui-ge us to choose oui- house for the

ammer. It was idle to remonstrate. Half
ae best houses were taken already, and if we
aited till the spring, not one would be left.

Tiy should not we take advantage of this

lusually fine December, instead of going
)wa, as so many did, in the deep snow of

ibi-uary ?

December was unusually fine. A sharp
ost, it is true, but bright sun, powerful in

e middle of the day, and no \\-ind. The
lest inliabitants of Pfaflfenstadt had never
lown such weather, and though oldest in-

i.bitants, as a rule, never have kno\\Ti such
season as the present, their experience might
: once be trusted. We made up oui- minds
follow the advice of om- fiiends, who were

rtainly the oldest English inhabitants, and
s started for Guggelsee. From the very
jment of our starting it was plain that Gug-
Isee was a summer place, and that the facili-

s for reaching it in winter were Limited.

e ti-ains to the nearest station ran at great

eiTals, or rather, fiom theu" slowness, could

:dly be said to i-un at all. The mail train

rted at three in the morning, and being a

jgago train as well, travelled ten miles an

ir, excluding a steppage of twenty minutes

aaost of the stations. The mail coach which

met the mail train went about V.n-f-e miles an
hour, excluding a similar stoppage ut most of
the beer-houses. However, on these points I do
not speak from experience, a.s we avoided both
the mail train and the coach that met it.

Had we been Gennans wo should have
started at tliree in the morning, and got back

by night. For wo soon found that there was
no hotel accommodation for the winter at the

placo to which wo were going. The imnieuse

bath-house, that senx-d as an hotel duiiug the

summer, was closed fi-om November to May,
and, being given up by moi-tals, was probably
tenanted by spiiits. Although in the height
of summer the establishment was full to suffo-

cation, and daily shut its doors against homeles.s

wanderers, no enterprising speculator had been
allowed to open a rival inn, even of the most
moderate dimensions. The consequence was,
that winter visitors had either to start at 3 a.m.,
or take theu- chance of a bed in the house they
engaged for the summer. As it was only for

one night that we expected to be away fi-om

home, we resolved on this second alternative.

The carriage which we chai-tercd at the sta-

tion had been rattling along the crisp road for

some time, the driver cracking his whip and

singing, when he suddenly pulled up, and

called OUI- attention to the view. We were at

the top of a steep hill, down which the road

went winding to an immeasui-able depth. The

top of the hill was bare, and the view open
before us; but as the hill descended, thick

wood began to clothe its sides, fai-ms and house-

tops broke out occasionally, and down below

spread the broad lake, its whole surface a sheet

of glistening ice. The severity' of the cold was
first proclaimed by this frozen plain. The sun

shone on it with all its might, but it flung back

the sun's rays with a hard defiant glitter.

Several skaters were out, but we were too high
above the level to hear the metallic scoring of

theii- skates, and we hai-dly noticed the isolated

figures in the grand .sweep of the lake-basin.

At the fuither end there was a wall of dark

moimtain, without a patch of snow on it, or

any sign of life beyond its frowning rocky pre-

cipices. The hills on the two sides of the lake

were softer, and more gently roundinl ; the

road at their foot wound occasionally over the

.<<2}urs which they tluew out into the lake, and

which there took the foi-m of weedy shoals, the

haunt of pike ; and towards the fai- end, where

the hills fell back and left a smaller ba.sin. you
saw the two towers and massive .^structure of

the old monasteiy which was now the bath-

house, and the more modem village clustering

about it.
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Oui" diiver had been arranging a scries of

di'ags for the hind wheels, and passing the

door he stopj^cd to have a word. " Fine view,
eh ? Ah, but you should sec it in summer. I

never saw it like this before. Cold down there,

eh ?
" And he gave his arms a cheerful swing-

to chive out the thou2,-ht. The next minute his

face fell.

" What is the matter ?
"
I asked.

" I don't like the look of it," he replied, and

pointed to a cloud creeping over the wall of

precipitous rock at the opposite end.
" When

we have snow, we shall have snow." He
jumjied on his box without another word, and

plunged down the hill.

By the time we got to the bottom, the bright-
ness of the day was overcast. There was not

exactly wind, but a low moaning. One or two
small i^articles of snow fell, or balanced in the

ail'. The skaters had all left the lake. The
diiver kept on steadily and faster than ever.

At last, as we got near the village, a light
snow began to fall. It covered the road with a

thin but very smooth coating, more Hke a light
froth than anything else, and the lake was

speedily getting white. But as we drove into

a yard, and were hiu'ried out of the carriage,
it was plain that the snow was thickening.
The horses were taken out with the most un-
usual speed, and the caniage thrust into a shed,
while the driver seized our luggage and pre-
ceded us hastily to the first house on our list.

There was no time to notice anything; he would
not pause till we ,were safe inside, and then he
hurried back again.

"Snow," said the master of the house in

which we found ourselves thus deposited.
"So it seems," I answered. He looked at

us curiously, and we looked round us with
still Greater curiosity. The room was low and

narrow, with windows contrived to let in the

minimum of light, and keep out the maximum
of fresh air. It served at once as sitting-

room, dining-room, and bed-room, nursery,
and tailor's workshop. With all this, it was

sm-prisingiy clean, but the heat and stuffi-

ness were frightful. Not the best prospect for

the summer, one would think ; but, i^robably
the summer looks of Guggelsee differed in all

respects from those it wore in the winter.

While we gazed, the air grew thicker and

darker; the snow was now falling in heavy
flakes, and the master of the house addressed
us again.

" A bad time to see us, this ! We
are now shut in for the winter. What will you
do tni the sledges are ready ?

"

We stared not a little at the question.
" The carriage that brought us—"

I began ;

but the host would not let me finish my
sentence.

" It will stay here till the spring unless there

is a mu'acle. You will have to go back in

sledges ; and the fine weather has lasted so long
that no one has got a sledge ready. Besides,

while this fall lasts no horse will face it."

Here was a pleasant look-out. We glanced
round the' room again, and our eyes met, not

very cheerfully. Were we to wait here tdl

the snow had melted, or tiU the sledges could

be got ready ? And what would become of

oiu' Christmas dinner, the tui'key, to which

we had given chase at all the poulterers', the

mince-pies and plum-pudding, into which my
wife had so laboriously indoctrinated the

cook? Our host noticed our perplexity, and
attributed it to the state of the room ; but this

further horror never entered our minds. We
had not for a moment expected to pass even

one night in this general resort of the family ;

two or thi-ee days and two or three nights

would be past all bearing.
" Would you like to see the house ?

"
asked

the landlord, at length, as the pause became

uncomfortable. We brightened up at once.

The house, to be sure ; this room was not the

whole house, though it seemed to discharge
that duty. Accordingly, we expressed our

readiness, and the landlord made his prepara-
tions. To our surprise, his first step was to

take [a candle. Was he going to begin with
the cellar ? But our doubt was soon at an

end, when he opened a door in the passage,
and we found oui'selves on a dark stau'case,

leading to a dark first-floor. The atmosphere
of the upper part of the house was that of an

Italian chiu-ch. The warm air of summer had
not been entirely displaced by the winter air

which was trying to creep in, and it hung
about in patches. Every window was tight
shut and j^asted down, every shutter was
fastened and pasted, and there was nowhere
the smallest crevice. The landlord led us into

a good-sized room, and said,
" This is the

salon. The sofa stands there, with a hand-

some table before it
; there are the two

arm-chairs, and the six plain ones
;

if you
like a piano it can stand there; the looking-

glass goes between those windows, and the

likenesses of the royal family on the wall

opposite."

As he spoke, he pointed to each of the things,

and each time we looked to see them. But

there was not one of them there. The room

was as bare as a beef-bone after the onslaught

of a hungry mastiff. It was the same in the

next room. " This is the dining-room. Bound
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table in the miildlo, sideboard, and china

closet." Apparently the last j>:ncsts had caton

up the furniture bffure leaving. "Tlie best

bedroom. Largo English double bed, made
for an English family; -svaidrobo, cho.st of

di-awers, wash-stand, and toilct-tablo." Either

the candle in the day-time deceived our eyes,
or the master of the house had a Bannccide

imagination ! "We turned to him at length,
and asked what had become of the things he

"was enumerating.
It was his turn to stare now. "The furni-

ture ? It is all packed up and stowed away in

the garret. Do j-ou think wo would leave it

out all the winter without a soul to use it ?

And the moths ?
"

No doubt ho was right, but it rather lessened

Dur chance of a bed. This point was mooted
ivhen we came down from the darkness of the

ipper floors to the gloom of the lower. TVliere

;ould we sleep 'f The lower floor was made up
>f two small rooms for the owners of the house,
I, small kitchen for them, and a large kitchen
or the summer tenants. Om- host explained
o us that it was impossible to give us any of

he upper rooms
; it was well enough to pay

hem a short visit, but we should freeze if we
tayed in them; woTild we occupy the other

oom on the ground floor ? We looked at it,

nd did not feel inclined to take possession.
Lt last a brilliant thought occiu-red ; we might
ight the fire in the large kitchen, and have a

ouple of mattresses brought down to stretch

n the floor. The hint was taken, and we
3Conciled ourselves to passing the night, if

ot the next day, in the kitchen of our summer
ouse.

When we had settled this point, we wished
) inquire about a sledge for the day after,

'hat day after was Chiistmas-evo, and was
ur last chance of getting back for Chii.stmas-

ay. But our landlord shook his head
; if I

Duld stand the heavy snow, he would go with
le to the people who kept conveyances, but

doubted anything being readj'. And he
>ok care to as.sm-e mo that,

" If I could stand
le heavj' snow," was no figure of speech. I
tund out the truth of his words as soon as we
ot out of the house

;
the weight almost beat

le down ; it quite took away my breath
; my

set sank deep in the soft drifts, and I could

axdly lift them out. I was glad of the first

lelter under one of the overhanging balconies

ith which all houses in the mountains are

•o\ided.

One man was sheltering there ah-eady. My
ndlord looked at him, and he returned the

look askance. Then ho moved off, and was lost
in the snow-stona. " No pign.s of clearing,"
said the landlord, looking out, though lii.s eyo
seemed to follow the direction of tho man who
had left, and when he .shook his head it was

scarcely at the weather. We loft alter a littlo

breathing time, and .soon found that our search
was vain. No ono would speak of anything
till tho snow was over, i'or no horse would fuco

it ; and it would bo time enough then to get
tho sledge ready.
There was a good warm fii-o in our kit-

chen, and oiu' host lingered there as if ho
had something to say. I suppose it was to

take off the dulnoss under which we wore evi-

dently laboui-ing, for he soon began a story.
"You saw that man who was sheltering,

and who looked at me oddly ?
"

"
Yes, and your eyes followed him as he left

us. Why was that 'f

"

" I will tell you why. He has just come out

of prison. For what ? For shooting a man."
"
By mistake, I suppose, as he has only been

imprisoned ?
"

"
Yes, by mistake. Shall I tell you how it

happened ?
" And without waiting for en-

couragement, he proceeded.
" You may have

heard that the poachers about here are a ter-

rible set, and that there has always been mor-
tal hatred between them and the keepers. If

a keeper sees a poacher, bang ! the poacher's
dead. If a poacher .sees a keeper, bang ! and
the keeper's dead. That man was a poacher,
had been out often, very often had a near run
with the keepers. One of tho keepers had
watched him, and was often on his traces, but
ho was quick, he suspected it, and always
escaped. At last he resolved to set a trap for

this keeper. He let himself bo seen going up
to ono of the woods, then cut across and took

a roundabout way, so that the keeper might
go straight after him, look for him, give him

up as he had often had to give him up be-

fore, and come home just by tho spot where
he had posted himself. Uo had a splendid

ambush, just whore he could see tho keeper
come over the crest of a hill, and ho lay
with his rilio in rest on a branch, waiting.
He waited long; at last he saw tho feather

in the keeper's hat rise slowly above tho hill.

Next moment the wearer canio in full sight,

bang I and the bullet was lodged in his heart."'

" What a deliberate mui'der !

"
I exclaimed.

'• It would have been, only it was tho wrong
man. It was another poacher who was out tho

same day. The keeper had not followtxl at all.

And so as it was a mistake, the man was only

imprisoned."
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' ' A mistake, do you call it ? It would have

been a most unlucky mistake for the murderer

anywhere else. He wanted to kill one man
and he killed another."

"Ay," said the host, "but you see his

counsel said,
' The law defines mui-der as taking

a man's life with an intention to kill him. Do

you try my client for mm-dering the poacher ?

But he had no intention of killing him. Do

you try him for having the intention to kill

the keeper ? But he did not kill him. You

cannot take the act from one and the intention

from the other, and weave them together into

one consistent web of wilful mm-der.' So you
see he was imprisoned."
"We were destined to hear something more of

this case from another point of view. Chi'ist-

mas-eve came, and still no sledges ;
the snow

had not ceased for a moment the day before,

and was still falling at intervals. It was

plain that we must pass our Christmas in the

kitchen.

Towards evening several of the friends of our

host came in to keep the Christmas-eve, which

is kept instead of Christmas-day in Germany.
One of the friends was a fine sturdy fellow, up
to all kinds of jokes, and a favourite with

every one. He hung his hat, with a black-

cock feather in it, over the door, and was soon

laughing and singing with the best. I had

come to look on, and was much amused. In

the midst of it all, I fancied I saw some one

move outside the low window, but the next

minute there came another snow-shower, and

I thought this had deceived my eyes. The hero

of the evening had hung, as I have said, his

cap over the door, and it was so high up that

no one could reach it. Several of the men
tried to get it by a jump, but it beat them all

;

and the owner willing to show his agility, hung
it on a still higher nail in the wall exactly op-

posite the window. He had done this by stand-

ing on a chaii', and he now prepared to jump
for it. The first jump failed. As he made the

second, there was a flash outside the window,
one of the panes gave a splintering crack,

and there was a whiz through the room.

All present sprang to their feet. There

was a breathless shiiek from some, a stare

of horror from others; and there stood the

mark of the shot, calm and composed, holding

up his hat with a bullet through the crown.

I did not stay another minute, as my wife

would have heard the report, and I hastened to

re-assiu'e her. The landlord came in almost

directly, and told us they had gone in chase of

him., but they feared he would escape under

cover of the snow.

"He?" I asked. "Who? Not the man of

whom you told me ?
"

" Who else could it be ! Did you not know
that our guest was the keeper, the one be tried

for before ? Two misses, and he wiU hardly

get the chance of a third."
" What a fine fellow the keeper is,"*I said.

' ' It would be a pity if anything was to happen
to him."

' ' Fine fellow, indeed ; he has shot at least a

dozen poachers."
And this was our preparation for Christmas-

day. Edward Wilbeeforce.

OLD PRIMROSE'S CRIB.

It is a fine thing, they say, to be an Eton

boy. Nothing to do but a little Latin and

Greek iu the intervals of cricket, pockets full

of money, tutors more like servants than

masters, plenty of frieuds in a similar position,

and no need to give a thought to the future.

Well, so it may be ; and yet, for my own part,

I don't believe they enjoy themselves half as

much as boys do at an ordinary "working
school." True they need do little or nothing
unless they like, but what a mortification it

must be to a studious boy to know that he is

looked down upon by his companions. How

queer he would feel when he read the answer

given by a master when asked what position a

reading boy would hold among the others.

" It would not be against him if he were good
at cricket or other games also." True, too,

they have lots of money, but then half the

pleasure of buying a thing is in the wishing

and longing for it first, and the Christmas

sovereign is doubly welcome when it is the

only one to be looked for till Midsummer.

And as to thought for the future, it is my
belief that the knowledge that he wiU have to

earn his bread, only makes a boy work with a

will, and probably with better results. Just

the same in after life. When one goes for a

Sunday stroll under the trees opposite the

Serpentine, how grand the swells look with

their silky beards and moustaches, marching

up and down with beautiful ladies, and nod-

ding and smiling to each other ! One is

tempted to grumble that one's own lines are

not cast in such pleasant places. But, oh

dear, fancy this being the business of life !

Could anything be more doleful than to wake

on Sunday morning, feeling that one is going

to do just what one did on Saturday and

Friday, and all the other days 1 It would be

enough to take the zest out of one's extra half-

hour in bed. But then I don't suppose swells

have such extra half-hours.
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I am writing the thoughts that came into

my head while walking rapidly away from ray
father's counting-house, on a certain Christ-

mas-eve that I well remember. It was natural

that my views should be one-sided, for I had

never been an Eton boy nor a swell myself;

wherejts, I had been for many a year at Mr.

Smith's Commercial Training School on Black-

heath, and since I left that establishment at

seventeen, 1 had been, working in my father's

office as hard as any of his clerks. Now out

of office hours my father was—and I am
thankful to say, is—the kindest of men, but

he by no means lets the grass grow under his

feet in the way of business, nor under those of

his son. At the time I write of, sovereigns
were more plentiful vvith him than they had
been in my school days, but they were still

far from being blackberries, and now and then

he had hard work to keep his head above

water. Consequently he passed for a hard

task-master, and certainly office hours were

long, and intervals of relaxation few. But
how valuable those few were ! Christmas was
the great holiday of the year with us, of

jourse. Did any swell ever look forward to

uiything in his life, as. I did to that particular
Dhristmas holiday > I doubt it very much,
^nd now, at last, here it was. I walked
Ibrth from my father's counting-house a free

nan : free, that is, for the long space of three

lays. There was no more thought of business

n my head, than if the West Indies had never

)een heard of. I wondered whether the

oeople I passed in the street had such a

loliday before them
;

I pitied those who
ooked too poor to take more than the fes-

ival day itself
;

I smiled in the faces of

trangers from pure happiness. And they
ooked smilingly at me too, even some of the

oorest, for was it not Christmas-eve I "Gen-

lemen, the office will be closed from this

fternoon till Friday next." I had just heard

iiy father speak the words, and they were

till sounding in my ears. Three days' holi-

ay ! Three boundless, beautiful, merry,
lorious days ! And I knew so well what to

o with them. Ah, did 1 not ?

There never was, or could have been, in this

orld such a delightful little woman as Mary
'rimrose—such a bewitching, coaxing, artful,

rtless little maiden. She had big brown eyes,
ith such a saucy loving look in them

;
her

air was as soft and as glossy as seal-skin, and
3r lips as red and fresh as roses. Then she

id a laugh that I defy you to help joining in

-there was such a joyous ring in it—and the

jatest, trimmest, roundest littlo figure. Old

!r. Primrose was a wealthy soap-boiler, and

jarly loved his little daughter, who was his

only child, and hi.s heires"*. But he domi-
neered over her a littlo too, ami when Mary
and 1 first fell into thjit uncomfurtablo habit

of blushing whenever we spoke to each other,
we took very good care to turn mir faces away
from the old gentleman ; who, however, wa.s

generally conning the current prices too deeply
to notice our guilty looks. I used sometimes
to dine at Mr. I'riinro.se's, and somctiines to

call in a formal way, and it u astonishing how
often Mary and I used to meet, entirely by
accident, in the Temple Gardens, near which
her father lived. I fell in love with her, of

course. Who could have helped it ? And if

she did not care for me, pray what was the

meaning of that tiny dimple that used to

spring up in each corner of her demure little

mouth, whenever she saw me coming round
the corner ? But when I thought of Mr.

Primrose, I trembled. He would never con-

sent to his daughter's marriage with the son

of a struggling merchant, and would banish

me with .scorn, telling me that I had deceived

him—which, for that matter, was entirely
true. So, after going through—in imagination—all the agonies of emigrating to Au.stralia

without letting Mary suspect my love, and

returning in twenty years or so to find her

wedded to- another—of course I told her all

about it. This was on one blessed 2.5th of

December, just a twelvemonth before my story

begins. Mary confessed that she loved me,
and we wandered up and down the Temple

Gardens, as happy and as thoughtless as two

young kids. Mary had never looked so pretty
as on that day, and what a delight it was to

call her by her Christian name for th« first

time ! My own name, by-the-by, is Jo-

seph. I think she must have known it before,

but I told it to her then, at any rate, and we

both thought it quite a singular coincidence,

considering my feelings for Mary, and that I

had become engaged to her on Christmas-

day.

After we were engaged, I used to visit my
love ; stealthily, I am ashamed to say, while

Mr. Primrose was boiling his soap, or other-

wise employing himself, in his counting-house.

It was wrong, I am afraid, but Mary bad no

mother, and we did not dare to tell our story

to her father, but trusteil much in a vague

future, when all things were to come right.

The reader knows now in whose company I

meant to spend my Christmas holiday. Old

Mr. Primrose, by a special tlispensation
of

Providence, as I considered, was detained in the

country by a .slight illnes.s, and his daughter

remained in London, under the care of a

great-aunt—a charming old lady, who never

saw, heard, or understood anything. So M iry
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and I felt quite safe, and free to iTiake our

plans for meeting at church on Christmas

morning, and she had even persuaded her

aunt to ask me to dinner in the evening. On

leaving my father's oJ95ce on Christmas-eve, I

turned towards the West End. I had a

business errand to do for him in that direc-

tion, and as the counting-house had closed at

three p.m., I had an hour's daylight still

before me. It was a mild, grey winter's

afternoon, pleasant enough to one who was

generally at work till after dark. I went out

of my way to cross the Green Park. It was

a change from my daily walk in the city, and

everything seemed beautiful on that day. I

started at a brisk pace, enjoying the soft air,

and had got half across the park, when I

observed a young man walking a few paces in

front of me. He was very smartly dressed in

colours, somewhat light for the season, and
his hat was stuck a little on one side of his

head. He rather attracted my attention by
the jauntiness of his walk and general appear-

ance, and I found myself speculating as to

what rank in society he might hold. He did

not look quite like a gentleman, nor like a

clerk, nor like a professional man. I settled

at last that he must be a rich tailor's son and

heir, and that his close-fitting coat, and

broadly-striped full trousers were intended to

act as an advertisement for his father. Just

as I smiled at this notion, a slight gust of

wind caught his coat pocket, and a small piece
of paper, which had before been peeping from

it, disengaged itself and floated to my feet. It

was a mere scrap, but I picked it up and

glanced at it, thinking that if it was of any
consequence, I would hasten after its owner
and return it. But when I had once looked at

it, I continued to gaze and gaze, holding it

mechanically in my hand, as if I had been
turned to stone. Written on the paper were
these words:—

"
Dearest,

—Meet me by St, Anne's Church
this evening at seven,

" Your own M ."

But the handwriting ! Could my eyes de-

ceive me, or was it indeed Mary's, my Mary's—the girl I had sworn should be my wife, my
heart's darling that I had loved so long ? It

could not—could not be, and yet I knew
every letter of that writing so cruelly, so

fatally well.
*' I expect he's ill : he do look awful."
These words, spoken by a compassionate

passer-by, awoke me from my trance. One
single idea filled my mind, that I must not
allow the man who had possessed the paper to

escape me. I looked up ; he was already
r early out of sight. The idea of losing him

aroused my dormant faculties. I darted after

him at full speed, and, breathless and pant-

ing, I overtook him just on the edge of the

park. I touched hitn on the shoulder, he

turned round, and showed me a handsome
dark face, with small black moustaches and

long eyelashes. He was astonished, *I sup-

pose, by my wild look, for after a moment he

made a slight movement, as if to release him-

self fi'om my hand. Only then I recollected

that I must speak. I held out the paper in a

trembling hand, and as I did so I saw, hang-

ing to his fine gold watch-chain, a locket

which I recognised as Mary's. Heavens !

what a feeling it gave me, this confirmation

of my worst suspicions. Nevertheless I

spoke,
" I think you dropped this," I stammered,

confusedly.
"
Oh, thanks, yes, it is mine," and taking it

carelessly, he was about to pass on with a

slight bow, but I was not to be so shaken

oflF.

" I beg your pardon," I said, casting about

in my distress for Heaven knows what false-

hood to tell him,
" I am a stranger in London,

and I feel rather unwell ; perhaps you would

not object to my walking with you until I can

find some hotel 1
"

A very suspicious look glanced across his

handsome face, but I suppose he saw that my
agitation was genuine, and my dress respect-

able, for after an instant's hesitation he

replied,
"
Certainly ;

I am going to the B
Hotel myself to dine, and if you please we

can walk there together."
I joined him, and we proceeded in silence.

The hotel he had mentioned was one of some-

what questionable reputation, and stood in

rather a lonely street. It had grown almost

dark, and a few drops of rain were beginning

to fall by the time we reached it, I had

collected my thoughts a little, and they re-

solved themselves into this—to persuade him

to drink, if possible, on the chance of his

becoming communicative in his cups, and to

dog his footsteps to the trysting place, and

there I would sting Mary's heart—if she had

h heart—by my burning reproaches, and re-

nounce her for evermore. As soon as we

arrived at the hotel, I ordered brandy, on the

plea of being faint, as indeed I was, and

begged my companion to join me. He did so

most afifably, and I who had never done more

in my life than drink a couple of glasses of

light sherry after dinner, now poured down my
throat a quantity of raw spirits. It did me

good, though, I thought ; my pulse bounded,

and the blood in my veins seemed to circulate
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good

Come,"
fellow

;

if you
dinuer.

like fire. I began to talk to the stranger, to

cbutf him, to laugh
—

li:3teuing all the time to

niy own voice as if it belonged to some one

else. He responded cordially. I asked liiui

to dinuer ;
I begged him to tuU mo what winu

he preferred, I pressed champagne, brandy,

liquor of all kinds, upon him, and partook of

them freely myself. The quantity of alcohol

that man must have imbibed during the meal

is a perfect marvel to me now, and it seemed

to atl'ect him no more thau so much water, as

far as steadiness of manner was coucerned.

But at last he did grow talkative, and upon
the very subject I longed for, yet dreaded so

much.
" That scrap of paper you picked up—" ho

began.
" Didn't you envy me I It was from

a sweet little creature, I can tell you."
" Who is she ?" I asked, feverishly.

"Nay, that's not fair; but I'll tell you
her name. Mary. Pretty little Molly !

"

The brandy I had drunk had begun to

stupify me, or I must have knocked those

white teeth of his into his head.

"Did she give you that locket ?" I asked,

feebly pointing to it.

"
Yes, that she did, the darling,

be added, rising, "you seem a

some day I'll introduce you to her,

ion't object. Many thanks for your
Here's the bill."

The bill came to something fabulous, but I

aad my quarter's allowance in my pocket, and

aaid it without a word. The stranger looked

tt his watch. It was nearly seven.

"I must go now," he said, "to keep that

ittle appointment, you know."
The little fiend ! Had she not, I remembered

low, dissuaded me from coming to see her on

!)hristmas-eve, lest her aunt should suspect

omething ? and I had allowed myself to be

leceived !

" I mean to be there too," I said fiercely,

using from the table, and pressing my hat

irmly on the top of my head. " I rather

think not," replied the stranger composedly ;

*
good evening, young man ;

I hope we shall

aeet again."
He walked to the door, and I followed. A

lausom cab was waiting, evidently by order,

le stepped into it, and before I had mustered

ourage enough to stop him forcibly, the cab

ad driven
otJ", and I was left standing, half

xcited, half stupified, and almost drunk, upon
tie pavement, in a cold, drizzling rain. For

moment I felt stunned. I rushed back into

ae hotel, and called for another ghiss of

randy. Yes, that revived me. Into the street

but not one

At any rate I knew the way to
gain, almost shouting for a cab,

as in sight.

St. Anne's Church
;

it was not far off. I

started at a furious pace and rushed through
the rain, which penetrated to my skin, for I

had left my great coat at the hotel. But I felt

nothing, heard nothing, thought of nothing,
until I arrived under the shadow of St. Anne's

Church, in time to see, by the gas-light, with

my own eyes, the border of Mary's best shawl

just disappearing into the recesses of that

accursed hansom.

Then I stumbled, and fell.

How long and dreary the first three months
of the New Year were ! All that time a

threatening of rheumatic fever hung about me,
and made it impossible to fight against the

depression of spitits that overwhelmed me
Boyish and foolish as I had been, I had loved

Mary with my whole heart, and I .suffered

keenly from her loss. But as my health im-

proved I buckled to again to my work. I

may say now without vanity that there was

something to be respected in the determination

I then made, to do my duty at any cost, and
to let no shadow of my grief fall upon my
father or mother. I felt that I was a boy no

longer, and I resolved to play a man's part in

the world. Now and then 1 heard the Prim-

roses mentioned, but not often, for their set was

not the same as mine. So it went on all through
that long summer and autumn, until the leaves

had changed and fallen again, and the dreary
November days come round. One densely

foggy night I went to dine with some bachelor

friends in the city ; just before the party broke

up, one of them said, turning to me,
" You

used to know the Primroses, I think, did you
not ?

"

"
Yes," I replied briefly,

" a little."

" Can you tell me by chance who the old

fellow's money goes to if his daughter happens
to die ]

"

Dies ! Mary dying ! I could scarcely find

voice to ask,
" Is she ill ?

"

" Not particularly that I know of, but she

always looks like a ghost now-a-days, aud

! Charley Jones and I had a dispute as to whether
' old Primrose had any nephews. Pivss the bottle,

old fellow."

Not till I got into the street had I time to

realise what I had heard, and then how miserable

j

and heart-sick I felt. Those few ciiauco words

j

had shown me how little I had really overcome

; my feelings for Mary. She was as dear to me

as ever. Oh, that she had been true ! But I

would not yield. I tried to crush down the

' pain, and walked resolutely towards home. My
shortest way led through a by-strect in a some-

what low neighbourhood, and hero I turned

into a dark archway with the intention of light-

1 ing a cigar. It was now twelve at night ;
the
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fog was somewhat less tliick, but still dense

enough to prevent the rays of light from a gas

lamp just opposite the entrance from penetra-

ting far into the archway. I tried two or three

times to strike a match, but it would not ignite.

I had given it up, and was about to emerge
when I distinctly heard a voice close to me say

in a low tone,
" Old Primrose's crib." What

was it that made me fancy I had heard the

voice before ? Sheltered by the darkness I

turned my head, and there, standing under the

gas lamp, dressed this time in shabbier clothing,

but still with an air of flash gentility about him,
I saw my rival again, dark aud handsome as

ever. I listened with breathless interest for

the next words. He was witR a man who bore

the stamp of blackguardism in every feature :

some denizen of the lowest slums of London,

They had stopped, and I heard this man say, in

a low cautious whisper,
" You are certain the

shiners are there ?
"

" Confound you, yes. I've told you so a

hundred times. I got it all out of the little

girl: but if you're afraid, leave it to me."

The man replied with an oath, and some

whispering followed which I could not catch,

but the last words were, "In an hour, then,"
and the men separated, each going a different

way. I remained motionless till their footsteps

had died away, and for some seconds after that.

Those words had come to me like a revelation.

I understood it all now. This man, who had

supplanted me in Mary's aflection was a thief :

doubtless in the higher walks of the profession.

I knew how easily, with his face and manners,
he could counterfeit the gentleman, and he had

won Mary's heart in order to discover from

her what she, in her confidence, would easily

reveal,
—where her father kept his money, and

when he received it. No doubt the villain

knew the house well. No doubt he had paid

stealthy visits there, as, alas I I had done. But
" in an hour," he had said

;
there was no time

for thought, only for action. I might yet save

Mary from the consequences of her own folly.

Recalling my energies, I hurried to the nearest

police-station, and roused the sleepy oflicials.

They were lively enough, however, when I had
told my errand

; nevertheless the hour had

expired before we— I and four stalwart police-

men—reached Mr. Primrose's door.
*' If they are already inside, we must hide

purselves at the foot of the staircase," said one

of these functionaries on the way.
" Why not watch the house outside ?"
" The chances are they would escape the

back way, and there is no time to find that,
even if we could in this fog. But they must
come down the stairs

; you say the strong-room
is on the first floor ?

"

The front door, as we expected, was unfas-

tened, and yielded to a gentle pressure.

Leaving one policeman to guard it outside, and

one to watch the area, I aud the other two

entered noiselessly. The policeman's lantern

showed the hall to be empty, aud we concealed

ourselves under the staircase. Presently a faint,

very faint, noise was heard as of a muffled

footfall. We held our breath, and listened.

It drew nearer, it was coming down the stairs,

and could that be—yes, it was—the rustle of

a petticoat. Just at the right moment, as the

foot of the second robber touched the mat

on the floor of the hall, the policemen

emerged.
" My friend, I've been looking for you a

long time," said the one who secured my old

acquaintance. A woman's shriek replied
—a

woman rushed forward, and threw her arms

round the neck of the captive. He threw her

ofi", with an impatient
" Confound you, Mary,

be quiet."
I knew her in a moment. She was—good

Heavens ! what a fool I had been !
—not Mary

Primrose, but her maid, a girl I had often seen

during my visits of the previous year. Hardly

knowing what I felt, I stood by doing nothing

while the policemen handcuff'ed their prisoners,

the girl sobbing by their side. Neither of the

men had resisted, yet there had been a good
deal of noise of one kind and another in the

hall. A light appeared on the floor above. A
voice I knew said,

"
Oh, what is the matter ?

"

and looking up I saw my Mary—my own little

darling
—

standing in the daintiest pink dress-

ing-gown at the top of the staircase, peering

timidly into the hall. Ladies, do not blush.

She might have gone to a ball in that attire,

for all I could tell, and been the beauty of the

room : only she was without crinoline, and her

pretty brown hair was all hanging about her

shoulders. I could not help it. I sprang up
the stairs, I took her in my arms and kissed

her. I felt her breath warm upon my cheek : I

poured out, I know not what follies and

incoherencies. I believe we both cried like ba-

bies, till, looking up again, we beheld— in a

magnificent dressing-gown, and a cotton night-

! cap—old Mr. Primrose glaring down upon us.

The next day he sent for me. In spite of

I my three-and-twenty years, I felt, when

ushered into his presence, very much as I used

to do when summoned before Mr. Smith at

i

Blackheath to undergo corporal chastisement.

j

But to my great surprise, and infinite relief,

j

the old gentleman looked benignant.

"Sit down, Mr. Barlow," he said; "my
daughter has been making a clean breast to me

of her misdeeds. Pretty goings on there seem

to have been in my house !

"
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"I know I was very wrong to

without your permission, sir, but-

come here

"
Well, well, boys will be boys. I'm not

sure that I have not done the same in my
time," he iutoiTupted me, with a benevolent

twinkle in his merry blue eyes for which I

could have embraced him. "But what I

want to know is this," he continued,
" what

have you been about for this last year !

child tells me she has not seen you
Christmas, and I can tell yoii she has

That

since

been

:

crying lior pretty eyes out all summer."

Mary crying for me ! I blusl^ed like a girl,

of course, and thou I opened my heart, and

told him every particular. He smiled when 1

came to the note and the locket.
"

Well, I declare, Mary has been such a little

fool that slie deserves to suffer for it. 1 have

heard all about it this morning. She would

engage that wretched girl who has been taken

to prison, just because she had a pleasant face

and a clever manner. The girl had no cha-

racter, and had been miserably brought up.
So Miss Mary thought she would take her in

hand, and educate her. The poor creature

couldn't even write, and Mary actually let her-

self be persuaded into writing a note for her,

to appoint her lover to meet her, because she

thinks, I know, that I am a hard-hearted old

brute to allow no followers. More than that,

I know she suspected the girl of wearing some
of her clothes at these meetings, and winked at

it rather than get her into trouble. Anyone
might have foreseen the result. The girl stole

by wholesale. Mary tells me she finds now
that many of her little trinkets are gone—and
then at hist, as might have been expected—a

gang of thieves are let into the house. But
there "—continued the old gentleman, sub-

siding from his excitement,
"
Mary has been

punished enough. Bless her innocent heart,
I suppose she couldn't be expected to see what
would have been as plain as daylight to anyone
else, and she hasn't been well lately, so I

mustn't vex her any more."
'*
Oh, sir ! then you do not forbid "

"
Why," said Mr. Primrose, interrupting me

again, and speaking this time in a kind, fatherly

way,
"

I don't deny that if I had found this

out a year ago, 1 should have been justly

angry, and probably forbidden you my house.

But things are different now. I have made

inquiries about you, and I find you bear the

highest character, which I care for more than

money in a son-in-law, though I am such an

avaricious old tyrant. Besides that, you have
saved me £3000, for if that beggar had suc-

ceeded in forcing my safe, and with so many
hours before him, he would have got clear oti"

with the booty. And so—shake hands, sir
"

—concluded the old gentleman, blowing his

nose, and ri.-ing hastily;
"

I'll .settio bu^^iuess

matters by-and-by with your father. Now
go and talk to Mary."

NVhat a christmas Eve we had ! Mr. Primrose

gave a party, and my father and mother were

there, and Mr. Primrose actually le.l my dear
old mother under the mlstlotOL-, and then and
there saluted her. And we played at forfeits,
and we had snap-dragon, and 1 stood with my
arm round Mary's waist in the dark, and we
were gloriously happy, and Oh ! how lovely

Mary did look with that bunch of scarlet holly

shining in her dark hair.

But how mucli more lovily .she looked the

next morning, with the winter sun.shine falling
on her pure, white bridal dress. It was our

wedding day. M iry had wished it to be so,

for she said all our anniversaries were Christ-

mases.
"
Except that foggy night last month," I

remind her, as we are whirled away in a

coupti on the Great Western line.
" If it had

not been for that robbery we shouM never have
come together. I shall scold you by-and-by,

my pet, for being such a little goose as to write

such a note for that poor girl."

Mary hangs her head, and looks prettier
than ever as she blushes.

" She told me it was only that she might
appoint him to go to church with her next day ;

and Ah, Joe," says the little rogue, creeping
closer still into my arms, and hiding her rosy
cheeks upon my shoulder,

" when we were so

happy ourselves, how could I refuse to do any-

thing that I thought would make other people

happy too on Christmas-day ?
" W. R.

"LONDON IN TKR TWELFTH
CENTUUi."

The most casual observer cannot fail to be

struck at times, as he wanders through our

great MetropolLs, with the thought how, year

by year, the face of Lon Ion is gradually

becoming changed. It is true that we have

not now any Protector Somersets to demolish

churches, or threaten us with the destruction

of the Abbey, nor are we likely to have any

great relic of old Lomlon wilfully swept away.

Still, what are calleil the "
exigencies of civili-

sation," are slowly yet surely overlaying, and

in a measure hiding much of what is left to

remind us of what London his been. Indeed

many changes are going on which might lead

an over-zealous and unpractical antirpiary to

doubt whether "civilisation" is cpiite the

proper term by which to characterise the

process. But whether the Old-World preju-

dices of antiquaries are to be considered or

not, there are not wanting iu Thames Em-
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bankments, and railways overhead and under-

foot, indications of change appreciable by the

most unprejudiced utilitarian.

It is interesting to watch the development
of any great town, but most interesting of all

to Englishmen must it be to look back upon
pictures of what their leviathan capital was in

days gone by. We therefore propose to set

before our readers such a picture of London in

the reign of Henry II., as given us by a learned

writer of the time. Our author is William

Fitzstephen, a monk of Canterbury, and a bio-

grapher of Archbishop Becket, and who, ac-

cording to his own account, was the Arch-

bishop's sub-deacon, and held other offices

about his person. And here we feel sure that

it is not necessary for us to urge upon our

readers the caution which Strype, writing about

A.D. 1720, thought fit to impress upon the

readers of his day, viz. :
—" That no modern

ears may be offended with this language,
remember by whom it was writ, a monk, the

Pope's sworn creature
;
and when, namely,

about 500 years ago, in the very depth of

Popery." It would puzzle the most ingenious
to discover any point in which the author's

allegiance to the Pope could have detracted

from the value of his description. We should

rather be tempted to retort upon Strype his

own words, and to caution against the caution

"remembering when it was writ." Our au-

thor's sketch bears upon its face the stamp of

authenticity, vrhich indeed seems scarcely to

be disputed ;
it is written in Latin of the

quaintest, and is full of the most amusing
touches and details, which would well repay
perusal.

Our monk, who is well versed in his classics,

has in his mind, in his description of the City,
the model of Plato and of Sallust

; and as the

latter gives a sketch of Africa in his account
of the Poman Wars there, so in the life of St.

Thomas there should be a description of

London, where the Saint was born. In proof
of the high antiquity of London, which is

said to boast a greater age than Rome itself,

the Chroniclers are appealed to. By the

"Chroniclers," Geoffry of Monmouth seems

especially to be meant, who derives the foun-

dation of the City from Brute the [son of

^neas, who is said to have called it Trino-

vantum or New Troy. Some remnant of this

tradition is supposed to remain even to this

day in our "
troy-weight," which was a weight

of great antiquity in London. Ca3sar also

always speaks of the City and its district as
" Civitas Trinovantum," and it is not until

the time of Tacitus that we hear of the name
Londinium. From this fanciful derivation

of the Cities of London and Rome from a

common stock, is deduced a most curious and

amusing analogy between their institutions.

The annually- elected Sheriffs of the one,
answer to the Consuls of the other

; both

have a Senatorial order and lesser magistrates ;

both have aqueducts and sewers
;
in both are

separate courts for the different kinds of

causes, and stated days for public assemblies.

It would not, of course, require much penetra-
tion to upset such analogies as these, which

are as mythical as the theory on which they
are built, though they certainly deserve the

praise of great ingenuity. Our credulity,

however, is not taxed to such an extent, what-

ever we may think of the London of to-day,

when we are called upon to acquiesce in the

praise which our author thought London de-

served before all other cities for its good laws,

its religious observances, its jovial hospitality.
" The only pests of London," it is said,

" are

the immoderate drinking of fools, and frequent

fires." It is to be feared that our daily police

reports forbid us to boast in these days of

much improvement in the former of these

points ;
and as to the latter, though if we

consider the enormous growth of London, the

average may be thought to have improved, yet

the experience of late years still leav'es much
to be desired. A suspicion would force itself

upon us, as perhaps it may have occurred to

the Monk of Canterbury, that there is a more

intimate relation between these two "pests"
than that of mere juxtaposition.

Fitzstephen singles out several points in

which he thought the London of his day spe-

cially deserving of commendation. Such were

the salubrity of the air, the diligent cultiva-

tion of the Christian religion, the great strength
of the fortifications, the natural situation of

the town, the Sabine morality of the matrons,
and the jovial character of the sports. We
are favoured with some interesting particulars

which seem to warrant this commendation.

On the point of ecclesiastical dignity, we

are informed that London may vie with Can-

terbury. And this question was, we know,

practically raised by Gilbert Foliot, Bishop of

London, the great antagonist of Archbishop
Becket. Fitzstephen does not attempt to

solve the difficulty, but, allowing that London

was formerly the metropolitan see, and may
perhaps become so again, he is inclined to be-

lieve that the glory shed by St. Thomas's mar-

tyrdom over Ciuiterbury should give the latter,

for the present at least, the pre-eminence.

Yet in compensation, as it were, for this de-

preciation, he allows that something may be

urged on the side of London, as being the birth-

place of the martyr. We learn that in Loudon

and its suburbs there were thirteen greater

IKS
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onveutual churclieB, and 12G parish churches.

)f the conventual churches, the chief would

eem to have been St. Paul's (the origin of

fhich was by the old chroniclers carried back

a very remote period, and which was said

have been built on the site of an old temple
f Diana) ;

St. Mary Ovorye (over the ric or

rater) in Southwark ; St. Martin's-le-Cirand ;

he Priory of Holy Trinity within Aldgate ;

t. Bartholomew'.s Priory ;
and St. Peter's,

V^estminster, Attached to three of tlio prin-

ipal churches there were culcbrated schools.

I; is a matter of doubt which could have been

elected as the throe chief schools at this time,

3 by the piety of their founders most of the

reater churcheo had endowments for schools.

ut the balance of testimony inclines to yield

le palm to the schools of St. Paul, St. Mary
verye, and St. Peter at Westminster. The
;tainments of the pupils of these schools were

no mean order, and we are not sure that

ondon schoolmasters of the present day could

Ford more creditable or entertaining pro-
ammes for "Distribution days" than we
ive here presented to us by our author. On
stival-days the scholars had dialectic contests,

wliich the more straightforward disputants,
lose obj-'ct was the attainment of truth,

aght Avith the legitimate weapons of syllo-

im and eutbymeme. The more subtle

d would-be sophistical geniuses used the

le-blows of paralogism and " verbal inun-

tion," by which last we are reminded of

3 scholastic fallacy of "
plurium interroga-

num." These exhibitions we may believe

re confined to the older scholars, who would
»re resemble the undergraduates of our uni-

rsities at the present day. But the younger

pils were not without their trials of strength ;

we learn that the boys of the different

lools had sets-to " with verses on the rudi-

nts of grammar, or the rules of preterites
I supines." Truly a most improving exer-

i ! But lest the spectators should fancy
se feats, however improving, to be some-
at dull, a more lively entertainment was
vided to fullow. Logical subtleties and
mmatical puzzles were discarded, and a
icennine license prevailed. Under fic-

ous names the foibles of their fellow-pupils
I even of the authorities were lashed with

ratio wit
;
and invective of a fiercer kind,

ing vent " in bold dithyrambics gnawed
h Theonine tooth," The spectators all the

lo

Multum ridere parati,

^ngeminant tremulus naso crispaute caoliinnos.

haps in the annual hits in the prologue

epilogue at Westminster we have a rem-

ii|t
of this old pl.iyful satire. We may feel

I

a

assured that " sound learning
" was not lesa

promoted by these exercises than by the
modern recitation ad nauneaiii of stock- bits of

Byron or Sheridan Knowles.
The fortifications of Loudon were such as

to excite the admiration of all. Chief of
these was the Tower, the foumliition of which
is said to bo of a marvellous depth, and its

walls cemented with mortar tempered with
the blood of animals. On the western side

also wore two towers of exceeding strength,
while at intervals along the walls were turrets.

Our author tells us that originally
—probably

ill the Saxon times—there was also a southern
w;ill running along tlic northern bank of the

Thames, which, with a pang of regret we hear

was then "
piscosus," but that the intlux and

reflux of the tide had gradually washed away
the foundations, so that in his time there were
no traces of the wall remaining. Stow, in

his "Survey of Loudon" made in Henry VIII.'s

time, says that the walls of London, accord-

ing to Fitzstepheu, must have been in the

shape of a strung bow, the wall along the

river-bank representing the string. In these

walls we learn there were seven double gates,
in which number, besides the four original

gates, Aldgate, Aldersgate, Ludgate, and

Bridge-Gate, were probably included a gate

by the Tower, Bishopsgate, and Cripplegate.
The royal palace was also a building of great

strength. It was situated on the river two
miles west of the City, though connected with

it by a populous suburb extending the whole

way. This was, of course, the Palace of

Westminster, where, as we learn from lugul-

phus, Edward the Confessor held his court,
and entertained the high and mighty William,
Duke of Normandy, wlien on a visit to Eng-
land. Here, too, the Norman kings seem to

have occasionally dwelt when they could ba

enticed from Winchester and the pleasures
of the chase. For Roger of Wendover and

]\latthew Paris tell us that William Rufus

built the great hall in 1 097, and tliat on one

occasion, on returning from Normandy, he

kept his feast of Wliitsuntide right royally in

it, and that when he heard his guests admiring
its grandeur, he bo:i.stfully exclaimed,

" this

hall is not big enough by half, and is but a

bed-chambtr in comparison of that which I

mean to make." Notwithstanding William

II. 's boast, the palace seems soon after this to

have been allowed to fall into decay, for early

in the reign of Henry II., Fitzstepheu tells

us that Chancellor Becket found it almost a

ruiu, and repiiired it in au incredibly short

time—between Easter and Whitsuntide. With

au amusing detail which reminds us that car-

penters and bricklayers are the same in aU
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ages, we are also told that the clatter which

the workmen made was so great that people
who came near could not hear each other

speak.
The salubrity of the air, we are told, was

most remarkable, insomuch as to have a per-

ceptible effect in producing kindliness and

liberality in the inhabitants—an effect which

may probably have evaporated after so many
years. Dwellers in our overgrown London of

to-day are mocked with glowing accounts of

citizens' gardens in the suburbs, spatiosi as

weU as speciosi. To the north were green
fields and pastures, and a broad expanse of

meadows, intersected with numerous running
brooks. And what is more, a little beyond
there—about what is now Islington, Penton-

tonville, and
Kentish Town—stretched a

vast forest, the

lurking-place of

deer, boars,
and wild cattle.

One of the chief

natural features

of these plea-

sant places to-

wards the north

were the many
springs or

fountains " of

sweet, whole-

some, and clear ;

water, trickling ?'

over glistening [

pebbles." To ^

these, in sum-

mer-time, re-

sorted merry
pic-nic parties of old and young. The prin-

cipal springs seem to have been the Fons

Sacer, Fons Clericorum, and Fons S. de-

mentis, or Holywell, and St. Clement's

Well. To the first of these a strange

fatality seems to have attached, for even in

Henry VIII. 's time we read, "it was much
decayed and spoiled with filthinesa pur-

posely laid there." St. Clement's well, on the

contrary, says Stow,
"

is yet fair and curbed

square with hard stone, and is always kept
clean for common use. It is always full and
never wanteth water." It is the water of this

well, iu all probability, that still feeds the

Roman bath in the Strand. Clerkenwell was
near the west end of Clerkenwell Church,
to which it gave its name. It derived its

own appellation from the custom of the clerks

or clergy of London assembling there annually
and acting plays, the subjects of which were

Old St. Paul's.

scenes from Holy Scripture, or the miracles

and martyrdom of saints. This custom con-

tinued down to later times, for we find that,

in 1390, the clerks acted plays, which lasted

three days, in the presence of Richard II. and
his queen and nobles

;
and in 1409 they re-

presented a play on the Creation of the World,
which lasted eight days, and at which most

of the nobles and gentry of the kingdom were

present.

The population of the city in the reign of

Henry II. may be reckoned, according to our

author, at about 350,000. For, in the wars

of Stephen, we are told that, at the king's

command, the citizens mustered 20,000 horse

and 60,000 foot. All these are said to have

been soldiers of the highest efficiency, and con-

sequently made
London a great

power in the

state, as indeed

it was shown

to be when it

almost held in

its own hands

the balance be-

tween Stephen
and Matilda.

The conscious-

ness of their

corporate im-

portance seems

to have been

reflected in the

persons of indi-

vidual citizens;

for we are told

that the citi-

zens of London
were remark-

able above all others for the polish of their

manners and the richness of their dress. It

would seem too that civic magnificence, even in

those days, vented itself in sumptuous dishes,

which might fairly vie with the turtle of to-day.

For not only did rich profusion reign in pri-

vate houses, but epicurean appetites were

catered for on a grander scale at a magnificent

restaurant on the river-bank. Here were to

be had every variety of fish, flesh, and fowl ;

roast, fried, and boiled ; here, for more re-

fined appetites, were all the Horatian delicacies

of sturgeon,
" Afra avis," and "

attagen

loiiicus," and many besides. Most conve-

nient must such an establishment have been,

and a boon to be highly prized by housewives ;

for here were the citizens accustomed to send

to supply any want in the housekeeping on

the sudden arrival of guests. Perhaps, too,

we shall have no difliculty in subscribing to
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our author's quaint remark that this establish-

ment tended to the progress of civilisation,

3uch civilisation as—according to Plato—
briugs the doctor close upon the heels of

!,he cook.

The national love for out-door sports was in

full vigour under the finst Plaiitagenet, and

is thought by our author worthy of special

aotice ; for, as he says, "it is not right that

I city should be addicted only to useful and

jrave pursuits, and not be also pleasant and
ovial ;

" and he supports this opinion by
;he customs of old Rome, where the pub-
ic games were a stale duty as important
is any other. Let us follow in his steps,

,nd glance at the sports of the boys first,

"for we were all boys once." And here,
we are sorry to say, that one of the chief

sports of the schoolboy of Henry II. 's reign
can in no wise be approved of, for we leain
that cock-fighting wiis a common practice ;

each boy brought his own bird for the fray
and what was worst of all, this was done with
the sanction of the masters. But we are ghid
to find that they had more rational sports than
these. At certiun times the whole youth of
the city betook themselves to the suburban

fields, where they ha<l auimated contests at

ball, school being pitted against school, and
craft against craft. These contests were so

attractive as to bring the elder citizens on
horseback to witness them. On the Sundays

Map of London about the year One Thousand.

Lent there were sham fights on horseback,
which the sons of the greatest nobles in the

ad took part ;
and during the Easter holi-

kjs there were representations of naval eu-

gements on the river. Throughout the

mmer there were various games of running,

iping, wrestling, shooting with the bow, or

nging stones. The girls too, with Arcadian

nplicity, enjoyed themselves in the moon-

evenings with dancing in the open air to

e music of the harp. In winter, skating
IS the favourite sport of young and old. It

curious to observe that this skating took

ice "on that great lake which washes the

rthem walls of the city." This was what
now Moorfiehls, concerning which Strype
Is us that " this Morofield was, in ancient

itiugs, called Magua Mora, because of the

great extent of the more or mere. To which

also belonged a fishery for the use of the city ;

both from ancieut times in the possession of

the city." And another continuator of Stow

says that, "formerly tho.se fields were im-

passable, but for causeways purposely made
for that intent. Now, the walks are no mean
cause of preserving health and wholesome air

to the city ;
and such an eternal honour

thereto, as no iniquity of time shall be able

to deface." Alas for his prediction ! What
shall we say of it now J

" Moorfields are

fields no more." Tde marshes were first

built upon towards the end of Charles II.'s

rergu. The swampy character of the ground
is still indicated in the names of Finsbury

{Fciisbury) and Moorfiohis.

But we are forgetting our sjKirt^, Having
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gone through the catalogue of boyish amuse-

ments, we come now to those of the elders.

And here, as in the case of the boys, our

modern notions are shocked by exhibitions of

barbarity which seems to liave grown with the

ages of those who indulged in them. Instead

of cock-fighting, we are now introduced to

baiting of bulls and bears, and the bloody con-

flicts of boars, with which the citizens used to

enliven their winter holidays. We hear of other

sports, which by common consent are considered

less revolting. Such were hunting, hawking,

and falconry, in which Becket, in his more

worldly days, was a great adept. The hunts-

men must have had a splendid time, for the

citizens had the right of hunting over Middle-

sex, Hertfordshire, and part of the adjacent

counties, the woods of which were peopled

with stags and wild boars, to say nothing of

an abundance of smaller game. Of these

privileges we may well believe our bold citi-

zens, not yet entirely engrossed with the pur-

suit of wealth, amply availed themselves.

There was yet another source of amusement

which seems to have been eagerly looked for-

ward to both by old and young. This was

the great fair, principally for horses, held at

stated intervals outside the city walls, on a

plain which, as we are told, was smooth "re

et nomine." In this we recognise the fair of

Smithfield (Smoothfield), known in later times

as St. Bartholomew's Fair. Here were to be

purchased horses of all desciiptions, from the

knightly charger to the humble sumpter-horse.

We have a very animated desciiption of the

process of trying the paces of these animals, in

which the "
vulgar horses" had to stand aside

and give place to the nobler steeds, when the

latter were required to exhibit their powers.
Here might be seen the vffPfous devices of that

crafty animal, the horse-dealer, t.o ensnare his

deluded customers. Here every ^Hng is life

and bustle. The horses themselves are in-

fected by the excitement of their masters, and

cannot rest, but prick up their ears, eager for

the excitement of the race. So full of motion

is all around, that a philosojiher might dream
that here at length Heratlitus' "

perpetual
flux" was destined to be realised.

Such were the jocvind sports in which, while

London was still young, her citizens engaged.
In these more practical days, the grave amuse-

ment of volunteering bids fair to supplant
almost all of them

;
and cr'cket, itself a serious

business, to be left the sole representative of

our old out-door games.
Here we must take leave of our author.

On a calm review of this and other like pic-
tures of medieeval life, the reflection forces

itself upon us, how great a change has come

over not only the fiice of our great towns, but
over the very habits of the people, since the

days when our land was "merrie England."
The grave responsibilities of our increased

wealth and influence have had a corresponding
efi'ect upon our spirits. Moreover, the earnest,

eager faces which throng our streets would
seem to indicate that our very countenances

have undergone a change. For we cannot

imagine such faces to have belonged to the

reckless pleasure-seekers of old, a good share of

whose time was spent in jollity and amuse-

ment. Of course there is no ground for

surprise, and perhaps very little for regret, iu

this. The spread of education has in great

measure substituted intellectual for physical

amusements ; and in striking the balance

between a dyspeptic body and an unfurnished

mind, every man will follow his own personal

predilections. There can be no question as to

their respective influences on the welfare of

mankind, so long as, thohgh rude health may be

the attendant of the one, sovereign knowledge
is the reward of the other.

EVER ALONE.
I.

Ever alone is a joy to me,
Bv the plaiutive pine or singing sea,

For it tills my soul with melody :
—

Melof'y wrung from a grief of ours,

Like a perfume crush'd from moorland flowers,

Telling a tale of sunshine and showers.

Ever alone.

II.

Ever alone with an aching sigh,

That leaves the heart with a plaintive cry,

Mocking the thousand pleasures that die.

We feel in meliow'd grief a gladness
That sheds a joy on hoptless sadness

Like streaks of light o'er gloomy madness.

Ever alone.

III.

Ever alonp when the moonbeams rest

With a trembling light on the wavelet's crest,

EufHed by wandering winds from the west,

That stir the depths of a hidden stream,

Toiling thriiugh life with a moonlit gleam
And pasting away liae a joy in a dream.

Ever alone.

IV.

Alone ! alone, where the cataract leaps ;

Where ever, ever, the shadow sleeps,

And nearer, nearer, the sunshine creeps.

For the chasm is cleft like yawning night

Deep and drear in the noonday light,

And the waters wail like a wounded sprite.

Ever alone.

V.

Springs are welling in the distant land,

Neath the silent, barren, shelterless sand,

Bringing new life to tlie ; i'grim band ;

And mid weary watfis of human woes

A fountain gushes and ever flows,

Where llosfcoms the wilderness as the rose,

Ever alone.
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''SANS MEECI;"
OR,

KESTRELS AND FALCONS.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " GUY LIVINGSTONE," &c., Ac.

CHAPTER XXV, UNDER A CLOUD.

The smoking-room at Charteris Royal was

fair specimen of its class—large, airy, and

)fty ; sufficiently, not desolately, distaut from

xe centre of the liouse. It had been the

istice-chamber in former times
; aud had only

f late years been converted to its present uses;

)r the last Squire had lived aud died a rabid

nti- Nicotiau. His son, inheriting many of

18 prejudices, was yet wiser in his generation.
1 fares it, surely, with the host wlio shidl re-

ise to make concession to the spirit of his age.

would be easier, aud almost less cruel, to

;bar a thirsting hart from the water-brooks,
.an to stint certain men in their tobacco, after

certain hour of the night. 1 only know one

eat house, the despot of which is, in this re-

ect, unrelenting. There—after first casting
ts to settle who shall be the self-devoted

; for

e penalty in case of discovery is perpetual
;,nishment—the smokers muster regidarly m
me bachelor's sleeping-chamber, and hide

eir oppressed heads in clouds of their own

mpelliug.

But, with all his stiff old-fashioned way.s,

hu Charteris was not lU-natureJ, or incou-

lerate towards his guests. He had taken

me trout)le about the funu-shing aud adorn-

;ut of the tabayie : there were comfortable

n-chairs enough to make an imposing circle

and the wide hearth
; and the walla were

arly hidden with such pictures (chiefly of a

.)rtiug character) as were deemed unworthy
a place in the saloons or galleries. Though
never touched tobacco uu his own account,

rarely failed to appear in the smoking-room
a quarter of an hour or so

; during which

le he would putf slowly aud solemnly at au

sniordinarily sm;dl and pale cigar ; evidently

iking on himself in the Ught of a W. M.

miug a Lodge with all due foimaUties. But
ertain reticence and reserve hung about the

iserve whilst he abode there
;
the liveliest

igination could scarcely manage a fetter-

ice in his presence, and and a sense of relief

1 freedom visibly pervaded the party, when
with a few muttered words of excuse, which

nobody was expected to answer—he departed
to his blameless couch and heavy slumbers.

There was not a large meet on that especial

night ; only some half-dozen drew their chairs

in closer to the fire, as the baized inner door

swung to behind John Charteris. Amongst
these were Bertie Grenvil, Cecil Castlemaine,
and Denzil Ranksborough.

The three—sitting, as it chanced, side by
side—make rather a picturesque group, from
the very contrast of colouring.

The Cherub is a 'thing of beauty' indeed,
in rich maroon velvet, broidered down every
seam with glittering arabesques ;

his smaU,
shapely feet cased iu slippers to mat ;h, bear-

ing his monogram iu heavy rai.sed gold.

Rauksborough is in velvet too, blue-black as

his own hair and eyes, unrelieved by a single
thread or stitch of lighter colour : the effect

is good, albeit intensely sombre
;

he might
have stepped out of the frame of a pict\ure

painted in Venice ten score years ago. Be-

yond him is Castlemaine
; scarcely less magni-

ficent than the Cherub, but in a very difi'erent

style. With the present curt fashiou of

lounging attire, Cecil will have nought to do :

his portly figure, on these occasions, is ever

draped iu an ample dressing-robe, such as oldy
Eastern iliPtus cau weave, wherein hues, gor-

geous in themselves, are so deeply blended

that they produce but a softened harmony.
On the opposite side of the hearth De Visme,
in sad-coloured nument, perhaps more costly

than that of the other three
;
for that russet

fabric is worth more than its weight iu gold,

even iu the shadow of Kashmerian hills. The

remaining personages are merely 'sitting geu-

tlemen,' with whom the chrouicler hjis no

concern.

The talk so far, ia neither animated nor

well sustained ; a sort of patch-work of dis-

jointed sentences, drojjped in the careless list-

less fashiou of men who, having .'>t;irted uo

subject of general or special interest, are

rather wrapped up iu the nice conduct of their

first cigar. At last said Castlemaine—
"Does anybody know anything of the man

J. XIII. F F ^'0. 3i0.
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who came just before dinner ? Flemyng's his

name, I fancy. There's no harm in talking

of the devil
;
for it's clear we are not to be

honoured Avith his company to-night."

Now the wary old stager happened to have

heard more about the sayings and doings in

Rome, than anyone else then present : but he

kept his stores of knowledge exceedingly dark
;

no buzz or hum betrayed the purpose of the

busy social bee, as he went about his noiseless

labours.

Gathering honey all the day
From every opening flower—

he had acquired the knack of making the said

flowers expand and render up their riches,

whether they would or no. Moreover his

habitual prudence was more than ever on its

guard, under the roof-tree of Charteris Royal,
and in the presence of Rauksborough ; about

whose feelings towards his fair hostess, Cecil

had already formed his own opinion : so that

his cue evidently, was to know nothing ; and

even to be shadowy as to the new comer's

name.

It chanced that, either none present .were

well '

posted
'
in the state of affairs, or instinc-

tive delicacy kept them silent : for some

seconds it looked as if the query would re-

main unanswered. At last, Bertie Grenvil

said carelessly, never stirring the cigarette be-

twixt his lips
—

*' Didn't I hear something about him, the

spring before last ? I'm sure I did. And it

had something to do with "

He threw his head backwards and upwards,

significantly : every man in the room guessed
at once to whom he alluded. Ranksborough's
marble face changed not a whit

;
but his

black brows were drawn together ever so

slightly. The subject was not new to him—
be sure, Marion had made her case good, in

that quarter, long ago—but he did not relish

hearing it discussed just then. That faint

f-igu of annoyance did not escape De Visme's

prudent eyes, and he came readily to the

rescue : when it was worth his while, he could

turn the course of a disagreeable or awkward

remark, and as boldly and adroitly as a band-

erillo drawiug off the charge of a Murcian

bull.
" ' No scandal about Queen Elizabeth, I

hope
'—least of all foreign-made scandal. And

your version of it is wrong, Grenvil
;
or much

exaggerated. I heard something about it too

from Archdale, who was in Rome at the time.

A handsome woman out there, all alone, is

bound to have some special lord or gentleman-
iu- waiting. I thiuk Mrs. Charteris showed

very good taste in choosing a raw ' clerk of

Oxeuford ' and an old family-friend.
"

Castlemaine gave a little nod of approbation
and encouragement.

" That's the way to take it," he said.
" No

woman, who knows how to live, ought to be

compromised by such a 'follower.' I never

saw conceit and fretfiUness more plainly
written on any face : he must be in a chronic

state of bristling ;
and conceive, what a nui-

sance that must be ! I daresay, he was a

very useful cicerone. I do remember some-

thing about him now. Usedn't he to play at

painting 1
"

"
Perhaps you're both right ; and I'm

wrong, as I generally am," Bertie answered,
with utter indifference. "

Anyhow, it don't

matter : whatever was, is over
;
that's clear.

He had no eyes or ears to-night for any one

but the Dorrillon. What form that is I He
was only introduced to her about two hours

ago
—I took the trouble to ascertain that—

and he's knocked hopelessly out of time, al-

ready." . ^
Lionel Hardress broke in here : his voice

was so unnaturally harsh and deep, for WS '

age and physique, that it almost startled you ;

and his hard laugh was not pleasant to hear.
" How do you know, they're not both in

the same stable 1
" he said.

"
I'll lay odds

on it, myself. I watched Mrs. Charteris's

face—for want of something better to do—
all the while the other was making play.

She was looking as pleasant as you please ;

just as a man would look, who has squared

everything in the race, so that they're all

running for his money. There's some plant

up : you see, if there isn't.
"

Denzil Ranksborough's eyes rested on the

speaker with little favour, yet with a languid

curiosity : they rested so long, that Hardress,

who was not easily disconcerted, waxed un-

easy under their gaze.
" What the d—1 are you thinking of ?

"

he asked, in some heat.

The other took his cigar from between his

lips, and watched the thin blue smoke-coils

expanding, for some seconds before he made

answer—very slowly.
" I was thinking

—what a wonderful ' tout'

was spoiled, when you were born to twelve

thousand a year."
No one stood on delicacy with Hardress ;

whose hide was known to be proof against any

ordinary home-thrust
;
so that the laugh was

general. And the boy laughed himself, after

a moment's hesitation, and one spiteful glance

at Ranksborough. Indeed, it is possible that

he more than half relished the equivocal com-

pliment. His chief ambition was to be con-

sidered a * real sharp hand
;

' and occasionally

to be mistaken for his own trainer—not
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Castlcmaine, hien oitcndu, but au astute pro-

fessioiutl, uoted fur unscrupulou.siies.s beyond
his fellows. lu both of these objects

—the last

eapiiciiiUy
—he had succeedeii tolerably well :

iu dress, luauuer, tone, and talk, master aud
man were a pair of Syracusan Brothers ; aud,

though there was a score of years between

them, comparative strangers were sometimes

puzzled, even afcer having a fair look at the

old, old face on the young shoulders. So

Lionel was in nowise disconcerted : he was

used to being mocked at for his peculiarities,

and not unfrequeutly had the laugh on his

si'lo, before all was done : perhaps though,
his tone was a trifle more sulky than usual, as

he answered.
" I'm very well off as I am ; and I don't

want to change. But you're pretty right, my
lord. There's not many games I'm not 'tly'

to, if I once begin to Wiitch 'em."

With such a party a» were there assembled,

very scant encoi^ragement is needed to turn

the talk into a dilution of Rufl's Guide. So

t happened now ; and in this groove the con-

versation flowed on or stagnated, tUl the

3thers had all dropped off, one by one
;

.eaviug Castlemaine and Grenvil alone.

One of the peculiarities in Cecil's organisa-
;ion was his faculty of dispensing with any

tpproach to beauty-sleep. If

The best of all ways to leDgthen our days
Is to borrow a few hours from the night

—
lis debt must have rolled up by this time, into

omething fabulous. Indeed the habit had
tecome so engrained into his nature, that, had
lis htad been laid on pillow much before

5 A.M., it would probably have tossed about

estlessly till day-break ;
as it was, he slept

isually the sleep of the just, and rose late
;

eldom indulging the world with his couute-

ance much before noon. He was a steady
rithout being an inveterate smoker

; though
is cigar was seldom extinct, his solemn de-

.berate puffs made tobacco go a very long

'^ay. At many thousand late vigils
—not to

ly orgies
—had that fine benignant face of

is assisted ;
and yet there was hardly a

rinkle on his smooth forehead, nor on
is cheeks, whereon lingered still a faint

nge of peach-bloom ; and he still carried his

oary head as gallmtly erect, as if it had been
' crown of glory.

'

The Cherub, too, would keep toriibly late

ours, by fits and starts—it was part of his

T^stem of burning life's candle at both ends,
id melting it in the middle to boot— on this

irticular evening he seemed in no sort of

imour for bed, and would probably have

;hted a fresh cigar, even if he had not liked

s company.

But Ciustlemaitio an<l he were great allies.

The former, as you ai'o aware, stood a good
deal on his dignity and would abide no undue

familiarity, especially from his juniors ; but
he wius always

' Cis
'

to Bertie Urenvil. Ho
liked the reckless handsome boy—with hia

gentle winning ways, and wild dare-devilry iu

play aud love—either from sympathy or from

memory of what he himself lia<l been, well

enough, to have helped him out of one or two
serious scrapes, with sound advice and yet
more substantial aid. And the attraction was

decidedly mutual,—they generally had a little

confidential chat, when they found themselves

alone together.

So after a brief silence Castlemaine began
to speak, iu his wonted deliberate fashion

; yet
there was a slight tinge of impatience in the

gesture, as he .shook off the long white ash

from his cigar, fully a minute too soon.
" You heard what Hardress said. What

do you think of it ?
"

*'
Yes, I heard," Bertie answered. "

It's

difficult not to hear that voice of his : I'm

sure it was pitched by nature for the Kiu^'.

I haven't thought much about it ; but I've no

doubt the ' tout '
is right. He always reminds

me of a child I saw in Ireland ages ago : a

small bullet-headed boy with hardly any hair

on his head to speak of
;

so little indeed, that

I couldn't help remarking it to his mother.
' InJade then yer honuer,' she said,

' he's as

cunning as he is bald.' And that's about the

mark with Hardress : he'll spoil his eyes, if he

don't mind, with always looking so sharp into

mill-stones. I .shouldn't wonder if he's on

the right scent this time : perhaps, as he

elegantly phrases it,
'

they are both in the

same stable.' But why on earth they should

give themselves any trouble about Mr. Flem-

yng ;
or why the DorriUon should waste her

best tackle on such a samlet, when a thread

and bare hook would have done as well—u far

beyond me. I'm deuced bad at working out

problems ;
and never guessed a riddle since I

was a baby."
The elder man leant a little forward in his

chair; lowering his voice di-creetly from mere

force of habit
;

for ho knew himself safe from

listeners.
"

It's simple enough, I fancy. I chanced

to hear a good deal more about the goings on

iu Rome, than you did perhap-, or than I

chose to allow before the rest of them. I'm

half sorry I mentioned the man's name ; but 1

wanted to find out what they knew. De

Visuie has heard a good deal too, I'd swear ;

thoutrh he turned it off devili-h well. There's

no doubt about it
;

Mrs. Charteris ma<.le a

fool of herself out there—if nothing worse.
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It's no use shrugging your shoulders, and lift-

ing your eyebrows : it was bad taste, of course,

for he carries 'cock-tail' in his face; but not

a bit worse than I've been in my time
;
and so

have you, in yours. But she saw her mistake

long ago ;
and she donH see the pull of having

him dangling about her here iu Euglaud, and

hampering her in her innocent amusements.

I believe they are tolerably innocent ; but she

could no more exist without flirting, than she

could live on barley-bread and water. So she

has got the Dorrillon to take him off her

hands for ever and a day. Mr. Flemyug had

better make the most of John Charteris' '47

wine : he won't drink much more of it after

this visit ends, you may take my word."

The Cherub whistled long and low.
' ' If that's the case, I wouldn't give much

for his chances. It's about the neatest way of

dropping a troublesome admirer down tha

oublitttes that I've heard of, of late years : quite

worthy of a high and well born Herzoginn.
There's no fear of Flemyng coming to life

again, when he once disappears down the trap.

You didn't know Percy Aiundel, perhaps?
He was in my battalion. The evening he

was introduced to Lady Dorrillon, she carried

on just in the same way as she did to-night.

Poor Percy ! He was as good a fellow as you
ever met, in those days ; and was engaged to

as nice a girl as you ever saw. I don't know
what's become of her

;
but I met him last

summer in Brussels
; looking so utterly dis-

reputable that I almost shirked him. He
went straight down-hill from that very night,

without a check, at a killing pace, too
;
and

he had twice the bone and breeding of this

amateur artist."

After a pause Castlemaine spoke again.
*' It's a curious age we live in, certainly.

Here have we—not only you and I, but all

the rest of them—been discussing the love-

passages of two women, just as if it were a case

of matrimony and honourable intentions, with

both their husbands sleeping within three-hun-

dred feet of us. A queer state of things, I

think, to prevail in the most moral coiintry iu

Europe."
" If they're sleeping, it don't so much

matter"— Bertie said, philosophically.
" But

I'm afraid poor old Sir Marmaduke has restless

nights, as a rule. He's looking terribly worn
and broken of late. I'm rather glad that I've

had no share in thinning his grey hairs."
"
They do you great credit—both your

compassion and your continence "— the other

retorted, with some irritation. "
It's a pity

you don't bestow the one, and practise the

other a little oftener. You're right, thouyh.
I've known Marmaduke Dorrillon these thirty

years : there never was a finer specimen
the Ancient Re'gime till he married that

of

girls'

All Cecil's courtesy towards the sex scarcely

kept back the bitter word that was on his lips :

he just swallowed it however, and went on.
" There's one pleasant house spoilt for all con-

vivial purposes ;
and there would be another,

here, if Ranksborough could have his way.
Not that he will, I think : but the intention's

the same. Because an explosion only happens
once in twenty times, that don't make it safer,
to play with gunpowder. You're just as bad,
one as the other : I never pity you when you
come to grief. Why on earth can't you let

the wives do their duty ; without trying to

spoil them for general society ? The chasse

aux mariees was never meant to be naturalized

on this side of the Channel. "

' '
It's

' diamond cut diamond '

at the worst "

—the Cherub said.
" The friskiest matron of

them all can take pretty good care of herself,
if she really wants to go straight, 'A^d, their

hearts are tough enough—tougher than

hearts at all events."

He spoke coolly and indifferently ; but with

the last words his face darkened. He had

begun thinking of the beatitiful brown eyes
that had looked up into his own, so trust-

fully that night ;
and of the low sweet voice

that had faltered so often iu its timid replies ;

and of the tiny hand that trembled so in his

clasp, whilst he bade Minnie Carringtou 'good-

night.' What a dear honest little thing she

was ! And what business had he to fool her

for his amusement, when he had no <fafcre

chance of marrying her, than if she had been

of the blood-royal ? The Cherub, in his irre-

verence, utterly ignored the damsel's betrothed,

though he was perfectly aware of the engage-
ment ; but he could not ignore his own sub-

stantial fetters ; and they were not only finan-

cial embarrassments that hampered him. In

the anathema muttered under his breath Phil-

istines were included no less than Hebrews,
and it lighted not alone on bearded usurers.

More unrelenting than the worst of these,

sometimes is Delilah—exacting her unwritten

bond to the uttermost farthing.

For some minutes the two smoked on in

silence : Bertie roused himself, first, from his

reverie.

"By the way, Cis: I don't remember ever

having come across your name in any of these

affairs. It might have been before my time,

to be sure : yet, I fancy, I should have heard

of it. If you kept clear, it wasn't from lack

of opportunity, I dare swear."

1 he elder man looked ktenly, and somewhat

grimly, at the speaker, as if suspecting covert

taunt or banter : but Grenvil had evidently
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made the remark iu perfect good faith and

Biiiiplicity.
" No : you never heard of it," Cecil said, at

last :

" anil never were likely to. I yot my
lesson bffore you wi-ro born, and it has lastiMl

me my life. 1 haven't forgotten it yet, thougli

temptation has been over for mo this miuy a

year. I've half a mind to tell you how it

happened ;
not that it will do you a particle

of good—listen, any way.
"When I was a little older than you 1 had

a friend
;
such as you often find iu books

;

but right seldom iu life. I don't mean, a man
in the same set with yourself; with the same

haunts and tastes ; with whom you lounge
or drink, or smoke, six nights out of every
seven

;
a man who, perhaps, would li-U'l you

his name, or even money, if he could spare it

and thought you would pay him back some

day. I mean a real stauncli friend
;
who

Mvould bMik you through thick and thin,

"ihrough^istorm and sunshine, better than most

arothers—better, for instance, than mine. I

lad such an one then—inleed I had—though
t seems hard to believe it now ; such luck only

lappens to any man once. We never dreamt

'f such trash as exchanging promises, or

Iaakiug

amicable demonstrations ;
but we

neio one another—or thouglit we did—that

'as enough. AVell—after a while Fred mar-

led. I only saw his wife twice before the

edliiig, where I was best-man. I didn't

link much of her at first : she had a

cettty:., face, but a weak one, in spite of a

lir of great dark eyes; and a childish ca-

issing manner. I was travelling for the

3xt twelve months; and harlly saw ^em ;

It I went to stay at Fred's place (refctly

came back to England ;
and found my-

If just as much at home there as ever,

lere—I'm not going through the whole story ;

would only bore you, and it sickens me to

ink of it. I soon got so famdiar, as to call

r by her pet name, quite naturally even

fore strangers. Before long she began to

ly off her coquetries on me;—for practice, I

lieve, at first, or for fun
;
so it went on, till

nehow, I found myself netted. Of course,

lught to have gone far away, and tol I Fred
> reason, taking all blame on my.self ; or

ae—anything but what I did. I know that

II enough now ;
and have known it, the.se

rty years. Bat, I stayed on and got deeper
I) the mire daily. On my honour, tht' i<lea of

( iberate treachery or of real harju—what you
aid call harm—never entered my mind ;

,
I do think, into hers. But she liked phi-

I deriiig dearly; besides her hniu was turned

h French novels, till notiaing woul i s itisfy

II but playing the Marquise ; and 1 —I w;i3

a hot-braiuo 1, hot-bloodeil idiot. When I did

go away, she made me promise, dead against

my will, to write to her once : swearing by
everything that was sacr.d that she would
burn tlio letter as .soon as she had read it.

She hadn't the chance of breaking ht-r word ;

for that letter came, by an accident, by the

wrong post and when she was out. Fred

opened it—knowing my hand-writing—to see

if there was anything to answer by return : it

was the first of his wife's seals he had ever

broken. There was nothing actu dly criminal

in those cursed four pages—there coulin't be;

but there was enough of wicked fooling, to

make Fred and me strangers till death. Till

death. That wasn't so very long either. In

the secobd .spring after these things happened,
he injured his spine iu a terrible fall Poor

Fred ! he was the best heavy-weight I ever

knew : you should have seen him steer a young
one over his own stiff country. He lingered
for a fortnight or more. I wrote and begged
to see him once—if only for five minutes—
just to .shake hands, and say fare sell. Would

you believe it ? She stopped my letter. She

owned, afterwards, to the woman who told it

me,
' that she was afraid I might make more

mischief between her husband and herself : in

plain words—she was afraid I should tell tales
;

and try to clear myself at her e.Kpeuse. Till

then, I had taken my full share of the blame.

I didn't stop to enquire, wheth'.-r I had been

tempter or tempted : I only thought it hard

that, for such a gew-gaw, I srioidl have cast

away a true diamond. But that last act of

hers made us more than even : I never have

forgiven it
;
and never will. Almost the last

words Fred spoke were—
" 'Poor old Cis ! I'm sorry he didn't come

to say goodbye : I didn't like to ask him
;

but he must have known, he wouldn't have

been turned away.'
"And the day before he died, he sent me a

few lines, that reached me just too Lite : even

I could hardly read them—ho usel to write

such a bold firm hand, too!—but I've ha 1

them by heart, these many years. If I have

ever since been tempted to s<iy words to a

wife, that I should not like her husband to

overhear, I had only to remember the first

line of Fred's hist note
;
and the temptation

was over. Such words, at least, I never have

spoken,
—

no, that I have not,—as I hope for

God's mercy."
His voice had grown hoarse and hu.sky, long

before he ended, and a yreat chang-^ had

come over figure not less than face ; making
both seem strangely shruu.xuu and aged, iw

was hard to recognise the portly debonair

elder, and' cheery boon-companion of a few
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minutes before, in the haggard and bowed old

man, sitting there, gazing blankly into the

fire.

Grenvil had no answer ready on the instant ;

before he could frame one Castlemaine had

lighted his candle and departed abruptly ;

muttering something about its
"
being long

past canonical hours :

" so Bertie was left to

his meditations.

Now if the concentrated eloquence of all

the preachers in England—from the Right
Reverend Bishop of Petroleum, down to the

Ir-reverend Spurgeon—could have been poured
out on the Cherub's head, in all probability
that graceless reprobate would have dozed

peacefully under the thunder
;
and afterwards

gone on his way, utterly unheeding and un-

edified. But the story he had just heard—
an ordinary one enough, by no means graphi-

cally told—impressed him more than he chose

to own. The battered old worldling, who had
never in his life dreamt of pointing a moral,
had preached a sermon unawares. It is not the

first time that a lay archer has sentj a chance

arrow home, when all clerical quivers might
have been emptied in vain.

During the few minutes that he sate musing
alone, Bertie, it is to be feared, did not indulge
in any definite visions as to a changed Future :

but he felt equal to abstaining from harm for the

present, even if ho could work out no positive

good, and if the amendment should prove only

temporary. He swore to himself, that—come
what would—he would trifle no more with
sweet Minnie Carringtou's heart. So—carry-

ing with him the rare burden of a good resolve

which he was destined to keep—the Cherub
betook himself gravely and soundly to his

slumbers.

(To be continwd in the New Series.)

THE MAN IN THE CONSERVATORY.
" Akd you leave us to-morrow, Mr. Mer-

ton ?
"

It was Mrs. Fryer who spoke — Grace
Abbott's aunt—a woman perfectly well-bred,

fairly educated, good-natured, and almost in-

tolerable.
" You leave ua to-morrow ?

"

" Yes."
" For the Eugadine ?

"

"Yes."
" And by what route ? By Bale ?

"

" No."
"
Oh, yes ; yes, quite so. And through

the Tyrol?"
" Yes."

"Charming."
Mr. Mertou looked across the room to where

! Grace sat at the piano, and his eyes seemed
to say, half interrogatively and half decisively,
" Scheiden ! Ja Scheiden !

" And though they
had looked out at the world for more than

forty years, those eyes still showed fire.

Of course James Merton, a bit of a recluse,
a bookworm and a bookmaker, was over head
and ears in love with Miss Grace. But, de-

spite his eremitic habits, he was gifted with a

fair portion of common sense. He was nearer

fifty than forty. Grace was just nineteen.

He had enough to live on as a bachelor, but

was not rich. Grace owned a place somewhere
near Ipswich, and was an heiress. He had
been at Trinity with Grace's father. So, after

spending some three weeks at Spielbad in the

enjoyment of the society of his friends, the

Fryers, and meeting Grace every day ; after

eating and drinking, and riding and walking,
with Grace skimming close beside him, and

discussing Tennyson, and Millais, and Gou-
nod and Bishop Colenso, and metaphysics,
and politics, and roulette, and Vehmgerichte ;

he had at last come to the irrevocable deter-

mination to start for the Engadine at once.

Of course mere civility required that he should

call to bid the Fryers farewell. But did mere

civility require that he should have watched
the Villa Fryerioni until Mrs. Fryer's niece

was returned from her morning's walk ? And
why did Grace begin to sing that particular

song 1

" Well
;
we are most sorry to lose you. I

don't know what we shall do without you. A
most charming time. Yes. Will you let

me find Mr. Fryer, to bid you good-bye ? He
is writing letters, and I must not send a ser-

vant to him."

And as the lock of the door snapped, the

refrain of the song rang in his ears. " Schei-

den ! Ja Scheiden !

" Not that Grace was

singing now. She was turning over the leaves

of her music-book, and staring at the oleanders

through the parted curtains.

He had been in love before
;
but his en-

gagement had not ended in marriage. That

was fifteen years ago. And now, at forty-

seven, he felt more earnest than he had ever

felt before. And he felt sure that he did not

love the acres of Stoke Abbott. It was Grace

that he loved,
" I wonder if we shall ever meet again,

Miss Abbott, and if the * au revoir
'

at the

end of your song will mean anything in our

case."

"One often does meet people one has

travelled M'ith abroad."
** I regret very much that I am compelled

to leave Spielbad,"
Dead silence on the other side.
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" It has been very pleasant."
"
Oh, yes. I am sure

"

Now, here is a aituation. Here is that ma-

gazine which is said to Ijo stored with inllam-

mable compound, ready for the spark of cir-

cumstance, whenever tliat spark makes an

explosion. If Mrs. Fryer return with her

husband, romance is lost in the comuion-places
of civility. If Mailer, the courier, knocks at
the door to announce lunclieon, the Engadine
will be blessed by another touri.st.

Still there is a dead silence. Only the gentle
echo of the band and the murmur of feet and
voices in the walks beyond the g.-irdeu.

See page "liO.

*' Have you seen Galignani ?"

She was so long asking the question, and
ced it at last with such an evident con-

aint, that the words, prosaic in themselves,
:ame as the spark to the laid-train, and
;rton—old Mr. Merton—was emboldened
answer it, Iliberuice', by another.
" Miss Abbott—I liave thought—1 have
n thinking— I have hoped that I have seen

you, that you did not, you cannot have
ed to observe. Miss Abbott, T had meant

go away, but I cannot without learning,

without at least telling you. Miss Abbott—
Grace,—you have won all my heart from me ;

I love you ;
I have loved you ever siucti I

have seen you. I cannot but tell you. Has
it been all a dream when I have fancied that

you might love me ? Grace, will you be my
wife 1

"

At the change from "Miss Abbott "
to

"
Grace," he had moved very close to her.

At the second " Grace
" he had taken her

hand in his. She did not withdraw her hand,

and her hair touched Merton as he held her.
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How long he and Grace would have con-

tinued thus, who shall say 1 As Mrs. Fryer's
hand touched the outer handle of the door

tliey started lialf-guiltily asunder.

So Mr. James Merton did not set off for

l!ie Engadine, but remained at Spielbad.

Some five months after this love-passage in

foreign parts, Mr. and Mrs. Merton landed

at Dover on their way home. They had been

married at the Embassy at Paris, had passed
a honeymoon in a house near Orleans, placed
at their disposal by friends of Grace long
settled in France, and had settled down
into an ordinary matter-of-fact married couple.
So at least they supposed. But it is

doubtful whether their peculiar circumstances

were not known to everybody on the boat,
and to all the loungers on and about the quay,
and to every porter on the railway platform.
What mysterious halo marks the presence of

every young bride 1 How is it that no in-

genuity of disguise and height of effrontery
will spare a newly-wedded couple from the im-

puted guilt of having just committed matri-

mony ? Thieves sneak off undetecjk^d. No
brand visible to the .eye of sense l?fts his fel-

lows' hands against ii%^ ^j^^^^erer.
A man

may apgro,Mi09. oll^V ptrople's funds and still
j

be courted, aS Harmless, in society, even though !

the very clothes on his back have been ob- ;

tained by the credit given to wealth fraudu-
j

leutly gotten. But let two folks get married,
and they carry their guilt inevitably about
with them. So, though Merton and his wife

were not conspicuous for appointments obtru-
I

sively spick and span, they carried bride and

bridegroom on their face, and had to pass
j

through so much ridicule, envy, and curiosity,
as such a relationship ensures. Not that

these things troubled them in the heart.

They were supremely well- satisfied with one
another. Grace was ever seeking some new form
of worship for her worship's legitimate object, |

and now derived keen delight from the thought
of .showing him all the beauties and treasures

of her home, and crying,
" What is mine is

thine," Merton had never repented the deed
i

he had done. If ever he had feared that it
;

was not wholly fair to use the influence of
\

strength over weakues?, in order to bind a
heart so young as his wife's, all his doubts
Were banished by her evident devotion. Her
happiness was his justification, and so he was

happy too.

Merton had proposed that they should rest a

night at Claridge's, and so break the fatigue of

the journey. But Grace would not hear of the

delay. It was quite enough to have waited
a night at Calais, she said. They would not

stay in that smoky London. Let them get to

Stoke Abbott as fast as possible. So reaching
London Bridge early in the afternoon, they
set off in a cavalcade of cabs for Shoreditch,
homev/ard bound.

Some thirty miles on the Loudon side of

Ipswich, Grace began to show signs of having

attempted more than her strength was able to

perform. Her husband was alariiied at her

pallor and silence, and blamed himself for not

having insisted on the delay in Brook Street.

But as they neared the station, excitement

roused her from her fatigue, and she blushed

with the memory of very old associations as she

recognised the familiar liveries of her servants,

and the lines of a somewhat antiquated vehicle.

No sooner was she seated therein than a foot-

man handed her some half-dozen letters, sent

in the carriage from Stoke Abbott. The coach-

man had
ta*|iiti:Grace

to sit her first pony,
and was in STgreat state

ol^. delight at her ar-

rival from foreign parts, i^^'-cwriosjiy as to

her and his lord. The footman was a new-

comer, and therefore able to discharge, his

high duties with the calm impassibility that

became them.
"

Letters, ma'm, which Mrs. Key said wa9»

to be given to you immediate."

Two or three Grace tossed aside. One was

from Mrs. Fryer—now in Rome,—one from

her dearest bosom friend. One addressed
" James Merton, Esq.," was marked " Imme-
diate " in the corner. As that gentleman ap-

proached, fresh from the settlement of questions

of luggage, his young wife handed him the

letter, and watched his face as he tore it open
and read it. He looked grieved

—annoyed—
troubled.

"Grace, darling," and he looked at his

watch, "I must go back to town to-night.

My mother is very ill—not expected to live
;

this letter came yesterday ;
I only hope I

may
"

' ' Then of course I go with you.
"

' ' I don't think you must, love. You could

not bear the journey. I don't think it would

be right for you to start back again. You
must go home with Edwards, (Edwards was

the maid.) And I shall hope to be with you

very soon—as soon as possible, you may be

sure. It is very sad, but "

She looked so white and sad, and two such

big tears gathered in her eyes, that he was

constrained to speak as cheerfully as might be.

" Let us hope that my mother may be

better, and that I may be with you again to-

morrow, or on Friday at furthest. I must

go. And, indeed, I think you mustn't."

And the carriage stood some minutes holding

the farewells of its master and mistress, and

then Grace drove off alone. How wofully
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different this from the entry into Stoke Abbott,
which she had pictured to herself ! And the

words that she had sung on a certain occasion

at Spielbad sounded prophetic in her ears, and

she thoiight that love and parting must really

have some necessary connection.

But Grace was not inconveniently senti-

mental. The excitement of arrival soon roused

her from her trouble. She should have a

letter from James on the next evening. There

was the lodge. Some of the creepers had been

clipped off it. Mrs. Porter came hobbling to

the door, holding up a lamp. It was dark,
but Grace could see, she thought, every clump
of trees in the park. She knew every tuft of

gra.ss by the way-side. A troop of servants

in the hall
;
a banging, and rushing, and

carrying, and hurried toilet in the room pre-

pared for her
;
not her 0^0. rtqta, but the

great room
o,vgis,

dfe portico, rn' which sha

could ^t ifememoer her dead mother
; and

she sate at the large table in the dining-room,
rather making believe to eat tban eating, and

looking wistfully at the second cover and the

empty chair. Abbotts loomed on her in all

directions—specially the illustrious Sir Giles

Abbott, who had made money in the City in

the days of the late Queen Anne, and bought
Stoke Abbott, folks said, because its name
matched his own, and would lead the outer

world to fancy that his sire's name had named
a place. Grace did reflect with a kind of dis-

appointment that she was an Abbott no longer.

Perhaps James would get himself called Mer-

ton-Abbott. She had once hinted at some-

thing of the kind, but he had not met the

hint.

At last the poor little temporary widow
went wearily to bed

;
and would it not be

sacrilege to her dreams to make the eflbrt to

record them ?

In the morning everything must be set in

perfect order for James's arrival. What would
he say to this and to that ? Would he like

the flowers put where she put them ? Would
he be really charmed with the home she was

proud to give him ? But his mother. She did

not know much about this mother, who was a

very old lady, living in Russell Square.

Perhaps she would die, and then James
would be very \inhappy. And she should

lave to put on mourning. And James diiiu't

ike black. >A'ell, she must wait till the letter

;ame. It was a long day, and she folt a sort

)f blank that she had not known for many a

veek. But it was pleasant to ramble once

nore through the dear old house. Then there

vere her pictures. It has not been said that

irace was an artist
; and, for a lady amat..'ur,

»y no means a contemptible artist. One of

her great reasons for joining her uncle and
aunt in their tour was that she might see with
her own eyes all those great art treasures

which she had loved and reverenced over since—ever since she was a child, Grace would say ;

but what was she now ? So, in Saxony and

Lombardy, and Tuscjiny, she had paid her
devotions to the hearts, and minds, and hatuls

that devised and executed the San Siato Ma-

donna, and the crumbling glories of the Cena-

coli), and the gentle peasant mother of the

Seggiola. Grace spurnefl the water-colours of

her le.ss ambitious companions. She dived

into the mysteries of oil, and must needs be

provided with all the paraphernalia of the

atelier.

The chief rooms at Stoke Abbott were all

on one side of the house, with windows open-

ing into a colonnade. This colonnade termi-

nated at one end in a great conservatory, mas-

sively built, containing great stands for flowers

and half-a-dozen statues. It was glazed on

only one side,
—that looking on the garden,

and parallel with the outer wall of the rooms.

It opentfi. into the library as well as into the

.
colonnaue. Ilgre . Grace had established her-

self as artist. Her^' jiet. paints did not make
themselves offensive to d\teller» i^p-'tlie'

house.

Here were her easels, and brushes, and can-

vas, and palettes, and a collection of properties
which she had used or intended to use in her

work. It was, in fact, a veritable curiosity-

shop—her favourite sanctum ;
and she thought

with delight of how many additions to her

store of bric-a-brac she had collected in her

travels, and which she waited to unpack till

Morton's return.

In the evening the longed-for letter made
its appearance. It was the first she had ever

received from her husband, if not from her

suitor, and was received with proportionate

consideration.
" My wife," it said, "it was a false alarm

on the part of my mother's old housekeeper.

She was certainly ill for a day or two, but,

considering her years, is now really quite

strong. She is delighted to have me with her,

and longs to see her daui'hter before she dies.

I shall be with you on Friday afternoon,

by the tr.ain reaching Ipswich at 2 00, I

think I know how my darling feels at being

away from me. And that is as I feel at

being away from her !

"
J- ^^'

"
Friday afternoon at half-past two. That's

to-morrow. Of course I shall go to moH him.

The carriage must be ready at one. And now,
no more partings, my Iml and master !

"

The morning came slowly. The solitary

breakfast was prolonged as late as po.ssilde.

And what was Grace to do till one ? She
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would shut herself up with her brushes and

paints, and work steadily at the group she

had 'began a year ago, before she had left

Stoke Abbott.

"Thomas, I am not at home to any one.

Look to the fires of the conservatory, if you

please, and ask Edwards to give you my thick

shawl. And will you carry iu one of the arm-

chairs from the libniry."

James Merton almost laughed to himself as

he thought of his impatience to be back with his

wife. He had thought that duty compelled
him to stay till the Friday, and so had written

to Grace announcing that day for his arrival.

But on Thursday his mother was manifestly

quite able to do without him. If he went down
to Ipswich by the last train on Thursday night,

he might be at Stoke Abbott early on the

Friday morning—five or six hours sooner than

he had thought to be there—and might spare
Grace a long drive on a cold day. That drive

he had not attempted to forbid, for he had

been sure that nothing would prevent hia wife^

from undertaking it. Five hours lieemed »•

very great deal to gain, and Mertpn deter^

mined to carry out his thoughts. , At eleven

o'clock on the morning of the anticipated Fri-

day he drove up in a hired chaise to the lodge

gates at Stoke Abbott, and entered for the

first time into the domain that was d fortiori

his because its owner was his.

It would be hard for any one to enter Stoke

Abbott Park without a sense of its being as

nearly as possible what an English gentleman's
residence ought to be. And James Merton
would have been something more than human
if his admiration had not been enhanced by
the knowledge that every rood of pasture and

every inch of timber was his and his children's

after him. Early March is net the best time

for seeing an English landsca^, but t^e baby-
hood of the year has its own beauty^'and as

Merton glanced out to right and left on ave-

nues and clumps of branching trees, the smoke
of the village curling round the grey church

tower, and the thoroughly comfortable-looking
red house standing out square and massive

over the blue haze of the distant shrubberies,
he did feel some of the sweets of ownership.
But it would be unjust to him to doubt what
after all was the chief source of his exultation.

The turf, and the trees, and the deer, and the

curtseying lodgewoman, and the long line of

windows in the front of the hall were incon-

testably pleasant. But pleasantest, brightest,
dearest of all, was the thought of the welcome

awaiting him from the fair mistress of the

place. He could have jumped from the some-

what tardy vehicle, and run with all his swift-

ness to the portico
—

he, already sable-sil-

vered !
—had not a sense of decorum and a fear

of ridicule h' Id him fast, though chafing, in his

seat. The coach grated on the ground of the

entrance sweep and stopped. Merton himself

sprang out, mounted the spreading steps, and
stood at the entrance. A passing servant

opened the door before he had need to ring
the bell,

" Your mistress, Mrs. Merton ?"
" Not at home."
And the servant, with that happy mixture

of insolence, politeness, and superiority which

marks the well-trained footman, seeing a

stranger and a hackney coach, held the door

in a way that said plainly enough. Go out,

or in the act of shutting this door I shall be

under the disagreeable necessity of pushing

you out.

M;0rton %eld out to the man his rugs and

coatV and said,

"lam your master. My name is Merton.

Where is your mistress ? Stay. Do not go
for her. I will find her unannounced."

The domestic was checked, but not satisfied.

There was something iu Merton's manner

which forebade further contradiction, and

Thomas, having opened the door which led to

the rooms opening on to the colonnade in the

front of the house, stepped back into the hall,

and did not oppose the new-comer's further

entrance. Merton advanced into the drawing-

room, a rare bit rufBed by having thus to take

his own home by storm. Grace was not

there. But his quick eye marked the traces

of her recent presence. The book—the flowers

—the open work-table. What was that lying

on the hearth-rug ? A pair of dog-skin gloves.

Indeed ! large dog-skin gloves. Had Grace

some early visitor ? Why had he dropped his

gloves ? A laugh sounded in the direction

of an open door
;
and the voice was Grace's

voice. He passed into the adjoining library,

his footfall making no sound on the thick

carpet. Grace was not there. But something
was seen to move through the closed glass

door of the conservatory, and over the top of

a bright basket full of tulips, and primroses,

and crocuses, he saw his wife. A man was

standing with his back to the library ;
a man

in a hat, a shabby hat, Merton could see, and

a cloak. Beside him Grace was standing,
—

her hand familiarly resting on his arm. Mer-

ton marked the shimmer of her rings on the

intruder's rough cloth—her face lit up by the

happiest, merriest, most beaming smile. She

looked into the man's face with that trusting,

frank gaze that Merton knew only too well,

and sat down in a chair close by, laughing

once more aloud. Merton turned back from

the window, passed into the drawing-room
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again, and f3ank into a seat. And the expres-
sion of his face was not pleasant to see.

James Merton did not really for a moment

seriously doubt his wife. But he was very much

annoyed. The meeting was so verj' different

from the meeting lie anticipated. Grace was

evidently on very intimate terms with people
in the neighbourliood, of whom he liad never

heard—perhaps, on rather too intimate terms.

But she was so young ! Really little more than

a child ! And a child how innocent ! He mu>t
watch her very tenderly. At tins point in

his cogitations the young lady in question en-

tered the room. She darted forward eagerly
when she caught sight of him. But there was

a something about her husband's mouth and

syes that she had never seen before
;
a some-

thing tliat repelled her like a hand held out

Defore her as she waited for his arurt to Men.
Be tooiv hold of her little quivering fingers,

lud did kiss her, but there wasi something

itrange about the kiss. Perhaps he was in

;reat trouble ? Perhaps old Mrs. Merton was

lead ?

" James ! how did you get here so soon ?

is anything the matter ? Is your mother

rorse, or
"

**
No, my wife

; nothing. My mother is,

n the contrary, better than I hoped. I

Dund I could come to you earlier than I said,

nd so I came. I came in here hearing
—un-

erstanding that you were engaged with some

iue."

"Oh, dear me, no ! How stupid of Thomas !

've seen nobody. I told them to deny me
) every one. I didn't mean to see any one

II I had you to take care of me, sir !

"

And the prettiest, archest, most loving of

)oks, accompanied the dainty curtsey that

le dropped to her lord. He tried to look

isy and pleased, but the effort was miserably
nsuccessful. Had she told him a lie ? Was
) dreaming ? Where were those dogskin
oves ? Gone. Who Rad taken them ? What
id it all mean ?

"
Now, Squire of Stoke Abbott, come and

spect your house ? Will you have some
mcheon after your journey ? Not yet.

here now, give me your arm, and look

)Out you. This is your drawing-room ;

ok through your five windows and be-

sld your garden, and trees beyond ;
and

lat's the church there—over the cedars,
here you will go on Sunday and listen to

)or, dear old Mr. Saye. Turn round and
ok over the chimney-piece. That gentle-
an in the wig and sword is your great grand-

ther-in-law, and that's the coat he wore at

ettingen ; and that's the Pordenoue I told

)u of when we were in Venice ; and that's

the Madonna tliat everybody HJiiii was a Ma-
saccio till Doctor Splajigen came and said it

wasn't. Now, come with mo thi« way. Thia is

the billiard-room
;

I wonder how the cushions

are?— rather queer, I'm afraid. I can play,

yovi know, but you are sure to beat me. Thia

is the front sweep, you see, thiit the windows
look out on—you can almost see a« far as the

lodge, now that the trees are bare. Through
this little book-room,—those are poor papa's

whips,—or come out into the hall, where you
came in, but don't stay here

;
its cold even

with that roasting fire. All those apples, and

pears, and ribbons, and birds are Griuling

Gibbons's, and here wo are in the drawing-
room again ;

and—oh, James ! .James ! you
don't say a word to me, and "

And the hapless young bride sank down
into her little low chair, and merged all her

loving valet-de-placeisms in an overwhelming
fit of sobbing.

' With these tears the husband was rather

«j^erplexed. Could there be anything of guilt

^ them ?i Impossible. And yet how was he

ft) chase raem away without asking a que.stion

which would imply suspicion. And suspicion

he was determined not even to hint at. And
of course his determination issued in his being

particularly gloomy and unlike his ordinary
self.

Half the stories that are written are made

up of mysteries that might be solved by
five minutes' plain speaking ;

and it is not

only on the stage, or in books, but in every-

day life as well, that Pyramus by his own
silence and constraint builds up the wall of

reticence that bars him from his Thisbe.

Grace had neither brother nor sister, nor

near kinsmen
;
so in her case the fraternal so-

lution would n(jt avail. A sort of table of

affinities, showing with what relatives familiar

endearments are legitimate, had risen before

Merton's eyes for an instant as he stood in the

library ;
but he had remembered that Grace

was an only child, and the Fryers her nearest

connection. One thing he felt it simply im-

pos.sible for him to say,
—that one thing bting

"My darling Grace, who is the gentlemm—
the man with whom I saw you tidking just

now ?
" Ho (lid not dare to say it. Had he

not, in a sense, been playing spy I Had not

Grace said that she had seen nobody ?

So the more the little woundeii heart wept,

the more its sworn protector was per[)lexed.

And then he thought of a certain day at Spiel-

bad. Had he really acted fairly to his wife ?

She was so young, and he was so grave. But

the same answer that had satisfied him then

satisfied him again. Of one thing there could

be no doubt. In the eyes of the world he
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might have gained by the events that liad

brought him to Stoke Abbott
;
but he had

honestly paid the price of all his heart, and

that not a narrow one.

He would dismiss the whole thing from his

mind. It was absurd. There must be some

mystery which time would clear.

"My dear, dear, dear wife ! You have ex-

cited yourself about my absence. What does

it all mean ?
"

It was all very well for him to ask—
Now why that tearful eye, ladye ?

And why that cheek so pale ?

He knew well enough. And, knowing, he was

able to apply styptics and cosmetics which it

were profane to particularise, but which soon

brought back the sun through the shower and

the colour to the face.

" I thought you didn't seem happy, James."
" My dear Grace !

"

" You didn't care for what I was telling

you ; you know you didn't, sir ! And I

wajited to show you your own, you know."

And her hand stealing triistfuUy into his

signalled the flight of the storm.
" My own wife, it is all charming. It is

all fitting to enshrine my great treasure. But

shall I waste all my admiration on the case

when I have the gem 1 Must I stop to gaze
at a cadaverous Madonna when I can "

And the sentence was lost in contemplation
so close as to end in contact.

*'
Well, now come this way, then, and you

shall see how I have been employing the time

that hung so wearily on my hands while you
were away. This is the library. It's bigger
than the drawing-room, you see. I don't

know why it's called the library, for most of

the books are in a room on the other side of

the house—a room that had better be yours,—your own, I think. That's Hayter's full-

length of my mother. I can only just remem-
ber her."

A pressure of the arm said thab the orphan
had found some one who would strive to fill

the vacant place as well as love and thought-
fulness would permit.

" The middle window opens into the co-

lonnade outside. Come out for a moment
;

it

is not cold. This is my pet garden. The
crocuses are coming on famously. Now, come

through here, you mustn't stay out in the wind.
This is the conservatory where I do my paint-

ing."
He did give a sort of shiver as her hand

turned the lock of the glass door that opened
from the colonnade into the conservatory.
And the shiver became a start when he saw
the objectionable man still there. But the

start became a great, deep, long-drawn sigh

of relief when he saw—as he did in a second—what the objectionable man really was.
" Now isn't this snug ? And here's my

work. You didn't know what a genius you
had married, did you ? This is my great pic-

ture of Dick Swiveller in the public-house
with the Marchioness. And here's dear old

Dick. Look at him
;

isn' he a funny old fel-

low 1 I've managed his clothes famously, I

consider. Thomas has come in to sit for the

face, and I really didn't know what to do for

the Marchioness, because all the children in

the school are so fat and rosy, but at last I

got hold of one who had been ill. Look at the

beer ! and the pewter ! You must praise it you

know, for perhaps nobody else will. I haven't

touched it for a whole year and a-half, but

Dick's hat is almost all there is to work in !

"

Grace could not understand then, and has

never been able to understand since, why at

this particular moment her husband shouli

fling his arms round her and embrace her in a

more earnest and almost more solemn way than

he had done, even after their recent reconcilia-

tion in the drawing-room. There did not seem

anything in the circumstances of the moment to

call forth such a burst from that rather im-

passible James. But this was certainly not an

ebullition to be complained of. Both of them

looked so radiant when old Mr. Barker the

butler appeared at the library door, as to leave

not a shadow of the doubt raised by Thomas'

in that dignitary's mind, as to whether the

gentleman who had come in the fly from Ips-

wich was really Miss Grace's husband.
" Luncheon is ready, if you please, mum.

And these is the gloves which you asked for

them for the lay-figger, mum, and left them in

the drawing-room."
A solemn, white-headed man was Mr. Bar-

ker, more dignified than a Bishop, and al-

most as dignified as an Archdeacon. But

Merton had heard his wife speak of him ;
and

there was something quite cordial in the tone

in which he exclaimed,
" 1 am very glad to make your acquaintance,

Barker. My wife has told me how good you
used to be to her when she was a child."

And Barker thought the new master a most

pleasant-spoken gentleman,
Grace Merton doesn't paint much now.

One James, not the James whom we know,

but another, smaller and younger, began to

suck a squeezer of madder, to his mother's

great fright, and after that she gradually

abandoned her palette. The celebrated repre-

sentation of Dick Swiveller and the March-

ioness hangs in the gallery up-stairs, but the

ecorche has been relegated to a lumber room,

where it grins horribly at explorers. J.
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LEILA AND HASSAN.

(a PERSIAN LEGEND.)

1\\^<.<^*

Spake the King unto his daughter,
•'

Maiden, thou shall wed with one
Who is worthy most to love thee,

Worthy most to be my son.

" And to him I give for dower
In that (l:iy when ye shall wed

All this kingdom fair ot Persia,
With the crown upon my Lead !

"

Spake the maiden to her father,"
Say not so, my lord, to me

;

Hassan is not dear unto rac,
And his wife I cannot be.

" Tho' together, e'en from childhood,
We have lived from year to year,

'Tis not Hassan, but El C'alid,

Who must be for ever dear !

** And tho' Hassan loves me truly,

(lie has spoken, I have heard,)
Not for all tiic gold of Per.sia

Can I break mc trom my word !

" So I will not marry Hassan,

^Nay, my lather, do not chide,)

But Kl Calid and none other

K'cr shall own me fur his bride."

Yet she knew that Hassan loved her

With the deep immensity
Of a good luan's u.ible nature !

And a man's intensity.

Yet she thought El Calid fickle—

Knew him fickle— fiar'd him so ;

But because his beauty ple-iscd her,

She would chance a life of woe !
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And lier will was firm ami wayward
Leaving sense of right unheard ;

Hassan's prayers, her father's bidding,
Could not force her from her word !

Till the King, with easy nature,
iSent him to his daughter's will,

Gave his Leila to El Calid,

Gave reluctant, fearing still

For her happiness in future.
And for Hassan,—loving long ;

Lest his heart so true and tender

Break beneath the cruel wrong.

Hassan wander'd from the pilace
Where his childhood's days were pass'd,

Out upon the plains of Cashan,
On that home he looks his last !

Ne'er again at eve returning
Shall his Leila meet him more ;

Never shall his heart beat quicker
At her step upon the floor.

But an endless grief and canker
Will consume bis weary life,

No sweet household for his pleasure,
Children dear and loving wife.

He will roam into the desert !

And what fate awaits him there ?

Death so welcome !
— Life so bitter !

Either take—in calm despair.

And as still he wanders onward,
Faint upon the air are borne

Shouts of many-voiced rejoicings

Greeting Leila's nuptial morn.

Then his spirit sank within him
;"

Love," he said, "die out—be nought :

Shall I give this priceless treasure—
Years of love—to be forgot ?

"

Ah ! the thought hath stung him deeply :

But because his love was high,

Pure, unselfish and unchanging,
Soon he found the true reply.

" Shall this love which is for ever

And defies all measurement
Reel like birds in stormy weather,

Fall like trees by lightning rent ?

*' Shall it not, because 'tis stronger
Than the fate which brings this grief,

Bear, not all unnerved, its anguish,
In its own strength find relief ?

"
I will live : but far departed

From her name, her voice and words.
Spend the love she has rejected
On all gentle desert birds.

" On the emu and the ostrich,
Sharers of my solitude

;

Till the love which well-nigh kills me
Works for my beatitude !

"

So he lived,
—the gentle Hassan,

Sad and silent, -loving all

The birds abounding in the desert,
Till they answerd to his call.

And the scorpion, snake and lizard,

Bat, and piinted butterfly,

All became submissive to him
;

Came to creep, or flutter nigh.

And the travellers through the dfseit

iMeetiiig him, were fain to know
Of his name and of his dwelling ;

But untold he let them go.

In the city, in the palace,

They have spread abroad his fame.

Spoken of the wild bird tamer.

Hiding dwelling-place and name.

And her maiden speaks to Leila,

For she grieves from night till morn.

Weeping sore her false Kl Calid,

He is fled, and she forlorn.

"
Dear, my mistress, to beguile you

Of your grief with my poor words.
Listen to the wondrous story

Of the wanderer and his birds."

Then she tells the fame of Hassan ;

How the moth, the deadly snake.

And the lizard, black and yellow,

At his feet their dwelling make.

How the ostrich and the emu
Follow at his gentle voice,

•' Sure such power could change thy sadaess,
Make thy breaking heart rejoice !

"

Thus she speaks, and Leila listens :

She this wond'rous man would see.

He perchance would soothe her sorrow,

And relieve her misery.

So they leave the palace, city.

Far across the plain they go ;

Hassan bends his steps towards her.

Simply, that he loves her so.

Feels at last the heavy burden

Lifted : feels his sorrow die,

Ere her coming breal<supon him

Knows that happiness is nigh.

And she comes—he kneels before her ;

*'
Lady there are sworn to me

All these ministers of nature

Who are trained to worship thee 1

"
They shall swift do homage to thee,

Heed the waving of thy hand.
Live as /, whose only pleasure

Is, to live at thy command.

" For I leam'd, from one who travell'd

O'er the desert plain to-day

That El Calid brenthes no longer ;

Death hath borne him hence away.

" And the tamer of the wild birds.

He whom thou didst scorn before,

/, thy Hassan—live to love thee,

Ay, to love thee evermore !

"

Oh, her tears flow'd fast and^aster,

Partly for El Calid dead.

Partly she was all unworthy
Hassan's love, unaltered.
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For her will by grief was broken,
And his goodness t<iuch'd her oeep ;

And Hhe felt more worthy ot liiia.

That liis love should ni;ike her weep.

"
Though to pay thy love," she told hiiu,

"All my heiit be little stoie,

I will give thee thiit, luy Hassan,

Ay, and love thee evermore !

"

E. E. W.

i'ROM YEAR'S END TO YEAR'S END.

It was a fine open 8ea.son, just one month
fore Christmas-day. The trees were cleared

theii" foliage, and the hedge-rows of their

ives; but the weather was genial, and .soft

nds and a cloudy atmosphere held out to the

ortsman a promise which was not destined

be ful tilled. The Earl of Rosendale was an

mirable sample of the English nobleman

d the British sportsman. Few men looked

well, behaved so well in all relations of life,

wore such perfect leathers and tops. His

;s were made for them,—long, thin, straight ;

I his back was like his legs. The manner
which his long black coat, with its wide

xts, hung upon the Earl's hips, was a

jvel to the admirers of good di'essing. Foui*

^8 a week in the winter it was exchanged
a stronger and a broader one of scarlet.

e Earl's manner was as irreproachable as

appearance. His servants worshipped him,
childi-on admired him, his tenants loved

1, and his equals
—

well, his equals were so

' and far between, that it is difficult to ap-
ciate their feelings, if they had any. To

truth, his besetting sin was family pride.

iosendale Castle, like other Castles of Indo-

ce, was opened to the world out of the

son. As one of the best sportsmen in the

Jity, and the largest subscriber to the

jity hounds. Lord Rosendale felt it to be

umbent upon him to fill his house with

iting-men duiiug Christmas. The only

i;dition, implied rather than expressed, was
•t each guest must be provided with a stud,

which accommodation was found in the

lage. There were exceptions to this mlo

asithially, but such were seldom acknow-

ged by the guests, and might consist of a

aid, or a Fi-enchman, who fell to the lot of

Countess and her daughters to entertain.

jord Glendower, the Earl's eldest son, came
en of course. He was a hard, well-knit

n, of middling stature, always with a glass

lis eye, and an unpleasant witticism at hand

a friend or an enemy ; it scarcely mattered

Ich. He was a better class of Jack-Pudding
the London clubs, and was unpopular in

proportion to the great extent of his acquaint-
ance. There was a gofjcl-natiuod duke, htout,

grey, ant^of the gamekeeper pattern, riding to

cover on a fut cob, and mounting tlie sc<late»t

of hunters, when his jacket and gaitore not

unfrequently led the shirkers to victory.
There was a formidable marquis, tho prirti of

the season, an innocent, unpretending person
in realitj-, who would liavo been che<riul

enough had ho not been made to feel tho

necessity of maiTj'ing thus early in life.

"NMierever there wore women it put him in a

false position ; and the Earl had three daugh-
ters, two of whom were still unmaniod. Tho

third, to be sure, the Lady Evelyn, was

scarcely out ;
and the Marquis of Cockj'-leeky

would not commit such a solecism a.s to fall

in love with the younger sister, while Tjady

Margaret Caradoc remained single. There

were two or three rising politicians of fifty, a

couple of Guardsmen, the Duchess, somo

younger Ladj- Marys, and distinguished com-

moners, and one or two poor but highly-con-
nected hangers-on of the family. Lord

Rosendale was eminently distinguished by
consideration for poor relations.

"Did you say Jack Bulstrode was coming

to-morrow, Glendower ?
"

" If he doesn't break his nock on the road,"

said his Lordship, making a cannon, and call-

ing the game.
" He's going to hunt his way

here."

"Why the deuce should he break his

neck ?
"

rejoined the Marquis, formidable for

his matrimonial qualifications, chalking his

cue :

' '

why the deuce should Bulstrode break

his neck? He's the best man to hounds I

ever saw in my life ; there's no more chance

of his breaking his neck than—than— "
here

the Marquis holed the red ball.

" Than you have," replied Glendower,

screwing his glass into his eye, and chuckling.

The Marquis was not famous for risking his

neck after hounds. I think that a man's

means of enjojnnent in other ways ought to

exem])t him from such a necessity.
" ^\^lere are tho hounds to-moiTow ?

"
in-

quired George Sherriughame, a haudsomo

little baronet in a Lancer regiment, and excel-

lent at all things, coaching included.
"

1 sup-

pose we can get to them from hero !' I shall go

any distance if Bulstrode's coming hero after-

wards ; he's tho very best company
"

"Too good for you, George, over a

coimtiy," inteiTuptod Glendower ax^in ;

"
you'll be more at home with him in the

phaeton on the road. However, wo can all

go. It's Timberfield to-moiTOW ; only twelve
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miles. We'll have the di-ag if George will

promise not to upset us."
" I should think Glen -was reserved for

another fate," said Shorringhame. "You'd
better mind your game, Glen," added he, after

a pause ;

' ' the Marquis is well ahead—thirty-

seven to twenty-six. I'll lay you twenty to

fifteen."
"
Done," said the other, and the

game proceeded. What the result might have

been had Lord Glendower reserved his powers
for billiards instead of chaff, I can't say ;

as it

was, he lost.

' ' I say, Sherringhame, who is Bulstrode ?

Our people don't know him." The question
was propoimded sotto voce by Captain Porter, of

the Coldstreams, whose grandfather had made
a milHon in a gin distillery, and whose grand-
son was dispensing it in a manner which en-

titled him to the entree to the very best circles ;

a great deal of it found its way into the pockets
of Sharper, Pulham, and the Leviathan ring-

men, who hailed young Porter's advent as a

star of the first magnitude, and worshipped

accordingly the rising grandson. Lord Glen-

dower, indeed, called him,
" the Star from the

East," in consideration of the locality of the

great distillery.
" Who is Bulstrode ?

"
I should think the

question could never before have occuiTcd to

Sir* George Sherringhame, or to anybody else,

excepting to the mammas, who thought their

daughters in danger from his fascinations. Of

coui'se, Lady Eosendale need not be numbered

among them. Jack Bulstrode was such an
universal favourite, so exceedingly handsome,
so clever, so good-humoured, so perfect a

gentleman to all appearance, and such a tho-

roughly good fellow from beginning to end, that

nobody ever had considered it a question worth

answering. He was in a good cavahy regi-

ment, had a fair income for a bachelor, kept a

small but very good stud, was to be found in

the best houses during the shooting season,

occasionally backed a friend's horse, and played
as good a rubber for eighteenpence as if he had
been playing for thousands. Once known not

to be "
detrimental," he became the pet of the

old ladies ; and heaven only knows what he
was to the yoimg ones : he never inquired.

Jack's first appearance in a house like Eosen-
dale under ordinary cii-cumstances need have
created no sensation. He had been asked by
Lord Glendower because he thought he might
be useful to his niother in entertaining her

guests, and to his father and the men in shoot-

ing pheasants and entertaining them. Any
thought of Jack Bulstrode's pleasure never
crossed Lord Glendower's mind. I am afraid

we shall see that self-denial was not one of

that gentleman's many virtues.

When a man has only a given number of

pages, the description in detail of a heroine [a

fortiori of a hero) is a luxury which he ought
to forego. Of late years they have all been

pretty much alike : golden hair, lovely red and

white skins, compressed lips, gleaming blue

eyes, lithe and sinewy limbs, and a general
boa-constrictor cast of countenance for the

destruction of the unwary. Now some of

these charms belonged to Jack, but none of

them to Lady Evelyn Caradoc. It is impos-
sible to resist a certain imjoression (at least, I

have found it so), for good or bad, when the

name or qualities of any particular person, un-

known to you, has been constantly canvassed

in your presence. For a few days past Lady
Evelyn had heard of nothing but Jack Bul-

strode, or Captain Bulstrode
;
what he had

done, what he had said, what was his weight,

what was his height ;
and two ladies at table

had almost quarrelled about the colour of his

eyes. They both agreed in one thing, that

they were the handsomest eyes in London.

Madame la Duchesse de la Porte St. Martin,

the earl's eldest daughter, said they were so in

Paris last season ; and M. le Due was most

anxious again to make the acquaintance of the

Englishman who had won the La Manche

Steeplechase for him on a French bred horse.

It is not too much to say that Lady Evelyn's

curiosity had reached a pitch not far from par-

tiality, bj' the time he arrived.
" My dear Evelyn, how you do talk of this

man !

"
said Miss Nettleship, a lady of great

propriety, now occupying a semi-official posi-

tion in the house as half-governess and half-

companion.
' ' You told me I ought to pick up as much

as possible fi'om the conversation at the table,

as I was out of the schoolroom now, and I've

heard of nothing but Jack Bulstrode every day

since Glendower came down, so I can't help

talking about him; besides, Netty dear, where's

the harm?"
Miss Nettleship exercised a judicious reti-

cence in not answering the question.
Timberfield Gorse was a crack meet, and if

Jack Bulstrode wanted to make the most of his

time in the Shires, he could not have done

better than send on his things with his horses

to Eosendale, and propose to have a gallop on

the way to the castle. He was asked to have

a month's hunting, including the Chi-istmas

week. The rhorning was fresh, and light

clouds scudded over the sky, somewhat higher

than heretofore. It was bright for a hunting

I
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miing, but exhilarating enough on the toj)

tho drag, with Georgj' Shcninghamo for

igsman, and Glenflcjwor's anecdotes, which
ito kept pace with the team. Lady Evelyn
ts inside, under the guardiansliip of her sister

) Duchesso, who had expressed such unquali-
i admiration for tho expected stranger.
When they reached the meet there was a

Dilly muster. The huntsman touched his

) from tho middle of his hounds, as did fivo-

I-twenty servants riding and leading their

-sters' hoi'ses on every side. Tho diag was
•n suiTounded, and the more fortunate

i ong the sportsmen drew near to ofTer thcii-

gratulations to tho inside passengers, who
re waiting only till tho last moment to

unt. Amongst them came Captain Bul-

xle.

' I'm glad you arc here. Captain Eulstrode ;

I aro expected at the castle to-day."
Lnd then the Duchess presented the Captain

L,ady Evelyn. They both bowed, and they
h blushed, and the Captain was about to

something, when the drag moved on, and

t| ladies' horses were brought to the door of

carriage. The crowd, and among thom
J k liulstrode, moved aside, and tho hounds

ted on. "
Cup, Gameboy; di'op it, Crui-

get to him !

"
said the whip. Even the

:hess and her sister were forgotten in tho

tement of the moment.

Why, Evelyn," said the Duchess, laugh-

u| "so j'ou know this ' beau cavalier,' it

se IS ?
"

after they had ridden side by side for

a ort distance.

Yes, I know him ; but I didn't know that

was the Jack Bulstrode that has been tho

subject of conversation among the men for

tl ast week. I never heard his name, but I

sa him the year before last at a Chi-istmas

at Lady Kinderbatch's. He was so kind :

lewed the magic lantern to us all, did some

uiug tricks, and danced with some of us,

t

b

s

S(

r

e:

tl

sc

h(

CO

th gh I don't think it could have been much
fu or him."

eseutly Jack Bulstrode joined them. He
re nded Lady Evelyn of the Child's party,
an said some pleasant little nothings about

he ilteration, but his perfect recollection of

he He chatted gaily enough about the

ho ds, the country, the people (-w-ith whom
he emed to have a very liberal acquaintance).

Tol

th(

bi4

th

ho

3II truth, he began to be so involved in

itricacies of memory and knowledge com-

.,
that he had almost forgotten tho only

• which he came out to think of—the

is.

that moment there was a "
Hallo, away 1

"

'

which recalled liim to himself. Tho Duchesso
do la Poi-to St. Mai-tin joined her sister at tho

top of tho gorse, and thoy stood togoth<-r

watching the field as it became " small I;y

degrees and beautifully less
"

iu tho vulo bo-

low. Then they turned round, and trotting

gently on, rodo for a point ; but the houmls
were gone, and, by theu- grocjm's advico, they
turned theu' heads towards homo. Laily

Evelyn was more silent than usual. She well

remembered tho handsome good-natured fellow

who helped to anuise her and her companions.
If not derogatoiy to her distinguished position
as a young lady of fifteen, it must be confessed

that sho had thought of him more than once,

and Earl's daughters are but flesh and blood

after all. But sho had never ventui-ed to talk

about him, and to this simple fact may be at-

tributed that of not knowing his name. Tho

Duchess, too, talked about him as a person well

knowTL and well received, and for a Christmas

party, with tableaux vivans and i>rivate the-

atricals, the very best person in tho world.
" You should just see him act a lover on tho

stage : it's perfection." I dare say Lady
Evehni thought it a pity his talent^s in that

line shoidd be so wasted.

By the time the hounds were out of the gorse

(alas, for man's iTider nature
I)

Jack Bul-

strode had forgotten Lady Evehoi's vciy exist-

ence. A short check, just after finding, as

thej' flung round to the right, brought our

hero to the front, and from that moment ho

nover left them. The pace over the grass was

what it sometimes is with the Pytchley : to

ride over them was impossible, to keep thom
in sight was as much as tho best man could do.

Lord Eosendale himself, whomwehave hitherto

overlooked, was wide of the hounds, down

wind, on a thoroughbred one. Jack Bulstrode

and Sir George Shcrringhame were on tho

other side, within twenty yards of ono ano-

ther, taking their paces almost in their stride,

and both riiling their hoi-ses as if thoy began
to feel they were in for a good thing. On tho

inside of all, on the lawn side, rode tho hunts-

man, and at intei-vals Loi-d Gleudower and the

best men.
"

"\Mio's that in front, on tho ui)iier side,

Charles I'" said his Lordship to the lunitsman,

as he caught him at a gate, which ho swung

open, but which shut again before any ono

behind could get through.
" Can't say, my Lord. Come from Coventry

in a fly this moruin' with Captain Vansittart ;

but he's a beggar to go."'

Tho field was scattered in every direction ;

and those who persevered were being hope-
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lessly left in eveiy stride. No cliock of suffi-

cient longth occui-red to give the sHi-kers a

chance. The country had been most uncom-

promising in its severity, and the gates not

half so accommodating as usual. At the

end of forty-three minutes a large fallow,

in which was a plough and a team of horses,

gave the fox a ghost of a chance.

"Well, Georgy," said the captain, "have

you got another puff in you ?
"

" Another ten minutes at this pace, and I'm

done. Look at the Earl, looking for his second

horse. Where's Glendower 'i

" added he,

tui-ning round.

"He was with Charles; but the hounds

have turned from him all the way. Here he

comes, and a pretty figure he looks."

"Hallo, Glen, what's the matter? You
look as if you'd been down."

" So I have, and came up again. This brute

never would face water."

"What sort of a bottom was it then?"

again asked his fiiond Georgy, in a sympa-

thising tone of voice.
"
Why, d—d wet, of course : what should it

have been ?
" Lord Glendower did not mind

falling, but he hated chaff. Then came three

or four more really good men, but who had been

beat by the pace, and who had pumped their

horses now in catching hounds to no pui-pose.

They brought a rumoui- of a fai-mer with a

dead four-year-old, and an officer with a collar-

bone out. As Porter turned up all right

at dinner, it wasn't, he. Then Lord Eosen-

dale heard a hallo on the hill to his left,

and away he went to ascertain its correctness.

The Master and Charles seconded his efforts by
the only assistance that had been wanted for

the hounds during the run ; and after another

quarter of an hour, the last five minutes of

which was a race, the fox was pulled down
within a field of his point, the gi-eat woods at

Rosendale.

When Jack Bulstrode came down to dinner

he heard the run being discussed in all parts
of the room by the men, and his own name

honourably connected with it. Everybody
was glad to see Jack Bulstrode, and Lord and

Lady Eosendale gave him a hearty welcome.
" And what did you do afterwards," said

Jack to Sir George Sherringhame.
"
Nothing at all. We waited for our second

horses, which came up with the ruck in about

a quarter of an horu", and never got out of

Eosendale Wood; we galloped our hearts

out, and killed below the osier-bed. What
became of you ?

"

"I had no second horse out; so I came

quietly home." Jack Bulstrode did not add
that he had been playing billiards with Lady
Evelyn, while they were galloping their hearte

out in another direction.

In decent society, where precedence goes for

something, of coui-sc the captain of cavalry
went in to dinner with the nobodies ; and as

Lady Evelyn was not yet out, and only pre-

paring for her presentation in the spring, by a

sort of Christmas laxity of discipline she fell

to the lot of Jack Bulstrode. I do not think

this arrangement gave either of them any

gi-eat concern.

There is a cat-like affection for locality in

the human species. In consideration of which

peculiarity Jack, I suppose, retained his seat

at breakfast and dinner (unless accident as-

signed him occasionally a fat, country woman
in a tiu'ban, or the scraggy daughter of some

political adherent of the Rosendale party),

which was always in the vicinity of his school-

room favourite. It was a most cheerful

gathering ;
the Duchesse de la Porte St. Martin

condescended to patronise Jack, and the Due
made a point of following him as near as he

could, until a bullfinch thicker than usual, or

a more fonnidable "bit of water" sent him,

as he expressed it, "round by do gate." There

was plenty of music and dancing to get

through the evenings, and Jack's talents as a

whist-player were in constant requisition.

As to Lady Evelyn's sketchbook, it contained

a likeness of herself and her sister at Timber-

field, the Earl on his favomite horse Spring-

gun, charging a post and rails, and a gentle-

man in attendance, not urdike Jack himself

with a few modestly obliterative scratches over

the face, in close attendance.

Oj^en weather within a fortnight of Christ-

mas is exceptional, and at last certain prog-

nostications of Admiral Fitzroy and one Moore

began to be fulfilled. The aii-, as they re-

turned after a rattling gallop in a scent breast-

high, became crisp, and the mud in the roads

was i^ositively streaky ; and in a day or two,

when Jack's sciTant brought in his bath, he

infoi-med his masttT that Mr. Segundo wished

to know whether he should send on his horse.
" Send on, of course he must ! Why not ?

"

"
Please, sir, he says there won't be no

hunting until twelve or one o'clock, if there is

then. It don't seem to give at all." So Jack

Bulstrode took another turn in bed, and dressed

himself an hour later in a full suit of Scotch

Tweed.

And it did not give anything but intense dis-

satisfaction, either that day or the next, or for

several days following. There was nothing to
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e done for it but indoor amusomcnts, varied

ith the shooting of outljang covers for the

entlomen, and skating on tlio lako for both

)xes. It was a hard time for Jack Bulstr(jdo ;

ad 'like a pi-udent man, ho tried to run away
'om the danger. But ho could not bo spared,

[y lady wuut'-d him for tableaux on Clirist-

las Eve, and my lord was particidarly anxious

lat ho should stay tiU the .shooting of the big
ood ; it was expected to bo very good, and

18 gunning ample and oxcellont. So that

inning away was out of tho question. Ho
ially had as much principle as most men of

is class, and a certain latitude is given to

vers and wan-iors not accorded to other men.

Hiy, again, had they put him into tho West

allciy, where he almost invariably met Lady
velj'n coming down to breakfast, or going up
visit Miss Xettleship ?

" Her dear Nettle !

"

; she called her
; out of which she certainly

as not plucking the flower safety. Amongst
her things her unbroken ladyship managed
tumble through the ice, and get veiy neai-ly
owned. Jack was there as usual, and

anaged to save her
; he didn't say with how

uch diificulty. They neither of them said

-.jiihiug about it, though it was certainly
lown to our dear Nettle and her ladyship's
aid. They were both afraid lest she should

forbidden the lake, excepting under a full

3ort, and Nettle dreaded a wigging for her in-

tention. Tenibly compromising all this to

Earl's daughter, and a dangerous pastime
Jack Bulstrode—who was not given to fall-

5 in love, but did most things with singular
mestness when he set about them. Upon
^woi-d it is conduct which you might have ex-

cted fi-om an agiicultui-al parson's daughter
d her cousin Tom home from Trinity for his

iristmas vacation. I fear the tableaii was
clincher ; for of all extraordinaiy things to

rist upon, Lady Eosendalo first of all en-

nced Lady Evelyn's beauty by tui'ning her

;o Maiy, Queen of Scots, and then finished
'

any lingering resolutions of Jack Bulstrode,

putting him at her feet as David Rizzio.

And they went to church together on Christ-

is Day. The sun was bright, and sparkled
tho glittering icicles by the roadside—the

)es, laden with theii- winter fruits, crackled

the snow-wreaths fell before its power,
lere was a sympathetic happiness in the veiy

nosphere ; and natui-e had clothed herself in

3 white robes of peace and good-will, to gi'cet

3 most joj-fvd, the most love-inspiring of om-

tivals. How glorious is the triuini)hant

ig of the cathedral choii', with the pealing
tes of the sustaining organ on that morning.

raising and cheering faltering humanity, and

giving to religion its happiest and most genial
fonn. All this, or som<!thing liko it, Jack
Bulstrode and Ladj' Evelyn Caiadoc wore com-

pelled to go through tog.;th«r, standing side by
side with tlio rest of the chui-ch-goi rs from tho

Earl's guests. There is a trauscemlant haj)i)i-

ness in praying and in praising by the sidii of hor

you lovo, though it bo in a square, well-car-

petod little room, with a woll-appoiut«jd fire-

place, and secluded from %nilgar g:ize by scai'let

curtains
; wheth(,'r Jack Bulstrode felt it or not,

or whether you youi'self have done so, my pa-
tient reader, I know not ; if j'ou have not, you
have a foretaste of heaven to come, which is

worth much gold and silver and precious

stones, or, losing which, youi" Ufe here seems to

me to bo one of but an imperfect shadow of

good things to come.

But tho frost would not go ; tho tableaux,

and the dancing, the good living, and good

company kept them all wann at Eosendalo

Castle, but it did not thaw the gi'ound, or

bring out tho hounds to di'aw the covers of

the county. So when the covers had been

shot, and the papers had abused tho good old

Earl for having killed two thousand head of

game in one week, on some of which the edi-

tors' wives and children, besides tho tenants and

fi'iends of the estate, were fattening, the party

began to break up in earnest. Amongthem Jack
Bulstrode discovered another engagement. The

last dinner was positively eaten, the last song
was sung, the last rubber was played, and itwas

an undeniable fact that tho Earl's brougham
would take Jack and his friend George Sher-

ringhame to the railway station in the morning,

unless it rained cats and dogs in the night.

How Jack swore at the frost in his sleep, and

yet it seemed to him that ho ought to go.

"What's a poor dc>nl with about a thousand

a year in a cavalry regiment to do with such a

girl as Eveljm Caradoc?" Then he laughed

aloud, savagely, as ho flourished his razor, at

the absunUty of tho thing.
" Ah ! if a feUow

had a chance now—a Field-Marshal's baton 1

Such things have been done. India's tho

countiy. I'll exchange; hang this Imnting

and nonsense. Yes ;
and come back to find

her married to some gambling yoiuig beggar

liko Georgy Shemnghame, who won't under-

stand her, only because he's a baronet with

twenty thousand a year." Tliinkiiig which ho

discarded all thought of India, and gi\-ing a

kick to a half-packed portmanteau which stood

in his way, procoeilod to finish his toilette.

On the way down-stairs, a-s he approach)^

a landing-place, common to that wing of tho
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house, and branching off into a double stau'-

case, whicli led by two routes circuitously to

the same j^lace, Jack Bulstrode stopped a

moment, and listened. Yes
;
true enough,

there was the rustle of a silk dress coming

along the passage, whose well-carpeted floor-

ing gave no echo to the foot. In another

moment Lady Evelyn stood before him. Poor

Jack ! many a man has stood before tempta-
tion for a long time, but it is the last straw

which breaks the camel's back. This was his

last straw.

"Lady Evelyn, I'm going. I am so glad to

be able to say good-bye to you."
"
Glad, Cai^tain Bulstrode ?

"
Lady Evelyn's

smile was no more felicitous than his expres-
sion ; and she did not look at him. The long
almond eyes were cast down, and the long
dark lashes swept her cheek, never full of

colour, but now paler than usual. Jack

looked, and thought he had never seen any-

thing so lovely before. Her small, well-shaped
nose and long nostril, her short upper lip and

rounded mouth and chin, and the budding

dimples of childhood, which had not yet given

way to the smoother charms of womanhood,
broke down his strong resolve, and he stam-

mered out, "Glad-—glad? Oh, no! if you
only knew how sorry I am—how I have

struggled; but Evelyn," and, as he spoke, he

took her passive hand in his, and looked into

her face. The long soft eyes looked up ; they
were full of tears, and as he drew her nearer

to him, and kissed her forehead, one, only one

large di-op descended and fell from her lashes

to her cheek.

I suppose nobody can imagine what fol-

lowed !

Jack Bulstrode went away, and made no

sign; and the Lady Evelyn returned to her

own place with Nettleship, till the spring ;
but

they all agreed, the little French Due and his

English Duchesse, even Lady Margaret, who
was as stupidly proper as everybody ought to

be, that there never had been so hajjpy a

Christmas, notwithstanding the frost, at Eo-

sendale before. The Earl grew reconciled to

it, and Lord Glendower abused nothing but

the weather.

It was near the end of June. Lord Thistle-

downe lounged over the rails at one p.m. in

Rotten Row. At that moment he was think-

ing whether he should offer himself and his

estates to the new beauty of the season. Of

acceptance he had not much doubt. Had- he

not a large rent-roll, unencumbered ? was he

not heir to a dukedom, and M.P. for shire?

and had he not met with the most flattering

encouragement from Lady Eoscndale and the

Earl ? He was wondering whether it would be

necessary to refurnish the house in Belgra\'ia,

and whether he hadn't better wait one more
winter ; Lady Evelyn was so very young'!
The bearer of good news is proverbially

welcome ; and Charlie Raikes, of the Foreign

Office, a large contributor to the miscellaneous

column of the Hyde Park Bugbear, was always
"well posted" in the fashionable "on dits"

of the day.
" Here's a go," said that young gentleman,

fuU of the vnlgarest animal spirits, and slap-

ping Thistledowne on the back; "here's a

go. They say old Rosendale's doocedly cut

up. Jack Bulstrode has mn away with Lady
Evelyn Caradoc." Lord Thistledowne became

green with emotion. "
They wanted to many

her to some infernal swell—some fellow like

you, I should think—and she wouldn't have it,

kicked over the traces, you know, and so

forth; and, by Jove, they're off; ran away
from Mrs. Mashtub's ball last night, and were

married this morning ; penitential letter of

course, and so forth. But there's a deuce of

a shine, I can tell you. Glendower 's furious."

"Jack Bulstrode?" said Thistledowne,

gloomily ; not quite able to realise the situa-

tion, but recovering himself by slow degrees.
' ' Yes

;
Jack was there last Chiistmas. They

say he wrote to the Earl, but the Earl wouldn't

have it at any price ; of course he wouldn't.

They thought it M'as all over ; but it wasn't."
" And what's to be done now?" inquired the

other, recovering his tone.
" Bleed old Rosendale, I should think—he's

in a state of collapse
—and then provide for

Jack with a good staff appointment : or make
a swell of him somehow. That's what I should

do, if I was the Earl."

There's more sense in Charlie Raikes's last

remark than might have been expected : how-

ever, they did neither.

They did not bleed Lord Eosendale, for he

did not stand in need of it ; nor did they jet

provide handsomely for Jack and his runaway
beauty.
Lord Rosendale's characteristic was family

pride. It was not enough that Jack Bulstrode

was a gentleman ; he was a gentleman of no

position, and could only detract from the

family dignity. The blow was a very severe

one to him. He was invisible for some days,

and the family left town immediately. He had

been applied to by Jack to be allowed to ad-

dress his daughter : then had followed a letter

as cold, as civil, as decisive, as the occasion

required : and the affaii* had been dismissed as
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lino days' -wondor. A.s to Ltuly Evoljii's

Lings, sho wtis of Mrs. Mulajjrop's ojuiuon.
Kit hud sho to do with such uiibocoiiiing

Qgs as feelings ? She was to bo resei-ved for

etter fate. Then thoj'' camo to town. Jack
1: I become a loixngcr at the opera, a stoi)-gap

the stairs and in the doors of great houses

onstant at dejeuners, Chiswick fetes, horti-

tm-al meetings, and the Row. It was thought
irable to end all cpiestion bj' the substitu-

i of Lord Thistledowne. Lady Eosendule

not a cruel woman : both her other daugh-
had married for her, at least Lady Mar-

..'t was about to do so, and why should

iljTi bo more i^aiticular. Nettleship ought
ook after the girl : but Nettleship's reign
over after tht^ first drawing-room. And

• we have seen the end of it.

verj'body abused Jack, excepting his army
£i ids, who thought it a noble precedent. It

wrong certainly, but Jack had lived in

3ty where so little obloquy attached to

ling a neighbovu''s wife, that he did not

k much of his neighbovir's daughter. Be-

3, what could it signifj' ? Lady Evelj-n
Ic d bread and cheese, and a pony phaeton of

3wn, and looking after the butcher's bills,

counting the things for the laundi"ess
; and

e aU, she dearly loved Jack himself, so

t could it signify to anybodj'.
it there were moments when they felt that

had done WTong. Jack wished to see his

in the society fi'om which he had taken

and sui-rounded by luxuries, as well as

brts. Lady Evelyn longed for a father's
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veness and a mother's blessing; and

•ugh she took care never to let her hus-

see the eflfects of her regrets, she could

belp mingling a tear sometimes with her

;scs, which told him the truth. Every

le^
• had been rctiu'ned. Every attempt at re-

liation had been stamped out. They heard

friends (evcrj'body has some friends) that

names were forbidden in the pi-esenco of

sari.
" Mamma, dear, will forgive us

day, but I'm afraid of papa. I wonder

wl|her Frank ever thinks about us in India?"

ink did think about his favourite sister,

lis beau ideal of a hero, many a time, in

uard-room, or on outpost duty ; and now
lis leave had come was hui'i-j-ing home to

a share in their proceedings.
time went on. Jack Bulstrode and his

lived in a pretty cottage, which he had
ihed extravagantly, and which he allowed

deficient in no luxm-y \\-hatever. He
two or three horses, and a pony phaeton

ady Evelj'n ; and he made her as happy
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as the day was long. They went out, and thoy
received ; but the luxuiios of the rospoctablo

squirearchy and occlusiastics, who fonactl their

visiting circle, wero not tho olegiinii.-s of Ito-

sendale Castle or tho houses of which thoy had
tho riitn'r Ixfore. Jack fi-lt ho was talKX>ed

by all A^ho would stand well with tho lifjseu-

dales
; and a mariied man with but a thousand

a-yoar must confine his visits at great housed
within very moderate limits.

And now Christmas was coming again ; a.s

before, it was a blight, cheerfid -
looking

Christmas, and Jack's horses wero once more

eating their heads oil, and it was a more serious

business than before. Then, too, Christmas

has, for the poor and needy of high society, a

veiy black and dingy side. Those awful bills !

Ho had never felt uncomfortable about them
as a bachelor ; and no sooner was he married
than people positively expected to be paid.
The more economical he pretended to be the

more anxious were the people for their money.
So he gave them some more orders, and that

satisfied them.

But his viiHe—that was the trouble. As the

anniversary of her great happiness came round,
sho began to look ill, and worn, if not un-

happy. And she had another natural cause

for anxiet}', and so had ho. "
Jack, dear, let

us try once more. AViite to mamma. She
liked you, and she never was unkind. Don't

let Christmas go over. I think even papa
would scarcely like that. lie always camo to

my room with a little present on Chiistmas

Day. I wonder who'll sleep in ovu' rooms this

time ?
" and then she began to cry. To com-

fort her he promised to tiy once more
; so this

time he -m-ote to My Lady.
•

And then came an answer. It was kinder

and more conciliatory. The Earl was still im-

placable ;
but the Duchosso was there, and

Jack knew he had a friend at com"t. And
then there came a box—a large box ; it con-

tained handsome presents for Evelyn—Christ-

mas presents, and some curious little articles

which no one at present in the cottage could

well make use of. They might be usefid in

thiee or foiu' months' time. And then there

was a good-natured letter from the Duchosso,

and some kind messages from Lady Margaret.

But it was silent abmit the Earl, and Glcn-

dower was out of the question altogether.

But Christmas kept advancing", and thoy

wero no nearer the happj- mooting than here-

tofore.

Jack and his wife wero ut luncheon about

three days before tho festival which ought to

bring together all hearts, when a caniage from
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the rail-way drove up to the cottage, and a

handsome young fellow stepped out and made

his way through the garden. Frank Caradoc

had returned, and haying announced to his

mother his resolution of going to see his sister,

the feeble opposition which was offered to his

wishes was easily broken down. He had men-

tioned their names before his father, and, for

the fii-st time, they had been listened to with-

out an outbreak. So Frank Caradoc started

on his mission, and one of the familj- had at

last made his way to the forbidden home.

Years had passed since they had met. The

boy had become a tried and stalwart soldier.

There was the same light heart, the same open

hand ;
but they had been tempered by trial and

checked by experience.
"
Evelyn, you'll come with me ?

"

" And leave my husband ? Never, Frank.

His people shall be my people. "We go toge-

ther to Eosendale, or not at aU."
" Then you wiU both come ?

"

" Have you come here, Frank," said Jack

Bulstrode,
" with an invitation from your

father? I can be an unwelcome guest in no

man's house."
"
No, Jack, I know that weU enough; but

you must sacrifice something to an old man's

pride."
" I have mine."
' ' Yes ; but no man has trampled upon it,

or you would be the first to resent it. Come,

Jack, you owe my father something. Let the

first Christmas I have passed among them for

some years be a happy one. Don't let us have

to say that we threw away a chance. Christ-

mas comes but once a year."

Jack knew he had done wrong, and con-

science makes cowards of us all. Then he

looked at Lady Evelyn's face, and remembered

the fii'st tear he had seen upon it. It was not

quite a year ago. They flowed now fast

enough, and some bitterness was mixed with

them, though she sat with her hand locked in

his, as if nothing should part them.
" rU return with you, Frank, and ask his

pardon. I've done him a giievous wi'ong ; for

now I know the ti'easui-e I stole fi'om him."

So they went on the morrow, and at night-
fall they reached the vUlage in whose church

they had prayed together ; and there they

stopped.

Lady Eosendale was in her private room on

Christmas Eve. She bore her son-ow nobly,
and she had had something to bear, for Coun-
tesses can feel, though the world does some-

thing to harden while it poUshes them.

"Frank," said the lady; and he stopped

upon the thi'eshold.
" You have seen her?

Poor child, what would I give if she were here.

If you had waited but one day, yoiu" father

would have wiitten by you. He sent a letter

last night. Can they get here by Christmas

Day ? Surely they will lose no time !

"

Frank walked into the stable -yard and

ordered a brougham.
" To the '

Glendower

Arms,' quick." The bright sun was still

shining on the snow-clad branches, as thougk
it had never ceased to shine, and as they drove

back thi-ough the crisp atmosphere, and watched

the snow-wreaths once more falling before it,

they knew that their hearts were Kght once

more, like the sun, but that, like it, they had

been clouded for a season.

Lord Eosendale was in his study when Frank

arrived.
"
My^dear father, am I intruding ?

"

" My i)oy, you never gave me a moment's

unhappiness in your life
; ever welcome, Frank,

ever welcome."
" Shall this be a happy Christmas? Will

you make it so to me ?
"

Lord Eosendale looked at his son, and

sighed a little heavily.
" I have written,

Frank." It had evidently been a tiial to

him, but the Earl was a gentleman and a

Christian.
" And have you forgiven them, sir—really,

ti-uly ? Oh, how good !

"

" As I hope to be forgiven."

The door had not been closed. At that mo-

ment a loud sob broke in upon the solemnity

of the old man's speech ; the door opened, and

in another instant Lady Evelyn was in his

arms. Earls are not given to the display of

emotion, but as he clasped his daughter tighter

and tighter, he stUl foimd a hand to hold out

to Jack Bulsti'ode, as he said,
" Go away now,

my good fellow ; go to my lady. It will be all

peace and good will to-morrow; let it be so

now and for evermore."

Chaeles Claeke.

WHAT I DREAMT ON NEW
YEAE'S EVE.

Dear me, dear me ! Another year is gone,

and I am not married !

This time last year 1 made a vow to do all

in my power to obtain a husband—I have

kept my vow, T have done all ui my power to

enter the matrimouiil state, but I have failed.

In vain have I worn new dresses, loves of

bonnets aud hats, becoming veils, tight gloves,

and tighter boots—in vain have I purchased

a chignon, a coronet, and a pair of flowing

curls—in vain have I spent hours aud hours
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n my toilet : my money and my time have

een tlirown away—305 days have come and

Dne, and I am still single !

What shall I do ? What plan is likely to

i 8ucce.ssful ?

There is no time to be lost, for I am not so

)ung as I once was—I'm nearly thirty-five !

ut that fact is not generally known ; I flatter

yself 1 don't look more than tweuty-nine or

irty, at the most—that is to say, when I have

ken pains with myself. There is a saying,

Beauty unadorned is adorned the most," but

lon't believe in it—it's all nonsense. Oh dear !

In

getting sleepy ;
but 1 don't intend to go

sleep till I have fixed upon some new plan
r inducing the men to propose ;

I must keep
rake for the present

—
yes
—for

What's that noise ? Where am I going ?

ho is carrying me through the frosty air ?

)w cold it is. How bright the moon and

rs are ! 1 am in a gloomy room—a bed,

Dg with black, is in the corner
;
I am placed

a chair by the bedside, the curtains are

1 irawn, and a very old man is disclosed to

] view
;

his long white hair streams over

1 pillow, there is no colour in his wrinkled

f 3, his breath is feeble,
—the old man is dying !

is looking at me with an expression of scorn,

I. a satirical smile is on his lips.

'What ! not married yet ?
" he says,

"
Still

jle ? StiU on yoiu: preferment ? I am the

Year
;
when I was born, 365 days ago,

ji made r< vow that, ere the time came for

r to die, you would no longer be Living in

s ;le-blessedness ;
one hour alone remains of

n life, and your vow is unfulfilled. How is

i ? Are you quite sure you have tried every
n ns in your power to obtain a husband ?

"

I
endeavour to speak, but my tongue refuses

t< bey my desire ;
I cannot stir—my strength

is 5ne.

he Old Year laughs mockingly.
" ^\Tiat !

n .nswer ? No excuse ? Well, well, I must
a in those who will speak for you, and tell

y the true reasons for your repeated matri-

m ial failures. Winter ! Father Winter !

"

Irush

of cold air fills the room, and suow-
;s fall thick and fast, as a hale old man
^ars at the foot of the bed

; he is clad in

a ttering white garment, a chaplet of holly
ai mistletoe is on his hoary head, and icicles

ai utermingled with his beard.

Tell me, my friend, what is your opinion
of lis lady ?

"
says the Old Year, pointing his

til r at me. " Why did she not obtain a hus-

b4. during your reigu over the earth ?
"

ithout a moment's pause a shrill voice

est ims,
* ' Because she bestowed all her time

an| attention on her outwaid appearance, in

total forgetfulness of inward worth," and the

hoary-headed man has disappeared a.H quickly
as he came, the snow-flakes cease to fall, and
the air is no long.-r cold. Again a mocking
laugh issues from the lips of the occupant of

the bed, and again ho calls aloud.
"
Spring ! come hither, thou beautiful, but

treacherous maiden."

A piercing wind passes through the room,
followed by a cloud of dust, an! then a lovely

girl glides before me, arrayed in a bright green
robe adorned with clusters of violets and snow-

drops ; traces of tears are on her cheeks, but

smiles play round her mouth
; in her hand is a

spray of hawthorn, and a girdle, resembling a

rainbow in colours, encircles her waist.
" This lady has arrived at the mature age of

thirty-five, and, in spite of her anxiety to

become a wife, she is still single," observes the

Old Year, v. ith a malicious glance at me. " Can

you give her any advice on the subject, lovely
maiden ?—any hints respecting her future be-

haviour ?
"

" It does not always answer to hang out

false colours," is the ready reply.
"
Deceit,

vanity, and frivolity are not the most at-

tractive qualities in the world, neither are they
calculated to produce happiness in the state

matrimonial," and, with a graceful inclination

of her head, the beautiful girl retreats
; the

wind blows no longer, and the cloud of dust is

dispersed.
*' Worse and worse," murmurs the Old Year.

"Small wonder is it that you have been unable

to keep your vow—but I must not delay.

Summer, art thou near ?
"

A blaze of sunlight almost dazzles me
;
the

heat is intense
;

I feel faint and sick, but I

cannot move nor speak.
A lady, in the meridian of life, is standing

by the bedside ; her dress is a celestial blue,

adorned with festoons of the gayest flowers,

which fill the air with their sweet perfume ;

her golden hair falls about her like a veil, and

is occasionally the resting-place for some of the

numerous butterflies which hover around.
" Fair dame, what obstacles beset the path

of this aspirant to matrimony ?
" demands my

tormentor, in a tone of mock solemnity.
" The

chief object of her life is to change her name,

but *

ndbody comes to woo.
'

Surely hers is a

hard fate ?
"

"A hard fate?'' repeats the lady, "say

rather, a just recompense, a natural conse-

quence. Who would be foolish enough to

choose a gaudy, flaunting, artificial flower, in

preference to a blushing rose or moilest lily ?

Is not the smallest real pearl of greater value

than the largest false diamond ? Who would

desire to wed a wife whose attractions were
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oWiug to the arts of a skilful toilet, and who
considered fashion and personal appearance of

more importance than aught beside ? Heal

beauty is only
* skin deep :

'

what, then, shall

be said of that which is feigned ? I have done.

Fare-ye-weU !

" and the lady and the sunshine

are gone in a mpj^nt. • •

"There is ^^^ one more witness against

eparting Year in a feebler

lie more: my minutes are

breath i* failing fast. Au-

ills T^n
ly cease

; the

my ear

you,
voice,

n

says'

Vlj^gnly
4ii

leiedf^wy
«^me quickly, or it will be—too late."

ear a rustling sound, dead leaves are

falling on every side, and in the midst is a

middle-aged man, attired in a suit of reddish-;

brown, and holding a basket of the choice^^^,

fruit in his hand. *V
" Tell me," gasps the Expiring Year, "why

the hand of—of this la-ly
—was not sought in

—in marriage—during your lifetime. Quick !

I shall soon—be gone—soon—soon !

"

"There are many men in the world who
care little or nothing for beauty," is the im- >

mediate answer, "and who would gladly wed a ),,

wife of plain and unprepossessing appearance, 4
'

if she were honest, true hearted, anjjible, and

loving : there are also many men mio would

be foolish enough to select a bride on account

of her outward charms
;
but there are few—

very few who would knowingly be.stow their

name on one whose chief desire and aim were to

appear what she was not, and who was eager
to become a wife, not from any feeling of love

or hopes of domestic happiness, but for the mere

sake of b^ing called ' a married woman,' "

"
True, too true," gasps the poor Old Year,

agailu fixing his' glazing eyes on mine
;
and as

he speaks, he endeavours to lift his hand to his

forehead, v^ere the death damps are ga-

thering fast/ "Yoti hear—what they have

said—my faithful Seasons. Take my—dying
advice. Cast off all deceit—cultivate your
heart—instead of your— person. You have

tried the one plan
—and it—has failed'; try

the other. Who can t( 11 what—the result may
be ? And now farewell—the end is at hand—
ere another minute is—past

—my successor

will Jje ]?orn. Fare—well ! fare—well !

"

The trembling accents si

loud striking of a clock falls' _^ , „„„

death-chamber of the Old Year fai^s away, and
I awake. 7,

I start up in bed
;

I am In i4ll# i1,

half-frightened ;
I almost expect ^«4s^e

black-draperied bed and the dying owNil
Hark ! the clock is really striking ; hbw 8ol4

it sounds ! I glance eagerly at my watch,

perceive that the Old Year -is gone—gone
ever ! The new year is begun !

What a strange dream I have had ! what a

vivid impression it <has left on my mind ! I

wonder if I have iTeen to blame, after all ?—if*

i^my conduct has really been despicable and
foolish 1

1 have a great mind to alter my behaviour

for this one year, ancPfchen, if the different me-

thQdi|flhould
not succeed, I must think of

som^fching else
;
at any rate, it is worth a trial.

I viiSl try
—y^^ I will !

It is New Year's Eve once more !

I am sitting by the fire, waiting for my
husband—yes, my husbatid !

For I am no longer
" on my preferment ;" I

have been married these six months, and I

never was so really happy in all my life. And
all my happiness is owing to the extraordinary
dream which I had this time last year. I

shall always believe in dreams for the futui'e,

and advise other people to do the .ame. i
It was a very great trial to me at first, to

assume another character—or rather, to give

up assuming a vrong character. It required a

vast amount of determination to bid adieu to

my juvenile attire, njy false hair, my box of

rouge, and " such like things ;

" but I was

resolved to persevere, and my perseverance has

met with an ample reward. I have now a

happy home of my own, servants and carriages

at my command
;
and last, but not least, I

have a kind and loving husband, whom I con-

sider as near perfection as it is possible for

any one to be. .

*

A. C' W.

END OP VOLUME THE IHIRTEENTH.

.\ %
The next Number of

" Once A Week "
will he the First of the NEW SEEIES, and will

contain the commencement of a NEW NOVEL hy the Author of
^^ Maxwell Brewitt"

*'
George Geith," &c., dx., entitled "The Eace eok WeAx-TH."
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